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Twenty Cents Per Copy

Pulling cars up the hills of San Francisco
NATIONAL PYRAMID BRUSHES are used on both sides of the 2000 K.W.
rotary converters in the down-town substation of the Market Street

Railway Co., San Francisco. They give satisfactory, economical service.

These brushes, Grades 259 on the DC side and ET-10 on the AC side,

ended some severe troubles on these machines. San Francisco has many
steep hills, and when the work of pulling up these hills is added to the

natural peak load of the traffic, the machines are subjected to very heavy

overloads. These converters are rated at 3333 amperes, but the load

jumps to 5000 amperes for short periods. When traffic is at the peak,

4500 amperes must be delivered for as long as thirty minutes.

National Pyramid Brushes stand up under exceptional circumstances.

The correct NATIONAL PYRAMID BRUSHES will solve your brush

problems. Our Sales Engineers are eager to serve you.

National
Pyramid Bruges

NATIONAL

Service
Pl,mls

Manufactured and guaranteed by

CARBON COMPANY, INC.. Cleveland, Ohio— San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian National Carbon Co.. Limited, Toronto, Ontario

") CHICAGO, ILL. PITTSBURGH. PA. NEW YORK. N. Y.

I

551 West Monroe St.

Phone, STAt- 6092
7th Floor. Arrott Power Bldg. No. 3

Barker Place. Phone, SMIthfield 0740

237 East 41st St.

Phone. VANderbilt 0425
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Comfort and Speed
On the Laurel Line*-
HIGH speed interurban ser-

vice so common on many
roads throughout the country de-

mands equipment of the utmost
reliability. The control must be
simple, sturdy , and able to handle
satisfactorily, heavy accelerating

currents and line surges.

Westinghouse 557 motors and

HL control enjoy an unequalled

reputation for such consistent

performance. An outstanding

example is found on the Lacka-

wanna and Wyoming Valley

R. R. at Scranton, Pa.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales OfRces in AH Principal Cities of
the United States and Foreign Countries

W^tinghouse
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Substitute Pages

/^WING to an error in the press

^^ rooms of this paper last week,

some of the matter on pages 303 and

304 was omitted and other matter was
duplicated.

While this error occurred in only

part of the edition the error was not

discovered until most of the copies had

been mailed and it became impossible

to know which copies mailed were

defective.

The two pages are reprinted cor-

rectly on the attached sheet.

Readers whose copies last week were

defective in the manner described are

requested to substitute the attached

sheet for pages 303 and 304 of their

copies.

THE PUBLISHERS.
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Modernization Features

the Convention Program

MODERNIZATION, which has been the principal

topic of discussion of the American Electric Rail-

way Association throughout the present year, is given

a prominent place in the program for the Atlantic

City Convention, published in this week's issue. Such

subjects as "Finance" and "Co-ordination," to which

the first two sessions are devoted, are of great impor-

tance to all railway executives.

The outstanding feature of the American Associa-

tion program, however, is the Friday morning session

devoted to the topic of "Management." At this session

will be presented the result of the extended investiga-

tions carried on by the committees on city operation

and interurban operation, which have done much to

disseminate information as to how modernization may
be effected, and to instill in managements the need for

and the good results of such modernization.

Then, too, there will be a report from the special

committee on foreign operation, which is returning this

week from abroad after a six weeks' study of practices

which represent the best efforts of European operators.

This report is looked forward to with great interest.

The members of the committee are thoroughly familiar

with the problem and undoubtedly will be able to give

railway men many new thoughts that are applicable to

American conditions.

The programs of the affiliated associations likewise

show that the same care has been given to obtain

features that will not only interest but will be of real

value to those who attend the sessions.

The reports of the various committees, which take the

major part of the time, deal with live subjects and in

themselves indicate the progress being made in the

industry. In addition, the individual papers cover a

wide range of subjects that deal with the leading prob-

lems of the day.

Another innovation in the program is that Wednes-
day has been set aside entirely for the inspection of

exhibits. It has long been felt that more time should

be allotted for this purpose. This year, with far more
space taken by exhibitors than ever before, and exhibits

of new things not only by manufacturers who have ex-

hibited before but by those new to the delegates, the need

for this opportunity is even more apparent. How well

it will work out depends largely on how conscientious

the delegates are in their inspection. They can well

afford to devote the entire day to the purpose.

With so much of interest to all classes of railway

men, arrangements should be made by member com-
panies and others so that as many individuals as

possible can attend, and a wide range of departments
can be represented. For while a verbal report from
someone else who was there will give the stay-at-home

Volume 6i
Number 9

some general idea of the convention, it is only by actual

attendance that the full measure of enthusiasm can be

obtained and the greatest impetus be given to the mod-
ernization program.

Reciprocity with Europe

on Street Railway Practice

THE various reports on electric railway practice,

presented at the international electric railway con-

vention at Paris in June, and abstracted in recent

issues of this paper, show that there is much that we
can learn from Europe and, incidentally, considerable

which Europe can learn from us.

In the first place, it is obvious that in car design and
equipment there is much more going on in America
than in Europe. This may be due in part to the broader

and straighter streets in this country and consequently

the greater latitude permitted in width and length of

cars. But whatever the reason, Mr. Ricaud's report

on car design, published this week, is based almost

entirely on examples of recent American practice.

Again, in track construction, including special track-

work, it is probable that our engineers have been able

to do more in the way of standardization than has yet

been possible abroad.

But while America may claim general pre-eminence in

equipment, there is no doubt that such reports as those

of Mr. Bacqueyrisse on the psychotechnical selection

of car and bus operators and of Mr. Delavenne on the

relation between transport and urban development repre-

sent studies which at least in the direction in which they

have gone have progressed farther than anything yet

here. In this country, undoubtedly much has been ac-

complished during the last decade in applying the prin-

ciples of psychology to the selection of men for respon-

sible positions, and the practice received great impetus

during the war because of its use by the Army author-

ities in the selection of officers. There seem to be, how-
ever, two schools for thought in this direction ; one. the

use largely of written and oral tests, or the American
system, and the other, the use of mechanism, or the Con-
tinental system. It was with the thought that companies
in this country can derive some help from the Con-
tinental plan that so much space was given in the last

issue of this paper to the report by Mr. Bacqueyrisse.

In the same way the report by Mr. Delavenne on the

connection between the development of transportation

sj'stems in cities and the densities of their populations

offers food for reflection in showing how astonishingly

little has been the power of faster transport to diffuse

metropolitan population, yet how close is the relation

between city planning and the scientific development of

a city's transportation system. Of course recognition of
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this relationship has formed the basi? of the later fran-

chises granted in the largest cities of this country, like

New York, Chicago and Boston, where new lines are

laid out according to a definite plan by a commission

acting for the city. But this comparatively modern de-

velopment applies to only a few cities except so far as

the responsibility for such systematic development has

been assumed by public service commissions. The tie

between town planning and railway development in the

future is bound to be much closer than in the past, and

it is particularly interesting to note Mr. Delavenne's

recommendation, as a municipal representative of the

Paris plan of public ownership and private management,

that this combination forms the best way of combining

efficiency and true social progress.

"There Are No Secrets

About This Business"

APROMINENT electric railway executive said re-

cently that the time is past for discussing the

need for utility publicity ; that a railway executive who

hadn't yet been sold on that idea, is a drag on the

industry and deserves to lose his job. Inasmuch as

everyone should agree with him, the need for publicity

is not a subject for discussion.

But the way to make publicity copy effective is an-

other matter. In the mind of the average man on the

street, there is still present, in varying degree to be

sure, the general impression that there is something

mysterious about this railway business—that any com-

pany which carries thousands and frequently millions

of people on its cars, must be making enormous profits

in some way. In spite of former country-wide receiver-

ships, and in spite of increasing prices in other com-

modities while street railway fares remained constant

for several years, this idea still seems to cling in the

minds of a great many people.

In a business so closely regulated as the electric rail-

way industry prosperity means the ability to earn oper-

ating costs and a reasonable return on a limited invest-

ment. Should a surplus above this amount appear, steps

would be taken at once to reduce fares, impose new

service standards, or otherwise limit the possible return

to the owners. "Profits" as such are virtually unknown

in electric railway operation. The only kind of advertis-

ing copy which will overcome false impressions and

present this true picture is the kind that publishes

facts—facts about the business—operating and financial

statistics and any other matters which will give the

average man an insight into what might be considered

the secrets of the business.

Now, to collect the facts is one thing, and is a big

job. But to get the public to read them and to become

interested in them is a still more difficult matter. The

facts must be made interesting, they must appeal to

the imagination. The average man is primarily in-

terested in the kind of service he is getting, and cares

little how the result is accomplished. Nor is he in-

terested in the problems with which the railway manage-
ment contends. But the right kind of advertising will

attract his attention. In Pittsburgh, for instance, the

right kind of advertising awakened public interest to a

point where it won the recent strike—and it was "facts

advertising."

"There are no secrets about this business" represents

a thought that can be effectively applied in making
utility "facts advertising" of interest to the public and
of value to the railway.

Giving as Much Information

as Possible on Route Signs

IN THE laudable efforts to merchandise transportation

being made by many companies, it is natural that

greater attention is being paid to the display of route

signs on cars. The feature in which the regular pas-

senger is particularly interested is that the route sign

can be identified at a distance. The less frequent

patron and the stranger want the sign to give detailed

information about the route traversed. To supply this

twofold want many cars display conspicuous route

numbers or letters in addition to the usual lettered

signs. Such route numbers fulfill well the requirements

of the regular rider, and they are useful to the stranger

because he can easily learn by inquiry the number of

the route to take to reach any particular destination.

Experience shows that the value of the route number

sign can be increased if a list is published giving the

routes indicated by the various numbers or letters and

showing also what lines reach points of interest or other

common objectives.

The fact that a number or letter is used for a route

sign does not exhaust the capabilities of this kind of

sign. A variation possible is to designate by the

sign in some special way all routes which reach or

pass the destination of a great many passengers. Thus,

in Denver, all routes passing City Park have route

numbers ending in a zero, like 20, 30, 50, while all routes

passing Union Station have route signs of white num-

bers on a red background. Still another variation is

to indicate short route cars by a red band across the

route numeral, as in Philadelphia and Paris.

In horse-car days, when there were several railway

companies in every large city, each company painted its

cars a distinctive color, so they could be recognized a

long distance away. Where there is only one company

in a city, its cars are apt to be painted alike, and the

route signs become the only distinguishing mark. It

should not be written of the present generation that

when they sought of the railway company a sign, no

sign was given them. A safe rule is that it is better

to over-sign rather than under-sign a car. Although

many railways exercise conmiendable care in this re-

spect, a few continue to be negligent. It would be

worth their while to give the subject of route signs

more attention.

Every Dead Body Deserves

a Decent Burial

ALONGSIDE of the main line of one of the most

. heavily traveled railroads in this country lies the

ju'ik yard of an electric traction company. Old cars,

no longer able to perform useful service, are allowed

to stand th6re and rot away. The paint is gone from

the outside of the car bodies, the glass is gone from

the windows, the platforms sag and the window posts

sway back and forth in the wind. A more complete

picture of dejection could not exist. Yet this is the

sight which is presented every day to thousands and

thousands of travelers on this busy section of the steam

railroad. It is largely by this picture that they remem-
ber the electric railway in that city. To a certain

extent it cannot fail to affect the impression they have

of electric railways in general. There is no necessity

for flaunting a cheerless spectacle like this before the

public. When an old car has done its duty it should

be retired from service, all ussful material removed,

and the remaining shell entirely destroyed.
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Every Manager
Had a Copy

WHILE on a seven weeks' trip

in Europe this summer, a

representative of this paper called

on the managers of a considerable

number of tramway systems. Al-

most without exception, copies of

Electric Railway Journal were

to be seen in the offices of every

property. In several there were

nicely bound volumes of the

Journal for many years back,

carefully preserved for reference

purposes.

Many of these managers had

visited America to study electric

railway practices here and had

found that the best way of keep-

ing up to date was by taking and

reading the issues of this paper

regularly.

It is not surprising that the

Journal is a necessity to those on

whose shoulders rests the responsi-

bility of conducting some depart-

ment of an electric railway system

or of directing the property as a

whole. An old proverb says that

knowledge is power. Another de-

clares that the wise learn from the

experience of others. It is this

knowledge and the results of this

experience that ELECTRIC RAIL-

WAY Journal brings to its readers

each week.

—Alphabetical, 50; Classified, 46, 48; Searchlight Section, 45
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Adjustment of BrushR^ssure
obtainedm onew ond unique manner

Oti'V^stingliouse CaAan. Gttuit Breakers

Th,is Roller

is free to turn, on

TKis EccentricPill

By adjusting this pin

the contact pressure
of the current carry-

ing brush is increased
or decreased.

A clamping screw is provided to clamp
the eccentric pin in the desired position.

This novel method of adjusting brush
pressure is very effective, since it provides
ample bearing surfaces which are neces-
sary to prevent the loosening of the parts
by deformation of the materials under
shock of operation.

Other characteristics that make this
breaker the most adaptable for industrial
applications are described in Descriptive
Leaflet 20135 and in Circular 1705.

Westinghouse Electric & Munufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of the
United States and Foreign Countries

C L Carbon Breaker

Westinghouse
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A New Design of Set-Screw Splicer

A new set-screw splicer that will remedy your splicer troubles.

It is easy to install and is stronger than any trolley wire.

Two set-screws, at either end of the splicer, hold the trolley

wire securely. The harder the pull the tighter the set-screws

grip wire.

Made, with and without boss, for all sizes of round and

grooved wire. Ask our salesman for sample.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in all Principal Cities of the

United States and Foreign Countries.

Westinghouse
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J new member of an old family

"VULCAN"
Rail Joint Grinder
Combines many of the best features of

the widely used "Reciprocating" Track
Grinder and "Atlas" Rail Grinder.

Designed for surfacing Rail Joints

which are slightly uneven and for

obtaining a perfectly smooth surface

after a low joint has been built up by

arc welding and ground with a rotating

wheel grinder.

A new or slightly uneven rail joint

should never be ground with a rotating

grinding wheel machine, as it is im-

possible to avoid damaging the rail

The new Vulcan Bulletin gives all the

head by changing its shape, removing
unnecessary metal and producing an

uneven surface.

Quick-derailing, and easy-portability

are two of its great merits—turning a

handwheel puts 95% of the weight on

the derail wheels. One operator can

then lift the outrigger and pull the ma-
chine ofif the track—a matter of seconds.

This new member of our family weighs
1350 pounds and is shipped tested,

operated and adjusted ready for use

immediately on delivery.

details. By all means write for a copy.

Chester P. Gailor. 30 Church St., New York
Chas. K. Wood Co., Boston

3132-48 East Thompson Street, Philadelphia
agents;

Elcptrieal Engineerii)? & Mtg. Co., Pittsburgh

Athos Rallw.iy Supply Co., Chicsvo
Equipment & Engineering Co., London
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MORE THAN FILLING A HOLE
IN A MOLD

Casting Q-B Iron is more than fill-

ing a hole in a mold. It is the com-
pletion of a series of O-B foundry

processes, each definitely determ-

ined and controlled by a technical

department.

Given good patterns, correctly

made cores, molding sand of right

consistency, experienced super-

visors and efficient equipment, O-B

molders pour the iron that is sup-

plied to you in ever uniform O-B
Malleable Products.

In the O-B Malleable Foundry
pouring is a process closely deter-

mined by proper molds and tem-

perature of iron^— set to suit the

size, nature and section of the

finished casting. It is more than
filling a hole in a mold.

Tlie Olii
Mansfield,

rTROLLEY ' MATERIAL - ELECTRIC RAILWAY CAR
I EQUIPMENT — RAIL BONDS - HIGH TENSION
fDRCELAIN INSULATORS — THIRD RAIL INSULATORS

Dominion Insulator & Mfg. Co., Limited

rass Co.
Ohio,U.S.A.

WEW YORK — PHILADELPHIA — PITTSBURCtf
CHICAGO — CHARLESTON. W. VA.

LOS ANGELES — SAN FRANCISCO — PARIS^ FRANCS
liaeara Falls, Ontario, Canada

1
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Bates Poles on Electric Railway

in Coruna, Spain
Bates Poles with specially designed trolley supports are

used along the right of way of the Compania de Travias
de la Coruna at Coruna, Spain.

A perfect truss made from one piece of steel, without rivets,

bolts or wheels, Bates Poles have remarkable strength and
give sturdy service. Mass production makes them eco-

nomical in first cost, their simplicity makes them easy of

maintenance.

e
L'

ONEPIECE

EXPANDED
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An Advertisement Pub-
lished by the Portland
Cement Association on
the permanence of Con-
crete.

Use Your Track

and Have It Too
'T^HE renewal of Steel Twin
^ Tie Track at the end of the

wearing life of the rail is based

on the application of simple and

practical track methods to the

fact brought out in the Portland

Cement Association advertise-

ment shown above— that con-

crete endures.

The permanence of concrete

and steel; the simplicity, con-

venience and strength of arc

seam welding; the simple fact

that there are excellent rails for

Paved Track 6 inches high

make possible new economies

in the cost of paved track which

should be considered in plan-

ning your mid-season construc-

tion.

Write today for complete information

on Steel Twin Ties and the renewiJ

of Steel Twin Tie Track.

The International Steel Tie Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Steel Twin Tie Track
Economical Permanent Renewable
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SAVE POWER!

The "HP" Automatic Control is a distinc-
tive feature of Westinghouse-National Air
Compressors. By shutting the machine dovm
when all the pressure that is needed has
been built up, it effects an important saving
in power and reduces wear on the moving
parts.

WESTINGHOUSE-NATIONAL

jl/rCompressors

Satisfaction

That Endures!
THE quality of Westinghouse-National

Air Compressors is a warranty of en-

during satisfaction.

Quality is the first thought in design, con-

struction and assembly. This strict adher-

ence to quality standards has established the

reputation which Westinghouse-National

Compressors enjoy for long life, dependa-

bility and economy of operation.

The installation of a Westinghouse-National

in car barn, power plant or shop relieves you

of further compressor worries. Many of

these machines placed in service 15 and 18

years ago are operating as efficiently today

as when first installed.

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE CO.
General Office and Works: WILMERDING, PA.

Westinghouse-National Compressors are built

in all types and sixes from 3 to 700 cu. ft,

piston displacement. Write for catalog.

S131

WESTINGHOUSE-NATIONAL

**QUAL.ITY iVLACHINE-S F^OR. QUAI^IT^V^ ^E^RVICE:;*
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Keystone Compensating Fixtures
The burning out of any lamp in a series car light-

ing system will not affect the burning of the

remaining lamps when Keystone Compensating

Fixtures are used.

The fixture itself consists of an ornamental fire-

proof canopy in which is contained the necessary

number of enameled resistance units to represent

the equivalent capacity and resistance of one

incandescent lamp. The resistance is normally

out of the circuit, but the removal, breaking, or

burning-out of a lamp automatically connects

the resistance in series and thus the continuity

and normal resistance of the circuit is maintained.

The growing tendency toward the operation of

high candle power incandescent headlights in

series with one or more circuits of car lamps and

also the increasing use of larger units in car light-

ing has made a device of this character practically

a necessity.

Consider these advantages
Greatly reduced cost of lamp renewrals.

Greatly lessened loss of lamps from theft.

Immediate evidence of burned-out lamp.

Vastly improved appearance and lessened glare.

Greatly simplified car wiring.

,, , .
Better illumination for a given total wattage consumption.

Electric Service Supplies Ca
PHILADELPHIA

17th and Cambria Sts.

PITTSBURGH
829 Oliver Building

NEW YORK CHICAGO
50 Church St. Monadnock Bldg.

SCRANTON BOSTON
ains 316 N. Washington Ave. 88 Broad St.

Lyman Tube & Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver
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>^
"What Others are Doing

rot/ Can Do!"
TF others are increasing net earnings
A by the use of Safety Cars (with our

Safety Car Equipment), you can too.

The fact that our equipment has been

applied to 10,000 cars on 400 properties

in eight years is sufficient proof that the

Safety Car plan of operation is paying

handsome returns, and that it is a plan

which is equally successful under the

most widely varjing operating condi-

tions.

There is nothing intangible or mysteri-

ous about the advantages of Safety Cars.

They simply cut operating expenses al-

most in two ; earn more by saving more I

All that is necessary for Safety Car

operation is our equipment, which is

easily installed on any car, new or old^

^SafetyCarDevices Go.
OF St. Louis, Mo.

Postal and ^legraphic Address:

WiLMERDING, PA.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK VASHINGTON PITTSBURGH
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Here
An organization to serve!

National Pneumatic
Up-to-date Equipment for Up-to-date Cars

No LONGER considered an experiment or a

luxury, pneumatic door and step operating equip-

ment is recognized as a vital, necessary operating part

of the modern, efficient car. Its ability to increase

schedule speeds is admitted. The additional safety

factor it imparts is proved by statistics. And the cost

sheets show its economy.

In the forefront of this progressive development stands

National Pneumatic Equipment. Its case is proved by

the acid-test of experience.

The fact that over 80% of America's cars have one or

more National Pneumatic devices is proof of their

standing in the railway field.

Consult us on your requirements

National Pneumatic Co., Inc.

Originators and Manufacturers

Principal Office: 50 Church Street, New York

Philadelphia-Colonial Trust Building Chicago—McCormick Building

Works—Rahway, New Jersey

Manufactured in Canada by Domtnion W^€^ d Fc^ndry Co.. Ltd.. Tonmto. Ont.
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"There is no question but
that such vehicles are rapid-

ly becoming an adjunct to

practically all electric rail-

way service throughout the
country."

L. S. Storrs,

President,

The Connecticut Company,
New Haven, Conn.
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fAe eonnQctin^link/
MODERNIZATION has inserted

a strong link in the chain
of transportation

—

The hus.

Public demand for transporta-

tion, as it has developed, has ever

given the railways new problems.
From the days of the horse car

to the era of electric power, rail-

ways have consistently improved
their service to the riding public.

In the modern commodious bus,

railways are meeting public de-

mand and rapidly strengthening

their system of transportation
with this strong new link of
service.

The bus, today, is an ally of the

railway, operating successfully in

conjunction with present track

equipment and, in many cases,

replacing trackage altogether.

The Mack bus, from bumper to

tail light, is in full keeping with
the modernization idea.

It is all hus. Passengers are be-

coming educated to know the

differencebetweenabodyperched
on a truck chassis and a graceful,

commodious job designed and
built for their comfort. They are

friendly toward the bus that is

only one step from the ground,

that gives them luxurious riding

comfort, that impresses them
with its safety and that holds to

schedule.

That is why they like the Mack.
And railways operating Mack
buses not only build up a profit-

able riding bus clientele but gain

the economies in daily operation

and maintenance costs for which
Mack buses are famous.

Macks are recognized by these

features

—

A specially designed low bus
chassis.

Wide front axle. Dual reduction

rear axle, which is strictly a bus
axle, designed to give maximum
road and under-body clearance.

Straight line shaft.

Mack bus men will explain other

Mack features and assist you in

working out your operating
problems.

mack trucks, inc.

International Motor Company
25 Broadwav, New York City

Builders o/ City and Sedan T>pe Buses

Eighty-three direct MACK factory branches
operate under the titles of: "MACK
MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY" and
"MACK- INTERNATIONAL
MOTOR TRUCK CORPORATION."

25 Passenger, City Type

Sixtyteven pet cent o/ Mack Bus deliveries this

3Pcar have been to street railway companies.

/^r/^rma/fce counfs.
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Are you using tokens?

IF
YOU ARE NOW using tokens

or if you contemplate using them,

let us send you our sample card
showing the styles of tokens which are

most popular today.

We first began making tokens in 1820
—104 years ago. Since then we have
made many millions of tokens as well

as medals and planchets. In fact, with-
out meaning to boast, no other private

establishment has facilities equal to

ours for quantity production, prompt
deliveries and coin quality tokens.

We realize that the best insurance

against counterfeit is to use a first-class

token, consequently we spare no efforts

in producing the necessary high

quality die work, as well as in keeping

strictly to gauge tolerances.

Besides tokens, we supply the railway

field with cup drawn admiralty con-

denser tubing as, well as uniform

buttons.

May we send you our sample card of

tokens without obligation on your part?

SGOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Main OflBce, Mills and Factories—Waterbury, Conn.

HIGHEST QUALITY — MATERIALS OF PRECISION — QUANTITY PRODUCTION

280 Broadway, New York
224 W. Lake St., Chicago

1213 W. 3rd St., Cleveland

10 High St., Boston

Penna. BIdg., Philadelphia

McGlawn-Bowen BIdg., Atlanta

^^ Established 1802

SCOVILL
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Pacific Coast Sales Agenta:

Engle-Reid Co.

149 California Street.

San Francisco

Terminal Sales BIdg.,

Lot Angeles

Member, Copper ahd Brass Research Association
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Measuring oil—and measuring results

Each drop of the pint, gallon or barrel of lubricating oil represents

so much lubricating film surface. Each square inch of this film

has a certain quota of work to perform. It must come between

V, and keep apart the surfaces of the bearings that press it top and

bottom. It must substitute the fluid friction of its own body for

the solid friction of the metals.

It is the body of this fUm that determines lubricating value. Not

the number of square inches of film surface in a gallon, but the

service efficiency

—

the strength and durability—of each square

inch. Its power of resistance to heat and pressure; its ability

to endure the daily grind without breaking down.

Superiority in these essentials distinguish GALENA OILS from all other

railway lubricants and make obvious the impropriety of gallonage com-

parison. Three outstanding features: maximum mileage, longer life to

bearings and fuel saving—through their lower coefficient of friction—arc

always evident with Galena lubrication when analyzing service results.

^^,

i

Galena-Signal Oil Q)mpany|
New York - Franklin. Pa. • Chicago

and offices in principal cities
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Standard
for Modern G-E Motors

as follows

GE-201 GE-260 ^|^^|
GE-203 GE-263 ^^^H
GE-210 GE-264 ^^^H
GE-240 GE-265 ^^^H
GE-247 GE-275 ^^^H^^^H

—and available
^^

for these G-E Motors

GE-57 GE-73
GE-67 GE-80
GE-70 GE-88

Don't purchase supplies at random.
Use your G-E Catalog

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities

A Renewable Carbon-way
Do you replace worn brush-holder carbon-

ways promptly as you should? Or do you
continue operation with the worn part and
risk a higher motor maintenance cost?

Many railway motors now in service have
worn brush-holders that should be replaced.

Replace them now with the new G-E Renew-
able Carbon-way Holder. Then in the future

just the carbon-way, the worn part, can be

renewed at about one fifth the cost of replac-

ing a complete holder.

Quite a saving. And remember, the other

results will be fewer motor failures and better

service.

GENERAL ELECTRIG
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A Railway

that Came Back

WHEN a railway is abandoned it usually means that

the junk man is called in and what remains of

the physical assets is salvaged by him for what it will

bring. But in the case of the abandoned western sec-

tion of the Shore Line Electric Railway, an interurban

operating in Connecticut, when the junk man deter-

mined to take out the rails he found there was no profit

in the procedure, even in the period when scrap metal
was high some five years ago. That is the only thing

that saved the property for the present owners, as the

local bankers said the railway had failed and there was
no hope of reviving it.

Exclusive of the terminal city, the population to be

served was only 40,000, including the many summer
visitors who frequent the small towns along Long Island

Sound, and the largest town outside of New Haven has

only 3,000 people. The New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford Railroad paralleled the route. In addition, inde-

pendent buses had come in when the railway was shut

down as it was thought they could handle the business.

These factors all seemed to indicate that the property

never could be made to pay.

With such a discouraging outlook ahead, it seems
surprising the any one would consider further a project

to resurrect the line. But all this did not prevent
further consideration by the original builder of the

road, who knew the possibilities of the situation. His
opinion that with light cars and frequent service the

line could be made to pay was confirmed by a number of

outside railway men.
The resumption of service and the results obtained

are described in some detail in an article in this week's

issue. When the road was started up once more as the

New Haven & Shore Line Railway, after four years of

idleness, it was possible to change some of the conditions

that had resulted in the failure. The new cars, weigh-
ing 28,000 lb. against 69,000 lb. for the old ones, per-

mitted one-man operation. Purchased power, automatic

substations and other recent developments have all con-

tributed to economy in operation. From a transporta-

tion standpoint, a study of the needs of the people has

resulted in arranging the schedules so that they really

serve the riders, which was not the case formerly. The
fare collection has been simplified and delays due to this

cause practically eliminated. The territory has been

surveyed to obtain new sources of revenue. Freight

business has been developed so that it is a real aid to

the company.

On a small property such as this it is essential that

there be no wasted labor, and it is interesting to note

that the maintenance men are willing to do work in

more than one trade. This permits payment of good
wages while keeping down the cost to the company.
As a result of the enterprise shown in rehabilitating

this property the riders have steadily come back,

Volume 6^
Number 10

proving that the public is really desirous of getting

satisfactory railway service. The competing bus lines

have gradually lost business and one has finally re-

tired, while another is said to be finding it difficult to

operate at a profit.

It is worthy of note that in the physical restoration

of this property there have been no radical innovations.

Everything has been carried out along well-proved lines,

such as can be done by any railway. Here should be

an inspiration for the railway man who has found busi-

ness declining, for it shows that in some places, at

least, it is possible to regain confidence and improve
conditions so that an essential service can be retained

for the community.

Publicity as a Means of Preventing

Unfortunate Results from Superficial Thinking

OUR means of distributing information appear to

have increased very much more rapidly than the

ability of the average man to digest this information.

As a result of this situation, nearly every one possesses

a little knowledge on almost every subject, and it is

axiomatic that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing.

Never before has careless and superficial thinking been

so prevalent as it is today.

Railways suffer in many ways on account of this

superficial thinking. They suffer because the man in

the street believes that he knows as well as the experi-

enced transportation man how to operate the road. City

officials usually consider themselves equipped as well as,

or frequently better than, the company's engineers to

solve technical problems. Hearing that this or that

scheme has been tried somewhere else, they seize

upon it eagerly as the solution of the transportation

problem in their own city, failing entirely to consider

that in many cases the local circumstances may be

altogether different.

It is necessary only for some evil to be discovered

before a dozen ready remedies are suggested. The fact

that the remedy may be worse than the disease seems

never to occur to the ardent reformer. If a careless

automobile driver collides with a span pole, it is pro-

posed to remove the pole. Teaching caution to the

autoist would be too long a process.

To some extent the railways are now suffering from

the effect of superficial thinking in the past. They have

been compelled by the weight of uninformed opinion

to do many things against their own judgment—things

that have not turned out particularly well. They are

likely to have even more trouble of this kind in the

future unless steps are taken to forestall it.

A few railways still adhere to an out-of-date policy

of talking to the public as a grown person talks to
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children—in a pleasant voice and with a smile perhaps,

but without mentioning any of the harsh realities of

life. If a question is raised concerning some phase of

railway operation, the public is put off with polite

words and good wishes, but no facts. This simply lays

a foundation for erroneous or even dangerous ideas.

The best way to prevent unfortunate results from

loose thinking is by full and complete publicity which

will leave the public no opportunity to be misinformed

on important subjects. Today the public is not willing

to sit back and give the railway management free rein

to do as it pleases. If the public is going to manifest

any interest in railway operations, therefore, the only

way in which it can have an intelligent interest is when

the company itself presents all the facts fully and

frankly.

Lost—One of the Greatest

Virtues of the Electric Motor

FEW railway men stop to consider that noiselessness

is one of the great virtues of the electric motor.

Compared with the steam engine or the internal com-

bustion engine, the quiet operation of the electric motor

is marked.

Somehow the great virtue of noiselessness appears to

have been lost in the cars run on many electric rail-

ways. At least it has not been capitalized to the fullest

extent, because a frequent criticism heard today of elec-

tric railway operation is that it is noisy.

Not all such criticism is justified. Other and more
disturbing noises, such as the hideous exhaust horns

on automobiles, pass almost unnoticed. But it must be

admitted that electric railways are not infrequently of-

fenders in the matter of noise.

Generally speaking, the noises incident to street rail-

way operation may be divided into two classifications,

those for which the rolling stock is responsible and
those due to the track. Every electric railway man
knows that improperly maintained equipment results in

noisy operation. The elimination of this nuisance is

only a matter of care and attention to detail. Experi-

ments are being conducted with a view to shrouding the

wheels, improving springs and modifying the car de-

sign in other ways to reduce vibration and noise. One
company is trying out car wheels with rubber cushions
between tire and hub. All this represents a movement
in the right direction, but one might wish that the
movement were at a somewhat faster rate.

Less thought, perhaps, is being given by way engi-

neers to the responsibility for noise that rests on the
track than is given by mechanical men. Bad track
is at least as likely as bad cars to be a nuisance. Cor-
rugated rail, loose switches and worn out crossings
should receive prompt attention or the reputation of the
railway will suifer.

There is also another phase of the situation which
has not received so much attention. Some brand new
track, badly designed, may be just as noisy as old
track. One can ride along the street in a railway car
and notice the difference in the amount of noise pro-
duced on different sections of track. Here is a problem
that, while not new, challenges the ingenuity of the best
engineers. An even more determined effort to find
the cause and the remedy should lead to an improvement
in the operation, for noise, in addition to being objec-
tionable in itself, is an indication of wasted energy and
an excessive rate of deterioration of one or mor& parts
of the railway property.

"Ye Shall Know the Truth"—
An Impression from England

ADVERTISING has come to be a common denomi-

L nator to all business. Executives of the electrical

industry will therefore feel a very personal interest in

the impression which Americans have brought back

from the recent international advertising convention

held in London. In a word, this impression is that al-

though tremendous advances have been made in America
in the technique and detail of advertising, and we have

undoubtedly advanced in its application beyond any
other nation, the Englishman has perhaps come to a

deeper realization of the fundamental values of adver-

tising as a constructive influence for use in great so-

cial, national and economic emergencies.

Crown, Church and State were marshaled to stage by
the advertising men of England before the 5,000 dele-

gates from the United States and other nations. The
convention was opened by the Prince of Wales. The
Bishop of Durham, in a sermon on advertising in West-
minster Abbey, issued a call to arms to all advertising

men to keep the aims and the purposes high of this one

of the greatest of forces in educating the people. His

theme, "Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall

make ye free," was developed into a masterpiece of logic

and flawless English. No business man in his audience

in that "Hall of Great Traditions" of England could

escape the truth that advertising, this most modern
expression of a civilization, could be associated with

propriety with the lessons of the past, whose memorial.«

were everywhere about him.

The ministers of the British government addressed

the convention on the force and purpose of advertising

as a great instrument for public and industrial educa-

tion, and called upon advertising men to use their influ-

ence through the public prints to bring about a better

understanding between nations.

On the economic importance of advertising, as well

as its intimate social significance today, there were
many fine addresses. Perhaps the keynote of the many
contributions to the economic place of advertising in

modern industry was struck by Winston Churchill, when
he said:

The great upward movement of productivity was checked
by the war, but not arrested. . . . We are suffering
from a serious and widespread decline in consuming power.

. . . It spurs exertion. It brings together in fertile

union what otherwise would have never met. . . . The
advertisement is a protection against profiteering. The
standard of the goods is made uniform. Advertising is a
great security to the public against fraud. . . . Let me
endeavor to sum up in a few sentences what I conveive to
be the main theme of your discussions. Truth will conquer;
beauty is a practical utility, art is serviceable in itself; merit
will achieve its just reward; better times are coming to all

of us and to the whole world; all the men in all lands are
necessary to one another.

No brief editorial can summarize the work of this

convention nor attempt to picture completely its many
lessons. Advertising pays, yes. Advertising is a great
instrument in the distribution of commodities and
equipment in this complex age. But advertising is only
in its beginning, if its power is to be guided by the
great ideals set forth in the convention just closed.

For in England today they are looking to the force
of advertising as a great instrument for social influ-

ence that gives promise of help not alone to the business
man and to industry but to nations and to all humanity
in the solving of the great besetting problems of our
complex modern civilization.



Tlie Line Passes Through Several Attraotive Connecticut Towns Uke This

Line Once Abandoned
Modernized and Made Profitable

Light-Weight One-Man Cars Are Operated on New Haven &
Shore Line Railway Through Sparsely Settled Territory at 17.79

Cents per Car-Mile—Service Resumed After Four-Year Suspension

ALMOST exactly one year ago electric railway

l\ service was resumed on the abandoned "Shore

x\. Line" running from New Haven, Conn., east

along the edge of Long Lsland Sound to Saybrook.

From the summer of 1919 to the summer of 1923 not a

car was operated on this 34-mile interurba.i line. Bus

service was inaugurated in the territory formerly served

by the railway, and it was generally believed that the

electric railway in this district was gone, never to

return. Careful investigation by experienced railway

men, however, showed that modern light-weight one-

man cars could be operated at a cost sufficiently low to

make such service profitable. With that end in view

the property was purchased and reconditioned, and the

'first year's operation has shown that the estimates of

the engineers were correct.

In order to have a clear understanding of the fac-

tors involved in the rehabilitation of this railway, it

is necessary to go back several years to the time when

first it was built. Construction was commenced in 1910

on what was then called the Shore Line Electric Rail-

way, running from New Haven to Saybrook. The

principal financial backer of the enterprise was Morton

F. Plant, who was a wealthy shipowner and also inter-

ested in real estate and other investments in southern

Connecticut. Under Mr. Plant's direction the line was

constructed and combined with other electric railway

properties in eastern Connecticut, so that it extended

from New Haven, Conn., to Westerly, R. I.

On the western end hourly service was provided by

large heavy interurban cars of the type widely used
in those days. The running time to Saybrook was two
hours, cars leaving New Haven on the hour. In spite

of the thinly populated character of the territory

served, the railway operated at a profit for several

years. But in 1916 the increase in wages and other

costs began to assume serious proportions. In 1917

there were further increases in the cost of conducting
transportation, generating power and general main-
tenance, and there was a disastrous collision on the west-

ern division. The next year serious trouble developed in

the power house and it was necessary to shut down the

railway for three weeks while repairs were being made.

These troubles caused much loss of revenue and a seri-

ous deficit was reported at the end of the year.

A demand was made by the trainmen in 1919 for still

higher wages, although they were then receiving a rate

higher than the average in Connecticut. After having

operated the road at a deficit for 2 years the manage-
ment was unwilling to pay higher wages and increase

the deficit. This situation was explained very thor-

oughly to the trainmen, who were told that insistence

on their demands would mean the suspension of service

altogether. Apparently this was believed to be merely

a bluff, as the men did not recede from their position,

and eventually in the early summer went on strike.

The western end then suspended operation entirely

and remained shut down for 4 years. Bus service was
inaugurated to furnish transportation for the territory.

During this period various offers were received by
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the management from persons who desired to buy the

property and scrap it. One junk man actually got to

the point of removing some of the rails, but soon found

the undertaking was not profitable. Finally A. William

Sperry of the Sperry Engineering Company, original

builder of the "Shore Line," conceived the idea that with

modern equipment operation on the section shut down
might be resumed on a paying basis. The scheme was
suggested to several bankers in New Haven, who flatly

turned it down. They said that the railway had failed

and that the bus had come in to do the business and

there was no hope of reviving the electric line. Never-

theless, Mr. Sperry continued his investigation of the

possibilities of the situation and secured the advice of

a number of outside railway men. The latter were
emphatic in their statements that the railway could be

made to pay.

Accordingly arrangements were made for the pur-

chase of the property and its operation by a new com-

pany under the name of the New Haven & Shore Line

Railway. The purchase price was $140,000, which with

rehabilitation costs of about $250,000 made a total cap-

italization of about $400,000. Bonds for this amount
were sold at par and a 20 per cent bonus in common
stock was given to the bond buyers.

Service Resumed Under New Management

The territory through which it was proposed to

resume service might well have discouraged the new
management. Outside of the city of New Haven the

largest community served is that of Guilford, with a

population of only 3,000 people. The population of the

whole area is not more than 40,000 people in summer and
is considerably less in winter, when many temporary
visitors return to the city. Moreover, the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad and the Boston Post
Road traverse the entii'e district at no great distance
from the interurban right of way. The bus service

begun when the railway was shut down covers the
entire length of the Boston Post Road.
At first only two cars were operated between New-

Haven and Guilford. Then a third car was added and
the operation continued to Madison. Finally a fourth
was put in service and hourly service through to Say-
brook was commenced. An important change was made
jn schedule, however, whereby the cars now leave New
Haven on the half hour instead of on the even hour
as formerly. This plan has worked out very much
better for people who live in the country and work in

New Haven, as most employees must get to their jobs
on the hour or a little before and leave their jobs on
the hour or a little after. The old schedule got them

to town either an hour before it was necessary or a

little late. When going home, at 5 o'clock in the after-

noon, a wait of nearly an hour for the 6 o'clock car

was necessary. The new schedule has overcome this

difficulty.

Low Operating Cost an Outstanding Feature

The outstanding feature of present operation under

William Walker, general manager, is the low operating

cost of 17.79 cents per car-mile with modern light-

weight cars. The cars operated by the old Shore Line

were of the type commonly used on interurban lines 10

or 12 years ago and weighed 69,000 lb. each. The
new car is of semi-steel construction and weighs only

28,000 lb. and seats 48 persons. It was built by the

Wason Manufacturing Company. These cars are

equipped with four General Electric No. 264 motors and
maintain a schedule speed of 17 m.p.h. on the round
trip between New Haven and Saybrook. Operating

costs per car-mile for the first quarter of the present

year averaged as follows:

Way
and

Struc-
tures,
Cents
1.51

Equip-
ment,
Cents
1.42

Power,
Cents
4.45

Trans-
porta-
tion,
Cents
5.32

General
and

Miscel-
laneous,
Cents
5.09

Total.
Cents
17.79

A number of important changes were made at the
time operation was resumed. The road was originally

built with catenary overhead construction and designed
to operate at 1,200 volts, d.c. Power was generated in

the railway's own power station at Saybrook. With
the reorganization, however, it was decided to jiurchase
power from the Connecticut Company. New substa-
tions were built at Totoket and Westbrook, and one
is shown in an accompanying illustration. It was found
possible to equip these substations almost completely by
redistributing the rotary converters and switchboard
apparatus already on hand. This work was carried on
with the assistance of the General Electric Company,
and the new arrangements have turned out to be much
more satisfactory and economical than the old.

Along with the other changes that have been made in

the rehabilitation of this railway is an alteration in the
method of collecting fares. The line is now divided
into a number of zones, each approximately 3 miles
long and in each of which a fare of 10 cents is charged.
Outward bound from New Haven all passengers pay as
they leave the car. Those who board in the first zone,
which corresponds with the city of New Haven, simply

The Automatic Station at Totolict In llrluoen Now llnrcn
and North Urudford
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get on and go into the car to sit down. Those who
board in the second and later zones receive checks

showing the number of the zone. As they leave the car

the operator examines these checks, collects the proper

fare and rings it up on an Ohmer fare register.

Inbound to New Haven fare collection is pay enter.

Passengers receive tickets when they pay their fares

showing the destination to which they intend to go. As
they leave the car they surrender these tickets to

the operator, who glances at them to see that they are

not over-riding. Under this arrangement the delays

of fare collection are reduced to a minimum in the

New Haven area,

which is the only part

of the line where con-

gestion exists.

Under the circum-

stances which pre-

vailed when service

was resumed on the

Shore Line it is im-

possible to make a

worth-while compari-

son of present traffic

with that at any spe-

cific time in the past.

Conditions are now so

different from what
they were when the

old railway was oper-

ating that a compari-

son of the number of

passengers carried
would have no value.

Neither would a com-

parison with the num-
ber carried during

the corresponding
month a year ago,

when the line was
just getting back on a Large l-an m tl.o Line

., .° , , , . Is Over Private
its feet and beiore Kight of way
it was running all

the way through to Saybrook. Without going into

detailed figures, however, it may be said in a general

way that traffic has been increasing steadily in a most

gratifying manner ever since operation of the line was

resumed.

In the early part of this summer a 4,000-ft. extension

was built to serve Hammonasset Beach. This is a

picnic resort on property owned by the State of Con-

necticut on Long Island Sound near Madison. Four

second-hand open cars were purchased and have proved

to be very useful in carrying special parties from New
Haven to the beach during several months in the sum-

mer season.

Another important source of revenue that has been

developed for the company is from the quarry of the

New Haven Trap Rock Company at North Branford,

which is the largest trap rock quarry in the world. An
average of 150 carloads of broken stone is produced

daily. Much of this rock is hauled by the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad, which has a spur

running into the quarry, but the New Haven & Shore

Line Railway gets 600 to 700 tons of freight a week

from this source.

A factor that has been helpful in building up the

railway's passenger traffic is the geographical features

of the towns. These are in most cases long and narrow,
strung out along the Boston Post Road. Between towns
the railway operates on private-right-of-way, but leaves

this and operates through the main street of every com-
munity. Thus it provides a much more convenient serv-

ice than does the N. Y., N. H. & H. R.R., which has
only one station in each town, necessitating a long walk
for most of the inhabitants. There are many new
houses being built along the route of the electric rail-

way and it is expected that traffic will increase steadily

for some years to come. During January, February
and March of this year passenger revenue was approxi-

mately 26 cents per car-mile and with the low cost of

operation left sufficient to pay all operation and interest

charges.

Bus Competition Is Being Driven Out

During the time that the old railway was shut down
bus operation was commenced throughout the entire

territory formerly served. Since the resumption of

service by the New Haven & Shore Line one bus com-

pany has retired from the field altogether and another

company, in spite of the advantage of many miles of

excellent concrete paving on the Boston Post Road, is

finding it very difficult to keep its head above water.

Propositions have been made to the Shore Line to pur-

chase the bus rights, but the railway company feela

so sure of driving out competition by the superior

service afforded that it has not availed itself of the

opportunity to buy out the buses.

An interesting feature of the maintenance methods
of this company is the small number of men employed.

This has been instrumental in keeping operating costs

low. They are paid good wages and no supernumeraries

are employed. In the mechanical department each man
is supposed to be more or less a jack-of-all-trades and

there are no instances when a workman who is called

upon to do a particular job refuses on the ground that

it is not his work. Any job in connection with the

railway is any man's job.

The operating headquarters of the new company have

been moved to Guilford, which is more centrally located

in the territory served, and there was no use, therefore,

for the old carhouse in Saybrook, which has been rented

to the Transit Equipment Company. It has proved a

great convenience to the new railway to have this

second-hand equipment company conveniently ' located

where it can make heavy repairs and relieve the rail-

way of the necessity of having equipment to do this

work.

Substitute Pages for Aug. 30 Issue

OWING to an error in the press rooms of this paper

last week, some of the matter on pages 303 and

304 was omitted and other matter was duplicated.

While this error occurred in only part of the edition

it was not discovered until most of the copies had been

mailed and it became impossible to know which copies

mailed were defective.

The two pages are reprinted correctly in the supple-

ment mailed loose with this issue.

Readers whose copies last week were defective in the

manner described are requested to substitute the

attached sheet for pages 303 and 304 of their copies.

They are also urged to call the attention of the binder

at the end of the year to the importance of including

the correct pages in the bound volume.
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Trailer V»ed In Fsrcel Post Service In Berlin

Electric Cars Haul Parcel Post

Packages in Berlin
These Trains Have Replaced Horse-Drawn Vans with

Profit to the Post Office Department and to

the Railway System

By E. KiNDLER
Chief Engineer Berlin Street Railway System

THE transportation of parcel post packages between

the five railroad stations and the eight parcel post

offices in Berlin is now being done over the Berlin Street

Railway. The first parcel post car for this service was
run in 1917. The service has proved so satisfactory

that there are now 21 trains, each consisting of one

motor car and one or two trailers. These trains are

dispatched according to definite schedule and carry

nothing but parcel post packages.

The motor cars are former passenger cars, which
have been rebuilt to make them suitable for the carry-

ing of packages by the removal of the seats and the

replacement of the glass sash by sheet iron panels.

The trailers are especially built and have a length over
all of 22 ft. 4 in. and width of 7 ft. 3 in. The floor of
these trailers is 31i in. above the rail, which is the

same height as that of the loading platforms at both
the railway stations and post offices. This makes it

possible to load and unload a car very quickly. The

sliding doors on each side are in two parts, to give an

opening of 79 in. There are also front and end doors

29i in. wide. The trailers are equipped with automatic

air brakes, so that if the trailer gets separated from

its motor car it will stop automatically. No attendant

is carried on a trailer.

At present the motor cars make about 500 car-miles

a day, and the trailer car mileage is about 800 per day.

During December, 1923, 4,500,000 parcel post packages

were transported. The system will probably be ex-

tended.

The government pays the street railway for this serv-

ice 10 gold marks (about $2.40) per motor car hour
and 4 gold marks (95 cents) per each trail car hour.

Even at this price it is saving money because each train

carries about 3,000 parcels, or the number which for-

merly would have required an average of 8i two-horse

vans. For the vans 17 employees would be necessary,

whereas for the train only two are required. At the

same time the railway earns some money with obsolete

cars and can man them with older employees who per-

haps otherwise might be on the pension list.

Features of Rebuilt One-Man,

Two-Man Youngstown Car
Full Safety Car Equipment Placed on 48-Passenger

Cars of Youngstown—Air Piping and Lightning
Arrester Placed Within Car

LIGHT double-truck, double-end cars have been built

-/by the Youngstown Municipal Railway for opera-
tion by one man or by two men if occasion demands.
When operated by one man, the rear platform is not
used, the passengers being prevented from occupying
the rear vestibule by a removable wood railing across
the passageway at the rear bulkhead.

Full safety car equipment has been provided, the
operator having control over the double doors at the
front end, which are interlocked in the usual manner
with the air-brake apparatus. As the car is double-end

Electric Train. Carry Parcel Post Paekagreg tn Berlin Between Post Offices and Railroad Stations
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equipped, the rear doors on the devilstrip side are also

air operated. All air-operated doors are free to swing

open when the brakes are thrown into emergency,

thus an emergency exit is provided at the rear. On the

bar which shuts off the rear platform are the words
"Keep off" and "Emergency exit right-hand door."

When the car is operated by two men, the two folding

rear doors are opened by the conductor on the rear

platform through hand-operated door mechanisms. The
two handles for actuating the two doors are mounted
on stanchions placed near the center of the platform.

These handles may be removed, thus preventing any one

opening the rear doors while the car is being operated

by one man.
In rebuilding the car, much of the equipment usually

found on the outside of the car was placed inside.

All of the air door-operating mechanism was placed

in the vestibule. The door engines are in the header

above the doors. The air pipes which are a part of

the door-operating and control system are inside the

The car has a seating capacity of 48, with 32 on
reversible cross-seats and 16 on four longitudinal seats

at the four corners of the body.

The total cost for rebuilding each car was $3,000,

which included sheet-steel siding over the wood siding,

the rebuilding of the vestibules and the full safety car

equipment as already outlined.

A Bar Between the FostB of the Rear BuU<head Prevents

Passengers Occupying the Bear Platform When
the Car Is Operated by One Alan

car along the truss plank just below the electric heaters.

This was done to prevent freezing of the air pipes.

The hand-operated door mechanism is also in the

vestibule. It is overhead but easily accessible for

lubrication. In this position, the chances of the mech-
anism becoming inoperative through lack of lubrication,

or through damage, which might occur if located under

the car, are eliminated. The aluminum lightning

arrester has been placed under one of the longi-

tudinal seats.

The appearance of the interior of the car has been

improved by reupholstering the seats, replacing the

side trim, laying new floor and painting the headlining

and flooring. The coal heater has been replaced by
electric heaters mounted on the truss plank on each

side of the car. The exterior of the car has been

repainted with the company's colors of green and yel-

low. There is no decorating or lettering on the exterior

other than a sign on the left-hand side of the dash, at

each end, which reads : "Look out, do not try to drive

by this car at a curve." The background of this sign

is a brilliant red, while the lettering is done in yellow.

This sign is to warn motorists about the danger of

passing the car on a curve, inasmuch as the car has

considerable overhang at the ends.

What Is A Casual Rider?
In the Same City Successive Fare Schedules Produced

Variations from 31 to 88 per Cent in the Revenue
from the Unchanged Cash Fare

By Walter Jackson
Pares and Bus Consultant

WHILE the differentiation of fare according to

length of ride, time of day or number of rides

taken within a fixed period is of recent growth in

America, it has long been customary to sell tickets or

tokens at a lower price. In the old 5-cent days the

Canadian railways were pre-eminent in this line with
their rates of six or seven tickets for a quarter con-

stituting more than 90 per cent of the rides. The
railways in our Central States were not far behind.

A majority of the roads on the Atlantic and Pacific sea-

boards did not become ticket and token vendors until

the disappearance of the 5-cent fare.

There are two points of view concerning the re-

duced rates. One school of operators believes in selling

tickets directly on the cars at a liberal discount and
in quantities requiring but a small investment, so that

the patron will have the greatest inducement to buy.

The other school believes in selling the tickets at little

or no discount, in quantities calling for a large invest-

ment and only through store agencies to which many
persons hesitate to go lest they feel obligated to buy
something else beside tickets. The former school be-

lieves that a ticket-pushing policy pays by speeding up
passenger interchange and schedules, especially on one-

man cars, and in encouraging riding. The latter school

believes that a sharp reduction in rate is not com-
pensated by these advantages.

Both schools often overlook the fact that wholesale

buyers are not necessarily wholesale twice-a-day (or

more) users. The tickets may be used any hour and
may be divided among as many passengers per trip as

there are persons for the ride. Analyses by stations

or routes in many cities show that the highest ticket

ratios are to be found among the wealthier classes.

This is true in places as different and as far apart as

Glasgow and Chicago. Recognition of this fact led to

the introduction of the monthly personal card and the

weekly transferable pass. Under either of these plans

a reduction in fare can be obtained only by frequent

use of the service within a fixed period. The railways

using the personal card generally do so on the basis

of a 10-cent cash fare and a card of varying price.

The operators using the weekly pass generally have a
cash fare, ticket fare and pass to give what may be

termed retail, semi-retail and wholesale rates.

It so happens, fortunately, that there are available

for study the results of different fare schedules on a

property which tried four plans within a year but re-

tained in each one the cash fare of 7 cents. These

changes afforded a unique opportunity for securing an

answer to the question: "What is a casual rider?"

The town in question has a population of 30,000. As
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four of its six routes averaged a length of only 2.3

miles, it is obvious that upward changes in fare would

have to be made with great circumspection. The orig-

inal fare had been 5 cents, but with the change to 7

cents cash and fifteen tickets for $1 the rides per

inhabitant per annum had fallen 10 points during a

period when the corresponding figure in a neighboring

city of the same population rose 40 points. However,

there had also been such a fall in industrial conditions

that the management hesitated to make a straight cut

in fare to everybody. At this time 88 per cent of the

revenue came from the 7-cent fare and only 10 per

cent from the tokens. At fifteen for $1, the latter

were not sufficiently attractive to lure any large pro-

portion of the riders. In the accompanying table these

figures are given under the heading "First Period."

Weekly Pass Brings Down Cash Revenue Ratio

With the desire to determine how many really regu-

lar riders there were and to give such riders a lower

rate for wholesale use, the management added a $1

weekly pass to the then scale of fares. The pass soon

brought 13 per cent of the revenue, but it is significant

that 6 per cent of the revenue still came from the

tokens, indicating that less than half of the token buy-

ers had been using more than one dollar's worth of

transportation a week. On the other hand, a number
.of former cash riders seem to have become pass-users,

whether or not they had been riding previously a dol-

lar's worth each week.

The result of the introduction of the pass without

any change in the cash or ticket rates was to reduce

the revenue from cash riders from 88 per cent to 79

per cent. From the pass sales we see that only 13

per cent of the revenue came from truly regular

riders. This shows that in a city of 30,000 the great

majority of the public do not have to use the electric

railway every day, distances being short and private

automobiles numerous.
Despite the small market, the twenty weeks of the

pass, when compared with the like period of the year

before, showed 13 per cent more passengers and 2 per

cent more revenue over all. As this increase came
during a car-mile cut, the increase in revenue per

car-mile was close to 11 per cent.

The average fare per passholder (on the basis of

20 rides a week) was 5 cents. This cut the average
fare from 6.7 cents to 6.4 cents.

Cash Riders Dropped to 39 per Cent with
5-Cent Tokens

Because of conditions beyond its control, the manage-
ment deemed it politic to give a 5-cent token a trial in

place of the $1 pass. The pass had given the 5-cent

rate to wholesale users only, but the 5-cent token (offi-

cially sold at twenty for $1) would give the lower rate

to less regular riders. During the twenty-three weeks
this plan was tried the cash ratio dropped to 39 per

cent and the token ratio rose to 58 per cent. It will

be recalled that the original pre-pass ratios had been

88 per cent cash and 10 per cent tokens. This change
clearly indicates that the term "casual rider" is ex-

ceedingly elastic, the number of such riders depending
altogether upon the profit to be gained in laying up
tokens.

The assertion of the municipal officials that the

6-cent token would increase the revenue was not borne
out in practice. The number of revenue riders was
greater than in similar pre-pass weeks but less than

T.4BLE SHOWING. VARIATIONS IN FARE AND IN RATIOS OF
PASSENGERS PAYING DIFFERENT RATES OF FARE

FOR FOUR PERIODS

First Period Second Period Third Period Fourth Period
(20 Weelcs) (23 weeks) (12 Weeks)

Per Per Per Per
Cent Cent Cent Cent

Price of Price of Price of Price of
in Rev- in Rev- in Rev- in Rev-

Cents enue Cents enue Cents enue Cents enue
Cashfare 7 88 7 79 7 39 7 31
Ticket 6.7(a) 10 6.7(a) 6 5 (fc) 58 6.3(c) 68
Schoolfares 2 2 3 1

Pass $1 13

100Total 100
Per cent of pas-
sengers paying
cash fare to total
number of passengers 84 71

Average tare 6.7 cents 6. 4 cents
Increase in passengers carried over

corresponding period previous
year. 13 per cent

Decrease in total revenue over
previous fare period, percent.. .

.

2.0*
Decrease in revenue per car-mile,

per cent 10.5*

100

30
5 . 4 cents

9 per cent

13.0

4.5

100

27
6 . 3 cents

9 per cent

4.4

(b) Twenty tickets for $1.

9.8
(c) Four* Increase, (a) Fifteen tickets for $1

tickets for 25 cents.
Note— The fourth period compares with a period when the weekly pass

schedule (second period) was in use.

in similar pass weeks. The pass weeks had reduced
the average fare from 6.7 cents to 6.4 cents, but the

5-cent token weeks cut the average to 5.4 cents because
so great a proportion of the riders took advantage of

the lower token rate. The pass increased passengers
13 per cent while the 5-cent token increased passengers
9 per cent over a corresponding period. Because of
the lower average fare and smaller number of passen-
gers, in contrast with the pass, the 5-cent token pro-
duced a drop in revenue per car-mile of 4.5 per cent.

Cash Riders Drop to 81 per Cent

The next schedule gives further insight into the
public's purchasing habits. The token fare was set

at 6i cents, but only 25 cents instead o'f $1 had to be
invested in token purchase. So it turned out that the
token ratio rose to 68 per cent maximum while cash
revenue reached the minimum of 31 per cent in twelve
weeks compared with the preceding year. The average
fare with the 6i-cent token was 6.32 cents against 6.36
cents under the pass. Both gross revenue and riding
were about 4 per cent less than under the pass. The
pass period actually earned 10 per cent more per car-
mile because of a decrease in service caused by track
reconstruction.

Moral Points to Higher Cash Fare

To avoid complications, only the revenue ratios have
been presented above and in the accompanying table.

In conclusion, however, it is of interest to know that
the rides on cash fares constituted the following per-
centages of total revenue rides during the several fare
schedules : 84 per cent under the fifteen tokens for $1
plan; 71 per cent under the pass plan with same price
token; 30 per cent under the 5-cent token and only
27 per cent under the current 6i-cent token plan.

This experiment shows that despite very strong in-
ducements to save money through purchasing tokens,
such as a 2-cent saving in one case or a four-ride in-

vestment in the other, 27 per cent of the riders still

rode so infrequently that they continued to use an awk-
ward cash fare. Inasmuch as none of the four schedules
produced sufficient revenue, it would seem that the ideal
schedule for this case is one that would call for a
10-cent cash fare, a 6i-cent or 7-cent token fare and
a $1 pass. Then and then only would the operator
have a series of rates graded according to the amount
and the time of riding.
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Tunnel Digging Is Begun in Los Angeles
The Hollywood-Glendale-San Fernando Valley Tunnel Will Eliminate 1,000 Daily Car Movements

from Streets in the Congested District—An Expenditure of Approximately

$3,500,000 Is Planned—The Length Will Be 5,025 Ft.

By Clifford A. Elliott

Cost Engineer Pacific Electric Railway, Los Angeles, Cal.

WORK was commenced on May 3, 1924, by the

Pacific Electric Railway on its HoUywood-
Glendale-San Fernando Valley tunnel in Los

Angeles. Excellent progress is being made, and unless

unforeseen difficulties arise, it is expected that opera-

tion over the new route will be undertaken in about 18

months. The severe traffic congestion which has been

causing anxiety in Los Angeles for some time past will

be relieved by the elimination of more than 1,000 daily

movements of electric cars in the narrow streets of the

business district. The subway will shorten the route

between Hill Street and Hollywood by about 7,500 ft.

At present the Hollywood service of the Pacific Elec-

tric Railway is operated on a 45-second headway during

the rush hours. Besides this, the company operates

through this part of the city three-car interurban

trains for the Glendale and San Fernando Valley dis-

trict on a 7-minute headway. Delays on account of

motor vehicle congestion were such that it was thought

impracticable to operate cars on a shorter headway.

The territory served by these lines has had a remark-

able growth during the past three years, and it wa.s

felt that additional transportation facilities should be

provided. With this object in view, the subway is now
being built.

The new route begins at the present Hill Street ter-

minal of the Pacific Electric Railway and extends west-

erly and northerly to First Street and Glendale Boule-

vard. The length of the subway is 4,225 ft., exclusive

of an open cut of 500 ft. at one end and 300 ft. at the

other end. It begins at grade at Hill Street and comes

out, to grade again at the northerly portal about 600

ft. south of the intersection of First Street and Glen-

dale Boulevard. The gradient is such that little trouble

is expected with the drainage of the tunnel.

Subway operation will not only shorten the mileage
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Route of the New Tunnel from HIH Street Terminal to Glendale
Boulevard and First Street

in the decision of the California State Railroad Com-
mission granting a fare increase to the Pacific Electric

Railway in January, 1922. At that time the commis-
sion ordered the company to construct a tunnel for its

Hollywood, Glendale and San Fernando Valley service.

Rerouting after the completion of the tunnel will elimi-

nate 778 car movements per day on Hill Street and 301

on Sixth Street. The plan involves also an important

expansion of trackage at the Hill Street terminal.

Structures now standing adjacent to the terminal are

to be removed. Five passenger loading and unloading

tracks, each with a capacity of six cars, will be con-

structed. The method of handling traflSc at this point

will be similar to that followed at the Sixth and Main
Streets terminal of the railway.

The tunnel is of semi-circular cross-section. It will

be double tracked throughout and equipped for over-

head trolley operation. An inside width of 28 ft. is

provided, while the height is 21 ft. 3i in. from the

subgrade to the spring of the arch. Reinforced concrete

will be the material used in construction. A 1:3:5

mixture has been decided upon with

5-in. and 1-in. steel reinforcing bars.

In commencing the bore, the first

drive was made from the northerly

portal. Somewhat later a second

drive from the midway section was

undertaken. The latter will be car-

ried in the direction of the initial bore

and also in the opposite direction

toward the easterly portal at Hill

Street. Soil encountered in digging

has been principally blue shale clay.

The tunnel is being driven by the

drift method of excavation. The char-

acter of the earth required that the

two lower drifts proceed in advance of

the two upper drifts. Altogether the

excavation work involves approxi-

mately 135,000 cu.yd. of earth.

It is planned to use the skip method

of disposing of spoil removed from

the midway section. Near the center of the subway will

be built a circular vent shaft 8 ft. in diameter and

extending 6 ft. above the natural surface of the ground.

During construction this shaft will be utilized for re-

moval of excavated material, and after completion of

the tunnel it will serve for purposes of ventilation. An
air compressor plant furnishes air for operating the

pneumatic tools used in boring the tunnel. Compressed
air from this source is used also to remove the gases

formed in drifts Nos. 1 and 2. The core of the tunnel

will be removed with steam shovels.

Several innovations have been introduced in the con-

struction of this subway. Taking advantage of the

open cut 300 ft. in length at one end of the tunnel, a

large timber bunker was erected for use in disposing

of the excavated earth. From the tunnel entrance a
portable light railway track extends up the right-hand

side of the cut and onto the bunker. Typical mining
equipment is used for hauling. Gasoline-operated loco-

motives and small steel dump cars having a capacity of

1 cu.yd transport the material excavated from the tun-

^lll",\ ^!"l.^\. ' ' Snbway, Excavated Material l8 Gasoline Locomotive and Dump Car. XJned In Tunnel Con.lruotl..Removed by a Light Railway and Dumped Into Timber Bunker., to Remove the SpoU from the PoH*l.. A Central Shaftfrom Which It I. Hauled Away by Motor Truck.' WUl Al.o Be U.ed for the Pnrpo.e
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nel to the bunker. Motor trucks pass under the bunker
and are loaded by gravity, so that no time is wasted by
trucks or trains waiting for transfer of the material.

On the left-hand side of the open cut at the west end
another large timber bunker has been erected. This is

used for storing sand, rock and gravel. The top of the

bunker is level with a spur track on which construction

material is brought to the job, thus permitting the
handling of rock and sand directly from the cars into

the storage bunker. A concrete mixing plant is located

under the base of the material storage bunker. The
mixture is carried into the tunnel for placement in the

form by Universal air-operated mixing and placing

machines.

Reinforcing steel placed in the tunnel is spaced 18 in.

vertically and 2 ft. horizontally. The average section

of reinforced concrete work completed at one time is

20 ft. in length. This average will probably not be
changed much during the entire tunnel construction job.

On each side of the subway will be six 4-in. fiber

ducts. These conduits will carry two 20-pair telephone

cables, two 600-volt feeder lines, and will provide facil-

ities for the installation later of two 15,000-volt, three-

phase, high-tension circuits. On the opposite side, the

six ducts will carry two circuits for the block signal

system.

Manholes will be spaced 300 ft. apart on tangent

track and 200 ft. apart on the curves. These will be

4 ft. X 5 ft. in size and will facilitate maintenance and
permit making carry-off connections to the electrical

lines. Combination refuge and telephone recesses are

spaced 1,000 ft. apart on one side of the subway only.

Ordinary refuge recesses are spaced 50 ft. apart on

each side. Electric lights will be installed in the man-
holes and refuge niches.

The construction of the subway is under the super-

vision of E. C. Johnson, chief engineer Pacific Electric

Railway. The contracting work is being done by Twohy
Brothers of Portland, Ore. W. R. Fontaine, tunne'

engineer, is acting in the capacity of consulting engi-

neer for the contractors. Both he and Mr. Johnson

have had extensive previous experience in tunnel con-

struction.

Three-color automatic d.c. electric block signals will

be installed. These signals will be so arranged that

trains can be operated through the tunnel on a 25-

second headway. The Hill Street terminal track layout

will be controlled by a 32-lever electric interlocking

plant. An ample number of spare levers to accommodate

future extensions will be provided.

When the Pacific Electric Railway was preparing its

plans for this subway project various civic bodies

started a movement to locate the downtown terminal

under Pershing Square in the heart of the business

district. This location would have been more central

than the one eventually chosen, and could have been

utilized at a later date for subway construction to other

parts of the city. The railway management was agree-

able to this suggestion and prepared new plans for the

utilization of part of the space under the square. The

plans were indorsed by the Los Angeles Chamber of

Commerce, the Los Angeles Traffic Commission, the

Community Development Association and the Engineers

and Architects' Association.

Inasmuch as Pershing Square was city property,

however, it was necessary to secure a favorable vote

of the people before it could be used for such a purpose.

In due course a referendum was held and the proposal
received the permission of the public by an overwhelm-
ing majority. The city charter, however, gave the city

council final jurisdiction in this matter, and in spite of
the popular approval which the project had received,

this municipal body refused to sanction it. Although
the railway plan contemplated no interference with
the trees, shrubbery or general beauty of the park, as

all of the facilities were to be underground, the plan
had to be abandoned. Had it not been for the delay
thus incurred, the subway would probably be nearing
completion at the present time.

Pavement Cutters Used to Break Ice

THE city of Buffalo by attaching special bits to its

paving breakers and clay diggers has found a par-

tial solution to the problem of freeing the streets of ice

in winter. Considerable trouble has been experienced in

many cities because of ice forming in the gutters and

Pnenmatio Pavement Cutters Break Up Ice tn Baffalo, N. T.

later causing the streets to be flooded. Years ago when
general contracting was inactive during the winter

months and labor was therefore available and not too

expensive it. was possible to put enough men to work
to break up the ice quickly. Nowadays, however, labor

is just as scarce during the winter as at other times

of the year and it is only by means of modern labor-

saving devices that cities can break up ice and remove
snow in their streets.

Electric railways are often faced with a similar

problem. Following a sudden drop in temperature ice

may form in places where the tracks are lower than

the rest of the pavement, and quite frequently a ridge

of ice is formed between the rails and damage to motor

cases results. Nearly every railway is equipped with

a portable air compressor, paving breaker, jack ham-
mers, clay diggers and various other pneumatic tools

used in track construction and paving work. These

machines are available for breaking up ice in the way
described and their use involves no additional capital

expenditure.
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New Dipping Tank and Baking Oven

Installed by N. Y., W. & B. Ry.

AFTER a careful study of the apparent advantages to

, be derived from dipping and baking various parts

of railway equipment, the New York, Westchester &
Boston Railway has recently installed a dipping tank and

baking oven in its Unionport Road shops. One of the

points that confronted the railway was the location of

the dipping tank. It was desirable to have this so it

could be readily served by the overhead traveling crane

and still not take up space which could be used advan-

tageously for other purposes. It was finally decided to

install the dipping tank in the end of one of the track

pits. A tank of 585 gal. capacity has been installed.

This is 4 ft. 8 in. long, 3 ft. 6 in. wide and 4 ft. high.

It is constructed of i-in. sheet steel, and the size is suf-

ficient to dip transformers, which are an important part

of the car equipment for this road. An accompanying

illustration of the tank with a car over the pit shows

that the installation of the tank has not reduced the

track capacity. When equipment is dipped, cars are, of

course, run back sufficiently so as to clear the tank.

The oven installed is of Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company design, equipped with type C
oven heaters. The oven is 6 ft. x 6 ft. x 6 ft. in size,

and the heating equipment is installed along the sides

as shown in the illustration.

The heating element consists of nichrome ribbon

which is wound on fire clay insulators. Two steel tie

rods are used for assembling and for supporting the

flange end frames. Each end of the ribbon is perma-
nently secured to the tie rod, so the ends of the tie rod

become the terminals of the heaters. A busbar con-

struction is used to connect the heaters to the control

equipment. The heaters and busbar connections are

protected by sheet steel barriers and open screen work
inside the oven.

The control panel includes a three-pole magnet switch,

a motor operated transfer switch and three inclosed

fuses, mounted on a slate base. This equipment is

entirely inclosed in a cabinet. Underneath this is the

thermostat, the door switch and the push-button station.

The thermostat is a contact-making instrument operated

by vapor tension in a closed tube system. The door
switch cuts off current whenever the doors of the oven

The DIppingr Tank Is Installed in a Pit Beneath the Track

are open and the push button provides an independent

means for cutting off the current at any time.

An important feature of the oven is a conveyor which

was designed and constructed in the railway company's

shops. This conveyor is 3 ft. wide and has rollers

spaced 9 in. apart. The rollers are li in. in diameter

and they are mounted on angle-iron framework. A
front section containing three rollers pulls out so that

when equipment is placed in the oven or removed from
it, the heavy parts can be handled directly by the over-

head traveling crane.

Gold Striping Worth Extra Cost

IN SPITE of a widespread tendency in the electric

railway indus^try to reduce the cost of painting by
the elimination of striping on the exterior of the car

body, the Cumberland County Power & Light Company,
Portland, Me., continues to decorate its cars with gold

striping. The painting scheme used by this railway is

a dark green background with cream-colored window
posts and trimming and a buff-colored roof. On the

dark green background two rectangles are outlined in

gold, the outside stripe being fairly broad and the
inside much narrower. Car numbers also are painted
in gold. Paint is used instead of gold leaf and has
proved more economical and equally satisfactory.

Exterior of Oven In the SliopH of the New York, Westchester
& Boston Railway with Control Eqnipment *

A .Shop-Constructed Conveyor Forms an Important Part of

the Oven Equipment
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Daylight Shelves Improve Storeroom
A Unit System of Racks and Shelves Painted White Features Flexible Installation in South Side

Storeroom of Chicago Rapid Transit Company—All Stock Is Stored in

Standard Units Directly on Shelves or on Trays

FOLLOWING a study under the direction of the

management of the Chicago Rapid Transit Com-
pany a new arrangement of shelving has recently

been installed in its south side division storeroom. This
system, known as "daylight shelving," provides a place

for everything. With everything in its place, each item

is found more quickly than with the older type of

shelving, because every square foot of shelving is well

lighted and the contents are visible as one passes down
the aisle. Along with the installation of this system,

the company inaugurated a simplified record system
to determine the location, quantity and proper amount
of stock of every item in the storeroom.

A noticeable departure from ordinary practice is

that all the shelves, fixtures and inclosures in the store-

room are painted white, and the floor has been painted

light gray. This has not only assisted materially in

diffusing daylight throughout the room but has had the

effect of instilling in the storekeeper and his assistants

the value of the individual items in their keeping.

The room does not appear like the conventional stock-

room. As the shelving, manufactured by the Durand
Steel Locker Company, is without backs, ends or parti-

tions, it is almost possible to look entirely across the

room through the openings -in the shelving. The equip-

ment is similar to that having back and ends made
by the same company. It is of steel throughout, the

uprights being formed hollow members and the shelves

pressed steel. Holes in the uprights spaced every 3 in.

on each side receive the shelf supports. The uprights

are spaced 3 ft. longitudinally and 18 in. apart from
front to rear. Adjustable longitudinal shelf supports

fit into the openings in the sides of the uprights and
supporting rods which lock over the longitudinal sup-

ports extend from front to rear. These rods have lugs

pressed out of the body of the material to receive the

crimped-over end of the shelf. Each shelf measures
36 in. X 18 in.

The Shelving Is Assembled in 3-Ft. Sections

In setting up the shelving, two sections are placed

back to back, the shelf height being the same in adjacent

sections. This makes the shelves at least 36 in. x 36 in.

opening on two aisles. The upright is 9 ft. li^ in.

long, which gives what is known as a 9-ft. high shelf.

The groups of shelving have been arranged on lines

8 ft. apart. In front of each tier is a counter shelf

made up in the same manner as the main shelving but

only 3 ft. high and 1 ft. wide. This extends the full

length of the main shelving with the exception of the

3-ft. openings for transverse aisles, which occur every

15 ft. With this arrangement, it has been possible to

place five rows, made up in this manner, across a room
which is 50 ft. wide. The lengths of the rows vary,

since it was necessary to provide a receiving platform

and office in one corner and a shipping counter in

another. However, three of the rows are 45 ft. long,

one is 36 ft. long and the shortest is 27 ft. long.

Along one wall is a rack for pipe and tube, while

against the opposite wall are the waste bins. These
are built along the same lines as the steel shelving,
the pipe and tube rack having the same style of hollow
steel uprights spaced 3 ft., with special brackets which
may be placed at any height. The waste bins have
hollow steel tube corners and shelf supports. The sides,

bottom and top and doors are similar in construction
to the standard steel shelving. This arrangement gives
considerable flexibility as almost any combination of
units can be set up in order to accommodate various
sizes, quantities and shapes of material.

A Wide Variety of Materials Shelved

Everything handled by the storeroom, with the excep-
tion of oil and gasoline, is accommodated by this shelv-

ing method. Mop handles, shovels, brooms, scrapers

and other long-handled tools are stored in a special

arrangement of the framework with enough longitudinal

and cross supports to divide the material into quan-
tities which may be readily counted and numbered.
Sheets of insulating material and glass are also taken
care of in compartments in which the skeleton frame-
work has vertical steel strap dividers spaced at a
convenient distance apart across the front and rear.

Horizontal straps connect the vertical ones, giving

additional stiffness to the section and holding short

pieces. Glass is set on a i-in. board laid on the shelf.

Even gears, pinions, elliptical springs and other

heavy materials are shelved. Three gears, which weigh
approximately 400 lb. each, are placed on a bottom shelf,

which is i in. above the floor. No trouble has been

encountered due to their weight. A rod closes the

opening in front of the gears and prevents them from
rolling out. This is the first time this company has

ever housed the gears in the main storeroom.

For large materials this type of shelving does not

differ greatly from the old inclosed tjrpe. For the many
small pieces the advantages of daylight shelving are

readily apparent. Pipe fittings, nuts and washers of

such size as to be too large to handle in small cartons

are kept in metal trays. These are 18 in. long, the depth

of the shelves i in. deep and in four widths—3 in., 6 in.,

9 in. and 12 in. With material which stacks easily the

tray merely serves as a separator for the various layers

and also to hold the tag showing the quantity included.

Many small materials do not lend themselves readily to

stacking. It is necessary in such cases to provide legs

for the trays, which are merely short lengths of steel

strap, bent over at both ends and held to the bottom

corners by stovebolts. The lengt)i of these legs depends

upon the size of the material stored. If the material

is too small to stack or to carry in trays as a separate

unit it is stored in the cartons.

It is the practice of this storeroom to store all mate-

rials in standard unit trays or cartons containing the

approximate quantity usually ordered by operating

departments. For instance, cotter keys are put up in

packages of 50, pumice stone in 10-lb. cans and green

oil soap in 25-lb. pails. The details of this distribution
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have been worked out so as to simplify the physical

handling and accounting considerably.

On the edge of each shelf is a holder into which may
be slipped an indicating card giving the lot number,
description and other information relative to the mate-
rial directly beneath. In addition numbers are fast-

ened to the ends of the tray indicating the cumulated
number of pieces contained in the trays below and the

one upon which the number is placed. These number
tags are of aluminum, a single digit being carried on
each piece. This system permits quick and accurate
determination of the quantity of material on hand, as it

is only necessary to add to the uppermost figure the
old number of pieces in the top tray to give the total

quantity of material. While the company has not as
yet had a general inventory with this new type of

.. °i^; ^I?®' shelving carries everythine
;°r5° iJi

.*^* south side division storeroom
of the Chicago Rapid Transit Company.

No. 2. Unit stacking, either in the' orig-
inal package or open, is accomolished bvthe use of trays. This shows the methodor handling heater coils.

>,ori?^^" 9®^",' P'"lo"s- springs and otherheavy materials are carried on shelves nearme noor.

r=S=' ii,,?^""^ '";"', tubing are carried onracks witli special brackets. Metal plate.s

pipe fenrths.^^*"^'^ ^^ ^'"''^ ^°'" measuring

«^¥°u-A »P«<='al application of the stand-ard shelvmg parts provides bins for wasteand rags.

No. 6. Sheet-insulating materials and
^IhTffLli^J"'"'*''' °", shelves provided withlight steel framework dividing partitions.

No. 7. Valuable small stores are placedm sections and these are tnclo.<!ed by wire
screening.

No. 8. Small materials are placed on
trays. The cumulative count Is placed on
each tray.

No. 9. Even mop handles, snow shovels,
sleet scrapers and brooms are handled Inan open application of the shelving .••o as
to divide them Into convenient quantities.
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shelving, it is estimated that it will require approxi-

mately one-half of the time to count the stock in the
south side division storehouse that was consumed at

the last inventory, when it was equipped with wooden
shelving.

To maintain a stock as small as possible but yet suffi-

cient a system of indicating the minimum quantity
needed has been applied to all stores. A red marker,
of the same size as the quantity number, is placed on
the tray adjacent to the number at which an order
should be placed. When a requisition is filled which
brings the stock below this mark the storekeeper is

notified. After making an order, he places a green
marker next to the red one, showing that the replen-

ishing stock is on order, and putting in concrete form
the knowledge of the calls for an article and the time
required for shipment.

With this type of fixture any section may be inclosed

with wire screening to protect particularly valuable

stores. An accompanying illustration shows how this

has been applied to a 3-ft. section housing various types

of brushes.

In allocating space an attempt was made to make
the method of storage as simple as possible. Conse-

quently the materials were arranged according to lot

numbers, with the materials drawn out more frequently

placed on shelves near the distributing or shipping
counter. At the end of each tier of shelving is a section

indication sign, giving the class number and classifica-

tion of material carried on the shelves in that section.

Although such information usually is carried in the

minds of the storekeeper and stockman, these signs are

a valuable assistance to the new man entering the room.
When an order is received for a particular kind of

material a glance at the sign shows in which row of

shelving it is to be found.

The principle of issuing material on the piece basis

has been applied to pipe and tubing. Pipe is purchased
in lengths most commonly used by the department and
is issued to that department. Thus, all i-in. galvanized

pipe is between 21 and 24 ft. in length. When the man
presenting the order for a piece of pipe is given a piece

approximately the length which he orders, it is charged
out as one piece of i-in. pipe. To facilitate deter-

mination of lengths of various pieces, a steel plate

fastened to one tier of brackets in the pipe rack serves

as a guide against which the end of the pipe may be

pushed. As the brackets are spaced 3 ft. apart, it is

easy to determine the length of a piece of pipe or tube
within a few inches.

The materials being accessible, it is possible for the
storekeeper to maintain a perpetual inventory by count-
ing a number of items each day and sending the count
to the bookkeeper. If the books do not agree with this

count a recount is made, after which an adjustment for

difference is made. In this way the books are a true

reflection of the stock carried on the shelves. In addi-
tion to this accounting feature, the white, clean, open
shelves give the men in the storeroom a better concep-
tion of the value of the $57,000 worth of material

on hand in this storeroom.

Collecting for Damages in Detroit

BILLING all damages to its equipment resulting from
vehicular collisions in which the railway was not

at fault has been made the practice of the Detroit De-
partment of Street Railways. As a result of this prac-

tice and a careful follow-up of damage claims of this

kind the department is collecting during the present

year damages which up to this time have amounted
to approximately $1,100 per month. In addition to the

actual financial saving which is thus made in the cost

of maintenance of equipment the practice is reported

to have a tendency to make the owners of large fleets

of trucks and other vehicles more careful in instruc-

tions to the drivers regarding the operation of their

vehicles on streets carrying car lines and in crossing

and turning into such streets.

Air-Operated Traps on Sand Car

A SPECIALLY built double-truck sand car of the

Union Street Railway, New Bedford, Mass., is a

departure from usual practice. This car has steel bins

for holding the sand, and the traps are operated by
compressed air. Several advantages are claimed for

this arrangement. A large quantity of sand can be

carried in a double-truck car, and on account of the

powerful motors and heavy trucks the operation is more
reliable than that of a single-truck car. Air-operated

traps have proved very satisfactory and less likely to

clog up than are hand-operated traps. An interesting

feature is that the car has been painted outside to con-

form to the company's standard for passenger cars, and
has the same style of gold striping and lettering.

The Exterior Paintlnr of the Sand Car Conforms to Standard Fassen ger Car Practice. At Richt. Valvea Situated Behind the Motorman
Control the Flow of Sand from the Bin
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Railways Build Joint Terminal

in Sacramento
New Structure to Be Used by Three Electric Lines

Will Cost $350,000, Including the Price of Land—
The Number of Passengers Averages

Approximately 7,000 per Day

CONTRACTS have recently been awarded for the

construction of a union electric railway terminal in

Sacramento, Cal., for the joint use of the Sacramento

Northern Railroad, the San Francisco-Sacramento Rail-

road and the Central California Traction Company.

The terminal will be located in the middle of the north

half of the block surrounded by Eleventh and Twelfth,

H and I Streets and will face the present alley, which

is to be widened into a 40-ft. street with two 10-ft.

sidewalks. The front will be of ornamental brick design

with Corinthian columns and an arch treatment. Se-

lected hard-burned tinker brick will be used ; they will

be laid in Flemish bord and ornamental plaster will

be used for trimmings. A group of pleasingly designed

stores will be erected on the property adjoining the

terminal.

Passengers will enter the station from the new street

and pass through the commodious waiting room to

gates in the rear leading to trains. The waiting room

tion Company, while the other end will provide train-

men's and employees' rooms. The entire second floor

will house the general offices of the Sacramento North-

ern Railroad, with a large central office for clerical work

and private offices for engineering, operating and man-

agerial departments.

The mechanical equipment will be modern in every

respect. Trains will enter the terminal property via

Twelfth Street and leave via Eleventh Street. Four

tracks will have a capacity of 20 cars. The investment

in land and terminal facilities approximates $350,000.

The terminal will be leased with a purchase clause to

the Sacramento Northern Railroad, with privileges to

be sub-leased to the San Francisco-Sacramento Railroad

and the Central California Traction Company. The

three railroads will prorate the cost of operating the

terminal on a mileage basis. The combined interurban

railroads which will use the terminal at present han-

dle approximately 7,000 passengers daily in and out

of Sacramento.

Mental Test for Autoists

MAJOR CLINTON H. FISK, director of streets and

sewers at St. Louis, Mo., at a recent meeting of

the St. Louis Traffic Council urged that an ordinance

be passed to force every motor vehicle driver of the

city to submit to a mental test in order to obtain a

H St-.

*:

Platform.

3»cking Waiting Room
_ Cafe

= -*|-Vfonien Telephores^— -4 • • • • prrg
Lobby

'Ladies Rest IJoom.

Track Laj-out of New Union Terminal for Three Internrban Railways in Sacramento, Cal.

will be well lighted by groups of windows facing north
and south. A central ticket office will be located in

the rear. The checking room for hand luggage, men's
toilet and ladies' rest room will be at one end, while
the concession counter and telephone booths will be
in the other. A lobby will connect with a dining room
adjacent to the station; this will be under separate
management. The baggage room will be provided with
an inclosed automobile and delivery space, for loading
express wagons under cover.

One end of the mezzanine floor will be occupied by
the offices of the general agents of the San Francisco-
Sacramento Railroad and the Central California Trac-

license to drive. At a round-table discussion of traffic

problems in which officials of the United Railways, the

Peoples Motorbus Company, taxicab and truck opera-
tors and police department officials participated, Major
Fisk was assured that each of the interests represented
would support such a bill.

Major Fisk pointed out in his talk that at present
taxicab and motorbus drivers are compelled to submit
to a mental test to obtain licenses, and expressed the
belief that there is no valid excuse why all drivers
should not be compelled to do so. He stated that a bill

of that nature will be submitted to the Board of Alder-
men when they reconvene in October.
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A New Classification of Accounts for

Bus Subsidiary*
The Dayton & Columbus Transportation Company, Operating in

Conjunction with a Parallel Interurban, Has Promulgated
a New System of Operating Charges—The Bus

Operations Have Been Quite Successful

By F. a. Healy
Auditor and Treasurer Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction Company,

Springfield, Ohio

THE privately owned automobile
and the competitive intercity bus

have made enormous inroads into the
gross earnings of interurban railways
until in the year 1922 this company's
gross passenger revenue was reduced
some $130,000 below the gross pas-
senger revenue of 1921, largely, but
not entirely, by reason of this class of
competition. In the spring of 1923
this company organized an auxiliary
corporation, known as the Dayton &
Columbus Transportation Company, to
operate 14 big-six Studebaker seven-
passenger cars between Dayton and
Columbus and between Springfield and
Lakeview.

This new company took in gross
revenue of $71,000 from April 12 to
Dec. 31, 1923. During the year 1923
the gross passenger revenue of the
traction company decreased $30,000 be-
low 1922, wliich showed a net gain in

gross revenue for both forms of trans-
portation during the year 1923 of
$41,000. For the first six months of
1924 the gross pasesnger revenue of
the traction company decreased $26,000
below that for six months of 1923,
while the gross revenue from buses
was $37,955 during this period, or an
increase in gross of $11,955.

We are in the transportation busi-
ness, and it does not make so much
•difference to us whether we use elec-

tricity or gas as a motive power, so
long as we can give service at a profit.

Several months ago our competitors
put on cars carrying 12 passengers, so
on July 1 of this year, we replaced
the touring cars with Fageol safety
coaches, carrying 22 passengers.
Operation of these buses, extending
a litt'e over 30 days, is most satis-

factory. We are considering making
changes in our traction operation to

give greater prominence to the bus
operation.

Our schedules provide half-hourly

service on the principal lines, the rail-

way cars leaving on the hour and the

buses on the hall hour, with practically

the same time between terminals. The
rate of fare is the same on the rail-

way and the buses between al' stations,-

•Abstract of paper presented at meeting
of tlie Central Electric Railway Account-
ants' Association, Cleveland, Ohio, Aug.
15-16, 1924.

except that the minimum charge is

higher on the buses to reduce the
number of short riders as much as
possible. Agents of the traction com-
pany sell tickets on the buses or cars
as requested by the patrons. Where
tickets are not purchased the drivers
collect fares and issue cash fare re-

ceipts. Each driver makes a trip re-

port, using the same forms as now
used by the railway. This is inclosed
in an envelope along with the tickets
and cash collected. It is deposited
daily with the cashiers, and is checked
against the trip reports.

Separate Terminals for Buses

For some time we used the traction
terminals for the buses, at Dayton,
Springfield and Columbus, but now
have provided separate terminals at
Dayton and Columbus, finding it ad-
vantageous to go to the extra expense
to provide bus terminals in sections
of the city frequented by would-be bus
riders. All buses, however, call at the
traction terminals for passengers.
A conveniently located building in

Springfield has been rented and
equipped as a garage and repair shop.

A complete line of car repair parts,

tires, tubes, etc., is kept in stock, and
the accounts are handled in the same
manner as are the store accounts of a
railway.

All drivers are carefully trained.

They are high-class, capable men,
courteous, and each of them is a sales-

man. They all sell the one thing we
have to sell, namely, transportation.

Drivers are bonded, and are insured

against hold-ups. They are furnished

uniforms, including cap and puttees.

Annual Convention

and Exhibits

A. E. R. A.

Atlantic City, IS. J.

October 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Employees are insured under the
Ohio state compensation act. The
company carries liability insurance
against accidents to passengers and
property. All cars are insured against
fire and theft and collision damages.
With careful supervision and manage-
ment, we have had very few accidents,
none of an expensive character, and as
our liability insurance is written on
the basis of our accident experience,
the rate consequently is comparatively
low.

New Classification of Bus Accounts
Promulgated

The Public Utilities Commission of
Ohio classifies the revenue and expenses
of buses as follows:

Revenue
1. Passenger revenue.
2. Freight revenue.
3. Express revenue.
4. Baggage revenue.
5. Mail revenue.
6. Revenue from other sources.
7. Total revenue

Expenses
8. Salaries and expenses of offlciala,
9. Clerical and office expenses.

10. Drivers' wages.
11. Gasoline and oil.
12. Repairs and replacements.
13. Insurance.
14. Taxes.
15. Licenses.
16. Stationery and printing.
17. Rent.
18. Interest.
19. Injuries and damages.
20. Law expenses.
21. Depreciation.
22. Miscellaneous.
23. Total expenses.
24. Net operating revenues (item 7 lesa

item 23).

As the classification of accounts pro-
mulgated by the Ohio Public Utilities
Commission did not cover the com-
pany's accounting requirements a new
classification for the Dayton & Colum-
bus Transportation Company was
worked up in conjunction with the Day
& Zimmermann organization and be-
came effective as of May 1, 1924.
Under the classification of the Public

Utilities Commission, "Depreciation" is
shown as Account 21, under "General
Expenses," while under the company's
classification "Depreciation" is included
under the "Income Deductions" as "Re-
newal Reserve" because in its judg-
ment this is an account set up for
renewal of worn-out or obsolete equip-
ment, and as such should not be classed
as operating expenses.

Experience with the Studebaker cars
indicates that they will run an average
of 150,000 miles. At 1 cent per mile for
renewal reserve there will have been
set up $1,500. This with the salvage
value of the old machine will purchase
a new one.

From the best data obtainable on the
Fageol coaches, they should run 300,000
miles, which at 2J or 3 cents per mile
will set up a reserve sufficient to re-
place them, less their salvage value.
At present the company is crediting to
renewal reserve at 3 cents per mile.
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subject to adjustment after full ex-

perience from its operations.

The classification of accounts now
used follows:

Classification of Revenue and Operat-

ing Expenses of the Dayton & Co-

lumbus Transportation Company

Gross Revenue
801. Passenger. This account shall

include amounts earned from transpor-

tation of passengers on regular passen-

ger buses.

802. Special Bus. This account shall

include amounts earned from transpor-

tation of passengers on special buses.

803. Freight and Express. This ac-

count shall include amounts earned
from transportation of freight and
express.

804. Mail. This account shall in-

clude amounts earned for transporta-

tion of mail.

805. Advertising. This account shall

include amounts earned from advertis-

ing on buses.

Other Income
806. Miscellaneous. This account

shall include revenue from weighing,
vending and other automatic machines
and revenues derived from operations

other than transportation and not pro-

vided elsewhere.

807. Revenue of Equipment, Building
and Other Property. This account shall

include amounts received as rents for

use of equipment rented to others, also

rents received from others for build-

ings, land and other property rented

to them when such property is used in

connection with operations.

Operating Expenses

M

—

Maintenance of Plant, Shop and
Equipment

900. Superintendence of Plant, Shop
and Equipment. Salaries and expenses
of those directly in charge of the main-
tenance of plant, car shop, garage,
motor cars, etc.

901. Buildings, Fixtures and Grounds.
Cost of labor and material used in

repairing garages, shops, stations,

waiting rooms, platforms and other
buildings and structures.

902. Body, Chassis and Engines.
Cost of all repairs to the body, in-

cluding labor and materials; such as
glass, doors, roofs, side sheathings,
heaters, window cleaners, lighting wire
and all lamp fixtures, repairs to seats,

etc. Also, the cost of repairs made to

the frame on which the body and motors
are mounted, including springs, brakes,
drive shaft, fenders, mud guards,
bumpers, headlights, brackets, wheels,
brake drums, as well as brake linings,
ball bearings, roller bearings, differ-

ential, steering knuckles, tension rods,
tie rods, and equalizers; also all

labor and material in repairing engine,
including all parts thereof together
with transmission system, ignition
system including magneto and gen-
erators, gas tanks, gas line, carburetor,
vacuum tank, radiator, manifold, fan
belts, oiling devices and water pumps.

903. Service Cars. Cost of main-
taining service cars, body, chassis,
engines, painting and varnishing; tire
renewals and storage batteries.

904. Painting and Varnishing Motor
Bu^es. Cost of all labor and material

used in connection with the painting

and varnishing of motor buses.

905. Shop Equipment and Expenses.

Cost of all labor and material used in

repairs to power driven tools, pump,
battery charging equipment, lathe, etc.

Also, the cost of repairs and renewals

of small hand tools.

906. Storage Batteries. Cost of all

repairs and renewals of storage bat-

teries.
Note—This account to be used in tlie op-

eration of electric storage battery driven
cars, ordinary battery repair expense on
gas or fuel oil cars to be charged to ac-
count 902.

907. Tire Renewals. Includes the

cost of all renewals and repair of tubes

and tires.

908. Miscellaneous Equipment. Costs

for maintenance of equipment which
is not properly chargeable to other
equipment accounts.

P

—

Power Expenses

909. Gasoline. Cost of gasoline and
other fuel used in motor buses.
Note—Electric storage battery operated

cars, charge to this account the cost of
power purchased or generated for charging
of batteries used as motive power.

C

—

Transportation Expenses

910. Superintendence of Transporta-
tion. Salaries and expenses of those
directly in charge of transportation.

911. Garage Expenses. Cost of fuel,

lights, water, ice, rent and other garage
supplies and expenses; cost of mate-
rial and supplies used by garage em-
ployees in cleaning and servicing of cars.

912. Lubricants. Cost of oils and
greases used in the lubrication of motor
buses.

913. Wages of Garage Employees.
Labor of washing and cleaning vehicles,

sweeping and keeping the premises in
order; as well as the cost for transfer-
ring buses from one division to an-
other; also the time to and from the
various lines in changing buses.

914. Operation of Service Cars. All
expense of operation, operators' wages,
gasoline and oils, material and sup-
plies used in operation.

Note—Repairmen and mechanics charged
to proper accounts under maintenance.

915. Wages of Bus Operators. All
wages of conductors, chauffeurs and
others engaged in transportation serv-
ice, including wages paid for time dur-
ing which they are required to be on
duty and to hold themselves in readi-
ness for active service.

916. Other Miscellaneous Transpor-
tation Expenses. Cost of lamps used
in illumination of buses; alcohol or
non-freeze compound for radiators;
skid chains and repairs thereto as well
as the cost of towing disabled buses to
the garage; licenses paid.

916a. Rent of Terminals and Facili-
ties.

N

—

Traffic Expense

917. Advertising. Cost of solicita-
tion and advertising in newspapers
and periodicals, signs and car adver-
tising; also the cost of printing, pub-
lishing and distributing time tables,
folders, etc.*

B

—

General Expenses

918. Salaries and Expenses, General
Officers and Clerks. Salaries and
traveling expenses of general officers

and general office clerks.

919. Injuries and Damages. Cas-
ualty, workmen's compensation, liabil-

ity, property damage, accrual of com-
pany reserve, also premiums paid by
company for this class of insurance;

legal expense in connection with settle-

ment of injuries and damages.
920. General Office Expense. Cost

of office supplies, repairs to office fur-

niture and equipment, wages of jani-

tors and miscellaneous expenses.

921. Insurance. All premiums paid
for burglary and fidelity, fire and theft

insurance. Also amounts set aside as
an insurance reserve by a company
carrying its own insurance.

922. Law Expenses. All law ex-
penses exclusive of that incurred in

connection with the settlement of in-

juries and damages, which are charge-
able to account 919.

923. Management Expenses. Expense
of general manager.

Note—In connection with special serv-
ice charge appropriate account.

924. Stationery and Printing. All
expenditures for stationery, printing,

postage and other supplies.

925. Rental of Land and Buildings
for General Office. All rentals paid for
land and buildings which cannot be
charged direct to any other department.

926. Societies and Associations. All

dues and expenses in connection with
societies and associations of which the
company or officials are members.

927. Employees' Welfare Work. ^AH
expense incurred by the company for
the welfare of employees, all group in-

surance, association and relief depart-
ments.

928. Miscellaneous General Expenses.
All general expenses not provided for
elsewhere; also, donations other than
employees.

Standard Screw Threads
Adopted

THE American Engineering Stand-
ards Committee has just approved

as American Standard a 32-page docu-
ment constituting the finished work of
the sectional committee on standardiza-
tion and unification of screw threads.
By the adoption of the report, screw
threads are narrowed down to two
series—an "American Coarse Series"
for general work and an "American
Fine Series" for work in which a finer

thread is desirable, as with the special
alloy steels used extensively in the
manufacture of automobiles. The
same form of thread is used in both.
The Coarse-Thread Series is the

present "U. S. Standard" (or "Sellers")
supplemented by the "A. S. M. E.
Standard" belo.w one-fourth inch, and
the Fine-Thread Series is the "S. A. E.
Standard" supplemented by the "A. S.
M. E. Fine-Thread."

Different classes of fit ("loose,"
"free," "medium" and "close") are es-
tablished to provide for unavoidable
inaccuracies of workmanship under
practical conditions, also a standard
screw thread nomenclature and system
of identification symbols.
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American Association News

Convention Transportation

Committee at Work

THE committee on transportation to

the October convention is actively

preparing plans for special service to

Atlantic City. In order to facilitate

this work the entire country has been
divided into territorial districts by
Chairman E. C. Faber of New York.
Vice-chairmen of the districts are now
actively making plans for special

trains or cars. Specific announcements
will be published as rapidly as the ar-

rangements are completed.
The personnel of the committee fol-

lows:
Chairman, • E. C. Faber, vice-presi-

dent Barron G. Collier, Inc., New York
City.

Regional vice-chairmen

:

San Francisco—W. V. Hill, manager
California Electric Railway Associa-
tion.

St. Louis—B. W. Frauenthal, traffic

agent United Railways of St. Louis.

Chicago—H. J. Kenfield, president
Kenfield-Davis Publishing Company.
Boston—Edward Dana, general man-

ager Boston Elevated Railway.
New Yoi-k—George Keegan, general

manager Interborough Rapid Transit
Company.
Atlanta— J. P. Dick, assistant to

vice-president Georgia Railway &
Power Company.

Railway Members

Arkansas—C. J. Griffith, Little Rock.
California—W. V. Hill, San Fran-

cisco.

Colorado—Ernest Stenger, Denver.
Connecticut—J. K. Punderford, New

Haven.
Delaware—T. W. Wilson, Wilming-

ton.

District of Columbia—J. H. Hanna,
Washington.

Florida—J. P. Ingle, Jacksonville.
Georgia—J. P. Dick, Atlanta.
Illinois—H. J. Kenfield, Chicago.
Indiana—Harry Reid, Indianapolis.

' Iowa—F. C. Chambers, Des Moines.
Kentucky—Samuel Riddle, Louis-

ville.

Maine—Alfred Sweeney, Lewiston.
Maryland—H. B. Potter, Baltimore.
Massachusetts—Edward Dana, Bos-

ton.

Michigan—J. F. Collins, Jackson.
Minnesota—V. 0. Law, Minneapolis.
Missisippi—W. R. Phipps, Meridian.
Missouri—B. W. Frauenthal, St.

Louis.

Montana—E. J. Nash, Butte.
New Jersey—M. R. Boylan, Newark.
New York City—George Keegan.
New York—W. H. Collins, Glovers-

ville.

North and South Carolina—Raymond
Hunt, Wilmington, N. C.

Ohio—J. H. Alexander, Cleveland.
Oregon—F. T. Griffith, Portland.
Pennsylvania—F. R. Phillips, Pitts-

burgh.
Rhode Island—R. R. Anderson, Provi-

dence.

Tennessee—E. D. Reed, Chattanooga.
Vtah^B.. F. Dicke, Salt Lake City.
Virginia—J. H. Hancock, Roanoke.
Wisconsin—S. B. Way, Milwaukee.
Canada—F. D. Burpee, Ottawa, Ont.

Manufacturer Members

Connecticut—C. L. Hancock, Bridge-
port.

Illinois—U. J. Kenfield, Chicago.
Kentucky—J. D. Augustus, Louis-

ville.

Maine—E. F. Hodgkins, Gardiner.
Massachusetts— John E. Bradley,

Worcester.
Maryland—W. S. Godwin, Baltimore.
Michigan—M. J. Phelan, Detroit.
Missouri—W. H. Ivers, St. Louis.
New Jersey—Philip C. Guion, Harri-

son.

New York City—C. D. Eaton.
New York—W. K. Archbold, Syra-

cuse.

Pennsylvania—R. L. Twitchell, Pitts-
burgh.
Rhode Island—A. J. Thornley, Provi-

dence.

Washington—G. C. Eggers, Spokane.
Wisconsin—J. R. Jeffrey, Milwaukee.
Canada—W. W. Horwood, Montreal,

Que.

Interesting Entertainment Fea-
ture at the Convention

AMONG the diversified forms of
. amusement and entertainment that

are being planned by the entertainment
committee of the American Electric
Railway Association for the coming
convention to be held in Atlantic City
in October is a musical treat occasioned

Mme. Josephine Liacchese

by the appearance of Josephine Luc-
chese, coloratura soprano.
Madame Lucchese is not only young

and beautiful but has a wonderful per-

sonality and a quality and range of

voice which fittingly have given her the

title of the American Nightingale.
Though only in her early twenties,
Madame Lucchese has already toured
the United States four times and has
won her way to fame in innumerable
concerts and in grand opera. The ap-
pearance of Madame Lucchese is in
addition to the other well-selected
musical features that have been ar-
ranjred as a part of the entertainment
for the convention.

While the details of the entertain-
ment program have not been completed,
it is planned that she will sing both
Tuesday evening and at the ladies'
musical entertainment to be held in one
of the hotels on Wednesday afternoon
during the week of the convention.
Further announcement will be made

as the details of the program are com-
pleted. Delegates to the convention
will be assured of at least two oppor-
tunities to hear this truly wonderful
singer.

Hotel Reservations for the
Convention

ACCORDING to information received
/i. at American Association head-
quarters from Atlantic City hotels
advance bookings for convention week
are heavy. From the number of ad-
vance registration cards that have been
received at headquarters, there is every
indication that the 43d annual con-
vention will be the largest in the his-
tory of the organization. It is sug-
gested that those who have not made
hotel reservations already do so at
once.

Special Reports Available

THE following special reports have
been prepared by the Bureau of

Information and Service of the Amer-
ican Electric Railway Association and
are available to member companies in
good standing upon request:

State Regulation of Depreciation
Rates—A compilation of state laws de-
fining the jurisdiction and powers of
public utility commissions over depre-
ciation accounts, together with abstract
of court and commission decisions in-
terpreting and applying the provisions
of the laws.

Analysis of Labor Agreements—An
analytical digest of the provisions ap-
pearing in the labor contracts of a
group of representative city and inter-
urban companies, arranged in such a
way as to make possible a ready com-
parison of working conditions.
Fare Changes and Their Effects on

Revenues and Riding Habit—A g^roup
of companies having recently made
changes in their fares have been
selected and comparative data on their
operations prior to and subsequent to
the fare change have been compiled.

Transportation of United States
Mail Carriers—A tabulation and sum-
mary of replies to an association ques-
tionnaire covering methods of handling
the matter of transporting mail car-
riers, arrangements with government,
compensation, records kept, etc.

In addition to the above, supplements
to the Fare Bulletin, Wage Bulletin
and Cost of Living Studies have been
prepared so as to bring them down to
date.
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Serviceable Air-Operated

Press

BUSHINGS are inserted in truck

swing links and members of the

brake mechanism at the Wheaton
shops of the Chicago, Aurora & El-

gin Railroad by means of an air-

operated vertical press built in the

shops. By attaching dies and forms
to the piston rod and bed plate,

various kinds of work may be per-

formed requiring a force of not

over 5 tons.

The apparatus consists of a 12-in.

X 12-in. brake cylinder mounted on

&lr-Operated S-Ton Press Forcing Bashings
Into Swing Links

a pilaster of the brick side wall of
the shop. Across the cylinder head
is fastened a 5-in. x 1-in. steel beam
approximately 3 ft. long. To the
ends of this two 1-in. rods are at-
tached by means of stirrups. These
support another 5-in. x 1-in. steel
bar beneath through turnbuckles ar-
ranged so that the lower bar may be
drawn up tight against the under
side of the table which forms the
bed of the press. The rear edge of
the table is attached to the wall and
the front edge is supported on 3-in.
X J-in. steel legs.

By bringing the lower bar up tight
against the table all pressure is re-
moved from the table supports,
which are only strong enough to

stabilize the bed. The distance be-

tween the cylinder and the bed is

such that the piston rod when ex-

tended will not strike the table. By
building up with blocks or dies it is

possible to bring the work within

reach of the piston rod.

A standard engineer's valve is

used to admit air to either side of

the piston, moving it up or down or

holding it in any position. The shop
air supply of 90 lb. per square inch

is used, giving a pressing force of

10,200 lb. on the piston rod when
full pressure is turned on. This is

sufficient to press in large sized bush-
ings. Elliptical truck springs are

compressed in this apparatus and
held together while the spring clip

is applied. Other uses are made of

the press, which has more than paid
for its construction and operation.

Armature Winding

Information

THE armatures for railway mo-
tors are usually laid out for a

wave or two-circuit type of winding
which always requires an odd num-
ber of commutator bars. When the
number of coils per slot is even there
will always be an idle or dead lead.

The same is true with an odd num-
ber of coils per slot and an even num-
ber of slots on the armature. How-
ever, when an odd number of coils

per slot are used and there are an

odd number of slots on the armature
there will never be an idle or a dead
lead.

The alignment of the commutator
slots or teeth with respect to the
commutator mica or bars is as
follows

:

1. With the coil throw even and
the lead throw even, the center line

of the tooth will line up with the
center line of the mica.

2. With the coil throw odd and
the lead throw odd, the center line of

the slot will line up with the center
line of the bar.

3. With the coil throw even and
the lead throw odd, the center line of
the tooth will line up with the center
line of the bar.

4. With the coil throw odd and
the lead throw even, the center line

of the slot will line up with the cen-
ter line of the mica.

In the accompanying illustration

the center line of the starting coil is

on the center line of the armature
tooth between the fourth and fifth

slots and on the center line of mica
between the thirty-sixth and thirty-

seventh commutator bars. To lay off

the winding start at bar 36 and count
back (clockwise) to bar No. 1 and in

this bar place lead No. 1 from the

bottom leads of the starting coil.

Then count from bar No. 1 for-

ward (counter clockwise) to bar No.
68 and in this place lead No. 1 from
the top leads of the starting coil.

. -C.L ofcoil on c.l. offoofh between s/ots
\4«pd5 omdon c. I. ofmica betneen bars36anel3j

4

Bottom
Straigtit
Part
y

n/tinSM/bl

COMMUTATOR. CENTE-R
PUNCHED ON END —

~

Locates fop leads from sfarfmg coif
Locates bottom leads from startingcoil
Locates starting coil in slots Iand

8

502I,'

Bottom leads

WINDING DATA
Number ofarmatura s/ots 27
Number of commutator bars OS
Coils lie In slots I • 8
Leads connect to bar 1-68

Armature Winding Ulasram tor a BaUway Motor
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Pipe Bender Made from
Air Cylinder

IN THE Decatur shops of the
Illinois Traction System a pneu-

matic machine has been installed for
bending iron pipe and conduit. This
device has an air cylinder with 16 in.

diameter and 12 in. stroke. A frame-
work for holding the pipe is attached

361

to hold the armature while the hous-
ing was turned loose at the end. In
order to obviate the necessity for
this, a wood saddle has been de-
signed by H. B. Baldwin, master
mechanic. This is chained to the
pit rail as shovm in the accompany-
ing illustration and holds the arma-
ture securely in place during the re-
moval of the pinion.

Alr-Operated Pipe Bender Used in the Shop of the lUlnoU Traction System at Decatur

to the cylinder. The pipe to be bent
rests on a wood block and is held in

place by two vertical pins 24 in.

apart. At the end of the piston of
the air cylinder is a curved wooden
block which presses against the
pipe midway between the pins. Air
is admitted to the cylinder and after
the pipe has been bent to the desired
form the pressure is released and
a spring in the cylinder returns the
piston to its normal position.

Saddle Holds Armature
During Pinion

Pulling

THE removal of pinions from the
armature shafts of General Elec-

tric No. 258 motors used to be
rather a problem in the shops of the
Bangor Railway & Electric Com-
pany. It required four or five men

Safety Car Armuture Is Held Fast by This
Device WIten the Pinion Is RemoTed

Maintenance of Controller

Fingers

THE parts of platform controllers
which require the most frequent

attention in maintenance are the
contact plates and fingers. Methods
of repair on various railways differ

to a considerable extent, and in most
cases the work is left largely to the
judgment of the inspector or con-
troller man. These are important
parts of the equipment, however, and
an effort should be made to educate
the men in the essentials of proper
maintenance.

Since both the fingers and contact

segments are made of copper, which
is comparatively soft, excessive wear
will take place unless some form of

lubricant is used. The best lubricant

may vary with different climates and
temperatures, but vaseline is gen-

erally considered satisfactory for

summer and moderate winter tem-
peratures, while engine oil is found
to work well under very cold condi-

tions.

There seems to be a general idea

among controller maintenance men
that if a considerable amount of

lubricant is used it will remain

longer on the contact segments and

so require less frequent attention.

This is an error, as the surplus soon

wipes off or else is burned off and

accumulates on the arc barriers,

fingers and drum castings. This

accumulation collects copper dust
and dirt and there is a resulting
tendency toward short circuits and
insulation failures. The contact
segments also become sticky and
dirty, so that improper contact some-
times results. The controller drum
also turns harder, making the motor-
man's work more difficult.

A practice which works satisfac-
torily is to spread the lubricant over
the segments with a cloth as
smoothly as possible. Then operate
the fingers over the segments several
times and wipe around the fingers
and segments so as to remove any
surplus.

Contact segments and fingers
become roughened through arcing
and they should be carefully
smoothed with emery cloth or a file

before the lubricant is applied. The
cutting action at the contact is also

made more severe if the fingers do
not bear accurately across their
entire width.

Another important consideration
in the maintenance of the fingers is

the contact pressure. The safe cur-
rent load which a finger will carry
depends on the width of the contact
surface, the pressure at the point of
contact and the mass and radiation
of the fingers and segments. The
capacity for a given width increases
with the pressure, but too heavy
pressure causes excessive wear and
stiff drums.

Finger pressures found satisfac-

tory are 8 lb. for a 1-in. finger and
6 lb. for a f-in. finger. This pressure
should be measured by means of a
small spring balance and a wire stir-

rup by placing the wire just beneath
the point of contact of the fingers.

After measuring the pressure in sev-

eral instances, the controller man be-

comes accustomed to the feel of the

finger pressure and can adjust it

very accurately without the use of a

spring balance.

Where the pressure is too small or

too great, it should of course be

changed. This can be done by alter-

ing the bend in the flat finger spring.

Particular care should be exercised

in bending to make certain that the

finger will make full contact after

adjustment. Most fingers have an

adjustable stop, which limits the

drop of the finger tip when it leaves

the contact, but this stop does not

vary the finger pressure, its sole

purpose being to prevent stubbing.

The drop should be set at A to J

in., or enough to allow the finger to

lift entirely free from the stop when
the finger is on the contact. This

allows full pressure of the contact
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«ircuit. Tke lift should be fchecked

in all positions of the drum, as an
eccentric drum»vOr one having Worn
bearings and shafts, may have good
finger pressure in one position and
weak finger pressure in another.

Where new fingers are installed

some controller men find it of ad-

vantage to grind in the contact sur-

face with emery cloth or with a
mixture of emery and vaseline. In

grinding, fingers should be adjusted
as frequently as possible beforehand,
however, as otherwise an excessive

amount of copper will be ground off

from the edges before proper contact

is obtained.

Mud Guard for Car Wheels

Tried in Detroit

By H. S. Williams
Assistant Superintendent of Equipment,

Department of Street Railways,
Detroit, Mich.

AS A RESULT of the troubles

^ during last winter and spring

which were directly attributable to

wheel wash, it was decided by the
Department of Street Railways,

Mud Guard for Car Wheels
Instead of mounting several splash

guards under the car to protect equipment
from wheel wash, the Department of .Street
Railways in Detroit is placinir this type
of guard directly over the wheels.

city of Detroit, to try out some form
Of wheelguard in an effort to min-
imize this trouble. The accompany-
ing illustration shows an experi-
mental type that has been installed
on several trucks. This is built
along the lines of an automobile
fender and is of light weight. At
the lower end is a flexible extension
of canvas belting. If this device
proves as successful as is antici-
pated, the guard will eventually be
made in a crowned form to attain
the greatest strength and rigidity
with the least weight.

It is known that if grit and wheel
wash can be reduced on the wearing
parts underneath a car, proportion-
ately greater life will be obtained;
also that exposed electrical parts

such as ' resistors and wires will

stand up much longer. It is self-

evident that a properly designed

wheelguard will accomplish this

result.

Reports- received .from carhouses

indicate th^t this guard is doing
satisfactory work, though of course
the real test will be applied during
the winter months.

Standardized Gutting Tools

IN AN attempt to overcome the

difficulty of getting the right

angle and shape for planer tools, the

G. A. Gray Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio, has brought out a line of

standardized cutting tools recom-
mended for use on Gray planers. A
chart is furnished by the company
giving the proper shape as well as

the angles of rake and clearances for

a set of 6 general purpose tools, to-

gether with sketches showing the
use for which each tool is intended.

To supplement this chart, the
Gray company furnishes aluminum
models which are numbered to cor-

respond to the chart and which have
their various surfaces actually

ground. They can be used by
blacksmiths in forging tools. Expe-
rience shows that many men will

imitate the model more accurately
than they would work to a drawing.

Electric Machine for Small

Tapping Work

APORTABLE tool for tapping
small drilled holes similar in

appearance to a portable electric

drill has recently been placed on the
market by the Independent Pneu-
matic Tool Company, Chicago, 111.

Its trade name is the Thor reversible
electric tapping machine. It is suit-
able for tapping holes up to ^ in.

diameter and for retapping holes up
to a diameter of tk in.

The machine has the same motor
as the standard Thor portable elec-
tric drill, but the speed of the
spindle has been reduced to 550
r.p.m. through worm gears which
are inclosed in the gear case. The
reversing device is mechanical.
A slight pressure toward the work

will engage the clutch which causes
the spindle to rotate to the right.
When the tap has been run in, a
pull on the machine immediately
reverses the spindle for backing out.
It is not necessary to cut off the cur-
rent between operations. When no
pressure is exerted in either direc-
tion, the spindle runs free. The

gears may also be locked so that the

machine can be operated in reverse

only. The universal motor furnished
with the machine can be operated on
either alternating or direct current
circuit. The weight of the machine
is 6f lb.

Brush-Holder with Built-Up

Box

ATYPE of brush-holder made of

. rolled plates instead of the
usual cast metal box is being mar-
keted by D. B. Flower, Philadelphia,
Pa. This has been designed par-

Ii^^^^ht

BruHh-Holder Designed to Permit Beplaoc-
ment of Box

ticularly so that the front and rear
plates which wear due to the action
of the carbon brushes are removable.
The plates may be reversed when one
side has become worn, so as to ob-
tain double the amount of wear.
When completely worn out they may
be readily replaced by new parts
taken from stock.

The parts of the built-up box are
held in position by four cap screws
which bind it together. Special pre-
cautions have been taken to prevent
the cap screws working loose by pro-
viding a soft brass lock washer which
has turned-up ends so as to lock the
screw heads.
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Elaborate Detroit United

Program

Economies of $1,000,000 Annually
Expected—Program Calls for

Use of Bus as Feeder

With all the various economies put
into effect that are permissible under
the plans worked out for the Detroit

United Railway, officials of the com-
pany look for an aggregate saving of

$1,000,000 per annum in operating ex-

penses and a return to normal earnings
just as soon as the railway and bus
services of the company have been
co-ordinated.

Elliott G. Stevenson, president of the

company, said recently that he thought
the stockholders understand that the

company has been passing through a

period of unusual conditions growing
out of bus competition and the general

business and industrial depression. It

has been determined by the board, after

a most exhaustive investigation, that

the only practicable way of meeting
the bus competition is to engage in and
co-ordinate the bus with the street

railway.
As Mr. Stevenson sees it a plan of this

kind calls for an entirely different pro-

gram with reference to the operation

of the railway, and involves the sub-

stitution so far as possible of one-man
operation of cars instead of two-men.
In consequence the company has re-

cently contracted for 30 double-truck

cars for one-man operation, with a

weight complete of 28,500 lb., as com-
pared with a very much heavier type

of equipment at present in service.

This contract will probably be in-

creased to 50 or more cars of this

type, hence the need for additional

financing. Moreover, in order to ef-

fect a large saving in the costs of

operation it is planned to transfer

passengers from the company's in-

terurban cars at the outside of De-
troit and other cities to buses, thus

saving a car rental for the use of city

tracks of approximately $400,000 per

year at the present rate of cost. At
each transfer point the company will

have to erect terminal stations, which
it is estimated will cost approximately

$200,000 to $250,000.
Mr. Stevenson has explained further:

The acquiring of buses for co-ordinating
service with the railways, with the cost

of terminal stations, garages, gasoline
storage tanks, etc.. will involve an expen-
diture of $1,000,000 or more, while the

change in and addition to the company's
equipment will involve the expenditure of
approximately another $1,000,000. I am
not able at the present moment to stat'3

definitely how many cars now operated
by two men can be superseded by cars
operated by one man, but I can give you.
In an Isolated Instance, an example of

what the accomplishment would effect in

the matter of economy in operation.
In our local service In the city of Flint,

under normal conditions, we operate about
125 cars, all of which have been and now
are operated by two men, motorman and

conductor. The entire platform expense—wages of motormen and conductors

—

exceeds $600,000 per annum, and the sav-
ing in discontinuing one-half of this service
will approximate $300,000 per annum.
We feel confident that in the entire serv-

ice the substitution of one-man for two-
men operation—where practical—a saving
of $500,000 per annum will be effected,
as we think that in all 200 to 250 one-man
cars can be substituted for two-men cars
and can be safely and efficiently operated.

In this connection it should be ex-
plained that the changes contemplated
do not involve the company's high-speed

interurban service, but only its local

and semi-local service.

Mr. Stevenson has also explained
recent financing operations for the

benefit of stockholders. He says that

by the application of part of. the pro-

ceeds the company is now in a position

to comply with its covenant to convey
a clear title to the property which it

contracted to sell to the city whenever
the city is prepared to make payment
of the balance of the purchase price.

Railway's Bus Plea Unheeded
Peoples Company of St. Louis Gets Permits for Eight More Lines

—

Suburban Service Suggested to Railway—Officials of Omnibus
Company of America Plead Cause of Independents

PERMITS were issued on Sept. 2 to

the Peoples Motor Bus Company,
St. Louis, Mo., by the Board of Public
Service to start eight new bus lines.

The application of the company was
filed with the Board of Public Service
five months ago. The new permits
enable the company to extend its lines

into virtually every section of the city

with two cross-town lines as well as

through routes downtown from Linden-
wood and Gratiot and other outlying
sections.

The Board of Public Service in dis-

cussing the application of the St. Louis
Motorbus Company, a subsidiary of the

United Railways, to operate buses
along routes practically the same as

those asked by the Peoples Motorbus
Company referred to the action as an
attempt to prevent the extension of

the Peoples company as a comprehen-
sive transportation system. This the

board felt an unwise step. It recom-
mended that the St. Louis Motorbus
Company apply for permits to run lines

out into the suburban districts at the

terminals of the present street car

lines.

Richard W. Mead, speaking for the

Peoples company, declared plans are

immediately going forward for the

erection of two garages, to cost together

about $300,000, and the purchase of

seventy-five additional buses, at a cost

of approximately $750,000. Ground has

already been purchased on Iron Street,

west of Grand-Kings Highway, where

a repair shop and shelter for seventy

buses will be erected. The other garage

will be located in the West End and

will accommodate 100 cars. The pres-

ent garage at Chippewa Street and

Nebraska Avenue, which was recently

damaged by fire, has not yet been

repaired.

The first line which will be opened

up following the issuance of the per-

mits is the Lindenwood line, running

from Lindenwood to Broadway by way
of Shaw Avenue and Russell Boule-

vard. This will be in operation in ten

days, in accordance with the promise
of the company to the people of Lin-
denwood and South Broadway, Mr.
Mead stated. He promised that all

the lines would be operating by the
end of three months.
The Board of Public Service in ap-

proving the issuance of the permits
to the Peoples Motorbus Company said

in a prepared statement that the mem-
bers believed the city of St. Louis
needed more than one form of trans-

portation and was large enough to sup-
port an adequate street car system
together with a comprehensive bus
service.

The board declared it had given due
consideration to the claim of the United
Railways that the granting of permits

to the Peoples Motorbus Company
would cause an immediate application

to the Public Service Commission for

an increase in fares. The members of

the board said:

We are advised that the Issuance of any
or all of the permits applied tor by the
Peoples Motorbus Company will be met
by the reorganization committee of the
United Railways with an immediate appli-
cation for increase in fares, a withdrawal
of certain non-productive street car lines,

immediate discharge of large number of
United Railway employees and the wiping
out of the $3,000,000 due the city in the
form of delinquent mill tax. These threats
or promises have had careful consideration.
The members agree that if St. Louis is

to grow, and we are to realize our dream
of 1,000,000 population, transportation
facilities must be furnished which will

carrv our people to those districts located
within the confines of our corporate limits,

where they build homes and establish new
communities, rather than forcing them to

go out into St. Louis County along the
now existing street car lines.

Both Sides Attend Hearing

The Board of Public Service took the

applications of both bus companies under
advisement following a very lively, public

hearing held on Aug. 29. At the hear-

ing there was evidence of bitterness of

feeling. In newspaper advertisements

and in circulars spread broadcast the

St. Louis Bus Company attacked the

Peoples Motorbus Company as not

operating under control of the Mis-
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souri Public Service Commission and

with being: owned "by Chicagro inter-

ests," These ads also pointed out

that the St. Louis Bus Company would

be operated in conjunction with the

United Railways with provision for an

interchange of transfers.

Both sides recruited partisans for

the hearing, but several speakers who
favored the application of the St. Louis

Bus Company in preference to that of

the Peoples Motorbus Company were
hissed and interrupted.

Stanley Clarke, representing the re-

organization committee of the United

Railways, was the first speaker. He
outlined the plan under which the St.

Louis Bus Company proposed to co-

operate with the railway. This plan

contemplated a charge of 10 cents to

bus patrons with a charge of 7 cents

to railway passengers and an extra

3 cents for a transfer to the buses.

There was to be no charge to bus

patrons who desired to transfer to

street cars. Mr. Clarke stated that

competitive bus service would delay if

not prevent the reorganization of the

railway.
He said the Peoples Motorbus Com-

pany had not been willing to enter into

a transfer arrangement with the United

Railways, but that when the plans for

the reorganization are perfected the

United Railways will go before the

people with an ordinance for a trans-

portation plan with street car and bus

operating in one system, and a rep-

resentative of the city on the board of

directors of the system. Col. Albert

T. Perkins, general manager of the

United Railways, stated that the rail-

way would ask the federal court and

the Missouri Public Service Commission
for permission to enter into the pro-

posed transfer arrangement.
John A. Ritchie, Chicago, president

of the Omnibus Company of America,
which controls the St. Louis bus lines,

and W. Frank Carter, attorney for the

Peoples Motorbus Company, spoke for

the Peoples Company.
Mr. Carter answered the charge that

the Peoples Motorbus Company is con-

trolled by Chicago people by saying
that the St. Louis Bus Company was
presumptuous in warning St. Louisans
that the Peoples Motorbus Company is

owned by "outsiders," when J. K. New-
man and Sam W. Greenland, who are
reorganizing the United Railways, and
are back of the St. Louis Bus Company,
only recently came to St. Louis. Mr.
Carter stated that the Peoples Motorbus
Company has $900,000 cash in St. Louis
banks with which to buy new buses,
etc., and that service would be installed

immediately upon receiving the permits
sought.

A meeting of the reorganization com-
mittee of the United Railways was
called to be held in New York on
Sept. 5 to discuss a definite plan for
the reorganization prepared by J. K.
Newman and believed by him to be
acceptable to all financial interests and
people of St. Louis. It is admitted that
the action of the St. Louis Board of
Public Service on Sept. 2 in granting
the Peoples Motor Bus Company per-
mits for eight new lines has compli-
cated the work of the reorganization
committee, but Mr. Newman feels the
problem is not insurmountable and that

a satisfactory solution can be worked

out.

Colonel Perkins, general manager of

the United Railways, states that re-

ceipts for eight months of 1924 fell

off $525,000 compared with 1923. This

he attributed largely to bus competi-

tion. The railway may ask the Mis-

souri Public Service Commission for

an increase in fares or permission to

curtail or eliminate service on non-

productive lines.

Mayor Kiel says the city will oppose

any effort to raise fares unless it is

proved that the company faces financial

disaster.

Another Bus Plea in

New York
Gasoline-Electric Company Adds Appli-

cation to Those Already on File

—

125 Miles Planned

Perhaps the most important event

in traction affairs in New York during

the week ended Sept. 6 was the filing of

an application on Friday by the Service

Bus Corporation for operating rights

on twenty-two routes over 125 miles of

city streets at a fare of 5 cents. Trans-

fers are to be issued for 2 cents addi-

tional. All except one of the routes,

which is to run to Jackson Heights,

Queens, are in Manhattan. The Board
of Estimate is scheduled to consider

buses at its meeting Sept. 19.

Among previous bus proposals are

those of the Fifth Avenue Coach Com-
pany, the Third Avenue Railway and
the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Cor-
poration.

Those connected with the Service

Bus Corporation include: William
Schall of William Schall & Company;
E. M. Howe, president of the American
National Omnibus Corporation; S. P.

Goldman of Goldman & Unger, at-

torneys; William R. Willcox, former
chairman of the Public Service Com-
mission of the First District of New
York, and Bernard Tameling of Tamel.
ing. Keen & Company, bankers.

Mr. Howe formerly was consulting
engineer of the Tilling-Stevens Motors,
Ltd., of London. The buses to be oper-
ated will be similar to the gas-electric
buses of London and are manufactured
under Tilling-Stevens patents.
Under the proposed service there will

be seventy-eight points at which pas-
sengers may transfer from one section
or route to another. The application
provides for three main lines in Man-
hattan, running north and south. One
of these is on the east side, over sev-
eral avenues; another in the center of
the city, and another on the west side.

Ten of nineteen proposed crosstown
lines will be south of Fourteenth
Street.

Because of lack of time before the
election of a new State Legislature
next November, Mayor Hylan said on
Sept. 2 that the proposed rapid tran-
sit public hearing set for Sept. 11 would
not be held. At a recent meeting of
the Board of Estimate it was decided
to hold this September hearing in order
to gfive civic organizations and others
an opportunity to present their views
upon the Mayor's pet project for the
acquisition- of $275,000,000 for subway
expansion. Mayor Hylan now has

learned that not only would such an ex-

pedient require an amendment to the

State Constitution, but that a resolu-

tion providing for the submission of the

question to a popular vote must be

passed by two successive Legislatures,

the first of which must take action not

less than three months before the fol-

lowing State Legislature is elected.

There is nothing new in these condi-

tions, but the Mayor pointed out these

obstacles, as one commentator said, as

if they were recent discoveries.

John J. Cray, Fourth Deputy Police

Commissioner, issued orders on Sept. 3

installing the "skip-stop" system on all

bus and surface car lines. The order
provides for the making of stops every
two blocks instead of every block. The
new regulations will go into effect on
Sept. 21 for a trial period. Stops on
the bus and car lines are to be made
at the even numbered streets, except
for such important intersecting
thoroughfares as Twenty-third, Fifty-
ninth and 125th Streets. In the down-
town section of Manhattan "stop" sigfns

will be used.

Fare Issue in Council Bluffs Goes

a Step Farther

An appeal from the Federal District

Court to the Federal Circuit Court of
Appeals for the Eighth District was
ordered by Judge Martin J. Wade and
was filed recently with the clerk of
the Federal Court in Council Bluffs,

Iowa, in the rate raise case of the
Omaha & Council Bluffs Street Rail-
way. Judge Wade granted a tempo-
rary injunction on July 25 restraining
the city from interfering with a fare
raise to 7 cents. This temporary in-

junction will continue in effect during
the appeal to the appellate tribunal.

The order of appeal follows the peti-

tion by attorneys for the city, who
assigrned ten errors. Among the er-
rors assigned was the finding, by the
court, as a matter of law, that the
present schedule of rates as fixed by
the ordinance of Dec. 16, 1897, was
confiscatory of property without due
process of law; that the finding was
mandatory in effect and changed the
situation of the parties rather than
preserving the status quo; that the
company and its grantors had been
for twenty-six years operating under
the original contract and had received
the benefits of the contract anH have
now stopped to claim that such con-
tract, with reference to ra es, was
void; that it fully appeared from the
record that the rights of the railway
were fixed and governed by a valid
contract between the corporation and
the city, wherein the rates of fares to
be charged by the company were fixed
and determined.
The city for some time now has been

fighting the company in its efforts to
put into effect a 7-cent fare for adults,

'

or four tickets for 25 cents with a
3-cent fare for children and 5 cents for
school tickets. For 1924 the company
declared the income has been showing
a gradual decrease while the expenses
remain practically the same. The fare
issue at Council Bluffs and the subse-
quent restraining order have been re-
ferred to previously in the ELECTRIC
Railway Journal.
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Safety Premiums in

Richmond

B with Employees of the System

on a 50-50 Basis

Safety premiums are to be awarded

to the trainmen of the Virginia Rail-

way & Power Company, Richmond, Va.

Announcement to this effect was made

on Aug. 21. The amount paid out for

injuries and damages through the en-

tire railway system of the company for

the six months ended June 30, 1924,

was about 5 per cent of the $2,400,000

gross earnings, or nearly $120,000 for

the six months period.

The opinion of the management of

the company, expressed through T. S.

Wheelwright, president, is that if the

company can get a thorough spirit of

"team work" on the part of all car

men in a concentrated effort to reduce

accidents, this record can be greatly

improved. In consequence Mr. Wheel-

wright has announced that any reduc

tion below this 5 per cent of the gross

earnings for the six months from June

1 to Dec. 1 will be divided between

the trainmen and the company on a

50-50 basis. The distribution to car men
will be based on the man-hours oper-

ated. In other words, if the amount is

reduced in the six-month period to 3 per

cent of the gross earnings, the 2 per

cent saved will be divided 50-50 be-

tween the company and the car men.

Mr. Wheelwright has said:

It is the belief of the company that by
a co-operative effort of this kind this or

more can be readily accomplished. It will

be a great satisfaction to every man who
has taken part in it to know that he has
done his full part in avoiding accidents

and at the same time has earned a safety

premium as a reward.
Since the payments for injuries and dam-

ages are based upon a percentage of the

gross earnings it stands to reason that the

greater the gross earnings are the less will

be the percentage paid out for account of

accidents. It is, therefore, to the Interest

of every car man that he use due vigi-

lance in accommodating the riding public

and increasing the earnings of his car.

The safety premiums earned for the

period will be distributed between Dec.

15 and 25. In case the percentage paid

out for injuries and damages runs

more than the 5 per cent there will, of

course, be no distribution of premiums
and the deficit will be marked up
against the next six-month period so

long as the plan is effective.

Rail-Less Operation Extended

in Petersburg

The Virginia Railway & Power Com-
pany plans to take up its line on
Sycamore Street, in Petersburg, Va.,

and operate rail-less cars all the way
through from the Walnut Hill suburb

to the heart of the city, a distance of

about 3J miles. As soon as the bridge

across the Appomattox River now
under construction is completed, this

rail-less service will be extended to

Colonial Heights in the end of the city

opposite Walnut Hill, adding about li

miles to this line of rail-less operation,

for a total of 5 miles. The company
commenced rail -less car operation in

Petersburg on June 15, 1923, between
Walnut Hill, a new and exclusive resi-

dential section, and a point down town
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where the rail-less cars connect with

the railway system, to which pas-

sengers were transferred. The com-

pany is at present operating on a 12-

minute headway. The fare on the

trackless line is the same as on the

railway, 6 cents cash with five tickets

for 25 cents and free transfers.

Railway in New York to Broad-

cast from Its Own Station

The Third Avenue Railway, New
York, not only carries its patrons to

and from work during the day, but also

entertains them at night.

A radio broadcasting station has

been erected on the roof of the com-

pany's carhouse at Third Avenue and

130th Street in that city, where, be-

ginning Sept. 9, radio programs will be

sent over the air.

The official name of the station is

WEBJ. It was built entirely by the

company's electrical staff under the

direction of W. J. Quinn, chief engi-

neer. Popular programs are to be

broadcast every Tuesday and Friday

nights on a wave length of 273 meters.

OFFICIAL OPENING WEEK
WEBJ

RADIO BROADCASTING STATION

THIRD AVENUE RAILWAY SYSTEM

Tt/ESOAY, SEPTEMBER 911i. 7 lo 9 P. M.

RIVOU ENSEMBLE
U^v! tWn^ OimtiBa •>( H1XO tfESENTEU)

MAY SINGHI BREEN

JACK BINNS -THE FUTimE OF RABID"

FRTOAY, SEPTEMBER 121h, 7 lo 9 f. M.

FRANK BANNISTER'S REVIEW

BROADWAY'S NEW PUYS BY BLYBWJN

ATTENTION! RADIO FANS

Anleiina Tower on Boof of Carhonso

FroKram for Opening Night at BaUway
Broadcasting Station

The station was under construction

two months. The antenna towers rise

to a height of 60 ft. above the roof.

They are of the T type and the counter-

poise system is used.

Garrow T. Geer, secretary of the

railway company, is in charge of the

radio operations. H. H. Bruno is pro-

gram director and chief announcer.

While experimental programs have

been sent over the air at intervals dur-

ing August, the official opening occurs

Tuesday night, Sept. 9, when Slaughter

W. Huff, president of the Third Avenue
Railway, formally introduces WEBJ to

the radio public. Letters received by

Mr. Geer from all parts of the East en-

thusiastically indorsing the experi-

mental programs thus far given indi-

cate that public interest has already

been aroused by the plan.

The high spots of each week's pro-

gram are announced by bulletins posted

in the company's cars.

Talks on the electric railway industry

and the problems of the Third Avenue
Railway are to be interspersed on the

programs at intervals to interpret the

industry and the railway to the public.

Broadc-stlng Boom of Third Avenue Hallway, Now York City
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Chicago All Set

Surface Lines Prepared to Put Re-

routing of Street Cars Into

Effect on Sept. 14

Rerouting of street cars on thirty-

a new oflfer which he could relay to the

City Council for approval.

Four bankers representing the se-

curity holders for the Surface Lines

have recently been reported m con-

ference in an endeavor to reach a

conclusion that will take into account

service, with more frequent service in

the center section of the city. Service

will be commenced with six buses, con-

sisting of three 29-passenger, two 25-

passenger city type and one 26-pas-

senger de luxe sedan type buses, all

of which will be operated on Mack

five' Hnes'of the Chicago Surface Lines th;%"ghts orthe TecuritV "hoW^^^ chassis. It is the plan of the bus
- - — •^—'- " 'r^'" ;> ''"'^ riRiiLs UL u __ j^ ^^ ^.^^^ company to carry an indemnity and

will go into effect on Sept. 14. This is
^.j^^ desire of the Mayor that the

fully a month in advance of the sched

ule made up some months ago.

The new scheme is designed to

expedite the movement of all traffic

and to relieve to a large extent the

congestion in the Loop district. It is

the most elaborate ever undertaken in

this city. Both the city and the Sur-

face Lines engineers have approved it.

The cost to the railway will be

$100,000.
Pamphlets containing all the in-

formation of the new routes are to be

distributed well in advance of the

schedule changes and a force of super-

visors will be on hand at street inter-

sections to render assistance until the

public becomes familiar with the

changes.
Transfer privileges will not be

affected by the rerouting and transfers

between cars operating on State

Street and west side lines and turning

back at Dearborn Street will be

accepted at thoroughfares where thi;

west side lines loop back.

The rerouting, it is predicted, will be

shave the capital price of $162,500,000

set by ordinance. No announcement of

any kind has followed these conferences.

The Mayor has stated positively on

numerous occasions that the ordinance

price set in 1907, which is now $162,-

casualty insurance policy for $10,000.

Gasoline Motor Car Project

Frowned Upon

J, , The Red Bank & Keyport Railway,

500,000, including capital expenditures jj^^ Bank, N. J., has been denied a

added since that time, will not be paid franchise to run over the tracks of the

by the city. The representatives of the defunct Jersey Central Traction Com-
lines have stood pat upon the purchase p^ny. This is the outcome of a recent

price, although they have indicated a meeting held at Red Bank, where all

willingness to permit the Mayor to
(.j^g municipalities through which the

name a commission of engineers to re- proposed line was to run were repre

value the lines at their present repro-

duction price. This offer the Mayor has

refused, for that price, everyone admits,

would exceed the price the lines are

willing to accept.

Railway Service in Pomona Aban-

doned—Buses Will Operate

Permission was granted to the

Pacific Electric Railway on Aug. 22 to

abandon service in Pomona. This ac-

tion was taken pursuant to a second

„, . and final hearing held before the Cali-

of benefit principally in clearing up of fomia State Railroad Commission in

traffic conditions on State, Clark and L^g Angeles, Cal., on Feb. 11, 1924.

Wells Streets, so far as street car -pjjg order authorized the railway, on

operation is concerned. Cars from the account of poor patronage of the local

west side which now use State Street jj^es and continual losses in revenue,

for looping back purposes will make ^^y remove its tracks and overhead

the turns on Dearborn Street. State, equipment on Ganesha Park, West Sec-

Clark and Wells Streets will be essen- q^^ and Park Avenue, Holt Avenue
tially for through traffic. The changes g^j East First Street and Garey Ave-
will also do these things: nue and Park Avenue lines. Removal

• Eliminate 20 left-hand turns and 12 of these lines was made conditional

by the commission upon the filing of a

certified copy of the resolution adopted

by the City Council of Pomona, con-

senting to the relinquishment of the

company's franchise affecting the lines

to be abandoned.
It is contemplated that the tracks

will be removed and service per-

manently discontinued within four
weeks after the City Council acts fa-

vorably on the passage of the resolu-

tion granting the railway permission
to proceed with the track removal.
Passage of the necessary ordinance by
the City Council will bring to an end
a matter that has been under con-

troversy for several years. The final

decision of the commission clarifies con-
siderably both the local street car
transportation and street-paving prob-
lems that have been held up for some
time in the city of Pomona.
Upon favorable action by the com-

mission the city of Pomona on Aug.
20, 1924, awarded a bus franchise to

the City Transit, Inc., for the purpose
of serving all sections of the city of
Pomona on a 5-cent fare basis. It is

planned that the new bus system to
supplant the abandoned car lines will

be in operation not later than Sept.
15. The franchise is for a 20-year
period as awarded to the City Transit,
Inc., controlled by Joseph K. Hawkins,
president and general manager, and
W. E. Dean, secretary-treasurer.

The schedules call for 30-minute

sented and arguments were heard for

and against the project. Herman
Schlicting and E. Zimmerman, repre-

senting the new company, presented a
petition signed by 3,000 persons. This
apparently had no weight when it was
shown that the Triangle Bus Company
could have presented as many names
attesting that it was giving satis-

factory service over the route. The
matter is expected to come up again.

Mr. Schlicting purchased the tracks

of the Jersey Central Traction Com-
pany after that company ceased to

operate and since then has devoted his

time to the advancement of a plan to

run gasoline cars, as outlined in the
Electric Railway Journal for July
9, page 100. The tracks remain down
in Red Bank, Keansburg, Atlantic
Highlands, Port Monmouth, Belford
and the intervening country.

right-hand turns.
2. Increase available street space 30 per

cent,
3. Reduce interference of street cars

with each other at street Intersections 27

per cent.

In announcing the date for putting

the changes into effect, Guy A.

Ricliardson, vice-president of the Sur-

face Lines, said:

It should be a matter of pride to Chicago
that this city possesses the largest street

car system in the world, both for miles of

track In operation and number of pas-
sengers carried. It is recognized generally
as one of the best equipped. Last year the
total rides on the system were nearly
1,500,000,000, or considerably more than
the total number of pieces of mail handled
by the Chicago post office. During the last
ten years there has been an increase of
1.000,000 a day in the number of riders
carried.

The new schedule is being put into

operation at least a month earlier

than was at first intended, so that the

new routes will be thoroughly estab-

lished and all the kinks ironed out

before the fall shopping season begins.

Negotiations at Chicago Held Up
by Absence of Mayor

Chicago's plans for the municipaliza-

tion of the traction lines of the city are
vacationing with Mayor Dever. For
weeks past each side has been await-

ing "final" word from the other. Mayor
Dever was confident that representa-

tives of the Surface Lines would make

Dispute Over Property of Line

Being Dismantled

A dispute over the ownership of the
old Cincinnati & Columbus Traction
Company's bridge at Milford, Ohio, and
several other bridges between Norwood
and Hillsboro, formerly owned by the
company, was brought into Hamilton
County Common Pleas Court recently
by Charles C. Harris, formerly man-
ager of the Cincinnati, Milford &
Loveland Traction Company.

Mr. Harris asserts that on or about
Aug. 20, 1923, he purchased all of the
bridges from the Joseph Joseph
Brothers Company, which had previ-
ously purchased the structures, he said,

from the Union Savings Bank & Trust
Company, trustee of the property.
Joseph Goldberg, L. G. Van Ness,

president of the Cincinnati, George-
town & Portsmouth Traction Company,
and William B. Mente, attorney, with-
out any notice to him, Mr. Harris as-
serts, dynamited the Milford bridge on
Aug. 8, 1924, causing it to be thrown
into the river. On Mr. Harris' applica-
tion. Judge Le Blond issued a tem-
porary injunction restraining Messrs.
Van Ness, Goldberg and Mente from
removing any part of the bridges, from
tearing them down and from interfer-
ing with his possession of them.

Messrs. Goldberg, Van Ness and
Mente say that the bridges were in-
cluded in their purchase of the right-
of-way of the traction line.
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"Payless" Officials Succeed

in Alliance

The Stark Electric Railroad, operat-

ing 40 miles of track between Salem
and Canton, Ohio, is believed to be

one of the pioneer companies in the

country with "payless" officials. With
property valued close to $2,000,000,

the company boasts a board of di-

rectors, a secretary and treasurer, a
president and a general manager, none
of whom receives pay for his services.

Two years ago Alliance business men
purchased the line "for the best in-

terests of the city." Bus and taxi

business cut revenues considerably, so

the board started action to secure

money for rebuilding the line. With
dividends practically eliminated. Secre-

tary W. E. Davis, Treasurer S. L.

Sturgeon and President M. S. Mil-

bourne, along with the directors, agreed
to serve without pay.

When Nelson H. Brown resigned re-

cently as manager to accept a bank
position in Buffalo, W. E. Davis
stepped into his place, conducting the

office as general manager without pay.

During Mr. Brown's regime of less

than a year city fares were boosted

1 cent and several other changes made
to produce more profit. Through his

efforts the Stark Electric linked with
other electric lines in that section of

the country for expanding long-distance

freight shipping. The company is re-

ported now on the road to recovery.

modeled somewhat on the style of

those now operating to Arctic, with a

carrying capacity of 29 passengers. ,

Weekly Pass in Bakersfield

The Bakersfield & Kern Electric

Railway, operating in Bakersfield, Cal.,

and vicinity, with a supplementary
service of three bus lines with transfer

privileges, has been authorized by the

Railroad Commission to install the

weekly pass system. The company has
been operating at a 5-cent fare.

In a decision just rendered the com-
mission fixed a single fare, with trans-

fer privilege, of 10 cents, authorized

the sale of the weekly pass at $1 each,

good for any number of rides during
the seven-day period, and suggested a
commutation ticket good for seven
rides, with transfer privileges, at 50

cents each.

Will Replace Cars on Three
Routes in Providence

Officials of the United Electric

Railways, Providence, R. I., are pre-

paring to file a petition with the

Public Utilities Board asking for per-

mission to replace trolley cars on the

North Scituate and Chapachet lines and
the Warren and Bristol lines with

buses. The company feels that this

will eliminate heavy losses sustained

annually on these three lines. On the

North Scituate route a loss is sus-

tained every year of about $4,000. The
Chapachet line loses $12,000, while the

approximate annual loss to the com-
pany on the Warren and Bristol line is

$47,000. A definite schedule will be

worked out in due course of time, but

it was stated that the bus lines will

operate on the same schedule as the

cars are now operating. The company
plans to use the latest type of bus.

Paging the Women Again.—Utilities

need women. So thinks Isabell Davie,

chairman of the Women's Public In-

formation Committee, Middle West
Division, N. E. L. A., who has prepared
an instructive pamphlet giving some
suggestions and outlining the purposes

for a women's organization. In "How
Women Can Help to Promote Better

Public Relations for the Utilities" the

writer states that the movement to or-

ganize the women employees in the

various utilities is becoming nation-

wide and needs the co-operation of all

utility executives and the loyal partici-

pation of the women. Stress is laid

on the necessity for the women becom-
ing good speakers and for learning all

there is to know about their utilities.

What literature is available on the sub-

ject is mentioned in the pamphlet as

well as the means of obtaining this

material.

Wants Cessation of Inspection.—The
Schenectady Railway, Schenectady,

N. Y., has petitioned the Public Service

Commission for a hearing to satisfy the

commission that the present equipment

of the petitioner is adequate and ask-

ing that the company be relieved from
further observance of the order of the

commission dated April 4, 1923, which

provided that the company should pro-

cure certain additional equipment. The
commission ordered the company to in-

stall six new interurban cars; three

have been purchased; twelve new city

cars were stipulated; ten have been

put into operation. The company also

states that old cars have been repaired

so that on June 30 last 106 cars of all

types had been overhauled, of which

eighty-five are passenger cars. Before

next winter the last of the cars will

have been completely revamped.

Examination for Junior Engineer.

—

The United States Civil Service Com-
mission, Washington, D. C, announces

an examination for junior engineer on

Oct. 8. It will fill vacancies in various

branches of the government service at

an entrance salary of $1,860 a year.

Examination will be given in the op-

tional subjects of electrical engineering

and radio engineering. Full informa-

tion and application blanks may be ob-

tained from the United States Civil

Service Commission.

Insurance Policies to Employees.

—

The Spokane United Railways, Spo-

kane, Wash., will present its 430 em-

ployees who have been in the service

six months or more with life insurance

policies ranging in value from $500 to

$1,000. The terms of the presentation

state that after serving with the Spo-

kane United Railways for a period of

six months each employee will receive

an additional policy for $500 of yearly

renewable term insurance, effective

July 1, 1924. the premium on which

will be paid by the company. After one

year's service this policy will be in-

creased in value $100 and this 'yearly

inciease will continue until a tota!

value of $1,000 has been reached. A
secondary benefit is also provided by
the company ir. the form of a plan
whereby each employee receiving one
of the insurance policies will be enabled
to take out an additional policy for an
amount equal to that of the policy
presented by the company. This addi-'

tional insurance plan will become opera-
tive only in the case that 75 per cent
of the employees agree to take out this

additional insurance.

Amended Proposal May Not Be Ac-
cepted.—Although the Tacoma Rail-

way & Power Company, Tacoma,
Wash., has amended its proposed new
franchise so as to provide for a definite

time of twenty-five years. Mayor A. V.
Fawcett intimated that the new pro-
posal will not be accepted when it

reaches the Council. It is claimed that
in amending the franchise the company
is meeting objections raised in a month
of discussion of the measure. The
amended proposal specifies that the
company "shall maintain the paving
between the rails and for 1 ft. outside
the rails and that wherever a street

is paved the Tacoma Railway & Power
Company shall pay to the city any in-

crease in cost of such paving brought
about by the location of car tracks."

Buses to Replace Cars in Sections of
Salem.—Elimination of local railway
service on parts of the Summer Street

line and Seventeenth Street in Salem,
Ore., and the establishment there of

two buses have been proposed in an
ordinance presented to the City Council

by the Oregon Electric Company. The
ordinance has the indorsement of a
special committee of the Council and a
majority of the property owners living

on the streets affected. Officials of the
company intend to remove the track on
Summer Street and_ replace it with
pavement. The work will be done un-
der the direction of the municipality.

Extension Up Again.—Officials of the

Sacramento Northern and the Western
Pacific Railroads recently left for a
tour of the country between Woodland,
Cal., and Vallejo, to which point the
electric line is planning to extend its

tracks from Woodland. The tour gave
rise to the suggestion that the Inter-

state Commerce Commission at Wash-
ington might permit the Western
Pacific to make disposition of its

securities to construct the proposed
line from Woodland to Winters to

Vallejo. Several months ago an an-
nouncement was made that the Western
Pacific, which owns the Sacramento
Northern, was taking steps to make
this extension, but the matter has been
under consideration by the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

Opposes Bus Grant. — The license

committee of the Leominster, Mass.,

City Council has taken under advise-

ment a petition of John Pascarini of

Lancaster to operate a bus line between
Leominster and Clinton. The Worces-
ter Consolidated Street Railway is op-

posing the petition on the ground that

there is not sufficient business for

both and claim that it should be given

preference because of the taxes it pays

the city.
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Will Change to Fare Boxes.—Fare
boxes will be placed in operation for

the first time on two lines of the Scran-

ton Railway, Scranton, Pa. The com-
pany announced the change was made
as an aid to conductors in collecting

fares. The company requests the co-

operation of all its patrons.

Water Problem Defers Extension.

—

The San Diego Electric Company, San
Diego, Cal., through Claus Spreckels,

vice-president and general manager,
has announced that the $1,000,000 ex-

tension to La Mesa will be deferred
until the city's water problem is solved.

The extension to La Mesa from the
present terminus on University Avenue
at East San Diego, out through Chollas
Valley was assured some few years
ago, in conference with "Mr. Spreckles
pending the completion of the Mission
Beach line.

Fares Will Be Lowered.—Reduction
in fares on all interurban lines enter-
ing Indianapolis, Ind., will be in effect
during the Second Indianapolis In-
dustrial Exposition, Oct. 4-11, under
auspices of the Indianapolis Chamber
of Commerce. This announcement was
made recently by O. B. lies, chairman
of the executive committee. The re-
duction is on a basis of a fare and one-
half for round-trip tickets. No cer-
tificates or validation of tickets will
be required.

Bus Substituted.—Trolley service be-
tween Westboro, Mass., and Marlboro,
Mass., on the Worcester Consolidated
Street Railway, has been discontinued
and a bus line has been put in operation
by Terry F. Carlstrom.

Opposed to Higher Fare.—It is
stated that the people of the Fairmount
district of Eugene, Ore., will fight the
7-cent fare proposed by the Oregon
Electric Company. A hearing for the
fare increase has been set by the Public
Service Commission to be held at
Salem, and the first move of the Fair-
mount residents will be to have the
hearing changed to Eugene, in order
that a larger delegation may be in at-
tendance. The fare at present is 6
cents. The local City Council has in-
dorsed the increase.

Rendering Another Service.— The
Connecticut Company, New Haven,
Conn., by special arrangement with the
Bridgeport Telegram Publishing Com-
pany, has installed on several of its

Bridgeport railway lines automatic
devices for delivering morning news-
papers to its patrons.

Suit Dismissed. — A decree was
handed down recently by Federal Judge
Jeramiah Neterer, dismissing the suit
of the Puget Sound Power & Light
Company against the city of Seattle.
This suit was brought on May 24 to
make taxes paid for 1919 a lien on the
city's street railway property, as an
outgrowth of the seizure of the com-
pany's property and payment of the
taxes in question. The company's suit
against County Treasurer W. W.
Shields and Sheriff Matt Starwich to
restrain collection of the tax was dis-
missed on June 13 and the suit against
the city filed instead. In the federal
court decree the court dismisses the
complaint "for want of equity and with

costs," but without prejudice to the

plaintiff's right to pursue further legal

process. The company, after seizure

of its property by the sheriff, paid
under protest all the railway taxes for

1919, but claims the city should pay
three-fourths of the amount, as it took
over the railway lines March 31, 1919.

Will Use Disks for Fares.—The
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., has ordered the coin-

age of 8,000,000 metal tokens, which
will replace the present pasteboard
tickets for trolley fares. The token is

of white metal slightly smaller than
a dime. When the tokens are adopted
every conductor will start on a run with
$2 in tokens with an extra barrel added
to the cash container he wears fast-

ened to his belt. They are designed so
that if the proposed 8-cent flat fare is

refused the company can sell four
tokens instead of four strip tickets, as
at present, for 25 cents. "The disk will

not be put into use until the commis-
sion has acted on the company's appli-

cation, which is now pending, for an
advance in fare.

Wants Higher Fare.—The Bangor
Railway & Electric Company, Bangor,
Me., has petitioned the Public Utilities

Commission for permission to advance
its single fares from 7 cents to 10
cents. A hearing is scheduled on the
petition at Bangor on Sept. 5. The
company gives as its reason for the
advanced fares the fact that the income
is insufficient to meet expenses owing
to the dropping off of patronage and
the increased demands for labor and
taxes. The decrease in revenue in June
of the current year was $7,000 and for
the year 1923 was $3,400, while taxes
and labor increased $13,000 in 1923.

De Luxe Routes for Trenton Com-
pany.—Rankin Johnson, president of
the Central Transportation Company, a
subsidiary of the Trenton & Mercer
County Traction Corporation, plans to
install four new long-distance bus
routes. The new lines will run from
Trenton to Lakewood and Atlantic
City, to Delaware Water Gap, to New-
ark and to Lake Hopatkong, N. J. The
company is now operating to Asbury
Park, a distance of 50 miles. It has
fourteen buses in service.

May Electrify Line.—It is reported
that the Alabama Power Company, Bir-
mingham, Ala., may secure the Ensley
Southern Railroad and electrify it to
Birmingport. Judge Walker in Chan-
cery Court recently granted permission
to tear up and salvage that portion of
the line between Birmingport and
Maxine, Ala., following a petition by
Receiver Aldridge of the bankrupt
road. Reports from Birmingham state
that officials of the traction company
would be interested in saving the ter-
ritory through which the steam line
operated from complete abandonment.

Trackless Cars Operating in Selma.—Trackless cars are now in operation
in Selma, Ala., replacing the old elec-
tric railway cars, which have been aban-
doned. The new trackless cars are of
the latest design. Each car has a
seating capacity of 16 people. The cash
fare is ten cents, while 16 tickets are
sold for $1..

Council Agrees to Bus Franchise.

—

The proposed bus line to be operated by
the Portland Electric Power Company,
Portland, Ore., on East Thirty-ninth
Street, will be routed as far south as
Gladstone Avenue, according to an
agreement between the company and
members of the City Council. With
this assurance from the railway, the
Council agreed to vote for the fran-
chise. The fare on the buses will be
8 cents, with transfer privileges to the
railway lines. The buses will be the
pay-as-you-enter type. Five cars, each
with a capacity of 29 persons, will be
used at first.

Learning About Electricity. — The
Washington Committee on Public Util-

ity Information is getting out a little

pamphlet "Lessons in Electricity,"

written by E. H. Thomas, "for the free
use of schools, editors and others in-

terested." The first lesson has ap-
peared, which tells something about
what electricity is and the connections
needed for utilizing it. Something
about current is also explained, but
more on this subject is promised.

Improvements in Baton Rouge.—The
Baton Rouge Electric Company, Baton
Rouge, La., extended its transportation
service to North Baton Rouge early in
August. The completion of this ex-
tention marks an epoch in the develop-
ment of the city and means that there
will be within a few blocks of the rail-

way, enough home sites to take care
of the normal growth of the city for
some years to come. A recent survey
made by the company revealed the fact
that with the new line in operation
2300 home sites are within easy dis-

tance of one of the three car lines.

The company believes it necessary
to spend approximately $337,000 dur-
ing the year on the North Baton
Rouge extension, rebuilding and paving
between the tracks on east Boulevard
and belt lines. New cars will be pur-
chased and a new carhouse and service
building are in prospect. When the
extension is fully completed and all

charges have been paid, it will prob-
ably represent an investment of about
$162,000.

Will Hear Case of Preference Men.

—

On behalf of 60 railway men of Seattle,

Wash., a petition has been filed in the
Superior Court by Attorney Ernest J.

Hover attacking the city ordinance giv-
ing former service men preference over
all others in civil service ratings.
Judge A. W. Frater signed an ordi-

nance requiring the Civil Service Com-
mission and D. W. Henderson, super-
intendent of the Seattle Municipal Rail-

way, to show cause on Sept. 19 why
the 60 trainmen should not be rated
according to the grades won in an
examination. Regardless of grades, 66
former service men have been placed
ahead of Hover's 60 clients, most of
whom were employed by the railway
last winter when there were no eligibles

on the civil service list. They took the
examinations in May. Many of them
are threatened with loss of their posi-

tions if the former service men are
given preference. Pending the hear-
ing. Judge Frater also restrained
Superintendent Henderson from dis-
charging the plaintiffs.
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Paris Traffic Increases

More than 11 per Cent Gain in Pas-

sengers Carried and Gross Revenue
in Calendar Year 1923

At the annual meeting the Soeiete

des Transports en Commun de la Region
Parisienne, held on June 27, 1924, re-

sults of the calendar year 1923 were
made public. The company operates
all the electric railway cars and public

buses in Paris and also has one or two

FINANCES OF PARIS LINES FOR 1923

OPERATING REPORT
Francs

Passenger operating revenues 330,130,637
Other operating revenues 3,571,898
Miscellaneous revenue 5, 1 70,429

Total revenue 338,872,965
Operating expenses 339,517,195

Deficit from operation 644,230
Amounts payable to sinking fund <and

special war fund guaranteed by the
Department of the Seine to the eight
constituent companies, etc 39,250,000

Charges payable by the department on
new capital 13,837,451

Total fixed charges payable by the
department 53,087,451

Remuneration to the company under
the franchise 9,748,424

Total of these two items 62,835,875
Deficit from operation (as given

above) 644,230
Total deficit for year 63,480,105

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT OF COMPANY
Francs

Receipts of the company (fixed by
Article 23 of the franchise and made
up of interest on guarantee fund re-
quired, premiums, etc) 9,748,424

Miscellaneous receipts and balance
from 1922 192,958

9,941,382
Expenses of company (fixed by Article

23 of franchise and including amortiz-
ation of guarantee fund) 3,436,667

Amounts payable to department of the
Seine 488,615

Balance for remuneration of capital. . . 6,016,099

9,941,382

DISPOSITION OF CREDIT BALANCE OF
COMPANY

Francs
5 per cent to legal reserve 324,781
6 per cent interest on capital 3,600,000
-Bonus to board of directors 367,813
Extra dividend of 2.85 per cent on

capital stock 1,710,000
Carried over to next year 1 3,504

Total 6,0 1 6,099

It will be seen that the remuneration to each share
of stock was 8.85 per cent.

small steam suburban lines and a line

of small passenger boats on the River
Seine. The total number of passengers
carried in 1923 was 1,024,717,219, or an
increase of 11.16 per cent over 1922.

The receipts from passengers were
330,130,637 francs ($18,157,185), a per-

centage increase (in francs) of 11.11

over that of the previous year. In the
exchange from francs to dollars in this

article the value of the franc is taken
as 5i cents. There was an Increase in

the expenses of about 11.5 per cent,

and the deficit from operation, as shown
in the operating report, was 644,230
francs, as compared with 689,446
francs in 1922. Under its franchise
the company does not suffer this loss.

It is compensated whether or not the
system as a whole is profitable.

The gross and net earnings of the

company as a corporation are shown in

the accompanying profit and loss ac-

count, and the table headed "Disposi-

tion of Credit Balance" shows that the

company made a return of 8.85 per

cent to its stockholders during 1923.

A fourth table shows the division of

the traffic between tramways, omnibuses
and boats. As will be noted, this traf-

fic is divided, approximately, electric

tramways, 66.5 per cent, omnibuses
32.9 per cent, steam tramways and
boats together, 0.6 per cent.

The company had, on Dec. 31, 1923,

1,874 electric motor cars, 888 trail

cars, 1,264 four-wheel buses, 51 six-

wheel buses, 56 motor boats and 19

steam locomotives, and it was build-

ing in its shops 468 motor cars and
100 trail cars.

New London Law to Govern

Street Traffic

Under the terms of the Government-
promoted London Street Traffic Bill,

which passed Parliament early in

August, the Minister of Transport is

given authority to issue orders to con-

trol, regulate and facilitate street

traffic. He will control the number of

buses licensed, the routes, number of

bvises on different routes, etc. His or-

ders become law unless disapproved by
Parliament within a limited time. He
will be assisted by an Advisory Com-

OPERATING STATISTICS, PARIS TRAMWAY, OMNIBUS AND BOAT SYSTEM
FOR 1922 AND 1923

Vehicle-Miles or Boat-Miles Passengers Carried

1922 1923 1922 1923

Receipts in
— Cents per
Vehicle-Mile

1923

Tramways (electric) 56,71 5,777
Tramways (steam) 669,707

Total for tramways 57,385,484

Omnibuses, regular service 26,941, 282
Special night service 63,794
Special theater service 1,267

Total for omnibuses 27,006,344

Boats 356,283

Grand total 84,748,1 12

* Not separately recorded in 1923.

60,422,110
785,996

622,405,302
1,780,563

681,068,216
1,210,344

18.6
11.0

61,208,106 624,185,865 682,278.560 18.5

31,419.267
68.144

31,419,267

418,423

289,937,863
206,579

1,705

290,146,147

3,391,311

337,198,609
305,229

337.503,838

4,934,821

21.3
37.0

21.3

32.3

93,045,796 917,723,323 1,024,717,219 19.7

mittee composed of representatives of

London local authorities and traffic in-

terests concerned.
This law does not affect tramcars,

Parliament having decided that the

form of control adopted for other ve-

hicles would be unjust for the tram-
ways, as they are constructed and
operated under statutory authority and
cannot deviate from their routes.

The Act is temporary, but can be
continued from year to year.

There is considerable difference of
opinion among London politicians

whether the Act will do much good or
not, but all are agreed that some step

is urgently needed to mitigate the
chaotic congestion of London street

traffic.

Seine Boats to Be Laid Up
When the Transports en Commun

came into being it took over the fly-

boats on the Seine as it flows through
Paris. In the old days these fast little

boats supplemented the then slower
services on land, following much the

same route. Today with improved serv-

ices and higher speed of trams and
buses little use is made of the boats

save during the summer months. The
service does not pay a profit, or would
not if there was any considerable cap-

ital investment still to be taken care

of in the sixty-odd boats capable of

service.

It is probable that the plant vnll

nof be renewed when it actually wears
out, and it is proposed to suspend the

service entirely during four months of

late autumn and winter. The munic-

ipal commission is of the opinion that

they should be abandoned altogether,

describing the service is inconvenient,

dangerous and costly of operation and
upkeep.

Unquestionably additional motor bus

lines will be required to carry some

of the traffic^ ^^^
Signals Increase Track Capacity.

—

With a view to coping with increasing

traffic on the Central London Railway,

the automatic signal system is being

improved so that it will permit a ser-

vice of forty trains per hour, as against

the present maximum of thirty. The
carrying capacity of the railway will

be increased 20,000 passengers daily.

Sheffield Will Try Buses.—The cor-

poration of the city of Sheffield, Eng-
land, plans to substitute buses for

tramcars on one route where the tracks

are worn out. It is estimated that re-

newal of the track and extension of

the line will cost £25,000, while in-

auguration of buses will cost only £11,-

800, £11,300 for purchase of seven

buses and £1,300 for dismantling the

track and repairing the roadway with

clinker asphalt. Residents along the

route protested against the change, al-

though more frequent service will be

given with the buses and fares will

remain the same. It is estimated that

bus operation will be 3d. a mile less

than the tramcar, largely owing to sav-

ing on capital expenditures. The city

is now operating a large number of

buses as an auxiliary to its tramway
system. The application of a private

company for a permit to operate 72

buses in the city was recently refused.
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Financial and Corporate

Advance in Montreal

Surplus
Sixth Report Shows Surplus of $548,695

Compared with $347,553 in 1923
and $187,947 in 1922

The sixth annual report of the Mon-
treal Tramways Commission to the city
of Montreal, Que., Canada, for the
period of July 1, 1923, to June 30, 1924,
shows that the gross receipts totaled
$12,463,799. Of this amount passenger
receipts were $12,131,181, collected
from 200,035,062 passengers. A year
ago the passenger receipts were $11,-
752,441 and receipts from all other
sources brought the total for that year
up to $12,056,355. The allowance made
to the company for operating expenses,
fixed at 26.47 per car-mile for motor
cars and 19.22 cents for trailers, at a
density of 8.5, totaled $6,257,443. But
the actual operating expense was only
$6,246,890, leaving a difference between
the allowance and actual expenditure
of $10,553. A year ago the allowance
granted was $5,866,155 and the actual
expenses and taxes were $6,099,993,
which was $233,837 in excess of the
allowance.
The company this year having kept its

expenditures within the allowances, it
was entitled to an operating profit of
$48,555, being one-eighth of 1 per cent
of the average value of the capital dur-
ing the year, $38,843,816.
The total of the maintenance and

renewals fund was fixed by the com-
mission at $2,719,020. The actual ex-
pense for maintenance and renewal was
$2,202,788. Considering the value of
the properties and material discarded.

per cent. During the year the company
paid to the city of Montreal $336,761
for snow removal, $302,618 for taxes,
permits, licenses, etc., and $1,048,695
on account of the amount accumulated
since Feb. 9, 1918, of the $500,000
yearly city rentals, leaving a total of
$1,688,075 or 13.54 per cent of the gross
receipts.

The report discusses the matter of
unredeemed tickets, stating that at the
demand of the commission the city of
Montreal and the Tramways Company
discussed the question of the balance
of unredeemed tickets, but no agree-
ment was reached. On Jan. 11, 1924,
the commission ordered the company
to create a reserve of $500,000 out of
the difference between the tickets sold
and the tickets collected. This decision
was appealed from by the company and
the matter is now before the Quebec
Public Service Commission. Confirma-
tion of this judgment would add a sum
of about $180,000 to the gross receipts
for the current year.
The accompanying table shows the

statement of operations for the year
ended 1923 and 1924. The surplus of
this year has been paid in whole to the
city of Montreal on account of the city
rentals.

STATEMENT OF EARNINGS OF MONTREAL
TRAMWAYS

Year Ended June 30 1924 1923
Groes receipts »I2,463,799 $12,056,355
Operating expenses and taxes 6,246.890 6 099 993
Operating profit 48,554 '

48,'304
Maintenance and renewals

, f<"'<^; ; ,
2,579,779 2,492,792

interest on capital value. . . 2,177,177 2 177 177
Interest on additions 175,918 164 973
Interest on working capital 5,351 2530
Financing expenses 181,431 18r431
City 8 rental ;••.• 500,000 500,000Oontmgent reserve fund 41 597

$11,915,103 $11,708,802

^"H)!!!* $548,695 $347,553

scrapped and deducted from the capital
value during the fiscal year, along with
the direct charges, the actual expendi-
ture was $2,232,420. This left a credi:
to the maintenance and renewal fund
of $486,599, but deducting $377,466 as
the value of properties and material
discarded, the amount of the reserve at
the end of the year was $109,133. Last
year the maintenance and renewal fund
was fixed by the commission at $2,740,-
778 and the actual expense was $2,618'-
874, leaving a reserve to the credit
of the maintenance account of $121,903
The total increase in car-miles over

the preceding year was 987,366 or 4 42

Financing of Arkansas Light &
Power Company Arranged

Details of the expansion of the
Arkansas Light & Power Company,
Pine Bluff, were revealed recently when
officials of the corporation filed a peti-
tion with the Arkansas Railroad Com-
mission for permission to sell gold
bonds, and filed an amendment to the
articles of incorporation to permit an
increase in the number of shares of
capital stock in the corporation.
The petition to the Railroad Commis-

sion has been granted. Under the
commission order, first lien and refund-
ing mortgage sinking fund gold bonds,
dated March 1, 1924, and maturing
March 1, 1954, bearing 6 per cent in-
terest, will be issued for $2,500,000.
The Chase National Bank, New York,
is financing the bond issue.
According to the amendment to the

articles of incorporation the shares of
stock in the corporation will be in-
creased from 80,000 to 180,000 without
nominal or par value. One hundred
thousand shares vrill be common stock.
The petition to the Railroad Commis-

sion provides for the sale of 10 000
shares of new preferred stock im-
mediately.

This bond issue vrill be used for two
purposes, outstanding obligations, to-
taling $1,395,700, will be taken up and
the remaining $1,104,300, will be used
for improvements, extensions, and new
connections.

The Arkansas Light & Power Com-
pany controls the Pine Bluff Companv
the Jackson Public Service Company,
Jackijon, Wis., and the Vicksburg Light
& Iraction Company, Vicksburg, Miss

Municipal Railway Goes
j

Behind
Expansion of San Francisco System and

Wage Increases Put Railway
Behind $317,929

For the first time in its history the
San Francisco Municipal Railway
shows a cash deficit for the fiscal year
1923-24 just ended. This has been
disclosed in a study just completed by
the San Francisco Bureau of Govern-
mental Research made from the
monthly reports of the Board of Public
Works.
The actual deficit is $13,179, although

the theoretical deficit arrived at by the
Bureau of Governmental Research is

$317,929. The study also shows that
the "operating ratio" has increased
from 77.7 per cent in 1923 to 79.6 per
cent during the past year.
The Bureau of Governmental Re-

search recalls that during the past
year the legislative body of the city,
the Board of Supervisors, ordered
through service on the Taraval line,
over the objections of the City Engi-
neer and the superintendent of the
municipal lines, both of whom predicted
heavy operating losses. At about the
same time a wage increase for the
platform men was approved by the
Mayor and granted by the Board of
Works.
The increase in passenger revenue

—$179,302, as against $109,000 for the
previous year—has been completely
overcome by an increase of $207,000
in operating expenses. The profit to
be expected by normal increase in traf-
fic over existing lines, with little or no
increase in service, has been wiped out
by increased operating expenses.
The passenger revenue was $3,173,-

131, an increase, as stated, of $179,302;
including miscellaneous revenues the
operating revenue totaled $3,198,874.
Operating expenses totaled $2,547,754,
an increase of $207,388 over the pre-
ceding year. Every item of operating
expense shows an increase except
"equipment," which is made up prin-
cipally of operating expenses on cars
and their electrical equipment. The
largest increase is $151,505 for "con-
ducting transportation," which is made
up almost entirely of conductors' and
motormen's wages.

Fund Explained

The net amount set aside in the
so-called depreciation fund was $311,-
845, a slight increase over the pre-
ceding year. The term "depreciation
reserve" for this fund is a misnomer.
Under the supervisorial policy of
financing extensions it has been and is
being appropriated and used for exten-
sions, additions, betterments and other
purposes as though it were a "surplus
fund." The appropriations already
made and the construction and equip-
ment predicated against this fund ex-
ceed by about $500,000 the balance of
$1,145,000 still remaining in the fund.
Income received as interest on se-

curities in which depreciation fund
balances are invested is credited to the
Municipal Railway fund and not to the
depreciation reserve. It is, therefore,
taken account of as non-operating in-
come. This revenue amounted to $43,-
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758, a decrease from similar revenue
of the preceding year. It is explained
that it was this source of income for
the preceding fiscal year 1922-23 that
prevented an actual cash deficit in the
operation of the system for the year.
It should properly be credited to the
depreciation reserve where it is earned.
This would tend to build up in small
measure the depletion and diversion of

this fund from the purpose for which
it is intended.

Non-Operating Income

The statement shows non-operating
income in the form of a compensation
insurance fund dividend for the fiscal

year 1922-23, but none for the fiscal

year just closed. The city carries its

own compensation insurance, creating a
reserve fund for the purpose by pay-
ments out of railway revenues, at the
same rate as though this insurance
were carried with the state insurance
fund. The practice has been to declare
a dividend at the time when a dividend
is declared and paid by the state fund
and at the same rate.

Interest on and redemption of Munic-
ipal Railway bonds are carried out of
revenues. These debt charges were
$396,212 for the year. With their pay-
ment an actual cash deficit of $13,179
is shown.
The so-called "charter comparison

charges," estimated by the bureau as
approximately $304,750 are not paid
by the system. They represent ex-
penses, principally state and municipal
franchise and gross revenue taxes,
that the system would have to pay
were it privately owned and operated.
Under the charter the city is required
to show these in its accounts. If the
Municipal Railway system had to pay
these charges such payments would
increase the actual cash deficit to a
total of $317,929.

Too Optimistic

it is explained that, on the other
hand, under the usual financial prac-
tice of privately-owned systems, the
debt would not be retired and thus
the item of $200,000 actually paid from
Municipal revenues for the redemption
of debt could be considered as an offset

to these taxation charges which it does
not pay. This would reduce the theoret-
ical deficit to approximately $218,000
for the year.

In commenting on the results one of
the San Francisco papers said that the
most encouraging period for the
Municipal Railway was its highly suc-

cessful beginning when it made large
profits from traffic from developed ter-

ritories and competitive short hauls,
and served as a development factor in
building up new areas and creating
iiew wealth and new traffic. This
authority said that the initial success
of the road, which led to the fallacious
belief that it is a "gold mine" that
could be tapped, will probably prove to
be its greatest handicap.

Ten-Year Comparison of

Connecticut Roads
Despite a large increase in popula-

tion in Connecticut in the last decade
and increased fares to users of trolleys,
net revenues do not disclose gains that
would appear to be commensurate with
the efforts which the railways have
made to furnish adequate service. This
is attributed to the more general own-
trship and operation of the private
automobile.

Capitalization of the railways has
decreased by approximately $12,000,000
in the ten-year period. The dividends

PASSENGER REVENUES OF ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS IN CONNECTICUT

1913 1923

Bristol A Plainville $99,449 J 1 85,438
Connecticut Company. . . 7,904,805 13,860,912
Danbury & Bethel 139,444 167,950
Groton & Stonington 170,659
Hartford & Springfield .. . 215,365 351,323
New London Street Ry. .

.

48,026 .

New York & Stamford...

.

364,023 519,951
Norwich <Sc Westerly 225,991
Rhode Island Company.

.

4,901,335
Shore Line Electric Ry.... 281,133 89,970
So. Manchester Elec. Ry
Waterbury & Milldale 91,071
Lordship Park 10,241
New York, New Haven &

Harford, West Thomp- /

son Line 10,665

Revenue Passengers Decrease in

Washington
According to figures of the Public

Utilities Commission experts, the
Washington Railway & Electric Com-
pany and the Capital Traction Com-
pany of Washington, D. C, lost almost
5,000,000 revenue passengers during
the first six months of the current year
compared with the corresponding
period of 1923. The Capital Traction
Company suffered the larger financial
loss. It carried 2,433,967 fewer pas-
sengers than during the first six
months of last year. The Washington
Railway & Electric Company carried
2,124,707 fewer passengers than during
the first six months of 1923. Despite
its large loss in the total number of
passengers carried, the Capital Trac-
tion Company, according to the com-
mission's accounts, earned a return of
7.23 per cent on its valuation. The
Washington Railway & Electric Com-
pany's return was 4.40 per cent, a re-
duction of 0.65 under the first six-
month period of 1923.

$14,178,571 $15,458,180

i

paid have slumped grreatly. The notable
exception in this is the Bristol & Plain-
ville Tramway, which increased its

dividend disbursements from $30,000 in

1913 to $90,750 in 1923. This company's
assets grew from nearly $1,000,000 to
almost $2,500,000. Assets of the com-
panies increased only slightly in ten
years. A striking contrast to the gen-
eral trend with respect to earnings is

presented, however, in the case of the
Bristol & Plainville Tramway. That
company has maintained its fare charge
at 5 cents for the entire period and for
the ten years its passenger returns
have almost doubled. Only three com-
panies paid dividends in 1923.

CORPORATE FACTS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OPERATING IN CONNECTICUT

Capitalization ^

1913 1923

Bristol & Plainville
Connecticut Ry. & Lt. Co..
Connecticut Company
Danbury A Bethel
Hartford A Springfield
New London St. Ry
New York A Stamford
Norwich A Westerly
Providence A Danielson. .

.

Rhode Island Company.. .

.

Shore Line Electric Ry
West Shore Railway
Waterbury A Milldale
Groton A Stonington
Lordship Park

$375,000
17,110,100
40,000.000

620.000
570.000
80.000

500.000
1,100.000
1,000,000
9.865,500
1,000.000

80,000

685,000

$825,000
17,120,100
40,000,000

320,000
785,000

500,666

1,000,000
80,000
103,900
481,000

—Dividends
1913 1923

$30,000 $90,750

.Assets

1913 1923

$978,000 $2,406,352
684,804 770,404 43.203,570 33,404.980
150,000 48,147,660 60,603,979

842,640 1,416.537

5,700 1,840.641 1,945,103
771.882

2,114,174 2,180,574
2,388.189

10,000 1,625,023
581,130 14.987.023

3,292,868 7,387,737
4,000 4,000 217,799 218,107

413.566
1,021,301

73.975

$73,025,600 $61,215,000 $1,465,634 $865,154 $110,634,456 $110,072,211

Brooklyn Reorganization Plan
Regarded as Model

According to the Wall Street Journal
the nature of the reorganization plan
under which the Brooklyn - Manhattan
Transit Corporation succeeded the
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, with
the success which attended its operation,
has attracted wide attention among
students of corporate management and
reorganizations. Requests for copies
of the plan have been received from
colleges and universities in various
parts of this country and one from the
University of Oxford, England, for
purposes of study. The Wall Street
Journal says that in the opinion of
many the plan will serve as a model in
important reorganizations in the
future. It will be recalled that fea-
tures of leaving undisturbed certain
underlying issues, reinstating others
and the provision for raising new
funds among stockholders were placed
in operation with record dispatch and
with entire satisfaction to all parties
participating in the reorganization.
Under the plan the new company

secured $26,000,000 new funds which,
in addition to providing for cash re-
quirements of the reorganization, pro-
vided $5,000,000 for the immediate re-
quirements of the rapid transit lines.

Probably the most significant feature
of the reorganization, however, from
the point of view of future stability,

was the authorization of a prior lien

mortgage enabling the company to
finance future capital requirements.

Recent income statements have re-

vealed the earning power of the prop-
erty, and the inauguration of preferred
dividends three months ago attracted
attention of investors and brought the
common stock under consideration as a
potential dividend payer. Particularly
large volume of trading in new 6 per
cent bonds, secured by practically all

the rapid transit and power house prop-
erties of the system, caused an advance
in market prices from a low this year
of 721 to a present level around 79.

Estimated net earnings in excess of
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$4,000,000 for the year indicates a power
to earn interest charges on $92,698,000
Rapid Transit security 6s approxi-
mately 1.6 times. Bonds are entitled
to the benefits of a cumulative sinking
fund of I per cent per annum.
Current market prices and range in

1924 and 1923 for new 6 per cent bonds,
preferred and common stocks f6lIow:

Current 1924 1923
Rapid Transit 68 of

1968 79i 79J-72J 74g-65i
Preferred 68 70i-48i 49J-34iCommon 25i 291-13} 14J- 9i

Miami Lease Settled

The Miami Street Railway, after
much consideration, has been leased to
the Miami Beach Railway for a period
of thirty years. The lease provided
for the continuation of the 5-cent fare
and the new company will build one
substation and if necessary others.
The extension of the several tracks has
been completed and within a short time
the company will be running cars over
these lines. From July 1, 1924, the
company will pay the city $12, this be-mg the contract in force up to that
time. From June 30, 1925, to Dec. 31,
1925 the company will pay the city
$1,250. For the year 1925 the company
'''"pay the city $2,500. For the year
l^LJ^ company will pay the city

f3.500.
For 1928, $4,500, for 1929,

$5,500. Payments to be made after
that date will be made by agreement
or arbitration. These settlements are to
be made for each five-year period. TheMiami properties are under control of
the American Power & Light Company.

Bright Outlook for Street Railway
Properties in Canada

According to the Financial Post ofToronto, Canada, railway operation in
the Dommion of Canada is getting

fif^f .^u"^?""^*^
^*^*"^ «"d systems

that went behind m the war-time stress
are now earning their interest chargesand dividends. Although complete fig-ures for 1923 are not yet available, the
improvement is noted in the contrast
between the year 1921, when the net

Kon nnn"^
revenues amounted to $8,-

i? nnnln"*^
'" ^^^2, when they were

$5,000,000 greater.
The Post says that many Canadian

street railway systems have passed
from private ownership into the hands
of the public, but that the tendency
has practically ceased. Rather is it
inclined to think the movement in the
future will be in the other direction,
with publicly owned street railways
gradually sold to syndicates of capital-

f- ^°t ""ly is this movement true
Of the railway properties but public
ownership of every utility is subsiding
in Canada.
By the use of a diagram the Post

shows the growth of the railways in
the number of passengers carried, num-
ber of miles operated and gross earn-
ings. The number of miles operated in

}^nnr
'^%^ '^^' '" ^^'^^' 1-250; in 1922,

1,725. In 1902 fares totaled 125,000,-
000; m 1912, 450,000,000; and in 1922
740000,000. The gross earnings in
1902 were $6,000,000; in 1912, $13-
000,000; in 1922, $49,600,000

$245,884,653 of Securities Were
Approved in California in Year
During the twelve months ended

June 30, 1924, the California Railroad
Commission passed upon applications
involving the issue of $245,884,653 of
stock, bonds, notes and other evidences
of indebtedness by California utility
corporations. The commission author-
ized during this period $243,869,746 of
securities and dismissed requests in-
volving $2,014,906. There were pend-
ing before the commission on June 30,
1924, applications for the issuance of
$13,874,250 of securities.

During the fiscal year ended June
30, 1923, $151,045,555 in applications
for the issuance of public utility se-
curities were passed upon by the com-
mission, of which $144,860,030 were
authorized.

The grand total of securities author-
ized by the commission since it took
over this duty in March, 1912, is

$1,747,149,641. Of this amount $1,015,-
901,766 was for extensions, additions
and betterments, $287,908,065 was for
refunding of obligations, $137,136,592
was for collateral, $295,381,551 was for
reorganization and $10,821,665 was for
miscellaneous purposes.
Of the securities authorized for the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1924, 79.11
per cent was for additions and better-
ments, 3.71 for refunding, 4.76 for col-

lateral and 12.42 per cent for reorgan-
ization purposes. The amounts were,
respectively, $192,920,725 for additions
and betterments, $9,050,528 for re-
funding, $11,599,000 for collateral and
$30,299,492 for reorganization and re-
adjustment purposes.
A table showing classification of se-

curities authorized during the last two
fiscal years follows:

company's bond issue exceeded its issue
of capital stock, contrary to the laws
of Missouri.

Milwaukee Northern Has
900 New Owners

During the past ten weeks the
Milwaukee Northern Railway, Mil-
waukee, Wis., operating the fast elec-
tric passenger and express line between
Milwaukee and Sheboygan, has gained
more than 700 new preferred share
owners, most of them regular or occa-
sional customers of the road. When
the last of the preferred shares now
being offered direct to the public have
been sold, the company will have
gained more than 900 new home share-
holders.

It was on June 18 that the company
placed $200,000 of its 7 per cent
cumulative preferred shares on sale,
direct to its customers and other home
investors, through the securities de-
partment that serves the Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Company and
its associated utilities. That issue was
bought up quickly. There was a
demand for more. So it was decided
to let the securities department offer
the remaining $400,000 of the com-
pany's preferred shares in the same
way, in order to get as many customer
owners as possible. Up to Aug. 18,
378 men and 283 women had purchased
$450,000 of the $600,000 total of the
company's preferred shares. It is

expected that the last of the shares
will be sold by Sept. 15.

An advertisement published recently
in the papers in the territory which the
road serves contained among other
things these facts about the road and
the accompanying recommendation of
the shares:

Year ended Year ended
_, June 30, June 30,
Class 1924 1923

Steam railroad . |5,500, 800 S13,969.100
Elec. railways .. 42,059,092 475.000
Gas and electric
companies 124,008,650 95,935,157

Water companies 12,318,910 24,494 163
Teleplione and •'-••^lo

telegraph com-
™Pa"'es 56,952,250 935,495Warehousemen .. 279,000 5.714 010Carriers by water 1,977,900 1.144 000Automotive com-

^,±tt,\ivv

P*"'es 1,773,143 2,203,105

"^"'^Is t243,869i746 $144,86Mio

Validity of Kansas City
Bonds Upheld

In an opinion of Judge Kimbrough

iTV* .*oo
Federal Court it is held

that the $28,000,000 in first mortgage
bonds of the Kansas City Railways
are valid. Judge Stone said:

„tLJi'^'i^
concluded that the claim of thestockholders is not well tnv<>ii Iv,„» li:

bonds issued under the flrs*t^mortga^|e andthe first mortgragre are void. In m| opiniSnthe^tockholders are estopped to^ake thiS

r have not had time, because of ofhorpressmg matters, to determine the Armour
fn.i ^?i?"^ mortgage claims, and thlre-
^^Mo^'" "?5 ""^^^ a" order in the stock-

o?^trr.I^^r\ 7el'{ Lr^e^"no'° Saftl^Will not be until sZe'^fr^ATSe^l^J^Jr".
The contention of stockholders and

also of the attorney for personal dam-age claimants was that the first mort-
gage bonds were invalid because the

Milwaukee Northern has paid preferred
dividends regularly since 1911. It has given
good service. The volume of its business
has grown steadily year after year with the
growth of population and wealth in the rich
territory it serves. Since the Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Company bought
the road in July, 1922, its service has been
mcreased, speeded up and made even more
attractive.
The price of each share is $100, payable

all cash or $5 down and $5 a month per
share. Shares paid for in full draw 7 per
cent dividends from the dav you buy them
Seven per cent Interest is allowed on month-
ly payments, credited on the last one.
Either way, buyers get 7 per cent on every
dollar invested, from the start. Original
buyers. In case of need, can have the shares
resold through the securities department,on short notice, at »100 each, less II ashare resale charge. Cash dividends of
J1.75

per share are paid January 1, April
i;on J and October ). each year, by checksmailed to shareholders. The shares, while
xl^ZJt'^^*- .*'" 5* °" «»'e at the securities
department, and at the Milwaukee North-

rngton'°rn'd°Sr'b"ur1J:^''°^«^"- ^°« '^'''"^-

We recommend these shares as a saf^

wav to ^^eS
^?'' """ ™°".^y- «"<! as a ?tfe

month?. ^=' 1 ^" ""^"t Interest on current
t^r?,f»J

favlngs. You are invited. If In-

let nl'^il'l,''^"'
?" T"""*- or telephone and

«nl«fn »t
'' ? circular or a salesman to

§e'^t"d'Srre'g"l^?|feT'}^?ier*'''"
"""^'^ -'"

Income Bond Interest Payment De-
clared.-The Third Avenue Railway,New York, has declared an interest
payment of 2i per cent on the adjust-
ment mortgage fifty-year 5 per cent

looT^
^.o'fJ bonds, payable on Oct. 1.

19^4. this being approximately the
amount earned for the six-month period
ended June 30, 1924
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Financial Magazine Discusses Trac-
tions.—The Magazine of Wall Street

for Aug. 16, 1924, has an article of

more than two pages entitled "Are
Electric Railways on the Road to Pros-

perity?" The article quotes a number
of salient facts based on recent sta-

tistics as published in this paper and
elsewhere and concludes that in general

electric railway securities are worthy
of consideration by investors. This is

particularly true of the rapid transit

systems, the surface lines in large cities

and the large interurban railways.

Lines Discontinued.—The Worcester
Consolidated Street Railway, Worces-
ter, Mass., on Sept. 6 planned to dis-

continue the Worcester and Spencer,

Clinton and Hudson, Grafton state hos-

pital to Marlboro center and North
Grafton post office to Grafton lines.

The action is another effort to decrease

expenses, jitney competition having re-

cently reduced the revenue so that these

lines are not paying propositions. The
company has been curtailing service for

the past few months when an award
of 10 per cent per hour increase in the

wages of 1,200 employees was granted

by a board of arbitration. Several

other suburban lines deemfed unprofit-

able have been discontinued and many
suburban and city cars have been con-

verted into one man cars.

Seeks Partial Abandonment in Sen-

eca Falls.—The Geneva, Seneca Falls &
Auburn Railroad made application on

Aug. 28 to the Public Service Commis-
sion for approval of a declaration of

abandonment of a portion of its route

on Stevenson Street in the village of

Seneca Falls. The road operates from
Geneva, N. Y., to Waterloo, Seneca

Falls and Cayuga Lake Park. The di-

rectors of the company on April 18,

1923, adopted a declaration of abandon-
ment. The petition merely states that

the route sought to be abandoned is no
longer necessary for the successful

operation of the road and the conven-

ience of the public.

Suspension of Railway Service

Feared.—J. M. Scott, assistant passen-

ger traffic manager of the Southern Pa -

cific System, has announced that ten

cars will be withdrawn from operation

in the Willamette Valley in Oregon.
This curtailment of service, together

with the abandonment of about half of

the electric train service of the "Hill

Lines," presages a complete cessation

of interurban electric service in tho

Willamette Valley. A canvass of the

valley was taken and notice was given

of the likelihood of railway suspension

unless the public gave better support to

the railway. It was expected that

with the increase in population traffic

would increase, but the apparent pref-

erence of the people for the bus and the

private automobile resulted in a steady

decrease in traffic.

$77,859 Deficit in St. Louis in July.

—

The income statement of the United

Railways, St. Louis, Mo., for July shows
a deficit in the net income of $77,859,

compared with a surplus of $34,753 in

July, 1923. The gross operating rev-

enue for July, 1924, was $1,540,305 and
the operating expenses $1,262,679. This
left a surplus of $277,626, compared
with a surplus of $421,505 in July, 1923,

when the gross operating revenue was
$1,658,458 and the operating expenses
$1,236,952. The gross income in July,

1924, was $159,929, from which $237,785
is to be paid in interest charges on
the various securities and receiver's
certificates and miscellaneous debts,
leaving a deficit of $77,859.

Increase in Interest Rate Sought.

—

An increase in the interest rate on the
perpetual consolidated debenture stock
of the Winnipeg Electric Railway, Win-
nipeg, Man., is being sought by the di-

rectors of the company. A letter has

been sent to the shareholders asking:

for approval of such action. In 1909
the shareholders authorized the issue

of this stock bearing interest of 4i
per cent and executed a trust securing
it. Under the provisions of the trust
deed three issues of the debenture stock
were made. The first was sold to the
public, the second was made in 1914
and used as collateral security for cer-

tain temporary financing, and the third
was issued and deposited as collateral

for $3,250,000 of 6 per cent twenty-
year general mortgage and collateral

trust bonds issued in 1923.

Ci NFCTICUT.

—

Definition of Preferred
ims, After the Insolvency of a

street Railway.

The railway in question, the Dan-
bury & Bethel Street Railway, con-
sisted of two parts, one a street line

operated by the company, the other an
interurban line, 15 or more miles in

length, operated under contract by
the Connecticut Company. The Dan-
bury & Bethel Street Railway went
into the hands of the receiver Oct. 30,

1917, and it was claimed that interest

on its bonds for six months prior to

the receivership was paid out of cur-
rent earnings which should have been
applied to current expenses. The claims
considered in this case were claims of

creditors who furnished supplies prior

to the receivership, that of the Con-
necticut Company under its operating
contract and that of the New Haven
Railroad, for part of the cost of the
erection of a bridge, a portion of the cost

for which was assessed against the street

railway under the statute authorizing

the construction of the bridge. The
court declared as legal principle that
a railway mortgagee impliedly agrees
that current debts of the company shall

be paid out of the current receipts be-

fore he has any claim on such income,
and where such earnings are devoted
to the payment of interest before cur-

rent expenses are fully paid, the mort-
gaged property is chargeable with the
restoration of such funds, but where
there has been no such diversion, there

is no charge on the corpus. On this

basis the court allowed preference to

the claims of certain furnishers of

supplies and to part of the claim of

the Connecticut Company, but placed

the claim of the New Haven Railroad

in the class of the general claims.

(Flint vs. Danbury & Bethel Street

Railway, 125 Atlantic Rep., 194.)

Kentucky.—Motorman Meeting Auto-
mobile Held Not Required to Sound
Gong.

A motorman meeting an automobile

in a street is not required to sound a

gong or warning, where there is room
for the automobile to pass without in-

jury. The requirement in regard to

the use of the gong is primarily for the

protection of those using cross streets,

where they cannot see the car ap-

proaching. The law imposes upon the

automobile driver the same duty to

keep a lookout for those ahead as it

does upon the operator of an interurban
electric car. (Louisville & I. R. Co. vs.

Bedfords Adm'r, 262 S. W. Rep., 941.)

Kentucky— Company Responsible for
Strike Breaker Injured While
Learning to Run Car.

An agency sent several hundred men
to operate cars during a strike, and
one was injured while receiving in-

structions from another, in the car
yards of the company, while learning
to run a car. The court held that these
two men were not fellow servants of
the agency or of the company and that
the company was responsible. [262
Southwest Rep., Lewis vs. Louisville

Railway, 1095.]

Mississippi. — Motorman Responsible

for Not Turning Off Controller

After Trolley Break.

A trouble man, an employee of the
railway company, was operating an
empty car through the streets when a
trolley break cut off power. The man
applied the brakes but left the con-

troller on, and the ear empty when he
went forward to see what the trouble

was. Later, when he heard the power
was to be turned on, he returned to the
car, but very slowly, until he noticed

it start. He was then injured while
trying to reach the controller to turn
it off. The court held that the company
was not responsible. (Meridian Light
& Power Co. vs. Dennis, 100 Southern
Rep. 581.)

Nirw Jehisey— Franchise Obligation to

Repair Street Must Conform to

City's Improvement Policy. Public
Service Commission Has Not Juris-
diction.

The railway company in question was
organized in 1872, and agreed to main-
tain the roadway in the track area in

as good condition as the rest of the
street. The court decided that if this

is not done the city has the option to

make repairs at the company's expense
on proper notice. The subsequent ap-
pointment of a public service commis-
sion with jurisdiction over certain
matters connected with electric rail-

ways does not affect this question of

paving, as it is not within the admin-
istrative competency of the commission.
[City of Burlington vs. Burlington
Traction Company, 124 Atlantic Rep.,

857.]
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New York.—Absence of Guard at Sub-
woM Station Not Negligence,

Unless Platform Overcrowded.

Unless a subway platform is over-

crowded and the crowding caused the

injury to the passenger boarding the

car, there was no need for the carrier

to have any guard there. Where a
passenger alleges she was injured be-

cause of the space between the plat-

form and the car, she must also prove
that such space was greater than
necessary. [Farmer vs. Interborough
Rapid Transit Co., 205 N. Y. Supp.,

479.]

New York.—Damages Collectible by
Guardian.

In an action by a father for injuries

to his infant son, the plaintiff is per-

mitted to recover for the loss of the
services of his son during minority,

less the cost of supporting him had he
not been injured, and expenses for

medical treatment and increased care
and maintenance prior to trial, but
could not recover cost of prospective
medical treatment or the increased care
and maintenance during minority.
[Clarke vs. Eighth Avenue Railroad,

144 N. E. Rep., 516.]

Iowa.— City's CoTisent Not Necessary
for Spur Track on Street of Inter-
urban Railway.

Subject to regulation, under the Iowa
law, an interurban electric railway has
the right, without the consent of the
city, to construct and maintain a spur
track for interurban railway freight
purposes across a street at right angles,
provided it has the consent of abutting
property owners. (Interurban Railway
vs. City of Des Moines et al., 199
Northwest Rep., 355.)

Iowa.— Railway Responsible for As-
sessment for Paving Adjoining
Highway,

The railway in this case occupied a
right-of-way 15 ft. wide abutted on
each side by a highway, and it was
assessed as an abutting property owner.
Its contention was that the pavement
was a detriment rather than an ad-
vantage because on its completion a
competing line of motor buses sprang
up, that the valuation on which the
assessment was based was too large,
and that it was not the owner of its
right-of-way but held only a limited
easement. The court held that an as-
sessment was proper, but confirmed the
reduction in the amount fixed by the
District Court. (Waterloo, C. F. & N.
Ry. vs. Town of Cedar Heights, 199
Northwest Rep., 313.)

Rhode Island.— Injury of Passenger
in Narrow Devil Strip When Cross-
ing Street.

The distance between two passing
cars on a certain street in Providence
is only 15 in. A man, attempting to
cross this street, was stopped by a
loilg line of automobiles and waited in
the devil strip where he was caught
between two cars. As it was evident
that the accident would not have hap-
pened if either car had sufficiently
slackened its speed, the company was
held responsible. (Leary vs. United
Electric Railways, 125 Atlantic Rep.,
217.)

Managements Separated at St.

Louis and East St. Louis

W. H. Sawyer, president of the sev-

eral electric railway and the light and
power properties of East St. Louis and
Alton, 111., has resigned as president
of the East St. Louis Light & Power
Company and vice-president of the

Alton Gas & Electric Company. The
East St. Louis and Alton power prop-
erties, following out plans made by the

North American Company some time
ago, are to be consolidated with the
Union Electric Light & Power Com-
pany of St. Louis, Mo., of which T <~uis

H. Egan is president. This m.. che

light and power properties oii ooth
sides of the Mississippi a single unit

as to operation and management. Mr.
Sawyer continues his connections as
president of the East St. Louis Rail-

way, the East St. Louis & Suburban
Railway and associated electric rail-

ways.
George W. Welsh, chief engineer of

the East St. Louis Power Company,
will act as assistant to Mr. Sawyer,
while John L. Mitchell, former assist-

ant to Mr. Sawyer, remains as manager
of the light department of the East
St. Louis Light & Power Company. In
this connection Mr. Welsh will be
assistant to Mr. Sawyer as president of

the East St. Louis & Suburban Rail-
way, the East St. Louis Railway and
the St. Louis & Belleville Electric

Railway and will also be superintend-
ent at East St. Louis for the receivers
of the Alton, Granite & St. Louis
Traction Company.
The changes are in line with the

policy of the North American Com-
pany to unify management of the St.

Louis and East St. Louis power com-
panies, centralizing around the new
super-power plant at Cahokia.
The North American Company has

controlled the Union Electric Light &
Power Company for years and last

fall took over the control of the East
St. Louis & Suburban Railway and its

subsidiaries and the East St. Louis
Light & Power Company and the
Alton Gas & Electric Company.

Head of Pacific Claim Agents
Started as Trainman

S. A. Bishop, general claim agent of
the Pacific Electric Railway, Los An-
geles, Cal., was elected president of
the Pacific Coast Claim Agents' Asso-
ciation at the fifteenth annual conven-
tion of that body held recently in Spo-
kane. He succeeds P. 0. Solon, claims
attorney for the Key System Transit
Company, Oakland, Cal.
While serving as general claim

agent with the Pacific Electric Lines,
Mr. Bishop has conducted many com-
mittee activities as chairman and has
been affiliated with large associations
in southern California in campaigning
for eliminating or diminishing the con-
stantly increasing number of grade
crossing accidents. Mr. Bishop has un-

tiringly carried on this campaign
throughout the various organizations

of the Pacific Electric Railway by
meeting trainmen from time to time
at staff meetings, making numerous
speeches at the various safety com-
mittee meetings held each month by
the company, and resorting to many
novel plans to impress upon trainmen
the need for playing safe at all times.
This work he has carried on consist-
ently since he was appointed general
claim agent of the Pacific Electric Rail-
way, Los Angeles, Cal., on Oct. 1, 1908.
He joined the Pacific Coast Claim
Agents' Association in 1910.

Mr. Bishop was bom at Brownsville,
Tenn., on July 21, 1874. He has been
located on the Pacific Coast since 1893.
Upon coming to California in that year
he entered the service of the Market
Street Railway, San Francisco, then a
subsidiary of the Southern Pacific
Company. He served at first in the
operating department as conductor and
as motorman. Later he was advanced
into the claim department under the
supervision of D. R. Sessions, general
claims attorney of the Southern Pacific
Lines (Pacific System) in 1899. He
next went to the Pacific Electric Rail-
way.

Thomas J. Brown of Charleston, Mo.,
was appointed by Governor Arthur M.
Hyde chairman of the Missouri Public
Service Commission on Aug. 30 for a
term expiring on April 15, 1929. He
succeeds Merrill E. Otis of St. Joseph,
Mo., who resigned on Aug. 15, last, to
take up practice of law in St. Louis.
Mr. Brown has been a member of the
Public Service Commission since July
12, 1923. His law firm, Russell, Brown
& Joslyn of Charleston, has represented
the Missouri Pacific Railroad in various
matters. His promotion to the chair-
manship leaves a vacancy on the com-
mission. It is possible that the post
will not be filled until the new governor
takes charge in January.

Obituary

Clarence E. Learned, superintendent
of inspection of the Boston Elevated
Railway, Boston, Mass., died on Aug.
27. Mr. Learned went with the West
End Street Railway in 1888 and in 1897
became superintendent of inspection.
He had been second vice-president of
the American Electric Railway Trans-
portation & Traffic Association and
was a past-president of the New
England Street Railway Club. Mr.
Learned was born March 5, 1858, in

South Boston. He was educated in the.
South Boston and South End Grammar
Schools. From 1876 to 1888 he was
employed in turn by a banking house, a
grain company, the Boston & Hingham
Steamboat Company as traveling pas-
senger agent and by the Boston
Herald.
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Germany's Revival

Hope and Financial Soundness Have
Replaced Despair and Inflation

Among the Teutons

No other country in the world today
is, from the economic viewpoint, so

interesting as Germany. She occupies

the spotlight in Europe. What is to be
her future? is the question that every
one in the Old World is asking. E. J.

Mehren, vice-president of the McGraw-
Hill Company, Inc., says that no one
can answer that question. Mr. Mehren,
who has just returned from Europe,
says, however, that even the casual vis-

itor to Germany can say:

Germany has made tremendous strides
since the war ; she is showing extraordinary
recuperative power—against tremendous
handicaps ; she has worked a financial
miracle since November of last year, and.
Anally, no nation that shows Germany's
potential strength can be permanently kept
down, can be crushed.

Mr. Mehren says that there is not
buoyancy of spirit, but there is a deep-
founded confidence that the nation is

not going to pieces. He reviews some
of Germany's difficulties, but says that
a nation that under present handicaps
has recovered as she has done will rise

despite the obstacles that a commer-
cially minded world is likely perma-
nently to place upon her.

As Mr. Mehren sees it, the great Ger-
man economic miracle was wrought in

the closing months of 1923 and the
early part of 1924. Since November,
1923, legally, and about Jan. 1, actually,

the rentenmark has stood at 23.8 cents

to the dollar. That achievement marked
the turn. It showed the return of

administrative strength in the German
government. It restored business to a

sound basis. It killed speculation and
the orgy of spending. It restored the
incentive to save and therefore to work.
It marked the end of the crisis in the

economic and social disease and the

beginning of recovery. As Mr. Mehren
sees it, Germany is beyond the cross-

roads and has chosen rightly. The
future is long and difficult, but there
is health where there was disease,

tkere is hope where there was despair.

New Gasoline-Electric Car Tested

in St. Louis, Mo.

A new type gasoline-electric pas-
senger coach designed primarily for

use on branch lines of steam railroads
has completed trial runs in the proving
yards of the St. Louis Car Company, St.

Louis, where it was built. The car com-
bines features of the railroad coach,

street car and bus. It is the result of

three years of co-operative engineering
study and experiments. H. L. Hamil-
ton, president of the Electro-Motive
Comnany, Cleveland, Ohio, who helped
to design the new car, is confident of

its ability to operate continuously at a
very moderate cost per car mile.

The new car resembles a Pullman
coach. It is divided into an engine

room, passenger compartment and
smoking room. A 200-hp. six-cylinder

gasoline engine is used to run a gen-

erator which supplies current to a set

of motors geared to the axle. The
Usual control levers govern the opera-

tion of the car. The maximum speed

of the vehicle is 60 m.p.h.

Creditors of Car Truck Corpora-

tion Seek Consents

The creditors' committee of the Staf-

ford Roller Bearing Car Truck Cor-

poration, named at a meeting at the

office of Wisner & Walsh, Chicago, on

Aug. 27, at which approximately $18,-

000 of the general indebtedness claims

against the company was represented,

has recommended to the creditors a

plan as follows:

1. That claims of unsecured creditors be
assigned to J. S. Stearns, or to some one
acceptable to him, to be used in bidding
at the public sale of the company's prop-
erty at Lawton, Mich.

2. That Mr. Stearns use the claims so
assigned in bidding at the public sale up
to $60,000, but not beyond that sum.

3. That in case the claims are so used
in settlement of the bid Mr. Stearns is to
provide enough cash to pay secured and
preferred claims, the costs of the receiver-
ship and the organization of a new com-

pany, and to reimburse himself for such
outlays of cash through the sale of stock
of the new company or in stock.

4. That a new corporation be organized
with a capital stock of $150,000 of 7 per
cent cumulative preferred stock (as to divi-

dends and assets in liquidation) of the par
value of $10.00 per share, such preferred
stock to have full voting power, and addi-
tional common stock to be authorized and
issued as determined by Mr. Stearns.

5. That the preferred stock be exchanged
at par for claims assigned. The balance
of the preferred stock not used as above
set forth to be issued for corpora»e pur-
poses as the board of directors shall de-
termine.

6. That the board of directors consist of
three members, one of whom shall be
named by the creditors' committee.

The agreement is contingent upon
75 per cent in amount of the creditors,

other than J. S. Steams and Steams
Motor Works, consenting to the ar-

rangement.
It was decided not to bid beyond

$60,000 for the property because the

committee felt that if a competitive

cash bid of $60,000 was made un-
secured creditors would net 50 per
cent of their claims, and the committee
felt that this should be accepted in

preference to stock. The members of

the creditors' committee are Kenneth
L. Van Auken, Edward Wray and H.
E. Wynn.

74,924 Sq.Ft. of Exhibit

Space Sold

The exhibit at the meeting of the
American 'Electric Railway Association
at Atlantic City starting on Oct. 4

will break all records. Last year, the
record year, 75,681 sq. ft. of space was
occupied by manufacturers with an ex-
hibit of their products. It is still five

weeks until the convention. The total

space sold to date for exhibit purposes
is 74.924 sq.ft. Of this space more than
one-quarter will be bus products.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY MATERIAL PRICES—SEPT. 2, 1924

Metals—^New York
Copper, electrolytic, cents per lb
Lead, cents per lb
Nickel, cents per lb
Zinc, cents per lb
Tin, Straits, cents per lb.

Aluminum, 98 to 99Dercent, cents per lb..

.

Babbitt metal, warehouse, cents per lb.:

Fair grade
Commercial

n 562
8 00

28 00
6 587

52 50
27 00

60 00
28 00

Bituminons Coal
Smokeless mine run, f.o.b vessel, Hampton
Roads $4.15

Pomerset mine run, Poston 2.075
PittsburKh mine run, Pittsburgh 1 .875

Franklin. 111., screenings. Chicago 1 . 375
Central, 111., screenings, Chicago 1.55
Kansas screenings, Kansas City 2.50

Track Materials—Pittsburgh
Standard Bessemer steel rails, gross ton .... $43 . 00
Standard open hearth rails, gross ton 43.00
Railroad spikes, drive, Pittsburgh base,

cents per lb 2
.
80

Tie niates (flat type), cents per lb •. 2.50
Anelebars, cents per lb 2. 75

Rail bnlts and nuts, Pittsburgh base, cents
p»r lb 3.75

Steel bars, cents ner lb 2.10
Ties, white oak, Chicago, 6 in. x 8 in. x 81 ft. $ I • 45

Hardware—Pittsburgh
Wire nails, base per kee 2.80
Sheet iron (28gage1, centsperlb 3.50
Sheet iron, galvanised ( 28gnffe) , cents per lb. 4

.
60

Galvanised barbed wire, cents per lb 3 . 50

Galvanised wire, ordinary, cents per lb 2. 55

Waste—New York
15Waste, wool cents per lb

Waste, cotton ( 100 lb. balol, cents per lb.:

White 12-18

Colored >-I4

Paints, Putty and Glass—New York
Linseed oil (5 bbl. lots), per gal $l.03r
White lead (1 00 lb. keg), cents per lb 11.625
Turpentine (bbl. lotsl. per gal $0.91
Car window glass (single strength), first

threebrackets, A quality, discount* 84.0%
Car window glass (single strength), first

three brackets, B qualitv, discount* 86.0%
Car window glass (double strength) all

sises, A quality, discount* 85 . 0%
Putty, 1 00 lb. tins, cents per lb . 4-6

*'rhese prices are f.o.b. works, boxing
charges extra.

Wire—New York
Copper wire base, cents per lb 15.75
RuDoer-covered wire. No. 14, per 1.000 ft..

.

$6. 55
Weatherproof wire base, cents per lb 1 8 . 50

Paving Materials
Paving stone, granite, 4x8x4, f.o.b.

Chicago, dressed, per sq.yd $3 . 60
Common, per sq,yd 2.95

Wood block paving 3), 1 6 treatment, N. Y.,
pcrsq.yd 2.48

Paving brick 3}x8ix4, N. Y., per 1,000 in
carload lots 53-54

Crushed stone, }-!n., carload lota, N. Y.,
per cu.yd 1 . 85

Cement, Chicago consumers' net prices,
without bags 2.20

Gravel, J-in., cu.yd., f.o.b. N. Y 1.75
Sand, cu.yd., N. Y 1 . 00

Old Metals—New York and Chicago
Heavy copper, cents per lb II.2S
Light copper, cents per lb 9. 50
Heavy brass, cents per lb 6 . 50
Zinc, old scrap, cents per lb 4.00
Light brass, cents per lb 5.50
L«m1, cents per lb. (heavy) 7 00
Steel ear axles. Chicaen.net ton $18 25
Cast iron car wheels. Chicago, gross ton...

.

18 25
Rails (shorts . Chirarn. gross ton 1 8 . 25
^Tails frelavinw'i. r*'''"»''c. crrosa ton 26 50
Machine turnings, Chicaco, grosa ton 9 75
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Rolling Stock

Citizens' Traction Company, Oil City,

Pa., through its subsidiary, the Citizens'

Transit Company has purchased and
received delivery on a new Maclc shock-

insulated bus, with a capacity of 25

passengers. It will be put into service

between Franklin and Rocky Grove, Pa.

Los Angeles Railway, Los Angeles,

CaU has received its first six-wheel

double-deck Moreland bus, built after

plans made by the Moreland organiza-
tion and built at the Burbank factory.

Four similar vehicles are under con-
struction for the railway.

City of Detroit, Department of Street
Railways, Detroit, Mich., will receive
sealed proposals in quadruplicate, until

Sept. 9 for 50 double-deck buses, with
the option to the purchaser of buying
25 or 50 additional buses within nine
months. The bids are to be made in

strict accordance with specifications

and blueprints on file in the office of
the Department of Street Railways and
the bidder must state the approximate
date he can make delivery, as this will

be a determining factor in the award-
ing of the contract. The contract is to

be subject to the confirmation of the
Common Council. The right to reject

any or all proposals, or to split the con-
tract is expressly reserved by the De-
partment of Street Railways. Frank
Meyer, Jr., is purchasing agent.

Trenton & Mercer County Traction
Company, Trenton, N. J., has placed an
order with the Fageol Company for
three double-deck buses of the sight-
seeing type. They will have a capacity
of 64 passengers each.

The WasHington Railway & Electric
Company, Washington, D. C, filed with
the Public Utilities Commission on Aug.
28 an application for permission to
convert 10 of its cars into the one-man
type. It is planned to equip them with
automatic rear exits which have been
installed on the one-man cars now in

operation. The cost of changing the
10 cars into the one-man type is esti-

mated at $28,240. Seventy of this type
are now in operation.

Track and Line

Saginaw Transit Company, Saginaw,
Mich., has completed the laying of 4,-

600 ft. of double track on East Genesee
Avenue. The company has under way
a_ track job to complete 3,755 ft. of
single track on Washington Avenue,
also 2,650 ft. of single track on
Fourteenth Street. The jobs are all
renewal work. The rail is 100-lb. A. R.
A. type A, on a 2-in. sand cushion and
a 6-in. concrete base, using white oak
ties and continuous joints.

Portland Electric Power Company,
Portland, Ore., has reconstruction pro-
jects under way in its electric railway
department that will cost more than
$200,000. The principal project under
way is the complete reconstruction of
the double -track line on Gladstone
Avenue on the Woodstock line, at a
cost of $102,000. Work on this con-
-tract will be completed in September.

The second large contract is for the

reconstruction of double track and pav-

ing on the Richmond line on Clinton

Street, which wUl cost about $70,000.

Other work includes double-tracking

and track relaying elsewhere.

Monongahela-West Penn Public Serv-

ice Company, Fairmont, W. Va., is con-

structing additional passing side tracks

and additional electrical blocks will be

installed to insure safety. This work
is in line with the announcement of

half-hour passenger service on the

Fairmont and Clarksburg interurban.

Texas Interurban Railway, Dallas,

Tex., has announced that upon the com-
pletion of its new line between Dallas

and Denton, 37 miles, construction will

be started on an extension of the road
from Denton to Gainesville, 20 miles.

The line between Dallas and Denton
will be placed in operation early in

October, it is stated.

Los Angeles Railway, Los Angeles,
Cal., is reconstructing track on Fifth
Street between Los Angeles and San
Pedro Streets. Similar work is being
done on Wall Street between Santa
Barbara and San Pedro Streets. Track
is being installed on Sixteenth Street
with 127-lb. rail.

Key System Transit Company, Oak-
land, Cal., will double-track its line into
the Lakeshore Highlands because of
the growth of business in that section.

Potver Houses, Shops and
Buildings

Municipal Railway of San Francisco,
San Francisco, Cal., will construct a
second story to its carhouse on Seven-
teenth Street, estimated to cost $150,-

000. Bids will be received by the
Board of Works on Sept. 17.

Los Angeles Railway, Los Angeles,
Cal., has awarded a contract to Willard-
Brent Company to construct the sixth

automatic substation. The new build-
ing will be 57 ft. long and 49 ft. wide
of brick construction.

Boston Elevated Railway, Boston,
Mass., plans to construct a lobby build-
ing, including boiler house and garage,
as the first unit of its $200,000 proj-
ect. The contract has been awarded
to Walsh Brothers. The architect's
estimate was $80,000. The company
has also awarded to McDonald &
Imhof the contract for the garage and
boiler plant at Forest Hills, referred
to in the Electric Railway Journal,
issue of Aug. 2. The engineer's
estimate was $90,000.

Trade Notes

Eric Wilburn Smith, central station
salesman and assistant manager of the
General Electric Company, St. Louis
office, has joined the staff of Ray D.
Lillibridge Inc., engineers and general
advertising agents. New York City.
Mr. Smith will devote himself particu-
larly to furthering the interest of this
agency's clients in the electric light and
power industry of the country. After
working in the motor and transformer
department of the Union Electric Light

& Power Company of St. Louis and
the testing and engineering depart-

ment of the Lynn Works of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Mr. Smith
joined its sales organization, specializ-

ing first in motors and later in central

station work.

Gibb Instrument Company, Bay City,

Mich., manufacturer of electric welding
equipment, announces the appointment
of D. A. Clements as representative in

Missouri and southern Illinois, with
headquarters at 4167 Washington
Avenue, St. Louis.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has opened a downtown office at 1202
Keenan Building, Pittsburgh, and will

meet publication representatives there
afternoons (except Saturdays) from 2
to 4.

O. S. Tyson & Company, Inc., has
been incorporated by Oscar S. "Tyson
and L. W. Seeligsberg to conduct an
advertising agency at 50 Church Street,
New York. Mr. Tyson, president
of this organization, recently re-
signed as vice-president of the Rickard
& Company advertising agency. Mr.
Seeligsberg, vice-president and treas-
urer of the new company, has for the
past year been operating an agency
under his own name. He was formerly
with the McGraw-Hill publications.
The new company will specialize on the
advertising and sales promotion of
materials and equipment sold to the
industrial field and on market analysis.

Sangamo Electric Company, Spring-
field, 111., has appointed Reginald M.
Campbell as special representative, to
co-operate particularly with the cen-
tral stations and other public utilities

throughout the country. His perma-
nent headquarters will be at the New
York office of the Sangamo Electric
Company, 50 Church Street, New York
City, N. Y. Mr. Campbell is favorably
known in connection with his work for
the Ohio Brass Company over a long
period of years. For several years past
he has served the Habirshaw Electric
Cable Company.

Neu) Advertising Literature

Wagner Electric Corporation, St.

Louis, Mo., has issued a thirty-five page
folder entitled The Pow-R-full starter-
less motor. This bulletin. No. 133,
contains many diagrams and charts.

Roller-Smith Company, New York,
N. Y., has issued Bulletin No. 100,

"Electrical Instruments for Signal
System Testing"; Bulletin No. 200,
"Portable, Direct Reading Rail Bond
Testers"; Bulletin No. 430, "Direct-Cur-
rent Switchboard Instrument"; Bulle-
tin No. 550, "Relays Direct Current."

Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield,
Ohio, has issued catalog No. 210, cover-
ing all the details of the complete line

of Imperial headlights. It includes in-

formation on arc and incandescent illu-

mination.

Nichols Lintern Company, Cleveland,
Ohio, has issued a new bulletin entitled
N-L for Safety. It describes the Lin-
tern electromagnetic sander and the
light-weight signal lanterns.
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No air???

If

"The Peacock
SUffless"

As the car approached a busy intersection, the
motorman whirled the hand-wheel a few times,
and the car pulled up with a smooth quick stop.

The stranger riding on the platform was sur-

prised and he ventured a query about the air

brakes.

"Plenty of air—but
we always make this stop with the hand brake,"
answered the veteran of the controller handle,
"it's a safety rule of this road."

You can enforce the hand
brake stop rule if equipped with

PEACOCK BRAKES
Motormen are willing to use them because they
are amply powerful to stop the carwithout undue
exertion. It doesn't take a strong man to apply a
Peacock Brake. They're designed so that even
the slightly-built motorman can develop a brak-
ing force equivalent to that of the air brake.

Peacock Improved Brake

National Brake Co., Inc.
890 Ellicott Sq., Buffalo, N. Y.

Canadian Representative :

Lyman Tube & Supply Company, Limited, Montreal, Canada
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115 Broariwajr, New York
PRII^nm.PRIA fHICAOO SAN FRANCI800

Stone & Webster
Incorporated

EXAMINATIONS REPORTS APPRAISALS
ON

INDUSTRIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROPERTIES

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

SANDERSON & PORTER
ENGINEERS

REPORTS. DESIGNS. CONSTRUCTION, MANAGEMENT
HYDRO-ELECTRIC DCVELOPMfNTS

RAILWAY, LIGHT and POWER PROPERTIES
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

ALBERT S, RICHEY
ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS
MBPORTa APPRAISALS—RATES—OPERATION SBRVICB

JAMES E. ALLISON & GO.
Consulting Engineers

Specializing in Utility Rate Cases and
Reports to Bankers and Investors

1017 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

STEVENS & WOOD, INC.
Design and Construction of Power Stations
Railroad Electrification, Industrial Plants

REPORTS AND APPRAISALS
ilanag*mtnt and Financinp of VtilitUt and InduttrtaU

Mahoning Bank Bldg. 120 Broadway
Youngstown, O. New York

HEMPHILL & WELLS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

GvdiMr F. Weill Albert W. HemphUI
APPRAISALS

INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
ftaartuization Management Operation Conttnictioo

43 Cedar Street. New York City

Dwight P. Robinson & Company
Incorpormtcd

Design and Construction of

EUetrie Railwtiy, Shopt, Pow*r S(<i«wna

125 East 46th Street, New York
CH~«o YoungstowB AtlaaU PUladalaUa

Los Ab«sIss Montrsal Rio ds Jaaalro

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation

Engineers—Constructors

Oil Rennerlei ind Plpo Ltnei, St»ffl and Water Power PlanU. TrantmlaalaB
Syiteiut, Hotels, Apartmenti. Office and laduitrlal BuUdinsi. Rallrowli.

43 Exchansre Place New York

JOHN A. BEELER
Operating, Traction and Traffic Investigations

Routing Surveys—Valuations—Operation
Management

52 Vanderbilt Ave., NEW YORK

A. L. DRUM & COMPANY
Consulting and Conatructing Enginmmra

VALUATION AND FINANCIAL REPORTS
RATE STUDIES FOR PRESENTATION TO PUBLIC SERVICE

COMMISSIONS
CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF

ELFCTRIC RAILWAYS
230 South Qark Street 215 South Broad Street

Chicago, III. Philadelphia, Pa.

ENGELHARDT W. HOLST
Conaulting Engineer

Appraisals, Reports, Rates, Service Investigation,
Studies on Financial and Physical Rehabilitation

Reorganization, Operation, Management

683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

JOE R. ONG
Consulting^ Transportation Engineer

Specializing in TrafKe Probleme and in Methoda to
Improve Service and Increase

Efficiency of Operation

PIQUA. OHIO

J. ROWLAND BIBBINS
Engineer—2301 Connecticut Ave., N. W. Washington, D.C.

TRANSPORTATION SURVEYS
Organized Traffic Relief and Transit Development
Co-ordinating Motor Transport, Railroad and City
Plans, Service, Routing, Valuation, Economic Studies

EXPERIENCE IN aO CITIES

WALTER JACKSON
Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses

Originator of unlimited ride, transferable weekly
pass. Campaigns handled to make it a success.

143 Crary Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Byllesby
Engineering & Management

Corporation

New York
208 S. La SaUe Street, Chicaco
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Transmission Line and Special Crossing

Structures, Catenary Bridges

WRITE FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG

ARCHBOLD-BRADY CO.
Engineert and Contractor* SYRACUSE. N. Y.

EDWIN WORTHAM, E.E.
Contulting Engineer

Valuations of Electric Railway* and
Utilities of All Kinds

Traffic and Operating Studies

Allison Bldg. Richmond, Va.
Establisbed Feb. 1913.

DAY&ZIMMERMANN.Inc.

"Design, Construction
"Rfporis, valuations, 'Management

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA Chicago

C. B. BUCHANAN
Prnldent

W. H. PRICE. IK.
Sm'7-Tnu.

JOHN F. LATNO
Tles-Preildent

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
Engineering and Management, Construction,

Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys
and Equipment Maintenance

BAI.mtORK
8Sfi Equitable Bide.

Phone:
Hanover 2142

NltW TORK
49 Wall Street

Human Engineering
Railway Audit cmd Inspection Company, Inc.

Boaton
New Orleans

Fourth and Chettnut Sts., Philadelphia

\ bbancbesNew York
PittsbofKh

Baltimore
Cbicaro

AtlanU
St. Lonis

Bureau of Commercial Economics, Inc.
Industrial Engineers

Organization . Methods . Layout and Facilities

Public and Industrial Relations

72 West Adams Street • CHICAGO

THE P. EDWARD WISH SERVICE
60 Church St. Strmtt Railway Inmptetion 131 State St.

NEW YORK DETECTIVES BOSTON

The Most Successful Men in the Electric Railway
Industry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

Every Week

When wrttlnc the adTfrtiser far tnfonnstian or
prices, a menUoa of the Bleetrle Ballwar

Journal w( old be appreeiated.

Magnet Wire
—with a quality margin
Magnet wire that is just "passable" will not
answer for electric railway use. There must be
an extra margin of quality to withstand the very

severe service encountered, and to facilitate the

work of repairing and rebuilding equipment.

We fabricate Rome Magnet Wire from the rough

wire bar through to the finished product in our

own plant. Complete control over its quality

and uniformity is thus obtained. The large

scale of operations has also enabled us to de-

velop improved processes and machines with

their attendant advantages.

Rome Magnet Wire may be furnished in

practically all commercial sizes, shapes and in-

sulations. Ample stocks and facilities enable

us to make prompt shipment of wire to meet

any requirement.

Write to DepL B-2

ROME WIRE CO. Ex«il;;::?^„,ROME, N. Y.

Atlantic Mills:

STAMFORD, CONN.
Diamond Mills:

BUFFALO, N. Y.

BRANCHES:
NEW YORK BOSTON DETROIT CHICAGO
50 Church St. Little Bldg. 25 Parsons St. 14 E. Jackson Blvd.

LOS ANGELES. J. G. Pomeroy, 336 Azusa Street.

CLEVELAND, 1200 West Ninth St.
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Superior Parlor Car, mounted on Garlord Chassis. This bodj has all the beaurr
ana comfortable sealing and riding qualities of the finest De Luxe Coach. Being of

the pay-enter type it permits of profitable one man operation without lost time as

the operator need never leave his seat at stops to manipulate doors or collect fares.

Bodies Produced By Superior
Acme, Garford, International, Pierce-Arrow, Republic,

White, Yellow Coach! Superior has produced bodies for

all of these better known chassis during the past year.

For each of them Superior has produced bodies, beautifully

designed; bodies properly suited to the chassis, resulting

in fine appearance.

Superior bodies have gone into all classes of service. Long
haul, short haul, street car, sightseeing service. For each
type of service there is a Superior body that adequately

meets the demands upon it.

Superior gives to the Chassis Builder a body that is a com-
plement to his equipment. To the Motor Coach operator,

Superior gives a sturdy, safe body. A body that attracts

patronage by its fine appearance and holds that patronage
by giving comfortable transportation. Superior bodies,
because of their sound construction, earn further good will

by keeping out of the repair shop.

When thinking of Motor Coach Bodies it pays to consult
Superior. Write for complete information on any type of body.

OTOi COACM Body Cb.
LIMA, OHIO

5UPERIDR
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"INDIANAPOLIS"
Is Saving Electric Railways Millions of Dollars Annually

Don't spend a dollar on your track

(New or old)

Until you get "INDIANAPOLIS"
Prices for Comparison

'INDIANAPOLIS"
Economy Products

"They cost less"

Solid Manganese Crossings
also Frogs, Mates, and Tongue-Switches

(IS years of specializinr has produced a
product UNEXCELLED, and LOWEST In
COST, quality considered)

Electric Welders
Thoroly Efficient

(Economical and never out of COMMISSION)

Welded RaU Joints

(A COMBINATION OF EVERY ESSENTIAL
FACTOR in Rail Joining and Bondinc)

Welding Steel Electrodes
Absolutely Dependable

Electric Welding Supplies
Hoods, Lenses, Carbons, Etc.

* Better design

Higher quality

Longer service

Lower prices

The Indianapolis Switch & Frog Co. 1

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
»-An..l.. S.„Fr.„ci.co K.„... City B0..0.
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llieLast^^ inSafety Zones

BUILT WITH

NATIONAL

PIPE

neat in appearance—easily installed—readily

removed—economical— strong; in every way

"A SAFE SAFETY ZONE ^y

Says The American City Magazine:
A new kind of Safety Zone that can not be violated, is de-

scribed by the Commissioner of Public Works of the city of

Detroit. It consists of a row of extra strong wrought steel

poles, six inches in diameter, set into the pavement, eight feet

apart, and standing about three and one-half feet above it

"The zone is five feet wide by eighty-eight feet

long, which is the full length of the space where the

street cars, including trailers, receive and discharge

passengers. To prevent autos from running through!

the safety zone a post is set close to the car track,

and to eliminate any danger of accidents caused by

autos running into the posts, a bright green light

burns on a tall post at the end. The post which

carries this light is offset from the safety zone, so

that in case any one should strike the end post with

some vehicle heavy enough to bend it, the lamp-

post would probably escape injury.

"It is thought that the new type affords as much

protection as the concrete safety zone, if not more,

and the cost is only a small fraction of the cost of

the concrete. The cost of a concrete safety zone of

similar size is about $1,600, while the new type costs

slightly less than $400

P<veMtKT

,f'M)0«IIUP

•HOOKS FW
cmin

"The posts were set in the following manner: After the pare-

ment was cut through, holes were bored to a depth of slightly

more than three feet, and a little concrete was poured into

the hole; then a sleeve 3 ft. long and 7 in. in diameter was

dropped into it, and more concrete was poured around outside

the sleeve. The posts, which are 6 in. in diameter,

drop into this outer sleeve, thus being removable

at any time, as they are not cemented or other

wise fastened. These hollow posts are 6 ft long,

which makes them extend 3 ft above the pave-

ment, but each is capped with a wooden plug,

rounded, which gives the posts a more finished

appearance and also serves to keep water from

getting into them. This plug adds nearly 6 in.

to the height of the post.

"With this type of safety zone, it is a simple and

inexpensive matter to change the location. The

lamp-post is bolted to the pavement, but the wiring

is attached only by means of a slip connection

beneath the base, so it, too, can easily be moved.

It is estimated that the whole safety zone could b<

entirely removed in about one hour."

I
s

Send for "NATIONAL" Bulletin No. l-Characteristics and Advantages of "NATIONAL" Pipe

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA.
General Sales Offices: Frick Building

^

-^'^-^^^^l^^^X 'Tl^i^^^^ PhU,«Je,phla Pittsburgh 9t. Ix,uU 9t. P«a
AUanU Boston Chica^ Denver Detroit „^^^ %]'^Jl''t„.^^T ^^Z^^J""'^rr»Llisco Lo, An«Iee PoPtl«.d Seattto

PACIFIC COAST BEPRESENTATIVE9: U S. SU,e.
1^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^,, ^„^ City
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UMNITE

This CONCRETE PAVEMENT
made with Lumnite Cement was laid be-
tween the car tracks on the road between the
Boston Post Road and the Railroad Station
at Darien, Conn. Eighteen hours after pour-
ing, the pavement was opened to traffic,
including heavy commercial trucks. Had
ordinary concrete been used, anywhere from
three to four weeks would have been lost.

Atlas Lumnite Cement is a hydraulic ce-
ment which develops at twenty-four hour«
greater strength than that developed by or-
dinary cements at twenty-eight days. This
means twenty-eight- day concrete in
twenty-four hours. This high early strength
is attained by Lumnite Cement through its
principal ingredient, obtained from high-
grade aluminum ore (Bauxite).
Lumnite is adapted to the various uses of
concrete and is mixed and manipulated in
the same manner as Portland Cement. An
additional advantage of Lumnite is that It
can be used in much colder weather than
can other cements.

LUMNITE STRENGTH
Compressive tests by the Robert W. Hunt
Company.

1 LUMNITE 1 LUMNITE I LUMNITE3STANDARD 2 SAND 3 SANDOTTAWA SAND 4 PEBBLES 6 PEBBLES
1 Day
2 Days
3 Days
7 Days

28 Days

4789
4906
4940
4985
5005

3441
3818
4127
4391
4462

2071
2444
2598
2663
2691

(Each value represents average strength In comnns
slon of 3 specimens in lbs. per sq. In.)
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ATLAS
UMNITE
CEMENT

CEME
saves 27 days
I
UMNITE Cement makes twenty-eight-day

concrete in twenty-four hours without
-* the use of artificial accelerators. Lumnite

effects big savings for electric railroad construc-
tion and emergency w^ork ^vhere the early load-
ing and use of a concrete structure are vital. Re-
construction or concrete repairs may be made
one day and put in service the next with
minimum interference to traffic, shop w^ork or
terminals. Forms may be removed from founda-
tions, w^alls and abutments in tw^enty-four hours,
and from beams and girders in three days.

In crowded city streets or on suburban Unes,
concrete road repairs made with Lumnite may
be opened to traffic within twenty-four hours.

Lumnite Cement is not "quick setting," but
allows the normal time required for mixing
and placing in forms. Its high early strength
develops with great rapidity after the initial

set has been attained.

While Lumnite is a new product in America,
cements similar to Lumnite have been used
successfully in Europe for more than ten years
w^herever in concrete construction there is re-

quired high early strength, or resistance to the
chemical action of sea water or sulphate-bear-
ing ground water,

A sample will gladly be furnished for test-

ing purposes or for any small trial use

THE ATLAS JUMNITE, CEMENT CO.
25 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

Send this coupon
TODAY
2iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

i Please send detailed E

= information on the =

I use of Lumnite, for =

(NAME)

= (ADDRESS) =

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIHIINn
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CThT^Jhe solid^substantial

o/ character o/^
COLUER SERVICE
has placed it high
among those per-
manent organizations

recognized as
National Institutions

BaFron GlJdllier
^

tf^:^
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Cambria Rolled Steel Car Wheels
and Forged Axles
for all classes of

Electric Railway Service

CAR WHEELS AND AXLES are two of the most vital

parts of rolling stock equipment.

The selection of the proper grades of steel for these parts

is a matter of prime importance in producing them.

Ever since rolled steel car wheels and forged axles have been

produced on a commercial scale, Cambria Plant of Bethlehem

Steel Company at Johnstown, Pa., has been a dependable

source for the correct grades of steel.

Cambria Rolled Steel Car Wheels and Forged Axles have

contributed to the good service of many thousands of

Electric Street Railway, Interurban, Subway and Elevated

Railway cars and have gained a reputation for long life and

satisfactory operation.

Specify Cambria Rolled Steel Car Wheels

and Forged Axles on your next order.

Large stocks of wheels and axles in standard

sizes assure prompt shipment.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, BETHLEHEM, PA.

New York
Boston
Philadelphia

Sales Offices

BalHmore Buffalo

Washington El"',"^"
AtlanU Cleveland

Detroit
Chicago
Cincinnati

St. Louis San Francisco

Bethlehem Steel Export Corporation, 25 Broadway, New York City

Sole Exporter of Our Commercial Products

BETHLEHEM

%iiitnHuiiiNiitiiiMiiiiu»HitifniiiiiiiiiiiiiMiniiiiiiiHmitnimuniitiuiiiiiiiiiiiiininuiiiiii
niiiiMimiiitniiniiiiiniuiHitiini iiiiiiiiiiitHiiuiuiiHiiuiiiiiiiniiiui

lUIIIIIHHIIHIHtlltl
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To eliminate trouble

in the brake rigging!

Fig.lO

Use BOYERIZED
Brake Pins] and Bushings

Their tough, long-wear surfaces successfully resist

wear ! Every joint maintains a good bearing fit, with-

out developing that play which results in slack. There's

three to four times the life in Boyerized Pins and
Bushings.

McArthur Turnbuckles
are made of the same unyielding stuff. Moreover they have
a spring-equipped split clamp grip which more efficiently does
the work of the old style locknut.

Bemis Car Truck Company
Electric Railway Supplies

Springfield, Mass.
Representatives;

Economy Electric Dervices Co., Old Coiony Bids:.. W. P. McKenney, 54 First Street. Portland. Ore.
Cljieago. 111. J.H.Denton. 1328 Broadway. New York Clty.N.Y.

F. F. Bodler. 903 Monadnock Bids., A. W. Arlin, 772 Pacific Electric Bldg.,
San Francisco, Cal. Los Angeles. Cal.
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Vitrified Pavements
ASPHALT-FILLED

Six-Point-Service
—absorbs impact at rail joints

—water-seals road-bed and ties

—allows for contraction and
expansion

—resists heaviest traffic

—is easily removable for track
repairs

—insures 100% salvage value

NATIONAL PAVING BRICK
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
ENGINEERS BUILDING CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Just

Out!

The first practical book on
Calculus for Practical Men

Here is a plain, clear and thorough book that will give

the practical man the ability to make use of the calculus

as he needs it in his work. The author says in his intro-

duction: "The subject of calculus cannot be made easy,

but it can be made plain." To this end he has written

this book.

Palmer's

Practical Calculus
for Home Study

By C. I. Palmer

Armour Institute of Technology

443 page; pocket sixe, flexible, 186 illustrations, $3U)0 net,

postpaid

This book is for the man with limited mathematical train-

ing who has need for a working knowledge of calculus

and its practical applications. It shows just what kind

of problems can be solved with the aid of calculus and
explains thoroughly and clearly how.

You have been waiting for this book
A working knowledge of calculus is of such advantage
that hundreds of men have been asking for just such a

simple and understandable book as this one. The book
avoids involved mathematical terms and phrases. It

covers every point plainly. It tells you the many practical

uses to which calculus can be put—how you can use it

daily—^how it can help in your work.

Calculus made plain for you
Calculus has been made thoroughly plain in this book. The
fundamentals are repeated over and over again so that once
grasped as the book offiTS them they will remain with you.
You will know them. You will know how and when to use
Uiem. And you will find the knowledge of the greatest help
in your daily work.

Examine a copy for 10 days free
Examine this book free—send the coupon for a copy—see for
yourself how plain and understandable the book is. You're not
obliged to keep it. See it, sufely.

McGraw = Hill
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
SIcOraw-HUl Book Co., Inc., 3T0 Seventh .\venne, New York.

You may send me on 10 days' approval Palmer's Practical Calcnlos
for Home Study, $3.00 net, postimid. I agree to remit for the book
or to return it postpaid within 10 days of receipt.

Signed .

Address

OfiBcial Position

Kame of Company
(Books sent on approval to retail purchasers in U. S. and Canada
only.) U. y.e-24

Thousands of miles of insulated
wire have been weatherproofed by
M-R Compounds.

Weatherproof wire remains insu-

lated only so long as its protecting

wax or compound endures. Those

brands that have made a reputation

for endurance, that resist weather

and temperature year after year, are

protected by M-R Compounds.

ITCH ELL-RAND
MAKES MANY MIXTURES

Electrical insulating compounds; damp-

proofing and waterproofing plastic

cements and coatings; acid-resisting

paints; battery wax—every kind of

compound for industrial purposes.

While it is true that we make
compounds in larger quantities

than any other concern in this

country, we also solicit the pat-

ronage of the small buyer—a gal-

lon, a bag, a ton or a carload.

MITCHELL-RAND MFG. CO.
15 Vesey St., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Wood Strain Insulators
Made with Anderson experience behind

them. Terminals of Malleable Iron ; selected

sticks impregnated to exclude moisture.

Made with two eyes, eye and clevis, eye

and boss, two clevises, in all standard sizes.

We will be glad to forward quotations in

any quantity you may prefer for immedi-
ate or future use.

Albert &; J. M. Anderson Mfg. Co., 289-305 A St., Boston, Mass.
New York—135 Broadway
Chicago—105 S. Dearborn St.

Philadelphia—429 Real Estate Trust Bldg.
London, E. C. 2, Enfi^land, 12 Moor Lane

l^!^f^f^f^f^,^^^f^f^^f^^l^f^f^[^f^l^l^!^^f^f^f^f^^
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420 ft. lengths

Rails joined at side of road

by

THERMIT
WELDING

Traffic need not be interrupted by

rail welding operations. One road

has successfully solved the problem
by welding seven lengths of rails in

advance, and dropping them into

place. Only a few welds are then

needed to make the job complete as

—"one continuous unbroken rail/'

t

t

el

Lifting 420 ft. of continuous rail over to track.

The first cost is the last cost,

and it compares favorably
with that of any other
method of joining rails.

Metal & Thermit Corporation, 120 Broadway, N. Y.
Pittsburgh Chicago Boston S. San Francisco Toronto

^[^i^f^ff^f^l^i'^i^l^f^f^f^f^^f^f^f#]f^[^f^l^[^[^BlH^B]
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AA-7B
Air Compressor

Compressor for Street Car Mounting

A single acting duplex compressor with

crank case and cylinders integral. One-

piece cylinder-head for both cylinders

contains suction and discharge valves.

Trunk pistons operated by connecting

rods w^ith bushings provided for taking

up wear.

Heavily designed crankshaft of

high-grade steel turns in journal

bearings of ample proportions to

insure minimum wear.

Herringbone Gears transmit
power from motor shaft to crank-

shaft with practically silent opera-

tion.

Lubrication is positive and effi-

cient. Connecting rods dip into the

oil and splash reaches all working
parts. Gears run in oil.

Send for Bulletin >

P
LLIS-CHI4LMERS M/INUFflCTURINGfO.

MIUWAUKCE, Vy^lS. U.S.A. ^

H-B LIFE GUARDS
Live up to their reputation

IF

Manufactured by THE CONSOLIDATED CAR FENDER COMPANY
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

BECAUSE
They Are Built Right

Up to a Standard—Not Down to a Price

Staunch Materials—Sound Construction

Backed by years of experience in specializing in this class of

LIFE SAVING EQUIPMENT
Specify

"H-B Life Guards to Be Manufactured By The Consolidated Car Fender Co."

Wendell & MacDuffie Co., 110 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
GENERAL SALES AGENTS
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These attractive one-man, double-truck safety cars were delivered to the Helena (Mont.) Light & Railvpay Co.

Another lot

built by the

PERLEY A. THOMAS
CAR WORKS
High Point, N. C.

«npHOMAS-BUILT" cars are going far and wide

-^ in ever-increasing numbers.

Why do distant traction companies come to High
Point, North Carolina, for new cars? Because

"Thomas-built" cars are built with an individual care

and attention to details which insures attractive finish

throughout and a long life of satisfactory service.

Furthermore Perley A. Thomas' prices and quick

deliveries appeal to the railway field.

Let us quote on your new can.

Nothing but NUTTALL GEARS
to meet current gear renewals
It is neither difficult nor expensive to standardize on Nuttal^

Helical Gears. As fast as those old spur gears wear out, replace

them with sets of Helicals. Thereafter replacements will be

few and far between for BP Helicals are guaranteed to last

at least four times as long. Experience has proved it.

Order Helicals RD^NUHALL COMPANY
PrnSBURGH^ PENNSYLVANIA

All WtMlinghoute Electric and Mtg- Co. District OfficcM are Sale* Reprementativei

in the United States for Sattall Electric Railway and Mine Haulage Products.

In Canada: Lyman Tube 4 Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
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Changing red figures to black
Scarcely less important than the development of

the safety car has been the St. Louis Car Co.'s

service to the industry and public in increasing the

capacity, beauty, safety and easy riding qualities

of these light weight one-man Interurban Cars.

Directly and Indirectly this has resultca in

changing certain red figures on the monthly state-

ment to black.

Write for detaitx.

St.L^kviis C^r£!ompar\y
St. Laviis, A\a.

Have you made reservation for

adequate space in the Convention
Number of ELECTRIC RAILWAY
JOURNAL dated September 27,

which will reach the biggest con-

vention in electric railway history?

Write or wire today what space to

reserve and when we may expect
copy. Last forms close September

20.
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Chicago

Surface

Lines
Vae large Quantities of Hat
kelite in neu) construction
and repair work. Belovo is a
diagram illustratina vhert it

is used.

makes good cars better
By minimizing the number of joints in the roof, by reduc-

ing roof weight at least 30% and by adding stiffness to

the construction, as well as by making possible cleanly'

and attractive interiors. Samples and blue print book

sent on request.

Ask MS about Plymetl for exterior waist panels.

HASKELITE MANUFACTURING CORP., 133 W. Washington St., Chicago, lUinois

Baldwin Electric Motor Trucks are as well

Known in Japan as in the United States

ON a number of the Elec

trie Railways in Japan.

Baldwin Electric Trucks have
been used for many years with

notable success.

In the United States of Amer-
ica, similar trucks have given

exceptionally good service.

The illustration shows one of

the cars on the Chicago. North
Shore and Milwaukee Rail-

road, between Chicago and
Milwaukee, equipped with our

trucks, which are designed for a msixi-

mum speed of 70 miles per hour.

Baldwin Trucks are built largely of commer-

cial shapes to facilitate the making cf repairs.

Any information desired regarding these

Trucks promptly forwarded.

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE
WORKS

Philadelphia, U. S. A.
Cable Address. "Baldwin, Philadelphia

"

A North Shore Line Steel Passenger Car
Mounted on Baldwin Trucks

Wheel ba«e. 84 . Wheels, diameter. 35' . Journals.
5" z 9'

. Carrying capacity on center plate. 30.250 lb.
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ELRECO TUBULAR POLES

TNC 'WIRC LOCK THe cHAMrrnco joip

COMBINE
Lowest Cost Lightest Weight |

Least Maintenance Greatest Adaptability |

Catalog complete with engineering data sent on request. |

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO. I
CINCINNATI, OHIO |

New Yorls City. 30 Church Street |

IniiiiiiiiiiiHimniiiiiniiiiniimHiiiimiiiniiiii 'nil iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiid

nmiiniiininniiiiiiiiiniiiiKiii"""""""""""! iiinniiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii

^

,„i,„i„iii,i iiiiiiiiiiiniiiimiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii Ill" iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii'i iiniiiiiiinimiiiniiimimiiniiiiiiiiii^

SEND TODAY |

for our new Publication |

on i

SAFETY
I

and I

EFFICIENCY |
s

in Electric Railway |

Signals and |

Crossing Bells ' I

American Insulating |

Machy. Co., Inc. |

I
^ 521 Huntingdon St.. Philadelphia, Pa. |

jiiiiiiinu inn n iniiin i niiiiiniMiinnnii iiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiminiiiiimimi.jiimnumii:

Jiilllliniiillliillliiininil innn nnillliinMinniiiinnnnnnn iiiiiiiniiiniinnnniillniiiiminimiimiminnninllir.

AMELECTRIC PRODUCTS [ |

BARE COPPER WIRE AND CABLE | |

TROLLEY WIRE | |

WEATHERPROOF WIRE I |

DUNDEE "A" AND "B" FRICTION TAPES

P^T^
8. Pat. Office

Ipcandescent Lamp Cord

AND CABLE
PAPER INSULATED

UNDERGROUND CABLE
MAGNET WIRE

are

Okonite

Products

'Nuff Said!

4^
FRICTION TAPE

,

•AKV A

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS
PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

BoituD, 1T> Federal; Chlcaco. 112 W. Adami:
Clnelniutl, Traction Bld(. ; New York, 100 E. 4:nd 8t.

I

Write for Samplee and Circulars

The Okonite Co., Passaic, N. J.
Incorporated 1881

; Salet Omeet: JVew York—Atlanta—l'itttbvro)i—Sm Frmeitn
; Aoentt: Central Electric Co., Chicago. III.; I'etllngell-Andrevrj

: Co , Boston. Mass. ; The P. D. Lawrence Electric Co.. Cln-

clnnatl. Ohio; Novelty Eledrlo Co., Philadelphia. Pi.

Catutdim RerreimtatUiet: Engineering Materlali Limited. Montreal
I Carmdian Revretcntatwet: engineering uaieriaii umiiea. uonimi.

^
;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiniiitiiiiiiiiinnniiiiiiiiiiiiinnnnunintnnnnniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiinnninnmNiinnimininimTniiintiiioinmiimmtiinnHiiiiiiiiiiiinminniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniMiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiuniiiiiiiiii?

•iiiiniiiuiniiniiiniiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiinniiiiinnniiiiinnniiiiinnniiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiili]: uninniiiiiiiinniiinniiniiiiiitiiiinnnininiiiiiiHiiuniiiiiiniiiiuiini iiiniiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiininniiiimiHiininnninunimuns

Shaw Lightning Arresters
\

Standard in the EJeetric Industries |
for 35 years |

Henry M. Shaw
ISO Coit St., Irvington, Newark, N. J. |

jrniniiniiiniituiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiniiiiinniiiniiiiinniiinnnniiinniiiiiiiiiniiinnniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiR

^iiniimiuiinmniiiimniinniiniiiiiininiiiliiliniiillllllllinillllliiiiiillliiiiillliHinilMiiiniiiiilininiiniiiiiiiniitiiiiiiiHiiiiiiHllir^

I
Chapman

I
Automatic Signals

I
Charles N. Wood Co., Boston

ilimiiiiiiMiiinniiiiiitiriiiiiiiMiiiitiiifiiiMtiiiiiiniiriiiitiiiiMiiiiKiinHiitiiiifiriitiiifiMiiiiuirniiiiMiit

IflllMIMlniiiitiiiMiiiiiiHiiiitiMiiiiiiiiriKitiiiniiiMiiMiiiiii

ANACONDA COPPEPt
MINING COMPANY

|£:onway Building. Ch icago..

m

.

THE AMERICAN
BRASS COMPANY

Q.eneral.
,

Ogice 6 ;^_V
^;3tcfbury. Cona.

fppp InsuIator(joJnc/ef^;}Cf I

= f TraH^ Marit ^^ \
'iiiiiiiiii iiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiinnHiiiHiiiiiiiMiiiHiiiiniiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinHmimmmMiminnimmimimtmmnttnii.

^-i||liiiii*"'iiMiiMinilliM iintiiiniinniiiitnnilllMitlllint"mni"t""'titniinitl"""*'Htlll li" "niii**"TANDAR
Wires, Cables, Cable Accessories
Superior quality, economical prices

standard Underground CableCo.
Boston Philadelphia Pittsburgh Detroit
New York Washington Chloago St. Louis

%»r% Francisco
iiiunnniiiiinnninnnnnilllMlnniiiiiinnnniinnniiniinnniiiiniiniiiiniinniinnniimHiniiiiiinitMiiiiiiiuriih'

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiniiiiiHinniniiniiiiiiiii

I RAMAPO AJAX CORPORATION
I Ramapo Automatic _-^ RACOR Tea R««

''••"si-.n'd:""' «:^rRACORr
(or Passinc

Sidincs

rnADt MARK

, Special Work.

Mancaneae
Conatructlan

I GENERAL OFFICES i HIUXBURN, NEW YORK
I Chicago New Yorti Super* w. Wis. Ntavara ralla. M. T

I Canadian Ramapo IroD Works, Ud., NIacmra Falla, Ont.

^iiiiiiiillinil'iiniiillliniii."lllliiiliiiiniiiiiiniliilliii"'iiniinnlliir™niiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiliMinniiinmiininmiiiiniimiliim»«»

ainiiinninHniiniiininninniiiininninninillnliinnininnninninnninnninniiilinninnniiinnilllinnninnniiinnnnillnnni- aiiiiiinliinniiiniii iiiiiiniiiiinnnnniiniiiiiiinniiniiiinnniinitnniinnnnnniini'iinniiiiniinininiliminitntnnimnnmr;

ROEBLING
Hubbard Trolley Pole Bands |

i WELDING CABLE I

I ELECTRICAL WIRES and CABLES |
3 John A. Roebling's Sons Company, Trenton, N J. |
'..iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiuP

Split

Made of Open Hearth Steel.

Galvaniied by the Double-
Dip procpBs.
Your best insurance for long
service and durability.

Aik Your Jobbtr

HUBBARD & COMPANY
I

Pittsburfih

'iniiiiiiiniiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiinminiiiiiininimmiiiuiinHiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiinniniiniiiiinninmiiimnsninmir.

SolM

Chicago i
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Lorain Special Trackwork |

Girder Rails

Electrically Welded Joints |

THE LORAIN STEEL COMPANY f

Johnitown, Pa. I

iLWAY Journal

iraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiimiuiiuiiiuiiiuiiiiuuHiiuiHiiiHiiiii

39

Sates OfKeeMi
Atlanta Chicago Cleveland

Philadelphia Pittsburgh
Pacific Coast Reprssentative !

United State* Steel Products Company
Loa Ancelea Portland San Francisco

Export Representatives
UnJted States Steel Products Company, New York, N. Y.

New York

Seattle

^iiHHUHUiuiuuiuuiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiHiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiMiiiriiMniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniititiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiit

^niiuiimiHMUiHHiiiiuniHiriiniiiiiiiiiiiiiM iiiiiiiiitiiiitiMiiiiiiiiitiiiirniiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiriiiiitiiiiriiiilitiiitiiiiiiiitit'i

'(^Mm^mrnM^

OS®©© m^n©
j

Carivei^ie Steel C^^^
IMIHUH I IIiyUIIIIIIIIMiWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItMlinillllltltllllllllllllHIMIIIIIIIWIItltllllllllllllllimillHIIIIIIIHIIIIimillllllllllllllU.'

American
Rail Bonds

CROWN
UNITED STATES
TWIN TERMINAL
SOLDER
TRIPLEX

Arc Weld and Flame Weld

Send for new
Rail Bond Book

American Steel &Wire
CompanyCHICAGO

NEW YORK

I I J-P Products of interest to Electric Railways |

NOARKTuiu V0A».K7use Clips
CUTOUT BASES

HOKKK. Service and
Underground 'boxes

IIIIIWIinilllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIUIWWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllUllllllimiUlllllflllllllHlllltlHitMtintMiHtutiiiitHiiiniiimi^iia

lUuHUiiiiiitiiiiii rill iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii; immmmmuMmiUium iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiHiiuiiuuaiuiuiui

AUTOMATIC SIGNALS
Highway Crossing Bells
Headway Recorders
Flasher Relays

NACHOD SIGNAL COMPANY. INC.
LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY.

^jimiiiiiiiuiiiuwiuMiuiHiiHuitiHiiiiiinniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiWHtHiiNiiiiinmiiuiii^

0mniniiiitmiiiiiuiUHiiHiiinimiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiuiiMiiiiittMiiMiiiiitiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

I GODWIN STEEL
I PAVING GUARDS

I Adapted to all types

i of rail* and
5
i payinx.

i W. S. GODWIN CO., Inc.

.<HifflmiiiiiiuiiiiuuiiiuiuiuiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiwiiBniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiis

aillllllMIIIWSIIIIIillSUMUIUIIIIIIIIIHIIIIirilllllMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllliS

Proven by
service to
economically pre-

vent seepage and
disintegration of

street railway paving.

U^riie for Illustrated

Catalog No. 20.
Race A McComas Sts.,

Baltimore, Md.

%tilway and C\tine
hangerf and infuialon

J-V Molding Seroice VULCABESTON
Sheet anii T\/>peTacHing

The Most Successful Men in the Electric Railway |

Induttiy read the |

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL |

Every Week |

IIIHHIIIIIIHNIIHHIHIHHHHIIlin IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII llllllllllnillllllllllllllli:

I JOHNS-PRATT CO. HARTFORD, CONN.
|

I 3
^lllllllllllltllltlllllllllllllllllllUllllirilllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllilllMUIItlllUllllUIHIIIIIIIIIIUtlllllUIIIIUIlUJia

cmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiiHiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiimniiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiUHiiiuiiiuiiuiuiiiiiE

A Single Segment or a Complete Commutator |

la turned oat with equal care m our shops. The orders va 111 I
dilter only in magnitude: small orders command our utmost ears 3
and skUl just as do large orders. CAMEBON qnality applies to
every coll or segment that we can make, as well as to ewr
commutator we build. That's why so many electric railway Ban
rely abeolutely on our name.

Cameron Electrical Mfg. Co., Ansonia, Connecticut

.iSMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIItllllinilMMllllllllllllMllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIilllllUlllilllltllllllimilllllllllllllllllllllS

'liiiitiiiilllilHtiliinniiiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiillilliiHiitMitiiiiiliiHitiiiiiliiiiniiitiiitniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwwiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiL

msm IRail^Boffds nfftS

MiSM

WELD
ortable Arc Welding Outfits

cctrlc Railway Improvement Co,|
Cleveland, Ohio- .-^^ I

.IIIHIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIMUIIIII iHiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiHiiiiiniiniiniiiiiiniHiiiiiiin
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Rag. t. &. 1 kt. lifl.

ELECTRICAL INSULATION

Micanite armature and com-
mutator insulation, commu-
tator segments and rings,
plate, tubes, etc.. Empire oiled

insulating materials ; Linotape

;

Kablak; Mico; and other
products—for the electrical

insulating requirements of the

railway.

Catalogs will gladly be furnished

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY
Sole Manufacturers of Micanite

EtiabHsheJ 1893

I Church St., N*w York 542 So. Dearborn St., Chloago
Worikst Schanactady, N. Y.

8-F

THE WORLD'S STANDARD

"IRVINGTON"
Black and Yellow

Varnished Silk, Varnished Cambric, Varnished Paper

Irr-O-Slot Insulation Flexible Varnished Tnbing
Insulating Varnishes and Compounds

I
Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co.

I Irvington, N. J.

I Sales Representatives in the Principal Cities

riiitiiiiiliillllllllliiillllllltltltlilliititilllllliiiiiiitiiiliillililliilliilliiiiiiiiiiiilillillllllKltllltlillilititiillitiiitlHfinillllmniiitiinituif

aiiiiiiiiiiiitliitliiiiitiiiiiiininriiiunitiiitiiiiiiiiriiniiiMiiiiiliiiintiiiiiniiiiiiiiliiiillililNiiiiitiiiiiiiMiitiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiintiftitiiiiiiir

3 E

Use only Awebco Tape on your Armatures
Field Coils have better protection when wound with
"AWEBCO Tape." Send for samples.

ANCHOR WEBBING COMPANY
300 Brook Street, Pawtucket, Rhode Island

niiinitiniiiniiiiiiinuninniiMtiniiiiiitiitninniiMiiiiniiiiiiiitiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiinitiiiiiiiiiititinniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiitniiiiiiiiiiiiuiR jiiiifiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitititimiiiiiMtiiiiititimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiintiiiriiiniiiinniiimHiiinniinmid

jiuuimuiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniumiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiimuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiii

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
Builders since 1868 of

Water Tube Boilers
of continuing reliability

85 Liberty Street, New York

Makers of Steam Superheaters

since 1898 and of Chain Grate

Stokers since 1893
BRANCH OFFICES

Boston, 49 Federal Street
Philadbu>hia, North American Building
Pittsburgh, Farmers Deposit Bank BuUolng
Cleveland, Guardian Building
Chicago, Marquette Building
Cincinnati, Traction Building
Atlanta, Candler Building
Phoenix, Ariz., Heard Building
Dallas, Tex^ 2001 Magnolia Building
Honolulu, H. T., Castle & Cooke Building
Portland, Ore., 805 Gasco Building

WORKS
Bayonne, N. J.

Barberton, Ohio

BRANCH OFFICES
Detroit. Ford Building
New Orleans, 521-5 Baronne Street
Houston, Texas, Southern Pacific BuHdlng
Denver, 435 Seventeenth Street
Salt Llakb Citt, 705-6 Kearns Building
San Francisco, Sheldon Building
Los Angeles, 404-6 Central Building
Seattle, L. C, Smith Building
Havana, Cuba, Calle de Aguiar 104
San Juan, Porto Rico, Royal Bank Building

npiuiiiiiiniiiiiiimmniiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiMniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinHiiininiiiiiiininiimiiininninminnmniimmniitnmiinniiimnnninniiinnniimimmirannn^

AlllilitilllimiimnMlllllllililniitiiiniiiiiiiMtiniiiiiliinniiliiiiiiiirinii tiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiilMiliniMniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiillllliir. giitniltiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiinii,iiiiiiuillilitniiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiliMiiriiiiiiuiiMiiiiniiiiiinnuiMiiiiiitiiirniiiiiriniiiHiriiniiiniiuii*

Standard of

Quality
Quality is the total o(
good materials and care-
ful manufacture.
That is why, for 40
years, manufacturers of
electrical apparatus have
found HOPE tapes to be
the Standard of Quality.

Let us send you the
HOPE Sample Booklet

Electric Tape

OXYGEN, ACETYLENE, HYDROGEN
for cutting, welding, etc.

Quick shipment and low prices also on cylinders, valves,
torches, regulators and supplies,

INTERNATIONAL OXYGEN COMPANY
I Main Offices : Newark, N. J. I
? Branch Ofllces : New York PittsburKh Toledo |
jiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiininiiiiiitiiHirinii(ititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiititiriiinMtMinMiiitiii<irnMi"5

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiMiitiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiitMiiiiitiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM:

ALUMINO-THERMIC
JOINTS

New and independent process. No inserts needed.
Up-to-date and economical.

Alununo-Thermic Corp., Roselle Park, N. J.
'•" " """"" ' """ "•"""""""""" """ '""" """""' ""-. ,E 3,„„„ .m,,,miiii.ii..nn.,>,i,n,iinn.,,,,,,,,,,m,num.»,m,i,nun,„M.«,nm„„„m,u„„„m„„mmni.nmmMm. I

HOPE WEBBING COMPANY, inc.
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
New York Troy ChicsKO
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Both our latest single

and double registers

are now equipped

for electric as well as

mechanical hand or

foot operation.

Double Register

OHMER
FARE REGISTERS

They indicate and record the exact amount of each

transaction. They place the sale of transportation on

a strictly business basis.

We manufacture Indicating and Recording Fare Reg-

isters, Receipt Issuing Taximeters, and Fare Boxes.

OHMER FARE REGISTER CO.
Dayton, Ohio

nnminniimiiiitniunnHiwiiininiiiiumiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiiitiiniiMniMMniiiMiiMHiiiiiiiiiiiiimMiiiHiiitiiiintiH

Full Electric

Operation of

Fare Registers
A completely satisfactory fare registra-

tion system is one that has the confidence
of the public, the conductor and the
accounting department. The simplicity
and accuracy of International Registers
maintained for more than thirty years, is

combined in the later types with the
extra speed and convenience of electric

operation.

The International Register Co.
15 South Throop St., Chicago

Exclusive Sailing Agents {or HEEREN Enamel Badges

'^MIMIIIHnillllllllllimillMtlllllMllllllllllllllllllllllMlllltlllllllllllllllllHIIIIlllllllinilUHtlllllHIllllMIIIIIIIIIIHiniHIIIIHHaHMi

'UiiwiimHwiiiuiwiiiiiuiuiHiiiiHiiHriMuiHiiitiiitiiiiutiiHiiumiitiiiiiMuintuniiiwntiiiituiHMiiiiiniiiiiNiiiiiiiitiiiMHiiiiiiiiiiiMinitiiiiitiHniiiiinitiutimiutitmtmiiiiiiMii

HERE'S A GOOD SUGGESTION
p. T. L. Inspectors are located in all the large production centers throughout the country, and can
therefore, render a thorough, progressive inspection of all electric railway materials you purchase

—

such as cars, girder rails, track fastenings, transmission towers, high tension cable, creosoted cross ties

creosoted poles for transmission work, etc.

These men are thoroughly familiar with shop practice and manufacturing methods, and their work
is absolutely dependable.

Our liulletin 28 gives all the facts—write for your copy now.

PITTSBURGH TESTING LABORATORY
Inspection Engineers and Chemists

PITTSBURGH, PENNA. NEW YORK: 30 Church St.

BRANCH OFFICES IN
= Cfaieago aeveland Cincinnati Little Bocic Pliiladelplila Detroit

I St. Louis Birmingliam Raleigh Buffalo Dallas
iiininiiiiin«iiniiiniiuiiiiuM»iiiuHMiiinririiiiMiiiiiHHinitHHtiiii«niiiiniiiiMi)iintnTtiMinniiMrnunniiiiiiHtyjniinin(itiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiMtniMniiMiiiiniiiiniiiiniMinniiiiiiniiiiiiiM

uiuiiiminutiiimnmuiiiiiiiittiiiinitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitlliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillllllillllllllllHllllllllllllKj aiiiiiiMiiiiiiwililllllllMlllillllillllilillilllllllilliliiliiiiiiiiinnillllllinuiMlllllllimilllllllliinililiiiillllMliMllliniiiiliimiiiiuiai

JOHNSON Universal
Changer

HIGH SPEED MONEY CHANGERS

Adjustable
The best ohanser on the market.
Can be adjusted by the conductor to
throw out a varylntr number of
c-tHns, necessary to meet chance* in
rates of fares.

Flexible

Each barrel a separate unit, permit-
ting the conductor to inlerchanre
the barrels to suit bis personal re-

quirements, and to fadUtate the ad-
dition of extra barrels.

1924 model
—w i t h o u t

rivets —
ready for
delivery

Supplied in

one or four
tube Combi-
nationi

Essential whererer the rapid and accurate handlinc of ehaon Is

required. Now Included In the standard equipment of larfMt ft»o- |
tion Companies because conductors demand tliem.

3
ia
3

I
iniiiiiiniimHHHMiiiiin iiuiiiiiiinniiniiiiiiiK iiiiiiiniiiiii iiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiii iiiiiiiiitiniiiiliiiiiiiiiiluiiiiiuiiiiic .,iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuillillll>miliniiiHniinuiiiniiiiiiininiiuiiliiilinuilliiniliiillliiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiniiiiui>iuiiuinnitiiiiuiMiie

JOHNSON FARE BOX COMPANY
Ravenftwood, Chicago, 111.

Prices and Literaturm mmnt on rmgnmat

J. L, GALEF. 75 Chambers St., N. Y. C.
ExelDslve Manafaetnrer's Seliinc Acent
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We make a specialty of

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
LUBRICATION
We solicit a test of TULC

on your equipment

The Universal Lubricating Co.
Cleveland. Ohio

Tulc, iDC, BasterD Representative,
1617 Ootbam National Bank Bldg., New York Oitjr

3UIIIIIIUIIIIUMIMIMIIIIUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII nillllllllllliimil llllinillMIIIIIIII!MlllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllm

NiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiMMiiiniimiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiniMiiiiniiiiiniiiiinniiniiininiiii

aiimiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiKi""" iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii iimiiiiiiiiii iiiimii iiiiiih iiiiiiiaHiiiiiiiiiiiniiiinnii

i B A HEOBMAN, Jr., President C. C. CASTLE, First VlM-Preeldent
;

= bL A. HEOKMAN. Vlce-Hren. and Treas. P. T. SARGENT. BecieUiT
E W. C. PETERS, Manager Salea and Engineering.

I National Railway Appliance Co.
I Grand Central Terminal. 4C3 Lexington Ave., Cor. 45th St., Now York
i Munsey Bldg., Waslilngton. D. C. 100 Boylston St.. Boston. ICass.

i Hegeman-Castle Corporation. Railway Exchange Building. Cliicago.

I RAILWAY SUPPLIES

^^ywood-MSefie&l
CAR SEATS

detailed
^description''

tCar Builders iJ

VCyclopedia^

= Tool Steel Gears and Pinions
H Bell Locked Fare Box and
i Change Maker
= The Aluminum Field Coils
i Truck and Car Repair Parts
= Cutler-Hammer Electric
= Heaters
= Pittsburgh Forge & Iron Co.'s
= Products
= Genesco Paint Oils
= B. Z. Car Control Corpora-
i tion's Safety Devices
1 Garland Ventilators
S Flaxlinum Insulation
= Yellow Coach Mfg. Co.'s

I, Single and DouWe Deck
i Busses
^illHliuiiiiiiiMiiiiiiliUMltlimuiiiiimillMllilliiiiliilllllllllllllliiiliiiiiini.iiin iiiiiiiiiimiin iiuiuiMiiiinHiwiiti

aiMii iiniiiiiiMMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiniiiHiiiiuiiiiiiii iiuiiiiiuiiiiiuuniiuniinniiimim^

I Let Us Tell You of Our Especially Designed Fare Box for the I

Economy ElectrioDevices Ce.'a
Power Saving and Inspec-
tion Meters

Anglo-American Varnish Co..
Varnishes, Enamels, etc.

Gilmer Multiple Safety Ste»
Treads

National Hand Holds
Ft. Pitt Spring & Mfg. Co..

Springs
Turnstile Car Corporation's

Turnstiles
Anderson Slack Adjusters
Feasible Drop Brake Staffs
Dunham Hopi)er Door Device

ONE MAN CAR
of prcMed Steel lor all Classes of Passenger
Service. Rattan for covering seats and for
SBOW sweepers,

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO.
Factory at Wakefield, Mass.

omeM al New York. Chleago. Ban Fraoeueo

.dnMltllimnimilinillllllillilililiiininiiiiiiiiniiiniiinniniiininiiinniiliMilllltliiHllllliliiiiMiiiiiiililtiHililllllllillliuMi'iiimiii =iiniiiiiiiiililiniiiiniiiliiin)llMiiiiiiiiiiiiniinriniMiiiiiiiiiilniiiilliiiliiillliiiiiiiilliiiltiiniMilliiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiimini

I THE CLEVELAND FARE BOX COMPANY |

I Cleveland, Ohio i

i Canadhin Cleveland Fa.'e Box Co., Ltd., Preston. Ontario |

MiiiiiiHiiiiniiiiimMiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiititiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiintfiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim 'IIIHlllMIIIHIimiUIMIllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIII

C«niB«|y

miiiiiHiitituiiiiwuMn

EtECTRJC Car Heaters -

Thermostats, Buzzers
Pneumatic DooROPERATORi' ,,

CONSOLIDATED CAR- HEATING CC
NEW YOR^ ALBANV.N.Y.

uiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiMiiiniiiiiiininiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiifitinitiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiib'̂
i

Direct |

Automatic |

Registration |

By the |
Passengers |

Rooke Antonuttic I
Register Co. |

Providence, R. I. i
riiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiilliiiitiiiMiMi.iiiiiiMiiinliiiiimiiiiiiiiuiiiiiHiiMinwHfiimiiiiiiinM.^

auutiunHiiiiHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiimiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiinifiiu ^iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ;iimiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiim iiiiiii HiuiiiiiiimiiuuiMiiiiiiiiiuMiiiiminiiMinnn^

HALE-KILBURN
CAR SEATS I

For Every Class of Service |

i General Office* and Works: Philadelphia I

I Office* I New York, Chicago, St. Loui*, Wa*hi]iKton, San Fraacisco |

^ItilllinilllltHllltHllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllnllllllHIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliniUlltltiii

3imniiniiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiimniiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiituMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiii<

75% of the electric railwajrs

B-V Punches

"OSKEUTE"
The Stop Light for street cars. Oper-
ates from brake system. Details on re-

quest.

The Oskel Equipment Co.
940 McCormick Bldg., Chicago, HI.

^dunminniiiiuiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiii MimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiimiiii'-iimiiiiiiiiiimiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

jitnimmiiiiiiiiiiMi mm immimmiimiimmii mm imimmmimmiimim i j Miimiiiimii';:

I
RAIiAWm

I
fTIUT\( f>OMRANX I

i CAR COMFORT WITH

i UTILITY

I S«iMf ice Cmimloa

I BONNEY-VEHSLAGE TOOL CO^ Nvvvk. N. J.

fiuiiniuiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiMniiniiiinMiii'MiMiiiitiiiuMinitintiMiiiiiiiitiMiiiiiiiniiiMMiiiiMiMimititiuiiHiuiiuiiMiimiiin

uiMiiuiniiiiMinnitiiiiiininiiiiniiniinnnniMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniinnnnnniiiiniiMitiiiiiuuiiimiiaiiiHiiiiiuiniiirHtiH^

I ^ Mjinimit^ Car Heating and Ventilation
|

I =
P5

•r* two of the winter nroblams that 7oa mnat
•ettle without delay. W« oan show ron how
to take care of both, with one equlpmaBt.
Mow Is the tim« to ret 7oar car* raadr for
next winter. Write for detail*.

= The Peter Smith Heater Company
^IllllllllHir^ 6209 Hamilton Are.. Detroit, Mich.

lllllHtilllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMllllllltlllMliniltllltltlHIiniinillllllltlllllMtltllltllllMIIIIHIINIIIIIIIIIIllllltllllllMIMMMIinilMllltP

eimMiitiiiiiiiniiitiMiiniiHMMnnnniiiiiMtiimiiMiiMiiMiiiiiiiiMiniMMmiiMMiNinimniMiMiiHniiiniiiMmiuntHmiiBJiHiimig

1 SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED TROLLEY CORD

HEATERS
REGULATORS
VENTILATORS

i 141-lJSl West SSd St. Write tor 1388 Broadway =
= Chieaco, ni. Cataioaue New York. N. t. |
SnTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniriiiiiiiiiiiiiiritiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiin

mnuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiHiiim iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiijiiiiiiTm BD>T TBCSS PLAMK KLKOTUO HKATKB BTEB FBODUOXD

No.

478E
I

GOLD CAR HEATING A LIGHTING CO„ BROOKLYN. N. Y.
^iHiiiiiiiiiiiiimmmi ii iniinimiiimmiiiiiiiim iMniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiHiii iiiim:iiiiiiiiiiiiviiiiiii

Trsda Mark Baf. 0. S. Pal. OS.

i Made of extra quality sto«^ firmly tvalded and anoothly flnlrtxirt

E Carefully Inspected and ruarantecd free from flaw*.
§ Samples and information fladly aent.

I SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.
|

^iiNiiinniiiiitiHiiiiiiiMtiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiitiiiniiiiiiitiMtiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiniiiiiiitMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiuinmiiiniiiiniiiiiRiMiiMMiiiH

iJIIMIIIIiniinillllllllMlllimillllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIMItlMIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIMHIIIIIIIIIimtlllliniH

I THE SEARCHLIGHT SE<:TI0N

will find

The man
The position

The plant
you want

I
Put your ad in the Searchlight ^

niiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiHiiitiiiiiiHtiimHiiiiiimHiiifiiiM
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McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Co.
General Offices:

111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Street Cars

Trucks

Snow Sweepers

"™"' "" """"'""'"•""'"'nnimiiiniiiniinininiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiinininntiiiiiiiiiiuuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiti iimiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiiimiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiiimiui

giiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiitititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiintinnnui iiiiumaiimiiiiimiiimimiiiiiiiiiniuinutinHii uMiniriiiriMMiiMiiiiiiitMiMiti iiiiiititriMMiitiiiiiriiiii •iiiririiiMiiririMi MiMiiMnirnni'MiMtiMniMM

"^^
Defective Wheels

Corrected While They Run

WHEEL TRUING
BRAKE SHOES

—keep your cars and wbeels in
service. Abrasive blockB In yari-
oiu eecUoDS correct flattenln* or
wear on any part of flanre or
tread. Write for booklet.

Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Co.
Detroit, Mich.

Trade Mark—Wheel Trains Brake ii>Vi
Shoe ->•:.=

^'m I

^iitniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiuuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuu:

SiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiDniniiiniiiiiiniiinuTninuuiuininniniinuiitiii

The Differential Car
An automatic dump car, an electric locomotive, a
enow plow, and a freight car—all in one. Big
(avings shown in track con-

struction and maintenance,
paving work, coal hauling,

ash disposal, snow removal,
and freight transportation.

The Differential

Steel Car Co.
Findlay, Ohio

;iiiiiiiniiiiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiuB

nuiiHiniwiHiiiHiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiMtTmiuiiiniiiiiiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuMiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiir

Advertisements for the • |

Searchlight Section
j

Can be received at the New |
3

York Office of Electric
|

Railway Journal |

until 10 a. m. I

Wednesday
For issue out Saturday

V-K
OILLESS TROLLEY

WHEELand

NONARQNGHARP
"PERrECT LUBRICATION PLUS
MAXIMUM CONDUCTIVITY"

A\ore-Jones Brass AMetalG
ST.LOUIS A1ISSOURI

.iNiiiiMiiiimiiiuiiniiiiiiiiniiimiHiiHiiiniiiiiiMMiiiimiiiiMiiiiiiiiniiiHinmiiihiiMiniiMnniiiiniiimniinmiiMiiiimiiiumimi^

2mMiiiiiiiitiHiiMiii:tiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiHiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiiimiiiniiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiuiniiiiiiiiimwiiiiiimmiiii^^

The Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels
i have always been made of en-

I tirely new metal, which accounts
= for their long life WITHOUT
I INJURY TO THE WIRE. Do
I not be misled by statements of

I large mileage, because a wheel

I that will run too long will dam-
I age the wire. If our catalogue

I does not show the style you
I need, write us—the LARGEST
I EXCLUSIVE TROLLEY
I WHEEL MAKERS IN THE
I WORLD.

THE STAR BRASS WORKS
I KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S. A. |
iTMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIinH' HinMltllllllB

iJiiiiiiiiiniiiimiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiHiiiniitiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiRiHimmiifnmnint

I For better Axles Specify I

"VALSCO" i

I HEAT TREATED CAR AXLES f

I LACLEDE STEEL CO. |

I Arcade Bld^;. St. Louis, Mo. |
iiiiiimiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiHiiiiiiMiiHiiiiiiiiiHiiiiniiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiMUiiniiiiiiE

uiiniiiiniiiMMMiiMiiriMiiriiiiiiiiiiiMiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiMiiii;

EWand RELAYING RAILS

0S20
ZuiiiiiiiiiiiiMimitiiiiiiiiiiMt iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuuiiiiifUiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiminiinHiiiiiimiuiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiniii

New York Jersey City Philadelphia Hamilton, 0.

:iiiiiitiMHiiiiiiiitiiiiniiitii(i)iiitMiii<itiiiniiiiiuiiitiii(niiiiiiiMriritiiiMMiiriMMHiiiiriiirnHiinniiiniiiiMimiitiiiiiiiiititiiiiiriMHiin
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Ueufi^
ift>^

Jk^th^

CORRECT IT

USE LE CARBONE CARBON BRUSHES

:^i^t
flum^f^

COST MORE PEK BRUSH
COST I.RSS PER CAR MILB

W. J. Jeandron
345 Madison Avenue, New York

Pinsburgh Office: 634 Wabash Bld^.

(^liicHiio Office: 1657 Monadnock Block

San Francisco Office: 525 Market Street

* NriRdlAn Distributors: L>uiaD Toh« A Supply C«.. I.ul..

Montreal and Toronto

jiuyuiiiiimiiiitiimitiiMiiitiiiHiiMitlitMllfiiiiimtiiiiNiiiiiiHiniiiiMtimtiniiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiitiMiiitlluillillllllllMllimtiiiilluifliHl

^iHmmitmmniuimiiiiuiniiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiitiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiuiHiitiiuiiiiiiitiiiiiiHniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinM'j
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I
BRAKE SHOES
AERA Standards

Brake Heads

I Diamond *'S" Steel Back and Lug Shoes

I best for all equipment.

I Manufactured and sold under U. S.

I Patent and Registered Trade Mark.

I American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co.

I
30 Church Street, New York

I 332 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago

'uiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiutiiuiiiiMnHiHiiuiiiiniiMiiiriniititiiiiiiiiinuinMiiMiiiiiiinniiniiiiiiiititniiniiiMiiinniiiiniiiiiiniimiiimiiiiS

2ilUiiiiiiiiniHiiiiiHniiiiiiituniniiiuiiiiminiiiiniiiiii:NniiuiiiiiiiaitiiiniiiinnniiiiiMiuuiitiuiniMuiniHuiinuiir.iitiiiiiiiiitii

I
Griffin Wheel Company j i

410 North Michigan Ave. J j

Chicago, Hi. I I

GRIFFIN 1

1

F. G. S.

WHEELS
For Street and Interurban I

Railways | |

Chicaiio

Detroit

Denver

iiiiiitn..iiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiHiiji

FOUNDRIES:

Boston

Kansas City

Council Bluffs

St. Paul I i

Los Amielei I I

Tacoma i i

The Tool Steel

Gear and Pinion Co.
CINCINNATI. O.

""""" "<""< iiiiiiiiiiuiiii iiiimniniiiiiiii iiiiiiniiiiiiiMii Simiiiiiinniiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimi iiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiii iiiMiinnnuuuinmuiuninmnninniiiiiuiii
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POSITIONS VACANT

ALL-AROUND truck and machine shopman
wanted to organize and supervise street
car truck and machine shop on Sou hern
California property operating approxi-
mately two hundred and twenty-flve cars.
Must give references and experiences.
P-736. Electric Railway Journal. 883
Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.

POSITIONS WANTED

GENERAL line foreman, experienced on
city and high speed interurban work.
PW-726. Electric Railway Journal, 10th
Ave. at 36th St., New York.

POSITION wanted as general manager by
a man that has experience in all depart-
ments, equipment and shop, track and
line power house, transportation and
office experience, as well as purchasing
agent, and claims has been at the head
of each department, and manager for
8 years, now employed, desires a change.
Age 47, reference. PW-733, Electric
Railway Journal, 10th Ave. at 36th St.,
New York.

YOUNG man experienced as inspector,
time table and chief clerk, would like
to make change. Prefer South or mid-
west. PW-729. Electric Railway Journal,
Leader-News Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Position With Investment

Successful street railway operator wishes
to take charge of promising street rail-
way, capable of being developed by
careful management. Willing to Invest
$50,000 in business. BO-725, Elec. Ry.
Journal, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York.

IKItttHttttWHIIIItltttlM

WANTED

16 GE-264-A
Railway Motors
W-735 Electric Railway Journal

lOth Ave. at 30th St., New York. N. Y.

IIMMItMMinHHMIHIt:

IIMMItlllltlllllMIHIIItltMIMIIIIIItltlllltll^

WE BUY
DISMANTLED RAILROADS

and specialize in the sellinET of

RAILS, CARS, TRACK MATERIAL,
STEEL PILING, PIPE, ETC.

^LNICKER IN ST. LOUIS
utMttlMllltlMMIIfUtlllllllHMII>lllllllltniNHtMlltlll(MIIIIIIIIIII)|(MlilllMMIIIIII«l

RAILS
New

FROGS
SWITCHES
SPLICE BARS

BOLTS
NUTS
TIE PLATES
RAIL
BRACES

slai)in^

'

AM Rails and
Track Mate-
rials shipped
suljject to in-

spection and
approval at
destination.

'JS\
PITTSBURCHPA

DLBfc- NEW VORK

^llllllltllllMlllllltMIM

'Fo'rSai'e^iS'ufi't''i'n''''i920

2—Kuhlman Semi-Steel Interurban
Cars, Passenger, Smoker and
Baggage.

Length 64-ft. 7W-in.; width 8-lt. 6-in.
Brill 27 MCB 2 Trucks.
4 G. E. 203 motors. Complete.

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO.
Commonwealth Bldg.. Philadelphia, Pa.

In Small Lots
As Well As Large

THERE is a class of rail buyers, occasionally in need of only
small tonnages, who are paying a premium on their pur-
chases elsewhere because they believe that we do not seek

their patronage.

We maintain a large organization to give efficient service on small
orders. Our tremendous volume gives us unequaled buying power and
saves our clients money regardless of the tonnage required.

Immense stoclcs at strategic distributing points provide complete
assortments near you. This adds a saving in freight to our already
unbeatable prices.

Next time you need rails. let us know your requirements.

We guarantee the tame prompt, efficient service to all.

HYMAN-MICHAELS COMPANY
"The House of Dependable Service'*

122 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Dealers in New and Relaying Rails,
Locomotives and Rail^vay Equipment
District Offices: New York, Woolworth Bldff.;

St. Louis, Railway Exchange Bldg.; Pittsburgh, First Nat'l Bank Bldg.;
San Francisco, 234 Steuart St.

Yards: St. Louis, East Chicago, Ind., McKee's Rocks, Pa., San Francisco.
Cable Address: "HyRianmikel"

World's Largest Distributors of Rails

£lllllllt,IIMMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIM,<,l(IIMtlII,lil,lllll lllllll lilllllllllMHfi,,,^ j,>Ma*l,MI„*,f,ll,l,lli,l,t,,H,M|.|| ll(>l<lMMtll«lll(„i(lill,l„,tl,,„,,|MMMMMH.

FOE SALE

Or Will Trade for Suitable

Street Railway Buses

1—150 kw., 60 cy., 3 ph., Westing-

house Converter, with transform-

ers and switchboards, complete.

2,300 volt A.C., 600 D.C.

5—Brill One Man, Two Man Cars, 28

passengers, newly repainted green

enamel. Brill 21-E trucks, 33-in.

wheels, 2H-in. face, West. 12-A
motors.

4,000 ft. number 2 nought Weather-

proof Cable.

Above can be seen in operation every day
at Selma. Alabama. Address replies to

W. E. NEES, Supt. and P. A.

Selma Electric Ry. Co.
Selma. Ala.

10 ALL STEEL CARS
Practically New

I.*ngth over bumpers 50 ft. 10 In.

Length orer corner p:>sts 36 ft 6 In.

Width over all 8 ft. 7 In.

Height over all 11 ft. 7 ^ In.

Cars are comDlete and ready for operation Includ-
ing WH air bralieB. .S^at 5 2 people.

TRUCKS
Standard 05 4 ft.. 10 -in. whe^l hase.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Consists of a 4 WU- 514 motors and K 35 oon

-

trollers for double end operation.
Code "Can"

Transit Equipment Co.
Ccara—Motors

501 Fifth Avenue, New York

lltllllllllllilliiiMil

EXPERIENCED ENGINEER AND SALES
PROMOTION EXECUTIVE

with keen organization instinct and intimate knowledge of developing

foreign sales (particularly in Poland and the Near East)

Is Open for Responsible Sales Promotion Connection

where opportunities are sufficiently broad to permit full development of

ability in expanding sales promotion plans. Promotion work for some

large public utility consolidation indicates character of opening desired.

Successful record of executive sales work in unusually responsible posi-

tions assures profitable arrangement for company.

PW-727, Electric Railway Journal, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York City
IIMItltlMMflltllltMII
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by tlie Electric Railway Industry with

Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue

adTtttUlas. Street Oar
CoUler. Inc., Buron Q.

Air Reoelver*, Attereoolcn
Issenoll'Uuid Co.

Aoeiior*, 0u7
Slec. Service Supplies Co.
Obio BraiM Co.
WMtiuKboiue Elec. & M. Oo.

Annatare Bhap Tools
Blee. .'«erTloe Supplies Oo.

Antomatie Betorn Switeh
Btsud
Ramapo AJaz Corp.

AalomatU S«r«tr SwUah
SUndii
Bamapo AJax Corp.

Axle*
Bemli Oar Trodi Oo.
Johnson A Co., J. B.
LacleUe Steel Co.
St. L.ouiB Car Co.

Axles. Rns
Standard Steel Co.

Axle btralshteners
Columbia M. W. A It. I. 0».

Axlea, Car Wheel
Be«ni9 Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
BriU Co.. The J. Q.
Carnetie Steel Co.
Johnson & Co., J. B.
Ta>lur £leciric Truck Co.
Westinrbouse Elec. A H. Co.

Axles Trailer St Motor Bos
Timken-Detroit Axle Co.

Axlea (Front St Bear) Motor
Track & Passenger Car

Timken-Detroit Axle Co.

Badges and Buttons
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Beglater Co.,
The

Batteries, Dry
National Carbon Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Bearings and Bearing Metals
nemis Car Truck Co.
General EUectric Co.
A. Gilbert A Song, B. T. Co.
Ifore-Jones Braes A Metal
Co.

Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

Bearings, Center and Boiler
Side

Baldwin I^ocomotlTe Wks.
Stuckl Co., A.

Bells and 0««s*
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Oar Heating
Co.

Elec. Serrlco Suiwlles Oo.

Benders, Bail
Bailway Track-work Co.
BoUer Tabes
Natl Tube Co.

Boilers
Babcock ft Wilcox Co., The
Bond Testers
Amer. Steel A Wire Oo.
Ellec. Service Supplies Oo.

Bonding Apparatus
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Elec. By. Improrement Co.
Elec. Service Snppliea Co.
Indianapolis Switch A Frog
Co.
Ohio Brass Oo.
Railway Track-work Co.

Bonds, BaU
Amer. Stael A Wire Oo.
Eleo. Rj. Improvement Oo.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Braps Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Westinghouse Klee. A M. Oo.
Book Publishers
McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Boxes, Switch
Johns-Pratt Co.
Brackets and Cross Arms

(See also Polea, Ties, Past*
eto.)

American Bndge Oe.
Bates Expanded Steel Truss
Oo.

Blec Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Serrlce Supplies Oo.
Hubbard A Oo.
Ohio Braas Oo.

Brake Adjusters
Nail Hi-. Appliance Co.
WusiiutfiiuuHe ir*. Br. Co.

Brake Shoes
Amer. Brake Shoe A Fdry,
Co.

Bemls Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. O.
Columbia M. W. A M. I. Oo.
Wheel Truing Brake Shoe
Co.

Brakes, Brake Systems and
Brake I'urts

AlliB-Chulmers Mfg. Co.
BenUs Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
General Electric Co.
National Brake Co.
Safety Car Devies Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Brashes, Carbon
General Electric Co.
Jeandron. W. J.
Le Carbone Co.
National Carbon Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

Brushes Graphite
National Carbon Co.

Brash Holders
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. A
J. M.

Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.

Brashes, Wire Pnenmatlo
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Bulkheads
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Bunkers, Coal
American Bridge Co.

Buses, Motor
Brill Co.. The J. G.
International Motor Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Superior Motor Coach Body
Co.

Bushings, Case Hardened and
Manganese

Bemls Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.

Cables
(See Wires and Cables)

Calculating Machines
W. A. Morachhansflr
Cambric Tapes, Yellow A

Black Varnish
Irvington Varnish ft Ins. Co.

Cambric Tellow A Black
Varnish

Mica Insulataor Co.
Carbon Brashes

(See Brushes, Carbon)
Car Lighting Apparatus
Elec. Service Supplies (3o.

Car Panel Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heating
Co.

Westinghouse Elec. ft M. Co.
Car Wheels, Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Cars. Dump
Differential Steel Car Co.,
Inc.

McGuire-C^mminga Mfg. Oo.
St. Louis Car Co.

Oars, Gas Ball
St. Louis Car Co.

Cars, fassenger, iTrelght
Express, etc.

American Car Co.
BriU Co., The J. G.
Kuhlman Car Co.. G. C.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co,
National Ry. Appliance Cio.
St. Louis Car (to.
Thomas Car Wks.. Perley A.
Wason Mfg. Co.

Cars, Second Hand
Electric Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment C!o.

Cars, Self-Propelled
General Electric Co.

Castings, Braas, Composition
or Copper

Anderson Mfg. (Jo,. A, A
J. M.

More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Co.

Castings, Funnel
Wharton. Jr. ft Co.. Inc.,Wm.

Castings, Gray Iron and (Keel
American Bridge (3o.
Bemis Car Truck Oo.

Castings, Malleable and Brass
Amer. Brake Shoe A Fdry.
Co.

Bemis Car Truck (3o.

Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley

Eaill. C. I.

Eiec. Service Supplies (3o,

Ubio Brass Co.
Wood Co.. Cbas. N.

Catenary Constractlon
Arch bold-Brady Co.

Cement Products
Atlas Lumnite Cement Co.

Change Carriers
Cleveland Fare Box 0>.
Galet, J. L.

Circuit Breakers
(xeueral Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. ft M. Co.

Clamps and Connectors (or
Wires and Cables

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. M. ft

J. M.
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
<5«neral Electric Co.
Hubbard A Co.
WestinghouseElec . A M. Co.

Cleaners and Scrapers, Track
(See also Snow-Plows,
Sweepers and Brooms)

Brill Co., The J. G.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. (^.
Ohio Brass Co.

Clusters and Sockets
General Electric Cte.

Coal and A>h Handling
(See Conveying and Hoist-
ing Machinery)

Colls, Armature and Field
General Electric Ck>.

Westinghouse Elec. ft M. Co.

Coll Banding and Winding
Machlnca

Electric Service Sup. (3o.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

Colls, Choke and Kicking
Electric Service Suppliei (3o.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

ColB-Connting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Oo.
Galef. J. L.
International Register Oo.
The

Johnson Fare Box (}o.

Coin Sorting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Galef. J. L.

Colo Wrappers
Cleveland Fare Box 0>.
Galef. J. L.

Commutator Blotters
Electric Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.
Commutator Truing Derloes
General Electric Co.

Cnmmatators or Parts
Cameron Elec'l Mfg. Co.
(jleueral Electric Vo,
Westinghouse Elec. ft M. (3o.

Compress4»rB, Air
AlUs-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

tk>mpre*sors. Air, Portable
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Compressors, Oas
Ingersoll-Rand C!o.

Concrete Reinforcing Bars
Laclede Steel (Jo.

Condensers
AUisOhalmers Mfg. (3o.
General Electric Co.
IngersoU Rand Ck>.

Westinghouse Elec. It il. Co.
Condenser Papers
Irvington Varnish A Ins. Co.
Conduits, Underground
Std. Underground Cable Co.

Connectors, Solderless
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.
Connectors, Trailer Car
Consolidated Car Heating (3o.
Elec. Service Supplies (Jo.
Ohio Brass Co.

Controllers or Parts
AUis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghotis* Ellec. ft M. Co.
Controller Becnlators
Electric ServTos SuitpUes Oo.

Controlling Systems
Geuerai Elec-tric Co.
WesUiighouse Elec A M. Co.

Converters, Botary
Aliis-Chalmers Hit. Co.
(general Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

Conveying and Hoisting
Machinery

Columbia M. W. ft M. I. Co.

Copper Wire
Anaconda Copper Mining (Jo.

Rome Wire Co.

Cord, Bell, Trolley, Beglster,

Brill (Jo., The J. G.
Electric Service Supplies Co.
International Register Co..
The

Roeblings Sons Co.. John A.
Samson Cordage Works

Cord Connectors and Couplers
Electric Service Supplies (Jo.

Samson Corda«-e Work
Wood Co., (Jhas. N.

(Joaplers, Car
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

(Jranes
Alli8-(JhalmerB Mfg. Co.

Cross Arms (Se« Brackets)

crossings
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Oosslng Foundations
International Steel Tie Co.

Crossing Frogs and SwKehea
Ramapo Ajax (Jorp.

Oosslngfl. Mangancve
Bethlehem Steel (to.
Indianapolis Switch ft Frog
Co.
Ramapo AJax Ctorp.

tJrossIng Signals .See Signal
Systems, Highway Cross-
ing)

Crossings, Track, (Bee Track,
Special Work)

Crossings, Trolley
Ohio Braas Co.
Cmshers, Rock
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. (Jo.

Onrtalns and Cnrtain Fix-
tares

Brill (Jo., The J. G.
Electric Serrlce SucpUaa Oo.
Morton Mfg. Co.
Ontoats
Johns Pratt Co.

Dealers' Machinery
Electric Equipment (to.
Transit Equipment Co.

Derailing Switchea. Tee BaU
Ramapo Alax Corp.

Destination Signs
EBectrio Servlee Supplies (to.

Detective Service
Wish Service, P. Edward

Door Operating Devices
Consolidated Car Heating
Co.

National Pneu. Co Inc
Safety Car Devies Co.
Doors and Door Fixtures
Brill Co.. The J. G.
<3eneral Electric Go
Hale-Kllburn (Jo.
St. Louis Car (to.

Doors, Folding VesUbnle
National Pneumatic Co
Inc.

Kift BlgglngrHiTCSi?"
lers)

l>rills. Rock
Infrersoll-Rand (to.

Mils, Track
American Steel ft Wire Co.
jneetrlc Service Supplies Oo
Ingersoll-Band (Jo.
Ohio Brass (Jo.

Dryers, Sand
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Ears
Ohio Brats (to.

Bleetrie Grladers
Railway Track-work (to.

Eleotrodes, Chil>OD
Indianapolis Switeh ft ttog
(to.

Railway Track-work Oo.

Electrodes, Steel
Indianapolis i^witdi ft Fmic
Co.

Railway Track-work Ca.
Electrical Wires and Cables
American Blue WorlLs
Uoeblings bons (to., J. A.
Rome Wire (to.

Engineers, Consalttng, (Joa-
tracting and Operating

Allieun A Co.. J. E.
Arcbbold Brady (to.
Beeler. John A.
Bibbens. J. Rowland
Buchanan ft Layng
Bureau of Commercial
Economics. Inc.

Byllesby A Co., H. M,
Day A Zimmerman, Inc.
Drum ft Co., A L.
Feustel, Robert M.
Ford. Bacon A Davis
Hemphill A Wells
Hoist. £:ngelhardt W.
Jackson, Walter
Ong. Jae R.
Parsons. EUapp, Brlnkertkoft
A Douglas
Railway Audit ft Inspectkon
Co.

Richey. Albert S.
Dwigbt P. Robinson ft Co.
Sanderson A Porter
Shaw. Henry M.
Stevens A Wood, Inc.
Stone A Webetor
Wortham. Edwin

Engineers Inspeetlnc ft
Chemists

Pittsburgh Testing
Laboratory

Engines, Gas. Oil and Steam
Allis-Chiilmers Mfg. Co.
Ingersoll-Rand (to.

Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.
Expansion Joints, Track
Wharton, Jr., A (Jo., kis.,
Wm.

Exterior Side Panels
Haskelite Mfg. (to.

Fare Boxes
Cleveland Fare Box Go.
Galef. J. L.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Oo.
Ohmer Fare Register (to.

Fenoea. Woven tVtrs and
Fence Posts

Amer. Steel A Wire 0».
Fenders and Whntl Onards
Brill Co., The J. G.
(tonsolldated Car Fender Oo.
Electric Service Sup. Go.
Star Brass Works

Fibre and Fibre TnMng
Westinghouse Elec. A M. (to

Field Colls (See OoUs)
Flangeway Guards
Godwin Co„ Inc.. W. 9.

Flaxllnnm Insniatloa
NafI Ry. AppUanca 0».

Floodlights
Electric Servios Sup. 0>.

FoTiglnss
Carnegie Steel (to.
Ctolumbia M. W. ft H. I. Oo.

Froga A rrnulngs, Ts« BaU
Bethlehem Steel (to.
Ramapo AJax (Jorp.

Frogs, Track. (See Tiwk
Work)

Frogs, TroUey
Ohio Brass Oo.

Fnmaees, Blectrl*
American Bridge Co.

Fnaes Cartridge, Non BeflU-
able A High Voltage

Johns Pratt Co.

Poses Cartridge. BeflUabl*
Johns Pratt Co.

Fuses and Fuse Boxn
Consolidated Car Heating
Co.

General Electric (to.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. (to.

Fuses. Reflllable
(Jeneral Electric Co.

Gaskets
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Oo.

Gas-Klertrle Cars
General Electrlo Co.

Oas Prodncers
Westlnirboaae Blee. A M. Oo.

GatM. Car
Brill Co.. Tha J. O
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A four-tool pneumatic tamping gang at work on a track repair job

Pneumatic Tie Tamping
The most efficient and economical way to tamp track

T 11 T~^ 1 X^ * * fry* X 11 T^ 1 T^ 11 A " ^"^

Ingersoll-Rand Pneumatic Tie
Tampers speed-up track tamping.
Four men with these machines will

tamp more track and do a much
better job than twelve to sixteen men
working with hand picks and bars.

And the Track stands up two
to three times longer than when
tamped by hand.

Ingersoll-Rand Portable Air Com-
pressors, for tie tamping service,

makes possible other savings

through the use of air operated
Paving Breakers, Rail Drills,

Woodborers, Spike Drivers, Grind-
ers, etc. Ask for complete infor-

mation on the uses and savings of

these portable compressors— the

tamping outfits.

INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY-11 BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY.
Offices in principal cities the norld over

FOR CANADA REFER-CANADIAN INGERSOLL-RAND CO. LIMITED, 260 ST.JAMES STREET. MONTREAL. QUEBEC

IngeKSoU-Rand
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iMMr Rlaiik*
Bcthlrbem Steel Co.
Caniecle Steel Co.

Gear Canrt
ChllUurwortb Mtg. Co.
Slectno Service UuppUe* Co.
WMUOfbuiue Elec. A M. Co.

Otmn and Pinions
Bemi* Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Kleolnc avrviue Supplle* Co.
Otneral BlecUic Co.
Mat 1 Uy. Appliance Co.
Nuttall Co.. K. D.
Tuul Steel Qear & Pinion
Co.

eeneratins HeU, Oaa-BIeetri*
General Electric Co.

Generator*
Allia-Chalmers Utf. Co.
BuKlmb Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
WeolinKbuuse Elec, A M . Oe.

Cnrdrr Ralls
Bethlehi'Bi Steel Co.
Lioraiii Steel Co., Tbe

eotcKles, RafetT
IndlaoapollB Switch A Frog
Co.

OooK* (See Bells and Gongs)

Grease* (See Labrleante)

Grinders and Grlndlnc
Supplies

Indianapolis Switch ft rreg
Co.
Metal & Tbennit Corp.
Railway Track-work (jo.

Grinders. Portable
Railway Track-work C!o.

Grinders, Portable Eleetrle
Railway Track- work Co.

Grinding Blorks and Wheel*
Railway Track-work Co.
Gnard Rail aainns
Ramatm AJax (Torp.

Gnard Rails. Tee RaU A
Manganei*e

Ramapo AJaz Corp.

GnardR. Cattle
American Bridge Co.

Ganrds, Trollry
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Ohio Brasi Co.
Bammrrs. Pnrnmatle
Ingsrsoll-Rand (>a.

Harps, Trolley
Anderson M. Co., A. A J. M
Electric Service Sup. Co.
More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.

Beadllghts
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brags (3o.

Hendllning
Haskelite Mtg. Co.
Panelyte Co.

iealers. Car (Eleetrle)
Consolidated Car Heating
Co.

Gold Car Heating A Light-
ing Co.
NafI Ry. Appliance Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter

Seatem, Car, Hot Air and
Water

Electric Service Sup. Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Wm.

elmets. Welding
Indianapolis Switch A Frog
Co.

Railway Track-work Ck>.

Bnlnta. Portable
Ingersoll-Rand (3o..

Hnsr, Rrldee
Ohio Brass (3o.

Hydmniie Marhlnery
AlliB-Chalmers Mfg. <3o.

Indieiittng. Signals
Nicholi>-I,intern Co.
Oskel Equipment (jo.

Inspecting Engineers A
Chemists

Pittsburgh Testing Labora-
tory

Instmments, Measuring, Ttal-
tnr and lieeordlng
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Klectric Co
Westlngbnuse Elec. A M. Co.

iDsnlatlng aoth. Pa|>er and
Tape
Anchor Webbing (3o.
General Electric Co.
Hope W-bblng Co.
Irvinrton VamNb A Ins. Co.
Mltchell-Rand Co.
Okonite Co.
Standard Dndergronnd
Cable Co.

WeMingbonse B. A.1I. Oo.

Insolating Machinery
Amer. iu8. Mactunery Co.

Insniatlng Silk
irviiigton Varnish A Ins. (^.

Insniatlng Varnishes
Irviugton Varnidb A Ins. O).

Insulation (iSee also Paints)
Anderson M. Ck>.. A. A J. M.
Electric Ky. Buuipmeat Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Eiectnc Co.
Irvuigton Varnisb A In*. Co.
Mica IiiHiilator Co.
MitchclI-Rand Ck>.
OKUlltlc Cu.
Westiiigbuuse Elec. A M. (>>.

Insolation Cloth Paper A
Tape

MitcheU-Rand Co.
Mica lusulalor Uo.

Insulation, Slot
Irvlngion Vamlsb A Ins. Co.

Insulator Pins
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Bubbard & Co.

Insulators (See also Line
Material)

Anderson M. Co., A. A J. M.
Electric Ky. Equipment Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Irvington Vamlsb & Ins. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
WesUiigbouse Elec. A tC. Co.

Insulators, High Voltage
Lapp Insulator Co.. Inc.

Jacks (See also Hoist* and
Lifts)

Elecinc Service Sup. Co.
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Templeton Eenly A Co.

lonrnal Boxes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. Q.
Junction Boxes
Standard Underground
Cable Co.

Lamp Guards and Fixture*
Anderson M. CO.. A. A J. M.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Ck).

Westingbouae E. A M. Co.
Lamps, Arc and Incandescent

(See also Headlights)
Anderson M. Co., A. A J. H.
(jcneral Electric Co.

Westinghouse E. A H. Co.
Lamps, Signal and Marker
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Lanterns. Classlflration
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Lightning Arreston

Lightning Protection
Anderson M. Co.. A. A J. M.
Electric Service Sup. <3o.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Weslinpboiise Elec. A M. Co.
Line Material (See also

Itriirkets, InsiUutors, Wire*.
Etc.)

Anderson M. Co.. A. A J. M.
Archbold-Brady Co.
Columbia M. W. A M. I. (X).
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
English Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubbard & Co.
More-Jores Brass A Metal <3o.
Westiii^bouse Elec. A M. Uo.

r.nrnmntlves. RIectrIc
Baldwin Locomotive Wks.
Gineral Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.
Luhrlratlng Engineers
Galena-Signal Oil Co.
Universal Lubricating Co.

Lubricants, Oil and Oreaae
Galena Signal Oil Co.
Universal Lubricating (O.
Lumber (See Poles, Ties,

etc.)

Marhlne Tools
Columbia M. W. A M. I. C!o.

Manganese Parts
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Manganese Steel Gnard Ralls
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

.Manganese Steel, Special
Track Work

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Indianapolis Switch A Frog
Co.

Manganese Steel Switches,
F'rogs and rrnsslngs

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Kama|)o AJax Corp.

Meters, Car Watt-Hour
Economy Electric Devices Co.
Mica
Mica Insulator Co.

Motor and Generator Seta
(Jcneral Electric Co.

Motor Buses
(See Hoses, Hot«r)

Motormen's Seats
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Motors. Electric
Allis-CbalmerB Mfg. C!o.

General Electric Ck).

Westinghouse Elec. A M. (X>.

Tints and Bolts
Allis-Cbalmers Mfg. Co.
hv'ttltt war i'rucR Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.
Hubbard A Co.

Oils (See Lubricant*)
Oxygen
International Oxkgen Co.

Paint A Varnishes (Insulat-
ing)

Mitchell-Rand Co.

Packing
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br Co.

Paints A Varnish Preserva-
tives

Baldwin LocomctlTa Wkg.
Paints and Varumnes for
Woodwork

National Uy. Appliance <3o.

Pavement Breakers
Ingersoll-Kand Co.

Paving Brick VttrlBed
National Paving Brick
Mfg's Assn.

Caving Guards, Steel
Godwin Co.. Inc., W. S.

Paving Material
Amer. Br. Shoe A Fdry. Co.

Pickups, Trolley Wire
Electric Service Sup. (^.
Ohio Brass Co.

Pinion Pullers
Columbia M. W. A M. I. CO.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
(Jcneral Electric Co.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Pinions (See Gears)
Pins, Case Hardened, Wood
and Iron
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Oo.
Pipe
National Tube Co.

Planers (See Machine Tools)
Plates for Tee Rail Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Pliers, Rubber Insulated
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Pneumatic Tools and
Accessories

IngersoU-Uand Co.
l*ole I.loe Hardware
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Pole Reinforcing
Drew Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Hubbard A Co.

Poles and Ties. Treated
Bell Lumber Co.

Poles, Metal Street
Bates Expanded Steel Truss
Co.

Electric Ry. Equip. (3o.
Hubbard A Co.

Poles, Ties, Posts, Piling and
Lumber

Bell Lumber Co.
Poles. Trolley
Anderson M. Co., A. A J. M.
Columbia M. W. A IS. I. Co
National Tube Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Poles. Tubular Steel
Elec. Ry. Equip. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
National Tube Co.

Porreliiin, Special High
Voltage

Lapp Insulator Co.
Pothends
Okonite Co.

Power Saving Devices
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.

Pressure Regulators
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.
Pumps
Allis-(nialmers Mfg. Co
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Pumps, Vnrnum
Ingersoll-Hand Co.

Punches, Ticket
Bonney-Vehslage Tool Co.
International Register (X).,
Tlie
Wood Co., (3ha8. N

Rail Braces and Fastenings
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Rail Joints
Cam,egle Steel Co.

Bali Joints, Welded
Indianapolis Switch A Frog
Co.
Metal A Thermit Ckirp.

Ball Grinder* (See Grinder*)

Rails, Relaying
L. B. Foster Ck>.

Ralls, Steel
Carnegie Steel (k>.

L. B. Foster Co.

Railway Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heating Co.
Weatlugbuuae Elec. A M. Cs.

Railway Welding (See Weld-
ing Processes)

Rail Welding
Metal A Thermit COrp.

Rattan
Brill Co.. Tbe J. G.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Registers and Fittings
Brill Co.. Tbe J. Q.
Electric Service Sup. (O.
International Reg. &).. Tbe
Ohroer Fare Register Co.
Rooke Automatic Reg. Cn.

^Inforcement, Concrete
Amer. Steel A Wire 0>.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.

Repair Shop Appliance* (See
also Coll Banding and
Winding filachine*)

Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Repair Work (Bee aba
Coil*)

Columbia M. W. A H. I. Co.
(>eneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A H. CO.

Replacers, Car
Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Resistance, Grid
Columbia M. W. A H. L CO.

Resistance, Wire and Tube
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

Resistances
Consolidated Car Heating Co.

Retrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley)

Rheostats
General Electric <3o.
Westinghouse Elec. A H. (^.
Roof*
Haskellte Mfg. Co.

Sanders, Track
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Nichuls-Lintern Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Sash Fixtures, Car
Brill Co.. The J. G.

Sash. Metal. Car Window
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Scraiiers. I'rnck (See Clean-
ers and Scrapers, Track)

Screw Drivers, Rubber
Insnlttted

Electric Service Sup. Co.
Seating Material*
Brill Co., The J. G.

Seats. Bns
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Seats, Car (See also Rattan)
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Hale-Kilburn C».
Heywood-Wakefleld (Orp.
St. Louis Car Co.

Second-Hand Equipment
Electric Equipment Co.
Sachsenmaler Co.. Geo.
Standard Rail A Steel Co
Tranoil Equipment Co.
Zclnleker Supply Co.. W. A.

Shades, Vestibule
Brill Co., The J. Q.

Shovels
Hubbard A Co.

Shovels. Power
A Ilia-Chalmers Mfg. Co
Brill Co., The J. O.

Signals, Car Starting
Consolidated Car Heating (3o.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Nat'l Pneumatic Co., Inc.

Signals, Indicating
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Oskel Equipment Co.

Signal Systems, Block
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Nacbod Signal Co.. Inc.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Signal Systems. Highway
Crossl ng

Nacbod Signal Co.. Inc.
Slack Adjusters (See Brake

Adjuster*)

Slag „
Carnegie Steel Co.

Sleet Wheels and Cutter*
Anderson M. CO.. A. A J. M.
Electric Ry. Eqtiip. Co.
Blectric Service Sup. Co.
More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co.

Nuttail Co.. R. D.

Smokestacks. Oar
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Snow-Plows, Sweeper* and
Brooms

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Car Fender Oo.

Snow Sweeper, Rattan
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.

Soldering and Braxing (Sec

Welding Processes and Ap-
paratus)

Spikes
Amer. Steel A Wire Oo.

Special Adhesive Paper*
irvington Varnish A Ins. Co.

Special Trackwork
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co., The

Splicing Compound*
Westinghouse Elec. A M. VO.

Splicing Sleeves (See
and Connector*)

Springs, Car and Track
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
St. Louis Car Co.

Sprinklers, Track an
Brill Co., The J. G.

Steel and Steel Prodact*
Morton Ktt. Co.

Step*. Car
Morton Mfg. Co.

Stokers, Mechanical
Babcock A Wilcox Oo.
Westinghouse Elec. A X. <k>.

Stop, Signals
Oskel Equipment Oo.

Storage Batteries (See Bat-
teries, Storage)

Strain Insulator*
Ohio Brass Co.

Strand
Roebling's Son* Co.. J. A.

Subway Boxes
Johns-Pratt Co.

Superheaters
Babcock A WUcoz Oo.

Sweepers. Snow (See Snow
Plows. Sweeper* and
Broom*)

Swltrh Stand*
Indianapolis Switch A Frog
Co.
Ramapo AJax (Orp.

Switches. Safety
Johns-Pratt Co.

Switches and Switchboards
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Anderson M. Co., A. A J. H.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric (O.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Oo.

Swilrhi-s. Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Switches, Tee Rail
Ramnno Aiax Corp.

Switches. Track (See Track.
Special Work)

Tampers. Tie
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Railway Track-work Oa.

Tapes and Cloths (See In-
sulating Cloth. Paper and
Ta[>e)

Tee Rail. Special Track
Work

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Hanipu Ajax Corp.

Telephones and Parts
Electric Service Sup Co

T..mtnBl«. tshle
Standard-Underground
Cable Co.

Testing Devices. Meter
Johns Pratt Co.

Testing Instruments (See In-

struments, Electrical Meas-
uring, Testing, e(e,)

Thermostats
Consolidated Car Heating Oo.
Gold Car HeaUng A Light-
ing o>.

Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater (O.. Peter

Ticket Chopper* and De-
stroyers

Electric Service Sup. Oo.

Ties and Tie Rod*. Sted
American Bridge Co.
Carnegie Steel (O.
Godwin Co., Inc., W. S.
International Steel Tie Oo.
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Complete satisfaction

Operating perfectly and requiring

minimum attention for maintenance

and lubrication, Earll Catchers and

Retrievers give genuinely satisfactory

results. Their refinement of design,

and mechanical superiority are sum-

marized in the following five features,

peculiar to Earll construction.

No-wear Check Pawl
Free-Winding; Tension Spring

Ratchet Wind
Emergency Release

Perfect Automatic Lubrication

Earll Catchers and Retrievers

C. I. EARLL, York, Pa.
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Gets Every Fare I

PEREY TURNSTILES I

or PASSIMETERS |

Use them In four Prepaymeat Atmm ma4 i
8trfet Cart =

Percy Manufacturing Co., Inc. |
101 Park Avenue, New York City f
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STUCKI i

SIDE I

BEARINGS)
A. STUCKI CO. I
Oliver BIdg. I

Pittsburgh, Pa. |
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I WHY DIXON'S LASTS I

I Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint owes its longevity to the |

I vehicle used, boiled linseed oil, and the peculiar pigment, |

I flake silica-graphite. It is an accepted fact that the best |

I vehicle for protective paint is linseed oil. |

I A paint will last only as long as the vehicle stands up. |

I That is the reason Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint costs |

I more per gallon—only pure boiled linseed oil is used. |

I The pigment in Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint is a |

I peculiar natural combination of silica and flake graphite. |

I Silica provides the necessary wear-resisting qualities to I

I the pigment while the flake graphite imparts its water- |

I repellent.
|

I Write for our Booklet-B, "The Philosophy |= of Protective Paint." It shows clearly §
I how and why Dixon's Silica-Graphite f
= Paint is the cheapest per year of service. §

I JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY f

I JERSEY CITY, N. J. Established 1827
|
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N-LSTOP SIGNAL
Simple in Operation^ Instal-

lation and Maintenance
Canadian Revresentative:

Railway & Power Knc Corp.,
Turontu, Ooturio

The NichoU-Lintern Co.
7960 Lorain Ave.» Cleveland, Ohio
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CHILLINGWORTH
j

One-Piece Gear Cases i

St-amless—Rivrtirss—Licht Weight I
Best for Service—Durability and f

Economy. IVrjts Us. |

Chillingworth Mfg. Co. |

Jersey City. N. J. f
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HEADLININGS
THE PANELYTE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.
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"\x\r Siirrlali'.lii SInrr 1806" |
Address all Hail to Pum Olllee Box BIS, Rlehmond. Ta. =

CAR AXLES I

J, R. JOHNSON AND CO., INC. |
FORGED STEEL AXLES |

For Locomotives. Passenger, Freight and Electric Cars |
Smooth Foritrd or Rough Turned—Tarlmn or Alloy Stj*!—Plain or =
Hntt Tn-aird, Forged and Turnrd PIMon Rods, Crank Pina. Lars* =

Shaflii, Riiund Kara. et«. |
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lie*, Wood CroM (Sm Pole,
Tits, Poito. etc)

Token*
ScoTlU Ittt. Co.

Tool Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Camecie Steel Co.

Tools, Track and Hlae.
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
aiootric Serrloe Sup. Co.
Hubbard It Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Towers and TrsnunlwIoB
Stmrturee

Arrhbold-Brady Co.
Bate* Expanded Steel Tmie
Co.

Westlnrhouse Elec * M. Co.

Track Grinder*
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Hallway Track-Work Co.

Tracklran Trolllram
Pteroe-Arrow Motor Car Co.
St. Louis Car Cu.

Track, RpeeM Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
lodianapolla Switch A rrot
Co.

ftamapo Ajaz Corp.
Wharton, Jr., & CSo_ Inc..
Wm.

Transfer Issnlnc Machines
Ohmpr F«r»> Reclster Co.

Transfer Tables
American Brides Oo.

Transformers
Allis-Chalmers Mfr. Ob.
General Electric Co.
Westlnrhouse Elec. A X. Oo.

TransmisAlon Towers A
Structures
Amer. Bridgre Co.

Electric Railway journal

Treads, Safety, Stair, Car
Step
Morton Mfr. Co.

Trolley Bases . . „
Anderson M. Co., A. A J. M.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.
Katn Sy. Appliance Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Bases, Betrlerlnc
Anderson M. Co.. A. A J. M
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Nat'I R>. Appliance Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Buses
Brill Co.. The J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westlntrhouse Elec. A M. Co.

Trolley Materials
Electric Service Sup. Co.
More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Shoes
Economy Elec. Devices Co.

Trolley Wheels (See Wheels,
Trolley)

Trolley Wheels, BnshlnKS
More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co.

TroUey Wheels A Harps
More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co.

Trolley Wire
American Elec'l Works
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Mininc Co
RoebliniTB Sons Co., J. A.
Rome Wire Co.

Tmeks, Car
Baldwin Locomotive Wks.
Brill Co., The J. Q.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Westingbouse Elec. A M. Co.

Tubing, Steel
National Tul>e Co.

Tubing, Tellow A Blaek
Flexible Varnishes

Irvlngton Varnish A Ins. Co.

Turbines, Steam
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

Turbiner Water
Allis-Chalmers MIg. Co.

Turnstiles
Electric Service Supplies Oo.
Percy Mfg. Co.. Inc.

Turntables
Indianapolis Switch A Frog
Co.

Vacuum Impregnation
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.

Valves
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Varnished Papers
Irvington Varnish A Ins. Co.

Varnish Silks
Irvinglon Varnish A Ins. Co.

Varnishes (See Paints, eta,)

Ventilators, Car
Brill Co., The J. Q.
National Ry. Appliance 0>.
Nichols-Llntem Co.
Railway Utility Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Vestibule Linings
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Vitrified Paving Brick
National Paving Brick
Mfg's Assn.

Welded Rail JolnU
Alumino-Thermic Corp.
Electric Ry. Improvement
Co.
ludianapoUs Switch A Frog
Co.
Metal A Thermit Corp.
Ohio Brass Go.
Railway Track-work Co.

Welders, Portable Eaeetrle
Electric Ky. Imp. Co.
Indianapolis Switch A Frog
Co.

Ohio Brass 0>.
Railway Track-work Co.

Welding A Cutting Tools
International Oxygen Co.

Welding Processes and
AppuratUB
Alumino-Thermic Corp.
Eicc. Ky. Improvement 0>.
General Electric Co.
Indianapolis Switch A Froff
Co.
Metal A Thermit Corp.
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Oo.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. <}•.

Welding Steel
Electric Ry. Improvement
Oo.

Indianapolis Switch A FrOf
Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Wheel Guards (See Fenders
and Wheel Guards)

Wheel Grinders
Wheel Truing Brake Shoe
Co.

September 6, 1924

Wheels. Car, Cast Iron
Griffin Wheel Co.

Wheels, Car Steel A Steel
Tire
American Steel Eoundries
Co.

Caiuegie Steel Co.

Wheel Presses (See MaehiM
Tools)

Wheels, Trolle»
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. A
J. M.

Electric By. Eqtiip. C!o.

Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
General Electric Co.
Gilbert A Sons. B. F. A.
More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co.

Nuttall <>>., R. D.
Star Brass Works

Whistles, Air
General Electric Oo.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Ok.

Wire Rope
Amer. Steel A Wire Oo.
Roebllngs Sons Co., J. A.

Wires and Cables
Amer. Eleclncal Works
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Mln. Co.
General EHectrlc Co.
Okonite Co.
Roeblingi Sons Co., J. A.
Co.
Rome Wire (3o.

Standard Underground
Cable Co

WesUnghouae Elec A M. Oo.

Wood Preservatives
Baker Wnod Pr<»^rving Oo
Woodworking Machinery
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
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Anison Co., J. E 20
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American Car Co 51
American Electrical Works. ... 38
American Insulating Machinery
Co 38

American Steel & Wire Co 39
Anaconda Copper Mining Co. . . . 38
Anchor Webbing Co 40
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M . . 33
Archbold-Brady Co 21
Atlas Lumnlte Cement Co... 26-27

B
Babcock A Wilcox Co 40
Baldwin Locomotive Works .... 37
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Beeler, John A 20
Bell Lumber Co 60
Bemis Car Truck Co 30
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Bibbins, J. Rowland 20
Bonney-Vehslage Tool Co 42
Brill Co.. The J. G 51
Buchanan A Layng Corp 21
Bureau of Comm. Economics.

Inc 21
Byllesby Co., H. M 21

C
Cameron Electrical Mfg. Co ... . 39
Carnegie Steel Co 39
Chillingworth Mfg. Co 49
Cleveland Fare Box Co 42
Collier Inc.. Barron G 28
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Consohdated Car Heating Co . . . 42

Day A Zimmermann, Inc 21
Differential Steel Car Co., The.. 43
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph . 49
Drum A Co., A. L 20
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Earl, C. 1 49
Electric Equipment Co 45
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"For Sale" Ads 45
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Galef, J. L 41
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Godwin A Co., Inc., W. S 39
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Griffin Wheel Co 44

R
Hale-Kilbum Co 42
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"Help Wanted" Ada 45
Hemphill & Wells 20
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Hoist. Englehard W 20
Hope-Welibing Co 40
Hubbard A Co 38

I

Indianapolis Switch & Frog Co. 24
Ingersoll-Band Co 47
International Motor Co 14-15
International Oxygen Co 40
International Register Co., The. 41
International Steel Tie Co., The. 9
Irvington Varnish A Insulator Co. 40

Jackson, Walter 20
Jeandron, W. J 44
Johns-Pratt Co 39
Johnson & Co.. Inc., J. R 49
Johnson Fare Box Co 41

Kuhlman Car Co.
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100 New Users in the Last Nine Months I

KASS SAFETY TREADS i

HIGH I

in efficiency and lasting qualities |LOW
I

in weight, initial and upkeep costs I

Morton Manufacturing Co., Chicago . I
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Laclede Steel Co 43
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc 38
Le Carbone Co 44
Lorain Steel Co 39

M
McGraw-Hill Book Co 32
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co... 43
Metal A Thermit Corp 33
Mica Insulator Co 40
Mitchell Rand Mfg. Co 82
More-Jones Brass A Metal Co. . 43
Morton Mfg. Co 50

N
Nachod Signal Co 39
National Brake Co 19
National Carbon Co., Inc.,

Front Cover
National Paving Bridk Mfrs.
Ass'n 31

National Pneumatic Co., Inc. ... 13
National Ry. Appliance Co 42
National Tube Co 25
Nichols-Llntern Co 49
Nuttall Co., R. D 36

Ohio Brass Co 7
Ohmer Fare Register Co 41
Okonite Co., The 38
Ong. Joe B 20
Oskel Equipment Co 42

Panelyte Co 40
Perey Mfg. Co.. Inc 49
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory. 41
Positions Wanted and Vacant. . 45

Railway Audit A Inspection Co. 21
Railway Track-work Co 6

Page
Railway Utility Co 42
Ramapo Aiax (Dorp 38
Riohey, Albert S 20
Robinson Co., Dwight P 20
Roebling's Sons Co., John A... 38
Rome Wire Co 21
Rooke Automatic Register (To . . 42

S
St. Louis Car Co 36
Safety Car Devices O) 12
Samson Cordage Works 42
Sanderson A Porter 20
Scovill Mfg. Co 16
Searchlight Section 45
Shaw, Henry M 38
Smith Heater Co., Peter 42
Standard Underground Cable (}o. 38
Star Brass Works 43
Stevens A Wood, Inc 80
Stone A Webster 20
Stuck! Co., A 40
Superior Motor Coach Bodly Co. 22

Thomas Car Works. Perley A.. 35
Timken-Detroit Axle Co 23
Tool Steel Gear A Pinion Co. ,

.

44
Transit Equipment Co 46

Universal Lubricating Co 42

W
"Want" Ads 4S
Wason Mfg. Co 61
Westinghouse Elec. A Mfg. (^..

2,4-5
Wcst'gh'se Traction Brake Co. . 10
Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Co. , , 43
White Eng. Corp., The J. O. . . 20
Wish Service. The P. Bdw 21
Wood Co., Chas. N 38
Wortham, Edwin 20
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I
Northern CEDAR POLES Western

I
We guarantee

I
all grade* of pole*; also any butt-treating specifications

BELL LUMBER COMPANY
I Minneapolis, Minn.
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Mexico City

Front-entrance-Center-exit Cars
Mounted on Brill 76-El Trucks

The Mexico Tramways recently placed in service thirty

new Brill Cars designed to speed up passenger interchange.

Although equipped for single-end operation service doors

are provided on both sides at front and center to permit

loading and unloading from either side as required.

Eighteen of these cars were equipped with two 60-Hp.

motors and the balance, intended for trailer operation, with

four motors of the same capacity. The two-motor cars

weigh 38,380 lb., and the four-motor cars, 45,200 lb.

i
The J. G. Brill Company rf«!&»

American Car Col
ST. UOUI8 MO.

C.C. KuHLMAN Car Co.
CI-0/d-AI>4 0, OHIO.

Wason Manf'c Co,
SPRIIMOFId.O.MASS.

r-

i





McGraw-Hill Company, Inc. September 13, 1924 Twenty Cent* Per Copy

and convincQ yoursp//^

•
%
%
%
•
%
%
%
%
%
%

Ist —Less Mrire wear
2nd—More mileage
3rd—No dewirements
4th—Silent operation
5th—Steady current delivery

Fit Miller Trolley Shoes exclusively on one route. When the wrire

has worn smooth, caliper it and keep check of wear from then on.

And note too how the 3 inch contact surface of a Miller Trolley
Shoe hugs the wire as no wheel ever could;—eliminates dewire-
ments, arcing and noise.

You'll soon be convinced, as leading operators throughout the
country have been convinced, of the substantial and tangible

economies effected through Miller Trolley Shoe operation.

MILLER
TROLLEYSHOES

!.
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Over theTop

New 4000 hp., Single-Phase, 11,000-Volt, 414-Ton

Electric Locomotive for the Norfolk & Western Railway

The Norfolk & Western Railway is placing in

operation eight new motive-power units.

Each unit is rated at 2000 hp. These giants

provide means for handling increased tonnage

by virtually leveling the heavy grades on the

Pocahontas Division.

Trains of 4200 tons will be hauled up the 2%
Elkhorn grade and over the top of the moun-
tain at 14 miles per hour.

Plans for further extensions to the electrified

zone are now under way.

"Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of the
United States and Foreign Countries

j^*»f»

W^stinghouse
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Interpreting the News
FROM all over the country come

evidences of the unusual interest

in the article "Electric Railway In-

dustry Prospers," published in the

issue of this paper for July 26, page

125. It has, metaphorically speak-

ing, become a best seller. News-
papers throughout the country have

quoted from it lavishly. Financial

writers have used it as the text to

point a moral. Railway executives

and bankers have put the facts con-

tained therein into their speeches.

Salesmen are going around with

copies of it in their pockets.

Banking houses are using the facts

contained in the article in their

house organs and their sales litera-

ture, and one such institution has

ordered several hundred reprints of

the article for distribution to its

clients. Thrice has the article been

reprinted in what was thought to be

a liberal amount of copies, but thrice

has the supply been exhausted.

The full story of how the article

came to be written would make
interesting reading, but that is a long

tale. The main point is that it was
written. It was written from facts

all contained previously in the

Journal but presented in the ordi-

nary course of reporting the news of

the industry. The review article

merely put all the high spots of the

news in one place in readily accessi-

ble but readable form. In other

words the editors assembled and in-

terpreted the facts for the reader.

It took the summary and digest

over the six-months period to crys-

tallize for the reader what had really

been going on.

Number of Copies Printed, 6,175 Advertising Index—Alphabetical, 42; Classified, 38, 40; Searchlight Section, 37
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333 amp.

at 500 V.

209 amp.

at 300 V.

120 lbs.

"AJAX"
Electric Arc Welder

Do you realize that the Ajax is in a class by itself judged by

combination of high capacity and low weight? Judged by

any other standards, "Ajax" also maintains its lead. Its sim-

ple wiring scheme with all circuits in sight, the accessibility

of all parts, the ample ventilation, the trolley pole making
contact on the bright underside of the wire—these are some
of the other features which make "Ajax" first choice on so

many roads. Finally—price—lower than you'd expect if you

didn't know.
Why not get a quotation?

3132-48 East Thompson Street, Philadelphia

AGENTS:
Chester F. Gailor, 30 Church St.. New York
Chaa. N. Wood Co.. Boston
Electrical Engineering & Mfg. Co.. PittstmrKh
Atlas Railway Supply Co.. Chicago
Equipment & Engineering Co.. London (305)
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IMPERIAL HEADLIGHTS

LAA Luminous Arc—the last

word in track illumination.

Highly efficient over a wide
voltage range

Resistance boxes of the removable-unit type
are supplied with Imperial Headlights. An
adjustable contact (shunt slider that spans
two adjacent tubes) permits accurate resist-

ance setting to suit the trolley voltage.

The Olii
Mansfield,

TROLLEY MATERIAL - ELECTRIC RAILWAY CAR
EQUIPMENT — RAIL BONDS - HIGH TENSION

eORCELAIN INSULATORS — THIRD RAIL INSULATORS

Dominion Insulator & Mfg. Co., Limited

You have

Unbiased

Choice

And an unlimited one, too. Your choice is not

confined by manufacturing or design limitations.

The Grouse-Hinds list of headlights is complete.

Long experience in making headlights for electric

railways has brought out all the needs and you
will find an Imperial just suited to your cars.

They are made for high-speed cars that require

intensive track illumination. They are made for

suburban cars where good track illumination is

necessary in the outlying districts. They are

made for city cars where only a marker light

may be necessary. Imperials are made to give

the proper amount of directed light and uninter-

rupted service.

If you are not just certain as to what you should

have, take advantage of the 0-B Service that

has helped others to make the correct choice.

Luminous Arc—Carbon Arc—Incandescent

Luminous Arc Headlights are made for 500 to 650 volts

—

or 1200 to 1500 volts. They will operate under a wide

range in voltage without impairing efficiency.

Incandescents are designed to take standard 130-volt

bulbs.

Lenses are inverted, optical or "Spreadlite" semaphore

or clear glass. Reflectors are highly polished metal or the

most efficient parabolic glass. Get the complete specifica-

tions in Headlight Catalog No. 210.

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY

rass Co.
Ohio,U.S.A.

KEW YORK - PHILADELPHIA - PITTSBURCIf
CHICAGO — CHARLESTON, W. VA.

LOS ANGELES — SAN FRANCISCO — PARIS^ FRANCE
Niagara Falb, Ontario, Canada
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SAVE POWER!

The "HP" Automatic Control is a distinc-
tive feature of Westinghouse-National Air
Compressors. By shutting the machine down
when <UI the pressure that is needed has
been built up» it effects an important saving
in power and reduces wear on the moving
part*. ' tqc

WESTINGHOUSE-NATIONAL

A/rCompressors

Satisfaction

That Endures!
THE quality of Westinghouse-National

Air Compressors is a warranty of en-

during satisfaction.

Quality is the first thought in design, con-

struction and assembly. This strict adher-

ence to quality standards has established the

reputation which Westinghouse-National

Compressors enjoy for long life, dependa-

bility and economy of operation.

The installation of a Westinghouse-National

in car barn, power plant or shop relieves you

of further compressor worries. Many of

these machines placed in service 15 and 18

years ago are operating as efficiently today

as when first installed.

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE CO.
General Office and Worka: WILMERDING, PA.

WettinghouMe-National Compr**torM ttrm built

in tdl type* and mxea from 3 to 700 en. ft.

pirton ditplaeement. Writm for catalog.

*1S1

WESTINGHOUSE-NATIONAL

A/rCompressors
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Using Renevial Tivin Ties on Old Steel Tie
Concrete Foundation

i'tft ft I'ii -yaa '="? ?, ^ fi ^, °, -i ,B.f?. J ..g ,f.V..'

As much as 80% of your track investment

is below the base of the rail

^ I^HE methods of renewing rail and paving
-- on a Steel Tie-concrete foundation, devel-

oped over the past two years and now being

applied on a five-mile job, indicate the possibil-

ity of a 100 per cent salvage value of the founda-

tion below the base of the rail.

Details and costs are now available which so

radically affect the economies of paved track

construction that you should have them before

going ahead with your plans for any mid-season

paved work.

Write today for literature and price

for Twin Ties at your material yard

THE INTERNATIONAL STEEL TIE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Read the AnsAver
On the Cars

m
LL over this broad land thousands of car journals are turning

gratefully on a thin but adequate film of Texaco Car Oil.

Hundreds of millions of car miles on Texaco—and more as roads

renew their contracts and additional roads come to Texaco.

That record is better than anything we can say here.

But better yet is the record of reduced maintenance that follows the

introduction of Texaco Car Oils.

Intelligent operating men have come to learn there is the place to look

for results.

Texaco Lubrication Engineers, with their helpful co-operation, are showing
them just how much—or rather how little Texaco Car Oil is needed and
they are, from their widespread experience, exchanging ideas as to the best

methods of application.

RESULTS—
ECONOMY, HARMONY, CONTINUED USE OF TEXACO

CAR OILS.

Texaco Car Oils are made in two grades

:

Texaco Car Oil—Summer
Texaco Gar Oil—Winter

They will take care of all temperature and operating conditions.

On the basis of the excellence of Texaco Car Oils we are securing and
holding business; for these oils are important enough to make any road
rame to Texaco. And, in addition to the savings that are brought about by
Texaco Car Oils, roads find additional profits in the use of the rest of the
Texaco Line.

There is a Texaco Lubricant for every Street Railway
'

purpose. You will like them all after you use them.
And you will like the way Texaco Engineers go about
co-operating with your men for improvement of lubri-

_ eating conditions all along the line.

COMPANY
DEPT* R'J^ 17 BATTEKT PIACI *NEWYORK CITY

HOUSTON - CHICAGO - NEW YORK
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Getting down to cosqs/
This is eettinp pretty near to the very vitals of the car

must be husky enough to endure the bumps and strains

must be oil tight and dust proof. Gear cases

must be interchangeable.

KEYSTONE
STEEL GEAR CASES
have been successfully meeting all the

sternest requirements of electric railway

service for many years. Their very wide-

spread general use attests their satisfac-

tory service. You can find them in 'most

every store-room.

Keystone Gear Cases are made of soft, open
hearth sheet steel of finest quality stock rolled

especially for this service. This metal will not

crystallize, and bends or dents instead of crack-

ing under blows.

Gear cases

Gear cases

Electric Sekvice Sxjppoes Ca
PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK CHICAGO

17th and Cambria St». 50 Church St. Monadnock BIdg.

PITTSBURGH SCRANTON BOSTON
829 Oliver Building 316 N. Washington Ave. 88 Broad St.

Lymao Tube & Supply Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg. Vancouver

Keystone Car Equipment
Steel Gear Cases
Motormen's Seats
Lighting Fixtures
Headlight Resistances
Air Sanders
Trolley Catchers
Shelby Trolley Poles
Rotary Googs
International Fare Registers
Pare Register Fittings
Samson Cordage
Air Valves
Cord Connectors
Trailer Connectors
Automatic Door Signals
Standard Trolley Harps
Standard Trolley Wheels
Segur Coll Winding Tools
Peerless Armature Machines
Insulating Materials
Aetna Commutator Stones
Sand Driers
Peerless Pinion Pullers
Employees' Badges
Line Material
Portable Lamp Guards
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Distinctive Ties
/NTERNATlONAL\T\t& sre distinctive be-

cause of the fundamental soundness of the
Company's Policy, the honest and fair deal-

ing of the management, and the efficiency and
conscientiousness of that part of the organiza-

tion which produces and treat" he ties.

Most important is the fact tha all International
Ties measure up to and above the dimensions
of the A. R. E. A. Specifications. The practice

of inserting the dating nail in every tie demon-
strates the willingness of the producer to stand
squarely behind every International Tie that
leaves its plants.

~

This dating nail serves as a practical assurance
that every tie contains soimd timber, and that
it is properly seasoned and effectively treated with
the best preservatives.

Take advantage of thi*
aervice—ifs dittinctive.

International Creosoting[& Construction Co.

General Office

—

Galveston, Texas

Plant!—Texarkana, Texas; Beaumont, Texas; Galveston, Texas1 1 Plants—

L^

/

^9M

1
''''^"'.1

kfc

XwKf ^ \ ;

Standard SpecifrcS^^n
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Manufacturing door engines
1. Knowledge:—Conceived, designed, produced,
inspected and tested by trained engineers and skilled

mechanics who know the pneumatic door engine
game from A to Z.

2. Experience:—Long since past the experimental
stage, there's nothing untried or untested about them.
Standardized models and types to suit any require-
ment.

3. Plant:—The big modem plant, illustrated below,
is devoted exclusively to the production of pneumatic
door engines and auxiliaries.

4. Facilities:—The finest modern machinery which
money can buy, and every tool known for attaining

accuracy and perfection in manufacturing proc-

esses is provided here.

This is the background which accounts for the supremacy of

NATIONAL PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT

National Pneumatic Co., Inc.
Originators and Manufacturers

Principal Office: 50 Church Street, New York
Philadelphia—Colonial Trust Building Chicago—McCormick Building

Works—Rahway, New Jersey

Manufactured in Canada by Dominion Wheel d Foundry Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
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This will help you compute
carload specifications

Northern White Cedar

Bninwted Small Medium LMtt*
Sac Wt. of Pole Lc«d UMd ^

4' 16' 8S 350 450 550

$• W 105 300 350 450
4- ir 95 320 400 500
5' ir 125 240 280 300

4'<arClaaG 20' 100 300 350 450

S'oCInK*
KorF JO' 130 230 270 350

SH'orCluaD 20' 160 18S 220 280

for Clan C 20' 190 160 180 740
4' or ClMi G 25' ISO 200 330 300

S'orClMsF 35' 200 ISO 180 230

5H-<»Cl«.E 2S' 235 134 155 200

6'flrCluMt
DocC 25' 250 120 140 180

?• or Clm B 25' 350 85 100 130

•crCtanA 25' 450 70 80 100

6' or CImms
DorC 30' 350 85 100 130

7'orCUMB 30' 450 70 80 100

S"«CU«A 30' 600 50 60 75

6'or CUrMt
1 DorC 35' 450 70 80 100

r or Clna B 35' 600 50 60 75

••orCUuA 35' «50 35 40 55

6*orCtMa«
DorC 40' 625 50 60 75

7' or CUm B 40' 850 35 40 55
8' or CloM A 40' 1100 27 32 40
6' or CUn C 45' 900 67 80 100
7- or Clu> B 45' 1100 54 64 70
8'orCUuA 4S' 1350 44 52 58 /
«• or Clan C 50' 1150 52 60 80 /
7- or Clan B 50' 1350 44 52 58 /

35

46

42

54

/
6' or aan C 55' 1300 70
7- or Clan B 55' 1700 35 43 48
«• or Clan A 55' 2200 28 32 36
T or Clan B 60' 3300 28 32 30
•or Clan A M' 3500 24 38 32

/

Uk (be abovr estimated weightt in figuring rninimum* carload >

/

whether order calls for Clan poles or ordinary top poles

1 /

Western Red Cedar

KATIOMAL
POLEC0MPANT

Escanaba, Michigan

Western Electric Company
Incorporated

Offices in 47 principal cities.

Distributor*
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When riding comfort is assured

IT'S not enough in these days to build a box

on wheels, pack the passengers in, and call it

a bus.

Fifth Avenue Buses are built on higher prin-

ciples. First the tires, then the springs, then a

body which appeals because of its limousine-

like finish,— these all combine to make that

passenger-drawing attractiveness which charac-

terizes and distinguishes these cars.

Proper ventilation, clear vision, brilliant illumi-

nation, quiet sash, absence of squeaks, well-

cushioned seats, and a beautiful finish assure the

comfort of passengers in all Fifth Avenue Buses.

NEWY0BRlfe4NSPOPTATI0N CO.
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Closing up

The Youngstown l^unicipal Railway,
Youngstown, Ohio, operates Macks. The
company makes this statement regarding

bus operation—
"Buses have a decided advantage in trying

out new territory, in that if the service given
is not appreciated buses can easily be trans-

ferred to some other sections of the city

without loss on account of track and over-

head being in place .... Buses were put
in service to protect our existing railway
investment."
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ike loop
^

HAVE you a problem like this—a healthy

growing district of fares which has

sprung up since your line was laid ?

To close the loop by track is prohibitive from
the standpoint of expense, and yet your in-

vestment must be protected by making those

cash fares a part of your revenue.

Modernization, by means of the bus, is the

answer.

Closing up the loop vnth Mack buses not

only wins the riding public but keeps dov^Ti

your operating and maintenance costs, be-

cause Mack bus engineers have incorporated

in the modern Mack every feature which
contributes to passenger comfort and econ-

omy of operation.

The modern Mack is all bits—from bumper
to tail-light; designed throughout to success-

fully meet every demand of bus service.

In a few weeks you will convene at Atlantic

City. Modernization will be the keynote of
the Convention; and its inspiration will in-

fluence your future efforts.

Into this present era of electric power is

entering the bus, not as a competitor when
adopted by railways but as a staunch ally of
present service. And what electric power
has done for the railways in improving serv-

ice the modem bus will carry on.

Look at Mack buses at the Convention.
Compare them. Ask Mack bus men to place

in your hands a wealth of exclusively com-
piled information having a direct bearing

on your relation to modern bus practice.

MACK TRUCKS, INC.

International Motor Company
25 Broadway, New York City

BviUen oi City anA Sedan Tyfie Busses

Eighty-three directMACK factory branche*
operate under the titles of: "MACK
MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY" and
"MACK-INTERNATIONAL
MOTOR TRUCK CORPORATION."

Z5 Passenger, City type.

Unlike other history making inventions, the
present motor bus is not a substitute for
something antiquated, but acts as the most
powerful, economical cooperating medium
that has ever been offered to the railways.

Sixt^sefen per cent of Macic Bus deliveries this

year have been Co street railway companies-

/hr^rman<^ counts/
..ut>MW.'.\"\»\\\
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Type ET applied

Inherent advantages of Brazed Bonds

High Conductivity

—

Least Maintenance

The copper terminals of Brazed Bonds are united

to the rail in a direct weld, with an area of welded
contact eight times the cross sectional area of the

bond, thus insuring the greatest possible conductivity.

We guarantee, that properly applied the terminals
of Brazed Bonds cannot become detached from the
rail except by actual mutilation, and point out the

fact that the heat required to effect the brazed union
of terminal and rail is below the temperature injur-

ious to copper.

An average of 15 bonds per hour, and on new
track as high as 20 bonds per hour can be applied

with the Type SR Portable Bonding Outfit.

The installed cost of Brazed Bonds is less than that

of other types due to the low initial price of the

bond, the small supply expense, and the low labor

cost per bond resulting from the high speed of

application.

See the actual application of Brazed Bonds to rail at the

A. E. R. A. Convention at Atlantic City

The Electric Railway Improvement Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

^1 >>*iiii>i"iii>iiiiiii>iiiiiiiiii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiMiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii iiminimiiwiUiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHi

Speed of Application-

Low Installed Cost^
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What the check-up tells

Not 'til you come to check the wear on bearings,

and the results on gear teeth, do you get the whole

story on lubrication costs. Anybody can buy and

use oil or grease. Its total cost is not in itself so

very much. It's the result on the metals themselves

that may run up into money.

Galena Lubricants, backed by Galena Service, are

proving themselves the really economical ones oi^

hundreds of electric railways throughout the coun-

try. No road is too small to receive our most careful

attention—no road is too large for us to handle

efficiently.

Try Galena—and let the cheek-up decide

whether or not it is worth continuing.

Galena-Signal Oil Gampany|
New York Franklin , Pa. Chicago

• and oflRces in principal cities ^
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Don't purchase supplies at random.
Use your G-E Catalog

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities

Why Continue
to scrap the whole brush-holder?

That's a fair question. AVhen only the

carbon-way is worn, why put on a
complete new brush-holder, now that

you can replace the worn part for

about one-fifth the cost?

Use G-E Renewable Carbon-Way
Brush-holders and reduce this item of

maintenance.

New G-E Motors are furnished, of

course, with these improved holders.

But many companies have equipped

their old motors likewise, because they

want fewer motor failures, lower

maintenance, and better service.

GENERALELECTRIC
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Increasing the Capacity of

Existing Streets—For Whom?

EVERY once in a while somebody posing as a traffic

expert, a city planner, or a consulting engineer of
some sort, attracts a little attention to himself by
announcing with an air of wisdom that the capacity
of existing streets would be vastly increased by elimi-

nating the trolley car. Seldom are remarks of this

kind based on actual experience or careful investigation.

Frequently they are based on self-interest. Only a
little thought is needed to show how erroneous they are.

Without doubt the elimination of the trolley would
increase the capacity of the streets for motor vehicles,

but certainly it would greatly reduce it for general
transportation purposes.

Traffic counts made at points of congestion in various
cities show that the electric railways are carrying three
or four times as many passengers as all other vehicles

put together. Of the total passenger traffic, the pro-
portion which the railways carry has been found
recently to be about 93 per cent in Los Angeles and
Montreal, 89 per cent in Baltimore, 83 per cent in

Houston, 80 per cent in Madison, and about 75 per cent
in Chicago and St. Louis. Obviously these are not
special cases, because cities of various sizes located

in different parts of the country are included in the

list.

To handle the bulk of the traffic by electric railway,

however, requires only about one-tenth of the total

number of vehicles using the streets. In Atlanta, street

cars were found to be only 9 per cent of the total

number of vehicles, in Chicago and St. Louis approxi-
mately 10 per cent, in Baltimore 12 per cent, and in

Montreal and Los Angeles, where the proportion of

passengers carried was the highest, the cars constitute

about 25 per cent of the total number of vehicles.

To carry the entire traffic by other means than the

electric railway would require from thirty to fifty times
as many vehicles in the streets if the present average
loading of automobiles continued. As a method of

relieving traffic congestion, such a proposal is obviously
an absurdity.

These figures are a matter of record, having been
published in this paper and elsewhere. Yet there are a
number of persons who, through ignorance or by intent,

overlook these facts and continually advocate the

removal of the trolley car from the streets. They
forget that for two months last summer a large part
of New Jersey tried to get along without railway
service. Although it was the dullest season of the

year and an extensive bus system was in existence

partially to fill the gap, the experiment was an utter

failure. All vehicles using the streets were unbearably
crowded, while many thousands of people either stayed

at home or patronized the steam railroads. Owners of

private automobiles refused to drive them in the cities.

For the greater part of the general public, the streets

Volume 64.

Number 11

were much less useful than when the trolleys were
running. Half a dozen other cities have had practically

the same experience.

Removing tracks from the streets would make pos-

sible the operation of a greater number of motor
vehicles to be sure. But it would take away the

transportation medium upon which at least three-

quarters of the people depend. Furthermore, if all the

people were served by other means of surface transit

the confusion and congestion of traffic would be far

worse than at present. Most electric railway men are

familiar with these facts, but the layman is not so

well informed on the subject. When theorists under-

take, therefore, to advocate the removal of tracks, it

is a good time for the railway to tell the public the

truth of the case.

Hand Brakes Should Be
Kept in Good Condition

THE importance of efficiently maintaining hand-
brake equipment, even though it is used only as

an auxiliary to the air-brake equipment, is stressed

in an article in this issue by J. S. McWhirter of the

Third Avenue Railway, New York City, on the installa-

tion and use of hand brakes for air-brake cars. Since

on such cars the hand brake is seldom used in regular

service there is a tendency either to allow this equip-

ment to become inefficient or else to ignore it entirely.

On such cars when the brake is needed at all it usually

is needed urgently. At such times there is no oppor-

tunity to find out if the equipment will work properly.

Accidents are reported frequently in which a car gets

away on a grade and, being unable to stop, it either

leaves the rails or collides with some object near the

bottom of the descent. In nearly all such cases there

is ample time to apply the brakes by hand, provided

they are in satisfactory condition. On the contrary,

when emergency stops are made to avoid collisions the

element of time is very important. Should the air

brake fail probably no type of hand brake could avert

the collision. Properly designed and installed hand-

brake equipment, however, will enable operators to re-

turn disabled cars to the carhouse with safety, and in

the storage of cars, particularly on a grade, the hand-

brake equipment is necessary.

Mr. McWhirter's article brings out forcibly the

necessity of providing full braking pressure through-

out the entire range of piston travel. On many cars

in service the chain is entirely wound up before the

maximum piston travel is obtained. In- such cases, of

course, if long piston travel is necessary in order to

give the required brakeshoe pressure, the hand brake

is useless.

A hand brake is a necessity on cars provided with air
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brakes, and in considering its use as an auxiliary to the

air-brake equipment, careful consideration should be

given to the type of brake employed and to its proper

installation. Those responsible for its maintenance also

should make certain that it is kept in such condition as

to provide an effective means of stopping the car when
occasion requires its use.

Making Competitive Interurban

Service More Attractive

TO INCREASE patronage on interurban railways

that face acute competition from steam railways,

buses or private automobiles, their traffic managerb
must needs consider every phase of the service problem.

Comparative running times, frequency of car move-

ments, comfort, rates of fare, local transfer and con-

nection facilities—these are some of the major elements

considered consciously or unconsciously by the passen-

ger who can make a choice between transportation

agencies. In a word, the service must be good enough
that it sells itself to the would-be traveler, else he

will turn to a competitor.

A specific instance in mind is a double-track inter-

urban line joining two cities 40 miles apart. A trunk

line steam railroad provides excellent service between
the centers of these towns, its trains making the run
in from an hour to an hour and a half. The interurban

takes a little over two hours. As to fares, those on
the electric line are about 30 per cent less than those

on the steam road. The interurban sells 100-mile books
at the rate of 2i cents per mile, and these have been
a decided help in securing patronage. On the other

hand, the steam railroad has comparatively low com-
muter rates which naturally attract the regular riders.

In its favor the interurban has cleanliness, punctu-
ality and convenience to the business sections of the

two towns. The local and limited services, of two to

four cars per hour, are well scheduled. Of course the

intermediate territory furnishes a considerable share
of the riding, especially on account of the large delivery

district.

The real difficulty with the road is that while the

31 miles of its own system are covered in about an
hour and a quarter, the remaining 9 miles in the two
terminal towns add another hour and render the service

of little value to the busy man who considers his time
valuable.

The problem, of course, is not an unusual one, as it

will be found on most interurban lines. With the
inevitable growth of cities vehicle congestion on the
streets will grow worse and these congested conditions
will extend over a constantly widening area. There is

no solution entirely satisfactory except entrances to one
or both cities over private right-of-way. The ultimate
good of the interurban railway lies in providing such
an entrance either over an elevated railway, a short
subway or possibly over tracks of some steam road from
which trackage rights can be secured.

Where such a private right-of-way is not practicable,
every effort should be made to expedite movement of the
interurban cars over the city tracks. The city schedules
should be arranged to give them priority over city cars
by leaving just ahead. Possibly, where the run within
the city is long, arrangements can be made so that the
interurban cars can pass one or more city cars. The
customary delay at the city limits where crews are
changed can be avoided by allowing the interurban crew

to run the car through the city streets. The inter-

urban car should stop inbound only to discharge pas-

sengers, and outbound to receive them.

Admittedly the conditions are not favorable for high

speed, but if the service is to be made attractive these

and similar expedients should be adopted to save the

time of the traveler. Details of this sort were of less

importance in the old days, but with modern competi-

tion they must be looked into. Though it may be diffi-

cult to make such changes, there are roads that have

conditions like those described and have met them.

Then, with consistent publicity, the service has been

sold to the public and the patronage built up to make
a profit for the owners.

When the Public Pays
the Wage Increase

AN INTERESTING point was brought up in the

. final argument of the Boston Elevated Railway
arbitration proceeding, concluded recently after hear-

ings lasting nearly a month. The company wanted a

reduction in wages of 5 cents per hour, and the men
countered with a demand for an increase of 20 cents,

together with numerous perquisites, including two
weeks' vacation with pay and double pay for overtime.

The stand taken by H. Ware Barnum, counsel for the

company, was that with an increase in the cost of

living of 60 per cent and in carfare of 100 per cent

it was unfair to the car-riding public for the men to

demand still more wages at the present time, since they

now receive more than 100 per cent above the base rate.

On the Boston system, with public control, any change
in net profits or losses is reflected directly back to the

communities it serves. General Manager Dana declared

in his testimony that unless there is a decrease in the

carmen's wages there will be a deficit of $732,000 at

the end of the fiscal year June 30 next, even under
present conditions. The men's proposal for vacations

alone would increase this deficit by $650,000. In view
of the fine showing the present management has made
under public control, having virtually wiped out a
large deficit in five years and having subsequently
made material fare reductions, such a setback would
be particularly unfortunate.

For the men, Mr. Vahey countered that they should

not be discriminated against, even though it may be
necessary to make an assessment on the communities
served. He held that there is no doubt the people's

representatives are willing to pay an assessment that

would provide a living wage for the employee.

Of course if the people are willing to stand assess-

ments to pay high wages to those in favored industries

it is their privilege to do so, as in this case, with
state control of operation, the owners of the property

are guaranteed a fixed return on their investment.

But it will be remembered that there was much opposi-

tion several years ago when an assessment was made on
the municipalities to cover operating deficits of the

same railway.

If the statute by which public control was established

is used for the purpose of giving large wage increases

to favored groups of employees, it will become nothingr

more nor less than class legislation. It is to be hoped
that the arbitration board will decide the case on its

merits and not- because the public can be made to pay.

On account of the somewhat unusual situation the deci-

sion will be of particular interest to railway men.
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Co-ordinating Interurban Service
Bus Lines Operated by the Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric Company Parallel Its Interurban Railway Lines

—Operation Successful as a Means of Providing de Luxe Service—Maintenance of Coaches
Performed in Company's Garage—Contract Simplifies Tire Problem

RADIATING out of Youngstown, Ohio, the bus lines

of the Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric Company offer

. to the traveler going to or from Warren, Sharon
or Akron transportation service in modern, attractive

buses. The routes to Sharon, Pa., and Warren, Ohio,

parallel the interurban railway lines operated by the

same company. Both branches of this dual system
furnish high grade service; the interurban, with new
cars fully as attractive as the buses, does not duplicate

the effort of the bus, nor does the bus duplicate

that of the cars. Each offers a type of transportation

to a class of riders distinctively its own. The electric

railway gives what amounts to suburban service to the

little municipalities through which it passes. The bus
renders a high-speed de luxe service at a higher fare

than the interurban fare, but which corresponds with

that this second class of riders also prefers auto-

mobile or equivalent transportation has resulted in the

success of the coach company.
The peak period for bus transportation starts a little

before noon and extends until 6 p.m. For a while the

headway was 15 minutes in this period, but within the

last few months it has been changed to 20 minutes
during the afternoon. This was necessary because of

the decreased riding as a result of the business depres-

sion which is showing effects on the steel industry in

the adjacent valleys. The flexibility of the bus was
demonstrated, as it was possible to make the change
in service without elaborate changes in running time

and track sidings such as are usually necessary on

single-track railway lines.

By watching the report of the transportation de-

Left—lUnminated Shield of the FenngylTanla-Ohio Coach X.ineg AdvertUes the Waiting: Room at the Central Square, Yonnggtown, Ohio.

Rlcht—23 Sedan Type Bnseg Operate Over Tliree Rentes Xixtendinr from Youngstown to Akron, Warren and Sharon

the service rendered. By these two means of trans-

portation both classes of riders, the through passenger

who prefers a high-grade ride regardless of the fare

and the local passenger with whom the fare is an

important item, are served.

Buses Appeal to a New Class of Riders

Scheduling bus operation follows closely the methods
used in railway practice. A half-hourly headway
throughout the entire day was established on the

Youngstown-Warren line at the start. Designed to

eliminate competition, it was thought that this head-

way would be adequate even after competitive buses

were removed. However, the service built up a busi-

ness which could not be handled on a half-hourly

schedule and the headway was decreased. An analysis

showed that there were two classes of riders between
the two towns. The working class, a group of men
employed in the mills, and the salesman and shopper

class make up the passengers. It is the latter class

—

salesmen and shoppers—who ride the buses, desiring a

comfortable ride^ regardless of the price. The fact

partment showing the passengers carried by each bus
on each trip, it is possible to stabilize the load factor

by taking off or adding a trip any time when conditions

warrant such a change.

Before bus operation was attempted conditions on
the interurban lines were bad. It was found that

although the company was giving too much service

the people were not riding. Careful checks were made
of conditions to determine the cause. At that time
five competitive buses were operating between Youngs-
town and Warren. The type and number of passengers
carried by these lines were observed and similar

checks made of the steam railroad passengers. This
latter check disclosed that people would wait for

a steam train rather than ride the electric line.

Sometimes the wait would be almost as long as

the entire running time of the trip on the inter-

urban. Moreover, the steam road fare was consid-

erably higher than that charged on the interurban

line. The buses were also carrying a heavy load at

a fare in excess of the interurban fare. These two
facts convinced the railway management that there
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was a class of people who wanted a service other

than that being furnished by the electric railway.

Coaches Used to Give a New Service

To obtain this patronage better equipment than

that used by the competitive bus lines would have to

be placed in service at a fare much higher than either

the competitive bus fare or the interurban fare.

Entry into the bus business was made Aug. 1, 1922,

prior to the passage of the Ohio bus law, which now
requires a certificate of necessity and convenience be-

fore bus operation can be started. To meet competi-

tion with a coach service which would leave nothing

to be desired in the way of adequate transportation

accommodations, a sedan type of body was employed,

mounted on a White Model 50 chassis. This body was
designed to include the latest practices found in motor

bus construction.

With this equipment all competition on through lines

was eliminated within two months, or by Oct. 1, 1922.

and the regular patrons would be inclined to curtail

expenses by using the cheaper means of transportation.

One of the principal factors in the success of the

bus operation is that reserved seats may be obtained in

any of the buses as much as three hours in advance of

the time of departure. A seat chart is kept in the

ticket office at Youngstown. As the tickets are sold,

a notation is made on the chart to indicate that a

seat is reserved. At the time the ticket is issued il

is stamped with the date, leaving time and point of

departure of the coach. No more passengers are booked

for the trip after 18 tickets have been sold. Those desir-

ing transportation must therefore wait for the depar-

ture of the next bus. By this reserved seat method
each passenger is assured of a seat. It has become the

practice for passengers to make arrangements for re-

turn transportation immediately upon arrival in

Youngstown. The chart used is large enough to accom-
modate all of the runs leaving the Youngstown terminal

in one day and merely indicates the number of seats
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While the company felt certain it knew the reason

for the increased riding on the bus line, a check was
made of passengers to find out why they preferred it.

The majority of the many riders interviewed in regard

to this question gave as their opinion that inasmuch
as the route was through the country it was far more
pleasant to ride on the bus. A second reason was that

they objected to waiting on a siding for an opposing
car to pass. While in many places the buses do not
travel at as high a rate of speed as the interurban
cars, the fact that waits occur at sidings and at several

street corners in the small towns annoys the passen-
gers to such an extent that they become disgusted

with the interurban car service.

After bus service had been rendered for a year and
two months new interurban cars of the latest design

were placed in service on two of the interurban lines,

the one to Newcastle and the other to Sharon. A better

schedule was inaugurated with an increased car mile-

age of 25 per cent. This improved service immediately
showed results by increased riding on the railway, and
had it not been for the industrial depression which
became apparent in January, 1924, the riding this

year would have shown a decided increase over that
of last year. As it is, the coach business on the Sharon
line shows a decided decrease over last year and
the interurban business to a lesser extent than it

would if it had not been for the new cars. This con-
dition is what would be expected inasmuch as the bus
service is at a higher rate of fare than on the cars

available on each bus; that is, 18, with no designation

as to which seat is reserved. While passengers must
wait for the following bus on the Warren or Sharon
line after one has been completely sold out, this would
cause considerable inconvenience to the passengers
on the Akron line, which operates on an hourly
schedule. On this run an extra bus follows the regular
if the overload is sufficient to warrant the additional

expense.

The tickets are issued by means of a National cash
register, the time of departure and destination points
being written on the proper blank lines by the ticket

agent. An interesting feature of the ticket vending
machine is that it tabulates the receipts for each day
for each of the three routes out of Youngstown, also

indicating the number of tickets sold.

Although the Sharon and Warren lines of the inter-

urban are paralleled by the bus routes, the interurban
line to Newcastle, Pa., has no corresponding route.
This is because the line has never suffered bus com-
petition, and the patronage clearly indicates that
adequate transportation is being furnished. With the
Ohio bus law in effect, and the question of bus routes
in the hands of the Public Utility Commission, there is

little chance of the commission granting to any bus
operator the privilege of operating between Youngs-
town and Newcastle. The railway company does not
feel that it is necessary to install bus service between
these two towns at the present time.

Figures indicate that the interurban bus operation
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as conducted by the Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric Com-
pany is successful and is satisfactory from the stand-

point of operating income. The cost of operation is

about the same as for city bus operation. With the

high state of development reached by the Pennsylvania-

Ohio Coach Lines Company, operating expenses, includ-

ing depreciation, taxes and interest on the investment

are approximately 27 cents per mile. It has been
found that the desirable business is terminal-to-terminal

traffic, with a 50 per cent load factor necessary for

successful operation.

Luxurious Vehicles Factor in Success

Distribution of vehicles over the routes has been
made vs^ith a view toward supplying an emergency bus
should the occasion demand. Assigned to the Youngs-
town-Warren line are nine buses with a seating ca-

pacity for 18 passengers each, while

six buses are scheduled. On the

Youngstown-Sharon line three buses

of the same capacity are available,

while the base schedule requires only

two. Because the Youngstown-
Akron line is 50 miles long, eleven

18-passenger buses are available, al-

though the base schedule only re-

quires six. On account of the neces-

sity of maintaining headways, a bus

is available at all times at each end, in

order that it may pull out on time,

should the incoming bus be delayed.

One of the features of the Youngs-
town-Akron line is the establishment

of a rest or comfort station at Lake
Milton, li hours ride out of Youngs-
town, and a 1-hour ride out of Akron.

A 5-minute layover is made at this

lake in order to break the ride up into two parts so as to

relieve the strain on the passengers and the driver.

In designing the bus an attempt has been made to

have it appear as much like a private automobile as

possible. This principle has been carried out in the

body design, while the exterior has been painted a

dark blue. It is felt that extremely gaudy colors

are not suitable inasmuch as a man would not have

the same colors on a private automobile. The insignia

of the P-O Coach Lines Company is in red and gold

on the front door on each side of the bus. While

conspicuous enough, it is not overly pretentious. The
interior is finished with the latest appointments, with

genuine blue leather upholstering on the seats and
Pullman car carpet on the floor. The hardware is of

polished aluminum. The whole vehicle gives one the im-

pression of a luxuriously appointed private automobile.

A glass partition separates the driver's vestibule

from the body proper. It is arranged to slide open

in order to aid ventilation. The driver's compartment
contains only the driver's seat, no provision being made
for carrying passengers in this space. The space to

the right of the driver's seat is often used for carry-

ing hand baggage or small packages which are the

property of the passengers. Ample baggage carrying

accommodations are provided at the rear by an in-

closed dust-proof compartment projecting beyond the

body. On the short Warren and Sharon routes the

usual amount of hand baggage is accommodated in the

space adjacent to the driver's seat. On the Akron

line, however, fully two-thirds of the passengers carry
hand luggage and it is an important detail of the
service to furnish accommodations for this amount of

baggage. A check is given by the driver when the
hand baggage is received from the passenger and de-

posited in the luggage carrier at the rear.

To maintain the high grade of service, such as is

rendered by this type of vehicle, it has been found
necessary to have the body rebuilding done at the
plant of the body builder—Bender's, in Cleveland.

Consequently a number of the buses have made one
or two trips to Cleveland since operation started in

order to be completely rebuilt and reconditioned for

service. No hard-and;fast rules exist to determine the

time for rebuilding or the reason why some buses
need more attention than others. The characteristics

of the service and the type of passengers may have

Edinburqs

LEGEND
O. Coach Lines

O. Eleclric Raii Lines

Two of the Bub Routes Parallel the Internrban LineH of the Same Company. However,
the Bub Boute to Akron and the Interurban to New Castle, Fa., Have

No Supplementary Service

considerable to do with the wear and tear on the

coach body, but it appears that some bodies require

more attention than others.

Garage Facilities Within Business District

of youngstown

Within a few blocks of the business district of

Youngstown is located the garage of the Pennsylvania-

Ohio Coach Lines Company, which is entirely separate

from the garage used by the Youngstown Municipal

Railway city bus service. The building used by the

interurban bus line was formerly an auditorium used

by the city of Youngstown for exhibits and entertain-

ments. Only one-half of the space is used for maintain-

ing the buses, the other half being used by the road and
line departments of the Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric

Company. These departments of the railway have

several motor-driven vehicles which are used in con-

junction with the usual track and line maintenance.

Maintenance work on the buses is directed by the

superintendent of the garage, who has jurisdiction over

the foremen and the regular garage repair men. The
details of maintenance and inspection include no un-

usual features. A bus is not torn down at any pre-

determined regular period, but general overhauling

takes place when something goes wrong or when the

general inspection shows that some unit should be

changed. An indication that it is time to replace the

engine is given by the oil consumption. When this

increases to a point where only 50 miles are made per
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quart of oil the engine is removed and either rebored

or fitted with new piston rings.

The performance of buses is very carefully watched

by the superintendent of the garage not only for the

oil consumption but in regard to gasoline consumption

and general performance of the vehicle. The record

form used is ruled so as to make it convenient to

tabulate the miles per day, gasoline consumption, oil

consumption, battery changes, tire changes and other

details of operation.

Tire Repairs and Bus Rebuilding Are
Done Outside

No attempt is made to rebuild any of the units

within the garage. Although assembling the various

units and installing them in the chassis is part of the

garage work, all of the rebuilding is done by outside

specialists who have facilities to do a better job and

far cheaper than would be possible in the garage.

Tires and tire maintenance are handled through the

General Tire & Rubber Company, with which the coach

line has a contract. A detail of this agreement includes

complete care of tires at a flat rate per mile of use. This

rate is based on the yearly mileage as established by

the buses and decreases or increases inversely as the

mileage. The tire company's agent in Youngstown
provides a service truck and makes tire changes on the

rear wheels when the coaches pull into Youngstown.

If a front wheel tire is punctured it has been neces-

sary in the past for the driver to place the spare in

service. However, within the last few months arrange-

ments have been established through the tire agency

in Youngstown with tire agencies in the intervening

towns, so that a driver may call up for help from the

nearest service station. The driver is not encouraged

to make tire changes inasmuch as it soils his uniform
and is apt to try his patience.

Additional accommodations for the bus passengers

have been provided at Youngstown, Ohio, with the

opening of a new station a few doors north of the

former union bus depot. This new waiting room is

operated by the P-0 Coach Lines Company. Waiting
room privileges are leased to independent lines which
form connecting links in the chain of bus operation
through northern Ohio.

Distinctive Sign to Mark Bus Stop

WHEN the Middlesex & Boston Street Railway re-

cently commenced bus operation, one of the first

diflSculties anticipated was the lack of any self-evident

indication of the existence lA^oftl

ll
BUS
STOP

of a bus route on a partic-

ular street. The presence
of electric railways is al-

ways shown by the tracks

in the streets and the trol-

ley wire overhead. On the

other hand a stranger in

town has no way of telling

whether or not a bus line is

operated by the point where
he may be standing. To
overcome this difficulty the

railway plans to place signs such as shown in the
accompanying illustration on convenient telephone or
telegraph poles wherever stops are to be made along its

bus routes. These are simply stamped out of metal at

the railway shop in a shape roughly similar to that of a

bus and painted red with yellow letters. An L-shaped

piece of J-in. steel is used to give rigidity.

K.>

This Simple Sign Indicates the

Presence of a Bus Rente

New Line at Reading, Pa.

Locally Owned but Operated by Existing Railway

—

Road Will Cost About $30,000 Less than Expected

and Be in Operation Ahead of Time Scheduled

AN EXAMPLE of what may be accomplished when
^a municipality, its public utilities and the people

they serve work together for the greatest benefit of

all is now taking place in Reading, Pa., a city of

125,000 population. The example consists of the con-

struction of an extension to the street railway system

of the Reading Transit & Light Company. It is almost

3 miles in length and extends into a rapidly growing

section of the city.

An interesting feature of the project is that it has

^ / ijr.i ,1,1 1
i

Mayor, Members of City Council and Transit Companies' Officials

at the Start of Ground Breaking Ceremonies for

New Street Car Line In Beading, Fa.

been completely financed by a company organized among
the people of the territory to be served. A local bank
was made the depository for stock subscriptions and
its president and treasurer accepted similar offices in

the new company. A committee of citizens attended to

all the details of obtaining a franchise from the City

Council and a charter from the state. There was a

public ground breaking, at which the Mayor and mem-
bers of City Council turned the first spadeful of earth.

A motion picture of the ceremony was made free of

cost and shown in the leading theaters of the city for

two weeks.

The road is being built at cost by the Reading Tran-

sit & Light Company, which has leased it from the

owner, the Northeastern Street Railway, for a term
of 999 years, at a rental equivalent to 7 per cent in-

terest on the cost of the road, which was slightly in

excess of $200,000. The cost is equal to the amount
of stock outstanding, not a share being issued beyond
what was necessary to pay the cost.

Since the Reading Transit Company is paying 7 per

cent on the cost of the road, it was to its interest to

do the job at a low cost and get it finished as rapidly

as possible, especially since the rental went into effect

when the lease was executed on July 1. It is expected

now that the road will cost about $30,000 less than

first estimated and be in operation the latter part of

October instead of by Christmas. When the line is

completed, in another few weeks, there will be another

public celebration, with probably the Mayor operating

the first car over the new line.
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Getting Full Value
from Hand Brakes on Air-Brake Cars

As an Auxiliary to Air-Brake Equipments the Hand-Brake
Parts Sliould be Designed and Maintained so that Full Braking
Pressure, Equivalent to that Supplied by the Air-Brake Cylinder,

Will Be Available Throughout the Entire Travel of the Piston

By J. S. McWhirter
Superintendent of Equipment Tlilrd Avenue Railway System, New York City

WHEN deciding on the proportion of levers and
other brake-rigging parts in connection with

the use of hand brakes on electric railway cars,

the problem must be considered from one of two distinct

angles, depending on whether the hand brakes are used

as the sole means of braking the car or they are in-

stalled on cars provided with air brakes, the hand-brake
mechanism being used only as an auxiliary to the air-

brake equipment. On account of their quick application

and ease of operation, air brakes have become the

standard means of braking electric railway cars. This

article covers only the design of that type of hand
brake used as an auxiliary to an air brake.

The necessity for a hand brake for emergency use

on cars equipped with air brakes arises from the fact

that the air brakes occasionally become inoperative be-

cause of burst or broken air pipes, frozen air, disabled

compressor equipment and power supply failures. Hand
brakes are also required when disabled cars are being

towed over the road and when cars are left in storage

or become stalled, especially on grades. Provision must
be made so that a disabled air-brake car can be handled

with absolute safety, and to insure this a wide braking

range is necessary.

On account of the very great difference in the initial

force available to make a satisfactory brake application

by either of the two methods, the one using human
effort and the other using the power developed by a

motor-driven compressor, the speed of application by
hand as compared with that when using air must neces-

sarily be sacrificed in order to obtain the braking power
and range of action required.

In the design of a hand-brake layout for use as an
auxiliary to an air brake, the arrangement of the levers

between the brake cylinders and the brakeshoes is of

little consequence except in so far as it affects the re-

sults to be obtained with the air brake. If the arrange-

ment is such that satisfactory results can be obtained

with the air brake, the application of hand-brake pull

to the brake cylinder push rod, equivalent to that ob-

tained from the air, will produce corresponding results

It is important to design the brake rigging between

the cylinder and the shoes so that full piston travel will

be secured without fouling of the rigging members.
If they foul before the full piston travel is obtained,

the working range of both hand and air brake is af-

fected. A release spring should be provided for the

release of the hand brakes, and it should be independent

of the means provided for the release of the parts of

the equipment operated by air pressure. It is essential

that the pressure applied by the hand brake shall remain

uniform throughout the entire travel of the air cylinder

piston. In this respect hand air brakes in use on many
of the cars throughout the country today have proved
unsatisfactory.

It can be said, with credit to the industry, that there
is a desire on the part of the managements of a ma-
jority of the roads throughout the country to maintain
hand brakes in good operating condition, and that an
effort is being made to do so. Many of them fail in
their effort, however, solely because they are struggling
with hand-brake equipment of an improper design and
with which it would be impossible to obtain satisfactory
results. When failures occur many operating men have
a tendency to place the blame for this failure on the
mechanical department. On the other hand, the me-
chanical department sometimes charges the failure to

the operating department on the theory that the hand
brakes are never tested or used and that consequently
they get out of order through disuse.

A hand brake which has been correctly designed and
installed with adequate consideration of its use as an
auxiliary to the air brake equipment will not become
inoperative through disuse when properly maintained,
and when operated in an emergency will give the service

that is expected of it. Unfortunately there is, however,
a property to be found here and there on which the
value of the hand brake has been discounted to the point

where it has been allowed to become wholely inoperative.

In a few cases the operation of cars is permitted on
which the hand brakes have been disconnected. To jeop-

ardize the lives of passengers, employees and others by
placing such cars in service, especially where they are

operated in single units, is a condition which should not

be allowed under any circumstances.

Hand Brakes Shoiild Operate with Maximum
Piston Travel

As examples of the calculation and consideration

which should be given to the proportioning of the

various brake-rigging parts of hand brakes when ap-

plied to air-brake cars, two diagrams illustrating typical

brake studies are shown. The first of these is for a

car equipped with an 8-in. brake cylinder and the second

for an installation with a 12-in. brake cylinder. In the

design of air-brake equipment, the usual practice is to

provide for a maximum piston travel of 12 in. In

order to prevent the hand brake from going out of

commission as a result of excessive piston travel, or, in

other words, to design a hand brake with a wider work-

ing range than that of the air brake, it is recommended
that in the design of the hand brake provision be made
for a total piston travel or travel of the brake cylinder

push rod of not less than 14 in.
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The question may arise as to the necessity for provid-

ing a working range of 12 in. for the air brake and

14 in. for the hand brake, where the cars are equipped

with slack adjusters which automatically keep the

piston travel between 4 in. and 5 in. Also where cars

are not equipped with slack adjusters it is the general

practice to set the maximum piston travel at not more
than 6 in. to 7i in. The answer is that in spite of care-

ful maintenance slack adjusters will occasionally get out

of order and permit of excessive piston travel.

To simplify the diagrams the complete proportioning

of parts has been worked out for a design employing
sheaves. However, at the left in each diagram is shown
an arrangement employing levers. The first point to

be considered in the sheave design is to provide a wheel

which will take up 14 in. of chain at the brake-cylinder

pushrod. Experience has shown that a wheel of 51 in.

diameter is the smallest that can be used to give the

necessary satisfactory operation. Referring to the first

diagram, which is for an 8-in. brake cylinder with an
average air pressure of 60 lb., the total pressure will

be 3,015 lb. at the brake-cylinder pushrod. This is one
of the constants of the problem. The other is the pres-

sure applied at the brake handle. In this brake study
the latter has been assumed at 50 lb.

FoxjR Types of Hand Brakes Considered

The study has been made for four different types of

hand brakes, designated by the letters A, B, C and D.
Type A is the ordinary staff hand brake, B is a geai-ed

hand brake similar to the Peacock size A-B, C is a
^reared hand brake similar to the Peacock size E, and D
is for the Peacock staffless brake. Now with 50 lb.

applied to the brake staff of each of these types of
brakes, it is found that the pull delivered to the hand-

diameters of the sheaves necessary to give this pres-

sure are 23i in. for the type A brake, 21i in. for the

type B brake, 12J in. for the type C brake and 15i in.

for the type D brake.

Some Hand Brakes Have Insufficient
Chain Take-Up

The next and most important part of the problem
is to determine what movement of the brake-cylinder

pushrod will be obtained when the entire length of

chain has been taken up by the various types of

hand brakes. In the first case, with the type A brake,

the chain take-up of 28 in. will provide a maximum
travel of the pushrod of but 6.3 in., beyond which point

the hand brake is useless. In order to obtain 14 in.

travel of the brake-cylinder pushrod, a total chain take-

up of 62 in. would be required. Thus the use of this

type of brake will result in a deficiency of 34 in.

in the amount of chain take-up, or 55 per cent less

than what is required.

Similar calculations and analyses for the other three

types of brakes have been made and are included in

the table with each diagram. With the type B brake
it is found that there is a deficiency of chain take-up
of 23 in., which is 42 per cent less than that needed.

With the type C brake there is a surplus of 2 in.

of chain take-up or 5.8 per cent more than is required.

With the type D brake there is a surplus of 104 in.

in chain take-up, which is 260 per cent more than the

requirement. It is thus seen that the type C and
type D brakes are the only ones that could be used with
this particular equipment and provide the safety of

operation that is necessary for a hand brake to be used
as an auxiliary to the air-brake mechanism.
The length of the brake handle used in these calcula-

„ Travel obfr^ined b/
-A 14+ fr-han<!(brake D
-d«.7[<- „ C

, [Nandbrake D will apply brakes to Hill /imifaf
^''ri *^*«^'' F(^l'ich is designed -for W'pisfon tra\fej}

M."Y \wifh asurp/us chain fake-up ofm"

Pullrocltotrucky^23l"Diamr.

2ii"Dicim.

/?j Diam.

ISz Piam. -

Wheels designed to deliyer
3,015lb. crf£

Wheel designedioiah-up
""afbmke cy/.pvsfi nsd markedE , . ^nti.

I
--^ V r i. 1 1 L .'-Averaae air pressure oOlb.

Note ••- By using' a 20"handwheel in place of the I6"lvheel on brake D, a pull of 1,3331b. is obtainoel on tf>*
brake chain, and the (dian^-iter of the sheave, wheel can be rvduceol to 12^'

U and Brake Layouts fo r Curs with 8-I11. Brake CyUndere

Type of Hand Brake
Designated

Letter

Pull
Delivered

by
Hand
Brake

Braking
Power
at E

Maximum
Chain
Pull

Obtained
by

Hand
Brake

Chain
Pull

Required
by Hand
Brake

for 14 In.
Push Rod
Travel

Maximum
Travel

of
Push Rod

at
Point E

Surplus
Chain

Take-Up

Deficiency
of

Chain
Take-Up Remarks

Ordinary staff

Peacock, size A-B.. . .

Peacock, size E
Peacock, staiBesa

A
B
C
D

685 lb.

767 lb.

1,263 1b.

1,0661b.

3,015 1b.

3,015 1b.

3,015 lb.

3,015 1b.

28 in.

32 in.

36 in.

144 in.

62 in.

55 in.

34 in.

40 in.

6.3in.
8.1 in.

14.4- in.

l4.+ in.

iin'.

104 in.

34 in.

23 in.

SS per cent leas than required
42 per cent lew than required
5 8 per cent more than required
260 per cent more than required

brake chain is respectively 685 lb., 767 lb., 1,263 lb., and
1,066 lb. The maximum chain take-up for the different
types of brakes is 28 in., 32 in., 36 in. and 144 in.
respectively. By knowing the pull on the brake chains
and the total pressure at the brake cylinder, the neces-
sary diameter of the sheaves to deliver 3,015 lb. at
the brake-cylinder pushrod can be calculated. The

tions has been taken as 12 in. and the diameter of the
hand wheel with the type D brakes as 16 in. Of course
a different length of brake handle or a different

diameter wheel will give different results. Thus, with a
20-in. hand wheel in place of the 16-in. wheel, a pull

of 1,333 lb. is obtained on the brake chain and the
diameter of the sheave can be reduced to 12i in. The
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pressure of 50 lb. assumed on the brake staff has been

decided on as satisfactory for the braking of a light

car. The various sheave diameters obtained, of course,

only illustrate theoretical conditions, as it would be

impossible to install sheaves of a diameter as large as

that found necessary in the majority of these studies.

The second diagram illustrates a similar study made
for a car equipped with a 12-in. brake cylinder. In

negligence, in case of an accident resulting in the loss

of human life, which could have been prevented with
a hand-brake equipment of proper design?

A simple test to determine the working range of a
hand brake is to slack off the brakeshoes sufficiently to

permit a piston travel of 12 in. or more at the brake
cylinder and then to apply the hand brake. If the

pushrod cannot be pulled beyond the maximum travel

, u "
Travel obfainedby [HandbrakeD will apply brakes fo fvll l/mi^ af-

\fl4**<r-handbrake Z)-->|fA??>j*

—

K wheel f(which Is desiffned Ivr /4"pisfon travel)— ~ ^r'i^XwIfh a surplus chain iake-up of54"
-\^3.S"

Wheel designed io fake -up 14"
^at brake cy/. push rod marAsdE

"-Pull rod fa fryck-^
S^ Diam.

'Averagfe airpressure
60!b. fofalpressure
fi>rl2"cyl £,780lb

Wheels designed fo deliver-

6,7801b. af£
47i"Diam. ->''

28i"Diam.-->
.34^ Diam.--p-

All 'a^-rSOIb.

Mofe:-By using a 20"handwfTeel in place offhs 16 "wheel on brake O, a pull of 1,333 lb. is obhained on fhe
brake chain, and the diamefer of t/ie sheaye wheel can be reduced fo ^4"

Hand Brake lyayonts for Cars with 12-In. Brake Cylinders

Chain
Maximum Pull
Chain Required Maximum

Pull Pull by Hand Travel
Delivered Obtained Brake of Deficiency

Designated by Braking by^ for 14 In. Push Rod Surplus of

by Hand Power Hand Push Rod at Chain Chain
Type of Hand Brake Letter Brake at E Brake Travel Point E Take-Up Take-Up Remarks

Ordinary staff A 685 lb. 6,7801b. 28 in. 139 in. 2.8 in. 1 1 1 in. 80 per cent less than required

B 767 lb. 6,780 lb. 32 in. 124 in. 3.6 in. 92 in. 74 per cent less than required

C 1.2631b. 6,780 lb. 36 in. 76 in. 6.6 in. 40 in. 53 per cent less than required

Peacock, staffless. . . . D 1,0661b. 6,780 lb. 144 in. 90 in. I4.+ in. 54 in. 60 per cent more than required

this case, an average air pressure of 60 lb. gives a

total pressure at the brake-cylinder pushrod of 6,780

lb. The study has been made for the same four types

of brakes and the accompanying tabulation shows the

results that will be obtained. With the type A brake

the maximum travel of the pushrod is but 2.8 in., and

there is a deficiency of chain take-up of 111 in., which

is 80 per cent less than that required. With the type

B brake the maximum travel of the pushrod is but 3.6

in. and the deficiency of chain take-up is 92 in. or 74

per cent. With the type C brake the maximum travel

of the pushrod is 6.6. in., the deficiency of chain take-

up is 40 in. or 53 per cent, and with the type D brake

there is a surplus chain take-up, after giving the

maximum travel of 14 in. at the brake rod, of 54 in.

or 60 per cent more than is required. It is thus seen

that only the last type of installation could be used

satisfactorily with this air-brake equipment. •

The point that should be stressed in connection with

this brake study is that no hand brake is safe for

operation as an auxiliary to the air-brake equipment

of a car which vi^ill not develop the full braking power,

as provided by the air brakes, throughout and beyond

the travel of the piston. Every operating official should

have a check made of the hand-brake equipment of his

air-brake cars, in order to determine if it is adequate

and safe, and should settle to his own satisfaction

the following two questions:

1. Is the hand-brake equipment, for which I am
responsible, adequate and safe under all conditions,

including long piston travel? If not, am I properly

safeguarding the property intrusted to me by the

owner?
2. What is my position from the standpoint of

of the piston the hand brake does not meet the require-

ments as outlined.

The two studies presented are those which have

come under the writer's supervision in connection with

the installation of hand brakes on cars of the railway

with which he is connected. It appears, however, that

a more exhaustive study with recommendation in

regard to hand-brake equipment could be made with

profit, and it is suggested that perhaps this might be

a subject for consideration of the American Electric

Railway Engineering Association, since it has a

material bearing on both the safety and economy of

electric car operation.

Paris Subway Tickets Carry Advertising

IN CONFORMITY with a general disposition on the

part of the French post office, county and municipal

authorities, use is being made of every possible small

advertising space. Telegrams carry an advertisement

I

' A DETACHER AVANT lAOHTROli
"

I
NORD.SUD

I iimiii 1 1^ III! im II

I

LO
to

J

NK-QLAS

I

Front and Back of Tiirls Subway Ti«-ket Slioulng .Vdvertlslnc

of somebody's soap and postage stamps have a flier

attached calling attention to a bottled water. The

Paris subway's first-class tickets now carry the adver-

tisement of a whole line of bottled goods on the reverse

side, as shown in the accompanying illustration.
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EflFect of Automobiles on

Interurban Traffic

Twelve Years' Records from Lexington Show that

with Greatly Increased Motor Travel Railway

Lines Are Holding Their Own

ALL realize that the tremendous increase in the num-
>. ber of private automobiles has had an influence

on the demand for electric railway transportation, but

in very few instances have any statistics been compiled

as to just what this influence is, or even the extent of

automobile travel, except for counts in isolated cases on

individual streets. There has been particular lack of

data in regard to the extent of private automobile com-

petition with interurban roads.

An exception to this condition exists in the case of

the interurban lines extending out of Lexington, Ky.,

as operated by the Kentucky Traction & Terminal Com-
pany. There are four of these lines, as shovra on the

accompanying map. The highways leading out from
Lexington to the cities served are paved with asphalt,

the communities served are largely agricultural and
prosperous, and the number of private automobiles in

proportion to the population is large.

Three tabulations have been made by the Kentucky
Traction & Terminal Company of the automobile traffic

passing over the main highways parallel to the four

divisions shown on the map. One of these traffic counts

has only recently been completed, having been made
on June 27 and 28 for the period from 6:30 a.m. to

6 p.m. and the average of these two days was taken;

they were considered typical as regards traffic. A
corresponding count extending over two days was made
in August, 1921, and still an earlier one extending five

days in August, 1912. In consequence, the company has
records for each of these three years for two days in

summer which are considered typical as regards the

number of automobiles and number of passengers car-

ried by them. The figures, with the corresponding
figures of railway traffic, as based on the averages for

the months mentioned, are given in the accompanying

Paris
, Scale in Hiies

I 2 } 4 5 6 1 8 9 10

t
Interurban Electric

Railway Lints

Poy^er station

Interurban I/ines Extending Out of Lexington, Ky.

table, except that on the Paris division it was

impossible to make a check this year because the road

was torn up and the traffic was diverted. The com-

parison of the automobile figures on the Paris division

between 1921 and 1912 does not differ greatly from

those on the other divisions, as shown below

:

PARIS DIVISION
Automobiles

Auerust 1921 779
Passenges

1958
August 1912 120 411
Increase 1921 over 1912, per cent 550 876

It will be noted from the large table that for the

three divisions where statistics are given the railway

gross revenue for 1924 as compared with 1912 is less

by 6 per cent and the number of passengers by 28

per cent, while the number of trips per day increased

8 per cent. This increase in number of trips is ovdng
to the use of one-man interurban cars, the company be-

ing one of the pioneers in the use of the light-weight

interurban safety car.

The total increase in travel on the three lines shown,

including both electric railway and automobile, is very

noticeable. Practically all of this increase has gone

to the automobile, the railway just about holding its

own in regard to traffic. To what extent this will con-

tinue in the future it is impossible to say.

REVENUE, PASSENGER AND AUTOMOBILE DATA. KENTUCKY TRACTION & TERMINAL COMPANV
-Railway Statistics-

Average
Passenger
Revenue
Der Day

Versailles Division
June, 1924, average $192. 13
August, 1921, average.
August, 1912, average
Increase* 1 924 over 1912, per cent

.

Increase 1924over 1921, per cent.

.

Increase 1921 over 1912, per cent . .

Georgetown Division

June, 1924, average
August, 1921, average
August, 1912, average
Increase* l924over 1912, per cent.
Increase 1924over 1921, per cent.

.

Increase 1921 over 1912, percent.

.

NIcholasTllle Division
June, 1924, average
August, 1921, average
August, 1912, average
Increase* 1924over 1912, per cent.
Increase 1924 over 1 92 1 , per cent

.

Increase 1921 over 1912, percent.

232.55
217.64
11.7
17.3
6.7

141.03
112.16
147.16

2i.i
es.8

127.36
123.59
126.76

0.4
3.0
a.B

Average
Passengers
Carried
per Day

726
1,297
1,509
6t.O
H.6
ti.l

748
606
812
7.9
23.4
tS.i

763
646
800
4.8
18.1
19. i

Summary—Versailles, Georftetown and Mcholasvllle Divisions
June, 1924, average 460 52 2,237
August, 1921, average 468 31 2,549
August, 1912, average 491.56 3,121
Increase* 1924 over 1912, percent 6.S tS.8
Increase 1924 over 1 92 1, per cent 1.7 Its
Increase 1921 over 1912, percent 7.1 18.

i

Note 1. The same dates were used in maldng up tlie interurban data for com-
parison witii automobile ciiecks.
Note 2. Interurban rates in effect month of August, 1912—Cash and ticlcet

fares 0.02 per mile; mileage boolts 1.5 cents per mile. Rates in effect August,

Average No.
Single Trips
Operated
per Day

33
26
30

9.0
27.0
13.3

32
24
28

14.2
33.3
16.

e

32
22
30

6.7
45.0
ge.e

Average
Numijer

Passengers
per Trip

22
46
50

66.0
it.

3

8.0

23
25
29

ee.o
8.0
13.8

23
29
27

U.8

7.4

97 68
72 100
88 106

7.9 SS.8
25.0 3t.O
18.

t

6.0
1 92 1—Cash and ticlcet fares .

effect June, 1924—Cash fare 3
• ftalic indicates decrease.

Average
Automobiles
per Day

I.ISI
598
71

1,560
97
742

-Automobile Statistics-

751
442
41

1,731
69

977

Average
Passengers
per Day

2,654
1,405
246
978
88

470

1,586
1,066
108

1,368
48

888

Average
Passengers

per Automobilo

33

S3

33

33

882 1,876 2
502 1,191 2
59 170 }

1,395 1,004 S3.S
75 57

752 600 33.3

2,814 6,116 1
1,542 3.662 2
171 524 3

1,545
^2.4

1,067.

1

33.3
67.0

801.7 598.8 33.3

03 per mile; mileage book 0.03 per mile. RatMin
, 25 cents per mile ticket rate .03 per mile.
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Modernizing Employment Methods
Based on Experience in Many Differing Lines of Industry, Some Factors that Must Be

Taken Into Account in Selecting Men Are Pointed Out—General Interviews and

Physical Examination Do Not Give an Indication of Reactions of the

Man When Operating Vehicles Under TraflSc Conditions

By Dr. A. J. Snow
Department of Applied Psychology, Northwestern University

Consulting Psychologist to John Lucas Company, A Stein & Company,
Hart, Schaffner & Marx, National Association of Taxicab Owners

Inclosed in a
certain

ANALYSIS of the qualities re-

i\ quired in employees for various

jL \. classes of work makes it possi-

ble to rate applicants in accordance

with their physical and mental fitness

for the particular job to be filled.

Such an analysis soon shows that the

general "sizing up" of an applicant in

an interview is a very unreliable

method of selecting men to handle

vehicles in congested city streets.

"Intelligence," which is used as a

general term by employment depart-

ment heads to indicate mental alert-

ness in an interview, has been shown
to be no fair measure of an applicant's

qualifications for certain types of

work, particularly where this calls for

regular performance of routine duties.

Although an electric railway motor-

man or a bus or cab driver must pos-

sess "intelligence" to a degree which
assures proper interpretation and exe-

cution of orders, and must also possess

good "judgment," it has been shown by tests in other

industries that general "sizing up" in an interview is no

accurate measure of these qualities, and also that the

employment of applicants in routine work for which

they are too highly developed may result in a high

rate of labor turnover.

General Interview Is Misleading

It may come as a matter of surprise to many em-

ployers that intelligence is by no means the great

requisite in selecting men for every job. Ask most

superintendents or personnel managers what kind of

man they would prefer for any position and they will

answer at once: "The most intelligent man I can get

for the money," the necessary technical training being

assumed, of course. But if you question the employer

further as to just what sort of intelligence he wants

to hire, you are likely to get little more than a sur-

prised stare. He hires the "most intelligent" man,

and a few weeks later either the man quits or he makes
a costly error which results in his discharge. Then
the employer says that he "got fooled" on that man.

He wasn't so intelligent after all. I do not assert

that such employment mishaps can be eliminated

entirely by applying psychological principles to hiring.

But I have no hesitation in saying that they can be

cut down to such an extent as to make large savings

in labor turnover.

There are many places in almost every line of in-

A Test for Reaction in Emergency
small darkened cabinet, the subject is required to carry out
Instructions when startled by a sudden electric flash

dustry where too much intelligence is certain to promote
a high turnover of labor. Take the motorman, for

instance. Only after a thorough study of his job can

all of the requisites to fill it be determined. But it

must be apparent offhand that a very high degree of

intelligence is not only unnecessary but actually proves

a source of loss to the employer. A highly intelligent

man will not remain permanently at the controller.

Sooner or later the company will have to train a new
man for his place, at whatever expense might be

attendant upon such an operation. I am certain it will

be agreed that a motorman or bus driver needs (1)

enough intelligence to understand ordinary instruc-

tions, (2) a strong sense of caution and responsibility

and (3) quick comprehension of dangerous situations

and instant muscular reaction to them. Possibly other

requisites would be revealed after study, but suppose
we assume the foregoing to be complete.

How many employers could interview an applicant

and determine whether he possessed the above qualifica-

tions? Certainly a prospective employee could not be
assumed to have all of them merely because he gave
evidence of being "highly intelligent." Suppose, for

instance, the man appears to be very alert mentally. If

he is too alert there may be danger that the routine

and constantly recurring duties of the motorman's job

will fail to hold his attention. His mentality, being

considerably beyond the requirements of his work,
easily wanders away from it and a bad accident is the
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result. A mind, however, which is just about equal

to the job has to be concentrated upon it and constitutes

a much better type of mind to hire for that motorraan's

place. Of course if the alert man possesses good

powers of concentration the danger is largely elimi-

nated. But as I have said before, feeling himself fitted

for a better paying position, he is unwilling to remain

a motorman long and soon seeks a change from the

place which his employer had trained him to fill.

Now suppose the intelligent man were habitually or

by nature careless. There can be no dispute as to his

undesirability as a motorman. He would not be on

his guard in dangerous traffic. His stops and starts

Ikb
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The Caution and Judgment Test

The method in which the subject transfers a group of familiar
objects to the three small tables shown indicates both his sense of
caution and the judgment which he is capable of exercising.

would be rough and he would have a tendency to be

careless in regard to the safety of passengers. In a

hundred ways he would unconsciously fail to heed the

safety rules laid down by the company. And a person

can be highly intelligent and at the same time entirely

lacking in caution. Can any of this be determined
by an interview?

The third quality of quick reaction to dangerous
situations is one which is ingrained in a man. If he
hasn't got it you can't do much about it. Further-
more, you can't discover whether he has it merely by
talking to him. He may be highly intelligent and lack

this reaction altogether, or be s,tupid in many ways
and have it to a high degree. At any rate, the man
who reacts slowly or improperly to dangerous situations

is certainly unsafe in control of any conveyance in

which human beings are riding. Confronted with a
sudden emergency, he fails to utilize the safety devices
that are provided for just such situations, and on ques-
tioning he says, "The brakes or the reverse didn't

work." And let me repeat, his bearing in the employ-
ment interview does not reveal this. It is imbedded
deep in his nervous system. It shows up only by a test

under conditions similar to but not identical with those
he will encounter on the job.

Encouraging advances have recently been made in

devising methods of testing applicants for these specific

qualities. The object, of course, is to weed out misfits

at the start-—to select men whose mental and nervous

make-up is such that they will have low accident

records. One particular field in which considerable

work along this line is being done at the present time

is that of taxicab operation. The National Associa-

tion of Taxicab Owners, during the last six months,

has been working out a series of tests which already

have proved their utility in determining whether a

man is safe to trust at the steering wheel of a motor

car. The results obtained have checked with remark-

able accuracy against the accident records of several

hundred of these men who have been professional

chauffeurs for a number of years in Chicago. It has

been found to make no difference whether the subject

of the test has ever driven a car or not. The qualities

which he needs—intelligence, caution and quick nervous

reaction to the needs of emergencies—are not attributes

which come with training. Either the man has them
at the start or he hasn't them. The experienced man,

if he is a misfit, is as likely to show up poorly in the

test as the green man. If he does so, his record card

will usually show that he has a poor accident record.

When the green man shows up poorly he had better

not be hired ; he will accumulate a bad accident record,

with consequent expense to his employers.

Caution and Judgment Can Be Measured

In some of these tests which have been carried on in

Chicago the factor of intelligence was determined by
methods which correspond in a general way with the

United States Army intelligence tests, but which were
adapted to what was considered the requirements of

the transportation business. The results reveal whether
the man has good memory, perception, attention, learn-

ing, arithmetical knowledge, reasoning powers and
ability to follow directions.

One of the accompanying illustrations shows a

method of testing the driver's caution and judgment.

He is given a set of widely varying objects to trans-

fer from one place to several other locations as quickly

as he can, arranging them in the new places as he
thinks best. It may be said that the manner in which

the objects are handled and placed reveals to a sur-

prising degree the quality of the candidate's judgment
and detects any tendency toward carelessness. Many
men appear to be careful enough when under the eye

of a superior, but the test indicates whether he is so

constituted by nature.

As shown in the illustration, the apparatus seems
simple enough. The kitchen table in the far corner

bears miscellaneous objects met with every day. The
round-topped table nearest it carries a lighted candle

and is so balanced that it will not support a heavy

object on one side without upsetting. The next table

bears a pan of water and the one in the foreground

has rickety legs which prevent it from remaining level

and cause it to fall over easily. The subject is in-

structed to take the objects from the kitchen table

and place them upon the three other tables as quickly

as possible and in any arrangement he chooses. In

the illustration he has already put a package of butter

upon the very rickety table and an electric light globe

in the pan of water; he has put a sack of salt beside

the lighted candle and is laying an egg upon this table
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with one hand, while in the other he holds a bottle

marked "gasoline" as he tries to determine a proper

resting place for it. Other objects on the far table

must be similarly transferred to the three others.

Some subjects have been known to put the eggs upon
the very rickety table, the salt in the pan of water
and the gasoline bottle directly beside the lighted

candle. The locations selected for the various objects

and the time taken to place them determine the grade

given the subject in this test.

Testing for Reaction in Emergency

In the illustration on page 387 the subject is tested

for quick action in an emergency. He is seated in a

small closed cabinet before a group of apparently com-
plicated apparatus that is marked "dangerous" by con-

spicuous tags. The cabinet is dark and he is required

to carry out instructions by the light of a small pilot

lamp. His left hand and left foot press down upon con-

tact keys that keep electrical circuits closed (merely to

indicate to the observers that he is retaining the proper

position). His right foot also rests upon a contact

key. He is instructed to insert the ends of the coiled

wires into the binding posts shown, and then if any-
thing unusual happens to remove his right foot from
its contact key and quickly stamp down on a brake

pedal which is pointed out to him. At the same time

he must turn a small switch at the right of the board,

but continue to hold down on the contact switches with
his left foot and hand.

As he proceeds to insert the wires in the binding

posts a brilliant arc suddenly leaps across the gap in

the glass tube shown in the illustration. At the same
time arcs also pass between the ends of the wires above
his right hand and from a wire just above his left

hand and he receives a slight electric shock. The time

between the starting of these arcs and the completion

of the instructions given for the right foot and hand
indicate the time required to act in the emergency.
Failure to keep the left hand and foot in the proper
position also indicates whether or not the subject is

able to retain control of all his muscles when the emer-
gency occurs.

Out of the hundreds of Chicago chauffeurs who have

taken these tests 90 per cent of those who made poor
grades were found to have unfavorable accident records
upon the personnel cards of their employers. Con-
versely, those who made good marks were found to

have clean accident scores. Unquestionably, could the
men who had the bad records have been eliminated by
such a test before they were hired their employers
would have been saved many thousands of dollars in

damages and lost time. A final check is now being
made among a group of 5,000 drivers preparatory to

disseminating the methods of testing among the mem-
bership of the National Association of Taxicab Owners.
Railway operators already have recognized the prin-

ciple of scientific employment to the extent that they
already test for general health, eyesight, hearing, etc.

By extending such examinations to include the specific

mental and physical characteristics desired in platform

employees, they can cut down their accident records

and labor turnover still more.

One word of caution is advisable. Such work must
be carried out by experts who have given the subject

of psychological selection of employees careful study.

Most failures in the application of such methods are

directly attributable to the employment of amateurs or

novices in this work. Where proper experience is

brought to bear in devising methods of selecting men
for certain specific employment requirements results

in a wide range of industries have been most gratifying.

Sacramento's Latest Type Cars

ANEW type of street car for Sacramento, Cal., has
recently been put in operation by the Pacific Gas

& Electric Company. These cars weigh 24,000 lb. and
are of the largest type yet used in Sacramento. They
are of the standard double-truck type, equipped with
General Electric motors and Westinghouse air brakes.

It is possible to operate them either as one-man or two-
man cars. They cannot be started while passengers are

boarding or leaving.

The front doors can be operated either independently

or together at the option of the motorman. The rear

doors are also controlled by the motorman. An auxiliary

valve on the outside makes it possible for a street col-

five Cars of This One-Man, Two-Man Type Have Just Been Pnt in Service In Sacramento
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lector to operate the rear doorsl on a busy corner, per-

mitting entrance from the front and rear at the same
time. The seating arrangement has been designed to

allow generous aisle spaces, the seats for half the length

of the body on either side being longitudinal and the

remainder of the cross type.

The cars were manufactured by the American Car
Company, St. Louis, and were delivered in Sacramento
four months from the time of ordering. The five cars

cost $56,650.

3,000-Volt Locomotives for

South African Railway
Designed for Use on Narrow-Gage Line Three 75-Ton

Units Are Coupled Together to Haul
1,430-Ton Freight Trains

A LATE development in main-line railway electri-

fication is that of the Glencoe to Pietermaritzburg

section of the South African Railway. The section

which is being electrified will have to deal chiefly with
the hauling of heavy mineral traffic down to the coast.

The track has a route mileage of 171 miles traversing

very hilly country with long and difficult grades. It

reaches an altitude of 5,000 ft. above sea level and runs
down to the 2,200 ft. level at Pietermaritzburg. In

this latter portion of the line there is one grade which
drops more than 1,350 ft. in a distance of 14J miles.

The catenary overhead contact wire carries 3,000

volts d.c. with track return. The power is converted at

substations along the line, which are supplied by a

three-phase overhead transmission system at 88,000

volts, 50 cycles.

In connection with this project the Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Company, Ltd., is supplying 78 com-
bined passenger and freight locomotives. In view of

the limitations of the track, such as the gage, which
is 3 ft. 6 in., a minimum radius of curve of 300 ft., the

loads per axle, and the very heavy trains that have to

be dealt with, a single locomotive unit is unsuitable.

Consequently, three engines are coupled together,

driven in multiple, and controlled from one driver's cab.

In normal working three locomotives haul a freight

train of 1,430 short tons to Pietermaritzburg, and on
the return trip one of 700 short tons. Wherever con-

trol of speed on a down grade is necessary, this is done
by the regenerative action of the locomotive alone.

The leading dimensions of the locomotive are:

Weight per driving axle 37,300 lb.

Weight m working order 1 49,200 lb.
Weight of mechanical portion 88,250 lb.

Weight of electrical portion 60,950 lb.

Type of locomotive AA + AA
Gage 3 ft. 6 in.

Motor equipment Four 300-hp, motors
Total motor rating, one hour 1 ,200 hp.
Tractive effort at one-hour rating, full field 2 1 ,200 lb.

Tractive effort, maximum 40,000 lb.

Tractive effort, continuous, full field 1 6,400 Vb.

Speed at one-hour rating, full field 21.5 m.p.h.
Speed at continuous rating, full field 23 m.p.h.
Maximum safe speed 45 m.p.h.
Traction system 3,000 volts d.c.

Brakes Compressed air
Over-all length 43 ft. 8 in.

Overall-height of body (pantograph down) 1 2 ft. 1 1.3 in.

Over-all width of body 9 ft. 2.25 in.

Diameter of driving wheels 4 ft. in.

Fixed wheelbase 9 ft. 3 in.

Total wheelbase 30 ft. II in.

Distance between truck centers 2 1 ft. 8 in.

The body of the locomotive containing the electrical

equipment and auxiliary gear is supported by two four-

wheel trucks coupled together at their inner ends by an
articulating joint. The buffing and draw gear, which is

of the central type, is mounted directly on the trucks.

The body of the locomotive is divided into five com-
partments. There is a driver's cab at each end. In the

center is situated the high-tension compartment contain-

ing all the high-voltage control gear. The spaces

between the high-tension compartment and the cabs at

each end are occupied by the auxiliaries, which include

two motor-generator sets, each coupled to a blower; a

compressor; exhauster; reservoirs containing air for

the brakes, low-tension control gear and pantographs,

and low-tension switches ; and contactors for controlling

Two of the Locomotives (or the South African Railway Coupled Together. Ordinarily Three Are Used to Hani Ore TnUms
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In the View at I.eft of the Higrh-Tension Chamber the Cam Switch Gronp Can Be 8een. At Rigrht, View Aiongr the Corridor. The
Motorman'8 Cab May Be Seen at the Far £nd. In the Foreground Is the 16-Kw. Motor-Generator

the auxiliary gear. The sections of the roof above these

compartments and the clerestory roof above the high-

tension compartment are easily removed to lift out the

heavy machinery and control gear.

The vacuum brake system is used on all the rolling

stock, but the locomotive brakes are operated by com-
pressed air.

The four main motors are of the series type, two
connected permanently in series, thus having 1,500 volts

per commutator. They are rated at 300 hp. with full

field on the one-hour test basis, corresponding to a speed

of 21.5 m.p.h. with a gear ratio of 17/75 and 48-in.

wheels. The magnet frame is cast in one piece and is

octagonal in shape. The suspension of the motor is

carried out by means of the axle bearings and a nose

which is supported on rubber springs held in the sus-

pension bracket on the truck transom. The motor has
four poles with interpoles; a tap is made on the main
field to give reduction in excitation. The motors are

arranged for forced ventilation. Air enters at the com-
mutator end through a flexible duct leading from the

blowers and flows in parallel paths through the machine,

leaving by means of openings at the pinion end.

Each locomotive has two pantograph collectors which
are pneumatically operated through an electrically oper-

ated valve controlled by a two-way switch in the driver's

cab. The driver has complete control over all pan-

tographs from one cab.

Current is led through to the main equipment by way
of the main control switches in the high-tension com-
partment. The switches are pneumatically operated and
have a normal contact pressure of 140 lb. These
switches are arranged in two groups of 10 and 11 re-

spectively, along the longitudinal center line of the loco-

motive. These switches are operated by a double-ended
piston carrying a rack which engages on a pinion fixed

to the end of the cam shaft. The cam groups are used
for the motor combination, forward and reverse, motor-
ing and regenerating, and the weak field connections.

Arranged above the unit switches are the resistance

frames. They are of the cast-grid three-point suspen-

sion type and the pressed-steel type, the latter being

used for the stabilizing resistances and for the earlier

steps of the accelerating resistance.

The high-tension compartment also contains electro-

magnetic contactors for starting up the motor-gener-

ator sets, the auxiliary fuse groups, which are of the

expulsion type, motor overload and over-voltage relays,

stabilizing resistances and switches, and all other high-

voltage gear.

The master controllers have three independent drums
on one central spindle. These drums are used for the

motor combinations, series and parallel in forward, and
series in reverse, acceleration and regeneration re-

spectively. Complete mechanical interlocking is adopted,

no blow-out coils are required since the control is on

a 100-volt circuit. The control equipment can be com-
pletely isolated by a multi-point cut-out switch which
is connected between the main terminal boards and the

control equipment.

Complete lighting is installed and is supplied from
the 100-volt circuit which is fed by generator in parallel

with a 100-volt battery.

There are two motor-generators of 16-kw. and 28-kw.

capacity respectively. The motors of both are similar,

in having two distinct windings connected to a com-
mutator at each end of the armature, the two being

connected in series externally. The motor fields are in

series on the low-tension side of the armatures and also

with the series fields of the generators. The two motor-

generators are connected in series to the 3,000-volt

circuit.

The 28-kw. set is used for exciting the fields of the

main motors when in regeneration, and the 16-kw. set

is used for supplying the control circuits, lights, ex-

hauster, compressor and cab heaters and exciting the
larger generator and maintaining the battery on charge
through an automatic battery cut-out switch.
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Tickets Used by 95 per Cent of Pay

Passengers

\N UNUSUALLY large proportion of the passengers

jL\. of the Cumberland County Power & Light Com-
pany, Portland, Me., use tickets in paying fares on the

street cars. The cash fare is 10 cents and the tickets

are sold five for 40 cents. Transfers are free. Cash
fares are paid largely by visitors in the city, which

accounts for
the fact that in

winter tickets

are used by ap-

proximately 97
per cent of the

revenue pas-

s e n g e r s, as

compared with
about 93 per

cent in sum-
mer. The plan

of selling
tickets has

been in force for some four years with varying rates of

fare, in each case a considerable reduction being obtain-

able through the purchase of tickets. The type of ticket

shown in the accompanying illustration, is transferable

and is good until used. Distribution is obtained by sale

on the cars and at the company's office, which is at the

principal transfer station in the center of the city.

When presented for fare the conductor cancels one
of the five numbered spaces with a special punch. The
ticket fares are not recorded on the register, so that

it is impossible to keep an accurate check on the oper-

ators' returns. It is stated, however, that with such a
large proportion of ticket users there is little likelihood

of loss to the company on account of dishonesty of the

operators. Since most of the railway service is given
with one-man cars, the extensive use of tickets has
been of considerable assistance.

( PORTLAND K.MLROAD CO.)

J

SRIDE TICKET 40 CENTS

9
IB

EACH COUPON ATTACHED
QOOD FOR ONE CONTINUOUS RIDE
OF THREE FARE ZONES OR LESS

Void when coupons are detached.
Subject to conditions on other side.

r^miatUr will 1IR Lkia ticket »h«a pDB«hU(««t iHt rid*.

J 450020 6°4o>^

This Type of Ticket Is Popnlir Among the
Car Biders in Portland, Me.

Diagonal Tear-ofif Transfer Used
in Bangor

ACONVENIENT form of tear-off transfer is in

use on the lines of the Bangor Railway & Electric

Company, Bangor, Me., where all cars except those on
the Old Town line are one-man operated. This trans-
fer has on the left-hand side a column in which are
listed all the hours from 5 a.m. to 12 p.m. inclusive.

These are divided by horizontal lines into groups of

m
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mP^
m.^ "'.
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.'•

four. In a parallel column,

on the right hand side, the

figures 0, 15, 30, and 45 are

printed in groups of four

opposite the hours.

The time limit of the

transfer is indicated by the

last numbers at the bottom,

the remainder of the trans-

fer being torn off. A diag-

onal cutter has been arranged
so that an adjustment as

close as fifteen minutes is

possible. Schedules are ar-

ranged so that the cars of

the several lines meet at the

transfer points. The time
showTi on the transfer is

therefore the time when the

issuing car is due at the

meeting point.

Transfers are held in

place under a thin piece of

steel, about tV in. wide and
1^ in. thick, clamped fast

by a set screw. The edge of this steel acts as a cutter

when the transfers are torn off. No punching need
be done when the transfers are issued and they c^n be
torn from the pad without the operator looking at it.

This arrangement has been found very useful on one-
man cars.

Each route operated by the railway has a transfer
of a different color, purple, green, white, yellow, brown
and red being used. The fact that the a.m. transfers
are shorter than the p.m. transfers makes it easy to

distinguish them at a glance and has prevented abuse
of the transfer privilege.
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6 a.m. 15
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11 a.m. 30
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The Itotfom FiRurei* on This
Transfer Show the Time

Of iNsue

ThU Device Holds Transfers In Place and Acts >a
Ed^e for Teftrlns Them Off

a Cnttlnc

British and Continental Rail Standards

Edgar Allen & Company, Ltd.

Sheffield, England, Aug. 14, 1924.

To the Editors

:

With your permission, I would like to make a few
comments on the paper by Mr. d'Hoop, chief engineer
of the Brussels Tramways, before the recent Interna-
tional Tramways Congress in Paris and printed in ab-
stract in your issue of July 19.

In the first place, I do not agree with the remark:
"The differences between the requirements of rails for

electric railway and for steam railroad service are not
realized by the manufacturers."

It is not the rail makers alone who determine the

sections. These are decided by the standard commit-
tees of the different countries where they exist, and
they are responsible for the various alterations which
are made in the sections.

In this country the manufacturers are represented
upon the standard committee, and there is no doubt that

this has helped to evolve better sections. I send you
a drawing on which I have placed the three sections

recommended by Mr. d'Hoop, which are those elaborated
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by the Technical Commission of the Swiss Railways,
together with a comparison of three French standard
sections, which are very near to these, also one English
section, B.S.S.8, which is the only one comparable.
The use of the flat top rail of course requires cylin-

drical wheels. There is no doubt that they give ex-
cellent results or France would not have adopted them.

In this country the present British standard has a
radius of 12 in. on the running edge, a dimension which
has been evolved after some years of trial. The early

Reversible Gnard Bolted to Kail

sections were coned 1 in 21 and afterward altered (al-

though not standardized) to a 12-in. radius, which was
considered to be the approximate curve of the rails

after a few years wear.

The London County Council, however, had adopted
a 6-in. radius head, which was thought to be too great
by the generality of the engineers, and the standard
to it is a 9-in. radius, similar to that shown on No. 8.

There are certain dimensions which Mr. d'Hoop does
not consider of importance to standardize, but I con-
sider that the depth of the groove and thickness (or

depth) of the head of the rail (or running surface) is

very important, and both groove and tread should be in

relation to each other.

The English Board of Trade regulations affect tram-
way rails to a very great extent, and it is only during

With regard to guard rails, Mr. d'Hoop suggests that
these vary considerably, but in this country manganese
steel is chiefly used. I inclose a photograph showing
a guard rail, known as Holt's, of which we have sup-
plied over 60,000 ft. This guard is rolled in manganese
steel in lengths of 20 ft. and attached to the rail, either

in the first instance or when the guard of the rail is

worn off. This guard can be reversed four times, but
one reverse is usually sufficient as the manganese rail

will outlast the ordinary rail and can be further used
without any reversing. In one test case, taken after

4 years, it was found that the guard could be refixed

in its old position, although 1,332,000 cars had passed
over the one edge.

The rail joint question is the most important on a
street tramway, and the practice of welding has in-

creased very greatly during the past few years, but
there is no standard. Various types are being used
according to the engineers' ideas, very tnuch as in your
country. The various articles upon this question which
appear in your issues from time to time are most in-

teresting.

The rail sections used here have been "legion." We
ourselves have made points and crossings to about 200
different sections, exclusive of American types, and
these would probably double this quantity. But all

countries have now greatly reduced their sections, and
England, France, Germany and the United States have
certain standards.

In this country there are now only three sections,

viz., No. 6, which is 6 J in. deep (165.10 mm.). No. 7
and No. 8, 7 in. deep (177.80 mm.), with their cor-

responding curve sections. These sections have enabled
us to reduce the cost of castings and to keep a stock

of the principal radii, which in this country are 100 ft.,

150 ft. and 200 ft. for side loop use. For equilateral

points, or switches, the chief standard is 200 ft. radius.

The above are considered to be the standard, but there

are also certain others which are used but not standard,

viz., 75-ft., 250-ft. and 300-ft. lateral radius, also 240-ft.,

300-ft. and 360-ft. equilateral radius.

Finally there is no doubt that it would be of great

assistance and economy if one set of standard rails

was used generally, but that is hopeless, each country

Dotted lints
show French
Rail U.V.F.mS

Comparison of Proposed International Standards with Existing French and British Standards

the last two or three years that the deep groove, as

shown on No. 8, has been accepted, much to the advan-
tage of tramways generally, as the life is greatly in-

creased.

In this country the width of the groove is very
rigidly insisted upon, which is not the case in other

countries.

having its own regulations. Consequently, the English

rail mills confine themselves to English sections.

It would be very interesting and very useful to have

a comparison made of all the different standards. Pos-

sibly, in course of time, it may be done.

Fred Bland,
Director, Tramway Department.
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American Association News

Revisions of Convention
Program

SINCE the publication of the pro-

gram for the Atlantic City conven-
tion of the American Electric Railway
Association and affiliated associations

in the issue of Electric Railway
Journal of Aug. 30 a number of fea-

tures have been added and the positions

of others have been transposed.
In the American Association the re-

ports of the committee on community
section, company section and individual

membership, C. E. Morgan chairman,
and the committee on company and
associate membership, R. P. Stevens
chairman, will be presented at the
meeting Thursday morning, Oct. 9, im-
mediately following the election of offi-

cers.

The addresses by Messrs. Harris and
Hoyt will be given at the session to be
held Tuesday evening, instead of Tues-
day and Thursday mornings. The full

program for this evening session fol-

lows:

Tuesday Evening, Oct. 7

General Evening Session

Ballroom, Million Dollar Pier, 9 p.m.

Mme. Josephine Lucchese, coloratura
soprano

Charmant Oiseau David
(LaPerle du Bresll)—Flute obbligato.

Address — "Financing of Electric
Railways," by J. P. Harris, vice-presi-
dent Union Trust Company, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Mme. Josephine Lucchese, coloratura

soprano.

Southern Fantasy Arranged by Luck

Address—"Relation of Municipal Offi-

cers to the Utility," by Mayor William
A. Magee, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mme. Josephine Lucchese, coloratura
soprano.

Mad Scene Lucia Donizetti
(Flute obbligato)

Informal dancing.

Engineering Association

In the Engineering Association pro-
gram the reports of the committee on
buildings anJ structures, N. E. Drexler
chairman, and the special committee on
car and carhouse wiring, H. H. Adams
chairman, will be transferred from
Monday afternoon, Oct. 6, to Tuesday
afternoon, Oct. 7. In their place the
coinmittee on way matters, H. H.
George chairman, and the committee
on welded rail joint research, W. W.
Wysor chairman, will report on Mon-
day afternoon.
The meeting of purchasing agents

and storekeepers scheduled for Tues-
day, Oct. 7, at 2 p.m. will be held at the
Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel, since it

was found impossible to secure a meet-
ing room on the pier. The address at
this meeting on the topic "What the
Purchasing and Stores Departments
Can Do in Building Up Good Will for
the Company" will be given by W. H.
Sawyer, president East St. Louis &
Suburban Railway.

T. & T. AssociATieN

At the symposium to be held Tues-
day by the Transportation & Traffic

Association the program will be as
follows

:

Tuesday Afternoon, Oct. 7

2 to 5:30 p.m.

Advertising and Publicity Symposium

"It Can Be Done," by W. H. Sawyer,
president East St. Louis & Suburban
Railway.

"Selling Transportation by Boosting
Your Home Town and Appealing to

Home Pride," by L. K. Starr, manager
public relation department, Georgia
Railway & Power Company, Atlanta,
Ga.

"Safety and How to Make It Inter-
esting to Mothers and Children," by W.
Dwight Burroughs, publicity agent and
librarian United Railways & Electric
Company, Baltimore, Md.

"Best Methods for Holding Com-
panies to Get Action Throughout Their
Territories," by John S. Bleecker, Day
& Zimmermann, Philadelphia, Pa.

"Public Utility Sections of the Asso-
ciated Advertising Clubs of the World,"
by W. H. Hodge, Byllesby Engineering
& Management Corporation, Chicago.

"State Public Service Information
Committees," by J. S. S. Richardson,
director Pennsylvania Public Service
Information Committee.
"The Interurban," by J. P. Griffin,

vice-president and general manager
Texas Electric Railway, Dallas, Tex.

Education— Will meet with educa-
tional directors of member companies
at a luncheon at the Marlborough-
Blenheim Hotel, Tuesday, Oct. 6,

1:15 p.m.

Meetings of the newly elected execu-
tive committees of the American and
affiliated associations will be held as
decided upon by their presidents.

Committee Meetings at

Atlantic City

ANUMBER of important committee
meetings are scheduled in Atlantic

City during convention week. All the
executive committees will hold meet-
ings at the Marlborough-Blenheim
Hotel as follows: Sunday, Oct. 5,
Claims Association, 11 a.m.; Engrineer-
ing Association, 2 p.m.; Accountants'
Association, 3 p.m. Monday, Oct. 6,
American Association, 10 a.m.; Trans-
portation & Traffic Association, 11 a.m.
Other committees of the American

Association will meet as follows:

Entertainment — Marlborough-Blen-
heim Hotel, Sunday, Oct. 5, 5 p.m.

Exhibits — Convention Pier, office of
director of exhibits, Sunday, Oct. 5,

2 p.m.

Entertainment Features for

Atlantic City Convention

THE committee on entertainment of
the American Association met at

Association Headquarters, New York
City, Sept. 5. Members in attendance
were F. H. Gale, chairman; Harry L.
Brown, J. F. Craig and A. A. Hale.
Others present were E. P. Waller,
M. B. Lambert, E. C. Faber, C. S. Haw-
ley, L. W. Shugg, N. A. Garland, C. R.
Ellicott, Mr. Smith, J. W. Welsh and
G. C. Hecker.
The various entertainment features

at the Atlantic City convention will

be in charge of the following sub-
committees: Golf, G. A. Barnes, chair-
man; opening reception, J. V. Sullivan,
chairman; "Playtime on the Pier," A.
A. Hale, chairman; gfrand ball, L. H.
Palmer, chairman; music, S. J. Cots-
worth, chairman; ladies' entertainment,
J. A. Dewhurst, chairman.

The entertainment plans for the
Atlantic City convention were reviewed
and the following program was ap-
proved :

Sunday, Oct. 5

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.—Golf tournament.
9 p.m.-—Sacred concert at the Marl-

borough-Blenheim Hotel.

Monday, Oct. 6

9 p.m.—Opening dance in honor of
the president and officers of the asso-

ciation; Ballroom, Million Dollar Pier.

Tuesday, Oct. 7

3:30 to 5:30 p.m.— Ladies' card
party. Rose Room, Traymore Hotel,

bridge and five hundred.

9 p.m.—Ballroom, Million Dollar Pier.

This is the general evening session, at
which there will be two prominent
speakers.

The entertainment features consist

of selections by Josephine Lucchese,
coloratura soprano, and accompanying
artists. Following the regular progrram
there will be informal dancing on the
Pier.

Wednesday, Oct. 8

3:30 to 5:30 p.m.—Ladies' entertain-

ment; concert by Mme. Josephine
Lucchese and accompanying artists,

Blenheim Ballroom, Marlborough-Blen-
heim Hotel.
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9 p.m.—Playtime on the Pier. The
biggest and best show on earth will be

staged in the Ballroom. Fun for every

one. Informal Dancing.

Thursday, Oct. 9

9 a.m.—Grand ball. Ballroom, Mil-

lion Dollar Pier.

Special Trains to Atlantic City

THIS year a special train will be run
from New York direct to Atlantic

City for the accommodation of dele-

gates to the convention. It will leave

the Pennsylvania Station Sunday, Oct.

5, at 1:40 p.m. and is due to arrive in

Atlantic City at 4:45 p.m. This train

will have the finest special equipment,
and an entertainment committee is pro-
viding surprises and fun for those
taking it.

Pullman reservations for the New
York Special can be obtained only from
the following members of the com-
mittee :

New England—J. W. Belling, Gen-
eral Electric Company, 84 State Street,
Boston, Mass.
New York State—W. F. Stanton,

New York State Railways, 267 State
Street, Rochester.
New York City—C H. Beck, West-

inghouse Traction Brake Company, 150
Broadway, New York City.
A special train composed of the

most modern all-steel Pullman equip-
ment (club-car, open section, compar-
ment and drawing-room sleeping cars
and observation car, with dining
car service) will be operated from
Chicago for those desiring to attend
the Atlantic City convention. This
train will be an exact counterpart of
the world-famous Broadway Limited,
and the Pennsylvania Railroad officials
give assurance that everything possible
will be done to make the trip pleasant
and comfortable.
The train will leave Chicago at 1 p.m.

Central Standard time, Saturday, Oct.
4; Fort Wayne 4:03 p.m.; Lima 5:12
p.m.; Crestline 7:43 p.m. Eastern Time;
Mansfield 8 p.m.; Alliance 10:08 p.m.;
Pittsburgh 12:09 a.m. Sunday, Oct. 5.

It will arrive at Atlantic City at 10 a.m.
on Sunday.

Delegates from Toledo, Detroit and
vicinity can use the regular train serv-
ice of the Pennsylvania Railroad and
connect at Mansfield or Pittsburgh with
the Chicago Special. Delegates from
Cleveland can use the regular service of
the Pennsylvania and connect at Alli-
ance. Delegates from Akron and
Youngstovsm can use the regular service
of the Pennsylvania and connect at
Pittsburgh.

Attention is again called to the fact
that to secure the reduction of one-half
fare from the return trip, identification
certificates which can be secured from
association headquarters must be used,
and tickets must be purchased from the
railroad company's ticket agents. Dia-
grams for the Pullman cars on the
Chicago Special will be kept at the
office of H. J. Kenfield, vice-chairman
transportation committee, care of Elec-
tric Traction, 431 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago.

Plans are under way to run a
through train direct from St. Louis via

Annual Convention

and Exhibits

A. E. R. A., Atlantic City

October 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Pittsburgh. Those interested should

communicate with B. W. Frauenthal,

general traffic agent United Railroads

of St. Louis.
Arrangements are being made tlo

run a special car on the Pacific Limited

leaving Oakland, Cal., at 4 p.m. Wed-
nesday, Oct. 1. This is due to arrive at

Chicago 1:55 p.m. Saturday and at At-

lantic City about 7 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 5.

Arrangements for this car are in charge

of W. V. Hill, California Electric Rail-

way Association, 58 Sutter Street, San
Francisco.

Standards Committee

A MEETING of the standards com-
mittee of the Engineering Associa-

tion was held at association headquar-

ters. New York City, Sept. 10. Mem-
bers of the committee in attendance

were: C. R. Harte, chairman; H. L.

Andrews; C. C. Beck; J. A. Brooks;

C. H. Clark; C. G. Keen; John Lindall;

H. H. Norris; N. B. Trist and W. W.
Brown represented W. G. Gove.

Representatives of the various stand-

ing committees present included F. M.
Van Deventer, power generation and
conversion; J. P. Dick, purchase and
stores; G. C. Hecker, buildings and
structures; C. W. Squier, equipment;
H. H. George, way matters; and A. P.

Way, wood preservation.
Recommendations of the various

standing committees for standards and
for miscellaneous methods and practices

were given careful consideration and
recommended actions were decided
upon.
There was also a discussion as to how

the engineering standards could be
made more effective and the relation

of the American Engineering Standards
Committee to the work of standardiza-
tion being carried on by the Engineer-
ing Association.

plished and making suggestions for
next year's subjects. A program of
subjects for next year's committees has
been made up and adopted by the sub-
jects committee. The report will be
printed for advance circulation among
the membership preparatory to discus-
sion on the floor of the convention.

Engineering Subjects

THIS year the committee on sub-
jects of the Engineering Associa-

tion has been appointed in time that its

work could be done, prior to the annual
convention of the association at
Atlantic City. The personnel consists

of R. C. Cram, engineer surface road-
way Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Cor-
poration, chairman; Morris Buck, R. H.
Dalgleish, Daniel Durie and C. R. Harte.

A meeting of the committee was held

at association headquarters, New York
City, on Sept. 10. It was attended by
Messrs. Cram, Buck, Dalgleish and
Harte. Reports were received from the

chairmen of this year's committees out-

lining the work that they have accom-

More "Traction Tom" Talks

A SPECIAL Traction Tom series of

10 advertisements designed to help
break up the "Gimme-a-Ride" practice

has been prepared by Labert St. Clair,

advertising director, American Electric

Railway Association.
These ads are so written that they

can be used either in single or double
column with the standard Traction Tom
cut.

The following is typical of the series:

Mr. Motor Car Owner,
All along the line,

Pleasantville, N. Y.
Mt Dear Friend: You wouldn't inten-

tionally do anything which would hurt our
business.
Yet several times, lately, in an entirely

thoughtless manner, no doubt, you have
dropped into the habit of doing sometbin?
that is hurting us greatly.

It is the habit of picking up our possible
customers along our lines and delivering
them to or near their destinations, without
charge, just as a friendly act.
The spirit in which you do it is fine.

Friendly acts, when they Injure no one,
keep the world happy. But the friendly
act which hurts other folks and don't help
you particularly are of a different type.
Whenever our automobile-owning friends

pick up one of our customers it makes It

Just a little more difficult for us to pro-
vide service regularly for everybody.

I thank you,
Traction Tom.

Other Association News

S. A. E. to Discuss Public

Service Vehicles

THE Society of Automotive En-
gineers will hold a two-day meet-

ing on Sept. 18 and 19, concluding with

a joint meeting with the New York
Railroad Club on Friday evening. The
program should be of unusual interest

in many ways to electric railway men.
There will be valuable papers on motor
bus and motor truck design, operation

and maintenance. Friday morning will

be devoted to inspection of various

motor haulage developments in New
York City. The program for Thurs-

day, Sept. 18, which is the motor bus
session, follows:

10 a. m. to 1 p. m. and 2:30 to 5:30

p. m., at Hotel Pennsylvania.
Engineering problems of bus design

and operation, by F. D. Howell, Motor
Transit Company of Los Angeles, Cal.

Motor bus body design and construc-

tion, by Hugh Bersie.

Maintenance methods, by R. E.
Fielder, chief engineer Fifth Avenue
Coach Company, New York.

Operating experience of two public

utility organizations that have found
it profitable to install motor bus serv-

ice, by V. E. Keenan, superintendent
bus division. United Electric Railway,
Providence, R. I., and J. B. Stewart, Jr.,

general superintendent Youngstown
Municipal Railway, Youngstown, Ohio.
Views on motor bus design and

operation, by W. F. Evans, president
Detroit Motor Bus Company.
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Handy Support for

Armatures

OFTEN it becomes necessary to

press out an armature shaft be-

cause it has been bent or broken.

The armature itself being in good
condition, it is uneconomical to tear

down the commutator end to remove
the nut which holds the spider to

the shaft. It is the practice in the

Armature SiiNpeiided ho that the Spider
Nut May Be DrUIed Ont Without Bor-

ings Becomingr liodged in the
Commutator or Windlnss

Wheaton shops of the Chicago,
Aurora & Elgin Railroad to split

the retaining nut by drilling a num-
ber of small holes across its face.

If such a procedure is performed
with the armature in a horizontal
position the borings may become
lodged between the segments of the
commutator or between the arma-
ture leads. This is likely to cause
short circuits after the armature has
been replaced in service. To elimi-

nate the likelihood of these chips
clinging to the commutator or arma-
ture, drilling of the nut at the com-
mutator end of the laminations is

done with an air drill from under-
neath, while the armature is sus-
pended vertically in a bracket which
engages the pinion.

Suspending an armature weighing

1,750 lb. in such a position without
tying up one of the cranes or hoists

is accomplished by means of a port-

able bracket attached to the top ten-

sion member of a wheel press. The
bracket has two main supports of

5-in. X 1-in. steel, reinforced with
i-in. steel gussets. The supports are

so spaced that the vertical legs fit

into two openings in the wheel-press

tension member. The other ends of

the supports are bent at right angles

to the gusseted portion, but in the

opposite direction to that of the legs.

Two pieces of i-in. sheet steel are

fastened to these legs. Both pieces

are cut away at their facing edges to

receive the armature shaft. One of

these plates is fastened permanently
to the legs, while the other may be

swung out, allowing the armature
shaft to be inserted. With the shaft

in position a pin holds it in the

closed position.

This device holds the armature so

that the commutator end is approxi-

mately 4 ft. above the floor. It does

not interfere with the use of the

wheel press and it insures a clean

commutator after the nut has been
drilled.

Welded Piece Restores

Worn Switch Tongue
EXPERIMENTS have been made

by E. W. Jennison, engineer

maintenance of way Bangor Rail-

way & Electric Company, Bangor,
Me., to restore a worn switch tongue
by welding in a piece of the web of

an old rail. The shape of the piece

used is arranged according to the

Switch Tongue Repaired b.v Welding In a
Piece of the Web o( an Old Rail

amount of original metal worn away.

After welding, the tongue is care-

fully ground down to proper size and
shape. An example of a repair job

of this sort is shown in an accom-

panying illustration. Switch tongues

restored in this way are considered
suitable for use anywhere except on
main-line tracks. Their use in stor-

age yards and similar places has
effected important savings.

Pneumatic-Hydraulic

Bearing Press

A NOVEL combination of pneu-
matic and hydraulic pressure is

used in a bearing press installed in

the new Hillcrest shop of the

Bearing rrt-HH in th? Ulilcresl simp of the

Toronto Transportation CommlsHion

Toronto Transportation Commis-
sion, Toronto, Canada. The press,

which has an arbor for press-

ing bearings into or out of the hous-

ings, is actuated by a hydraulic

cylinder at the left of the column.

This cylinder in turn is supplied with

water by the operation of the cylin-

der at the right.

Air pressure supplied from the

shop air system is applied on the

plunger of an air-brake cylinder be-

neath and so furnishes the power to

operate the plunger of the hydraulic

cylinder. The admission of air to

the brake cylinder is governed by
the motorman's valve directly in

front of the column. The small tank

above the hydraulic pressure cylinder

contains a supply of make-up water,

which can be added to the system as

needed by opening a valve beneath.
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Proper Brush Holder

Spacing Essential

MAINTENANCE work on motors

is reduced by keeping the

brush holders in a good state of

repair and properly aligned. Not
only will this lengthen the life of the

brush holders and carbons but, by

improving the commutation and

reducing flashing, the armature and

field windings will give less trouble.

Many of the troubles in connection

with railway motors may be traced

directly to improper location of the

brush holders in the motor frame.

In almost all railway motors the

brush holders should line up with

the centers of the poles, and in all

cases the distance from the center

line of one brush holder to the center

line of the other brush holder should

be exactly equal to one-quarter of the

distance around the face of the com-

mutator. In addition to the neces-

sity for correct spacing of the brush

holders the sides of the brush holder

box should be lined up parallel with

the commutator bars. If they are

skewed, the carbons will cover a

greater number of commutator bars

and thus short circuit too many
armature coils.

Another point to watch in setting

brush holders is to maintain the

correct distance between the brush
holder and the commutator surface.

The under side of the carbon box
should be from i to A in. from the

face of the commutator. This re-

duces chattering and also the tend-

ency of carbons to break.

While brush holder location may
appear quite insignificant in itself,

it is surprising to note the improve-

ment in motor operation when mis-

placements are corrected. Particu-

lar attention should be given to the

mechanical action of brush holder

parts and to keeping spring pres-

sures properly adjusted. In general,

a spring pressure of about 5 lb. per

square inch of contact area is con-

sidered good practice. This will give

a range of pressure on the carbons

of from 5 to 7 lb., depending on their

size. If operating conditions are

such that the brushes spark badly

and there is a tendency for the

motors to flash at high speed, the

spring tension should be raised to

from 7 to 9 lb.

When carbon dust and dirt get

into the working parts of the brush
holders they are liable to work
stiffly. The parts should be kept

clean and lubricated occasionally. If

neglected they will become tight and
will not provide the necessary pres-

sure. Excessive wear which throws

the parts out of alignment is another

result of neglect. The braided

shunts should be kept in proper re-

pair, in order to prevent the current

from going through the spring

mechanism and the sides of the car-

bon box.

Recent types of motors are pro-

vided with porcelain bushings for

insulating the brush holders from
the frame. It is important to keep

these clean and free from dust and

dirt, otherwise the necessary creep-

age distance to ground is reduced

and short circuits will result.

When brush holders are mounted
on the motor frame the pads or seats

should be carefully cleaned and all

burrs should be removed, in order to

insure proper spacing and align-

ment. In making the connections

from the wiring around the motor

frame to the brush holders cables

should be supplied with a sleeve or

a terminal, depending upon the

design of the brush holder. These

connections should be kept tight, in

order to secure a good electrical as

well as mechanical contact. Set

screws with lock washers and jam
nuts should be used.

are riveted. By using these stands,

axles are conveniently picked up by
cranes and any inspection work is

more readily taken care of than
where axles are placed on the floor.

Convenient Stands for Sup-

porting Axles

WHERE axles are rolled on the

floor there is danger of injur-

ing the bearing surfaces, and it is

the practice in the shops of the New
York, Westchester & Boston Railway

never to allow the axles on the floor.

Axles Supported on Stands In the Shops of

the New York, Westchester & Boston
Railway

Stands for supporting the axles

have been provided, as shown in the

accompanying illustration. These

consist of a top supporting plate,

i in. X 8 in. x 2 ft! long. The center

has a semi-circular recess to receive

the axle. The supporting legs are

made of steel straps i in. x 2 in.

wide, and these are supported at the

bottom by floor supports made of

i-in. X 2J-in. steel. All connections

Increasing Trolley Wheel
Mileage in Detroit

By a. C. Colby
Superintendent of Equipment

Department of Street Railways,
Detroit, Mich.

WHEN the Department of Street

Railways took over the street

car lines in the city of Detroit in

June, 1922, an average of 2,352 miles
was being obtained from trolley

wheels, and the average for the first

six months of the year 1922 was
4,450 miles. Tliis mileage was con-
sidered low, and an investigation

was started to determine the reasons.

The principal troubles found were
that the wheel hubs wore out rapidly

and that flat spots developed in the
contact grooves. The wheels which
were being used at that time had a
diameter of 5i in. with a I-in. grease
chamber axle. The ends of the hubs
were rather large, having a 3-in.

diameter contact washer surface.

In an attempt to remedy the
trouble the wheel was redesigned so

as to cut down the frictional area at

the hub of the contact washer to a
2-in. diameter area. A graphite
bushing was also used instead of
the grease lubrication, and manufac-
turers were checked carefully in

order to eliminate eccentricity and
unevenness in the metal mixture so

as to obtain uniform hardness. The
I-in. axle was retained, but this was
case-hardened and polished.

Trials were made of many type
of wheels and harps, and it appeared
that the most simple designs were
the best and cheapest to operate.
The graphite bushing gave the best
means for lubrication, provided it

was given a fair start by having the
axle hard and smooth and by keeping
all grease or oil away from the bush-
ing. A drop or so of oil on the con-
tact washer is desirable, but oil or
grease on the bushing tends to
soften the graphite mixture and
spoils it.

Experience in Detroit with trolley

wheels and axles which require re-

filling with grease at certain periods
showed that they are sure to be
neglected, and considering that the
men doing this class of work must
climb upon the roofs of cars in dark
yards and on stormy nights, it is not
surprising that many are missed;
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MILES OPERATED AND AVERAGE TROLLEY WHEEL MILEAGE
-1922-

Month
anuary.. .

.

February..

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September...
October
November..

.

December. .

.

Car-Miles
Run

Average
Miles per
Trolley
Wheel

-192}- -1924-

58,477.58
39,831.16
40,956.25
38.017.58

3,890,516.87
3,799,880.02
4,014,648.21

2,019
3,481
3,590
5,476
4,975
5,956
8,901

Car-Miles
Run

4,292,631.95
3,953,873.11
4,437,917.67
4,271,450.05
4,504,219.27
4.371,504.87
4,327,150.00
4,346,976.00
4,157,839.00
4,302,638.00
4,077,195.00
4,189,926.00

Average
Miles per
Trolley Car^Miles
Wheel Run
10,269 4,259,976
11,265 4,092,346
10,132 4,374,305
11,965 4,259,981
15,234 4,224,285
9,957 3,873,578
9,834 3,828,996
10,399
12,832
19,208
17,574
21,597

Average
Miles per
Trolley
Wheel
11,833
13,201
21,338
17,824
15,140
16,413
13,068

the results in Detroit also show that

a large axle is desirable. Instead of

using axles from J to f in. diameter,

sizes of from I to J in. give better

results, providing a more generous

wearing surface without producing

excessive friction.

The accompanying table gives the

total car mileage and the average

New Equipment Available

Improvements in Pendulum

Hardness Tester

APENDULUM hardness tester

marketed by Edward G. Her-

bert, Ltd., Manchester, England, was
described in the May 26, 1923, issue

of the Electric Railway Journal.
Since then, the manufacturer has

made some improvements in this

equipment, and also has developed a

24-kg. tester.

Improvements in the pendulum
operating stand include provision so

that the arm supporting the pen-

dulum can be raised to admit speci-

mens up to 6 in. deep. The table can

also be replaced by special fixtures

for testing irregularly shaped work.

The standard pendulum can be used

to make time tests on the stand and
also to make scale, work-hardening
and temperature tests by hand opera-

tion. Slight movements of one

handle serve to release the table and
allow it to rise until the pendulum
swings gently on the work, also to

operate the stop watch and to lower

the table on to its three-point sup-

port.

The 24-kg. pendulum hardness
tester is a new development. It is

identical in principle with the stand-

ard 4-kg. pendulum type but is

adapted for testing much larger

work. With it, hardness tests can be

made on shafts or rolls up to a diam-
eter of 30 in. and at any point on
plates or other flat surfaces 30 in.

wide. The pendulum weighs 24 kg.

and is pivoted on a steel ball 3 mm.
in diameter. Adjustable weights are

provided whereby the center of

gravity of the pendulum can be
brought to the center of the ball, and
a central weight mounted on a micro-

meter screw provides for adjusting

the length of the pendulum. The 24-

Improved Pendulum Hardnexs Tester

kg. equipment is adapted for making
the same class of tests as the stand-

ard 4-kg. pendulum, and in addition
tests may be made inside holes such
as the bore of motors or bearings to

determine their working hardness.

Double Duty Signal

Lantern

ALIGHT - WEIGHT lantern ar-

ranged for the double duty of
a warning signal and ground illu-

mination is being marketed by the
Nichols-Lintern Company, Cleveland,

mileage obtained per trolley wheel

from June, 1922, up to and including

July, 1924. While some months have

shown a trolley wheel mileage of

over 21,000, the average for the first

seven months of 1924 is 15,545, which
is a big improvement from the

mileage originally obtained and is

considered very encouraging.

Light-Weight Signal Lantern

Ohio. The 4|-in. Corning Fresnel
lens provides for long-distance work
and is furnished in either ruby,
green, yellow or clear. A highly
polished aluminum reflector of 16 in.

diameter takes care of ground illu-

mination, and one bulb furnishes the
light for both jobs.

The lantern is furnished with
mogul base receptacle and Edison
base adapter. It is suitable for

100, 200, 300 or 500-watt lamps.
Cast aluminum construction is used
throughout, making the lantern light

and eliminating rust or acid corro-
sion. The lanterns can be furnished
with either span wire hanger or
for f-in. pipe supension.

Corrugated Culverts Dipped
After Forming

ANEW process of manufacture
for culverts has been announced

by the Wheeling Corrugating Com-
pany, Wheeling, W. Va. It consists

of coating the finished culvert, after
it is completely formed, with a pro-
tective surface of zinc. This method
provides perfect coating unmarred
by handling or forming, and the
edges of the sheet are coated as well
as the surfaces. The coating is

applied by hand dipping, which the
manufacturers claim gives a heavier
and denser galvanizing than where
other methods are employed, and
therefore greatly increases the pro-
tection of the base metal. The
method also makes it practicable to

furnish extra heavy coatings.
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Boston Arbitration Ended
General Manager Dana and Counsel
Barnum Conclude Case for Rail-

way—Award Awaited

Final arguments in the Boston
Elevated Railway wage arbitration

proceedings were completed on Sept. 3.

The decision now lies with the special

board of arbiters, including Judge John
D. McLaughlin of the Superior Court,

chairman; Charles W. Mulcahy, who
represents the company, and James H.
Vahey, who represents the Amalga-
mated Association. The hearings were
begun on Aug. 13.

H. Ware Barnum, counsel for the
Elevated, said the question is between
two laboring classes—the railway em-
ployees on one side and the great labor-

ing public, which pays the fares on the

other. It is essential, he said, to deter-

mine what is a fair division of burdens
among the laboring classes of the state.

Mr. Barnum agreed that the financial

condition of the company ought to be
laid aside in considering wages up to

the point of a living wage. He con-

tended, however, that the present
wages are far above the minimum
standard. Mr. Barnum said:

We believe that with an increase of 60
per cent in the cost of living, 100 per cent
in carfares and more than 100 per cent in

the wages of those men, it is too much that
these men should ask their fellow men to

pay more carfare in order to increase their
wages.
The question is what is a fair wage for

these men compared with the condition of
the people who ride in the cars. The
present fare is all the public should be
asked to pay to maintain the system in

proper condition and to render reasonable
service to the public. The company Is

demanding only a fare which will enable
it to render reasonable service. The
public, he said, is entitled to reasonable
service, and that service must be met by
the fares the public pays.

In speaking for the men, Mr. Vahey,
one of the arbitrators and counsel for

the men, said the employees were in a

peculiar situation in that, by the

agreement they have with the company,
they cannot strike, regardless of the

outcome of the arbitration proceedings.

In view of this situation, Mr. Vahey
argued, it would be unfair for the com-
pany to offer as an argument against

any wage increase the law of supply
and demand for labor or the financial

condition of the company.
The public control act, said Mr. Va-

hey, has protected the stockholders by
guaranteeing them interest on their in-

vestment at an approximate rate of 6

per cent, whereas no monetary protec-

tion is provided for the employees.
When the public control act was de-

vised, said Mr. Vahey, it was for the

purpose of saving the railway from
bankruptcy and of providing revenue
sufficient to enable the company to

operate at the cost of service. Mr.
Vahey said:

Included In the cost of service,
necessarily Is the cost of the labor of the

men who run the cars and make money
for the company. The Legislature never
intended that the men should be discrim-
inated against, since the cost of everything
else was to be paid for even if an assess-
ment were necessary.
There was, in fact, one assessment, ot

something less than $4,000,000, and there
is no doubt at all that the representatives
of the cities and towns in the system stood
ready to pay an assessment that would
provide a living wage for the employes.

At a previous session of the arbitra-

tors General Manager Dana of the Ele-

vated testified that the estimated deficit

of the company for August is $436,240,

and that in July there was a deficit of

$353,245. He declared that unless there
is a decrease in the carmen's wages,
with the road operating as it is now,
with the same kind of service, the deficit

at the close of the present fiscal year,
on June 30 next, would be $732,000.
Mr. Dana explained that the office em-
ployees enjoyed a two weeks' vacation
by doubling up on their work, without
extra cost to the company, but said that
it would mean an additional annual ex-
penditure of $650,000 if all the com-
pany's employees were granted vaca-
tions with pay.

Bus Made an Ally in Decatur
Fifteen New Buses in Use by Railway Operating in Illinois City of 45,000

—Bus Routes Cover 11.9 Miles and Railway Routes 17.7 Miles

—

Results Very Encouraging

DESPITE the fact that the city of

Decatur, 111., and the Illinois Power
& Light Corporation are in the midst
of a discussion of a new franchise the

company has invested $125,000 in buses
and erected a $60,000 fireproof garage
for the handling of the new equipment
for the combined bus and trolley sys-

tem, to which brief reference was made
in the Electric Railway Journal of

Aug. 23, page 294.

The story of how this company has
turned the bus from a competitor to an
ally is one of compelling interest. First

of all, it should be explained that De-
catur is a city of about 45,000. It is

just the type of community that affords

the best kind of picking for the jitney.

And in this respect Decatur was no ex-

ception. There is no need, however, to

go into the history of the jitney there.

The development of that vehicle as an
instrument of transport in Decatur dif-

fered in degree but not in kind, as the
saying goes, from, that witnessed in

other cities. To make a long story
short, the railway, after an adequate
traffic survey, jumped in and bought
competing bus lines, junked the ancient
and decrepit equipment and started in

on an entirely new basis on Aug. 1

with bus and railway co-ordinated.
The installation at Decatur is the

most complete car-bus system that the
company has yet established in any of
the cities in which it operates. In addi-
tion to the regular street cars, the aug-
mented equipment consists of fifteen

bright, new, latest type Mack and Yel-
low Coach Company 25 and 29-passen-
ger buses. On routes which had been
agreed upon, and which supplemented
the street car routes, the service was
started with the full approval and ac-
tive co-operation of the city officials.

Through the establishment of the new
service parts of the city which had not
been served at all, or very inadequately
served, now have service with free
transfers to other bus lines and to
the car lines.

The street car lines have a mileage
of 17.7 miles in Decatur and the serv-
ice is handled by twenty-five street
cars with extras put into service at
rush hours and for special occasions.
The bus routes which were added to
the street car routes to give the city
complete service cover 11.9 miles. Ten
buses are used with five more fre-

quently put into service to care for the
rush business. All buses run to the
business center of the city at Lincoln
Square and not any are used simply as
feeders. All street cars in the city also
run to Lincoln Square so that the ex-
ercise of the transfer privilege is made
easy and very convenient.

Congestion Is Kept Low
By a plan of carefully systematizing

the leading places on and about the
square and by keeping the buses on the
move, congestion, even in heavy traffic

hours, is held to a surprisingly low
point. A marked increase in the sale

of tickets has also been noticed since
the new system has been established.
As the totals show, the addition of the
buses has brought about an increase in

the city's transportation business of
more than 35 per cent. This is re-
garded as all the more remarkable as
this is probably the busiest part of the
motor car season.

C. A. Wait, writing in Current
Topics, published in the interest of the
employees of the Illinois Power &
Light Corporation, says:

Whether or not the bus service is miking
a profit remains to be figured out, but it
has increased the patronage on the street
cars and produced Its own direct revenue.
That much Is certain. To the citizens of
Decatur, the addition of the buses with
transfer privileges to the street cars seems
to be the solution of the transportation
problem in the small city.

Parts of this city are now being ade-
quately served which had never had rail-
way service or which had had an ex-
ceedingly poor service by two bus com-
panies scantily equipped with buses that
were cheaply built. Active co-operation of
the city officials In seeing that parking
places for the buses are reserved in the
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business district and a genuine -willing-

ness to help have been of materal assist-

ance in making the service particularly

effective.

The cash fare in Decatur is 6 cents,

including transfer. Tickets good on

either bus or trolley car are sold nine

for 50 cents.

Ten Cents in Toledo

Toledo, Ohio, will go on a 10-cent

cash and three-for-a-quarter ticket rate

on Sept. 14, according to an announce-

ment to patrons of the Community
Traction Company. This has been the

fourth raise in fare in the last few
months in an effort to boost the

revenue of the company to a point

where operating costs will be met and

a surplus provided for the fare

stabilizing fund. At present the fund is

in "red." Revenue has been increasing

slowly and the advent of colder

weather and schooldays is counted on

to increase riding.

The straight silver basis for fares

will do away with about $700 a month
cost in the handling of pennies.

Alabama Company Changes Mind

—Not Tracks

The Alabama Traction Company did

not suspend railway service in Decatur

and Albany, Ala., on Sept. 1, as was
expected. At a meeting of the Ala-

bama Public Service Commission a few
weeks ago the company was granted

the right to suspend service on Sept.

1 on the ground that the cars were
losing money. Many citizens protested

against the abandonment and the com-
pany reconsidered the matter and com-
plied with their wishes.

The company announces that it will

continue with some slight changes in

the loop line. Moreover, the $1 pass
will be tried in an effort to increase

revenue.
Under the agreement between the

Alabama Traction Company and the
Alabama Public Service Commission
service may be suspended in the future
at any time on thirty days' notice of
such intended action.

Bus Service by Chicago & West
Towns Railway

Following a successful court battle
with independent bus companies, the
Chicago & West Towns Railway has
started bus service on many of the
routes formerly traversed by indepen-
dent operators. The present equipment
consists of six Mack buses with 25 pas-
senger street-car type bodies and one
Reo 6-cylinder bus chassis with a 21-

passenger body. These buses operate
an average of approximately 160 miles
a day over four routes and act ag
feeders to the company's car lines.

It is planned to establish a garage
in a portion of the present carhouse
and to maintain the vehicles on a basis
separate and distinct from that of the
company's trolley cars. The buses are
painted the standard yellow of the com-
pany and are striped in black with the
name of the company lettered just
below the windows.

P. R. T. Gets Increase

Commission Permits Company to Ad-
vance Fares to Eight Cents—City

to Study Evidence

Following a week of hearings before

the Public Service Commission, the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., was granted per-

mission to increase its fare from 7

cents to 8 cents cash with a ticket

rate of two tickets for 15 cents. The
company filed the new tariff in Har-
risburg on Sept. 9 and also posted the

rates locally. This means that on Sun-

day, Sept. 13, the higher fares will

become effective. The present four-

for-a-quarter strip tickets outstanding

will not be honored after that date,

but may be redeemed at the offices of

the P. R. T. The new metal tokens are

already on sale. The company will put
into effect the zoning system on its

suburban lines, which will mean a

saving for some riders.

The new rates will prevail only
during the time the city is preparing
to present its case and during the time
further testimony is being taken. The
order stated that they could not be
collected until at least five days after

the company filed a schedule of the
new rates.

The commission's order sets forth
that an immediate increase in fares
makes it possible for facts to be ob-
tained concerning decrease in number
01 riders which will result from higher
rate.';. Thus, the commission believes,

the matter of shrinkage in fares col-

lected because of greater cost will be
removed from the field of mere esti-

n.ates.

Monthly Statements Must Be Filed

The commission ordered the company
to file monthly a detailed statement
of gross operating revenue and gross
operating expenses.

In part the statement of the com-
mission follows:

It is claimed on the part of the company
that the new rate schedule, so offered for
commission approval, will produce a
revenue in excess of what it is now re-
ceiving under the present tariff of about
$3,769,000 and that this amount is neces-
sary in order that the company may prop-
erly perform its corpbration obligations to
the public.
At the hearings in Philadelphia it was

announced by the commission that the bur-
den of proof would rest upon the company,
and the company accepted that burden and
presented testimony in support of its de-
mand for increased revenue.
The city of Philadelphia, through the

City Solicitor's office, examined the com-
pany witnesses at considerable length.
Many data were requested to be supplied
by the company and brought before us on
the record.

After all the testimony was introduced
the City Solicitor requested that an op-
portunity be afforded the city to check up
these supporting data and present such
testimony as would seem to be relevant.
The commission is quite in sympathy

with the request presented by the City
Solicitor. If an Investigation is to be made
at all, it should be made with extreme
thoroughness, and we are assured on his
part that such is the plan of the citv
authorities.
We will not fix a date for the reason

that a period of time not less than three
or four months may be required to com-
plete the examination which the city
proposes.

It was stressed on the part of the ap-
plicant that the financial exigencies were
such that delay would seriously Imperil the
company's ability to function properly, and
that any delay in reaching a conclusion
would have the effect of cumulating the

deficit of the lapsed time, with a conse-
quent situation that the revenues now
asked for would not be sufficient. Im-
mediate relief was therefore important.
The commission has taken this matter into
its serious consideration.
When the valuation case was before us,

we found "an assumed rate base as low
as $200,000,000 with 7 per cent as the fair

rate return" results in tlie amount of
$14,000,000 available as the fair return.
This plus the allowed operating expenses,
as appears in respondent's budget of $30,-

868,000, and taxes of $2,818,000, gives an
allowable annual gross revenue require-
ment of $47,686,000. The operating rev-
enue for the year 1922 being in actuality
$42,530,000, and the unimpeached estimate
of operating revenues for the year 1923
being only $44,736,000. It would there-
fore appear that the company was not
earning within approximately $3,000,000
under the then rate of fare as much as it

was entitled to receive under the com-
mission's findings, and the amount asked
for under the proposed tariff would produce
a gross revenue on these estimated figures
of only $97,000 more than the amount we
allowed them in 1923.
The actual revenue for the full year of

1923 was $45,246,723, the operating ex-
penses were $34,071,661, leaving fo;- nit
return $11,175,062. as against an all^wab'e
net return of $14,000,000. The applicant
submitted that in 1924. with six months
actual and six months still to go, the
revenue which the company would receive
under the old rate of fare is estimated to
be $44,633,000. the operating< expenses $33,-
218,000, leaving available $11,415,000. the
fair return which is likewise less than the
amount which the commission's report and
order of June 21, 1923, authorized.

This 1924 estimate does not take into
consideration certain Increases in wages
which the company maintains should be
paid to Its employees and which it has
obligated itself to pay, and the deferred
part of which is claimed, to be $1. 51 6.000.
It was claimed on the part of the company
that under that agreement entered between
the representatives of the city and the com-
pany, there was a loss growing out o' the
oi>eration of the Frankford "L," of $860,814.
exclusive of diversion losses and that the
increasing rental in the future would in-
crease that amount.

The important feature of the city's

cross-examining the Philadelphia Rapid
Transit's officials on Sept. 4 was the
effort to prove that the company's in-

come at present rates was more
adequate to pro'dde a margin for bet-
terments than the company's method
of presenting statements and estimates
would seem for the city officials to
indicate. Testimony was elicited from
W. K. Meyers, to the effect that during
1923 the company retired 357 cars and
for these cars charged the renewal and
depreciation reserve with $1,981,435
less $162,585 salvage.

Robert F. Irwin, assistant city soli-

citor, in addressing the commission
stated that as he had obtained from j

the witnesses the amount of revenue
in Philadelphia County he was anxious
to get the same data concerning the
other counties served by the company.
C. C. Schaeffer, k traffic engineer for
the company, went exhaustively into the
number and classes of passengers car-
ried by the Philadelphia Rapid Transit in
Philadelphia and nearby counties and
agreed to supply additional information
about practices used in figuring pas-
senger revenue from outside counties.
At the second day of the hearing,

Chairman Ainey remarked that the
primary question at issue was whether
the company should be permitted to
charge a higher fare and not the ques-
tion of general valuation, the commis-
sion already having fixed the value at
$200,000,000 and 7 per cent having
been declared a fair return.
The argument on the application of

the company for permission to increase
its fare was started before the Public
Service Commission on Sept. 2. At the
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opening of the proceedings, Chairman
Ainey of the commission ruled that

the burden of proving the necessity
for the fare increase was on the
Philadelphia Rapid Transit. It was
then that W. K. Meyers, vice-president

of the company in charge of finance
and accounting, gave figures to show
that the company was confronted
by a $2,000,000 increase in operating
expenses due to contractual wage obli-

gation and to the need for 200 new
cars, 150 buses, building extensions and
increased taxes. He told about the

employees twice sacrificing wage in-

creases and referred to the condition
of decreased riding. He said further
that there would be an increase in

taxes in 1925 of approximately $130,-

000. Coleman J. Joyce, general coun-
sel, presented a review of the com-
mission's decision which established the
present rate of fare.

Day & Zimmermann, a Philadelphia
engineering firm, has been retained by
the city as expert consultant.

Electric Railway Courses in

Pennsylvania Universities

The University of Pennsylvania and
Temple University, Philadelphia, will

establish courses in the operation,
economics and regulation of public
utilities in October. These courses will

be under the auspices of the Pennsyl-
vania Public Service Information Com-
mittee and will cover the technical

phases of the central station electric,

electric railway and telephone utilities,

and a comprehensive course dealing
with the general business and eco-
nomics common lo all utilities. The
courses are to be given by lecture by
competent operators and executives.
The course on the electric railway in-

dustry will be introduced by W. C.

Dunbar. It will include discussion of

the importance and size of the in-

dustry and the development and com-
plexity of organization and functions.
The organization and executive depart-
ments of electric railways will be dis-

cussed by Mr. Dunbar. The subject of
traffic and transportation will be
handled by W. J. Bendle; electrical en-
gineering, by H. G. Werner; mechanical
engineering, by G. H. Stier, civil en-
gineering, by J. H. M. Andrewsf
materials, by B. J. Yungbluth; finan-

.
cial functions and corporate records,
by W. K. Myers; legal aspects, by T.
D. Nesbit; claims, by J. J. K. Caskie;
welfare, by Dr. A. A. Mitten; the motor
bus as an adjunct to the railway, by
J. A. Queeney. There will be a general
resume of the entire field by W. C.
Dunbar.

Higher Wages Promised
P. R. T. Employees

At the conclusion of the sixth annual
picnic of the employees of the Phila-
delphia Rapid Transit Company, Phila-
delphia, Pa., Thomas E. Mitten said
that the aims of the company were
good wages and 100 per cent service,
with every man measuring up to the
highest standard in a constant effort
to do his work best to serve the public.
About 20,000 employees enjoyed the
second day of the outing. Mr. Mitten
said that wages next year would war-
rant that worn uniforms be discarded

and that not less than three new uni-
forms every two years be required. He
said further that the management must
do its part in securing the desired im-
provements before the higher wage
rate becomes effective. At the con-
clusion of the first day, Mr. Mitten
promised the men a wage of 77 cents
next year.

Work by City May Delay Chicago
Suburban Electrification

George Donohue of the South Park
Board of Commissioners, Chicago, has
announced that it is unlikely electrifica-

tion of the Illinois Central suburban
lines out of that city will be actually
accomplished before 1926. Six or eight
more weeks will be required to com-
plete the tunnel under Michigan Ave-
nue at Van Buren Street. The con-
crete work has been completed on the
west side of the tunnel, and only a few
more days will be required to restore
the street so that traffic can be re-
sumed without interruption there. The
contractors have begun excavation east
of the sidewalk on the other side, and
the work will proceed from there. The
contract for the viaduct across 23rd
S rset, to connect with the proposed
futer drive, has been let to Avery
Brundage, and the work has started.

Agreement Reached on Railway
Line for York, Ont.

An agreement was recently entered
into between the York township and
the Toronto Transportation Commis-
sion whereby York, Ont., is to finance
the construction of railway lines in dis-

tricts adjacent to Toronto and the
Toronto Transportation Commission is

to equip and operate them at a fare
which will cover all costs. Three town-
ship railways are covered by the
present agreement.
Of these three, one is the existing

line to Lambton. The township is pur-
chasing it from the Nationals for ap-
proximately $20,000. It will be re-

gaged to conform to the city standard,
and the Guelph cars will cease to use
it, making Lambton their terminus
until the new suburban entrance is

completed. The Lambton line will be
equipped with Toronto Transportation
Commission one-man cars and oper-
ated at a 3-cent fare. This will give
Lambton residents a 9-cent fare to any
point within Toronto. The new service
will be in operation this year.

The other two lines will be new and
of standard city construction. Only
one of them is likely to be completed
in 1924. It will run from St. Clair and
Oakwood Avenues to a point near the
Newmarket line of the Canadian Na-
tionals. The other line will follow the
same route up Oakwood Avenue and
branch off westward and will then run
via Hillary Avenue and Weston Road
to the Canadian Pacific Railway tracks.
This route may be completed as far
west as Dufferin Street this year. The
fare on both the Oakwood systems will

be 5 cents, making a total of 11 cents
to any point in the city.

Many York ratepayers are protesting
against the scheme. Injunction pro-
ceedings to prevent going ahead with
the construction were heralded re-
cently in the Attorney-General's office.

Rights Sought to Carry Out
$5,000,000 Chicago Program
Officials of the Chicago Rapid Tran-

sit Company, operating the elevated
lines in that city, announced on Sept.
5 their readiness to establish almost
at once, service improvements which
contemplate the expenditure of more
than $5,000,000. In fact, application
for approval of changes which "will
increase the capacity of the elevated
lines at least 30 per cent," was filed
with Commissioner of Public WorksA A. Sprague. Only a few minutes
before, banker representatives of the
surface lines' owners notified Corpora-
tion Counsel Francis X. Busch that the
administration's proposals to purchase
the local railway properties had been
rejected.

Enlargement of station platforms of
all branches and in the loop division
to permit the operation of eight-car
trains and the construction of a thirdmam or express track on the Lake
Street division are among the improve-
ments contemplated by the elevated
lines. Bids have been asked for 100
new steel cars similar to those recently
placed in service.

B. J. Fallon, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of the company, is quoted
as follows:

The company is now operating six-car
trains m and out of the loop during: themorning and evening rUsh hours. The
operation of eight-car trains will provide
for more rapid transportation through the
loop and upon other lines of the companyand will furnish better, quicker and more
comfortable service to the public during
the rush hours than is now possible with
six-car trains.
Approximately 25,000- more people can

be carried into the loop in the morning
rush period and out of the loop during the
evening rush period with full eight-car
operation. The company desires to put
eight-car train operation into effect as soon
PS it can obtain the needed equipment and
"an complete the construction of the neces-sary extensions of platforms.

Traffic through the loop on the elevated
lines IS delayed by two things—interrup-
tions at junctions and delays in loading
"nd unloading of passengers. The average
rush hour train is one of five or six cars
under existing conditions. If we are per-
niitted to extend our platforms it will be
possible to eliminate the "stacking up" of
trains at the loop junctions. Eight cars
can be loaded and unloaded as fast as
five cars.

It is expected that the improvements
with the 100 new cars can be in opera-
tion before Aug. 1 next if no delay
in the plans is occasioned by hesitancy
by the city in granting permits. The
new cars will cost approximately $2,-
225,000, changes in old equipment an-
other $1,100,000, enlargement of plat-
forms $1,500,000, and $800,000 on the
third track on the Lake Street division.

Right of Ohio Cities Over Buses
Defined

Ohio cities have no right to enforce
traffic regulations interfering with
routes established for jitneys by the
State Public Utilities Commission. The
Court of Appeals of Ohio so ruled on
Sept. 9 in the case in which Youngs-
town has fought to exclude the jitneys
from the downtown section.

The court holds that routes estab-
lished in the licenses granted to jit-

neys by the commission have the force
of a state law under the Freeman-
Collister act, and therefore cannot be
nullified by a city ordinance.
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Subway Readjustment
Suggested

Brooklyn Company Would Revise Con-

tract Under Which Lines Are Now
Run—Ready to Finance

G. M. Dahl, chairman of the executive

committee of the Brooklyn-Manhattan
Transit Corporation, has offered to

confer with city officials of New York
on "readjusting" the existing subway
contracts with the city. He made pub-

lic the terms of his proposal on Sept.

11. Mr. Dahl said:

We do not like the contracts any more
than you do, but, notwithstanding that
fact, we have faithfully carried out all the
provisions of the contract on our part.

However, when two parties to a contract
are dissatisfied with it the sensible and
businesslike thing to do is to get together
In an effort to readjust the contract. This
we are perfectly willing to do. We be-
lieve it to be in the interest of the people
of this community.

Mr. Dahl, after pointing out the

city's difficulties in financing new sub-

way construction, offers to meet the

Mayor and the Board of Estimate in an
effort to work out a contract, fair and
in the interests of the public, under
which the company itself will be able

to provide funds not only for the equip-

ment but also for the construction of

subways which are so urgently needed.

The position of the officers of the com-
pany is that it is entirely possible to

work out a plan whereby it will be
necessary for the City of New York to

finance future subway construction. In

speaking for the company Mr. Dahl
said it was in a position to make a firm

commitment as to a substsantial sum
of money.

Following a three-hour conference on
Sept. 8 between members of the Board
of Transportation and representatives
of the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit
Corporation on the subject of bus
operation with free transfer privileges

to and from existing transit lines, the
following questions were propounded
by the board to the railway:

1. Will the B.-M. T. Company grant trans-
fers from the bus lines which it proposes
to establish to the rapid transit lines now
under its control and from those lines to
the proposed bus lines for a single 5-cent
fare, the fares received by the bus lines
for which transfers are given and used to
be accounted for by the B.-M. T. as revenue
or earnings received by it under Contract
No. 4?

2. Will the B.-M. T. Company grant
transfers from the bus lines which it pro-
poses to establish to the trolley lines oper-
ated by it, and from those lines to the
proposed bus lines without extra charge for
such transfer?

The questions were presented in con-
formity with Mayor Hylan's letter to
the Board of Transportation, in which
the Mayor directed the board to "look
into the possibility of an extension of
bus service which will entail no expense
in addition to that already borne by
the traveling public . . . and whether
the companies are willing to provide
additional service without additional
charge."

The meeting was the result of Chair-
man Delaney's letter to representatives
of the Interborough Rapid Transit
Company, the B.-M. T. and the Third
Avenue Railway for conferences.
The discussion was limited to the re-

cent proposal of the B.-M. T. for a
franchise to operate three bus lines as
feeders to rapid tiransit lines.

No date was fixed for the next con-

ference with the B.-M. T. representa-

tives.

During a hearing on Sept. 2, A. T.

Davison, of counsel for the Third Ave-
nue Railroad, announced the incorpora-

tion of the Surface Transportation
Corporation, a subsidiary of the Third

Avenue Railroad, and said that it would
apply to the Board of Estimate for

franchises to operate 19 bus routes

for a total of about 50 miles in upper
Manhattan and the Bronx. Mr. Davi-

son added that if the city would grant
franchises to the new company it pro-

posed to establish bus lines throughout
the Bronx to connect with the surface
railroati system in that borough, which
is entirely controlled by the Third Ave-
nue Railway. It is proposed to charge
a 10-cent fare on a large part of the
system and give free transfers between
the bus lines and the surface lines.

Passengers also may transfer from
trolleys to bus and from bus to trol-

leys. The company's plans provide also

for several bus lines in upper Man-
hattan, including one to the Dyckman
Street ferry. One of the chief bus
routes would be established on the
Grand Concourse, Mr. Davison said.

The new company was incorporated in

Albany on Aug. 27. The proposed bus
routes were outlined in the application
filed by the company with the Board of
Estimate on Sept. 8.

Extension of Bus Service in

Milwaukee Unnecessary

Further extension of bus service by
the Milwaukee Electric Railway &
Light Company in the upper east side
district of Milwaukee is characterized
as unnecessary by the Railroad Com-
mission of Wisconsin in a report to
the utilities committee of the Common
Council on the bus situation in Mil-
waukee. The commission says that any
further extension of bus service in that
section of the city would tend to in-

crease the cost of railway service, with
the result that railway fares would have
to be increased or the present standard
of service reduced. The upper east
side district is now served by two
car lines, six or eight blocks apart.
The commission believes that many

railway patrons would gain nothing
from the bus service, but that they
would suffer should the railway service
be curtailed or the fares increased. A
bus service between the two railway
lines would be particularly unfair to
the patrons of the railway lines which
the buses would parallel.

The commission pointed out that the
demand for bus service came largely
from normal school teachers and
pupils who would have to walk just as
far to the buses as to the street cars
The state body emphasized the fact
that at least twenty other sections
of the city are entitled to bus service
if the lines in question are to be ex-
tended. It advised that in the event
any bus franchises were granted they
could go to the railway. In the event
the Council decides to disregard the
bus report of the commission and
rules that buses should be extended on
the east side route, the commission
suggests acceptance of the route laid
down by the company in its bus appeal.

Pay-as-You-Please Bus
Restrained

Judge Frederick C. Valentine of the

Los Angeles Superior Court issued an
injunction on Aug. 25, restraining the

Independent Bus Company from operat-

ing on a "pay-as-you-please basis"

from Los Angeles to Culver City and
Venice. The injunction was secured
at the instance of the Pacific Electric

Railway. It holds good until the Rail-

road Commission acts on the applica-

tion made by the community bus lines

for an operating permit. At the same
time the railway has applied for rights,

for a bus line over a similar route as
previously operated by the free bus
system. The court's injunction re-

quired the railway to deposit a bond
of $7,500.

The buses will continue to operate,
however, under a Culver City franchise
which allows them to charge 10 cents
for trips within the city's corporate
limits. This franchise was granted by
the city trustees of Culver City to the
free community bus line—to operate
buses for a period of ten years on
Washington Boulevard within the cor-

porate limits. The project and sub-

sequent struggle between the bus line

and the railway company have been
referred to previously in the Electric
Railway Journal.

The court's temporary decision en-

joins the "free" buses from operating
for a profit and prohibits them from
having a receptacle for the collection

of a fare. It was decided that the
buses were operating under a tech-
nicality and must be rated as common
carriers by the California State Rail-
road Commission before the courts will

lift the injunction.

The railway contended that the de-
fendants were soliciting fares from
passengers on the buses by placing fare
boxes in conspicuous locations on the
vehicles; also, they further alleged the
bus lines were operating without a
permit or franchise from the State
Railroad Commission, and offered sev-
eral affidavits to the effect that the
bus lines had solicited passengers
through the use of posters and
'spielers."

The bus line set up a defense that
while it received contributions from
pa.ssengers it did not solicit them.
The case against the bus line is re-

garded as a test of the legality of any
community bus to operate in the State
of California. Should the decision go
against the respondent, it will eliminate
other community bus lines that are
operating in southern California.
The community bus line has its head-

quarters in Culver City, a point mid-
way between Los Angeles and Venice,
the beach city terminus of the bus line.

Franchise Matter Contended in
Omaha.—City Commissioner Koutsky
of Omaha, Neb., says he will ask the
next session of the State Legislature
for a law to permit the city of Omaha
to vote a new franchise for the Omaha
& Council Bluffs Street Railway. The
company claims a perpetual franchise
on Omaha's streets, whereas the city
claims the present franchise expires in

1928.
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Millions Transported in Railway

Aerial Stunt

Broadcasting to increase traffic on its

lines is not the motive of the Third

Avenue Railway, New Yorlc, N. Y., in

entering the radio field. A utility

which operates 350 miles of track and

carries more than 1,000,000 passengers

a day would hardly need such ad-

vertisement. In this vein did S. W.
Huflf, president of the company, open
Station WEBJ on Sept. 9. Rather did

he stress efficiency and safety of trans-

portation as the reason for the com-
pany's own staff erecting on the roof

of its shop at 130th Street and Third
Avenue a broadcasting station from
which educational talks along transpor-
tation lines will be sent over the air

to instruct the people of this great city

on traffic problems and allied subjects.

In addition he said that WEBJ would
function like a company house organ
and seek to foster better relations be-
tween the management and its 4,000
employees, practically all of whom
have their own receiving sets.

The company's preliminary an-
nouncement that popular programs
would be broadcasted every Tuesday
and Friday nights was fulfilled on
Sept. 9, when the radio audience had
two hours' entertainment starting with
Richard R. Blythe and ending with some
splendid musical numbers by the Rivoli
Ensemble. It was Mr. Blythe who, as
captain of the aviation squadron, went
out to escort the pioneer round-the-
world fliers over New York. He related
this experience. Some jazz thrills

were furnished by Henriette Turner,
the Ukelele Girl, and by Breen's Syn-
copators, yith the saxophone, piano,
banjo and violin, all wailing at once
"I Can't Get the One I Want." Before
the syncopators were let loose, Barron
G. Collier, second police deputy commis-
sioner, gave an instructive talk on pre-
vention of street accidents where auto-
mobiles and electric cars are involved.
He referred to his intention of giving a
prize next June to the school with the
best safety record and to his plan to
start a safety drive within a few weeks,
exacting a pledge from all automobile
drivers to observe traffic laws and regu-
lations.

charge the same fare on the buses as

is being charged on the railway cars

and arrangements will be made be-
tween the bus company and the rail-

way so that transfers can be used.

It is hoped to put the buses in opera-
tion before the end of the present year.

Bus Operation by Railway Is

Planned in Columbus, Ga.
R. M. Harding, manager of the

Columbus Electric & Power Company,
Columbus, Ga.; F. U. Garrard and A.
S. Bradley recently filed a petition in

the Superior Court for a charter for
the Columbus Transportation Company
to operate buses for passenger trans-
portation in the city of Columbus and
immediate neighborhood. The recent
State Legislature passed an enabling
act whereby street railway companies
can own and operate buses directly or
indirectly by owning stock in bus
transportation companies. The plan
calls for the purchase of three buses
of the latest type to operate two routes
in the business section and in certain
residential districts. If the two pro-
posed routes prove successful it is said
buses will likely be introduced in other
sections of the town. It is intended to

Appeal of Ottawa Company
Upheld

By a vote of five to three, the Town
Council of Eastview, Ont., has decided
to renew negotiations with the Ottawa
Electric Railway for the operation of
railway service in Eastview on a
straight 5-cent fare basis, with a special
ticket rate. Recently, Judge Wright
upheld the appeal of the Ottawa Elec-
tric Railway against the Eastview
by-law, under which the railway was
fined for operating buses through
Eastview without a license. The court
ruled that the municipality had ex-
ceeded its powers in passing the by-
law, though the Legislature appears
to have recognized the right, the court
said, of a municipality to license the
vehicular traffic carried on entirely
within its limits, but asserted the
right of the province to license inter-
city traffic. The company has with-
drawn its buses temporarily. Follow-
ing the court action the Eastview Town
Council decided to negotiate for rail-

way service.

Temporary Bus Permits Have
No Attraction at Bufifalo

Although Mayor Frank X. Schwab
of Buffalo has declared a transporta-
tion emergency exists in Buffalo and
has offered to grant permission to any
individual or company to operate buses
on Delaware and Delevan Avenues,
neither the International Railway nor
the VanDyke Motor Bus Corporation
will avail itself of the opportunity
presented by the Mayor.
Both companies have been seeking

bus rights, but they have informed the
municipal authorities they will not
make the investment in double-deck
buses needed to operate on the two
streets unless a franchise is secured
from the city. They say the courts
already have ruled that the Mayor is

without authority to declare a trans-
portation emergency exists and grant
temporary permits for buses while
street cars are being operated on
schedule over regular routes.

The proclamation of Mayor Schwab
says in part:

In view of undisputed evidence that
buses are needed on Delaware Avenue and
Delevan Avenue, I hereby declare an
emergency exists which must b? met
immediately, and which can be nHt only
by affording opportunity for the operation
of bus lines on these streets.
As Mayor of the city of Buffalo, I invite

all persons or corporations desiring to fur-
nish bus service on these streets to apply
to me at once for permission to operate on
these streets so that I can forward such
applications to the Council at its next meet-
ing and ask for prompt and favorable
action on just and reasonable terms.

Even so-called jitney operators who
provided bus service in Buffalo during
the strike of the employees of the
International Railway two years ago
have failed to avail themselves of the
opportunity to engage in the transpor-
tation of passengers. At the time of

the strike the courts ruled against the
municipal authorities in declaring a
transportation emergency and hundreds
of bus operators were arrested and
fined on charges of contempt of court.

Only a short time ago, when a similar

proclamation was made by Mayor
Schwab, the VanDyke company started
buses in Bailey Avenue, but these were
promptly stopped by the court when
complaint was made by the Interna-
tional Railway.

Bus Rights Sought by East

St. Louis Railway

The East St. Louis Railway has
notified the City Council of East St.

Louis, III., that it has applied to the
Illinois Commerce Commission for a
certificate to operate buses on Tenth
Street between Piggott Avenue and
Missouri Avenue, in East St. Louis.
At present there are no street car
tracks on that section of Tenth Street.

The new bus line will furnish a
connection with the St. Louis Municipal
Bridge, which touches East St. Louis
at Tenth Street. At present street car
patrons can get to the Municipal
Bridge via the Main Street car line,

but that route is indirect and necessi-

tates many blocks of extra riding.

The Community Motorbus Company,
Belleville, has applied to the Illinois

Commerce Commission for permission
to operate buses through East St.

Louis from Belleville to the St. Louis
Municipal Bridge. This company has
also applied to the Board of Public
Service, St. Louis, to cross the Munic-
ipal Bridge and loop through the St.

Louis business district via Seventh
Street and Washington Avenue. A
public hearing was held on the latter

application on Aug. 26, but no one
appeared to speak for or against the
permit.

Two Fare Petitions in

Niagara Falls

Two petitions are being circulated,

one favoring suspension of the 5-cent

fare clause in the franchise of the
International Railway in Niagara Falls
and one opposing such action on the
part of the municipal authorities. The
petition favoring suspension of the
5-cent fare clause is being circulated

by large industrial plants and mer-
chants of the city who say that if it is

true the company cannot make oper-
ating expenses on the local lines, there
is danger that the Public Service Com-
mission will allow the company to
abandon other lines in the city. The
company already has abandoned one
local line with the consent of the
Public Service Commission.
No action will be taken by the City

Council of Niagara Falls on the ap-
plication of the company to have the
5-cent fare clause in the franchise
vacated so as to enable the company
to appeal to the Public Service Com-
mission for a higher rate of fare in

the city of Niagara Falls. The com-
pany proposes a fare similar to that in
Buffalo where a 7-cent cash rate is in
effect with four tokens for 25 cents and
free transfers.
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Services Honored.—Employees of the
Monongahela-West Penn Public Service
Company, Clarksburg, W. Va., their
families and friends recently gathered
at the annual outing and paid respects
to a score of men who had been in the
service of the company for 20 years or
more. One of the features of the
progrram was the presentation of vet-

erans' badges to those who had rounded
out their 20 years of service during
the past year. Among the honored
ones was George M. Alexander, presi-

dent of the company.

Bus Starts on Regular Route.—The
Beaver Valley Traction Company, New
Brighton, Pa., put into service on Aug.
24 a bus to run over a regular route
from Sewickley to Beaver, making
stops at Leetsdale, Ambridge, Monaca,
Colona, Rochester, New Brighton,
Beaver Falls and Beaver. The project
was referred to in the Electric Rail-
way Journal, issue of May 17. The
bus, one of three to be constructed by
the E. J. Thompson Company, is

equipped to carry 25 passengers. The
body is mounted on a Pierce-Arrow
special chassis and costs approximately
$9,000 complete.

Closer Co-operation Sought. — Em-
ployees on the Holland and Kalamazoo
divisions of the Michigan Railroad have
organized to develop a closer co-opera-
tion between the company and the men.
The Holland organization, the older of
the two, was organized about three
months ago and now includes about 80
per cent of the employees. Clubrooms
have been provided at Holland and this
winter a variety of social functions is

planned. The Kalamazoo organization
is a bit younger, but has as charter
members about 60 per cent of the men
in the division and others are fast sign-
ing up. This organization has decided
to go into the mutual benefit idea for
sick or disabled workers.

Time Extended for Substituting
Buses.—An extension of time has been
granted to the Union Traction Company
of Santa Cruz, Cal., until Dec. 31, 1924,
in which to accept a certificate for the
operation of buses as a substitute for
the abandonment of railroad service.

Bus Permit Denied—Railway Service
Adequate.— The Corporation Commis-
sion of Oklahoma has denied the appli-
cation of F. H. Hood, operating the
Lincoln Park stage line, for a certificate
of convenience and necessity to carry
passengers between Oklahoma City and
Lincoln Park. The reasons assigned by
the commission are that the Oklahoma
Railway operates half-hour service
from Oklahoma City to the park and
that public necessity does not demand
nor public convenience justify the
granting of a certificate.

Wants to Run Fifteen Gne-Man
Cars.—The Macon Railway & Light
Company, Macon, Ga., recently peti-
tioned the City Council to permit the
operation of fifteen one-man cars, as
an economical measure. The petition
said that the increased use of auto-

mobiles in the city was making heavy
inroads on the company's revenue.
During July, 1920, approximately 772,-

000 passengers rode street cars, accord-
ing to the petition, but since that time
the increased use of automobiles had
brought about a gradual decrease and
that during July of this year the num-
ber of passenger totaled only 510,000

Gne-Man Type in Operation.—The
last remaining city line of the Worces-
ter Consolidated Street Railway, Wor-
cester, Mass., on which cars with two
men have been run went over to the
one-man type of car on Sept. 7. On the
main line two-men cars are being op-
erated from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. week
days. One-man cars are used the re-

mainder of the time.

Danbury Electrification Formally An-
nounced.—The New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad will immediately
complete the electrification of its New
York Division by the extension of the
present electrification from Norwalk to
Danbury, Conn., a distance of 23 miles.
Engineering work necessary in advance
of actual construction is now progress-
ing. Operation of this branch elec-
trically will avoid necessity of change
of engines at South Norwalk and wOl
afford patrons in this section of Con-
necticut service similar to that being
given on the other electrified lines.
Official announcement to this effect was
made on Sept. 8, but the fact that the
new work was about to be carried out
has been referred to previously in the
Electric Railway Journal.

Wages Increased.—Trainmen in the
employ of the Public Service Corpora-
tion of San Antonio, Tex., will accept
the company's offer of wage increases
of 3 cents and 8 cents an hour for
operators of two and one-man cars, re-
spectively. Working conditions, against
which the employees had also com-
plained, will remain unchanged. Under
the agreement putting into effect the
wage increase each trainman will re-
ceive one blue serge uniform a year. An
adjustment on seniority rights is also
made. Bus drivers and repairmen will
participate in the wage increase. The
wage increase becomes effective im-
mediately.

Files Fare Protest.—The Mayor arid
City Council of Johnstown, Pa., filed
on Sept. 2 with the Public Service Com-
mission a complaint against the Johns-
town Traction Company alleging the
increase in fares was unjust. The new
rates were effective Sept. 5. The
tariff provides for an increase to 10
cents or four tickets for 30 cents. The
old rate was 7 cents with four tickets
for 28 cents. Special tickets to school
children remain at 5 cents. The petition
of the company and the explanation
by Manager Shannon for the increase
in rates were referred to in the Elec-
tric Railway Journal, issue of Aug. 16.

Seeks Permission for Bus as Feeder.—The Binghamton Railway Bus Lines,
Inc., made application on Sept. 9 to the
Public Service Commission for permis-
sion to operate a bus line in the village
of Johnson City, Broome County. It
is proposed to operate the line in co-
ordination with the Binghamton Rail-
way's present electric railway system,
the bus line acting as a feeder. Two

buses will be operated and a 6-cent fare
will be charged, with free transfers
to and from the present Binghamton
railway lines.

Grange-Colored Cars for Boston.

—

The Boston Elevated Railway an-
nounced on Sept. 5 that hereafter it

would paint the cars of its surface lines
orange instead of green. General Man-
ager Edward Dana said the change in
color was to increase visibility and thus
prevent accidents. He also believed
orange would be more attractive.

Parades Prohibited on Downtown
Streets.—Parades in the downtown
district of Los Angeles were banned
by action of the City Council on Sept.
2, when an ordinance was adopted de-
claring the territory bounded by Sunset
Boulevard, San Pedro Street, Pico and
Figueroa Streets to be kept free from
parades. The ordinance provides, how-
ever, that on occasions of exceptional
national interest a special permit can
be given by the City Council for the
use of the downtown streets. Here-
after South Figueroa Street and the
Coliseum will be used chiefly for
parades. This will eliminate inter-
ference with downtown business and
transportation. Adoption of the ordi-
nance was urged by police and fire de-
partment officials and downtown busi-
ness houses.

Franchise Granted.—The Texas In-
terurban Company, which is electrify-
ing the Dallas-Denton branch of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway, has
asked the city of Denton for a fran-
chise, which has been approved. An-
nouncement is made that the route of
the interurban line in the city limits of
Denton after it leaves the tracks of the
steam railway will be changed from
East Oak Street to McKinney Street.
The interurban company has purchased
a site on Ash Street, immediately north
of the Federal Building, for a modem
bnck passenger and baggage station.
Work of electrifying the line is going
forward rapidly, according to Richard
Meriwether, vice-president and general
manager of the Dallas Railway It is
expected that cars will be put in opera-
tion early in October.

Bus Permits Denied.—The Corpora-
tion Commission has again refused to
cripple existing transportation lines by
authorizing unnecessary motor com-
petition. Messrs. Harrell and Giles were
refused permission to operate between
Oklahoma City and Norman because
the present electric and steam service
was held adequate.

r,fjf^'^ ^''"^ Approved.—Samuel
Kiddie has announced that electric rail-
ways and other public utilities have ap-
proved the plans adopted and will co-
operate to insure the success of the pro-
gram, which will start Sept. 28 and end
Oct. 4 He said the plans include post-
ing safety signs on the front of all cars
and messages to the public on the
inside of the cars. In addition safety
buttons, banners and parades will fea-
ture the celebration. Mr. Riddle is
vice-president of the Louisville Railway
and chairman of the committee repre-
senting the public utilities of Louis- ,

ville on the general arrangements com-
mittee for the .safety education week
demonstration and the National Safety
Council.
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Railway Opposes Bus Proposal.

—

Application has been made to the Lock-
port City Council and to the Public
Service Commission by the Iroquois

Indian Trails Motor Coach Company,
Inc., Buffalo, for permission to operate
de luxe buses between Buffalo and 01-

cott Beach via Lockport, a distance of
about 40 miles. The International
Railway, Buffalo, objects to the grant-
ing of the proposed franchise on the
ground that the buses would compete
with cars of the Buffalo-Lockport
and Lockport-Olcott interurban divi-

sions of the company.

Ordinance Can't Be Put on Regular
Ballot.—The City Council of Tacoma,
Wash., has been advised by James W.
Selden, prosecuting attorney and legal
adviser of the Pierce County election
board, that the car ordinance which
the Tacoma Railway & Power Company
desired to get before the voters on
Sept. 9 cannot be placed on the regular
election ballot and neither can it be
handled in any official way by the
board without endangering the regular
election to the point of invalidation.
He advised that if the company wants
to put up its own ballot boxes 50 ft.

away from the election polls, have its

representative there and its own offi-

cials to cheek up the results of the
vote, the matter could be handled in an
unofficial way. The ordinance which
the company is endeavoring to have
adopted would change its franchise
obligations to the extent of relieving
the company of certain taxes, of some
paving obligations and of carrying city
employees on its lines free of charge.

Will Use Buses.—The Olean, Brad-
ford & Salamanca Railway, Olean,
N. Y., which recently petitioned the
Public Service Commission for permis-
sion to abandon its line between Sala-
manca and Little Valley, N. Y., now
plans to replace the trolley service with
buses.

Jitney Licenses to Run Five Years.
-yUnder an amendment to the "for
hire" vehicle ordinance passed recently
by the Tacoma City Council, jitneys can
be licensed for periods of five years
hereafter instead of only one year.
Mayor A. V. Fawcett was sponsor for
the new provision, asserting that bus
owners were unwilling to make the in-
vestment necessary for high-class buses
with licenses running only one year and
that he "needed more leverage to make
the Tacoma Railway & Power Company
do the right thing by Tacoma." The
amendment also carried a provision re-
quiring the consent of the Council to
the transfers of licenses. Operation of
competitive jitneys is one of the things
which the Tacoma Railway & Power
Company desires eliminated through a
new franchise ordinance.

Plan for Express Service Opposed.

—

In a letter to the secretary of the Mary-
land Public Service Commission, L. H.
Palmer, vice-president and general
manager of the United Railways &
Electric Company, Baltimore, has re-
jected a plan recently advanced by some
patron?: of the Emory Grove line to
establish express service in the city
zone by side tracking local cars to let

the express car pass. He pointed out
that if the present service were made

"two fares as you enter" on outbound
cars in the evening and "no stops to

receive passengers" in the city fare

zone in the morning, the cars would
be operated, on the average, with less

than seated loads in the city zones dur-

ing the rush hours. This would result

in discrimination against local riders.

Want Railway, Not Bus Line.—Resi-

dents in the North Salem District of

Oregon have announced their strong

opposition to the application of the

Southern Pacific Company for per-

mission to abandon its trolley service

on Seventeenth Street. Petitions signed

by more than 500 persons opposing the

move have been prepared. In lieu of

its present street car service, the com-
pany has agreed to establish bus serv-

ice, but this mode of transportation is

not satisfactory to the patrons of

the line.

No Ruinous Competition to Be Al-

lowed. — The City Commissioners of

Oklahoma City, Okla., have under con-

sideration a proposed ordinance to

govern the operation of buses within

the city. The measure as originally

introduced provided for $50,000 bond

to indemnify passengers and the citi-

zens against injury and damage, and

an occjipation tax of $30 per year for

each seat provided in the vehicle. It is

understood that both figures have been

substantially modified but final figures

have not been agreed upon. Members
of the commission are said to favor

giving the buses a fair trial, but desire

to avoid crippling the electric railway

system. It is understood that as a pro-

tection to the electric railway company
buses will be permitted to operate only

en streets where it is considered that

they could operate without creating

competition ruinous for the electric

railway company.

Public Utility Course in Evanston.

—

The Northwestern University, Evans-

ton, HI., will establish a collegiate cur-

riculum in public utilities and utilities

management in its school of commerce.
The principal studies to be undertaken
in this new field will be the economics
of public utilities, public relations of

public utilities, public utility account-

ing, public utility finance, public utility

law and public utility operation and
management. These subjects will be
taught by men who are prominent in

the utility field and by nationally

known educators. Dean Heilman of the

university says that a strong feature
of the new department at Northwest-
ern will be "original investigation,

scientific research and impartial in-

quiry into those problems of utilities'

operation, management and public rela-

tions which are of vital public impor-
tance."

Rewarded for Safety Efforts.—Oper-
ating its cars in Milwaukee, Wis., for
sixty days over nearly 20,000 miles
without a single accident, members of
team "A" and "B" of the Chicago,
North Shore & Milwaukee Railroad
were rewarded with a banquet for their

accident prevention efforts during a

contest which was in force during
that time. Four teams were in this

safety contest, which was limited to

men operating the company's one-man
city cars in Milwaukee.

London Railway Opens

New Extension

The extension of the London Electric

Railway from Hendon to Edgware was
opened for traffic early in August. This

completes the northern extension of

the Charing Cross & Hampstead Rail-

way and opens three new stations. The
Edgware extension has taken 22

months to construct and with the ex-

ception of a tunnel 0.62 mile long is

entirely above ground. The line is al-

together 3.05 miles long and has cost

well over £600,000 to build and equip.

An interesting feature of the new
railway is that the electrical energy

will be obtained from the Burnt Oak
substation, which has been equipped

with 1,200-kw. rotary converters with

supervisory control from Golder's

Green, nearly 4 miles away.
Considerable development of the new

areas served is expected to follow this

latest underground venture. Town-
planning schemes have been framed
and houses and shops are springing up.

Traffic Conditions in Paris

to Be Improved

Several improvements for the relief

of street and underground traffic condi-

tions in Paris are being considered. It

is probable that many lines of street

cars penetrating the crowded center

of the city will be eliminated and the

service taken care of by additional

motor buses. A beginning has been

made on the Rue Reaumur and the Rue
Quatre Septembre line from the Place

de la Republique to the Opera, buses

having been substituted for the street

cars.

The Council of the Department of the

Seine has decided to abolish all steam

railway grade crossings within the de-

partment as a measure of safety and to

speed up traffic.

The extension of the Metropolitan

Underground, Line No. 1, eastward
from Vincennes to the Marne, some 8

miles beyond the gates of the city, will

be the first of the real improvements
linking the outer suburbs with the

center.

Weekly Pass in Doncaster, England.
—After being in operation for a year

on the Doncaster tramways the weekly
pass is reported to be satisfactory.

About 1,126 passes are now being sold

weekly as against 522 in August, 1923.

Paris Fare Increases Reduce First-

Class Passengers.—A diminished num-
ber of first-class passengers of the

Paris Metropolitan Subway has resulted

from the increase in fares last spring.

Trains now have four second-class cars

and one first-class car. Statistics for

the month of June, following the rise in

fares, show an increase of second-class

tickets sold of 1,177,461 more than in

June, 1923; while 586,498 fewer first-

class tickets were sold.
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Financial and Corporate

Bondholders Buy Erie Road
Foreclosure of Properties Will Be Fol-

lowed by Separation of the Inter-

urban and the City Lines

John McNaughton of the Equitable

Trust Company of New York, acting

for J. R. McDonald, president of the

First National Bank of Erie, Pa., on

Sept. 5 purchased all of the assets of

the Buffalo & Lake Erie Traction Com-
pany, Buffalo, at public auction under

an order of foreclosure. The order of

sale was signed by George D. Crofts as

referee. The plaintiff in the fore-

closure action was the New York Trust
Company, represented by DeForest
Brothers, New York; Morgan, Lewis &
Bockius, Philadelphia, and Gunnison,
Fish, Gifford & Chapin, Erie, Pa.

The property sold includes all the

franchises, right-of-way, equipment,

lands and buildings on the line between
Buffalo, N. Y., and Erie, Pa., together
with these securities: 1,500 shares of

common stock and 100 shares of pre-

ferred stock of the Erie & Suburban
Railway; 12,500 shares, being all the

capital stock of the Erie Electric Motor
Company; $58,000 of first mortgage
bonds of the Hamburg Railway; $10,000
first mortgage bonds of the Buffalo &
Lackawanna Traction Company; 3,459

shares of common stock of the Buffalo
& Lake Erie Traction Company; 4,041
shares of stock of the Jamestown,
Chautauqua & Lake Erie Railroad and
550 shares of the Buffalo & Lackawanna
Traction Company.
The property was sold subject to cer-

tain receivers' certificates of the Buffalo
& Lake Erie Traction Company in the
amount of $310,000 which matured on
Aug. 1, 1924, and subject to $150,000
of receivers' certificates which are a
lien on the property known as the inter-

urban system which also matured on
Aug. 1, 1924. The sale was made sub-
ject to the lien of certain taxes and
other assessments levied against the
system.
The terms of the sale specified that

no bids would be accepted unless the
bidder deposited $100,000 as evidence
of good faith or $750,000 par value of
the first and refunding mortgage 5 per
cent thirty-year gold bonds of the Buf-
falo & Lake Erie Traction Company.
On the day of the sale the Public

Service Commission issued an order ap-
proving the plan of the reorganization
committee of the Buffalo & Lake Erie
Traction Company whereby a new com-
pany, the Buffalo & Erie Railway, will
acquire and operate that part of the
street surface railroad of the Buffalo
& Lake Erie Traction Company extend-
ing from the southerly line of Buffalo
to the west bank of Six Mile Creek in
Harbor Creek Township, Erie County,
Pa. The line is about 81 miles long.
The Buffalo & Erie Railway is au-

thorized to deliver to the Metropolitan
Trust Company, New York City, an
indenture to secure an issue of first
mortgage thirty-year sinking fund gold

bonds to the value of $1,500,000 and is

also authorized to issue securities to

carry through the transaction.

This approval provides for carrying

out only part of the plan. The full plan

contemplates the organization of two
new companies, designated in the plan

as the Erie Company and the Interur-

ban Company. The Erie Company will

acquire the lines in the city of Erie

and the Interurban Company will ac-

quire the purely interurban line.

The Erie company will have a cap-
italization of $5,000,000 of 6 per cent

first and refunding mortgage sinking
fund thirty-year gold bonds, of which
$1,000,000 are "presently issued";

$1,500,000 of 7 per cent cumulative pre-

ferred stock, of which $1,050,750 will be
the initial issue, and $60,000 no par value
shares of common stock. From the
proceeds of $1,000,000 of the sinking
fund gold bonds, and other moneys, the
syndicate proposes to retire the re-
ceiver's certificates now a lien on the
property of the Erie Company and to

make available the $700,500 cash to be

received by the committee. The prop-

erty will be subject to mortgages and
other secured debt.

The Interurban Company's capital-

ization is to consist of $1,500,000 of

first and refunding mortgage 6i per

cent thirty-year sinking fund bonds,

$800,000 of which comprise the initial

issue; $1,500,000 of 5 per cent non-

cumulative preferred stock, of which
$700,500 will be "presently issued," and
30,000 shares of no par value common
stock.

On the basis that all bondholders as-

sent to the plan each holder of a $1,000
bond of the Buffalo & Lake Erie will

receive $150 par value of 7 per cent

cumulative preferred stock of the Erie
Company, amounting to 15 per cent of

his holdings; 10 per cent in 5 per cent
non-cumulative preferred of the Inter-

urban Company, or a par value of

$100; three shares of common stock of

the Erie Company, no par value, hav-
ing an estimated book value of $16.47
a share and aggregating $49.41, and
$30 cash on the basis of an estimated
available balance for this purpose of

$218,900. In other words, each holder
of a $1,000 bond will receive new stock
of a par value of $299.41 and cash of
approximately $30.

The company has-been in the hands
of a receiver since 1915.

Special Master's Findings Questioned
Exceptions Taken by Both City and Railway in Denver Case—Comments

by Special Master of Much Interest^^ase Under Way Seven
Months—6,400 Pages of Testimony

NEITHER the officials of the city

of Denver nor the officers of the
Denver Tramway are pleased with the
recent findings of Special Master in

Chancery Henry A. Dubbs in the valua-
tion case. The major objection on both
sides is to the valuation fixed. The com-
pany insists that the value should be
$31,104,667. The city says that it is

about $12,000,000. Judge Dubbs fixed

the value at $20,105,707.
The Tramway Company has filed ex-

ceptions in the United States District

Court. Receiver Ernest Stenger for
the tramway also takes exceptions to
the rate of earnings fixed by Judge
Dubbs. The Judge said the return
should be 7J per cent on the valuation.
Mr. Stenger says that it must be 8 per
cent on the valuation he cites. The
company insists that it has a perpetual
franchise, while the city .says that the
franchise is good only for the 20-year
period, 1906 to 1926. The city now
says that there was never any need to
throw the railway into the hands of a
receiver and that there wa.s no justifica-

tion for the appointment of the special
master. The court still has the
master's report under advisement.

Valuation the Important Question

The decision by the special master

witnesses appeared and their tran-
scribed testimony covered more than
6,400 pages. The exhibits numbered
more than 300. The case is looked
upon as being of great general interest.

The fundamental question in the case
was whether the ordinance rates re-
sulted in such a low net revenue to the
company as to cause an unjust return
upon the fair value of the property
used and useful in the public service.

In other words, did the rates effect a
confiscation of the use of that property?
The underlying inquiry, therefore, was
as to the value of the property, in-

ventoried and valued as of the date
fixed for the proceeding. In his review
of the case the special master said

that the presumption was that rates
fixed by the city were fair and not
confiscatory, and the burden was on
the company to show the contrary.

For the purpose of this review there

appears to be no reason for going into

the underlying history of the company,
but the need does appear to exist for
reciting some of the more recent moves
in the history of the company. Shortly
after Mr. Stenger was appointed re-

ceiver of the company on Dec. 24, 1920,
he presented a petition to the District
Court of the United States for the
District of Colorado for instructions.

referred to briefly in the ELECTRIC and, in substance, for injunctive relief

Railway Journal for July 5, page 31.

At that time a condensed tabulation
was presented of the principal items
entering into the valuation of $20,-

105,707 found by the special master.
The hearings extended through a
period of <ieven months. Forty-five

against the ordinances of the city of
Denver which purported to limit the
fares to be charged by the tramway to

a maximum of 6 cents for adults, and
3 cents for children. Mr. Stenger al-

leged that the fair value of the prop-
erty of the city lines of the company
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was in excess of $30,000,000 placed

upon it as of Jan. 1, 1918, by engineers

employed by the company in 1917. He
asserted that the enforcement of the

ordinance rates had left the company

without money or means of credit to

meet its financial obligations. He also*

alleged that the net income of the com-

pany, as depleted by that enforcement,

was so small it really resumed m
confiscation. In addition to other re-

lief, he asked the aid of the court in

carrying out what he alleged to be his

proper and necessary plan of charging

fares of 10 cents for adults and 5 cents

for children.

The city and county of Denver inter-

vened. It asserted that the ordinances

in question were binding contracts,

and that, therefore, the enforce-

ment of their terms relative to fares

violated no constitutional provisions,

regardless of what rate of return the

fares might produce upon the value of

the company's property. It also took

the position that the fair value of the

city lines of the company was less than

$12,000,000 and that the rates in force

produced a sufficient return upon the

fair value.

CouKT Ordered Eight-Cent Fare

Upon a preliminary hearing, the

court granted a temporary injunction.

It adjudged that, until further order,

the city authorities be enjoined from

enforcing the ordinance rates; and it

permitted the receiver to establish

rates of 8 cents for adults and 4 cents

for children, with free passage to chil-

dren under six years, and with free

transfers, and with an additional

limitation making the rates 74 and 3i

cents, respectively, in case of the pur-

chase of tickets or tokens. The court

directed that the order should in no

manner restrict the future exercise of

the power of the city to regulate rates.

It proceeded upon the basis of the con-

fiscatory character of the rates then in

force. It left open the right of the

city to act within constitutional limits,

and it also left open the right of the

receiver to question the legality of the

result of any subsequent exercise of the

city's power. Since then, the city has

not attempted to establish new rates.

The order of the court was affirmed

by the Circuit Court of Appeals. That
court held that the ordinances assailed

• were not contracts binding the parties

as to the fares to be charged, and that

the company could not be held by them
to rates which were confiscatory.

Upon making a subsequent order rela-

tive to final hearing, the trial court di-

rected that the company's property
should be inventoried and valued as of

Dec. 31, 1922. The cause was there-

after referred upon the receiver's peti-

tion and the city's answer, and Mr.
Dubbs was appointed special master to

take and report the evidence, with find-

ings of fact and such conclusions of

law as might be deemed essential to

the proper advisement of the court.

The record disclosed controversy on
almost every matter of valuation
presented, from that of the methods
of valuation to be adopted, and the
correct unit prices to be used, to that of
the questions whether working capital,

financing costs, going values, and other

intangibles should be given weight.

Mr. Dubbs said that no witness testi-

fied to the present value of the prop-

erty except as predicated upon some
practically exclusive method of valua-

tion. Each of them arrived at his

conclusions from his assumed premise.

Mr. Dubbs explained that consistent

with their contentions that their chosen

methods were exclusive, each litigant

objected to the admission of evidence

in line with the consideration of any
factors but its own. The special master
overruled both of them. He said:

The wide breach between the parties re-

quires a consideration of what constitutes
value in cases of this character, and of

how that value should be determined. Gen-
erally speaking, the value of a thing is its

worth ; but the word carries no exact den-
nition. Unlilte articles bought and sold

in the open market, the valuation of the
entire system of a public utility involves
additional considerations. There are many
cases in which, as here, the worth cannot
be determined in dollars and cents "as a
mere matter of formulas, but there must
be a reasonable judgment having its basis
in a consideration of all relevant facts."

The valuation proceeds upon the "fair value
of the property" in public service. Minne-
sota Rate Cases (Simpson vs. Shepard),
230 U. S. 352, 434.

To the special master the substance

of the matter seemed to be that the

law was as originally stated in Smyth
vs. Ames and that, whatever the line of

approach, the special evidence intro-

duced on any one method or theory

was, after all, mere evidence to be con-

sidered, in sound judgment, in reaching

the ultimate result of present value.

In this connection the special master

said:

Neither that special evidence, nor the

method of theory under which it is pre-

sented, excludes the consideration of other

proper evidence, or constitutes an exclusive

measure. It is conceivable that there

might be cases of unusual stability of con-

ditions where, after giving full weight to

all the evidence, it would appear that either

original cost or present reproduction cost

represented present value ; but this case

is not one of them.

The city opposed any allowance for

working capital and general stores. It

contended that a street railway dif-

fered from certain other utilities in

that, generally speaking, it receives its

revenues either in advance of or at the

time the service was performed, and

that its own expenditures were usually

delayed, and that it thus accumulated

a fund to take the place of these al-

lowances. The special master said that

he saw no reason for refusing a fair

allowance here and that to do so would

impede the efficiency which the public

has a right to expect. The stores on

hand, however, appeared to him to be

in excess of what should normally be

expected, and to include items not

properly and currently to be carried in

such an account. For these two ac-

counts he allowed $425,000 for general

stores and $200,000 for working
capital.

Allowance for Franchise Cost
Reduced

The company figured franchise cost

at $284,100. Mr. Dubbs found that the

company was entitled to some allow-

ance for the fair and necessary cost

of securing franchises for its opera-

tions, as distinguished from an allow-

ance for the value of the franchises

themselves, but the "speculative and

vague estimates on which the large

figures presented by the company are

in part based" did not appeal to him.

He excluded expenditures for the ac-

quisition of franchises now expired, and
treated the matter as governed by the

fair and necessary cost of obtaining

franchise rights for the present opera-

tions. In this respect he agreed with
the city's counsel that it was improper
to predicate value on the expenses of

voluntary advertising, public speakers,

and like matters, connected with cam-
paigns to induce public approval of a
proposed franchise. He said that the

allowance should be limited to the fair

cost of the matter as an ordinary busi-

ness transaction. In his judgment the

evidence warranted an allowance of

value at $100,000, and no more.

Claim for Cost of Financing
Disallowed

From the claim for engineering and
superintendence, the special master ex-

cluded certain classes of property for

the reason that they were either in

the nature of cash allowances, or under
the evidence did not require the ap-

plication of this overhead charge. He
regarded 5 per cent as the proper al-

lowance and applying this item to the

accounts against which it might prop-
erly be set found for the company in

the sum of $776,228. For administra-
tion, organization and legal expenses
he allowed $500,000 and for taxes dur-

ing construction he allowed $275,000.

This sum he fixed on the basis of an
average of years.

Under the evidence, it was the judg-
ment of the special master that three
years was a reasonable construction
period in the present case, and that the

interest should be computed for half of
that time. He found 6i per cent per
annum to be reasonable as the rate to

be allowed. For interest during con-
struction he allowed $1,664,889.

The special master disallowed en-

tirely the claim of $2,000,000 for cost

of financing. In this connection Mr.
Dubbs said:

The company asks credit in its general
values for what it terms financing costs,
which it fixes as high as $2,000,000. The
figures are, in large measure, hypothetical
estimates. Whether or not they include tech-
nical discounts, the figures represent cash
paid to bankers and underwriters for serv-
ices and expenses in securing required funds.
The testimony also discloses that they in-
clude a consideration of the cost of find-
ing markets for securities, inviting the
pUDlic to Invest, and matters of that nature.
I have already made a valuation for admin-
istration, organization and legal expenses.
The present claim is, in substance, one

for the cost of obtaining money for the con-
struction of the plant. If the original cost
of the property were the sole test of value,
the question might be different ; but here
we are concerned with the present value of
the property. This remains the same
whether the promoters had the cash to
build, or whether, for lack of cash, they
had to submit to expenses or exactions in
procuring it. Such matters may be im-
portant between the promoters and the un-
derwriters, but they are not material here.
We are attempting to find present value,
and must assume a construction by persons
financially able to construct. Otherwise,
the more impecunious the organizers, and
the more subject to excessive costs of pro-
curing money, the grreater would be the
present value of the property. I disallow
the claim, in its entirety. Galveston Elec.
Co, vs. Galveston, 258 U. S. 388. 397 : Citv
of Minneapolis vs. Rand, 285 Fed. 818. 820.

All claims made for the value of the
franchise were disallowed. In this

connection Mr. Dubbs cited both the
Galveston Electric and the Georgia
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Railway & Power Company cases. For
going value the sum of $1,500,000 was
alloweid. The company contended for

a sum between $3,000,000 and $4,-

500,000 for this item. The city con-

tested against any allowance on this

account. In his consideration of the

matter of going value Mr. Dubbs ex-

cluded all consideration of past losses,

and, in the present connection, the cost

of erecting the physical system as a
mere physically assembled concern; and
also all items which have been other-

wise valued. He also excluded any al-

lowance for so-called "good will."

With respect to the outstanding
capitalization Mr. Dubbs said:

Little weight has been given to the matter
of the stock and bonds of the company.
The capitalization, as represented by the
bonds and stocks upon which the company
Is obligated, is largely in excess of the value
of the property as I And it, and it rests
upon Important assets in addition to those
valued in this proceeding. In the present
case, a consideration of this matter Is there-
fore of no real aid in determining the value
of the city lines property. The present
market value of stocks and bonds is also
dependent on many considerations other
than the actual value of a property. In
large measure it may be controlled by the
fact that a property is, or is not, being
deprived of a just return.

From the evidence, Mr. Dubbs found
that the depreciable property, taken as
a whole, was in 85 per cent of condi-
tion new and should be charged with
depreciation of 15 per cent. He found
that the accrued depreciation amounted
to $2,832,840.
Mr. Dubbs said that it was apparent

that with the allowance for annual re-
serve for depreciation, the returns for
1918, 1919 and 1920 ranged from a fig-
ure of le.ss than 5 per cent on the values
as he found them to a figure of approxi-
mately one-half of 1 per cent. Even
if all allowance for going value were
excluded, the returns during the above
years of 5 and 6-cent fares were less
than 4h per cent in 1918, les.s than 5
per cent in 1919 and less than 1 per
cent in 1920.

In fixing the rate of return at 7i per
cent the special master said:

While a utility company mav not in-
sist that past losses be made up by present
or future rates, that very fact tends toweaken credit, just as the fact that the
utility may not be compelled to serve for
confiscatory rates tends to support it. In-
vestors take these things Into considerationm determining whether they will invest Insuch an undertaking, but they cannot expecthigh or speculative dividends, or more than
ralr and reasonable profit from a property
devoted to public use.

In conclusion Mr. Dubbs said:
In his petition, the receiver asked pro-

tection m increasing fares, and the court,m Its preliminary order, permitted the rates
?u }^y, "°^ stand. I do not understand
that it is for me to pass upon the ques'lon
as to what rate should be authorized dur-ing the receivership. That matter .seerns tome to be one for the court's greneral direc-
tion of the receivershln, having in mindnot only the value of the property, but thegeneral admmistration of the truot, the
conditions and demands of operation, and
the probabilities of revenue. The record
S.^i^f?

""^
^'t?.

'""''^ "P largely upon thequestion whether the ordinance rates are
imi^^'i? Sr''' '"'"L'

consequently, it .sheds

oii^?oM^''' "" ^^^^ <^°"'<' be expected In

^hn^f fl",^..,''l''""^.;'""'™
^t^" other thanthose fixed by ordinance or now In force.

= „ /T?i ^PParent, however, on the valuesas I find them that the present rat'-s have
uV-rlTl\%f, '" " '^V'^ ^' which the pSb!
Ilo can Justly complain.

Since 1915 the company has paid no
dividends on its capital .stock. Its re-
quirements for interest on indebtedness
exceed $900,000 per annum, and much
of the indebtedness has gone to default.

Maumee Valley Seeks Abandon-

ment—Will Run Buses

The Maumee Valley Railway, operat-

ing a belt line from Toledo, Maumee
and Perrysburg on both sides of the

Maumee River, in Ohio, has applied

to the Public Utilities Commission for

permission to abandon its lines, sell

and dismantle the property. Hearing
will probably be held on the petition

about Sept. 30 and officials of the road

say service will be abandoned imme-
diately if the petition is granted.

The State Highway Department has
changed the grade on intercounty high-

way No. 51, which parallels the inter-

urban railroad and the railway has
been ordered to reduce its grade to

conform to the new grade of the high-

way, according to the petition. The
company fears that if it does not do

the work the county may change the

tracks and charge the expense to the

interurban line. The company is al-

ready working under financial diffi-

culties and new changes would be too

expensive.
For several weeks the company has

been forced to operate between Toledo
and Maumee over the tracks of the
Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern
Railroad. This route eliminates much
of the regular suburban business of

the Maumee Valley line.

The Maumee Valley line was pur-
chased by bondholders in December,
1920, after operation for several years
by the Henry L. Doherty & Company
interests at Toledo. There are $345,-

000 of first mortgage bonds outstand-
ing against the property. New cars
were put in service more than a year
ago and they are subject to equipment
trust liens. The same interests now
operating the Maumee Valley lines

have formed the Lake Shore Power
Company here and have purchased the
Toledo & Indiana Railroad.
Those interested in the traction line

have applied for permission to operate
buses over the route now used by the
cars. The bus company is the Maumee
Valley Transportation Company. Hear-
ing on the bus application was sched-
uled for Sept. 11.

Nine of the seventeen companies paid
dividend returns on their invested cap-

ital, the reports showed.

Increase in Passengers Carried

on Seventeen Ohio Roads

Annual reports of the seventeen city

railways in Ohio filed with the Public
Utilities Commission show that 27,413,-
264 more passengers were carried in

1923 than the year before. The total of
passengers carried last year was 762,-
551.464.

The city railways paid out a total of
$3,325,354 in taxes, an increase of $17.-

375.74, although they operated 46 fewer
miles of track than the year previous.
The total distance mileage operated
was 630.

It required an investment of $120,-
001,598 to operate the railways, addi-
tional capital to the amount of $6,212,-
535 being needed during the year.

Operating expenses were shown to
have increased during the year by
$3,449,097, made up largely of increased
wages paid car crews. The total oper-
ating expenses amounted to $31,069,-
866, and the total revenue was $38,988,-
611, an increase of $622,028.47.

Net Operating Revenue of Cali-

fornia Railways, $15,528,376

Public utilities operating in Cali-

fornia vshowed a substantial gain in

gross and net operating revenues dur-

ing the calendar year of 1923, accord-

ing to their annual reports recently

compiled by the financial division of

the Railroad Commission. The total

revenues of the combined utilities was
$890,351,741 in 1923 and $818,244,533 in

1922. The operating expenses in-

creased from $602,976,460 in 1922 to

$638,448,890 in 1923. The total net
operating revenue for last year was
$251,902,850, against $215,268,093 for
the previous year.

The operating revenues of the elec-

tric railways in 1923 were $60,676,463,

against $55,238,183 in 1922. The oper-
ating expenses increased from $41,-

037,553 for the calendar year 1922 to

$45,148,088 during 1923. The net oper-
ating revenue in 1923 was $15,528,376
and $14,200,629 in 1922.

Key System Transit Employees
Buy Stock

Most of the 2,500 employees of the
Key System Transit Company, Oak-
land, Cal., are now stockholders of the
organization. A large block of prior

preferred stock offered the employees
on an installment plan of payment was
oversubscribed in fifteen days of a
60-day campaign. The stock that was
offered to the employees was purchased
by the trustees in the open market at
$79.53 a share and was sold to the
employees at $70 a share. Up to

Sept. 11 a total of 1,901 shares, rep-
resenting at par value $190,100, had
been subscribed. At that time the
plan was to continue to take subscrip-
tions up to Sept. 30.

C. O. G. Miller, president, acted as
chairman of the board of trustees in

charge of a voluntary committee of

100, comprising for the most part the
rank and file of the company. This
committee issued a bulletin in which
it answered questions asked about the
stock and the company's financial

standing. It was also made plain that
the company would not, in its relation

with the employees, discriminate be-

tween stockholders and non-stock-
holders.

Mr. Miller said that the trustees
decided to announce the successful
conclusion of the stock sales campaign
in some detail because they felt that
the public was greatly interested "in
the family affairs of this most human
of all public utilities." He said:

The trustees, directors and other officials
of the company are pleased but equally
sobered by the overwhelming success of
the sale. We realize that we have assumed
a sacred trust which imposes upon us the
necessity of making this big urban and
Interurban transportation system a success.
But the Interest of our own people In

the company will make this task easier of
accomplishment. It Is a splendid Indica-
tion that the transportation departments
show the larger number of stockholders.
We are selling service to the public, and
the employees who operate our street cars,
trains and boats form the most important
contacts with our patrons. They have
already established friendly relations with
the public, but we feel that their lncrease<1
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interest in the company through their
partnership wltli it will stimulate their de-
sire to make this the best transportation
system in America.

For many years I have been connected
with various public utility corporations,
but in all that time I have never before
witnessed an expression of confidence so
spontaneous as that shown in this rapid
sale of stock.

Instead of the usual high pressure

sales method, the committee of 100
adopted a policy which could only be
defined as negative. An editorial in

an issue of an informal bulletin pub-
lished by the committee bluntly advised
prospective buyers not to invest unless

they were absolutely certain of being

able to afford the necessary reduction

from their pay checks. That was the

introduction of the sales talk. Mr.
Miller ventured to assert that the con-

duct of the campaign by his company
constitutes a unique contribution to

sales practices.

Interborough Did Better in July

Earnings of the InLerborough Rapid
Transit Company, New York, July,

1924, show a deficit of $316,724 after

operating expenses (including all ex-

penditures for actual maintenance),
taxes, rentals, fixed charges and the

accrual of the dividend rental on Man-
hattan Railway stock at the 5 per

cent annual rate provided under the

plan of readjustment.
This deficit is $444,012, less than the

similar deficit for July, 1923.

The betterment is ascribed in part to

an increase in the operating revenues,

in part to decreased cost of operation,

the result of cheaper coal and operat-

ing economies, and in part to the fact

that in July last year large mainte-

nance expenditures had to be met for

extraordinary repairs to turbines in

the subway power house. There was
no such unusual expenditure this year.

Frank Hedley, president and general

manager of the company, explains that

it is unlikely this betterment of July,

1924, over July, 1923, will continue at

the same rate throughout the current

fiscal year.

Date for Suspension Postponed.—The
State Utilities Commission of Ohio on

Sept. 5 granted an extension of time

for abandonment of operation by the

Cleveland & Eastern Traction Company
to Jan. 1, 1925, and the Cleveland &
Chagrin Falls Railway to Oct. 1.

Hearing on Dividend Payment Set.

—

F. C. Chase, sitting a.s special mas-
ter, will begin hearings Sept. 29 on

the bill of L. Sherman Adams against

the trustees of the Eastern Massachu-
setts Street Railway, Boston, Mass., to

compel them to pay a dividend of 2i

per cent on the adjustment stock, ac-

cruing in February, 1923, and a divi-

dend of 6 per cent on the common
shares.

Disagrees with Provisions for Taking
Over Line.—The Attleboro, Mass.,

Council recently refused to accept the

provisions for taking over the Norton,
Taunton & Attleboro Street Railway
by the Eastern Massachusetts Street

Railway. The Norton, Taunton & At-
tleboro Street Railway is owned by
these three communities and Man.sfield.

The Council objected to a resolution in-

structing the Mayor to confer with the

chairman of the boards of selectmen of
Norton and Man.sfield, with the object
of junking the road; The Eastern
Massachusetts had offered to take over
operation of the road if it was given a
mortgage on the land and buildings of
the carhouse and power house to de-
fray expenses of repairing the roadbed.
Norton, Taunton and Mansfield voted to
accept the offer. The towns had con-
sidered the question of junking the
road prior to the offer. Under munic-
ipal ownership the railway was not a
success.

Seeks Discontinuance.— The Visalia
Electric Railroad has applied to the
California Railroad Commission for
authority to discontinue passenger serv-
ice between Visalia and Exeter, Tulare
County. The applicant sets forth that
it has had an operating loss in excess
of $50,000 per annum for the last two
years.

$90,000 Issue Approved.—Authority
for the Winona Interurban Railway,
Warsaw, Ind., to issue and sell $90,000
of 7 per cent gold notes to raise

money to pay expenses incident to

work to be carried out on its power
distribution system has been granted by
the Indiana Public Service Commis-
sion. The notes are to be secured by
$170,000 of its first mortgage 6 per

cent bonds and are to be sold so as to

yield $85,000. The company operates a

traction line between Peru and Goshen.

Company at Mansfield Plans to Ex-
pand.—The Ohio Public Service Com-
pany, Mansfield, Ohio, has asked the

Public Utilities Commission for au-

thority to purchase electric and gas
properties in the vicinity of Sandusky
and of the Central Ohio Gas Com-
pany, with headquarters in Wooster.

The companies involved in the proposed
deal include the Sandusky Gas & Elec-

tric Company, Port Clinton Electric

Light & Power Company and the North
Ohio Railway & Power Company. To
finance the merger the Ohio Public

Service Company has asked authority

to issue $4,177,500 of common stock,

$4,000,000 of 7 per cent preferred and
$8,000,000 of first mortgage and re-

funding 5 per cent bonds.

Definite Announcement of St. Louis

Terms Expected Soon.—A meeting of

the reorganization committee of the

United Railways, St. Louis, was held

in New York on Sept. 5. It was said

after the meeting that while the plan

would probably be announced soon sev-

eral matters still remained to be cleared

up before it could be submitted.

Adjustment Stock Dividend Declared.

—The trustees of the Eastern Massa-
chusetts Street Railway, Boston, Mass.,

have declared a dividend of 2i per cent

on the adjustment stock, payable on

Oct. 1 to holders of record of Sept. 15.

This is the first dividend of the kind

since April, when the trustees ordered

the payment of 83J cents for the two
months, February and March. This

was at the rate of 5 per cent a year, or

the full rate to which the stock is

entitled. Under the readjustment plan

of the company, which was declared

effective as of Jan. 4, 1922, the adjust-

ment stock remained non-cumulative
until Feb. 1, 1924, and all accumulated
dividends thereon to Feb. 1, 1922, were

canceled. An initial dividend of 2i
per cent was paid on May 15, 1923;
Dec. 1, 1923, 2 J per cent; May 15, 1924,

S of 1 per cent, covering the two
months period from Feb. 1 to April 1,

1924. No dividends were paid on the
common to April 1, 1924.

Surplus Earnings Increase.—For the
twelve months ended July 31, 1924, the
United Light & Power Company and
subsidiary companies. Grand Rapids,
Mich., realized gross earnings from all

sources of $12,549,648, against $12,434,-

572 in 1923. The operating expenses,
including maintenance, general and in-

come taxes, decreased $264,920. The
surplus earnings available for deprecia-
tion, amoi^ization and common stock
dividends advanced from $1,244,120 for

the twelve-month period ended July 31,

1923, to $1,309,696 for a similar period

ended July 31 of the current year.

Road in Missis.sippi Planning to Re-
sume.—J. T. Dalier, manager of the

Gulfport & Mississippi Coast Traction
Company, Gulfport, Miss., has an-

nounced the resumption of traffic be-

tween Gulfport and Long Beach over
the local company's line. Cars will be
operated over the back route instead

of the front beach, as was the case

previous to a recent storm, which
washed away the roadbed. Mr. Dalier

has also stated that within 60 days
he expected to resume traffic between
Pass Christian and other Mississippi

coast points over the electric railway.

Passenger Traffic Lower in July.

—

The Des Moines City Railway, Des
Moines, Iowa, reports for July a

falling off of 69,000 passengers as com-
pared with June and an additional

deficit to the stabilizing fund of $25,-

025. This leaves only $8,500 in the

stabilizing fund, which officials admit
will probably be entirely wiped out by
results in August. The $25,025 deficit

for July occurred in the face of an
increase in passenger revenue of

approximately $15,000 over June. In

June the deficit was $41,693.

Referee's Report Filed in Chicago
Elevated Case.—A report has been filed

in the Supreme Court at New York by
Charles L. Hoffman, appointed referee

in an accounting ordered by the court

in the suit filed several months ago by
Charles E. Mitchell, George M. Rey-
nolds, John H. Mason and R. Floyd
Clinch, a committee for the reorganiza-

tion of the Chicago Elevated Railways,
against the United States Mortgage &
Trust Company. The suit was brought
to determine the amount of assets held

by the trust company as successor

trustee under a deed of trust made in

1911, and for a ruling as to the amount
of property now distributable to the

owners of stocks and bonds of the

Chicago Elevated Railways. The ref-

eree recommends that the court direct

the sale of all the properties and a

ratable distribution of the proceeds,

with the cash remaining in the hands
of the present trustees, among the

holders of the notes and debentures

after the payment of the cost and
allowances in the proceeding. This is

merely another technical step in a plan

which has carried the company to suc-

cessful reorganization as the Chicago

Rapid Transit Company.
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siderable space is devoted to the de-
velopment of transportation, including
street railways. This book will form a
valuable addition to the library of those
interested in the history of our indus-
tries.

Study of Natural Resources

—

Pennsylvania's Resources

Published by Smithsonian Institution.
Part III, Transportation. 32 pp., illustrated.

This is a part of a publication com-
piled to make more accessible to the
public, particularly in Pennsylvania,
the teachings of the collections of the
Smithsonian Institution. Part III, just

issued, relates to transportation, and
six pages are given to electric street

railways and three pages to bus trans-

portation. The evolution of the street

car is depicted from the early omni-
buses through to the latest cars, and
statistics are given as to the growth
of the industry, the distribution of the
dollar of investment and the dollar of
income, with something about peak load
characteristics, etc. A map of the elec-

tric railway lines in Pennsylvania is

included. The bus portion gives some
particulars of the development and
present status of the bus and a map
of the bus lines in Pennsylvania. The
cost of compilation of the book is being
defrayed by persons interested in edu-
cation in Pennsylvania, and copies are
to be supplied to the Pennsylvania
schools.

Mr. Lauer reviews the growth and de-
velopment of manufacturers in the
United States and the contributions
which engineering has made. By
means of many diagrams and charts
the author shows the tremendous
growth of the United States and
its industries on the formation of
the American government to the
present time. Progress and methods
are also shown by means of numerous
photographs and line drawings. Con-

The Choice of Switchgear for Main and
Substations

By W. A. Coates. 292 pages, Illustrated.
D. Van Nostrand Company, New York.

The usual systems of connections, re-
actances, oil breakers, arresters, volt-
age regulators, switchboards and high
and low voltage switching equipment
are well treated in this book. A brief
treatment of automatic stations, gen-
eral schemes of protection, excitation
systems and auxiliary supply systems
complete the work. The book is clearly
written and contains sufficient exam-
ples, data, curves and theoretical in-

formation to give engineers a very
thorough grounding in the subjects
considered. Both foreign and Amer-
ican equipment and practices are con-
sidered and typical installations for
large and small stations are included.
An appendix by T. W. Ross treats ad-
mirably of automatic converter sta-
tions for railway applications, etc., and
in addition the latest developments in

automatic hydro-electric stations are
considered.
The book is by far the best in its

field and properly belongs in the library
of all colleges and central station engi-
neers. It fills a need that has been felt
and is a valuable addition to technical
literature.

Engineering in American Industry

The development of industry in these
United States during 120 years. By Conrad
Newton Lauer, general manager Day &
Zlmmermann, Inc., E^ngineers. Philadelphia.
96 pages, 9 x 12, Illustrated. Published by
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New
York. $2.50.

This book consists of a lecture de-
livered before Princeton University un-
der the Cyrus Fogg Brackett lecture-
ship in applied engineering technology.

Crain's Market Data Book
Crain's Market Data Book and Directory

of Class, Trade and Technical Publications.
Fourth Edition, 1924. 505 pages. Pub-
lished by G. D. Craln, Jr., Chicago. $5.

This book, in addition to listing
practically all American and foreign
industrial publications, gives a brief
resume of the extent of each industry,
including the electric railway. The
book has its principal value to adver-
tisers in locating a market.

I. T. S. Operating and Traffic

Departments Merged
A consolidation of operating and

traffic departments of the Illinois Trac-
tion System is being completed which
will make Springfield, 111., the center
of activities of this large electric rail-

way system. As a first step in carry-
ing out this plan the headquarters of
the traffic department of the system
will be moved from Chicago to Spring-
field. This will include the offices of
W. H. Wylie, traffic manager, and the
tariff department; also the office of E.
E. Kester, assistant traffic manager,
which will be moved from Peoria to
Springfield. The traffic department
office of the railway has been located in

Chicago for more than a year.

In connection with removal of the
traffic department to Springfield, W. H.
Wylie, traffic manager, announced
changes as follows:

P. M. Saylor is appointed general
agent at Peoria, 111., in charge of
all freight and passenger matters; P.
A. Beaghan, soliciting freight agent;
R. V. Sharp, local freight agent, and
E. F. Tower, city passenger agent, all

at Peoria.

E. R. ' Ranch is appointed general
traveling passenger agent and E. A.
Cordell, general traveling freight
agent, both with headquarters at
Springfield, 111.

J. S. Wellman is appointed district

passenger agent, with headquarters at
St. Louis; George L. Rush, chief clerk
in the general traffic department at
Springfield, and Walter P. Brown,
chief clerk in the general traffic office

at Chicago, 111.

A branch office of the general traffic

department will be maintained in Chi-
cago and the office of D. R. Peck, gen-
eral agent, will also be continued in
Chicago.

The Illinois Traction System has a
through freight and passenger service
serving Peoria, Springfield, Danville,
Bloomington, Decatur, Champaign, 111.,

and St. Louis, Mo.
The headquarters of J. M. Bosen-

bury, superintendent of motive power
equipment, is transferred from Chicago
to Springfield and a number of ad-

justments in several departments will

be made accordingly. No changes are
made in the personnel of the present
general operating offices at Spring^field.

C. F. Handshy remains as general
manager of the main division with
headquarters at that point.

T. D. Kiniry Will Return to

Philadelphia

Thomas D. Kiniry, general superin-
tendent of transportation of the local

and interurban lines of the Interna-

tional Railway, Buffalo, N. Y., since

early in 1923, will return to Philadel-

phia as an aid to Superintendent Good
in putting into effect desired improve-
ments before the higher wage rate for

employees goes into effect. This state-

ment was made by Thomas E. Mitten in

addressing "Men and Management" at
the recent outing in Willow Grove. Mr.
Kiniry first joined the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Company in May, 1900,

as a motorman and four years later

became supervisor. Early in December,
1922, he was detailed to Buffalo by
Mitten Management, Inc., in the cap-

acity of supervisor to the instruction

force, and with the resignation of Mr.
Casey he was made general superin-

tendent of transportation. A brief his-

tory of Mr. Kiniry's activities in the

railway field was reviewed in the

Electric Railway Journal, issue of

April 7, 1923.

George H. McFee, general superin-

tendent of the Boston & Worcester
Street Railway, Framingham, Mass.,

since 1920, has resigned, effective Sept.

15, to reenter the employ of the

United Fruit Company in Central
America. F. C. Lewis, general freight

and passenger agent, has been ap-
pointed to succeed him.

George C. Mathews, in charge of the
statistical division of the Wisconsin
Railroad Commission at Madison, has
accepted appointment as professor of

public utilities at Northwestern Uni-
versity. Mr. Mathews, however, will

remain with the commission, devoting
one day a week to classes in the prob-
lems of operation and management of
public utilities different in type.
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Manufactures and the Markets
News of and for Manufacturers—Market and Trade Conditions

A Department Open to Railways and Manufacturers
for Discussion of Manufacturing and Sales Matters

League of Nations Functioning Effectually

on Economic Side
Many Popular Presentations of Work of New International Body Touch Only

Lightly on Economic Work of Interest to Business Men—McGraw-Hill
Man Recently Returned from a Study of League Workings at
Geneva Summarizes Nature of Extra-Political Activities

By E. J. Mehren
Vice-President McGraw-Hill Company, Inc.

THE world today is a collection of
producing units bound together by

an elaborate network of commercial
ties. Back and forth over the borders
go the goods of one country in exchange
for those of another, creating an econ-
omic dependence that, when disturbed,
upsets the whole social organism.
After the disruption, statesmen can
throw down new boundaries almost at
will, but the results will be chaotic until

the experts in finance, communication
and transportation readjust the services

and mechanism cut asunder by the new
lines.

Strange as it may at first seem to
many, here it is that the League of
Nations may be brought to intervene.
This, of course, is not the place to speak
of the political mission of the league;
there are other publications that ade-
quately deal with this element of its

work. But there are economic and
educational functions regarding which
the engineer, the industrial leader, the
man who wants to know what the world
is doing, should be informed.
The economic and technical functions

of the league are administered chiefly

by the following sections:

1. Financial and Economic.
2. Transit.
3. Health.
4. Intellectual Co-operation.

In the dramatic character of accom-
plishment the work of the Financial
and Economic Section easily occupies
first place. Austria came to the league
a bankrupt and was put on its feet.

Hungary is working under a somewhat
similar rehabilitation plan. A half mil-
lion Greek refugees from Turkey are
being settled on land under a plan,

involving a large and difficult financing
feature, worked out by this section.

Danzig has been given a new currency,
settling an almost impossible problem
for this "free city," surrounded by
Polish territory.

These are outstanding accomplish-
ments, and many admirable articles

about them have been published in

American general magazines. How-
ever, there is much additional work
under way—on the equitable treatment
of commerce passing between nations,
on suppression of unfair competition,
on fair treatment of nationals of one
country established commercially in

another, on simplification of customs

and other formalities affecting com-
merce, on arbitration of international
commercial disputes, on unification of
laws relating to bills of exchange, on
uniform methods of presenting statis-
tics and index figures, and on similar
international economic and commercial
problems.
As for the Transit Section, there is

a long list of subjects before it involv-
ing day to day operation of means of
communication on which the committee
is working, all looking to the facilita-
tion of transit between states. Much,
of course, had been done in this direc-
tion by international conference and
agreement before the war, such agree-
ments as the Stresa convention on tech-
nical uniformity (standardization of
gages, clearances, equipment, etc.) and
the Berne convention covering interna-
tional bills of lading. The section be-
gins its work where such conventions
leave off. The extension, for example,
of the use of a through bill of lading
and of standard contract provisions in
the bill to shipments originating in,

destined for, or passing through all

continents as well as Europe, is being
sought by the league. Of course, in
Russia and the United States the league
has no government support—a bar to
the world-wide extension of any uni-
form practice that may be adopted.

In the two general conferences held
under the auspices of the section since
its formation steps have been taken in

the formulation of recommendations
and conventions (proposed international
agreements) covering, among other
things, the following matters:

1. Removal of obstacles to the free pas-
sage of goods In transit through a country,
involving the granting of complete tjnuality
In shipment between foreign and domestic
goods. (This is a subject of very sneclal
concern to landlocked nations, such as
Austria, Hungary, Switzerland and Czecho-
slovakia.)

2. Principles regarding transportation
and rights of use on "waterways of Inter-
national concern" ; that is, waterway*
which provide access to the sea for mor*
than one nation.

3. A standard statute of port regulation"
4. Uniformity of tonnage measurement

In maritime navigation.
."i. A long series of problems Involved In

rail communication between countries, cov-
ering such points as

(a) Agreements on through service.
(b) Unification of frontier stations.
<c) Mutual use of rolling stock.
(d) Regulations regarding tariffs that

will facilitate International traffic.

(e) Financial arrangements between rail-
way administrations.

Conventions have also been drawn up
on the transmission from country to
country of electric power and for agree-
ments between nations for the develop-
ment of hydraulic power.
The Health Section has, among other

things, attacked the whole problem of
public health administration and epi-
demic control in a very broad way.
The final extra-political phase of the

league's work that has general interest
is less tangible than those already de-
scribed. It deals with "intellectual co-
operation" and has as its purpose the
development of contacts between think-
ers and writers of all countries to the
end that while "avoiding interference
with the way each country expresses
its own national genius" this will make
it easier to draw upon the "common
fund of knowledge, methods and dis-
coveries."

International Labor Office

One other agency needs mention to
complete the picture of the interna-
tional economic and technical organiza-
tions centering at Geneva, namely, the
International Labor Office. Its func-
tion is to gather information regarding
labor conditions and, in conference, to
develop out of this information recom-
mendations and proposed laws. In the
six conferences already held a variety
of recommendations and measures have
been adopted relating to such matters
as hours of employment, night work by
women, employment of minors, protec-
tion of workers in hazardous employ-
ment, employment at sea, use of white
lead paint and collection of statistics
regarding unemployment, emigration
and immigration.
Whatever may be the strength of the

League of Nations as a political agency,
it is a boon to the whole world, and to
Europe in particular, for the extra-
political work it is carrying on. It
reminds one of the centralizing agency
that is constituted by every national
government carrying on for the good
of every section of its territory activ-
ities that necessarily transcend district
borders. Moreover, these extra-politi-
cal activities of the league are much
more effective than would be interna-
tional co-operation by economists,
technicians and educators without offi-

cial standing. There was a great deal
of such unofficial co-operation before
the war, but much of it was inffective.
The league's work all has official back-
ing and its effectiveness is correspond-
ingly great. This has been shown by
the results of the non-political work.
We, of the United States, of course,

have no official connections with the
league's work, but the extent to which
Americans as individuals have partici-
pated is astonishing. Americans are
represented in nearly every important
extra-political activity of the league
and in many of the political ones. In
all, 115 Americans have served on com-
mittees, have been present as "oflScial
observers" at conferences or have
worked in the headquarters oflSce at
Geneva. As Dr. Manley D. Hudson of
Harvard has said, "The United States
is not in the league, but it is neces-
sarily of it. The government has not
become a member, but scores of Ameri-
cans have joined."
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On the Pier or Off the Lot

The American Electric Railway As-
sociation is reiterating the decision of

its exhibit committee to the effect that
it looks with disfavor upon demonstra-
tions of buses outside the Pier during
the coming convention at Atlantic City.

All exhibits are to be on the Pier itself

except a few railway cars, which will

be placed on the track directly across
the Boardwalk. Notice to this effect

has been sent to the various exhibitors,
and it is hoped by the committee that
all will obsei-ve both the spirit and the
letter of this ruling.

Track and Line

White Company Has Large
Orders from Railways

The White Company reports that 63
electric railways are operating 667
White buses in fleets ranging from two
or three buses to 80. In addition the
company now has orders from electric
railways for 68 buses for early delivery.

Metal, Coal and Material Prices
Metals—New York Sept. 9, 1924

Copper, electrolytic, oenta per lb 13.313
Copper wire base, cents per lb 1 5 . 875
Lead, cents per lb 8. 00
Zinc, cents per lb 6.525
Tin, Straits, cents per lb 5

1

. 00

Bituminous Coal f.o.b. Mines
Smokeless mine run, f.o.b. vessel,
Hampton Roads, gross tons $4. 1 25

Somerset mine run, Boston, net tons 2.075
Pittsburgh mine run, Pittsburgh, net tons. 1.875
Franklin, III., screenings. Chicago, net tons 1 .675
Central, 111., screenings, Chicago, net tons 1 .55
Kansas screenings, Kansas City, net tons . 2 . 50

Materials

Rubber-covered wire, N. Y., No. 14, per
1,000 ft $i.55

Weatherproof wirebase,N.Y.,centsperIb. 18. 50
Cement, Chicago net prices, without bags . 2 . 20
Linseed oil (5-lb. lots). N. Y.,pergal *l.04
White lead, in oil (100-lb. keg), N. Y.,

cents per lb., carload lots 0. 12
Turpentine (bbl. lots), N.Y., per gal 0.89

Rolling Stock

Marshall Traction Company, Mar-
shall, Tex., has purchased a 22-pas-
senger bus.

Columbus Electric & Power Company,
Columbus, Ga., plans to purchase three
buses with a seating capacity of 28
persons each for operation by the Co-
lumbus Transportation Company.

Statcn Island Rapid Transit Com-
pany, Staten Island, N. Y., recently
placed an order with the Standard Steel
Car Company for 80 cars of the mul-
tiple-unit type, similar to those now
operating in the subways of the Brook-
lyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation.
Before going into operation the rom-
pleted cars will be tested on the test
tracks of the General Electric Company
at its Erie Works in Pennsylvania.
Electrification of approximately 1-7

miles of double-track passenger line of
the Staten Island Rapid Transit Com-
pany and the Staten Island Railway is

now under way, an order having re-
cently been placed with the General
Electric for 80 two-motor equipments.

Miami Beach Electric Company,
Miami Beach, Fla., recently placed an
order with J. G. Brill Company for six
new cars at a cost of $7,024 each. De-
livery is promised at the beginning of
the winter season.

Seattle, Wash.—The City Council has
passed an ordinance appropriating
$76,000 for railway track reconstruc-
tion and double-tracking on the Faunt-
leroy line in West Seattle.

South Jacksonville Municipal Rail-
way, South Jacksonville, Fla., has
started the Fletcher Park extension
which will be rushed to completion.

Birmingham Electric Company, Bir-
mingham, Ala., has made changes in

the Tidewater line, eliminating approx-
imately 100 grade crossings over steam
railroads. Five track connections with
a like number of changes in trolley
wires have been made. Approximately
five blocks of new double-track line

were laid to effect the changes in track
arrangement. A total trackage of the
equivalent of 8.7 miles of single-track
line was abandoned when the changes
were made. The majority of this track-
age was doubled track line. Work of
taking up the old rails will be started
in a few days. The old track is largely
70-lb. rail. The new standard rail is

101 lb. Such of the old material as
can be used will be salvaged, it is

stated. Three new lines were created
out of portions of the old Tidewater
line. The eastern end of the line was
retained, but a connection with the
East Lake line on First Avenue was
constructed on Sixty-eighth Street, and
the new South East Lake Line was
created. This line and the East Lake
line have an interlocking schedule with
a three-minute headway at the peak
hours. A section of the old Tidewater
line was connected up to the Avondale
line, making the new Avondale-Wood-
lawn line. The western end of the

Tidewater line was not changed except
that it makes a loop through the busi-

ness section of the city. This was
named the Ensley line.

Philadelphia, Pa.—An ordinance has
been introduced in the City Council

permitting the Continental Passenger
Railway or its lessee, the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Company, to construct

a connecting curve and turnout at

Fifteenth and Filbert Streets.

Trade Notes

Home Electric & Manufacturing
Company, Jersey City, N. J., manufac-
turer of hand brakes, trolley bases and
other railway specialties, has combined
with the Russell & Stoll Company of 17

Vandewater Street, New York City.

Under the new arrangements the com-
pany will have still larger manufactur-
ing facilities. L. W. Home, who has
been well known in railway circles for
many years, becomes the manager of
the railway department of the Russell

& Stoll Company.

A. J. Stott is now affiliated with the
Glidden Company of Cleveland, han-
dling the Glidden line of varnishes,
enamels, paints and thinning oils.

A. C. Irwin, for a number of years a
member of the engineering staff of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way and prominently identified with the

activities of various railway engineer-
ing organizations, has been appointed
manager of the railways bureau of the
Portland Cement Association, succeed-
ing D. A. Tomlinson, recently deceased.
For many years Mr. Irwin has been
engineer of the Portland Cement Asso-
ciation in the structural bureau, with
general headquarters at 111 West
Washington Street, Chicago. For the
past two years he has been devoting
much of his time to the problems con-
cerning the development of joint com-
mittee specifications and similar spe-
cial work.

iVeip Advertising Literature

Electric Machinery Manufacturing
Company, Minneapolis, Minn., has
issued Bulletin No. 840, on vertical al-
ternators. A chart is inclosed showing
various possible applications of E-M
synchcronous motors, with Bulletin No.
785 of May, 1924, listing some of the
users of E-M synchronous motors and
vertical alternators.

Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo,
N. Y., has issued in a 16-page booklet
a comprehensive review of the use of
electric fans for blowing, exhausting,
ventilating, cooling and drying. The
subject matter is confined solely to
direct-connected units, including de-
scriptions of small disk or propeller
fans, multi-blade type fans used for
heating and ventilating, stoker units,
pressure blowers, mill exhausters and
electric forge blowers. The booklet is
amply illustrated with views of instal-
lations in various types of industrial
plants.

Carrick Engineering Company, Chi-
cago, III., has issued catalog 99, entitled
"The Automatic Control of Combus-
tion." This publication is a thorough
discussion of automatic control methods
and systems. It brings out the limita-
tions of the various systems and why
they fail. Copies of this 32-page
treatise may be obtained from the com-
pany. Another booklet recently issued
is Bulletin M, called "Systems for the
Automatic Control of Combustion." In
this 16-page bulletin the complete spec-
ifications, together with diagrams and
list of equipment required for 33 dis-
tinct methods of automatically con-
trolling boiler room equipment, are
given. This bulletin will be sent to
interested parties free of cost.

Irvington Varnish & Insulator Com-
pany, Irvington, N. J., has issued
Catalog 101, a 60-page illustrated
booklet entitled "Irvington Insulation."
The booklet contains a complete and
intei-esting presentation of the long list

of Irvington insulating material, in-
cluding cambrics, tapes and "Irvington"
baking varnishes. Commercial and
technical data on all "Irvington" prod-
ucts are included.

Hubbard & Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

have issued catalog No. 24, a 200-

page booklet which gives a complete
list of Hubbard pole line hardware and
Peirce construction specialties. It is

divided into sixteen sections and con-
tains a stock number index, a section
index and a material index and is re-

plete with diagrams and illustrations.
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Preparedness!
The Citizens'

Military Training

Camp Idea

Not that we want another

war! We're not even inter-

ested in the shouting of the

Jingoes! But as ssnsib'e

people, we realize the dread

possibility of catastrophe,

always lurking in the

future. That's why a little

military training, taken in

small but regular doses, is

not such a bad idea.

National Brake Co.,

Inc.

890EllicottSq., Buffalo, N.Y.
Canadian Representative

Lyman Tube & Supply Co., Limited
Montreal, Canada

—and the Peacock Brake Idea

We've always preached a similar policy with re-

gard to accident prevention on street railways. No
matter how little you expect or desire it—there is

always the possibility that an emergency may re-

quire the prompt use of an adequate and efficient

hand-brake to save a carload of passengers.

The installation of Peacock Brakes, coupled with regu-

larly practiced hand-brake stops on every route, is real

preparedness.
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incorporated

£n9mccr0
116 Broadway, New Tork

raiLADRLPHIA CHTCAOO SAN FRANCISCO

Stone & Webster
Incorporated

EXAMINATIONS REPORTS APPRAISALS
ON

INDUSTRIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROPERTIES

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

SANDERSON & PORTER
ENGINEERS

REPORTS, DESIGNS, CONSTRUCTION, MANAGEMENT
HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENTS

RAILWAY, LIGHT and POWER PROPERTIES
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

ALBERT S. RICHEY
ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
REPORTS- APPRAISALS - RATES - OPERATION - SERVICE

STEVENS & WOOD, INC.
Deiign and Construction of Power Stations

Railroad Electrification, Industrial Plants

REPORTS AND APPRAISALS
Itanaotment and Financing •/ VtiUtiet and Induttrial*

Mmiioning Bank Bldg. 120 Broadway
Younxstown, O. New York

HEMPHILL & WELLS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

P. WelU Albert W. HMphUl
APPRAISALS

INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
K—rgaaiiatioa ManagemeBt Operation CoMtraetion

43 Cedar Street, New York City

WALTER JACKSON
Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses

Originator of unlimited ride, transferable weekly
pass. Campaigns bandied to make it a success.

143 Crary Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

KELLY, COOKE & COMPANY
Engineers

14» BROADWAY
NEW YORK

424 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation

Engineers—Constructors

Oil BeOnerief And Plpa Line*. Steam ajid Water Pow«r Plant*. TraDamlaalaa
Systems, Botels, ApartmeaU, OfllM and Induitrlal Bulldinss. BaUrtaA.

43 Exchange Place New York

JOHN A. BEELER
Operating, Traction and Traffic Investigations

Routing Surveys—Valuations—Operation

Management

52 VanderbUt Ave., NEW YORK

ENGELHARDT W. HOLST
Consulting Engineer

Appraisals, Reports, Rates, Service Investigation,
Studies on Financial and Physical Rehabilitation

Reorganization, Operation, Management

683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

J. ROWLAND BIBBINS
Engineer—2301 Connecticut Ave., N. W. Washington, D.C.

TRANSPORTATION SURVEYS
Organized Traffic Relief and Transit Developmaat
Co-ordinating Motor Transport, Railroad and City
Plans, Service, Routing, Valuation, Economic Studies

ZPZBISMCX Of SO CITIES

JOE R. ONG
Consulting Transportation Engineer

Speeialixing in TratRe Problem* and in Method* to

Improve Service and Increate
EtReiency of Operation

PIQUA. OHIO

Dwight P. Robinson & Company
Incorpormtsd

Design and Construction of

Eleetrie Rtulway*, Shope, Power Stationa

125 East 46th Street, New York
CUaac* YounsstowB Atlanta PUlsdalpkia

Loa Aacsiss Montraal Rio da Jaaalra

DAY&ZIMMERMANN.Inc.
ENGINEER^

"Dtsi^n, Construction
lifporij'. Valuations, 'Management

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA Chicago

The Most Successful Men in the Electric Railway

Industry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

Erery Week
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1
AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY

EMPIRE BUILDING, 71 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Steel Structures of all classes, particularly

BRIDGES AND BUILDINGS
SALES OFFICES:

Y.NEW YORK, N.
Philadelphia, Pa.,

Widener Bldg., N. W. Cor. Chestnut and Juniper Sts.

Boston, Mass. . . . .120 Franklin St.

Baltimore, Md.,
Continental Bld[., Cor. Calvert and Baltimore Sts.

PITTSBURGH. PA. . Frick Bldg., 440 Fifth Ate.

Union Trust Bldg., 36 East 4th St.

Guardian Bldg., 629 Euclid Ate.

. Beecher Ave. and M. C. R. R.

208 South LaSalle St.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Detroit, Mich.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Empire Bldg., 71 Broadway Denver, Colo., First National Bank Bldg., 820 1 7th St.

Salt Lake City, Utah, (Talker Bank Bldg., 175 S. Main St.

Duluth, Minn. . fFolvin Bldg., 229-31 West 1st St.

Minneapolis, Minn. . .. 629 2nd St., S. E.

Pacific Coast Representative:

U. S. Steel Products Co., Pacific Coast Dept.

St. Louis, Mo., Liberty Central Trust Bldg., 506 Olite St.

San Francisco, Col., RialtoBldg.,116 Netv Montgomery St.

Portland, Ore. . . Selling Bldg., 322 Adler St.

Seattle, Wash. . . 4tk Ate. So., Cor. Conn. St.

Export Representative: United StaUs Steel Products Co., 30 Church St., N. Y.

The Most Successful Men in the Electric Railway

Industry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

Every Week

C. B. BUCHANAN
PrMldMt

W. H. PRICK. JB.
SM'r-Tnu.

JOHN r. I-ATNO
Tla*-PTMld«at

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
Engineering and Management, Construction,

Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys
and Equipment Maintenance

BALTIUOBB
ssa Eanltabla Bide.

Phone:
Hanorar S14>

NBW TOBK
4» Wall StTMl

JAMES E. ALLISON & GO.
Consulting Engineers

Specializing in Utility Rate Cases and
Reports to Bankers and Investors

1017 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Transmission Line and Special Crossing

Structures, Catenary Bridges

WRITE FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG

ARCHBOLD-BRADY CO.
Engineers and Contractors SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Bureau of Commercial Economics, Inc.

Industrial Engineers

Organization . Methods • Layout and Facilitica

Public and Industrial Relations

72 West Adams Street . CHICAGO

THE P. EDWARD WISH SERVICE
so Church St. Str—t Railway Irupmction 131 State St.

NEW YORK DETECTIVES BOSTON

When wrltiBc the adrerttaer far IniarmaHan ar

prieaa, a a^eiittoD of the Beetrla Ballwaj

JonniBl w vU ba apprealated.

Human Engineering
Railway Audk and Inspection Company, Inc.

Fourth and Chestnut Sis., Philadelphia

Beatea
MawOrli

New York
Pittaborrh

BRAMCHEB
I

Baltimore
Chicaco

Atlanta
St.]
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RESILIENT
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1—Lengthens the Life of Rolling Stock,

2—Reduces Work in the Car Barns,

3—Protects the Concrete Foundation,

4—Utilizes Entire Concrete Paving Foundation as

Bearing Surface for Track,

5—Reduces Track and Paving Repairs,

6—Lessens Traffic Noise,

7—Can Be Easily Installed by Track Laborers,

8—Costs Less to Install than Wood-Tie Track,

9—Outlasts Any Other Known Track Construction,

10—Because of These Advantages Makes Available Funds

for Surplus Instead of an Expense for Maintenance,

By "Resilient Track" we mean track built

with Dayton Resilient Ties imbedded in

concrete. Let us tell you more about it.

The Dayton
Mechanical Tie Co.

707 Commercial Building, Dayton, Ohio

Canadian Representative:

Lyman Tube and Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Quebec

^asitient
Cushions the Shock

on Rolling Stock
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A. E. R. A.

CONVENTION
I

Atlantic City, N. J. October 6 10 inclusive

•

-

=

Last call—
for your Convention Advertising

This year, Atlantic City will be the scene

of one of the biggest and most progressive

electric railway gatherings ever held. Ex-
hibition space already reserved, exceeds
last year's total.

There's still time to plan and carry out an

adequate advertising program, coincident

with the Convention. There's still time to

display your sales story in the one publica-

tion which covers 99% of the entire electric

railway field.

Act promptly — forms closing this week.

=

i

J

>

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL CONVENTION SERVICE

Covers all activities at Atlantic City and
brings the story to the stay-at-homes!

Annual Three Daily Annual
Convention Number Convention Issues Convention Report Number
dated September 27 j^^ed October 7, 8, 9 dated October 11

A complete volume on the theme of
' "Modernization," written by recog- The only way to reach every delegate The first and only complete report of

• to"ny^tr;rducT';itL^h^?hiriS ^^ ^^^ Convention. Distributed on papers, proceedings and discussion-

of the industry in the biggest single three mornings at the breakfast table mailed 24 hours after the close of the

sales factor in the electric railway and at the pier. Convention.
industry.

Send for further details and advertising space rates

Electric Railway Journal, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York City

Member A.B.C., A.B.P., A.E.R.A.
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If wooden wheels

were used today!

What joy for the seeker of weight reduction!

BUT even if fragile wcxxl cotdd

sustain the load or stand the

smashing shocks, there'd still be a con-

stant job, re-turning and repairing worn

treads. The frequency of replacements

of wooden wheels would create an im-

possible situation.

In a measure, any multiple wear wheel

creates just such a maintenance problem.

With the Davis "One-Wear" Wheel
available it isn't necessary to go to

(Vooden wheels, reasonably to reduce

weight, or practically to avoid main-

tenance costs. An immediate cut in

wheel weight is afforded by the use of

Davis "One-Wear" Steel Wheels. And
because they make their full mileage

without maintenance cost, the total

wheel cost per mile is less. *

AmericanSteel Foundries
JIEWYORK CHICAGO ST.LOVSS

STEE EELS
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Ohe solid,substantia]

character oV^

COLUER SERVICE
has placed it high
among those per-
manent organizations

reco^nlzGd as
National Institutions

Barron GlMlier
.«-r<|-.

(T^
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The One Great Pocketbook
in its Field

Electric railway executives, engineers and

operating men have long respected Richey's

ELECTRIC RAILWAY HANDBOOK as

the one great pocketbook of practice data,

formulas and tables in the electric railway

field. The new 1924 second edition of Richey

covers the latest developments—describes new
methods—records changes in theory and

Just Out!

The New RICHEY
The 1924 Richey is virtually an en-

cyclopedia on modern electric railway

organization, administration and

operation. It should be in the refer-

ence library of every electric railway

in the country. A few new ideas

gleaned from one section of this help-

ful handbook will repay the small

price of the book over and over again.

A thoroughly revised Second Edition

of

Richey's

Electric Railway

Handbook
798 pages, flexible, pocket tixe, 600 illuttrationm.

$4.00 net, postpaid

By Albert S. Richey

Consulting Engineer, Professor of Electric Railway
Engineering, Worcester Polytechnic Institute

practice. It covers every phase of electric

railway work from Roadbed and Track to

Signals and Communication. It gives price-

less information on problems which come up

constantly in everyday electric railway prac-

tice. It should be in the hands of non-

technical managers as well as operating men
and engineers.

SECTION HEADINGS

1—Roadbed and Track

2—Car Houses and
Shops

3—Train Movement

4—Railway Motors

5—Controlling Appa-
ratus

See it FREE for 10 days

McGrawsHill
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 370 Seventh Avenne, New York, N. T.

You may send me on 10 days' approval Kichey's Electric Eallway
Hanilbook. $4.00 net.

1 agree to pay for the book or retvirn it postpaid within 10 days
of receipt.

Reirular subscriber to the Electric Railway Journal?.

Member of A.I.E.E. or A.E.R.A.?

Slg-ned

Address

Ofllcial Position

Name of Company

(Books sent on approval to retail purchasers in the V. S. and
Canada only.) E. 0-13--! V

SECTION HEADINGS

6—Current Collecting

Devices

7—Trucks

S^Braking

9—Cars

10—Transmission and
Distribution

1 1—Signal and Com-
munication
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TFin
V1UU>K MiUW

Tm/VOK MAMK

(Slandafd for

&lectfic Jiailwau Cars

ana Jn^iofJuusQs

c^^^^^saoEcte^isazi^^sa^
THE PANTASOTE COMPANY. INC.
Penobscot Bldp., Detroit
Peoples Gas BldK., Chicatro

1 1 Broadway, N. Y.
Monadnock BldK.. San Francisco

lis:j Atlantic Ave.. Boston

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiniii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiTiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiinnnnTriiiim
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Are you obtaining maxi-
mum efficiency and mini-

mum maintenance cost

from your gears? Nuttall

Helical Gears insure both.

Nuttall Helical
Gear Set

Nuttall Trolleys are standard equipment on

most of the principal systems in the coun-

try. Write for catalog.

RD.NUmLL COMPANY
PnrSBURGHAPENNSYLVM

AH Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. District

Offices are Sales Representatives in tlie United
States for the Nuttall Electric Railway and Mine
Haulage Products. In Canada : Lyman Tube A
Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.

mliMiliiiiiiiiiiiiltitiiiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiixiiiiniiiiririiiiititi iiiMrniMnnuiMiiiriMiiniMiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiniiMMiiiiiMiiiiuiriiiiiiiiiiiiiii)MMiniiiiMniilitititiiiiiiiniiiniMiintiMiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiriiiiniiiintiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuili0

Examine this book
for 10 days
FREE

Rickey's

Electric Railway Handbook
798 pages, flexible. 4x7, over 600 illustrations, $4.00 net, postpaid.

A pocket encyclopaedia of practical informa-

tion on electric railway work. This book

contains the data, formulae and tables that are

constantly required by the operating, construct-

ing or designing engineer. It is a book which

may be used by the non-technical manager as

well as the engineer.

The first step to bigger pay—
I. Koadbed and Track.
n. Train Movements.

III. Train Movempnts.
IV. Railway Motors.
V. Controllinf; Apparatns.
VI. Current Collecting Devices.

VII. Trucks.
Vm. Braking.

IX. Rolling Stock.

X. Transmission and Dlstribntlon.

XI. Signals and Communication,

7tee6xcmhtamn Chtipcn
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 370 Seventh AT«nae, New Torfc. N. Y.

You may send me on 10 days' approval Electric Railway Handbook. $4.00 net.

I agree to pay lor the book or return it postpaid within 10 days ol receipt.

Regular subscriber to the Electric Railway Journal?

Member ol A. I. E. E. or A. E. R. A.?

Signed
Address

Official position
Name of company •*

(Books sent on approval to retail purchasers In the U. S. and Canada only.) VJl.
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Re-orders
tell the story

There is this to consider in these re-

orders— St. Louis Cars must make
good. For this reason, it is worth
while to investigate the merits of these

quality,—^safe—economical cars.

We make them in every type— city,

interurban and safeties, motor and
trolley buses. Stock or to order.

Send for photos and data

on type interested in

St. Lasiis, ^A.
7X« Eirthpl^cA ^^tf\e. Saif^sN C^r'

Your Passengers Will Enjoy Their Ride On
Hale-Kilburn Seats

Especially Designed for

One Man Safety Cars

Lightest

Strongest

Simplest

Neatest
Lighteit

Weight

Stationary

Stfel Seat No higher in price than others

Write for particulars

Hale-Kilburn Company
PHILADELPHIA

Lightest

IVeigkt

Walkover

Steel Seal

New York
30 Church St

Chicago
McCormick BIdg.

Richmond
Mutual Bldg.

Atlanta
Candler Bldg.

San Frandtoo
903 Monadnock Bldg.

Lot Angelet
320 S. Pedro St.
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I
We are prepared ELRECO TUBULAR POLES

to handle any high grade proposition where

VARNISHED CAMBRIC
Wires and Cables

are required.

When using quality Wires and Cables use quality Tapes.

"MAN80N" Tape, "OKONITE" Tape, "DUNDEE" Tapes

THE OKONITE CO., Passaic, N. J.
Incorporated 1884

-AtUmta—^0N/>
Salea Offices : A'ew York-
Pittaburffh-—San FroTiciico.
Agents: Central Electric Co.. Chicago,
111. Pettlngel I-Andrews Co.. Boston,
Mass. : The F. D. Lawrence Enectrlc
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; Novelty Elec-
tric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Represeniatives : Engineering
Materials Limited, Montreal.

= trade; WlARK.

ITiiiuuMiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiirnnuuuniiiiiiMiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiniHiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiitniiiititiititiiniitniiiiiiiiiiiin

uimiiimiiiiiiiiinhiimHiiiniMMMMiriinniminiiiiriinniirnnniiinimiimriiimuMMimiiiiniiiiMiiiMtiMiniiMMMinii^^

TMC CNAMrCRCO JOINT

I
COMBINE

I

I Lowest Cost Lightest Weight |

I
Least Maintenance Greatest Adaptability |

I CataJo? complete with engineering data sent on request. i

I ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO. §

I
CINCINNATI, OHIO i

I New York CSty, 30 Church Street §
''" """"""'I'liiiinii'iiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiniiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiE

iiiiiiiiiiiiitim miiimimimimi iiiimmm mimiiimiiiii iimim mimimmimi iiimiiiiiiiii'

I
J-P Products of interest to Electric Railways | |

NOARKTufCf

%lilu)ay and CMint
hangcn end intutatan

NOARKTiurCIipi
CUTOUT BASES

J-r Molding Stmci
[Conlrat^t Bunt]

NOARKSmictiuii
Underground Zoxa

AMELECTRIC PRODUCTS
BARE COPPER WIRE AND CABLE

TROLLEY WIRE

Bee. V. 8. Pat. Office

£ i Ii>canda«cent Lamp Cord

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
AND CABLE

PAPER INSULATED
UNDERGROUND CABLE

MAGNET WIRE

VULCABESTON
Sheet and l{of>tTaciting

j JOHNS-PRATT CO. HARTFORD, CONN, f

^IIIIMIIMIIIIIIIMIIIItllllllllMIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIItllllMllllltllllllllllllltllllllllllllltlllllltllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllltltlllllllinilllllllllllin

SiiimiiiiiitiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMMiiuHiiitiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiin

I
Hubbard Trolley Pole Bands I

i Made of Open Hearth Steel.
Galvanized by the Double-
Dip process.
Tour best insurance for long
serrlce and durability.

Aik Tour Jobber

I I

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS
PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

Boitun, ITS Federal: Chiuct), 112 W. Adinii:
Cinelniutl, Tractloo Bld(. ; New Tork, lie X. 4tnd St.

imimiimimiiimiiiiiiiiiii miiimimimiiiiiiimmiiiiimi iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiinii mii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

jiimiiimmiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii miiiimim imimiit mimimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiie

SpUt SoUd

I
Pittoburgh

HUBBARD & COMPANY
Chicago I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

/of^ InsuhtorCoJacj^f^jClC \

= Trade Mark
ui iilimillliiiiiiliiillimilllllllllilillliiiimiiiiiiimimim m iiiiiimimi imimmiiimiimmimimHiiiiiminiuiii

iiiiiiHiimiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiimimmi mimiiimiimiimimi iimimi ii iiiiiimimiiiimiimr aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii miiimiiiiiiiiini iiiimimmiiiiMiiiiiiiiii iiMiiiiiiiiiiii!

AUTOMATIC SIGNALS
Highway Crossing Bells
Headway Recorders
Flasher Relays

NACH0D SIGNAL COMPANY. INC.
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiitiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiai

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiimiitiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimrimtiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii i iiiiiiiinimimiiiimimmiiii'

oA ll
WIRE =

it ANACONDA COPPER IC-rrr-VV^ 1 THE AMERICAN
|S MINING COMPANY

. . t . ^^fr""^ BRASS COMPANY

nnirniiiiiiiijiiiiiriiiiiNNiiii iHiiiiiiiillliimimllimmimilllllimmiimilHlliiitiij niiinu jiiiiiiiuiMimiiiinimf?

^'iillillinililliiliiiliiiiriiliiiitniiiiiiiiitiMMiiiniiinniinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiririiiiiiiiiiiiuitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiit'iimtiiiiiiHiiiiiHtniiiiiHiiiiiiii^

Shaw Lightning Arresters | |^^TA.NIDlA.R
Standard in the Eleetrie Industries

for 35 years

Henry M. Shaw
I ISO Coit St., Irvington, Newark, N. J. |

'illlliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiririiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMniiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimmiiiimitiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiimimiiiii luiiiiiiiiiiiimn

I%^^ Wires, Cables, Cable Accessories

I
* Superior quality, economical prices

I
I Standard Underground CableCo.

§ M Bo*ten Philadelphia Pittsburgh Detroit
a ^^^^M New York Washington Chloago St. Louis
I ^I^^^F San Franeisoo .^a^so^^ e
.MiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiMMrtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiririiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiHiiiimtiiiiiK

aiiiiuiiiiiiiimmiimniMimm iiiiiNijiiiiiiiiiininiiiimii Jiiimimiimimimuiimimimmimiiimiimimmiiiiiiimmimi' ^inllillliiillimimliiiimi iiiiimiiim iiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiii iiiiiillHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiuiiiiiiinmimiiiiiiiiiiiii>

ROEBLING
I

WELDING CABLE I

ELECTRICAL WIRES and CABLES |
John A. Roeblimg's Sons Company, Trenton, N. J. i

iiiiHiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimimiiiiiiimmiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiimiimiiii iiimiiiniiiitniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

Chapman
Automatic Signals
Charles N. Wood Co., Boston

(iiiiiniiiiHiniiiniiiiiiuiiiiMiiiinfiMMniiiinfiHinHiiiiiiiiiiinHiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiniiniiiiMiiMiitiiiiiMiiMiniiiitiiiniiiiniimimiiiiiiiiu'^
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American
Rail Bonds

CROWN
UNITED STATES
TWIN TERMINAL
SOLDER
TRIPLEX

Arc Weld and Flame Weld

Send for ntw

Rail Bond Book

American Steel &Wire
CompanyCSBICAGO

NBW YORK

i Lorain Special Trackwork 1

Girder Rails
|

I
Electrically Wielded Joints i

I
THE LORAIN STEEL COMPANY |

I Johnstown, Pa. |

I SaUa Offices: |
= Atlanta Chicago Cleveland N«w Yeiic i
I Philadelphia Pittsburgh |
= Pacific Coast Representative: =
= United States Steel Products Company i
I Los Angeles Portland San Francisco Saattla |
i Export Representative: i

I UnitMl States Steel Products Company, N«w York, N. Y. |
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiniiinniniMniiiiiitiiinnMiiiiiiiiiiiniMiniiniiniiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiintiiiiiiiiitiniiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiJ

aiiiMiitiMMiitiMMMUiniiiiiiiiriiiiiinniuiiniiiiniiiiiinMiinniinniiiMiiiiiniMtiiitiiiuiiiiiiiiinniinniriiniiniiiiiiiirtinniiniiiiiiP.

wimmiimtiiiniiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiuHiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiitiitniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

BARBOUR-STOCKWELL CO.
20S Broadway, Cambridgeport, Mas*.

Establwhed 1858

Manufacturer* of

Special Work for Street Railways

Frogs, Crossings, Switches and Mates
Turnouts and Cross Connections

K«rwin Portable Crossovers
BalkwUl Articulated Ca*t Manganese Cro**ing*

ESTIMATES PROMPTLY FURNISHED

HSMMttHUMMHiniiiMHiniiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiHiiiniiiiinntiMiiHiiHiiiiiiiniiititiniiiiniiiniiintiiiiHiiuiHitiiiiiiiiuiiiii

MHHUttiiniiinifMimnitiuunimHHiiiiniuniiiiniintiiuiiiiiiitniiniiiiiiiiiiiniiHiiHiHmiiiNiiiHiiiiHHniuiiu^^

High-Grade Track I

Work I
i

SWITCHES—MATES—FROGS—CROSSINGS |

COMPLETE LAYOUTS
IMPROVED ANTI-KICK BIG-HEEL SWFrCHBS

HARD CENTER AND MANGANESE
CONSTRUCTION

New Ywk Switch & Crossing Go.
Hoboken, N. J.

•nniiiiiiimiiiiiiiuraimiiiiiiHiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiHiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiunninititHiHHiiiiiiiHiiiniimiimHiiniHiiH

I Special Track Work of every |

I description I

I THE BUDA COMPANY I

I Harvey (SS?^) IllinoU |
QUIlHnnillllllllllllltlinillllMIHIIIIIIIIIItlllllllllllMlllllllltllltlMIIIIIIIIMIIIIiniMIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIII^

iiiutuiiuuuiHiiiiiiiumiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiHiiiiiiiiuiium

e
s

SPECIALISTS
in the §

Design and Manufacture |

of i
s
s

Standard—Insulated—and I

Compromise Rail Joints

The Rail Joint Company
61 Broadway, New Yoric City |

^uiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiuiiiMiniHiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiuviiiiiimiiitHmiiiiiitiiiiiiiiMMHMMHiiMHMiiHHiiiiiiiiiniiiiiim^

fimRiitiiiMiiiiiiMiiMHniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiHHHiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiitiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiMiiMtinnniiiiMiiiiMiiiiMiniinnnimHiNnim

tS^asIES^Il©S^

Carive^ie Steel CBRKfaivy
amnmyuiMunMiiHMiiiitHmnHiiiiHiiiiitiiiiimiHiiniiiHniiniiHi
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THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
Builders since 1868 of

Water Tube Boilers
of continuing reliability

85 Liberty Street, New York

Makers of Steam Superheaters

since 1898 and of Chain Grate

Stokers since 1893
BRANCH OFFICES

Boston. 49 Federal Street
Philadelphia, North American Building
Pittsburgh, Farmers Deposit Bank Building
Cleveland, Guardian Building
Chicago, Marquette Building
Cincinnati. Traction Building
Atlanta, Candler Building
Phoenix. Ariz., Heard Building
Dallas, Tex., 2001 Magnolia Building
Honolulu, H. T., Castle & Cooke Building
Portland, Orb., 805 Gasco Building

WORKS
Bayonne, N. J.

Barberton, Ohio

BRANCH OFFICES
Detroit, Ford Building
New Orleans, 521-5 Baronne Street
Houston, Texas, Southern Pacific Building
Denver, 435 Seventeenth Street
Salt Lake City, 705-6 Kearns Building
San Francisco, Sheldon Building
Los Angeles. 404-6 Central Building
Seattle, L. C, Smith Building
Havana, Cuba, Calle de Aguiar 104
San Juan, Porto Rico, Royal Bank Building

unininminiimnHiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiniiniiiiiiiiiMiiiriiiiiiiiiiniiriininiiriniiMiiiiiriiniiiiiniinniinnnniniiiniiiiiniinniniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimnniininnnnnnnnniiiiiiiiiin

jii[niiiiiiiiiiiiririiiitiiiiiinlliltniniiiiiininiuiinnniMiiiiiriiiniiiiiiiirnliiiiiiililllMrllillilillllllliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitniiiiiiiniiniui; airiiiiitiiiriiiiiiiiitiiiniuiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiilinillinilllililliiinliiiniillilllnlltltlllliilliilllillllllllllliliniiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiKs

ALUMINO-THERMIC I

JOINTS
I Nev7 and independent process. No inserts needed. |

1 Up-to-date and economical. 1

i Alumino-Thermic Corp., Roselle Park, N. J. I

?iiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiirriniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiin

aiitiiiiHuiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiv

GODWIN STEEL
PAVING GUARDS

to all tjpea

and
Adapted
of rail*
paring.

W. S. GODWIN CO.. Ibc.

P r o T • a hr
••rvlce to
economicmlly pre-

vent seepage and
dielntecratioB of

•treet railway paving.

IFrile for Illustrated
Catalog No. 20.
Race A McComaa Sta.,

Baltimore, Md.
.<iiuinniiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiinii

snimiiiniiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiHHiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiHiiiiiiiuii'

I A Single Segment or a Complete Conunutator

E ia turned out with equal care m our ihope. Tbe orden we 111
3 dUfer only in macnltode; unall order* command our iitmoet ear*
S and (kill Jnat a* do large order*. CAHBBON qnallty appUe* to
i aveiy ooU or aegment that we can make, a* well a* to erarf
i commutator we build. That'* why co many electric railway Hen
§ rely abeoltitely on our name.
£

I Cameron Electrical Mfg. Co., Anaonia, Connecticut

~JtHIMIIItllllllllllllMllltHlllllltl1lllllllltllllllllllllltlllllHllllllllllllllllllllltllllllM(IIIIIUIIIIIMIIIIHNIIIlllllUI(IUIIIIIII(llinillllMllll

Cambria Forged Steel

Electric Car Axles

To Meet Most Rigid Specifications

= Other products for the electrical field includes wheels, armature i

I shafts, rails, spikes, track work, splice bars, bolts, tie plates, 1
i tie rods, pole line material, sheets, magnet steel and gear blanks. =

I BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, BETHLEHEM, PA. I

I
BETHLEHEM

|
^iiiniiMiiHiintiiiniiunnMiiiiiiiiiiiitniMtititiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiinE

uiiniiniMiiiiiiiniiniiiiiitiiitititiutiiitiMtiiiiiiiiiiiMiniMiniiiiiinniiiinniiiitiMiniiniitiiiiiiiiiiitititiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiii)i)iiii|;

niliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiintiiiiiiiiHiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiiiiiriiMiin

iintmHiiiiiiiiiiimiiiitiiiiiiiimiiiniiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiimiiiiiniuiiiiuiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii: H"i">iHiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiuimiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuuiiiimiiiinuiuu

fULIS-CHflLMERS I

MILWMVIIH. WIS. U.5.il. W
|

Electrical Machinery, Steam Turbine*, Steam Engine*, |

Comdenaer*, Ga* and Oil Engine*, Air Compre**or*, |

Air Brake* I

iiiiiiiiiiiiHiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiim

aniiiiiiiiHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiHnii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiig

RAMAPO AJAX CORPORATION
= Ramape Automatic ^——-....,,_^ RACOR Tee Rail

i Return Switch _,^- DA^WD'*'*~~-^Sp«<='*' Work.
Stand* ^-^^..^.^K^VK^^^^L _...-' —

I tor Paaaiag 1:^^^
'

Mangaaaaa
i Siding* CenatrucUoB

I GENERAL OFFICES i HILLBURN, NEW YORK
s Chicago New York StiDertor. WI*. Hiagara Fall*. R. T.

I Canadian Bamapo Iron Werka, Ud., MlagaiB lUla, Ont.

^niiiiiiiiiiiiriniiiiiiiiniin<'niiinimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiii^nniiiiiwiniHiuiiniiiiuiiiiiiininininiimnHffiniiiiiiimi

ijiiiiiuiuiuwiiiitiiuiniiiutiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiniiMitiiiiinMiiiiiiiuiiitiiniMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiMiniiniiiiiDiiiiiiiiiu

CHILLINGWORTH | I THE SEARCHLIGHT SECTION |

One-Piece Gear Ca*e*
Seamless—Rlvetlea*—Uffat Weight

Best for Service—Durability and
Economy. H'rite (/s.

Chilllngworth Mfg. Co.
Jersey City, N. J.

will find

The man
The position

The plant
you want

3
S
S

Put your ad in the Searchlight

Immiiiiiiiii ••niui iiniiiiii mm mimimu cii iiirmmmiii m ii mm iimS ^iimiimni i ri m i m iimim miimi mmmmimiimi imi ,r.

iMmimmum mm< imiimmmmii mil ii mm imm iiimmimmimmim iimimmuit mmmmi i mmi" m" mimmiimmimimimimimiiiim mim mil tuna

ECONOMIZES
reduce fuel costs by making
use of waste exhaust gases

to preheat the boiler feed

Patented construction proren
by 10 years of service.

POWER SPECIALTY CO.,
FOSTER

SUPERHEATERS
improve enrlne. torhln* and
boUer economy by enabling a
given amotint of steam to do
more work. Over 10.000 in-
stallations In stationary power
plants.

Boeton, Phlla., Pitts.. Detroit, Kan». City, Chleago,

Sao Fran., Los Angeles. Boulder, Dallas, Uindon

^uimiv imimiiii imiiim mmimmimi mi immiiimimimi mmmmiiimmimimimiiim iiimiii iiiiiiimiiiiiiM i i iiiimiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiimmraimi mimiiim iiuHiiimiumimiiiimimmnniiiiiiiiiiiimr

111 Broadway, NEW YORK I
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I I THE WORLD'S STANDARD I

OHMER
FARE REGISTERS I

They indicate and record the exact amount of each I

transaction. They place the sale of transportation on |

a strictly business basis. I

We manufacture Indicating and Recording Fare Reg- I

isters, Receipt Issuing Taximeters, and Fare Boxes. |

OHMER FARE REGISTER CO. |

Dayton, Ohio |

Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiuiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiitiiiiniininininniMnniiiniiiiniiiiiia

iiiimitiiiiitiiiitiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii(iiiii)iiiiitiiiiiiiti''j

JOHNSON S^?'|
Adjustable

The best chancer on th« market.
Can be adjusted by the condootor to
throw out a Tarjint nnaibar of
coin*, necawary to meet ehaotea In
rates of fares.

Flexible

Bach barrel a separate unit, pennlt-
ting the conductor to Intarohancv
the barrels to suit his personal re-
ouirements, and to facilitate tha ad-
oltion of extra barrels.

JOHNSON FARE BOX COMPANY
Ravenswood, Ckicago, 111. |

^utiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMMiiiiiiiiiiniiHniuiiimuiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiinniiHiiHiiiiiiimiiiiiiiu^^

"IRVINGTON"
I
§

Black and Yellow |
Varnished Silk, Varnished Cambric, Varnished Paper |

Irr-O-SIot Insulation Flexible Varnished Tubiug
Insulating Varnishes and Compounds

I I Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co. I

I I Irvington, N. J. |

I I Sales Representatives in the Principal Cities I

1 iriiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniimmiiiiiiinnuiuir

% 0iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiuiiiniiiiiii.

Type R-11
Double Register

International

Registers

Made in single and double
types to meet requirements

of service. For hand or foot,

mechanical or electric opera-

tion. Counters, car iitting^s,

conductors' punches.

Exclusive selling agents for

Heekbn Enamel Badges.

I
The International Register Co. |

I IS South Throop Street, Chicago, Illinois I
S 3

juiiiMiMiiiiiiMlliniiniiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiitilititiMtiiitlillitiiliiiHiiiiiiiiHtiniMititiiiiiiiiiniHiiiHiiiiiintiinitiiiiiHliiniiitiua

^illliilMiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMnliiiiiiiiiiliiiilllliliiiitilliitltlilllllliniiiHiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiitllltllllllllMiiiiitniiiiiiiiiiimrniiiiiiiniliin

The Zone System of Fares

is Successfully Collected

with the Aid of

CLEVELAND
FARE BOXES

Let Um Give You ParticutarM

The Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

Canadian Cleveland Fare Box Co.. IM..
Preston. Ont.

I Coin Counting and Sorting Machines. Change Carriers

\iiiiin iiiiiiimiiiiii luriiniiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiniiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinininiiiil

jjiMiitiiHiimiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiMiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiu uiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiifiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiiitiiiMiiiiiNiiiiiimiiiiiiiniinu^

Direct
Automatic
Registration

By the

Passengers
Rooke Automatic

Register Co.
Providence, R. I.

= E
i E

Gets Every Fare

PEREY TURNSTILES
or PASSIMETERS

Vm IB yo«T PrewMiM
Street Oars

Perey Manufacturing Co., Inc.
101 Park Avenue, New York City

'.IIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllHIIIIIIIItllllllllMIIIIIIIKIIIi" IIIMIHIIIIIIlMIIHIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIliF Vinillllimililllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltltlllllllllll)IMIIIIIIUII(IIIIIIIIIIIIIM(llllllllltinillinillllllllHIIIIIHIIIIItltllllllltllllHinilHIHr

glllllllllllllliniiiiititiiiiiiiniiiiHiiiiiinnniiiMintiiliiiiiiiiiiiililliilllilllllinilllllllllillllMinMltltltliiniitiiiiMMlllllMiHlllllMilliMlb

I
3
X
I

I

giiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimjijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMriii|

I 7S% of the electric raflways

B-V Punches
N_| STOP SIGNALi Simple in Operation, Instal-

lation and Maintenance

I BONNEY-VEHSLAQETOOLCO..N«waik.N.J."^^^^SSi^^ |

Ei>>iii>iUHniiiiiiiiiiiuiiiimiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiimiiiiniiiNiiiiHUHHyuaHniinmil

Canadian Rtpr*»«ntativ*:
Railway A Power Bnc. Corp^

Toronto, Ontario

The Nichols-Lintern Co.
7960 Lorain Ave., Cleveland. OUe

I
i
i

J
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Utu^t^^"^
CORRECT IT

USE LE CARBONE CARBON BRUSHES

:fi^i^t
/4*.H^«^

COST MORE PER BRUSH
COST LESS PER CAR MILE

W. J. Jeandron
345 Madison Avenue, New York

Pittsburgh Office: 634 Wabash Bldtf.

Chicago Office: 16S7 Monadnock Block

San Francisco Office: 525 Market Street

Csnwtlan Dlitrlbaton: Lynuui Tube A 8api>l; Co., Ltd.,
Montreal and Toronto

iiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiuiiiimiiiiiuiiiiiii iitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiii

Mmimu iiiiiir miimiiiiiiiiiiri iiiiiiii riiiiiiiiiiiririiiiriiiiii iiriiMiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiii iiNiiiniiiiiriiiiiiiiiL:

I
pAltAWtt<

I
fTiUITy f;OMPAN\( |

I
CAR^MFORTWITH HEATERS I

i UTILITY REGULATORS
V-r A KM^K K A VENTILATORS

I 141-lSlWMt2Sd8t. WrUefer 1328 Broadway 1
I Chieaco, m. Catalopve Sew York. N. T. I
.iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiin

iiiiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiHiiKi

THX UMtsT TBU8S PLANK MIXOTKIO HKATKB ETEB PBODVOKD I

No.

478E
GOLD CAR HEATING * LIGHTING CO.. BROOKLYN. N. Y. I

iiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniuniiHiHiiniitiiniHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiitiiii iriiriiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiia

: s. 9
ovu_ /\iV*<ti;ijw

The Tool Steel

Gear and Pinion Co.
I CINCINNATI, O.

rdlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIUIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHII

HHiinHHiimmiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiinniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

«,OSKEUTE»
The Stop Light for street cars. Oper-
ates from brake system. Details on re-

quest.

The Oskel Equipment Co.
940 McCormick Bldg., Chieaco, III.

^<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiuii''iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiniiHiiiiiiiiinnii<iiiiiu

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHii^

I ^ immilll J^ Car Heating and Ventilation
|

PS
•n two of the winter problems that 70a nsoal
settle without delay. We can siiov Tov bew
to take care of both, with one emrilwifcWil
Now is the tuna to ret your eaia r*a<^ lor
next winter. Write for detella.

I = Q^^Q = The Peter Smith Heater Company |

I ^IIIIIIIIIIIIIX^ 6209 Hamilton At*.. Detroit. Miek. |

^uiaiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiitiS

^^ywwd-M^ifie&l
CAR SEATS

detailed
^description^

ininiiiinnMiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMinitiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiintiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiinMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiMiir, diiiiiiiMiiiiMniiMiiiiiiiiiiHnHiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiTitiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiinmitiiifvtmi

I
HASKELITE and PLYMETL

= used in street car buildlnr result In a construction which la
= stronger and lighter, more silent and comfortable than any other
= material. The experience of hundreds of Bus and Street Car builders
= testify this.
S Recently the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company used
i 7.000 square feet of Mahogany faced HASKELITE plywood for in-
= terior linings in the building of eight De Luxe interurban cars.

I HASKELITE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
I 133 W. Washington St., Chicago, III.

~.iiiiitiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM((iiiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiniiiiiitiniiifmtu

ICarBuilpers I

VCYCLOPEDIAj

of preaeed Steel for all Claasaa of Passenger
Serrlce. Battan for corerlnc seats and for
saow sweepers.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO.
Factory at Wakefield, Mass.

OflteM U New York. Ctalasso. laD rrwstMo |
4HI!(HIIIIIIIHIUntllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllilllllllllllllllMlllllllillllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllltlllllllllllllllllillUlllllli>*llllllllU

«limiflltltlllllllllilllHlrniiintiiiMiiMniiniMiriiuillill)iMiiiMtiiiititituininiliillllliiilui1llllllllu

E CECTRTC- GA»r 1

Thermostats Buzzers.
^^^ijRNEtMATrc DoorOberatorJ

Kiri p CONSOLIDATED CAR-HEATINC

iiiiiiiiniiiiuin
uiiMtiiiimiiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiniiiiMitiiiiitiiintiiiriiiiiiiiiitititiniiiniiiMHiMiiMiiiiiiitiiiiiMiiiinitiiitKMitiiiiiintiiitiiiiiiiii^

a

I

(iBoyerized" Products Reduce Maintenance
Bemis Trucks
Case Hardened Brake Pins
Case Hardened Bushings
Case Hardened Nuta and Bolts

Manganese Brake Heads
Manganese Transom Plates
Manganese Body Bushings
Bronze Axle Bearings

NEW YORK ALBANY. N.Y.

E = Bemla Pins are absotntely smooth and true In diameter. We i
= S carry 40 dillerent slses of case hardener pins In stock. Samples i
I I famished. Write tor full data. 5

I I Bemis Car Truck Co., Springfiald, Mass. \
s

~ ~
imiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiniiiimiiiiniMMiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiuiiiiiiiiiiinniimHiliiHiHiniiiiiuiiiiH^^ ^iiiiiimiiHinHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniimiiHiniiiiiimiiniitMNiiiiiiiiminiiiiitiHniiniiiiiiMiiiHiiiiiiiiimiiiuiM^
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He expects more than |

100,000 miles
|

Mr. Bickle. Chief Motor Insijector of the i
Louisville Railway Company, says: *'A11 i
of the Thornton Side Bearings we have i
tried out are still in use aJid in fine §
condition. Some of them have made =
olose to 50.000 miles and it looks like =
Ihey might make more than double that =
mi ieagre before we have finished the H
lest." I

Did you ever hear of such service? Get =
the facta about this noiseless, vibration- =
less, perfectly balanced and longer laat- =
ing trolley device. =

Thornton Trolley Wheel Co. |

Incorporated =

Ashland, Kentucky |

itmiiiiiMiiiihiiMiuiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiniiiiinMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiMMiiuiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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ROLLING STOCK
|

"that rolls" I

USUALLY HAS AXLE BEARINGS |

lined with |

AJAX BULL BEARING ALLOY
|

BETTER THAN BABBITT |

Wear* Longer—Run* Cooler—Co*t* Let* |

THE AJAX METAL COMPANY
EMtablUhmd 1880 IS

Main Office and Works : Philadelphia, Pa. |

New York Chicago Boston Clsvaluid |
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C. C. CASTLE, First Vico-Pra»ldent iB. A. HBGBMAN, Jr.. President
H. A. HEGL'MAN, Vlce-Pres. and Treas. F. T. SAKGBNT,

\V. C. PETERS, Manager Sales and Engineering.
SecretaiV =

I
National Railway Appliance Co. I

I Grand Central Terminal, 453 Lexincton Ave., Cor. *8tii St., New Yorlt |
i Munsey Bids.. Washington. D. C. 100 Boylston St.. Boston. Mass. i
i Hegemam-Castle Corporation, Railway E.xctiange Building. Chicage. =

Tool Steel Gears and Pinions
Bell I-ocked Fare Box and

Change Maker
The Aluminum Field Coils
Truck and Car Repair Parts
Cutler-Hammer Electric

Heaters
Pittsburgh Forge & Iron Co.'s

Products
Genesco Paint Oils
E. Z. Car Control Corpora-

tion's Safety Devices
Garland Ventilators
Flaxlinum Insulation
Yellow Coach Mfg. Co.'s

Single and DoutHe Deck
Busses

RAILWAY SUPPLIES
Economy Electric Devices Co .'s

Power Saving and Infec-
tion Meters

Anglo-American Varnish Co..
Varnishes. Enamels, etc.

Gilmer Multiple Safety Ste»
Treads

National Hand Holds
Ft. Pitt Spring & Mfg. Co.,

Springs
Turnstile Car Corporation's

Turnstiles
Anderson Slack Adjusters
Feasible Drop Brake Staffs
Dunham Hopper Door Device
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The Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels i

nave always been made of en- |
tirely new metal, which accounts

for their long life WITHOUT
INJURY TO THE WIRE. Do
not be misled by statements of

large mileage, because a wheel
that will run too long will dam-
age the wire. If our catalogue
does not show the style you
need, write us—the LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE TROLLEY
WHEEL MAKERS IN THE
WORLD.

THE STAR BRASS WORKS
KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S. A.
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WHY NOT
1

TRY 1

A GILBERTS SONS Br CO. \)|

ST LOUIS,MO.
U.S.A.
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The Differential Car
An automatic dump -rar, an electric locomotive, a

snow plow, and a freight car—all in one. Big
savings shown in track con-

struction and maintenance,
paving work, coal hauling,

ath disposal, snow removal,
and freight transportation.
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Waterproofed Trolley Cord

SILVER LAKE A

Is the finest cord that science and skill can produce.
Its wearing qualities are unsurpassed.

FOR POSITIVE SATISFACTION ORDER
SILVER LAKE

If you are not familiar with the quality you will be

surprised at its ENDURANCE and ECONOMY.
SaU by Nat Waight* and Pull Lmgth*

SILVER LAKE COMPANY
Manufacturers of belt, aign^ and othmr c«nf«.

NewtonTille, MassachiuetU
1
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HEADLININGS
THE PANELYTE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.
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The Differential
Steel Car Co.
Ftndlay, Ohio mvi'

i g
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PROVIDENCE H-B
FENDERS LIFE GUARDS

1 Thn Consolidatad Car Fander Co., Providanea, R. I.

I Wendall & MacDuffia Co., 1 10 E. 42md St., Naw York
1 Oeocral Sales Accnts
a
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USED EQUIPMENT CS, NEW^—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
L'NDISPIjAyED—BATE FEB WORD

:

I.NFflRMATION; I)IKPLAYKI>—RATK I'EB INCH

:

fcilian. Wanted. J cenU •<«»«. minimum aoi .VnmVr, in care of any of our cfripe* ', I" ; InrhP^ 'I^n !in illnln cent! An insertion, pay.ble In «d«n«>. count 10 words additional in undlsplayed ads. » to i 4 InchMi
.'

!

'

"
!

' '

i
410 an llic-h

Putilium Vwont and all other daasiflrattons, iHtcoimt of 10% If one payment is made In iutes for lavgjit 'siwirai orycariyi'ales. ojirenuMl.
8 cuils I word, minimum cJiarge J..80, advance for four consecutive InscrtionB of Jr. (rlvexluing inth Is measured vertically iki

Pronointt, 40 cents a line an in8;ertloo. undUplsyed ads
.
(not including proposals). one column, 3 columns—30 Indies-—to a paitc.

B.F J

POSITIONS VACANT
WANTED—Two maintaiiiaiice line foremen

for permanent work, involving trolley
anrl transmission line maintainance. Must
have first-class references. P-737, Elec-
tric Railway Journal, Old Colony Bldg..
Chicago. III.

WANTED a transportation superintendent
for city-interurban property approximat-
ing 150 cars. Only those who believe in
ride salesmanship and "the public be
pleased" should apply with statement of
experience and salary expected. P-738,
Electric Railway Journal, 10th Ave. at
36th St., New York.

POSITIONS WANTED
POSITION wanted as general manager by

a man that has experience In all depart-
ments, equipment and shop, track and
line power house, transportation and
office experience, as well as purchasing
agent, and claims has been at the head
of each department, and manager for
8 years, now employed, desires a change.
Age 47, reference. PW-733, Electric
Railway Journal, 10th Ave. at 36th St.,
New York.

YOUNG man experienced as Inspector,
time table and chief clerk, would like
to make change. Prefer South or mid-
west. PW-729. Electric Railway Journal,
Leader-News Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

INFORMATION WANTED
THE address of Theodor Brewster, Drafts-
man, lis wanted by Frank Johnston, B-4,
North West Bkig., 509 Richard Str.,
Vancouver, B. C.

RAILS
New

FROGS
SWITCHES
SPLICE BARS

BOLTS
NUTS
TIE PLATES
RAIL
BRACES

slonjin^

All Rails and
Track Mate-
rials shipped
subject to in-

spection and
approval at
estination.

!iS\\ srCo.
PITTSBURCHPA
NEW YORK

V** Itil tIMIIII Illtit Ill Illllllllll IIIIIIIMIIIMIIIIOIIi

I For Sale—Built in 1920 i

I 2

—

Kuhlman Semi-Steel Interurban I

Cars, Pas«enger, Smoker and I

Baggage.
i Lensth 54-ft. 7 14 -in.; width 8-ft. B-ln. i

= Brill 27 MCB 2 Trucks. 1

I 4 G. E. 203 motors. Complete. i

I ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO. I

= Commonwealth Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. :
^Mllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIII IIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIHIUlHIIIHIIlf!

TO HELP YOU
Find A New or Better Job

'Searchlight" Advertising
<J-.T

FOB SALE

4 ALL STEEL CARS
I

Practically New

I Length 4.') ft. 6 in.

I Lengrth Ba^^gage compartment. . . 9 ft. 1 in.

1 Seating capacity .50. Peter Smith Heaters.

I
Westinghouse Air Brakes.

I
TRUCKS

I Baldwin 6 ft. 4 in. wheel base.

I 34 in. wheels.

I
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

I Consists of four WH 533 Y 3 (35 HP.)
I motors. HL control,

I Codfl "Curio"

I Transit Equipment Company
I Cars—Motors

I 501 Fifth Avenue, New York
^IHIIIIIMDItlllllll

WANTED

j

16 GE-264-A
I

Railway Motors
I W-735 Electric Railway Journal
I 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York, N.

The "Searchlight" Advertising

in This Paper
is read by men whose success depends upon thorough knowledge of means to an end

—

whether it be the securing of a good second-hand piece of apparatus at a moderate price,

or an expert employee.

THE BEST PROOF
of this is the variety of this journal's Searchlight ads. Without a constant and appre-

ciable demand for such machinery or services, by its readers, the market place which

these advertisements represent could not exist for any length of time.

Are you using the Searchlight Section?
•tit

N iiittmimimiiititiHtMtiuuitiM MiniC
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry with

Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue

Advertising, Street Car
Collier, Inc., Barron G.

Air I{«iceiver8 & Aftercoolers
IngersoU-Band Co.

Anchors, Gay
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Armature Shop Tools
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Aatomatlc Return Swlteh
Stands
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Automatic Safety bwiMu
Stands
Bamapo Ajax Corp.

Axles
Bomis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Carnegie Steel Co.
Johnson & Co.. J. R.
Laclede Steel Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Babbitt Metal
Ajax Metal Company

Badges and Buttons
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International R«*giBter Co..
The

Barges Steel
American Bridge Co.

Bearings and Bearing 3letals
Ajax Metal Company
Bemls Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. J. G., The
General Electric Co.
Gilbert & Sons B. F. Co.,
A.

More-Jones BraAS & Metal
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Bearings, Center and Boiler
Side
Stucki Co.. A.

Bells and Gongs
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Elec. Service Snplies Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Boilers
Babcock & Wilcox \^u.

Bonding Apparatus
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Bonds, Rail
Amer. Steel & Wire Co
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Westinghouse E. Sc M. Co.
Book Publishers
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Boxes, Switch
Johns-Pratt Co.

Brackets and Cross Arms
fSee also Poles, Tlee,
Posts, Etc,)

Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard Ic Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Brake Adjusters
Brill Co.. The J. G.
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Westinsrhouae Tr. Br. Co.

Brake Shoes
Amer. Br. Shoe & Fdy. Co.
BarbourStopkwell Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Brakes, Brake Systems and
Brake Parts

Allis-Chalmers Mlg. Co.
Bemls Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
General Electric Cn.
National Brake Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse Tr, Br. Co.

Bridges, Steel
American Bridge Co.

Brushes, Carbon
General Electric Co.
•Teandron, W. J.
Le Ctirbone Co.
U. S. Graphite Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Brushes, Graphite
n. S. Graphite Co.

Bm«hr«, Wire, Pneumatic
IneerBoll-Rand Co.

Bnlldlngs, Steel
American Bridpre Co.

Buses, Motor
BrUl Co., The J. G.
International Motor Co.
New York Transportation
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.

Bushings, Case Hardened and
Manganese
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Cables. (See Wires and
Cables)

Cambric Tapes, Yellow and
Black Varnish

Irvington Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Carbon Brushes (See
Brushes, Carbon)

Cars, Dump
Brill Co., J. G., The
Differential Steel Car Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Car Lighting Fixtures
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Car Panel Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cars, Passenger, Freight,
Express, etc.

Amer. Car Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Kuhlman Car Co.. G. C.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co
National Ry. Appliance Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Wason Mfg. Co.

Cars, Gas, Rail
Brill Co.. J. G.. The
St. Louis Car Co.

Cars, Second Hand
Electric Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment (3o.

Cars, Self-Propelled
Brill Co.. J. G.. The
General Electric Co.

Car Wheels, Rolled St««l
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Castings, Brass, Composition
or Copper

Ajax Metal Company
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. &
J. M.

More-Jones Brass & Hetaf
Co.

Castings, Gray Iron and
Steel

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Castings, Malleable and

Brass
Amer. Br. Shoe & Pdy. Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Catchers and Retrievers,

Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Wood Co., Chas. N.

Catenary Construction
Archbold-Brady Co.

Celling Car
Pantasote Co.

Ceilings, Plywood, Panels
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Change Carriers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Circuit-Breakers
Andeirson. A. & 3. M. Mfsr.
Co.

(JeneraJ Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Clamps and Connectors for
Wires and Cables

Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Eleo. Ry. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubbard & Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cleaners and Scrapers Track
<See also Snow-Plows,
Sweepers and Brooms)

Brill Co.. The J. G.
St. Louis Car (3o.

Clusters and Sockets
Generivl Electric Co.

Coal and Ash Rnndling (See
Conveying and Hoisting
Machinery)

Coil Banding and Winding
Machines

Elec. Servie" Supplies Co.
Colls Armature and Field
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Colls, Choke and Kicking
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Cn.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Coin Counting MacMnes
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Intern'l Register Ck).

Johnson Pare Box Co.

Coin Sorting Machines
Cleveland Pare Box Co.

Coin Wrappers
Cleveland Fare Box l/o.

Codumutator Slotters
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co

Commutator Truing Devices
General Electric Co.

Commutators or Parts
Cameron Elec'l Mfg. Co,
(General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Compressors, Air
AUis-CSialmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Compressors, .\ir Portable
Ingersoll-Kand Co.

Concrete Reinforcing Burs
Laclede Steel Co.

Condenser Papers
Irvington Varnish Sc Ins. Co
Condensers
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Creneral Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Connectors, Solderless
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Connectors, Trailer Car
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Controllers or Parts
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Controller Regulators
Elec. Serviw Supplies Co.
Controlling Systems
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. 4 M. Co.

Converters, Rotary
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
CJeneraJ Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Conveying Machlner>
American Bridge Co.

Copper Wire
Anaconda Copper Mining
Co.

Cord, Bell, Trolley, Register
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Intemat'l Register Co..
The

Roebling's Sons Co.. Jolni
A.

St. Louis Car Co.
Samson Cordage Wf>rks
Silver Lake Co.

Cord Connectors and
Couplers

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Samson Coril;ige Works
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Couplers Car
American Steel Foundries
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Cranes
American Engineering Wt's
Cross Arms (See Brackets)
Crossing Foundations
International Steel Tie Co.

Crossing, Frog & Switch
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Crossing, Manganese
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Crossings
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Crossings, Track (See Track,
Special Work)

Crossings, Trolley
Ohio Brass Co.

Curtains & Curtain Fixtures
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Morton Mfg. Co.
Pantasote Co

.

St. Louis Car Co.
Dealer's Machinery
Elec. Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment Co.

Derailing Devices (See also
Track Work)

Derailing Switches
Ramapo Ajnx Corp.

Destination Signs
Elec. Service Suiiplies Cn.

Detective Sen'ice
Wlsh-Servlce. P. Edward

Door Operating Devices
Brill Co., The J. G.
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
(Seneral Electric Co.
Nat'I Pneumatic Co., Inc.
St. Louis Car Co.

Doors St Door Fixtures
Brill Co., The J. G.
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
CSeneral Electric Co.
Morton Mfg. Co.

Doors, Folding Vestibule
Nat'I Pneumatic Co., Inc.
Safety Car Devices Co.

Drills, Bock
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Drills, Track
Amer. Steel 4 Wire Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Dryers, Sand
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Ears
Ohio Brajss Co.

Economizers
Power Specialty Co.

Electrical Wires and Cables
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons & Co.,
J. A.

Electric Grinders
Railway Tiack-work C".

Electric Transmission Towers
American Bridge Co.

Electrodes, Carbon
Railway Track-work Co.

Electrodes, Steel
Railwa.v Track-work Co.

Engineers, Consulting, Con-
tracting and Operating

-Allison & Co., J. S.
Archbold-Brady Co.
Beeler. John A.
Bibbins, J. Rowland
Buchanan & Layng Corp.
Bureau of Commercial
Economics. Inc.

Day & Zimmerman, Inc.
Dnun & Co., A. L.
Ford. Bacon & Davis
Hemphill & Wells
Hoist, Engi'lhardt W.
Jackson. Walter
Kelly-Cooke Co.
Ong, Joe R.
Railway Audit & Insiiec-
tion CJo.

Richey, Albert S.
Robinson & Co., Dwight
P.
Sanderson 4 Porter
Stevens & Wood
Stone & Webster
White Eng. Corp.. The
J. G.

Engines, Gas, Oil or Steam
Allis-Chalnicr-s Mfg. Co.
IngersoU-Riind Co.
Westinghouse E. A.M. v,u.

Fare Boxes
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
,Tohnson Fare Box Co.
Nat'I Ry. Appliance Co.

Fare Registers
Ohmer Fare Register Co.

Fences, Woven Wire and
Fence Posts

Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Fenders and Wheel Guards
Brill Co.. Th» J. G.
Consolidated Car Fender Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Fibre and Fibre Tubing
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Field Colls (See Colls)
Flangeway Guards, Steel
Godwin Co.. Inc.. W. S.

Floodlights
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Forglngs
Brill Co.. J. O.. The

Frogs & Crossings, Tee Rail
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramnpo Ajax Corp.

Frogs, Track (See Track
Work)

Frogs, Trolley
Ohio Brass Co.

Furnaces. Electric Steel
Melting

American Bridge Co.
Fuses and Fuse Boxes
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Fuses, Cnrtrldge. Non-Re-
flllahle « High Voltage

,Tohnp.Pr«tt Co.

Fuses, Reflllable
General Electric C!o.

Johns-Manville, Inc.
Johns-Pratt Oo.

Gaskets
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Gas Producers
Westinghouse B. & M. C!o.

Gae-Electric Cars
General Elec. Co.
Westinghouse E, & at., Oo,

Gates, Car
Brill Co., The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Gear Blanks
Bethlehem Steel <3o

.

Brill (Jo.. J. G., Tlie

Gear Cases
Chillingworlh Mfg. Co.
Eiee. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. * M. Co.

Gears and Pinions
Bemis Car Truck co.
Bethlehem Steel Co,
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Nat'I Ry. Appliance Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Tool Steel Gear & Pinion
Co.

Generating Sets, Gas-Klectrie
(Jeneral Electric Co.

(ieneraton
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. (3o.

General Electric Co.
Westinsrhouse E. & M. Oo.

Girder Rails
Bethlehem Steel Oo.
Lorain Steel Co.

Gong (Sec Bells and Gongs)
tireases (See Lubricants)

Grinders and Grind Supplier,
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinders, Portable
Railway Tr.ick-wnrk Co.

Orlnden, Portable Electric
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinding Bricks and Wheels
R^way Track-work Oo,

Guard Kali Clamps
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Guard Ralls, Tee Ball *
Miuigancse

Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Guards, Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Ohio Brass Co.
Hammers, Pneumatic
Ingersoll-Rand Ck).

Harps, Trolley
Elec. Service SuppUes Co,
More-Jones Brass Metal Oo,
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Star Brass Works
Thornton Trolley Wheel
Co.

Headlights
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Eelctric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car Co,

Headlining
Haskelite Mfg. C!o.
Panelyte Co.
Pantasote Co.

Beaters, Car (Electric)
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Gold Car Heat. & Ltg. Co.
Nat'I Ry. Appliance Co.
Smith Heater Co., Peter

Heaters, Car, Hot Air and
Water

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Smith Heater Co . Peter
Heaters for Special Purposes
Power Specialty Co.

Helmets—WHdIng
Railway Track-work Co.

Hoisting Machinery
American Bridge Co,

Hoists, Portable
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Hydraulic Mnrhlnery
Allis-C^almer>< Mfg Co.

Indicating Signals
Oskel Equipment Co.

Instruments Measuring, 1>«t
tng and Recording

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Johns-Pratt Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Oo.

Insulating Cloth, Paper and
Tape

General Electric Co.
Irvington Varnish * Ins.
Co.

Okonite Co.
Stand. Underroiind Cable
Co.

Westinghotise E. ft M. Co.
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A four-tool pneumatic tamping gang at work on a track repair job

Pneumatic Tie Tamping
TTie most efficient and economical way to tamp track

Ingersoll-Rand Pneumatic Tie
Tampers speed-up track tamping.

Four men with these machines will

tamp more track and do a much
better job than twelve to sixteen men
working with hand picks and bars.

And the track stands up two to three

times longer than when tamped by
hand.

Ingersoll-Rand Portable Air Com-
pressors, for tie tamping service,

makes possible other savings

through the use of air operated

Paving Breakers, Rail Drills,

Woodborers, Spike Drivers, Grind-

ers, etc. Ask for complete infor-

mation on the uses and savings of

these portable compressors— the

tamping outfits.

INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY- 11 BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY.
Offices m principal cities the n'orld over

FOR CANADA REFER-CANADIAN INGERSOLL-RAND CO. LIMITED. 260 ST. JAMES STREET. MONTREAL. QUEBEa

IngecsoU-Raitd
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Insulating, Silk & Varnish
Irvingtou Varnish & Ins.

Co.

Insulation (See also Paints)
Electric Ry. Equipment
Co.

Elec. Service Suplles Co.
General Electric Co.
Irvington Varnish & Ins.

Co.
Okonlte Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Insulation Slots
Irvinyton Varnish & Ins.

Co.

Insulators (See also Line
Materials)

Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Cieneral Electric Co.
Irvington Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Insulator Pins
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard & Co.

Insulators, High Voltage
Lapp Insulator Co.. Inc.

Jacks (See also Cranes,
Hoists and Lifts)
Buda Company
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Joints, Rail
(See Rail Joints)

Journal Boxes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Junction Boxes
Std. Underground Cable
Co.

Lamps, Guards and Fixtures
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Lamps, Arc St Incandescent

(Sie also Headlights)
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Ijtmps, Sifpial and Marker
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Lanterns, t'lassiflcation
Nichols-Lintem Co.

Lightning Protection
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Shaw. Henry M.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Line Material (8e« also
Brackets, Insulators,
Wires, etc.)

ArchboldBrady C!o.
Electric Ry. Equipment
Co.

Elec. Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubbard & Co.
More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Loeomotivcs, Electric
General Electric Co.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Lubricating Engineers
Galena Signal Oil Co.
Texas Company
Universal Lubricating Co.

Lubricants. Oil and Grease
Galena Signal Co.
Texas Company
Universal Lubricating Co.
Manganese Parts
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Manganese Steel Gnards
Rails
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Manganese Steel, Special
Track Work

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Manganese Steel Snitches

Frogs & Crossings
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Meters (See Instruments)
Molding, Metal
AlliH-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Motor Buses (See Buses,

Motor)
Motors, Electric
Allifl-Chalmers Mfg. <3o.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Motors and Generators, Sets
AUis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric (jo.

Motormen's Seats
Brill Co., J. G.
Blec. Service Sup. Co.
Heywood-Wa.kefl"ld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Nuts and Bolts
Barbour-Stockwell Co,
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Bethkhrm Steel Co.
Hubbard & Co.

Oils (See Lubricants),
Oil Heaters
Power Specialty Co.

Omnibuses (Se« Bases,
Motor)

Oxy-.Vcetylene (See Catting

Apparatus, Oxy-.4cetyIene)
Packing
Elec. Service Suplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Paints and Varnishes Unsu-
lating)

Irvington Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Paints and Varnishes for
Woodwork

National Ry. Appliance Co
Pavement Breakers
Ingersoll-Rand Co. (A. S.
Cameron Steam Pump
Works)

Paving Guards, Steel
Godwin Co., Inc., W. S.

Paving Material
Amer. Br. Shoe & Fdy. Co.

Pickup, Trolley Wire
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Pinion Pullers
i^Iec. Service Supplies Co
General Electric Co.
Wood Co., Chas. N.

Pinions (See Gears)

Pins, Case Hardened, Wood
and Iron

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake
Co.

Pipe Fittings
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Planers (See Machine Tools)
Plates for Tee Rail Switches
Ramapo Aja.x Corp.

Pliers, Rubber Insulated
Elec. Service Sup. Co.

Pneumatic Tools
Ingersoll-Rand Co. (A. S.
Cameron Steam PuipP
Works

)

Pole Line Hardware
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Poles, Mcplal Street
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Hubbard & Co.

Pole Reinforcing
Hubbard & Co.

Poles & Ties Treated
Bell Lumber Co.
International (Jreosoting &
Construction Co.

Poles, Ties, Poets, Piling &
Lumber

Bell Lumber Co.
International Creosoting &
Construction Co.

Poles, Trolley
Bell Lumber Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.

Poles, Tabular Steel
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.

Porcelain Special High
Voltage

Lapp Insulator Co.. Ihe.
Portable Grinders
Buda tympany

Pntheads
Okonite Co.

Power Houses
American Bridge Co.

Power Saving Devices
National Ry. Appliance Co
Railway Improvement Co.

Pressure Regulators
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Pumps
Allis-CHnalmers Mfg. Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Pnnips. Vacuum
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Punches, Ticket
Bonney-Vehslage Tool Co.
intern'l Register Co., The
Wood Co., Chas. N.

Rail Braces * Fastenings
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Rail (irinders (See Grinders)
Rail Joints
Carnegie Steel Co.
Rail Joint Co.

RhII Joints—Welded
Lor.ain Steel Co.

Rails, Relaying
Poster Co.. >L. B.

Rails, Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Carnegie Steel C!o.
Foster Co., L. B,

Railway Paving Guards,
Steel
Godwin Co.. Inc.. W. S.

Railway Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Rjlll Welding
Railwivy Track-work Co.

Rattan
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Heywood-Wakefield Co.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.

Registers and Fittings
Brill Co., The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Intern! Register Co., The
Ohmer Fare Register Co.
Rooke Automobile Rg. Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Reinforcement, Concrete
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.

Repair Shop Appliances (See
also Coil Banding and
Winding Machines)

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Repair Work (See also
Coils)

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Replacers, Car
Elec. Service Sup. Co.

Resistances
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.

Resistance, Wire and Tube
CJeneral Electric Co,
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Retrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley)

Rheostats
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Hoofing, Car
Pantasote Co.
Roofs
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Sanders, Track
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Nichols-Lintern (5o.

Ohio Braes Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Sash Fixtures, Car
Brill Co., The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Scrapers, Track (See Clean-
ers and Scrapers, Track)

Screw Drivers, Rubber
Insulated

Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Seating Materials
Pantasote Co.

Seats, Bus
Brill Co.. J. G.. The
Heywood-Wakefield Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Seals, Car (See also Rattan)
Brill Co. The J. G.
Heywood-Wakefield Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Seating Materials
Brill Co.. J. G.
Heywood-Wakffleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Second Hand Equipment
Electric Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment Co.

Shades, Veatibale
Brill Co., The J. G.

Shovels
Brill Co., The J. G.
Hubbard & Co.

Side Bearings (.See Bearings,
Center and Side)

Signals, Car Starting
Consohdated Car. Heat Co.
Ele<\ Service Sup. Co.
Nat'l Pneumatic Co., Inc.

Signals, Indlcuting
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Oskel Equipment Co.

Signal Systems, Highway
Crossing

Nachod Signal Co., Inc.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Signal Systems, Block
Elec. Service Sup, Co.
Nachod Signal Co.. Inc

Slack Adjusters (See Brake
Adjusters)

Sleet Wheels and Cutters
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. &
J. M.

Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
More-Jones Metal & Brass
Co.

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Smokestacks, Car
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Snow Sweepers, Rattan
Hcvwood-Wakeflcld Co
Snow-Plows, Sweepers and
Brooms

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Car Pender Co
McGuire-Cummings Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Soldering and Brazing Ap

paratus (See Welding
Processes and Apparatus)

Irvington Vaniish & Ins.
Co.

Special .Adhesive Papers
Irvington Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Special Trackwork
Bethlehem Steel Co,
Lorain Steel Co.

Spikes
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.

Splicing Compounds
Wf'stinrtousc E & M. Co.

Splicing Sleeves (See Clamps
and Connectors)

.Springs, Car and Truck
American Steel Foundries
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Sprinklers, Track and Road
Brill Co., The J. G.
MoGHiirfc-Cummings MIg,
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.

Steel and Steel Products
(3ai"negie Steel Co.

Steps, Car
Brill Co.. J. G.. The
Morton Mfg. Co.

Stokers, Mechanical
Babcock & Wilcox Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Stop Signals
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Oskel Equipment Co.

Storage Batteries (See Bat-
teries, Storage)

Strain, Insulators
Anderson, A. & J. M. Mfg.

, Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Strand
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.

Straps, Car, Sanitary
Railway Improvement Co.

Subway Boxes
Johns-Pratt Co,

Superheaters
Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Sweepers, Snow (See Snow
Plows, Sweepers anil
Brooms)

Switches, Safety
Johns-Pratt Co.

Switches, Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Snitches. Tee Rail
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Switches, Track (See Track

Special Work)
Snitches and Switchboards
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
(General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Tamper Tie
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Tapes and Cloths (See Insu-
lating Cloth, I'aper and
Tape)

Tee Rail Special Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corj).

Telephones and Parts
Elec. S«'rvi(H' Supplies Co.

Terminals, Cable
Std. Underground Cable Co.

Testing Instruments (See In-
struments, K'eetrieal Meas-
uring, Testing, etc.)

Thermostats
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Gold C.ir Heat. & Ltg. Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co., Peter

Ticket Choppers & Des-
troyers

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ties, All-Met«l
Metal Safety R, R. Tie Co,

Ties and Tie Rods, Steel
Barbour-St^ckwe'I Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.
International Steel Tie Co.

Ties, Mechanical
Dayton Me<'hanical Tie Co.

Ties, Wood Cross (See Polei..
Ties, Pas's, etc,)

Tool Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co,

Tools. Track & Miscella-
neous

Amer, Steel A Wire Co,
Elec, Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard * Co.
Railway Track-work Co,

Torches, Acetylene (See
Cutting .Apparatus)

Towers and Transmission
Structures

Arehbold-Brady Co.
Westinghouse E. St M. Co.

Track (trinders
Railway Track-work Co.

Trackless Trolley Cars
Brill Co., J. G.. The
St. Louis Car Co.

Track, Speeial Work
Barbour-Stockwell Co,
Bethlehem Steel Co,
Buda Company
New York Switch A
Crossing Co,
Hamane Aiax Corn.
Transfer (See Tickets)
Transfer Issuing >laclilnes
Ohmer Fare Register Co.

Transfer Tables
American Bridge Co.

Transformers
Allis-Chalmer!. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co

Treads, Safety, Stair. Car
Step

Morton Mfg. Vo.

Trolley Bases
laec. Service Supplies Co.
Omeral £lectric Co.
M,.iu-oamc6 lirass & Metal
Co.

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Bases, Retrieving
Blec. Service Supplies Co.'
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Ohio Brass Co .

Trolley Buses
Brill Co., The J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Troiiey luaterlal. Overhead
Anderson, A, & J. M.
Mfg. Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Trolley Shoe
Miller Trolley Shoe Co.

Trolley Wheel Bushlngk
More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

Trolley Wheels * Harps
More-Jones Brass & Aietal
Co.
Thorton Trolley Wheel Co.

Trolley Wheels (See Wheels,
IToUey)

Trolley Wire
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Miu. Co.
KoebliDg's Sons Co., J. A.

Trucks, Car
Bemis Car Truck Co.
BriU Co.. The J. G.
McGuire-Cummings MIg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Tubing, Vellow & Black

Flexible Varnish
Irvington Varnish & Ins.

Co.
Turbines, Steam
Allis-Chalmers Htg.. vo.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Turbines, >\ater
Allis-Chalmers Mig. vo.

TurostUes
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Perey Mfg. Co., Inc.

Turntables
American Bridge Co.

Valves
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Varnished Papers H SUlu
Irvington Varnish & Ins..

Co.
Ventilators, Car
Brill Co., The J. G.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Nichols-Lintem Co.
Railway Utiuly Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Welded Rail Joints
Altimino-Thermic Corp.
Elee. Ry. Improvement Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Welders, Portable Klectric
Elec. Ry. Iminovcment Co
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Tnick-work Co.

Welding Processes and
Apparatus

Alumino-Thermic CJorp.

Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
General Electric Co.
International Oxygen Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Welding Steel
Ele,'. Ky. Improvement Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Wheel tiuards (.See Fenders

and Wheel Guards)
Wheel I'resses (See -Macniue

Tools)
Wheels, Car, Cast Iron
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.

Wheels. Car, Steel and Steel
Tire
American Steel Foundries

Wheels. Wrought Steei
Carnegie Steel Co.

Wheels. Trolley
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Blec. Service Supplies Co.
General Elwtric Co,
More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

Nuttall Co.. R, D.
Star Brass Works.

Whistles Air
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse B. A M. Co.

Wire Rope
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Win* and CiU>le«
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Mln. Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Okonite Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Std. Underground Cable
Co.

Westinghouse E. A M. Co.
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SCREECH!!**!

HOWL!!**
GRIND!!

All eliminated

by

MEXICAN
GRAPHITE CURVE GREASE

Unaffected by rain, heat or cold.

Cars won't scrape it off.

Adheres to the guard of the rail.

Write today for particulars.

The United States Graphite Go.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

BRAKE SHOES
AERA Standards

Brake Heads

s
i
t
i

I I
Diamond "S" Steel Back and Lug Shoes \

I I best for all equipment. |

I I
Manufactured and sold under U. S. |

I I
Patent and Registered Trade Mark. |

I I American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co. f

I I
30 Church Street, New York |

I I I 332 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1
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Multlole Unit Control, double
truck car for two-man opera-
tion

McGUIRE-CUMMINGS
Manufacturing Company

General Offices

111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Street Cars, Trucks

Snow Sweepers
illHIlMlllltlllllllliriMIMMIIIIIIIIinillllMlinilMlllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIUtlMllintltllllllHHMIMIinMHIHMinMliriMHIMIIMMIIIMinnniltlllltllintlMirillllM
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i i

M-J No. 10
I

Lubricated Type I

Trolley Wheel |

Equipped in our No. 6 harp |
on the bottle-shape principle I
which prevents fouling or |
catching overhead lines. |

Detailed information and prices |
on request. 1

Designed for hiirh speed. I
simplicity and economy |

More-Jones i

Brass & Metal Co. |

St. Louis, Mo. I

^)tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiMiiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiniiiitiiiitMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMi''

J mv^

We make a specialty of

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
LUBRICATION
We solicit a test of TULC

on your equipment

The Universal Lubricating Co.
Cleveland. Ohio

iHin

Tolc. Inc.. Eastern RepresentatiTe. 1

1817 Gotham National Bank Bldg., New York City I

mil
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STUCKI I

SIDE i

BEARINGS
I

A. STUCKI CO. I
Oliver BIdg. =

Pittsburgh, Pa. |

For better Axles Specify

"VALSCO"
HEAT TREATED CAR AXLES
LACLEDE STEEL CO.

Arcade Bldg. St. Louis, Mo.
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1 SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED TROLLEY CORD

Trada Mirk Bei. D. 8. Pu. Uff. =

I Made ot extra qtiallty stodc firmly braided and aooothly flnlahed I
3 Carefully Inspected and guaranteed free from flaws. S
i Samples and information gladly sent. |

I SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS. |
%liiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiriiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{iiiiiiiiiiiiitiriiiiiiiiiMiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiririii
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Northern CEDAR POLES Western
We guarantee

all sradet of pole*; also any butt-treating specificationt |

BELL LUMBER CpMPANY
Minneapolis, Minn.
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I 100 New Users in the Last Nine Months
1 KASS SAFETY TREADS
I

HIGH
i in efficiency and lasting qualities

I LOW
I in wei^t, initial and upkeep costs

I Morton Manufacturing Co., Chicago
&IIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIinHlllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllll(lll)lll(llllllltllllinilllllMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMHMIIIIIIIIIIIHII
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I "Axle Speeiallsts SInee 1866"
S Address all Hall to Poet Office Box SIS, Richmond, Ta.

CAR AXLES
J. R. JOHNSON AND CO. INC.
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I FORCED STEEL AXLES
i For Locomotives, Passenger, Freight and EJectric Cars
i Smooth Forged or Roogh Tnmed—Carbon or Alloy SSeel—^Flata m
S Heat Treated, Forged and Turnnl Piston Rods. Crank Finn, Larse £

I Shafts, Round Bars, et«. |
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Mexico City

Front-entrance-Center-exit Cars

Mounted on Brill 76-El Trucks

The Mexico Tramways recently placed in service thirty

new Brill Cars designed to speed up passenger interchange.

Although equipped for single-end operation service doors

are provided on both sides at front and center to permit

loading and unloading from either side as required.

Eighteen of these cars were equipped with two 60-Hp.

motors and the balance, intended for trailer operation, with

four motors of the same capacity. The two-motor cars

weigh 38,380 lb., and the four-motor cars, 45,200 lb.

The J. G. Brill Company
Pi-iii-a.de: L-i^MiA., Pa..

American Car Co, —
st. uouib mo.

G.CKuHLMAN Car Co.
ci-e:ve:ua.nd. ohio.

— WasON Manf'c Co.
SPR INOFI CUD. MASS.



On theAurora,El^in ^-FoxRiye:

Liaht-Weiaht

City Cars

Showed
the way to

'^—And both the company and
the public arepleased with the

cars and with the service they

are giving,

"

A familiar testimony of satisfaction

realized from G-E Car Equipment

consistently selected formodern light-

weight cars.

In this case, the city cars are equipped

with GE-264 Motors and K-Control;

the new interurban cars with GE-
265 Motors and K-Control.

ht Interurbans
^

GENERAL ELECTRIC
©ENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHBNBCTADY. N. Y.. SALES OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES
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The High Peak of Quality is reached in

Silver Lake Trolley Cord
The Standard for Forty Years

Tough, Strong, Lasting, Waterproof Bell and Register Cord

All sizes and colors Send for samples

SILVER LAKE COMPANY, Newtonville, Mass.

o X I o/\ lexnA
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Modernize and Merchandise

Scanning The Stars For Ideas
"Joe," said the Vice-President, "I have just finished reading again the interview
vi'ith President Budd in the December 22 issue of the Electric Railway Journal
last year. The 'big Berthas' he flared before the Industry stand out in my mind.
I know them by heart. (I) The bus is not a problem, but a useful tool. (2) New
traffic can be created. (3) Railway Transportation should be up to new standards.

(4) Get something new; monotony is bad. (3) Low children's fare builds good will.

(6) Public relations—a continuing task. (7) Determine to give a superior service.

(8) The Manufacturers— I expect to see a great many new developments
in the next few years. The coming Convention will afford an opportunity for

all of us to see these latest developments. Be sure and carry out Mr. Budd's
program, and have every one of our men make a detailed report on all improve-
ments exhibited by the Manufacturers."

"He surely gave us all a good jolt," soliloquized Joe. "In trying to get a good look

at 'Mars' I noticed a brilliant 'Orange Star' with a big (W) on it."

"Well, what has that got to do with the Convention," roared the Vice-President.

"Deed if I know," said Joe, "but I have a hunch it means something."

Modernize and Merchandise
with

Westinghouse Modernized Equipment

WeBtinghouae Electric & Manufacturins Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of
the United States and Foreign Countries

Westinghouse
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Keeping Abreast

with Foreign

Developments

IT IS a new departure for the Elec-

tric Railway Journal to give over

an issue, with some sixteen extra

pages of text matter, entirely to a dis-

cussion of foreign transportation mat-

ters. But it is nothing new for this

paper to keep its readers informed of

the developments in transportation

abroad by means of articles and com-

ment resulting from first-hand con-

tact and observation—this, of course,

in addition to the material continually

received through correspondence with

European railway men and from our

regular representatives in London,

Berlin, Paris and Milan, as well as

through the office of the McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company, Ltd., London.

Since the days when the old Street

Railway Journal was the only publi-

cation owned by James H. McGraw,
he has been making trips abroad in

the interest of the paper, almost an-

nually. Editors of the Journal have
also made a number of trips to Europe
on the errand of studying transporta-

tion, one such trip by Mr. Blake hav-

ing been of five months' duration.

And now Mr. Brown has completed
another tour and study of the bus,

tramway, rapid transit and railroad

operations in England, Scotland,

France, and Switzerland, serving as a

member of an A.E.R.A. committee,

which was seeking especially ideas

that might help in the modernization
program now under way in this

country.

Keeping abreast with foreign de-

velopments is a regular part of the

Journal's editorial program.

Number of Copies Printed, 6,250 Advertising Index—Alphabetical, 44; Classified, 40, 42; Searchlight Section. 39
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Hall Maiks of Quality:

1Sterling'bn silver.

2!ShefMd on sted.

ArmaLuro Bqaping
3.Westinghonse'onRail

Everyone a Quality mark.
Service as certain as sunrise.

Value as definite as the coin
you spend.

AxIq BQapin0

Bpush Holdor

These are the sum of your desire in
railway renewal parts. You will
find them in full measure in every
Westinghouse Railway Renewal
Part

WMtinghoua* BItctric ft Mannbictnring CooipMiy
East Pittsburgh PranaytvanU

Salei Office* in alt PHncip«l CltiM of th«

Unittd Sutci and Ponip) Countries.

£STINCHOUSr
ELECTRIC

Westinghouse
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AMANUFACTURING ifilOP; FOR THE INDUSTRY

( upper) In addition to the regular inspection
after assembly, each casting receives an individual
inspection at the hot dip tank.

iLot^er) Cleaningr of casting preparatory to
galvanizing.

The Ohi
Mansfield,

EOLLEY'MATERIAL - ELECTRIC RAILWAY CAR
EQUIPMENT — RAIL BONDS - HIGH TENSION
RCELAIN INSULATORS — THIRD RAIL INSULATORS

Dominion Insulator & Mfg. Co., Limited
r

—

RUST PROOFING
To protect iron and steel from corrosion

all moisture must be kept from these

metals.

Zinc makes a perfect protective coating.

The life of galvanized (zinc coated) iron

and steel is proportional to the quality of

materials used, preparation of the casting

before coating, method of application

and the thickness of the zinc coating.

The reputation of O-B Malleable Prod-

ucts is in no small measure maintained

by the equipment for and efficient man-
ipulation of O-B rust proofing processes.

rass Co.
Ohio,U.S.A.

'VtW YORK — PHILADELPHIA — rtTTSBUItCII
CHICAGO — CHARLESTON. W. VA. s

LOS ANGELES — SAN FRANCISCO — PARia FRANCS
liagara Talis, Ontario, Canada
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The new 1350 pound

VULCAN"
Reciprocating Grinder
It's making a great hit—and that's

not surprising.

The good points of our old re-

liable "Reciprocating Grinder"

and our popular "Atlas" rotary

grinder are combined in the new
"Vulcan" shown above.

Safely grinds slightly uneven rail

joints in new or old track, per-

fectly smooths the rail after your
rotating grinders have removed
surplus metal built up by arc

welding.

Derails in seconds. Shipped ready
to go to work—tested, operated,

guaranteed.

See it at the AERA Convention, Space 316, 318, 320, 322
Have you seen the new Vulcan bulletins?

^^mr%
3132-48 East Thompson Street, Philadelphia

Chester F. Oailor. 30 Church St., New York
Chas. N. Wood Co.. Boston

AGENTS:

Electrical Bn^eerln; & Mfr. Co., Pittsburgh

Atlas Railway Supply Co., Chicago
Equipment & Engineering: Co.. London

803
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Rail and Paving Reneiial in Progress at Midnight on Old Steel Tie-Concrete Foundation,

Euclid Avenue, Cleveland

In Cleveland—Now!
Five mile renewal installation in progress

EXTENSIVE installations

of the highest develop-

ment of Steel Tie Track for

city streets are now in progress

in Cleveland.

Five miles of renewal work in

which new rail and paving are

to be put in without disturbing

the old steel tie concrete base

started this week.

Five miles of new construction

with Standard Steel Twin Ties

in which complete provision

is made for renewal at the end

of the rail life is nearing com-

pletion. An inspection of the

details and investigation of the

money saving possibilities of

these jobs will be well worth

the trip.

The International Steel Tie Company
Cleveland

SteelTwitilieTrack
Economical Permanent Renewable
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Two Carloads of Elreco Tubular

Steel Poles

were required to support the trolley spans and feeder wires on the new

McMillan Street extension recently completed by the Cincinnati Trac-

tion Co.

The numerous reverse curves on this piece of roadway necessitated

poles that would withstand an exceptionally heavy wire load from all

directions, therefore, as Elreco Poles combine Lowest Cost, Lightest

Weight, Least Maintenance and Ability to withstand strains from all

directions—they were the logical choice.

The Wire Lock and Chamfered Joint are exclusive Elreco Features

The Electric Railway Equipment Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio 30 Church St., New York

K^ass«a2is:««#3®'5ssassaaE®E?a»tf
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Satis/actory/i^M/ng

.

Better than the old style method which required several

independent circuits with numerous bulbs. More attractive

in appearance. Brighter light and better distribution of

light. Lower in maintenance cost. Simplifies car wiring.

These are the fundamentals of satisfactory car lighting.

KEYSTONE
Compensating Fixtures

possess all these fundamental requirements. One single series

circuit, of five Keystone Compensating Fixtures, equipped

with high candle-power lamps is ample for the average

electric railway car.

Keystone Compensating Fixtures are designed with automatic

resistance units which cut in and close the circuit at any time

a lamp burns out. This means that even if one or more

lamps burn out, the remaining ones continue in service.

J'

^.

Keystone Car
Equipment

Steel Gear Cases
Motormen's Seats
Lighting Fixtures
Headlight Resistances
Air Sanders
Trolley Catchers
Shelby Trolley Poles
Rotary Gongs
International Fare Registers
Fare Register Fittings
Samson Cordage
Air Valves
Cord Connectors
Trailer Connectors
Automatic Door Signals
Standard Trolley Harps
Standard Trolley Wheels
Segur Coil Winding Tools
Peerless Armature Machines
Insulating Materials
Aetna Commutator Stones
Sand Driers
Peerless Pinion Pullers
Employees' Badges
Line Material
Portable Lamp Guards

P

r

Electric Si^RyTci>*^Sxjppi/ii:s Co.
PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK _ CHICAGO

17th and Cambria Sts. 50 Church St. Monadnock Bldg.

PITTSBURGH SCRANTON ^S^'''?'^
829 Oliver Building 316 N. Washington Ave. 88 Broad St.

Lyman Tube & Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver

i:

''^Z
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Bates Poles on Electric Railway
in Coruna, Spain
Bates Poles with specially designed trolley supports are
used along the right of way of the Compania de Iravias
de la Coruna at Coruna, Spain.

A perfect truss made from one piece of steel, without rivets,

bolts or wheels. Bates Poles have remarkable strength and
give sturdy service. Mass production makes them eco-
nomical in first cost, their simplicity makes them easy of
maintenance.

eel jiruss @.

Illinois Merchants Bank Bldg.

Chicato, III.. U. S. A.
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When you thinly of door engines—

You think of

NATIONAL
PNEUMATIC

becausi

NATIONAL
PNEUMATIC
EQUIPMENT
DOOR ENGINES

DOOR AND STEP
CONTROL

OPERATING
MECHANISMS

MOTORMAN'S
SIGNAL LIGHTS

Over 80 per cent of all the

electric railways in the coun-

try are partially or wholly

equipped with N - P Door En-

gines.

Because—the National Pneumatic

Company manufactures door engines

and door devices exclusively—not as

a side-line or subsidiary operation.

Because—the satisfactory service of

National Pneumatic Equipment gives

it a reputation, known from Coast to

Coast.

Because—"National Pneumatic" has

become almost the standard specifi-

cation for door engine equipment.

National Pneumatic Co., Inc.
Originators and Manufacturers

Principal Office: 50 Church St., New York

Philadelphia—Colonial Trust Bide. Chicag-a—McCormiek Bide.

Works—Rabway, New Jersey

Manufactured in Canada b»

Dominion Wheel * Foundries. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
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"What Others are Doing

YOU Can Do\"
IF others are increasing net earnings

by the use of Safety Cars (with our

Safety Car Equipment), you can too.

The fact that our equipment has been

applied to 10,000 cars on 400 properties

in eight years is sufficient proof that the

Safety Car plan of operation is paying

handsome returns, and that it is a plan

which is equally successful under the

most widely varying operating condi-

tions.

There is nothing intangible or mysteri-

ous about the advantages of Safety Cars.

They simply cut operating expenses al-

most in two; earn more by saving morel

All that is necessary for Safety Car

operation is our equipment, which is

easily installed on any car, new or old.

SafetyCarDevices Co.
OF St. Louis, Mo.

Postal and Olographic Address:

WilherdincPa.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK VASHINGTON PITTSBUROH
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SAVE POWER!

1

i

1

HP Automatic Contiol

The "HP" Automatic Control is a distinc-
tive feature of Westinghouse-National Air
Compressors. By sliutting tiie maciiine down
wlien ail the pressure that is needed has
been built up, it effects an important saving
in power and reduces wear on the moving
parts.

W^STINGHOUSE-NATIONAL

j^/rCompressors

Satisfaction

That Endures!
THE quality of Westinghouse-National

Air Compressors is a warranty of en-

during satisfaction.

Quality is the first thought in design, con-

struction and assembly. This strict adher-

ence to quality standards has established the

reputation which Westinghouse-National

Compressors enjoy for long life, dependa-

bility and economy of operation.

The installation of a Westinghouse-National

in car barn, power plant or shop relieves you

of further compressor worries. Many of

these machines placed in service 15 and 18

years ago are operating as efficiently today

as when first installed.

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE CO.
General Office and Works: WILMERDING. PA.

Wettinghotae-Nationtd Compressors are bidlt

in all types and sixes from 3 to 700 co. ft.

piston displacentent. Write for catalog.

8131

WESTINGHOUSE-NATIONAI^

MrCompressors
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'.t^ief^
city

service

"It has been interesting to note the

gradual realization of the factamong
street railway operators that street

railways, of necessity having prac-

tically a monopoly ofthe transporta-

tion business in their communities,

must make use of all forms of trans-

portation now, including buses,

trackless trolleys and, perhaps in

the future, airplanes."

The above statement, from the president

of a leading railway company, indicates the

trend of vision among the railways toward

the most modern methods of transportation.
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Why Not?

The development of transportation,

from the days of the horse car, has
continually placed new and broader
service responsibilities upon railway
officials.

i^Vlive to every means for strengthen-
ing service and protecting invest-

ments, leading railways have turned
to the modern bus. And because of
railway vision and enterprise, cities

are daily being connected by bus
lines and local service strengthened.

Modernization is today the watch-
word of the progres-

sive railway—and this

note will be sounded
at the Convention at

Atlantic City.

In this program of
modernization

MACK TRUCKS, INC.

International Motor Company
25 Broadway, New York City

Buiiders of City and Sedan T>^e Buses

Eighty-three directMACK factory branches operate
under the titles of: "MACK MOTOR TRUCK
COMPANY" and "MACK-INTERNATIONAL
MOTOR TRUCK CORPORATION."

Mack buses will play a leading part.

Already, railway after railway has
adopted them. Quick to see the
features of Mack design and com-
fort, which are in themselves an in-

vitation to ride, railways are adding
to their fare revenue and are oper-
ating their bus routes at minimum
expense.

Look up the Macks at the Conven-
tion. Inspect such details as the
springs that float in yielding cushions
of resilient rubber. Study the spe-
cially designed low bus chassis. Note
the low body, only one step from the

ground—the appear-
ance of luxury, com-
fort and elegance
throughout.

From bumper to tail

light, the Mack is

all bus.

i^laclL
Sedan Type Bus for

Interurban Service.

Sixty-seven per cent of
Mack Bus deliveries this

year have been to street

railway companies.

/i»r/Gr/?7i7/?ce counts
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MotUl B. U. S.— 4' bort x 5'/»' stroke—386. 7 cubic inches

The first real Heavy-duty 6-Cylinder

Motor Coach Engine
This newBuda 6-cyHnder motorcoach
model is not a passenger car engine
adapted to motor coach service. It is

a heavy-duty engine especially designed

to meet the rigid demands of trans-

portation. Ready acceptance on the

part of motor coach builders has con-

firmed the soundness of its engineer-

ing principles.

Engineers are amazed at its freedom
irom vibration, realizing that this in-

sures utmost comfort for the passen-
ger. Drivers speak in glowing terms
of its unusual flexibility. Men who
figure costs are impressed with its

economical operation.

You ought to know more about this

remarkable new engine, which is

now in quantity production and ready
for immediate delivery. Write today
for illustrated booklet and complete
information.

See the Buda exhibit at the American Electric Railway
Association Convention, Atlantic City, Oct. 6-10

THE BUDA COMPANY, HARVEY i^S'sS^gg ILL.
ESTABLISHED 1881

Buy only genuine Buda Parts for your Buda engine

New Parts Catalog No. 432 now ready
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Measuring oil—and measuring results

Each drop of the pint, gallon or barrel of lubricating oil represents

so much lubricating film surface. Each square inch of this film

has a certain quota of work to perform. It must come between
and keep apart the surfaces of the bearings that press it top and
bottom. It must substitute the fluid friction of its own body for

the solid friction of the metals.

It is the body of this film that determines lubricating value. Not
the number of square inches of film surface in a gallon, but the

service efficiency

—

the strength and durability—of each square

inch. Its power of resistance to heat and pressure; its ability

to endure the daily grind without breaking down.

Superiority in these essentials distinguish GALENA OILS from all other

railway lubricants and make obvious the impropriety of gallonage com-
parison. Three outstanding features: maximum mileage, longer life to

bearings and fuel saving—through their lower coefficient of friction—are
always evident with Galena lubrication when analyzing service results.

Mrf.i.lil^lUii«U4i4iliiU4ilU

Galena-Signal Oil Gbmpanyi
Newark " Franklin, Pa. • Chicago

^ and oflRces in principal citiGS •
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Don't purchase supplies at random.
Use your C-E Catalog

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

Sale* Offices in all Large Cities

Why Continue
to scrap the whole brush-holder?

That's a fair question. When only the

carbon-way is worn, why put on a
complete new brush-holder, now that

you can replace the worn part for

about one-fifth the cost?

Use G-E Renewable Carbon-Way
Brush-holders and reduce this item of

maintenance.

New G-E Motors are furnished, of

course, with these improved holders.

But many companies have equipped
their old motors likewise, because they
want fewer motor failures, lower
maintenance, and better service.

^9

GENERALELECTRIC
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FOREIGN REPORT NUMBER
Ccmmittee on Foreign

Operation Given This Issue

THIS issue of Electric Railway Journal is given

over entirely, except for a condensed news section,

to the advance publication of the report of the Ameri-
can Electric Railway Association committee on for-

eign operation. This committee, composed of James
W. Welsh, Harley A. Johnson and Harry L. Frown, was
sent abroad at the suggestion of President Britton I.

Budd to study transportation facilities there in the

interest of furthering the modernization movement in

the industry in this country. The Journal is glad

to turn over its pages this week and give this extra

prominence to a report which represents such a large

expenditure of effort and money. The observations of

the committee were so extensive and embodied so many
points of interest to American railway operators that

it was also thought desirable to give the report the

fullest circulation in advance of the convention. For

obviously, only a brief summary of the findings and

conclusions of the commmittee can be given within the

time available in the convention proceedings.

Not all of the matter treated in the report is to be

taken, it is understood, as having the indorsement of

the committee as desirable or practicable for application

here, or as a commendable practice abroad. The com-
mittee members thought it desirable, however, to

include an account of some things as a record of the

present state of the art in the European countries

visited, even though they might not consider them
better than, or perhaps as good as, the corresponding

practices in this country. In other words, so much
of interest was learned that it seemed desirable to pass

on a good deal of the information to the field, rather

than to confine the report strictly to those ideas and
practices which the committee believed to be improve-

ments over American methods. An interesting thing

about the expressions of opinion in the committee's re-

port is that they represent the joint observations and
conclusions of three men selected as being well versed

in American practices, in the light of which their com-
parisons are made.

Much of the information gathered is presented by
means of illustrations. This, together with the fact

that the Journal has taken some liberties in breaking

the text matter up by headings and subheadings, will,

it is hoped, make the report more readable and easier

for reference work than if presented in the usual

manner.

What We Can Learn from European Railways

To the

American Electric Railway Association:

THE Committee on Foreign Operation, after its

short search in Europe for better practices and

new ideas that might be put into use here in

America to further the general program of moderniza-

tion in the electric railway industry, finds it necessary

to report that our foreign contemporaries have not

a great deal to show that suggests material improve-

ment. Yet some of the English railway men who have

looked into our railway practices have gone back to

their own properties with about the same feeling. This

perhaps reflects as clearly as anything how difficult

it is to adapt the practices followed in one country to

the very different conditions prevailing in another.

There are, however, some transportation practices

in Europe from which we may derive lessons—some

for which we might profitably take a leaf out of the

book of our foreign brothers, and others which serve

better to help us know what to avoid in the future.

We find in Paris and in the British cities, except

London, a confirmation of the best American thinking

with respect to the relations of the motor bus to the ex-

isting rail systems. In all of these cities the bus is being

taken up more and more as an auxiliary and feeder to

the tramway system. Nowhere is there any feeling that

the bus can do the work of the tramway, and every-

where the tramway is being extended and developed.

The bus is simply being fitted into the general trans-

portation scheme wherever it can be used economically,

even to the extent of displacing some few non-paying

tram lines, as occasion arises to renew the tracks.

London offers probably the most interesting study
of all the cities visited. The situation there is the

exception to all of the accepted principles of trans-

portation. In this one city we shall apparently have
an opportunity to see worked out whatever merit there

may be in no monopoly, no regulation, little co-
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ordination, and plenty of competition. Private company
buses are in competition with "pirate" buses, with

private tramways and municipal tramways, and with

the privately operated underground lines. All of these

systems are giving more service than is needed or

warranted at lower fares than they can afford, in the

effort to hold traffic or take it away from the others.

The result is that the tramways are losing traffic, the

underground lines are barely holding their own, but

the buses are building an enormous patronage. Even
the last, however, is diluted by the operation of so many
buses, again as a competitive measure, that it is doubt-

ful whether the buses will continue to make money
if they are doing so now. Temporarily, London people

are enjoying an abundance of transportation service,

but there must soon come a day of reckoning and
some one will pay the bill. It will be the taxpayers for

the municipal tramways and the stockholders for the

private companies.

The main conclusion that may be drawn is this : The
tramways are now handling some 1,000,000,000 passen-

gers annually, and carrying nearly the whole of the

extra surface traffic of the rush hours. The omnibuses

are already carrying well over one billion passengers

annually, but making no attempt to provide the extra

peak-load service. Even on this basis, buses already

virtually take up the entire capacity of the main
arteries of travel. The most enthusiastic bus pro-

ponents in London said that buses could handle the

entire surface transportation, including the billion

passengers now handled by the tramways, only if an
extensive street widening program were carried out.

This was quickly admitted to be financially impossible.

For the tram to be displaced would also mean a great

expansion of the underground lines, and this was
likewise said to be financially impossible. All of which
is to say, then, that buses could not provide the entire

surface transportation and that the tramways must
remain. But if co-ordination is not soon brought about

and the competition eliminated private enterprise

will be forced out and the municipality will have to

take up the burden and carry it on at the expense

of the taxpayers. Recently a bill has passed Parliament

which is a step in the direction of relief, as it gives

the Ministry of Transport some authority in the bus

service operated over the streets. But it is not

yet in effect and it is somewhat doubtful just how
helpful it will be.

Even under a proper system of co-ordination and
regulation, the motor bus will have a very large place

in London's transportation—a larger place than will

probably ever exist in any American city. The reason

is that the tramways are, and always have been,

excluded from the central area comprising the prin-

cipal business, theater and governmental activities.

In fact, this is the reason that many Americans return-

ing from London have the impression that "all" of

London's surface traffic is handled by buses, as they

have seen practically no tramcars.

Despite this great handicap, the tramways are serv-

ing an enormous patronage at a remarkably low fare,

with a heavy excess of financial obligations to the

city and government as compared to the bus, and
doing it with losses surprisingly small. At the same
time it should be said that the London General Omnibus
Company has done a master job of supplying a service

which the public wanted. Its original idea was to

co-ordinate this service with that of its tram and

underground lines, but the competition of independent
bus owners has necessitated a wide expansion of the

bus service into competitive territory as a measure of

protection. This is now in varying degree jeopardiz-

ing all investment in rail service, and the future course
of procedure and outcome are conjectural and not
promising.

One point in which the tramways of England and
Scotland clearly excel is the high standard of main-
tenance prevailing on the majority of properties. If

one can overlook the fact that the tramcar there has
undergone practically no development in the matter
of design in the past twenty years or more, he cannot
fail to admire the good mechanical condition and
attractive appearance of the cars and the almost total

absence of bad joints, noisy special trackwork and
poor paving along the rails. The reason is that par-

ticular attention is paid to these features. It is almost
the universal practice to wash every car in service

every night, and to give each car at least a coat of
varnish and such touching up of the paint as is needed
once a year. Large plate-glass windows that are clean

also enhance the appearance. A marring feature in

London and some of the other British cities is the

advertising carried on the outside of the cars. This
is even worse on the London buses.

But while the exterior appearance and good mechan-
ical condition reflect a real effort to attract the

pedestrian to board the tramcars, little has been done
to add to his comfort once he is aboard. Mostly
longitudinal seats, and in any event, plain wood seats,

continue to prevail. And only recently is any effort

being made to speed up the service. This is being
done in part by replacing the old-time motors with
new ones on a few properties, though nowhere do they
seem to be getting all there is in even the old motors
in acceleration and running speeds. Another speeding-

up measure noted is the beginning made in Edinburgh
to arrange the cars so that both ends can be used
for the movement of passengers, rather than to compel
the entire ingress and egress to take place from both
decks at the rear platform as is almost universally

the case.

The single-truck car also seems still to satisfy most
of the managements, and the "jazzing" (nosing) of

these cars militates against any real speed of transit.

The absence of air braking is notable, as is also the

continued use of the electric track brake, despite the
serious wear on the rail at stopping points. British

tramcars are lighter per seat than ours, due mainly
to the double-deck wood construction, use of single

trucks largely, or in any event, the use of only two
motors even on two-bogey cars. Generally speaking,

British tramcars are better painted, cleaner, better

maintained, lighter in weight and less noisy, but
slower and less comfortable than our street cars in

America.

The one important new idea with respect to car

design comes from Paris, where 100 new cars have
been placed in service which have the two motors
mounted on the body, each driving one of the two
axles by means of beveled gears. This design appears

to offer an interesting means of reducing both the

total and the unsprung weight, where it is possible

to use a four-wheel car.

The most interesting thing about British track con-

struction is that practically no cross ties are used. The
rail is laid directly upon the concrete, with tie rods
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to hold the gage. Lighter cars, lower speeds and

less severe temperature changes perhaps account for

the success of this lighter track construction. The
committee would hesitate to express an opinion that

such construction would stand up under American
conditions. But it may be worth while to raise the

question and to show and describe the details of con-

struction, as is done in another section of the report.

Another feature of British track construction that

is worthy of note is the process by which thermit

rail joints are made under pressure with apparently

very beneficial results.

Besides corrugation of the rail, which British tram-

way men appear to be bothered about as much as we,

they have another serious trouble which is in the

nature of a coning wear of both wheel and rail head,

slanting downward toward the gage line. This con-

trasts markedly with the tendency of the American
wheel tread and rail head to wear flat. As the coning

becomes worse, the tendency of the single-truck cars

to "jazz" increases.

The in situ treatment of rails is still in the experi-

mental stage in Europe, but the experience thus far

seems to indicate that it is at least of value in eliminat-

ing corrugation.

With respect to motor buses, the newer designs

abroad still remind one of the early designs in this

country, wherein tbe vehicle was an adaptation of a

truck chassis rather than one intended in its whole

make-up for passenger carrying duties. But despite

this fact, buses are being far more extensively used

in London and Paris than in any of our American

cities, and they have much to teach us on the use of

buses and chars-a-bancs in special tour services.

Steam passenger buses in Great Britain, to which

there have been many references in this country in

the last two years, have all ceased operation, and as

far as the committee could learn, there is no steam

bus operation in England and Scotland at present. The
gasoline-electric bus is being tried out on a rather

extensive scale in London, and in a limited way elsewhere

in England. Their advantage is still a matter of doubt.

The use of trackless trolleys and the design of the

vehicle are both still very much in the experimental

stage in Great Britain and France. The committee

was able to find no substantial enthusiasm for this

type of transportation as compared with the motor

bus. There has been a tendency on the part of some

tramway managers to favor the trackless trolley be-

cause, with its lower center of gravity, they felt safe

in making it an inclosed-top double-deck vehicle.

Double decks and British tramway men are inseparable.

But just recently, some inclosed-top double-deck motor

buses have been placed in trial service which give

promise of meeting requirements equally well.

Both in London and in Paris, the underground serv-

ice is made attractive by the attention given to the

interior appearance of the cars and the absence of

severe congestion, even in the rush hours. There are,

of course, nothing like the peaks to be handled in

either of these cities that we have in New York or

Chicago, for example, and the development of these

systems has not been hampered by political abuse.

The later London underground cars are particularly

notable for their comfortable velour upholstered seats.

The Paris underground seats are attractive in appear-

ance, but are rather uncomfortable. Both the London

and Paris subway cars are less noisy than our New

York cars, but the reason is primarily that the windows
are kept closed and many of the cars are built of

wood—a practice which would not be permitted in this

country. The London management has also made a

particular study of noise reduction on its new steel

cars and has met with some success. This, and the

new attractive cars, and the use of escalators have
been important factors in holding patronage in the
face of the heavy surface competition. The deep level

of many of the London subways militates seriously

against the building of traffic. Thus, it takes a rather

long ride to make sufficient saving in time to induce

a rider to make the long descent to the rapid transit

system. For this reason the underground lines are

now being extended into outlying territories, and of

course the distance fare helps to make this feasible.

Another factor which favors the surface systems is

that the speed of the underground trains in both Lon-
don and Paris is not as fast as that of our New York
and Chicago rapid transit lines.

One factor which greatly favors the operation of

buses in London and Paris, and which should not be
overlooked, is that there is nothing like the street

congestion there that we have in our large American
cities. This is due to the very much smaller use of

private automobiles and to the absence of high build-

ings with the attendant heavy concentration of business

people in a limited area. Thus, in both London and
Paris, whatever street congestion there is, and it is

fairly bad at certain points, is caused almost entirely

by motor buses and taxicabs.

The regulation of street traffic is notable. There
is almost no evidence of any control, yet traffic jams
and collisions between vehicles are exceedingly rare.

No use is made of any mechanical means of signaling

traffic, not even the simple semaphore. Traffic largely

takes care of itself, and the pedestrian, above all other

users of the streets, must look out for himself.

The zone fare system used everywhere abroad pro-

duces a remarkable amount of short-haul riding. This

suggests the thought that with the introduction of

bus service in co-ordination with street railway service

in America, it might be possible to start the bus oflf

on a zone fare system, and use the bus to develop and
handle short rides.

The general courtesy of British tramway, railway and
bus platform men and their apparent desire to be
friendly in their attitude toward passengers was an-

other outstanding impression.

A general characteristic of travel in British cities,

over which an American marvels, is the universal prac-

tice of permitting passengers to jump on and off

moving cars, buses, and even underground trains.

English women have certainly mastered the "face

forward" rule. Half the time tramways and buses seem
hardly to stop at all, or at least the interchange

of passengers is almost wholly made while the vehicle

is in motion. London's tunnel trains come in and
leave the stations with several of the doors open. Many
passengers hop off before the train stops and some
even rush out, open the doors and jump on after the

train has started. One would think that the companies
would spend half their revenue in accident claims, but
actually such expenditures are quite low.

James W. Welsh,
Harley A. Johnson,
Harry L. Brown.
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The Upper View Shows a Characteristic Traffic Scene on the Strand When Traffic Is

Moving Normally. On Queen Victoria Street, Shown in the Lower View,
Buses and Taxicabs Make. Up the Major Part of Street Traffic
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Observations on Foreign Practice
Committee on Foreign Operation of American Electric Railway Association Presents Report as Result

of Study in England, Scotland, France and Switzerland—The Policies Abroad with Respect
to the Relations of Tramway and Bus Are Told and Analyzed, the Designs

of Rolling Stock Are Treated and Numerous Aspects of Trans-
portation Across the Water Are Discussed

BY

James W. Welsh
Executive Secretary

American Electric Railway
Association

Harley A. Johnson
Assistant to General Manager

Chicago Rapid Transit Company
President American Electric Railway

Engineering Association

Harry L. Brown
Editor

Electric Railway
Journal

To the American Electric Railway
Association :

Pursuant to the instructions of Presi-

dent Britten 1. Budd, American Electric

Railway Assocation, the committee on
foreign operation submits the following

report

:

At the meeting of the executive com-
mittee on June 20, President Budd said

he believed it desirable, in furthering

the general effort toward modernization
of the industry, to send a. committee of

three abroad to study foreign tramway,
bus and railway operation, and bring
back to the electric railways in America
any ideas, which in the light of the
committee's knowledge of American
practices, seemed to offer possibilities

of improving the service rendered the
public by our companies. He felt that
the association could probably not af-

ford to pay the expenses of the entire

committee on so extensive a trip, but
said that his companies would send
one man, if Electric Railway Jour-
nal would send another and the asso-
c'ation the third. The executive com-
mittee approved of this plan and James
H. McGraw, president McGraw-Hill
Company, Inc., readily agreed to the
proposal when approached by Mr.
Budd.
The itinerary of the committee fol-

lowed out in its studies in Europe is

shown in an adjacent column. In gen-
eral, this covered two weeks in Lon-

don, one week in northern England
and Scotland, one week in Paris and
one week on the electrified railroads in

Switzerland and southern France. The
committee spent its time on each prop-
erty looking into those things which
appeared to be of particular interest,

though it attempted, so far as time per-
mitted, to go over the construction and
operating practices of the company in

general.
In practically every in.stance dis-

cussions were had with the manage-
ment as to the operating results and
trend of business, and its policy with
respect to bus and trackless trolley in

relation to the tramway. Information
was sought as to any new construction

or operating methods which the man-
agement considered in the nature of
improvements that would interest

American railway companies. The com-
mittee rode the cars, buses and trackless
trolleys of each system, observed traffic

conditions, inspected shops and car-

houses, new track construction, power
facilities and overhead construction,
and made inquiry with respect to the
relations between city authorities and
tramway and bus undertakings. In its

travels on the steam railways, the com-
mittee made particular note of the type
of rolling stock used, the condition of
the roadbed and its type of construction,
courtesy of employees, general attention
given to passengers, dining car and

sleeping car facilities, speeds of oper-
ation, and any features tending to at-

tract traffic.

The committee naturally allotted a
large share of its time to the transpor-
tation systems of Great Britain because
of the greater similarity of the oper-

ation there with American conditions.

The Brit'sh electric railway men showed
a splendid willingness and desire to give
the committee all engineering and oper-
ating data requested and to assist it in

seeing any part of the operation, not to

mention the attentions which helped to

make the visit pleasant. Not such a
wealth of information was secured ahout
the systems on the Continent, partly be-

cause of the handicap of the language
and because many of the principal rail-

way executives were unfortun:itely

away on holiday.

The committee wishes to make aic-

knowledgment of the great assistance
afforded it through letters of introduc-
tion to European officials, which were
supplied by a number of Amercan rail-

way executives and manufacturers. It

wishes particularly to mention that
Thomas W. Casey, vice-president Na-
tional Pneumatic Company, placed his

Paris Representative, Frank M. Dela-
ney, at our entire disposal, and that he
accompanied us on our calls upon rail-

way people and acted as our interpreter

and otherwise greatly facilitated our
studies in France and Switzerland.

The Place of the Systems

THE question of whether the surface street rail-

way is to be replaced with some other form of

vehicle, and in general the place of tram, bus,

trackless trolley and tube, are as live topics in Europe
as they are in the United States. After looking into

this phase of foreign practice particularly, the com-
mittee came away with the impression that the ideas

about these questions are not quite as well crystallized

abroad as they are here at home. Everywhere we
went in Great Britain the tramway officials were more
or less concerned about the bus and were studying its

possibilities. A very few of them expressed themselves

as feeling that the tramway would sooner or later be

displaced by the road vehicle, but they were not able to

give satisfactory answers in any case as to how the

total traffic now being hauled by the tramways could

be handled by buses. In no place is the bus handling

the peak-load traffic, nor is any attempt being made
to handle it with buses, not even in London where a total

of 4,800 buses are in operation.

Some of the more progressive managers are bring-

ing the bus into use in conjunction with the tram-

way, feeling that to have buses in operation is the best

means of keeping control of the local situation and

avoiding destructive competition. One might suppose

that with municipal ownership, which exists in a

majority of the cities in Great Britain, the IdcuI

authorities would be able to prevent competition with
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Buses extend many of the Sheffield Corporation Tramway lines

to points outside the city, sei;Ting as feeders and keeping
out competitive bus operators. They also make a

good profit. No trackless trolleys here

their own systems. However, this is not the case.

The authority to operate buses or any form of trans-

portation over a given route is a parliamentary grant.

While the local authorities are given an opportunity to

try to show cause why competitive lines should not

be established, the decision as to whether or not there

should be additional transportation facilities rests with
Parliament, and the local authorities not only can
be overruled but have been. A local tramway concern

cannot extend its own rail lines nor engage in bus
operation without specific parliamentary authority for

each undertaking.

In general, the tramway officials are installing buses
as feeders to the tramway system or to replace a tram-
way line here and there when confronted with the

necessity to rebuild the track and pavement on a

route where the traffic is light. It is also usually in

a case of the latter type that the trackless trolley has
been installed, and this primarily because the overhead
construction was already up.

Some British managers consider that the choice of
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Tram and bus system of the Manchester Corporation Tramwaya
and the neighboring oonnecting tram lines. No

trackless trolleys here

Itinerary of the

Committee on Foreign Operation

Wednesday, July 9 . . . . Sailed from New York.
Tuesday, July 15 Arrived London.
Wednesday, July 16... London Underground Railways.

Thursday, July 17 London General Omnibus Company,
Chiswick Works.

Friday, July 18 London Underground Railways.

Saturday, July 19 London Underground Railways.

Sunday, July 20 Trip over London, Brighton & South-
ern Railroad; London to Brighton
and return, and tour of Brighton
tram system.

Monday, July 21 Tramways of London Underground
Group.

Tuesday, July 22 London Undergrround Railways.
Wednesday, July 23 . . . London County Council Tramways.
Thursday, July 24 London County Council Tramways.
Friday, July 25 Inspecting London traffic and or-

ganizing data collected.

Saturday, July 26 Same.
Sunday, July 27 Sleeper London to Glasgow over

London Midland & Scottish Rail-

way.

Monday, July 28 Glasgow Corporation Tramways.
Tuesday, July 29 Edinburgh Corporation Tramways.
Wednesday, July 30 . . . Leeds Corporation Tramways and

Bradford Corporation Tramways.
Thursday, July 31. .. .Sheffield Corporation Tramways &

Motors.

Friday, Aug. 1 Manchester Corporation Tramways.
Saturday, Aug. 2 Birmingham Corporation Tramways

and Motors.

Sunday, Aug. 3 London. Rode long country bus
route of L. G. O.

Monday, Aug. 4 British Empire Exhibition, Wembley.
Tuesday, Aug. 5 British Empire Exhibition, Wembley.
Wednesday, Aug. 6. . . .London Underground, Acton Works.
Thursday, Aug. 7 Articulated train over Great North-

ern Railway, London to Doncaster
and return.

Friday, Aug. 8 Non-stop run, 207i miles, over Great
Western Railway, London to Ply-
mouth and return.

Saturday, Aug. 9 London to Paris.

Sunday, Aug. 10 Char-a-banc trip, Paris to Versailles
and return.

Monday, Aug. 11 Conference with officials of Midi and
Paris-Orleans railways.

Tuesday, Aug. 12 Metropolitan underground railway.

Wednesday, Aug. 13... Paris to Berne, Switzerland, via

Chemins de Fer de I'Est.

Thursday, Aug. 14. . . . Berne local tramway and Swiss Fed-
eral Railways.

Friday, Aug. 15 Rode electric locomotive Berne to

Thun; electric and electric-rack
railways Interlaken to Jungfrau-
yoch and return.

Saturday, Aug. 16. ... Interlaken to Geneva; rode electric

locomotives (three-phase and one-
phase) Brigue to Lausanne.

Sunday, Aug. 17 Geneva to Toulouse, France.
Monday, Aug. 18 Toulouse to Tarbes; rode electric

locomotive Tarbes to Lourdes,
where inspected mercury arc sub-
station. Night trip to Paris.

Tuesday, Aug. 19 Arrived Paris 11 a.m.; inspected
new multiple-unit equipment of
French State Railway.

Wednesday, Aug. 20. . .Paris tramways and buses.
Thursday, Aug. 21. .. .Metropolitan underground; shops

and traffic study.

Friday, Aug. 22 Called on Transport Commission.
Saturday, Aug. 23 Paris to Cherbourg; sailed for

U. S. A.
Friday, Aug. 29 Arrived New York.
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system is a matter of growth of traffic; that the bus

should be replaced by the trackless trolley after traffic

has reached a certain density, and then that the

ultimate system will be the tramway when the traffic

becomes dense. While a number of the tramway offi-

cials explain the possible field of the three in this

manner, no such actual transition has taken place, and
the in-between field of the trackless trolley is so limited

that others think its place could easily be dispensed

with by operating the buses a little longer than they

should be operated from an economic standpoint, and
beginning the operation of tramways a little earlier

than they should be.

How Various Tramways Are Treating

the Bus

IN VIEW of the absence of definite opinion as to the

place of the bus, it is perhaps as enlightening as any-

thing to tell what has been done up to date in each

of the provincial cities visited in England and Scot-

land. In Glasgow, which has long been a city of par-

ticular interest because of the high density of traffic

which is a parliamentary body, would not grant operat-

ing rights to a competitive undertaking, if application

were made, on account of the completeness of the

service rendered by the tramway. He had not made
definite plans at the time of our visit as to where his

new buses would be operated, but he feels that he should

operate some buses in order to determine their field

if there is one in Glasgow. The Glasgow Corporation

has built considerable extensions to the tramway sys-

tem since the war, some of these lines extending out

into undeveloped territory and to public parks. A
good deal of this work has been done as a part of the

general program prevalent in Great Britain of provid-

ing employment, and in connection with the widening
of streets and the extensive housing developments.

Edinburgh Citizens Showed Their Desire to
Retain Tram

In Edinburgh, Scotland, the Edinburgh Corporation

Tramways are now operating 86 buses of the single-

deck, 32-seat, two-man type. The first operation of

buses began three years ago when the rail lines were
still being operated by cable. Several routes were
operated entirely with buses and at first they made a

DUMBARTON mmmt^ _/ \ stirlin&^^^^-.s-^
rJ

DUNB^RTON

J -OF ^^--^^V^

BUR6H OF
JOHNSTONE ^

Tramways
*~- Subway

Miles

The lines o( the Glasgow Corporation Tramways cover the city so thoroushly and provide so treqnent and cheap
a service that there has been no attempt at bns competition

and low rate of fare, the tramway has not placed any

buses in operation as yet, but now has 14 on order.

Furthermore, there is no bus competition there as yet.

In view of the competition which has sprung up in

various other cities, it may be interesting to point out

certain reasons why there has been none in Glasgow.

In the first place, the rate of fare is extremely low

and the frequency of service is very close and nearly

all of the available streets are occupied with tram lines,

so that the possibilities for profitable independent bus

operation are obviously limited. James Dalrymple, gen-

eral manager of the Glasgow Corporation Tramways,
expressed the belief that the Ministry of Transport,

strong appeal, but later the public reacted strongly

against them. This was because of the vibration, noise

and slow loading and unloading. Some of this opera-

tion was over roads paved with granite block, and as

the buses were equipped with solid tires, the vibration

was bad and the riding uncomfortable. The buses were

also unpopular because their limited capacity made it

necessary often to leave passengers at various comers,

who then had to wait for the next bus or walk.

Some of the dissatisfaction was overcome by the use

of pneumatic tires, which did away with the vibration

and also saved in gasoline consumption and body main-

tenance, and the tires cost little more. But the most
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Eldlnhargh Corporation Tramways system

This shows the relation of tram and bus
routes. Buses operate over Prince's Street in

the rush hours, paralleling the tram line on the

means of Increas-principal thoroughfare as
ing the street capacity, and also on several
loutes into the outskirts of the city.

interesting part of the experiment was that the experi-

ence with these early type buses, which were not all

that might be desired, led to a clamor for tramway
lines rather than bus lines and probably was a factor

in the decision to electrify all the cable lines. This has

been done during the last two years. When some of

these bus routes were replaced by the electric tram, the

tramcars carried all of the passengers who offered

themselves, even with a 1-minute longer headway, and

The nrlglibortiiB tramway syotemH of VeeiU iiiul Rriiilford, nhoninir trarkleHS trolley
routes In both cities and bus lines In Leeds

the total revenue was substan-

tially better, as there were

fewer walkers.

TTie opinion of R. Stuart

Pilcher, manager, is that there

is a general iield for buses

everywhere, but he does not

think that they will do away
with the trams. The most
serious disadvantage is that

not enough buses can be

operated to handle the rush-

hour loads. The buses are

being used in Edinburgh now
not only as feeders to the ti'am

lines, but to parallel the tram-
way on Prince's Street, which
is the main thoroughfare,

during the rush hour as a
means of increasing the

capacity of the rail line on
that street. The company is

also operating 15 pneumatic-
tired chars-a-bancs in tours

from 10 to 20 miles out of

Edinburgh and charging a

,

fare of Is. to 2s. These chars-

j

a-bancs are not run unless a I

three-quarter full load is available. Last year some
50,000 passengers were carried on char-a-banc trips at

a profit of £4,000.

Leeds Operates Both Buses and Trackless Trolleys

The Leeds Corporation Tramways, Leeds, England, is

,

operating 14 trackless trolley buses over 8 miles of

route. The corporation is also operating eight motor-

buses on lines which serve as extensions of the tram
lines to new housing develop-

ments. The principal track-!

less trolley installation in
I

Leeds replaced a tramway i

line and was put in when the!

corporation was faced with
|

the necessity to rebuild thei

track. This line was operated

with a 5-minute headway of

the tram, though not more
than a 10 or 15-minute head-
way was needed to handle the

traffic. Other trackless trolley

lines were installed to provide

crosstown service or exten-

sions to the tram lines. The
trackless trolleys that are

used in Leeds seat 60 pas-

sengers, are of double-deck

design and weigh 7 tons 12

cwt. (17,024 lb.). The tram-

cars seat 56 passengers on
the two decks and weigh 11

tons 4 cwt. (25,088 lb.). The
corresponding energy con-

sumption is 1.6 kw.-hr. per

car-mile for the trackless

trolleys and 1.78 kw.-hr. per

car-mile for the trams. An
effort is made to carry only a
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seated load in the trackless trolley, while a standing load

of 12 passengers is permitted on the trams. The
maintenance cost of the trackless trolley has been found

to be just about the same as that of the tram. No road

maintenance tax is paid for the trackless trolley except

the vehicle tax, which is based on the carrying capacity.

The opinion of the Leeds management is that where the

traffic on a given line required not closer than a 10-

minute service, the trackless trolley is the best vehicle,

while buses should be installed for headways of 25 or

30 minutes.

Another instance came to light in Leeds of the people

preferring the tramway where the headway was long,

because it had the capacity to carry all the passengers

who offered themselves. This was on a route where
three one-man, 20-seat, pneumatic-tired buses were pro-

viding the service. It was frequently necessary for the

bus to leave some of the passengers because of the

definite limitation of its capacity.

The corporation is nov/ engaged in the building of a

3J-mile extension of the tram system to the village of

Middleton, primarily to take care of the week-end and

holiday riding to a park and also to serve a new housing

development. The headway required normally will be

very infrequent, but considerable capacity is needed

on these heavy days. The fact that there is no direct

road between Leeds and Middleton was given as the

primary reason for building a tram line rather than

to operate buses. This means that the tram line is

being built on private right-of-way with open-type track
construction. An interesting sidelight in Leeds is that

J. B. Hamilton, manager of the corporation tramways,
is also in charge of the street improvements and street

cleaning and is able to correlate the tram and road
work.

Trackless Trolleys But No Buses in Bradford

R. H. Wilkinson, manager of the corporation tram-
ways in Bradford, England, is a great believer in track-

less trolleys and has 20 such vehicles of various designs
in operation. He believes that trackless trolleys could

be used practically anywhere. No motor, buses are in

use by this corporation. None of the trackless trolley

routes is paying, however, and Mr. Wilkinson ex-

plained that the reason is that all of them are operating

on routes where the traffic is so light that there is no
possibility of their paying, but they provide a service

demanded by the city. They are operated on crosstown

lines and as extensions to tram lines. It costs about

the same to operate a trackless trolley as a tramcar, ex-

clusive of fixed charges. A road tax of £70 a year is

required for each vehicle. Mr. Wilkinson believes that

it will be possible to handle any traffic with the trackless

trolley as well as with the tram, except where there

are bad gradients. He says that the trackless trolleys

are being kept in service absolutely on their merit, but

comments also that the people of Bradford do not like

them and that the tramway committee is not inclined to

MaiKliird Type of Car Used on the SlieffleW «. ..ii.oi iUloii Tramways

This car, fitted with plate glass windows
and curved plate glass vestibule windows,
upper and lower deck, is one of the most
attractive cars seen abroad by the commit-
tee- The absence of advertisements on the
outside of these cars, and on the Edinl^urgh

cars, which are present on the trams in

many cities of Great Britain, greatly en-
hances the appearance. The Shetfleld cars
were particularly inviting In appearance
when lighted at night, on account of the
glistening of the curved vestibule windows.

which appeared to be highly polished on
every car. This Sheffield car seats 70

;

weighs 13 ton 7 cwt (29,904 lb.), and is

equipped with two 50-hp. motors. The
Inset shows the swivel harp used generally
in England.
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authorize any further extensions of them. Some light

may be thrown on this by reference to the design of

these vehicles, which is discussed elsewhere.

An eflfort has been made by the management to se-

cure authority from Parliament to operate motor bus

lines into outlying territories, but this has been opposed

by the surrounding communities on the ground that

they think that if the corporation tramway of Bradford
were to supply them with transportation service, this

would tend to bring about their absorption into the city.

Nevertheless, they want bus service into Bradford and
would welcome it if supplied by a private company.
The committee thought this was a rather interesting

sidelight on municipal ownership.

While there is no bus competition in Bradford at the

present time, there are a large number of buses operat-

ing out into the country from the ends of the tram lines.

The railway out to the city limits takes thousands of

passengers who are picked up there by buses and de-

livered to their homes outside the city. If these buses

should come into the city, even though they did not pick

up any local city passengers, they would nevertheless

take away from the tramway a very large patronage

which it now has.

On this question of competition, the opinion was ex-

pressed here in Bradford that if application was made
for operation of buses by a private enterprise within

Birminirham Corporation Tramways gystem comprisea tram,
Tha bus lines are larrely circumferential and all «

the city, which of course would be opposed by the tram-

way authorities, the Ministry of Transport would prob-

ably grant the right, because the government is now
tending to favor private business. The comment was
also made that municipal works in Great Britain have
reached their zenith.

A Progressive Development of Both Tram
AND Bus in Sheffield

In Sheffield, the tramway-bus situation is particularly

interesting. Under the direction of A. R. Feamley, man-
ager Sheffield Corporation Tramways and Motors, not

only is the tramway being used to its best possibilities,

but an extensive use of buses is being made in co-ordi-

nation with the rail lines. There are now 56 buses in

use on services which are very largely extensions of

the tram lines and which do not compete with the rail

lines. These bus lines are not only serving as good
feeders to the tramway system and keeping out compe-
tition, but they are also showing, as a whole, a sub-

stantial profit in themselves. Mr. Feamley commented
that the bus undertaking is financing itself out of rev-

enue. Trackless trolley powers have been obtained from
Parliament but have not been exercised, Mr. Fearnley

feeling that economically there is no particular place for

this type of vehicle.

Mr. Fearnley is not at all of the opinion that the

tramway is a back number,
but considers that the bus
business is very attractive

and that the tramway people

should get into it and prepare
to dominate the local trans-

portation field. If the motor
bus is to be the vehicle of the

future, the tramway people

should be the ones to op-

erate it.

As evidence of the faith in

the tram, the Sheffield Cor-
poration Ti^amways has re-

newed 50 per cent of the

trackage in the last 5i years.

An extension H miles long is

being made this year, and
three lines were extended last

year. The extension being
made this year is in connec-

tion with a road-widening
project and the tram line

takes the place of a bus exten-

sion of a tram line, because
the people did not like to have
to transfer from tram to bus.

and the management did not

want to parallel its tram line

for 2i miles with buses.

Nevertheless, in every place

where rebuilding of the tracks

becomes necessary, the man-
agement is giving serious con-

sideration to the advisability

of installing buses rather than
to put the new investment
into track. In one case this

. . ,, . „ decision has been made. The
bus and tracklesH trolley. t^ . n ,

itbin city limits Pctrc Street tram line,
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Liatest Kingle-deck 33-Keat bu« of the Sheffield Corporation Tramways, which Is typical
of the newest designs of bases mannfaetnred in Engrland

although a good paying rail route, with a 10-minute and
6-minute headway, is to be replaced by a bus service

with a 5-minute headway. Use will probably be made
of a new type of double-deck bus seating 52 passengers
and having the top inclosed, of which the company now
has one trial bus, described elsewhere. The high
cost of replacing the track was one factor in the decision

to substitute buses, but another one was that the tram
line was short and had a rather poor terminus, while
the bus line, which will be substituted for it, will extend
some distance farther out and reach a better terminus.

The street over which this extension of route will be
made was rather too narrow to permit of satisfactory

rail operation.

Except for this new bus line which will shortly be

installed on Petre Street and one other bus line inside

the city, as shown on the accompanying map, all of the

bus routes operated by the Sheffield Corporation Tram-
ways extend outside of the city and are distinctly in

the nature of extensions of and feeders to the tram-
way system. Mr. Fearnley considers that these out-

lying bus routes are a benefit to the tramway system

and to the city, even if the operations have to be con-

ducted at a loss. In fact, one poor tram line in Sheffield

has been turned into a paying line as a result of busi-

ness brought to it by the corporation's own buses

and by competitive buses operating into the country.

The total revenue derived from bus
operation for the year ended March
31, 1924, was £96,351. The operating

expenses were £72,973, leaving a net

balance of £23,378. The deductions

for fixed charges, sinking funds,

renewals, etc., and the net income were
as follows:

The figure for bus mileage operated
during the year is confidential, but it

may be said that the total expense, in-

cluding operating expenses, interest,

sinking fund,* renewals and all other
charges, figured for both bus and
tram, showed a total cost of 3d. i)er

mile less for buses than for trams.
This, however, is not on an equivalent

seating capacity basis, and if this is

taken into account, the cost per pas-
senger would show up much more
favorably for the tram.

In considering this matter of seat-

ing capacity, the newest type Sheffield

cars seat 70, while the new inclosed-

type double-deck bus seats 52, and it

is expected that future double-deck buses will seat 60.

The 52-seat bus must pay a license of £70 a year. The
maximum speed of both tram and bus is about the same,
but the buses make about 1 m.p.h. higher average sched-

ule speed on account of operation on country roads.

The Tram Is the Thing in Manchester with
Limited Field for the Bus

The opportunity for operation of buses in co-ordina-

tion with the rail lines by the Manchester Corporation
Tramways is rather more limited than that of most of

the British tramway systems. On five-sixths of the

circumference of the city the lines of the Manchester
corporation connect with other tram lines, so the only

place where buses can be operated without being in

competition is in the south sector of the city. Here
the corporation has 30 buses in service, including

those few which are operated in crosstown service. As
indicated, the lines in this south sector of the city are in

the nature of extensions of the tramway system.

Henry Mattinson, general manager, expressed the

opinion that buses may be used to advantage as feeders,

but that he has not the slightest doubt that the tramway
is the best means of handling the major transportation

service. Buses cannot be operated successfully except

at practically double the rate of fare on the tramways.
Furthermore, nearly three buses would have to be

Interest £1,476
Sinkinu fund 6,188
Income tax 62
Renewals 6, 1 88

Tot*l deductions £13,914

Net revenue £23,378
Total deductions 13,914

Net income £9,464

This net income was expended for

new buses, garage facilities and other

capital expenditures.

•By parliamentary act, Investment in
buses by municipal systems must be amor-
tized at the rate of one-eighth a year ; tram-
ways, one-twenty-fifth a year.

This Is typical of the present day London tram car, which seats 78 passenxers and is

equipped with doable maxliaam traction trucks and macnetic tra<-k bralces
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operated for one tram. He considers that independent

buses cannot compete with the tramway systems at an

equal rate of fare, and that bus lines will ultimately

become tramway lines as the territory develops.

As to the field of the trackless trolley, none of which

is in use in Manchester, Mr. Mattinson thinks that there

may possibly be an economic field for it between bus

. and tram, but this field is so narrow as to be eliminated

in many cases. He thought that the principal opportu-

nity to use it would be where a tram line was to be

replaced by some form of road vehicle, and here, with

•the overhead already up, it probably would be more
economical to operate trolley buses than buses.

The soundness of the Manchester tramway position is

reflected in the construction program which is being

carried out. During the year ended March 31, 1924,

the track mileage was increased by 8 miles, or nearly

4 per cent of the total mileage. A number of additional

track extensions are now under construction, and peti-

tions are before Parliament for authority to build others

in connection with housing developments. The corpora-

tion is also rebuilding 30 of its single-truck cars a year

into larger double-truck cars with a seating capacity of

82. On rebuilding, the cars are also equipped with new
motors. These rebuilt cars weigh 14 tons and are

legally permitted to carry 12 standees, but they easily

carry 100 passengers.

Birmingham Buses in Crosstown Service ; Trackless
Trolley Replaces Tram on Narrow Street

The Birmingham Corporation Tramways has 78 buses

and 12 trackless trolleys in operation. The buses, ex-

cept for one experimental inclosed-top double-deck type,

are all of single-deck design, while the trackless trolleys

are all of double-deck design. The latter seat 52 pas-

sengers, as does also the double-deck bus. The double-

deck bus and the trackless trolley weigh just about

the same.

The motor bus services of the tramway corporation

are all within the city limits and are of a circumferen-

tial or crosstown nature, though some of the routes

run into the center of the city. Outside of the city

there is a very large bus undertaking by an independent

private company, but there is no competition. The
tramway has an agreement with the bus company
whereby the corporation does not run buses outside of

the city and the independent bus company does not pick

up any city passengers, although it brings the suburban
passengers into the center of the city. The independent

company is big enough to prevent competition outside

of the city, and the tramway service is so complete

as to do the same thing within the city. If an inde-

pendent bus picks up a strictly city passenger, it is

required to charge him twice the tramway fare and
turn over to the tramway the usual fare. These cir-

cumferential bus services of the tramway were reported

to be paying, and it was said that the suburban traffic

of the independent company was growing very rapidly.

In 1921 the corporation substituted trackless trolley

operation for one of its tram lines, the occasion having
arisen to rebuild the track. This tramway line was a
single-track route with sidings, and the best that could

be done was to provide a 5-minute headway. The street

was not wide enough to put in double track, so the cor-

poration decided to try out trackless trolleys, as these

could be run at any headway and reconstruction of the

track also avoided. This line extended through a thickly

populated combined residential and business district of

lower class and really needed better than a 5-minute

headway of trams.

During the first year of operation of trackless trol-

leys, 46 per cent more mileage was operated, producing

27 per cent increase in gross receipts and 37 per cent

increase in net revenue. The detailed comparison be-

tween the last 12 months of tram operation on this line

and the first 12 months of trackless trolley operation

follows

:

Gross
Car-Miles Receipts Profits

Railless, 12 months ended March 31, 1924 339,396 $123,790 53 $40,114.19
Tramcars during previous 1 2 months 232,165 97,672.72 29,302.79

Increase 107,231 $26,117.81 $10,811.40
Percentage increase 46. 2 26. 7 36. 8

Alfred Baker, general manager, considers this the

first instance where trackless trolleys have been installed

where they really had a chance to make a showing.

Both the management and the passengers are well satis-

fied with this trackless trolley service. The service is

fairly fast, the vehicles give a sensation of more mobil-

ity than many of the trackless trolleys and they

ride well.

Mr. Baker was very positive in his views on motor
buses. He believes they are of great value as feeders

and extensions out into districts not yet thickly popu-

lated. With traffic built up sufficiently, bus lines will

later be replaced with tram lines. He had no idea that

the motor bus will replace the tram for handling traflSc

in the built-up portions of cities. There are certain spe-

cial cases where the trackless trolley may also work in.

Buses require a higher fare, because while the operat-

ing expenses are about the same as for trams, the

reating capacity per vehicle is smaller. The peak load

in Birmingham would militate against any possibility

of such substitution of buses. This is illustrated by the

fact that during the non-rush hours two-thirds of the

tramcars are in the carhouses from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and

are all out during the two rush hours. Applications are

now before Parliament for permission to build 6 miles

of tram-line extensions. The company is also gradually

replacing its 54-seat single-truck cars with 70-seat

double-truck cars.

This sums up the conditions surrounding the use of

the bus and trackless trolley in the cities outside Lon-

don visited by the committee. These situations are

more nearly comparable with those which prevail in

most of our American cities than is that in London. The
London situation is so vei-y different, really unique, that

the committee feels this must be discussed entirely by
itself. In order to get a fair view of the problem, one

must first have a general idea of the variety of facilities

that are serving London and of the great extent and
overlapping of the various systems and the many other

complicating features.

Air washers and ozonizers used heretofore in venti-

lating the London Underground tubes are being done

away with. There is so much iron rust and dust in the

tubes themselves that it seems unnecessary to go to such

great lengths to introduce absolutely pure air. The
tubes are ventilated the year around except on a few
very cold days. In summer the temperature in the tubes

ranges from 70 to 77 deg. About half of the heat is

dissipated by convection and conduction through the

walls and the remainder is taken care of by the venti-

lation.
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OmiiibuK terminal opposite Victoria railroad station, London, which is typicnl of
niimeroiis bus termlnalg at important loading points in various parts of the city

London's Complicated Transportation Situation
Buses, Trams and Underground All Bid for Patronage—Competition Keen Between the

Systems Under Same Management, Between Municipal and Private Management
and Between Bus Company and "Pirate" Buses—For the Moment

Londoners Have an Abundance of Service of AH Types

IONDON, with its extensive systems of tube and
tunnel railways, trams and omnibuses and

^ suburban steam lines, all working in a maze of

competition, has a transportation situation for which
there is probably no parallel in the United States. It

is so complicated that no one seems to have a clear

conception of the future course of development. But
this much is evident: If there is any merit in com-
petition, London is the place where we shall see the

result worked out. Meantime, the people of London
are getting the benefit (at least temporarily) of an
enormous duplication and excess of service. The com-

petitive aspect here, with bus, tram and tube often on

the same street, is the more unusual because the com-
petition is in part between systems under the same
management, as well as between separate managements,
and also between private and municipal enterprise, and
between organized companies and irresponsible, in-

dividual bus operators.

First, there is the London Underground Group of

transportation systems, under one management, which
comprises most of the underground tube and tunnel

railways; 114 route-miles, mostly double track, of

tramway lines, and a system of buses having a network
of 753 route-miles completely covering the city. Then
there is the Metropolitan underground railway, a
private company, and the London County Council

Tramway System, a municipal undertaking. The latter

is the major surface rail system and comprises 164

route-miles, practically all double track. The London
County Council operates 2,032 cars, the Underground
group tramways 553 tramcars—a total of 2,585 cars.

There are also a number of minor municipal systems

in outlying sections of the city. The London General
Omnibus Company operates 4,500 buses, being a sub-

sidiary of the Underground. Then there are some
300 individually owned buses, usually spoken of as

the "private" buses. The steam road suburban traffic

is also of considerable moment, as each railroad comes
into its own station, these stations being rather widely
separated and located in various parts of the city, and
each having a suburban traffic. An estimate of the

passenger traffic handled by each of these several sys-

tems, as furnished by Frank Pick, assistant managing
director of the Underground Group, is given here:

DIVISION OF TRAFFIC AMONG VARIOUS SYSTEMS
LONDON AND SUBURBS

Annual
Passengers

London [ Tubes and tunnels (including Metropolitan Ry.) 568,000,000
Underground |

Tramways 1 90,000,000
Group (Motor buses 1,214,000,000
London County Council Tramways 719,000,000
Suburban tram systems 1 26,000,000
Suburban steam traffic 343,000,000

3.160,000.000

Looking at the map of the London Underground, re-

produced herewith, it is difficult to imagine what could
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have determined so intricate and haphazard a mesh of

tube and tunnel railways. Obviously, there was no

plan behind it. The lack of a plan is explained at once

by the knowledge that the present underground system

is the unification under one management, except for

the Metropolitan Railway, of numerous independent un-

dertakings, each built by its special promoters without

any reference to the other railways, and only governed

by what seemed to offer a profitable route. Some of the

lines were built so that they competed with existing

tube or tunnel railways, for in those days Parliament

through routing of service between parts of the sys-

tem, and the very deep level of much of the system is

an almost insurmountable obstacle to traffic building.

This is better appreciated when it is known that one

can make as quick time on bus or tram, up to 4 miles,

as he can on the tube, taking into account the time

consumed in booking (buying a ticket) going down to

the train platform and then getting up out of the tube

again. The underground lines are thus quite suscep-

tible to the competition of the surface systems. Ac-

cordingly they are being developed now largely with

/7 \\ ^/;%r/'/e>-\v ifJoEnfieicI jfh^nSer^In^

Loncfon Courrfy
Council Trams

Underground
Group Trams
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The tramways of Iiondon. Note the absrnce of any Rnrface rail llnex In the central businrss area,

known as the old City of London and Westminster

definitely encouraged competitive transportation. Sim-
ilarly, each company had its owm ideas about the kind

of rolling stock it should use and the dimensions of its

tube or tunnel. Consequently, London now has an
underground system that can never truly be con-

solidated.

The Underground management is therefore con-

fronted with the task of joining the various lines as

far as possible by numerous interchange or transfer

points, using elevators and more recently escalators to

shorten the time between lines, and to encourage pas-

sengers to make the long descent to ride the deep level

tubes. The layout of lines, difference in clearances and
varying equipment virtually preclude any extensive

the idea of serving the long-haul riders. This is clearly

more feasible than in America, because of the distance

fare.

Together, the tramway lines operated by the Under-

ground and those operated by the London County Coun-

cil cover the entire city, with the exception of the

central district included in the old City of London and

a part of Westhiinster, an area about 2 miles by 6

miles in extent. The Underground tramways are

mainly in the northwest quadrant of the city, while

those of the London County Council are spread out

through the other three quadrants, serving particularly

the portion of the city south of the Thames. These

two tramway systems in general are not competitive.
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The outstanding difference between the London tram-

ways and American street railways lies in their ex-

clusion from this central area. This district comprises

the main business, shopping, theater, church, and the

sightseeing and governmental activities. Obviously,

this exclusion, which dates back to horse-car days, is a

tremendous handicap to the trams, especially now that

bus operation is permitted in this inner area and covers

it completely. The buses not only operate inside this

territory but out into the other sections of the city

in every direction, competing with both the company

Lord Ashfield on the Future of

Tram and Bus

A RECOGNIZED authority on transportation in Lon-
don is, of course, Lord Ashfield, managing director

of the Underground Group of trams, buses and railways
(subways). The committee naturally sought from him
the policies being followed in the development of the
several services and his views with respect to the
future place of each system in London's general trans-

portation scheme.

Map of the bus roates operated by the Liondon General Omnibus Company,
which virtually coyer all liondon

owned and corporation* owned tramways, and with the

underground and steam railroads. People naturally

prefer to board the vehicle which will take them to

their destination without change, rather than ride the

tram or tube part way and then change to the bus,

even though this no-<;hange ride may require a slightly

longer time.

Nevertheless, London is so spread out and is so

uniformly built up to four or five stories that there

is a tremendous source of traffic outside the central

area from which the tramways can draw traffic.

•Municipal.

Lord Ashfield does not feel that buses could carry

all of the people now handled by tramways, as there is

insuflScient street space available. He thinks, however,

that the ultimate plan will be to have only buses and
rapid transit lines. Of course, he is speaking for

London only. Meantime, the tramways should be used

for the peak-load service primarily. And inasmuch as

they are essential now in the rush hours, they can be

operated in the oflf-peak hours too with comparatively

small additional expense. He said that it would be

very undesirable to supplant the tramways with buses

now, as this would precipitate the immediate necessity
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Map of the London Underground lines^ which lndioat«« how the HyHtem in made up of

numerous Individual routes built independently witliout regard to tlie

location of previously existing lines

to build extensive additions to the rapid transit system

long before it would be possible to finance them and
long before they are required.

Asked if all the passengers now handled by the tram,

which number one billion a year, could be handled by
buses. Lord Ashfield said that they could, in the event

that sufficient street space, which is not now available,

were provided. But the cost of widening streets would

be prohibitive, he continued, so that the trams are

necessary until such time as they can be replaced by
underground railways.

With the growing use of the bus, this means that

JOURNEYS PER HEAD OF POPULATION IN GREATER LONDON

and
Year Tunnels
1909 56
1910 59
1911 59
1912 59
1913 60
1914 59
1915 61
1916 66
1917 78
1918 88
1919 94
1920 97
1921 82
19 1 79
1923 76

Population Greater London
Population London County

es Total Gand
ated) Railways Omnibuses Tramways Total

95 51 96 242
98 52 106 256
98 55 1 13 266
98 75 109 282
98 100 308
95 102 311
99 91 303
104 94 317
120 88 331
135 92 360
145 116 403
151 125 419
129 125 389
125 143 138 396
122 163 136 421

1911 1921

7.251 1S1 7,840,201
.... 4,521,685 4,484,523

in some instances the tramways will have to be operated

at a loss, and the only way that this can be done in

the interest of the public service is that the several

forms of transportation shall be under a single manage-
ment with a pooling of results, so that, taken as a whole,

the transportation service may be conducted as a suc-

cessful business. The London General Omnibus Com-
pany and four of the companies comprised in the Under-
ground railways are now operating under a common
fund arrangement of this kind. There is also a work-
ing agreement between these companies and the tram-
way lines operated by the Underground people, although

the tram-line earnings are not actually included in the

common fund plan.

With these views about London transportation in

mind, Lord Ashfield expressed himself to the effect that

American operators are missing a great opportunity by
not quickly making greater use of the bus in co-ordina-

tion with the railways, in order to place themselves in

position to control the whole situation.

Lord Ashfield is of the opinion, as are all of his

assistants, that the people of London prefer the bus

to the tramway. None of them could explain why this

is, but it is a fact that was perfectly evident to us

from our observation in riding about the city on the

various forms of transit. Some of the reasons ad-

vanced for this popularity of the bus were as follows

:
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1. The exclusion of trams from the central business

district gives the bus what the tram oificials call the

"bus paradise." People must take the bus or the

underground to get into or out of this central district,

and as both buses and tubes continue on out into the

suburbs in practically all directions, they naturally con-

tinue to ride on the vehicle first boarded. This in part

explains why there are, in light traffic hours, more
passengers on the buses than on the trams out whefe
the two parallel each other on the same street.

2. The bus is a new form of transportation, while

the tram is old and there h^e been almost no changes

in its design in 30 years.

3. Buses come up to the curb, making boarding and

alighting easier, especially in the congested areas.

4. The tramcar is primarily the workman's vehicle.

Up to 8 a.m. he rides it at half fare by statutory pro-

vision included in the act of Parliament of 1870, under

which all of the tramways of Great Eritain still operate.

Class distinction runs rather high in England, and

many people will ride the bus who would not be seen

on the tram.

5. For some reason the tram has always been un-

popular. One reason assigned for this by Lord Ash-

field was that in the early development stage tram lines

were built in sections where they were unnecessary on

narrow streets, and were thereafter somewhat of an

obstruction to trafl^c and were disliked because of that.

6. There is a popular impression that the bus is faster

because it weaves in and out of traffic and passes other

buses and sometimes trams. However, actually, there

is little difference in its schedule speed.

7. A ride on the tram is rather prosaic, while the
ride on a bus, dodging in and out of traffic, has in it

some of the elements of adventure.

8. The open top on the bus has undoubtedly con-

tributed to its popularity on fair weather days. How-
ever, considerable study is being given in London to

closing in the upper deck so as to make the entire bus
capacity available in bad weather. The principal dif-

ficulty in this connection is the rigid restriction on bus
dimensions and weight imposed by Scotland Yards.
Asked what he thought about the desirability of

using double-deck buses in America, Lord Ashfield sai^

that he would not use anything else where the camber
(crown) of the road and road conditions would permit,

taking into account the high center of gravity of this

type of bus.

We asked his Lordship whether he thought the zone-

fare system should be applied in America. His answer
was "no." He reasoned that transportation benefits

everyone living or doing business in a community. It

is impossible to say that it benefits the man who lives

far out more than the one who lives close in, and there

..J®)
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Selling Transportation on London
Underground

New motor car (1) and trailer (5) for one of the tube
lines. Trains are made up with a motor car at each end
of a six-car unit. Clearances do not permit motors on
every car and the equipment on motor cars must be mounted
in the cab, which occupies about one-third of the car.
Note marker system on motor car dash, markers not in

use being covered over with a lid which blocks off the
lamp.

2. Attractive interior of the newer type London Under-
ground tube trailer.

3. A typical example of the newer id^a of making the
underground cars inviting as worked out on cars for the
tunnel lines, where clearances are not so limited.

4. Velour upholstering, a bright finish and shaded center
lighting with a small shaded light over each seat hack
help to make these tube cars attractive.

^ ~ '^H^^^^^^^^^^hhU^^^^^^^^^^H^^K^^^^IIVb^
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is no reason why he should be penalized for the longer

ride he must take. In fact, he ought to be encouraged
because of the longer time he is forced to spend in get-

ting back and forth.

This naturally raises the question of why the zone

system prevails in London, then. The immediate an-

swer is, as his Lordship said, that the English people

have been brought up on a very low fare for a short

distance ride and it would never be possible to estab-

lish a flat rate high enough to average out a sufficient

total revenue. He made the reflection that it is possible

to do almost anything on the start-off, but it is ex-

tremely difficult to change a practice once it becomes
established. In this connection, he thought it might

that traffic conditions in London would be intolerable

if it was undertaken to handle all of the passengers in

buses. Considering the relative merits of the bus and
tram, he said that the main consideration must always
be the financial one. As long as the tramcar has such
a big advantage in seating accommodations, the cost per
seat-mile for operation must always be considerably
less for the tram than for that of the smaller vehicle.

In considering London traffic, it must not be forgotten

that the tramcars are excluded from the profitable cen-

tral London area, in which the proportion of short jour-

ney riders is very high, so that figures of earnings
per car-mile for tramcars and those for omnibuses in

London are not strictly relative. Expressing it another

The new Edgware extension of the London Underground
Part of this is in tubes and part on rails supported in cliairs held by screw or side wall, the cast iron tube, with inside

the surface or in open cut or fill. Note spikes, third and fourth power rails, cable diameter of 11 ft. 8J in., and the low design
typical construction, rock ballast, wood ties, bracket racks supported on concrete posts of cars to conform to the tube clearance.

be desirable in America to establish the zone system

on buses when beginning their operation. This would
attract the short-haul rider.

The committee's opinion is that the fearful complica-

tions of the London zone ticket system would certainly

be a deterring factor to an American operator. In fact,

it was found that railway men in Great Britain gener-

ally would welcome a way to be released from the

heavy expense and difficulty of handling and collecting

fares which the zone system entails. For example, it

makes one-man operation, which has been the salvation

of many American street railways and which makes
much of the prospective bus operation attractive,

virtually impossible.

London's Municipal Tram System
Operates No Buses

The London County Council Tramways does not oper-

ate any buses, as it is not empowered to do so—a matter

of politics. Aubrey Llewellyn Coventry Fell, general

manager, said in discussing the London bus situation,

that there necessarily must be some overlapping of

buses with the trams on account of the trams being

excluded from the central area. However, in addition

to the reasonable overlapping of service, there is con-

siderable duplication. This is resulting in a substan-

tial reduction this year in the amount of traffic handled

by the London County Council trams. Mr. Fell feels

way, he said that if the tramway system operated in

the central London area, the revenue per car-mile would

be increased, whereas there is no reason to think that

the expenses per car-mile would be increased. Mr. Fell

also made the general observation that in addition to

the traffic taken from the tramways, the buses undoubt-

edly do create some traffic of their own.

Characteristics of British Operation

At the present time it can be said that London streets

are virtually flooded with bus service. This has been

brought about by the fact that the only means available

to the London Underground Group to keep control of

the transportation situation was to meet bus competi-

tion by putting so many buses on a route that the

traffic available per bus would be diluted to the point

that the individual bus operators would be discouraged.

Carrying out this program, the London General

Omnibus Company hcs added about 1,000 new buses to

its services during the past year. Even with this deter-

mined effort of the L. G. 0. to meet competition, there

are still some 300 independently owned buses in opera-

tion. Any one can go into the bus business in London

who provides himself with a bus whose design meets

the rather rigid requirements of Scotland Yard. This

is the only requirement.

This heavy increase in bus service has brought an

enormous increase in the number of passengers carried
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The new Hendon station, midway out oni tlie Edgware extension
of tlie London I'nderground, recently placed in pperatlon
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eentrai Htatioa on tiie K<igw^ire extetihiun of

llie London Underground

by the buses. Part of this increase has been in the

nature of a newly created traffic, but a good deal of it

has been taken from the tramways and the underground
lines. Thus, the London Underground management is

in the position of expanding its bus services at the

expense of its own tram and tube lines, and at the

expense of the municipal tram lines. It is even work-

ing against itself on its bus operations, for the excess

of service in fighting competition has reduced the aver-

age earnings per bus-mile. The bus mileage operated

by the London General Omnibus Company in 1922 was
94,124,000, and that in 1923 was 118,494,000, an in-

crease of practically 26 per cent. For the correspond-

ing calendar years, the number of passengers carried

was 846,682,000 and 1,039,935,000, respectively, an in-

crease of 23 per cent. The result has been a decrease

of 3.62d. (7.2 cents) in gross revenue per bus-mile,

while expenses were reduced 3.27d. (6.5 cents). Thus
the margin of profit, after deducting all charges except

those for capital, showed a decrease of 0.35d. (0.7 cent)

per bus-mile. The actual revenue and expense figures

ai-e confidential and not available for publication.

The bus undertaking in London to date is understood

to be a substantially profitable one. One thing that

should be appreciated in this connection is that no at-

tempt is made to provide bus equipment for handling the

peak loads. Bus operation does not begin until about
8 o'clock in the morning, as the half-fare workman's
rate, a statutory provision for the tramways, naturally

brings them all of this early morning riding. The bus
service continues for about 12 hours while the daytime
riding is good, and then is very greatly curtailed about

8 o'clock in the evening. After that hour, virtually

only those routes which serve the main traffic arteries

are continued through the evening. These two things

relieve the bus operation from the heavy capital carry-

ing charges which accompany the handling of the peak
loads, and from the loss from operation over routes

and at hours which cannot be operated at a profit.

With respect to other obligations, the tram and bus
compare as follows:

The tramway regulations are statutory. They must
run a reasonable service at a maximum fare of IJd-

per mile. They must pay taxes on the tram lines in

Tlie new Hendon Htation on the Edgware extenHioii

The station platform, showing bridge passageway from rear of station building, and the switchman's
tower. The surroundings indicate the open character of the territory Into which the new line
extends, but construction of which has been accompanied by very large residential building activities.
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Kilgware station building and forecourt at the terminus, 11 miles or 35 minutes from Trafalsar Siiuare.
of a new extension of tlie London VnrterBround opened for service on Angust 18

the streets as well as on all buildings. They are under

the Ministry of Transport with respect to all kinds

of regulations and by-laws and also are under the police

with respect to licenses, quietness of operation, general

condition of maintenance, and must be repainted each

year. They must build and maintain the tramway pav-

ing for 16 ft. in the center of the road. Each private

company is subject to purchase by the municipality 21

years after its beginning, not as a going concern, but

for its then physical value. Thereafter it is subject

to purchase at 7-year intervals, introducing an uncer-

tainty which makes it impossible to finance any im-

provements, and impracticable to keep up repairs.

The Ministry of Transport determines the speed and

size of cars (maximum speed allowed in London is 16

m.p.h. if cars are fitted with magnetic brakes). They
are required to stop if hailed, and if off schedule they

cannot pass up a passenger without being liable to a

fine. In most cases the tramway must pay a franchise tax.

Onrnibuses, on the other hand, have no statutory

obligation to the public. They can charge any fare

and run any service they may choose. They pay no

rates (real property taxes) except on buildings. They
maintain no roads directly except by the tax which is

based on seating capacity (what we usually call the

license tax). They are under the police in the same
way as tramcars with regard to licenses and speed of

operation, and weight and size are similarly limited.

The buses also escape the burdens which fall upon

the tramway with the numerous road-widening proj-

ects which are under way throughout Great Britain.

The London Underground Group tramways, for ex-

ample, carry now a cost in capital of about £20,000

($97,400) per mile of track which has no asset value,

and which represents what they have had to contribute

to civic improvements that have added nothing to the

physical value of the tramways.
Those closely allied with the operation of the tram-

ways in London now feel that either the tramways
must be given some measure of relief from their obliga-

tions or that the omnibuses must be made to carry more
nearly commensurate obligations. Recently a bill has

been passed by Parliament which is a step in the latter

direction, and which will tend to do away with the

flooding of streets with bus traffic to fight competion.

The measure will probably be of little help to the tram-
ways, except indirectly as they may benefit from a

more normal bus service. About all that this bill does

is to provide the Ministry of Transport with authority

to regulate the amount of omnibus traffic on any street.

Typical signs in the Oxford Circus station of tlie Underground.
London. Tliey enable patrons to direct tliemselves through

the system of passageways, which are most intricate,
especially at tlie junctions between lines

Stop sign adopted by the London General Omnibus Company,
which not only locates stopping points but indicates the

route num1>ers of buses which stop there
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Paris Transportation Facilities

PARIS, like London, also has extensive tram, under-

ground and bus services. There is a greater degree of

co-ordination there, as all of the surface transportation

facilities are under one management. There is neces-

sarily some paralleling of bus and tram lines on the

same streets, but taking the whole route of each into

account, the two lines serve different localities and a

different traffic.

The Paris situation is similar to the one in London
in another respect, namely, that there are no tramway
lines in a considerable area of the central business

district. Buses serve this territory thoroughly and
derive a heavy short-haul traffic, for which the tramway
does not have the same opportunity.

The extent of the tramway system is measured by
the fact that there are 1,875 motor cars and 75D

trailers, total 2,625, operating approximately 60,000,000

car-miles per year and carrying 700,000,000 passengers

per year. The bus system comprises 1,250 four-wheel

buses and 50 six-wheel buses, total 1,300, which
operate 29,000,000 bus-miles per year and carry an-

nually 336,000,000 passengers. In contrast with Lon-
don, all of the buses are single deck, and the great

majority of tramcars also.

The Paris underground system, which is under
separate management, comprises approximately 100

kni. (62 miles) of double-track route. Like the surface

transportation systems, the underground system is

municipally owned, but privately operated. Some 1,700

cars are operated on the underground lines with 57,377,-

654 car-miles and 500,000,000 passengers annually.

The accompanying Paris maps show the relation of

the bus, tram and underground systems.

Unfortunately, the committee was unable to learn

the views of the railway officials as to the relative place

of bus and tramway in the future Paris transportation

needs, as nearly all of the principal officials were away
on holiday. It would seem to be the case, however,

that the development of the tramway is being carried

forward as well as that of the bus, inasmuch as a con-

siderable number of new tramcars of a new design are

being built, as noted in another section of this report.

American Bus Policy Confirmed

To sum up the European policy with respect to the

bus, the committee has found that the views and prac-

tices prevalent there as to the place of the bus are in

direct confirmation of the leading thought of the in-

dustry in the United States. That is to say, there is

a large field for the bus and it should be used as one

of the modern tools of transportion. It should be co-

ordinated with existing rail lines rather than operated

competitively. The best results from operation of

buses will be derived if they are under the same man-
agement as the railway. The local railway company
is the one properly organized and equipped to operate

buses in conjunction with the other services.

The consensus of opinion of the European tramway

Tramwoys

Buses

Parla tramway and bn« Unes operated by the SoeKtt' dec Trantports en Oomman de la R^cion Parlnlrnne
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Underground Kailway System of Paris

managers is that the bus has not the capacity to re-

place the tramway in providing the main transporta-

tion service in any sizable city.

European Street Congestion

Notably Lighter

GENERALLY speaking, there is no street congestion

in Europe that is comparable with the conditions

prevailing in the United States. The major reason for

this is that the number of private automobiles in use

here is five or six times as many as in Great Britain,

and the ratio would be even larger in comparison with

the Continental cities. For example, the total number
of motor vehicles of all classes registered in Great
Britain on Feb. 29, 1924, was 936,662, which compares
roughly with the total motor vehicle registration in the

United States for 1923 of 15,092,177. The correspond-

ing number of inhabitants per motor vehicle is 7.3 in

the United States and 43 in Great Britain.

There is rather heavy street congestion at some
points in the central business district in London, but

this is caused almost entirely by the motor buses and
taxicabs, and these two classes of traffic comprise as a

rough estimate probably 90 per cent of the total vehicles

on the street. The heaviest points of congestion are at

such centers as Trafalgar Square, Piccadilly Circus,

Oxford Circus, the Bank, Elephant and Castle, etc.,

where a number of streets converge into a circular

traffic center. London's street layout is a maze of

crooked routes with numerous centers from which
streets radiate in all directions and with these radiating

arteries crossing each other at all sorts of angles and
without system. The only American city which com-
pares with this at all is the older part of Boston.

Obviously, under this scheme, there is almost a total

absence of parallel routes in any one general direction,

this tending to bring about congestion where the travel

in one direction is heavy. With the future expansion in

the use of private automobiles, now showing an in-

creasing rate of growth in Great Britain, the operation

of buses, which now have nearly the whole street, will

become more and more difficult. Even now, the average

speed made, for example, on

Oxford Street, Fleet Street

and the Strand, and through
the centers named above, is

only 3 to 4 m.p.h. Some of

the pictures taken by the

committee on week'day after-

noons show how completely

the buses occupy the streets.

(See pages 416, 436) . It should

be noted also that no parking
is permitted, except that taxi-

cabs may stand in a single

line in the centers of some
streets at certain points.

Another important factor

which, in comparison with
American cities, tends to

make for less severe street

congestion in London is that

the building heights are
limited by public authority

and are uniformly from six to

eight stories in height. There
is consequently no such con-

centration of people during business hours as we have
in our principal American cities, and the problem of

all of the transportation systems is correspondingly
less severe at any one point. In other words, the load-

ing and discharging of passengers is spread out over a

considerable area. This distribution of business is also

an important contributing factor in the high proportion
of short-haul riding which the transportation companies
enjoy, especially in the off-peak hours. It tends, too, to

give a better all-day load factor. The buses, of course,

benefit primarily from this short business riding, as

they are exclusively in the business area. But this

situation in the business area, as well as the solidly

built-up nature of all London, and short-haul fares are
responsible for the high number of passengers per car-

mile carried by both buses and trains. The average
number of passengers per car-mile on the tramways in

London is 10.5 and on the buses 8.75. These compare
with about 7 passengers per car-mile average in the

United States.

Regulation of the flow of traffic in London streets is

of the simplest kind and yet seems to be very effective.

No mechanical signals of any kind are used and the
number of traffic officers seems to be remarkably small.

The governing principle is to allow traffic to weave in,

and out and take care of itself to a large extent and to

permit traffic officers to handle the movement as the

conditions of the moment dictate. The result is that

traffic is handled with little apparent evidence of the

control. In fact, this traffic regulation was the best

example the committee observed of the "effortless effi-

ciency" on which London business prides itself.

While the handling of vehicular traffic in London is

effective (and much the same description would apply

to Paris), not so much can be said for the protection

and assistance given to pedestrians. Safety islands are

provided to a certain extent, and at a number of heavy
loading points the tramways have permanent loading

platforms which are of great assistance to the pedes-

trians. But by and large the pedestrian must look out

for himself. And with the confusion of traffic lanes due
to the converging and diverging streets at the circles,

the crossing of streets on foot is somewhat of an ad-
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Street traffic scenes in the central

district of London, showing the severe

congestion. Owing to the very small
number- of private automobiles, as com-
pared with the number in the United
States, the buses have nearly the whole
street to themselves and in many places

practically fill it, as seen in these pic-

tures, taken on a week-day afternoon
between the hours of 3 and 5. Above
and at right, views on Oxford Street,

one of the shopping centers. Below,
Trafalgar Square looking down the
Strand. At the moment this picture
was taken there was not so much evi-

dence of congestion, yet 17 omnibuses are
visible.

a a-'-j innHH^ 1^^=^^^fm
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venture. Probably it should be said that in London the
members of the committee noted this particularly be-

cause of unfamiliarity with left-hand operation.

Two factors which contribute to the difficulty of the

pedestrian are that vehicles are not required to stop

behind a street car while it is loading or unloading
passengers, and that buses are continually passing each
other while going in the same direction. This ability

of one bus to pass another, which is one of its great

advantages, contributes to the accident hazard and the
difficulties of the pedestrian. Bus accidents of all

classes increased in London for the year 1923, as com-
pared with 1922, from 13.9 per 100,000 bus-miles to
19.4. This, of course, was due in part to the large
addition to the number of buses operated, the corre-
sponding increase in new and inexperienced drivers, and
to a certain extent to the keen competition with the
"pirate" buses.

Track Construction Differs from Practice Here
Particular Features Are the Absence of Cross Ties in Concreted Track,

the Method of Sealing the Rail Against Moisture, and the

Pressure System of Thermit Welding Joints

THE outstanding thing to an American railway

man about the track construction of British tram-
ways is that the track there is built virtually with-

out sleepers (cross ties), or with the spacing between
cross ties so great that they act merely as anchors. In

paved trackwork a concrete base is used almost entirely

in the newer track construction. The rails are laid prac-

tically direct upon the concrete. They are maintained
at gage in some instances by means of sections of old

rail spaced 7 ft. 6 in. apart, and imbedded in the con-

crete, and in some cases also by means of tie rods with
the same spacing. Usually, some special means is used
for bringing the base of the rail into full contact with
the concrete. For example, on the London Under-
ground tramway lines, a i-in. to 1-in. space underneath
the rail base is packed with granite chips and then
floated with tar or bitumen. This acts as a seal to keep

water out from under the rail base.

On the London County Council tramway tracks, the

rail is fastened to the old rail anchors by means of

clips with a i-in. hardwood packing block between the

rail base and sleeper. But the concrete is poured so

that it comes in direct contact with the base of the rail

between sleepers. A 1-in. cement and sand bedding
(dry grout) is laid over the surface of the concrete to

form a base for the paving sets (granite block), which
are sealed between blocks and around the rail by granite
chippings and bitumen.

The packing around the base of the rail which is

placed underneath the base and carried up over the

base of the rail, as used by the tramways of the London
Underground Group, consists of a pitch packing of

medium pitch and creosote oil tempered so as to bo

quite pliable. A small quantity of hot fine sand is

added before the mixture is poured. The filler is then

allowed to set at least 12 hours.

In Edinburgh the concrete foundation is left 1 in.

clear from the base of the rail, and this space is then

securely packed with a dry packing made up as follows

:

One part of ^-in. granite chips and one part of sand
to one of cement. The packing is hammered gently but

firmly under the rail, men working on either side of

the base. The "causeway setts" (granite blocks) are

laid on a dry concrete bed 2 in. thick which is made up
of two parts of i-in. granite chips and two parts of

npr>(\ to one of cement. No beater is used, the pavers

laying the sets to the required level. A tar waterproof-

Pneamatlc pile driirr iis.d hy the Loiiiloii I niliTKrimiid Group
Tramways for breaking up concrete

The steel point is lowered in contact with the concrete and the
air hammer then put in operation, driving the steel point through
the concrete and breaking it up. This was c'ainied to cause
much less damage to underground water and gas mains and to
surrounding buildings than was formerly experienced with the
more usual method of dropping a heavy weight.

ing coat i in. thick is then poured between the setts to

protect the dry concrete paving bed from being washed
away by rain or affected by the weather. When the

tar has dried thoroughly, a wet concrete grout, of the

proportions two parts i-in. granite chips and one part

sand to one of cement, is well brushed between the setts

to the level of the road and allowed to set for one night.

This grout settles in drying and on the following dav
a cement grout of the same proportion, but not quite
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SO wet, is lightly brushed over the road and left about

J in. above the sets. No traffic is allowed on construc-

tion of this type for a period of from four days in dry

weather to eight days in damp or wet weather. The
Edinburgh engineers have found that should it be de-

sired to open up a section of road for cross traffic at any
point, the tar waterproof covering may be increased to

a depth of 2 in., and the final coat of wet concrete grout

covered with granite chips. This has been found to

be very effective and shows no bad results even though

the road is used within 36 hours.

In Birmingham the rail is laid directly on the con-

crete with no special care for waterproofing. The space

between paving blocks and that around the rail is simply

filled in with the wet grout after the paving had been

laid. The management said that experience with this

tjT)e of construction had been satisfactory and that

further labor and material for special waterproofing

were not considered necessary.

In Sheffield no cross ties whatever are used, the rails

being maintained to gage simply by tie rods spaced

6 ft. apart. The rails are anchored to the concrete by
means of bolts placed when the concrete is poured.

Dry granite chips with tar pitch is the material used

between rail base and concrete.

The thickness of concrete base used varies from 6 in.

to 9 in. underneath the base of the running rail on the

various English properties. Some of the tramway com-

panies use reinforcing mesh to give the structure

greater strength. For example, the Metropolitan Electric

Tramways, London (part of the Underground group),

places a reinforcing fabric 2 in. above the bottom of the

concrete. This is composed of J in. diameter mild steel

rod, made with a 6-in. square mesh and the rod elec-

trically welded at the intersections. This mesh is manu-
factured in 7-ft. wide strips and shipped in rolls. On
the London County Council Tramway track a wire net-

ting is laid 1 in. above the bottom of the concrete, and
the netting for the two tracks overlaps about 6 in.

Some of the companies increase the depth of the con-

crete base underneath the rails to form a stringer.

Similarly the depth of concrete is increased at the old
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rail anchors, usually to a depth of about 10 in. below

the rail base, where such anchors are used.

The rail used in paved streets by the English and

Scottish tramways is all of the standard English sec-

tion, girder grooved, weighing from 103 to 113.5 lb.

per yard. The height of this rail is usually 7 in. and

it comes in 45-ft. lengths.

All Rail Joints of Electric and Thermit
Welded Types

Rail joints are almost entirely of the thermit and
electrically welded type, with the thermit predominat-

ing. The Sheffield Corporation Tramways are using

plain fishplates, 14 in. long, with the outside edges

slightly grooved out to make space for the welding rod

material. The simplest form of arc welding is done,

using the trolley current direct, and the engineers

reported that they have not had a single joint break-

down in the two-year period in which this type of joint

has been employed. A rather unique feature here is

that a simple pin-type bond is placed around each joint.

No bolts are used with these joint plates. In general, it

may be said that the British tramways have had less

experience with the electrically welded joints than we
have had in America.

The thermit type of welded joint seems to be much
more extensively used in Great Britain than it is in

the United States, and with almost universal satisfac-

tion. The Metropolitan Electric Tramways, London,

reports that many miles of track have been welded this

way during the last five years, and these joints have
given a practically perfect account of themselves. This

work is all done by "jointers" trained and supplied by
the Thermit Company. The railway simply contracts

with the Thermit Company for so many joints, the

latter supplying the jointers and the railway supplying

the rough labor. On this basis, the total cost per joint

to the tramway averages about £2 to £2.5 per joint,

inclusive of the hand filing method of finishing the

surface of the rail, which to Americans seems a rather

expensive method of finishing. However, the English
engineer considers that there is not the same danger
of cupping with a hand file that exists with any rotary

machine, and as a pair of men can do about eight joints

a day, they seem to be satisfied with this method.
The method of making the thermit joint in Great

Britain is somewhat different from that commonly em-
ployed in America, and it is possible that this may ac-

count for its more nearly complete success. The point

of difference is primarily the use of a screw clamp by
means of which pressure is applied to the rail ends

"Wattle hurdles" made of wUIowk with straw woven in between

They are laid on the rails after the concrete Is poured by the
London Underground Group tramways. They keep the sun off
the concrete and permit a circulation of air, causing the con-
crete to set much more quiclily. It was also claimed to assist
the setting In wet weather as It provides some protection from
the rain.

during the fluxing of the metals. The details of the

process are as follows:

The rail ends are brightened by a ratchet device and
(where high carbon rails are used) a copper shim is

slipped in between the rail ends. The screw clamp,

which is shown in an accompanying illustration, is then

drawn up so that the rail ends are tight together. A
portion of the thermit material is then poured, and
after a short space of time, about 2 minutes, the power-
ful screws of the clamp are drawn up with long levers

so that several tons pressure is put upon the joint.

The result is that the rail ends are welded into a

homogeneous mass and about i in. of each rail is

pressed into the weld. The engineers of the Metropoli-

tan Electric Tramways report that before this pressure

process of making the thermit joints was adopted the

joints were very inferior.

Having American track construction practices in

mind, the absence of cross ties and the comparative

lightness of the British construction was of particular

interest. How it is possible to gain satisfactory results

with this construction may perhaps be explained by the

Traclc construction practices employed by L.ondon Underground Tramways
Left, screw clamp used to produce pres- and pitch packing under and around the with the wood block paving. Thermit Joints

sure between the ends of the rails during rail base. The tie rods are offset down- may also be seen between the first two
thermit welding. Right, chipped granite ward so as to Interfere as little as possible tie rods.
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!New track under eont»truction on £dK\vare extension. London
Undererroud, §howingr particularly the spring: steel wedge

now being: used with the rail chair construction

,-t.. instead of the wood wedge

fact that in general the cars are lighter and the speeds

lower than in America. The car weights vary from
20,000 lb. for the new single-truck double-deck cars in

Edinburgh to 35,000 lb. for the two-motor double-truck

double-deck cars in London. The average system speeds

vary from 7 to 9 m.p.h. The maximum speeds are not

high, as they are limited by restrictions set in each

city by Parliament. In all our observations, it was
exceedingly rare to see a car running at a speed as

high as 20 m.p.h., though on the outer end of some
of the lines of the London County Council Tramways
speeds approaching 25 m.p.h. were observed.

Except in one or two cases, the "permanent way" in

every city visited was in a noticeably good state of

repair. In fact, it seemed to be the general feeling

on the part of each management that to keep the track

and paving in first-class condition was a matter of

primary obligation. A broken-down joint, noisy special

trackwork, or holes in the pavement were not seen any-

where over the systems, except in two cities. All of the

managers made comments in one connection or another

about the very heavy expense to which they were put in

maintaining the permanent way.
In connection with the street widening programs

which are being carried out on an extensive scale in

many of the cities of England and Scotland as a means
of making employment, the corporation tramways are

frequently provided with a virtually private right-of-

way in a park area through the center of the street.

This entitles the tramway to make use of an open type

of track construction, though it seems to be customary
to bring the level of the ballast up to the top of the

rails and in some cases to seed the area completely to

give an unbroken lawn in the parkway. In all such

cases, the ordinary type of open track construction

employing wooden ties and rock ballast is employed.

In Situ Treatment of Rails

THE British tramways have had more experience

with the Sandberg in situ process of hardening the

rail treads than we have had in America, but it may
nevertheless be said that this experience is not yet of

a sufficient amount to provide any definite opinion as

to its merits. A number of the tramways have some
of this rail installed for experimental purposes. The
process is expensive, costing about as much as the origi-

nal cost of the rail, and the best that can be said for

it up to date is that the results have been sufficiently

good so that some of the tramways are making further

installations as a means of gathering further data.

The tramways of the Underground Group had several

sample lengths of track dealt with in this manner a

few years ago, partly with a view of seeing whether

the claim of increased life was borne out in practice,

and further, whether it eliminated or delayed the for-

mation of corrugations. The result thus far is sum-

marized by the engineers of these companies as follows

:

In the first place, they say that there is no doubt

that the initial stage of wear on the rail is reduced

from a rate of about ^ in. per annum to about A in.

per annum. This means that on the initial life of the

hardening there is a saving of 50 per cent in the wear,

but as the hardening apparently cannot be as good as

it goes down into the rail, it is impossible to say how
the wear will be affected after a few years of life. These

engineers, however, make the statement that corruga-

tions did not reappear on the short lengths of track

where the process was tried. To further the study,

these companies had treated some 4 miles of additional

rail about two years ago, but naturally it will not be

possible to come to any tangible conclusions for about

five years. The principal interest in the process seems

to be in the possibility that it may check corrugation.

The engineers feel that unless this is accomplished, the

process will have little value.

The London County Council Tramways in 1920 made
a number of experiments with this process on test

lengths chosen on routes with different traffic conditions.

These tests were made on double track, one track being

treated and the adjacent one left untreated for com-

parison. The result here has been that no prolongation

of the life of the rails has been obtained anywhere

One railway man in England makes good use of the

vanity of women. He places a mirror on the rear body
corner post. When about to leave the car women pas-

sengers take a fleeting look at themselves and hence are

facing forward as they alight.

Wear of Rati on Metropolitan Electric Tramways, L.ond.>n

These rails were laid in October, 1919, on a route where the
service is about sno cars per day. They are steam treated S nil-

berg silicon sorbitic steel rails. The wear recorded was tak.-n

at six different iKiints, sections 1, 2 and 3 being at main stonpjnif
points and 4, 5 and 6 at points between stopping places, '"'h-.se

profiles show the serious wear causi-d by magnetic ral braking,
and also the conical wear of the British rail section which is 'he
cause of much concern to all the tramways.
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In applying the Sandberg process to the rails, it was
necessary for the tramway to allow the contractor at
least 4i hours of uninterrupted operation after cessa-
tion of car trafiic.

Swivel harps itnetl on Britlsli tramways
The illustration shows how the swivel harp simplifies the opera-

tion of cars over the right-hand track (left-hand operation) when
the left track is under construction. The same position of trolley
pole off to one side may commonly be seen where both overhead
wires are supported on one bracket from a pole line along one
side of the street.

where the magnetic brake is used, but it has been
successful in preventing the formation of corrugations.

One of the experimental sections of track treated was
on Victoria Embankment between Waterloo and Hung-
erford bridges, the length being about 300 yd. of

single track on a flat curve which carries about 810,000
cars per annum. This stretch of track was selected

because of the repeated corrugation of the rails despite

their continual removal by scrubbing (grinding). Be-
fore the treatment was applied, all the rail was scrubbed
clear of all traces of corrugation and alternate lengths

of rail were treated and left untreated.

Soon after the completion of the treatment in July,

1920, corrugation appeared on the untreated rail and
developed to such an extent as to necessitate grinding
in November, 1921. On the other hand, no corrugation

appeared on the treated rail and no grinding was done.

This test length of track was relaid in January, 1924,

and up to that time no corrugations had appeared,

though the untreated rail had been repeatedly scrubbed.

As a further test, the new rails on this stretch of track

were treated in April of this year. At this time all

the rails on the down track were treated and those on
the up track left untreated.

Overhead Construction

THE principal difference noted between European
overhead construction and that employed in

America is that no effort is made to center the wire
over the track. Practically all of the tramways use a
swivel-type harp which makes possible the successful
operation of the trolley wheel or trolley shoe over a wide
latitude of trolley position. Frequently, the trolleys
for both tracks are supported on brackets attached to
poles along one side of the street. The trolley pole
of the car on the far track then takes a position of
considerable angle with the center line of the car. The
swiveled harp also has the advantage, in connection

A rather neat station on the tube lines is made by use of
larger diameter tnbe

Oil buffer used by London Underground Railways
This is placed on stub end tracks and also extensively used

by the British steam railroads. While a car hitting this buffer
receives an initial jolt, the plunger travels against the oil pres-
sure sufficiently to avoid damage to the car, it was said, even
though the speed at moment of striking may be 10 or 12 m.p.h.

with new track construction where it is necessary to

operate the cars in both directions over one track, that

no attention need be paid to shifting the trolley wheel
to the opposite wire when the car takes the other track.

The wheel continues on its own wire and takes care of

itself. However, the use of the swivel harp tends to

increase the wire and wheel wear and it is also more
expensive to maintain than the ordinary harp. Several

tramway men expressed themselves as desiring to get

away from the use of the swivel harp if it were possible.

In Berne, Switzerland, all of the tramway cars are

equipped with bow collectors, which work very satisfac-

torily and require virtually no attention on the part of

the conductors. Even at the ends of lines, where the

car reverses direction, the bow collector takes care of

itself if the conductor forgets it, though he usually

pulls it over in the trailing position, while the car is

standing. This is easily done, as the bow collector

rides comparatively close to the vertical position. The
use of the bow collector greatly simplifies the overhead

construction, eliminating switches and frogs and also

entirely eliminating dewirements.

One Swiss railway official who is quite familiar with

practices in the United States and has connection with

various systems in Switzerland said that he did not see

why the bow trolley was not used in the United States.
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On the properties with which he is connected, all wheels

and trolley poles are being replaced with bow collectors.

Much of the trolley wire used now in England and

Scotland is a 5 per cent cadmium alloy which is said

to be giving a much longer life than ordinary hard-

drawn copper.

Tramcar Design as Dealt with in Europe
Meager Development of the Tramcar Has Taken Place in Great Britain—Double Deck, Single Truck and Two

Motors Continue as Standard Characteristics—But the Paris Tram OfiScials Have a Program of

Building 400 Cars Which Depart in Mechanical Design from All Previous Practice

—Main Features of This New Car Are Given

TRAMCAR design in Great Britain is pretty thor-

oughly standardized. The type most commonly
used is a single-truck, double-end, double-deck car

with both entrance and exit for upper and lower deck

at the rear. In a few cities, double trucks or "bogies"

are used, but in any event all cars are equipped with

but two motors. The universal use of the double deck

over there, while no double-deck cars are used in

America, naturally gives rise to the query as to the

reasons for this. The committee undertook to find out

what these reasons were. While the double deck per-

haps provides the lowest-investment means of supply-

ing large rush-hour capacity, the main reason given

everywhere for the use of the double deck was that it

had always been used. Before there were any tram-

ways, the old horse-drawn omnibuses were of double-

deck design. The horse-drawn rail car was also of

double-deck design. And when electrification came, the

double-deck design continued. The only change that has

come along is that in most of the cities the upper deck

has been covered in.

The double-deck design does provide a very high seat-

ing capacity with low weight of car. On the London
County Council Tramways, for example, the seating

capacity is 78 and the weight approximately 35,000 lb.

These cars are equipped with double trucks and are

about the largest in Great Britain, with the exception

of a few cars in Manchester which seat 82. The stand-

ing capacity in London is limited to 11 passengers

on the lower deck, making the total carrying capacity

89. The company tries to have its conductors carry

out the police restriction as to standing passengers, but
it often happens that a car will carry 100 passengers.

The most modern design of tramway car is to be

found in Edinburgh, where the cable lines have been

electrified within the last two years. The new cars

here are of double-deck design, but with the stairways
arranged so that it is possible to use the front stair-

way for exit purposes, thus tending to reduce the

congestion at the rear platform and speed up the load-

ing and unloading. These cars seat 60, are equipped
with single truck, with two 42-hp. motors. They weigh
22,400 lb. The stairway and vestibule arrangement in

these cars, permitting front end exit, is indicative of

a tendency in Great Britain since the competition of
other forms of transportation has been causing the man-
agers to give more attention to means of increasing the
speed.

The platforms of the Edingburgh cars are long
enough so that there is space at the side of the vestibule
for a door underneath the stairway. One of the London
tramway companies has built one car as an experiment

with a stairway which can be revolved about a vertical

axis, so that it may be used in one position at the rear

of the car and in the opposite position at the front

end to deliver passengers on the proper side of the car.

Of course, the new Edinburgh cars, like all the

tramcars of Great Britain, are of the simplest possible

construction and equipment. The body construction is

almost entirely of wood, the seats are of the lightest

wood slat type, only single floors are used, the sides

are light panels without any insulation for heat or
cold, the cars have no heating equipment, etc. In most
of the cars there are no window sash as the glass is

fixed, there are no curtains and no ventilating equip-
ment (small sash above the side windows simply tilt

in about 30 to 45 deg. to provide ventilation), there
are no air brakes ndr platform doors, and no safety
devices. In fact, the committee was especially im-
pressed with the fact that the tramcars of Great Britain
in all the cities visited are totally lacking in the modem
devices and equipment which contribute toward the
convenience, comfort and safety of the passengers, but
which in America add to the expense of maintaining
the cars. The majority of the tramway corporations
are building their cars today, in every detail, to prac-
tically the identical design that was employed 20 and
25 years ago. About the only important improvement
in the tramcar that is in evidence is the replacement
of the 20 and 30-year old motors with modern motors
of better horsepower and of the ventilated type. These
will provide higher acceleration and faster running
speeds. Also, two or three companies have a trial

installation of pneumatically operated platform doors,
though there is virtually no use of even manually oper-
ated platform doors. Most of the tramways seem to be
quite well satisfied with the single truck, despite the
fact that all are greatly troubled with jazzing (nosing)
of the cars, which tends to keep the speed down. The
London County Council and the Birmingham corpora-
tions are rather the exception in their gradual change-
over to two-bogie trucks. The main reasons given for
retaining the single truck are that it costs less to
maintain and rides just as well. The committee could
not concur in this last claim.

The committee feels that this point should be made.
Whatever may be the fate of the British tramcar,
it cannot be said that it has been developed to its maxi-
mum possibility.

Maintenance Standards Are High

While British tramcar design does not interest an
American railway man particularly, the latter has some-
thing to learn from his British brother in the way of
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keeping the cars well maintained, well painted, clean

and attractive, particularly on the exterior. The cars

are tight and comparatively quiet; there is no rattling

of loose parts on trucks or bodies. On an average

with the various properties, the cars are completely

dismantled and thoroughly overhauled about once a

year, including a new coat of varnish and such touching

up of the paint as is needed. This frequent attention

to the varnish and the very general practice of wash-
ing every car nightly account for the uniformly good

appearance of the rolling stock. In general, the ex-

penditures made for cleaning cars amount to one-third

as much, or more, as the expenditure for maintenance.

Another feature which adds materially to the exterior

attractiveness of British tramcars is the use of large

windows and plate glass. Some of the companies are

even using curved plate glass in the vestibules, produc-

ing a most pleasing effect. This is, of course, extremely

expensive, but the managers using it feel that the

expenditure is worth while for the merchandising value

it affords.

The large windows on the sides of the cars can be
used, because in many cases longitudinal seats are
employed, and in others the cross-seats are placed
without respect to their position relative to the win-
dows. These large windows are usually fixed on the
lower deck, but can be dropped on the upper deck, and
they are fitted with pantograph sash balances. With
the plate glass no sash are used, the glass itself simply
sliding in felt-lined grooves in the posts.

The hand brake is still the main service brake on
British tramcars. Nearly all of them are equipped,
however, with magnetic track brakes, which for the
most part are used for emergency stops only, or on
steep grades. In two or three places a rail brake oper-

ated by hand is being used, and Edinburgh is trying
the application of air to the track brake. In Sheffield

a wood block (poplar) is being used on the rail brake
rather than the usual cast-iron block. While some
extra caution must be exercised with the wood block

in wet weather, the management feels that it is satis-

factory and it practically eliminates the wear on the

The KdinburKh Corporation Tramways car, shown at upper left, represents (he InteHt design In Great Britain

The front exit door la a feature flr.st In-
troduced on these Edinburgh cars. Smok-
ing Is permitted on the upper deck as on
ail British trams.
Top right, stair and platform arrange-

ment to permit front exit from both upper

and lower deck. The motorman has to step
aside to allow passengers to come down
these stairs at the front end.
Lower left, lower deck. This view show.«i

longitudinal wooden seats, flxed window
glass, upper sash ventilation and general

appearance of the lower deck interior.
Lower right, upper deck. The reversible

slat seats have a single board back sup-
ported by two steel straps which provide
a certain springing of the backs. The
sash on this deck drop.
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rail. The metal block used in most of the British

cities causes a very serious wear on the head of the

rail, which is a matter of some concern to the manage-

ment. An accompanying sketch shows the increase in

wear of the rail at heavy stopping points in comparison

with the wear between stopping points on rails which

had been hardened by the Sandberg process.

New Paris Tramcars

Depart from Customary Mechanism

ON THE Paris surface lines some of the cars are of

double-deck design, but the majority are single

deck, and the company is not building any more of

the double-deck type. Similarly, the tendency in design

here is away from the double-truck type to a single-

truck car of rather unusual wheelbase, namely, 11 ft

10 in. Furthermore, the tendency is to do away with

the truck altogether and mount the two axles in

pedestals attached directly to the car body underframe.

The reason given for favoring the single-truck car was
that the double-truck type costs more to maintain. The
step to do away with the truck on the single-truck

car was taken as a means of reducing the weight.

Paris cars are all of the double-end type with center

entrance, and one-half of the car is designated as first

class and the other half as second class. This is the

only place visited by the committee where an effort

was made to have different classes of travel on the

tramways. Standing space in the car, including the

loading well, carries the second-class rate.

The thing which interested the committee most in

connection with the Paris tramway was the new type

of car* with which the management has been experi-

menting for some time and now has 100 in operation.

/fcl^

U
IF^^^^r^r *^

*A description of the sample car of this design appeared in

Electric Railway Journal, Dec. 2, 1922, page 878.

A^Hembly of motor, drive shaft and axle nnit on testing stand,
showing particularly the two flexible couplings and

the tranHmlsHion bralte

They feel at the present time that this new design

will be their future standard car. The unique feature

is that the two motors are mounted on the body and
mechanically connected to the two axles by means of

a driving shaft, flexible coupling and beveled gears

—

a drive somewhat similar to that of an automobi'e.

The axles, however, conform to standard railway prac-

tice, as they are of the solid type made of nickel

chrome steel. The wheels and the driving gear are

all pressed on.

Each axle and pair of wheels are assembled in a unit

comprising the gears and gear housings, a short length

of driveshaft, a transmission brake-drum assembly and
the pair of semi-elliptic springs and shackles through
which connection to the body is made. One of these

units may then be fairly readily removed and another

put in its place in case of mechanical trouble. The
shackles, by means of which the axle assembly is fast-

ened to the body, are made up of two plates of spring

^^

fciftiftKfrgBifa ^- ^. . -V, —»*- S.,

la bji-y
Sectional drawinurR HhowInK the arrangement of mechaniam on the new ParlR cars, having; two motorn mounted on the l>ody and

connected to the lolld axle thronxh drive shaft, two flexible couplincR and l>evei searR
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l^atest type Paris tram with the motors mounted on the body framing: and with axies directs atta<-)ied to the body througrli

semi-elliptic springs and Nhackies

Note first and second class compartment desienation. Length of car.
35 ft. ; wheel base. 11 ft. 6 in. ; seating capacity. 30, and weight, 25,350 1!)

steel. These permit of a certain amount of lateral

motion and assist the car in rounding curves. The
driving force in the wheels is transmitted to the car

body through two radius rods, one at either end of the

axle housing.

The connection between the axle assembly and the

motors comprises a piece of shafting about 30 in. long

with a universal joint at each end; in other words,

one universal adjacent to the motor and one adjacent

to the axle end. These universals, or flexible couplings,

are made up of seven rings, each consisting of three

plates of J-in. thick chrome nickel steel, with 1-in.

separator blocks placed at 180 deg. and alternated 90

deg. on adjacent plates.

Each of the motors is of 55 hp. capacity and is

bolted direct to the underframe of the car body. One
motor drives one axle and the other motor the other

axle, each independent of the other. There is an

arrangement for taking up the end thrust of the drive-

shaft, so that it does not all come on the armature
bearings. The housing for the driveshaft on the axle

is arranged with a ball and socket joint which keeps

the gear and pinion properly in mesh regardless of any
slight lift in the axle due to wear in the journal

bearings.

Inside journal bearings are used with lead-bronze

bearings. The bearing housing can be dismantled

under the car for renewal of the bearing metal by
simply removing four bolts.

The transmission brake drum mounted adjacent to

the axle housing, already mentioned, is used as the

main service brake, and the brakeshoes on the wheels

are used for emergency only. This brake band is of

steel and about 10 in. wide. Four cast-iron brakeshoes,

on which pressure is applied by means of air, clasp

the drum and are very effective in stopping the car.

The band brake was used as the service brake because

it is easier to adjust. It was claimed that it required

adjustment only once in fifteen days, whereas the ordi-

nary wheel brakes require almost daily adjustment.

It was also claimed that the life of the brakeshoes

on the band brakes was from 40,000 to 50,000 km.

(25,000 to 30,000 miles), while the life of the regular

brakeshoe applied to the wheel is only 2,000 to 3,000

miles.

The air pressure employed on the band is 5 kg. per

square centimeter (71 lb. per square inch). The maxi-

mum speed at which these cars operate is 50 km. per

hour (31 m.p.h.) and the maximum acceleration is

approximately 50 cm. per second per second (1.11 m.p.h.

Inderframe of tlie body, new Paris cars, showing- the

assembly <>' tl>« motors, axle units, plow honsiug

and starless air compressor
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Gearlest* air compressor, 1.000 r.p.m.,

developed by the Paris tramwnyH
for use on the new cars

per second). The
maximum running
speed allowed bylaw
in Paris is 25 km.
per hour (15.5
m.p.h.). This applies

to buses as well as

tramways.

On these cars hav-

ing the motors

mounted on a car

body, the armature
speed of the motors
is 800 r.p.m., which
compares with a

speed of 500 r.p.m.

for the motors mounted in the usual way. This, of course,

assists in reducing the weight of the motor per unit of

horsepower. It was also claimed that it was easier

to remove and replace a motor when suspended from
the body than when it is mounted on the truck.

Another mechanical feature of this car is that it is

equipped with a newly developed type of air compressor,

whose weight is about one-third that of the ordinary
gear type, assuming that the same motor is used. This

new type of compressor is of gearless design, which
rotates at 1,000 r.p.m. and delivers 20 per cent more
air per unit of time than does the geared type. It

delivers air at a hotter temperature (about 80 deg. C.)

but it operates less frequently. Further details of

the design of this compressor may be noted from the

accompanying illustration.

The car bodies are largely of wood construction

except for the steel underframes. They seat 30 and
have room for 19 standees, making a total capacity

of 49 passengers. The length of the car over all is

10.65 m. (35 ft.) and the wheelbase is 11 ft. 6 in. The
weight of these cars fully equipped is 11,500 kg. (25,350

lb.). The weight of the standard single-truck car of the

same seating and standing capacity and the same over-

all length is 14,000 kg. (30,860 lb.). The mounting
of the motors on the car body and the other changes
in mechanirm involved would therefore seem to indicate

a saving in weight of about 2,500 kg. (5,510 lb.), which
is 17.8 per cent. The unsprung weight in the older

type car is 2,800 kg. (6,170 lb.), while the unsprung

weight in the new cars is 1,900 kg. (4,190 lb.). The
reduction in unsprung weight thus amounts to 900 kg.

(1,980 lb.), which is 32.1 per cent. Looking at it

another way, the unsprung weight with the old type

car amounted to 20 per cent of the total weight, while

with the new car the unsprung weight is 16.5 per cent

of the total weight.

The management of the Paris tramways is suffi-

ciently satisfied with the results obtained from the

experimental cars of this design to expand the experi-

ment to a scale which will give an extensive operating

experience with the new design. Whether the new
design will show ultimately better economy and have
operating advantages in general is a matter that can

be told only in the future. However, from a mechanical

point of view, the design offers possibilities that can

The axle unit of the latest Paris trams. The seml-elUptlc sprinss,

sprinfr shackles and radius rods are clearly shown

be watched with interest wherever it is practical to

make use of light single-truck rolling stock.

An interesting type of buffer forms a part of the

equipment of these new Paris cars. This consists of

four straps, i in. x 6 in., of spring steel, mounted to

function as a semi-elliptic spring, with the inner leaf

ends forged in oblong loops, through which the vertical

supporting bolts extend. These bolts are carried in

two forged brackets attached to the platform end sill.

This spring type of buffer absorbs any shock or collis-

ion up to its capacity and tends to relieve the strain

on the car body. The length of the spring buffer

between brackets is about 5 ft. The spring buffer has

been of material assistance in reducing the damage to

the car body in minor collisions.

The solid axle assembly with upper part of housing removed,
showing the ball and socket Joint (or keeping (ear

and pinion in correct mesh

Rapid Transit Rolling Stock

THE most striking thing observed with respect to

the newest cars of the London Underground System
was their inviting and attractive appearance. A real

effort is being made to attract patronage by providing

a more comfortable, pleasant ride. Large plate glass

windows, a brightly painted, well-lighted interior, and
figured or striped plush upholstered seats, give the cars

a most inviting appearance as one sees them from the

station platforms. Probably more than usual credit

is due the designers because of their accomplishment
in producing cars of such marked interior attractive-

ness, despite the difficulties and limitations placed upon
them by the clearances in the small bore tubes through
which many of the cars must operate. This fact also

largely accounts for the peculiar exterior appearance.

The Paris subway cars are well painted, are fitted

with plate-glass windows and curved plate glass at the
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One of the latest steel cars built for use In tunnel lines by the London Undergrround

ends of the cars, they are well lighted, and the first-

class cars are fitted with red leather upholstered seats.

Altogether they present a very pleasing appearance,

though with not the degree of luxuriousness nor comfort
that impresses one in the new London cars.

The Paris cars have an interior seating arrangement
which is designed more with the idea of providing

maximum standing capacity than maximum seating

capacity. The most common seating arrangement com-
prises cross-seats with a double seat on one side of

the aisle and a single seat on the other side, and a

a back to back arrangement of seats.

In a mechanical and structural way the committee
thought these cars embodied no particularly interesting

departures from practices here,* except the means em-
ployed to reduce noise. These are treated in a later

section.

•These new London cars were treated in some detail in Elec-
tric Railway Journal for May 5, 1923.

A combination of loiigitiidinai and crosM seats, velour upholstering
and arm rests, bright puint. sliaded lumps and mahoKany trim

are features of this latest tunnel car of the Irondon
Undprgrronnd. See also pictures on page 4 30

Fog Repeaters Signal London
Underground Trains

ON ACCOUNT of the heavy fogs which prevail at

certain times of the year the London Underground
Railways use a special signal, called a "fog repeater,"

on those portions of the tunnel and tube lines which are

out in the open. This fog repeater is especially valuable

and necessary there because

no "distant" signals are used.

It consists of a special type

of light signal equipped with

a 20-watt, 16-cp. lamp behind

a dioptic lens, located a

proper distance in advance

of the "stop" or "home" sig-

nal and wired so that it re-

peats the indication of the

home signal.

The center of the top lens

is approximately 8 ft. above

the track so that it is well

within the motorman's line

of vision. By this means
the motorman is informed of

the position of the "home"
signal when he is a certain

distance from it. The wiring

is also arranged so that the

towermen can put the fog

repeaters in operation when
fog prevails and cut them

out when no fog exists.

There are 123 of these

special signals in service and it is claimed that the par-

ticular type of lens in use has certain fog penetrating

qualities, and that the signals have greatly accelerated

movement of trains in foggy weather. The committee

did not have an opportunity to see these signals in use as

none of London's famous fogs made its appearance.

Fog repeater signal used by
tiie London Underground
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European Motor Bus Design
Bus Development Has Not Been Carried Forward in Europe to the Extent It Has in America, Although the

Use Is Greater—The Double-Deck Design Is Coming in More and More and an Effort Is Being

Made to Inclose the Upper Deck for All Weather—Light Wood Bodies Used—Weight

Limitation Imposed by Department of Police
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Left to right, the type B, type K, type 8, and type N8 bases of the liondon General Omnibus Company
They were first placed in service, respectively, in October, 1910 ; August. 1919 ; December.
1920, and May, 1923. Tiie type B's have all been taken out of regular service and only a
few of tiie type K are now in use. More than 1.000 buses of the NS type are in service

THE NS type bus of the London General Omnibus
Company probably represents the latest develop-

ment of the bus in Great Britain. This is a

vehicle which seats 50 passengers and weighs approxi-

mately 5 tons unladen (11,200 lb.). When laden, the

distribution of weight between front and rear axles

for a seated load is as follows: Front axle, 3 tons

8 cwt. (7,616 lb.) and rear axle, 4 tons 19 cwt. (11,088

lb.). These buses are double decked, open top, with 22

seats below and 28 above. They are 26 ft. 9 in. long

over all. They are mounted on wheels 42 in. in diam-
eter, and the only step taken to lower the body height is

a "kickup" in the frame over the rear axle. The drop
type rear axle is not yet a feature of European buses.

They are consequently a good deal higher than most
of the buses now on American city streets.

A limitation placed upon the design of buses in Lon-
don is that Scotland Yard requires that the total weight
loaded shall not exceed 8 tons—5 tons on the rear axle

and 3 tons on the front. The police also impose other

restrictions as to the width, height and length of buses,

turning radius, etc. As a result, the present bus is not

all that it would be if the designers had a free hand.

For example, the possibilities are that the upper deck

would be inclosed, and the bodies would be wider to

permit of a little more generous aisle and seat width.

The bus bodies are made entirely of wood, except

for a thin steel side sheathing. In fact, every possible

means has been taken to keep the weight down. The
seats are of the simplest slat type ; there are no window
sash nor window curtains; the window glass is fixed;

Tlie NS, iatrNt type bus of tlie L,ondon tieneral OmnlbuB Company, which neatg 60 and weishs loaded 8 long lonx
Some of the new buses are fitted with

velour upholstered seats on the lower deck.
Note framing and bracing of the wood body
and stanchions to aid the five standees per-

mitted. Each seat on the upp r deck i.«<

fitted with an oilcloth, which the passenger
may place over his lap or hold over his
shoulders to sh§d some of London's copious

rainfall. The committee observed, how-
ever, that bus tops were not popular < n
rainy days. The U G. O. C. Is experiment-
ing with Inclosed top designs.
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there is no provision for heating, and

the floors are single. On some of the

newer buses, the seats on the lower

deck, while being of a light type, are

upholstered with plush and have

spring cushions. The effort to reduce

the weight continues, with respect to

both body and chassis. One of the

recent features of this nature is the

adoption of cast aluminum wheels,

which saves 200 lb. per bus. Another
feature is the use of wood fenders, S

in. thick, which are considered to be

lighter in weight and cheaper, includ-

ing maintenance, than pressed steel

fenders.

The engines used are of the poppet

valve type and 5 per cent more motors
than buses are provided to take care

of the maintenance program. Every
engine is taken out every six months
and overhauled. No starter is pro-

vided and the setting of the spark is

fixed. It is considered better to have no advance or

retard than to place control of this in the hands of the

driver. Scintilla magnetos are used for ignition pur-

poses and two 12-volt generators and a storage battery

for the bus lighting. The charging of the battery is

regulated by cutting in and out one of the generators,

which is considered simpler and more reliable than the

usual voltage control regulation.

Flfty-two-»t»at. incIoHecl-top double-
deck motor btiN

The Sheffield and Birmingham cor-
poration tramways each has one of
these new Ijuses for trial purposes.
The weight is about 20,000 lb.

All types of buses of the Genersl
Omnibus Company previous to the NS
are being replaced by the new design.

Its predecessors have been the type B,

which was the original, the type K
with seating capacity for 46, and the

type S seating 54.

In other words, in the past 14 years,

the design of bus in use has become
obsolete three times. The oldest buses

which are now in use in London, of

which there are only a few remaining,

have been in service only from 12 to

14 years. These are the B type. This

does not mean that the life of these

buses has really been 14 years, for the

pi-actice of the company is completely

to rebuild every bus once a year, so

that in the 14 years a bus may have

had several different motors and
chassis, and the body itself may have
been virtually rebuilt, possibly several

times. Th£ reason for replacing the

older types of buses is a question of obsolescence,

mainly because of larger seating capacity in the newer

types.

The corporation tramways in Sheffield and in Bir-

mingham, England, each has an experimental bus of

double-deck design with a covered top. These prop-

erties are not confronted with as severe limitations on

weight and dimensions as is the London company. This

C'ha,r!i-a-banrN or motor coaches used by the London General Omtilbiis Company for its spertal tour and chartered vehicle service. These

vehiciCH are rather typical of the general design of chars-li-bancs used throuKhout Ensland and Scotland
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SEATING capacity OF VARIOUS TYPES OF DOUBLE-DECK BUSES
OF THE LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY, LTD.

Type, Length
B
K
8
NS

Inside
16
22
26
24

Outside
18
24
28
26

Total
34
46
54
50

WEIGHT WITH PASSENGER LOAD
GP-6

B, double deck
B, single deck
K
S, double deck
S, single deck
NS

Front Axle,

4,480
4,480
5,980
7,720
5,980
7,420

Lb. Back Axle, Lb.

8,960
6,720
9,460
11,200
8,220

1 1,200

(Seats about 20)

(30 seater)

experimental bus seats 52 passengers, and except for

the headroom and width, it is practically identical with

the London bus. Most of the buses in use in the British

cities outside London are at present single deckers, but

the tendency is clearly to make the bus conform to the

old standard on the horse omnibus, horse car and tram

—

two decks.

Nearly all of the buses in use in Great Britain are

arranged for two-man operation, the necessity for a

conductor being determined primarily by the zone fare

system, which is everywhere in use. A few of the

country buses are arranged for one-man operation.

Differing quite distinctly from the buses of London,

those in Paris are all of single-deck design, but again

are all arranged for two-man operation on account of

the zone fare. The most interesting thing about bus

design in Paris is the use of six wheels on the newer
types. There are 50 of this type in operation and 1,250

of the four-wheel type. The use of six wheels made
it possible to increase the seating capacity from 28 to

40 passengers, and keep within the weight limitations

per wheel imposed by the police. The six-wheel bus

weighs 7,340 kg. (16,185 lb.) as compared with 5,380 kg.

(11,860 lb.) for the four-wheel type. The horsepower
of the engine was correspondingly increased from 30 to

36, the engines being identical except for the size

of the bore. In addition to the seating capacity of 28

and 40, respectively, for the four-wheel and six-wheel

bus, a standing load of 10 for the four-wheel bus and 8

for the six-wheel bus is permitted, making the total

capacity 38 for the four-wheel bus and 48 for the si.x-

wheel bus.

The extra pair of wheels on the six-wheel bus is

added as a sort of trailer axle behind the driving axle

and serves mainly to support the long overhanging rear

platform. This extra axle is very much like the front

axle, being connected to the body through a pair of

semi-elliptic springs and with the wheels arranged to

turn in spindles. In steering the bus, these wheels are

turned in unison with the front wheels, being simply
connected to the driver's steering mechanism by rods

and levers. A particular six-wheel bus which weighed
7,200 kg. (15,875 lb.) had the following weight distribu-.

tion on the three axles:

Weight, empty, lb..

Loaded (4 8 pass.), lb..

Front Axle Driving Axle Trailer Axle
4,851 7,497 3,.S28
5,512 12,128 5,512

An unusual feature of the Paris buses is that the
entrance and exit is directly in the center of the rear
end of the bus. The reason given for this was that it

was thought that in heavy traffic an entrance and exit

in the usual location at the side of the platform would
cauae passengers to be brushed off by passing traffic.

The location of the exit at the rear of the platform,
however, practically forces every one to step off the
bus facing backward.

Paris is the only place visited by the committee
where an effort is made to provide two classes of trans-

portation on buses and tramcars. Here the front end
of the bus body is divided off by a partition and the

space in front of this devoted to first class passengers,

while the space to the rear of it and the standing room
on the rear platform is second class.

The Paris police impose a rather unique obligation

on the operators of buses looking toward the protection

of pedestrians. This consists of a scheme for eliminat-

ing to a large extent the spattering of water by the

hard-tired wheels. The bus wheel rims are made wide
enough to give space to install at the outer edge of each
wheel 1 in. from the outer edge of the tire a thin rub-

ber mud ring or flange which is a little smaller in out-

side diameter than the outside diameter of the tire.

When the tire is under compression as it comes in con-

> tact with the pavement, this mud flange is practically

in contact with the pavement also, and any water
thrown out by the tire tread is intercepted by this flange.

All Paris buses are equipped with these flanges and
the officials seem to be satisfied that they accomplish
the purpose intended.

As to tires used on buses, the great bulk of the work
is done with hard tires. Virtually all double-deck and
single-deck buses used in city service are equipped with
solid tires, and only a part of the buses used in cross-

country work are equipped with pneumatic tires. In

general, it may be said that the use of pneumatic tires

in Europe is still in the experimental stage, and not
developed quite as far as in America.

Steam Buses UNSuccESSFtiL

There has been quite a little talk in America about
the use of steam buses in England. On investigation,

the committee found that there are at present no steam
buses in operation, though three or four different com-
panies have undertaken in the past to give transporta-

tion service with vehicles of this type. All of these

companies have failed and gone out of business. Some
of these were quite sizable undertakings. The National
Steam Omnibus Company had 60 buses in its fleet.

It ceased operation three or four years ago mainly be-

cause of boiler trouble. The Metropolitan Steam Omni-
bus Company operated 40 buses on city and suburban
routes and went out of business about eight years ago.

These buses burned oil.

The only steam operation of road vehicles now going
on is that of numerous manufacturers, railroads and
trucking concerns which employ the steam lorry

(truck). This is nothing but a small-sized steam
threshing engine, with a vertical or horizontal boiler

projecting out in front in full view. The fuel

used is coke. The steering is just like that on a trac-

tion engine with worm and gear and a heavy chain

attached to the two ends of the axle. The steering is

done by one man and the engine controlled and boiler

fired by another. Lorries of this rather crude tjTpe are
very extensively used in the cities throughout Great
Britain, particularly for heavy material haulage work.
All reports gathered indicate that they are very suc-

cessful and economical, taking into account that they
haul from 5 to 10 tons and, in addition, often pull one
to three loaded trailers.

Gasoline-Electric Buses on Trial

The London General Omnibus Company has had in

use for about 9 months 166 gasoline-electric buses manu-
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six-wheel bus, of wliich tlie I'aris tratnwaj', hus unti boat inaiiatfemeiit ha.s 50 in

service foririln^ part of a fleet of over 1,300 bases
It seats 40 and stands 8. The extra front wheels. Note rubber flange at outer

pair of wheels is on a trailer axle and edge of each wheel, which Is supposed to
the wheels steer in conjunction with the prevent spattering water on pedestrians.

factured by Tilling Stevens Motors, Ltd. The principal

difiference between these buses and the standard London
bus is that the usual gear box and clutch are done away
with, and an electric generator and motor substituted

therefor. The principal advantage of this type of drive

is the smoothness and rapidity of acceleration. The
noise and jerks of gear shifting are done away with.

The performance data available were not very complete,

but it is expected that the principal saving, if there

is any, will come from lower maintenance cost owing
to the easier starting conditions. In London, on ac-

count of the greater weight of the gasoline-electric

drive, it is necessary to reduce the seating capacity to

48, in order to keep within the limitations set by Scot-

land Yard. This reduces the earning capacity of the

bus slightly and militates against its adoption, unless

the maintenance saving is larger than is now anticipated

by the L. G. O. officials, based on the limited present

experience. The committee agreed that the gasoline-

@
electric bus rides notably smoother
during the acceleration period than
the London gear-box bus, but its

speed on hills is lower owing to the

characteristics of the electrical drive.

This type of bus is also being oper-

ated to a limited extent as an experi-

ment by the Birmingham Corporation
Tramways. This company reported

that the acceleration performance of

the Tilling Stevens bus is ideal and
approaches that of steam vehicles.

The petrol (gasoline) consumption is

greater than with the ordinary
mechanical drive, the bus drives

easier, and the tires give a longer life.

This company was of the opinion that

the total cost of operation, however,

will be more than with the usual gear-

box type bus. The Birmingham &
Midland Company, large cross-country

bus operator, has used gas-electric

buses exclusively for years, but they
~ have not shown any notable economy.

In general, the committee was unable to find any par-

ticular enthusiasm for the gas-electric type bus among
the operating people.

Trackless Trolley Design in Experimental Stage

Trackless trolley design in Europe at the present time

is largely a matter of experiment, different ideas being

worked out in nearly every city in which tbey are in

operation. Some of the designs are quite unique.

The tendency in Great Britain is to make the track-

less trolley of double-deck design, following out the

general practice with trams. Some managements
have considered that in this respect the trackless trolley

had an inherent advantage over the motor bus, as its

lower center of gravity made a double-deck design safe

where there was doubt about this quality in a double-

deck motor bus. However, inclosed double-deck buses

are now being tried out and give promise of meeting

requirements.

Types of trackless trolleys used In three Enough cities

At left, type of double-deck trackless
trolley used with good success in Birming-
ham to replace tram line on narrow street
where riding was good and street too nar-
row to permit double tracking. In center.

Leeds trackless trolley with low floor and
motors mounted on front axle. Overhead
double-trolley intersection where loop in
downtown section is completed. At right,
Leeds Corporation Tramways trackless

trolley with the two motors mounted on
the front axle and each driving one wheel
through Internal gears mounted on each
wheel. This driving scheme permitted a
steplees floor level and a double-deck design.
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In Leeds, with double-deck trolley buses, the two driv-

ing motors are mounted on the front axle, one
in front of the axle and one behind it, with each motor
driving one of the front wheels through an internal

gear mounted on the wheel. To steer the vehicle, it is

necessary to turn the entire axle with its load of motors

about a center pivot. In order to do this, it was neces-

sary to have a very low gear ratio in the steering

mechanism and consequently it is very difficult for the

driver to make any quick or short turns.

The management claimed that the front drive avoids

excessive weight on the rear axle and makes it possible

to bring the body down to a height which provides a

stepless lower deck and permits a double deck height

within the clearance limits existing in Leeds. It was
also said that it avoids the trouble which had been
experienced in previous designs with the differential on

The 12 trackless trolleys in use in Birmingham,
England, are of double-deck design, seating 52 passen-

gers and weighing, laden, 9 tons (20,160 lb.). They
are driven with two 35-hp. motors mounted on the body
and connected by driveshaft to the rear axle. The con-

trol of power to the motors is through a hand -con-

troller very similar to the type employed on a tramcar.

Slx-whe«I trolley bus ballt as experiment by Bradford Corporation
Tramways to get weight per wlieel down sulflciently to

permit of tile double-decit body

the rear axle. It was also considered superior to the

type installed in 1911, which had a double chain drive.

The latest design of trolley bus in Bradford, England,
employs six wheels, with the four-wheel truck at the

front of the bus. The drive is a single 70-hp. motor
mounted on the body or chassis with a single chain

drive. The idea of using the two pairs of wheels in

front was to get the load per wheel down within the

limit specified by the local police. The four front wheels
carry 50 per cent of the load, and all four front wheels
steer on somewhat the same principle as an automobile.

This trackless trolley weighs 7 tons (15,680 lb.) and
was claimed to be making an average schedule speed
of 9.6 m.p.h. on one route under very light traffic. It

has about the same maximum speed as the tramcar.
Two sets of brakes are provided, the hand brake engag-
ing drums on the rear wheels and the foot service brake
engaging a transmission drum by means of blocks. In

addition to this six-wheel trolley bus, which seats 59
passengers, the Bradford company has 20 other track-

less trolleys of various types.

Noise of Operation

THE committee observed that in Great Britain the

tramcars seem to be more quiet in their operation

than the street cars in America, speaking generally.

Without going into the subject exhaustively, the com-
mittee concluded that the principal reasons for this

were as follows:

In the first place, all tramcars are almost totally of

wood construction, which makes them inherently more
quiet than if built of steel. The cars and the track

are in better mechanical repair, as a whole. Special

attention is given to keeping all parts of the car bodies

and trucks tight and free from rattle. The window
sash are largely fixed, and heavy plate glass windows
also reduce the vibration and the transmission of noise.

Similarly, track joints and special trackwork are kept
in first-class condition. On the majority of properties

visited, bad joints were almost wholly absent, and the

cars made almost no extra noise while passing over

special trackwork. The fact that most of the tramways
use some sort of pitch filler between the base of the

rail and the concrete foundation may possibly contribute

something to the lower degree of noise. Corrugation
is also kept down, though this is a source of considerable

expense and trouble to all of the British tramways.
The cars are of lower weight than ours, and the speed

of operation is lower. The rate of acceleration is slower,

the maximum running speeds are lower, and the gen-

eral impression gained is one of leisurely schedules.

All these factors have a bearing on the noise of

operation.

The London Underground organization has done a

great deal of investigation work trying to reduce the

noise for the riders on the tube and tunnel lines. They
feel that the result obtained is not commensurate with
the effort and expense involved and not up to expecta-

tions. The wood finish of the newer steel cars on which
special attention was given toward obtaining noiseless-

ness, the use of insulating material in the roof and sides,

fixed windows with plate glass and ventilators with a
special tortuous passage are the features which have

helped most and which probably will be continued.

Other experimental measures taken, such as shrouding

the trucks in leather hoods, have been abandoned be-

cause they interfere with inspection and maintenance

and were too expensive for the results obtained.

Probably the most important factor in reducing the

noise is that the windows are fixed in the closed posi-

tion, which is practicable because London has no extreme

temperatures of either cold or heat. The seats are

also all of a fixed wood frame construction, having no

movable parts to become loose. Similarly, there are no

curtain fixtures, and many other miscellaneous fittings

found in most American cars, which can become loose

and add to the general rattle if proper attention is not

given to them, are absent. In fact, it is notable that

a great many of the fixtures and features which a4d

to the comfort and convenience of passengers in
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America are totally absent on all forms of transporta-

tion in Europe.

"The Quiet Rubber-Tired Bus"

The popular idea in America is that to substitute

rubber-tired buses for street cars will bring about a

great reduction in noise. However, the committee was
impressed with the fact that in the central London area,

where there are no tramways, the noise of the buses

caused by gear shifting, the exhaust and other motor

noises and the pounding of bus wheels in depressions

in the pavement is very bad. It was also noticed that

on streets over which both tramcar and bus operate,

where the noise of both types of vehicles could be di-

rectly compared, the buses on the average made more

noise than the tramcars. London buses are more noisy

than our modern buses and the tramways there are less

noisy than our street railways. Nevertheless, the com-

mittee feels that American people are going to be disap-

pointed in their hope that the use of buses will mean
any particular reduction in street noise. And the noise

of our street cars in many cities can be materially re-

duced by adoption of more thorough maintenance prac-

tices with respect to cars and track.

Kinds and Rates of Fare

THE zone system of fares is in use on tramways,

subways and buses in all of the cities visited.

The only exception is the flat fare which prevails on

the underground lines in Paris. The most common
minimum rate is a ride of 1 mile for 1 penny (2 cents).

Glasgow has the lowest rate with an average zone

length of 1.13 miles for a |-penny token. The most

interesting thing about these fares to an American
is the very high proportion of the total riders who
pay only the minimum fare. Nearly 50 per cent of

the riders, as seen in the accompanying table, pay only

1 penny. This reflects the closely built-up nature of

most of the European cities.

Low as the minimum fare is, many of the tramways
are required to give a return trip ticket to a workman
for a fare as low as one-half the normal minimum for

the two-way ride. This applies for rides taken board-

ing up to approximately 8 a.m. There are also a

great variety of other special tickets, particularly in

London, which offer cheaper rides during certain parts

of the day or over certain parts of the system or for

other special conditions, of riding. The Sheffield Cor-

poration Tramways, for example, has a minimum fare

of 1 penny, but a passenger can ride all the way from
or to the center of the city for 2d. The London County

Council Tramways and the Underground Group tram-

ways in London, as well as some other tramways, have

AVERAGE DISTANCE FOR MINIMUM FARES FOR
TRAMS AND PETROL BUSES

Tram Petrol Bus
Diatance Uiatance

for for
Minimum Minimum

•Minimum Fare Minimum Fare
Fare (Miles) Fare (Miles)

London General Omnibus
Company... . . Id. I

London Underground
Group Tramways Id. I , , ,

.

....
London County Council
Tramways Id. 1-1 i .... ....

Glasgow (a)!d. 1.13
Edinburgh Id. 1 Id .87
I.eerls Id. I .... ....
Bradford \t, A. 1
Sheffield Id. I Id. {
Manchester Id li Id. j
Birmingham Id. ij Id. I

Paris—First class 45 cent I stage (6) 45 cent I stage <h)

Second class 30 cent t stage (&) 30 cent I stage (6)

* By statutory provision workmen (all riders boarding cars before 8 a.m.)
get a return ticket, good any time during the day, for a single fare.
(a) Use a token for the minimum fare,

(b) Not known whether the stages, upon which tram and bus fares in Paris are
based, are of the same or different length.

a special rate of 2d. all the way which applies for

passengers boarding the cars between 10 a.m. and 4

p.m. When these mid-day fares were put in force on

the London County Council Tramways in 1920 as a

means of dealing with competition, as nearly as it

could be determined, there resulted an increase of

about 60 per cent in traffic, which yielded about 20

per cent increase in revenue.

Of course, in all these cities, the normal fare in-

creases with the length, of ride up to 5d. and 6d., and

even 9d., as in Glasgow, according to the size of city

and length of route. In London, the fares go up to

Is. (24 cents) and occasionally even more. In America,

as the average ride taken on a street railway is about
3 miles, this would mean a fare of about 3d. or 6

cents. This is lower than the average in American
cities, but it should be borne in mind, as the committee

found, that the density of population is higher than in

our cities and the hourly wages of trainmen and tram-

way employees generally in Europe are now only from
one-third to one-half as much as they are here.

The zone system necessitates that a ticket be issued

to every passenger and punched by the conductor to

indicate the distance for which the fare is paid. This

ticket is retained by the passenger; the conductor does

not collect it nor examine it as the passenger gets off.

,The only check on the honesty of the passenger is

the occasional check-up by inspectors, a considerable

force of whom is employed for this purpose.

With the large passenger load handled by each con-

ductor and the frequent turnover of his load, it is im-

possible for him to have any definite idea of the dis-

tance for which each passenger has paid his fare. In

other words, the committee is satisfied from its own
experience and observation that over-riding can and

does take place. How serious it is in amount of money

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL PASSENGERS CARRIED AT DIFFERENT RATES OF FARE. 1923-24

Trnmwat/s

Glasgow
Edinburgh
Manchester
London County Council

Rapid Transit
London Underground

Motor Buses
Edinburgh
London General Omnibus Company.

.

Id

21.68

Id

35 48
57.93
47.16
56.89

59.99
51.73

lid 2d 2id 3d

26.85
0.16
22 67
0.35

10 06
27.55
13.78
27.68

3.20

6.30
on

1.50
11.18
3.37
5.40

10.11 16 15 2.41 12.70

0.67
1.70

27.85
25.86

7.69
10.24

3id 4d 4H 5d

0.63

1^72

0.55
2.22
0.65
5.60

45

OS
0.95
0.43
3.63

I9.30(o)

1.49
4.93

2.31
5.54

Total

100
100
100 (<•»

100 (c)

100 (6)

100
100

(o) Includes all figures above 3d.
.,.1. l j.

(i) The following additional per cent is included to make 100 per cent: Local and through season ticket passengers 16.52 per cent. Through ordmary and workmen
passengers with foreign companies 22.81 per cent,

(e) To make 100 per cent an addition of 3.47 per cent is added which represents the proportion of half-fare tickets sold in Manchester; similarly 0.34 per cent is

added for naif fares on the London County Council trams.
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General view In the Forest Gate graragre, one of the newer ones of the London General Omnibus Company

lost, of course, the committee had no way of deter-

mining, but it is believed that such a system in

America would be productive of large losses.

The zone system has the further serious drawback
that the preparation and handling of tickets and the

checking of turn-ins requires a large staff of clerks.

This makes a heavy expense and involves an uncer-

tainty in the operation, from which several of the

officials expressed themselves as desirous of relief. So
it may be said that the zone system has its bad fea-

tures as well as its attractive features. For one thing,

its use practically precludes the possibility of any one-

man operation in city service—bus or tram.
The zone fare is used everywhere on buses as well

as tramways. In general, the rate is a little higher,

that is, the length of zone is a little shorter for the

minimum fare than on the tramway. This is shown
in an accompanying table of fares.

Only one class of fares is provided for on the trams
and buses in Great Britain, but in Paris both tram and
bus carry first and second class passengers.

The underground lines in both London and Paris
carry two classes of fares. In London, provision is

made for the two classes in various ways. On some
trains there are entire cars for first-class passengers,

on others there are cars which have first-class com-
partments, and on some of the lines there is only one
class of fare. The only check that a passenger riding

in a first-class compartment has paid first-class fare

is the occasional inspector. The collection of the first-

class rate for all passengers riding in the first-class

compartment is also complicated in London by the fact

that when all third-class seats are full, third-class

passengers may ride in the first-class section. The
provision for two classes of fares is not considered a

very desirable plan for underground lines by those in

charge of the London operation. The first-class rate

is about double the third-class rJite. The third-class

rate is IJd. for 1 mile, minimum. Beyond that it is at

the rate of about Id. a mile up to 4i miles, and then
the length of zone is increased for each zone up to

12 miles, for which the rate is 8d. After that, the
rate is 2 miles for 1 penny.

In Paris, the two classes of traffic are handled on
the underground lines by having a separate car which
occupies the central position in each five-car train, the

standard unit. This car is painted red, while the other

cars of the train are painted green, and this car carries

a special conductor who punches the ticket of each

passenger. This makes it definite that each passenger

on this car has paid the first-class rate.

A flat rate of fare of 60 centimes for first-class and
40 centimes for second-class are charged, and this

entitles the rider to a free transfer between the various

underground lines. At the rate of exchange prevail-

ing when the committee was abroad, these first and
second-class fares were respectively equivalent to 3.3

and 2.2 cents. Because of the differences in fare, the

first-class cars on the Paris subways are always more
lightly loaded than the other four cars of the train.

How Omnibuses Are Maintained

in London

THE London General Omnibus Company has a very
thorough system of maintaining and overhauling its

buses. Garages are located in various parts of the city

in which the buses are stored, cleaned, inspected and

At the new ChlMwlrk sliops of the London (ieneral Omnibus C'om-

p&ny majiufacturing metliods are applied to the maintenance
work aM far as practicable

In this picture the moving floor carries the chassis along »*
they are assembled, g-iving a deflnlte time element In which the
work must be accomplished. This la tyi>lcal of the work plan
on each of the parts.
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Wben bnses come in from their runs in the evening: they stop for a moment in these special racliB, are given a qnlclc but effective

wash, moved on to their places and are wiped down

ordinary running repairs made. The majority of these

garages have a capacity of 100 buses each, although the

practice now is to build garages for 200 to 250 buses as

all overhaul work has been transferred to and concen-

trated at the new omnibus repair shop known as Chis-

wick Works.

Upon entering a garage to be laid up for the night,

each bus stops just inside the building at the gasoline

and oil pumps and is filled with gas, oil and water. The
crankcase oil is never completely replaced except at the

overhaul periods. The used oil then removed is burned,

not reclaimed. While the filling is going on a cleaner

sweeps off the upper deck. From the filling pumps the

bus is driven to the washrack, where fine streams of

water are directed on its sides from a system of pipes

in a special stand pictured herewith. Filling and wash-

ing consume but 5 minutes.

Upon leaving the washrack the bus is placed in a

storage space, the windows are dried and polished, the

outside of the body wiped down and the interior cleaned.

In case the driver reports any defects requiring adjust-

ment or repairs, these are attended to before the bus

goes out on its run in the morning.

Every 3 weeks each bus is "held in the garage for a

sufficient length of time for a thorough inspection and

testing of all parts of the chassis and body, including

the removal of wheels to examine brake linings and

bearings and special attention to the steering mecha-

nism. The garages have several pits to facilitate this

special inspection work. A running log showing the

gasoline and oil consumption and all defects reported

accompanies each bus that is to be so inspected, and the

inspectors have this information for their guidance.

The average daily mileage per bus is 118.

The new Chiswick shops, built last year to handle the

total overhaul work of the company's 4,500 buses, have

13 acres under cover and employ over 3,000 hands. They

will handle the complete overhaul of 85 buses a week.

By virtue of the modem layout and equipment of this

great works, and the application of manufacturing

methods as far as practicable to maintenance work, the

time required to overhaul a bus has been reduced

more than half. The former practice of overhauling

in the garages necessitated the driving of a bus to a

coach manufacturer to shed the body, return of the

chassis to the garage for overhaul, and then back again

When a bus due lor overhaul arrives at the Chlswitk shops this special Hit raises the body off the chassis. The chassis is driven on

to one part of the shop. The storage battery trncli is backed under the body, which ts lowered

on the trnck and moved to the body department
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after the body. Now all the work is done at one place.

When a bus has been in service for one year it is sent

to the Chiswick shops for general overhauling. The
body is removed from the chassis and placed in the body
shop, where it is stripped of all of its equipment and
fittings. Such repairs and replacements as are neces-

sary are made and the body completely painted and re-

assembled with all of its fittings ready to be placed upon
a new chassis. The chassis and motor are completely
dismantled. Motors are overhauled on a six months
schedule and 5 per cent extra engines are owned to per-

mit this program. Each one of the parts is gaged
and tested and then scrapped or reconditioned for serv-

ice. Practically new chassis and motors are reassem-

bled from the parts available in much the same manner
as would be done in a manufacturing plant. After the

motor and chassis have been assembled and tested a

body is installed and the completed unit is ready for

its final test and adjustment before it is put into

service.

As a matter of fact, the overhaul of buses at Chiswick
is so complete that it is difficult to say whether a unit

leaving the shop is an overhauled or a virtually new bus.

It really is a new assembly of reclaimed or new parts

which probably were not associated together before.

The cost of complete overhaul is £212 per bus, of

which about £30 is for new parts and in the nature of

improvement. If no changes were made, it was thought
that the straight overhaul job would cost about £150 per

bus. None of the work in the shop is done on a piece-

work basis, but the piece-work principle is practically

accomplished by the use of moving platforms and tables

which introduce a definite time limit in which each piece

of work must be done. The employees are aware of this

policy but fall in line because the rates of pay are 5

cents an hour above the standard London scales.

Mercury Arc Rectifier Substations

THE committee inspected three mercury arc rectifier

substation installations. One was serving the

Metropolitan subway in Paris and was located at the

Nation Station of the underground. The second one

was at Berne, Switzerland, and was supplying energy to

the local tramway system. The third was on a trunk

line electrification and was located at the Lourdes sub-

station of the Midi Railroad in southern France. The
Midi has several such substations.

This substation at the Nation Station of the Metro-

politan subway in Paris is the only one in use by that

company. It consists of a pair of mercury rectifier tanks

of 540 kw. each, which work in parallel and furnish direct

current at 600 volts d.c. The high-tension service comes

in at 5,000 volts, 25-cycle, three-phase. This substation

has been in continuous operation for about one year, and
the Metropolitan engineers reported that there had been

no trouble and that it was very successful. They plan to

install several more substations of this type in connec-

tion with subway extensions which will soon be started.

The engineers reported that the vacuum is maintained

without difficulty. The vacuum pump is run very little

except during the peak load, when it is run continu-

ously. It is not cut in and out automatically, but is

operated as needed according to the judgment of the

operators. The motor which drives the rotary vacuum
pump is 0.6 hp.

In Berne the mercury arc rectifier unit consists of

three tanks operating in parallel and having a total

capacity of 750 kw., and delivering 550 volts d.c. It

has been in service five years and has been very satisfac-

tory. Only recently has it been necessary to open any
of the tanks. In general, the operation has been so
satisfactory that a new 1,200-kw. unit is now being in-

stalled in the same station.

The Lourdes substation of the Midi Railroad will have
been in service two years in October, and the mercury
arc rectifier here has never been touched, according to

the substation operator. TTiere are three sets of recti-

fiers, each having two tanks in parallel and delivering
600 kw. per set at 1,575 volts direct current. At the

present time the load on the substation does not require
the use of all of the units and the present plan is to

change off among the sets, working each unit four days
at a time. Later, with completion of the electrification

work, the load will require two pairs in continuous use
and there will be one spare unit.

The high-tension line coming into the Lourdes sub-
station supplies power at 60,000 volts, 50-cycle, three-

phase. This is stepped down to 12-phase, 1,425 volts.

The vacuum pumps here are run for 2 hours out of
each 48 hours, and it was said that this maintained
the vacuum satisfactorily.

Two men are kept on duty in this substation continu-
ously. While the committee was in the station, short
circuits occurred out on the line twice, which caused the
circuit breaker to open. The process of putting the unit
back on the line was most simple and there was no
difficulty about it. A large choke coil on each d.c. feeder
line formed a part of the substation equipment. The
substation operator said that two or three shorts out
on the line occurred daily, but these had caused no
difficulty with the rectifier equipment.
We understand that up to date the first cost of the

equipment for a mercury arc substation is about the
same as that for a rotary converter substation, due
principally to the high development costs which must be
absorbed on a comparatively few installations. The
feeling seems to be that when the mercury arc rectifier

is placed on a commercial basis the cost will be appre-
ciably less than for rotary converter stations.

Operating Characteristics of Trams
Compared

IN THREE accompanying tables an endeavor has
been made to present some of the principal statistics

covering the operations of the tramways in seven of

the English cities visited, and to compare them with
the conditions in comparable cities of the United
States. For the purposes of this discussion, London
is excluded, as it is rather a special case, just as New
York is in this country.

To the American the outstanding feature is the

density of population. In evidence of this the number
of people per square mile is approximately 36 per
cent greater than in the American cities selected of

about the same size, and therefore the track mileage

needed to serve a given population is correspondingly

reduced. In addition, the practice in Great Britain

has been less liberal than in America as to the amount
of track constructed per unit of area served. The
combination of these two factors has resulted in a con-

dition which gives American cities approximately 2.75

times greater mileage of track per unit of population

and nearly twice the mileage per unit of area. This
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SOME COMPARISONS OF RAILWAY OPERATING CONDITIONS BETWEEN SIX BRITISH
AND SIX AMERICAN CITIES OP SIMILAR SIZE

Population Mi]
Area per Track- of Tr
of Souare Miles ner Sr

Population
of

City City

Glasgow 1,034,074
Edinburgh 420,281
Birmingham 919,438
Manchester 730,551
Sheffield 519,239
Leeds 466,700 (a)
Average

Boston 748,060
Cleveland 796,841
Baltimore 733,826
Washington 437,571
San Francisco 506,676
Milwaukee 457,147
Average

* Estimate used by the Committee on Mail Pay before Interstate Commerce Committee as representing average street railway conditions for the whole ciuntry
t Birmingham tramwav figures include trolley bus figures. (a) Estimate—June. 1922. (b) Figures not available. (c) Tramway only. (d) City only
(e) Tramway figure includes motor bus.

Population Miles
Area per Track- of Track Rides per Rides per
of Square Miles per Square Inhabitant Car-Mile Average

LengthCity Mile per 10,000 Mile Revenue Revenue
Population Square (City Population of Area and and Average of Ride.
Served Miles Only) Served in City Revenue Transfer Revenue Transfer Speed MUea
1,422,336 30 34,470 1.78 8.42 302 14.5 7.57 1.29
420,000 51 8,241 1.71 1.40 284 12.3 8.50 1.53

(b) 68 13,521 1.43(d) 1.91 256 No tl2.2 No 8.30 1.44(e)
1,000,000 34 21,487 2.29 6.76 298 Trans- 14.1 Trans- (b) 1.49
524.200 49 10,596 1.61 1.71 278 (c) fers 14 fers (b) 1 38
557,000 44 10,607 2.14 2.68 249 7.77 1.51

16,486 1.82 3.61 278 13.4 8.03 1.44

1,200,000 47.8 15,649 4.43 11.13 318 363 7 05 8 05 9.2
1,000.000 56.6 14,078 4 14 7 32 301 414 7 86 10.83
800,000 91.9 7,986 5.43 4.74 295 422 6 55 9.36 8.3
450.000 69.2 5,323 5 44 3 54 333 433 6 78 8 80 8.7
545,000 46.6 10,872 6.73 7.80 471 611 7.65 9 93' 9 1

495,000 25 8 17,718 3.81 7.24 263 371 5.88 9 68 9 5
12,104 4.96 6.96 330 436 7.13 9 44 8.96 3*

factor profoundly affects the transportation problems
in the two countries.

The riding habit as measured by the number of

annual revenue rides per capita is a little higher for

America. But as no transfers are issued abroad and
as a "transfer" passenger there pays another fare and
is thus counted twice, perhaps it would be more logical

to compare riding habit on the basis of total rather

than revenue rides here. On this basis the riding per

inhabitant in the six American cities shown in the

table is more than 50 per cent greater than in the Brit-

ish cities. This of course is again a direct result

of the greater track mileage per unit of population and

per unit of area. There is another important differ-

ence, too, that in England and Scotland approximately

50 per cent of the passengers ride less than 1 mile.

OPERATING STATISTICS OF TRAMWAYS, TRACKLESS TROLLEYS AND MOTOR BUSES IN SEVEN BRITISH CITIS.s

Note: English money was converted into American money on the basis of £1 = $4.85
London

(London County
Council Tramways

Glasgow Edmburgh (a) Birmingham Manchester Sheffield Leeds Only)

Annual report for year ending May 31, 1924 May 15, 1924 Mar. 31. 1924 Mar. 31, 1924 Mar. 31, 1924 Mar. 31, 1924 Mar. 31. I92»
Miles of tramway—route 129.75 36 65 71 235 124 55 46.02 89 26 164 M
Miles of tramway—single track 252.85 71.83 130 41 229 93 83.82 117.98 324.50
Miles of bus routes

1,088
35 25

329
(b)

658
(b)

830
(b)
371

(b)
352Number of tram cars L962

Single deck 50

1,088 329
88

' 658
79

830
25

371
53

362
8

1,912
Number gas buses and chars-&-bancs

Single deck 80 78 10 52

^4Double deck 8 1

12 .

15 1

Number of trackless trollesrs
Single deck

12 14

Car-miles operated:
Tramway 29,645,098 8,152,330 17,861,137 (d) 20,927,291 10,357,352 10,119,964 54,118,555
Bus 1,857,535 2,179,439 543,618 (b) 158,067

Passengers carried:
Tramway 430,226,561 100,394,122 219,263,263 (d) 294,555,518 145,708,494 (b) 589,015,086
Bus

Gross receipts:
Tramway

18,939,780 15,524,739 3.823.355 (b) (b)

$11,306,076 $3,201,892 $6,630,571 $8,929,280 $4,114,358 (b) $21,285,350
Bus 643,536 589,089 159,205 458.891

Operating expenses, excluding taxes:
Tramway $9,496,192 $2,348,149 $4,603,995 $5,286,891 $3,006,742 $18,63l,922:(f)

Bus 576,534 529.186 145,140 355,124
Operating ratio;
Tramway 83.13 73.38 69.43(d) 70 40 73.07 (b) 87.53

Bus 89.58 76.80 85.37 75.73 <''\,

Taxes (corporation income tax) $197,003 $138,983 $169,588 $191,901 $93,327 $163,443 $160,066

Passengers per car-mile:
. Tramway 14 5 12.3 12.2(d) 14 1 14.0 10.75

Bus 10.2 7.6 7.0
Gross receipts per car-mile:
Tramway 38.1c. 39.2c. 35.8c. (d) 42.6c. 39.57c 33.07c.

Bus 34.5c. 31.5c. 3 1 . Oc.

Operating expenses per oar-mile:
Tramway , . 31.9c. 28 7c. 25.6c. (d) 29 9c. 28.9c.

Bus 31 Oc. 24.0c. 26.8c.

Seating capacity:
Tram 60 54 and 70 70 and 82 70 56 78

Bus s.d.25
Is.d,-25
td.d.-52

( 8.d.-25

\ d.d.-52
/ s.d.-25

\ d.d.-52

1,771,390 1,407,460
d.d.-52

1.681.375 1.281.072 1,738.350
d.d.-60

Passengers per mile of track 2,123,325

Passengers per mile of route:
Tramway 3,315,607 2,740,014 3,078,023 2.364,997 3,156,199 4,197,779

Bus 537,298 (b) (b) (b)

Gross receipts per mile of track $46,551 $44,888 $50,845 $38,834 $49,085 $65,598

Gross receipts per mile of route:
Tramway $87,132 $87,388 $93,082 $71,592 $89,404 $129,686

Bus $18,255
Average fare per passenger:
Tramway 2 60c. 3 09c. 2.94c. (d) 3 OIc. 2.79c. 3.05c. 3.01c.

Bus 3 23c. 4 17c. 4 40c.

302

7.57

284

8 50
8.25

256

8.30
(b)

298

(b)

(b)

278 (c)

(b)

(b)

249

7.77
(b)

0>)

Average speed, miles per hour:
Tramway
Bus

9.49

include one mon th's operation o F the old cable ajmtem now electriBed. (b) Figures not available. (c) Tramway only.

(d) Birmingham—Tramway fii^ures nclude trackless trolley figures? (e) Estimate—June 1922. (/) Figures include net expenditure on renewals cnargea to

evenue account, (d.d.) Double deck, (s.d.) Single deck.
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and the average ride is less than li miles. In America
the proportion of long riders is much greater and the

average length of ride is more like 3 miles.

The average speed in the British cities is approxi-

mately 8 m.p.h., while the average speed in the six

American cities is about 9 m.p.h.

The number of riders per car-mile, which is one index

of the intensity of use of the facilities, is considerably

higher than in America, averaging 13.4 as compared
with 9.4 here.

Another favorable condition for transportation serv-

ice abroad is the effect which the short routes have in

reducing the number of cars and hence the investment
required to provide the service. Combined with this

is the universal use of the double-deck car, providing

seating capacities of 50 to 80 passengers, as compared
with the average of 40 to 60 in America. As a result,

substantially fewer cars are able to handle an equiv-

alent number of riders abroad than in America.
The cost of bus operation per bus-mile seems to be

about the same as per car-mile for the trams, but the

relative capacity of the two vehicles is about 3 to 1

in favor of the tram, since virtually all of the buses

outside of London are single deckers seating about 25.

The fares generally on the buses are higher than on
the trams. They are about 50 per cent higher in Bir-

mingham, twice as much in Manchester, and in Edin-
burgh and Sheffield the rate is about 15 per cent greater

than on the tram in the same city.

used for future electrification. The electrification of

this line is now under construction between Lausanne
and Geneva. The committee was especially well im-

pressed with the overhead construction on this line*

and the performance of the new locomotives.

Trunk Line Electrification Progress

THE committee spent some time in studying the elec-

trification of trunk line steam railways in France
and Switzerland.

The Paris-Orleans Railway is electrifying ap-

proximately 200 kilometers (125 miles) of line

between Paris and Orleans with overhead trolley

carrying 1,500 volts and a transmission line voltage of
from 80,000 to 90,000. About twenty years ago approxi-

mately 20 miles of line in the suburbs of Paris was elec-

trified with the 600-volt third rail system. Some of the

trains on the 600-volt electrification are handled with
electric locomotives and the remainder are made up of

multiple-unit cars. The 600-volt section will be changed
over to 1,500 volts in accordance with the standard
adopted for all French railway electrification.

The Midi Railway in southern France is being elec-

trified with overhead trolley carrying 1,500 volts d.c.

The transmission line voltages are 60,000 and 150,000.

The point of particular interest on this property is the
use of the mercury arc rectifier substations which are
spoken of in another portion of the report.

The electrification of the Federal Railways of Swit-
zerland is progressing quite rapidly and the decision has
definitely been reached that all future installations will

be single phase with a trolley voltage of 15,000. The
early three-phase installations have been satisfactory,

but it is desirable to adopt one system as standard so
that equipment will be interchangeable. The committee
rode on electric locomotives on both the three-phase and
single-phase electrifications, making the trip from Berne
to Thun on a single-phase locomotive, from Brigue to

Sion on a three-phase locomotive and from Sion to Lau-
sanne on one of the new single-phase locomotives. The
line from Sion to Lausanne represents the latest type
of single-phase construction and the type which will be

Trunk Line Operation Compared

STEAM railroads in England and Scotland differ from
those in the United States in many particulars. The

committee spent some time in studying the operation,

equipment and roadway of these railroads. There seems
to be quite a general impression among American visi-

tors abroad that the passenger trains run at higher

speeds than in America, but that the speed is not no-

ticed due to the smoothness of the roadbed. The
observations of the committee indicated that the maxi-
mum speeds on the British railroads are not higher
than on the American railroads, but that very good
schedule speeds are made due to elimination of stops

and slowdowns. The distances are comparatively short

and the traffic between the various centers of industry

heavy, so that express trains are operated without a

stop between these cities and also between these cities

and London.

The railroads are constructed on rights-of-way which
are protected from all other traffic and intersecting rail-

ways or highways are almost totally at a different

grade. This enables a train to get up to speed imme-
diately upon leaving a station and maintain a high

speed until the next station stop is reached. The
acceleration is more gradual and the rate of braking is

less severe than on most American railroads.

The track rails are supported in chairs screw-spiked

to the ties and held in position in these chairs by means
of wooden wedges driven in between one side of the

running rail web and the chair. The rail joints are

placed opposite each other and are suspended between
two chairs, this construction making it possible to use a
heavy fish plate which in many cases extends down be-

low the base of the rail.

The majority of the track and special work is very

well maintained so that there are few low joints and
little noisy or rough special track work. This results

in a smooth riding track comparatively free from noise.

The smooth riding is due, in our estimation, more par-

ticularly to the high standard of maintenance than to

the chair type of construction, as we rode on track of

this type which was not so well maintained and was not

particularly smooth or quiet.

The cars are almost entirely constructed of wood, are

divided into comparatively small compartments and are

much lighter in weight than cars used on American
railroads. The heaviest axle loads are from 20,000 to

25,000 lb., while on American railroads axle loads of

from 50,000 to 70,000 lb. each ai-e not uncommon. The
spring buffer and turnbuckle draw-bars eliminate the

slack between cars, and the jerking upon starting and
a great deal of the noise originating at the platform
connections of American railroad cars are absent.

Particular attention is paid in the maintenance of

car equipment to keeping parts tight.

The Great Northern Railroad, which is now a part

of the London & Northeastern Railroad system, has
been experimenting for several years with a group of

•

•A descrlntlon and views of this latest Swiss overhead con-
struct'on win be published In a later Issue of Eleotr«c Railwat
.lOlTHNAL.
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Two views of the omnibus terminal at the British Empire Kxhibition, Wembley, London

articulated cars running between London and Leeds.

The unit is composed of five cars with a kitchen car in

the center, a third-class dining car adjacent on one end
and then a third-class passenger coach. At the other

end of the kitchen car is a first-class dining car and
then a first-class coach. Additional third-class and
first-class coaches are placed on their respective ends of

the five-car unit as the sei'vice requires.

The committee rode this articulated train from Lon-
don to Doncaster. The distance from London to Don-
caster of 155J miles was made in 3 hours and 3 min-
utes, or an average of 50.2 m.p.h. The return from
Doncaster was made over the same line on a train made
up of cars not articulated, in 3 hours and 10 minutes

—

practically the same running time. The conductor on
the articulated train said that while this was a par-

ticularly good piece of track he thought that the articu-

lated cars rode better than their standard cars. The
test unit had been in service for three years and had
been so satisfactory that five more units are being built

and will be placed in service shortly.

It was the opinion of the committee that the articu-

lated cars, both coach and diner, rode noticeably

smoother than the standard coach in which the return
trip was made. The articulated design seemed to have
the effect of damping the oscillations of the cars, so that
the lateral motion was more gentle and less noticeable.

This company has also constructed and is using a num-
ber of two-car articulated units in its suburban service

in and out of London.

Condition of Axles Systematically

Reviewed

MANY equipment engineers have been endeavoring
to place a limit upon the life or service of car

axles and it is of great interest to know that the engi-

neers of the London Underground lines have adopted a

definite plan for the renewal of car axles.

All axles are grouped into classes by manufacturer
and number of the heat of the steel from which they

were manufactured. Unless removed on account of me-
chanical wear or damage, axles are allowed to run for

500,000 miles, whereupon 3 per cent of each group of

axles is withdrawn from service. The axles in this lot

are then subjected to the same physical, chemical and
drop tests as cover the purchase of new material.

If all of these test axles withstand the test satisfac-

torily, those remaining in service are allowed to run
for another year, at the end of which time another 3

per cent are removed and tested. If, however, any one
of the 3 per cent of axles removed fails under any one
of the tests applied, a second 3 per cent of this heat and
group would be immediately removed from service and

tested. If one of these second 3 per cent should fail,

the whole heat or group would be removed and scrapped
as quickly as possible.

The examination of the axles continues year after

year in this manner until a failure is found, or until

the axles have run one million miles, when they are

withdrawn from service anjrway.

A Terminal for 450 Buses an Hour

ONE of the largest transportation projects under-

taken by the London General Omnibus Company
was in connection with the movement of passengers

between London and the British Empire Exhibition at

Wembley during the past summer. While the service

supplied by the Underground lines and the railroads

was of an excellent nature and the great bulk of the

people traveled that way, nevertheless a surprisingly

large number, considering the distance, patronized the

buses.

In order to facilitate the loading and unloading of

passengers at Wembley the company paid £1,000 rent

to the exhibition management for a large area of

ground and equipped it with suitable platforms, shelters

and route destination signs to serve as a terminal.

The total cost of the work was £5,500, but £3,000 was
paid back to the bus company for work done in behalf

of the exhibit. The capacity of this terminal was
such that from 330 to a maximum of 450 buses per

hour are dispatched from the terminal. Altogether the

number of buses operated on various routes to and

from the exhibition ran as high as 958 on some of

the "bank" holidays.

Pass Helps Situation in Bradford, England

THE pioneer installation of the weekly pass, as we
know it in this country, was made in Bradford,

England, last April 1. At that time there was consid-

erable agitation for a reduction in the rate of fare,

which was a minimum of IJd. for 2 miles. The demand
was for a reduction to a minimum of Id. The manage-

ment succeeded in retaining the lid. fare by introduc-

ing the weekly pass with the saving it provided for fre-

quent riders. The sale of passes averages about 12,000

per week, which means that 17 to 18 per cent of the total

passengers use passes. Revenue has increased £4,900

from April 1 to July 1, but to offset this, additional serv-

ice has had to be operated because of the pass, costing at

the rate of £10,000 per year additional over the service

given prior to the inauguration of the pass. In other

words, the pass is conceded to have cost the company a

certain loss in revenue, but had it been necessary to

reduce the minimum fare to Id., this would, it is said,

have cost the system £100,000 revenue loss annually.
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The News of the Industry

Carmen's Plea Heard
Lively Session Wlien Cleveland Rail-

way Charges Duplicity—Issue
Critical for Riders

The question of whether or not the
Cleveland Railway will have to abide
by the decision of the board of arbitra-

tion last June, raising the pay of the
carmen 12 cents an hour, effective last

May 1, and the question of whether
the company will continue to be en-
joined from putting open shop condi-
tions into eflfect in the Cleveland street

car system are now being considered by
Judge Close of Upper Sandusky, Ohio.
Hearing of the case was concluded on
Sept. 15 with arguments by attorneys
for both sides. At the conclusion of
the oral arguments Judge Close allowed
both sides two weeks in which to file

written briefs. A decision is not ex-
pected before the next month.
The suit is on the application of the

caimen's union to make permanent an
injunction to prevent the Cleveland
Railway from discharging any union
men and trying to enforce open shop
conditions in the city of Cleveland. The
union also seeks to have the court de-
clare the arbitration board's 12-cent
wage increase legal and binding upon
the company.
The company has refused to abide by

this increase on the ground that J. W.
Holcomb, the fifth and supposedly
neutral member of the arbitration
board, was prejudiced in favor of the
union.

Evidence so far adduced before Judge
Close shows that Mr. Holcomb, several
months before being made union arbi-
trator, asked the secretary of the Cleve-
land Carmen's Union, to indorse him
for the post of Federal Customs Col-
lector in Cleveland, that the union sec-
retary did write letters indorsing Mr.
Holcomb for this post to the two Ohio
United States Senators and that the
secretary of the Cleveland Federation
of Labor also wrote a letter indorsing
Mr. Holcomb for this post. The letter

of the secretary of the union indorsing
Holcomb for the federal post in Cleve-
land was written three days before the
arbitration hearings began.
The two arbitrators for the railway

have also testified that they had to
withdraw from the arbitration hear-
ings because Arbiter Holcomb was dis-

tinctly hostile to the company and be-
cause of their feeling that he showed
plainly that he intended to increase the
carmen's wages, without regard to the
evidence before the board.
Up to Sept. 11 most of the evidence

submitted in the hearings had already
been public property since June, when
the company withdrew from the arbi-

tration hearings and the union threat-
ened to strike. On Sept. 11, however,
the Cleveland Railway introduced dic-

tagraph records of reported conversa-
tions of Mr. Holcomb while a guest of

Fred Fields the last two weeks of
August. In these records Mr. Holcomb
is quoted as expressing sentiments in-

dicating his dislike of many Cleveland
Railway officials.

It is expected that the hearings will

close shortly.

If the union wins its point and the
court upholds the 12-cent wage in-

crease, car riders in Cleveland will have
to pay between 8 and 10 cents fare in

order that the company may meet its

expenses. To charge this rate of fare
the present ordinance will have to be
amended, as the company is now oper-

ating at its maximum rate of fare of

6 cents. If the Council refuses to

amend the ordinance to permit a higher
rate of fare and the company cannot
pay the 6 per cent dividends virtually

guaranteed under the Tayler franchise
complete control of service will rest

with the company itself. On the other
hand, if the company wins, and if Presi-

dent Stanley continues to insist that
the contract has been abrogated by the
union, open shop conditions may prevail.

Regardless of which side wins in the
lower courts, it is almost certain the
case will be appealed to the Court of

Appeals and to the State Supreme
Court.

Chicago Negotiations Deadlocked
Unification of Lines Regarded as Essential to Successful Future

Operation—Renewal of Present Franchises Suggested
as Part of Comprehensive Scheme

NEGOTIATIONS between the city

officials of Chicago and officers of
the Chicago Surface Lines looking to-

ward the municipalization of the prop-
erties and city management of the
lines have ended. The question of price
has deadlocked the conferences.
Under the terms of the ordinance of

1907, which provided for the purchase
of the lines at the expiration of twenty
years at the option of the electorate,

the price of the lines was set at the
capital account—approximately $162,-

500,000. This price Mayor Dever de-

clared exorbitant. The negotiations
were entered into with a view to reduc-
ing the cost to the city.

A group of bankers, representing the

security holders of the lines, in a for-

mal message delivered to the Mayor,
declared they could not consent to a
reduction in "price. A paragraph in

their letter read:

We feel that the puriha.se price fixed In
the ordinances is contractually binding on
both the city and the companies; that the
good faith of the city of Chicago is in-
volved in the recognition and acceptance
of this purchase price, and that as bankers
having sold these securities we cannot
recommend to the security holders that
they accept any concession from the valu-
ation agreed upon and fixed by the settle-
ment ordinances of 1907.

The bankers further declared that

the actual present value of the proper-

ties exceeds the price at which the city

can buy the properties. A suggestion
was made that the que.stion of value be
referred to a competent and disinter-

ested board of appraisers. This pro-

posal, made a number of times during
the conferences of the past six months,
was refused by the Mayor.

In his reply to the bankers Mayor
Dever said:

The 1907 ordinance is unsound both
legally and morally. In the first place the
1907 ordinance merely gave the city an
option to purchase the property at the capi-

tal account value. The city is not pledged
to the acceptance of the offer. The bank-
ers further stated that they submitted a
proposal for an appraisal of the property.
This i.s true. The difficulty of this pro-
posal, however, was that the appraisers
were to determine the "present fair value."

This would mean that the cost of the
properties would be determined on the basis
of reproduction costs at the present high
prices. A con."ttructive, alternative plan,
which includes the immediate construction
of subways, is to be submitted at the first
meeting of the City Council.

Two days after delivering his ulti-

matum that the city was to go into the
traction business, with elevated lines in

sections now without rapid transit,

buses being used as feeders and with
the start of a subway, U. S. Schwartz,
chairman of the aldermanic committee
on transportation, began to open the

way toward resumption of negotiations

which the bankers had declared futile.

This was brought about through a
declaration of the Alderman that the

city's traction fund of $40,000,000 would
go but a very little way toward the

construction of a "comprehensive" sys-

tem such as would be necessary if the

city intended to compete with the exist-

ing lines.

John J. Mitchell, president of the Illi-

nois Merchants Trust Company and one
of the bankers repre.senting the security

holders of the Surface Lines, gave his

views on the matters connected with the

transportation problems of Chicago.

He declared that the ideas of the Mayor
were ridiculous if they were intended

to improve conditions. He advocated
giving the lines a forty-year franchise,

now forbidden by act of the Legislature.

.\mong other things Mr. Mitchell said:

What the people want Is .service. That
can be brought about only through exten-
sion.'!, new routes subways and the em-
ployment of the principle of one city, one
fare.
The Surface I^ines cannot liorrow capital

to make improvements because their fran-
chises expire In three vears. Unification
with the elevated lines, therefore. Is out of
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consideration for the same reason. Now I

have a high regard for Mayor Dever, but
his plan Is ridiculous if it is aimed to Im-
prove conditions. A third system would
take you nowhere and some would have to
pay three tares to get to their destina-
tion. Another competitive line would draw
on the revenues of the existing systems and
that would prevent these companies from
making the expenditures necessary for im-
provements.
The Mayor's plan calls for the sale of

certificates which would be a lien on the
property after it is created with the money
borrowed from the purchasers of the cer-
tificates. People win not buy such paper.
That being so, how could the city raise
enough money to create an independent
system large enough to give service?
We could not agree to recommend the

sale of the Surface Lines for less than the
$162,500,000 valuation when we know It is

worth more than that today.
But even if an agreement had been

reached, the voters would never approve
of it, regardless of the price. The people
have voted for the principle of municipal
ownership, but they never have been asked
to buy property to make it effective. The
press is hostile to the valuation price and
the owners cannot suffer the loss that would
result from a lower figure.
The city and the companies should get

together and ask the Legislature to re-
move the restriction which permits the
granting of a franchise for only twenty
years. To raise the capital necessary for
meeting the needs of the community, the
companies would have to have a forty-
year grant. The city could then build sub-
ways under the loop and lease them. Uni-
fication would result and we then would
have rapid and adequate transportation at
a single fare.

Mr. Mitchell declared that in the
event no settlement is reached before
the expiration of the Surface Lines'
franchise, the companies would prob-
ably petition the federal court for a
receiver to continue operation of the
system. He said that it is inconceiv-
able the public would permit the tracks
to be torn up and the cars shunted into

the carhouses.

Detroit United Plan Approved

—

One-Man Cars in Port Huron
The service-at-cost plan of the

Detroit United Railway has been
approved by five or six municipalities
near Detroit at a special election. The
plan proposes construction of a double
track through the six places with opera-
tion of buses. Improvements are esti-

mated to cost $300,000 and fares will be
fixed so as to give the company 6i per
cent above actual operating expenses
with 2 per cent for depreciation. The
municipalities which voted favorably
include River Rouge, Wyandotte,
Ecorse, Sibley and Trenton. River-
view will vote on the question on Sept.
20.

The agreement also provides for the
formation of a board of representa-
tives on which River Rouge and
Wyandotte will have three members,
Ecorse and Trenton two and Sibley and
Riverview one each. This board will

decide rates of fare and other questions.

At the same time the Port Huron
City Commission granted permission to

the City Electric Railway, a Detroit
United Subsidiary, to operate one-man
cars on the streets of the city. The
company also is operating buses under
a temporary permission. The city

recently voted overwhelmingly in favor
of the one-man cars. As related at

length in the Electric Railway Jour-
nal for Aug. 16 the question put to

the public was: Do you prefer one-
man car operation at 5 cents to two-
man car operation at 7 cents ?

Interurbau Bus Runs
Planned

Massachusetts Electric Lines Author-
ized to Start Services, Over Protest

of Steam Railroads

Two loiife-distance bus lines will be
started soon out of Boston, both of them
to run out of Park Square. One is to

be operated by the Eastern Massa-
chusetts Street Railway from Boston to

Lowell as a through line and the other
is to be operated by the Boston & Wor-
cester Street Railway between Boston
and Worcester. Both services have
been authorized by the Massachusetts
Public Utilities Department against the

protest of the railroads with which they
will compete for through passenger
business. The authority of the Public

Utilities Department was necessary be-

cause some of the cities and towns to be
traversed objected to the lines.

An important principle in connection

with bus lines is established by the

Public Utilities Department in its

orders pertaining to these two lines.

That body concedes the railroads are

entitled to protection against competi-
tion, but holds that the street railways

also have an interest in the passenger
traffic possibilities and should not be
denied a right which is open under
reasonable restriction to any other

corporation or individual under existing

Massachusetts law.

The opinion on which the order to the

Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway
was based is a very interesting one and

in some respects quite unusual. It fol-

lows in part:

The company desires to operate a
through bus line between Lowell and Bos-
ton and to charge a $1 fare therefor. The
route in question is to a considerable ex-

tent covered under previous orders of tMs
department, but not entirely. The Boston
Elevated Railway has no objection to the
Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway op-
erating such buses In Boston, Cambridge
and Arlington upon the route stated, be-

cause the latter company has agreed with
the former to do no local business what-
ever in the three last-mentioned communi-
ties. .

There can be no question that this ad-
ditional facility is for the public conve-
nience. This case, therefore, resembles many
similar applications which have received
the approval of this department except In

one important and novel respect. Such ex-
press, long-distance automobile service is

likely to diminish, perhaps substantially,
the revenues of the Boston & Maine Rail-
road, which operates between the same
points. It Is not apt, of course, to affect

regular passenger trafllc on the railroad,

but there can be no question that it will

probably draw from it occasional, sight-
seeing or pleasure-riding passengers. This
seems to us a real consideration, as the
Boston & Maine Railroad needs all the rev-
enue it can get. It Is true, on the other
hand, that the Eastern Massachusetts
Street Railway also needs revenue, if it

can properly obtain It. If these were the
only two considerations Involved, we might
feel that, no matter how hard It bore upon
the street railwavs, they ought not to In-

vade a field which still belongs more prop-
erly to the railroads.

There is, however, one other factor of

serious weight In this connection. It Is

this. There is no law which prevents any
individual, firm or ordinary corporation
from engaging In Just this type of service
and from thus competing with railroads, as
well as street railways, if the necessary
municipal permits are obtained. This is

not only a possibility but an actual fsct.

There are many such lines now actively
engaged in this type of competition with
both street railwavs and steam railroads.

The better way to deal with this situation.

In our opinion, would be to put those in-

dividuals, firms and ordinary corporations
upon the same footing as street railways
and require them also to get some form
of approval from this department similar

to that which street railways require be-
fore being free to operate such vehicles.

Unfortunately, this is not the law, and the
Legislature, although this matter was
called directly to Us attention by a special

report of the Department of Public Works,
dated Jan. 9, 1924, making a similar recom-
mendation, has deemed It better not to

change the existing law and to leave the
situation above described.
We know of no reason for anticipating a

change in this legislative policy in the
Immediate future. If we did, we might
feel differently. As it is, we must deal w ith

the facts and the laws as they are. The
controlling consideration in our minds is

that we see no reason why we should re-

fuse street railways the right to engage In

this form of transportation when any in-

dividual, firm or private corporation is free

to secure municipal permits without being
obliged to secure our approval. While there
is force in the contention of the railroad
that it ought to be protected from all In-

vasion of its proper field, we do not think
that we ought to hold in substance that
street railways should be excluded from an
opportunity which is available to every-
body else, in a case like this, where the
injury to the railroad is likely to be both
indirect and comparatively slight.

The order of the department to the

Boston & Worcester Street Railway is

similar to this one in purport.

Wages of Peoria Men Cut

A reduction of 7 cents an hour in

wages to be paid car operators is pro-

vided in the award of the board of

arbitration to which was referred the

matter of wages by Division No. 416 of

the Amalgamated Association and the

Peoria Division of the Illinois Power &
Light Corporation. The arbitration

award was handed down on Sept. 13

after the board had been in session

since May 7. The contract between the

employees and the company expired on

May 1, 1924. Failing to reach an agree-

ment Ijy negotiation, the question was
left to arbitration with the under-

standing that a decision of two of the

three members should be binding on
both parties to the arbitration.

Briefly, the finding of the board was
that the wages of the shop employees
should remain the same; that the wages
of men employed in operating the street

cars should be substantially reduced,

and that the new wage scale should be
effective Sept. 15, instead of being
retroactive to May 1 as provided by the

original agreement between the com-
pany and the men.
The award was signed by L. E.

Fischer, arbitration representative for

the Illinois Power & Light Corporation,

and W. V. Williamson, third member of

the board, selected and agreed to by
both the employees and the company.
Henry Mansfield, arbitration repre-

sentative for Division 416, did not con-

cur in the award.
The text of the award is as follows:

By written agreement dated May 7. the
question of wages to be paid to the mem-
bers of local Division 416 of the Amalga-
mated Association was submitted to this
board for determination. After careful con-
sideration of the evidence submitted in this
case, we are impelled to believe that a
substantial reduction in the wages of the
men operating cars Is not only necessary
but justifiable.
We find, by reference to the contract,

that the differential in wages paid to motor-
men and conductors operating one-man
cars in excess of li at paid motormen and
conductors operating two-men cars is fixed
at 5 cents an hour, and we assume it Is

not within the province of this board to
change that diffe'-ential.
The contract provides that the wages

fixed by the board of arbitration should
be retroactive to May 1. 1924. As four
months have elapsed since May 1, it is our
opinion that it will work a hardship to

require a restitution for the excess of wages
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paid since May 1 and that the collection
of the same would be more or less diffi-

cult. We, therefore, fix Sept. 16, 1924, as
the retroactive date, Instead of May 1.

In view of the fact that practically all

cars are now operated with one man, the
fixation of the wage for two-man operation
is therefore of little consequence as a
whole. However, in order to carry out the
provision of the contract, we find that
wages for two-man operation shall be as
follows: Class C, 41 cents an hour; Class
B, 43 cents an hour ; Class A, 45 cents an
hour.

Automatically, one-man operation will be
5 cents an hour higher. This wage scale
shall be retroactive to Sept. 15, 1924.
There has been little testimony offered

on the subject of wages paid to shop men

;

in fact, so far as the record is submitted,
we find little to guide us, but taking into
account such testimony as was offered and
our knowledge of the situation, we are of
the opinion that the wage scale now paid
the shop men shall be continued throughout
the year, and we therefore fix the existing
wage scale as the scale to be paid under
this consideration.

Detroit Voters Approve Rapid

Transit System

An important step forward and one
which makes the rapid transit proposal
in effect a reality was taken at the

Sept. 9 election in Detroit when the

voters approved a charter amendment
providing for a system of rapid transit

in the city. The result of the ballot was
136,798 in favor of the amendment and
51,308 against it. The favorable action
on the ballot provided a method where-
by the city will be able to proceed with
the construction of a rapid transit sys-
tem under a scheme for financing that
will pay for the project during the
course of construction, and it also pro-
vided authority for the appointment of
a permanent rapid transit commission
to carry out the work.
The charter amendment provides that

the acting mayor is vested with power
to appoint the five members composing
the rapid transit commission, to whom
will be intrusted the problem of com-
pleting plans for the rapid transit sys-
tem, building it and placing it in opera-
tion. The terms for which the commis-
sion's members will be appointed will
be from one to five years, one commis-
sioner's term expiring each year. Ap-
pointments thereafter will be for terms
of five years.
Routing plans will be prepared as the

next step, it being necessary to submit
the routing plan to the voters before
actual construction can be begun. This

^ next stop will probably be submitted to
the voters at the spring election.
The routing plan, it is announced, is

advanced to a stage where it can be
perfected in time for the spring ballot,
as during the past three years engi-
neers under the present commission,
which has been acting in an advisory
capacity, have made studies which will
enable them to complete a plan of
routes this winter.

More One-Man Cars in Newark
and Jersey City

More than 135 cars on three lines,
two in Newark, N. J., and one in Jer-
sey City, were placed under one-man
operation by the Public Service Rail-
way on Sept. 14. The lines operating
in Newark are the South Orange and
Orange lines, while the Jersey City line
is the Greenville route. On the South

Orange line fifty-four cars are affected;
on the Orange line forty and on the
Greenville line forty-three. Placing of
the South Orange and Orange lines

under one-man operation leaves but few
of the larger lines in Newark under
two-man control. Among those retain-
ing the old system are the Broad, Rose-
ville and Bloomfield lines. One-man
operation is now in effect on all the
cross-town lines, the Kearny, Harrison,
Springfield, Central, Newark and Eliza-
beth lines.

Akron Voters Will Consider

Seven-Cent Fare

A new franchise, calling for a four-
year contract, is to be submitted to
the voters of Akron at the general
election in November. The contract
has received the tacit indorsement of
the City Council, although the North-
ern Ohio Traction & Light Company is

initiating petitions to place the pro-
posed ordinance on the ballot. The
proposed contract provides:

That the company will put into effect
a fare of seventeen tickets for $1, four
tickets for 25 cents, seven-cent cash
fare, free universal transfers.
That the company shall have the

right to abandon any car line and sub-
stitute buses any time the street con-
taining the car line is paved or repaved.
That the company shall have the

right to operate double-truck one-man
cars.

That the company shall have the
right to establish an express bus serv-
ice with consent of the city at a 10-cent
fare, but such service shall be in addi-
tion to the regular service provided.
That the city has the right to order

bus line extensions into undeveloped
territory, but if such lines are found
to be unprofitable they may be aban-
doned after a trial of 60 days.

That the city has the right to lease
or purchase the system any year dur-
ing the life of the contract, upon a 30-
day notice, valuation of the property
to be fixed by arbitration.
That the present car lines of the

company are to be operated and in addi-
tion fourteen bus routes are to be
operated.
Four thousand signatures were re-

quired to place the franchise before the
people for a vote at the November elec-
tion. These signatures were easily ob-
tained. While there is some opposition
to the proposal, city authorities appear
to be fairly well satisfied and the pre-
diction is made that the franchise will
be ratified at the November election.

The company is now operating under
a franchise which expires on May 1,

1925. The fare is 5 cents, with a
1-cent transfer charge. Under the
terms of the franchise, an audit was
made showing that the cost of carrying
passengers during the year 1923 was
5.5 cents, excluding return upon the
investment, which, according to the
franchise provisions, would send the
fare to 6 cents Dec. 4 in case the pro-
posed franchise is rejected. This audit
was made under the direction of the
city. It was made by Ernst & Ernst
and showed the cost of carrying pas-
sengers on the street cars for the year
was 5.32 cents; on the buses, 6.76 cents.

excluding return in both cases. The
figures included taxes and depreciation.
While the figures made on behalf of

the city did not include any operation
during the year 1924, the company sup-
plied the city with costs covering the
period up to Aug. 1. These figures

showed a heavy increase in operating
expenses during the seven months of
this year. In fact, the average cost per
passenger for this period on both street

cars and buses was 6.27 cents, with
February excluded, the month when no
cars were operated by the company.

Westchester Transit Problem
Before H. M. Brinckerhoflf

Henry M. Brinckerhoff , transit expert,

has been engaged by the Westchester
County Rapid Transit Commission to

study the problem of traffic congestion
in New York City from the angle of

the Westchester commuters. In addi-

tion to railroad transportation the

county commission has requested Mr.
Brinckerhoflf to study the part that the
aiitomobile plays in the present transit

problems. Mr. Brinckerhoff is busily

engaged collecting data. He has stated

that the attempt to find an answer for
the Westchester problem is the most
difficult of all. A solution for New
Jersey and Long Island, he claimed,
would not be so difficult because the
commuters can enter the tube at many
places, while Westchesterians must
come into Manhattan through an en-

trance that is limited as to capacity.

He will consider a plan that will be
practical from a railroad and financial

standpoint. He will co-operate with
the existing transit authorities, the
board of transportation, the New York
Transit Commission and the Port Au-
thority. Mr. Brinckerhoff is a member
of the engineering firm of Parsons,
Klapp, Brincherhoff & Douglas, New
York. He has had a long and varied
experience in transit work.

Metropolitan Railway Men
Will Organize

An organization meeting of the
Metropolitan Section of the American
Electric Railway Association will be
held in the Engineering Societies
Building, 29 West Thirty-ninth Street,

New York City, on Tuesday, Sept. 23,

at 8 p.m. The object of forming this

Metropolitan Section is to foster the
interests of its members and to es-
tablish cordial relations with kindred
associations and between the members
of the section. An election of officers

will be held and afterward William L.

Ransom, formerly counsel for the Public
Service Commission of New York and
now general counsel for the Consoli-
dated Gas Company, New York City,

and other public utilities, will talk on
"Co-Operation, as applied to the Oper-
ation of Public Service Utilities." In-

formal discussion will follow Judge
Ransom's talk. Inasmuch as this is

the initial meeting of the Metropolitan
Section of the A.E.R.A. it is hoped
by C. E. Morgan, chairman community
section committee, that all charter
members, as well as all others inter-

ested in the industry, will be present.
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One-Man Car Controversy Breaks

Out Again in Worcester

The controversy in Worcester, Mass.,

over the use of one-man cars by the

Worcester Consolidated Street Railway
has broken out afresh. Its revival

followed the move of the Consolidated

placing all its lines on a one-man-car
basis. This caused widespread protest,

with the result that the street railway

after an exchange of letters between
Mayor Michael J. O'Hara and General

Manager Henry C. Page agreed to run
two-man crews on the principal lines

during the busy part of each day. Since

then much of the opposition has faded.

The Consolidated's answer to Mayor
O'Hara's letter brought a return of

two-man cars on the main lines and

a promise that further changes of that

nature would be made should it prove
necessary for the convenience of the

public.

The letter set forth as the reason

for the one-man cars on the main lines

the necessity for reducing expenses to

meet the advance in wages granted by
the board of arbitration, together with

the big decrease in traffic this year as

compared to last year, due according to

Mr. Page, to the business depression.

"Pass" Price Advances in Tacoma
The Tacoma Railway & Power Com-

pany, through Manager Richard T.

Sullivan, has announced an increase in

the price of the weekly street car pass

from $1 to $1.25. The $1 pass has been

in operation for 112 weeks. Sales have
averaged about 12,000 weekly for some
time now. The new rate becomes effec-

tive upon approval of State Department
of Public Works. The traction com-
pany has repeatedly warned the citizens

that unless relief was extended to the
company in other directions, the $1
pass could not be continued, as it has
not been a financial success in itself.

The refusal of Mayor A. V. Fawcett
and the City Council to permit the pro-
posed traction ordinance to come to a
vote of the people is believed to have
precipitated the increase in the pass
rate. The proposed ordinance provided
relief for the company by removing
some of the onerous franchise and pav-
ing requirements contained in the pres-
ent grant.

Youngstown Jitneys May Go
Back to Square

According to a unanimous decision of
Ohio Court of Appeals, ordinances of
the city of Youngstown regulating jit-

neys to points a considerable distance
from the Public Square are in conflict
with the licenses granted by the State
Utilities Commission under the Free-
man-Collister act. Judge Farr in his
opinion said that the State Utilities
Commission had granted the plaintiff,

John H. Hogan, acting for the Youngs-
town Jitney Association, the right to
operate over a certain route and that
the City Council thereupon passed an
ordinance setting the jitneys back to a
certain place and refused them the
right to operate over part of the route
which the state had given them per-
mission to travel. There was a conflict.

he said, between the ordinance and the
rule of the commission, which had, of
course, the force of a state law.

Section 3 of Article 18 of the state

code gives municipalities the right to
have home rule and to pass such regu-
latory provisions as they may desire,

when not in conflict with the general
laws, but the Appeals Court has reluc-

tantly concluded, Judge Farr said, that
in view of the conflict in the present
case the state order takes precedence
over the ordinance of Council.

The decision marks another step in

the battle in Youngstown between the
jitneys and the railway. Youngstown
operates under a service-at-cost fran-

chise, which fact has been an aid in

securing remedial legislation from the
municipality so far as the latter's

powers could, go. This aid took the

form of successive ordinance -which

pushed the jitneys further and fur-

ther away from the Public Square until

they had been made practically harm-
less. The latest decision apparently
throws the matter w^ide open again.

Discontinuance Waits on Agree-

ment with Employees

Judge Carroll of the Massachusetts
Supreme Court after a hearing on the

petition of Zenas W. Bliss, receiver of

the Interstate Consolidated Street Rail-

way, Attleboro, Mass., for leave to dis-

continue operation of the line continued

the case one week to see if satisfactory

arrangements could be made whereby
the services of 76 employees of the

company would be retained. Judge
Carroll said that unless an agreement
is reached between the receiver and the

employees it will be his duty to grant
the petition as the court cannot allow a
road to be operated at a daily loss to

its creditors.

Mr. Bliss told the court the wages of

the employees were recently increased
by an arbitration finding from 66 to 76
cents an hour. He said if that schedule
was maintained it will be useless to

run the road. The operating loss is

now about $120 a day.
The judge inquired if there were any

practical solution of the difficulty, and
Mr. Bliss replied that, if the employees
would accept the former schedule of
wages and the road could use 100 per
cent one-man cars and also a bus on
some portion of the line he believed a
small profit might result • from such
conditions.

James H. Vahey, arguing for the em-
ployees, said that the petition was pure
subterfuge to set aside an award for an
increase in wages honestly made.

Increased Fare in Philadelphia

Blocked—No Decision Reached
The temporary 8-cent cash fare did

not go into effect in Philadelphia, Pa.,
on Sunday, Sept. 13. A court order
issued on Sept. 12 forbade the raising
of the fare. The blocking of the in-

crease was brought about through the
action of Judge William B. Linn of
the Superior Court. He passed favor-
ably upon the city's petition for a stay
setting aside the order of the Public
Service Commission permitting the in-

crease and making non-effective the
tariff filed by the company with the
commission. The matter was then de-
ferred until Sept. 18, when five judges
in the Superior Court of Pennsylvania
considered the legality of the tempo-
rary increase. They listened to argu-
ments, heard testimony and looked over
an array of exhibits, statistics and
documents for three hours, but un-
satisfied, they adjourned to study and
digest the more than 500 pages of
printed record of the case. Until the
decree is handed down the Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Company will continue
to charge a 7-cent cash fare with four
tickets for 25 cents.

Mayor Rejects Brooklyn Com-
pany's Bus Offer

An offer by the Brooklyn-Manhattan
Transit Corporation to operate buses
for a 5-cent fare with free transfers to

its subway, elevated and trolley lines

for an experimental period of three
months was rejected on Sept. 15 by
Mayor Hylan.
The offer was made early in the

day in a letter addressed to Chairman
John H. Delaney of the Board of

Transportation, and signed by Gerhard
M. Dahl, chairman of the board of di-

rectors of the B.-M.T.
Its acceptance would have meant

that the company would put buses into

operation on routes covering Kings
Highway, a large part of Brownsville,
and a proposed Richmond Hill-Jamaica
line. Passengers would have been able

to obtain free transfers to and from
all intersecting B.-M. T. transit lines.

It would also have meant that the

results of this three months' period

of operation would be used as a basis

for negotiations between the city and
the company for continued bus service.

The following day Mayor Hylan di-

rected Commissioner of Accounts
Hirshfield to furnish him with infor-

mation concerning the valiie of the

stock of the B.-M. T., and asked if it

has not been "rigged by gentlemen in

control." One of the questions the

Mayor asked was: "Is there any
method by which this $25,000,000 in-

crease in value of the stocks can be

reclaimed for the treasury of the

B.-M. T. ?" His reference was, of

course, to the appreciation in the mar-
ket value of the securities of the com-
pany. Mr. Dahl characterized the pro-

position as "really too ridiculous to

discuss." It is sufficient to call atten-

tion to it.

Frank Hedley, president of the In-

terborough Rapid Transit Company, in

a letter to Mayor Hylan and the Board
of Estimate, said the Interborough is

willing to "operate such buses as the

public authorities deem necessary, as

feeders to our subway and elevated

roads for a 3-cent fare, so that for

8 cents a passenger may ride on both

buses and rapid-transit lines." He
suggests also buses for an 8-cent fare

on streets occupied by subway or ele-

vated to relieve congestion during rush
hours and will be glad to consider free

transfers from buses to rapid transit

lines. He suggests a conference with

the city's experts.
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Brooklyn City Income Off

Report for Year Ended June 30 Reflects
Cost of Increased Service and

Higher Wages

"a summary of the financial results

from the operation of the Brooklyn City
Railroad and its subsidiary, the Brook-
lyn City Development Corporation, for
the year ended June 30, 1924, was made
public on Sept. 12. The gross revenue
from transportation increased approxi-
mately $59,000 during the fiscal year.
During this period the company ex-
pended for maintenance or credited to
the reserve for that item approximately
$2,800,000. This sum was regarded as
adequate to meet all current mainte-
nance and was an increase of $177,000
as compared with the previous year.

The cost of operating cars increased
approximately $246,000. This was due
largely to increased service and higher
wages.

INCOME STATEMENT OF THE BROOKLYN
CITY RAILROAD

Year Ended Year Ended
June 30, June 30

1924 1923
Passenger revenue $11,774,853 $11,715,813
Other oar revenue 75 150

Total transportation
revenue $1 1,774,928 $1 1,715,963

Advertising and other privi-
leges 100,818 85,870

Rent of land, buildings, etc. 1 3 1 , 700 131 ,660
Rent of tracks and terminals 52,962 50,755
Miscellaneous revenue 2,690 2,004

Total operating revenue. . $12,063,099 $11,986,252

Operating Expenses
Maintenance—-W ay and

structures $1,243,751 $1,246,176
Equipment 1,584,105 1,404,317

Power 1,026,058 1,023,282
Operation of cara 4,111,427 3,855,305
Injuries to person and prop-

erty . . 351,892 419,436
General and miscellaneous

expenses 530,007 512,592

Total operating expenses $8,857,250 $8,471,108

Net operating revenue $3,205,848 $3,515,144
Taxes assignable to operation 849,552 889,532

Operating income $2,355,296 $2,525,612
Non-operating income 1 63, 1 60 2 1 0,94

1

Grossincome $2,519,456 $2,836,553

Income Deductions
Interest $308,158 $367,453
Rent of cars, tracks, etc 209,578 213,884

Total income deductions $517,736 $581,338

Netincome $2,001,720 $2,255,215

H. Hobart Porter, president of the
company, explains that at the time the
company resumed possession of its

property its books of account reflected
neither the cost nor the value of the
property. To meet this condition the
company on April 22, 1924, advised the
Transit Commission that it proposed
to set up a figure of $30,000,000 as its

fixed capital account. This the officers

of the company believed was a very
conservative estimate of the value of
the fixed capital and far less than
.would be established in case of rate or
valuation litigation.

In November, 1923, after prolonged
negotiations, a settlement of the guar-
anty fund controversy was made with
the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Cor-
poration. Under this settlement the

Brooklyn City Railroad received $2,027,-

000 of its own bonds, being the $1,627,-

000 face amount of its first consoli-

dated mortgage 5 per cent bonds and
the $125,000 refunding mortgage 4 per
cent bonds previously held in the guar-
anty fund and $275,000 refunding mort-
gage 4 per cent bonds in place of the

$275,000 B.R.T. bonds previously held

in the guaranty fund; also $387,507 of

matured coupons on such bonds and
interest.

These bonds are now held in the
treasury of the Brooklyn City Railroad.
The first mortgage bonds of the Brook-
lyn, Queens County & Suburban Rail-

road to the par value of $2,000,000 for-

merly held in the guaranty fund were
delivered to the reorganization com-
mittee of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Company, with the agreement that they
should be returned to the Brooklyn
City Railroad if the Brooklyn Heights
Railroad failed to make any recovery
upon the so-called "Construction Ac-
count" claim, and in the event of re-

covery, these bonds could be used at
their face value in satisfaction of the
judgment.

Since the close of the fiscal year the

Transit Commission has approved the
application of the company for per-
mission to issue $4,000,000 of additional
stock on the acquisition by the Brook-
lyn City Railroad of the rolling stock
and equipment of the Brooklyn City
Development Corporation and the dis-

solution of that company. With the
Development Corporation dissolved and
the cars and other equipment turned
over to the Brooklyn City Railroad the
directors, on Aug. 12, declared a stock
dividend, of $4,000,000 payable on Sept.
30 to stockholders of record Sept. 5,

1924. The owners of each three shares
of existing stock are entitled to receive
one additional share of stock. Script
will be issued representing fractional
shares.

During the year the company recon-
structed 62,107 ft. of single track and
replaced the old 94-lb. rail with new
rail weighing 122 lb. per yard. The
Brooklyn City Development Corpora-
tion received during the year 200 new
passenger cars and they have proved
efficient in operation and acceptable to

the traveling public. Four quarterly
dividends of 25 cents each were paid
during the year on the stock, which is

$10 par value. The company operates
231 surface electric railway lines. No
statistics of operation are contained in

the report.

Sale Under Foreclosure at

St. Louis Likely Oct. 1

Foreclosure on the United Railways
properties of St. Louis, Mo., on Oct. 1
under the terms of the indenture which
secures the issue of 5 per cent general
mortgage bonds of the St. Louis Tran-
sit Company looms up as likely. The
Transit Company issue totals $9,790,-

000. It will mature on Oct. 1. With
the reorganization still unsettled
bankers in touch with the United Rail-
ways affairs have expressed the belief

that foreclosure is inevitable. If the
reorganization plans are carried
through successfully it is probable that
a "friendly" foreclosure sale will be
conducted in order to satisfy conditions
contained in the mortgage securing the
issue of Transit Company bonds. The
holders of that issue recently paid out
of their own pockets the last semi-
annual interest payment of the $30,300,-

000 United Railways general mortgage
4s, an issue ranking in lien before the
Transit 5s.

Another six months' interest on the
$30,300,000 of United Railways 4 per
cent bonds will be due on Jan. 1, next.

The Transit company bonds are also a
junior lien on the properties of the St.

Louis & Suburban Railway.

Fox River Line Reclaimed

The deal has been closed by which
the Fox & Illinois Union Railway,
Aurora, 111., comes into possession of
farmers and others along the line who
subscribed funds to purchase the road.

It had been planned to dismantle the
road. Of the $40,000 subscribed $25,-

000 went to Arthur Evans, president
of the road, in cash along with a note
for $50,000, which will run five years
with interest at 5 per cent. The com-
mittee will use $15,000 out of the $40,-

000 to pay outstanding debts.

After the conclusion of the deal at

which local people took over the road
officers were elected as follows: Har-
vey Gunsull, president; Randall Chris-

tian, vice-president; I. V. Cryder, secre-

tary; E. S. Fletcher, treasurer; T. T.

Fletcher, director.

These officers will have charge of the

operation of the road, at least until a
permanent organization is formed.

Buys Bus Line.—The Grays Harbor
Railway & Light Company, Aberdeen,
Wash., has purchased the capital stock,

buses and equipment of the Twin City
Transit Company, operating a stage
line between Aberdeen and Hoquiam.

Sale of Famous Niagara Line

Reported

The Niagara Gorge Railway, Buffalo,

N. Y., extending along the lower

Niagara gorge on the American side of

the river from Niagara Falls to Lewis-

ton, has been purchased by the Niagara
Falls Power Company, according to re-

ports in financial circles in Buffalo.

The famous scenic line is expected to be

abandoned to give way for a huge
power development plan now contem-
plated by the Niagara Falls Power
Company and the Niagara, Lockport &
Ontario Power Company. None of the

executives of companies reported in-

volved in the deal will discuss the

negotiations. The purchase price is

reported to he approximately $2,000,000.

The Niagara Gorge Railway operates

a belt line from Niagara Falls to

Queenston, Ont, via the Park & River
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division of the International Railway
along the top of the Canadian Niagara
escarpment, acres') the lower Queens-
ton-Lewiston bridge owned by the In-

ternational Railway and returning to

Niagara Falls via a private right-of-

way through the lower gorge adjoining
the rapids.

The company ')wns a large number
of old-type open and closed cars, bag-
gage and express cars, a double-track
line along its private right-of-way, sev-

eral bridges in the lower gorge, a car-

house and an electric power station.

Application Made for Receivers

for Oklahoma Railway

Judge F. E. Kennamer of Tulsa will

hear in Oklahoma City on Sept. 29 the
application of the Mississippi Valley
Trust Company, St. Louis, for appoint-
ment of a receiver for the Oklahoma
Jlailway. The action is brought in the
interest of the holders of $290,000
junior mortgages which are declared
due for failure of the railway to keep
its city lines in proper repair. The city

of Oklahoma City is seeking to inter-

vene in the case, alleging the condi-

tions complained about by the bond-
holders were caused by mistakes of

management.
John W. Shartel, president of the

j

railway, states that the receivership
! application is the inevitable result of

the attitude of the Mayor and City
Commissioners of Oklahoma City to-

ward measures declared by the railway
for the last two years as necessary if

the company was to continue to oper-

ate. Mr. Shartel states that legislation

regulating traffic on the streets has
been promised but that the only legis-

lation enacted has been in the interest

of buses, the operation of which will

further cripple the electric railway. He
also states that the attitude of the city

officials in filing suit for the restoration

of the 5-cent fare, which suit is still

pending, caused the railway to drop
plans for purchasing and electrifying

a railroad line from Oklahoma City to

Atoka, which would have helped out the

revenues of the company. The Mayor
denies an attitude of hostility toward
the company, but states that he will

issue permits for buses whenever the

terms of the new jitney bus ordinance

are complied with.

The receivership application asks for

authority to abandon service on eight

city lines and shorten runs on practi-

cally all of the rest.

Abandonment Hinted.—Unless a divi-

sion of rates on business originating

on its line for off-line points that will

insure profitable operation is granted,
the Spokane & Eastern and the Inland
Empire Electric Railway may be aban-
doned. This was intimated at a recent
hearing before J. B. Campbell, Inter-

state Commerce Commissioner, and
A. C. Wilkins, examiner of the commis-
sion. Representatives from large lum-
ber interests in the district and the
Coeur d'Alene Chamber of Commerce
testified that a curtailment of the elec-

tric service would be extremely detri-
mental to the Coeur d'Alene Valley and
urged any necessary revision of rates.

To Issue Stock.—Savannah Electric

& Power Company, Savannah, Ga., has
filed application with the Public Service
Commission for permission to issue

$250,000 in first preferred debenture
stock. The funds are to be used for
the betterment of the company's prop-
erties and the acquisition of additional
properties. Hearing on the petition

has been set for Sept. 30.

Deferred Installment Dividend An-
nounced.—At the meeting of the board
of the Interborough Rapid Transit Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., on Sept. 16,

payment was authorized on Oct. 1,

next, of the deferred installmeift of

Manhattan dividend due Jan. 1, 1924,

at the rate of $1 per share. Action on
the installment for the current quarter

due on Oct. 1 was deferred until next
week. The dividend rental will be paid
to stockholders of record at the close

of business Sept. 22.

A Line Discontinued.— The Cincin-

nati, Newport & Covington Railway,
Covington, Ky., has discontinued the
line which operated between Fort
Thomas and Cold Springs, Ky. The
officials said it was a losing proposition.

A bus line was immediately installed by
private interests to accommodate resi-

dents of the outlying section.

Operation Discontinued.—The Salem,
Ore., City Council on Sept. 10 granted
the Southern Pacific Company, owner
and operator of the Salem railway
lines, permission to abandon railway
service and substitute bus service. In-

sufficient income was assigned by the
company as the reason for seeking dis-

continuance. The difficulties in Salem
have been referred to previously in the
Electric Railway Journal

Property Formally Taken Over.—The
property of the Buffalo & Lake Erie
Traction Company, operating between
the Erie city limits and Buffalo, was
formally transferred to the new owners
at midnight on Sept. 14 and became the
Buffalo & Erie Railway. The manage-
ment of the line is now in charge of
George MacLeod as representative of
the new owners. Operating officials

have been retained as follows: Super-
intendent, George J. Baker; auditor,
H. S. Rykert; traffic manager, P. J.

Gallagher; road master, C. M. Harri-
son; superintendent of overhead line,

William Jefferson; master mechanic,
Y. C. Bell; superintendent of substa-
tions, Leo Bigler; claim agent, John
Pinieuski. No new operating officials

have been added. The terms of the
organization were reviewed in Electric
Railway Journal, Sept. 13, page 406.

G. M. Dahl Made Chairman
of Board

At the annual meeting of the stock-

holders of the Brooklyn-Manhattan
Transit Corporation on Sept. 15, all of

the present directors were re-elected.

Gerhard M. Dahl was elected chairman
of the board. He has heretofore been
chairman of the executive committee.
A. H. Wiggin was re-elected chairman
of the finance committee, the members
of which were re-elected, as were the

members of the executive committee of

the company.

Henry S. F. Lansdown, Clive Leese,
Herbert C. Davy and Alfred W. Green,
all connected with the Metropolitan
District Railway, London, England,
expect to attend the convention of the
American Electric Railway Association
in Atlantic City next month.

Obituary

W. E. Boileau, general manager of

the Peoples Railway, Dayton, Ohio,

since early in 1920, has severed his con-

nection with that company. Mr.

Boileau's experience in railroad and
electric railway fields has been very

broad. In 1888 he started in on electric

railway work and spent a number of

years constructing and operating prop-

erties in the South. He went to

Dubuque in 1904, where he was put in

charge of the construction of a power
house, carhouse and rebuilding of

tracks for the Union Electric Company.
A year later he became identified with
the New York, Westchester & Boston
Railway, New York. At one time he
was general manager of the Chatta-
nooga Railway & Light Company, the

Lookout
;
Mountain Railway and the

Lookout incline Railway, Chattanooga,
Tenn. He was appointed manager of

the Scranton Railway in 1914. It was
in this capacity he was serving when
he was asked to accept the manager-
ship of the Peoples Railway in Dayton.

George W. Kuemmerlein, for fifty

years actively connected with the street
railway of Milwaukee, died in that city
on Aug. 20, following an operation.
Mr. Kuemmerlein not only saw the
change from horse to electric power in

Milwaukee but was an operator during
the development of Milwaukee's railway
systems from a few miles to the tre-
mendous dimensions which it possesses
today. Mr. Kuemmerlein was bom in
Germany in 1848. While he was still

a boy Mr. Kuemmerlein was brought
to the United States by his father.
He became connected with the Mil-
waukee railways more than half a
century ago as a driver, but was
gradually promoted to the position of
superintendent of transportation of the
consolidated system. Mr. Kuemmerlein
later resigned this position to take
charge of the street railway system at
Racine, also controlled by the Mil-
waukee Electric Railway & Light Com-
pany. He retired from this position
about twelve years ago. It is interest-
ing to note that the position of superin-
tendent of transportation of the Mil-
waukee Electric Railway & Light Com-
pany is now held by his son, George
Kuemmerlein, Jr.
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Manufactures and the Markets
News of and for Manufacturers—Market and Trade Conditions

A Department Open to Railways and Manufacturers

for Discussion of Manufacturing and Sales Matters

Rolling Stock

Large Improvement Program Un-

dertaken in California

Track construction and reconstruc-

tion work totaling nearly 19 single-

track miles and costing $1,382,818

has been undertaken this summer
by the Pacific Electric Railway, Los
Angeles, Cal. In general, the con-

struction involves the use of 7-in., 128-

Ib. grooved girder rail, rock ballast ma-
chine tamped, continuous joints, flat

and brace tie plates, 6-in. x 8-in. x 8-ft.

treated Oregon pine ties, double con-

cealed bonds, heat-treated track bolts

and Hi-power nut locks.

In Burbank it is proposed to recon-

struct 4,086 ft. of single track, replac-

ing old 70-lb. A.S.C.E. rail with the

type of construction described above.
An extension of 5,400 ft. in the same
town will be built with 75-lb. C. S. re-

vised section rail.

At Long Beach 970 ft. of second
main track will be built with standard
construction. Solid manganese 7-in.,

93-lb. T-rail special work will be in-

stalled. Elsewhere in the same town
3,520 ft. of track will be reconstructed,
replacing the present 60-lb. A.S.C.E.
rail with 7-in., 128-lb. grooved girder
rail. An extension of 6,870 ft. will also
be built.

A 2-mile extension is being built be-
tween San Gabriel and Temple. The
first section of this line is constructed
v/ith 75-lb. C.S. revised section rail,

rock ballast, redwood ties, flat tie

plates and continuous joints. A second
section in paved street is b2ing con-
structed with the 7-in., 128-lb. grooved
girder rail.

At Redondo Beach the railway is re-

placing 50-lb. and 60-lb. rail with 75-lb.

C.S. revised rail. At Pasadena 2,799
ft. of second main track is being built
and old 60-lb. ra'l is being replaced by
128-lb. rail. Between Redondo Beach
and Del Rey approximately 3i miles
of track is being changed from 60-lb.
rail to 75-lb. rail. A storage yard with
a capacity for 296 cars is being built
in the v'cinity of Long Beach.

In Los Angeles more than 22,000 ft.

of single track is being constructed as
described in the first paragraph. In
this work old 50-lb., 60-lb., 61i-lb., 72-lb.
and 75-lb. T-rail is being replaced. As-
phalt concrete pavement is being gen-
erally used in connection with this
reconstruction job.

Bids Received at Detroit on
$600,000 Bus Installation

Bids for furni.shing 50 or more buses
for the Detroit Department of Street
Railways have been opened and are
under consideration by the Street Rail-
way Commission. Four companies sub-
mitted bids. They were the Fageol
Motors Company, the Yellow Coach
Manufacturing Company, the Standard

Motor Truck Company and the Gotfred-

son Truck Corporation. Two of the

bidders were Detroit concerns. The
Detroit companies are not considered to

be manufacturers of buses, according to

announcement by the Street Railway
Department. Their bids, although
lower than those of the two others who
submitted proposals, were considered as

offering a truck design modified to bus
use. The buses on which bids were
asked are to be double-decked with six-

cylinder motors and pneumatic tires.

The Fageol Motors Company, Oak-
land, Cal., and the Yellow Coach Manu-
facturing Company, Chicago, the two
outside bidders, have both placed sample
buses in use in Detroit for experimental
purposes. It is believed that the results

of the trials with the sample buses will

have considerable bearing on the

decision of the Street Railway Commis-
sioners.

The bid submitted by the Fageol
Motor Company was as follows: From
one to 49 buses, with fully inclosed

upper deck, $12,470 each; from 50

to 74, $11371.50; from 75 to 99, $11,-

072.25; 100 or more, $10,773 each.

Chassis only—49 or less, $7,115; 50 to

74, $6,759; 75 to 99, $6,581.38; 100 or

more, $6,403.50. Delivery is to begin
within 30 days after the order is re-

ceived and continue at the rate of one
bus a day for the first 50. An addi-

tional 50 would be delivered within 60

days.

The Yellow Coach Manufacturing
Company bid was as follows: $12,400

each regardless of number; with open
top, $11,360; with semi-inclosed top,

$12,000. The first bus would be de-

livered within 90 days, the next 10 at

the rate of one a day and the next 39

at the rate of two a day; others within

60 days of the announcement of the

award of the contract.

The Standard Motor Truck Company
submitted a bid of $9,886 each, while
the Gotfredson Truck Corporation bid

$10,500 each.

Metal, Coal and Material Prices

Metala—New York Sept. 16, 1924

Copper, eleclrolytic, cents per lb 13. 062
Copper wire base, cents per lb 1 5 . 875
T.eaa, cents per lb 8. 00
Zinc, cents per lb 6 . 1 63
Tin, .Straits, cents per lb 47. 50

Bituminous Coal f.o.b. Mines
Smokeless mine run, f.o.b. vessel, Hampton"^^^^"^11

Roads, Rross tons $4.15
Rnmerset mine run. Boston, net tons 2.05
Pittsburgh mine run, PittsburRb. net tons 1 .875
Franklin, Til., screeninKs. Chioiic \ net tons 1 . 675
Central. 111., screenin(?s. Chioco, net tons 1.475
Kansas screenings, Kansas City, net tons 2 . 50

Materials

Rubber-covered wire, N. Y., No. 14, per
I,000ft $6.55

Weatherproof wire base. N. Y., cents per lb. 18.25
Cement, Chicago net prices, withoiit bags 2.20
Linseed oil (5-lb.lots'), NY., per gal $1.04
White lead, in oil (lOO-lh. keg). N. Y.,

cents per lb., carload lots 0. 12
Turpentine (bbl. lots), N. Y.,pergsl 0.89

Cleveland Railway, Cleveland, Ohio,

has been authorized by the City Council

to purchase 100 new cars—50 motors
and 50 trailers. One motor and one
trailer are now being constructed in

the railway's shops and the success of
these two cars will determine whether
or not all of the hundred are to be built

by the railway company or purchased.

United Traction Company, Albany,
N. Y., will purchase ten trackless trol-

leys, eight of which will be put in

immediate operation. The new vehicles
will cost $120,000.

Williamsport Passenger Railway,
Williamsport, Pa., plans to purchase
three buses.

Johnstown Traction Company, Johns-
town, Pa., has placed in service three
new cars, purchased from the G. C.
Kuhlman Car Company. The cars are
47J ft. long, or 7i ft. longer than any
other car of the company. The cars
seat 52 persons. They are all steel
and weigh 35,000 lb. each, equipped with
all safety appliances, and cost $15,800.

Buffalo & Erie Company, Fredonia,
N. Y., has placed an order with the Cin-
cinnati Car Company for 18 modem
interurban type cars for passenger
service between Buffalo and Erie. The
cars will seat approximately 41 per-
sons. They are expected about Nov. 1.

New cars for service on the Dunkirk-
Fredonia line have also been ordered.
This is the successor company to the
BuflTalo & Lake Erie Traction Company.

Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, 111.,

sent out specifications to car builders
on Sept. 18 for the construction of 250
new multiple-unit cars. These will be
operated out of Chicago in suburban
service on the electrified division.

Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Cor-
poration, Brooklyn, N. Y., has awarded
contracts to the American Car & Foun-
dry Company for the construction of
four three-car articulated units with
delivery promised within five months.
The trains are considered as samples.
Two will be equipped by the General
Electric Company, and two by the
Westinghouse company. The General
Electric equipment will consist of type
282 motors, four motors to each three-
car unit, with two motors on each end
truck. The control will be the G.E.
PC-15 duplex; that is, there will be
separate control for each set of two
motors, but the pairs will be connected
in multiple-unit control. General Elec-
tric CP-30 compressors will be used
on each end section. The Westing-
house motors will, like the General
Electric motors, be of a special design.
They have not yet been designated by
number as a type. The Westinghou.<e
control also will be of special design. It

will be known as UP-2. The trucks will

be made by the Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany after special designs not yet
designated. Each three-car unit will

have a capacity of 520 passengers with
a seated load of 250. The seating
capacity of the end cars will be 90 and
of the center car 70.
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«
Something just as good"

is not so good!
You don't let the grocer or the druggist

slip you some "just as good" substitute

when you want the XYZ brand of coffee

or Dr. Duff's Genuine Dope.

Demand the real thing
in hand brake equipment

Be consistent! You know that

in theory and in practice, in test

and in experience, Peacock Brakes

have proved their merit beyond

all argument or doubt. If you

want hand brake equipments

which will do their part when the

emergency arises—insist on

PEACOCK BRAKES
for maximum braking power.

for fastest application.

for easiest operation.

for utmost chain-winding capacity.

for leaist maintenance expense.

National Brake Co., Inc.

890 EUicott Sq., Buffalo, N. Y.

Canadian Representative

Lyman Tube & Supply Company, Limited, Montreal, Canada
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ifor^. Bacon ^ '^am
incorporated

115 Broadway, Nfw York
PHII.ADEa.PHIA CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Stone & Webster
Incorporated

EXAMINATIONS REPORTS APPRAISALS
ON

INDUSTRIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROPERTIES

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

SANDERSON & PORTER
ENGINEERS

REPORTS, DESIGNS, CONSTRUCTION, MANAGEMENT
HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENTS

RAILWAY, LIGHT and POWER PROPERTIES
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

ALBERT S. RICHEY
ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

RBPORTS- APPRAISALS - RATES - OPERATION -SERVICE

Byllesby

Engineering & Management
Corporation

208 S. La Salle Street, Chicago

New York Ttcwn.

STEVENS & WOOD, INC.
Design and Construction of Power Stations

Kailroad Electrification, Industrial Plants

REPORTS AND APPRAISALS
ilanao*ment and Financing of Vtilitia and Induttriall

MahoninK Bank BIdg. 120 Broadway
YounKstown, O. New York

HEMPHILL & WELLS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Gardow P. Weill Albert W. Hemphill

APPRAISALS
INVESTIGATIONS COVERING

Reprgaoization Management Operation Cenitruotion

43 Cedar Street, New York City

Dwi^ht P. Robinson & Company
Incori>oratcd

Design and Construction of

EUetric Railway; Shop; Pow«r Station*

125 East 46th Street, New York
CUoaca Youncatown Atlanta PkUadalpUa

Laa Ancala* Montraal Rio da Janairo

The J. G.White
Engineering Corporation

Encrineeri instructors

Oil ReODerlM and Pipe Linet, Steam and Water Power Planta. TranimUilaa
Syitemi, Hoteli, ABartmeoti, Offlea and Induitiial BuUdlnca, RaUraadi.

43 Exchange Place New York

JOHN A. BEELER
Operating, Traction and Traffic Investigations

Routing Surveys—Valuations—Operation
Management

52 VanderbUt Ave., NEW YORK

ENGELHARDT W. HOLST
Consulting Engineer

Appraisals, Reports, Rates, Service Investigation,
Studies on Financial and Physical Rehabilitation

Reorganization, Operation, Management

683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WALTER JACKSON
Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses

Originator of unlimited ride, transferable weekly
pass. Campaigns handled to make it a success.

143 Crary Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

DAY&ZIMMERMANN.Inc.
BMGIHEER^

"Dssi^n, Construction
1{fpoHs, Valuations, "Management

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA Chicago

JAMES E. ALLISON & GO.
Consulting Engineers

Specializing in Utility Rate Cases and
Reports to Bankers and Investors

1017 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Human Engineering
Railway Audit and Inspection Company, Inc.

Fourth and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia

BoatOD
Mew Orleans

New York
Plttoburrb

I

BKANCHKS
1

Baltimore
Chicaco

AUaaU
St. LonU

EDWIN WORTHAM, E.E.
Coniulting Enginetr

Valuation* of Electric Railway* and
Utilities of All Kinds

Traffic and Operating Studies

Allison Bldg.
BsUMlshed Feb. 191S.

Richmond, Va.
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44
Repainting Done Inside and Out for $125.

per Double-Truck Car
Says the Eastern Massachusetts St. Ry. Co.
of Boston.

Quoting further from the letter received from the
Superintendent of Rolling Stock and ELquipment, of

this large New England property: "Our company
has used the DeVilbiss Spray System of painting for

two years. We have by this method been able to
reduce our cost of painting very materially * *

and are in a position to paint our rolling stock at
shorter intervals."

Improvement in quality of work—saving of time

—

lowered labor costs, are noteworthy advantages
made possible by the DeVilbiss Spray-painting
System on electric railway car and equipment
painting.

Let us work with you. Interesting of>eration and
equipment facts will be gladly mailed. Address

—

THE DeVILBISS MFG. CO.
272 Phillips Ave. TOLEDO, OHIO

The DeVilbiss Spray Gun
The DeVilbias Spray Gun provides for the zno«t
advantageous application of any paint or varnish
material. It embraces 17 important, distinctive fea-
tures, among which are a "Self-centering nozzle,*' a
"Quick detachable spray head," "All parts interchange-
able," "Simplicity of design," "Base of cleaning," and
"One model for all purposes." It insures the utmost
in spray gun value and service.

DeVi/biss

Spraif-patntiiKji Si/siem

[Complete Equipment for I

Every Painting Requirement J

J. ROWLAND BIBBINS
Engineer—2301 Connecticut Ave., N. W. Washington, D. C.

TRANSPORTATION SURVEYS
Organixed Traffic Relief and Transit DeTelopin«Bt
Co-ordinating Motor Tranaport, Railroad and City
Plans, Serrice, Routing, Valuation, Economic Studies

RIPKRIKNCK IN 20 CITEE8

C. B. BCCHANAM
PiMldent

W. H. PRICE. JB.
SM'7-Tnst.

JOHN r. LATNO
Tlw-PlMtdfot

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
Engineering and Management, Construction,

Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys
and Equipment Maintenance

BALTIHOBl
82S Eanltabia Bids.

Phone:
HanoTsr S14S

NEWTOBK
40 WaU Street

JOE R. ONG
Consulting Transportation Engineer

Spmeialixing in Traffic Problem* and in Method* to
Improve Service and Increase

Efficiency of Operation

PIQUA, OHIO

THE P. EDWARD WISH SERVICE
50 Church St. Street Rtdtway Impaction 131 State St.

NEW YORK DETECTIVES BOSTON

M hen writing the adTcrtiser for InfermatlaD or
prices, a aientlon of the Blectrie Bailwar

Journal w old be appreciated.

The Most Succettful Men in the Electric Railway

Induftry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

Brery Week

Transmission Line and Special Crossing

Structures, Catenary Bridges

WRITE FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG

ARCHBOLD-BRADY CO.
Engineers and Contractors SYRACUSE, N. Y.

^ A. L. DRUM & COMPANY
Consulting emd Constructing Enginsmrs

VALUATION AND FINANCIAL REPORTS
RATE STUDIES FOR PRESENTATION TO PUBLIC SERVICE

COMMISSIONS
CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
230 South Clark Street 215 South Broad Street

Chicago, 111. Philadelphia. Pa.

Bureau of Comniercial Economics, Inc.

Industrial Engineers

Organization . Methods . Layout and Facilities

Public and Industrial Relations

72 West Adams Street . CHICAGO
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has placed it high
among those per-^

manent organizations

recognized as
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LONGER

The Mark of
Quality Fence
and Service

CYCLONE FENCE preserves property—reduces wear and
tear—prolongs property life. Cyclone "Galv-After" Chain
Link Fence is the longer life fence. Resists corrosion. There-
fore Cyclone "Galv-After" Fabric insures the maximum in

longer life to both property and fence. Heavily Zinc-Coated
(or Hot-Galvanized) by Hot-Dipping Process AFTER Weav-
ing. Does not require annual painting. The economical, durable

enclosure for central and transformer stations. Also built in

removable panels to facilitate repairing and replacing equipment.

fVrite nearest offices, Dept. 38, jor complete information about
"Galv-After" Fence, Cyclone Service and Cyclone Iron Fence.

CYCLONE FENCE COMPANY
FACTOBIES AMD OFFICES:

Waukegan, 111. Cleveland. Ohio Newark. N. J. Fort Worth. Texas
Oakland, Calil. (Standard Fence Cp.) Portland. Ore., (Northwest Fence & Wire Works)

Cyclone
"Galv-After" Chain Linh

Fence Fabric
PR^R^RTV RR^T^eTI^^IN R/qV
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To eliminate trouble

in the brake rigging !

W,306lt>.

^ oei2lb.

JMU ' '
'

-""°0J06 lb
' A- "••'•, <="'•"•

Ti UiBd Dftkf

8uft

Fig. 10

Use- BOYERIZED
Brake Pins and Bushings

Their tough, long-wear surfaces successfully resist

wear ! Every joint maintains a good bearing fit, with-

out developing that play which results in slack. There's

three to four times the life in Boyerized Pins and
Bushings.

McArthur Turnbuckles
are made of the same unyielding stuff. Moreover they have
a spring-equipped split clamp grip which more efficiently does

the work of the old style locknut.

Bemis Car Truck Company
Electric Railway Supplita

Springfield, Mass.
Reprcsentaitves

:

Economy Electric Devices Co., Old Colony Bldr., W. F. McKenney, 54 First Street. Portland. Ore.
Chicago, 111. J.H. Denton. 1328 Broadwa.v. New York City.N.T.

F. F. Bodler. 903 Monadnock Bldg., A. W. Arlln. 772 PaciHc Electric Bld».,
San Francisco, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal.
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Track Recommendations for 1924

Solid Manganese Tongue Switch, Design 905

This switch is of the improved "Big Pin" type, pro- or kick up at the point due to the pounding action of

viding maximum bearing surface or support at the car wheels. The extra largejbox at the heel of the

heel. The positive action of hold-down block resists tongue provides ample room for easy adjustment and

any tendency of he tongue to reck under side thrust, quick cleaning.

Hard Center Mate, Iron Bound Type, Design 923 •

The mate illustrated above is provided with a heavy body by heavy stud bolts of heat-treated Mayan
manganese steel wearing plate three inches thick held chrome-nickel steel. The entire construe tionj^is^un-

firmly to the carefully machined bed of the mate usually heavy and substantial.

Center Rib Base Plate
This design provides the maximum stiffening re-

inforcement directly under the rail joint. It

supports the joint and prevents battering or

cupping of the rail ends.

Hard Center Frog, Iron Bound Type, Design 942

This hard center frog is of the same construction and offers the

same advantages as the mate described above. Particular attention

is called to the large bearing area of the plate

Abbot Base Plate
This plate serves the same purpose as the Center
Rib. In this case the reinforcement is on each
side instead of in thr center.

Machine Fitted Joint, Design 983
Joint illustrated above is accurately machined
top and bottom to fit any rail section. The
special bevel top and bottom is provided for

electric arc welding.

Rolled Steel Alloy Crossing, Design 960

Thib rolled steel crossing is made of a special rolled Mayari chrome-

nickel steel rail. The head of the rail is rolled full, the flangeways

machined to any desired depth and then heat-treated to withstand

wear. The rails are iron-bound into one solid piece, flange bearing

throughout. This crossing may be welded after wear has developed.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, General Offices: BETHLEHEM, PA.
Safes Offices: d- u i.

New York Boston Philadelphia Baltimore Wa.hington Atlanta Pittsburgh

Buff-lo Cleveland Detroit Cincinnati Chicago St. Louis San Francisco

Bethlefiem Steel Export Corporation, 2S Broadway, New York City. Sole Exporter of our Commercial Products

BETHLEHEM
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Safe for any class of work

Five years ago we discovered that

"noncorrosive" soldering paste de-

veloped free acid after the applica-

tion of heat. Shield Brand Soldering

Paste is the outcome of these tests —
it is merely a combination of the

various fluxes used to solder diff^erent

metals, the components being so

proportioned as to make a self-

neutralizing compound.

MITCH ELL-RAND
•S MANY MIXTURES

For five years Shield Brand Soldering

Paste has given its users maximum
speed with maximum safety. On
comparative tests for speed, chemical

and physical characteristics and elec-

trical measurements, it invariably

supplants the flux with which com-
parison is made. Acid may be faster,

but rosin cannot be safer.

A sample can, free on application,

will confirm tests made by others
and help to explain why the sale of

Shield Brand Soldering Paste is

rapidly increasing without adver-

tising save the recommendation
of one user to another.

MITCHELL-RAND MFG. CO.
15 Vesey St , NEW YORK, N. Y.

TRANSITE
ASBESTOS WOOD

Showing how TransUe on stet

framing can he used instead

of heavy and expensive con-
crete construction for feeder
compartments, etc. This con-
struction is economicat, light,

strong and electrically safe.

for

harriers and housings
THE all-mineral composition of

Transite Asbestos Wood is immune
to fire, electric arcs, and corrosion. Use
it for fireproof walls, ceilings, floors, and
for electrical barriers and housings.

Transite is strong and rigid, yet it can
be readily cut and drilled and fastened
with nails, screws or bolts. It requires no
painting and never warps or cracks.

Approved by the Underwriters'
Laboratories, Inc.

Johks-Manvillb Inc., 292 Madison Ave. at 41st St., N. Y. C
Branches in 03 Lar^e Citlee.

For Canada: CAN. JOHNS-JfANVILLE CO., I^td.. Toronto.

Johns-
Manville
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TRADE

MARK

Frogs and [Crossings
When you install Anderson Frogs and

Crossings you can be sure that you will

get the maximum dependability and

service even under the hardest conditions.

The thirty years experience that is behind

the manufacture of all kinds of Overhead
Line Material should be of benefit to you
in helping you keep down your mainte-

nance costs.

Send for latest prices on Anderson's depend-
able Frogs and Crossings and other Overhead
Material.

15 decree Rigid
Crossing

Malleable Iron Frog
wi t h Removable
Bronze Approach
Ears.

Albert & J. M. Anderson Manufactiiring Co.
289-305 A St., Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia—429 Real Estate Trust Bldg.

London, K. C. 2, 12 Moor Lane.
Chicago—105 S. Dearborn St.

New York—135 Broadway.

^^S^^^g^^S^^SSSS^^^S^SS^S^^^fl^^S^HtJ
^
<^
XJ THERMIT WELDS

m
6-

One
Continuous
Unbroken

Rail

No more joint troubles
No more paving troubles
No more bond troubles

And asfor Cost-

The cost of Thermit Insert Rail Welds is low enough

to compete with any other kind of rail joint, and their

unequalled advantages are available to every road.

Send for full details and
our quotation on your

requirements

Metal & Thermit Corporation, 120 Broadway, N. Y.
PITTSBURGH CHICAGO BOSTON S. SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO

S^S^^^S^^^^^^S^H^^SSSSSSi^^S^^
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' M- T- rk . I Equal to a Gang
Nme Times Out

| ^j 2O Men!
or len

The quality of EJectric Traction Service
is in direct proportion to the quahty of

the equipment employed.

If you are not using Nuttall BP Helical

Gears and Pinions, you have a way to a

vast improvement in your equipment,
and an inevitable improvement in your
service.

If you are not using the New Nuttall

13-E trolley base you cannot only
improve but can perfect that part of

your equipment.

Every improvement in equipment brings

a corresponding improvement in service,

and every improvement in service shows
instantly in more dollars and cents.

Let us send you our literature

on the two sure money makers.

RD.NUnALL COMPANY
PfTTSBUROH^PENNSYLiaNIA

All Westinghouse Electric & Mfff. Co. I
District Offices are Sales Representatives 1
in the United States for the Nuttall Elec- S
trie Railways and Mine Haulage Products. 1
In Canada; Lyman Tube & Supply Co.p %
Ltd.t Montreal and Toronto. s

biiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiiM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiitmiiiui-iiiiP

New Orleans Public Service Inc. Crane

The Universal (mounted on a motor truck) is a whole
gang in itself, handling trackwork, setting poles, loading

excavated material, handling ballast and all heavy lifts

up to 5 tons.

It moves from job to job with motor truck speed—and
enables you to do the same work with fewer men on every
job. Think of the Universal primarily as a maintenance—

;

reducing machine. Nothing that street railways can buy
will do more to keep down maintenance costs.

That is why New Orleans Public Service, Cleveland
Railway Company, Columbus Railway Power & Light Co.,

Iowa Electric Co., Birmingham Electric Co. and others

own them.

Ask for complete facts now^
Wire or write for Bulletin No. 26D
The UNIVERSAL CRANE CO.

1153 Swetland Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
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Japanese Interurban Electric Railways Equipped with

Baldwin Trucks similar to those used in America

Chicago, NortS SKore and Milwaukee Dispatch Train
mou nted on Baldwin Trucks.

Wheels, diameter, 34 in. Carrying capacity on center
plate. 38,375 lb. Wheal base. 78-in.

INTERURBAN Electr-c
' Railway service, both in

Japan and America, has been
highly developed. Among the
notable successes in America
has been the Chicago, North
Shore and Milwaukee Rail-

road, whose main line extends
from Chicago to Milwaukee,
approximately 86 miles.

Two hundred and seventy-
eight Baldwin Electric Motor
Trucks have been built for

this railroad.

Baldwin Trucks are Locomotive Built'

and meet the severest requirements-
Full information upon request.

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE
WORKS

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Cable Address, "Baldwin, Philadelphia"

^'•^Camden County
Bus

Association
Uses

PETRY

SOME OTHER USERS
Boston Body Co.
J. G. Brill Co.
Champion Auto Equipment Co.
Consolidated Body Co.
Edwards Railway Motor Car Company
Fifth Avenue Coach Co.
Fremont Metal Body Co.
Garford Motor Truck Co.
General Motors Truck Co.
Hahn Motor Truck Co., Inc.

Hampstead Mill and Body Works
International Harvester Co.
International Motor Co.
G. C. Kuhlman Car Co.
Niagara Motor Beat Co.
Paterson Vehicle Co.
Pioneer Auto Works
Union Motor Truck Co.
Wiener Auto Body Co.
Yellow Coach Manufacturings Co.

N. A. PETRY COMPANY, Inc.
Ree. in V. S. Pal. OK.

347 N. Randolph Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Pacific Coast Rep., Norman Cowan Co., 451 Rialto BIdg., San Francisco Type No. 210

PETRY Heater and
Tuning' Up Valaive
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Mw^ TRAVELUXE ^^CH^feE^^

Comfort the Keynote of

This H'W Coach Seat

TRAVELUXE
No. 11 F

Built in onc' or two-

Li

d

NOTHING approaching the "Traveiuxe
in motor coach comfort has ever be-

fore been achieved.

Back is overstuffed with curled hair. A
cushion of "comfy" springs and curled
hair rests upon a 7-inch coil-spring con-
struction. Correctly pitched frame and
wide-flanged base are of pressed steel.

These exclusive H-W features impart to
the "Traveiuxe" those touches of travel

luxury long sought for distance motor
bus travel.

Tlie Heywood-Wakefield line, repre-
senting 98 years of seat-building experi-
ence, furnishes special models for every
kind of passenger service from the exclu-
sive "Traveiuxe" to the Yellow Coach and
Fifth Avenue Coach Company types for
city use.

Seating experts are available to you,
without cost, through any of our sales
offices.

in

m

in

n
Pl

^

IFf

luiiM^i
MhaE

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD SALES OmCES
HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO.

1415 So. MIchiian Ave, Chic«(0, III.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO.
516 W. 34th St.. New York

MorMdnock Bld(.. Swi Frmnctaoo

F. N. GRIGG
630 Louisiana Ave, Waihlncttm. D. C.

THE C. F. COTTER SUPPLY CO.
Houston. Tex.

THERAILWAYANDPOWER ENCINEERINCOORP'N
Montreal and Toronto, Canada

auiji

g-—3 .m^-~m\...mm^-m....mw^=^...^m-^....m
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Sirr
The India native, if he is genuinely

glad you called, lets you help kill the

fatted chick by pulling off the head

(sirr.)

This dual neck-wringing, the expres-

sion of deep-seated friendship, goes

only to the one who has proved him-

self a real help.

It goes to the man who does a service

equivalent to that of the Morganite

brush engineer, who wipes out the

worries of the operator and the ex-

penses of the owner.

Yes sirr!

= Main OtKe« and Factory: s
I S19 Wett 38th St., N*w York =
= DISTRICT ENGINEERS AND AGENTS: 5
= l>i((<fcur(A, Electrical Ensinecringk Mfg. Co., 909 Penn Ave. =
= CJncinnaff, Electrical Engineering 8i Mfg. Co., 607 Mercantile Library =
= Building. ^
= Cleveland^ Electrical Engineering & Mfg. Co., 422 Union Building. z
= Philadelphia, Electric Power Equipment Corp., 412 North I8th St. S
= Baltimore, O. T. Hall, Sales Engineer, 1926 Edmondson Ave. S
S Revere, Mamt., J. F. Drummey, 75 Pleasant Street. «
=: Lot Angelet, Special Service Sales Co., 502 Delta Building. s
= San Francitco, Special Service Sales Co., 202 Russ Building. S
^ roronfo. Can., Railway & Power Engineering Corp., Ltd., 131 S
= Eastern Ave. s
= Montreal, Can., Railway ti^Power Engineering Corp., Ltd., 326 B— Craig St., West. S
S Winnipeg, Can., Railway (ll Power Engineering Corp., Ltd., P. O. S= Box No. 325. S
illlllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIliR
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15 more for Fort Wayne, Ind,
Simplex Srffety system.

Indiana Service Corporation, Fqrt
Wayne, Ind., has recently ordered from
the St. Louis Car Company fifteen

double truck one-man cars for city oper-
ation. Thesa cars^are. of th6 same de-
sign and constriiction as the fifteen

cars received in Octtfber of last yeat.
They will have double doors at the
front for entrance and exit and an exit

door at the rear.

Hartford & Springfield Street Rail-

JWarehouse Point, Cj

A Repeat Order for Quality Cars
This is our second lot of fifteen double-truck, one-man
city cars for the Indiana Service Corporation of Fort
Wayne. They've had the first ones in service since last

October—speaks pretty well for St. Louis Quality Cars,

doesn't it?

St. L^^vjis C^rLavNfhxy
St. Lavils, A\a.

T/f\A BirthplzcA ^i/'ike. Szf^siy C^r*

HASKELITE ROOFS
and Plymetl side panels

Interior and exterior oj car built by

the G. C. Kuhlman Car Co., Cleoeland,

O. The roof is of Hasl^elite, single

thickness, no headlining being used

Haskelite roofs can be applied in three to

five sections, at a great saving in labor, and
reducing the weight of the car at least 200
pounds. Haskelite saves weight and adds
great strength when used for sub-flooring,

truss planking, waist linings, bulkheads and
head linings.

Plymetl, the steel surfaced Haskelite, used
for exterior side panels, letter boards and
vestibule linings, saves many pounds in

weight, and makes waist linings unneces-
sary. Better resistance to indentation and
a thousand times the heat insulating value
of steel. Sendfor Blue Print Booklet

Haskelite Manufacturing Corporation, 133 W. Washington St., Chicago

Make better cars all *round
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^'^
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T^oi Sr«^ Qu^ffy

,
The Tool Steel

Gear and Pinion Co.
CINCINNATI, O.

INDUSTRIAL CRANES
INDUSTRIAL electric locomotive cranes solve the maintenance problems of the

modern electric railway. They are extremely efficient and economical in all of the

multiplicity of operating and extension jobs of the progressive system.

Operating with clamshell bucket they unload, store and rehandle coal, coke, sand and
all bulk materials. With electro magnet they handle rail, spikes in kegs and all shapes
of iron and steel. With hook and block th|y make all unit heavy lifts. There is a

wide range of capacities to choose from.
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^ AMELECTRIC PRODUCTS
|

BARE COPPER WIRE AND CABLE
|

TROLLEY WIRE i

Reg. tJ. 3. Pat. Office

Ipcandeicent Lamp Cord

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
AND CABLE

PAPER INSULATED
UNDERGROUND CABLE

MAGNET WIRE

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS
PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

Bottun, 176 Federal: Chlnct). 112 W. Adami;
Ctnclniuti. Traction Bldg. ; New York, 100 E. 42nd St.

i i
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ASPECT CASES
WITH RED LIGHTS
VISIBLE IN BUT
ONE DlRBCTtOH

Send
Today
for our new =

Publication on S

Safety I

^ and _ I
Efficiency |

J
. in Electric |

*—' Railway I

Signals and |

Crossing |

I American Insulating Machinery Co., Inc. |

I 521 Huntingdon St.. Philadelphia, Pa. |
^MiiriiiriiiiiniiiiiiriMii)iitiriMtiiriiiiiiririiiiiitirifiiiiiiriMi[iiiiiiiiriiiiniiiirniriiiiiiiriiiiiriiiiiiiiiniiniitnmii)iiiiiiiiiitiiniitnir)iir

aiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiniiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiur.

Drip Points for I

Added Efficiency 1

= They prevent creepinr moisture and quickly dr^n the petU- |
= coat in wet weather, keeping: the inner area dry. 1

S The Above Insulator—No. 72—Voltages—Test—Dry 64,000. I
I Wet 31,400. Line 10.000. |

= Our engineers are always ready to help you on your glam i
i insulator problem. Write for catalog. S

Hemingray Glass Company
I Muncie, Ind. I

1 Est. 1S48—Inc. 1870 |

I •
I
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Hubbard Trolley Pole Bands 1 If'^TAN^lDAR
Made of Open Hearth Steel. ^^^^^^ III ^^ M^.MT^k.MT^L.

Split

Made of Open Hearth Steel
Galvanized by the Double
Dip process.
Your best insurance for long
service and durability.

Ask Your Jobber

HUBBARD & COMPANY
Solid

1 Pittsburgh Chicago i I
'iiiiiiiririiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiin
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; ^^^^ Wires, Cables, Cable A cessories
I Superior quality, economical prices

I StandardUndergroundCableCo.
£ I Boston Philadelphia Pittsburgh Detroit
~ ^_^^^ New York Washington Chicago St. Lout*
^1^^^^ San Francisco

TiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiitiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiimiiiniiiHiiiiiiiiiuMiiff
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If

WELDING CABLE I

ELECTRICAL WIRES and CABLES
|

John A. Roebling's Sons Company, Trenton, N. J. |
^iiiiiiiiiimiiMMiiitmMMiMiiMMiiiiiiiMinniiiiiiitiiiiiMmiiiiiiitiiimtiiiiMiuiiiMintiiimtitiMintiiiMintiiiiiiiiMn

ginHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiniitHm

^J

ANACONDA COPPER
MINING COMPANY

Conway Bui'dint'. Cbic.ipo. 111.

THE AMERICAN
BRASS COMPANY

General pfficet!;_ W-itcrbufy, Conn, j|=II
FlIllllMlllllililMIItllllllMniinHillllllMMIiniUUMIIMMMMIIIIMIIIUllIlllllllintlMIIIIIIIlinUHIIllllltlinilltlllilirillllllllllllllllllinUllir
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I Shaw Lightning Arresters |

[ppp InsuhtorCoJncJ^f^jCf \ \

Standard In the Electric Induatria

for 35 years

Henry M. Shaw
150 Coit St., Irvington, Newark, N. J.

JllluillllinilMMllllllllMlltlllllllinillllllilliiiiiiiilililllllitlintitiiiiiitititiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiliiiintititllllHUliliiiiiitlllllKllllumiilill.
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Chapman
Automatic Signals

Charles N. Wood Co., Boston

I
AUTOMATIC SIGNALS

I Highway Crossing Bells

I Headway Recorders

I Flasher Relays

I NACHOD SIGNAL COMPANY. INC.
- LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY.
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KERiTE
and Sait Lake

Rczi/road
/Riverside, Calie

UNION PACIFIC
SYSTJ

KERITE"^'^'^CONPAinr

TRUCK WITH TOWER IN RUNNING POSITION

TRENTON TOWER
This 3-Section

is not only more convenient, but stronger than the

older type.

The top section is reinforced by the intermediate

section. The 3-section design makes it possible to

raise the platform 16 inches higher and drop it 12

inches lower than can be done with the old-style

2-section tower.

We'll gladly send you details.

J. R. McCARDELL CO.
Trenton, New Jersey, U. S. A.

= XL _ , .. _ ,
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American
Rail Bonds

CROWN
UNITED STATES
TWIN TERMINAL
SOLDER
TRIPLEX

Arc Weld and Flame Weld

Stni for nno
Rail Bond Book

American Steel &Wire
SwYORK Company

<L!>

D>

/BVGE-ARMCa
'^IRON STRAND

Pasre-Armco Strand is produced Irom
Armco Ingrot Iron (99.84% pure) free
from segregations which would tend to
invite corrosion.
The heavy galvanized coatlnr of pure zinc
on PageArmco Strand combined with the
purity of the wire insures maximum serv-
ice.

EvGE High Carbon
STEEL STRAND

Pare Galvanized Steel Strand is
following irradeB:

Page Commprclal Strand
Pniee Stemens-Martin Strand
race High Strength Strand
Page Extra High Strength Strknd

made In tha

/( conformg to emetino fpeHftcation* of
A.B.R.A., N.B.L.A. A.lti.

Page Steel & Wire Co.
An Associate Company of the
AMERICAN CHAIN CO.. INC.

BRIDGEPORT. CONNECTICUT.
U. S. A.

Dlitrtct Stlei OfflcM:
r York Pltuburjh Chlcai.

San Pranclico

riiiitiminuiiiiiMtniiiiniiiiiiiitiiiimiHniiiiiiiinHiniiiiimiiniiiiiHiiiiiiltiiiinintiiniiiruiiiriiiiiMHHMiiininiiiitiiHHii
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fgjiisaiuuiiiuiumiuiiiiiimiuiiiiuiiiiimiiinniiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiuuuiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiuuiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiuiin^

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
Builders since 1868 of

Water Tube Boilers
of continuing reliability

85 Liberty Street, New York

Makers of Steam Superheater
since 1898 and of Chain Grate

Stokers since 1893
BRANCH OFFICES

Boston. 49 Federal Street
Philadelphia, North American Building
Pittsburgh, Farmers Deposit Bank Building
Cleiveland. Guardian Building
Chicago. Marquette Building
Cincinnati. Traction Building
Atlanta, Candler Building
Phoenix. Ariz.. Heard Building
Dallas, Tex^ 2001 Magnolia Building
Honolulu, H. T., Castle & Cooke Building
Portland, Ore., 805 Gasco Building

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiimiiiiiiiiii

WORKS
Bayonne, N. J,

Barberton, Ohio

BRANCH OFFICES
Detroit, Ford Building
Netw Orleians, 521-5 Baronne Street
Houston, Texas, Southern Pacific Bulldlns
Denver, 435 Seventeenth Street
Salt Lake City, 705-6 Kearns Building
San Francisco, Sheldon Building
Los Angeles. 404-6 Central Building
Seattle, L. C, Smith Building
Havana, Cuba, Calle de Aguiar 104
San Juan, Porto Rico, Royal Bank Building

iiiiiiiiiiiNiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnniiminmiiiiiiiiniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiuiinii iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiitiini

uilinilllllliuilllllliililliririilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll rillllllllll llllllllllillll limilllllllllimiliimil l l imv S'""""" ' miliililiimiiirmmicimiiiiimuiiiii iiiiiiiiiii iimiuiiiniiiciiiiiMiiniiiiraMiiiui iiiui^

I J-P Products of interest to Electric Railways I Loraill Special Trackwork
' '

II Girder RaiU

NOARKTujtl

%nlway antt CMine
hartgtri ami mtulalon

NOARKTulf Clips

CUTOUT BASES

J-tMoUwr Styma
IConlnin 'Bum]

NOAKK Service tind

Uniiergriiund Zo^es

VUICABESTON
Shell an(n\oprTachlng

I JOHNS-PRATT CO. HARTFORD, CONN. |

Electrically Welded Joints

THE LORAIN STEEL COMPANY
i I Johnstown, Pa.

I I Sales OKcm*:
= = Atlanta Chicago Cleveland Naw York =

I I Philadelphia Pittsbursh |
E i PaeUie Coast Reprementattve: s
= I United States Steel Products Company i

Los Ansales Portland San Francisco Saattia |

Export Repre*entativ€:
United States Steel Products Companjr, Naw York, N. Y.

iaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiriiiii! iiriini iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiitiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiin

.inSiniiuiiiiiHniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iniiiiiiiiiniiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiinniiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii^

g Jiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

^LLIS-C
MlilMSKII. Wis, u. s. a.

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiHuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiuw

I GOD WI N STE EL
I PAVING GUARDS

I Electrical Maehinerj, Steam Turbines, Steam Engines, |
i Condensers, Gas and Oil Engines, Air Compressors,

|
I Air Brakes |

'iiiHiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiimii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiur.

amilllllllllllllllllllllllH IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIil Illlllllllllll

E

I A Single Segment or a Complete Commutator

I is turned ont with equal care in onr shops. The orden va HI
- diSer only in macnitnde: small orders command our utmoat can
'=

and skill just as do larie orders. CAMKBON qnallty sppllas to

S ereiT ooU or aecment thst we can make, as wall as to tmm
s commutator we build. That's why so many electric railvay awn
i rely absolutely on our nam*.

I Cameron Electrical Mfg. Co., Ansonia, Connecticut

^miiiiiiiHiii iiiiiiiiH iiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiB

utiiiiiiiiiiiniiii iiiiuiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii IIIIIIIIH I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I iiiiiiiiiiiMir

to all types

and
Adapted
of rails
paving.

W. S. GODWIN CO.. Inc.

Proven by
service to
economically pre-

vent seepage and
disintegration of

street railway paving.

Ifrite for Illustrated

Catalog No. 20.
Race A McComas Sts.,

Baltimore, Md.
Tiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiNiniiiiiiiimiiiiiHniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiHuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

giimiii iiiniMliilMiii.iiir liillliniii iiiiiliniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiNiiiiiiimliiiiiiiliiiMilllllimilllllllllliiilllllHiliilMiiiiiiiiiuii

I
OXYGEN, ACETYLENE, HYDROGEN

for cutting, welding, etc.

I Quick shipment and low prices also on cylinders, valves,

= torches, regulators and supplies.

1 INTERNATIONAL OXYGEN COMPANY
i Main Offices : Newark, N. J.

I Branch Offices

:

New York Pittsburgh Toledo
iiiniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniu<iiiiu<n

jiiin null iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuinii iiMii iiiiniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii^

ALUMINO-THERMIC I

JOINTS
I

1 New and independent process. No inserts needed. | |

I Up-to-date and economical. | |
5 =1
I Alumino-Thermic Corp., Roselle Park, N. J. | |

NEWand RELAYING RAILS

New York Jersey Citv Philadelphia- Ham ilton.O.
frminniiMMmiiiiniiMtininMiiMMmiiMmnimuiiimiiimnHiiutiiiiniiiiiiMinnmnnnniiMMinniiiminniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMiiHin :fiiiMniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiMiiiiiHiiiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMuiiHniiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitHitiiiiiuiMiiR

flnniimiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiinMtiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMiiiii^ uiiuiiiiHiiiiiiiiiniHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiuiiiuiHUiiiiuimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiininiiiiiHiiiiniiiiiniiiiiii^

RAMAPO AJAX CORPORATION
Ramape Automatic ^—

"
RACOR Tee Rail

Ratum Switch ^- ^j^f^^p^-*~-^ Special Work.

lor Paasing "^—i;^^;: — Mangaaeaa
Sidings ConstructioB

GENERAL OFFICES i HIIXBURN. NEW YORK
Chicago New York Superior. Wis. Niagara Falls. M. T

Canadian Rn-'-ir' boa Worta^ lid^ Ntecan Falls, Ont.

allllllHHHIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIilllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllillllllllllllllHUJIltllHIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllin iininititiiitiimitiJ^ iiuiiiiiiitiiiitiitiiiiHiiniimmniiMii
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ainiHiuiiiii iimiiiiiiiiiiiiniii i iiii iiiiiii iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiHiiiiniiir, yii i > '" iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii i miiiiiiiii iiiii iiiiiiiiiii riiiiiiii iii inmij

B. A. HBOBMAN, Jr.. Preildent C. C. CASTLE. First Vlce-Preildent i

H. A. HEUKMAN. Vlce-PrM. and Treas. P. T. SAROBNT, Secretaw H
W. C. PSTEBS, Manager Salel and Engineering. |

National Railway Appliance Co. I

I Grand Central Terminal. 453 Lexington Ave., Cor. 45th St., New York

I Mansey Bldg.. Waslungton, D. C. 100 Boylston St., Boston. Mass.
i Hegeman-Castle Corporation, Railway Exchange Building, Chicago.

I RAILWAY SUPPLIES
Tool Steel Gears and Pinions
Bell Locked Fare Box and

Change Maker
The Aluminum Field Coils
Truck and Car Repair I'arts
Cutler-Hammer Electric

Heaters
Pittsburgh Forge & Iron Co.'s

Products
Oenesco Paint Oils
E. Z. Car Control Corpora-

tion's Safety Devices
Garland Ventilators
Flaxlinum Insulation
Yellow Coach Mfg. Co.'s

Single and Double Deck
Busses

Economy Electric DevicesGo .'s

Power Saving and Inspec-
tion Meters

Anglo-American Varnish Co..
Varnishes. Enamels, etc.

Gilmer Multiple Safety Ste»
Treads

National Hand Holds
Ft. Pitt Spring & Mfg. Co..

Springs
Turnstile Car Corporation's

Turnstiles
Anderson Slack Adjusters
Feasible Drop Brake Staffs
Dunham Hopper Door Device

'jiiiiniiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Ill IIIII I iiiiiiiiiiiii iiniiiiiiiiiiiK

anilllllllllimilll lltllllllllllllMnilllinilllllMlllllllllllilllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMIIIIIIiMIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^

I 75% of the electric railways

B-V Punches
I S»nJ tor Catalot

I BONNEY-VEHSLACE TOOL CO., Navarfc. N. J

ruiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiMiiii'iMMiiMiiiiiiiiiniiiiiHiiiiMiiinniiniiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiis

niiiiiiiiiillliMillililMtiMiiiilllliinMiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiililiiiiiiiillllllllllllllllllHllllllilHilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiuf

Direct |

Automatic |

Registration |

By th« I

Passengers |

Rooke Automatic |
Register Co. |
Providence. R. I. i

F-UIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIilllllllllllllllHIII IllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllullllllllllllllUUIir

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJMIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIilllllllllillllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllil'

100 New Users in the Last Nine Months I

KASS SAFETY TREADS I

HIGH I
in efficiency and lasting qualities

LOW
in weight, initial and upkeep costs

Morton Manufacturing Co., Chicago
ruiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiniiitiriiiiiiMiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiititiiiiv

i .SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED TROLLEY CORD f

Irsde Mark B«g. D. 8. Ptt. US. |
i Itade of extra quality stock firmly ttraided and smoothly tlnisbed I
i Carefully inspected and guaranteed free from flaws |
i Samples and information gladly sent. |

I SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.
|

^ItlllllllllllillllllinililltllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllilllilllilllllinilllllllMIIIIIIMMIItMIIIMIIMIIIIMIIMMMIIIIIIMMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIimillti

P, Ss^,(S<^IEKIIl©S®^i

Carive0e Steel C^^p

•i>,

^

TiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiHiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiiiiinniiiimniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiict

ailllllllllllilllllllilililillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllillltlllillllllillllllllllllllllillllllimilC:

I Let Us Tell You of Our Especially Designed Fare Box for the i

j
ONE MAN CAR

|

I
THE CLEVELAND FARE BOX COMPANY

|

I Cleveland, Ohio §

= Canadlim Cleveland Fa.*e Box Co., Ltd., Preston, Ontario =

?iiminimirniiniMriiiMiirniMMMiniiniMiiini(nnmmimMinniMiiMiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiMMiiiiMiiu^^

uiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiriiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiHiiniiiiiiiiiriiniiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirimiiiiiiiuiiir

^ S

Gets Every Pare I

PEREY TURNSTILES 1

or PASSIMETERS |

Cm llieaii la yonr Prepayment Areas mat 1
Street Oars |

Percy Manufacturing Co., Inc. |

101 Park Avenue, New York City I
'illlllMillllllHIIIMMMIIIIIIMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIItllllllllltllllllllllltlllllllllltllltllllllllltllllllllllltllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllllf

£llillNllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII(IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllltllllllllllltlilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'^

I THB BKbT TKC68 PlJklH KLKCTRIC HKATEK EVEB PKODlTKn |

§ I

I i

I £

|No. i

478EI
COLD CAJ* HfcATING A LIGHTING CO.. BROOKLYN. N. Y |

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiHHi

giiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMntiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniiMnMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>i

N.I STOP signalI
^H Simple in Operation, Instal- |

lation and Maintenance 1

I Canadian Repretentatlve:

I Railway A Power Bnc Corp.

I Toronto, Ontario

The Nichols-Lintern Co. s
7960 Lorain Ave.. CUvelaod, Ohio f

^lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllltllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllMtlllllimilllNlltllllllllllllMlllllllllllllllllllltlll.llS

Siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiniii mill IIIIII mil iimimimimiiiiimiiimiiiiii!.- giiiiiiiiniiiiiimiiimiiiiimimiiimimimiiiitmimimimimiiiiiiiiiiiiimimimimiiiiiiimimi iiiiiiiiiii imiimiiiiMiiiiiir

HALE-KILBURN
CAR SEATS

For Every Class of Service |

General Offices and Works: Philadelphia i

Offices : New York, Chlcaco, St. Louis, Washincton, San Fraacisco |

iiiiiniiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiitiiiiiHUMUMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiimimimiin

PROVIDENCE H-B
FENDERS LIFE GUARDS

I Thn Consolidated Car Fender Co., Providence, R. \.

I Wendell & MacDuffie Co., 110 E. 42nd St., New York
I GeneraJ Salea AcenU

^iiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiniinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiunnnnniMiuniMruniiiiiiiriiirniiiMtiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiitiiiiiimiiniHN

HtiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiMiir^ jimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniHuiinniiiinniiiiiiniinnniniiiiMiiiiiniiniMinitiiiiiitiniiniiiiniiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiinitHiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMn

j ^ mmmiN^ Car Heating and Ventilation
are two of the winter problems that you mast
settle without delay. We can show yon bow^ to take care of both, with one equipment.~ Now is the time to ret yonr cars ready (or= next winter. Write for details.

il2U3£|^ The Peter Smith Heater Company
I

^IIIIIIIIIIIIX'^ 6209 Hamilton Are., Detroit, Mich.
'.imniiiiimniiiiiiiiiiimMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiHiiiiiiinininiiiiiil

PAIUWA\<
I
fTIUTy f>OMPAN\(

CAR COMFORT WITH
«Tr«^«« «r^«r HEATERS
IITII ITY REGULATORS

VENTILATORS
i 141-lSl Weet 2»d St. WHU for 1S«8 Broadway E

I Chleaco, ni. Cataloou* New York. N. T. |
TiniinMnniiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiinMiiiiiiimiuiiiiiiHniimniiiiniiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiintiiiHiiiiniuiiiiniiiiinmiiiiniiiiHiii
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.\\\i 11///-,

Reg. Ij. !>. I'at. Uff.

ELECTRICAL INSULATION

Micanite armature and com-
mutator insulation, commu-
tator segments and rings,
plate, tubes, etc.. Empire oiled

insulating materials ; Linotape

;

Kablak; Mico; and other
products—for the electrical

insulating requirements of the

railway.

Catalogs will gladly be furnished

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY
Sole Manufacturers of Micanite

Established 1893

68 Church St., New York S42 So. Dearborn St., Chioace
Workai Schenectady, N. Y.

8-F

aiHiiitiiiiiiiiriiiiJiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirriiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiuuiE

HiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'^

I THE WORLD'S STANDARD '

|

I "IRVINGTON" I

Black and Yellow 1
Varnished Silk, Varnished Cambric, Varnished Paper |

Irr-O-SIot Insulation Flexible Varnished Tubing |
Insulating Varnishes and Compounds I

I

Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co. |

Irvington, N. J. 1

Sales Representatwes in the Principal Cities I

OHMER I

I
FARE REGISTERS

|

I They indicate and record the exact amount of each |

I transaction. They place the sale of transportation on |

I a strictly business basis. |
= s

I We manufacture Indicating and Recording Fare Reg- |

I isters, Receipt Issuing Taximeters, and Fare Boxes. I

I
OHMER FARE REGISTER CO. |

I Dayton, Ohio |
= s
nJiimiiiiiimiiimMiiiiiiiiimiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiriiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiR

glllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIUIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllJltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.

I ^^C"^^^^ International

Registers
|

Made in single and double I
types to meet requirements |
of service. For hand or foot, |
mechanical or electric opera- |
tion. Counters, car fittings, |
conductors' punches. I

Exclusive selling agents for i
Heeren Enamel Badges. IType R-II

Double Register

The International Register Co.
IS South Throop Street, Chicago, Illinois

•-jiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiitiiiiMiir

tfiiininiiitiiiiiMiriiiiniitiiiiiMiiinriiiMiiiiniiiiiitiriiiiririiiiiiriiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiitiiitiriiiiiiMititiiiitiriiiintiiiiiii'-.

jillliiiniillilllilllniil iiiiiiiiiilii iiiriiiiriiiiuiiiirlliiliiiiiiilltlMllliiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiliiii iiriiiriiiuillllllliillilllilMlllliii

SlllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIS

DUNDEE "A" AND "B" FRICTION TAPES
I I JOHNSON ^"""^""^

are

Okonite

Products

'Nu£E Said!

I
write for Samplee and Clrcniarg

I The Okonite Co., Passaic, N. J.
= Incorporated 1884
5 SalM Offleei: Nme York—Atlanta—Pmtbvrol>—Son FraHcUea
£ Agontt; Central Electric Co.. Chicago, 111.: rettlngell-Andrews
= Co., Beaton, Mais. ; The F. D. Lawrenc. Electric Co., Cln-
= elnnatl, Ohio; Noreltr EUectrle Co., Philadelphia, Pa. =
= Canadian Revretentativet: Enslneerlng Materials Limited, Montretl. E
'yiiiiiiimiitiiitiiiiiiiititMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiititititiiiiiitHiiiiiiiitiwniminitiHiniiiin

Adjustable
The beat chancer on the market.
Can be adjusted by the conductor to
throw out a varying number of
coins, neceasary to meet changee in
rates of fares.

Flexible

Each barrel a separate unit, permit-
ting the conductor to interchange
the barrels to suit his personal re-
qulrements, and to facilitate the ad-
dition of extra barrels.

JOHNSON FARE BOX COMPANY
|

i Ravenawood, Chicago, 111. |

^.lUiiiiiHiiiHiiiminiiiHiniiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiiuiiiiiuiniiiiiiiHiiiniiiniuiiiiiiuiiuwuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiininumniHiiiiuiie
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I
BRAKE SHOES |

f AERA Standards

I Brake Heads

V CORRECT IT

USE LE CARBONE CARBON BRUSHES

:7^.-^^
fic^mAfM

I
Diamond "8" Steel Back and Lug Shoes

|

I
best for all equipment. I

I
Manufactured and sold under U. S. |

I
Patent and Registered Trade Mark. |

i American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co. I
i E

I 30 Church Street, New York i
S g
1 332 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago §

niiMiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiMiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiHiiunniMnMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiniititiiiMiiinniiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiritiiitiTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnS
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Griffin Wheel Company
410 North Michigan Ave.

Chicago, 111.

GRIFFIN
F. G. S.

WHEELS
For Street and Interurban

Railways

COST MORE PER BRUSH
COST LESS PER CAR MILE

W. J. Jeandron
345 Madison Avenue, New York

Pittsburgh Office: 634 Wabash Bldtf.

Chicago Office: 16S7 Monadnock Block

San Francisco Office: 525 Market Street

Cansdlao DIstrlbnton: Lyman Tube A Supply Co., LM.,
Montreal and Toronto

"^iMiuiiiiiiitiiitltiniiniiMiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiMiiniitltiiiMiiintiiiiiiitimiiintitiiiiiiiiitititiMiiiiiitiiiiitMiiitiimtiillilltllliiiiu
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Chieato

Detroit

Demrcr

FOUNDRIES:

Boston

Kansai City

Couneil Bluffs

St. Paul

Lot Angeles

Taooma

Complete satisfaction

Operating perfectly and requiring

minimum attention for maintenance

and lubrication, Ear11 Catchers and

Retrievers give genuinely satisfactory

results. Their refinement of design,

and mechanical superiority are sum-

marized in the following five features,

peculiar to Earll construction.

No-wear Check Pawl
Free-Winding; Tension Spring

Ratchet Wind
Emergency Release

Perfect Automatic Lubrication

^arll Catchers and Retrievers

C. I. EARLL, York, Pa.

QHttttth4tiiOMmmmwiKimmmwmnnffmHMHi»ifmmiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiHniiMtmtiiiHiiiitiiiiHiiiMiiMiiiiii^ .niiiiiiiiiNHMiiiiiimiiniiiimHiimHiiiiiiiiniinniiuiiiiiiNiiimiiiNiiiiiiiiitiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiniiiHiiiimmimmiiin
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Searchlight Section
USED EQUIPMENT CS, NEW—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

UNDTSPliATBa)—RATE PJEU WORD: INFORMATION: DISPLAYKD—RATKPEBINCH:
/•Mitiau Wanted, i cenU • word, mlniuiuili W:t Svmhrrt in care of any of our olflcK. \ I" j in'!!!' *\%l Ta lllri!

75 conla an insertion, payable In sdfance. count 10 worda additional In undlsplayed ads.
,, ,„ ,4 inches;!;!!!!!!!!!!! l!lO an inch

Potilutm VncQtit and all other claaslflcations, luscomt 0! 10% if one payment is made in Rates for larger apacos. or yearly rates, onrequest.
8 cents a word, mlnimmn charge S2,6». advance for four consecutlye llnertiana of Ar. admrtUino i>if* Is measured vertically on

ftopoMt; 4« («ot3 a line an insertion. undUplayed ads (not Including proposals). coo column, 3 columns—30 Inches—to a page.

B.F i

SPECIAL SERVICE

Kfllclent and Systematic Traffic Inspection,

Traffic checking, schedule making. Register
Inspection a specialty. Rates reasonable.
United Insnec'ional Service, P. O. Box
565, Newark, N. J.

riiHHiiiiiiiiiiiiii It I

For Sale—Built in 1920
2—Kuhlman Semi-Steel Interurban \

Cars, Passenger, Smoker and
|

Baggage. 1

Leng-th 54-ft. 7% -in.; width 8-ft. 6-1d. =

Brill 27 MCB 2 Trucks. |
4 G. E. 203 motors. Complete. :

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO
Commonwealth Bids.. Philadelphia, Pa.

S^Mtlllillllllllll

IIMIIIIHIIMIHIIIMHII;

lllllllllllllllllllMf IMIIHtllMI.

To Employers
Who Advertise
for Men:
The letters you receive in

answer to your advertisements
are submitted by each of the
applicants with the hope of se-
curing the position offered.

When there are many appli-
cants it frequently happens that
the only letters acknowledged
are those of promising candi-
dates. Others do not receive the
slightest indication that their
letters have even been received,
much less given any considera-
tion. These men often become
discouraged, will not respond to
future advertisements, and some-
times even question if they are
bona fide.

We can guarantee that Every
Advertisfment Printed in the

Searchlight Section Is Duly Au-
thorized. Now won't you help
keep our readers interested
in this advertising by acknow-
ledging every application •e-

ceived, even if you only return
the letters of unsuccessful appli-
cants to them marked, say,
"Position filled, thank you."
If you don't care to reveal your
identity, mail them in plain en-
velopes.

We suggest this in a spirit of
helpful co-operation between
employers and the men replying
to Positions Vacant advertise-
ments.

Searchlight D*partmmnl

McCRAW.HIU. CO., Ine.

"Put Yourself in the Place of
the Other Fellow"

In Small Lots

As Well As Large

THERE is a class of rail buyers, occasionally in need of only
small tonnages, who are paying a premium on their pur-
chases elsewhere because they believe that we do not seek

their patronage.

We maintain a large organization to give efficient service on small

orders. Our tremendous volume gives us unequaled buying power and
saves our clients money regardless of the tonnage required.

Immense stocks at strategic distributing points provide complete
assortments near you. This adds a saving in freight to our already
unbeatable prices.

Next time you need rails, let us know your requirements.

We ouarantte the same prompt, efficient service to all.

HYMAN-MICHAELS COMPANY
"The House of Dependable Service"

122 South Michigan Avenue^ Chicago
Dealers in New and Relaying Rails,

Locomotives and Railway Equipment
District Offices: New York. Woolworth Bldg.;

St. Louis* Railway Exchange Bldg.; Pittsburgh. First Nat'l Bank Bldg.;
San Francisco, 234 Steuart St.

Yards: St. Louis, East Chicago. Ind., McKee's Rocks, Pa., San Francisco.

Cable Address : "Hymanmikel"
World's Largest Distributors of Rails

a,HIIIIHiliililllltllllMIIM>IMtltltlllllllllllMIUMMilHtMlllllilli*illllllllilllilllllllltlll)'IHIlllMlllllltlllt IIIIIIIIIIIHIII Illllllllllllll i
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WANTED

16 GE-264-A
Railway Motors
W-735 Electric Railway Journal =

10th Ave. at 36th St., New York, N. Y. |

8000

RAILS
New

FROGS
SWITCHES
SPLICE BARS

BOLTS
NUTS
TIE PLATES
RAIL
BRACES

kt^m^
All Rails and
Track Mate-
rials shipped
subiect to in-

spection and
approval at
destination.

»rCo.
PITTSBURCHPA

^Lsrc NEW VOrjK

I
10 Peter Witt Steel Cars

s Practically New
= Length 53-ft. 0-in. Extreme Width 8-ft.

i 6-in. Helsht 10-ft. 9-in. Truck Centers

I 38-ft. 0-in. Seatlngr capacity 63.

i Cars are complete and ready for operation
I Inoludintr Whs straight and automatic air

I DH25 compressor with safety features.

I TRUCKS
I

Brill 77E oft. 4-in. wheelbase. 26-ln. steel

I wheels.
: ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
I

Consists of 4 Whs 514A Motors Whs HL
I

Control for double end operation.

I Code—"ClAK"

Transit Equipment Co.
i Cars^MotoTM

SOI Fifth Avenue, New York
<ftMIMtlll*W»UIIISMIIIIUIIIIMIIllHUII1 llltlMUlNIIIIIIMHllHIUHHI
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry with

Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue

AdvertUiin:, Street C»r
Collier, Inc., Barron Q,

Air Receiver* & Aftcrooolen
In^ersoll-Rand Co.

Anchors, Gay
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouso B. & M. Oo.

Armature Shop Tool*
Elee. Service Supplies Co.

Automatic Return Switch
Stands
Ramapo Aiax Corp

Aotomatlo Safety Switch
Stands
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Brill Co.. The J. •,
Johnson & Co.. J. R.
St. Louis Car Co.

Axles. Steel
Camefrie Steel Co.
Laclede Steel Co.

Badees and Buttons
Elee. Service Supplies Oo.
Int. Register Co.. The

Bearinsa and Brarins Met«ls
Bemis Car Truck Co.
General Electric Co.
Gilbert & Sons B. P. Co.. A.
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse B. * M. Co.

BearlnKS, Center and BoUsr
Side ,„

Baldwin Locomotive Wks.
Stuckl Co., A.

Bells and Gonss
Brill Co.. The J. O
Elee. Service Supplies Co.

St. Louis Car Co.

Boilers _
Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Bond Testers
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Elee. Service Supplies 0».

BondInK Apparatus
Amer. Steel Sc Wire Co.
Electric Railway Impt. Co.
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Bonds, Rail _
Amer. Stee' & Wire Co.
Electric Railway Impt. Co.
Enec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Page Steel & Wire Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Westinghouse B. & M. Oo.

Boxes, .iwltrh
Johns-Pratt Co.

Brackets and Cross Arms
(See also Poles. Ties.
Posts, etc.)
American Bridge Co.
Bates Expanded Steel Truss
Oo.

Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elee. Service Supplies C».
Hubbard & Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Brake Adjusters
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Brake Shoes
Amer. Br. Shoe St Fdy. Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
9t. Louis Car Co.

Brakes. Brake Systems and
Brake Parts

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
General El'-otrlc Co.
Johns-Manvllle. Inc.
National Brake Co.
St. Loul«i Car Cn.
Safety Car Devices Co.

Brushes. Carbon
General Electric Co.
Jeandron. W. J.
Le Carbone Co.
Morganlte Brush Co
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Brushes, Graphite
Morganite Brush Co.

Brashes. Wire. Pneumatic
IngereoM-Rand Co.

Bulkheads
Haskelltp Mfg. Co.

Buses, Motor
Brill Co.. The J. O.
International Motor Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Bus Seats
Hale-Kllburn Co.
Herwood-Waka&eld Co.

Bushings, Case Hardened and
Slanganese

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Cables (See Wires and
Cables)

Cambric Tapes, Vellow and
Black Varnished

Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co.
Mica Insulator Co.

Carbon Brushes (See Brasbes.
Carbon)

Car Panel Safety Switches
Westinghouse E. & AT. Co.

Cars, Dump
Differential Steel Car Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Car Lighting Fixtures
Eleo. Service Supplies Co.

Car Panel Safety Switches
()onuolidated Car Heat'g Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cars, Passenger, Freisht, Ex-
press, etc.

Amer. Car Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Kuhlman Car Co., G. C.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co.
National Ry. Appliance (ki.

St. Louis Car Co.
Wason Mfg. Co.

Cars. Gas Rail
St. Louis Car Co.

Cars. Belf-Propelled
General Electric Co.

Car Wheels. Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Castings. Brass. Composition
or Copper
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. *
J. M.

Castings, Gray Iron and Steel
Bemis Car Truck Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Castings, Malleable and Brass
Amer. Br. Shoe & Pdy. Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley

Earn, C. I.

BUec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Catenary Construction
Archbold-Brady Co.

Change Carriers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Circuit-Breakers
Anderson. A. & J. M..
Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Clamps and Connectors for
Wires and Cables

Elee. Ry. Bquipment Co.
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubbard & Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cleaners and Scrapers, Track
(See also Snow-Plows,
Sweepers and Brooms)

Brill Co.. The J. G.
St. Lnuis Car Co.

Clusters and Sockets
(Jeneral Electric Co.

Coal and Ash Handling (See
Conveying and Hoisting
Machinery)

Coll Banding and Winding
Machines

Elee. Service Supplies Co.
Colls, Armature and Field
(Seneral Electric Co.
Westinrhouse E. & M. Co.

Colls, Choke and Kicking
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
(Jeneral Electric (5o.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Coin Counting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Intern'l Register Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.

Coin Sorting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Coin Wrappers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Commutator Slotters
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnchnusp E A M. Co.
Commutator Truing Devices
General Electric C!o.

Commutatinrs or Parts
Cameron Elec'l Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Westinghouse B. & M. Co.

Compounds (Insulattne &
Splicing)

Johns-Manville. Inc.

Compressors. Air
General Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Compressors. Air Portable
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Compressors. Gas
Sullivan Machinery Co.
Condensers
Allis-Cjhalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse E. & M, Co.

Condenser Papers
Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co.

Connectors, Solderless
Westinghouse E. fc AT. Co.

Connectors, Trailer Car
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Controllers or Parts
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Controller Regulators
Elee. Service Supplies Co.

Controlling Systems
(Jencral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Converters, Rotary
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric (3o.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Conveying and Hoisting Ma-
chinery

Columbia M. W. & M. I. Co.

Copper Wire
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Page Steel Ic Wire Co.

Cord, Bell, Trolley, Reclster
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
Internafl Register Co.. The
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
St. Louis Car Co.
Samson Cordage Works
Silver Lake Co.

Cord Connectors and Couplers
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
Samsnn Cordage Works
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Couplers, Car
Brill Co., The J. G.
Ohio Braes Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. (Jo.

Cranes
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Industrial Works
Universal Crane Co.

Cranes. Gas or Electrie
Industrial Works
Universal Crane Co.

Oancw. Locomotive. Motor
Track It Portable

Industrial Works
Universal Crane Co.

Cross Arms (See Brackets)
Crossing Foundations
International Steel Tie Co.

Crossings
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Crossing Signals (See Sig-
nals. Crossing)

Crossing. Frog & Switch
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

CrOHsIng Manganese
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Aiax Corp.

Crossings. Track (See Track,
Special Work)

Crossings, Trolley
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A.&J. M.
Ohio Brass Co.

Curtains and Curtain Fixtures
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
Morton Mfe. Co.
St. Louis Car Co,

Dealer's Machinery
Elee. Equipment Co.
Tranojt Enuln. Co.

Derailing Devices (See also
Track Work)

Wharton. Jr.. Ic Co.. Wra.
Derailing Switches, Tee Rail
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Petprtlve Service
Wish-Scrviee. P. Edward

Doors * Door Fixtures
Hale-Kilhurn Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Door Operating Devices
Brill Co. The J, G.
General Electric Co.
Nat'l Pneumatic Ck>.. Ino.
Safely Car Devices Co.

Doors. Folding Vestibule
Nat'l Pneumatic Co.. Inc.

Drills, Rock
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Drills. Track
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Elee. Service Sup. Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Dryers. Sand
Elee. Service Supplies Co.

Ears
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. ft

J. M.
Ohio Brass Co.

Ebony Asbestos Wood
Johns-Manville, Inc.

Electrical Wires and Cables
Amer. Electrical Works
Roebling'; Sons & Co.. J. A.
Electric Grinders
Railway Track-work Co.
RaU Welding & Bonding Co.

Electrodes, Carbon
Railway Track-work Co.

Electrodes. Steel
Railway Track-work Co.

Engineers. Consaltlng. Con-
tracting and Operating

Allison & Co.. J. 9.
Archbold-Brady Co.
Beeler, John A.
Blbbins. J. Rowland
Buchanan & Layng Corp.
Bureau of Comm. Econom-
ies, Inc.

Byllesby & Co.. H. M.
Day & Zimmermaon, Inc.
Drum & Co.. A. L.
Ford. Bacon & Davis
Hemphill & Wells
Hoist. Engelhardt W.
Jackson. Walter
Ong, Joe R.
Railway Audit & Inspection
Co.

Rlehey. Albert S.
Robinson & tk>., D. P.
Sanderson & Porter
Stevens A Wood. Inc.
Stone A Webster
White Eng. Corp.. The J. G
Wortham, Edwin

Engines, Gas. Oil or Steam
Allis-Chatmers Mfg. O).
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse E & M. Co.

Exterior Side Panels
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Fare Boxes
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.

Fences. Woven Wire and
Fence Posts

Amer. Steel & Wirs Co.
Cyclone Fence Co.

Fenders and Wheel Guards
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Car Fender Co.
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Star Brass Works

Fibre and Fibre Tubing
Johns-Manville. Inc.
Westinghouse E. & M. (Jo.

Field Coils (See ColU)
Fire Bxtlngiilshers
Johns-Manvllle, Inc.

Flangeway Guards, Steel
Godwin Co.. Inc.. W. S.

Flaxlinum Insulation
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.

Floodlights
Elee. Service Supplies Co.

Flooring Composition
Johns-Manville. Inc.

Frogs & Crosslnm. Te« RaU
Bethlehem Steel Oo.
Ramapo Aiax Corp.

Frogs, Track (See Track
Work)

Frogs. Trolley
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. A
J. M.
Ohio Brass Co.

Fuses. Cartridge. Non-ReHU-
ahle and High Voltace

Johns-Pratt Co.
FuKee, Cartridge, Reflllable
Johns-Pratt <^.

Fuses and Fuse Boxes
Oneral Elertrie Ck).

Weetlnchnusp B. A Jf. Co.
Fuses. Reflllable
(Seneral Electric Co.

Gaskets
Johns-Manville, Inc.
Westinghousa Tr. Br. Co.

Gas-Electrio Cars
(Jeneral Electrie Co.

Gas Producers
Westinghouse B. A M. Co

Gates. Car
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
St. Louis Car Co.

Gear Blanks
Bethlehem Steel C!o.

Gear Cases
Chillingworth Mfg. Co.
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co

IDeers and Pinions
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Tool Steel (Jear A Pinion
Co.

Generating Sets. Gas-Electrie
(Jeneral Electric (3o.

Generators
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. * M. Co

Girder Rails
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Gone (See Bells and Gongs)
Greases (See Lubricants)

Grinders and Grind. Supplies
Metal Ic Thermit Corp.
Railway Track-work (Jo.

Grinders. Portable
Buda Company
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinders. Pottable Electric
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinding Blocks and Wheels
Railway Track-work Co.

Ground Wires
Page Steel A Wire Co.

Guard Rail CHampa
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Guard Ralls. Tee Bail A
Mangancbe
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Guards. Trolley
Elee. Service Sup. Oo.
Ohio Brass Co.

Hammers. Pneumatic
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Harps, Trolley
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D. A Co.
Star Brass Works

Headlights
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Ck).

St. Louis Car (}o.

Headlining
Uaekelite Mfg. Co.
Panelyte Co.

Heaters, Bus
N. A. Pelry Co.. Inc.

Heateis, Car (Electrie)
Gold Car Heat. A Light. Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance (Jo.

Smith Heater Co.. Petar
Healers, Car, Hot Air and

Water
Elee. Service Sup. (Jo.

Smith Heater (Jo., Peter
Helniets—Welding
Railway Track-work Co.

Hoists, Portable
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.
Hydraulic Machinery
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.

Indicating Signals
Oskel Equipment Co.

IndUNtrlnl Flooring
Johns-M'.nnvillp. Inc.
InstrunienlB. Measuring,

Testing and Recording
Elee. Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse B. A M. (Jo.

Insulating Cloth. Paper and
Tape

General Electric Co.
Irvington Varnish A Ins. <5o.

Johns-Manville. Inc.
Mica Insulator Co.
Mitchpll-Rand Mfg. Co.
Okonite Co
Stand. tJndercTonnd CaMt
Co.

Westinghouse B. A M. Co.
Insniatinc Silk
Irvinfflon Varnish A Ins. (Jo.

Insulating Tarnishes
Irvington Varnish A Tns, (Jo

Insulation (See also Palnis)
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Electric Service Sup. (Jo.
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I The Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels
i baye always been made of en-

1 tirely new metal, which accounta
1 for their long life WITHOUT
I INJURY TO THE WIRE. Do
§ not be misled by statements of

I large mileage, because a wheel

I that will run too long will dam-
1 age the wire. If our catalogue

I does not show the style you
I need, write us—the LARGEST
1 EXCLUSIVE TROLLEY
I WHEEL MAKERS IN THE
I WORLD.

I
THE STAR BRASS WORKS

I KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S. A. | |
!IiMiiniiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiniititMiiiitiMiiitiiiriiiiiiriiiiiiMriiiiiiHiitiiiitiriiiiii(ii'"<iiiiiiiiiii>iiiic |
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The Differential Car
An automatic dump car, an electric locomotive, a
snow plow, and a freight car—all in one. Big
savings shown in track con-

struction and maintenance,
paying work, coal hauling,

ash disposal, snow removal.
and freight transportation.

The Differential
Steel Car Co.
Findlay, Ohio

A few very important reasons why you should
specify an I-R Class "ER" Compressor

It is easy to install and operate; sturdy and reliable: delivers
maximum air power per dollar spent fop power, repairs and at-
tendance.

You can buy noio and be sure of prompt shipment from oup
works or from branch office stocks.

When service or repair parts are needed, your requirements are
promptly filled. _^»^fc^ _ ,,^^"^^

Bulletin No. 30S0

®
I Ingersoll-Rand Company, 11 Broadway, New York |
i Offireg in all Principal Domestic and Foreion Citien. =

i For Caiiudn refer Canadian Iiigersoll-Rand Co., Limited =
= SCO St. James Street, Montreal, Que. i
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McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Co.

General Offices

:

111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, III.

Street Cars

Trucks

Snow Sweepers
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We make a specialty of

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
LUBRICATION
We solicit a test of TULC

on your equipment

The Universal Lubricating Co.
Cleveland. Ohio

Talc, Inc.. Bastern Representative.
1617 Ootbam National Bank Bids.. New York Cltj
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General Electric Co,
IrviiiKlon Varnish Se Ins. Co.
Johns-Manvllle. Inc.
Mica Insulator Co.
Mitchpll-Rand Mfr. Co.
Okonite Co.
WestinBhouse E. & M. Co.

Insulation Slot
Irrin^ton Varnish & Ins. Co.
Insulators (See also Line

Material)
Elee. Ry. Equipment Co.
Blec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Irrlngton Varnish & Ins. Co.
Ohio Brass Co
WestinBhouse E & M. Co

Insulator Fins
Blec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbcrd & Co.

Insulators, Hiich Toltace
Lapp Insulator Co.. Inc.

Jacks (See also Cranes.
Hoists and Lifts)

Buda Company
Blec. Service Supplies Co.

lolnts. Rail (See BaU Joint*)

Journal Boxes
Bemls Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Junction Boxes
Std. Underground Cable Co.

Lamps, Guards and Fixtures
Elee. Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
WestinBhouse E. & M. Co.

Lamps, Arc & Incandescent
(See also HeadliEhte)

General Electric Co.
WestinBhouse E. & M. Co.

Lamps. SiBnal and Harlcer
NicholsLintern Co.

Lanterns, Classiflcation
Nichols-Llntem Co.

LlKhtninK Protection
Elec. Service Sup. Co
(reneral ETlectrio Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Shaw, Henry M.
WestinBhouse B. A U, Oo.

Line Material (See also
Brackets, Insulators,
Wires, etc.

)

Archbold-Brady Co
Columbia M. W. & M. I. Co
Electric Ry Equipment Co.
Elee. Service Sup. Co
Hubbard & (30.
Johns-Manville. Inc.
Ohio Brass Co.
WestinBhouse E. & M. Co.

Locomotives, Electrio
Baldwin Locomotive Wks
(Jeneral Electric Co.
McOulre-Cummings Mfg:. Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
WestinBhouse E. & M. Co.

Locomotives. Oil Entrlne,
Electric Driven

uiBersoII-Rand Co.
LubricatinK EnKineers
Galena SiBnal Oil Co.
Universal LubricatinB Co.

Lubricants, Oil and Grease
Galena-SigTial Oil Clo.
Universal LubricatinB Co.

Machinery. Insulatinc
Amer. InsulatinB Mach. Co.

HanEane«e Steel Guard BalisRamapo Ajax Corp.
Hancanese Steel Switches,

FroKS & Oossinn
Bethlehem &teel Co
Ramapo Aiax Corp.

ManBanese Steel, Special
Track Work

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Meters (See Instruments)
Mica
Mica Insulator Co.

Moldins. Metal
AlUs-Chalmers MfB. Co.

Motor Buses (See Bases,
Motor)

Motors, Electric
WestinBhouse B. & M. Co.

Motors and Generator Sets
General Electric Co.

Motormen's Seats
AIlis-(nialmers M^b. Co
Brill Co.. J. G.
Elee. Service Sup. Co.
Hale-Kllburn Co.
Heywood-Waltefleld Co.
St. Louis Car (jo.
Wood Co.. (nias. N.

Nuts and Bolts
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Hubbard & Co.

Oils (See Lubricants)
Omnibuses (See Bases.

Motor)
Oxy-Aeetylene (See CntUnt

Apparatus Oxy-Aeetylene)
Oxysen
International Oxygren Co.

PacklnB
Johns-Manvllle. Inc.

Paint, Guns
DcVilbiss MfB. Co.

Paint, f^praylng Devices
DeVilbiss MfB. Co.

Paints and Vamishea
(InsnlatinB)

Mica Insulator (3o
Mitchell-Rand Mfg. Co.
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Pavement Breakers
InBcrsoll-Rand Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Pavinjc Guards, Steel
Godwin (3o. Inc.. W. S.

Pavinfc Material
Amer. Br. Shoe & Fdy. Co.

Pickups, Trolley Wire
Elec. Service Supplies (Jo.
Ohio Brass Co.

Pinion Pollers
Elec. Service Supplies Co
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Wood Co., Cb3B. N.

rtnlons (See Gears)
Pins, Case Hardened, Wood

and Iron
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake (Jo.

Pipe Fittings
WestinBhouse Tr. Brake (3o.

Planers (See Machine Tools)
Plates for Tee Rail Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Pliers, Rubber Insulated
Elec. Service Sup. Co.

Pneumatic Tools
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Pole Line Hardware
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Poles, Metal Street
Bates Expanded Steel Truss
Co.

Blec. Ry. Equipment C!o.

Hubbard & Co.

Pole Reinfordnt
Hubbard & Co.

Poles & Ties Treated
Bell Lumber Co.

Poles, Ties, Posts, Piling &
Lumber

Bell Lumber Co.

Poles, Trolley
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. A
J. M.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nuttall Co.. B. B.

Poles, Tubular Steel
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Sup. (3o.

Porcelain, Special High
Toltace
Lapp Insulator Co.. Inc.

Portable Grinders
Buda Company

Potheads
Okonite Co.

Power Saving Devices
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Pressure Kegulators
(General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & H. &}.
Pumps
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Pumps, Air Lift
Sullivan Machinery Co.
Pumps. Vacuum
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Punches, Ticket
Bonney-Vehslage Tool (3o.
Intern! Register Co.. The
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Rail Braces St Fastenings
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Rail Filler
Carey Co.. Phillip

Rail Grinders (See Grinders)
Bail Joints
Carnegie Steel Co.
Rail Joint Co.

Bail Joints—Welded
Lorain Steel Co.
Metal & Thermit Corp.

Bails Belaying
L. B. Poster Co.

Rails, Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.
L. B. Foster Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.
Railway Paving Guards, Steel
(Jodwin Co.. Inc.. W. S.

Hallway Safety Switches
WestinBhouse E. & M. Co.

Bail Welding
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding & Bonding Co.

Battan
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hale-Kilbnrn Co.
Heywood-Wakefteld Co.
McGuire-Ciimming^ Mfg. Co
St. Louis Car Co.

Beclsters and Fittings
Brill Co., The J. Q.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Intern'l Register Co., The
Rooke Automatic Register
Co

St. Louis Car (}o.

Belnfloreement, Concrete
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.

Bepair Shop Appliances (See
also Coil Banding and
Winding Machines)

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Bepair VV«rk (See also Coils)
General Electric (3o.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Beplacers, Car
Blec. Service Sup, Co.

Resistance, Wire and Tube
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Betrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Betrievers,
Trolley)

Bheostats
General Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Ck).

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Roofing Asbestos (Car)
Johns-M'anville. Inc.

Boofs
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Sanders, Track
Brill Co. The ,T. G.
Elec. Service Supplies (3o.

Nlchois-Lintem (3o.

Ohio Brass Co.
St. Ixiuis Car Co.

Sash Fixtures, Car
Brill Co. The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Sash, Metal, Car Window
Hale-Kllbum Co.

Scrapers, Track (See Clean-
ers and Scrapers, Track)

Screw Drivers, Rubber
Insulated

Blec. Service Sup. Co.

Seats, Bns
Hale-Kilbum Co.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Seats, Car (See also Battan)
Brill Co., The J. G.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Heywood-Wakefleld (Jo.

St. Louis Car Co.

Seating Materials
Brill Co.. J. G.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Second Hand Equipment
Eflectric Equipment Co.
Transit Equip. Co.

Shades, Vestibule
Brill Co.. The J. G.

Shovels
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
Hubbard & Co.

Side Bearings (See Bearings
Center and Side)

Signals, Car Starting
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Nat'l Pneumatic Co.. Inc.

Signals, Indicating
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Oskel Equipment Co.

Signal Systems, Block
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Nachod Signal Co., Inc.
Wood Co., Chas. N.

Signal Systems, Highway
Crossing

Nachod Signal Co., Inc.
Slack Adjusters (See Brake

Adjusters)
Sleet Wheels and Cutters
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. &
J. M.

Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nuttall Co., B. D,

Smokestacks, Car
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Snow Sweepers, Rattan
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.

Snow-Plows, Sweepers and
Brooms

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Car Fender Co.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Sockets and Receptacles
Johns-ManWlIe. Ine.
Soldering and Brazing Ap-

paratus (See Welding
Processes and Apparatus)

Special Adhesive Papers
Irvington Varnisii & Ins. Co.

Special Trackwork
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Buda Company
Lorain Steel Co.

Spikes
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Splicing Compounds
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Splicing Sleeves (See Clamps
and Connectors)

Springs, ('ar and Truck
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Bemls Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. Q.
St. Louis Car Co.

Sprinklers, Track and Bead
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
McGiiire-rnmmlogs Mfg. Co.
St. Louts Car Ck>.

Steel and Steel Products
Morton Mfg. Co.

Steps, Car
Morton Mfg. Co.

Stokers, Mechanical
Babcock & Wilcox Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Stop Signals
Oskel Equipment Co.

Storage Batteries (See Bat-
teries, Storage)

Strain, Insulators
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. &
J. M.
Ohio Brass Co.

Strand
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.

Subway Boxes
Johns-Pratt Co.

Superheaters
Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Sweepers. Snow (See Snow
Flows, Sweepers and
Brooms)

Switchboxes
Johns-Manville, Inc.

Switch Stands & Fixtures
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Switches, Safety
Johns-Pratt (Jo.

Switches. Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Switches, Tee Rail
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Switches, Track (See Track
Special Work)

Switches and Switchlioards
AUis-CSialmers Mfg Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
(general Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Tampers, Tie
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Tapes and Cloths (See Insu-
lating Cloth, Paper and
Tape)

Tee Rail Special Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Telephones and Parts
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Terminals. Cable
Std. Underground Cable Co.

Testing Devices. Meter
Johns-Pratt Co.

Testing Instruments (See In-
struments. Electrical Meat
uring. Testing, ete,)

Thermostats
Gold Car Heating & Light
Ing Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co., Peter

Ticket Choppers A Destroyers
Elec. Service Supplies (3o.

Ties, All Metal
Metal Safety R.B. Tie Co.

Ties and Tie Rods, Steel
Carnegie Steel Co.
International Steel Tie Co.

Ties. Wood Cross (See Poles,
Ties, Posts, etc,)

Tool Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Tools, Track A Miscellaneous
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard & Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Torches, Acetylene (See Cut-
ting Apparatus)

Tower Wagons and Ante
Trucks

McCardell & Co., J. R.
Towers and Transmission

Structures
Archbold-Brady Co.
Bates BAipanded Steel Trus»
Co.

Westingliouse E. A M. Co.
Track (irinders
Metal & Ttiermit Corp.
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Wehling & Bonding Co.

Trackless Trolley Cars
St. Louis Car Co.

Track. Special Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Buda Company
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wharton. Jr.. A Co..
Inc.. W.

Transfer (See Tickets)
Transformers
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Westingliouse E A M. (3o.

Treads. Safety. Stair. Car
Step

Morton Mfg. Co.
Trolley Bases
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. J. A
J. M.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
(Jeneral Electric <Jo.

Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Bases, Retrieving
Anderson Mfg. (>> . A. A
J. M.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Buses
Brill Co.. The J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Trolley Material (Overhead)
Bates Expanded Steel Twiss
Anderson MfB. Co.. A. A
J. M.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Wheels (See Wheels.
Trolley)

Trolley Wire
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Min. Ck>.

Page Steel A Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Ck).. J. A.

Trucks, Car
Baldwin Locomotive Wks.
Bemia Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
McGuire-Cumminga Mfg. (3o.

St. Louis Car Co.

Tubing. Yellow A Black,
Flexible Varnish

Irvington Varnish A Ins. Co.

Turbines, Steam
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. (>>.

(Jeneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse B. A M. Co.

Tu'-nstiles
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Percy Mfg. (Jo.. Inc.

Valves
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co,

Varnished Papers
Irvington Varnish A Ins. Oo.

Varnished Silks
Irvington Varnish A Ina. Oo,

Varnishes
Beckwith-Chandler Co.

Ventilators, Chr
Brill Co., The J. Q.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co,
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Railway Utility Co.
St. Louis Car O).

Vestibule Linings
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Welded Ball Joints
Alumino-Thermic Corp.
Electric Railway Impt. Co.
Metal A Thermit Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Oo.

Welders, Ptortable Electric
Electric Railway Impt. Oo.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work (3o.

Welding * Cutting Tools
International Oxygen Co.

Welding Processes and
Apparatus

Alumino-Thermic Corp.
General Electric Co.
Eflectric Railway Impt. Co.
Internatinna! Oxygen <3o.

Metal A Thermit Corp.
Ohio Brae" Co.
Railway Track-work 0».
Weotlnghonse E. A M. 0>.

Welding Steel
Electric Railway Impt. Co.
Railway Track-work <Jo.

Welding Wire and Bods
Pat-e Steel A Wire Co.

Wheel Gnards (See Fenders
and Wheel Guards)

Wheel Presses (See Maehine
Tools)

Wheels. Car. Cast Iron
Griffln Wlieel Co.

Wheels. Car Steel A Sted
Tire
Cnmegie steel Ca.

Wheels. Trolley
Elee, Rv Eoulpment Co.
Gilbert A Sons. B. F. A.

Wheels. Trolley, Wrought
Steel

Elec. Service Suppliea Oo.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Nuttall Co.. B. D.

Whistles. Air
Oneral Electric (Jo.

Ohio Brass Co.
Weetinghouse E. A M. Oo.

Wire, Copper Covered Steel
Page Steel A Wire Oo.

Wire Rope
Amer Steel A Wire Co
Roebling's Sons (Jo.. J.A.

Wires and Cables
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Min. Oo
General Electric (Jo

Kerite Insulated Wipe A
Cable Co.

Okonite Co.
Pare Steel A Wire Oo.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Std Un.lergTound Cable Oa.
Westinghouse E. A M. (Jo.
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This is what rail-Tlbratlon does to unprotected paving

Carey Ball Filler is economically manufactur-
ed to fit any rail-section.Absorb track-vibra-

tion and you save the street!
IT'S a matter of common observation that the paving along the car-tracks fails

sooner than the balance of the street.

Track-vibration is the paving-destroyer. Absorb that continuous, disintegrating

vibration and you save the street for many long years of hard service, and you

save thousands of dollars in maintenance and repair costs.

In Carey Rail Filler engineers now have a perfected permanent material for

absorbing rail-vibration, cushioning traffic-shock, and deadening traffic-noise,

which may be purchased economically in any quantity, and which is easily and

quickly installed.

Send coupon for sample, information and prices

THE PHILIP CAREY GO.
Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

Elastite Rail Filler

is easy to install. A tap of a
mallet holds it in the web ol
the rail. Carey Elastite Ball
Filler is a composition ol
specially-tempered asphalt and
fibre which is used as a resilient

cushion between the rail and
the pavement, absorbinp traffic-

impact, rail vibration, and trafflc-

noise. It is prefonned to fit any
rail-section and is readily shaped
on the job to fit any track-
curve. 'It is unaffected by
moisture or temperature
changes and is enduring under
all service conditions.

RAIL FILLER

The Philip Carey Co., Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

Please send sample ol Carey Elastite Bail Filler and price per
100 It. lor the following sections: (Or send blue-print or lull
size sketch showing rail cross-section.)

Weight Name. Title.

Sec. No Address

Hfr's. Name
City State
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AlliB-Chalmers Mfg. Co 35

AUison & Co., J. E 20

Alumlno-Thermic Corp 35

Amer. Brake Shoe & Fdy. Co . . . 38

American Car Co 45

American Electrical Works .... 33

American Insulating Maeh. Co. . 33

American Steel & Wire Co 34

Anaconda Copper Mining Co . . . 33

Anderson Mfsr. Co., A. & J. M . . 27

Archl)old-Brady Co 21

B
Babcock & Wilcox Co 35

Baldwin Locomotive Works. ... 29

Bates Expanded Steel Truss Co. 10

Beeler, John A 20

Bell Lumber Co 44

Bemis Car Truck Co 24

Bethlehem Steel Co 25

Bibbins, J. Rowland 21

Bonney-Vehslage Tool Co 36

BriU Co., The J. G 45
Buchanan & Layne Corporation. 21

Buda Co 16

Bureau of Com. Economics, Inc. 21

ByUesly Co.. H. M 20

Cameron Electrical Mfg. Co. . . . 35
Carey Co., Philip 43
Carnegie Steel Co 36

Earll. C. 1 38

Electric Railway Eauipment Co. 8

Electric Railway Improvement

Co 35

Electric Service Supplies Co. . .

Chillingworth Mfg. Co
Cleveland Paie Box Co
Collier, Inc., Barron G
ConsoUdated Car Fender Co ... .

Consolidated Car Heating Co...
Cyclone Fence Co

D
Inc.Day & Zimmermann

De Vilbiss Mfg. Co. . .

Differential Steel Car Co
Drum & Co., A. L

The.

20

21

41

21

Ford, Bacon & Davis 20

For Sale" Ads 30

Foster Co., L. B 35

Galena-Signal Oil Co 17

General Electric Co. .18, Back Cover

Gilbert & Sons, A 41

Godwin Co.. Inc., W. S 35

Gold Car Heating & Ltg. Co . . . 36
GrilTin Wheel Co 38

H
Hale-Kilbum Co 36

Haskelite Mfg. Co 31

"Help Wanted" Ads 39

Hemingray Glass Co 33

HemphiU & Wells 20

Heywood-Wakefleld Co 30
Hoist Englehardt W 20
Hubbard & Co 33

Industrial Works 32
Ingersoll-Rand Co 41

International Motor Co 14-15

International Oxygen Co 35
International Register Co., The. 37
International Steel Tic Co 7

Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co. 37

Jackson. Walter 20
Jeandron, W. J 38
Johnson & Co., J. R 44
Johnson Fare Box Co 37

Johns-Manville, Inc

.

Johns-Pratt Co

Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable

Co 34

Kuhlman Car Co 45

Lapp Insulator Co., Inc 33

Le Carbone Co 38

Lorain Steel Co 35

McCardell Co.. J. R 34

McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co... 41

Metal & Thermit Corp 27

Mica Insulator Co 37

Mitchell-Rand Mfg. Co 26

Morton Mfg. Co 36
Morganite Brush Co 30

N
Nachod Signal Co., Inc 33

National Brake Co 19

National Pneumatic Co., Inc... 11

National Railway Appliance Co. 36
Nichols-Lintem Co 36

Nuttall Co., R. D 28

Ohio Brass Co 5

Ohmer Fare Register Co 37

Okonite Co., The 37

Ong, Joe R 21

Oskel Equipment Co 44

Page Steel & Wire Co 34
Percy Mfg. Co., Inc 36
Potry Co., Inc., N. A 29
Positions Wanted and Vacant. . 39

Railway Audit & Inspection Co. 20

Railway Track-work Co 6

Railway Utility Co 36

Ramapo Ajax Co

Richey . Albert S

Robinson Co., Dwight F
Roebling'a Sons Co., John A..

Rooke Automatic Register Co.

36

20

20
33

36

St. Louis Car Co 31

Safety Car Devices Co 12

Samson Cordage Works 36

Sanderson & Porter 20

Searchlight Section 39

Shaw, Henry M 33

Silver Lake Co Front Cover

Smith Heater Co., Peter 36

Standard Underground Cable Co. 33

Star Brass Works 41

Stevens & Wood, Inc 20

Stone & Webster 20

Stucki Co.. A 44

Tool Steel Gear & Pinion Co.,

The 32

Transit Equip. Co 39

Universal Crane Co 28

Oniversal Lubricating Co 41

"Want" Ads 39

Wason Mfg. Co 45

Westinghouse Electric & Mtg.

Co 2.4
Westinghouse Traction Brake Co. 13

Wlilte Engineering Corp., J. G. 20

Wish Service, The P. Edw 21

Wood Co., Chas. N 33
Wortham, Edwin 20
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CHILUNGWORTH
|

One-Piece Gear Cases |
Seamless—Rlvetlraa—Light Wetsht |
Best for Service—Durability and i

Economy. Writ* Us. |

Chillingworth Mfg. Co. |

Jersey City. N. J. |
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THERiUosTkTS Buzzers
Pnei)ma.tic DoorOrerators

CONSOLIDATED CAR- HEATINGCa
NEW YORK ALBANV.NV CHICAGO,,

STUCKI I

SIDE I

BEARINGS]
A. STUCKI CO. I
Oliver BIdg. i

Pittsburgh, Pa. |
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I
Northern CEDAR POLES Western

I We guarantee

I all grades of polei; alto any butt-treating specifications

I BELL LUMBER COMPANY
I

Minneapolis^ Minn. |
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= "Axle SpeciHiUts Since 1866" =
B Address all Mail to Pont Office Box filfi. Richmond. Ta.

CAR AXLES
1 J. R. JOHNSON AND CO., INC.

I FORGED STEEL AXLES
I For Locomotives, Paiienger, Freight and Electric Cars
£ Smooth Forged or RoDgh Turned—Cartmn or AII07 Steel—Itala ar 5
= Heat Treated, Forged and Turned Plittan Rods, Crank Plna. iMtf S

I ^hafta. Round Ban, etc. g
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^'OSKELITE»
The Stop Light for street cars. Oper-

ates from brake system. Details on re-

quest.

The Oskel Equipment Co.
940 McCormick Bldg.. Chicago, III.
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New
Brill

Bolster

Guide

Easy to install and functions with minimum wear of truck parts

The Brill Bolster Guide is a pat-

ented feature of all Brill pivotal

trucks. It retains the bolster in its

vertical position and prevents con-

tact with the transoms under motor
and break pressure.

In order to facilitate its easy instal-

lation the drop forged trunnion pins

are now made to fit snugly into the

bolster end and gusset plates instead

of being pressed or driven in. Both
pins are flanged as shown in the

illustration; the longer one passes

through the bolster and is held by
the nut underneath and a clamp
which fastens the clamp to the bol-

ster; the flange of the shorter trun-

nion pin is also bolted to the gusset

plate, thus preventing any move-
ment of the bolster guide.

This feature and the special treatment
of the trunnion pins and blocks insures
minimum wear of this device and of
the truck parts to which it is attached.

The J. C. Brill Compant
Pmila-DEI-Pi-iia.. Pa..

Amcimcan Car Ca —
ST. kOUIS MO.

C.C KuHLMAN Car Co.
CI-CVCI.ANO. OMIO.

— Wason Maixt'c Co.
SORINCFCCI.S. MASS.
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McGraw-Hill Co.. Inc. ANNUAL CONVENTION NUMBER 50 Cents Per Copy

September 27, 1924

MILESTONES OF
MODERNIZATION

Every new mile of Phono-Electric that is strung means
one more mile modernized. This year's convention is

the reminder of another year added to the thirty-one

that have gone before. The number of miles of Phono-
Electric that yearly replace other wire never decreases.

The proof of its superiority piles up.

Non-corrodible, strong, ductile and long, long wearing,

Phono-Electric costs only a little more per mile but a

lot less per year.

nc
BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.

Bridgeport, Conn.
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Modernize and Merchandise
Electric Transportation Service
On the way to the greatest of all conventions

"Joe," said the Vice-President, "the Convention this year happens at the right time.

Business in this country and world over is looking up with great promise. The nationwide
Committees on City and Interurban Operations inaugurated by President Budd were also

started at the right time. The exhibits are intended to display the most modem develop-
ments. Everything seems to have been well planned with the purpose of modernizing the
Electric Railway Industry the country over. The Association has set aside one entire day
exclusively for the inspection and study of modern equipment. The whole program is

tuned in to put more pep than ever into the Transportation business. The first thing we
do next Monday is to head for the 'WESTI NGHOUSE' exhibit before the crowds get there."

"Fine, Boss," replied Joe. "We will find all worth-while, practical improvements there
if we find them anywhere. I am still absorbed in that 'Orange Star' I saw the other night.

I see dozens of them now and each one has QjQ on it."

"You think all the star exhibits will be Westinghouse, do you?" queried the Vice-
President.

"I surely do," said Joe. "They have every year so far."

MODERNIZE AND MERCHANDISE
WITH

WESTINGHOUSE MODERNIZED EQUIPMENT

Westinghouse Electric <k Manufacturing Company
Bast Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Princi|>al Cities of the United Stales
and Foreign Countries

W^tinghouse



The Table of Contents for this issue will be found on page 19

Modernize and Merchandise

Electric RaiWay Service

Modernize and
Merchandise

Electric Railway Service

THE battle cry for modernizing and
merchandising electric railway service

was issued to the Industry last year by the
President of the American Electric Railway
Association. The call was addressed to the

Manufacturers to modernize the equipment
and to the railway executives to merchan-
dise the service.

The response of Westinghouse engineers

has been most substantial and marked.
The utmost in modernization of all classes

of electrical apparatus necessary for suc-

cessful railway operation is their contribu-

tion to the Transportation Industry this

year.

A cordial invitation is extended to all

representatives to visit the Westinghouse
booth and see the modern improvements on
exhibit and to meet and exchange ideas

with Westinghouse engineers.

Modernize and Merchandise
with

Westinghouse Modernized Equipment

?vm^

1P^

9io

"——#- .-,; -.. -*-%--~_--j«w-

IWestinghouse
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Modernize and Mercliandise
with

W^stin^house ModermzedEqmpitient

No. 508 Motor

All the best ideas incorporated in a modem car designed to
attract and please the public would be futile if the "right" motor
equipment were not selected.

Westinghouse motors represent the highest development in the
art. Westinghouse engineers have studied and thoroughly ana-
lyzed every phase of modernized transit requirements and present
to the Industry a standard line of motors that insures the most
reliable and economical operation.

Select a motor with a character for your modernized cars, and for
retiring obsolete equipment.

f^
No. 579 Motor

<^P^ ifP^
No. 510 Motor No. 514 Motor No. 535 Motor

Westinghouse
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Modemi2e and Mercliandise
with

\Vfestiiighouse ModermzedEqmpnent

^^
fVestinghouse HL Control is regarded internationally as the

pre-eminent type of control.

Modernized mass transportation can be most successfully accom-
plished only with HL Control.

HL is designed to insure the greatest reliability, the safest opera-

tion, the lowest maintenance and the simplest form of power
operated control for multiple unit or single car operation.

Equip your cars with the control that has an international

reputation.

*ir% •) * ^ *. «^>

jfc

esnn^house
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Modernize and Mercliahdise
with

Wfestinghouse ModenrizedEquiptnetit

*

Modernization is not a radical move. Years of research are required
to develop new materials and new processes, new machinery to do
more accurate and perfect work. Modernizing is taking advantage
of the most recent improvements.

Westinghouse modernized renewal parts installed in place of worn
parts will gradually modernize your equipment. Fans can be applied
to non-ventilated motors. Modernized bearings give better lubrica-
tion and longer life. Modernized brushholders reduce the wear on brushes.

You can Re- Neu! your equipments only witH Westinghouse Modernized parts,—
the parts that have the necessary research analytical study, experience and
ripened judgment built into them.

#

Westiii^ouse
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Modernize and Merchandise
with

Wfestin^house ModemizedEquipmetit

n

F^M

Supreme Product
of Engineering Skill

Giant electric locomotives are testimonials of Westinghouse
genius. The same organization which creates these masterpieces is

at your service.

This is an era of modernization. The keystone of modernization
is engineering. Westinghouse surpasses in creative engineering,

in application engineering and in research engineering.

Avail yourself of this talent and modernize with Westinghouse.

Westinghouse
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Modernize and Mercliandise
with

Westingkouse ModenrizedEqtdptnent

•

Westinghouse ^\\vo^^
Equipment for Car Shops

In railroad shops, group drive is becoming the exception rather than
the rule.

Westinghouse individual motor drive is taking the place of group drive—because
it saves time and assures speedy repairs without interraption.

Individual motor drive utilizes power to the best advantage. There is no waste in

line shafting and belt slippage. It also permits complete liberty in the placing of

machines for the best production, and thereby removes all old-time obstacles to the

best plant arrangement.

A further aid to speedy and economical construction and repair is the new
Westtnghouse arc welder. It is used for reclaiming worn gear wheels, building up
worn surfaces, reclaiming broken parts, gear cases, bearings, etc.

Westinghouse Portable
Arc Welder

m^^,
Wheel Lathe—with

Westinfhoufte Motor Drivtt

Westinghouse Electric
Baking Oven

Westinghouse
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Modernize and Mercliandise
with I

Wfestmghouse ModermzedEquipment

•

Adjustable Strain
Insulator

"Everything but the wire"—is the terse description of the
Westinghouse line of modem line materiall

Here is a chance to modernize and to standardize at the same time.
To give reliable service, uninterrupted by trolley troubles, requires
an overhead construction of superior quality. Westinghouse gives
the answer to this problem. Let's substitute one well-known, thor-
oughly tested line of parts, for the patch-work quilt type of overhead
so often encountered where a multiplicity of different manufacturers
have supplied the various materials.

Cap and Cone
Suspension

Feed-wire
Insulator

Crossing C. P. Frog

IWestinghouse
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Modernize and Merchandise
with

Wfestinghouse ModeniizedEqtapment

*
j^
C^

c
5 J

Westinghouse
Generating Equipment

Some of the most notable achievements both in size and in efficiency
have been accomphshed with Westinghouse central station units.

But Westinghouse successes are not confined to a few outstanding
super-plants of staggering power capacities.

It is in the thousands of small and moderate-sized stations that the
story of Westinghouse p)erformance is written in day-in and day-out
operating records of satisfactory service.

Ever abreast of the times, the Westinghouse line now affords the engineer a choice
of central station equipment possessing that refinement of design, and perfection
of construction which lead to operation at the highest peaks of modern efficiency.

Turbines

Generators
Stokers

Condensers

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of the
United States and Foreigrn Countries

W<BStiDgliouse
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Modernize and Mercliandise
with

A\festitigh(mseModermzedEquipment

yttMft,

.^
^^-1%!^

Still in its infancy, as far as actual applications are concerned, the
automatic sub-station has passed entirely through the experimental
stage. Records attest success after success wherever Westinghouse
installations have been made. Reduction in pay roll expense, greater
flexibility, and better voltage regulation are but a few of the manifold
apparent advantages.
Westinghouse electrO'pneutnatic switch control is one of the most recent and most
conspicuous contributions to the development of the modern automatic substation.
This, the very nerve center of the automatic system, combined with Westinghouse
transformers, rotaries. and switchboard equipment comprise a combination of the
utmost efficiency and unchallenged reliability.

Investigate the substation story of other roads, and
you'll find the answer indeed is—Westinghouse!

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of tlie

United States and Foreign Countries

Westinghouse
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Do SM&y witK

deo^r noise.

/<: Nuttall HelicalGears
meet present day
requirements

Noisy spur gears are no longer a neces-

sary evil. They're an unnecessary

source of public irritation. Worse still,

they wear faster and cost more in the

long run.

The answer to the modernization prob-

lem in gearing is—Nuttall Helical

Gears on all your cars. Their smooth,

silent operation, at any speed, means
better operating conditions all round.
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Up-to-date roads are

using Nuttall Trolleys
Form 1 3-E Nuttall Trolley Bases possess many distinc-

tive features, chief of which is the exclusive roller-bear-

ing swivel arrangement, so designed and assembled
that oil leakage is impossible, while water and dust
cannot get in. The full details of this and other advan-
tages are given in our descriptive bulletins.

Timken Roller Bearing Trolley Base U. S. No. 20, as its

name implies, is unique in that a leading and popular
make of roller bearing is used. These, operating in

especially hardened race-ways, afford an exceptionally

easy-swinging base, and one which resists wear well.

Use "Nuttall" parts for satisfactory trolley service.

Be sure to visit the Nuttall exhibit. Space No. 17.

NUTTALL
Trolleys

Bases

Harps
Wheels

Pantagraphs

RDNITTTALL COMR/tflY
PinSBURGH&PENNSYLVm

All Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
District Offices are Sales Representatives
in the United States for the Nuttall Elec-
tric Railway and Mine Haulage Products.
In Canada: Lyman Tube & Supply Co.,
Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
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SAFETY CAR DEVICES CO.

#*""!§%
xsv More than '///,

#10,000 Safety Cttrs-f
are now^ in service.

Atodemhef
^T^ MORE WITEjSAFETf ^RS

^^j^ ™ ^T^HE Safety Car is a modern form of street railway transportation

A which delivers economy plus to the more than 400 modern

properties which use it.

The economy is an assured, self-evident fact.

By utilizing the special safety equipment which we have furnished

since the first Safety Car was built in 1916, one man easily and effi-

ciently does the work otherwise requiring two. A 40 to 50 per cent

saving is effected in platform expense alone.

In addition to this, Safety Cars are of lighter weight and can be

operated with less power; maintenance and replacement parts are

less expensive; the initial investment is relatively small.

"Save more with Safety Cars!"

SafetyCarDevices Co.
OF St. Louis. Mo.

'Postal and telegraphic Address:

WilmerdincPa.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK WASHINGTON PITTSBURGH

OUR CONVENTION
EXHIBIT

Our exhibit of Safety Car
equipment at the A. E. R. A.
convention will prove of spe-
cial interest to all street rail-

way operating men.
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SAFETY CAR DEVICES CO.

^, On more than .

:^ 400 seporate properties,'^

Softty Cttis arem doily use'.

" MORE \\^Ili3^FETi^ C^RS

IN VIEW of what they save, Safety Cars earn more than types which

are equipped for two-man operation only.

As frequently proven, the adoption of Safety Cars has practically the

same eflfect on net earnings as an increase in fare; less of the gross

revenue is required to meet the cost of operation.

Fare increases are hard to get but Safety Cars are not. If it is not

expedient to purchase new cars, virtually any type already in service

can be easily and quickly converted by the use of our equipment.

Adoption of the Safety Car system of operation is a step in modern-

ization which will result in sure financial improvement for any

property still adhering to old methods.

"Earn more with Safety Cars!"

VISIT SPACE 19

While at the convention
visit us at Space 19 in the
ball room at the Pier. See
the latest Safety Car de-
vices demonstrated.

SafetyCarDevices Co.
OF St. Louis, Mo.

^Postal and telegraphic Address:

Wilmerding.Pa.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK WASHINGTON PITTSBOROH
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Modernization inMotorCUr
IBrake

The "W&stir^house Automotive
^Avc Brake

The motor bus is a modern implement of transportation—ready to

supplement the service of the modern railway. It can, and is being,

further modernized by the use of the most efficient and modern
brake—the Westinghouse Automotive Air Brake.
The Automotive Air Brake is now generally considered an integral part of the modern
bus. On many makes it is standard factory equipment.

What advantages does the Air Brake have, as applied to buses? Greater safety

(greater braking force), of course; instantaneous application and release, "swift as air";

application without physical inconvenience ; equalized braking force ; lighter wear on
• brake linings; less need of adjustment.

GREATER SAFETY—GREATER ECONOMY. MODERNIZE !

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE CO.
Automotive Division, Wilmerding, Pa.

WestinghouseTractiohBrAkes
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Modernization fn IrolkyCar
IBrakeA 1 1\^uipment

The \^riable load Bmte
Everybody now realizes that brakes play a vital part in successful

railway operation under modern conditions.

To be thoroughly modern, use modern brake equipment! Modernize
with the Westinghouse "Variable Load" Brake!

The Variable Load Brake was adapted to surface car requirements to meet a modern
need for braking facilities which are 100% efficient at all times, regardless of any
increase in the weight of the load to be controlled.

As the weight of the load increases, the braking force available is automatically

increased. The motorman can figure always on the same stopping distance. He can
run longer before decelerating. Less time is required in making the actual stop.

Schedules can be speeded up, daily car mileage increased, earning ability of cars

extended.

Modernize

!

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE CO.
General Office and Works: WILMERDING, PA.
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Modern Signal Protection

Electro-Pneumatic

Interlocking^ at

Terminal Station

of Piiiladelphia &
West Chester

Traction Co.

AT the new Philadelphia Terminal Station of

^ ^ the Philadelphia & West Chester Traction

Co., Union Electro-Pneumatic Inter-
locking allows car movements to be speeded

up, and insures against confliction of simul-

taneous movements.

Let one of our engineers study your operating conditions

and co-operate with you in considering what Interlocking

and Automatic Block Signals will do for your Railway.

m mnion ^iaittf) Sc &ma\ €o. m
Vht swtssvat.r. pa. xAJMuk
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Another Timely
Chapter

WITH this issue the Journal
adds another chapter to its

book of special contributions to the

work of the electric railway indus-

try. Each year the Annual Conven-
tion Number, published in honor of

the A.E.R.A. convention, has been
devoted either to that subject which
was an outstanding importance to

the industry at the time, or to the

practices and equipment of the rail-

ways of the convention city. This
year the theme is "Modernization,"
as that is clearly the major need of

the field today.

Usually the Convention Number
has been largely the work of mem-
bers of the staff, but the editors have
had so much to say on the need to

modernize and how to do it, that they
thought it would add new interest

to present instead the views of those

men of the industry particularly

qualified to speak on the subject in

its various phases. Now "Moderni-
zation" takes its place in the list of

Convention Issue subjects:

1924—"Modernization."
1923—"Trend of Car Development."
1922—"Chicago Transportation

Experience."
1921—"Better Salesmanship in

Transportation."
1920—"Mass Transportation."
1919—"Selling Transportation."
1918—"Safety Car Operation."
1917—"More Service at Less Cost."
1916—"Development of the Electric

Railvi'ay Car."
1915—"Pacific Coast Operation."
1914_"Public Relations."

Number of Ck)pies Printed, 8,000 Advertising Index—Alphabetical, 264; Classified, 258, 260, 262; Searchlight, 118, 119
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"AJax" Electric Arc Welder

Portable, compact, modern welder for buildiiig up
defective rail, welding: joints bonding aaid shop
use. Weight 130 Jbs. Operates effectively even on
low voltatre—^09 amperes at 300 volts.

:!.'):i amperes at UOO volts.

"Tolcan" Rail Joint Grinder

A light, easily derailed niJir-iiiiic. employing the
reciprocating method of giiiuliu;; instead of the
rotary wheel. Kspecially Uesigued for rail joint
maintenance.

"Ini^erKiil" Kotary Track Grinder

has a. tilliTiK wheel which maizes it particularly
efficient around special work of all Itindrt. By
simple adjustment the wheel is tilted to any
desired ani^le. Other features: direct motor drive,
large rubber-tired derail wiieels. adjustable out-
rinrer, outTx>ard bearing on srlndinr wbael spindlB.

"AUua" Rail Grinder
Ib particularly made for following up welding
operators. This machine has .10-in. carriage travel
which permits operator to grind down approach
and run oft at welded spot at one setting. Light,
faat, effloient.

aiffla/aMsisM3i3/aiai3i3iaisiai3iHsiBiBi5i3fsisisisisM5i3ja^^

Moderr
Save the rat

JUST as painting a surface

saves the structure, so early

attention to track maintenance

postpones costly renewals for

many years.

By eliminating the hammering

effect of cupped joints, the ratt-

ling of broken special work and

the vibration caused by corruga-

tions, the life of track and sub-

structure is prolonged, riding

comfort is assured, noise is re-

duced and safe speed is increased.

Railway Trad
3132-48 East Thompson

At the A. E. R.

Spaces:
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Methods
Save all

!

The secret is in prompt grinding

and welding to keep the little de-

fects from growing into big ones.

These grinders and welders are

used from coast to coast in this

country and overseas. They rep-

resent the sum of all rail grinding

and welding experience.

The right machines for every

rail grinding and welding job is

here. See them at the Convention.

Use them on your road.

vork Company
hiladelphia, Pa. 818

convention
.16-318-320-322

"Brciprocatlng" Track Grinder

For removinsr all trace of corni^ations. Bestoree
original contour to rail head. Fast, efficient, and
effectively operated by common labor. Derails in
seconds.

"lieroules" Swing l<'rHnie Kail Grinder

Does everything you can do with a flexible shaft
grinder, without the disadvantages of that type.
Weighs only 500 lbs.

"Telescope Shaft" Rail Grinder

Shaft-driven, through universal joints, securing
the advantages of a flexible shaft machine, with
greatly reduced danger of breakage. Weighs only
400 lbs.

1
i^ a.^^^

- ^fli
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"Midget" Ball Grinder

The latest addition to our line—a light-weUrbt
all-round grinder of the rotating wheel type. Its
popularity on many systems attests its merits.
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Atlantic City is a yearly

clearing house of informa-

tion on manufacturing and
operation.

The manufacturer must
keep in step with the on-

ward trend through famili-

arity w^ith operating prac-

tices.

Familiarity on the part of

railway operators with

The Ohio
Mansfield,
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R. A.

manufacturing progress
keeps the systems operating

economically.

That's why we want to

get together with you at

Atlantic City. Our space

is No. 7. There will be
about 30 O-B officials, en-

gineers and sales representa-

tives to meet you. Come
around.

Brass Co
Ohio, U. S. A.

-s.
'»-

^•".^^ ^- m\>'u
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For every type of

Car and Motor Bus

NATIONAL
PNEUMATIC
EQUIPMENT

Over 80% of America's

Recent Installations

Example No. 1

Ft. Wayne rebuilds its safeties

!

REAR exit doors controlled by the operator on

front, are being built into the one-man single-

truck type of car, by the Indianai Service Corporation.

Increased speed and ease in handling passenger inter-

change results.

National Pneumatic door engines and equipment

were used on this job, as well as on the new double-

truck one-man cars for Fort Wayne. Rear doors are

interlocked with control equipment, so that cars can-

not start until rear doors are safely closed.

National Pneumatic Company, Inc.
Originators and Manufacturers

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: SO Church St.. NEW YORK
Philadelphia—Colonial Tmst Bldcr. Chicago—ICcCormlck Bid*.

Works—Rahway, New Jersey

Manufactured in Canada bg
Dominion Wheel & Foundries, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

They're modernizing
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electric railway systems

Recent Installations

Example No. 2

Chicago & Joliet's larger one-man cars!

FOR modernizing electric railway transportation,

consider the rapid development of the light-weight,

high-capacity double-truck one-man car. During the

past year or two they have been built by the thousands.

Illustrated above is a typical example, one of the new
cars of the Chicago & Joliet Electric Railway Com-
pany. Like the vast majority of this class of modem
rolling stock, they are equipped with National Pneu-

matic door engines and folding step operating

mechanisms.

National Pneumatic Company, Inc.
Originators and Manufacturers

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: 50 Church St., NEW YORK
Philadelphia—Colonial Trust Bldg. Chicagro—McCormlck Bid*.

Works—Rahway, New Jersey

Manufactured in Canada by
Sominlon Wheel & Foundries, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

by pneumatizing 1
r

For every type of

Car and Motor Bus

NATIONAL
PNEUMATIC
EQUIPMENT
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For every tyi>e of

Car and Motor Bus

NATIONAL
PNEUMATIC
EQUIPMENT

Over 80% of America's

Recent Installations

Example No. 3

k new railway in Sunny California!

HERE is the last word in modern up-to-date

electric railway construction—the newly-built

20-mile Mission Beach Line, near San Diego.

Handsome cars, fast cars, new cars, up-to-date in every

respect have been built. And prominent in their spe-

cifications are "National Pneumatic interlocking

Safety Door Operating Devices with National Pneu-
matic Push Button Control."

National Pneumatic Company, Inc.
Originators and Manufacturers

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: 50 Church St., NEW YORK
Philadelphia—Colonial Trust Bid?. Chicago—McConnick Bldf.

Works—Rahway, New Jersey

Manufactured In Canada by
Dominion Wheel & Foundries, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

They're modernizing
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electric railway systems

Recent Installations

Example No. 4

For every type of

Car and Motor Bus

NATIONAL
PNEUMATIC
EQUIPMENT

The Far Souths too, is on the list!

EAST, west, north and south, from one end of the

country to the other, National Pneumatic equip-

ment sweeps the field.

Here is Birmingham, Alabama ! Its latest cars have

center-entrance doors operated by National Pneu-

matic engines. Other Southern cities, also have

bought new cars recently with N.-P. equipment

—

Dallas and New Orleans for instance.

National Pneumatic Company, Inc.
Originators and Manufacturers

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: 50 Church St., NEW YORK
Philadelphia—Colonial Trust Bldf. Chicag-o

—

McCormick BIdg.

Works—Rahway, New Jersey

Manufactured in Canada by
DomlDion Wheel & Foundries. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

by pneumatizing 1
f
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Over 80% of America's

Recent Installations

Example No. 5

For every type of

Car and Motor Bus

NATIONAL
PNEUMATIC
EQUIPMENT

On the electrified Long Island R. R.

IT'S a far cry from the hght-weight, single-truck

safety car for city service, to the immense railroad

style cars for suburban commuter traffic.

But National Pneumatic Equipment meets the entire

range of requirements between these two extremes.

National Pneumatic Door Engines on the latest elec-

tric trains of the Long Island Railroad, indicate the

adaptability of these time and labor-saving devices.

National Pneumatic Company, Inc.
Originators and Manufacturers

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: 50 Church St., NEW YORK
Philadelphia—Colonial Trust Bid;. Chioagro—McCormlck BMc.

Works—Rahway, New Jersey

Manufacturfd In Canada by
Dominion Whe«l & Foundries, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

They're modernizing
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electric railway systems

Recent Installations

Example No. 6
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For every type of

Car and Motor Bus

NATIONAL
PNEUMATIC
EQUIPMENT

St. Louis' latest center-exit cars

THERE isn't any type of electric railway car built,

to which National Pneumatic equipment isn't

applicable. The United Railways has just built some

center-exit cars according to the ideas of the St. Louis

officials on modern requirements.

But National Pneumatic equipment seemed to meet

their modern requirements as far as the door operating

question was concerned. They specified it as usual.

National Pneumatic Company, Inc.
Originators and Manufacturers

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: 50 Church St., NEW YORK
Philadelphia—Colonial Trust Bldg. Chicago—^McCormick Bldr-

Works

—

Rahway, New Jersey

Manufactured in Canada by
Dominion Wheel & FOiindries, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

by pneumatizinglf
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A hand-brake story worth

Septenib6r3_1924
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u M^ake Cars
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Published in Electric Railway
Journal, Issue of September 13,

1924.

Proves the importance of hand-brake capacity!

Here is the report of a well-known and practical

railroad man, giving the results of an intensive study

of the subject—both from the theoretical and the

actual operating side. It shows that unless a hand-

brake equipment has sufficient chain take-up to pull

the push-rod beyond the maximum travel of the air-

brake piston, it does not fulfill the requirements of a

safe auxiliary to the air brake.

Study the diagrams and tables carefully. Make the

same investigation of your own cars—and see if your

hand-brake equipment is safe

!

Then do like the Third Avenue Railway System did

after this investigation—install the brake which
proves itself adequate to the requirements.

PEACOCK IMPROVED BRAKES
have large capacity and are unusually,

powerful and rugged. They are advocated
for the heaviest classes of electric traction

—interurban and rapid transit can.

NATIONAL
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reading again!

Drop in and talk it over

—

at our A. £. R. A. Exhibit

Space 5A3

„ Therye/ obtained ty , [f/anelbrake D will apply brakes fo Iv/I /imfcr/-
14+ \^-hani^brake D *- ^"^l*—S wheel F(which is designed for /4"pislon fraye/}
I4.?\<- » C -> M*\i \tyyih a sc//p/c/s cha//7 A::tke-up ofW
'-^

;, -A -iter

IVheel designedioiah-up
!4hfbmke cyl.push rod ipa/:kedE

F

Si'Diam.

'-Pull rod lo truck-

Wheels desiqned fo deliver
3,0151b. atE

23g biam.

2\i"Diam.

/?j Diam.

.154 Diarn.

Note :- By usingr a 20"handwheel in place of the 16"Whsel on brake D, a pull of 1,333 lb. is obtainecl on the
brake chain, and the c^ian-'<',ter of ttte sheave wheel can be reoliJC2(d to 12^"

Hand Brake L>ayonts (or Oars with 8-In. Brake Cylinder*

Chain
Maximum Pull
Chain Required Maximum

Pull Pull by Hand Travel
Delivered Obtained Brake of Deficiency

Designated by Braking by for 14 In. Push Rod Surplus of

Type of Hand Brake by Hand Power Hand Push Rod at Chain Chain
Letter Brake at E Brake Travel Point E Take-Up Take-Up Remarks

Ordinary staff A 685 lb. 3,015 1b. 28 in. 62 in. 6.3 in. 34 in. 55 per cent less than required
Peacock, siie A-B B 767 lb. 3,015 1b. 32 in. 55 in. 8. 1 in. 23 in. 42 per cent less than required
Peacock, size E C 1,2631b. 3,015 1b. 36 in. 34 in. I4.+ in. 2 in. 5 . 8 per cent more than required
Peacock, staffless D 1,0661b. 3,015 1b. 144 in. 40 in. I4.+ in. 104 in. 260 per cent more than required

PEACOCK STAFFLESS BRAKES
possess greatest chain-winding capacity

and maximum braking power also!

This is the brake chosen by the Third Avenue Railway System

to replace former less adequate equipment. This is the brake

demanded by the majority of equipment engineers, who have

had practical operating experience. This is the brake with which

motormen are willing to make regular practice stops, because

it really stops the cars.

Especially adapted to all modern light-weight one- and two-man

cars, occupies minimum platform space and weighs only 72 lbs.

BRAKE COMPANY, Incorporated
890 Ellicott Sq., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Canadian Representative: Lyman Tube & Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Canada
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All the hustle and bustle of a busy key port, yet with the

languorous atmosphere of the South-land. Characteristic

with its cotton bales and levees ; beautiful, in its residential

streets and parks, with palm, magnolia, and the ever

present Spanish moss. Gay with the gayety that comes of

Latin blood. That's New Orleans, queen city of the

South, and with one exception the oldest in Louisiana.

Many a tale of Creole and slave days hangs around its

squares and buildings. But New Orleans today is bright

with typical American prosperity.

I v^

flSPSS

^^.
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I
Finished

with

Neolite!

A Pyroxylin Finish with a Lustre

For
Automobiles

Motor Buses

Electric Railway Cars

The bigj^Six-Wheeler" Coaches at

the A.E.R.A. Convention will be
among the high spots of the Exhibits.

Note the hatndsome Neolithic Finish

Ask for the full

details—then

judge for yourself!

BKCKniTH- \>,^ I
CHANDLKR NS, I
COMPANY, ^^^ I
303 Eminett Street, \X W
Newark, New Jersey N^V

Gentlemen: We wish to

learn more about Neolit*.

Send us descriptive liter-

ature.

Name

Firm Name

Address

vvSjEOLITE is the solution of the painting

1^1 problem. It is a Beckwith-Chandler product.

' Long experience and an established reputa-

tion as manufacturers of highest grade vehicle

finishes qualifies us to offer NEOLITE to the motor
bus and electric railway industry.

NEOLITE is a complete system, consisting of

Primers, Surfacers and Enamel spray-coats.

It takes only six days to complete the job.

NEOLITE forms a hard, lustrous surface, more
nearly truly permanent than any other system yet

developed.

It means a revolution in car and bus painting—an
economy in painting costs.

It costs nothing to investigate. Use the coupon.

Beckwith-Chandler Co.
203 Emmett St., Newark, N. J.
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A PLANT and service catering to electric railways and all

other industrial companies employing electric haulage
systems. The Electric Service Supplies Company was in-

corporated in 1906, being a consolidation of the Mayer &
Englund Company of Philadelphia and the Porter &
Berg Company of Chicago. These companies actively

served the electrical industry for many years prior to the

consolidation. (See folloiuing page)



KEYSTONE EQUIPMENT
In the Electric Railway Field!

i$RA^-

! SIGNAL SY5T :m
22181-600 VOL s

FARADAY
Car Signal Systems

KEYSTONE
Lightning Arresters

mw)
KEYSTONE
Compensating
Lighting
Fixtures

KEYSTONE
Trolley Catchers

PARK ROW

KEYSTONE
Steel Gear Cases

KEYSTONE-HUNTER
Route and Destination Signs

The Keystone Line Includes

:

Keystone Car Equipment
Illuminated Destination Signs
Steel Gear Cases
Motormen's Seats
Faraday Car Signals
Lighting Fixtures
Golden Glow Headlights
Headlight Resistances

Air Sanders
Trolley Catchers
Shelby Trolley Poles
Lightning Arresters
Rotary Gongs
International Fare Registers
Fare Register Fittings

Keystone Line and Track Equipment
Rail Bonds
Rail Bond Testers
Electric Drills

Section Switches
Section Insulators
Trolley Hangers
Lightning Arresters

See them at the A. E. R. A. Exhibits

Samson Cordage
Air Valves
Cord Connectors
Trailer Connectors
Automatic Door Signals
Standard Trolley Harps
Standard Trolley Wheels

Trolley Ears
Trolley Frogs
Splicing Sleeves

Space 414

ECTRic Service Supplies Co.
Pnil.ADEI.PHIA NKW YORK

ITth and Cambria Sts. ftO (iiiirrli St.

riTTSBrKOH SrRANTOX
839 Oliver BuildiiiR 316 X. WaithinEtnn Ave

L.vmnn Tube & Supply Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Toronlo.

CHKAOO
Monndnoric Ride:.

BOSTON
KK Brand Xt.

M'innipec. Vrtiirouver



Track—Roadway
and Line Material
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ADVERTISERS IN THIS SECTION—
Acme Wire Co.
Aluminum Company of America
Alumino-Thermic Co.
American Brass Co.
American Electrical Works
American Steel & Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M.
Atlas Lumnite Cement Co.

Barbour-Stockwell Co.
Bates Expanded Steel Truss Co.
Bell Lumber Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Buda Co.

Carney & Co., B. J.

Clark-Williams Eng. Co., Inc.

Cook Pole & Tie Co.

Dayton Mechanical Tie Co.
Differential Steel Car Co.
Dossert & Co.

Electric Power Equipment Co.
Electric Railway Equipment Co.
Electric Railway Improvement Co.

Foster Co., L. B.

Frankel Connector Co.

Godwin Co., Inc., W. S.

Hubbard & Co.

Indianapolis Switch & Frog Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Internat'l Creosoting & Constr. Co.
International Steel Tie Co.

Locke Insulator Corp.
Lorain Steel Co.

McCardell & Co., J. R.
Metal & Thermit Corp.

Nachod Signal Co., Inc.

National Paving Brick Mfrs. Assn.
National Pole Co.
New York Switch & Crossing Co.

Okonite Co., The
Paxson Co., J. W.
Rail Joint Co.
Rail Welding & Bending Co.
Ramapo-Ajax Corp.
Roebling Sons Co., John A.
Roller-Smith Co.

Shaw Insulator Co.
Southern Cypress Mfrs. Assn.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Templeton Kenly & Co.

U. S. Electric Signal Co.

Western Electric Co.
Wharton Jr. & Co., Wm.
Wood Co., Chas. N.



See the Nachod Exhibit at the

Convention, Showing Autontatic

Block and Crossing Signals,

Headway Recorders, Flasher

Relays—all in operation

—but
NACHOD
SPELLS SAFETY
COLLISION—in any form— is the

constantly growing menace of

modern transportation. Traffic on the

rails and on the roads increases every day.

NACHOD SIGNALS show the way to safety.

Night and day, NACHOD Highway Crossing

Signals guard against appalling catastrophes on the

country roads, when careless, speeding motorists'

ignore the railway right-of-way. With this signal

lights flash, a bell rings or even a wigwag swings

—

its insistent warning cannot be ignored.

NACHOD Automatic Block Signals exemplify the

idea of modernization in operating methods. For
single track operation with turnouts, for spacing

cars, and for protecting branch lines, NACHOD
SIGNALS stand on the firm foundation of a long-

established prestige.

Nachod Signal Company, Inc.
Louisville, Kentucky

N-A-C-H-®-D
SIGNALS

Highway Crossing Signals 'Automatic Block Signals* Headway Recorders
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The Standard for Rubber Insulation

Okonite and Varnished Cambric Wires and Cables.

Okonite Railroad Wires—Signal Wires, Car Wires,

Plough Leads; Okonite Splicing Materials—
"Okonite" Splicing Tape, "Manson" Fric-

tion Tape, "Dundee A & B" Friction

Tapes; "Okonite" Cement
Okokord, Okoloom

THE OKONITE CO., PASSAIC, N. J.
Incorpoiated 1884

Sales Offices: New York—Atlanta—Pittsburiih—San Francisco

Agents: Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.; Pettingell-Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.; The F. D.

Lawrence Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Representatives: Engineering Materials, Ltd., Montreal

During the Convention our Representatives will be located

at the Traymore
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Split Pole Bands
with Insulators Pole Bands with

PuII-off Rods

HUBBARD
LINE HARDWARE

for ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
Peirce Forged Steel Pins

Peirce Insulated Pole Bands

Hubbard Trolley Pole Bands

Hubbard Turnbuckles

Hubbard Pole Bands with
Pull-off Rods

Bo-Arrow Arms
Steel Cross Arms
Drop Forged Eyebolts etc., etc.

Peirce Pi;

Bo-Arrow Arms

These are only a few of the electric railway specialties which Hubbard has
contributed to modern line construction. Hubbard has done much to lower
construction and maintenance cost per mile.

Back of Hubbard Line Hardware are the largest pole line hardware
manufacturing plants in the world and—to give you service 124 electrical

jobbers throughout the U. S. carry complete stocks of Hubbard Pole Line
Hardware.

Our engineering department is always available to assist in solving special

problems in designing special materials whenever necessary.

Hubbard Turnbuckles

HUBBARD & COMPANY
PitUburgh Chicago
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The Storm-test of Service
Five years of dependable service through varying tem-
peratures, high winds, heavy snows, rain and thaws
—such is the performance of 6,000,000 pounds of
Anaconda Copper Trolley Wire, Feeder Cable and
Signal Line Wire now in use on the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul Rocky Mountain electrification.

For uninterrupted service specifyAnaconda CopperWire.

Anaconda
Copper Mining
Company

Rolling Mills Dept.

Chicago, 111.

AnacondA
(ram mine to coi^sumer

A Symbol of Quality Control

The
American Brass

Company
25 Broadway
New York

TROLLEY WIRE
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—DISTRIBUTORS—
SaitM Offices in

ail Principal Cilits

Westinghouse Eiec. & Mfg. Co. Wcstem Ekctrtc Cotttpatty
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ALUMINUM
IN THE ELECTRIC
RAILWAY FIELD

a booklet
Distributed at pur booth (521-3),

A.E.R.A. Convention Exhibit, or

by mail postpaid on request.

A brief outline of how and why

aluminum is used for

CONDUIT AND CAR PARTS

POWDER FOR PAINT
CABLE:

Power Transmission

Catenary ^

Feeder

Aluminum Company of America
Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Penna.

Makers of Aluminum in Every Commercial Form
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These photographs show the standard practice

for cable connections on the overhead feeder

lines of the Detroit Dept. of Street Railways

—

Detroit, Mich.

Dossert Connectors (cable tap style) are used

on feed-in spans with excellent results. The old

method of removing feed span connections from
feeder meant unsoldering and unserving wrap
joints which usually took forty-five minutes.

With Dossert Connectors the same job can now
be accomplished in less than five minutes.

There is a Dossert Connector for every service.

It will do the work more easily—more quickly

—

hence, for less money—and the connection is

better.

For an unimpeded flow of current with mini-

mum heat losses,—use

DOSSERT CONNECTORS
Write for Catalog No. 15

DOSSERT & COMPANY
H. B. LOGAN, President

242 West 41st St., N. Y. C.

^ ^gg^g^^ ^ ^ ^
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HE continuing demand for higher voltage and more power
is insistent. The response to this demand in generating, trans-

former and switching equipment has necessitated a corresponding

increase in insulator quality and quantity.

Locke Porcelain insures quality. Locke capacity insures meet-

ing demand. Backed by thirty years special experience (the

^^^oldest organization of its kind in this country), Locke insulators

insure service.

Development for the future is insured by the unequalled facilities

for research and test; and by the cooperation of the personnel of the

famous laboratories of the General Electric Company—available,

and cooperative, with Locke.

New demands require new designs. Test equipment to duplicate

abnormal line conditions is available. Suspension insulator strings

can be tested to flashover or, under abnormal conditions, to destruction.

Electrical tests of insulators can be made with any current fre-

quencies and wave lengths known to exist on high voltage lines,

singly or in combination. Complete tests so made support all speci-

fications of Locke insulators.

LOCKE INSULATOR CORPORATION
Baltimore, Md., and Victor, N. Y.

P O R C E LAI N
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MAIN OFFICES
Brande Bdg., Peyton Bldg.,

Grinnell, Iowa. Spokane, Wash.
Sicamous, B. C.

Enderby, B. C.

TREATING PLANTS
Minneapolis Sand Point Spoka

GENERAL SALES OFFICES
100 North 7th Street

Minneapolis
115 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago

BRANCH OFFICES

607 Spitzer Bldg.

Toledo

Electric Bldg.
Cincinnati

Com'l Trust Bldg.
Philadelphia

30 East 42nd St.

New York

Chamber of Commerce
Denver

R. A. Long Bldg.
Kansas City

88 Broad St.

Boston

Candler Bldg.
Atlanta

120 East Ave.
Rochester

Deere' Bldg.

Dallas

Imperial Bank Bldg.
Toronto

Canada West Bldg.

Regina
McArthur Bldg.

Winnipeg

Yeon Building
Portland

Fife Building
San Francifco

Lane Mortgage Bldg
Los Angeles

Morrison Merrill Bldg.
Salt Lake City

Mills Bldg.

El Paso

B. J. Carney & Co.
Booth 346

A. E. R. A. Convention
Young's Million Dollar Pier

Atlantic City

PENTREX
Guarantees ^
or Yz inch pene-
tration on every
pole.

The picture he-

lo<w <was taken
at our Minne-
apolis yard and
shoivs a string

of loaded cars

nn siding ready
to be sivitched to

main tine. The
three double
loads and 2

single loads
ivere loaded iH

one morning,
and on their
iL-ay by noon.
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No more butt decay!
Poles last 40 to 60 years!

CLARK-WILLIAMS
Pole Mounts

El

Clark - WUliama
Pole Mounts at
Turners Falls
Plant. Greenfield,
Maes.

lIlllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHI!

ND the ceaseless worry, constant inspections and never-

ending pole replacements!

Here is a practical and efficient method of pole mount-
ing—and one that spells remarkable savings in

maintenance and renewal costs.

Are being used in constantly growing numbers for electric

railway and power lines, telephone and telegraph systems, etc.

A most important and economical feature is that old poles,

already decayed at the butts, can be sawed off, mounted on
Clark-Williams Pole Mounts, without any overhead changes,

and made to last for many years' additional service.

Principal Features:

Poles do not come in contact with

the earth.

Poles have drainage and air cir-

culation underneath.

Shorter poles can be used.

Full strength always maintained.

No blasting necessary when rock

is encountered.

Pole mounts salvage 100% where

pole locations are abandoned.

General pole line maintenance re-

duced two-thirds.

The Clark-Williams
Engineering Co., Inc.

886 Main St.

Bridgeport, Conn.

iiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinm.1
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A line up

that keeps your lines up!

To get your lines up and keep them up
draw on the complete line of Western Elec-

tric construction and equipment materials.

Stocks include supplies for outside lines and
tools and safety equipment for linemen
— in fact everything from the bottom of the

hole to the top of the pole.

One of our 49 Distributing Houses is

near you. Get in touch with it now or

write the Western Electric Company, 100

East 42nd St., New York City, for further

information. Stocks are lo-

cated at 49 im-
portant railroad

centers to best

serve the elec-

tricsl industry.

Klein in 1857
was a hiimble
blacksmith
shop; today
Klein's tool-

making plant
is one of the
largest of its

kind. :ij

Western Etectrk
OFFICES IN FORTY-NINE PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Brushing the CobAvebs

Montgomery, Ala.—Before

SPAN
WIBE

The large photograph to

the left shows what one
of the streets in Mont-
gomery, Ala., USED to

be like.

It looks like a gigantic

cobweb for catching bats

or sky-pilots! Surely
it's enough to make any
man ashamed of his
home town.

Do such conditions pre-

vail in your city?

TMr "Mfinr LOCK / / TMt CNAMrCRCO JOINT

The Wire Lock Swedge Joint is an exclusive

feature found only in ELRECO Tubular Steel

Poles. The section lengths, diameters, and con-

struction conform in every detail with recom-

mendations made by the Power Distribution

Committee of the A. E. R. A.

South Bend, Ind.

Lrxini'ton. K.V.

f^

^^^^K^twff^Kf'm

^^y3^
>9^

Cnmhrrland, Mit. Kdmonlon, Alberta. Can.
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From City Streets

61

The photograph to the right shows a

magic transformation of the same
street in Montgomery.

This almost unbelievable improve-
ment was accomplished by a com-
plete installation ofELRECO Tubular
Steel Poles, which not only support
the trolley wires and commercial lines

but in addition act as ornamental lamp
standards. The curb line is thus kept
free of duplicate pole lines.

Montgomery is but one of hundreds
of cities that are improving the appear-
ance of their streets by installing these

modern double-duty poles. A few ex-

amples are shown below.

Investigate!

The Electric Railway Equipment Go.
Cincinnati, Ohio

New York Office: 30 Church Street

ELRECO
POLES

Niae»ra FiiIIn. N. Y. Winnipee, Canada

Montgomery, Ala.—After

Miami. Florida

I..vni-hl>iiru, Vii.
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The Hou^e of Quality and Service

Every railway executive needs

this book of information on

Creosoted Pine Poles. It isfree

on request, richly illustrated

and full of Valuable facts and
figures you need in your work-

Modernize with International

Creosoted Ties and Poles
TlirODERNIZATION means the use of equipment and processes
•*''* which serve] best, save most and give the greatest return per
dollar expended.

The rapid increase in the use of treated poles and ties is simply a part
of the great movement of modernizing for economy and efficiency of
service which marks the progressiveness of modem industries.

Well treated poles and ties are regarded as permanent materials of
construction and recognized as necessary to the economical operation
of modern railways. The additional investment for creosoting is

small compared to the great savings resulting from the longer life,

lower maintenance costs, fewer renewals and fewer interruptions
to service.

Let us figure on your 1925 lie and pole requirements.
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Jack em out" X SIMPLEX Y "Jack em out

Use Simplex Jacks and Use the Pole Holes Again.

Holes Cost Money. Save the Money.

No matter how short a broken butt, put a Simplex

Jack on the job and the pole's OUT.
And the No. 329 Simplex Pole Pulling and Pole '

Straightening Jack makes it a one man job.

Just tie the Jack back with a line from truck or pole,

and inch by inch the pole comes up and out. No. 329

can do the work of a gang for less than any helper

on your pay roll.

For details write to our nearest Distributing House
or Western Electric Company, 100 East 42nd Street,

New York City.

Distributed by *.— —

Western Etectric
Manafactwred by

TempIeton,Kenly & Co., Limited

Established 1899 Sole Manufacturers

Chicago III. U.SA.
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Type ET
Brazed Bond

Applied

Type ATF
Arc Weld Bond

Applied

Seeing is believing

OTCO

Just watch the ERICO rail bonding demonstration

at the AERA Exposition at Atlantic City

October 6- 10th.

Get out your watch when a Brazed Bond is

applied—time the operation—observe without a

glass the low heat used in brazing the terminals

to the rail—test the applied terminals with hammer
and chisel, or have one chiseled off for you—and,

seeing, you will realize the

High speed of application

Low brazing heat, non-injurious to the deli-

cate copper wires or laminations

Permanent terminal contact with the rail

Large terminal contact area, eight times the
cross section of the bond

These qualities are inherent in ERICO Brazed
Bonds.

Arc Weld Bonds will also be demonstrated.
Your attention is particularly called to the heavy
drop forged terminals of Types AT-F and A-2
bonds, which permit the use of 3/16 in. diameter
rod in the welding, thus reducing bonding time.

If a demonstration is not in progress
ask for one—no obligation

The Electric Railway Improvement Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

The Line of the Least Resistance
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MAPK

Round Top Straight Line Suspension

ANDERSON ROUND TOP STRAIGHT LINE
SUSPENSIONS are especially strong, both electrically

and mechanically. Line Foremen prefer them.

ANDERSON CROSSOVERS are scientifically made to

insure long wear of both crossing and wires. The ap-

proach ears of bronze are pivoted to the main casting

permitting them to rise slightly with the approach of the

trolley wheel, thus taking the wear off the wire at the

point subject to the greatest injury. This positively pre-

vents crystallization and the subsequent breaking of the

trolley wire at cross-over points.

ANDERSON STRAIN INSULATORS are of excep-

tionally high tensile strength. The terminals are drop

forged galvanized steel. A one-piece spherical steel shell

is hydraulically pressed around the terminal heads inside,

making it impossible for the terminals to be pulled out.

The cross section here shows the internal construction.

Between the studs inside heavy sheet mica is placed, and
the whole is encased in Aetna Insulation.

Partial List of Anderson Products
for Electric Railways

Insulated Dolts
Feeder Plugs
West End Suspensions

" Straight Line
" Si- gle Curve

" ** Double Curve
" " Bracket Arm

Boston Suspensions
" Straight Line
" Single Curve
" no'ible Curve
" Bracket Arm
" Straight Line Twin
" Single Curve Twin

Double Curve Twin
Strain Twin

Round Top straight Line Suspension*
Single Curve
Double Cuive
Bracket Arm

Cap and CcHie
" Straight Line
" Single Curve" " Double Curve" " Barn" " Bracket Arm
" Twin Straight Line
" Twin Single Curve" " Twin Double Curve

Types, A. B. C. D, E. F, O. H, I, J. K
Yokes

Straight Line
Single Curve
l>oubIe Curve

Insulators
Globe Strain
Elephant Globe Strain
Giant Strain
Wood Strain
Porcelain
Split Spool
Feeder Wire
Section Beam
Double Section Beam

Double Tiike-Up Turnbucklea
Turnbuckles
Crossings

Any degree
I'sulftted
Uninsulated
Adjustable
Removable Ears

Frogs
Any Degree

2-4-5 Pull Off Rings
Pivot Type
Removable Ears
Draw Bridge
Wearing Plates

Feeder Solder Esirs
Double Strain Solder Ears
Straight Line Clip Ears
Double Strain Clip Ears
Feeder Clip Ears
Curve ('Up
Double Center Straight I*ine
Mechanical Ears
Strain Plates
Overhead Conductor

Bar Co-i8tructlon
Terminal Clamps
Shackles
Bell Suspensions
Como-along Clamps
Soldering Irons
Trolley Wire Stretchers
Cap and Cone Tongs
Section Switches
Disconnecting Line Switches
Time Switches
Testing Clamps
Ijindall Brush Holders
Harps Wheels
Quick Break Switches

splielng Sleeves- -
TubulaT, Wedge
Splicing Ears
Cable Splicers
Ears
Double Strain
Half Strain
Feeder
Clamp
Clamp Feeder
Curve Clamp
Double Strain Clamp
Hair Strain Clamp
Solder Ears

Sleet Cutters
All Kinds

ANDERSON WOOD STRAIN INSULATORS—All materials used in the manufacture
of our Wood Strain Insulators are of the
highest Quality obtainable. The wood
sticks are selected second growth stock,
split to approximate size before turning:
to shape in order t-* utilize the full strength
of the grain of the wood. The pins are
thoroughly treated by impregnation, which
process excludes moisture and also en-
hances the life of the wood. Average
breaking strain 1 in. diameter 7.000 Ibg.
Avernge breaking strain 1% in. diameter
9.000 lbs.

Albert & J. M. Anderson Mfg. Co.
Established 1877

289-305 A St., Boston, Mass.
Branches—New York. 135 Broadway. Philadelphia, 429 Real Estate Trust Bld».

Chicacro, 105 So. Dearborn St. London, 13 Moor Lane E. C. 2.
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W^ESTERN RED CEDAR

Poles in Crib
on Puget Sound

LIGHT, DURABLE AND STRONG

Oil Storace Tank, Treating Plant, and Capacity Ixjad of Poles

Yards and operations

wherever cedar grows *'°''-^cseet«.

NATIONAL POLE
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NORTHERN WHITE CEDAR LIGHT, DURABLE AND STRONG

CEDAR POLES
from theforest to the line

Early in its history the National Pole Com-
pany recognized as vital the need of an
unfailing supply of cedar if uninterrupted

service were to be guaranteed to its patrons.

To fulfill this need the company purchased
vast stretches of virgin forests for the pro-

duction of Western Red and Northern
White Cedar poles and these holdings,

today insure its cedar pole supply for the

future.

Then came the question of preservative

treatment and this company pioneered in

developing the best processes and establish-

ing treating plants of ample capacity for

rendering a quick, positive service on

treated poles.

The National Pole Company offers a service

to the users of cedar poles which is ap-

proached by no other producer of poles.

The pride of the company in a perfect prod-

uct is exemplified in the Brand mark
burned into every pole with the date of the

year of treatment—it is not only a guar-

antee of quality but an excellent setting

record.

WBU^r^NY Escanaba,IMchigan
Western Electric Company

Distributors
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The wide adaptability of Bates poles makes them applic-

able for every electric railway pole purpose.

As trolley supports for signal tower use, as "feed wire"

carriers, as transformer rack frames, as combination

transmission line trolley support and street light stand-

ards—they are used to advantage.]

Economical in first cost, easy in maintenance—they

outlive the bond issues that buy them.

Bates engineers with their broad, general knowledge

in the electrical railway field, will be glad to work with

your engineers on your present pole requirements.

Get a Bates quotation for consideration and com-

parison!

I

BsllggJOJ*'^'II&*'"'«S| '6el llruss (8.

Illinois Merchants Bank Bldg.

Chicago. III., U. S. A.

EXPANDED
STEEL

I
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Barbour -Stockwell

Special Trackwork
for street railway service

Switches — Mates

Frogs and Crossings

Curves—Turnouts

Cross-connections

Kerwin Portable Crossovers

Balkwill Articulated

Manganese Crossing

Good trackwork and good profits

They're very closely connected when you come to figure it out. Good
trackwork wears evenly and long. Besides costing less to maintain,

its smooth surface makes a big difference to the comfort of your
passengers—and the more comfortable you make your passengers the

more they ride.

Consult Barbour-Stockwell

BARBOUR, STOCKWELL CO.
205 Broadway Established 1858 Cambridge, Mass.
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The exemplification

of MODERNIZATION
in protective equipment

To
A. E. R. A.
Delegates

A cordial invitation

is extended to dele-

gates to visit the

largest high tension

equipment plant in

America.

The Bennett Lightning Arrester
Elpeco offers the F-23 suitable for service on circuits

of moderate capacity—a. c. or d. c. 600 to 4,000 volts.

Write for Bulletin of Engineering
Information on Lightning Arresten

Ammeter Switches
Bus Bar Clamps
Bus Supports for Indoor and

Outdoor Service

Cast Copper Fittings

Choke Coils for Indoor and
Outdoor Service

Disconnecting' Switches for
Indoor and Outdoor Service

Insulator Pins
Outdoor Sub-Stations
Pole Top Switches
Power Factor Switches
Remote Control Switches
Special Fittings

Switchboard Structural
Devices and Fittings

Switchboard A.C. and D.C.

412-420 NORTH EIGHTEENTH ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Manufacturers of High Tension Apparatus
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Road to l\sterday
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The rapidly increasing load on our streets from

trucks necessitates more concrete for the paving

foundation. With wood ties, the thickness of

the concrete above the w^ood is limited in depth

to the top of the vi^ood tie, whereas with the Dayton

Resilient Tie, the steel acting as a reinforcement

in the concrete permits the use of all the concrete

for a foundation for both street and track. It

utilizes all the concrete for foundation purposes.

Wood ties cannot be tamped when they have been

sealed up in concrete, but in time they sink in the

subsoil nevertheless, and the thin layer of concrete

above the wood tie is the first to break thereby

opening up a path for water to reach the founda-

tion which soon causes a pumping condition in the

track, which spells ruin.

Resiliency which is the chief merit of the wood

tie is retained in the Dayton Tie plus the asphalt

cushion which absorbs the shocks before they can

reach the concrete and cause disintegration.

In a few words the Dayton Tie utilizes all the

concrete for foundation purposes, reinforces it

with its steel angles, preserves it from the shocks

and blows of traffic with its shock absorbing ele-

ments, costs less for installation and last longer,

which means saving in long run to both track and

rolling stock.

THE DAYTON MECHANICAL TIE CO.
707 Commercial Building

DAYTON, OHIO

iTiestlient
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Plant at Easton, Pa.

Manganese Steel in Trackwork
SPACE 588 and 589

American Railway Association Exhibition—Atlantic City October 6-10

This company'originated the use of Manganese Steel in trackwork;

that was thirty years ago, and the name WHARTON now represents

the generally acknowledged superiority of this alloy.

While it is true that every properly equipped plant can make Man-
ganese Steel it is equally true that not every plant can make good
Manganese Steel, f Tisco Manganese Steel, used exclusively in the

trackwork manufactured by this company, is treated by the original

Taylor-Hadfield process by which, alone, can be obtained that com-
bination of toughness and hardness so essential to maximum durability.

Our designs include those adopted by the Arnerican Railway Engineer-

ing Association as well as our own, and having gone through all these

stages of trackwork development the company is in a position to give

helpful advice.

Engineers visiting Atlantic City during the convention are cordially

invited to visit ourjbooth and inspect samples of our work.

Wm. Wharton Jr. & Co., Inc.

Easton, Pa.
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FERALITE
They're using it!

Road after road is being converted to the FERALITE
PROCESS. It has lowered the cost of alumino-
thermic rail welding to a point where it can compete
with any other type of weld and affords the unques-
tioned superiority and permanence of the solid

alumino-thermic joint.

Do you realize that over half the

alumino-thermic welds installed on
American roads this year, have been
made bv the FERALITE PROC-
ESS.

Key to the illustrations:
AligTiin^ rail preparatory to
welding—showing "undercut."

2. Next step—placlngr the
moulds.

3. Preheating two joints simnl-
taiieously with our pre-
heater.

4. Solid FERALITE joint aft<>r

removing moulds.

Advantages ^
of the Feralite Process

No inserts needed. By butting rail heads

together a solid homogeneous weld of

the original metal is secured.

Correct alignment of rail and less grind-

ing is the result of eliminating inserts.

Our modernized appliances—crucibles,

moulds, preheating equipment, etc., are

ighter and more readily handled. Joints

are made more rapidly by the FERA-
LITE PROCESS. Ask for FERALITE Quotations!

You'll be surprised to learn how inexpensive
alumino-thermic welded joints have be-
come. Considering that they make joints
maintenance-proof for the life of the rail,

they're the cheapest joints on the market
today.

FERALITE
'^ TRADE MARK --^ ALUMINO-THERMIC CORPORATION

ROSELLE PARK, N. J.
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Bethlehem Specialties
TRACKWORK AND ACCESSORIES

Solid Manganese Tongue Switch, Design 905
This switch is of the improved "Big Pin" type, pro-
viding maximum bearing surface or support at the
heel. The positive action of hold-down block resists

any tendency of the tongue to rock under side thrust.

or kick up at the point due to the pounding action of
car wheels. The extra large box at the heel of the
tongue provides ample room for easy adjustment and
quick cleaning.

Rolled Steel Alloy Grossing
Design 960

This rolled steel crossing is made of a

special rolled Mayari chrome-nickel steel

rail. The head of the rail is rolled full,

the flangeway machined to any desired

depth and then heat-treated to withstand
wear. The rails 'are iron-bound into one
solid piece, flange bearing throughout.

This crossing may be welded after wear
has developed.

Machine Fitted Joint,
Design 983

Machine Fitted Joint, Design 983, is

made from a heavy, rolled steel bar, cut
to length and punched. The top and
bottom are accurately machined to a true
bearing surface free from kinks, wind,
burrs, and mill scale. A special top groove
and bottom bevel are provided for elec-

tric seam welding. A special steel is used
80 as to secure maximum strength in the
weld.

Center Rib
Base Plate

The Center Rib Base Plate provides re-

inforcement and support directly under
the center of the rail. It supports the
joint and prevents "battering," or "cup-
ping" of the rail ends. It is designed for

use with either bolted or welded joints —
in the latter case the plate is usually
welded to the rail, thus imparting ad-
ditional strength and stiffness to the
joint. Particularly adapted for rein-

forcing old joints.

In the Abbott Base Plate the reinforce-

ment is located on each side of the rail

instead of in the center. The joint is thus
supported and "battering" and "cup-
ping" of the rail ends is prevented. It

may be used with either bolted or welded
joints — in the latter case it is usually
welded to the rail, thereby imparting ad-
ditional strength and stiffness to the
joint. Particularly adapted for rein-
forcing old joints.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, General Offices: BETHLEHEM, PA.
8a|p» HitlcKS

:

New York Boston Philadelphia Baltimore Waiililngtan Atlanta Plttsborsh
Buffalo tievelanil D.troit Cincinnati ChlcaKo iSt. IxiuU San Franclaca

Bethlehem Steel Kxpnrt t'oriMiratlon, 20 Broadway, New Vork City. Sole Kxportrr of oar t'omniprcial Prodncln

BETHLEHEM
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for Electric Rail^vays
ROLLED STEEL CAR
WHEELS AND AXLES

Cambria Car Wheels
are made by a com-
bination rolling and
forging process which
thoroughly works the

steel. Cambria Car
Wheels will give you
the longest service at

the lowest cost.

Cambria Axles for Street, Interurban, furnished rough turned all over |to

Subway, and Elevated Cars, and Ar- meet any reasonable specification

:

mature Shafts for electric service are heat treated, annealed, or untreated.

Bethlehem Products for the -Electric Railway Field include rails,

spikes, trackwork, splice bars, bolts, tie plates, tie rods, pole line

material, sheets, gear blanks, axles and rolled steel car wheels.

YOU are cordially invited to visit the Bethlehem Booth at the Atlantic City Convention
of the American Electric Railway Association. Among the other products, we are
showing Armature Shafts, Electric Motor Axles, Rolled Steel Car Wheels, a new

Rail Joint for electric welding, the newly improved New Century Switch Stand featuring
six improvements, a new Bethlehem Positive Switch Stand, Model 53, several designs of
Base Plates, and weldable, noiseless, flange-bearing Crossings, Design 960.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, General Offices: BETHLEHEM, PA.
8alp» OtUces:

Mew York Boston PhUadelphia Baltimore Washington Atlanta Pittsbnrcli
Balralo Cleveland Drtroit Cincinnati Cliicaeo Hi. Louis San Francisco

Betl]leliem Steel Export Corporation. S5 Broadway, Nca- York City, Sole Exporter of our Commercial Products

BETHLEHEM
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NEW RAILS
First Quality

Hunts Inspected
80*- 85* 9(f ASCE and
other sections complete

with accessories.

Real

Savings

for Buyers

Immediate Delivery

From Stock

i ton or 1000

PHONE, WIR R PRICES

_ ,%Vk .

LBFXJ^RCO
PITTSBURGHm:^ NEW YORKXIT
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UNA-fied as applied to UNA Joint Welding specifically

defines and designates the grain-refining and stress-

relieving action of the UNA Welding Process.

'^*ajiiiaaj,li^»:i-

Figure 1 shows a photo-micrograph of

the original layer of seam metal. Note
the relatively coarse and columnar grain

structure. It is the appearance of the

ordinary seam weld metal.

Figure 2 shows the same seam metal after

it has been UNA-fied. Compare the

close-grained structure of this weld metal
with that shown in Figure 1.

The carbon arc is the only source of heat used in producing

this refined steel structure.

Repeated Impact Tests

Under accelerated impact tests UNA Joints with this UNA-
fied seam metal show no initial seam cracks up to 200,000

blows, as against 20,000 blows for Joints with the ordinary

weld.

UNA-fied answers the question of "Quality and Quantity"

in seam metal.

Detailed information on request.

Rail Welding and Bonding Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Agents in England: Scholey Construction Co., Limited, 137 Victoria Street, Westminster, London
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2LDED

-and FORGED
To make a satisfactory track weld—a weld that

will not break down ; crack or "cup" in service

the steel must be forged while it is still hot.

The only processes which weld and at the same

time forge the steel are

THE TWO

LORAIN PROCESSES
of

ELECTRIC WELDING
BUTT and BAR WELD

Catalogue Mailed on Request

The Lorain Steel Company

Atlanta

General Offices: Johnstown, Pennsylvania

Sales Offices:

Chicago Cleveland New Yok Philadelphia Pittsburgh

Pactflo Coaat BepmentatlTe*: C. S. Bte«I Prodncti Co., San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, I.o« Ancrlca

Export KepresentatlTc*: Vnlted States Steel Prodacts Co.. New York
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THE INTERNATIONAL
STEEL TIE COMPANY

eLErVELAND,:OHI0

Spaqes 1 19-121 -123—AERA^Convention

Economical

© MAJOR HAMILTON MAXWELL

^-Permanent ReHCwable

ii-ri i^mJ
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Wood Tie Construction
The lifeorthia track usually determined
by other factors than railwear Then remove
wholestructure with nosalva^e except oldrail.

Steel IVmTie Construction
Wear on rail head determines
liTeorthetrack. Then renew
only rat I and paving

At the end of the life of the rail

a steel tie-concrete foundation

has a 100% SALVAGE Value
Rail renewals on over five

miles of track in a metropolitan

district on Steel Tie-Concrete

base have developed new and

startling facts on the salvage

value of a Steel Tie-Concrete

Track Foundation. On this

work it is running as high as 60

per cent of the initial cost.

The methods of renewal with-

out disturbing the old base have

the approval of leading track

engineers and have been devel-

oped over a period of two

years.

The new thought in paved

track work is
—

"Put in the foun-

dation to carry at least one rail

renewal and cut the track charge

per car mile from twenty to

thirty per cent."

The details of the renewal method

will be shown in motion pictures and

by full-size track sections at our Ex-

hibit at the A.E.R.A. Convention at

Atlantic City, Spaces 119, 121, 123.

The INTERNATIONAL STEEL TIE COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio

Steel Twin Tie Track
Economical — Permanent Renewable
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"INDIANAPOLIS"
Is Saving Electric Railways Millions of Dollars Annually

Don't spend a dollar on your track

(New or old)

Until you get "INDIANAPOLIS"
Prices for Comparison

"INDIANAPOLIS"
Economy Products

"They cost less"

Solid Manganese Crossings

also Frogs, Mates, and Tongue-Switches
(IS years of specializing has produced a
product UNEXCELLED, and LOWEST in
COST, quality considered)

Electric Welders
Thoroly Efficient

(Economical and never out of COMMISSION)

Welded Rail Joints
(A COMBINATION OF EVERY ESSENTIAL
FACTOR in Rail Joining and Bonding)

Welding Steel Electrodes
Absolutely Dependable

Ellectric Welding Supplies

Hoods, Lenses, Carbons, Etc.

Los Angeles

See us at Atlantic City

Better design

Higher quality

Longer service

Lower prices

Million Dollar Pier, Spaces 335-337

The Indianapolis Switch & Frog Co.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

San Francisco Kansas City Boston
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The tie tamping crew of tlie Louiaville Railway Company,
uses IngersoU-Kand Equipnient.

Track Tools
Pneumatic Tie Tampers

Paving Breakers

Rail Drills

Grinders

Riveters

Chippers

Spike Drivers

Portable Compressors

66

%e road

I-R Compressors
Kitlii'r KHfrnllne-pnitlne driven or pqnip-
pfd for elerlrlc niolor drive Irackn, or
rciidy for mountlnc on Ant car or any
other conveyunce.
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IngeFiSoU-Rand

Cutting old con-
crete p a V 1 n s
with Ingersoll-
Rand Paving
Brenkers on the
Pacific Electric
Railway lines In
l<os Angeles.

reconstruction /

It is paved with economies for

the user of air power

Results show that one man now does three or four times as

much useful work as when using hand methods.

Compressed air power is substituted for slow, back-breaking
manual labor, and the costs of track maintenance and recon-

struction are greatly reduced.

With I-R Paving Breakers, a gang will cut up many times as

much old pavement as with hand tools.

Four men operating I-R Tie Tampers, will do triple the work
of that number of hand tampers.

INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY, 11 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Offices in principal cities the luorld over

For Canada Refer—Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Co., Limited, 260 St. James, Street, Montreal, Quebec

^f
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High-Grade Track Work
Switches—Mates—Frogs—Crossings—Complete Layouts

Improved Anti-Kick Big-Heel Switches, Hard Center

and Manganese Construction

Lower operating costs

foUoAV track improvements
Modern special-work, is better, stranger,

more durable, easier-riding and cheaper
in the long run than patched-up obsolete

material. This is especially true of

the designs of the New York Switch &
Crossing Company. We make a specialty

of hard center and manganese construc-

tion, designed to stand-up under modern
traffic conditions.

Our Improved Anti-Straddle Tongue
Switch is something which makes it prac-

tically impossible for a car to straddle a

tongue. Whichever way it's thrown, the

tongue locks securely in position.

Minimum maintenance work will be re-

quired on our special work, and longer

life will be secured.

New York Switch and Crossing Co.
HOBOKEN, N. J.
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TUMNITE
CEMENT

for concrete in Cold Weather
YOUR big job may be shortened weeks or months by completing in

a few days those essential concrete parts for which, heretofore^
you have had to wait weeks for the concrete to attain its strength.
Lumnite Cement makes twenty-eight-day concrete in twenty-

four hours without the use of artificial accelerators. Atlas Lumnite
Cement, because of its principal ingredient obtained from high-grade
aluminum ore (Bauxite), develops at twenty-four hours greater strength
than that developed by ordinary cements at twenty-eight days.

With Lumnite your concrete work can be finished practically a month
earlier, and so forestall winter. An additional advantage is that it can be
used in much colder weather than other cements.
Concrete made of Lumnite Cement will be less subject to injury from frost

for two reasons.

First, the rapid hydration or early hardening of Lumnite Cement brings
the concrete, in a few hours, to a point in its curing beyond the danger
of frost attack. Concrete made with other cements does not reach
this point before two or three weeks.

Second, this rapid hardening, a chemical action, produces in Lumnite
Cement concrete very considerable heat. This is an additional insur-
ance against the attack of frost. The setting of Lumnite Cement
differs from that of Portland Cement in that the setting takes place
first in the interior of the mass, generating this heat, which, then,
works outward to the surface.

Lumnite Cement is not "quick setting," but allows the normal time
required for mixing and placing in forms. Its high early strength develops
with great rapidity after the initial set has been attained. It is adapted
to the various uses of concrete and is mixed and manipulated in the same
manner as Portland Cement.
While Lumnite is a new product in America, cements similar to Lumnite
have been used successfully in Europe for more than ten years, wherever
in concrete construction there is required high early strength or resistance
to the chemical action of sea water or sulphate-bearing ground water.

THE ATLAS TUMNITE, CEMENT CO.
25 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

Brown-Marx Bldg., Birmingham 134 S. LaSalle St., Chicago

E. B. J.

UMNITE
CEMENT

COUPON
Please send your booklet

on Lumnite, also detailed Name
information on Lum-
nite's use for Address
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The Buda Company Works, Harvey, Illinois

Our forty-three years'

experience and mod-
ern facilities are at

your disposal. Send us

your inquiries.

Crank Heel

Tongue
Switch

Electric Truck

^

UDA
ESTABLISHED

THE BUDA COMPANY
Harvey ( SitX ) Illinois

Track and
Bonding

Drill

Crossing

Gates
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The pavement that gives
six-point-service

VITRIFIED ^
S '

iJ/'

^PAVEMENTS
ASPHALT-FILLED

1 absorbs
impact at
rail joints

4 resists
heaviest
traffic

2 ^v^ a t e r -

seals road-
bed and ties

s
is easilyre-
movable
for track
repairs

3 allo'wsfor
contrac-
tion and
expansion

6 p ract i-
callylOO%
salvage
value

OUTLAST THE BONDS
NATIONAL PAVING BRICK MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, ENGINEERS BLDG., CLEVELAND, OHIO

Alton Brick Company
Alton. 111.

BinGEhamton Brick Company
Binsbamton, N. Y.

Cleveland Brick & Clay Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Clydesdale Brick & Stone Co.
Pittsburgh. Pa.

CofFeyville Vitrified Brick & Tile Co.
Cofieyville, Kans.

CoIHnwood Shale Brick Company
Cleveland. Ohio

Francis Vitric Brick Company
Boynton, Okla.

Georgia Vitrified Brick & Clay Co.
Augusta, Ga.

Globe Brick Company
East Liverpool, Ohio

Hisylvania Coa! Co.
Columbus, Ohio

Hocking Valley Brick Compaosr
Columbus, Ohio

Independence Pavinjr Brick Co.
Independence. Kans.

Metropolis PavinK Brick Co.
Pittsburg. Kans.

Metropolitan Paving Brick Co.
Canton, Ohio

Mineral Wells Paving Brick Co.
Mineral Wells, Texas

Moberly Paving Brick Company
Moberiy . Mo.

Murphysboro Paving Brick Co.
Murphysboro, 111.

Nelsonville. Brick Co.
Nelsonville, Ohio

Peebles Paving Brick Company
Portsmouth, Ohio

Purington Paving Brick Company
Galesburg, 111.

Southern Clay Mfg. Company
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Springfield Paving Brick Company
Springfield, 111.

Sterlint; Brick Company
Olean. N. Y.

Streator Clay Mfg. Company
Streator, 111.

Thurber Brick Company
Ft. Worth. Texas

Toronto Fire Clay Company
Toronto. Ohio

Trinidad Brick & Tile Company
Trinidad, Colo.

Veedersburg Paver Company
Veedersburg. Ind.

Western Shale Products Company
Fort Scott. Kans.

Westport Paving Brick Company
Baltimore, Md.
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STANDARD
Copper Wire— High Strength Bronze Wire—

Copper Clad Steel Wire

For trolley and transmission service

Meet every service requirement, however exacting

They are rolled and drawn in our own rod and wire mills from
the highest grade copper wire bars, and their superior and
uniform quality is assured by a system of careful inspections

and tests at different stages of manufacture. Their depend-
ability has been demonstrated by many years of service under
all sorts of operating conditions.

We have unexcelled manufacturing and shipping facilities

at our several factories and, in addition, carry considerable

stocks of standard materials at convenient shipping points.

Consult our representatives in Booths 505 and 507 A.E.R.A. Convention
about your wire and cable problems.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE GO.
NEW YOEK WASHINGTON PITTSBURGH DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA CHICAGO ST, LOUIS LOS ANGELES

KANSAS cm
FACTOEIES: PERTH AMBOY, N. J.; PITTSBURGH, PA.; ST. LOUIS, MO.;

EMERYVILLE. CALIF.
FOR CANADA: STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO. OF CANADA, LIMITED.

HAMILTON. ONT.

Awarded the

Edward
Longstreth

Medal

—

twenty years ago
by the

FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE

HE Longstreth Medal of

Merit is only awarded in

recognition of meritori-

ous work in science—invention

and industrial arts.

Twenty years ago Henry M.
Shaw was awarded the medal

for the production of the Shaw
Lightning Arrester.

Since its introduction in 1889 to

the electrical industry the Shaw
Lightning Arrester has given

excellent service and absolute

protection, gaining for itself an

enviable reputation.

When you are in the market for

Lightning Arresters ask for a

quotation.

Henry M. S/ia<tv, President

SHAW INSULATOR CO.
Main Office and Works

IRVINGTON—NEWARK, N. J.
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Repair-Maintenance-Construction

THERMIT
WELDING

Standard for 12 years

One of many Thermit Rail Welds
which has been in place under
heavy traffic on Third Avenue,
New York City, for over eleven

years.

Broken or cracked motor casings can

easily and quickly be permanently

repaired by Thermit Welding.

A Thermit Weld is the best compro-
mise joint. A 9-in. Trilby Rail welded
to S-in. Tee Rail.

A Thermit Rail Weld made over five

years ago in Grand Street, Jersey City,

and still as good as new. This photo-

graph has not been retouched in any
way.

Maintenance of equipment is facili-

tated by the use of Thermit. Broken
truck frames and axles restored by
Thermit Welding.

Thermit welded stands the test of time

and enables you to make your own frogs

and crossings.

Metal & Thermit Corporation
General Offices

120 Broadway, New York

m
^
^
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This Portable

Compressor Ran
168 Hours Non-stop

1AST March, the 103-ft. Sullivan Portable Com-
pressor was given a test run of one week under full

^ service conditions at our New England outdoor
proving ground.

Compressor started 12 noon. Mar. 29.

Compressor stopped 12 noon, Apr. S.

Total hours run— 168.

Air pressure carried—85-100 lbs.

Speed—750 R. P. M. (about).

Total revolutions—7,500,000 (about).

Gasoline consumed—339 gallons.

Oil consumed in engine— 1 quart.

Oil, consumed in compressor— 1 quart.

Water used in radiator— 17 gallons.

The machine ran against pressure without unloading until

4 P. M., April 2nd, when the unloader was adjusted to

load and unload and continued to operate in this manner
until the finish of the run.

It was given no attention whatever except to keep gas in

the tank, water in the radiator, and see that the proper

oil levels were maintained in the engine and compressor.

No adjustments were made during the run and no boltf

or nuts were touched by a wrench. It ran all one night and
part of the next day through a heavy snow storm.

Some test for the Sullivan Compressor and Buda
Engine. You can depend on these "fFK-i 1

1" units

to run right and to keep on doing so.

Try this ComiiresBOr for running Sullivan Rotators. Concrete
Breakers or Clay Spaders, for sand blastlnr, tor rivetlnf. for
pnLumatic tools. Its compactness, convenience and reliability

will stand you in rood stead. A 170 cu. ft. unit is also built.

Triir—niC-Slt. Monntlncs—Steri wheels, rnb-
Displacement—103 en. ft. ix'r I rp nlirt'ls, trailer, skid
H. r. 17. or Ford trurk.

Weight—.3,436 lbs. Ground nrttt—l»Hx<% «.
Drivp.^Bnda 4 eyi. 4 eye.

Bulletin mi-N

MACHINERY COMPANY
135 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago

New Edition

McGRAW
Electric Railway

Directory

All the facts—
All the figures—
All the names—

of this

6 Billion Dollar
Transportation Industry

A complete survey of the field, made through direct

contact with every electric railway company in the

United States, Canada, Mexico and the West
Indies.

Authentic, up-to-the-minute information vital to

manufacturers, sales organizations, engineers, and
others interested in this second greatest of all public

utilities.

Leading Features

1—Complete list of every recorded electric railway
company in the United States, Canada, Mexico,
and the West Indies.

2—List and addresses of officials, superintendeBta,
department heads and purchaslnir amenta, cor-
rected to date of Issue.

3—Addresses of repair shops.
4—Addresses of power plants and list ol equlpmeot.
6—Lists of sub-station equipment.
6—Transmission and trolley voltace.
7—Whether dolnr a licht and power boainea*.
8—Mileage of traclt.

9—Niiml)er and kinds of cars used.
10—Number of motor buses used.
11—Amusement parks owned or reached.
12—Bates of fare.

Published Annually

Price $7.50

Order your copy now

Dlrwlory De|inrtnii>nt, Klertric Railway Joaraal
10th Ave. and JOth St.. New York, N. Y.

Qtotlsmsn:—Will you pints und ms:

—

eoDiss of N>w McGriw Electric Rallmy Directory.

E.R.J.
m.

.further Inrormttlon ibout thr Mrflriw Electric Bailmy Dlreeloiy.
(Check one)

Nime

Street

City .
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DIFFERENTIAL BOlTTOM DUMP CAR
An ideal ballast car. Places ballast either

between rails, on each side of track, or

across full length of tie. Door acts as

spreader. Door controlled from end plat-

form. Load may be distributed according

to the will of the operator.

DIFFERENTIAL CAR
The stamlard work-car equipment for electric railways.
Over fifty companies are usinj Differentials for track
construction, track maintenance, handling coal and sand,
ash disposal, highway construction. laying paving, snow
plowing and disposal, electric locomotive and other
miscellaneous duties. The operating process in a DiHer-
ential consists only of moving control handle. The rest

is automatic. Body under control of operator at all times.

THE DIFFERENTIAL WAY IS THE MODERN WAY

DiflGrentials

THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR CO.
FINDLAY, OHIO, U. S. A.

DIFFERENTIAL COMBINATION CAR
WHEEL TRUCK AND TRACTOR

Makes your heavy construction equipment,

shovels, concrete mixers, loaders, etc., flexible.

Haul them to the job on the track, then crawl

off on your tractor bands, out of the way of

street car traffic. Cuts down labor force and
increases capacity. Ask for Bulletin D-10.

CLARK CONCRETE BREAKER
A powerful, fast, efficient machine for heavy
work where large quantities of old track struc-

ture have to be removed. Thoroughly tried and
proved effective. Several of the largest com-
panies are using them. Ask for Bulletin D-ll.
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\J,MX.,—after 10years'service!
So says Mr. H. J. Charters, of the Portland Railway &
Light & Power Company. In a recent article in ELECTRIC
Railway Journal he states :

—
"The durability of the type G-1 United States Signals
has been notable. After being in continuous service
for 10 years, they required in most cases nothing but
cleaning and adjusting to place th^m in perfect order."

With an average of nearly a million signal movements per year for 91 equip-
ments, the record of signal failures for all causes, weather, line wire trouble,

and everything else included had been remarkably low—viz

:

117 in 1921 ; 74 in 1922; and 108 in 1923.

And it takes only one man part time for the entire signal maintenance work
on the system.

Solving signal problems

—

is our job. Our experts wUI study your conditions
and recommend the proper type of equipment for
best results. U. S. Signals will increase your track
capacity, and at the same time mean increased
safety.

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC SIGNAL CO.
WEST NEWTON, MASS.

BEPRt^ENTATIVES

:

Western: Prank F. Bodler, Monadnock Bldg.. San Francisco Calif,
foreign: Forest City Electric Service Supply Co.. Mancheeter. England.

itiiiiliiiiriiitiMiiiiiiiiitlMitM.irniiiiii.iniliiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMliiliitltiiillllinHiiiiiiDiiiiiiliiiilililiiiiiiilillliltllllllllMlllliliiiilili.

ACME WIRE
-PRODUCTS-

"Cottonite"—A high-dielectric, enam-
eled, cotton-covered magnet wire. Pre-
vents short circuits in armatures due
to moisture.

ACME MAGNET WIRE
"Enamelite"—Plain enameled copper wire
"Cottonite"—Cotton-covered "Enamelite"
"Silkenite"—Silk-covered "Enamelite"
Magnet Wire—Cotton or silk, single or double

ACME COIL WINDINGS
Field Coils, Meter Coils, Igni'ion Coils, Windings
for Audio and Radio Frequency Transformers.

ACME VARNISHED INSULATIONS
Varnished Cambrics

—

Black and yellow
Varnished Silks and Tapes

—

For every requirement
Varnished Papers

—

Black and yellow
Varnished Tubing

—

"Spaghetti", all sizes, 5 colors

"Celatsite" Wire

—

Tinned, spaghetti-covered wire
for radio sets; 5 colors

Insulating Varnishes
Catalog sent Engineers and Executives

THE ACME WIRE COMPANY
Main Oflicc and Plant. New Haven, Conn.

New York Cleveland Chicago
62 Vanderbllt Ave. Guardian Hulldlng 63 W. Jackson Blvd.

-O-.O.Os-O-'O-O^-O-'Oi
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SPECIALISTS
I

in the

Desist and Manufacture
I of
r

Standard—Insulated—and
Compromise Rail Joints

I
The Rail Joint Company

I
61 Broadway, New Yoi^ City

miiiniiiiiiimiiiiii nniiniiiiini iiiiHiiniiiiiiisiitiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiuiniiii iiiiiuniiinmniiiHinimi

AMELECTRIC PRODUCTS
BARE COPPER WIRE AND CABLE

TROLLEY WIRE
WEATHERPROOF WIRE

AND CABLE
Reg. n. 8. Pkt. Offlce

Ii>candete«nt Lamp Oord

PAPER INSULATED
UNDERGROUND CABLE

MAGNET WIRE

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS
PHILLIPSDALE, R. L

BoiUsi, ira radirsi: CMnr>. ill W. Adami:
Claelnnstl. Traction Bldg. : New Tork. It* B. «lDd K.
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RAMAPO AUTOMATIC RETURN SWITCH
STANDS FOR TRACTION LINES

Ramapo Automatic Return Switch Stand
Style No. 37

(Furnished in three heights)

Especially designed for passing

sidings on private right of ways,

where it is desired that the switch

point always remain in the same

position after having been run

through.

Target always indicates position

of switch points, always showing

whether the switch points are

open or closed or if partially

held open by an obstruction.

The throw is rigid. The springs

in the base fixture do not inter-

vene between the hand lever,

switch stand spindle and switch

points. They are a part of the

base fixture, to which the throw-

ing mechanism is latched when

the hand lever is lowered.

Write for further information or for

catalogues on switch stands, switches,

frogs, crossings, etc., for tee rail track.

Manganese construction a specialty.

RAMAPO AJAX CORPORATION
HILLBURN, NEW YORK

CHICAGO
SUPERIOR. WIS.

NEW YORK
N'AGARA FALLS, N. Y.

Canadian Rairapo Iron Worki. Liml:ed Niagara Falls, Ont.
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American
Rail Bonds

CROWN
UNITED STATES
TWIN TERMINAL
SOLDER
TRIPLEX

Arc Weld and Flame Weld

Send for nexe

Rail Bond Book

American Steel &Wire
CompanyCHICAGO

NEW YORK
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From virgin forests of

clean, unblighted trees

I Live Chestnut I

POLES
I Attractive Prices Quoted I

I Our big business in this par- |

I ticular field enables us to quote |

I to railway and electric com- |

I panics especially attractive |

I prices on 30 ft., 35 ft., and 40 |

I ft. lengths.
I

I We offer a reliable, prompt, and I

I economical source of supply of |

I poles, ties and switch timbers. I

COOK POLE & TIE CO.
|

I Commercial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. I
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A
Personal

Want—

can invariably

be filled by

a friend.

The Searchlight Section
of this issue covers the current

business wants of the industries

in which this paper is read.

((

For Every Business Want

Think SEARCHLIGHT First
t>

A
Business

Want—

must besatiafied

by someone in

your industry.

0134
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GODWIN STE EL
PAVING GUARDS
Adapted to all type*

of rails, and
paring.

W. S. GODWIN CO., Ine

Proven by
•«rvlce to
economically pre-

vent seepage and
diiintecration of

etreet railway pavlnc.

ff^rite for Illustrated
Catalog No. 20.
Race & McComas Ste.,

Baltimore, Md.

I I
Northern CEDAR POLES Western

i I We guarantee

I I all grades of poles; also any butt-treating specificatioiu

j I
BELL LUMBER COMPANY

I I Minneapolis, Minn.
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ROEBLING % Chapman
WELDING CABLE I

ELECTRICAL WIRES and CABLES I
John A. Roebling's Son* Company, Trenton, N. J. |

.Miiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii riiiiiiiiiiiniiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin niiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiii iiiiiii iR

I
Automatic Signals

I Charles N. Wood Co., Boston
riiiiiiiiniHnmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiimHiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiMHiiiiHiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiMMitmiHiiiiiiiHHiw
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Railway EngineersWho Have Studied the Qualities of Lumber
ar:^ a unit in agreement on the fact that

"TIDEWATER" CYPRESS—eS??''

ThADE Mark Rec. U.S.PAx.OFnct

(identified by the Cypress Arrow trade-mark on every board or bundle)

is the best wood for all forms of use where high resistance to decay is an essential.

This fact is pretty clearly indicated by the recommendations of the Railway Signal

Engineers Association for the use of "Tidewater" Cypress in

TRUNKING and CAPPING
It is equally valuable for right-of-way fencing, snow fences, and all similar forms of use

where the material is constantly exposed to the action of the weather.

Full data regarding "Tidewater" Cypress for all electric railway uses will be furnished on request.

Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association
1265 Poydras Building, New Orleans, La. 1265 Graham Building, Jacksonyille, Fla.

The 3-Section

TRENTON TOWER

Modern in every detail

JT has a greatly increased range of height,

due to the use of an intermediate section

which reinforces the top one.

Its easy operation facilitates emergency line

work where everj' second counts.

Its rugged, sturdy construction affords a

firm, unshakable footing for the men up
top.

Every feature is designed and built in

accordance with the requirements of the

service. It's cheaper to own and use one
TRENTON TOWER than several make-
shifts.

EST. 1884

J.R.McCARDELLCO.
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.
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Roller-Smith

BOND TESTER
Locates the power leaks

Defective bonds, unsuspected, hidden, like a thief

in the night, are stealing directly from your coal

pile. You cannot see them, neither can you measure

the loss at the power plant. It's only when neigh-

boring water and gas pipes break down under the

electrolytic effect that you realize how bad con-

ditions really are.

Roller-Smith Bond Testers, used to check up rail

bond conditions, promptly discover the bad ones.

Fix those and you stop your power losses and avoid

damages from electrolysis.

11 Elect

ITJ.FBrS\fmiGOMPJ
Electrtccd Instruments.Meters and Circuit PrggfccrilI

2128 Woolworth Bldg.

NEW YORK
Works

BETHLEHEM, PA.

Accurate

Light-weight

One-man operation

Reads directly in feet

Saw-tooth contacts

Bulletins G-200, G-201
Contain full descriptions and iU

lustrations. Sendfor copies today

Offices in Principal Cities in United States and Canada also in Havana, Cuba

QimwniuiiiitiiiiiiininiiiiiitMinniMMMMMiMiMiniriiiiiHinniinniiirniriiMitiriiiiiririiniiniiiiitiinirniiMMMMiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiiiHniinniMiiHinnniintrirntfiMriiiii^

U6E, 16
Use thisEND

TH END6 /
PAXiSON TRACK /

BROOM
Paxson Track Brooms have

been the choice of railway

men for over 25 years. Their

double utility, low cost and

long wearing qualities have

maintained this popularity.

Send for a sample— you

will find this double utility

broom a good investment.

J-WPAXJON CO.
Manufacturers

Nicetown Lane and D St. / / Philadelphia, Pa

VsethisEND
Filled with flat steei

tempered wire. Fits

frogs— switches and

grooves. It will stand

long, hard wear.

i]



One of Chicago's SO modern
trains with automatic exit

doors. Equipped with GE-27

5

Motors, Light-Weight Type M
Control, CP-27 Compressors

TJEREIN are two typical stories of

what the electric railways are accom-

plishing with modernized equipment and

modern methods.

Also—

a few other suggestions for a program of

modernization whereby you can increase

your net income either by more revenue

or reduced operating costs.

To take advantage oi your opportunities

for modernizing in various departments

specify G-E Equipment, because—

if ifs

ELECTRIC
ifs modem



Some examples of what m^odern rolling

^li

Brought back to life by
light'Weight interurban cars

Shut down for four years because of failure to earn operating costs with
heavy cars is part of the history of the New Haven (Conn.) fie Shore Line
Railway.

But 29,000-lb. 48-passenger cars equipped with GE-264 Motors have made
this road pay. During severe weather the first three months of this year
operating costs were as follows:

Maintenance of way & structure 1.5
Maintenance of equipment 1.4

rg^f^^ Power* 4.5
J^F^flKy Conducting transportation 5.3

prJ^jF^LlI General and miscellaneous 5.1

[SM^^mJ Total (cents per car-mile) 17.8

ff 'f>„ X?^J|^^ *A.-c. power is purchased at approximately lAi per lew. hr. And during the later months,
*/ •'•' ^ ^ ^ power costs have been materially lower.

GENERAL ELECTRIC ih^se costs, about half the average for interurban roads today, show the
it's modern possibilities in modern interurban equipment.

GENERAL



stock will do—Q-E equipped

THE DIFFERENCE
IS WORTH SAVING

THINH IT OVER

r

Light weight and modem methods
are successful in Fort Worth

The Northern Texas Traction Company, the first to completely equip a line

with Birney light-weight, one-man cars, has demonstrated the feasibility of
lowering operating costs in the track, operating, power and mechanical
departments.

Results accomplished

:

—Total elimination of jitney competition by higher speeds and more
frequent service.

—Postponement for several years of large expenditures for new track.

—More car-miles operated than ever before, with a decrease in total

power consumption.

—Excellent public relations as evidenced by the sale ot securities

totaling a half million dollars within 18 days to local people.

This Texas road furnishes a good example of what thorough modernization
will do.

Typical car, G-E equipped,
used in selling transportation

If it's

GENERAL ELECTRIC
il^s modem

25-362ELECTRIC



All these railways have modernized-

If it's

GENERAL ELECTRIC
it's modern

O — Modern cars, G-E equipped,

on these progressive roads

Nearly 125 electric railways, city and interurban,

are now operating modern cars, G-E equipped.

They are widely distributed geographically and

represent diverse service conditions. All are re-

alizing results such as are cited on the preceding

pages.

There are still many properties that could do like-

wise, many places where adverse operating con-

ditions could be turned to profit.

The progressive road will modernize.

GENERAL



their financial future is brighter

• -—G'E Automatic Substations

help these roads to save

Automatic substations provide economies and better

operating conditions. 250 G-E Automatic Substations
are in use on more than 75 roads, several of which
have made their systems entirely automatic.

The success of the automatic substation has been de-

termined largely by its ability to reduce operating ex-

penses. There are records of savings in the order of

$4,000 per station per year.

It is significant that the Chicago, North Shore 85 Mil-
waukee, widely known as "The Road of Service", has
nine G-E Automatics in operation. Give the automatic
substation a place in your modernization program.

lA 'ti>^^

If it's

GENERAL ELECTRIC
it's modern

ELECTRIC



Modernize your activities too—it wii

If it's

GENERAL ELECTRIC
it's modem

Use trackless trolley buses

. for revenue from suburbs

The trolley bus has proved itself an important adjunct to the modem electric

railway, as a source of revenue, economical of operation and maintenance.

Records of bus operation in New York City indicate that the total costs

including fixed charges are approximately 7 cents less per car-mile for track-

less trolley buses than for gas buses, an annual saving of about $2000 per

bus operated. The savings in power and maintenance are more than sufficient

to counter-balance the fixed charges on the greater investment in electrical

equipment. Philadelphia and Rochester also report favorable results.

An advantage of the trolley bus is its ability to make a fast schedule,

particularly in frequent-stop service. This attracts traffic and keeps down
platform expense.

GENERAL



hean more revenue

Use your interurban lines

for freight and express

Have you analyzed the conditions in your territory recently to determine

the possibilities for revenue from freight hauling?

You may need additional motive power, perhaps electric locomotives. We
recommend to you G-E switching type Locomotives for this service because,

quoting from a previous statement:

"Your guarantee of satisfactory operation from a G-E Switching Locomotive

is embodied in the fact that since 1895—the birth-year of railway electrifi-

cation—General Electric has been producing electric locomotives adequate

for any service and of well-balanced mechanical and electrical design. With

this experience as a foundation, G-E ability to furnish switching units to

meet your requirements is unequalled."

1/ it's

GENERAL ELECTRIC
it's modern

2i-2SSELECTRIC



Modernizing your methods calls for welding

Representative Users

Eastern Mass. Street Railway
Manchester Street Railway
Schenectady Railway Co.

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

American Rys. Co., Philadelphia

Washington Ry. 8b Elec. Co.

Northern Ohio Pr. 86 Lt. Co.

Columbus Ry. Lt. 8e Power Co.

Chicago Surface Lines

Milwaukee Elec. Ry. & Lt. Co.

Des Moines City Railway Co.

Ottumwa Ry. 8b Lt. Co.

New Orleans Ry. & Lt. Co.

Texas Elec. Ry. Co., Dallas

San Francisco-Oakland Term'l

If it's

GENERAL ELECTRIC
it's modern

Weld some real

economies into your
track and shop work

Electric railways use G-E Bond Welding Equipment because its

light weight permits a large number of set-ups per day over a

considerable stretch of track. Use it where the bonds to be

applied are scattered ; two men have put on 60 to 70 bonds per

day.

Or, use G-E Welding Equipment for that annoying job of track

repair necessitated by the pounding at joints.

In the shop you can repair truck frames—brake hangers—^jour-

nal boxes— gear cases—resistors^—drawheads and underframing

—car-wheel flanges—worn journals on armature shafts—broken

and worn motor frames. The value of such material reclaimed

has paid for an entire welding equipment in six months.

Type AW for the track and Type WD for the shop.

4iIl.W9

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY SCHENECTADY, N. Y. SALES OFFICES IN ALL LARGECITIES
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ANNUAL CONVENTION NU M BE R— " MODER N IZ AT I O N

MODERNIZE
MENTALLY AND MECHANICALLY

By Britton I. Budd
President Americm F.lcctric Railway Association

President Chicago Rapid Transit Co.r.pany

THE "Journal" is to be congratulated on devot-

ing its Annual Convention Number this year

to the subject of "Modernization" and on

having so many representative men in the industry

contribute their views on this important subject.

To me the term "modernization" is the most
comprehensive in the lexicon of the electric railway

industry. It means the modernizing of mental as

well as physical equipment. It means a new under-

standing of the spirit of service, of the relationship

between utility companies and the public which

they serve.

Without this new understanding of the public,

this spirit of willingness to provide the most and
best possible service at the lowest cost commensur-
able with doing justice alike to those receiving and
those supplying that service, we have not "modern-
ized" as I understand the term.

Nowhere has progress been more marked in the

last decade than in the field of transportation. The
modern concept of transportation service is radically

different from that of a few years ago. The users of

transportation service today do not think in the

terms of yesterday. Their ideas have been modern-
ized by the automobile, the motor coach and other

developments in the transportation field, as the

radio has revolutionized their ideas on the means of

communication. Have the men charged with the

responsibility of supplying service grasped the mean-
ing of the new order of things as clearly as have
their customers?

We hear a great deal today about the "education

of the public." If by that is meant that the public

can be educated to accept the practices common in

industry a few years ago, such efforts at "education"

are hopeless. The wheels of progress are not going

to run backward. The education must begin at the

other end. The transportation executive must be

educated to get the point of view of the public.

A New Day Has Dawned
in Transportation

IT IS futile to speak of the "good old days"

when the best transportation service was infi-

nitely worse than the worst is today and the public

was better satisfied. That is water gone over the

dam. A new day has dawned and a new character

of service is demanded. We are here to supply that

service, and if we cannot do it to the satisfaction of

our customers we will be brushed aside, as we ought

to be, and other agencies will take our places. The
procession will move forward and we must keep step

or be trampled upon.

The underlying motive by which the public utility

executive must be governed is service. To give

service we must have the necessary tools at our

command. That means modernization of equip-

ment, better cars and roadbed, higher speed and

greater comfort to our customers. But when all

those things are provided we shall still be wanting

in the most imiportant phase of our work if we do
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not know our customers and treat them with

understanding.

The large corporation has many advantages over

the smaller one in the way of reducing the cost of

production. It can operate more economically be-

cause of the volume of its output, and this economy
is shared by its customers. But it has its disad-

vantages also. The larger it grows the farther are

its executives removed from contact with the people

it is in business to serve. The greater the size of

the company, the greater the danger of losing sight

of the human element so essential to public good

will. The smaller company can more easily "person-

alize" itself to its customers than the larger one.

"Personalize" the Corporation

THE public attitude toward the utility company
has changed greatly for the better in recent years.

It will be found that this change has been brought

about in proportion to the degree that the company
has accepted the new concepts of service, that it has

sought to cultivate good will by humanizing itself

to its customers. Public relations are improved by
actions more than by words. An improvement in

service is more effective than a striking newspaper

advertisement. The personal visit of a representative

of the company to a complaining customer will do
much more in the way of creating good will than the

best letter that ever was written. Every complaint

about service should be given immediate attention.

The matter complained of may in itself be insignifi-

cant, the accumulation of small grievances breeds ill

will and finally results in a big explosion.

In "personalizing" itself to its customers the

public service company should have no inflexible

rules. Every company must have well-defined rules

for the conduct of its business, but the accommoda-
tion of the customer is of more importance than the

strict observance of a company rule. If a customer

makes a request for some small accommodation and
is told that to comply would be "against the rules

of the company" it does not create a favorable im-

pression in the mind of that customer of the company
or respect for its rules. A company cannot afford to

be the slave of a rule. A slight infraction might
change an unfriendly customer to a friendly one.

Service Is the

First Consideration

To attain this new understanding of the spirit of

service to which I allude, educational work must
be done among the employees of a company. Every
one in the employ of a utility company, from the

highest to the lowest, must be made to understand

that service is the first consideration. When they

understand that the chief rule for their guidance is

the pleasing of customers, they will not give offense

by saying that something is "against the rules of

the company."

How can employees be brought into the proper

frame of mind to give willing, unselfish service?

The first step is to familiarize them with the

business affairs of the company. In large organiza-

tions there is, many times, too much isolation of the

various departments. The employees in one de-

partment are familiar with what is going on in their

particular circle, but frequently they know little

or nothing of what the organization is doing as a

whole. For instance, a company may spend thou-

sands of dollars for advertising its service and yet

its own employees may not see its advertisements

unless steps are taken to call their attention to that

particular activity. An effective way to call the at-

tention of employees to advertisements is to have
proofs posted in all departments, offices, stations

and other places where employees are at work.

To Please,

Every Employee's Job
'

AS with advertising so with other activities within

MX. an organization. The employees should be given

every opportunity to learn the business of the com-
pany by which they are employed. Because certain

work or certain practices may affect one department
directly, it should not be taken for granted that

employees in other departments are not interested.

Too often we see a spirit of "that is no concern of

mine" because it affects directly another depart-

ment. Anything which affects the interests of the

company is the concern of every one connected with

that company.

When every employee understands that a com-
pany is in earnest in its desire to please its customers

and that it relies upon him to carry out its purpose,

it gives him a new interest in his work. He takes

pride in his company and feels that it rests with him
to uphold its reputation. He feels his responsi-

bility and responds accordingly. He thinks of him-

self as an important factor in the operation of a great

human enterprise. He is a part of that enterprise

and proud of it.

When that spirit permeates a whole organization

it cannot fail to make its influence felt by every one

with whom it comes in contact. It is the foundation

of good service. Public good will is the key to suc-

cessful operation of a utility company, and good ser-

vice is the basis of public good will.
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The Manager's Part
By EDWARD DANA

General Manager Boston Elevated Railway

The manifold duties of the modern manager require

him so to plan his time as not to neglect important

duties. A gain will follow the intelligent use of statistics

and delegation of authority. Other managerial prob-

lems are discussed.

M'
<<n^ -a^ODERNIZATION,"

defined literally,

means "the act of

conforming to recent

or present usage." As used by elec-

tric railway managers today it signi-

fies more than that. The mention of

the word suggests to them not

merely conforming to usage but help-

ing to create usage and to raise it

to a higher plane. This involves

knowing what is the best practice,

making the most effective use of it

under local conditions, and improv-

ing it as opportunity permits and

ingenuity suggests.

A great and vital industry is at

the moment intrusted to the man-
agers of today as stewards and

modernizers. The problem before us

is to direct and develop it, and pass

it on in a manner worthy of the

traditions which have been handed

down to us from previous periods of

modernization effort. Ours is the

duty of contributing as much as our
predecessors did in bringing the in-

dustry to the position which it occu-

pies today, or to do more than this

if possible.

In deciding upon what is best in

"recent or present usage," opinion

will differ. But the differences are

minimized through the operation of

our national co-operative organiza-

tion, the American Electric Railway
Association, which acts as a balance

wheel and, as one might say, inte-

grates the work of individual man-
agers in their modernization efforts.

As we glance back at the brief

span of 40 years which marks the

career of the modern electric rail-

way, each milestone in the path of

its remarkable development is seen

to be a sign of timely modernization.

The first electric railways were
simply the horse railways electrified,

potentially perfect but actually

crude. One by one modernizing fea-

tures were introduced, improving
speed, comfort, economy, safety and
general attractiveness of operation.

To my mind electric railway mod-
ernization can be represented by a
curve like that accompanying this

article, in which a represents the

progress which is being contributed

by our epoch and b represents that

epoch. This progress, I believe, is

greater than that which has been
contributed in any like period before.

The reason for this is that the eco-

nomic chains (of which the 5-cent

fare was one), which long held the
industry in bondage, have been
loosed, and greater freedom and op-

portunity is presented to those now
in charge to produce results.

Various Views of
Modernization

In order to discuss this subject

intelligently we must ask ourselves

the question: "What does the pres-

ent-day manager think about mod-
ernization?" In other words, how
does he orient himself amid the con-

flicting thought, improvements and
other changed conditions of the in-

dustry existing at this time? In

short, how does he judge of the real-

ities and the needs of the time, and
adjust his necessary service best to

meet these needs? Right here we
find widely divergent opinions.

The Cambridge Subway of the Boston Elevated Railway Crosses the Charles River on This Bridge
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One manager thinks salesmanship,

as applied to selling transportation,

the key to modernization. Possibly

he may see other factors
;
perhaps he

worships at that shrine alone.

To another, publicity—and still

more publicity—seems an obsession,

and he regards it as the acme of

modernization.

A third revels in camouflaged re-

duced fares, ticket fares and othei

cleverly devised methods designed tc

lower the average fare and thus in-

duce more people to ride.

Still another manager aims a

safety targets, no-accident "centu-

ries" and the like. He appreciates

the human suffering as well as the

financial burden involved in the acci-

dent toll being taken from our gen-

eration.

Modernization to another manager
means one-man cars, or, as have fol-

lowed them in Darwinian style, "no-

man" substations, which exemplify

the fascinating advance being made
in lowering power cost.

Still another is specializing in a

grandstand play of wage reduction

in the effort to get a scale that is

economically commensurate with the

decline following the period of rising

cost of living and advancing wage
costs.

Again, some managers feel that

municipal ownership, service at cost

and the "all the cards on the table"

method of improving the practical

working of private operation under

state regulation are the panaceas for

electric railway ills.

To my mind there is virtue in all

of these elements of modernization,

and the viewpoint of the all-round

manager should include them in

their proper proportions.

After all, it is a matter of attitude.

The manager must have an abiding

conviction that the electric railway is

a public servant, and as the nature

of its service is much misunderstood

he must have an enthusiastic devo-

tion to an "under-dog" industry. As
there has long ceased to be a place

in the mouth of the utility manager
for the words "the public be

damned," so there must be no place

in his heart for the thought "the

public be damned."

The Use of the Manager's
Time

A manager can accomplish little

in modernization unless his time and

attention are properly distributed.

A busy manager may be carried first

this way, then that, unless he checks

New Maverick Square Station of the East Boston Tunnel

himself as to whether some phases of

his work are receiving too much of

his time to the neglect and detriment

of others.

Roughly speaking, an electric rail-

way executive is called upon for

attention to the following:

1. Transportation problems.

2. Departmental problems.

3. Legislative matters.

4. Regulation affairs (commis-

sion).

5. Requirements of the public.

6. Requirements of the president

and directors.

While the real problem of operat-

ing the railway is embodied in the

planning, checking and improvement
of affairs covered by items (1) and

(2), if an executive were to concen-

trate his entire attention upon them
he would shortly find himself and his

railway in very serious trouble. An
executive cannot solve his problems

in a private experimental laboratory.

Time

The Curve of Railway Modernization

On the other hand, while it may be

gratifying to an executive to be seen

much in the legislative halls, or in

the offices of the public utilities com-
mission, he can get the best results

for his railway by being on the job

with the Legislature or commission
only when it is necessary. At such
times, by earnest, forceful exposi-

tion, he can secure respectful con-

sideration, whereas he loses prestige

by constant attendance at these

places.

In dividing his time among these

six major claimants, the executive

will find that the fifth group, the

public, can easily usurp a much
greater portion than that to which
it has a reasonable right unless he is

careful. Modernization has made it

necessary for him to give any and
all comers as much of his personal

attention as possible. But this swing
of the pendulum to great freedom of

access requires careful discrimina-

tion. Properly allocated and wisely

selected, the minutes given to repre-

sentatives of the public oftentime

will yield a golden harvest, whereas
poorly planned and hasty confer-

ences may lead to no definite benefits.

Finally, the time which the execu-

tive needs to give to his president

or directors is dependent more on
their attitude than on his own. Cer-

tainly if the organization is func-

tioning properly the president or

directors will call for no more sacri-

fice of time on the part of the oper-

ating executive than is absolutely

necessary to keep them properly in-

formed and satisfied that good re-

sults will be forthcoming. One of

the most trying experiences of an
executive is to have his time diverted

from important major matters by
directors, or others, to relatively un-

important details. But the manager
must be discriminating here, for the

very effort of president or directors

to know more of the details of the

management is in itself proof of the

complete spirit of modernization

which has been growing of late

years.

We may assume now that the man-
ager appreciates the importance of

wise distribution of his time and
energy. It seems to me that this is

more important than ever before, be-

cause the trend of modernization is

forcing centralized authority into his

hands. This is to eliminate delay in

a direct public service which profits

so much by equally direct action.
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One of the factors which had much
to do with creating adverse public

opinion in former days was the time

it took to investigate and report upon
matters vitally affecting particular

individuals. Modernization tends to

eliminate this and secure direct

prompt contact with those with

whom business is being done. To
this end a superfluity of departments
or intermediate officials should be

avoided. This adds emphasis to the

managerial means of control.

The Use of Statistics

While a modern manager appre-

ciates that to attempt to run the de-

tails of his department is to retard

the progress and efficiency of his

organization, nevertheless if he is to

be capable of meeting trying situa-

tions, he must employ vital operat-

ing statistics to the best possible ad-

vantage. He must do this to fur-

nish him the means of control in the

shortest space of time to enable him
to get results before serious damage
has occurred.

To illustrate: There was a time

when it was believed impossible to

budget the income and expenditures

of an electric railway because of the

varying factors which enter. Today
it is realized that once the problem
has been resolutely tackled it is rel-

atively easy to do so. The budget
lifts a great burden from the shoul-

ders of the manager because, at all

times, he has a compass to indicate

which way his ship is traveling.

Only a relatively few detailed sta-

tistics are necessary to keep the

manager well informed as to the

trends of his business and as to the

efficiency of his departments. Forti-

fied with such statistics, for in-

stance, the manager, by his familiar-

ity with the men on the payroll,

wields a very stimulating effect upon
department heads, even though his

How One Manager Divides His Time

familiarity may not extend beyond
the preliminary index figures.

However, the manager must be

satisfied with general deductions

from his data. He cannot follow out

the details in all of the byways
which open up to him in the mass of

statistics which flow over his desk

or can be made to do so.

Delegating Authority

In the centralization I have re-

ferred to, I must not be understood

as recommending the manager's ab-

sorption in detail. He must delegate

most of the detail to others. But

delegation of authority can be exer-

cised only in proportion to the ex-

perience, competency and loyalty of

subordinates.

I do not look upon the responsibil-

ities naturally incumbent upon a de-

partment head as delegated by the

management. Rather they go with

the job. The manager's responsibil-

ity here is to select competent per-

sons and to see that they get results.

Their authority in their own depart-

ments should not be curtailed by in-

terference from the management.

What I mean by delegation of execu-

tive authority is the sharing with

subordinates of the general man-
ager's authority as such. He must
delegate executive authority to some
extent or he cannot carry his load.

But if each department head is su-

preme in his own bailiwick, the loyal

co-operative spirit of the depart-

ments will become so enmeshed with

the management that such general

executive responsibility as may be

delegated will be assumed in such

a manner that it is hardly noticed

as such, and no harm can come there-

from.

The Most Pressing Problem
Today

This matter of delegating author-

ity is closely related to another one

which has come up in the progress

of modernization. I refer to the se-

lection, training and education of the

personnel. This is the most impor-

tant task confronting the. manager
today. Here lies a field of pioneer

work for modern managers.

A Modem Three-Car Center-Door Train on the Boston Surface Lines
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While many devices have already

been tried and found v^^anting in the

effort to secure co-operation and in-

telligent workmanship, there are

evidences on every hand that this

problem is destined to receive more
attention in the immediate future

and along more fundamental lines.

Another Pressing Problem

Only second in importance among
the large jobs of the manager of

the future will be that of constantly

improving methods of telling the

story of the industry. Recently the

New England Bureau of Public

Service Information* called atten-

tion to the story of Joseph, the son

of Jacob, who went down into Egypt,

and through diligence and intelli-

gence rose until he became the prin-

cipal person in the state, excepting

only the monarch. And then the

story goes on to say : "And Pharaoh
died and there arose in Egypt a new
king who knew not Joseph." This

was hard on Joseph's descendants.

They lost favor with the ruling

dynasty.

The ruling dynasty in regard to

public service is the public. Through
publicity, week in and week out,

year in and year out, the public util-

ity story must be told, because every

day the people who know the story

pass on and others come who do not

know it.

•See also address by Bruce Barton befoie
National Electric Light Association tn
Electric Kailway Journal for June 9,
1923, page 967.

Every year general counsel and

boards of aldermen, improvement
societies and the car riders are sub-

ject to change. Consequently it will

be the ever new job, and one of the

most important jobs, of the manager
to tell his story to the public.

Modernization in the broad sense

has brought in public utility regula-

tion by commission. This has done

the utility no harm but probably a

world of good. Before commission
regulation came in earnest it was
relatively easy for the manager to

feel like a czar, even if he did not

act like one.

With full commission regulation

the manager has been obliged to se-

cure the assistance and support of

the commissions in properly operat-

ing his property. He no longer con-

siders them as obstacles, but without

in any way compromising the com-
mission staff, virtually adds it to his

own staff. This is possible because

the function of the commission staff

is simply to get the facts and act

upon them intelligently. This is

what the railway needs to do, also.

With co-operation the commissions
will have no need to exercise the au-

tority with which they are clothed.

If they did they could become ob-

stacles to the proper operation of

the railway.

Obstacles

Modernization is, like all progress,

subject to obstruction and criticism.

This need give rise to no discourage-

ment. Enthusiasm and constant ef-

fort toward a given end, backed up
with convincing information, will in

the long run wear away most of the

obstacles which stand in the path of

modernization.

One obstacle is found in the tend-

ency to consider modernization the-

oretically, without due regard to

practical economics. This leads to

the weathercock practice of endeav-

oring to see how many new wrinkles

can be discovered or how many
schemes can be followed. Such pro-

cedure reminds one of the ignorant

sufferer who, in trying to effect a

cure, purchases at different drug
stores a variety of quack advertised

remedies.

Certainly the modern manager
should be keenly alive, through the

constructive efforts of the American
Electric Railway Association and the

helpful work of the technical press,

duly to consider the conflicting tend-

encies of the time. He should cull

from them, after analysis, those

which appear to be sound practice

and which are likely to result in

improvement over the practice of

the past.

There still seems to be too great

faith in existing practices which,

while they have been satisfactory

and have done no harm, might well

be replaced by others which would
work out ultimately to greater ad-

vantage. This faith, I regret to say,

is too often due to lack of a spirit of

inquiry.

Attractive Architecture Features the Forest Hills Terminal of the Washington Street Elevated
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Local Transportation
By JOHN A. BEELER

Director the Beeler Organization, Public Utility Consultants, New York City

The use of modern methods in street railway trans-

portation, such as attractive equipment, good schedules

and improved fare-collection practices, reduces operat-

ing costs and stimulates travel. Many companies can

be made prosperous at a relatively minor cost.

STREET cars, subway and ele-

vated railways, buses, coaches

and taxicabs are today the

principal types of convey-

ances employed in the local trans-

portation field. Each has its own
distinct place and value. The
taxi, of course, is for quick indi-

vidual service at a higher rate of

fare. The bus and coach provide a

form of public motor service that is

particularly adapted to boulevards,

parkways and other thoroughfares

frequently not accessible to street

cars. High-class coaches, such as

those employed on Fifth Avenue,
New York, and on the boulevards

and avenues of Chicago and Detroit,

have created a new type of service

and patronage which has possibilities

in many localities. This does not

mean the promiscuous duplication of

existing service, but rather a

judicious employment of the various

forms so as to expand the scope of

such service without waste to the

full requirements of the community.
In our larger cities the problem of

making the streets safe for pedes-

trians is practically an unexplored
field and one that must be given

especial attention. The location of

car stops, establishment of safety

zones, loading platforms, parking
control and regulation of vehicular

traffic are important factors affect-

ing the facility of the movements of

pedestrians as well as their safety.

Steps will have to be taken in the

near future to minimize sidewalk

congestion in many city districts.

In co-ordinating the various types of

transportation the requirements and
safety of the pedestrians must not

be lost sight of.

The street car, next to rapid

transit subway or elevated lines, is

the greatest factor in handling mass
transportation. In the principal

cities of the country to-day the

street cars are carrying between 80

and 90 per cent of the total surface

passengers and constitute only about

10 per cent of the vehicles on the

streets. They are by far the most
economical and efficient carriers, not

excepting the elevated or subway.

These latter, except in connection

with great population densities and
tremendous volume of business, are

impracticable on account of their

excessive construction costs.

Table I—Reeqolppln^, Berontlngr and Re-
Nchedtiling: a Street Railway System

ServinK 1.000,000 Popniatlon

Revised
Old Plan Plan

Annual Operations:
Annual operating revenue. . $11,873,565 $13,107,699
Operating expenses, includ-

ing taxes and renewals
and retirements 11,718,953 9,084,667

Net before interest 154,612 4,023,032
Investment 45,048.711 51.448,711
Investment per dollar of
revenue 3

.
80 3.92

Iteturn on investment, per
cent 0.34 7.82

Comparative Operating Statistics:

Milesoftraclc 146.20" r|39.60
Cars in daily operation 682^^ 532
Car-miles 19,106,948 16,091,362

Car-hours 2,778,306 i,9l8,238
Car-miles per car-hour 6, 89 f j^ 8. 38

Revenue per mile of traclt.. $81,200^ $94,000
Cents per cir-mile:
Operating revenue 62.1 81.5
Operating deductions. . . 61.3 56.5
Net revenue 0.8 25.0

Oollar^ per car-hour:
Operating revenue $4.28 $6.84
Opmting deductions. . 4.22 4.74
Netrevenue 0.06 2,10

Buses can be used in many a

locality that cannot support a car

line and to augment and feed car

and coach lines. They should not,

however, be permitted to parallel

immediately or to duplicate es-

tablished transit lines that are ren-

dering ample and satisfactory serv-

ice. Many buses are to-day opening

up new territory, while others, by
duplicating service, are merely mak-
ing it more diflScult for the existing

lines to operate economically and
efficiently.

To secure the best results, all

services must be co-ordinated in a

local plan of transportation that will

best serve the community, each class

performing its own peculiar func-

tion. Each type should charge what
the service is worth, based upon its

cost and not upon all that the traffic

will bear.

Modern Street Railway
Equipment

Modern equipment requirements

for service on city surface lines can

be brought under three types of

cars:

One-man safety single truck.

One-man safety double truck.

One-man, two-man double truck.

Motor vehicular service likewise

is covered in three types, coaches,

buses and flivver jitneys. I will not

enter into details of the various

types except to say that each should

be light in weight, fully equipped

with all advantageous automatic and
safety devices, easy steps, wide and
commodious entrances and exits,

comfortable cross-seats facing for-

ward, plain and sanitary inside finish

and should be well lighted, with an
attractive interior. The exteriors

should be bright, preferably light

colored, so that they may be more
readily seen. The cars must be

amply motored and equipped with

brakes that will provide smooth and

even retardation. Rapid braking and

acceleration are of prime importance.

New and attractive equipment

should not only reduce maintenance

costs but should stimulate travel.

Recently we observed a railway op-

erating in a densely populated ter-

ritory, where general traflSc and busi-

ness were good, that was showing a

steady loss of patronage. One rea-

son was the unattractiveness of its

rolling stock. I recall an instance of

a railway that was paying out an-
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nually for maintenance and power
amounts which annually would ex-

ceed charges to these items on new
and modern equipment by more than

50 per cent of the first cost of the

new equipment.

In analyzing a large street railway

system that was badly run down it

was found that 450 new modern
standardized cars would meet the

company's entire requirements. This

called for junking of more than 600

old worn-out, inefficient cars of many
types and varieties, to the great ad-

vantage of both the patrons and the

company.
Think of the storage room released

and the simplification of main-

tenance practices made possible, to

say nothing of the advantages se-

cured from the operation of attrac-

tive, comfortable and quick-acting

cars on the streets. The best modern
practice is toward standardization of

efficient types, not only to bring

about economies of operation but

also to stimulate traffic.

In the matter of stops, many lines

in city service could reduce the length

of time consumed in making a stop

approximately 5 seconds by substitut-

ing modern cars for the heavy and
obsolete equipment with narrow
doors, high steps and small plat-

forms now in use. Another 3 sec-

onds per stop could be secured by in-

creasing the rate of acceleration and
braking. This is a total of 8 seconds

per stop saved, including the time

lost in slowing down to the stop and
in resuming free running speed. An
average car will run 40,000 miles per

year and make about 240,000 stops.

A saving of 8 seconds per stop means
a reduction in the cost of operating

the car of $1,600 per year. This
will pay the carrying charges, with
interest at 7 per cent, on a new car

costing $15,000 and leave a net sav-

ing of $550 for each car operated by
the company.
What new and suitable equipment

and a general rerouting and schedul-

ing can do to a railway system
serving a population of upward of

1,000,000 is shown in the compari-

son of operations in Table I.

The net result expressed in dollars

and cents is shown by the increase in

the earnings applicable for interest

from $155,000 to over $4,000,000,

raising the return on the investment

from less than one-half of 1 per cent

to nearly 8 per cent.

The results of the almost universal

swing from far-side to near-side

stops a decade or more ago have
demonstrated that neither plan is en-

tirely satisfactory as a hard and fast

rule. The many difficulties en-

countered under the far-side method
confirmed this. To-day it is evident

that the selective plan is preferable.

Stop locations should be carefully

studied and established only after

considering all the factors that are

involved.

Stop Locations Important

The near-side stop plan caused a

general slowing up of schedules.

Vehicular traffic usurped the right of

way and made the cars slow up at

crossings whether they were stop-

ping for patrons or not. Where the

far-side stop is in use it is known
definitely that when a car appears it

is going to cross the intersection.

Consequently there is little excuse

for an attempt on the part of the

vehicle driver to beat it to the cross-

ing. Far-side stops, except at con-

trolled streets, tend to permit of

Permanent Loading Platforms Such as These in Fourteenth Street, Washington, Save Time for
Car hiders and Speed Up the Car Service
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making better time by the street

cars and to result in fewer accidents.

In the matter of the location

of passenger stopping places, the

best practice covers the following

features

:

Spacing should be close enough to

accommodate passengers, but far

enough to permit a reasonable

schedule speed. An average of eight

stops to the mile in the business and

well built up residence sections is

generally recognized as desirable for

surface cars and buses.

At junctions, stops should be made
before entering the joint tracks with

heaviest traffic. Often much can be

gained by merely shifting a stop

across the street. The location of

individual stops is not only impor-

tant to the operation, but the cor-

rect location will beneSt the patrons

and diminish the accident hazard.

The advantage of eliminating un-

necessary stops is threefold, for the

number of stops made determines to

a large extent the amount of serv-

ice that can be given with the avail-

able track and equipment, the time

required to reach the desired destina-

tion and the cost of the service.

In one community of less than

200,000 people it was found possible

to save an average of one stop per

mile of route by respacing the

stopping places. This represented a

saving of $100,000 annually in the

tost of operation. In New York City

the saving of an average of one stop

per mile by the surface cars last year

would have been equivalent to

$1,750,000.

Double Berthing at Important
Stops Saves Delay

Double berthing of cars saves time,

for it eliminates stopping more than

once at a stop location. Many com-
panies now use this principle, but

oftentimes they do not follow it

rigidly enough to secu e its advan-

tages. Double berthing means load-

ing and unloading passengers by two
cars at one step location. The first

car should always stop in the for-

ward berth, and the second car ap-

proaching should pull into the second

berth behind the first car without
hesitancy and proceed to load and
unload its passengers. It should

then continue to the next regular

stop location without making any

further stops. This practice, if it

is done correctly, enables two cara

or even two sets of cars to pass

through an intersection on one sig-

nal of the traffic officer and results

in the minimizing of bunching and
in relieving congestion to a marked
extent. A result that seems almost

contradictory is that with double

berthing established, the need for it

seems almost to disappear. It also

has a direct monetary value which,

though secondary, is important. In

the downtown section of a city of

some 400,000 population observa-

tions mads indicated a saving of

from $250 to $500 annually for each

location thus treated.

Safety Zones and Loading
Platforms

Clearly defined safety zones should

be established at all heavy loading

points. Or better, by far, in wide
streets permanent loading platforms

should be installed. This will shorten

the length of passenger stop, as it

has the effect of eliminating one step

onto the car when boarding and
alighting. It also provides a safety

island where passengers will congre-

On Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, Where Parades Are Frequent, Loading Platfoitns Are of Wood
and Are Removable on Short Notice
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gate and be ready to board the car

as soon as its doors open, for they

know definitely where the car will

stop. There should be no diflficulty

in locating loading platforms with a
double-track car line in streets which
are 60 ft. or more wide between curb
lines. On streets narrower than this

individual conditions enter into the

desirability of using platforms. If

street car loading is heavy and
vehicular traffic light loading plat-

forms would still be desirable. Plat-

forms should be long enough to ac-

commodate two cars, should be 5 ft.

wide and 9 or 10 in. above the rail.

The inner side of the platform should
be about 24 in. from the outer rail.

Street widths are frequently such
that platforms can be employed with-

out reducing the number of traffic

lines. In other words, the platform
will occupy what otherwise would be
waste space in the roadway.

Observations have shown that plat-

forms under average conditions not
only permit of a more rapid flow of
vehicular traffic but speed up car
loading about one-fifth of a second
per passenger. While the monetary
saving here is secondary, it has a
value. On a platform loading but a

thousand passengers per day a sav-

ing of $60 annually is obtainable,

which will pay a good rate of return
on the cost of the platform. One
from which 3,000 load daily will save
$180 annually, and so on in propor-
tion.

Coaches and buses usually stop
next to the curb. Under heavy
traffic conditions, such as encountered
on Fifth Avenue, this is often im-
practicable. Under no circumstances,
however, should their regular load-
ing places be alongside of a street

car safety zone or platform.

Vehicle Parking Should Be
Controlled

Parking of vehicles along main
thoroughfares has been and is the
cause of much congestion in cities of
over 100,000 population and in many
of the smaller communities. Park-
ing as now practiced frequently re-

sults in serious disadvantages to
moving vehicles. There is no logical

reason why the first driver to come
on the street in the morning should
preempt public property to his own
private and personal use for the en-
tire day or such portion of it as he
may desire. Such a plan is of great
detriment to the merchants and
business men. Dead cars parked all

around their stores drive legitimate

customers away. What is wanted is

a stream coming and going con-

tinually. It must be remembered
that the streets are primarily for

moving traffic and not for storage

purposes.

Parking should not be permitted

on any street carrying an important

car line unless there is a roadway of

at least 17 ft. between the outer rail

and the curb line. Where there is an

appreciable volume of vehicle and
street car traffic parking should not

be permitted unless there is ample
room for two lines of moving vehicles

between the parked car and the

street car. Parking should not be

allowed opposite or within 25 ft. of

a car stop location or within 75 ft.

of the intersection of two street

lines. In all cases, unless it be an
extremely wide street, cars should be

parked parallel to the curb and on
the right-hand side of the street in

the direction in which they are

headed. Parking spaces should be

marked distinctly as such and the

parking regulations should be strictly

enforced.

Fares and Fare Collection

Given the right to do business, the

cost of service is largely dependent

on eight principal factors, as follows

:

Efficiency of management.
Rate of wages paid.

Cost of supplies and fuel.

Taxes, including paving require-

ments.

Table II—Operating Sarvey of ia Street

Railway System Serving 175.000
Population

Annual Operations

Operating revenue.. .

Old Plan

$2,042,000
1.683.000
359.000

Revised
Plan

$2,107,000
Operating deductions
V«t revenue

1.505.000
602.000

Comparative Operating

Miles of track operated. . .

Cars in daily operation. . .

.

f'ar-miles

Statistics:

83.64
174

6.525.000
719.800

9 09
$24,400

84 98
152

6.360,000
655.000

Car-miles per car-hour. .

.

Revenue per mile of track

.

9 72
$24,800

fonts per car-mile:

Operating revenue. . . -

Operating deductions. .

Net revenue

31.3
25.8
5 5

33.1
23.6
9.5

Dollars per car-hour:
Operating revenue
Operating deductions.
Met revenue

$2.84
2.34
0.50

$3.22
2.30
0.92

Interest rate.

Speed and length of haul.

Type of equipment employed.

Volume of business.

These factors will fluctuate from
year to year and vary considerably

in different communities. I know of

railways doing well on 5 cents and
others losing money at 10. There
can be no such thing as a universal

flat rate that is applicable to all

properties regardless of the forego-

ing factors.

Any service that is satisfactory

and of permanent value to the com-
munity must be based on sound
finance, and the income must be suffi-

cient to cover the total cost of serv-

ice, including a reasonable return on
the investment. The average rate of

street car fare to-day in this coun-

try is approximately 7 cents; coach

service is 10 cents, and bus fare is

about 6i cents. Where public dis-

satisfaction exists very little, if any,

complaint is in evidence as to the

rate of fare. It is generally with
reference to the quality of service

rendered.

Odd cash fares take more time for

;:hange making, congest the car en-

trance, consume the patron's time
and slow down the service. All of

these things are expensive and detri-

mental to good service. The trend

in fares is toward even money. The
ideal arrangement is for a straight

5 or 10-cent cash fare, with inter-

mediate rates obtainable through the

use of tokens or tickets. The sales

units should be large enough to cut

down an excessive number of trans-

actions and small enough to attract

all regular patronage to buy tokens,

but should be in easily handled
units. Twenty-five cents makes the

ideal sales unit, but there should be

nothing to prevent the purchase of

larger quantities when a patron so

desires.

The method of fare collection

should be made as easy and rapid as

practicable. Hand collection has its

advantages in platform payments, for

then the responsibility for collect-

ing the proper fare is fixed abso-

lutely upon the collector. He is the

official salesman for the company.
This safeguards the receipts. With
proper registration, which should be

based upon the cash register princi-

ple, the earnings are doubly protected.

Each fare should be registered

under its individual classification

and receipts should not be simply

lumped by being rung up as so

many fares, any more than a mer-
chant would lump his daily transac-

tions under the head of so many
sales.

Prepayment areas are desirable

where practicable and such auto-

matic devices as the featherweight

turnstile are most efficient under
special conditions. All operators

know the difficulty of checking plat-

form fare box collection; the fare
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box must be continually watched and

tripped. Where locked fare boxes

are used, however, a registration is

useless as it makes unnecessary work
for the trainmen when their time

could be employed to better advan-

tage, such as watching the boxes

more closely or in looking after the

wants of passengers. No one will

ever know how many millions of dol-

lars have been lost during the past

few years from the dropping of odd

pennies in the fare box instead of

the full fare.

Making Schedules to

Increase Speed

With modem equipment, properly

placed stops, the co-ordination of the

movements of other traffic with that

of the street car and reasonable

vehicular traffic and parking regula-

tions schedules can be revised to take

advantage of quicker loading and un-

loading, faster braking and accelera-

tion and freer movements generally

through the streets.

A scientific revision of schedules

should have the result that less equip-

ment will be required to do a given

amount of work, that each unit will

render more car-miles of transporta-

tion per day or per hour and that

first costs will be reduced, as well as

interest charges and operating ex-

penses.

It has been truly said that

schedules make or break a company.
Hence the tendency to-day is to give

close attention to this most impor-

tant department. One of my first

experiences as an operator was in

raising the average schedule speed of

the system then in my charge from
8 to 10 miles per hour. It was made
in the face of much opposition and
apprehension, mostly from our own
officers and employees, and required

a period of more than a year to con-

summate fully, as many lines were
involved. When finally accom-
plished, it was found that the rail-

way had increased its range of use-

fulness, traffic had been stimulated,

accidents had decreased and opera-

tions were much more effective and
economical. The operating ratio had
dropped from around 90 to 65, show-
ing that by employing better

schedules 25 per cent of the gross
revenues had been conserved. This
was sufficient to add several mil-

lions to the market value of the rail-

way's securities.

The great demand to-day in all

lines of transportation is for quicker

service, increased safety and greater

comfort. Cost is an important factor,

but both cost and safety (I am sorry

to have to include the latter) are re-

garded as secondary elements by
many. This is illustrated daily by
the huge death toll resulting from
the reckless use of the motor vehicle,

now so prevalent from one end of

the country to the other.

Public transportation, to be finan-

cially practicable, must be safe.

Quicker service is possible with safe

speeds by reducing the time wasted
in making unnecessary stops and in

delays. Wide-awake transportation

agencies are alive to the demand for

time saving. Any system where the

service is becoming slower is slip-

ping and should take account of it-

self at once, for unless this factor

is corrected quickly its days of use-

fulness are about over.

It is indeed difl!icult to overesti-

mate the importance of many mat-

ters that appear as of minor impor-

tance. For instance, the saving in

time obtainable due to raising the

rate of braking and acceleration on

a line from 1 to 1.5 m.p.h. per sec-

ond will increase an average schedule

about 12 per cent. What has been

accomplished in a community of

175,000, largely by eliminating or

minimizing time losses, delays and

service duplications, is illustrated by

the comparative figures that are

shown in Table II.

It will be noted that practically

the same number of car-miles are

furnished under the new plan as un-

der the old. This service, however,

has been so placed that it serves

more riders and serves them better

by transporting them more quickly.

This, combined with some general op-

erating economies, results in an in-

crease of net earning capacity from

?359,000 to $602,000 annually.

A More Liberal Public

Policy Is in Sight

The tendency generally by the

authorities is in the direction of a

more liberal policy toward tractions.

The advent of the bus is partially

responsible. The latter uses a road-

bed furnished at public expense.

Otherwise, few bus lines could afford

to run.

It is more clearly evident to all

that the trolleys must be relieved

of excessive special assessments for

paving and other public improve-

ments if equity is done the car rider.

There is little room for argument on

this. The trend is toward equality

in taxation with such items of ex-

pense minimized to both types of

service in order to maintain good

transportation at a reasonable cost.

This is of the utmost importance to

the social and commercial welfare of

all live communities.

Comments on

Foreign Report

American Electric Railway
Association

Office of the President

New York, Sept. 15, 1924.

I think your committee has per-

formed a very valuable service to

the electric railway industry. It is

well to know from an authoritative

source just what the relative condi-

tions pertaining to our industry are

in England and France. I have no

doubt that the experience which the

committee gained from this trip will

be of great benefit to the electric rail-

ways of this country in furnishing

suggestions and ideas which will be

forthcoming long after the report

has been laid aside.

Britton I. BXJDD.

Stevens & Wood, Inc.

KiiRineers

New York, Sept. 23, 1924.

To illustrate how much I ap-

preciate your report on foreign con-

ditions it is only necessary for me
to say that last night I read the issue

of the Journal from cover to cover.

In talking with some of the mem-
bers of the committee I got the im-

pression that they felt the trip was
to a certain extent disappointing

—

that is, that they did not find as much
of interest as they had hoped. They
may be justified in this disappoint-

ment if they set their expectations

too high, but to me the report is all

and more than I expected and very

much worth while.

The value of this report is not

necessarily found only in the sug-

gestions of the committee, but a

feature of equal importance to me is

the opportunity it gives, that is, the

inspiration, one might say, for sug-

gestions which are more applicable to

one's own problems. To me, this

report was very meaty from that

standpoint, and I thank you and con-

gratulate you. R. P. Stevens.
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Railway Franchises
By W. H.MALTBIE

Consultant on Public Utility Valuation, Rates and Taxation, Baltimore, Md.

Commission regulation has changed economic theory

and the law on which a franchise rested. A modem
franchise therefore should not be constructed by whole-

sale borrowings from older franchises but should be

drafted so as to be in full harmony with present-day

conditions, both legal and economic.

WITHOUT attempting an
elaborate legal defini-

tion of a franchise, we
may say that in the

last analysis a street transportation

franchise is practically a contract

between a municipality or other

political unit, acting as agent for the

public, and a transportation agency,

providing for the rendering of serv-

ice by the transportation agency to

the public, represented by the grant-

ing political unit.

This, franchise contract, in com-
mon with all contracts:

1. Must be within the contractual

powers of the respective parties.

2. Is to be construed in accordance
with established legal precedent and
as if it contained certain special

covenants which the law assumes to

have been included.

3. Must rest upon some considera-

tion moving from the political unit

to the transportation agency, usually

the right to the use of the streets,

exclusively or otherwise; the right
to collect compensation for the

service as rendered, and the power
of eminent domain.

4. Must rest upon a consideration
moving from the transportation

agency to the political unit, usually

the promise to render service, to

which there are frequently added
other considerations such as the

payment of an easement tax, the as-

sumption of paving burdens, and
numerous other items.

5. Must show definitely the na-

ture of the service to be per-
formed and the conditions under
which it is to be performed; or, if

this is not practicable, must set

forth some method by which this

nature and these conditions can be

definitely determined from time to

time.

6. Must provide definite com-
pensation for the service, or pro-

visions for making this compensa-

tion definite from time to time.

7. Must provide for the ultimate

termination of the contract and the

adjustment of the respective liabil-

ities of the parties in event of such

termination.

While such an outline as this is

relatively simple, an actual fran-

chise, covering very complicated

services to be rendered over a period

of years under probably varying con-

ditions and involving enormous ex-

penditures of money, is necessarily

complex; and the difficulties which
arise in operating under such a

contract lead frequently to court in-

terpretation and adjudication. As a

result, there has been in the past a

marked tendency to copy from an
existing franchise those provisions

which have received a satisfactory

court interpretation and to develop

safeguards that are supposed to

meet the difficulties that have arisen

while operating under other forms
of contract.

In consequence of all this, the

franchise has now become an ex-

tremely technical and complex docu-

ment made up largely of court tested

sections borrowed from previous

franchises, and it forms a satis-

factory basis for practical operation

only in those cases where it is the

product of high-grade technical in-

formation, a broad knowledge of the

economic field, practical common

sense, and high-grade legal drafts-

manship.

Many other important documents

are built by this same borrowing

process. State constitutions, city

charters, bond mortgages, deeds,

leases and similar documents have

thus reached their present form and,

granting one essential condition,

there is perhaps no safer or better

method.
This one essential condition is

that the economic theory and the

legal basis on which the document

is to rest must be the basis underly-

ing the document from which it is

proposed to borrow. So long as

testamentary law, for example, re-

mains unchanged no good attorney

attempts to be original in drawing a

will.

But if the basic economic theory

or the basic law which underlies a

document is changed in such a way
as to affect its operation, it becomes
the height of folly to adopt a form
or a provision without first deter-

mining whether or not it is a desir-

able form or provision under the

changed economic conditions or

changed law.

Such a change in basic economic

theory and in basic law came about

with the adoption of commission
regulation, and with the adoption of

commission regulation practically all

of the then outstanding franchises

became unsafe mode's for future

draftsmen. A single illustration will

make this statement evident. Prior

to commission regulation the usual

franchise fixed the rate of fare, and
whatever the stockholders could

make out of this fare over and a'io^-°

the cost of operation became their

property. Therefore, any cash pay-

ments that could be exacted for

franchises; any special taxes; any
street paving, sprinkling, or clean-

ing burdens; any free service or

other concession was a direct levy

upon the stockholders, could not be

passed on by them to the riding pub-

lic and resulted in reducing by so

much the burdens of general taxation.

With the adoption of commission
regulation the fare ceases to be the
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fixed point, and in its place the net

return becomes the fixed point about

which the rate structure is con-

structed. It follows immediately

therefore that all burdens placed on

the transportation agency are at

once passed on to the riding public.

It is evident, we think, that it would

be unwise to take any franchise

written under the original theory as

a model of construction under the

new.

The adoption of the new system

of commission regulation therefore

opened the door for originality in

franchise making. This new system

has been in force generally through-

out the United States for a relatively

short period; but we have now ac-

cumulated a considerable body of

law, interpreted by decisions of

state and federal appellate courts, so

that while much of detail is still un-

certain the broad principles under

which the system operates and the

general economic and legal theories

under which the courts will interpret

and restrain commission action are

fairly well established.

It is therefore entirely proper for

a student of the subject to examine

this question of franchises de novo

and attempt to formulate a fran-

chise consistent with the present

economic and legal basis on which

it must rest and by which it must
be interpreted. If he is wise, how-

ever, he will regard the results of

such a study as nothing more than

a basis for discussion and criticism

by others.

Comparisons of Existing Types

Let us assume, therefore, that we
have been asked to act as consultants

in the drafting of a new franchise

for a transportation company in a

modern city, in a state where trans-

portation is under the supervision of

a public service commission with
broad powers, that we have but two
objects in view: first, to protect the

interests of both parties, second, to

produce a practical working docu-

ment.

Here, then, is the situation. The
municipality desires mass trans-

portation. The company is ready to

furnish it. The contract is to cover

the terms and conditions.

One of the first points that comes
up in any service contract is the

question as to whether compensa-
tion for the service shall be on a
cost plus basis or for a flat price.

An enormous amount of paper has

already been used in printing

criticisms of the cost plus basis, and
it is necessary here only to state the

principal objection, namely, that this

form of agreement offers no incen-

tive either to economy or to eflS-

ciency of operation.

Unsoundness of a Permanent
Flat Rate

On the other hand, a permanent
flat rate for service is theoretically

unsound because:

1. Changing economic conditions

may make it impossible to render a
satisfactory service at this rate and
may lead to the abandonment of the

enterprise, since private capital can-

not be required to continue operat-

ing under a deficit but may at any
time choose the alternative of a re-

ceivership.

2. The uncertainty of the profits

to be made by a transportation

agency under a flat rate makes the

enterprise as to its stock, and even

to some extent as to its bonds, a

speculative rather than an invest-

ment proposition, thereby hamper-
ing it in its financial program, in-

creasing the cost of money, and
under some conditions rendering it

impossible to secure the necessary

funds for subsequent expansions

which must be provided for in any
growing municipality.

3. The flat rate is a direct invita-

tion to the management to carry

skimping of services as far as pos-

sible without reducing net return,

and has a direct tendency to prevent

the transportation agency from
keeping pace with the development

of the art.

Entirely apart, however, from
these theoretical considerations the

permanent flat rate contract is be-

yond the contractual powers of the

parties where transportation is

under the control of a public service

commission with broad powers.

There is perhaps also a doubt as

to the power of the municipality and

the transportation agency to enter

into a contract for service at cost

plus a fixed return upon investment,

but there is relatively less danger

that a commission or a court will

upset a contract of this sort than

there is in the case of a permanent

flat rate contract.

The real choice, therefore, lies be-

tween (1) a service-at-cost fran-

chise in which the transportation

agency is allowed to collect its oper-

ating costs, taxes, depreciation, and

a fixed per cent upon its invested

capital, the rate of fare changing

automatically in order to keep gross
receipts approximately equal to the
sum of these items; and (2) opera-
tion under rate schedules which the

commission may correct if they be-

come unjust, unreasonable or dis-

criminatory, but which the com-
mission may not reduce to the
confiscatory level.

Each of these forms has its ad-

vantages and its disadvantages. The
service-at-cost plus plan, as previ-

ously noted, offers no particular in-

centive to economy and efficiency of

operation. Economy and efficiency

can be promoted either, first, by
seeing to it that the employees
render full service, that supplies and
materials are not wasted, that the
plant is kept in proper repair and
made to render full service; or sec-

ond, by the introduction of im-
proved machinery and the adoption
of various devices, original and bor-
rowed from other companies, by
which operating costs per unit of
output may be reduced and the com-
fort or quality of the service in-

creased.

The first of these methods of
securing economy and efl!iciency may
be reasonably safeguarded by the
creation of a supervisory board or
official on the part of the municipal-
ity who shall keep a constant
check on the actual operations of

the company; but the full perform-
ance of this function calls for a man,
or usually men, of broad experience

in the transportation field whose
services command a price very much
in excess of the amount which a
municipality is jn the habit of pay-
ing. Moreover, the exercise of this

authority brings the municipality

too far into the management field

and encourages the company to pass
over to the municipal representative

the responsibility for eflSciency.

The second method demands a
keen, active interest on the part of

every member of the transportation

staff. This interest must spring
from within the organization and
cannot be imported to it from the
outside. The municipality cannot
secure it unless it creates its own
operating staff and thereby prac-

tically doubles the administrative ex-

pense of the enterprise.

The occasional success of an ex-

periment of this kind is no proof of
the unsoundness of the statement
above, but merely an illustration of

the fact that some transportation

agencies will work for efficiency

without the promise of financial re-
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ward, and of the further fact that

love of the work and an apprecia-

tion of the importance of public

service sometimes enable a munici-

pality to obtain high-grade service

for inadequate compensation.

If we are to frame a franchise,

however, which is to be in force for

many decades and extend through-

out the life of several generations

of transportation employees and

municipal office holders, we must
deal with human nature as it is and

not as we would like to have it.

Moreover, fairness demands that

improvement of service, whether

brought about by a man or a cor-

poration, shall draw a greater com-

pensation than mere performance of

an allotted task, however faithfully

done. ^

I

Method of Promoting
I Efficiency

Various methods of promoting

economy and efficiency under service-

at-cost franchises have been sug-

gested from time to time. Probably

the most practical one is the one by
which the rate of return is increased

as the service charge is decreased

and conversely. In other words, the

net return of the enterprise is on

a sliding scale corresponding to

changes in the scale of rates.

Given economic conditions gen-

erally static, this will be probably a

. satisfactory method of meeting the

problem, but under such conditions

as those of the World War it fails

completely to meet the need. It as-

sumes, of course, that increases in

the operating cost of a service unit

can be prevented by intelligent and
efficient operation and that decreases

in operating cost are the result of

such efficiency and economy. But if

a general change takes place in unit

costs so that the actual expense of

operation undergoes an advance, the

charge for service must be advanced
accordingly, and if the ability to

secure new capital is to be main-
tained the net return should increase

rather than decrease. On the sliding

scale principle, however, such an ad-

vance in service charges would re-

sult in a decrease of rate of return

and the credit of the company would
be weakened at the very time when
it should properly be strengthened.

This difficulty might be met by in-

troducing a new factor into the rate

structure, such as the general pur-

chasing power of the dollar or pref-

erably the composite price index of

street railway operating materials

and labor. Under this modification

the sliding scale of net return would
not be based upon the rate scale but

upon the relation of the rate scale

to the price index.

The advantage of this method of

regulating service charges is that

the speculative element is almost en-

tirely removed, the enterprise comes

into the straight investment class

with practically a public guarantee

of a given return. As a result, bond
capital can usually be secured at a

low rate of interest, and if the con-

tract includes interest charges as

an expense rather than as a part

of the return the public is imme-
diately benefited by a reduction in

the cost of service. Moreover, this

method produces practically a public

partnership relation with the utility,

resulting in a public co-operation in

the promotion of satisfactory serv-

ice conditions, such as the preven-

tion of jitney competition, the

elimination of unnecessary street ob-

struction, and a willingness to

dispense with extravagant service

and unnecessarily luxurious equip-

ment.

Rates Under
Commission Regulation

Under commission regulated rates

there is a stronger incentive to

economy and efficiency of operation,

since they result in a direct finan-

cial reward to the management in

that they increase the net margin
possible under the authorized rate.

Moreover, the municipality is freed

entirely from the necessity of ex-

ercising managerial duties and yet

retains in the periodic commission
investigation an opportunity of de-

termining whether or not the serv-

ice is rendered with reasonable ef-

ficiency and economy. The discre-

tion of the commission in fixing

rates covers a rather wide range be-

tween confiscatory levels on the one
hand and the value of service on the

other, and the far-sighted commis-
sion will seize this opportunity to

force efficient operation by reward-
ing its presence with a high rate

and punishing extravagance with a

rate more nearly approximating the

confiscatory level. This plan leaves,

however, something more r^f fh"

speculative element in the industry
and therefore has a corresponding
tendency to increase the cost of
money and make the financing of

improvements and extensions more
difficult.

Theoretically, commission control

should give as great stability to the

income as the service-at-cost sys-

tem, but commissions are not always
wise and commission relief fre-

quently lags behind necessity, so

that capital with its proverbial

timidity will probably ask a some-
what greater return under this sys-

tem than where there is a definite

municipal guarantee of a fixed re-

turn.

Moreover, while such public co-

operation as reduces the cost of

service ultimately reacts upon the
rate just as inevitably under the
commission rate system as under
the service-at-cost system, the rela-

tionship is less direct and imme-
diate, is not so clearly understood
by the general public, and public co-

operation is therefore apt to be less

effective.

A Suggested Form
of Franchise

The modern franchise may there-

fore reasonably adopt either one of
these two theories. The writer
would prefer at present a modified
service-at-cost franchise, with the
sliding scale of return to promote
efficiency, with protection against
change in the purchasing power of
money and against one other con-
tingency to be hereafter noted. The
parties to such a franchise contract
must be sure, however, that it is en-
forceable under the local laws, since

otherwise either party, after operat-
ing for years under conditions less

favorable than those under the com-
mission plan, may find the contract
repudiated by the other party merely
because the relative advantages of
the two plans are reversed. Under
such a system as this, capital is sure
of its return if it provides intel-

ligent management and is increas-
ingly rewarded as the management
becomes more efficient; the munic-
ipality is freed from managerial
duties; the reduction in rates
through effective public co-operation
is instantaneous; and the industry
is safeguarded against economic
changes which might result in a de-
crease of reward in spite of an in-

crease in efficiency. So far as we
are aware no such franchise has yet
been written.

In the concluding installment of
this article, to be published next
week, the author will outline the pro-
visions which should be included in a

franchise of the kind just mentioned.
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Rolling Stock
ByJ. C.THIRLWALL

KaUway Engineering Department, General Electric Company

Smaller wheels have reduced car weights. The

single-truck car has certain advantages. Relative

merits of center doors and end doors are discussed.

Lighter cars are being used on rapid transit lines.

Trend toward luxury is noticeable on interurbans.

Some railways are making the seats more comfortable.

MARK TWAIN once ob-

served that "It takes a

difference of opinion to

make horse racing profit-

able." He might have added that in-

dividuals who are interested in horse

racing sometimes find their opinions

extremely unprofitable. The same
enthusiastic difference of opinion as

to the respective merits and demerits

of various car and equipment designs

is found in the electric railway in-

dustry. Moreover, an ever greater

profit or loss may follow when money
is spent to put these ideas into

practice. For an impartial observer

to pick out from the great variety

of designs those which represent

the best thought along the lines of

modern practice is a difficult task.

Nevertheless, there are certain

fundamentals upon which the oper-

ating and designing engineers are

almost unanimously agreed, and
which are reflected in a majority of

the cars recently purchased.

For city cars the high wheel truck

has been discarded, with very few
exceptions, in favor of the 26-in.,

27-in. or 28-in. type, permitting

either a reduction in step heights,

the elimination of the drop plat-

form, or both. The New Orleans

Public Service, Inc., was the only

large urban company that purchased
33-in. wheel equipments during the

past year, while the most recent cars

in Philadelphia, Chicago, Brooklyn,

Detroit, Boston, Pittsburgh, Cincin-

nati, Los Angeles, Cleveland, St.

Louis, Atlanta and many other
cities use low wheel trucks.

Even in the interurban field there

was a decided movement in this di-

rection and the majority of such

companies buying new passenger

cars specified wheels of 26 in. or

27 in. diameter. This was mainly

among the moderate speed roads

however, the high-speed lines prefer-

ring to keep platform heights the

same as on their existing equip-

ments. But several complete in-

stallations were made of low wheel

cars on roads that have free running
speeds of more than 45 m.p.h., and
which may, therefore, be considered

well above the moderate speed class.

The reasons for this trend are

numerous, and all of them in accord

with sound engineering principles.

The primary desire was to facilitate

passenger movement by a reduction

in the height between the ground
and the floor of the car. In most
instances this takes the form of

eliminating the step from the plat-

form into the body of the car. This
saves time for the passenger and
reduces the number of falling acci-

dents. It also makes possible a
stronger and lighter body construc-

tion, by permitting the extension of

the longitudinal sills to the bumper
and cutting down the overhung
weight of heavily reinforced plat-

form knees. The weight thus saved

in the body of a double-end car

amounts to about 500 lb.

But it is in the trucks and motors
that the biggest saving in weight is

obtained. For a city car, two trucks

with 6-ft. wheelbase and 33-in.

wheels weigh from 13,000 lb. to

14,000 lb. Even the more modem
type, designed for small motors and
using a 4-ft. 10-in. wheelbase with
33-in. wheels, weighs about 12,000

lb. per pair of trucks. The same

Greater Comfort for Passengers in Single-Truck Safety Cars Has Been Secund
by the Use of Plush Seats by the KnoxvUle Power & Light Company
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A Rear-Exit Door on a Single-Truck One-Man Car
Relieves Congestion at the Front End

design with 2'6-in. wheels and a 4-ft.

6-in. wheelbase, suitable for use

with 25-hp. motors, weighs about

10,000 lb. per pair. Many trucks

now in service weigh even less than

that. In other words, smaller

wheels require a lighter truck frame,

and the wheels themselves weigh
materially less, the combined sav-

ings amounting to from 1,000 lb. to

1,500 lb. per truck for city cars and
2,000 lb. or more per truck for cars

in interurban service.

The modern high-speed motor,

built for use on the low wheel truck,

accomplishes further weight re-

duction. Four 35-hp. machines with
a working capacity practically

equivalent to that of four of the old

GE-80 or Westinghouse 101 type

save between 5,000 lb. and 6,000 lb.

per car. In the first place there is

a saving of approximately 400
lb. per motor for the low wheel

type as compared with the high

wheel type which requires a longer

gear center and heavier frame.

Moreover, the weight reductions in

the body and truck combined fre-

quently permit the use of 25-hp.

motors, thus effecting a further re-

duction of about 1,600 lb. per car.

Additional savings are made in the

weight of the truck frame.

The combined results are seen in

the 48 to 50-passenger cars used

in city service by many New Eng-
land railways. They are equipped

with four 25-hp. motors on 26-in.

or 27-in. wheels, and weigh from
28,000 lb. to 32,000 lb. as compared
to 43,000 lb. to 52,000 lb. for the

older types of similar capacity that

are now being retired. Even lighter

ears of the same general type have

been put into service by the Stone &
Webster properties in the South, and
by a number of moderate speed in-

terurban roads in the Middle West.

For city service in Detroit, St.

Louis, Cincinnati, Atlanta and

Providence and on a considerable

number of moderate speed interur-

ban roads 35-hp. motors were se-

lected together with 26-in. or 27-in.

wheels for cars seating 48 to 54 pas-

sengers, and weighing from 32,000

lb. to 37,000 lb. In Philadelphia and
Chicago the latest cars using two
60-hp. motors and 28-in. wheels weigh
from 35,000 lb. to 38,000 lb. All of

these show very material reductions

in weight per seat -from the older

types used on the same properties.

The biggest part of the saving is un-

questionably due to the low wheel

equipment.

The economies in operation re-

sulting from this weight saving are

material. In the first place, the cars

and equipment can be purchased at

a lower price, thus reducing fixed

charges for interest and deprecia-

tion. The reduction in energy con-

sumption is almost directly propor-

tional to the weight, thus reducing

both the annual power bill and in-

vestment in power house, substation

and line. The maintenance of equip-

ment and maintenance of track costs

Many Low-Level, Light-Weight Cars Similar to This Car of the Union Street Railu'ay, New Bedford.
Are Now Used in City Service
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The Latest Multiple-Unit Cars of the Chicago Surface Lines Are Equipped with Automatic Exit Doors at Both Ends

are both favorably affected, and
there exists good evidence that the

life of track is largely governed by
the ton-miles moved over it.

The actual annual economies ef-

fected will vary on different proper-

ties, being largely governed by the

annual mileage per car, by the cost

of power generation, etc. But it is

interesting to note that the engi-

neers of the Boston Elevated Rail-

way, after several years of careful

study of this problem, have decided

that under their conditions the econ-

omies due to weight saved in their

new cars amount to $219 per ton per

year, or about 11 cents per pound.

Their analysis of this subject was
presented in the Electric Railway
Journal for July 26, 1924. But in

their analysis, they omit entirely the

item of fixed charges on the invest-

ment in the cars themselves. Cars
today cost approximately $800 per

ton, including all equipment. Inter-

est, depreciation, taxes and insur-

ance usually amount to between 13

and 15 per cent, so that the annual
fixed charges on a 20-ton car will

be from $2,080 to $2,400, and for a

16-ton car between $1,664 and
$1,920, a saving of between $416 and
$480 per year, or more than $100
per ton. It appears, therefore, that

a complete analysis would show on
any road total savings of close to

$300 per ton annually.

Single-Truck Cars Have
Advantages

In the matter of wheel diameter
and weight reduction there is almost
a universal agreement, at least so

far as urban operation is concerned.

There is another trend, nearly as

distinct, to which a number of able

operators take vigorous exception.

This trend is illustrated by the prac-

tical elimination of the single-truck

safety car from recent purchases,

even by properties for which it is in

many respects better suited than the

heavier and more expensive double-

truck type. In the case of the

larger cities, where headways on all

lines are reasonably short, or where
rush-hour loads are tremendously in

excess of normal, the superior rid-

ing qualities and greater average

capacity of the double-truck design

probably offset the advantage of

shorter headways. But in many of

the smaller communities, any given

investment in modern single-truck

cars will pay a greater return than

if the same amount of money were
put into larger double-truck vehicles.

This is based on the universal ex-

perience that where headways are

10 minutes or longer, any shortening

produces a material increase in rid-

ing. In only a few cities, except

those of the first class, did normal

headways of less than 10 minutes
prevail prior to the adoption of the

safetv car, and this condition still

exists on many routes in too many
communities. In others, notable

among these being the Stone &
Webster properties, enough safety

cars were purchased to provide all-

day headways short enough really to

attract traffic. After that modern,
light-weight double-truck cars, with
their advantages in rush-hour serv-

ice, were a logical purchase.

But for a railway in a city of

30,000 to 100,000 population, with
normal headways of 15 to 20 min-
utes, which are still all too common,
to purchase 10 double-truck cars at

a cost of $125,000 in preference to

15 single-truck cars at $95,000, and
to continue to operate on the old

headways instead of cutting them
to 10 or 15 minutes, appears to be
an error in judgment because the

operating cost would be lower and
the service would be better with the

small cars.

It must be admitted that the so-

called standard 28-ft. safety car is

not a comfortable vehicle in which

The Double-End, Center-Exit Cars of the Brooklyn City Railroad Are Unique
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to ride and that it is in most in-

stances extremely noisy. Neverthe-

less, railway after railway, on line

after line, found that more people

rode on three of these cars on a

7-minute headway than had been

riding on two double-truck cars on

a 10-minute headway. The objec-

tion that the car as originally built

does not meet today's standard of

comfort is a valid one, and is some

justification for the use of the

double-truck type. But a number of

operators have taken the small car

and made its comfort comparable to

that of the ordinary double-truck de-

sign, by introducing heavily uphol-

stered seats of greater width and

spaced to give more knee room, and

with a wider aisle, and by adding a

rear exit door to minimize the

crowding at the forward end.

Single-truck cars with such

changes have been put into service

in Lexington, Ky. ; Knoxville, Tenn.

;

Columbia, N. C; Zanesville, Ohio,

and other cities. Their owners are

enthusiastic about their perform-

ance, and in particular about the in-

creased gross earnings that have

followed their installation.

As to the suitability of the 30-pas-

senger single-truck car for many
routes in even the largest cities,

C. E. Morgan, vice-president and

general manager Brooklyn City

Railroad, states emphatically that on

the routes in Brooklyn over which

his railway operates more than 180

Kimey cars he would not substitute

double-truck cars if they were avail-

able, unless riding should increase to

such an extent that headways would

have to be much shorter than at

present. Furthermore, he believes

that an attempt to operate larger

cars on longer headways on these

routes would be vigorously criticised

by the patrons of the company.

Double Platform Versus
Side Doors

The location of entrances and ex-

its is a subject on which there is a

decided difference of opinion. Op-
posing views are reflected in the

more recent cars purchased. The
majority of railways, including all

in New England and nearly all in

the South and on the Pacific Coast,

appear to prefer the double platform
car. Brooklyn, Detroit, Philadel-

phia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and Bir-

mingham, on the other hand, have
purchased side-door cars. In the

case of Birmingham, it was purely

a local cause, the need of providing

separate entrance and exits for

whites and negroes, that dictated the

choice. A double door was located

about one-third of the way from the

rear of a single-end car, the negroes

occupying the space to the rear and

the whites the forward portion of

the car. With the conductor sta-

tioned at this door, the arrangement
permits positive segregation of the

two races. Obviously, one-man oper-

ation of this car is not feasible.

These cars were described in Elec-

tric Railway Joiirnal for July 12,

1924.

In most of the other cities men-
tioned the intent was to speed up

the loading of the passengers, par-

ticularly at heavy terminals, by

utilizing the forward half of the car

as a loading platform, entrance be-

ing at the forward end and fares

being collected as the passengers

pa.ss the conductor, who is stationed

adjacent to the center side door.

These cars follow the general de-

-sign of the Peter Witt type orig-

inally used in Cleveland.

In Cleveland, Detroit and Phila-

delphia the cars of this general de-

sign are single end, having but two
doors, the one for loading at the

front and the middle door for exit.

Breaking into the side frame in-

creases the weight approximately

1,500 lb. on the single-end car, in

order to secure equivalent structural

strength, and naturally the trucks,

motors and accessories have to be

heavier, so that the equipped cars

average 3,000 lb. to 4,000 lb. heavier

than a double platform car of the

same dimensions. Single-end cars,

moreover, do not readily lend them-

selves to turn-back service, and of

course cannot be used on lines which
do not have loops. Despite these ob-

vious disadvantages, the manage-
ments in the cities mentioned believe

the speed in picking up extremely

heavy loads more than compensates

for the higher operating cost.

To put center doors on both sides

of a double-end car adds several

thousand pounds more to its weight,

but the Brooklyn management, hav-

ing in mind the capacity loads picked

up at the Manhattan terminals with

cars on very short headways, de-

cided in favor of such a design and
pronounces them highly satisfactory

for these conditions. It is admitted,

however, that the weight is exces-

sive compared to the recent cars

of other properties, and studies are

now being conducted to determine

how the weight can be reduced safely.

Changes planned seem to hold out

interesting possibilities. In the re-

arrangement of cables and in plat-

form or vestibule design, these

changes are revolutionary, but they

are not yet far enough advanced for

discussion.

Another advantage possessed by

center-exit cars is that with near-

side stops front entrance involves

less walking for the average passen-

ger who waits near the curb line

than if he must enter at the rear

40 to 50 ft. further from the street

corner. In Brooklyn, this has been

found to reduce the average time per

stop materially.

In Philadelphia, the P. R. T. Co.

has put in service a large number
of single-end cars of this design.

But the extra cost, weight and com-

plications involved in a double-end

center-exit car led the Philadelphia

management to install end doors

only on the cars it purchased for

routes without loop terminals. There

are many heavy loading points, par-

ticularly at rapid transit terminals,

but some of the heaviest loads are

from prepayment areas, and the col-

lection problem is therefore not so

acute as in Brooklyn.

The heaviest loading points on the

surface lines of the Boston Elevated

Railway are in the tunnels and rapid

transit terminals, which are prepay-

ment areas, and outside of these

points there seldom is a load at any
one stop that cannot be accommo-
dated on the platform. Moreover,
the construction of the rapid transit

terminals necessitated the use of

double-end cars. The solution,

therefore, was the end entrance and

exit double platform type, and an
unusually light car was designed,

its weight being approximately

31,000 lb. It is believed by the man-
eagment in Boston that the unbroken
aisle and floor of these new cars

gives to the passengers a more pleas-

ing effect of spaciousness than the

two compartment effect of their

older center-entrance cars, with a

well and fare box breaking the floor

line in the middle of the body.

There is no question but that the

side-exit two-man car can pick up
heavy terminal loads in a shorter

time than can a prepayment plat-

form car. In some places this ad-

vantage is worth paying for, but for

average conditions, even in most of

the larger cities, it is the writer's
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belief that the lighter weight end-

door design is more economical and
efficient.

Some novelties in design have

been introduced, notably the Minne-
apolis two-car permanently coupled

train, with the truck frame inside

the wheels, and using band brakes

and an 8-motor controller. This is

an extremly light-weight unit, and
good reports have been received of

its performance in service. But like

the articulated three-car train in De-
troit, another light-weight large

capacity unit, the data available do

not permit passing judgment as to

its suitability under general condi-

tions.

Nearly all recently built city cars

are being arranged for one-man

ion prevails as to entrance and ar-

rangement. The standard single-

truck Birney car uses a single front

platform door for exit and entrance.

Some operators have felt that a

double door at the front was neces-

sary, even at the expense of a

longer overhang of the platform and
poorer riding qualities. Modern
double-truck one-man cars are

nearly all equipped with the double

door to permit simultaneous ingress

and egress. On the Chicago Surface
Lines H. H. Adams has worked out

an arrangement by which the out-

going passenger opens and closes the

exit door automatically. In these

Chicago cars the exit door is on the

front platform, but in Washington,
D. C. the automatic treadle recently

in this respect. The individual car

dimensions and seating arrangement
conform closely to those of the ele-

vated cars, but by taking advantage

of low wheels and modern design

their weight is approximately

44,000 lb. per car as compared to

76,000 lb., a reduction of about 40

per cent. These cars were described

in the Aug. 23, 1924, issue of the

Electric Railway Journal. The
Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Cor-

poration is experimenting with
three-body articulated units for sub-

way service, to secure a reduction in

weight and simplification of appa-

ratus and wiring, and apparently

some gratifying results in both
directions have been secured.

In the interurban field, two dis-

The End-Entrance Car, Such as This One of the Boston Elevated Railway, Is Preferred by Many Operators

operation if desired, even those in

the largest cities. Philadelphia and
Boston are using extensively their

latest and largest capacity cars with

a single operator. When so oper-

ated, the side door or the rear door

normally remains closed. However,
in Boston, at rapid transit ter-

minals, both front and rear doors

are thrown open to facilitate the dis-

charge of passengers, and both are

again opened as the car stops at the

loading platform. The same system
prevails at some of the connection

points between surface and elevated

lines in Philadelphia. On cars go-

ing toward the elevated, fares are

collected as the passenger boards the

car; going from the elevated, the

passengers pay as they leave, and
en route only the forward door is

opened while operating with one
man. But at the heavy interchange

point both doors are opened for

quick unloading and reloading.

It is with strictly one-man cars

that the greatest difference of opin-

has been applied to the rear door,

passengers leaving at that end if

they so desire. The Dayton City

Railway has for several years suc-

cessfully operated double-truck one-

man cars with a rear exit controlled

by the motorman. More recently

Lexington and Knoxville have

bought single-truck de luxe one-man
cars using rear exits. Similar cars

are to be used in Zanesville.

In all these cases rear exits were

provided to relieve the congestion

that always exists at the front end

on heavy trips where the exit is

alongside the entrance. They seem
to serve their purpose admirably.

No accidents are reported and prac-

tically no attempts to board the car

through the rear door.

Even in the rapid transit field

there are evidences of a trend

toward the reduction of weight so

marked on surface lines. Boston has

recently built for use in the East
Boston tunnel trains of two, four

and six cars that are revolutionary

tinct trends have been apparent.

The first and most pronounced has
been in the direction of economy
and the second toward greater com-
fort. Railways operating long,

high-speed lines such as the Chi-

cago, North Shore & Milwaukee
Railroad, the Interstate Public Serv-
ice Company and the Pacific Elec-

tric Railway have devoted most of

their efforts to giving de luxe serv-

ice, the last word in speed and com-
fort, almost without regard to first

cost or operating expense.

But the vast majority of inter-

uban companies purchasing new cars

today have been confronted with so

great a reduction in earning power
that they have been compelled to

seek reduced operating costs as the
first consideration. On these roads
more revolutionary changes have
been made than can be shown even
in the urban field. Cars weighing
from 70,000 lb. to 80,000 lb. have
been replaced by ones weighing
from 26,000 to 34,000 lb., as was
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done by the Kentucky Traction &
Terminal Company, the Western

Ohio Kailway, the Cleveland, South-

western & Columbus Railway, and

several others in the Central states.

These new cars, operating on the

same schedule speeds as the older

type, show enormous reductions in

enei-gy consumption and in track

and equipment maintenance. Their

riding qualities at moderately high

speeds, about 40 m.p.h., are superior

to the cars they have displaced.

Many of these roads report a mate-

rial increase in passenger receipts

since placing the new cars in serv-

sengers. The majority of modern
cars use cross-seats in so far as prac-

ticable. Car riders certainly prefer

them. But, with very few excep-

tions, these seats are the most un-

comfortable things to sit on that the

passenger encounters during the

day. They are usually narrow and
almost uniformly hard. The fact

that the duration of the ride is com-
paratively short hardly reconciles the

passenger to an uncomfortable seat.

This phase of car design has not

been given the attention it deserves.

Automobiles, even the cheaper

varieties, have upholstery that gives

attention has been given by Ameri-

can designers is that of noise. A
steel body with a bow roof makes
an excellent drum, and noises com-

ing up from the truck echo and re-

echo inside. Something can be done

by means of headlinings, double

floors and inside sheathing to re-

duce the sound vibrations. A num-
ber of railways have made good
progress in this direction. The
Twin City Rapid Transit Company
has experimented extensively with

means to damp wheel vibrations by
wooden blocks on the web and by
the use of band brakes. The English

This Interurhan Car of the Illinois Traction System Shows the Modern Trend Toward
Light-Weight Construction for Operation at Moderate Speeds

ice and all report a decided improve-

ment in net earnings.

In all fields there has been a per-

sistent and successful attempt to re-

duce both investment and operating

charges by eliminating useless

weight ; to encourage riding by mak-
ing the cars attractive in appearance
and in seating arrangement, and
facilitating ingress and egress of

passengers. Splendid results have
been obtained.

Almost all operators are agreed
concerning the stimulating effect of

short headways and fast schedules
on the riding habit. Nearly all will

agree that comfort is highly desir-

able as an inducement to riding.

Double-truck cars, particularly those
with the modern low-wheel truck de-

signed for easy riding, ride well at

either high or low speeds and at-

tract favorable comment from pas-

real comfort to their users. On in-

terurhan cars the seat is wider, with

spring cushions and soft back, and

usually has an arm rest. But the

short rider in city street cars has

been denied this attractive feature.

However, a few installations of up-

holstered seats have recently been

made at Lexington, at Knoxville and

at Columbia, S. C. At all three

places, single-truck cars were pre-

ferred by the operators as being best

suited to their traffic conditions, but

heavily upholstered cushioned seats

were used, of greater width and with

more knee room than on the stand-

ard safety car. Headways were im-

proved only slightly, but riding in-

creased very materially, due mainly,

the operators believe, to the comfort
and luxurious appearance of the

cars.

Another question to which little

and the French have gone still fur-

ther by reducing unsprung weight

to a minimum, and have developed

rail cars with automotive type drive,

suspending the motors on the body

instead of the axle. They claim that

this not only reduces the noise but

makes a better installation. This

holds out some interesting possibili-

ties. With a worm drive, for in-

stance, gear noises would completely

disappear; a greater gear reduction

could be secured, permitting higher

armature speeds and smaller and
lighter motors, and the bodies could

be brought still closer to the ground,

again reducing step heights. There
is no apparent reason why 22-in. or
even ZO-in. wheels could not be used.

Such a development may seem at the

moment a too radical departure from
establi.«hed practice, but after all,.

that is often the way of progress.
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Bus Operation
By CHARLES E. THOMPSON

Assistant to the President Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee Railroad

A field of usefulness exists for the bus, although it

will not supplant the electric railway. By co-ordinat-

ing its operation with existing facilities, transportation

service can be improved. Immediate profits should

not be expected. Bus rates must be higher than rail

rates. Special. trips are good advertising.

HISTORY has a habit of re-

peating itself. A quarter

of a century ago the elec-

tric railway was the popu-
lar craze. Today it is the motor
vehicle. To visualize properly the

relative positions now occupied by
the bus and the railway it is neces-

sary to go back in one's mind to the

early days of the industry.

At that time there was a strong

popular demand for urban, suburban
and interurban electric transporta-

tion. Steam railroads looked with
disfavor on the new mode of trans-

port, much as some electric railway

operators today look on the auto-

mobile and the motor coach. The
talk then was of the "electric age"
and enthusiasts predicted the end of

the steam railroad. While the en-

thusiasm lasted many electric lines

were projected into territory where
sound business judgment might have

foreseen that they would prove un-

profitable. Some of these lines have

been abandoned in the last few years,

partly due to the advent and compe-
tition of the automobile, but largely

due to the lack of foresight of their

promoters.

Did the electric railway prove a

serious competitor of the steam rail-

road after its novelty wore oflf? Was
there any real cause for alarm on the

part of the steam railroads? Ex-
perience has shown that there was
not. The electric railway was able

to operate more economically than

the steam road and consequently to

establish lower rates of fare. Un-
doubtedly, some short-haul business

was taken from the steam roads, but

it was business that was largely un-

profitable. It was not the lower fare

of the electric lines that established

their popularity with the public so

much as it was their ability to ren-

der a service that the steam roads

were incapable of giving, and they

prospered accordingly. They oper-

ated on shorter headways, they

opened up territory inaccessible to

the steam railroads, they stimulated

the riding habit because of the

greater convenience afforded and
they eventually became valuable al-

lies of the larger carriers.

With the advent of the motor vehi-

cle a few years ago, railways fell

somewhat into disrepute and many
operators became greatly alarmed
when they saw the automobile, the

jitney and the motor truck cut into

their revenues. But the popularity

of the automobile and the motor
coach was inevitable. The public

always likes something new. The
automobile was not only new, it was
also convenient and it supplied a new
kind of service. The public demands
service and the use of the gasoline-

driven vehicle has grown in favor.

The situation was somewhat dis-

heartening to the electric railway

operator. He saw earnings steadily

falling off while operating expenses

were mounting higher and higher.

In many cases he attributed his

troubles solely to the rubber craze

and looked upon the motor vehicle as

a menace which should be fought.

He failed to recognize the motor
vehicle as a factor in transportation

which might be turned to the ad-

vantage of the electric railway.

In the early experience of the elec-

tric railway and the opposition of

the steam railroads there is a lesson

that can be applied to the present

situation. The rubber craze of today
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General Pershing en Route from h'vanston to Rockford via Bus of the North Shore Line
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Pay-as-Ycm-Enter Type Bus Used in City Service

is much like the electric craze of

twenty-five or thirty years ago. Ulti-

mately the outcome will be the same
Where there is a real need for elec-

tric railways they are in favor today.

They have gone through the storm
and the stress of war and post-war
periods and are giving more service

and carrying more passengers than

at any other time in their history.

Where there is no real need for

them and where the service they per-

formed can be rendered more eco-

nomically by the bus they are being
forced to the wall.

What is the lesson to be drawn?
It is that the motor vehicle has its

place in the transportation field and
that its place must be recognized by
the electric railway. Instead of be-

ing looked upon as an undesirable
competitor, it must be regarded as

a valuable ally and its use adapted to

meet the peculiar needs of the com-
munities to be served.

When the place of the motor vehi-

cle is better understood it will be
fitted into its proper niche in our
scheme of transportation, always
keeping uppermost in mind the
thought of service to the public.

Local transportation is a natural
monopoly and should be treated as

such. The operators of electric rail-

ways who have made transportation
their life work are the men best
Qualified to operate bus service. If

the goal to be attained is the greatest
measure of service that can be given
at the lowest possible cost, it follows
that all local transportation agencies
should be under a unified manage-
ment, each agency performing the
service for which it is best fitted.

If the experience of the last few
years proves anything it proves that
no other knowm transportation
agency can take the place of the elec-

tric railway. Those who talk of the
electric railway being obsolete do not
know much about the transporta-
tion business. They are in the class

with those who saw the electric rail-

way supplant the steam railroad

thirty years ago. In many of our

large cities automobile congestion

has grown to be the most serious of

all civic problems and in the same
cities the electric railways are carry-

ing more passengers than ever be-

fore. It is absurd to talk of the bus

supplanting the electric railway.

But it is equally absurd to say

that the rubber craze will soon run

its course. The automobile and the

bus are here to stay. It is true that

in many of our large cities automo-

bile congestion has grown to such an
extent that it has forced thousands

back to the trolley as being much
more economical of time and money,

but that is not an argument against

the bus. On the contrary, it is an

argument in favor of unification and

co-ordination of all transportation

agencies.

In the smaller cities it may be that

the bus can take the place of the elec-

tric railway. In such cases probably

it will be found that the electric line

has been subjected to unusual bur-

dens in the way of taxes, street pav-

ing, etc., and that the traffic does not

warrant the rebuilding of tracks and
renewal of equipment to give the

public the character of service it de-

mands. In other cases it may be

found that the bus can be used in

conjunction with existing electric

lines in serving outlying sections

where the population is not sufficient

to support the railway investment.

In the larger cities the bus can be

used to provide crosstown service

and as feeders to the electric lines in

outlying sections. Usually the street-

car lines radiate from a central busi-

ness district in such a way that a

person wishing to travel from one

outlying section to another outlying

section must go by a circuitous route

through the business district. Where
good cross-town service is supplied

the time required to make such a trip

is materially reduced. In cases

where such traffic will not support a

rail line it may be sufficient to sup-

port a bus line. The bus can be used

to advantage to augment rush hour

service and because of its mobility it

can be operated on boulevards where
there are no railway lines. In large

cities there are residential sections

in which railway lines are not desired

and the motor coach offers a con-

venient mode of transportation to

the residents in such localities.

The bus has the greatest field of

usefulness in cities of more than

250,000 population. Local transpor-

tation in these cities may consist of

only street railways, or it may in-

clude surface, subway and elevated

lines, but in all cases the bus can be

used to advantage to supplement

such service. It can be used on cross-

town or feeder lines in outlying sec-

tions, as a temporary extension to an

existing line until the territory is de-

veloped sufficiently to support a rail-

way line or in boulevard service for

those who live at some distance from

existing facilities. It can be used to

supply an express service for long-

distance riders while the railway

furnishes the local transportation.

This would improve the service for

the long-distance rider and make
more seats available in the rush

hours for the short-haul passenger.

It is evident, however, that in

order to utilize the bus to the fullest

possible extent its operation must be

controlled by the electric railway. It

must be made an adjunct to existing

railways and all surface, subway and
elevated lines be unified so that com-

petition and needless duplication of

service can be eliminated. Operat-

ing expenses can then be reduced and

the public given the benefit of a

properly co-ordinated service at a

minimum cost.

The North Shore Line, for example,

has not been troubled with jitney or

bus competition. When the jitney

appeared as a possible competitor to

the street car in the city of Waukegan
one-man safety cars were installed,

headways reduced and service greatly

improved. The jitney was unable to

offer any serious competition and in

a few weeks it died a natural death.

Six motor coach lines have been

established during the past two years

by this company in order that its

territory might be adequately pro-

vided with transportation and new
territory made tributary to the rail-

road. Of the six interurban bus lines

now being operated, three are
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strictly feeder lines serving terri-

tory not previously served. These
lines operate from Kenosha, Wis., to

Lake Geneva, Wis., 32.5 miles; from
Waukegan, 111., to Antioch, 111., 20

miles, and from Waukegan, 111., to

McHenry, 111., 25 miles. The others

are parallel to the railroad and are in

a measure at least in competition

with the rail service, although in each

case they are to some extent feeders

to the railroad. These lines run
from Kenosha, Wis., to Waukegan,
111., 19 miles; from Waukegan, 111.,

to Highland Park, 111., 14 miles, and
from Highland Park, 111., to Wil-

mette. 111., 14 miles.

In addition to the interurban lines

the company operates urban bus

service in the city of Waukegan,
covering parts of the city not ade-

quately served by street car lines. It

is planned soon to operate other

lines, both urban and interurban.

Our bus service to date has not

been profitable from a strictly op-

erating standpoint, but immediate
financial returns should not be ex-

pected. It takes time to put any
kind of business on a profitable

basis. Those of our lines which
have been in operation for about

two years are now -self-supporting.

The others are showing good in-

creases in traffic and will, no doubt,

at least pay operating expenses

within a reasonable time.

In the early days of electric rail-

roading very little attention was
paid to the cost of operation. It was
assumed that railways could be op-

erated more cheaply than steam
roads, and therefore rates of fare

were established on a basis much
lower than those in effect on the

steam railroads. Experience proved,

however, that the assumption was
not correct and the fares on electric

interurban railways are now almost

on a par with those charged by the

steam roads. We should profit by
the experience of the past. If we
do we will know what it actually

costs to operate a motor vehicle and
what rates of fare will produce suffi-

cient revenue to pay the cost of op-

eration, provide for the replacement
of the equipment at the end of its

service life and provide a fair return

upon the investment.

It is difficult to give operating sta-

tistics that will be of value without
a lengthy discussion of details.

However, it may be profitable to

give a summary of operating costs

based on actual experience and cer-

tain assumptions which may be

Touring Party on a Seven-Day Bus Trip Through the "Land a' Lakes"

modified to conform to conditions on
other properties. For a bus in inter-

urban service with seating capacity

of 25 to 30, equipped with six 36-in.

x 6-in. pneumatic tires, costing

$8,000, and run 50,000 miles per an-

num by operators receiving 60 cents

per hour, the cost will be approxi-

mately as shown in the table.

Cost per
Bus-

Items: Mile
Way and structures:

Maintenance, garage and station buildiiiKs. . . $ 006
Equipment:

Inspection, repairs, painting and
miscellaneous garage expenses.. . $0,053

Tire renewals 019
Depreciation 032

.104
Power:

Ga.soIine 026
Battery repairs and renewals 003

.029
Conducting transportation:

Superintendence 005
Wages of operators 059
Lubrication 004
Washing and cleaning 006
Heating, lighting and miscellaneous

station and garage expenses 018
.092

Traffic:
Advertising and solicitation 007

General and miscellaneous:
Salaries of officers, clerks and general

office expenses 008
Injuries and damages 003

Taxes and insurance 038
Other general 002 .051

Total operating expenses $0. 289

Return on investment in equipment, garage
buildings and tools and station buildings

and equipment 021

$0,310

From these figures it is plain

that under the conditions outlined a

revenue of 31 cents per mile is neces-

sary to pay operating expenses and

a fair return upon the investment.

What rate of fare will produce that

revenue? That depends entirely

upon the population and other local

conditions surrounding the operation.

Our experience indicates that bus

rates should be higher than rail

rates, particularly on those lines ex-

tending into territory where the

population is not large. On such

lines we are charging 4 cents per

mile for cash fares, 3.6 cents per

mile for one-way tickets, 3 cents per

mile for 25-ride tickets and 2 cents

for 50-ride individual monthly

tickets. On the Kenosha-Waukegan
line, which is competitive with our

rail line, we charge the same rate

and tickets are good either on the

trains or the buses. This line is

handling in excess of 400,000 passen-

yers per annum, and a large portion

is new business, created by the

service. On all our lines the mini-

mum fare is 10 cents.

To my mind the most important

reason for bus operation by electric

railways is the matter of public rela-

tions. There are, no doubt, many
cases in which it might be argued

that the railway company would lose

as much from its motor operation as

it would from the competition of an

independent operator. While this

may be so, there is much to be

gained by furnishing all the trans-

portation needed in the community.
Public good will is an intangible

asset, but there is no other factor

which so vitally affects the income

account and the balance sheet of a

public utility corporation. An elec-

tric railway can well afford to add
something to its investment and even

stand a substantial loss in bus oper-

ation if by so doing it can show the

public a desire to serve.

In addition to the regular service

operated on schedule over definite

routes, we have found many other

uses for the motor coach. We handle

many special parties for lodges, Sun-

day schools, clubs, etc., whose mem-
bers wish to have a picnic or attend

a meeting at some point not served

directly by rail lines. Real estate

firms charter our motor coaches to

show their salesmen the properties

they have for sale and also arrange
special service for prospective pur-

chasers. We operate tours to points

of interest in the Wisconsin "Land
o' Lakes," some one-day tours,

others of seven days or less, the rate

including transportation, meals.
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hotel accommodations and entertain-

ment features. An accompanying
illustration shows one such party on

a seven-day tour. Trips for special

parties have been made also to Wash-
ington, D. C. ; New York, Boston and

other Eastern points. The luxurious

coaches which are used for these

tours attract a great deal of atten-

tion and are an excellent medium
for advertising our railroad.

Among our fleet of forty-odd cars

are two "parlor car" buses, which

are used for special occasions. Re-

cently General Pershing desired to

go from the home of General Dawes
in Evanston to Camp Grant, near

Rockford. The most direct route is

via highway. A North Shore "parlor

car" made the trip of 102 miles in

three hours. After inspection of the

camp General Pershing and his party

were taken to Aurora, where they

boarded their train for the West.

Before his departure the general de-

clared, "That was the finest trip I've

ever taken in a motor car."

Like the many interurban rail-

ways which never should have been

built and never had a chance of

financial success, many motor bus
routes have been, and will continue

to be, established in territory where
there is no possible chance of finan-

cial success. In some cases actual

experience will have to determine

whether or not a line can be made to

pay. In others a survey in advance

will indicate whether or not the line

should be established. The first es-

sential to successful bus operation

is a paved highway; the second is

sufficient population to support the

service. One test that may be ap-

plied is to calculate the traffic from
the population of the smaller ter-

minus and of the intermediate ter-

ritory, assuming that this population

will provide fifteen rides per capita

per annum. If that number will sup-

port the proposed service, the line

will probably be successful.

The industry can do much to

modernize local transportation by
using the motor coach to supplement

rail service. We should not wait until

forced by competition to enter the

field of automobile transportation.

We should know the local trans-

portation needs and supply those

needs by the best possible methods
whether that be by electric cars,

motor coaches or airplane.

Three of the Newest Developments

in Bus Design

This Model Vehicle Has a Wheelbase of 230J In. and Provides
Seats for 29 Passengers

1
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In the Large Cities Double-Deck Buses Have a Wide Field of Usefulness

The Six-Wheel Coach Is One of the Recent Developments in Bus Transportation
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Line Construction
By H. M. GOULD

Assistant General Manager Department of Street Railways. City ol Detroit

Abnormal wear on trolley wire at suspension ears

and failure of strain and line insulators and malleable

fitting's are among weaknesses of present suspension.

Scientific study should be made to correct these defects.

A.E.R.E.A. standard fittings should be used wherever

possible. Much trouble with the overhead can be

eliminated by using more ears in its erection.

WITH continually increas-

ing competition from
gasoline-propelled vehi-

cles, together with high
operating expenses, the street rail-

way engineer must scrutinize his

maintenance costs very carefully in

order to maintain his equipment in

the most efficient and economical

condition. As the overhead equip-

ment constitutes one of the major
items of maintenance, it can well be

investigated to determine its weak-
nesses and what should be done to

remedy its defects.

Probably the greatest fault of the

present-day overhead trolley con-

struction is the abnormal wear of the

trolley wire under the suspension

ears. Every electric railway engi-

neer is familiar with this effect and
each one has some opinion as to the

cause. However, while numerous
disconnected experiments are being
carried on by various railways in

an attempt to alleviate this condition,

up to the present time no scientific

study has been made of this matter
to determine accurately the action

which causes this abnormal wear and
what changes should be made in the

overhead fittings to secure perma-
nent relief from the trouble. The
particular problem in this case is to

determine the mechanics of the oper-

ation that takes place at the ear.

The rotating wheel moves ahead and
pushes upward against the trolley

wire, which in turn is bein? forced

down due to its weight. Thus the

ear forms an obstruction to the for-

ward motion of the trolley wheel.

Numerous types of ears and hangers

have been tried out, but none of them
seems to have given Tiniversal satis-

faction.

There are other weaknesses in the

present overhead suspension. One is

the use of wood strain insulators,

which are unable to withstand the

shocks caused by dewired trolley

poles, with the result that the over-

head is torn down. Another diffi-

culty is that the usual malleable iron

fittings will not stand shocks without

breaking.

To overcome some of these weak-

nesses the Department of Street Rail-

ways has been experimenting with

spring hangers, several types of ears,

and the use of porcelain strain insula-

tors. These devices make it possible

so to install the overhead that even

if an insulator should become broken

the span or guy wires are inter-

locked in such a manner that it is

impossible for the overhead to be

torn down due to failure of the in-

sulator.

The trend of present-day line

material design is toward that which

has better wearing qualities, is

lighter in weight but with the re-

quired strength, and which will

stand without failure the strains

and shocks of railway service.

Among the conspicuous examples of

this trend is the use of drop forged

steel fittings in place of malleable

iron, the use of porcelain strain in-

sulators to replace wood strains and

the elimination of bronze frogs and
crossings. The value of straight-

line hangers is questionable. The

dielectric strength of the insulation

is not uniform, and its character is

such that in many cases it softens

sufficiently under ordinary summer
air temperatures to release the stud

bolts holding the ears.

There is no reason why a simple

device such as a flat piece of steel

cannot be used for holding up the

trolley wire when a sufficient num-
ber of porcelain strain insulators are

inserted in the span wires. The
Department of Street Railways is

at the present time trying out this

scheme on a line which is equipped
for test purposes with practically all

the well known kinds of line fittings.

Drop-Forged Fittings

Are Lighter and Stronger

Drop-forged line material fittings

have been found much superior to

malleable iron fittings in that they

can be made very much lighter in

weight and still have the same
strength. They will not break under
shock. When they are produced in

reasonably large quantities they can
be manufactured much cheaper than
malleable fittings and in general they

have a much better appearance.

At the present time there are too

many different types of frogs, cross-

ings and section insulators, so that

every railway must carry a large

stock of this class of material both

in the storerooms and on the line

trucks. In consequence the members
of a line crew usually will find that

on some particular job they do not
have the proper piece of material

with them. Then they must send the

truck back to the storeroom, with
resulting loss of time of the work-
men and oftentimes a serious delay

to service if it happens to be an
emergency case. This procedure is

similar to the old "plumber's trick."

The Department of Street Rail-

ways has assisted in the develop-

ment of the Slaymaker universal

frog, which, while rather crude at

the present time, has been giving

satisfactory service. When this de-

vice is fully developed it will tend to

solve the problem of providing frogs

for more than one angle in a single
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fitting. This is also true of the

Slaymaker universal crossing which
is now being developed.

Although catenary overhead has a
promising future for interurban

service, it is unlikely that it will be
used to any great extent in city con-

struction. This is because it re-

quires heavier supporting structures

and side guys where poles are used.

There also is a considerable amount
of overhead wire. With the munici-

pal authorities constantly ordering
overhead wires placed underground,
it is doubtful if the installation of

catenary construction would be con-

sidered favorably by them.

Keep Overhead Inconspicuous

In this matter it behooves the rail-

way engineer to use every means to

keep the overhead as inconspicuous
as possible in order to minimize com-
plaints from the public. This is one
of the reasons why the Department
of Street Railways paints all poles,

crossarms and galvanized material,
such as crossarm braces, before in-

stallation, so as to make them as
inconspicuous as possible.

At the present time the wood pole
is commonly accepted as being the
most economical supporting struc-
ture, but with the growing scarcity
of suitable timber it soon will be
replaced by concrete poles, which
even now have many advantages.
They are uniform in dimensions and
can be made of pleasing appearance
and in any desired color. When
these poles are properly designed and
manufactured they have all the ad-
vantages of strength of steel poles,
and with the added factor that the
maintenance should be negligible.

The use of building attachments
in the congested districts reduces
maintenance costs to a minimum, and
improves appearance of the street.

There is no need for using larger
than No. 00 trolley wire for city
service since the trolley wire should
be considered only as a part of the
collecting device and not depended
upon as a feeder to carry for con-
siderable distances the large currents
demanded in such service. The use
of alloy wire in the heavy traffic
districts has proved to be very eco-
nomical. However, recent experi-
ments made by the Department of
Street Railways with copper trolley
wire lead to the belief that this wire
can be made so as to compare favor-
ably as to wear with the alloy wires.

The standardization of material
and equipment which has been the

salvation of many other lines of

business seems to have been dis-

regarded by the electric railway in-

dustry. This is borne out by the

general disregard of the American
Electric Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation specifications by both manu-
facturers and railway men. The new
A.E.R.E.A. Manual just out should

help to correct this condition, but

only if every one concerned has a copy

and uses it at every possible oppor-

tunity. When specifications are

drawn up by the various companies
for railway material, references

should be made to the corresponding

specification in the manual. For
example, this has been done by the

Department of Street Railways in a

new specification just issued for

cedar ties. The paragraph covering

this reads as follows: "Reference is

made to the American Electric Rail-

way Engineering Association specifi-

cation No. W 113-23 as given in the

Engineering Manual, issue of 1924,

pages 863 and 864."

Use Greater Care in Erection

It has been found that a great deal

of the trouble with overhead equip-

ment can be eliminated by using
more care in its erection. The use
of a dynamometer in stringing trol-

ley wire and span wire makes guess-

work unnecessary and also eliminates

the possibility of exceeding the elas-

tic limit of the wire and thereby
producing an excessive sag. This is

not only unsightly but crystallization

results, finally causing breaks at the
points of suspension. There is no
reason why a lineman should con-

sider himself superior to a dyna-
mometer in determining the proper
stress in the trolley wire or better

than a plumb line in obtaining the

proper alignment of the wire.

By paying more attention to the

proper guying and anchoring of trol-

ley wire there is less danger of the
wire being torn down. This trouble

is not only costly but causes unwar-
ranted delays. There is also less

wear on the trolley wire with correct

guying, because it is less likely to

get out of alignment.

For city work the medium sized

wheel with the graphite bushing
gives the best efficiency. The use of

a small wheel means a high rotating

speed with the result that the wheel
has a tendency to slide, rather than
to turn. On the other hand using
a big wheel means added weight on

the trolley pole. This necessitates

increased pole tension, and results

in greater damage when trolleys are

dewired. The use of graphite bush-

ings provides suitable lubrication

during the life of the trolley wheel

and overcomes the defects caused

by the neglect of periodic lubrica-

tion where wheels of the oiling type

are used.

Relative Wear of Contact

Devices a Problem
A detailed investigation should be

made of the operation of trolley

shoes both on high and on low-speed

sections, and also on sections where

wheels and shoes are both operated.

This is desirable in order to deter-

mine the relative wear on the trolley

wire with the different types of con-

tact devices. Up to the present time

too many opinions have been offered

in this matter without enough actual

tests to substantiate them. This was

very forcibly brought to the atten-

tion of the Department of Street

Railways during the arbitration pro-

ceedings with the Detroit United

Lines in the matter of interurban

rental, when the city attempted to

fix an amount to cover damage
caused by the Detroit United Lines

operating interurban cars equipped

with shoes over the city tracks. It

was found that no reliable informa-

tion was available on this matter. Con-

sequently it was necessary for the

Department of Street Railways to

make tests consisting of micrometer

readings on the trolley wire and also

wipings made by means of a clean

cloth which was applied to the trolley

wire at various places. The amount
of copper dust remaining on the cloth

served as an indication of the rela-

tive wear caused by shoes, wheels

and both shoes and wheels operating

on the same section.

The entrance of the trackless trol-

ley into the transportation field has

not introduced any new known prob-

lems in the construction of overhead

or equipment. However, there im-

mediately arises the question of the

cost of operation of the trackless

trolley as compared with that of

gasoline-propelled vehicles. Unfor-

tunately, figures which are available

are largely guesswork. They may
be so interpreted as to appear favor-

able or unfavorable to the trackless

trolley depending upon the whim of

the individual who is analyzing them.

The remedy for this is the adoption

of a uniform system of accounts for

bus operation by the company which

contemplates the operation of a

trackless trolley system.
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Power Facilities
By CHARLES H. JONES

Electrical Engineer Chicago Rapid Transit Company

The power requirements of the electric railway now
form a comparatively small part of the total demand in

the average community. This favors the purchase of

power from the central station, but the correct power

contract is important to protect the railway. Outstand-

ing developments in power distribution are the auto-

matic substation and supervisory control.

WITH the extensive use of

electricity for industrial

work that has taken place

during recent years, com-
bined with economies by the railways

generally in the use of power, the

railway load in the average commu-
nity is now only a small part of the

total. This is quite a contrast with
the early days of the electric rail-

way, when the power required by it

was a large proportion of the total

used in the community. As few
power companies were able to supply
this demand the railways were
forced to undertake generation for

themselves. Today power companies
have grown to such a size that they
are able to handle any business
offered to them. The accompanying
diagram shows the total output of
power companies in a large indus-

trial area where they also supply all

power for railway purposes. It in-

dicates that the industrial power
business is growing a great deal

faster than the railway load.

Increased use of electricity in all

lines of industry has greatly diver-

sified the load, with improved load

factors at the generating plants.

This greater use of the equipment
spreads the investment charges over
a greater kilowatt-hour output and
reduces the cost.

As a result of the rapid growth of

the power business, numerous im-
provements have been made in gen-
erating, transforming and distribut-

ing equipment, making possible a
reduction in the cost of energy
despite increases in the cost of labor

and materials. To take advantage
of all the improvements being made
in apparatus, it frequently is neces-

sary for a generating company to

purchase additional equipment of the

latest and most efficient type. This

can be utilized to the best advantage

in base load plants, retiring the less

efficient equipment to peak-load serv-

ice only.

With the development of high-

tension transmission it has become
possible to tie together large power
plants located adjacent to centers of

population and industry, permitting

a better use of plant capacity. Re-

liability is thereby increased and

new business can be taken on that

could not be carried economically at

the lower transmission voltages.
This has resulted in large efficient

generating stations at points where
the density of the local load would

not justify their erection. All of

these factors have kept the cost of

power down to a minimum, making
it desirable for every user in a com-

munity to patronize the company
which specializes in production and
distribution of energy rather than

to make it a side line to his own
business.

Railway Power Plant

a Side Line

The cost of energy is the second

largest item of operating expense on

a railway system. Any saving that

can be made will materially affect

the welfare of the property. In

order to see clearly why a railway

cannot avail itself of central station

economies in its own plant, it is

necessary to analyze the power re-

quirements. The railway load factor

depends on the class of business

handled, being about 35 per cent on

a property having a heavy rush-hour

service, and running as high as 55

per cent where there is little service

above the average at any time of

day. On interurban lines where
freight is handled at night there is

a possibility of raising the load

factor somewhat above 55 per cent.

Since this is the only railway load

there is no way of improving the

plant load factor for a railway gen-

erating station and thereby reducing

the cost of energy. The annual in-

crement of increase in load depends

on the increase in service on the

line. As a general thing, these in-

crements will amount to only about

5 per cent. Increase in the amount
of equipment in the plant will be

slow, making it impossible to take

advantage of more efficient machines

as soon as they are put on the

market by the manufacturer.

Due to the rapidity of improve-

ment in equipment, obsolesence

rather than wear has been the de-

termining factor in discarding ap-

paratus, thus requiring a high rate

of depreciation to provide for re-

placement. In general this has been

lost sight of by railway companies,

and replacement funds are not avail-

able to provide the more efficient

equipment.

The size of units in a plant must
be kept down to the point where a
minimum of spare capacity will be

tied up to provide a reserve against

the breakdown of a unit in the sta-

tion. As higher efficiency is obtained

in the large units, it is impracticable

for the average railway to use the

most efficient machines.

The operation of a power house
is a side line to the railway business

and generally the management is

loath to make the necessary appro-

priations for scientific operation of

the plant. The total payroll rather

than the cost per kilowatt-hour is

looked upon as the measure of energy
cost and, since the plant is com-
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paratively small, it is not feasible to

hire the specialized talent required

for the best operation. Frequently

one man must do all the general

supervision and engineering, and in

these times no one individual can

hope to master all the details of best

operation of a power system.

Wherever a power plant is oper-

ated by the railway, it is a source

of considerable worry to the execu-

tive. Its of)€ration is foreign to his

regular line of business. In times

of stress, when all of his energy
should be given to transportation

problems, his mind will be troubled

by power worries. New capital is

continually required for the produc-

tive end of the transportation busi-

ness, and usually more is needed

than can be obtained. If there is a

shortage of available money the

power house expenditures usually

are deferred until the time comes
-when they must be made in order to

continue operation. This practice

results in a further reduction in the

efficiency of the plant. When the

financing of these requirements can

be passed on to a company whose
prime business is furnishing power,

just so much more capital is rendered

available for the primary end of the

railway business.

The Effect of New
Developments

Within the past few years con-

siderable improvement has been
made in rotary converters, with re-

sulting reduction in size and in-

creased commutating capacity. De-
velopments in design have brought
the 60-cycle rotary converter to the

point where general use can be made
of it for railway work. This has
been a big step toward encouraging
the railways to buy power, as the

large developments in the general

power field have been made at a

frequency of 60 cycles. Hence, in

order for the railway to enjoy the

reduction in cost, the 60-cycle fre-

quency has had to be adopted, unless

the power company was maintaining
a 25-cycle system.

From the foregoing, it is apparent
that in considering a new undertak-
ing there is no good reason why a

railway should go into the power
generating business. Even where a

company is operating a modern
power house the substitution of pur-

chased power is well worth investi-

gating, as under such conditions a
favorable contract with the power
company is possible on the basis that

economy of operation can be im-

proved in conjunction with the gen-

eral power business, when the plant

is handled by specialized talent.

Appreciation of Problem
Leads to Satisfactory Contract

Power companies and railways are

both public utilities, and as such

must give service as demanded. In

this respect the two are on common
ground, and therefore, the railway is

in a position entirely different from
that of the average industrial cus-

tomer of the power company, and
must be considered from a different

point of view when a contract is

framed. In negotiating a power
contract a number of things must
be taken into consideration by both

parties if the best results are to be

obtained. The power company should

study the railway company's problem
and understand its requirements in

rendering service to the traveling

public, especially under adverse and
unlooked for conditions. The rail-

way should realize that the power
company is not an unfailing source of

supply or an unlimited reservoir of

power.

While the railway load may be

very sizable, the rate must be such

that the power company will make
a reasonable profit on the business.

The period to be covered by the con-

tract should be made as long as pos-

sible. If provisions are made for a

variation in price of coal and labor,

for readjustment of basic rates when
conditions warrant, and for a lower

rate to the railway when any other

consumer in the same class is given

a rate reduction, terms of less than

10 years should not be considered.

The contract also should provide for

automatic lengthening of the period

in ease additional power demands
ore made during the latter years of

the term.

The method of determining maxi-

mum demand is important, as it

will affect vitally the cost of energy

to the railway company. An incen-

tive should be offered to maintain it

as low as possible, so that this will

keep down to a minimum the power
company's investment for the serv-

ice. The general method has been to

use the average of several one-hour

peaks on consecutive days, but there

seems to be a tendency to change to

the average of several one-hour

peaks on scattered days. This latter

practice is unfair to the railway.

Conditions beyond the railway's con-

trol occasionally cause excessive in-

dividual hour loads. When the power
company has the capacity available

the railway should not be penalized

by being prevented from readjusting

its service on the following day to-

compensate for the abnormally high

hour. Occasionally there is a desire

on the part of the power company
to base the maximum demand on
periods of less than one hour. This

puts a heavy burden on the railway

and discourages the buying of power
as the momentary peaks are largely

governed by conditions of street

traffic and congestion.

Synchronous converters inherently

have good power factor when the

supply voltage is reasonably well reg-

ulated and when they are properly

operated. This condition is favor-

able to the power company and it

should be considered in the negotia-

tions. Since high-tension lines are

rarely provided with automatic reg-

ulation, and it is an unwarranted
expense, the contract should not

carry any penalty for failure to

maintain a specific power factor un-

less at the same time it compensates

the railway for giving a better

power factor than that guaranteed

in the contract.

Providing for Increases

in Load
Provision should be made in the

contract so that the increments of

load increase to carry additional

service will be provided for by the

power company. This should be

done without requiring the railway

to make written requests for such

increases, if these are made on

available sources of supply. These
increases will probably never amount
to more than 10 per cent, although

20 per cent increases should be han-

dled without previous official notice.

When new points of supply are re-

quired, written application should be

made a sufficient time in advance of

the actual need to give the power
company opportunity to make the

necessary additions to its system to

care for the changes.

Demands once established by
written application should stand

during the life of the contract. Pro-

vision should be made so that the

demands established by the natural

increments of load increases could

be dropped after carrying them for

one year, the amount of decrease not

to be greater than 10 per cent of the

previous year's demand. The rail-

way will run into unlooked-for loads

due to things beyond its control.
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such as extremely cold weather for

a few days in the winter. Some
provision should be made for supply-

ing these abnormal peak demands
by utilizing some of the reserve ca-

pacity which the power company
must of necessity have on its sys-

tem. If this capacity is available,

power should be furnished without
any obligation on the part of the

power company to supply this addi-

tional demand. The railway should

pay for these peaks on some emer-
gency basis, and should not be

penalized on its demand for a year
or more. Such an arrangement will

be mutually beneficial to the power
and railway companies and will en-

courage the railway to give addi-

tional load to the power company.
The substitution of electric heat for

coal heating, while desirable, is some-
times almost prohibitive on account
of peak loads produced by it on a

few cold days in the winter.

The railway load probably will be

large compared with those of most
of the power company's customers.

The basic rates for demand and
energy will have to be the same as

those given to large industrial cus-

tomers. Provision, however, should

be made for reducing these as the

demand and energy use go up, partic-

ularly as the railway load will be
diversified from the general indus-

trial load. Furthermore, the railway

business is very stable and is not

subject to the general industrial

fluctuations. While its revenue may
fall off in times of depression, its

car mileage cannot be cut in propor-

tion to the reduction in riding when
business conditions are poor.

Conversion—by Railway
or by Power Company

The railway system requires elec-

trical energy in a form not used in

general industrial work. For this

reason the basic costs will have to

be referred to that of alternating

current. Whether the power com-
pany or the railway does the con-
verting to direct current is an open
question that may be handled either

way, and there is much to be said
on both sides of the question. If

this service is to be performed
by the power company it should
be covered by an agreement sup-
plemental to the general power con-
tract. Conversion for city lines

and for interurbans presents dif-

ferent problems, and each will be
•discussed.

In a city the power company must

maintain high-tension distribution

lines for its own substations. Hence
the high-tension cable system for
railway substations should belong to

the power company. It would be an
economic mistake to build a duplicate

system, thereby losing the advantage
of the diversity which results from
interconnection. The maintenance of
a high-tension cable system is a
highly specialized job, and the power
company, with its technical organiza-

tion, is in a better position to do the

ing in operation due to absorbing
the cost of the general supervision
by the power company's organization

at little or no additional expense. On
the other hand, the railway will have
to pay the power company some
profit for the service. The power
company will generally insist upon
a more elaborate building than the

railway actually needs as the former
uses its substations to some extent

for advertising purposes.

The substation question is closely

Development of Rotary Converters in the Past Twenty Years Is Indicated
by the Three Machines in This Station

This shows the tendency toward smaller, foreground is a modern 1.000-kw. unit. The
more compact units. In the background is machine in the center Is a 300-kw. machine
a 500-kw. unit 10 years old, while in the 20 years old.

work than is a transportation com-
pany.

On interurban systems the trans-

mission line connecting substations

will probably be on the railway

right-of-way. This line is likely to

be isolated from the main power
transmission system and of little

use to the power company. In this

ca.«e it will be better to have the

railway own its transmission line,

with provisions for joint use should

it become desirable.

Substation ownership is an open

question in city work, even more so

than before the days of automatic

stations, for then some saving in

operation could be effected by com-

bining the railway and lighting sta-

tions. With the use of automatic

equipment on both railway and light

systems there is little choice today.

With power company ownership the

railway is relieved of financing the

station, and there may be some sav-

related to that of distribution, espe-

cially with the advent of automatic

equipment. This makes it difficult

to incorporate in a contract a provi-

sion for the installation of additional

substations without opportunity for

considerable controversy and differ-

ence of opinion as to the necessity

for them. The railway which wants
them does not have to finance them,
if they are to be owned by the power
company. In view of the above I

believe that it is more satisfactory

to have the railway company own the

substations for railway use exclu-

sively. In case something is to be

gained by joint substations the rail-

way should provide the equipment
and the power company the building.

The power company should operate
the station with a division of ex-

pense between the two companies.
On interurban systems the sub-

stations will serve only the railway

and can be operated and maintained
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more advantageously by it than by
the power company, for in this case

they are closely related to the dis-

tribution system. Therefore, they

should be owned by the railway.

The distribution system, which
comprises the contact conductor and
such parallel feeders as are required

to carry the load, usually is attached

to the poles supporting the overhead

system. This is the portion of the

power system on which the most
alterations and additions are made
to carry the load and suit modifica-

tions of service. During times of

storm it is most liable to get in

trouble. This part of the power sys-

tem should always be owned and

operated by the railway. At the

present time it does not seem pos-

sible to turn this over to the power
company with the hope of any re-

duction in cost.

Automatic Substation

Modernizes Conversion

The outstanding improvement in

the railway power field for years has

been the development of the auto-

matic substation. This has done
much toward making it possible to

raise the over-all efficiency of the

power distribution system without

prohibitive cost.

Prior to the development of the

automatic substation, the practice

was to install as great a capacity as

possible in one substation to reduce

the operating expense, even though
it required considerable feeder

copper. The economic balance be-

tween fixed charges and feeder losses

governed the size of feeders' in-

stalled, but in special cases it was
necessary to discard this balance in

order to obtain a suitable operating

voltage. With the development of

the automatic station the heavy oper-

ating charge was eliminated. This
makes it possible to consider the in-

stallation of more substations, reduc-

ing the feeder copper and also

the losses. Thus a new economic
balance in the distribution system is

created. This calls for an entirely

new engineering analysis of the

whole subject of distribution. The
more eflScient distribution of power
made possible should not be over-

looked.

On an interurban system the econ-

omies to be gained from automatic
substations is apparent. The load

density per mile of track is low, due
to the class of service rendered.

The factor determining the size of

the distribution system is voltage

drop rather than load. Stations are

of small capacity with a correspond-

ingly heavy operating charge per

kilowatt-hour output. As a means
of keeping the operating cost as low

as possible the tendency always has
been to minimize the number of sub-

stations. Frequently this has re-

sulted in operating with a lower line

voltage than was desirable. The
automatic control equipment reduces

operating expenses considerably, and
by relocating some of the existing

converter equipment along the line,

considerable saving can be made in

line losses. At the same time the

average line voltage is improved. On
heavy interurban systems the appli-

cation of automatic stations has
made operation on a 600-volt basis

economical long after it would have
been necessary to go to a higher
voltage with manually operated
stations.

On city systems the layout for

automatic stations calls for con-

siderable engineering study. There
are many factors involved which
vary with the localities, so that a

general statement cannot be made.
For a property already in operation,

it will be more diflScult to justify

their use, in view of the retirement

of property and rearrangement of

the distribution system necessary if

maximum economies are to be
realized. Factors not directly in-

volved in the economic distribution

problem, but which are of consider-

able importance and require con-

sideration, are the simplification of

the electrolysis problem and reduc-

tion of the human element in sub-

station operation. Where extensions

are being made, or where complete

rejuvenation of the distribution sys-

tem is contemplated, the problem is

simplified. A more efficient distribu-

tion system can be laid out with
automatics and at a cost materially

lower than is possible with a manual
system, providing all possible sav-

ings are made in the installation and
no greater degree of reliability is

demanded of the automatic system
than that given by the manual
system.

Factors that Should Be
Considered

As a number of solutions can be
arrived at in any specific case, many
trials must be. made and analyzed

before the best decision can be
given. A number of variable quan-

tities must be considered and a rel-

ative weighted importance placed on

them for analysis. Many distribu-

tion engineers have been considering

this problem for some time and de-

veloping new thoughts. Consider-

able of this work has been crystal-

lized in reports of committees of the

American Electric Railway Engi-
neering Association. These should

be studied by any one contemplating

the installation of automatic sta-

tions. They represent the diversified

views of engineers who have studied

the subject on their own properties

and have arrived at as near a gen-

eral solution as is possible at this

time.

Supervisory Control

a Forward Step

The use of automatic substations

has produced a new problem—that

of exercising some degree of super-

visory control over them. Pioneer
work along these lines is still in

progress. This consists of placing

in the hands of a dispatcher, facil-

ities for opening and closing feeder

and other switches in the stations

and a means of keeping him in-

formed at all times of the operating

conditions. The need may be real

or imaginary, but it appears that

with extensive investment in auto-

matic equipment some additional in-

vestment is warranted to give a con-

tinuous check on its performance.
Where a supervisory control system
is installed the operator feels safer

in increasing the time between in-

spections than without it. The oper-

ating saving thus made will carry

at least a portion of the investment
in supervisory control. Extensive
city installations of automatic equip-

ment have been made both with and
without supervisory control, and in

a few years it may be possible to

draw definite conclusions as to the

extent to which supervisory control

is justified, if at all.

The present systems of super-

visory control with answer-back fea-

tures require three wires between
the station and the control point,

but a number of stations can be
tapped onto the control wires.

Where it is possible to lease these

wires from the telephone company,
as in a city, the problem of their

maintenance is simple and the re-

liability is good.

On an interurban system it is gen-

erally necessary to attach the control

wires to the overhead supporting
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structures along the right-of-way.

Here the questions of maintenance

and reliability are serious, for during

storms, when the control is most
needed, considerable line trouble is

likely, especially with small wires.

There is room for considerable im-

provement in the way of developing

a supervisory control system that

will operate over a smaller number
of wires.

Revised Sectionalizing with
Automatic Substations

With automatic substations on city

distribution systems it has been

necessary to readjust the sectional-

ization due to the greater number
of stations and the corresponding

reduction in their size. It has been

necessary to put more tie sections

between stations so that with a sta-

tion down during the non-rush hours

on account of light load, or during

the rush hour due to trouble, the

load in that section can be carried

by the adjacent stations. With large

manual stations, feeders were laid

out for supply from one point only

at all times, resulting in a limited

number of tie sections to adjacent

stations. Under these circumstances

traffic conditions and ability to oper-

ate certain routes in preference to

others had considerable to do with

sectionalization. The load on each

individual feeder had little to do

with determining its length as the

station had sufficient capacity to

handle the load. A limited number
of automatic sectionalizing switches

connected the extreme ends of feeder

systems together to take advantage

of diversity of load and to make the

best use of the distribution copper

used.

From a purely economic viewpoint

it would be desirable to tie all the

feeder system into a solid network
and simply to tap into this at each

substation. This is not practicable

as there are too many chances of

grounds which would cause consider-

able damage in times of trouble.

With an exposed contact system
which for various reasons must be
killed from time to time, sectional-

ization must be provided in the sub-

stations. Such a system can be ap-

proached more nearly where there

are several small substations than
where there are a few large sub-

stations. The development of auto-

matic sectionalizing contacts which
can be placed at various points

throughout the distribution system
has been of considerable use to rail-

way companies. If used judiciously

these can make a considerable sav-

ing in distribution system losses.

Modernization and
the Engineer

Modernization in its broadest
sense simply means perfection in

operating details, elimination of

waste in every form and applying

to the system every modern improve-
ment which is made, not only for

railway work, but for every form of

industry.

There are a great many improve-
ments both in labor-saving devices

trical engineer, who has practical

knowledge of the details of the work
to analyze his problem and apply to

his system improved methods. It

will require considerable educational

work to develop men who can handle

this phase of the business. This can

be done by starting them on layout

work for all new equipment that is

to be put in, so they will know the

details of the installation. This

will cause them to look for new
methods and to analyze the present

methods with a view toward develop-

ing new ways of carrying out the

project.
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and in methods which were brought

out due to keen competition in the

industrial world which forced con-

cerns to take advantage of every

short cut in order to exist. This

incentive to strive for improvements

is not so apparant in the railway

field as it is in the industrial world,

but it is coming to the front. There

is a limit to which the fare can be

raised. With costs of materials and

labor continuing to rise the profits

in the railway business must be made
through improved methods which

lower the cost of operation. This

opens up a vast field for the elec-

The distribution end of the rail-

way system has practically stood still

for many years, and methods of

doing work have not kept up to the

pace set by the industrial world.

It is going to require considerable

study on every system in order to

accomplish something in this field.

The size of the engineering force

will have to be increased. Although

it may be difficult to point to definite

savings made, especially if compara-

tive data on the cost of doing a

certain job for years past are not

available, the cost of the additional

engineering help can be justified.
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Electric RailwayFinancing
By H. M. ADDINSELL

Harris, Forbes & Company, New York

The position of the electric railways has improvedj

greatly in the past three years, but the public has not

yet fully reacted to the change. The issues of the pres-

ent year show a marked advance in the ability of elec-

tric railways to obtain capital. Customer-ownership

plans have had beneficial results in improving public

relations, but should be undertaken with care.

jA T THE Electric Railway As-

/% sociation convention in the

/—% fall of 1921 I had the op-

^ JLportunity of discussing the

general question of the market

for street railway securities. The
immediate conditions in the indus-

try made the question particularly

interesting at that time. The turn-

ing point had definitely come after

the long continued difficulties of the

war period. The intolerable pres-

sure of constantly rising operating

costs against revenues limited by a

fixed 5-cent fare had been doubly

relieved. In most of the important

cities outside of Greater New York

the 5-cent fare was already a thing

of the past. Costs of materials, and

to a lesser degree of labor, had fur-

thermore shown substantial de-

creases from the peak of 1920.

While irresponsible jitney compe-
tition was still a serious problem in

many localities, it was becoming more
and more apparent that a choice of

one of the two forms of service would

have to be made and that the jit-

neys were far from being capable

of handling the entire local transpor-

tation in congested centers. A few
large communities had had the op-

portunity of proving by experience

what the jitney could do unaided.

In each case a comparatively brief

period of suspended service was suf-

ficient to furnish convincing evidence

of the essential nature of electric

railway transportation and to effect

a decided change for the better in

the attitude of the public toward the

railway company. By 1921 well in-

formed opinion had come into almost

unanimous agreement with the find-

ing of the Federal Electric Railway.s

Commission that the street railway

was "the most nearly adequate, re-

liable and satisfactory system avail-

able for transporting the maximum
number of people through the streets

of our cities with the least inter-

ference with the use of those streets

for other purposes of public ways."

Substantial Improvement
Since 1921

Statistics, articles and editorials

published in these pages have evi-

denced the further substantial im-

provement of the electric railway in-

dustry since the fall of 1921. Under
the sound influence of common sense

and common justice, the idea of the

fixed 5-cent fare continues to give

way before the more equitable idea

of payment for the services of the

street cars in line with present-day

costs and conditions. The benefits

which have accrued to the companies

in the form of lower material and

labor costs have been supplemented

by active work on the part of man-
agements in developing more efficient

types of equipment and more eco-

nomical methods of operation, all of

which have found a gratifying reflec-

tion in the form of increased net

earnings.

The extent of the menace of gaso-

line competition is now more clearly

defined and by that very fact seems

less generally serious. Several years

of experience have made it possible

to estimate more accurately the real

value of the bus as a feeder and in

supplementary service and have em-
phasized its inability, at least in its

present form, to compete successfully

with the electric car on rails as a

medium for handling mass transpor-

tation. The traffic problems created

by the excessive use of the private

automobile in congested centers are

rapidly becoming so intolerable as

to preclude a much further increase

in this type of urban transportation.

In 1921 the opinion of the invest-

ing public, as evidenced by the mar-
ket levels for electric railway securi-

ties, was far from having recovered

from the memory of the earlier and
less favorable conditions and any
discussion of new street railway

financing was at that time neces-

sarily confined to a purely theoreti-

cal basis. The further improvement
in the prosperity of the electric rail-

way industry since 1921 has had its

effect on the security market. As is

indicated by the chart shown here-

with, the prices for street railway

bonds since the low point of 1920

have improved more rapidly than can

be accounted for entirely by the

changed conditions in the money
market. Furthermore, it is no
longer necessary to confine the dis-

cussion of street railway financing

to an entirely theoretical basis.

Several substantial issues of bonds
have been floated during the past two
or three years in behalf of com-
panies doing an exclusively street

railway business.

Nevertheless, the change in the

rather hostile attitude of the invest-

ing public toward electric railway

securities since 1921 has been one

of degree rather than of kind. Re-
ferring again to the chart, it will

be seen that on the bonds of the

power and light, telephone and gas
utilities, the investing public is de-

manding a yield not much higher
than pre-war levels. On street rail-

way bonds they are, however, de-

manding a yield substantially above
what was acceptable in 1914. Be-
fore the war it was not uncommon to

find an investor who refused to buy
anything except electric railway se-
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curities. Although the war has

bosn over six years now, still it is

not uncommon for a bond salesman

to have difficulty in persuading a

customer to purchase the bonds of

a company just because it happens
to do a street railway business in

addition to its gas and electric busi-

ness, no matter how sound and
profitable the railway department
may be.

The new bond issues by street rail-

way companies referred to above
have formed a very small proportion

of the total issues of utility securi-

ties. In the weekly lists of new
financing published by the New York
Times, for example, only 19 such

issues are listed between Jan. 1,

1922, and Sept. 1, 1924. These is-

sues total k«s than $71,000,000 as

compared with an aggregate of pub-
lic utility bond financing in the same
lists somewhat in excess of two
billion dollars. Additional money
for street railway purposes was, of

course, raised by companies doing a

mixed utility business, but in prac-

tically all cases this was accom-
plished by placing special emphasis
on the non-railway features of the

security offered.

Prejudice Against Railway
Securities Lessening

I should dislike to create the im-
pression that I am over-pessimistic
regarding the future of the street
railways in this country, but any
discussion of electric railway financ-
ing today must take cognizance of
the fact that there is and has been
for some years a strong prejudice in

the minds of investors against street
railway securities. I think I am safe
in saying that this condition is

showing some improvement. This
conclusion is borne out by an anal-
ysis of the 19 street railway issues
mentioned above. Most of the issues
in 1922, and all of the issues in

1923, represented purely temporary
financing. Half of the issues for
those years (representing over 30
per cent of the total bonds) were in
the form of equipment trust certifi-

cates, which have come to be re-

garded as affording about as compre-
hensive protection to the security
holder as any instrument yet de-
vised. So far this year, however,
all but one of the issues have taken
the form of long term bonds which
will constitute a part of the perma-
nent capital structure of the bor-
rowing companies. Furthermore, the

total principal amount of the issues

offered during the eight months to

Sept. 1, 1924, exceeded the aggregate
principal amount for the two pi"e-

ceding years.

The handicap which the electric

railways suffer in competing for

funds in the general market, how-
ever, continues apparent. Most of

the borrowers were companies which
operate in the larger centers and
which were able to present excep-

tionally good records of recent per-

formance. Many of them had re-

course to the expedient of a sinking

fund or other special bit of "scenery"

to give their issues added attraction

and all had to pay rates of interest

develop local channels of finance.

Political considerations have been

the direct or contributory cause of

the past difficulties of so many street

railway companies that an accept-

able franchise and good public

relations will be important consid-

erations in the discussion of new
street railway financing. In particu-

lar, the fixed 5-cent fare contract

has been such a notorious stumbling

block that some specific recognition

of the right of the company to rates

sufficient to enable it to earn a fair

return on the capital invested and
provision for machinery to adjust

the fares to produce such a return

are extremely desirable if not esse*n-
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substantially higher than would
have been necessary on issues by
comparable companies in other lines

of industry.

Work of the

Investment Banker
All this has an important bearing

on the discussion as to what an in-

vestment banker can do in the way
of raising funds for an electric rail-

way company. No matter how safe

an issue may be intrinsically, no in-

vestment banker can afford to han-

dle it unless it also will be salable.

One of the first conclusions that

must be drawn from the history of

recent street railway financing is

that only the obligations of the com-
panies operating in the larger cities

are, under present-day conditions,

generally salable in the open market.

While there will, of course, be ex-

ceptions to any rule, it is probably

safe to say that companies serving

communities of less than 100,000 to

150,000 population will have to

tial features in the franchise. Such
"service-at-cost" agreements have

fully demonstrated their worth over

considerable periods of years in

both Cleveland and Montreal and are

now becoming quite general.

Another point which investors

and investment bankers will today

look for in a franchise is some
provision assuring the company
protection against irresponsible

competition in any form. A fran-

chise granting the company exclusive

right to do the local transportation

business rather than the street

railway business alone is of course

the ideal answer to this question.

This is really the most logical

arrangement, for the company
would then be in a position to give

a co-ordinated service using elec'

trie cars on rails, electric buses,

automobiles or any other vehiclesl

that would be the best suited for

the particular problem at hand.

While a well-drawn franchise ii

an excellent protection againel
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NEW BOND FINANCING BY COMPANIES IN THE UNITED STATES DOING AN EXCLUSIVE

STREET RAILWAY BUSINESS, JAN. I, 1922. THROUGH AUG. 31, 1924.

I (From the New York Times' Weekly Lists of New Financing.)

Long-Term Equipment
Short-Term Scoured Trust

Year Securities Bonds Certificates Total

iQjj t 4,600,000 $ 9,000,000 $ 2,875,000 $16,475,000

,„ 8 700 000 6,577,000 15,277,000

i924ihrough8,;3i.;:.':::.'.'.'.:.'.'.".'.'.'.'.' 9,000,000 29,750,000 38,750,000

Grandtotal $22,300,000 $38,750,000 $9,452,000 $70,502,000

political attacks, the best defe-nse of

all is public good will. So much

has been written about the various

steps a company may take to achieve

this end that it is unnecessary to

go into detail here in this connection.

The importance of attractive service,

direct advertising, the cultivation of

a spirit of courtesy and diplomacy

on the part of employees were, for

instance, emphasized in almost all

;the papers presented by various

electric railways for the Charles A.

Coffin medal competition last year.

i Customer Ownership to

Gain Good Will

i Customer - ownership compaigns

•constitute another important means

lay which a company can gain the

igood will and sympathetic attention

jof its public. This means is par-

ticularly interesting to the invest-

ment banker because of its secondary

significance as a method of raising

the equity money which will go

toward increasing the security

behind a bond issue. The trans-

portation company in a thriving

community will have to expand its

facilities from time to time to keep

up with the growth in population.

Such expansion requires new capital,

a certain portion of which may come
from the sale of new bonds. The
prudent investment banker before

handling those bonds will want to

be sure that the company is in a

position to raise the balance of the

cost of the project. Customer-

ownership campaigns constitute an
important field for the distribution

of the junior securities, through the

sale of which such equity money is

preferably raised. A note of warn-
ing should, be sounded, however, in

this connection. Care should be taken

that these securities represent real

values and should be protected by
ample earnings. The sales price,

moreover, should be in line with the

general market for such securities.

Otherwise, a reaction will inevitably

set in which will be disastrous to

the future development of this im-
portant and. desirable means of sup-

plementary financing.

Of course the fundamental re-

quirement of a sound capitalization

structure for a street railway or any

other company is a conservative

ratio of bonded debt to total prop-

erty value. Here again it is im-

possible to lay down any definite

rule, as the percentage of bonds will

vary with individual conditions. A
study was recently made in my
office of the ratio between the bonded

debt and the valuation for rate pur-

poses established for the properties

of various power and light utilities.

AVERAGE YIELDS ON 34 PUBLIC UTILITY
BONDS, 1914-1924.

Ten Five
Power Telephone

Eleven and and Eight
Year and Traction Light Telegraph Gas
Month Bonds Bonds Bonds Bonds

1914
March . 5.45 4.74 5.11 5 06
June . 5.54 4.72 5.08 5 00
September.

.

December .

.

. 5.72 4.92 5 27 5 18

1915
. 5.75 4.82 5.10 5 03
. 5 83 4 87 5.20 5 03

.September. , 5.75 4.81 5.08 5 04
December.

.

. 5.52 4 68 4.94 5.00

1916
March . 5 55 4.65 4 89 4 97

. 5.60 4.64 4 88 4 96
September. . 5.64 4.65 4 86 4.96
December.

.

. 5.60 |4 67 4.94 . 4.95

1917
March . 5.70 4.75 4 96 5.09
June . 6.05 5.08 5.23 5 37
September. . 6.14 5.25 5.34 5.50
December.. . 6.75 5.56 5.62 5.73

1918
March . 6 74 5.54 5 68 5 77

June . 6 83 5.51 5 81 5.84
September. . 6.95 5.59 6 04 5.98
December.. . 6.58 5.28 5.43 5.65

1919
March . 6.84 5.27 5 56 5 67
June . . 6.65 5.26 5 44 5 70
September. . 7 04 5 57 5 95 5 93

December.

.

. 7.80 5.76 6.28 6.31

1920
March . 7.91 6 03 6 46 6 57
June . R.44 6 37 6 83 7 03
September. 8.40 6 14 6 53 7 13

December.

.

. 8 62 6.38 6 91 7.25

1921
March . 8 13 6 07 6 53 7 07

8 09 6 17 6 57 7 09
September . 7 92 5 78 6 03 6 71

December.

.

. 7.14 5 17 5 43 5.97

1922
March . 6 59 5 09 5 31 5 81

June 6 34 4 91 5 12 5 61

September 6 28 4 82 5 22 5.39
December.

.

. 6.50 4.92 5 43 5.51

1923
March . 6 6< 5 02 5 51 5 53

.Tunc . 6 7/ 4 96 5 50 5 50

.September 6 94 4 98 5 40 5 59

Dpceraber.

.

. . 7 34 4 96 5 43 5 58

1924
March ? 18 4 87 5 38 5 43
.hme. ..*. •

. 6.83 4 77 5 17 5 30
September
December.

.

In most cases the bonds represented

between 60 per cent and 70 per cent

of the rate base. In general I would

say that to be salable a street rail-

way bond should be se-t up on an

even more conservative basis. The

same consideration would suggest

the importance of unusually con-

servative escrow provisions, the

gradual amortization of a portion of

the original issue through sinking

funds and a clause in the mortgage

assuring adequate provision for

maintenance and depreciation. Much
objection in the past has been raised

to the method of requiring a fixed

proportion of gross earnings or

property value to be set aside for

these latter purposes each year.

Several recent power and light

mortgages have carried a require-

ment that responsible engineers

certify annually to the trustee that

the provision made during the

previous year for maintenance and

depreciation has in their opinion

bee'n adequate or that a definite addi-

tional amount should be set up.

Companies Must Offset

Past by the Present

The requirements outlined above

may seem too rigorous, but the facts

must be faced as they stand today.

The investing public fared so badly

in 1919 and 1920 that it has con-

ceived a strong prejudice against

traction securities. Companies which

enjoy a monopoly of the mass trans-

portation business in important

communities under conditions per-

mitting adequate "wages" to the

capital invested, which have built

up a feeling of good will among
their patrons and whose financial

houses are in order can under pres-

ent conditions find—and for that

matter have found—a market for

their senior securities. The prevail-

ing high interest return demanded
reflects a feeling by investors based

on memories of the past rather than

on intelligent consideration of pres-

ent conditions and future prospects.

It is up to the street railways to

offset the past by the present. The
problem of the modern executive is

to sell street railway service to both

rider and investor. Full use must be

made of active advertising and edu-

cational work as a supplement to

more attractive equipment and bet-

ter service. The excellent work the

industry has done along these lines

has met with an encouraging re-

sponse and the future seems to hold

promise of further improvement.
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Track Construction
By CHESTER F. GAILOR

Consulting' Engineer, New York City

Structure should be designed for a limited life. Use

of T-rail in paved streets is increasing. Important

advantages result from the adoption of a standard track

structure. The use of more metal and properly

designed plates would improve the quality of the

average welded joint.

DESIGN of a modern track

I

structure depends prima-

r rily upon whether the way
engineer favors flexible or

rigid construction. The foundation,

the ties and the paving are influenced

by this consideration. The height

and weight of rail and the type of

joint, on the contrary, depend more
on other factors. There exists a wide
difference of opinion concerning the

relative merits of different designs

of track structure and concerning

the individual members which com-
pose it. In these respects it is diffi-

cult to discern any very clearly de-

fined tendencies at the present time.

Engineering opinion today is per-

haps somewhat in favor of a flexible

track structure. Among the im-

portant railways now building

flexible track are the Boston Ele-

vated, the Brooklyn City Railroad,

Public Service Railway of New
Jersey, United Railways & Electric

Company of Baltimore, Philadelphia

Rapid Transit, and Pacific Electric

Railway. It is thought by some way
engineers that flexible track is less

noisy than rigid track, that thei'e is

less tendency for the rail to corru-

gate and that repairs are cheaper

than when it is necessary to break

up a monolithic mass of concrete.

On the other hand, such companies
as the Cleveland Railway, the De-

partment of Street Railways, City

of Detroit, the Kansas City Railways

and the Union Traction Company of

Indiana favor an absolutely rigid

construction.

In building modern track, the

methods followed and the materials

employed differ in various localities,

but the object is always the same,

namely, to build a structure having

the longest possible life for a reason-

able cost. The opinion is vddely

held at the present time that it is

both unnecessary and unwise to

build track to last indefinitely. Ex-
perience shows that it is almost al-

ways necessary, for one reason or

another, to tear up track at the end

of 10 or 15 years and it is there-

fore a waste of money to design the

structure for a 20-year life. If the

foundation remains sound during the

life of two sets of rails it has served

its purpose. One type of construc-

tion which has been used by an im-

portant system with good results is

outlined below as representing the

flexible track school of thought:

After the excavation has been
made, the subsoil is first thoroughly

compressed by means of a steam
roller. A layer of coarse ballast is

then placed and this also is thor-

oughly rolled. The best quality of

A Concrete Pavina Strip Along the Rail Is Being Tried by the Connecticut Company
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wood ties which have been given a but steel ties have been used on a necessary, of course, to provide a

preservative treatment are used, ballast foundation in a few places flangeway. This has been accom-

Unless the ties are sawn, a flat seat and have given good results. When plished by different means in vari-

is cut for the rail. The rail is 7-in. buying wood ties to be buried for ous cities, depending on the kind

grooved girder, A.E.R.E.A. standard years out of sight under the pave- of paving used. The method has

section in 60-ft. lengths. The track ment of the street, it is important been adopted in some places where

is surfaced with 1-in. gravel or stone to secure material of the best block pavement is used of placing

ballast carefully tamped. Joints are quality. Moreover, experience shows the ends of the blocks under the

welded. that it is well worth while to treat head of the rail and crowning the

Special care is used to secure a these ties with some chemical pre- pavement between the rails suffi-

waterproof paving, particularly along servative in order to prolong their ciently to bring the surface up even

the rail. Track drains are installed life. It is a fallacy to think that a with the top of the railhead. An
at frequent intervals. Sub-grade cheap tie cut from a poor grade of objection to this practice, however,

drainage also is used where the timber, not given a preservative is that the inevitable movement of

nature of the subsoil requires it. treatment, will reduce track con- the rail is likely either to loosen or

Granite block pavement on a con- struction cost. A tie once laid in to break the blocks.

Crete foundation is employed on a paved street is difficult to get at Other railways have used nose

heavily congested streets and around and cannot be replaced except at blocks with entire success. Such

special work. Asphalt or some other great cost. Yet, if it deteriorates blocks, however, are slightly more

bituminous pavement on a concrete and is allowed to remain in place, expensive than plain blocks. In a

base is used in the residential sec- it will eventually cause the ruination number of Southern cities wood nose

blocks are used. These may be cut

at the mill or cut more roughly on

the job. With granite block a satis-

factory solution of the problem has

been found by keeping the headers

about 2 in. away from the rail and

partially filling in the gap with

either concrete or some mastic filler.

Where concrete pavement is used it

is customary to make a flangeway

in the concrete by means of wood
or steel templates laid along the rail.

When grooved girder rail is em-
ployed, the majority of engineers

appear to favor the use of granite

blocks for paving along the rail.

These are placed parallel to the rail

and covered with a mastic or cement
filler. Such paving is waterproof and

allows a slight movement of the rail

without injury to the structure.

A novel form of paving along the
For that rail has been installed by the Con-

necticut Company in some of its

Joint Plates Recently Designed to Permit the Use of Welds J In. to i In. Thick

tions of the city. In such localities of the track structure,

granite blocks are used as liners reason only the best should be used,

along the rail. A growing tendency to use T-rail more recent track construction jobs.

Variations in carrying out the instead of grooved girder rail in Strips of concrete have been laid

details of the flexible type of con- paved streets is plainly discernible, alongside the rails, between them
struction are many. To secure re- The most popular rail sections are and the pavement. The concrete
siliency it is customary to use rock, the 6-in. 100-lb. T and the 7-in. 91- strip is integral with the rail and
slag or cinders for the foundation, lb., 93-lb. and 100-lb. T-rail. The separated from the pavement of the

In New Orleans, however, where the companies which continue to favor rest of the street by a mastic filler,

ground is very soft, the practice is the grooved girder rail in numerous The appearance of such a piece of

first to place a concrete slab as a instances have adopted the A.E.R.E.A. construction work is shown in an
foundation for the ballast. Going standard 7-in. 122-lb. section. Dur- accompanying illustration,

to the other extreme some railways ing the year 1923, for example, six The character of track construe-
where the soil is extremely firm have of the more prominent railways in tion, particularly that of the paving,
laid their ties directly on the the United States definitely adopted has an important bearing on the
ground. It may be doubted, how- this as standard construction. An noise of operation. Experience in-

ever, if this is in line with the best exception to this rule, however, is dicates that a rigid structure is

modem thought. Most way engi- the Pacific Electric Railway, which usually somewhat more noisy than
neers appear to favor rock ballast uses a 7-in. 128-lb. grooved girder a flexible one. How important this

foundation, thoroughly compressed, section. An example of the con- consideration is each engineer must
as a base upon which to build a struction of this company is shown decide for himself. To a great ex-
resilient track structure. in an accompanying illustration. tent, however, this drawback may be
Wood ties are generally used in When T-rail is used instead of avoided by the use of an a.sphaltic

the construction of flexible track, grooved girder rail, it becomes pavement. On the other hand, it is
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Modei-n Ojien-Track Construction on the Lines of the

Boston Elevated Railway

possible to create a very noisy track

structure by combining a flexible

design and a type of pavement that

acts as a sounding board. Many
way engineers advocate an asphaltic

pavement with concrete base for

streets where the traffic is light, and

a granite block pavement with some
sort of a mastic coating on the top

for streets where the vehicular

traffic is heavy.

Modern Practice in Joint

Welding
Regardless of all controversies

about rigid and flexible track, way
engineers today are almost unani-

mously in favor of welding rail

joints. Seam welds, butt welds and
thermit welds are widely used and
give very satisfactory results when
properly installed. Local conditions,

among which must be included the

possibility of taking track out of

service during welding, will largely

determine the type of joint.

So-called seam-welded rail joints,

to which a name that is a misnomer
has unfortunately been given, are

now being installed by at least 10

distinctly different processes. Among,
these are the carbon arc and the

metallic arc methods. The former
has been followed for approximately
10 years in track welding, but
seldom has been used for purposes
other than bonding.

Little study has been given by
way engineers to the metallic method
of joint welding, compared to the

amount that has been given to the

carbon arc process. Often the only

instructions given to the track weld-
ers have been to weld the joints with
rods, wire, or any available scrap
and to make the best job possible.

No attention has been paid to the

condition or character of the plates

or rail sections. An arc weld, no
matter how it is done, in the eyes

of too many railway officials is a

sure cure for all joint troubles.

There are certain general prin-

ciples involved in either process of

arc welding which, if ignored, will

cause failure in a remarkably short

time. The greatest deficiency in

arc-welded rail joints being installed

today results from the fact that only

one-half to one-quarter of the re-

quired amount of welding metal is

applied, and most of this metal is

not located where it will be of the

greatest value. A large majority of

the seam welds are only J in. to

A in. thick at the point of contact

between the rail and plate. Obvi-

ously, this metal being soft and

coarse grained, it is not capable of

withstanding the strain which oc-

curs to all such points. Experience

shows that seams I in. to S in. thick

should be used and no attempt should

be made to install a thinner weld.

The unsuitability of seam welds J

to I in. thick can easily be demon-

strated by allowing a number of cars

to pass over such welds where the

rail metal above the welds is thin,

say 1 in. thick, thus bringing the

full load directly on the welds. Only

a few passes of cars will be needed

to fracture such welds, showing

plainly that the weld metal is being

subjected to stresses far in excess

of those it is capable of with-

standing.

Carbon arc welding is being rap-

idly developed by several way engi-

neers, among whom are H. M.
Steward, superintendent of main-

tenance Boston Elevated Railway;

E. M. T. Ryder, way engineer Third

Avenue Railway, and W. W. Wysor,

chief engineer United Railways &
Electric Company, Baltimore. This

method requires much more heat in

welding than does the metallic

method and consequently requires

larger and more complicated appa-

ratus, thus increasing the difficulty

of the operation. Many engineers

have recently modified their carbon

arc method of joint welding by using

the so-called "hand-feed" process

which was developed several years

ago in Montreal under the direction

of W. F. Graves. This process re-

sembles closely the usual gas-weld-

ing operation and is intended to give

the operator an opportunity to apply

the exact amount of metal required

A Street Intersection and Passenger
on Brighton

Platform Alongside the Reserved Strip
Avenue, Boston
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and better to control the location of

the weld as the application pro-

gresses. It is unquestionably a dis-

tinct improvement over the old

method where the rod was laid in

place and then fused with the car-

bon arc, allowing no opportunity of

supplying extra metal or controlling

the operation with certainty.

Gouging or nicking of the rails at

the ends of the seams with the car-

bon arc unquestionably presents a

most difficult problem. Metallic arc

welding is generally preferred where
worn rail joints are to be welded;

in fact, it is very difficult to weld
successfully old rails and plates with

the carbon arc process, due to the

uncontrollable action of the arc at

the worn spots where the best welds
are necessary.

use of proper plates and soft, pure

steel rods which will produce a tough,

close-grained weld will unquestion-

ably eliminate many of the uncer-

tainties now prevalent in the mak-
ing of arc-welded rail joints.

Where it is possible to keep track

out of service during the progress

of welding operations, butt-welded

joints and thermit joints have

proved to be very satisfactory. The
operations of making these joints

have been standardized to a greater

extent than is the case with seam-

welded joints, and more uniform re-

sults have followed the installation.

Interesting work is being done in

the design of open track construc-

tion in a number of cities, among
which Baltimore and Foston are

prominent. This type of structure

Flexible Track Construction of the Pacific Electric Railivay in Pasadena,
Using 7-In. 128-L6. Grooved Girder Rail

While the tests now under way at

the U. S. Bureau of Standards are

by no means conclusive, they have
already proved that no arc-welded
joints yet tested possess sufficient

strength in the seams, with one pos-

sible exception, and that the type,

character, and size of the joint plates

must be given immediate attention.

It seems quite logical to assume that
the joint plate should be thickest and
strongest at the center where the
greatest stresses occur, likewise the
best and heaviest arc welds should
be so located.

A type of joint plate that will en-

able the welder to apply welds i in.

to i in. thick should be used. Re-
cent designs that answer this pur-
pose satisfactorily are shown in the
accompanying sketches. Plates for
use with T-rail and others for
grooved girder rail are shown. The

can, of course, be used only where
the railway operates on private

right-of-way or in a reserved strip.

In Boston, from 4 in. to 6 in. of

crushed stone is used below the ties.

Tie spacing is 2 ft. IJ in. Rails are

of 85-lb. A. S. C. E. section in 60-ft.

lengths. At street intersections, pas-

senger landing platforms 105 ft. long

have been built of crushed stone and
hot tarvia with a dry sand finish. The
space between the tracks is filled

with loam and seeded. This type of

construction is shown in two accom-
panying illustrations.

Advantages of Adopting a

Standard Track Design

The most important factor in all

track and pavement construction is

the care and attention given to the

original execution of the work. It

is particularly helpful for a railway

to adopt a standard type of track

structure and to utilize this design

wherever possible. Of course there

will always be places where special

consideration must govern the con-

struction. In general, however,

there can be no doubt but that it

pays to adopt and install a standard

design. The minor savings which

might be accompanied by using a

little cheaper material here and there

are negligible beside the savings

which can be accomplished by reduc-

tion in the number of sizes which it

is necessary to carry in stock.

Moreover, the adoption of a stand-

ard will facilitate the work of the

roadmaster and his men. Workmen
who are building the same kind of

track day after day and month after

month become much more proficient

than those who install one design

today and a different design tomor-

row. The fact that cars of lighter

weight operate on some lines does

not justify the use of lighter track

construction. Similarly, the fact

that at the present time the head-

ways are longer on some lines than

on others does not justify the com-

pany in installing a lighter design

track structure. Where there are

great differences in operating condi-

tions on a single property, as for ex-

ample a railway which operates both

city and interurban lines, it will be

necessary to adopt more than one

standard. Generally speaking, how-
ever, the advantages of adopting a

single standard track structure out-

weigh the occasional drawbacks re-

sulting from its use.

In spite of the general need to

practice every possible economy in

the face of rising labor cost, many
railways lack the proper equipment

to do efficient track construction

work. The industry suffers much on

account of such conditions and the

individual companies suffer even

more. Electric railways today are

facing keen competition and it i^^

foolhardy to disregard efficiency and
neglect methods that are widely

recognized as being economical.

Morover, the public always admires

up-to-date methods and equipment,

while it is quick to condemn and
ridicule obsolete operation. A rea-

sonable amount of satisfactory work
can be required of a workman only

when he is fully equipped with the

proper tools. The modern idea in

track construction is to provide the

workmen with all the necessary

equipment and give them full in-

structions concerning its use.
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Frei2:ht Service
By T. H. STOFFEL

Railway Department, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com'jany

Traffic has tripled in ten years. Standardization of

rolling stock permits of interline movements. Motor
trucks are valuable adjuncts. More refrigerator cars

are needed to handle perishable freight. Future pros-

pects are bright.

BEFORE the war a few inter-

urban electric railways were

I

hauling a certain amount of

freight, but it is during the

last four years that the greatest de-

velopment has come. Much progress

has been made in providing larger

and more modern terminals, stand-

ardizing rolling stock to permit in-

terline movements without transfer

and establishing joint rates.

For comparison, data are presented

covering the years 1912 and 1923.

The figures for 1912 are taken

from U. S. Census Bureau reports,

and those for 1923 are conservatively

estimated from the last available re-

ports:

1912 1923

Oross freight revenue $14,577,203.00 $53,000,000.00

Krcight car miles
operated 35,749,917 87,250,000

Freight and express
cars in service, in-
cluding motor cars. 7,794 15,180

Electric locomotives
employed 277 520

Total ton-miles
handled (not availablr) 1,250,000,000

Net profits obtained vary from 15
per cent to 35 per cent, depending on
the amount and kind of tonnage
hauled, but it is estimated that a fair
average for all interurban lines han-
dling freight will approximate 20 per
cent. Such net profit is equal to about
35 per cent on the investment in

freight facilities and equipment.
These figures are based on the as-

sumption that revenue from freight

operation pays its full proportion of

the cost of maintenance of roadway,
track, equipment, power, superinten-

dence and general overhead, as well

as all costs directly chargeable to

that service.

Such figures indicate conclusively

that the handling of freight by elec-

tric interurban railways is not only

practicable and profitable, but that

the service is highly appreciated by
the -shipping public. It is also ap-

parent that these lines have a definite

place in the transportation scheme of

the country, and tests have shown

that they are able to render a serv-
ice which cannot be provided by
any other means. It has been found
that invariably when additional

facilities or equipment are provided,
there is an almost automatic and pro-

portionate increase in the tonnage
handled.

Considering the small beginning,
many electric interurban lines have
made marked progress in the past
few years in the way of improving
service to meet the demands of the
public, providing larger and more
modern stations, augmenting motive
power and rolling stock and stand-
ardizing the latter to permit of free

interline movement. Joint through
rates and service have been es-

tablished, with the result that in the
Central States especially shipments
of both carload and less than carload
lots are moved expeditiously on
through waybills to destinations up
to and exceeding 400 miles. Trains
of from 7 to 15 or more cars, hauled

by locomotives, ai-e not uncommon
in this part of the country.

The construction and putting into

operation during the past year of the

new million dollar Union Freight
Terminal at Indianapolis is probably
the most notable recent illustration

of the progress being made by elec-

tric lines in developing freight busi-

ness and denotes the tendency to

provide modern and economical

Fast Fruit and Express Train with All-Steel Equipment, Operated by Interstate Public Service Company
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A Mixed Freight Train Drawn by a 50-Ton Baldwin-Westinghouse Locomotive on the

Kansas City, Kaw Valley & Western Railway

facilities. This terminal is used

jointly by the four interurban sys-

tems centering at Indianapolis, with

twelve radiating lines. The combined
length of the two present freight

warehouses is approximately 1,300

ft., with platform track capacity for

more than 60 cars at a single set-

ting; separate well-lighted modern
offices, including record rooms and
up-to-date sanitary arrangements,
are provided for each line. In ad-

dition, the terminal has team track

capacity for 30 cars at one setting

and ample track space for car stor-

age. Ground is available also for in-

creasing both warehouse and track
capacity when necessary. It is un-

derstood that similar improvements
are planned at other important in-

terurban centers such as Cleveland,

Toledo, etc.

While the basis of charges for

freight handling varies in different

sections of the country, as a general

rule rates in force are no higher than

those in effect via competing steam
lines; in fact, in many states the

public utility commissions designate

maximum rates which may be

charged for intrastate movement,
and these are invariably the same as

apply for steam roads. Experience

has proved that freight business can

be developed to the fullest extent

only when transportation rates are

competitive, and therefore the ma-
jority of electric lines have adopted
not only the same rates, but also the

same classifications, rules and regu-

lations pertaining to them as those

promulgated by the steam lines. An
advantage in adopting the steam road

rate basis is that it makes it pos-

sible to undertake joint traffic move-
ments with the latter without in any
way disturbing the rate struc-

ture. A number of electric lines

have recently successfully negotiated

through traflic arrangements with

steam carriers, to the benefit of both.

Much has been said and written

regarding the competition of the gas-

driven motor truck in freight trans-

portation. Investigation usually de-

velops that this competition is not

serious nor lasting, except where a

jobber or shipper employs his own
vehicle to deliver goods to his cus-

tomer's place of business to meet
commercial competition, and invari-

ably this is done at greater expense

than if done by rail. As a matter
of fact, extremely short-haul busi-

ness, up to 20 or 25 miles, is not gen-

erally considered profitable for any
rail line, either electric or steam, due
to low rates and the fact that ter-

minal expense per ton is the same re-

gardless of destination. It is also

generally conceded that the motor
truck can handle freight for such dis-

tances, not only more expeditiously,

but more economically, and at the

.same time make delivery at the con-

Freight Hauling in the South. The Piedmont & Northeini Railway Operates More than
150 Freight Cars on 200 Miles of Track
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sigTiee's place of business, and at an

expense to the shipper only slightly

more than if consignments were

taken to a rail station for forward-

ing.

There is a possibility that in time

rail transportation lines, both steam
and electric, will find it necessary

to provide pick up and delivery serv-

ice, at a charge to the shipper or

consignee over and above existing

station to station rates, but at

present the shipping public generally

apparently does not desire such

service. Practically all important

shippers must have conveyances for

other work in connection with their

business, and these can be used also

to move goods to and from freight

houses. They do not take kindly,

therefore, to the idea of paying an

outsider an extra amount for this

service.

The principal advantage to the

railway company of such service

would be the possibility of relieving

congestion at terminal warehouses,

or postponement of the necessity to

enlarge stations. Whenever it be-

comes necessary for rail lines to es-

tablish so called pick-up and delivery

service, it is believed that for rea-

sons of economy and efficiency the

work should be delegated to a single

responsible agency in each locality,

to operate from electric as well as

steam stations.

Undoubtedly the motor truck has a

definite and important place in the

transportation of freight, and can be

made a valuable adjunct to electric

railways. Many possibilities exist

for their use as feeders for rail lines,

operating between rail head stations

and rural districts, or in localities

where time of transit could thus be
shortened. Such service is already

provided by the Detroit United
Railway, the Interstate Public Serv-

ice Company, and others, and has

proved an important means of in-

creasing revenue.

It is believed that electric railways

could also profitably employ motor
trucks in handling shipments, both

carload and less, between rail head
stations and substations located in

jobbing or manufacturing districts

of larsrer cities, which cannot be
reached by rails. Such service has
been established by the Chicago,
North Shore & Milwaukee Railroad

and is proving successful. Electric

railways could profitably employ mo-
tor trucks to render service similar

to that of the steam lines, where cars

are placed on private sidings of job-

bers or manufacturers to be loaded

with miscellaneous consignments for

various destinations on the line, and
when loaded are switched to freight

stations and shipments distributed

into various line cars for forwarding
to destination. The cost of the

switching is assumed by the railway

company when the aggregate weight
of the consignments in the car is

5,000 lb. or 6,000 lb. or more. This
relieves the shipper of hauling to

freight stations, and permits the

railway to make transfer during off-

peak periods in the warehouse. Un-
doubtedly much tonnage could be se-

cured by electric lines by employing
trucks to bring the consignments to

their freight stations, and by assum-
ing the cost of the service where the

aggregate tonnage from a single

The use of containers of various

sizes, which could be loaded on flat

cars and thus take the place of box
cars, has been advocated for use by
rail lines in the handling of mer-
chandise shipments. Several electric

railways, notably the Detroit United
Lines and the Cincinnati, Aurora &
Lawrenceburg Railway, have experi-

mented with them. The advantages
claimed for the container system
include the forwarding under seal

direct from shipper to consignee,

thereby economizing in station plat-

form labor and reducing claims for

pilferage and damage; lessening

chances for shipments to go astray,

and relieving congestion at freight

stations. In actual practice, how-
ever, it was found that available ton-

nage for a single destination or con-

In the Central States Hauling Livestock Has Proved to Be a Profitable Business
for the Electric Interurbans

shipper in a single day amounted to

6,000 lb. or more.

Much thought and consideration

has been given recently to the type,

capacity and size of freight car most
suitable for electric railways on

which the standard steam road type

cannot be used. Conclusions reached

have usually been based on local con-

ditions. It is believed, however, that

where lines are doing an extensive

through interline business, the most
practicable trail box car for general

purposes is one of 60,000 lb. capacity

and 40 or 42 ft. long, inside measure-

ment, equipped with radial draft rig-

ging and automatic air brakes. The
capacity of such a car is approxi-

mately 2,200 cu.ft., and this size lends

itself most readily to loading of the

average shipment. At the same time

this car is not too long to negotiate

easily the sharp curves in city streets

when moved in long trains.

signee was often either considerably

less than the capacity of a container,

or exceeded the capacity of one, mak-
ing the use of a part of another

necessary, in order that the entire

consignment might go forward at the

same time. This resulted in consid-

erable reduction in the cubical carry-

ing capacity of the car, and at times
it was necessary to use two cars for

tonnage which could ordinarily be
handled in a single box car. Fur-
thermore, the container did not lend

itself readily to the loading of the

general run of merchandise, and
when long or heavy articles, such as

iron bars, shafting machinery, etc.,

were offered, a regular box car had
to be used. In addition, the consid-

erable weight of the containers

themselves was non-revenue produc-
ing, and the disadvantages of^e sys-

tem more than offset the advantages.

One class of available tonnage,
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which electric lines could handle

most satisfactorily, but which has

received very little attention by

operators, consists of perishable com-

modities, such as fresh meats, pack-

ing house products, fruits, vege-

tables, butter, eggs, etc., requiring

refrigeration. In some districts long

hauls of 200 or 300 miles could be

secured if proper equipment were
available to handle the business.

Practically every interurban railway

could profitably operate a daily

peddler car or two for perishables.

High rates are received for trans-

porting this class of freight and the

business is very desirable from a rev-

enue standpoint, but undoubtedly the

first cost of providing refrigerator

and sides of the car, and vents will

be provided near the floor for the

exit of warm air. Power to drive

the motor will be taken from the

trolley, and the car can be kept at an

even temperature when standing at

stations or en route. If this car

proves successful it will mean much
to the electric railways of the coun-

try. A few roads are successfully

moving a considerable tonnage of

fresh fruits and vegetables in ordi-

nary cars, where the run can be

made in a few hours and delivery ef-

fected immediately, but the scope of

such operation is extremely limited.

Notwithstanding the progress

which has been made by some inter-

urban lines in developing freight

It is well to follow a definite pro-

gram of improvement, including such

items as building of tracks on pri-

vate light-of-way around congested

centers and towns, to eliminate

sharp curves and to overcome munici-

pal objections to the operation of

freight trains in the city streets.

This will make possible ultimately

the operation of standard steam rail-

road rolling stock. Meeting and

passing tracks should be extended to

permit the operation of longer trains

and to reduce delays. Hauling more
cars per train will effect important

reductions in operating expense.

Railways should study the possi-

bility of securing return loads and
reducing non-revenue car - miles.

On the Ycmngstown & Ohio River Railroad the Freight Business Is More Important than the Passenger Traffic

cars and the necessary icing stations

has retarded development of this

business.

Experience shows that the iced and
ventilated car is the only reliable

method of protecting perishable com-
modities in transit. A plan of pro-

viding refrigeration without the use

of ice, and which may prove to be of

vast importance to the industry, is

being worked out by the Northern
Ohio Traction & Light Company.
This line has many calls for refrig-

erator service, and in an endeavor
to supply this want has decided to

construct a car along refrigerator

lines so far as insulation is con-

cerned, but installing in place of the

ice bunkers an electrically operated
refrigerator plant, similar to that on
the market for use in houses. Cool-

ing pipes will extend along the roof

business and modernizing methods

and facilities to produce economies

in operation as well as better serv-

ice for the public, there are still

many opportunities open. Freight

stations and terminals should be

easily accessible to drays, with suffi-

cient openings to permit prompt
loading and unloading and avoid

delaying shippers' vehicles. Drive-

ways of ample size to prevent con-

gestion should be provided and team
tracks for loading and unloading di-

rectly between cars and drays.

Rolling stock should be adequate to

take care of all tonnage offered. It

should be completely standardized

especially in respect to outside di-

mensions, wheel treads and flanges,

draft rigging and air-brake equip-

ment. This will permit free inter-

change with connecting lines.

Joint through rates and traffic ar-

rangements with connecting lines

should be negotiated. The use of

the motor truck as a feeder in either

urban or rural service is worthy of

careful consideration. It may some-

times be possible to secure the loca-

tion of industrial establishments

along the electric railway line.

An efficient traflSc department with

a competent head should be organ-

ized. He should have full authority

and responsibility, and the co-op-

eration of the transportation de-

partment should be accorded him.

Co-operation with agricultural organ-

izations, farm granges, livestock

associations, and the like, will help

them to secure better markets for

their products and at the same time

will increase the revenue of the

railway.
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Equipment Maintenance
By FRANK M. BRINCKERHOFF

Consulting Engineer, New Yo^-k. N. Y.

A modern shop may be small but should be provided

with the last word in labor-saving equipment to keep

cars on the road. Some of the important considerations

for expediting inspection and overhaul work discussed.

Proper areas of floor space, use of lye tanks, provision

for paint spraying and spray washing, adequate

materials handling and dipping and baking equipment

among practical features of shop design treated.

THAT cars are too valuable

to be held in shops for long

periods of time should be

the governing principle on

which the design of a modern elec-

tric railway repair shop is based.

The modern shop may be small

but equipped with every known
practical device for making repairs

quickly and returning cars to service

speedily. It should be virtually

empty as far as cars are concerned,

for they should be kept on the road,

where they can earn money. The
number of spare cars should also be

kept low, but the number of spare

parts for the equipment should be

large enough to insure prompt re-

placement. The real function of the

repair shop is to keep the cars in

service. One car costs $15,000 or

more. To keep this investment

working as nearly full time as pos-

sible justifies quite an investment

in spare parts and shop equipment.

Also, it is strongly advisable to have

more spare parts and fewer spare

cars. If this policy makes it pos-

sible to provide a given service, say

with 10 spare cars instead of 15,

the saving is obvious both in the

investment in cars and in the invest-

ment in shop buildings.

The first thing to be decided by
railway officials who are confronted

with the problem of constructing a

new shop is that of location. Shop
arrangement will necessarily be af-

fected by the amount of land and its

location. In most cities satisfactory

sites are quite limited. It is desir-

able to locate a shop so as to reduce

non-revenue mileage and to obtain a

steam road connection if possible.

The shop should also be readily ac-

cessible in order that labor can be

obtained and retained at average

wages. In analyzing labor conditions

on a number of railway properties,

it appears that some find it necessary

to pay above the average prices for

labor due to the inconvenient loca-

tion of the shops. They also find it

very difficult to keep their men for

extended periods. This is quite a

disadvantage and it materially af-

fects the quality of the maintenance
work.

In deciding on the size of a site,

it is desirable to select one having
sufficient area to provide for outside

storage and to permit of enlarging

the building to take care of future

growth. There are many classes of

material, such as wheels, iron cast-

ings, lumber, scrap and the like,

which can be conveniently stored

outside, and this is better than to

have them occupying valuable space

under a roof. It is also common
practice to make use of the shop

yards for storing track material, so

it is necessary to have a plot of

ground considerably larger than that

required by the shop building.

A study of existing layouts on a

considerable number of representa-

tive properties shows that the rela-

tion of the total shop area to the

number of cars maintained runs

fairly uniform. Figures for 10 rail-

ways are given in Table I, and the

average square feet per car floor

area for these 10 railways is 207.

In this analysis no attempt has been

made to consider the variation in

space needed by different length

cars. A very exhaustive study of

^1^
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A Platform Level with the Car Floor
in the Shops of the New York,

Has Been Found of Great Advantage
Westchester & Boston Railway
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Supporting Construction to Enable the Crane to Run Over the Balcony for Landing Material
in the Shops of the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad

In the Shops of the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad Armatures Are Picked Up from the Truck Oi>erhauling Floor b\i

Meg.ns of an Overhead Traveling Crane and Are Landed Dlrectlii on the Balcony, Where Repairs Are
Made. From This Point an Overhead Telpher System Picks Up atid Conveys the Equip-

ment DirectU.i to the Machine Tool on Which the Work Is to Be Performed
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the arrangement and size of depart-

ments now being used by 50 electric

railway properties was made by the

equipment and building and struc-

tures committees of the American

Electric Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation in 1921 and 1922. Based on

the figures obtained in this survey,

a table has been prepared showing

the relative area of departments de-

sirable for roads operating 50, 200

and 1,000 cars respectively. This

information is given in Table II.

These figures may be taken as a

guide for approximating desirable

areas where new shops are to be

constructed, but individual ideas of

designers and local conditions will

affect the arrangement and propor-

tioning of shop areas to a large

extent.

In general, it can be said that a

modern railway shop should be wide

rather than long, so that cars can

be run in and out without inter-

ference. Through tracks with ample

connections at both ends are desir-

able.

The larger electric railway prop-

erties have a number of shops, some

of which are devoted to special

classes of work. In general, the

maintenance of cars can be divided

into three classes of repairs. First,

there is what is commonly called in-

spection work, which includes re-

newals, replacements, adjustments

and lubrication of wearing and ad-

justable parts together with a gen-

eral inspection of the car body, truck

and equipment. The second class

of work includes what is generally

termed overhauling. This includes

the dismantling and thorough clean-

ing of the equipment parts, together

with the renewing and replacing of

all broken and worn parts. The

third class of work may be termed

general repairs. This includes the

reconstruction of cars, together with

repairs, such as painting, varnishing

and work which necessitates holding

the cars from service over an ex-

tended period. The various classes

of repairs are sometimes combined

so as to coincide as to time.

Sometimes the three classes of re-

pair work are done at one shop, and

of course its size and the arrange-

ment of departments will be influ-

enced by the scope of work to be

done. There is also a considerable

amount of maintenance repair that

is generally concentrated at the one

point. This includes the rewinding

and repair of armatures and fields,

the overhauling of controllers, cir-

TABLE I—relation OF TOT.\L SHOP AREA TO NUMBER, OF CARS -MAINTAINED
Shop Area, Number Square Feet
Square Feet of Cars per Car

Railway
Boston Elevated Railway, Everett .Shjp 493,478 2,535 195
Montreal Tramways, Youville .Shop 1 12,052 570 197
Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company, Coldspring Shop. . . 284,600 1,190 243
Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction Company, Springfield, Ohio,
Shop 45.680 200 228

Pacific Electric Railway, Torrance Shop 296,880 1,800 165
Portland Railway & Light Company, Portland, Ore 142,950 640 223
Seattle Municipal Railway.... 87,810 450 195
Toronto Transportation Commission, Hilicrest.Shop 223,226 1,153 194
Union Traction Company of Indiana, .\nderson Shop 79,7 P& 300 266
West Penn Railways, Connellsville Shop 50,250 300 168

Total 1,816,636 9,138 2,071
.Average .... 207 . I

cuit breakers, resistances and other

equipment parts, together with such

work as the babbitting of bearings,

repairs to seats and curtains and the

general manufacturing work which

is usually carried out by electric

railways in order to provide mainte-

nance parts. A discussion of the

equipment and arrangement of all

the various departments would con-

sume more space than can be devoted

to this subject in a single article.

But a discussion of some of the out-

standing conveniences which should

be in use in a modernized electric

railway shop will be of value.

Lye Tanks for Cleaning

Metal Parts

Quite a number of electric railway

shops are provided with lye tanks

for cleaning the grease and dirt from

various equipment parts. Their use

reduces the time and labor of over-

hauling enormously. The Kansas

City Railways and the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad at

its Van Ness shops have large tanks

of sufficient size to dip complete mo-

tor truck frames. The Kansas City

tank is 14 ft. long, 10 ft. wide and

6 ft. deep and is installed at one side

of the track on which trucks are

stripped for overhauling. Results

show that a truck that has been

through the lye vat is assembled in

from 10 to 15 per cent less time

than one that has not.

The New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad has a separate

building containing its lye vat at the

Van Ness shops. This is adjacent to

the repair shop and is connected to

it by transfer tracks, so that mate-

rial may be handled between the two
points with a minimum amount of

labor. The building is 43 ft. x 30 ft.

and is of concrete, waterproofed on

the inside.

The New York Municipal Railway
cleans all of its air compressor parts

in a lye tank, 41 in. x 32 in. x 31
in. All parts except gears, pistons,

crankshafts and connection rods are

placed in the tank and are allowed to

remain for half an hour, when they

are removed and brushed briskly

with a hand brush or broom. Then
they are rinsed in water and placed

on the overhauling bench. Such a

tank is also found to be a great time

saver in removing the insulation

from field coils where these are to

be torn down and reinsulated. An-
other use for such a tank is' that of

removing the paint from signs which

are to be relettered. After a railway

shop is provided with such equip-

ment, many uses can be found for it

which were not thought of before.

Spray Washing for Cars

While the washing and cleaning of

cars is not always taken care of by

the mechanical departments of rail-

ways, still it appears that some effi-

cient provision should be made in

shop construction for car washing.

One of the most efficient methods

which has been incorporated in sev-

eral electric railway shops consists

of using vertical perforated pipes

TABLE II—DESIRABLE AREA OF SHOP DEPARTMENTS
Per Cent of ' Area, Square Feet-

Departments Total Area 50 Cars 200 Cars

Overhauling and truck 19 1,966 7,865

Machine, wheels and axles 9 932
, Jet

Blacksmith and welding 4 414 1,655

Airbrakes I ]0* 414.

Office 2 207 828

.Armature and elec'rical 5 , 5H i.Vl
Carpenter and mill 22 2,277 9.108

Paint 18 1.863 7,452

Paint mixing 2 207 SiS

Sandblast 2 ,207 828

.Storeroom 12 1,242 4,958

Oilhouse 2 207 828

Washroom 2 207 828

Total 100 10,350 41,400

1,000 Cars

39.330
18,630
8.280
2.070
4,140
10,350
45,540
37,260
4,140
4,140

24,840
4.140
4,140

207,000
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An Overhead Traveling Crane Lifts the Car Bodies, Which Are Held in Their
Raised Position bji Steel Supports While the Trucks Are Run Out and

Placed on the Adjacent Overhauling Tracks. Turntables in the

Floor Provide for Removal at the Side of the Car

located on either side of a track.

Water is sprayed on the cars as they

pass be'-weea these pipes, and men
with brushes rub down the sides and
windows. With this construction it

is the usual practice to obtain the

water directly from the city system.

The valves for operating and con-

trolling the flow of water are manip-
ulated from the floor by one man,
while it is usual to have two others

to scrub and loosen the dirt. The
man operating the car stays inside

during the washing and takes the

car away as sooi as it is completed.

Average figures obtained from rail-

ways using this method show that

ordinary sized cars can be washed in

from 24 to 3 minutes and the instal-

lation of such equipment produces

substantial savings.

In connection with the cleaning of

cars it appears that full advantage

has not been taken of the economies

to be gained from vacuum cleaning.

Piobably the most notable example

of the use of this type of equipment
is in Cleveland. In this shop one

cleaner is used in the washroom of

the paint shop for removing dust

and dirt from car interiors previous

to painting and varnishing. This

By Having the Trolley Repair Department Located in the Balcony with a Foot-
Walk on a Level with the Roofs of the Cars Much Time Is Saved in

Making Inspection and Repairs of Equipment in the Shops
of the New York, Westchester & Boston Railway

method could be extended to the

cleaning of cars on ordinary mainte-

nance inspection to good advantage

in other railway shops. The removal

of dust and dirt from inaccessible

places, such as corners, window pock-

ets and underneath seats, is almost

impossible with a broom or brush,

but a vacuum cleaner with a small

nozzle reaches such places readily,

and there is also freedom from dis-

comfort to workmen, which is a par-

ticular disadvantage where a brush

or broom is used.

In the Cleveland shop, vacuum
cleaning has been extended to other

departments. Thus, in the motor re-

pair shop a cleaner is used to re-

move the dust and dirt from motor

frames preparatory to overhauling,

and in the armature room, the arma-

tures are blown out and at the same
time the dirt is drawn off by connec-

tion to the suction end of the cleaner.

Provision for Spray Painting

a Modern Requirement

The cost of painting the various

parts of car equipment can be

brought back to a pre-war basis by

the use of paint-spraying equipment.

Many roads which are now using

this system report that the actual

time of painting has been reduced to

approximately one-third of that re-

quired by the old hand brush method.

There is still considerable room for

reducing the time required in drying

paint. A modern shop should have

heating facilities for this purpose.

In connection with the use of

paint-spraying equipment several

problems present themselves, for in

order to obtain the greatest advan-

tages, it is necessary really to design

the paint shop particularly for this

work. Many railways which are now
using paint-spraying methods report

that with adequate and proper facil-

ities the time consumed in painting

could be reduced still further. Most
railway shops are designed without

adequate space between the centers

of tracks to provide for eflScient use

of paint-spraying equipment. This

is a great handicap. The distance

between track centers should be not

less than 15 ft., and it is desirable

to have this 20 ft. or more if the

space can be obtained.

There are several reasons for the

need of increased space. One of the

principal ones is the need for ade-

quate scaffolding or movable plat-

forms, so that the paint spraying can

be done economically. Many roads

have installed very ingenious de-
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signs of platforms in their painting

department, but in general most of

these are affected to a considerable

extent by space limitations. Another
reason for an increased spacing of

tracks is to avoid fumes from spray
painting and to prevent the interfer-

ence of one class of work with an-

other.

If paint spraying is to be carried

out in the most efficient manner, the

shops should be piped with a supply

of compressed air with convenient

outlets, so that this can be used in

connection with the paint-spraying

equipment without the neiessity of

running long lines of hose which
must be carried over the floor and
up to the platform, taking up valu-

able space and also requiring consid-

erable time in their movement and
adjustment and difficulty in avoid-

ing leaks.

In Rochester the paint shop is

piped not only with a supply of air

but also of gas, so that a combina-
tion of air and gas is used to burn
off the paint from the car body.

The most effective use of paint

spraying at present is on trucks and
for the priming coats of car bodies.

Railways which are using this sys-

tem extensively report that the spray
gives a better penetration than a

brush in the cracks and nail holes,

and therefore holds the putty and
surfacer much better than the brush
methods.

In regard to platforms particu-

larly adapted for spray painting,

many roads have found a movable
platform, or rather a tower mounted
on wheels, of great convenience. The
operator pushes this along the side

of the car as his work progresses and
thus does not need to move from his

position. Such movable towers, how-
ever, require more space between
tracks than is ordinarily provided in

paint shops, and this is an added
reason for increased track centers

where new designs permit.

Repair Department Should Be
Convenient for General

Overhauling

A modem shop should be small

and equipped with every known prac-

tical device for making repairs

quickly.

The work of repairs to the car

equipment must be carried out on
various levels. Thus, there is equip-

ment underneath the car body and on
the truck, inside the car and along

the outside of the car, and also on

the roof. This particular phase of

repair work has been amply provided

for in the design of the New York,

Westchester & Boston repair shop.

In this shop provision is made for

three different levels of work. No
scaffolding or ladders are necessary,

and their absence materially adds
to the rapidity of operation and the

freedom of various groups of work-
men as well as to the general appear-

ance of the shops.

Repairs and inspection of the trol-

ley bases, wheels and poles must
necessarily be made on the roofs of

cars. It certainly adds to the ardu-
ousness of the employees who do this

work if they are required to climb
up and down repeatedly from the

trie railway men, and in general the

ideas in this connection are well ad-

vanced. All realize the advantage
of having open space at the sides of

the cars as well as underneath, an
open pit construction with a walk
in the center between the two tracks

having been found to work out most
satisfactorily.

Material-Handling
Equipment Important

One of the principal factors in the

rapid repair of equipment is provi-

sion of cranes, telphers, hoists and
the like for handling and transport-

ing parts to the particular locations

at which they are to be repaired.

The work starts with the removal of

f

A Type of Pit Extending Outside the Cars and Having R-iils Supported on
Concrete Piers Gives Convenient Access to All Under B(My Equipment

in the Shops of the New York, Westchester & Boston Raihvay

floor to the roofs of cars. In the

New York, Westchester & Boston

shops a walk is provided along one

side of the shop on a level with the

car roof, and the department where
trolley equipment is repaired is in

the balcony leading off from this

walk.

Men can thus bring any mate-

rial to the benches for repairs with-

out carrying it up and down ladders.

Also, repairs on the trolley equip-

ment itself can be carried out much
more efficiently by such an arrange-

ment. The use of a permanent plat-

form on the level of the car floor

for cleaning windows and for con-

venient access to the body generally

has proved of particular advantage

in this shop.

Pit construction has been given

considerable study by various elec-

the car bodies from the trucks and
continues through the dismantling

of the equipment and removal of in-

dividual parts to the particular tools

at which the work is to be done. In

deciding on the best type of equip-

ment for any particular shop, some
of the points that should be given

consideration are initial investmen";,

time required for doing the work,

adaptability to other services in the

shop, convenience of operation and

accident hazards. There is no doubt

that an overhead traveling crane is

the most efficient and convenient

means for removal of car bodies.

Certainly, in equipping a shop which
is modern in every respect, this

should be included. It is better to

put the money into the best means
of doing a job in the shop than to

invest a smaller sum in a slower, les.'*
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efficient substitute which may delay

the return of a ear to service.

The overhead traveling crane has

the advantage that It can be used for

handling heavy parts and disman-
tling or assembling the equipment in

the truck shop, as well as for lifting

car bodies, and thus can be kept in

almost continuous service.

As an auxiliary to the overhead
traveling crane, a complete system

of traveling telphers is desirable.

Through the use of such a system
the various detail parts can be taken

up from the floor of the overhauling

shop and delivered directly to the

tractors and find innumerable uses

for them.

It is not the intention to go into

the desirable grouping and arrange-

ment of departments in a shop, but

this is a matter which should have

very close attention. The arrange-

ment of shop departments is fre-

quently responsible for double han-

dling of material and the necessity

of transporting some pieces of appa-

ratus through another department
befcre they finally reach the machine
on which the work has to be done.

The dipping and baking of railway

armatures and the impregnating of

nance of rolling stock can be realized

by making special provision for

reclamation work. For salvaging

material and reworking it for fur-

ther use, the various types of weld-

ing equipment are the main items

needed. Parts which are to be

scrapped are most quickly cut apart

by the oxyacetylene or arc process.

Work of repair such as building up
worn surfaces and welding broken
parts now constitutes the major part

of electric railway reclamation work.
The Washington Railway & Electric

Company has a system of wiring

such that leads from the welding

A Balcony Over the Machine Shop Gives a Very Efficient Arrangement of Space in the Shops
of the New York, Westchester & Boston Railway

machine tool on which the work is to

be done. Such a system should con-

nect the various departments and
run adjacent to the principal tools.

In addition, ample equipment of jib

cranes and hoists will be necessary in

order to provide for the lifting of
heavy parts into and out of the ma-
chines.

Such equipment, however, is only a
part of that required for material
handling. The use of truck tractors

by electric railways is infrequent, but
these can be used to great advantage
and with material reduction in cost

of labor. Several of the larger elec-

tric railway systems are using truck

field coils have now become quite

general practice among electric rail-

ways. Hence, in laying out an up-

to-date shop ample provision should

be made for this work. The equip-

ment recommended consists of an in-

sulated oven with forced ventilation

and thermostatic control of the heat,

a dipping tank for armatures and an

impregnating tank for field coils. In

addition, an overhead trolley system

should extend from the dipping tank

into the oven. Where material han-

dling trucks are provided, these can

be used to transfer the equipment in

and out of the oven.

Large economies in the mainte-

room equipment can be brought out

and work done in most any nearby

location.

There are many other depart-

ments, in addition to those which

have been considered in this article,

which should have careful considera-

tion in planning a modern shop.

Such features as are necessary for

ample lighting, ventilating and heat-

ing systems could each well be given

as much space for consideration as

has been given in this article. The
intention here, however, has lieen

to point out only a few of the high

points of a modern electric railway

shop layout.
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Accounting Practice
By W. L. DAVIS

Auditor Lehig^h Valley Transit Company, Allentown, Pa.

Different economic conditions, regulation and the

growth of the industry are responsible for many changes

in accounting matters during the last ,twenty years.

This article considers methods of organizing the staff,

handling distributions and selection of forms. Later

articles will consider modern methods of arranging the

ledger accounts, preparing the reports, divisional

accounting, budgets, capital records and other matters.

r"
I ^ HOSE of us who have spent

I the past twenty years in

I electric railway accounting
A- have had to keep pace with

the numerous changes and develop-

ments through which the industry

has parsed during that time. Differ-

ent economic conditions and govern-

mental and municipal regulations

have been responsible for some of

these changes, but the normal growth

of the industry has been one of the

principal factors.

The primary functions of the ac-

counting department during this

time have been the preparation of

financial data, such as balance sheets

and income accounts, and the compi-

lation of a history of the company.

These functions still remain and will

continue to represent the main re-

sponsibility of the men in charge of

the accounting branch of the indus-

try. The modern railway account-

ant, however, does not and cannot

consider that his duties are those of

an ordinary bookkeeper, the prob-

lems of the industry at the present

being such that he must assume
much larger responsibilities. He
must be prepared to furnish all kinds

of cost analyses both for operating

and construction purposes, to com-
pile regular reports and special data

for regulatory commissions, and to

handle numerous other requirements
unheard of twenty-five years ago.

A survey of the accounting re-

quirements of the modern electric

railway should begin with a review
of the essential qualifications of the

modern electric railway accountant.

The man in charge of this work
should have the necessary technical

education both as to accounting and
finance, together with a fund of prac-

tical knowledge that can only come
with experience. While he should

not be expected to be familiar with

all of the problems of the mainte-

nance of way engineer, the superin-

tendent of the distribution system,

the master mechanic, the power sta-

tion engineer or the superintendent

of transportation, he should know
enough about the work in the vari-

ous operating and construction de-

partments to pass intelligently upon

such accounting problems as may
present themselves to him. He
should supplement his knowledge of

the industry and his own branch of

it by being thoroughly familiar with

operating conditions on his property.

The auditor should also keep him-

self advised not only on general eco-

nomic conditions but also on the in-

dustrial situations in the territory

through which his company oper-

ates. Briefly speaking, he should be

a man who is thoroughly competent

to handle his own department, who
can make the proper decisions at the

proper time and take full personal

responsibility for them, who merits

the confidence of the executives, and

who can organize and supervise the

work of those to whom he delegates

a part of his responsibility.

As the auditor is responsible for

the accounting records of his com-

pany he should provide himself with

not only a competent staff of assist-

ants but also a comprehensive ac-

counting system suited to his own
requirements. He should be familiar

enough with his own problems and

requirements to handle both.

The Accounting Staff

It is not an easy matter to develop

an accounting organization which

can meet the complicated problems

of the present day, and in doing so

the auditor should profit by the les-

rons learned during the past years.

The average man entering the serv-

ice of the accounting department of

an electric railway seldom has any

previous experience in that direc-

tion, and considerable educational

work is necessary before the new
employee can be intrusted with any-

thing other than routine clerical

work. It might also be added that

the new employee should also be

encouraged to familiarize himself

with the property of the company.

Every electric railway accounting

department is required to prepare

from time to time numerous special

statements, exhibits, analyses and

the like, and it is usually necessary

to assign this work to the best men
in the department. As this kind of

work must usually be given prefer-

ence over routine requirements, it

will be found advantageous, particu-

larly in the larger offices, to provide

for this in the accounting organiza-

tion. This can usually be done to

advantage by assigning the newer

employees to the routine work and

relieving the older and more experi-

enced men of as much detail as pos-

sible, assigning them to the special

work as required.

The routine work should of course

be handled under the supervision of

an experienced man, to whom the

auditor should delegate as much of

his detail responsibility as possible.

The men to whom the detail work is

intrusted should be instructed to de-

velop the newer men to such an ex-

tent that, when the time comes for

promotion, there will be plenty of

valuable talent available. The spe-

cial men should be recruited in the
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same fashion, thereby utilizing the

experience of the older men to the

best advantage and enabling the or-

ganization to develop within itself.

The extent to which this method
can be advantageously used depends

of course upon the size of the organi-

zation and the amount of work of all

kinds required of it, but any ac-

counting organization should be flex-

ible enough to take care of special

work, annual reports, vacations and
time lost through illness or acci-

dents, and if there are enough people

to handle these requirements the

routine work and the daily and
monthly reports compiled therefrom
are subjected to a minimum of delay.

There should also be at least two
men familiar enough with the re-

quirements of the department and
the policy of the company to handle

the work required of the organiza-

tion in the absence of the auditor.

The auditor should consider the de-

velopment of such men his personal

responsibility and should go out of

his way to see that their education

along the lines of his own work is

as complete as he can possibly make
it. In this respect the man in charge
of the department should subordi-

nate his personal convenience to the
requirements of the service and
should consider it a duty to provide
the company with some one who can
take his place.

The proper development of the
modern accounting organization is

predicated upon a proper selection

of personnel, and the auditor should
consider this a most important
branch of his work. This is a very
broad subject and one upon which
books have been written, and it is

of course entirely outside the prov-
ince of this article to discuss it in

detail. It might, however, be well

to say at this time that the em-
ployees should be selected and
trained for the positions that they
are expected to fill, and toward this

end their past experience and per-
sonal preferences should be carefully

considered. It would be manifestly
unfair to place a man whose past
experience might only have covered
storeroom accounting upon general
ledger work and expect him to make
good, and on the other hand a man
with an exceptionally good line of
experience upon general books could
hardly be put on a routine job in

another department and be expected
to stay with the organization.

When the new man is employed,
or even before he is employed, he

should be informed of just what is

expected of him, and he should be

given all possible assistance in that

direction. On the other hand, he

should be told just what he may ex-

pect, and if any promises are made
to him they should be fulfilled to the

letter. He should be employed with

the idea that he is becoming a mem-
ber of an accounting organization

and taking up a share of the respon-

sibilities of the department.

Every employee should be given

1o understand that he cannot be ad-

vanced in the organization until he

qualifies for such advancement and
until the opportunity for promotion

presents itself. When such an op-

portunity does present itself the po-

sition should be filled from the or-

ganization whenever possible, but

this probably should not be an inflex-

ible rule. It is sometimes desirable

to inject a little of what is usually

called new blood, as new ideas are

often very necessary, but the men
in the organization should always be

encouraged to develop themselves for

something better. Above all, a com-
petent, conscientious and loyal em-
ployee should not be kept on one job

indefinitely with no opportunities to

improve himself or his position just

because he does happen to be fitted

for his work and because he is mak-
ing good on it.

There have been numerous cases

of employees being kept in the same
positions indefinitely because "they

couldn't be spared" until other or-

ganizations discover what they can
do and make offers that are soon ac-

cepted. It is usually the valuable

employee who does not make his

presence known from year to year as

he keeps on doing his work, but that

is no reason why he should not be

considered for promotion or a bet-

ter position just because he is com-
petent on his present work. A fail-

ure to promote a man of this kind

to a better position may temporarily

save the auditor a little work and
personal inconvenience, but when
the time comes to fill both positions

he may remember the circumstances

to his sorrow.

A competent staff (and an eco-

nomical staff) is a well-satisfied

staff, and it is hardly possible to

build up the former without the lat-

ter. A well-satisfied staff is not made
so without a fairly liberal salary pol-

icy, but the salary policy is not the

only element. The employees should

be encouraged to develop themselves,

should receive all possible assistance

toward an education in the require-

ments of their work, should not be

misled by false promises or state-

ments, should have the most pleas-

ant and satisfactory working condi-

tions possible, and should not be

expected to do the impossible. Merit
should always be recognized and in-

competence should always be handled

in the most effective fashion.

While the employees should not

expect (and the better employees do
not expect) to be continually com-
plimented for doing what they are

paid to do, a friendly word of ap-

preciation often goes a long way.
Criticisms should be given tactfully

and with some regard for the feel-

ings of the other fellow, always bear-

ing in mind that the employee didn't

make the mistake intentionally and
is usually anxious to correct his own
faults.

When an employee is requested to

prepare a statement or do some extra

work that is apart from his usual

routine, he will usually handle it bet-

ter (and more quickly) if he not only

knows what to do and how to do it,

but why he is doing it. If the em-
ployees in the accounting depart-

ment are well satisfied they will not

only do better work in a more effi-

cient manner, but will also prove

valuable "boosters" for the company
on the outside.

Comparison with Older
Methods

Before discussing the subject of

modern methods in accounting, it

might be said that the present-day
requirements of the industry are

such that the records must be kept
in an entirely different form than
those considered satisfactory twenty-
five and thirty years ago. The
accounting records should not

only provide the necessary routine
for preparing periodic profit and
loss statements and balance sheets,

but should also reflect a more or less

complete history of the operating,

construction and financial transac-

tions of the company.
In order to accomplish this end,

it may seem, at first glance, that

there would not be much room for

economy of time and labor when
comparing the modern records with
the old-fashioned bound ledgers,

cash books and journals of an
earlier day. It is true that our
present requirements are such that

the records must necessarily be
somewhat more elaborate, but if the

auditor is familiar enough with his
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own conditions and has the neces-

sary knowledge of detail he can

often make one entry serve more

than one purpose and thereby effect

a substantial saving in expense.

As the work in the general offices

is such that the final results depend

to a great extent upon the daily

transactions as recorded in the

operating offices, any efforts toward

reducing work and effecting econom-

ical accounting methods in handling

modern requirements must begin at

the source. The basic figures, from
the very nature of the work, must
be compiled daily, and if this fea-

ture receives sufficient attention it

will be found possible to handle the

work economically and at the same
time avoid peaks at the end of the

accounting period. The present-day

auditor, in devising his accounting

systems, will find it of considerable

advantage to avoid, as far as pos-

sible, the practice of allowing im-

portant work to wait until the end

of the month. This is especially

true of payrolls and material dis-

tributions, not to mention credits to

revenue accounts for daily earnings.

This is, of course, subject to some
limitations, as it would be mani-

festly unnecessary to attempt a daily

compilation of a small payroll or

material distribution, which, from
the nature of the work and the size

of it, might be done in a half day's

time at the close of the month.

Simplifying Payroll
Distribution

In preparing payroll distribu-

tions it will be found advantageous

to enter the time of each man each

day and charge it to the proper
accounts, preferably by dollars and
cents, but at least by hours. This
in turn requires each employee to

prepare, or some one to prepare for

him, a daily report of his time on

which a complete description of the

work is shown. The usual form
of time ticket may be supplemented
by an extra column in which can be
shown the allocation of the amount
earned each day, these amounts
being accumulated daily by accounts.

If the charges are made and accu-

mulated daily, it is not only possible

to arrive at a total of the payroll

distribution within one day after

the close of the accounting period,

but it is also possible, if desired, to

prepare a daily report of operating

costs. It is desirable to summarize
the daily charges from the time
tickets of the individual employees to

each operating expense or construc-

tion account and have these totals

subjected to daily accumulation. The
department head may then be in a

position to review each day's payroll

costs and have a thorough under-

standing of his labor charges as

they are incurred, instead of being

required to wait until the close of

the accounting period to find out

what is included in his costs.

The monthly payroll distributions

as forwarded to the general office

should be prepared on standard

forms. Such forms should provide

spaces for the charges to each

controlling account, the number
of controlling accounts depending

entirely upon the requirements of

the company. It will be found very

advantageous to draft this form in

such a way that the charges to the

various detail accounts under each

controlling account may be grouped

and sub-totaled accordingly.

If there is only one payroll dis-

tribution, such as might be required

in a small property, a printed form

is not essential, but if a number of

payroll distributions are used a

printed form will be found very

valuable. These forms can be ruled

so that the charges are grouped

automatically by detail and control-

ling accounts, thereby making it

very easy to prepare a summary of

the payroll distributions to be used

as a journal entry. The totals by

control accounts shown on the sum-

mary may be posted direct to the

general ledger and the detail

accounts to a detail ledger. Each

section of the detail ledger may be

balanced separately with its control

account and the difficulties some-

times encountered in preparing a

payroll distribution journal entry

reduced to a minimum.
If divisional accounting is used,

the detail ledger sheets may be pre-

pared accordingly in columnar form,

with the description, total and ref-

erence columns on the left side. The
monthly charges from each payroll

may then be entered and the total

charges to each operating and con-

struction account determined accord-

ingly. These totals can then be

transferred to the operating and

construction ledgers in one item

with the assurance that they are in

balance.

If the company is maintaining a

fixed capital record, it is very im-

portant to have a system whereby
the charges to fixed capital accounts

may readily be analyzed, and if the

charges to the various construction

accounts can be readily supported

by comprehensive analyses of the

work by man-hours and amounts, the

pieparation of monthly coit analyses

will be materially facilitated. The
daily record of man-hours and
amounts will also be found to be
of advantage in preparing analyses

of operating costs, cost curves, and
similar data, together with esti-

mates for budgets and other

purposes. It will therefore be seen

that one set of records, if made
properly and kept up to date, may
be used for different purposes, even

though the basic figures are only

entered once.

Material Distribution and
Fare Collections

Material distributions may also be
handled in much the same way.
Daily distributions of material

issues may be summarized by
accounts, and the total charge to

each operating account may be read-

ily determined with comparatively
no delay at the close of the account-

ing period. These daily distributions

may be summarized both by ac-

counts and by articles, thereby
enabling the company to keep a very
complete record of material costs

by articles and amounts, not only

representing debits to operating

and construction accounts, but also

credits to the stock accounts. If it

is not considered necessary to

prepare such details daily, they may
be prepared on a weekly or monthly
basis, but it will be found preferable

under ordinary circumstances to

prepare them daily.

The monthly material distribu-

tions when reported to the general

office may be summarized upon the

same kind of a form as has already

been suggested for payrolls, and it

will be found advantageous to use

the same form with different head-

ings, thereby reducing the number
of active forms in use.

Complete daily records of mate-
rial issued may also be used for a

number of different purposes, par-

ticularly in the preparation of cost

analyses for fixed capital records,

and if the routine records are self-

analyzing they may be reviewed at

any time by any officer or employee
who may be interested.

The same general principle may
be used in accounting for fare

collections, whether cash or tickets.

As the operations are usually han-
dled on a divisional basis, the
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accounting should of course follow

the same course. No matter what
form of registration may be in

effect, it is necessary to account for

the fares collected in the most com-

plete manner possible.

In this article no attempt will be

made to discuss the numerous forms
of fare registration, as that is a

subject in itself and one which each

company should decide for itself.

However, it might be well to suggest

that the accounting for the receipts

be handled in such a way that every

fare may be accounted for, and this

can best be attained by a method
which enables the accounting de-

partment to compare the fares regis-

tered as reported by the conductors

with similar data prepared from
records taken from the cars.

Conductors' trip sheets should

show the number of cash fares and
revenue tickets collected on each car,

and this record can be supple-

mented by a daily record of regis-

tration showing the number of

fares collected on each car by each
conductor. When the conductors'

returns are audited and the cash and
ticket collections of each conductor
are compared with the trip sheets

or trip reports, the collections on
each car can be determined without
much additional work, for the rea-

son that the registrations are neces-

sarily reported by cars. Forms can
be prepared for this purpose and
the fare collections by cars compiled
along with divisional earnings, car-

miles, car'-hours and other statistical

data.

On the other hand, the records
prepared by cars can be summarized
in accordance with the number of
fares collected by each conductor,
arid one record compared with the
other. If the form of registration
does not furnish the accounting
department vdth data from which
the registration by conductors may
be determined, this information may
be had from cards which stay
with the car and which show open-
ing readings as taken by carhouse
employees, readings taken when
conductors change off, and clos-

ing readings taken at the end of
the day.

If each day's collections are
audited in this manner, every regis-
tration can be accounted for and
each day's earnings can be deter-
mined on the day after. The gen-
eral accounting department can take
the daily collections direct into the

income account, either on the basis

of cash collections, ticket sales or

tickets lifted. Even if tickets lifted

are not used as a basis of determin-

ing each day's earnings, the revenue

tickets should be accounted for.

In taking the earnings into the

general accounts, divisional segre-

gations may be made as required,

and if this information is needed,

it should be prepared at the time

the daily collections are audited.

This subject will, however, be dis-

cussed later.

Proper Selection of Forms
In order to handle the work of a

modern accounting department in

the most efficient manner, special

attention should of course be given

to the preparation of standard

forms. This is a subject which, in

the past, has not received the atten-

tion that it should have had, and as

a result, there have been hundreds
of printed forms produced without

any uniformity as to size, quality of

paper, binding space and the like.

If the auditor, or some one to whom
this particular responsibility is

delegated, determines in advance the

exact purposes for which a form is

to be used and the number of figures

to be entered in each column,
he can often cut down the size of his

form or adjust it to one of the

standard sizes of paper stock. A
few square inches of economy in a

form of which a hundred thousand
fheets are ordered at a time will

result in a substantial saving on the

annual stationery bill.

If a standard size for ledger

sheets is determined in advance, it

will facilitate ordering of ledger

binders, particularly for stores ac-

counts. It may seem rather difficult

to arrive at a standard size, 11x17
in. for example, for all kinds of

ledgers, but in instances where all

of the information cannot possibly

be put on one side of a sheet it is

often possible to have the forms
printed so that the record will be
divided in the center and entries can
be made on both sides. If this

method is still unsatisfactory, short

sheets can be inserted and indefinite

expansion provided for. If this is

done, the office work need not be
delayed (and the office morale low-

ered) by the use of large and
cumbersome ledgers, which are not
only expensive, but also very awk-
ward to handle. Another advantage
in standard size ledgers will be seen

when determining requirements for

safe and vault space.

During the past ten or fifteen

years substantial improvements have

been made in loose-leaf binders and

accessory equipment, and it will be

found advantageous to make use of

these inventions to a considerable

extent. Of course, there is a dif-

ference of opinion as to the desir-

ability of bound books as compared
with loose-leaf records, but to some
extent this is a matter of opinion

and something for each individual

to determine.

Considerable efficiency can also be

attained by proper arrangement of

columns on the various forms. For
example, in the preparation of a

voucher record it is very desirable

to prepare the form in such a way
that the columns for charges to the

accounts most generally used are

near the "accounts payable" column.

This will be quite an item when five

or six thousand vouchers have to be

posted in a month. It will be ad-

vantageous to design other forms
with the same idea in view.

It will be found economical to

prepare printed forms and ruled

paper for as much of the routine

work as possible. Computations can

often be put in permanent form
with almost no additional effort. As
an example, it might be said that as

fimple a process as the distribution

of a voucher may be made easier if

printed forms are provided for use

in listing invoices. There may be
instances when a number of invoices,

charging different accounts, are

vouchered at the same time. A re-

capitulation of these charges listed

on a small form will serve not only

to facilitate the preparation of the

voucher but also to enable the

voucher clerk to charge the proper
accounts and the operating expense
ledgei- clerk to make the proper
entries.

Forms can often be devised to

serve different purposes. The pay-
rolls and material distributions may
be entered on the same form, and
the same kind of a ledger can be
used to control both general ledger

and operating expense accounts. A
study of this situation will result

in substantial economies not only in

stationery but also in filing space.

With a uniform size for ledgers of

11x17 in. it is no longer necessary
to use the old-fashioned, uncom-
fortable high top desk.

In later installments of this article

Mr. Davis will discuss other phases
of modem accounting practice.
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Claims and Safety
By J. H. HANDLON

Claim Agent Market Street Railway, San Francisco. Cal.

The tremendous increase in number of automobiles

and other features of modern street traffic have greatly

increased the problems of the claim agent and their

complexity. But by safety work, training of employees

and other ways, he is doing his best to overcome these

handicaps.

THE greatly increased traf-

fic in the streets of our

modern cities, even on our

suburban highways, has

added to the problems of the claims

department. Traffic accidents have
increased and electric railway claim

agents have been compelled to ad-

vance their methods to meet these

new and trying conditions. Today a

modern claim department of a large

street railway company is similar to

a laboratory where the strength of

the warp and woof and dye of a

fabric is tested, for every effort is

made honestly to determine whether
a claim is meritorious or not. Hap-
hazard, hit-and-miss methods have
been abandoned.

In former days, before the art of

adjusting claims had reached its

present state of advancement, it was
not unusual for claim agent of a

street railway corporation to be ac-

cused of practices that would not be
countenanced by a modern railway

claim agent. Probably the claim

agent had been a former detective

—

many claim agents were—who was
influenced by his former environ-

ment to such an extent that he was
likely to be very critical of all claim-

ants and to consider every claimant

his natural enemy. Such a claim

agent looked upon an immediate
settlement as a "consummation de-

voutly to be wished," and ordinarily

all suggestions of ethics were cast

to the winds. Claim agents today
are fighting against the evil impres-

sions caused by such practices.

If I should undertake to prepare
a creed, a summary of principles for

the guidance of street railway claim

agents, I would outline it somewhat
as follows

:

"Let me so do my today's work
that my actions will not reflect upon
but benefit my employers tomorrow.

Therefore, in disposing of yester-

day's accident, I must be just and
equitable to all concerned. I must
use the lesson yesterday's accident

taught me to assist in preventing

tomorrow's accident, if possible, and
failing to dispose of yesterday's

accident I must use every resource

at my command to gather all of the

facts with regard thereto that can be

accumulated, so that my employers

will be fortified should litigation

arise."

The experienced claim agent
knows that there is always an oppor-

tune time for pressing a settlement,

and that time is rarely immediately

after the accident occurs, especially

in serious personal injury cases.

Until a few years ago the Market
Street Railway made an immediate
appraisal of the damage to all auto-

mobiles involved in collisions with

their cars. Then we abandoned the

practice and found that the propor-

tion of claims for damage to auto-

mobiles decreased from 29 per cent

to 19 per cent of all such accidents,

and the cost to the company was
lessened. By adopting such a policy,

we relieved ourselves of the annoy-

ance of being compelled to reject

claims where we had taken the in-

itiative of sending a company ap-

praiser to call upon the automobile

owner.

Some of the modern methods now

In Each Carhouse a Map Shows the
Number and Character of Acci-

dents on Each Route

used by claim agents are these:

Comparative records are kept on a

weekly or monthly basis of all classes

of accidents, underlying causes of

accidents and their costs. Compari-
sons are made of accidents by lines

or divisions. The individual cost

per accident of each platform man is

recorded, and a record is maintained

of the discipline imposed by each

operating ofldcial, both in individual

accidents and in group form, be-

cause operating oflicials who become
lax in enforcing discipline indirectly

encourage a "don't care" attitude

among the trainmen.

Occasionally, records are made of

the accident costs of employees ac-

cording to their length of service

and the hours when most accidents

occur and of the increase or decrease

of accidents on lines recently re-

routed and where the running time
is reduced.

Accidents are investigated regard-
less of whether a claim is filed, and
a close check is made on all un-
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reported or "b 1 i n d" accidents.

Monthly contests between divisions

are regularly conducted with a view

of increasing the number of wit-

nesses per accident, the number of

miles traveled per accident, and pas-

sengers carried and car-hours oper-

ated per accident. Some street rail-

ways publish in their "house organ"

photographs of motormen and con-

ductors with exceptionally good

records as regards freedom from
accident; others reward such men
with a bonus; others apportion

among all trainmen a proportion of

4800r

nia Supreme Court decision in the

case of the New York Lubricating

Oil Company against the United

Railroads of San Francisco, 65 Cal.,

Dec. 427. In its decision the Su-

preme Court of that state held

:

1. Where the driver of an auto truck,

although fully aware of the approach
of an electric car, closed his eyes to

the danger necessarily involved in any
attempt to cross the track, and blindly

drove his truck into the path of thf

oncoming car, he was guilty of con-

tributory negligence as a matter of

law.
2. It is the duty of automobile truck

drivers, approaching an electric rail-
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Accident Statistics of Market Street Railway, San Francisco

At left, chart showing annual number
of collisions with wagons and automobiles
Involving electric cars.

At right, top, Increase in automobile
claims brought by automobile insurani'e

companies against the Market Strett Rail-
way,

At right, bottom, Increase In claims
collected by the Market Street Railway
from automobile owners.

all money saved from their "Injuries

and Damages" allotment; on other

systems prizes are awarded to those

whose records are free from ac-

cidents.

Some Recent Liability Cases

Recently, so far as I am aware,

there has been no material change
in the law of liability, especially as

regards automobiles.

Street railway attorneys on the

Pacific Coast, however, are now cit-

ing, when defending litigation

against their employers, the Califor-

way crossing, to give way to an ap-
proaching car, if necessary, to avoid
collision.

3. A traveler in approaching a rail-

road track is not justified in relying

upon the assumption that the motor-
man win not in any way be negligent

in the operation of his car, and there-

fore he is not warranted in believing

that the car is being operated at the
usual and ordinary rate of speed.

4. As much care is required of a per-

son crossing the tracks of an electric

railway upon a private right-of-way
in the open country as is required of a

person crossing the tracks of a steam
railway.

5. It is the duty of a traveler to note

the speed . at which an electric car i?

approaching, and if, when he last looks

at the approaching car, it is within

such a distance and going at such an
apparent rate of speed as to cause .i

reasonable apprehension of danger, it

is negligence to attempt to make the

crossing.

6. Where the physical facts shown
by the undisputed evidence raise the

inevitable inference that a person ap-

proaching a railroad crossing did not
look or listen, or that, having looked

and listened, he endeavored to cross

immediately in front of a rapidly ap-

proaching train which was plainly open
to his view, he is as a matter of law
guilty of contributory negligence.

1. In an action for damages resulting

from a collision on a crossing, if the

judgment for the plaintiff can be sus-

tained only on the theory of the doc-

trine of the last c'.ear chance, it is

essential that the court find that the

defendant had the last chance to avoid'

the collision.

8. Where the driver of a truck, which
could have been stopped within a dis-

tance of 3 ft., was aware of the ap-
proach of an electric car going 30

m.p.h. yet closed his eyes to the danger
and drove his trtick into the path of the

oncoming car, and the motorman, while

he was yet some distance from the

point of collision, was likewise aware
of the approach of the truck, it was
held that there was no room for the
application of the last clear chance
doctrine.

9. The doctrine of the last clear

chance is only applicable to a defend-

ant who actually perceived the predic-

ament and danger of a plaintiff in time
to have avoided the accident by the ex-

ercise of due diligence, and defendant
cannot be held liable on the theory
that he would have discovered the peril

of the other but for remissness on his

part.

Automobile Legislation

Needed
There is crying need of some con-

structive legislation in the law of

liability so far as automobiles are

concerned. For instance, it was at

one time held that the negligence

of a stage driver was imputable to

the passenger upon the theory that

they were engaged in a joint enter-

prise. The courts have since revised

their opinion, although in community
property states the negligence of

either husband or wife is imputable

to the other on the theory that the

community property will be benefited

by a judgment, and this should not

be so if it was due to the fault or

error of one or the other. While
the negligence of the servant is im-

putable to the master and in some
states the negligence of the parent

is imputable to the child, the courts

are not in accord as to what con-

stitutes a joint enterprise, but they

enterprise exists, the negligence of

are in unison that wherever a joint
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either party is imputed to the

others. The question at issue is

whether two persons traveling to-

gether on the same errand are en-

gaged in a joint enterprise. Some
courts say they are and others say

they are not.

In cases where the owner of an
automobile is concerned, collusion

oftentimes exists between that owner
and the injured occupant in an en-

deavor to mulct the insurance com-
pany, and under such circumstances

the street railway company, if it is

involved, sometimes suffers. Legis-

lation should be enacted which would
prohibit such recoveries where
evidence of conspiracy exists.

The compulsory examination of

automobile drivers to eliminate the

physically or mentally unfit should

be a part of the statutes of every

state, and automobile owners should

be required to carry liability insur-

ance or provide a bond that will

indemnify those they injure. I can

foresee the time, and it is not far

distant, when automobile insurance

companies will classify their risks

according to past performances and
such hazards as whether the insured

is to be the sole driver of the auto-

mobile or if the other members of

his family are allowed to drive the

insured machine, also to what extent

the machine is used and where it is

used. Insurance premiums will then

be paid according to the classifica-

tion given above, and each owner
will strive to reduce his insurance

cost by taking more precautions in

his driving. This should materially

decrease automobile accidents.

In the State of Washington a very

satisfactory law is in effect requir-

ing the speed of all automobiles to

be reduced to 12 m.p.h. at 50 ft.

from all railway crossings.

There is a growing tendency to

make the pedestrian assume more
responsibility than he has in the

past. "Jaywalking" ordinances have
been passed and many are under
consideration.

If the laws on the statute books

were enforced there would be far

fewer accidents, but this will not

be brought about until those having

charge of law enforcement are

aroused to the importance of doing

their duty. Perhaps, some day, the

federal government will seek the co-

operation of all of the states in

establishing uniform laws through-

out the country, and the conscience

of the public will also be awakened
to a realization of the sanctity of the

law and the respect they should
show it.

In my opinion, a street railway
claim agent should be primarily a
good business man and not primarily
a lawyer. Preferably, he should be
experienced in the operating depart-
ment of a street railway company so

that he may have a keener concep-
tion of whether an accident is avoid-

able. If primarily a lawyer, he is

disposed to measure a claim with
the same yardstick a jury would use,

or has used under like circumstances,
where an unreasonably high award
has been made—a condition of mind
that is expensive to his company.

is vitally interested in reducing them.
Some of the methods of promoting

safety employed by electric railways
are:

Safety Methods

The formation of safety com-
mittees among the employees, the
employment of a safety engineer,
the installation of safety devices on
the street cars and other equipment
and the adoption of safety methods
of doing work, the putting in effect

of arbitrary full stops or check stops
for cars or reducing the speed at
danger points, using more intelli-

gent and scientific methods of select-

Student Trainmen in the Employ of the Market Street Railway, San Francisco,
Being Instructed by the Author of This Article, by Means of Acci-

dent Charts, on the Causes of Street Railway Accidents
and Methods of Preventing Such Accidents. '

He is also inclined to set up a techni-

cal defence, forgetful of the fact

that by reason of the peculiar nature
of his employment he should not be

an advocate but an impartial ob-

server reviewing the facts. Further,

in his seclusion, he is likely to con-

struct a theoretical defence which
frequently fades away in the light

of opposing testimony.

The safety engineer should report

directly to the claim agent, for the

claim agent is an accident specialist,

daily analyzing the causes of acci-

dents, and is in a better position to

know immediately where the respon-

sibility for the accident should be

placed and to suggest prompt preven-

tives. Besides, the claim agent

knows the costs of accidents, and he

ing and training platform men and
supervising them more closely in

their work.

The Market Street Railway re-

quires all student trainmen to pass
through a probationary period of
three months before being finally

accepted as full-fledged employees.
While they are undergoing an ex-

tensive course of training they are
instructed by the claim agent on the
causes of accidents (more than 30
accident charts being used for that
purpose); how to avoid accidents;
what to do in the event of accidents

;

the importance of obtaining wit-
nesses and how to do so, especially

those whose position gives them the
best view of what has happened ; the
need of reporting all accidents and
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incidents occurring near the car and

of not discussing the facts of the

accident except with accredited rep-

resentatives of the company; how to

prepare an accident report, etc., etc.

Interwoven in these lectures by the

claim agent, talks are made by him
on what the executive officers of the

company expect from the officials

having immediate supervision of the

trainmen; i.e., that they will be im-

partial and just in their relations

with the platform men, on loyalty

and the importance of courtesy.

Each of the thirteen carhouses on

the Market Street Railway's system
is equipped with maps upon which
different colored pins are daily

placed showing the various types of

accidents occurring on the tracks

over which the cars from that car-

house operate. In this manner each

trainman is informed of the danger
points and what type of accidents

he may expect at those danger
points, unless he is cautious. It

also keeps each trainman acquainted

with the number and classes of the

accidents that have happened to cars

operated from; ' other carhouses on
the same trackage.

It is my firm belief that the claims

department should co-operate to the

fullest extent in the selection and
training of trainmen. No radical

change in the construction of the

Market Street Railway's cars has

taken eifect since 1908 with the ex-

ception that front gates have been
installed and the pay-as-you-enter

system has been adopted, yet the

cars of the company today carry 51

per cent more passengers per acci-

dent and travel 53 per cent greater

distance per accident than they did

in 1908. All this is in spite of the

fact that during the intervening

period the population of the city has

increased at least 37 per cent and
automobiles have increased in num-
ber from about 5,000 to 85,000.

Since Jan. 1, 1924, the Market
Street Railway has presented claims
against owners of automobiles who
have damaged standing street cars.

Previous to the date mentioned, no
definite plan was followed by the
company of presenting claims of this

kind. An accompanying chart shows
the claiims of this kind collected by
the company from Jan. 1, 1924, to

Aug.l, 1924, as compared with the
years 1918 to 1924, inclusive. An-
other chart shows the increase in

automobile accidents and decrease in

wagon accidents involving cars of

the Market Street Railway since

1909. The peak in automobile acci-

dents in 1915 was due to the large

number of jitneys and outside auto-

mobilists in San Francisco that year

because of the Panama Pacific Ex-

position. A third chart shows the

increase in subrogated claims pre-

sented by automobile insurance

companies against the Market Street

Railway from 1917 to 1923.

Public Co-operation

The co-operation of the public in

accident prevention is now being

sought throughout the country by
resorting to such publicity as plac-

ing warnings signs on the cars, in-

stalling illustrated posters on the

car windows, utilizing the backs of

transfers, using motion pictures,

advertising in the newspapers, lec-

turing to school children ("the mis-

sionaries of the home") that they

may acquire safety habits that will

prove beneficial while they are juve-

niles as well as in their adult life;

encouraging the formation of safety

patrols and safety scouts in the

schools, lecturing to clubs and so-

cieties, forming branches of the Na-
tional Safety Council with different

branches of the city government
participating and enlisting the aid

of large employers of labor, sending

letters to careless automobilists and
employers of automobile drivers such

as taxicab, express and draying

companies, establishing schools for

automobile drivers, passing of or-

dinances prohibiting "jaywalking,"

and promoting safety campaigns.

These spasmodic, intermittent safety

campaigns, while they ordinarily re-

sult in an immediate decrease in

accidents, do not bring about such

beneficial results as continually,

everlastingly enforcing, day in and
day out, precautionary measures,

never relaxing for one moment the

efforts to reduce accidents.

There is no doubt as to the tan-

gible monetary returns from safety

work, possibly not to the extent its

fondest sunporters allege, but the

"proof of the pudding is in the eat-

ing." The experience of the Market
Street Railway, which I have cited,

has reflected itself in the savings

which the company has made in its

accident expenditures, although ju-

ries are now awarding larger verdicts

than heretofore. Juries are influ-

enced in granting exorbitant verdicts

against street railway companies by
like verdicts rendered against auto-

mobile owners, for there is a strong

inclination to punish the automobile

owner having an accident by hitting

his pocketbook or that of his insur-

ance company, or both.

The experience of the Market
Street Railway is general through-

out the country. With larger jury

verdicts and more hazards to con-

tend with in the operation of street

cars, most street railway companies

are expending proportionally less for

their injuries and damage account

than they were 10 or 15 years ago.

Some question arises as to whether
a street railway should take the ac-

tive lead nowadays in safety work in

a community, and if so should it do

so in the open or merely be the

motive power behind some civic

organization ?

Much would seem to depend upon
local conditions. If a street railway

company is not being made the sub-

ject of bitter and unreasonable at-

tacks or severe criticism, and in the

minds of the public there exists the

thought that the company is making
an honest effort to please the public,

then it would appear advantageous

for the street railway company to

take the initiative and itself promote
the safety work of a community,
not only with a view or reducing

accidents but in connection with

public welfare work.

Sometimes in communities where
there is an active, powerful chamber
of commerce or other influential pub-
lic body greatly interested in civic

affairs it would be well to enlist the

support of such an organization and
allow it to benefit by the publicity

derived from public safety work, on

the theory that a civic body could

accomplish more than the street rail-

way company in securing co-opera-

tion from all sources, especially from
the newspapers, the police depart-

ment and the police courts.

In undertaking company safety

work and community safety work
the fact should always be borne in

mind by street railway officials that

far greater results can be accom-
plished through their own organiza-

tion than by merely obtaining the

half-hearted support of the public.

The street railway management has

immediate and direct control over

the actions of its own employees,

and on the other hand it cannot

regulate the doings of the general

public; it can merely suggest what
should or should not be done in the

interest of safety.
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Fire Insurance
By JAMES S. MAHAN

Western Actuarial Bureau, Chicasro

An outline is given of seven ways of securing lower

insurance rates by reducing the fire risk. Practical sug-

gestions on "Good Housekeeping" and other helps

toward fire protection are presented.

How to reduce insurance

premiums is a question

which every street rail-

way official has asked
himself many times in the course of

the past few years. The answer is

that only by a consistent reduction of

losses may a general reduction in

insurance premiums be enjoyed.

The contributing features to a re-

duction in fire insurance premiums
are:

1. Better building construction.

2. Fetter electrical construction.

3. Improved housekeeping prac-

tices.

4. Reduction or segregation of

hazards by the use of standard cut-

offs.

5. The installation of approved

fire-fighting appliances in the re-

quired quantities.

6. The institution of a proper sys-

tem of supervision during inopera-

tive periods.

7. A detailed study of the special

features connected with individual

conditions, and closer co-operation

between the public service company
officials and the fire prevention

engineers of the insurance com-
panies.

These matters will be treated

more fully later.

After determining the general

method of reducing insurance pre-

miums, the extent of modern cover-

age for street railway properties

must be considered.

This question resolves itself into

a list of the classes of insurance

which should be carried by the street

railway company to protect properly

its operating funds and capital and
reserve accounts. The wide range
of coverage is shown by the follow-

ing 18 forms which are the most
common: (1) Fire, (2) tornado,

(3) common carrier (merchandise
in transit), (4) public liability, (5)
workmen's compensation, (6) over-

lapping liability (cars on foreign

properties), (7) use and occupancy,

(8) riot and commotion, (9) elec-

trical breakdown, (10) flywheel,

(11) boiler, (12) car trust (trip)

transportation, (13) rent and lease-

hold, (14) plate glass, (15) bond
surety, (16) burglary, (17) life

(against death of chief operating

officials), (18) group life insurance.

Many of the above forms of cov-

erage overlap considerably.

Reduced rate contribution clauses,

commonly called co-insurance classes,

should apply to all standard fire

policies. The most commonly used

of the above clauses are the 80 per

cent co-insurance on buildings and

street
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contents other than rolling stock and
the 100 per cent co-insurance clause

on all rolling stock. In the latest

clauses approved for insertion in

"Fire" and "Use and Occupancy"
policies, considerable increased cover-

age is gained.

Blanket coverage on cars is desir-

able at all times. Fire insurance

never should be limited to cars on
tracks within a specified division

of a system. Individual coverage

should be used only when it is neces-

sary to cover a particular car or

^roup of cars in order to comply
with some car trust agreement.

Requirements in the Modern
Carhouse and Shop

In a new carhouse the following

features should be included, in order

to secure the most favorable fire in-

surance rate:

The latest standards of construc-

tion, both building and electrical,

should be adopted as included in the

National Board of Fire Under-
writers' requirements covering elec-

tric railway carhouses and cars.

The purchase of labeled appli-

ances only should be the rule for

equipment such as fire doors, clothes

lockers, fire hose, waste cans, safety

gasoline cans, oil and paint handling
tanks, conduit and other electrical

fittings, sand pails, chemical extin-

guishers and watch-clock equipment.

The purchasing department may
render valuable assistance in this

matter by purchasing only listed

and labeled materials. The savings
in insurance premiums will easily

offset the small extra cost above that

of the unlabeled products. The best

guides for the purchasing depart-

ment in this connection are the two
pamphlets issued by the Under-
writers' Laboratories, Inc., 207 East
Ohio Stree-t, Chicago. These are

known as the "List of Inspected

Electrical Appliances" and the

"Supplement to the List of Inspected

Mechanical Appliances."

A track arrangement should be
adopted which will permit the ready
removal of cars from both ends of

the carhouse and at the same time
permit the uninterrupted work of

the fire fighters. Operating, storage
and inspection carhouses should
have all tracks run to the street or

to a main track, well away from
the buildings. Shop buildings, when
it is desired to move out-of-service

cars from one to the other by means
of a transfer table, should be built

back to back with the transfer table

operating in between, and all tracks

should connect to the outside on
ends away from the transfer table.

There should be no switches or

crossovers inside the buildings in

either case.

Proper provisions should be made
for a private fire alarm, with the

proper arrangement of inside stand-

pipes, hose, outside hydrants, and
other fire-fighting apparatus, in-

cluding approved watchman service,

either of the central station or

portable clock type. Provision should

be made for the handling of hose

without obstructing the removal of

cars.

Suitable arrangements should be

made to separate the various special

hazards which exist around a car
shop. The carpenter, blacksmith,

paint, armature and machine shops,

as well as the smaller serious haz-

ards, should be in separate fire

sections. The division walls should
be standard fire walls, parapeted 36
in. above the roof. All openings
in walls between sections should be

protected by approved, double, auto-

matic fire doors. Oil and paint

storage should be in a separate,

detached building or in a separate,

fireproof section, with all openings
into the main building protected by
approved automatic fire doors. The
door sill should be built up at least

6 in. above the floor level, and a
suitable vent and drain to the out-

side should be provided.

Fire sections should not be more
than 20,000 sq.ft. in area and should

not inclose more than four tracks.

Fire sections of reasonable area

mean fewer cars destroyed.

In an old carhouse, it may be im-

practicable to conform to the Na-
tional Board of Fire Underwriters'

standards, as far as building con-

struction and track layout is con-

cerned, but there should be no
trouble in the gradual realization

of all of the other requirements for

a new carhouse. As a general rule,

older buildings require closer super-

vision and more intensive house-

keeping activities. On many systems,

the replacement of non-standard

equipment and worn-out apparatus

has been undertaken upon a pro-

gressive program, extending over

several years, with the saving in

insurance premium paying a big

dividend upon the amount invested.

A comprehensive program of fire

and safety inspection (they go hand

in hand) should be undertaken on
every system, the extent of the pro-

gram, of course, depending upon the

size of the operating company. In
many cases the saving in safety

developments is a very profitable

byproduct of the fire prevention
activities.

The management should appoint
some one man in the oflScial per-

sonnel to have charge of this work.
In the large organizations, this man
can profitably spend his entire time
looking after safety, accident com-
pensation and fire insurance features
and, to some extent, welfare work.
In the smaller organizations, this

work will require only part of the
designated man's time.

Where the self-inspection system
is used, the man in charge of the
work should designate some repre-

sentative at each location to make
weekly inspections and report
promptly on a printed form fur-

nished for the purpose. These
individual risk reports should be
examined carefully when received

and then filed for ready reference.

The chief fire prevention inspector
should make at least monthly inspec-

tion trips over the property and
report on the conditions at each
location, and this report should also

be filed for furtheT reference.

In order to locate readily any
defective or missing equipment, a
number should be assigned to each
fire pail, chemical extinguisher,

waste can and other movable equip-
ment, and a corresponding number,
together with an outline of the
device, should be painted in a con-
spicuous color on the wall or post
where it is supposed to be. All

lockers, fire doors, trolley and "No
Smoking" signs, inside standpipes,

outside private hydrants, sprinkler
valves and watchman stations should
also have numbers. With the equip-
ment thus numbered, it is easy for
the weekly and monthly inspectors
to check each item in the equipment
and see that it is in place and in

good operating condition. A blank
form convenient for the chief fire

prevention inspector is published in

the accompanying panel.

Watchman and Fire Drill

Watchman service at night is an
essential part of the private pro-

tection required by property of the
kind under consideration. The
watchman should be alert and able-

bodied and should be instructed as
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to his duties and examined at regu-

lar intervals to determine his

mental and physical fitness to carry

them out. In cases of emergency,

he may have to act with speed and

judgment.

When watchmen clock systems,

either the portable clock or central

station method of recording rounds,

are installed, a system approved by

the National Board of Fire Under-

writers should be selected to insure

proper recognition from the insur-

ance companies in the fire insurance

rate. The watchman stations should

be well distributed around the

premises so that all parts will have

proper supervision by the watch-

man when making his rounds.

One of the best precautions

against a disastrous fire loss is a

well-drilled private fire brigade.

The time to extinguish a fire is in

the first minute of its existence.

This can best be accomplished in a

property where every employee is

trained for just such emergencies.

Fire drills and practice by private

fire brigades have been severely

ridiculed, but let it be said in their

behalf that a well-organized and
properly-drilled private fire depart-

ment will pay for the time lost in

weekly drills many times over in the

course of a year.

To assist in establishing and in-

.structing a private brigade the

principal features will be outlined

briefly

:

The private alarm systeon should

be laid out and stations located to

cover the entire premises, including

both buildings and yard, with the

stations registering upon a suitable

indicating device. This may be the

usual annunciator gong, with key

diagram showing station location,

or it may be a more elaborate device

in the form of a diagram of the

premises with the fire alarm station

indicated by a red globe which will

automatically light when the corre-

sponding alarm switch is closed.

The latter system provides an un-

mistakable guide to the location of

the trouble. This indicator, as well

as the annunciator type, should be
provided with a gong.

The alarm station switches should

be of push-button or of positive

knife-switch type, as illustrated, the

latter being preferable. A suitable

weight to insure the prompt break-
ing of the protecting glass should

be chained or wired near the alarm
switch box.

Every man should be instructed

and drilled in just what is expected

of him when that alarm sounds.

Monthly Detailed Inspection by Special Company Fire Prevention Inspector

Company

Building

Date Inspected by Approved

oily Waste, RubbiNh and Sweeping Cans
1. In standard can?
2. Can emptied daily?
3. Defective can?
4. Standard cans needed?

Lockers
1. Clean inside and on top?.
2. Clothing hung- in lockers?.
3. Made entirely of metal?...
4. Ventilated?
5. Sloping top?

Bucket Tanks. Water Pails and Sand
Pails

1. Missing?
2. Full and in good condition?
3. Sand wet, coarse or caked?
4. Access obstructed?
5. Wooden scoop in sand pails?
6. Additional requirements?

2. Are ashes removed daily?
3. Ashes kept in metal receptacles?. .

.

4. Stove pil>e passes through wood par-
tition?

5. Chimney brick from foundation
through root (This refers to offices,
warehouses and dwellings)?

Transformers, Etc.

Are transformers, regulators, and
lightning arresters in standard separate
fireproof compartments?

Paints and Oils

Are fireproof doors to oil rooms kept
in operating condition and free from
obstruction ?

Are oil room drains open or obstructed?

Chemical and One Quart Extinguishers
1. Missing?
2. Full and in good condition?
3. Acid bottles properly filled?
4. Hose or nozzle missing?
5. Access obstructed?
6. Additional requirements?
7. Does tag on chemical show date of

re-charging more than 12 months
previoufi ?

Are chemical tanks and extinguish-
ers protected from freezing?....

Show Number of Chemical Extinguishers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Show Number of One Quart Extinguishers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Fire Trap and Other Doors Are Supposed
to Be Kept Closed or Held Open by
Fusible Link

1. Operate freely and In good condi-
tion?

2. Unobstructed ?

3. Link exposed?
4. Link free from paint or corrosion?..

Defects (if any) and Location

Stoves, Forges, Chimneys
1. Set on wood floors or near wood

partitions?

Matches (Safety Only)
1. Supply kept in metal work?

(No matches to be used in garage)

Inside Hose Outfit

1. Connected to supply pipe?
2. Hose defective?.
3. Hose properly racked?..,
4. Nozzle missing?
5. Spanners missing?
6. Access obstructed?
7. Additional requirements?.

Gasoline
1. Is daily supply kept in approved

safety cans?
2. Is main suppley kept outside of

risk?
3. Are blow torches, when not in use,

kept outside of buildings?
Metal polishes and other liquids of

combustible natures to be treated
the same as gasoline.

Automatic Sprinkler Equipment
1. Tanks full?. . . .Tank frozen?
2. Tell tale in order?
3. Tank in good condition?
4. Pipes in good condition?
5. Check valve burled in proper pits?..
6. Post indicator valves turn easily?
7. Post indicator valve window glasses

in good condition?
8. Gate valves properly installed and

properly working?
9. Valves sealed?

10. All gate valves open?

11. Systems dry? Wet?
12. Dry systems operating wet?
13. Air systems in good condition?. . .

14. Air pressure maintained at
pounds.

15. Water pressure pound.
16. Alarm valves in good condition?. .

17. Alarm circuits, battery in condi-
tion?

18. Annunciator in condition?
19. Sprinkler piping hangers loose?. . .

20. Heads corroded?
21. Any storage above sprinkler head

level?
22. Sections not equipped?
23. AH valve keys and wrenches read-

ily accessible?

Miscellaneous
1. Are all lamp shades of non-com-

bustible material?
2. Are portable electric lamps equipped

with wood handles and wire
guards ?

3. Are there two chemical fire ex-
tinguishers or 5 pails for every
2,000 sq.ft. of fioor space in car-
houses?

4. Is there one extinguisher for every
2,500 sq.ft. of floor in every sub-
station, power-plant or garage?. . .

5. Is property within 300 ft. of at
least one city flre hydrant?

6. Are gas heating devices rigidly
connected?

7. Are cards conspicuously placed,
indicating location of nearest flre

alarm box?
8.. Are "No smoking" signs displayed

and the rule observed?
9. Is a lantern, equipoed for emer-

gency service, readily accessible?
(Except in gas plant)

10. Are wooden box cuspidors used,
or any receptacle for this purpose
containing sawdust?

11. Is watcliman service standard and
records properly fllled and dated?

12. Is wiring In accordance with the
National Code?

13. Are trolley poles kept pulled down
from contact with trolley wires
while cars are in barn?

14. Are all car aisles kept free from
storage ?

15. Are open flame oil torches and
lanterns used In carhouse?
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In carhouses and shops, the

foreman or some other person in

authority should be chief of the

department, and, as soon as he has

had an opportunity to visualize

the cause for the alarm, he should

send a particularly de-signated and

coached man to turn in the city fire

alarm and wait at the alarm box

to direct the city fire department to

the location of the fire.

All men capable of operating

cars should board those present,

while certain car cleaners and other

such employees should place the

current collectors in contact with the

current supply. Still others should

have the track doors open by this

time so that all serviceable cars can

be started toward the outside.

Every man not instructed to move
or assist in moving cars should be

trained to attend some particular

piece of fire-fighting apparatus.

Answering each alarm should be

men with sand and water pails and
2i-gal. acid soda or foam-type and
carbon tetrachloride-type fire extin-

guishers, as well as men with hose

connected to inside standpipes and
outside hydrants. At each hose con-

nection, a designated man should be

in position to turn on the water
at the word from the chief.

"Good Housekeeping"
Desirable

The influence of housekeeping on
the insurance rate is marked.
Although the initial installation may
have been standard in e-very way,
improper maintenance may prevent
the railway from receiving full

credit for its expenditure or may
be the reason for a heavy "after

charge" on the net estimate. Some
of the more common housekeeping
items are listed below. Bad habits

when once contracted upon a prop-
erty tend to become epidemic. They
should promptly be corrected in each
instance.

Every effort should be made to

prevent the accumulation of trash
about the property, particularly in

corners—one of the principal hiding
places of trash and old rags. Such
refuse should be put in approved,
self-closing, metal trash containers,
and these receptacles should be
emptied daily.

The use of rags or sawdust to
absorb surplus or leakage oil and
grease is a bad practice. It forms
an ideal condition for spontaneous
combustion.

The much discussed practice of

smoking is another feature which

carries a heavy penalty in the insur-

ance rate. Smoking should be pro-

hibited except in the men's room and

club room. "No Smoking" signs

should be posted in conspicuous

places, and the rule should be rigidly

enforced. This should apply espe-

cially to the higher olRcials of the

company, who are frequent offenders

in this line. Ofiicials should not

ask employees to observe a rule

which they ignore.

Trolley poles or other current

collectors should not be left in con-

tact with the current supply when
cars are not in use. A car which is

electrically dead is much less liable

to catch fire than one left continu-

ally in electrical connection. Signs

to the effect that "Trolley poles must
be pulled down from contact with

trolley wires" will help enforce this

rule.

Storage in the car aisles is a bad
practice, as it is a decided hindrance

to the proper and prompt action

of the fire departme*nt. The aisles

should be kept clear at all times.

The car pits and the space under
the floor between pits should be

kept free from combustible storage.

A fire in this location is both stub-

born and hard to reach.

Oily clothes strewn around the

premises and the use of wooden
lockers for clothing draw a heavy
penalty. All discarded clothing

should be destroyed, and an ap-

proved ventilated locker of the two
compartment type should be pro-

vided for each man's clothing. This

allows one compartment for the

employee's working clothing and
one for his stree-t clothing, so that

there is no good excuse for clothing

being left out of the locker.

The placing of storage articles

against fire doors or other obstruc-

tions to their operation practically

destroy their usefulness for the

purpose for which they were in-

stalled. The track on which these

fire doors run should always be kept

clean, the rollers well oiled and the

automatic attachments in position.

A standard fire-door installation is

a good safeguard against the spread

of fire.

Obstructions to ready access to

fire pails, chemical extinguishers

and standpipes may cause just

enough delay in the prompt extin-

guishing of a fire to permit it to

get beyond control. A clear aisle

should be provided to all fire-fighting

equipment. Storage should not

be allowed to accumulate around
sprinkler valve houses or pits.

An out-of-service piece of fire-

fighting apparatus is worse than

none at all. The fire pails and the

tetrachloride extinguishers should

be kept full at all times. All 2i-gal.

acid soda and foam-type extinguish-

ers should be recharged at least

annually and the date of the last

charging should appear upon a linen

tag attached to the extinguisher.

These extinguishers must be well

protected from freezing at all times.

Poorly racked hose or hose con-

taining water is a decided hindrance

to its prompt handling and also

adds to its deterioration. Care should

be taken that all hose is thoroughly
dried and racked properly on an
acceptable reel. In most instances

a small petcock in the under side

of the standpipe just ahead of the

hose connection will clean the pipe

of any seepage or condensation and
add many months to the life of the

hose.

Sprinkler valve houses should be
used for no other purpose and should

be free from storage at all times.

Likewise, sprinkler piping should be
free from all obstructions.

The handling of gasoline inside

buildings is a dangerous practice,

and gasoline should never be used in

open receptacles or in ordinary cans.

It is better to provide a standard
safety can for the working supply
and to keep all other supply in a
detached oil house.

Carhouse or Open Storage

Undoubtedly it is better from a
fire insurance standpoint to use

open storage than to store cars in-

side of a building. Where outside

storage is used, the tracks should be

divided in groups of not more than
3.000 sq.ft., separated by 12-in.

brick firewalls extending 36 in.

above roofs of the cars or else by
clear spaces of at least 40 ft. These
outside storage yards should be

equipped with standard hydrants
sufl[icient in number to permit every

part of the yard to be easily reached

with 100 ft. of hose attached to each.

Competent engineers representing

both the electric railway industry

and the fire insurance interests have
been working together diligently

for the past year in an endeavor to

arrive at a workable standard for

the construction and equipment of
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carhouses and cars. Lack of space

prohibits the reproduction of the

entire report here, although tenta-

tive copies may be secured by

application to the National Fire

Protection Association, 40 Central

Street, Boston, Mass.

The engineers working on this

subject have collected data from
many sources in an endeavor to

meet all conditions, as far as it is

possible to do so in a standard. In

combining the numerous ideas,

they have made some radical de-

partures from past practice, looking

toward the needs of the present-day

electric railway official in his efforts

to modernize his equipment and his

premises. A few of the most radical

departures will be set forth in order

that the industry may visualize the

savings which may be achieved by
their adoption.

Conduit for Car Wiring

For many years there has been

an attitude of passive opposition to

the use of rigid metal conduit for

car wiring. Therefore, the new
standards permit threa types of

construction, in the hope that the

manufacturers will develop a prod-

uct which will meet the new require-

ments and pass the test of the

Underwriters' Laboratories. As far

as is known, no such product is

now on the market, although the

writer is advised that several manu-
facturers have anticipated a demand
for these materials and have already

made good progress toward quantity

production. The new rules permit

wires and cables to be run in any
one of the following ways:

1. In rigid metal conduits or cable

boxes.

2. In approved flameproof and
waterproof non-metallic ducts.

3. With approved rubber insula-

tion, protected by an approved
flameproof and waterproof outer

covering.

All wires except those run in rigid

metal conduit or cable boxes must
be so concealed or isolated that un-

authorized persons cannot come in

contact with them.

Standard rubber-covered wires
for lighting or signal circuits may
be run in wooden or metal raceways,
constructed in accordance with the

requirements of the National Elec-

tric Code. Such raceways must be
accessible but not on the exterior

of car bodies or where exposed to

moisture.

Approved flameproof and water-

proof non-metallic ducts or approved
flameproof and waterproof non-

metallic outer covering for wires or

cables must be so constructed as to

resist mechanical injury and must
run all the way into the inclosing

cases of terminal devices without a

break, as is required for conduits.

All metallic parts, such as con-

duit, apparatus cases, etc., which
might possibly become charged, when
so located that unauthorized persons

may come in contact with them
must be permanently and effectively

grounded. Apparatus such as air

compressor motors, etc., having insu-

lated non-grounded mountings, must
be located on the exterior of the car-

body where passengers are not liable

to come in contact with it.

Headlight frames must not be

used as conductors, and portable

headlights must be wired for double

plug connections. All plug connec-

tions must be so wired that the

female end will be attached to the

source of energy.

Heater Installations

All fuel-burning heating devices

located inside of the car must be

well grounded. One of the most

productive sources of car fires is

the car heater, the safe installation

of which depends upon the addi-

tion of certain thicknesses of fire-

resisting, insulating materials or a

certain air space between the heater

case and combustible mounting sur-

face. It is frequently impossible

to maintain these spaces or the fire-

resisting insulating material is not

handy and the mechanic, rather

than provide the necessary safety

precautions at some trouble to

himself, mounts the heater "as

is." The natural outcome, sooner

or later, is a rolling stock fire. If

this occurs when the car is out on

the line, the damage may be con-

fined to one car, but if the car is

in the carhouse, the odds are greatly

in favor of the loss of many cars and

possibly of the entire premises. In

an endeavor to overcome this trouble

the following standard has been

established by the committee:

Heaters shall be constructed in such
a manner with regard to their heating
elements and inclosing cases that they
may be mounted on combustible por-
tions of car body without danger of

exceeding safe temperature limits of

any combustible portions of cars. Metal
inclosing cases shall be effectively

grounded.

Later on in the report, a series

of recommendations were made, at

the request of a few members of the

A.E.R.A., in an endeavor to make
it still possible to use the old type

heaters by the employme-nt of vari-

ous accessory materials. A little

thought on this matter will convince

every operating official that with the

addition of each accessory material

the installation and replacement

cost will be considerably increased.

One manufacturer has already de-

veloped a complete set of heaters,

with spacings and protection in the

heater case itself, making the only

necessary mounting accessories four

bolts or screws, so that it may be
repaired while in its permanent
position in the car. Certainly this

is modernization as regards heater

construction and installation.

Carhouse Tracks

A large percentage of the heavy
losses from carhouse fires may be
traced directly to the inability of

the man on duty at the time of the

fire to move the cars from the build-

ing. There are two principal

contributing features to this non-

moveme-nt. One is the poor arrange-

ment of the tracks, which has been

covered elsewhere. A possibly more
important feature contributing to

the non-movement of cars is the

failure of the current supply.

After due consideration, a system

of protection for the power supply

to cars has been designed which calls

for a separate switch and fuse or

an automatic circuit breaker to be

installed in a separate feeder to the

supply conductor for each track.

With this arrangement, a short cir-

cuit due to a fire on one track will

not operate the main circuit breaker

at the power station, but instead,

will deaden only the supply conduc-

tor for the particular track in ques-

tion and will still permit the ready

removal of cars on all other tracks.

Such a layout is shown in the illus-

tration on page 523.

No attempt will be made to answer
the question for any individual com-
pany as to whether this type of con-

struction will be adapted to its par-

ticular system. The claim is made
that it is modern construction. Its

use will permit the removal of cars,

and the fewer the cars destroyed by
fire, the smaller will be the fire insur-

ance loss ratio. The loss ratio for

the whole industry is what governs
the basic insurance rate.
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Ride Salesmanship
By WALTER JACKSON

Fare and Bus Consultant, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

While many advances occur in material things such

as track, power and cars, human nature as expressed in

salesmanship is not affected by time, but by competition

or the need to avert financial disaster.

"For almost all things have already been
found out, but some have been neglected and
others which have been known have not been
put in practice."

—

Aristotle's "Politics," Book
II, Chapter V, Ellis' translation.

IF
THIS article is an exception

to the keyword of this issue,

"Modernization," the reason is

that it does not deal with ma-
terial things that unquestionably do
improve with the years, but rather

with one particular aspect of human
nature—that "human nature" which
most philosophers assure us has not
changed sensibly for the better since

the first pithecanthrope decided to

stand on his hind legs only. This
particular aspect of human nature is

that we tend to be patient, pleasant

and persistent when we have to com-
pete for favor, and indifferent, dis-

courteous and tyrannical when the
spur of rivalry is absent.

The Insull-Budds only prove the
rule.

No discussion of how the railway
can sell its product must ignore the
fact that this industry began with
competitive conditions that made for
salesmanship, continued through a
generation of monopoly that stifled

salesmanship and finally emerged
into a situation where it is realized

that the old ride-selling spirit must
be recaptured and heightened.

What! Are we to go back to horse
car days to learn how to convert our
industry into a business? Why not?
Surely "there were giants before the
flood" ; nor did all the wisdom of the

world begin with the twentieth cen-

tury.

Equipment changes, but the mean-
ing of salesmanship is ever the same.
"When I was a little, tiny boy"

there were few transport monopolies.

Often two rival roads paralleled each

other for miles with but a block or

two between them. How they vied

with one another to draw trade! It

is true that they could not offer a

tithe of the actual comforts which
their monopolistic successors gave be-

cause of technical advances. But
everything is relative. People don't

grumble for conveniences they never

Lineman, Spare that Tree, Touch Not
a Single Bough

heard of, but they do get angry about

the omission of any good things they

have become used to.

As a child in its innocence of

greater values is "pleased with a

rattle, tickled with a straw," so did

our parents appreciate the blues,

reds and yellows of the car bodies,

the liberal display of gold leaf,

scrollwork and beading, the Brussels

carpet on the seats and the floor

straw "of the better kind."

In those days, also, rides were
sold on what was roughly a distance

basis. A separate fare had to be

paid on each of the separately owned

routes. Nor were the fares uniform

on even the same system, for evi-

dence of which we have the follow-

ing jingle made famous by Mark
Twain

:

Conductor, when you receive a fare

Punch in the presence of the passenjare.

A blue trip slip for an 8-cent fare,

A buff trip slip for a 6-cent fare,

A pink trip slip for a 3-cent fare.

Punch in the presence of the passenjare.

Punch, brothers ! Punch with care

!

Punch in the presence of the passenjare.

The selling spirit lived on into the

earlier days of electrification when
free or sample rides were offered to

offset the fear of electrocution.

That isn't all. In still earlier days,

when people were afraid to use the

steam railroad, there had been such

pleasing commutation plans as sea-

son tickets which called for no limi-

tation of rides, no tearing out of

coupons and no punching of cards.

So it was not altogether a shock

when an old gentleman on hearing of

the weekly pass trebled: "Why, we
had something like that in Tooner-

ville sixty years ago."

So far as salesmanship goes.

Rabbi Ben Akiba was right in as-

serting: "There is nothing new
under the sun." But this should not

discourage us. Old thoughts re-

minted may prove current coin.

Even the Engineer Must Con-
sider Sales Aspects

In discussing the sale of the ride,

fares and headways are of chief con-

cern. But it is not well to put all the

responsibility on the operating per-

sonnel. A sales viewpoint on the

part of the engineering forces is also

essential. For example:

Should trackless trolley or gaso-

line bus be adopted for a given situa-

tion? Pure engineering considera-

tions may point to trackless because

"it's the good old trolley on tires and

juice is cheaper than gas." Temper
this by the viewpoint of the citizens

affected, and it may prove that the

prospective patrons are so eager to

keep their tree-line undefiled that

they would rather pay a higher fare
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on the bus. In one instance where
the trackless was installed over the

protests of the residents, the saving

in cost of operation over gasoline far

from offset the factors of better pub-

lic relations and greater earning

power possible with a gasoline bus.

You can't treat a factory district and
a residence street alike.

In other departments, the sales

viewpoint has a less obvious effect

on good business, but it is there just

the same. In far-off Hamburg the

municipal power station is one of the

show places of the city. How many
of our power plants are built with no
regard whatever to impressing the

public with the monumental impor-
tance of the structure that is truly

the heart-pump of the community in

the circulation of its citizens. In-

stead of acquiring a feeling of re-

spect, the public can't help having a
feeling of contempt for the drab
brick structure and its owners

—

when it finds out who the owners are.

Yet any despairing architect will tell

you how little difference there is in

cost between a handsome building
and an ugly one.

If coal piles and railroad sidings

make beauty, and publicity therefor

impossible, what is wrong with our
substations? We have plenty of
good-looking "subs," but how many
of them carry anything but an ob-

scure monogram—if that little? If

you have put up the handsomest
building in the neighborhood, don't

hesitate to brag a bit about its

owners, its purpose and its useful-

ness.

Good Housekeeping Is Also
Good Salesmanship

While ownership of power plants

and substations may remain a mys-
tery to the many, everybody can
identify those responsible for the

looks of carhouses and shops. These
are commonly located along some
trunk highway. Their appearance
impresses many thousands of per-

sons, favorably or otherwise. Here
are two examples of the layouts that

make a favorable impression

:

In one of our large cities half a

dozen routes run by the carhouse.

It is a busy place, but not too busy
to have a lawn and garden spots that

elicit many a compliment from the

rider-by. In a second, much smaller

city every automobile entering from
the west must roll by the railway

headquarters. Here the lawn is used

to excellent advantage for snappy
artistic pictures and sayings so that

even he who rides rapidly may read

the railway story.

Contrast this with the car-house

which exposed to public view a lot of

rusty sprinkler piping and pits filled

almost to the brim with the junk of

bygone years. Would any citizen

Whose and What far—Mausoleum,
Residence, Library or Sicb?

familiar with such a sight appreciate

the demand for a higher fare?

Only a fraction of the population

may see the company's structures,

but everybody sees its cars, although

not everybody nowadays will ride in

them. One reason that they won't

is just a matter of plain cleanliness.

Outside of their monopoly of the de

luxe highways, there is nothing par-

ticularly de luxe about double-deck

buses on solid tires. Then why do

the bus operators get a higher fare

and prosper? Some of the reasons

are bad ones and some are good.

Among the good reasons is the al-

most meticulous care given to the

Cleanliness Is Next to Godliness

and Pays, Too

spruceness of the buses and the men
who run them—not always at the

high trolley wages either.

The trolley car, unstinted as to

light and heat and free from noxious

gases, should be ashamed to let the

bus get ahead of it in drawing power

on the score of cleanliness or general

appearance. How many electric

railways are following the example

of the common-sense manager who
has housewives ride his cars to re-

port if the car standard of cleanli-

ness is up to theirs? A car isn't a

home, but it's astonishing how these

reports, a day's vacation, a $5 bill

and public commendation can give to

the platform men a hausfrau's in-

terest in the nattiness of their cars.

Apropos of this, a manager tells

the following story: Uncle Tom was
a good and faithful operator, but the

invention of a whole flock of safety

razors had meant nothing in his long

life. The only modern invention of

interest to him was the use of cellu-

loid in place of linen. No use talk-

ing to Tom about sartorial advance-

ment. Came a day, as the pictures

say, when Uncle Tom's shuttle car,

which had been the derision of the

town, was at last replaced with a

shiny safety. A few days later, with

no suggestion from any one, there

was a transformed "Traction Tom."
No baggy coat and trousers, no loose

buttons, no unmowed facial lawn,

but a Tom brighter and cheerier

than ever. "Like cars, like men."

Was the joke on Tom or on his boss?

Make Your Cars Compel
Favorable Attention

Of course, not the cleanest trolley

in the world can draw as much at-

tention as an ordinary bus does at

the present time. Why is that?

Novelty. How can we restore the

trolley to the plane where it will get

a second look? Give it novelty. A
hair bob can turn an old wife into a

new one. Paint will do the same

trick for wives and cars.

"In the dear dead days beyond re-

call" the value of car painting and

general ornamentation for sales rea-

sons was far better understood than

now. Memories of childhood days

include pictures of noble red men
smoking peace pipes at charming

brooksides painted on the sides of

the cars, entrancing scrolls of gold

leaf, fine carvings and headings,

bronze or brass fitments and the

spectrum's own variety of colored

panes in monitor and bulkhead sash.

To what a low estate we fell when
grim materialism swept all these

charms away. Instead of compelling

cleanliness by using bright colors

that would show the dirt, we went to

dreary shades that promised to hide

it. Luckily the "safety first" move-

ment came along and with it a return
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to brighter colors for the sake of

high visibility.

Let us go a step further than color

for safety's sake. Another suit of

clothes makes even our closest as-

sociates take notice. Why stick to

the same car colors indefinitely if a

was in that fix too, and couldn't af-

ford to paint his cars, but who
scraped together enough pennies to

tint his dashers a lively orange?

There's hope for him, just as there

proved to be for the hustler who
bathroom-enameled the interiors of

Panel from the Horse-Traction School of Art, Circa 1880

change from yellow to red, from red

to blue, from blue to gold, and so on,

will shock the public into realizing

that we are alive? This doesn't mean
scraping down to the bottom every

year or so, but simply a pleasing ro-

tation as the cars come through the

shops for body color. It hasn't hurt

Glasgow to have a different color

combination on every route, although

identification by passengers and
not desire for diversity caused this

practice.

In dropping pictures and lettering

as well as color, the efficiency in-

novators went so far as to drop the

name or special insignia of the rail-

way. Isn't there something to learn

here from those British municipal

tramways whose cars carry the civic

coat-of-arms ? Or from the Southern
manager who painted his cars a rich

blue and gold in honor of the looal

university? Or more recently, from
the Northern property where the
latest cars are identifiable through a
wondrous and much-talked of sun-
burst or spider-web on the dash?
Here one seems to hear an

anguished cry about sacrilege toward
the god "Standardization," America's
own private fetish. Standardization
of bolts and nuts, of motors and
brakes, of controllers and sash—yes.

Standardization of appearance to the
point of repulsion—no. Of what
profit to save a little money in the
paint shop and lose a horde of fares?
The death of Egyptian and the stag-
nation of Chinese civilization were
caused largely by a slavish adherence
to standards; in another word, tra-

dition.

But perhaps there is the more rea-
sonable protest: "We haven't the
money." How about the chap who

old cars while waiting for new

ones. It is just these evidences of

sales ingenuity that inspire the

granting of credit.

So much could be written about

other sales aspects of the car that

one hesitates to begin. Let us say

a word or two about the hoary ques-

tion of seats.

That Brussels-covered longitudinal

seat in the slow-moving horse car

was a real luxury compared with the

cane and slat seats that our parents

used in their living rooms, for the

stuffed horsehair furniture was used

only for state occasions. In these

days of deep leather library suites

Pass On, Me for the Car Behind

and millions of automobile cushions

the slat seat of the street car sug-

gests that not all electric railways

appreciate the changes going on in

the world about them. Worse yet

—

cars are still coming out with longi-

tudinal seats, where there is no real

need for them. It's the voluntary,

off-peak rider who brings the profits.

Alternate longitudinal and cross-

seat cars on a route, as one railway

did, and see how often the prospect

prefers to let the less comfortable

car go by. There is some reverse

English in the remark of the lady

who said: "I wait for the side-seat

cars because I can always be sure

of a seat in them."

Heating, lighting and ventilation

are old subjects, you say. Granted.

But so long as we have so-called

"electric" cars spouting noxious

smoke over that nice new varnish or

soiling the fresh enamel inside, we'd

better continue arguing for electric

heating with thermostatic control.

As for ventilation, there's so much

imagination about it that no matter

how good your automatic ventilators

are, let the passengers see some

openings somewhere! Why sacrifice

those inimitable advantages of the

electric car, viz., abundant light,

clean warmth and uncontaminated

air? Play them up. They are part

of your stock in trade.

As to signs, we have improved a

great deal over the miserable tin and

block signs of a decade or two ago

and similar alleged identifications of

the route traversed. Perhaps we will

never tell the customer as much as

on the long side signs of the old-

time horse cars, but how comforting

it is to a stranger to know something

more about where the car is going

than its terminals. And, by the way,

you single-enders, do your platform

men invariably change the signs

when they loop around, so one will

know whether the cars- are going or

coming?
Finally, there is the vexed ques-

tion of life. The placid Chinese tem-

perament would consider longevity

an ideal characteristic of the trol-

ley, but the restless American cries

ever for "Change, change, change."

Consider the automobile maker. He
turned out an "absolutely faultless

car" last year, but this year he makes

the auto user feel cheap if his

"boat" has no balloon tires, four-

wheel brakes and one-shot lubrica-

tion. So next year there will be a

profitable turn-in for Mr. Manufac-

turer, although the present car may
be giving perfect satisfaction. The

automotive industry would be in a

sad way if it played for longevity.

Yet some railroaders still pipe

about durability and brag that their

passenger cars are heavy enough to

serve as snowplows. The public may
laugh at the safeties, but they ride

'em.

Let our motto be: "Ten years life,

but a busy one."

When we had 5-cent fares and
universal transfers this gave the
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passenger the simplest possible fare

system, except that the transfer was

a frequent source of irritation. The

later odd-fare combinations have

added to the work of passenger and

platform man and slowed down the

interchange of passengers. Under
these circumstances, it was the ob-

vious duty of every operator to

strive for ticket and token rates that

would be used by most of the pas-

sengers.

The majority of operators have

come to appreciate this fact, but

there are still plenty of cases where
the purchase of tokens is incon-

venient or unprofitable. What shall

we say of a combination such as a

7-cent cash fare and four tickets for

26 cents, and these tickets purchas-

able only at stores where the pros-

pective passenger is naturally ex-

pected to buy something else in re-

turn for the favor? Then, again,

there are cases where tickets are

sold fifteen for $1 when the cash

fare is 7 cents, and other instances

where there is no difference what-
ever in the cash and token rates.

Companies unwilling to push

tickets may argue that with a 7-

cent fare they cannot afford to sell

tokens at 6i cents. One remedy lies

in seeking a higher cash fare while

retaining the old rate for a token.

For example, if the present cash fare

is 7 cents, it may be possible to get a

cash fare of 10 cents provided tokens

are sold at seven for 50 cents or, pos-

sibly, as low as four for 25 cents. If

the token rate proves too low, there

is still the possibility of securing the

convenient rate of three for 25 cents.

In between is the rate of two for 15

cents as another eventuality.

In short, if the present cash fare

is too low to risk an 80 to 90 per

cent token ratio, there must be

sought a cash fare high enough to

produce an attractive gap between
the new cash and token rates. One
city of 30,000 which had a 10-cent

Man, Mav, Don't You Realize That
Succp.sfs Rides in a 1924 Model?

"Pans" the Fare Box and Get
the Vacant Seat

cash fare and a four-for-25-cents

token produced a 92 per cent ratio

of riders on tokens. Under these

circumstances, residents always re-

ferred to the fare as "four for a

quarter." It is plain that any person

who would not invest the price of

four rides, good any time, had no

call to complain very loudly about the

10-cent rate for casuals.

The foregoing is the first step in

producing a fare schedule that sells

itself to the public on a merchandis-

ing basis. It not only serves the cus-

tomer's convenience and saves his

time, but also shows a desire to favor

the regular patrons. Still, it must

be recognized that while tickets,

tokens and punch cards are very

helpful, they do not differentiate be-

tween regular and semi-regular

riders. Such a differentiation can be

partly effected by two different token

rates, such as three tickets for 25

cents and sixteen tickets for $1.

Better than twofold token rates

are the monthly card and weekly

pass, both of which come pretty close

to assuring the operator that the

lowest rate is being enjoyed by the

steadiest customer. This is because

the concession must be used within

the period noted on the card. Under

the monthly card plan, the cash fare

is usually set at 10 cents. Persons

who purchase a card at prices from

50 cents a month upward thereby

obtain a warrant which permits

them to drop only 5 cents each time

they ride. In this way, odd fares

are eliminated and change-making

reduced to insignificance. Pass

riders require no transfers.

In most of the railways using it

the weekly pass was added to pre-

existing cash and token fares. In

one case the popularity of the pass

with regular riders secured the com-

pany permission within three months
to raise the casual fare from 6 cents

to 7 cents. More recently, the pass

has been added simultaneously with

an increase in cash to 10 cents, while

the old cash fare becomes a token

rate or else the previous token rate

remains.

Thus, in one case a schedule of 8

cents cash and two tokens for 15

cents has become 10 cents, six tokens

for 45 cents and a $1.25 pass; in a

second case, the schedule has changed

from 7 cents cash and 7 cents token

to 10 cents cash, five tokens for 35

cents and a $1.25 pass, and in a third

case, from 7 cents cash to 10 cents

cash and a $1.25 pass.

With either the monthly card or

the weekly pass, with or without in-

termediate token rates, it becomes

easier to secure a truly commercial

scale of rates because an increase to

casuals is accompanied by a decrease

/^

A Cold Start Is a Bad Introduetian

to regulars. Such a course disarms

much opposition.

These plans do not pretend to be

universally applicable or inevitably

profitable. They are simply offered

in the hope that if the expense to

the rider is lowered in some propor-

tion to his patronage and his ease of

using the cars is enhanced the re-

sults in revenue and good will may
frequently be worth while. Both

plans also depend for their success

upon the condition that a reasonably

large proportion, say 35 per cent, of

the rides is taken by people travel-

ing to and from work, and that there

are suflScient off-peak attractions in

the community to give scope to

building up off-peak business. Fail-

ure to realize these basic conditions

is responsible for a number of mis-

cues with both card and pass.

A factor often overlooked is that

any special fare plan can serve as

sales leader for the rest of the com-

pany's service. The Pittsburgh

cross-town transfer is a good ex-

ample. On Sundays and holidays it
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is now possible to get a 16S-cent

crosstown ride for 10 cents. Al-

though the number of such trans-

fers sold has nearly tripled since

their liberalization, the real point is

that in advertising this concession

the company advertised all its other

services by implication. A general

advertisement reading "Use the

Trolleys to Schenley Park" would

have had little vim, but one reading

that "You Can Now Reach Schenley

Park for a Dime" not only made a

direct appeal to the crosstown rider

but also left a pleasant aftertaste for

those who could reach the park on

a regular 8i-cent fare.

All of which means that no fare

plan is worth a tinker's wiping felt

unless it is advertised.

Every Railway Should Have
Some Truly Local Advertising

This naturally brings us to the

last section of the story—how to put

our ride-selling or service-giving en-

deavors into words. It is taken for

granted that what is wanted is words
for deeds or thoughts in actual

being, since "Words without thoughts
never to Heaven go."

No utilities have a better oppor-

tunity for setting forth their argu-

ments than the electric railways.

Their car exteriors are seen by every-

body, and dasher placards or win-
dow cards cost much less than the
newspaper space which others must
use willy-nilly. But it would not do
to follow the example of the railway
which ran a safety plea on cars

equipped with fearsome home-made
fenders or to carry "Clean-Up Week"
notices on dirty windows

!

Economy in some cases and diffi-

dence in writing ability in more cases
have led to large use of syndicated
publicity. Much of this is excellent,

but no one will ever succeed in writ-
ing syndicated copy that won't be
out of place somewhere. In using
such material, the railway must still

exercise executive supervision. When
a series of syndicated advertisements
is put up by the carhouse men as a
matter of routine, we get such
"bones" as the plea for fair play
against jitneys in a community that
never knew that pest.

In syndicated publicity there is

also lacking that local touch which
goes straight home. An advertise-
ment reading "Use the Trolley to the
Park" means little; one reading
"Take This Car to Snaggle Park" is

a definite invitation and one reading
"Use this or that special rate t-ans-

portation for trips to such and such

places" is the best of all because it

appeals to the bargain instinct.

Most car advertising contracts are

sufficiently liberal to permit the rail-

way to carry almost any advertising

that definitely promotes travel, and
in most instances where some spe-

cial event is coming along its pro-

moters are willing enough to bear the

printing cost for the sake of such

excellent free publicity. All that the

operator has to do is to overcome his

fear of expressing himself in

printer's ink. No great genius is

needed to tell a straight story in a

few words. If given a few examples
of style the least-lettered man with
the proper enthusiasm will soon learn

how to express himself. His gram-
mar may need correction, but his

ideas will hit the local fancy more
truly than more elaborate efforts by
a professional advertisement writer

writing for the world at large.

A last word. Have you ever been
chilled by the formal "Sir" of a gov-

ernment letter? Then you can guess

how your customers feel when they

read a stilted or arbitrarily worded
announcement of a change in fares

or service. Not long ago one of our

large companies voluntarily made
most important concessions in trans-

fers. The wording was left to a

schedule man, who succeeded miracu-
lously well in making the casual

readers of the closely printed placard

believe that something mora was
being taken away from them.

L'Envoi

The moral of this is that when we
have a long story to tell we should

follow the newspaper style of giving

the high spot in the headline. How
much better it would have been to

have headed this statement: "These
Free Transfers Begin June 1" in-

stead of the meaningless "Announce-
ment" or "Transfer Changes." Wa'k
through any good department store

and copy the wording of directions

to customers. Then compare this

wording with that on tickets, trans-

fers, car placards, etc. In the former
statements courtesy is an invariable

note and in the other it seems to

occur by accident.

We have all heard of the woman
who cried: "Oh, that blessed word,

Mes-op-o-tamia!" But thrice blest

is "Please." As the master word in

the transportation lexicon, it wi'l go

just as well with the sale of rides as

with the sale cf shc?s and collars.

American
Association News

Convention Announcements

ADMISSION to the events at the
convention will be by badge. No

one will be admitted to the Pier except
by displaying the official badge to the
gateman. This applies to the evening
events as well as to the technical ses-

.sions.

Official programs for the convention
were mailed Sept. 25. To insure de-

livery before the delegates leave home
those for far Western members were
sent by air mail—another evidence of
modernization.

A special attempt will be made this

year to have all events start promptly
at the hour announced in the program.
This is necessary because of the large

number of papers, reports and enter-

tainments scheduled. Delegates are

urged to co-operate by being on time.

Advance registration this year is far

in advance of last year's at the corre-

sponding date. With the exhibit space
completely sold out, there is every as-

surance that this convention will be
the biggest ever.

To Make a Trip to the Convention

More Valuable

ACTING on the belief that often the

member companies of the A.E.R.A.
have not realized the greatest possible

value from the visits of their repre-

sentatives to the annual convention, the

association is distributing to member
executives "convention notes" booklets.

These are blank books in which persons
attending the convention may make
notes at meetings and during their' in-

spection of exhibits. A letter from
President Budd, pointing out how rail-

way men can get the greatest benefit

from a trip to the convention, accom-
panies the booklet.

Take Your Golf Clubs

THE golf tournament in connection
with the Atlantic City convention

will be he'd from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m

,

Sunday, Oct. 5.

The golf committee has arranged for
a number of prizes well worth compet-
ing for Please send your golf handi-
cap immediately to George A. Barnes,
1700 Liggett Building, New York, N. Y.
No matter how good or how poor a
player you may be you want to get into
this tournament, as there will be a
prize for you to shoot at.

Canadians to Me?t at

Atlantic City

ARRANGEMENTS have been made
to hold an informal mid-year meet-

ing of the Canadian Electric Railway
As'^ociation at Atlantic City during con-

vertion week. The meeting will be
hMd on Oct. 7. at the Marlborough-
Blenheim, beginning at 10:30 a.m.
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TraUers Prohibited

New York City Authorities Against
Their Use—Skip-Stop Plan Started

—Commuters' Habits Charted

The Board of Estimate of New York
City, sitting on Sept. 22 in committee
of the whole, adopted a resolution pro-

hibiting the street railways in Brooklyn,

including those operated by the Brook-
lyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation,

from using "trailers" on trolley cars.

It is the intention of the Board of

Estimate to hold a meeting in the near
future devoted exclusively to the sub-

ject of bus route franchises. This was
decided on Sept. 22 on the suggestion

of Mayor Hylan, but a date for the

hearing was not fixed.

A study of the proposed bus routes

will be made by the Merchants Associa-

tion in conjunction with the Russell

Sage Foundation. This was also de-

cided on Sept. 22 at a meeting of the

executive committee of the Merchants
Association upon recommendation of

its committee on city transit, of which
Theodore Beran, district manager of

the General Electric Company, is

chairman.
Although formal action will not be

taken until Sept. 29 the Board of Trans-
portation virtually adopted on Sept. 23
the route which it will recommend to

the Board of Estimate and Apportion-
ment for the uncompleted portion of the
Fourteenth Street-Eastern District sub-
way. That section of the line which
until now has remained undetermined
extends from Eldert Street and Wyckoff
Avenue, Brooklyn, to its connection with
the existing Broadway elevated line to

East New York.
The skip-stop plan of operation was

put into effect on Sept. 21 as a police

measure in the interest of greater
safety and to speed up traffic. The
new arrangement appears to be work-
ing satisfactory, but sufficient time has
hardly elapsed for the officials charged
with the responsibility to carry out the
provisions of the order accurately to

appra'se the accomplishments under it.

Patrons of the various companies were
told of the change in advance through
the public press and by means of
placards in the street cars. These
placards varied in their wording, but
the import of all of them was the same,
namely, a plea for co-operation on the
part of the rider with the railway offi-

cials. The notice posted in the cars
of the New York Railways read as
follows

:

Skip Stop
Issue:d by Police Department

Commencing at 12.01 a.m., Sunday, Sept.
21. all north and southbound car.s will stop
only at even numbered streets between
146th Street and Eighth Street, except at
railway crossings and points where "car
stop" signs are placed to designate special
stops.

The company is desirous of o-opera'in?

in every way with the authorities and we
ask that our patrons help us toward reliev-
ing the serious street congestion, thereby
speeding up the car in which you are riding
by keeping in mind the regulations which
the police department has ruled shall be put
into effect.

New Jersey commuters have been
taking part in the biggest public count

ever attempted, outside of a war draft.

It is being made by the North Jersey

Transit Commission for the purpose of

marshalling "flow of travel" informa-
tion to be used in mass formation in the

working out of a plan for the improv-
ing of transit service in Hudson County
and in the other eight counties of

northern New Jersey.

This information is being given by a

very simple check-up system, on cards
distributed at the entrances to the Tube
stations and ferry stations and to the

passengers on the steam railways. Each
branch of each railroad has its own
form of card, with stations printed

upon it, so the work of the passengers
will be most simple.

The railroads are co-operating, as

are also the police and firemen in some
sections, and the commission hopes to

be in a position to work out a plan

that will make possible an efficient

solution of the problem that it is de-

clared now makes commuter life none
too enjoyable in New Jersey.

A typical card handed to the com-
muter if checked properly by him will

show the facility used by him in get-

ting to the station, the type of steam
railroad ticket, the station at which he
boards the train and the station at

which he leaves, his approximate des-

tination in New York whether east or

west of Broadway and how far north or

south, and the route used in New York,

whether west side subway, east side

subway, B-M. T. subway, elevated, sur-

face lines or bus or whether he walks.

Railway at St. Louis Gets First

Bus Rights

The Board of Public Service of St.

louis, Mo., on Sept. 16 issued a permit

to the St. Louis Bus Company, a sub-

sidiary of the United Railways, to

operate a bus line from the terminus
of the Natural Bridge car line, Natural

Bridge Avenue near Kings Highway,
west on Natural Bridge Avenue and
Natural Bridge Road to Pine Lawn, St.

Louis County. This is the first bus

permit granted to the St. Louis Bus
Company. Other bus applications by
the company are pending.
The proposed line will connect with

the Union Boulevard and Kirkwood-
Ferguson divisions of the United Rail-

ways. It is proposed to charge a 10-

cent city fare with transfers to and
from the street cars. Street car

patrons desiring a bus transfer will

ray an extra 3 cents for the privilege.

The street car fare is 7 cents.

Ten-Cent Fare in Springfield

Conceding that the Springfield Street
Railway, Springfield, Mass., has not
been in a desirable financial condition

since 1917, the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Public Utilities has authorized
the company to increase its fare unit

to 10 cents. The order providing for

a cash fare of 10 cents and three tickets

for 25 cents went into effect on Sept.

21. The former cash fare was 7 cents.

Zones have not been changed under
the new arrangements, but interzone
and intercity ticket strips are sold that
enable patrons in many cases to ride

at only a small increase over the old

rates. This arrangement gives a ride

to the Holyoke city line for 12J cents,

as against 11 1/9 cents previou.sly; to

Westfield for 201, as against 17 11/18
previously; to Chicopee for 10 cents, as
against 9 1/11 previously, and to Pal-
mer for 45g cents, as against 39 1/9
previously. The state board says:

Apart from any question of law, we
think it obvious that a public utility sliould
be allowed rates which, under reasonaljly
prudent and economical management, will
yield a return upon capital employed in
the enterprise sufficient to make that capi-
tal an attractive investment. Under the
laws of the Commonwealth a street rail-
way company is obliged to sell its s'ock
at par or not at all. Thus any policy which
results in a failure to maintain the value
of its stock at par cripples its ability to
meet the growing needs of the community.
Impairs its credit, and, it long continued,
results in financial disaster to the company
and great inconvenience to the public. The
board further justifies its decision when it

says : The passengers desire the service
at the lowest cdst. This service cannot be
given unless the passengers pay that which
is necessary to give the service.

Last June a special arbitration board
awarded an increa.=e in pay to the com-
pany's employees. This increased the
expenses by $235,000 a year, and at

the same time there was a decrease in

riding, due to general business depres-

sion. In the opinion of the department
the company could not continue its

present service without additional rev-

enue, and the department dismisses as

a proved fallacy the argument that a
reduction of fares would stimulate rid-

ing and increase the company's income.

Interurban Advertises Service

by Special Car

The Rochester, Lockport & Buffalo

Railroad, operating between Rochester
and Buffalo, N. Y., has put into serv-

ice a large car painted black and white
on the sides of which are the words,
"Ride the Electric Cars and Save the

Difference." On the ends of the car is

painted, "Ride with Us." The car was
designed by W. W. Foster, general
manager of the companv, as an adver-

tisement. It was built by J. D. Nailor.

superintendent and master mechanic.

L. I . Lang, trainmaster of the line, is

in charge of the car.
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Subways to Be Recommended
for St. Louis

A rapid transit system for St. Louis
to cost upward of $100,000,000 and to

provide subways for all street cars
entering the downtown business dis-

trict will be recommended to the St.

Louis Board of Aldermen when they
reconvene on Sept. 26 after their sum-
mer vacation. The special aldermanic
committee which recently toured East-
ern cities to study transportation meth-
ods will present the recommendation.
It will provide for the appropriation of
$25,000 for an immediate investigation
and survey of the rapid transit needs of
the city.

In a report prepared by C. E. Smith,
the investigating committee recom-
mends that $100,000,000 be raised for a
rapid transit system, the first step to

be a downtown subway, to be followed
as soon as possible with elevated lines

into the residential sections and a cross-
town subway at Grand Boulevard. This
plan will provide that all street car
lines in the district bounded by Jeffer-
son Avenue and the river, Chouteau
Avenue and Cass Avenue be put under-
ground. It is further suggested that
several rapid transit lines be developed
for the best interests of the entire
community. Alderman Wimer, chair-
man of the committee, favors the city

building the subway and renting it to
a private company to operate, prefer-
ably the United Railways.
The committee found that elevated

railroads are receiving increased con-
sideration in many cities because of
their cost compared with subways.
The committee visited New York,

Chicago, Philadelphia. Boston and De-
troit. It found that Boston and Phila-
delphia's transportation problems more
closely resembled those of St. Louis
than the other cities.

Under a provision of the Missouri
State Constitution adopted in 1920 St.

Louis has ample authority to vote the
$100,000,000 in bonds needed to finance
the subways and rapid transit system
outlined to the Aldermen.

Detroit Commission Members
Reappointed to Construct System

All members of the old rapid transit
commission in Detroit have been ap-
pointed by acting Mayor John C. Lodge
to serve on the new commission pro-
vided for in the charter amendment ap-
proved by the voters at the Sept. 9
election. The new commission will have
charge of constniction of the rapid
transit system and will turn the vari-
ous sections over to the city for opera-
tion upon completion.

In order to pave the way for follow-
ing out the mandate of the voters when
they approved the charter amendment
providing for a financial plan for sub-
ways, and for the appointment of the
commission, the City Council has re-
scinded, the resolution adopted about
two years ago which made possible the
establishing of a rapid transit commis-
sion.

It is the ooinion of Sidney D. Walden,
chairman of the old commission since
Dec. 5, 1922, that between now and next

January the new commission, with the
work already accomplished, should be
able to complete its plan of routes for
the initial system and be ready to sub-

mit such plan at the earliest spring
election.

Special Rate for Advertising

Purposes

Between 3,000 and 4,000 persons re-

siding along the line of the Fort Wayne
& Northwestern Traction Company, a
subsidiary of the Indiana Service Cor-
poration, took advantage on Sunday,
Sept. 14, of a special advertising fea-
ture promoted by the local company,
by which passengers along the line from
Fort Wayne to Kendallville were hauled
from any place to any other point for
a flat fare of 25 cents.

The campaign was started to ac-
quaint prospective car riders with the
new equipment which has been placed
in use since the line was taken over by
the local corporation and several new
interurban cars were used. Every car
during the day was double headed,
while two trailers were added to sev-
eral of the cars to handle the crowds.
The regular tariff for the Kendallville-
Fort Wayne trip is 95 cents.

Temporary Ten-Cent Fare in

Philadelphia Upheld
Through a decree handed down by the

Superior Court on Sept. 19 the Public
Service Commission's ruling granting
the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., a 10-cent cash
fare, with two tokens for 15 cents, was
upheld and went into effect on Sept. 25.
Simultaneously the new schedule of
free transfers also became effective in
all but the central business district,

where 3-cent exchanges are now re-
quired. The new zoning system, with
its 8-cent fares in the city limits and
5-cent fares outside, was another
change in operation made Sept. 25.
The new rates are to continue in force
until the fare question is settled finally
by the commission.

City Solicitor Joseph P. Gaffney and
his staff are preparing for two steps in
the city's fight against the increase in

fares. The Superior Court on the first

Monday in October will take up the
city's appeal against the recent order
of the Public Service Commission tem-
porarily increasing fares. Shortly
thereafter the city will ask the Public
Service Commission to proceed with
the hearings on the company's petition
for permanent increase of fares.

In its order of Sept. 19 the court held
that the commission was legally justi-

fied in issuing the temporary increased
fare order, that the company had ful-

filled its obligations at the commis-
sion's hearings and had presented a
case justifying the increase asked, and
further, that the city of Philadelphia,
protesting the increase, had not been
ready to present its case, which was
not the fault of the Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Company. The court held that
if the company was not permitted to

begin collecting the higher fares pend-
ing completion of the hearing "irrepar-
able injury" would be done to the
company.

Opposes Bus Lines on Car Routes

in Kansas City, Kan.

The City Commissioners of Kansas
City, Kan., have taken a position def-

initely opposed to the operation of bus
lines on street car routes. An ordi-

nance giving a franchise to a bus com-
pany to operate between Kansas City,

Kan., and Kansas City, Mo., has been
held up for several weeks, and while
it has not been finally denied, the bus
operators have been instructed to desig-

nate some route other than that now
used, which follows the street car lines

on Minnesota Avenue, the main street

and over the intercity viaduct, the

route of the intercity street cars. This

bus line plies on the main street of

Kansas City, Kan., to the union station,

of Kansas City, Mo., going through the

main business district of the latter city

also.

Fort Wayne Lines Rerouted

After several months of intensive

investigation, the Indiana Service Cor-
poration has rerouted its lines in Fort
Wayne, Ind., in an effort to relieve con-

gested traffic conditions in the center

of the downtown district. The changes
were put into effect on Sept. 15.

Under the new routing schedule sev-

eral of the "double-end lines" have been
so hooked up with other routes that a
large amount of the traffic is diverted
from Calhoun Street, the congested
business thoroughfare. The number
of transfers necessary to be issued has
also been reduced by the change in

routing.

Experiment with Pass Being

Studied in Pittsburgh

Members of the Traction Conference
Board at Pittsburgh and officials of the
Pittsburgh Railways are watching with
interest the result of the weekly pass
experiment in the McKeesport district.

Lines on which the pass is in use
are Route 56, Lincoln place to Sin-

clair Street, 3.97 miles; Wilmerding
to State Road, 3.77 miles; Wilmerding
to Market Street, 5.81 miles, and Glass-
port to Sinclair Street, 3.18 miles. The
Wilmerding to Market Street pass costs

$1.70 and the other passes cost $1.25.

"The experiment will continue until

Jan. 1.

International Would Establish

Buffalo-Tonawanda Bus Service

The International Railway, Buffalo, is

attempting to induce its bondholders to

consent to discontinue interurban serv-

ice on the Buffalo-Tonawanda and Mili-

tary road lines and to agree to permit
the tracks to be taken up. It is the
aim of the company to start bus service

in Delaware Avenue between the Buf-
falo city line and Tonawanda in place
of the Buffalo-Tonawanda interurban
division and along the Military road
from the Buffalo city line to Tona-
wanda. The village of Kenniorc will

agree to the abandonment provided the

International Railway will establish a
crosstown bus service between Kenmore
and the River road industrial district, a

distance of about 2 miles.
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First Trackless Trolley Route

for Albany

Following a conference in the Mayor's
office it was decided that the United
Traction Company, Albany, N. Y., will

have its first trackless trolley line in

operation as soon as possible. The
plan is to operate over the Country
Club route instead of the present trolley

line as the opinion of those at the

meeting was that the trackless trolleys

would solve the transportation prob-
lem of that section.

The decision to operate trackless trol-

leys over the Country Club route, in-

stead of the present trolley line, came
after those at the meeting unanimously
decided that the trackless vehicles

would solve the transportation prob-
lem of that section. By extending the

line to McKownsville, the line will

give hundreds of persons trolley service

to Albany's business section. Those liv-

ing at McKownsville now are com-
pelled to walk to the Country Club
terminal station.

The transportation problem for the

Country Club section has been under
discussion for some time and several

month.s ago delegations from the im-
provement associations of that section,

representatives of the United Trac-
tion Company and Mayor Hackett in-

spect d the Rochester trackless trolleys.

'Ihe Unted Traction Company will

deed to the city of Albany the right
of way in Western Avenue, 33 ft. of
roadway, for which the city is to grant
a franchise for the new line. It is

expected that an ordinance will be in-

troduced at the meeting of the Common
Council giving the traction company
the franchise. Unanimous consent of
the Council will be asked, and if given,
the ordinance will also be passed and
will be signed immediately by Mayor
Hackett. The company will then make
application to the Public Service Com-
mission for the certificate of conven-
ience and necessity.

Buy Your Tokens in Advance.—The
public relations department of the
Pittsburgh Railways, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has sent a communication to school
principals asking their co-operation in

placing before the students the matter
of providing themselves with car tokens
in advance of their intended use. The
company promises to send to the school

the required number of tokens for sale

the day previous to any intended trip

to any of the Pittsburgh institutions or

manufacturing plants. The belief that
car checks in advance will speed up
traffic is the company's motive in mak-
ing this suggestion.

It's a Courtesy
Desk

'pHE "Complaint Desk" in the Surface Lines ofEces has been
rechristened.

It's the "Courtesy Desk" now.

The change was suggested by the of&cial who reads the let-

ters received daily from passengers. He found a constantly in-

creasing percentage of them begin "I wish to commend "

So, he asked, why not give the desk a cheerful name sig-

nificant of the pleasant tone of most of the correspondence?

There are complaints, too, of course. It could not be other-

wise in an organization of 12,000 trainmen dealing with millions

of riders daily.

But the point is that there are more bouquets and fewer
brick bats.

Surface Lines trainmen are the best paid street car men in the

United States. The great majority of them have been in the

service many years. It is their life work. The occasional grouch

among them is as unpopular with them as with the pubUc, and
he doesn't last long.

Reports from passengers relative to service are always thank-

fully received. They are a direct aid to etSciency.

Chicago Surface Lines

More Bouquets than Brickbats in Chicago Suggests Department Change

Will Run as Belt Line.—The Tacoma
Municipal Railway line beginning Oct.

1, will operate as a belt line, under a
contract between the city of Tacoma
and the Northern Pacific, Great North-
ern, Milwaukee and Union Pacific Rail-

roads. The ordinance providing for the
contract bore an emergency clause, per-
mitting it to become effective imme-
diately.

Five-Year Grant Accepted.— A. F.
van Deinse, president of the Columbus,
Delaware & Marion Electric Company,
which operates the street railway at
Delaware, Ohio, announces he will ac-
cept the new 5-year grant made by the
Delaware Council. The new franchise
reads that the company will not have
to pave or repair streets in the city in
the future.

Outing to Railway Officials in Roch-
ester. — The annual party given by
Edward H. Chapin, vice-president Na-
tional Car Wheel Company, Rochester,
to the railway officials of Rochester and
vicinity took place this year on Sept.
17 at Mr. Chapin's summer home on
Conesus Lake. A number of prominent
traction executives and public officials

from q'entral New York were present
and had the usual good time.

Fire Wreckage Purchased.—The Buf-
falo Sash Weight & Foundry Company,
Inc., Buffalo, has purchased the wreck-
age involved in the $400,000 fire
which recently destroyed the carhouse
of the Grand Rapids Railway, Grand
Rapids, Mich. The purchase involves
the remains of about 60 street cars, a
large quantity of miscellaneous car
parts and all the rails and structural
steel forming part of the damaged car-
house. The wreckage will be moved to
Buffalo.

Extension of Time for Bus Service.

—

An extension of time until Nov. 30,
1924, has been granted the Key System
Transit Company in which to install a
satisfactory local bus service, supple-
menting its Alameda-Oakland service,
as recently directed by the California
Railroad Commission. Application had
been made by the Peerless States, Inc.,
for permission to install such intercity
service.

Authorizes Additional One-Man Cars.—Authority has been granted the Co-
lumbia Railway, Gas & Electric Com-
pany by the South Carolina Tlailroad
Commission to put on one-man cars on
additional lines in the city of Columbia
where travel conditions warrant. R. L.
Peterman, for the company, stated that
the intention is to extend gradually the
one-man car system as conditions war-
rant. One-man cars are already in use
on a number of the lines of the railway.

Service-at-Cost Contract Ready.

—

The public utilities acquisition commit-
tee of Milwaukee, Wis., through its

chairman, Fred S. Hunt, has announced
that its reports and contract terms em-
bodying a service-at-cost contract be-
tween the city and the Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railway & Light Company have
been completed for submission to the
Common Council on Sept. 29. If the
proposed contract, which is the result

of a four-year period of investigation,

is approved by the Council it will go to

the voters at a referendum election.
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Sale of United Railways, St.

Louis, Discussed Again

Discussion of the terms for the reor-

ganization of the United Railways, St.

Louis, Mo., was expected to result in

the adoption of a plan in final form at

the meeting of the reorganization com-
mittee in New York on Sept. 26. In
anticipation of that meeting it was
stated that the holders of St. Louis
Transit 5s had agreed to accept $300
cash and 5J shares of new 7 per cent
preferred stock for each $1,000 of
bonds, with the right also accruing to

them to purchase new common stock.

In this way Transit bondholders would
receive $2,937,000 cash and 53,845
shares preferred stock. Holders of the
present $16,383,000 of preferred stock
would also have the right to purchase
new preferred stock. It was not stated
in advance of the meeting just what
the fate of the $24,913,000 of common
stock would be. That issue is of
nominal present value and is of future
potential value only as its holders may
be permitted to participate in the re-

organization. It is expected, however,
that the North American Company will
furnish most of the capital for refi-

nancing.

The Missouri Public Service Commis-
sion fixed' the railways valuation at
$53,000,000 as of January, 1919, and the
reorganizers added $4,200,000 for bet-
terments and extensions since that date.
They anticipate no difficulty in having
this valuation accepted by the state
and city of St. Louis. A return of 7
per cent on the $57,200,000 valuation
would mean an income of $4,004,000.
The reorganization committee plans

to pay off in cash $4,100,000 of underly-
ing bonds, $4,200,000 in receiver's cer-
tificates and $2,000,000 of the $6,500,000
suburban bonds. This would of course
reduce the fixed charges materially.
About $12,000,000 is required to pay

off these obligations and provide work-
ing caoital. The committee also enter-
tains the view that co-ordination of the
street cars and buses is inevitable.

The St. Louis Transit Company 5

per cent bonds mature on Oct. 1. It

is probable that friendly foreclosure
proceedings will be instituted in the
federal court under this issue of bonds
to work out the reorganization plan.

Detroit Street Railway

Profits Decline
Increased costs of operation account

for the decline in the profits of the
Detroit Department of Street Railways
during the fiscal year ended June 30,

1924. Ross Schram, general manager
of the lines, so explained on Sept. 23.

During 1923-24, the lines earned $834,-

713, a decrease of $103,752 from the
figure for 1922-23, the first year of
operation.

The revenue for transportation for
1923-24 was $21,838,003, all but
about $7,000 of which was from pas-
sengers. Revenue from other sources
totaled $758,083. The toal operating
revenue of $22,596,087, exceeds that of
the preceding year, which was $20,-

196,163.

Total operating expenses for 1923-24
were $16,374,841, as compared with
$14,450,612 for the year before. In-

cluded in this item is a $1,100,000 in-

crease in wages, following a conces-
sion to the platform men.
One year ago this month the fare

was increased from 5 cents to 6 cents,

nine rides for 50 cents.

Last Louisville Deferred

Dividend Paid

The Louisville Railway, Loui.sville,

Ky , has declared a 5 per cent dividend
on its preferred stock, payable on Oct.
2, to stockholders of record as of Sept.
17. This cleans up the last of the de-
ferred dividends on the preferred stock.
At one time the accumulation on this
issue reached 22i per cent. The pay-
ment represents $175,000 on the pre-
ferred of $3,500,000 and brings divi-
dends on preferred up to Jan. 1, 1924.

Revenue in Toledo Improves

The first half of September showed
an improvement in revenue for the
Community Traction Company, Toledo,
Ohio, as compared with a similar period
last year. Under a 9-cent cash fare
revenue for the first 17 days of the
month increased about $7,000, or
showed 4.1 per cent improvement as
compared with the same number of
days in August. Indications are that
the present 10-cent cash fare with
three-for-quarter token rate will be
given a thorough trial, according to
President Adams. The company ex-
pects to save about $200,000 a year if

it can eliminate the Indiana Avenue line

and direct bus competition.
Gross revenue in August was $273,-

922, as compared with $313,958 for the
corresponding month a year ago. Oper-
ations for the month resulted in a defi-

cit of $47,426, which brings the deficit

to the stabilizing fund to a total of
$77,846.

In his report to the board Commis-
sioner Graumlich said that there was
carried a total of 3,710,460 revenue pas-
sengers during the month; that this
continued decline in car riding more
than off.set the changes in the rate of
fare .=o that the passenger revenue
dropped to $246,251 for the month.
Operating expenses were reduced as
compared with last year from $253,838
to $229,156. Car mileage operated was
also cut from 666,761 to 562.874. Oper-
ation of two bus feeder lines produced
a revenue of 51,080 at a cost of $2,176.

Release of Montreal Tramways
Voting Control Demanded

The majority shareholders of the
Montreal Tramways & Power Com-
pany, Montreal, Que., headed by United
Securities, Limited, during the week
ended Sept. 6 requisitioned a special

general meeting of shareholders under
the provisions of the English companies
(consolidations) act and the articles of
association of the company. The Tram
Power directorate had until Sept. 10 to
comply with the requisition, but failed

to do so. Therefore, as provided under
the act referred to, and the articles of
association of the company, these
shareholders withdrew their requisition
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for a meeting, and require th3 president

and directors of the company to call a
meeting. The objects outlined in the

document served upon the board on

Sept. 10 call for certain changes in the

articles of association, and also for the

issuing of notices for a further extra-

ordinary general meeting, at which the

resignations of the present board are

demanded, and a new board substituted,

and also that further specified changes
be made in the articles of association,

and that a proxy representing the con-

trolling votes of the Montreal Tram-
ways Company be turned over to the

new interests by ths trust company.

When Bankers Are Philanthropists.

—The Community Traction Company,
Toledo, is not now paying dividends on

its 8 per cent preferred stock, due to

operating deficits. However, holders

of the stock are being paid the regular

distribution by Henry L. Doherty &
Company, who s taking an assignment
of the dividends when and if they shall

be paid in the future.

Fate of Niagara Line Uncertain.

—

Partial confirmation of the report that

the Niagara Falls Power Company,
Inc., will take over the Niagara Gorge
Railway, Inc., Niagara Falls, N. Y., has
been obtained, but it is stated no early

abandonment of the scenic line in the

lower Niagara gorge is contemplated
until after approval has been obtained

for the super-power project proposed
by the power company in the lower
gorge at Niagara Falls. The Niagara
Gorge Railway is one of the most
famous scenic electric lines in the
world. The road extends from Lewiston
to Niagara Falls.

Interborough Elects Two Directors
H. M. Fisher and Robert C. Rathbone
have been elected directors of the In-

terborough Rapid Transit Company,
New York, to fill vacancies. Mr. Fisher
is secretary of the company and Mr.
Rathbone is president of Robert C.

Rathbone & Company, Inc., New York.

Duluth Dividend Deferred.—A. M.
Robertson, president of the Duluth-
Superior Traction Company, Dtiluth,

Minn., has sent a letter to preferred
stockholders explaining that earnings
during recent months have not been
suflScient to cover dividend require-

ments for the three months ended Sept.

30, 1924, and that in view of this the
directors deemed it advisable to defer
the dividend due on the preferred stock
at this time.

Capital Decreased.— The Lafayette
Street Railway, Inc., Lafayette, Ind.,

has decreased its capital from $200,000
to $100,000.

York Dividend Increased.—The York
Railways, York, Pa., has declared a
quarterly dividend of 75 cents a share
on the common stock payable on Oct.

15, thus placing the stock on a $3
annual dividend basis. Heretofore the
company had been paying dividends at
the rate of 50 cents a share quarterly.
The regular quarterly dividend of 62J
cents a share also was declared on the
preferred stock.

Seeks Partial Abandonment in Yon-
kers.- -Application was made to the

Public Service Commission by the
Yonkers Railroad, Yonkers, N. Y., on
Sept. 22 for an order permitting it to

abandon a portion of its route and fran-
chises in the city of Yonkers. The
company claims that in some cases the

lines are single track and that it is

difficult to operate them because of
heavy grades. Other lines are on out-

lying streets and it is claimed that
there are not enough passengers using

the cars. Other factors are the long
average length of ride and tlie inability

of the petitioner to increase the fare
sufficiently to meet the continued high
cost. The petition further alleges that
many of the outlying lines are in such
condition that a considerable amount of
money must soon be expended by the
company for renewal and that there
is no prospect of paying for such re-

newal by continued operation.

Specialist in Public Relations

in Bus Organization

William Welton Harris was elected
vice-president of the Fifth Avenue
Coach Company, New York, on Sept. 17.

Mr. Harris will work directly under
John A. Ritchie, now chairman of the
board of directors of the company. Mr.
Harris is well known in newspaper and
publicity circles. In 1895 he went with
the Chicago Tribune as a reporter.

Subsequent to that he was for fourteen

years with various publications con-

tro'led by the late James Gordon Ben-
nett. From 1914 to 1916 he was man-
aging editor of the New York Sun.

In 1916 Mr. Harris joined the staff of

Ivy L. Lee, for which organization he
specialized in finance, steam railroads

and public utilities. He handled the

publicity work in connection with the

reorganization of the utilities at New
Orleans as the New Orleans Public

Service, Inc. Other activities by him
while with Mr. Lee included publ'city

work for the Southwestern Gas & Elec-

tric Company, Electric Bond & Share
Company and the Interborough Rapid
Transit. In this work he specialized

in street railroads and public utility

cases as author, lecturer and con-

sultant.

W. J. Jones, superintendent of the

Winnipeg, Selkirk & Lake Winnipeg
Railway, Winnipeg. Man., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of transporta-

tion, succeeding Mr. Beckwith. Mr.

Jones is well known in Winnipeg, hav-

ing been connected with the railway
service there for more than 10 years.

After serving for several years both

as motorman and conductor, he was
made traffic supervisor in 1918. Two
years later he was appointed divisional

superintendent of the central division,

and in 1921 he was appointed superin-

tendent with offices at Selkirk.

J. C. Hawes has been appointed su-

perintendent of the Winnipeg, Selkirk

& Lake Winnipeg Railway, Winnipeg,
Man., to succeed W. J. Jones, recently

made superintendent of transportation.
Mr. Hawes has been a resident of Sel-

kirk for a number of years.

Obituary
Arthur S. Huey, chairman of the

board of directors of H. M. Byllesby &
Company, died at the South Shore

Country Club, Chicago, on Sept. 16.

Mr. Huey had been connected with the
electrical industry since 1885 and had
been a prominent figure in the opera-
tion and manageihent of the Byllesby
properties since 1902. When the firm
of H. M. Byllesby & Company was
organized in 1902 he became one of the
partners and was made vice-president

in charge of operation. In this capacity
he supervised the operation of about
twenty groups of utility properties. In
the spring of the present year he was
elected chairman of the board to suc-

ceed the late Henry M. Byllesby.

Frank P. Redmond, 47 years old, as-

sistant secretary to the Public Service

Commission in New York City, died

recently at a hospital 'n Watertown,
N. Y., from heart disease. He was for-

merly chief of the automobile bureau
in New York City.

M. M. Shipe, 78 years old, builder of

the first electric railway in Austin,
Tex., died at his home there recently.

Mr. Shipe long had taken an active
part in the up-building of Austin and
for many years was interested in local

street railway operation. As a con-
tractor he laid the tracks of the Austin
property.

Matthew James Kennedy, prominent
in transportation circles, died on Sept.

1 at the Royal Victoria Hospital in

Montreal, at the 'age of sixty-one years.
Mr. Kennedy was a striking example of

the young man who begins at the bot-
tom of the ladder and mounts to the
top. He served as a driver with the
Montreal Tramways when the vehicle.s

used by the company were horse-drawn.
Ultimately he became superintendent
of the company. Later he joined th«
staff of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit-
Company. He returned to Montreal in
1905 and rejoined the forces of the
Montreal Street Railway as superin-
tendent of the freight department. He
remained with the company in that
capacity until 1910, when he resigned
to organize the Kennedy Taxi Com-
pany, of which he became general
manager.

W. B. Rees, pioneer in Los Angeles
local and interurban electric railway
business, died recently in San Marino.
He had been librarian of the Los
Angeles Railway since 1918. Mr. Rees
entered the railway organization in

1901 on survey work for local and
interurban I'nes. He helped to plan the
lines to Whittier, Long Beach and
Santa Ana.
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Manufactures and the Markets
News of and for Manufacturers—Market and Trade Conditions

A Department Open to Railways and Manufacturers

for Discussion of Manufacturing and Sales Matters

Official View of Foreign Business Hopeful
Information from Official Washington Source Indicates that Foreign

Competition Will Be Keen in Steel Market—Comments on
Other Domestic and Foreign Affairs Significant

FROM an authoritative Washington
source, the Journal is able to re-

flect certain expressions of opinion

with regard to domestic and foreign
business of particular interest to man-
ufacturers and railway men. As offi-

cial circles in Washington see it, any-
thing that tends to increase employ-
ment anywhere in the world has its

direct beneficial result on the business

of the world. This the Dawes plan is

expected to do. It is considered, at its

lowest value, to be an economic truce

that will last at least three years.

The hope is that at the end of that

time the European nations will be so

impressed with the virtues of the plan
that they will be prepared to carry on
indefinitely under its terms.
The prospects are that the American

manufacturers will experience keener
competition from Europe from now on.

This is believed to be particularly true
of steel. The whole Ruhr district of

Germany has bsen thoroughly re-

equipped with modern machinery. This
should greatly reduce production costs

and probably make the Ruhr district

one of the cheapest centers of steel

production in the world, especially for

the next year or two, while the scale

of wages is at its present level.

However, American steel manufac-
turers are confident that this competi-
tion can be met. To that end a very
definite movement is on foot to extend
the use of labor saving machines and
to re-equip with the most modern
methods. This undoubtedly forecasts
lower prices. The opinion at Wash-
ington is that American manufacturers
will hold their own against the Ruhr
competition.

^

"
, Not so much that was favorable was

'said for British steel production.
- Opinion on the situation in England
was that it is very doubtful whether
the competition of the Ruhr can be
withstood, in view of the generally
'had labor situation and the unsound
economic policies being pursued. There
is a liote of discouragement among
British business men. This was not
'Only expressed in official Washington,
hut both E. J. Mehren, vice-president
McGraw-Hill Company, and H. L.
Brown, editor Electric Railway Jour-
nal, gathered the same impression
from their discussions with business
men abroad this summer.

Evidence of the very unsatisfactory
labor situation and poor production
efficiency in Great Britain is aflForded

by the negotiations now under way for
the sale of 2,000,000 tons of coal for

delivery in Italy. An American con-
cern is competing for this business
against British coal. With a $40 a
week minimum for labor in the coal
fields here as against an $8.50 mini-
mum in British coal mines, the Ameri-
can concern is able to quote a better
price delivered in Italy than can the
British concern.

Russia is still not considered a satis-

factory or permanent market for
American products. Purchases are all

made by the Russian government. The
plan of purchasing is to establish a
corporation in each country, under the
flag of that country, which then buys
for the Russian government. The
American seller must satisfy himself
as to the credit of this corporation
and not proceed under any illusion

that he can collect his bill in Russia.
The only credit behind the corporation
to be counted on is that which it can
show in American banks. In Italy,
Switzerland and Germany, these cor-
porations have been dissolved and
the business of the Russian govern-
ment taken away from those countries
because some incident which occurred
displeased the Moscow officials.

It was stated that the only reason
Russians are buying materials and
products here is that they can either
get them cheaper or cannot get them
anywhere else. The buying has been
heavy here recently, apparently a re-
flection of the Russian desire to in-
fluence recognition by the United
States through the indirect pressure
brought by manufacturers. In fact,
certain groups of manufacturers have
lent themselves to pressure of this kind
on promise of large orders.
The wo'd with respect to Latin

America is that selling efl'orts there

Metal, Coal and Material Prices
Metals—New York Sept. 23, 1924
Copper, electrolytio.oents per lb 12.975
Copper wire base, oenta per lb 1 5 . 375
Lead, cents per lb g.oO
Zino, cents per lb 6.45
Tin, Straits, cents per lb 47. 125

Bituminous Coal f.o.b. Mines
Smokeless mine run, f.o.b. vessel,
Hampton Roads, gross tons |4, 15

Somerset mine run, lioston. net tons 2. 125
PittsburRh mine run. PitisHureh, net tons. 1.875
Franklin. TU.. scrpcnines, ChicaRo, net tons 1 . 875
Central. 111., scrpenings, ChipaRo. not tons 1.55
Kansas screenings, Kansas City, net tons

.

2.50
Materials
Rubber-covered wire, N. Y., No. 14, per

1,000ft $5 55
Weatherproof wire base. N. Y., eenfs per lb. 18.25
Cement. Chioago net prices, without bags. 2. 20
Linseed oil(5-lb.loU).N. Y., per gal tl.03
White lead, in oil (lOO-Ib. keg). N. Y..

cents per lb., carload lota 12
TurpentiM(bbl. loU), N. Y.,pergal 87

should be kept up despite the recent
revolutions, labor troubles, currency
depreciation, unseating of a president,
etc. As long as the goods can be sold
and the money collected, there is no
reason to cease activities because of
local political disturbances.

According to the Washington view,
the coal industry is now undergoing a
general and fundamental improvement.
The things needed for its continued
betterment are peace and transporta-
tion. It never was possible to bring
about any substantial improvement
under periodic suspension of produc-
tion or strangulation of the mines due
to lack of transportation. The natural
economic laws never had a chance to
work in this field. Now that there has
been peace for 2 years, with the
probability of 2J years more of it,

and a generous supply of transporta-
tion, the difficulties of the coal fields
are being worked out under the free
play of economic laws. In this way
both the high cost producer and the
surplus of labor are being eliminated.
As it was expressed, the industry is

now undergoing a surgical operation,
a painful procedure, but one that can-
rot be other than helpful.

Side Shows Are Outlawed
Fred C. J. Dell, director of exhibits

of the American Electric Railway Asso-
ciation, has written to all exhibitors of
buses at the coming convention of the
association at Atlantic City asking for
their kindly and whole-hearted co-
operation in carrying out the spirit
of the executive committee's resolution
in which it cites the reasons for its

opposition to demonstration of buses on
the streets during the convention.

Rolling Stock

Detroit, Mich.—All four bids received
by the Detroit Street Railway Commis-
sion for furnishing municipal buses
have been rejected by the commission
and new bids are being asked on new
specifications. The new specifications
provide for inclosed upper deck. Accord-
ing to a statement from the office of
the general manager of the Detroit
Street Railway, a sleeve-valve six-cyl-
inder motor is permissible in the design.
Bids based on lots of 50, 75 and 100
buses will be called for, to be opened on
Sept. 26. Lower bids are expected thin
were received recently when two local

and two outside firms submitted bids.

Engineers of the D. S. R. have been
working with engineers of interested
bus companies, and the revised specifi-

cations are the result.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Journal was
misinformed on certain details of the
order for four three-section articulated
units for use on the B.-M. T. mentioned
in last week's issue. This order was
awarded by the New York Rapid
Transit Corporation to the Presided

Steel Car Company. Each unit will ac-
commodate 550 passengers. The end
cars will seat 56 and the center car 48.

The motor and control equipment an<l

the trucks will be the same as men-
tioned in the item last week.
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EXPENDED FOR GROWING UTILITIES

$100,000,000 a Year Backed by

Stone & Webster Experience

Pioneers for 35 Years

UBLIC UTILITIES are successfully meet-

ing a huge and fast-growing demand

for electric light, power and transporta-

tion. Practically as old as the industry

itself, the Stone 8C Webster organiza-

tion has kept even pace with the extraordinary

expansion of the utilities for thirty-five years.

Expenditures $100,000,000 Yearly

Over ^100,000,000 yearly is expended through

the Stone dC Webster organization for public utilities

construction, maintenance and operation. These ac-

tivities extend into nearly every important State. The

home office directing the financing, construction and

operation of properties numbers 1500 people and

occupies three acres of offices.

f

Operating Managers for 60 Companies

Stone 8C Webster provides operating management

for sixty separate public utility corporations. The record

of these properties is an accurate measure of Stone

8C Webster operating and engineering skill and of the

soundness of Stone 8C Webster financing.

During the war the strength and soundness of

the utilities was severely tested. The demand for

power rose to unprecedented heights but new financing

was impossible. Under these conditions the Stone &
Webster companies achieved notable results in main-

taining both their physical condition and their record

of dividends.

Stone & Webster service is in demand the country

over. These facts show its value.

Construction 2,000,000 Horse Power

Reports on $4,500,000,000

Stone 8C Webster has examined and appraised

properties to the total value of four and one-half

billion dollars, including many of the country's fore-

most public utilities. Its construction of power stations

aggregates 2,000,000 horse power.

The systems fed wholly or in part by these

stations serve a population of 15,000,000—twice the

{K)pulation ofNew England. This includes 7,000,000

served by systems receiving power from Stone dC

Webster- built hydro-electric plants.

Power construction work in progress is a half

million horse power. Three-quarters is for old cus-

tomers who have learned that Stone & Webster-built

stations pay dividends. This is because of the

economy for which they are famous, and also because

Stone 8i Webster knowledge based on actual experi-

ence of operating sixty widely-distributed utilities is

availableforextending oldsystemsorplanningnewones.

For Investors

The Securities Department of Stone 8C Webster

rounds out and completes the organization's intimate

contact with the public utilities industry. Through

its operations in financing properties and handling

their securities it provides thousands of individuals

and institutions with favorable opportunities to invest

their funds in electric light, power and transportation

—fimdamental necessities of modem life.

STONE 8C WEBSTER
INCORPORATED
^ffisiCN-Bur

v^gEERAlE
iW4NCE.

NEW YORK: 120 Broadway

JBSAN FRANCISCO: Holbrook BIdg.

CHICAGO: 38 Souih E)earboni Street

PHILADELPHIA: Real Estate Trust BI<^

BOSTON: 147 Milk Street
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SANDERSON & PORTER

ENGINEERS

PUBLIC UTILITIES and INDUSTRIALS

DESIGN CONSTRUCTION

OPERATION MANAGEMENT

EXAMINATIONS REPORTS

VALUATIONS

NEW YORK

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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Taxicab bus and
Street railway
Coordination

Urban Railways should properly

cover the whole field of Street

Transportation.

Vigorous and progressive action

is called for. This action should

be preceded by a carefully worked
out plan.

The cost of working out such a
plan is small compared with the

substantial increase in earnings

to be realized.

Write us about it. Send for our

Booklets.

for^ Bacon d ^txm
incorporated

115 Broadway
New York

Philadelphia Chicago San Francisco
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He left the plant one afternoon

He was sick, discouraged, frightened. Every day he found
the work in the plant more trying. He was unac-
customed to American ways. He did not want
anyone to know he was sick. A kindly doctor sent

him to a sanitarium.

- Three months afterwards a timid little woman walked into

a Prudential office, presented a Prudential group life

insurance certificate, and asked, "Is this any good?"
She told her story. The plant manager was called

up and asked if was in their employ. Back came
the answer: " He was, but he disappeared about three

months ago, and is now probably working in another

town."

"No," said the Prudential man, "he isn't working anywhere.
He's dead— been dead more than a month— tuber-

culosis. His widow should have had the money a

month ago, as he was totally disabled when he quit

work. Hurry the papers to us. The woman is des-

titute, and this is all she will have."

To prevent destitution; to stop "passing the hat;" to help the

employer prove his real interest in his employees and
their families— Prudential group life insurance is ac-

complishing these things every day, and at trifling cost.

You, as an employer, are vitally interested. It is

adaptable to your plant. May we send you a descrip-

tive portfolio?

The Prudential

Insurance Company of America

Edward D. Duffield, President Home Office: Newark, N. J.
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The J. G. White Engineering

Corporation

DESIGNS and CONSTRUCTS railways,

docks, sea walls, buildings, power houses and

transmission lines, and is prepared to render

efficient service in the valuation of properties.

43 Exchange Place, New York

The J. G. White Management

Corporation

MANAGES electric railways, power and

lighting companies, also steam railroads and

industrial companies, and is prepared to under-

take promptly the operation and management

of such companies.

43 Exchange Place, New York
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-̂....-^i-tv-^g'i^-jffla';;

ixeiiveer'^s

iTor^, Bacon d ^avi$
incorporated

116 Broadwax, New Tnrk
PHILADKLPinA CHICAGO '<AN FRANCISCO

Stone & Webster
Incoryormted

EXAMINATIONS REPORTS APPRAISALS
ON

INDUSTRIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROPERTIES

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

SANDERSON & PORTER
ENGINEERS

REPORTS, DESIGNS. CONSTRUCTION. MANAGEMCNT
HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENTS

RAILWAY, LIGHT and POWER PROPERTIES
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

ALBERT S. RICHEY
ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
EPORTS- APPRAISALS RATES • OPERATION - SERVICE

STEVENS & WOOD, INC.
Design and Construction of Power Stations

Railroad Electrification, Indu!>trial Plants

REPORTS AND APPRAISALS
Manaotmtnt and Financing of DtUUiti and lndu$trial»

Malioning Bank Bldg. 120 Broadway
Youngstown, O. New York

HEMPHILL & WELLS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

GardDw P. Well* Albert W. Hemphill
APPRAISALS

INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
R«er|aaiz«tioB Management Operation Conttructioa

43 Cedar Street, New York City

WALTER JACKSON
Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses

Originator of unlimited ride, transferable weekly
past. Campaign* handled to make it a (uccet*.

143 Crary Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

KELLY, COOKE & COMPANY
Engineers

149 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

424 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

The J. G.White
Engineering Corporation

En j; ineers—Constructors
Oil B«flneries ftnd Pipe Lines. St««n and Wtter Power PUntt. TranimlwUa

STttttns. Hotels, Apartmeots. Office and Industrial BulldiBca, BallriaA.

43 Exchange Place New York

JOHN A. BEELER
Operating, Traction and Traffic Investigationi

Routing Surveys—Valuations—Operation

Maniigement

52 VanderbUt Ave., NEW YORK

ENGELHARDT W. HOLST
Consulting Engineer

Appraisals, Reports, Rates, Service Investigation,
Studies on Financial and Physical Rehabilitation

Reorganization, Operation, Management

683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

J. ROWLAND BIBBINS
Engineer—2301 Connecticut Ave., N. W. Washington, D.C.

TRANSPORTATION SURVEYS
Organized Traffic Relief and Transit Davelopm«at
Co-ordinating Motor Transport, Railroad and City
Plans, Service, Routing, Valuation, Economic Studies

EXPBRIENCB IN 30 CTTIXS

JOE R. ONG
Consulting Transportation Engineer

Specialising in TrafKe Problemt and in Method* to

Improve Service and Increate
EKciency of Operation

PIQUA, OHIO

Dwight P. Robinson & Company
Incorpormtcd

Design and Construction of

Electric Railway; Shop*, Power Statione

125 East 46th Street, New York
CUoac*

_
Y<nin(*towii Atlanta PkUadalpUa

L«s Aaceles Montreal Rio da Jaaalra

DAY&ZlMMERMANN.lNc.
BMGINEER3

Vgji^n, Construction
Hfporis, Valuations, "Management

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA Chicago

The Most Succeitful Men in the Electric Railway

Industry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

Every Week
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AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
EMPIRE BUILDING, 71 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Manufactarers of Steel Structures of all classes, particularly

BRIDGES AND BUILDINGS
SALES OFFICES:

NEIV YORK, N. Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.,

H-'idener Bldg., N.

Boston, Mass.

Baltimore, Md.,
Continental Bldg.,

PITTSBURGH, PA
Cincinnati, Ohio .

Cleveland, Ohio .

Detroit, Mich.

CHICAGO, ILL. .

St. Louis, Mo., Liberty

Empire Bldg., 71 Broad<way

W. Cor. Chestnut and Juniper Sts.

120 Franklin St.

Cor. Calvert and Baltimore Sts.

. . Frick Bldg., 440 Fifth Ave.

Union Trust Bldg., 36 East 'ith St.

Guardian Bldg., 629 Euclid Ave.

. Beecher Ave. and M. C. R. R.

. 208 South LaSalle St.

Central Trust Bldg.,506 Olive St.

Denver, Colo., First National Bank Bldg., 820 17th St.

SaltLake City,Utah, Walker Bank Bldg.,17S S.Main St.

Duluth, Minn. Wolvin Bldg., 229-31 West 1st St.

Minneapolis, Minn. . 629 2nd St., S. E.

Pacific Coast Representative:

U. S. Steel Products Co., Pacific Coast Dept.

San Francisco,Cal.,RialtoBldg.,116Ne'wMontgomery St.

Portland, Ore. . Selling Bldg., 322 Adler St.

Seattle, Wash. . Mh Ave., So., Cor. Conn. St.

Export Representative: United States Steel Products Co., 30 Church St., N. Y.

u

The Most Successful Men in the Electric Railway

Industry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
Every Week

C. B. BtXIBANAN
PrMldenI

W. H. PRICE. JH.
See'y-Treai.

JOHN r. tiATMO
Tlte-PmUaot

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
EnstHeering and Management, Construction,

Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys
and Equipment Maintenance

BALTIMORE
8SS Eqoitable Bids.

Phone:
HanoTsr S14S

NBWTOKK
49 WkU Street

/app InsuhtorCoJncJ^F^MY
Trade Mark

JAMES E. ALLISON & GO.
Consulting Engineers

Specializing in Utility Rate Cases and
Reports to Bankers and Investors

1017 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Transmission Line and Special Crossing

Structures, Catenary Bridges

WRITE FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG

ARCHBOLD-BRADY CO.
Eii(ineer« and Contractors SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Bureau o/ Commercial Economics, Imc,

Industrial Engineers

Organization . Methods • Layout and Facilitiea

Public and Industrial Relations

72 West Adams Street . CHICAGO

THE P. EDWARD WISH SERVICE
so Church St. Street Railway Insptetion 131 State St.

NEW YORK DETECTIVES BOSTON

Wken writlnc the adTcrtleer for InformAtlon or

prices, a mention of the Bleetrle EsUwrny

lonmal w aid be appreetated.

Human Engineering
Railway Audit and Inspection Company, Inc.

Fourth and Chestnut Sts.. Philadelphia

Beetoa
New OrlMai

New York
Fittibnrrh

BRANCHKS Baltimore
Cbicaco

Atlonte
St. LonU
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McGRAW
ELECTRIC RAILWAY DIRECTORY

New
irectory \

Leading Features
1—Complete list of every record-

ed electric railway company in
the United States, Canada,
Mexico, and the West Indies.

2—List and addresses of officials,

superintendents, department
heads and purchasing agents,
corrected to date of issue.

3—Addresses of repair shops.

A—Addresses of power plants and
list of equipment.

5—Lists of sub-station equipment.

6—Transmission and trolley voltage.

7—Whether doing a light and power
business.

%—Mileage of track.

9—Number and kinds of cars used.

10—Number and kinds of cars used.

11—Amusement parks owned or
reached.

12—Rates ot tare.

All the facts—all the figures
—^all the names!

IN FACT all the information you need if

you're doing business, or contemplating

business with this billion dollar transportation

industry. A complete survey of the field,

made through direct contact with every elec-

tric railway company in the United States,

Canada, Mexico, and the West Indies.

Out of a tremendous total of $262,000,000

which electric railways will spend this year

for equipment; 42 rnillions will be expended
for Power Plant. To power equipment sales

organizations -— manufacturers — engineers

and supply distributors, the information in

McGraw Electric Railway Directory is in-

valuable.

Published annually

Price $7.50
Order now
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Mot
of many points
For use in your shops Western Elec-

tric motors and control win on points—
mechanically and electrically they are
designed right and built right.

Another point—it is possible to
select a Western Electric Motor and
Control that will exactly meet the
operating conditions of each machine.
That is a point worth remembering.

at many points
The Western Electric Distributing

Houses are at 49 strategic points
throughout the country. At least one
of these is near you. It is stocked not
only with motors and control, but
with the countless electrical supply
items.

Look on this stock as your own
reserve, ready for your regular or

emergency requirements. Western
Electric delivery is prompt and West- I

em Electric quality is dependable. Vp*^̂
cd^^

Drills

Made in different
types for a wide vari-
ety of jobs. They are
light, portable and
sturdy.

When you want a
drill that can do the
work and do it qjick-
ly. Western Electric
will supply you.

Western Etectric
OFFICES IN 49 PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Searchlight Section
USED EQUIPMENT CS, NEW—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

tJNDlSPlAYED—BATE PBH WORD

:

l*o*itionM Watited. 4 cenu a word, mtnlinu;)!
t^ e«nts in insertion, payiible tn adnnc«.

PofUhm* Vacant and aJl oUiw cjHiialftcattonN-,

8 ceiitii a wurd, minimum charge tS.dO..

JPrfijtcnait/ 40 mqU a line an insertion.

INFORMATION:

Bex Sumher^ _ in care of any of our oftlres

count 10 words additional in undlsplayed ads.

Discount of 10 % if one payment is made in

advance for four consecutive ifesertions of

undisplayed ads (not il^cludine inroposais).

DISPI.AYED—R.\Tj: PER INCH:
I to :i inches 14.50 an inch
i to " inches i.Sft an inch
8 ti» 14 Inches 4.10 an inch
Rates for Iaigj;r apiicea, t>ryeaily rates. on reQuest.

In 'tdcfrtifittfj ititk is measured vertically on
cnt' column, 3 columns;—30 ioches—to a puge.

I.E J.

POSITIONS VACANT

yOUNG man of technical training in civil
or electrical engineering and possessing

. some knowledge of street railway opera-
tion wanted. Must furnish reference and
complete statement of experience. An
excellent executive opportunity with rap-
idly growing street railway system in the
Middle West. Triflers need not app'y.
P-739, Electric Railway Journal. Cli
Colony Bldp.. Chicago, 111.

SPECIAL SERVICE

EfOrlent and Systematic Traffic Inspection,
Traffic checking, schedule making. Register

inspection a specialty. Rates reasonable.
United Inspectional Service, P. O. Box
565, Newark, N. J,

tMIIMMMMII t I IIIIIIIMItlMII t I
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FOB SALE

Four Complete Power House Equipments
CONSISTING OF

3—2000 kw., AUIa-Chalmerg Turbines.
3—1200 kw., Westlnghonse Turbines.
3— 400 kw.. Cross Compound Hamilton

. Corliss Engines

3— 500 kw
3— 400 kw

Engines
2-r- 450 kw., Ballwood Vertical Engines

Westinghonse Vertical Engines
Corliss Simple Non-Condensing

Including 500 hp. Sterling and Babcock & Wilcox Boilers with Rooney Stokers and
necessary auxiliary equipment. These equipments are in good condition—are located at
Farmington, Mew Baltimore. Monroe and Rochester, Mich. Power House plants are
adjacent to Sieam Railroad Tracks. For further particulars address:

DETROIT UNITED RAILWAY
GEO. GARLAND, Purchasing Agent

14401 Third Avenue, Highland Park. Mich.

MIKItldlllMIIHItfl

WANTED

16 GE-264-A
Railway Motors

I W-735 Electric Railway Journal

I 10th Ave. at 36th St.. New York, N.
.NIMHMIHIIHIIK

IIHMIMIIIIIIIHIItMII

IMIIHMIIItMIII liriiKllllltr

For Sale—Built in 1920
2—Kuhlman Semi-Steel Interurban

Cars, Passenger, Smoker and
Baggage.

Length 54-ft. 7Vi-in.: width 8-it. 6-1d. I

Brill 27 MOB 2 Trucks. |

4 G. E. 203 motors. Complete. j

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO I

Commonwealth Bldg.. Philadelphia. Pa.
%IIIIIIIMIIIIIII( MltltlllNMMIMIttHM.-

IIIIIMMIIIIIIIIItMlla

105 Tons

60 Lb. ASCE-Steel Rails
with angle bara.

sligrhtly used.
Immediate shipment

^LNICKER IN ST. LOUIS
What have you for sale?

'i •Hllt*(>(mlllItMHMIIII>HIMMIIIIIItlllltl)MIHIHilllHIIIIIIHMIIMIItllUIUnilllM(HIMI

ROTARY CONVERTERS

—

^FOR SALE
1—300-ltw. Wustinshouse, 3 nil.. 25 cy., 600 v.

1—150-Icw. Westlnsiiouse. 3 pli.. 25 cy., 600 ¥.
2— l25-i™. O. E., S ph., 25 cy., 600 v.
3— 100-kw. 12,000—400 foil tramfomien.
3— 60-liw. 12,000—400 volt transrorroen.
Also A.C. and D.C. panels.

LONG ISLAND LIOHTINO CO.
B. S. Oramley. Purch. Agt. 50 Ctiurrli St., N. \.

Relaying R€dls
NEW RAILS -ACCESSORIES

See our full oage
announcement on
page 68.

The "Searchlight" Advertising

in This Paper
is read by men whose success depends upon thorough knowledge of means to an end

—

whether it be the securing of a good second-hand piece of apparatus at a moderate price,

or an expert employee.

THE BEST PROOF
of this is the variety of this journal's Searchlight ads. Without a constant and appre-

ciable demand for such machinery or services, by its readers, the market place which
these advertisements represent could not exist for any length of time.

Are you using the Searchlight Section?
•tit
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10 PETER WITT STEEL CARS
Practically new built by Cincinnati Car Company length 53-ft. 0-in. extreme width 8-ft. 6-in.

height 10-ft. 9-in. seating capacity 63. These cars are complete and ready for operation includ-
ing Whs straight and automatic air DH-25 Compressors with safetj' features.

Trucks Brill 77E type 5-ft. 4-in. wheel base 26-in. steel wheels.

Electrical Equipment consists of 4 Whs 514A Motors HL Control for double end operation.

Code "Clair"

16—50-TON LOCOMOTIVES
Length overall 39-ft. 4-in. extreme width 9-ft. 6-in. A portion of these engines have been used
only a few months and are virtually as good as new. They are complete and ready to run.

Westinghouse automatic and straight air brakes. Two compressors each 50 cu-ft capacity.

Standard MCB Couplers.

Trucks type MCB wheel base 7-ft. 0-in. wheels 36-in. MCB tread and flangie.

Electrical Equipment consists of 4 General Electric 150 hp. non-interpole motors also Whs
No. 562 interpole. Latest type GE type M and Whs HL Control for double end operation.

Code "Lanch"

CARS
MOTOR COACHES

NEW AND REBUILT
TRUCKS

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES
SNOW PLOWS

MOTORS AND PARTS

Wareliouse and Shop
SAYBROOK, CONN.

TRANSIT EQUIPMENT COMPANY
501 Fifth Avenue New York

Atlantic City October 6-10 1924. Spaces 100/^, 700, 702 and 713 at entrance to Meeting Halt
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Superior Parlor Car, mounted on Garford Chassis. This body has all the beauty
a&d comfortable seating and riding qualities of the £nest De Luxe Coach. Being of
the pay-enter type it permits of profitable one man operation without lost time as
the operator need never leave his seat at stops to manipulate doors or collect fares.

Bodies Produced By Superior
Acme, Garford, International, Pierce-Arrow, Republic,

White, Yellow Coach! Superior has produced bodies for

all of these better known chassis during the past year.

For each of them Superior has produced bodies, beautifully

designed; bodies properly suited to the chassis, resulting

in fine appearance.

Superior bodies have gone into all classes of service. Long
haul, short haul, street car, sightseeing service. For each

type of service there is a Superior body that adequately

meets the demands upon it.

Superior gives to the Chassis Builder a body that is a com-
plement to his equipment. To the Motor Coach operator,

Superior gives a sturdy, safe body. A body that attracts

patronage by its fine appearance and holds that patronage

by giving comfortable transportation. Superior bodies,

because of their sound construction, earn further good will

by keeping out of the repair shop.

When thinking oi Motor Coach Bodies it pays to consult

Superior. Write for complete information on any type of body.

n sCdaci
LIMA, OHIO

B

5UPERIDR
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An Invitation
To insnect the newest types of

Lang Bodies, typical of those

which Lang created and indiv'idu-

alized for Mack, Pierce-Arrow,
International-Harvester, White,
Clydesdale and other special bus

chassis.

At Atlantic City, October 6-10

during the A.E.R.A. Convention
we will exhibit

A CoNVEXTiox Special Parlor Car
A Special Club Car
A Special Sedan

He /ire now fillinij file industry'!, lari/est

sini/le order for Sedan bodies, on Mnrk Bus
Clinsss . illustrnted nl>ove.

THP: LANG BODY CO.
CLEVELAND

>^.. r̂

^

LANG BODIES
"By their quality you will know them"
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Bus

^^Thc Strongest Ally of the Railways



Mack,
Bus I hJrom the days of

Qj to the modern
WAY back in the year 1832 the real

foundation of the street railway in-

dustry was laid.

The first horse railway for passenger ser-

vice was built in New York, and the first

One of the earliest 'New York passenger horse cars

street car (built very much like a stage coach

of that time) began to carry passengers.

It is said that the noise of the cars, running

on iron strap rails laid on stone stringers

could be heard for two or three blocks.

Not until a few years before President

Lincoln's inauguration, however, did horse

car popularity reach any noteworthy pro-

portions, but from then on considerable im-

petus was gained. Rolling stock design was

constantly being developed and the founda-

tion of the electric railway industry was

being strengthened.

Then came the first cable railway built in

a street for passenger service in San Francisco

and put in operation August 1, 1873. It had

its origin there because of the steep hills

which made horse car lines impracticable.

Following its success, the possibility of using

some form of mechanical power in place of

Another early type horse car

The cable car was introduced in this fashion

the horse and mule, proved a strong argu-

ment for the use of the cable on lines of heavy

traffic in other cities. The cost feature was

the one outstanding reason why the cable car

did not entirely supplant horse-drawn equip-

ment. The horse with its jangling bell, still

stuck.



r
thcjir^ horse car
commodious Mgck^
From the early date of the horse car boom

until the advent of the electric trolley, the

ever-present creative mind of the inventor

worked upon improvements, substitutions

and combinations. Many and varied forms

of power were tried out with an effort to

cheapen the cost, among them being, stored

steam and compressed air, neither of which

however, proved practicable.

And then came the electric shock.

In the early part of the electrical era, from

1880 to 1888, opinion was divided as to

whether the proper method of electric car

propulsion was by direct supply or storage

battery. The storage battery car idea seemed

to hold the bridge for quite a while, but elec-

trical inventors of those days did much to

convince the public and operators that the

direct current was the answer for general use.

But despite the wonderful improvements

that brought our electric railway systems up

bUS

s^.
^E/SH L«^^=^ . 1
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One o/ the newest electric cars

This was the motor bus, frankly a recent

innovation as adopted by electric railways,

but already finnly entrenched and spreading

rapidly from property to property.

In the past the electric railway industry

has been slow to accept innovations.

The cable car had its fight for recognition.

Electric motive power had an uphill road,

at the start.

But the keen minds of the industry today

recognize in the bus an ally—a method to be

used to decrease their costs and increase

their revenues.

Type of early electric car in Neu> York

to date, there yet remained another step to

strengthen service and present to the railways

a strong friend and ally. The modem Mack Bus enters the picture



W Mack.

he StrongerAlly
•<^m helpingsolve tmmporlatton

EACH week in Electric Railway Journal we are pre-

senting a definite railway problem and showing

how bus service supplies the answer.

Above are shown four of these problems. Perhaps

you recall them, and others—all successfully solved by

Mack Buses.

During this year sixty-seven per cent of Mack Bus

deliveries have been to street railway companies—an

indication clearly pointing out the trend of the time

and the feeling of prominent railways toward buses

—

Mack in particular.
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andJinancialproblems

Bus

MACK Bus Railway customers are buying buses

for extension service as well as boulevard and

express service.

They are using them to run parallel with lines that

have outgrown single trackage and to operate in re-

sidential sections that are closed to rail carriers. They

are adopting the bus as a substitute for certain sec-

tions of large trolley systems where there are special

bus advantages, such as operation at less loss, saving

paving expense, etc.

In fact, some companies have adopted bus service as

an entire substitution for non-paying electric railway

properties.



^ Bus

^cMi is all bus
vm bumper to tailli^t

Mack Citj Type Bus

Mack Sedan Type Bus

(cjidingcomjhrt thai inviiespassengers

Conilrudlion that insures economy

"pASSENGERS are becoming educated to

-*- know the difference between a body perched

on a truck chassis and a graceful, commodious

job, designed and built for their comfort.

They are friendly toward the bus that is only

one step from the ground, that gives them lux-

urious riding, that impresses them with its safe-

ty, and that holds to schedule.

That is why they like the Mack bus. They

appreciate its comfort due to the long, light

springs that float in cushions of resilient rubber,

an exclusive Mack feature. They like every-

thing about the Mack, which means many ad-

ditional trips and increased revenue.

Comfort of the most luxurious sort; speed to a safe

maximum; road-hugging; low-swung roadability;

roomy seats with deep, automobile -type cushions;

beautiful bodies and other similar advantages are dis-

tinctive in the Mack Sedan Bus.

RAILWAYS operating Mack Buses not only

build a profitable riding clientele, but gain

the economies in daily operation and mainten-

ance costs for which Mack Buses are famous.

Macks are recognized by these features

—

The sturdy, long-life Mack engine.

A specially designed low bus chassis.

Wide front axle, assuring safety and permit-

ting a short turning radius.

The Mack dual reduction drive axle, espe-

cially designed to give maximum road and under-

body clearance.

The Mack transmission with ground gears.

Dual system of brakes on wheels and drive

shafts.

From bumper to tail-light, the Mack is all

bus. Every feature planned and built by Mack
to contribute to efficiency and economy of bus
operation.

• • •

Low and wide entrance, guarded by a door that
opens and closes quickly and smoothly; aisles which
are roomy; plenty of space for standees and ample
head room — these are a few of the features found in
Mack Passenger City Type Bodies— also cotnpletely
built by Mack.
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a250 page Manual that answers
every Q,ucilion concerning
Bus operating pradlices

A^
SK Mack to show you a copy at the Atlantic City Con-

vention, then register your name for one.

If you are not going to Atlantic City, write direct to our

nearest branch and get in your request. The number is

limited and the demand will be heavy.

For the first time, a complete illustrated code of bus operat-

ing practices is available. The need for such a manual has

been great. Bus owners until now have had no reference

manual that would answer the thousand and one questions

which face them every day.

It has remained for Mack to thoroughly canvass the field,

enlist the services of specialists in different phases of bus

operating practices and assemble all this valuable informa-

tion, complete for the first time, between book covers.

"BUS OPERATING PRACTICE" is a real treatise; an

engineering, legal and service reference book that will be

valuable to single bus owners, fleet owners and corporations.

See a copy at Atlantic City. Register your name to re-

ceive one.

MACK TRUCKS, INC.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CO.
Executive and Qeneral Offices:

Cunard Building, 25 Broadway, New York City

Factories:

Allentown, Pa., Plainfield, N. J., and New Brunswick, N. J.

Abbreviated Table

of Contents

Establishing the Service

Picking Profitable Lines

Securing the

"Right to Run"
Incorporating the

Company
Physical Property

Operating Staff

SeUing the Service

Establishing Public

Relations

Making good
on Schedules

Operation

Figuring Profits



Profitable Service
A Necessary Requisite for Every Bus Operation

Mack factory branches throughout the coun-
try guarantee you a source of supply for

parts and the services of trained mechanics

AKRON, O.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
357 West Thornton Street

ALBANY, N. Y.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
135 Ontario Street

ALLENTOWN, PA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.

ATLANTA, GA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
46 East Ellis Street

AUBURN, WASH.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.

BALTIMORE, MD.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
2825 Greenmount Avenue

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
231 South 20th Street

BOSTON, MASS.
Mack Motor Truck Co.
185 Massachusetts Ave. (Cambridge)

BRIDGEPORT, CONN
Mack Motor Truck Co.
Connecticut & Union Avenues

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
International Motor Company
73 Empire Boulevard

BUFFALO, N. Y.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
Jefferson and E. Dclevan Aves.

CAMDEN, N. J.

Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
741 Market St.

CASPER, WYO.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
226 S. David Street

CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
410 W. Fourth Street

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1 129 Fort Street

CHICAGO, ILL.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
Indiana Avenue and 23rd Street

CINCINNATI, O.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1223 West 8th Street

CLEVELAND, O.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
7001 Carnegie Avenue

COLUMBUS, O.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
517 North Park Street

DALLAS, TEX.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1900 South Ervay Street

DAVENPORT, IOWA
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
Corner Front and Brown Streets

DAYTON, O.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
34-36 Deeds Avenue

DENVER, COLO.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1335 Broadway

DES MOINES, IOWA
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
511 Thirteenth Street

DETROIT, MICH.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
5133 Grand River Avenue

DULUTH, MINN.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
215 East First Street

ERIE, PA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1921-23 State Street

FLORAL PARK, L. I.

International Motor Co.
336 Jericho Turnpike

FORT WORTH, TEX.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
500 West Weatherford Street

FRESNO, CALIF.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1652 "H" Street

LIST OF BRANCHES
HARRISBURG, PA.

Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
300 South Cameron Street

HARTFORD, CONN.
Mack Motor Truck Company
Windsor and Sanford Streets

HOUSTON, TEX.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1809 Travis Street

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
729 North Capitol Avenue

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
315-327 Park Street

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
2605 Warwick Boulevard

KNOXVILLE, TENN.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
213 West Depot Avenue

LONG BEACH, CALIF.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
2345 East Anaheim Street

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
International Motor Co.
Borden and Review Avenues

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1628 East 7th Street

LOUISVILLE, KY.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
510-16 South Brook Street

LOWELL, MASS.
Mack Motor Truck Company
39 First Street

MANCHESTER, N. H.
Mack Motor Truck Company
69 Bridge Street

MEMPHIS, TENN.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
672 Madison Avenue

MIAMI, FLA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
2101 North Miami Avenue

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
439 Prospect Avenue

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
(Twin City)
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
2234 University Avenue, Midway (St. Paul)

NASHVILLE, TENN.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
801 Lea Avenue

NEWARK, N. J.

Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1232 Broad Street

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Mack Motor Truck Company
264 Whalley Avenue

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
737 Magazine Street

NEW YORK. N. Y.
International Motor Company
64th Street and West End Avenue

NORFOLK, VA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
204 West 24th Street

OAKLAND, CALIF.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
325 Eleventh Street

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
428 West 2nd Street

OMAHA, NEB.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1514 Jones Street

ORANGE, CALIF.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
777 West Chapman Avenue

PATERSON, N. J.

Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
931 East 24th Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
42nd and Woodland Avenue

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
Liberty Avenue and Gross Street

PLAINFIELD, N. J.

Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
South Avenue and Central Street

POMONA, CALIF.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
Wurl's Garage

PORTLAND. ME.
Mack Motor Truck Company
4 York Street

PORTLAND, ORE.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
285 Oregon Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mack Motor Truck Company t

1124 North Main Street
READING, PA.

Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1212 Moss Street

RICHMOND, VA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1840 West Broad Street

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
150 South Avenue

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
2800 Pine Street

ST. PAUL, MINN.
(Twin City)
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp,
2234 University Avenue, Midwav (Minn.)

SALEM, ORE.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
148 Commercial Street

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
163 Motor Avenue

SAN BERNARDINO, CALIF.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
206 "E" Street

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
744 Seventh Street

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
Eleventh and Howard Streets

SAN JOSE, CALIF.
Mack-Intemational Motor Truck Corp.
113 East Santa Clara Avenue

SCRANTON, PA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.

SEATTLE, WASH.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
701 Ninth Avenue. N.

SELMA, ALA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
1307 Walter Street

sprinc;field, mass.
Mack Motor Truck Company
1236 40 State Street

STOCKTON, calif.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
24 North Aurora Street

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
819 West Genesee Street

TOLEDO. O.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
217 Twenty-first Street

TULSA, OKLA.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
105 North Boulder Avenue

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mack-International Motor Truck Corp.
320 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.

WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.
International Motor Company
58 Orawaupum Street

WORCESTER. MASS.
Mack Motor Truck Company
1143 Main Street

CANADA
TORONTO. ONTARIO
Mack Trucks of Canada.' Ltd.
28 Vanauley Street

MACK TRUCKS, Inc.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR COMPANY
Executive and Qeneral Offices: Cunard Building, 25 Broadway, New York City

Factories: Allentown, Pa., Plainfield, N. J., and New Brunswick, N.|J.
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Electric Starting Lighting Ignition Horns Speedometers

For Every Type of Bus
Generators Built with the North East depend-
ability that has never been known to quit - specially

designed for bus requirements - available in various

capacities from 115 to 600 watt output.

Voltage Regulators Permanent adjustment - op-

erate indefinitely without attention - fully com-
pensated to offset temperature changes - positive

control of generator voltage under all conditions

- prolong battery life by ideal taper charge - rate

highest when battery is low, cut to minimum as

battery becomes charged - operation just as satis-

factory with no battery in circuit.

Starting Motors Built for severe service - heavy

type bendix drives - high percentage reserve power
to meet cold weather conditions - available with

or without internal gear reduction.

Catalogue 100-B covers North East Equipment

Starting Switches and Cut-Outs Ample capac-

ity and durability to meet severest requirements.

Ignition Units Good spark under all conditions

- hottest at starting and slow speed operation -

entire freedom from contact pitting or burning
- easily timed - all parts accessiole - available with

coil and timer-distributor in same unit or separate,

or integral with generator - automatic or manual
spark advance.

Horns Powerful compelling tone - instant re-

sponse - scientific electrical and mechanical de-

sign has set a new standard for long life.

Speedometers Accurate - built with same rug-

gedness as all North East equipment - 100,000

mileage register - large readable figures - highest

grade flexible drive shafts.

for Motor Buses. Mailed on request

N^iRTH East Electric Ca.
ROCHESTER N. Y., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of Equipment for

Yellow Coach
Six Wheeler
Fay & Bowen

Dodge Brothers

Yellow Cab
Sterling Marine Engine
Acme Road Machine

Reo
Four Wheel Drive

Dodge Watercar

Holt Mfg. Co.

White
Graham Brothers

Berliet

Yellow Sleeve Valve Engine

Fifth Avenue Coach
Delage
Leon BoUee

Space 321 at A. E. R. A. Conrention
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INTERNATIONAL
6-CYLINDER COACHES
in four Basic Models

CThe International Harvester
-* Company presents in its

6 -Cylinder Motor Coaches a
series of models meriting the
close attention of every buyer
of modern passenger transpor-

tation.

International Coaches are of special

coach design and construction through-

out. They embody a number of impor-
tant features which sharply distinguish

them from adapted automobile chassis

or redesigned motor truck chassis. They
have been conceived and built in every

detail for fast, comfortable passenger
service, for beauty, for low up-keep, and
for long life.

Beautiful Coaches
Practical «• Sturdy * huxuriovis

In These Four Models:

Model 54-L-l 12 to 18 passengers

Model 54-M 18 to 22 passengers

Model 54-H 25 to 30 passengers

Model 54-H-l 25 to 30 passengers

Owners of transportation lines, well

aware of the widely different conditions

under which coaches must be used,

will be glad to know that International

Coaches are basically of varied design.

Chassis are provided to meet exactly

each specific condition, varying from the
grades of mountain highways to level

interurban or congested city service.

Power units, types of drive, and gear
ratios to be used, will depend in each
case on the recommendation of Inter-

national engineers.

International Model
54-H chassis uiith a
popular pay-as-yoU'
en ter cen Icr-a isle type

coach body

INTERNATIONAL
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International Model
54-M, 18 to 22 passen-

T'ZTs, for interurban and
long-distance service.

Electric Railway Journal 138

Each International a De Luxe Job
With Exceptional Features in Construction

6'Cylinder Power Plant

The heavy-duty six-cylinder engines tised

in International Coaches are designed for the

purpose. They combine the stamina of the

motor truck engine with the speed and flexi-

bility essential in successful passenger service.

Ample, dependable power for all emergencies,
delivered w^ith unusual fuel economy.
Mechanical details of ultra modem practice.

Four speed transmission w^ith wide ground
teeth, assuring smooth and quiet operation at

all speeds.

Air brakes on all four wheels, permitting

complete control under the varying speeds

demanded by passenger transportation.

Long flexible springs with auxiliary side

springs, front and rear, assuring riding comfort
under varying load and road conditions.

Low'hung frame, promoting safety and
eliminating side-sw^ay.

Interior finish and appointments combining
comfort, convenience and luxury. Seat cushions

and backs and all other details the last word
in modem coach construction.

105 Company'Owned
Branch Hotise Service Stations

The Harvester Company with its 93-year

manufactiiring experience, including 20 years
of automotive manufacture, assures the pros-

pective coach owner unusual advantages.
International Motor Coaches are the productsof

large and efficient manufacturing facilities per-

mitting the maintenance of high-quality stand-

ards at less than usual costs. They are products
of a combined engineering skill and experience

unexcelled among motor coach makers.

In connection with low upkeep and long life,

bear in mind that we have a most extensive

Company-owned automotive service organiza-
tion. There are 105 direct International Har-
vester Motor Truck branches in the United
States. In addition, w^e maintain a staff of
engineers and mechanics willing and ready to

serve International owners in any emergency.

Write for a copy of the International Motor
Coach catalog and give our engineers an
opportunity to analyze your particular
requirements.

<Our line of 6'Cylinder Motor Coaches will be on display
at the Annual Convention of the American Electric
Railway Association, Atlantic City, N. J., Oct. 6-10, 1924

p»

International Harvester Company
606 So. Michigan Ave. of America

[Incorporated] Chicago, IlL

&-CYLINDER COACHES
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revolution in highv^ri

at theAmerican ElectricRailw
Follow the crowd to the big point of

interest—the Safeway Six-Wheeler ex-

hibit. The coach which, by the success-

ful application oi four rear wheels driv-

ing in tandem, marks the most con-

spicuous advance in highway transpor-

tation since the development of the

first crude motor bus! A score of out-

standing features contribute to the su-

premacy of this new lord of the high-

way. Here are just a few:

—Weight distributed over six wheels instead
of four makes pneumatic tires practical and
economical. And saves roads!

—Four rear drive wheels so organized that
each moves up and down over road irregu-

larities independently of the others.

—^Brakes on all four drive wheels afford
absolute control at all speeds.

—Greater traction surface makes skidding
practically impassible.

—Lower center of gravity, better type spring
suspension and six-point road contact make
for unusual stability and reduce sidesway
to the minimum.

—Noiseless all-metal body, luxuriously fitted.

All the luxury of a high-powered limousine.

The Safeway Six- Wheeler dwarfs all former
standards of safety, comfort and practicability
in motor coaches. It negotiates curves.

SAFEWAY
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ransportation

—

See the Safeway Six Wheeler

issociation convention,Atlantic City, October 6-10

crowned, pitted and rutted road beds with
incredible ease. It makes sustained speed
possible and time-table schedules practical.

It is irresistible in rider attraction. Its in-

viting appearance; its luxurious fittings; its

surpassingly smooth riding; the feeling of

security imparted by its staunchness and
"roadability"—these draw and held passengers

with a certainty never before attained.

Six years of intensive engineering develop-

ment, and a million miles of gruelling road

tests prove the mechanical correctness and the

stand-up qualities of the Safeway Six-

Wheeler. It is the ultimate logical develop-

ment in the transportation of passengers by
motor vehicle. The Engineering principles

upon which it is based are so far in advance

of ordinary bus construction that a com-

parison can scarcely be made.

For a motor coach opening new fields of

service, affording a higher degree of satis-

faction and promising greater profits, see

the Safeway Six-

Wheeler at once. If

this is not feasible,

write, by all means, for

specifications and full

details. Immediate
deliveries. The Six

Wheel Company,
Philadelphia.

5IX-WHEELER
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Performancehas built
White Bus prestige
THE motor bus has met

the pubHc demand for a
dependable service of

greater flexibility, convenience

and comfort.

Signal recognition has been given

The White Company— pioneer

builder of motor busses—for its

part in this contribution to public

comfort and convenience. More
White Busses are in service in this

country than busses of any other

high-grade make.

The White Company has always
held that transportation is one
sympathetic system, most effi-

cient when rails, w^ater and high-

wrays are each permitted to dis-

charge the function for w^hich

each is best fitted. Profitable

operation of thousands of White
Busses in conjunction w^ith all

other forms of transportation

proves this belief is sound.

Electric raiWay companies last

year bought more White Busses
than busses of all other makes
combined. Operating experience
alone accounts for this preference.

For schools, for hotels, for indus-

trial plants, for resorts, for sight-

seeing, for service in cities, for

service betw^een cities—w^herever

people demand safe, comfortable

carriage on dependable schedule

over the highw^ays — White
Busses have w^on preference.

Hundreds of veteran White
Busses are still running after

100,000, 300,000— and some
500,000

—

money-earning miles.

The Model 50-A White Bus is not

a truck chassis—but a distinct

bus chassis developed as a result

of practical, demonstrated ability

to meet the exacting require-

ments of passenger transporta-

tion. Changes in design are made
only after they have thoroughly
proved their merit in practical bus
service. When such changes are

made they can be applied read-

ily to chassis already in service.

Thus, busses in service are kept

modern and rapid depreciation in

value of equipment is avoided.

Low, safe, attractive, powerful,

quiet, dependable, perfectly bal-

anced, Model 50-A affords maxi-

mum comfort and convenience to

the riding public and maximum
profit to the owner.

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND

BUSSES
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t^T&fetSWticg
Assuring continuous, sustained

transportation everywhere.

This 35-passengeT patlor car will be exhibited at the A. E. R. A. Con-
vention in Atlantic City, October 6-11. A number of other types wilt

be shown—all on the Model SO-A White chassis, which ia low, safe,

attractive, powerful, quiet and perfectly balanced.

WHITE
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THE
PAY-ENTER
MODEL

AKeal'Mmey-MakingBus^lhsit^des and

-nota noisy, lurching, lumbering,

The Public Prefers Pierce-Arrow Busses

Seating arrangement
of Pay-Ente rJJUodel

Electric railways find motor busses highly

profitable in extension and feeder service

when the equipment is in keeping with
modern ideas of fast, safe and luxurious

travel. But patrons, however, are no longer

content with the customary converted
truck that jolts and lurches noisily on its

way.

The electric railways that have recognized

the insistent public demand and are oper-

ating Pierce-Arrow busses are doing a
volume of business never before possible.

For this beautiful, silent, modern bus was
designed solely for bus work- It raises a new
standard of bus luxury—of bus comfort-
speed—safety—and operating economy. It

is as comfortable as the Pierce-Arrow
limousine when moving at a snail's gait

through traffic or at 45 miles or more an
hour in the open country.

Vibration is absent. The six-cylinder

engine operates as silently and smoothly as

the engine in a fine motor car. This bus
rides the roads with stately ease, due to

such things as low center of gravity—wider

tread—scientific springing—precise balance.

It differs from the ordinary "truck-bus" as

a Pullman differs from a freight car. It

starts, stops and maneuvers with the agility

and snap of a high-powered touring car.

The Pierce-Arrow Motor Bus is the

modern bus—the latest word in bus building

—the bus that in a single year has revolu-

tionized the ideas of bus operators—the bus
that has given the public the speed, safety

and comfort they demand—the bus that

means more business and more profit for

railways.

Standard Chassis

$4600
for 196-inch wheelbase, $4750 for 220-mch
wheelbase, at BufTalo; including starter
battery, generator, solid tires and electric
lights. Pneumatic tires and disc wheels
optional at extra cost.

Either chassis will accommodate the Sedan,
pay-enter or sight-seeing types of wood or
steel bodies ranging from 18-passenger
capacity upward.

Terms if desired

letce
SIX-CYLINDER
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THE
SEDAN
MODEL

)rives Like aPierce-ArrowLimousine

onverted truck orelongatedtourinpcar

It Costs Less to Operate a Pierce-Arrow
Electric railways find to their satisfaction

(as well as profit) that the Pierce-Arrow
Motor Bus is a sound investment—

a

demonstrated money-maker. A few of the
many reasons are:

First—Due to advanced design and inbuilt engi-

neering excellence, the Pierce-Arrow Motor Bus
actually operates at lower cost than the ordinary bus.

Cost per trip is lower. This increases profit.

Second—The name Pierce-Arrow holds a thrill

that always attracts the cream of the patronage in

any district. Everybody wants to ride in a Pierce-

Arrow. This means more fares and more profits.

Third—Due to wonderful acceleration and effi-

cient braking, the Pierce-Arrow bus consumes a
minimum of time in starting and stopping. This
saved time might easily aggregate one or more extra

trips per day—more profit.

Fourth—Because of easy handling—short turning

radius—practically no gear shifting—the easy action

of powerful brakes—comfortable driving quarters

—

silent, vibrationless operation of the engine—there

is no "driver-fatigue" to slow up the bus. This
means more trips per day, greater safety, more
profits.

Fifth—The name Pierce-Arrow is a guaranty that

stands for the utmost in mechanical excellence—for

many years of service—for a minimum of idle time
due to repairs—for a maximum of profit.

Sixth—The complete network of Pierce-Arrow
service stations, located in all sections of the

country, assures immediate service without the

danger of costly tie-ups in schedules due to inade-

quate replacement facilities.

Why not arrange for a demonstration

—

either at the factory or at one of our many
distributing centers? Any further informa-

tion wanted will be cheerfully furnished.

Q
3

THE PIERCE-ARROW MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y. Seating arrangement
of Sedan Model. Doort
open on both sides.

i^^ .^^^fci^^^ *row
MOTOR BUS

The silent. Dual-Valve. Dual-Ignition
Picrce-Arrow Bus Engine develops over 100
horsepower at 2500 revolutions per minute.
It is so flexible that gear shifting is reduced
to a minimum. Speed of from 45 to 50 milea
an hour can be maintained readily, if

desired—which means that lower rates of
speed do not tax the ensine to the limit.

«U
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Pamphlet No. 5 shows a line

of Bus Body Irons which will

interest every BODY BUILDER.
It should be before you when
designing the next body.

The Eberhard Manufacturing Co.
Cleveland, O.
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Fageol Safety Coaches DO Increase Revenue

Announcing an
Eastern Factory

In order to more ade-

quately meet the demand
in the Eastern territory,

we are opening up addi-

tional factories for both

chassis and bodies in

Kent, Ohio. This will

double our productive

capacity. After January

first, all coaches for

Eastern customers will

be manufactured com-

plete in Kent.

SAFETY COACH

How well a piece of transportation equipment

serves the purpose for which it was intended is

indicated by how rapidly its use increases among
experienced transportation agencies.

The increase in sales of Fageol Safety Coaches

to electric railways has been as follows

:

1923 over 1922 640%
Per month in 1924 over 1923. . . 450%

Total value of above-

thousand dollars.

-two million five hundred

Fageol production has increased 1000% during

the past two years, and we have not yet caught

up with our ever-increasing orders.

See the complete line of Fageol Safety Coaches
at the A. E. R. A. convention.

Territory West of the Rocky Mountains

served by

Fageol Motors Company
Hollywood Blvd., at lOTth Ave.

Oakland, California

Territory East of the Rocky Mountains

served by

The Fageol Motors Co. of Ohio
(In the Akron District)

Kent, Ohio
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CARS
SIGHT-SEEING COACHES

Building Revenue through Greater Satisfaction

Exhibiting at the A. E. R. A. Convention

Atlantic City, Oct. 6-10

_^ns^?
^^^^^1 ^^^A .nBTiiii

OTHERS FOLLOW"
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HUCK DOUBLE
REDUCTION BUS AXLE

Made by Sheldon under Huck patents

Abundant power-and greater clearance
DETOURS try the mettle of a bus—and the metal, too.

For bucking bad roads and snow, when the strain on
driving mechanism is increased tremendously, the Huck
Axle has all the power and strength that is needed and a big

margin to spare. It has the lowest upkeep cost of any axle

made and is so efficient in delivering power that a higher

gear ratio can be used.

Slow engine speed reduces motor wear and tear— saves

fuel and oil, too.

When using 36 inch tires, there is 1 1 inches of clearance

beneath Huck Axles. Plenty for the deepest rutted roads.

The entire driving mechanism is centralized in one compact,

removable unit; the body of the bus can be brought much
closer to the ground than with other axles.

The many advantages of the Huck Axle are fully des-

cribed in the booklet "The foundation for better buses"

WRITE FOR YOUR COPY TODAY

Sheldon Axle & Spring Co*
Huck Axle Division

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania

ejioH
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WhatReo Means
to'firanspovtad.oii

REO SEDAN BUS

REO Buses provide traction com-

panies with the means of in-

creasing their areas of operation,

without adding to existing trackage.

New routes can be opened up, or

present service efifectively supple-

mented, on a most moderate invest-

ment.

Reo Buses allow frequency of serv-

ice and flexibility of operation. Two

types provide for interurban and

city routes.

Standardized bodies—Reo-manufac-

tured chassis—6-cylinder engine

—

13-plate clutch—noiseless transmis-

sion — scientific distribution of

chassis weight—lightness with rug-

gedness—pneumatic cord tires.

These explain vihy Reo Buses are com-
fortably safe, easy to drive, powerful,

dependable and profitable to operate.

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich.

REO MOTOR CAR COMPANY
v^ v*^ -v^ Causing v^ an %/•- V* -v^
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TTPf

ci__i> c S

23 l^assenger DeLuxe Coach Body

25 Passenger Pay-Enter Body

nr-nn

22 Passenger Parlor Car Bodjr

=^

25 Passenger Pay-Enter DeLuxe Body

At the

Annual Convention

of the

A. E. R. A.

Will Be Shown

a

Complete Line

of

HOOVER
Bus and Coach Bodies

Distinctive and Practical

in

Design and Construction

See Space Numbers

402^404—707

HOOVER BODY CO.
YORK, PENNSYLVANIA

Eastern Sales Branch

—

Long Island City, N. Y.

BODIES
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YELLOW COACHES
FOR SERVICE AND PROFIT

EVERYWHERE
An achievement of twen;ty-one
yeats ofpractical operatingand

building experience
un
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London Chicago

The School of Sxperience

tooKiNG back, the history of motor coach transporta-

tion extends over a period of only a comparatively

^ few years. Looking ahead, men of vision every

where, see the time in the rapidly approaching future,

when the motor coach, co-ordinated with existing

faciUties, will be a dominant transportation factor.

Motor coach and railroad operators are at the cross-

roads. They must decide whether they will continue

to occupy an increasingly important place in a great,

profitable public service, or automatically eliminate them-

selves through inability to meet new conditions.

The time has come when success must be earned by

a conscientious effort to meet the public's demands.

This means an efficient organization, reliable, comfort-

able equipment coupled with sound business manage-

ment.

Because of the relatively limited background of motor

coach history, the manufacturer without previous experi-

T)rf)e "Z" 67 Passenger

Open Top Double Deck
Coach.

With 4 or 6 Cylinder

Engine.

On Solid or Pneumatic
Tires.

ence has but few precedents upon which to gauge the

character of his work. He sincerely tries to do the

right thing, but for the most part is compelled to rely

on theory.

In the manufacture of Yellow Coaches this handicap

is largely eliminated. The men who today build our

vehicles have been intimately identified with the develop-

ment of motor coach transportation since its inception

here and in Europe.

Forerunners of the Yellow Ck)ach were first built and

placed in actual service on the streets of London more

than two decades ago. George A. Green, Vice-President

of the Yellow Coach Manufacturing Co., recognized as

an authority in automotive engineering, took an active

part in the management of the London General Omnibus

Co., which organized and developed the world's first

comprehensive, intra-city motor omnibus service. In

the British capital the first problems in motor coach

The upper deck has a

strong appeal to every

character of rider.
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manufacture and operation were solved and the enter-

prise put on a profitable basis. And it was here it first

became evident that successful manufacture is incidental

to operation.

On the heels of motor coach operations in London,

similar service was instituted in New York City under

the auspices of the Fifth Avenue Coach Company,

which for many years had operated horscdrawn vehicles.

Starting with a small fleet of high-priced imported busses

the number was gradually increased until the entire

complement of rolling stock was motorized.

Although, from the very first. Fifth Avenue Motor

Coaches received enthusiastic public support, the com-

pany found that it could not make money because their

vehicles cost too much to operate and maintain.

Something had to be done, so the services of Mr. Green

in London, were procured. He brought with him to

America the accumulated knowledge of motor bus opera-

tions since their inception in Europe. Ultimately John

A. Ritchie joined the organization as president, con-

tributing a comprehensive knowledge of the peculiar

problems of mass transportation derived from railroad

experience. When the great war broke out, cutting off

all importations from Europe, the management of the

Fifth Avenue Coach Company determined to design

and construct their own vehicles.

It was an ideal combination. Both men surrounded

themselves with capable aids, a specialized vehicle was

created and coach operations in New York were estab-

lished on a basis of permanent prosperity. Fifth Avenue
Coaches embodied all that was best in previous types.

MilUons of passengers, transported an aggregate of

millions of miles each year, constantly added to the fund

of accumulated experience by which better methods and

more efficient vehicles were possible.

Coincident with the development of the motor coach,

came the evolution of the taxicab. Under the guidance

of John Hertz and his associates in Chicago, this business

in a few short years was elevated from a haphazard

"game" into a respected industry of international pro-

portions.

Having achieved the solution of individual transporta-

tion, Mr. Hertz naturally sought a wider field of oppor-

tunity. Closely akin to the taxicab, the motor coach

attracted his attention. As a start he acquired the

Chicago Motor Coach Company and directed his genius

to the solution of transportation for the masses.

Again history repeated itself. Mr. Hertz determined

to enlist in one organization the best talent and the

greatest amount of accumulated experience available.

Messrs. Ritchie and Green were persuaded to transfer

their activities to Chicago. Here, given a free hand,

they surrounded themselves with a group of operating

experts and engineering talent which enabled them to

quickly develop the wonderful equipment and organiza-

tion which expanded the Chicago Motor Coach Com-

pany into the largest operating system in America.

At the same time, in conjunction with the operating

business, the Yellow Coach Manufacturing Company

was organized for the purpose of building vehicles pre-

eminently adapted to every motor coach operating re-

quirement. In them have been incorporated every lesson

learned from 24 years of practical experience. It is not

an engineering inspiration but the composite result of

many minds.

This is the vehicle that is now available to the motor

coach operating industry. It is a specialized "tool"

built to meet a specific need. It passed through the

experimental stages years ago when the men who built

it were learning their profession here and abroad.

Time, men, money and experience produced the

Yellow Coach. It is a proven product which assures

profits and the type of service meeting with the greatest

degree of popular favor.

Type "Z" 66 Passenger

Semi-Enclosed Double
Dec\ Coach.

Where inclement
weather is a factor this

construction affords

adequate protection

and yet retains the ad-

vantages of the open

top.
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One of the Three Operating Garages of The Chicago Motor Coach Company

Laboratory of 25,000,000 Miles Annually

oApplied to the Yellow Qoach

OPERATORS of Yellow Coaches enjoy far more than

the advantages of efficient equipment. They
have at their disposal the daily experience,

methods and practices of three of America's most success-

ful operating systems.

Available to the Yellow Coach Manufacturing Co.
is the combined operating experience of the Fifth Avenue
Coach Co. of New York, the Chicago Motor Coach Co.
and the Peoples' Motorbus Co. of St. Louis. These
organizations now operate 914 coaches over 189 miles

of streets and boulevards, providing nearly 25,000,000

coach miles annually.

In this great laboratory—the only one of its kind

in the world—accurate, audited records are maintained

covering each coach and every mile it runs. All data

is carefully reviewed daily by Yellow Coach experts,

comparisons are made and conclusions drawn, from which
all Yellow Coach operators benefit.

At the same time valuable knowledge is gained which
aids in the solution of every engineering problem con-

nected with the design, manufacture, and operation.

No type of Yellow Coach is placed on the market until

it has demonstrated, at our expense, its efficiency and

suitability in the service of our associated companies.

In every phase of the motor bus industry Yellow Coach
experience has been amazingly fruitful. Operating and

maintenance costs have been materially reduced. Yellow

Coaches are designed and built to withstand hard service

and render long life. Constant contact with the public

has been a valuable guide in providing such factors as

greater comfort and safety.

Increasing confidence in the products of the Yellow

Coach Manufacturing Co. is reflected in the growth of

traffic and enlarged profits wherever Yellow Coach
operations are established.

Innumerable refinements found exclusively in Yellow

Coach design are the result of applying to manufacture,

the lessons learned in actual operation.

It is not sufficient that a motor coach be merely strong.

Trucks adapted to bus service, fail to satisfy the public

demand because the layman recognizes that the design

does not meet passenger carrying requirements. An
elaborate body, sometimes provided, is not the answer.

Even a properly designed chassis alone does not suffice.

The two must be co-ordinated into a single unit, such

as is found in the Yellow Coach.

Type "Z" 29 Passenger

City Service Coach

With 4 or 6 Cylinder
Engine.

Adapted to the re^iiiTe •

ments of heavy city or

iuhurhan traffic.
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The Plants of the Tellow Cab and Telloif Coach Manufacturmg Companies
at Chicago, III.

(Complete Manufacturing Facilities and

Strong Financial Position

No MANUFACTURING Organization in the country is

more completely equipped to build specialized,

revenue-producing vehicles than the Yellow

Cbach Manufacturing Co.

The main plant, combined with that of the Yellow

Cab Manufacturing Ck>., with which the Yellow Coach

Manufacturing Co. is affiliated, covers an area of more

than 500,000 square feet, occupying a tract of 35 acres

along West Dickens Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Here Yellow Coaches are built "from the ground up"

as a complete unit. The construction of both chassis

and body in one plant and under the same shop organiza-

tion, assures a co-ordinated design which results in a

perfectly balanced vehicle.

The chassis and body are engineered as a single unit.

The frame, unique in construction, through the use of

husky tubular cross members, affords a rigid foundation

that will adequately protect a lighter body construction

than is ordinarily required, where the chassis is the

product of one manufacturer and the coach work that

of another.

Yellow Coach bodies, therefore, give longer life and

require less maintenance because they are not called

upon to supply strength which should have been engi-

neered into the chassis.

These advantages will be appreciated by the operator

who has had experience in buying a chassis from one

source and the body from another. In the purchase of

Yellow Coaches there is but a single responsibility.

Naturally the methods employed in the building of

Yellow Coaches have a very direct and vital bearing on

their efficient and economical operation.

First, our entire plant was constructed specifically

for the production of Yellow Coaches. The major part

of the factory roof and sides is composed of glass; conse-

quently the Ughting facilities are quite unusual—

a

^1^^^I^^^^^^^^^3 %i
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Type "T" 6 Cylinder

25 Passenger Pay
Enter Coach. ^_^^^^^^^ ^^^

For cit> service or fast

suburban and inter-

urban operation.
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tremendous factor in the production of fine and accurate

craftmanship.

Machine tool equipment is of the most modern type,

many machines being designed solely with a view to

coach manufacture.

Then we have a wonderful organization, large numbers
of skilled mechanics having been recruited from many
countries.

In connection with the construction of the finest types

of coach bodies we have recognized the necessity of

employing only the very highest grades of lumber, an

enormous stock of which is carried on our own trackage.

This lumber is sawed from our own logs, which are

selected by experts who have been trained to recognize

the requirements of the motor coach industry.

Yellow Coach bodies are built on what may be de-

scribed as the unit system. Floors, roofs, ends and sides

are jig assemblies, thus providing absolute interchange-

ability—-a wonderful advantage from the user's stand-

point.

Facilities for enameling, painting and varnishing are

unique. Special chambers are provided with thermo-

statically controlled heat regulatory devices, thus insuring

a hard, durable, clean finish.

The Knight type Yellow Coach Engine is built com-

plete in the plant of the Yellow Sleeve Valve Engine

Works, another of our affiliated companies, located at

East Moline, 111. Here the specially designed 4 and 6

cylinder power units are produced under the direction

of the same executives who supervise chassis and body

construction.

The impregnable financial position of the Yellow

Coach Manufacturing Co., and affiliated organizations.

is of more than passing importance to coach operators,

who should examine carefully into the stability and

financial resources of the manufacturer from whom they

purchase equipment. An investment in rolling stock

is doubly protected, if it is Yellow Coach equipment.

The combined purchasing power of all the Yellow

Coach and Yellow Cab affiliated companies, is an impor-

tant factor in economical production, which is reflected

in the surprisingly reasonable prices of Yellow Coach

products, quality considered.

Our engineers, enjoying the advantages of tremendous

financial resources, are unhampered in developing and

perfecting advanced construction. Because of this fact

Yellow Coaches possess refinements and a distinction

which set them apart in the motorbus field.

Telloio Sleeve Valve Engine Worlds at East Moline, III.

Tyt)e "T" 6-C>linder
Parlor Car, Seating

from 23 to 28 Passen-

gers, Depending upon
Character and
Arrangement of Seats.

A luxuriously ap-
pointed speedy vehicle

for fast interurhan

service.
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Type "T" 6-CyHndeT
Sedan Seating from 21

to 25 Passengers, De
pending Upon Char-
acter and Arrange-

ment of Seats.

A cross country vehicle

of great speed, refine-

ment and comfort.

Type "X" 6-CyUnder

21 Passenger Pay
Enter Coach.

A medium size city or

interurhan coach.

T>pe "X" 6-CyUnder

Sedan, 17 Passenger

Capacity.

A light weight cross

country type for use

where limited loads

and road conditions

are controlling factors.
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PERSONNEL OF MANAGEMENT
Yellow Coach tAanufacturing Company

Chairman ofBoard, John Hertz, President, Yellow Cab Company;
President, Yellow Cab Manufacturing Company.

President, John A. Ritchie, President, Chicago Motor Coach Com-
pany; President, Yellow Sleeve Valve Engine Works, Inc.; Formerly,

President, Fifth Avenue Coach Company, New York City.

Vice-President, Geo. A. Green, Vice-President, Chicago Motor
Coach Company; Vice-President, Yellow Sleeve Valve Engine

Works, Inc.; Formerly Vice-President and General Manager,
Fifth Avenue Coach Company, New York City; Formerly^Deputy
Chief Mechanical Engineer, British Tank Corps; Formerly Works
Manager and Chief Assistant Engineer of the London General

Omnibus Company.

Vice-President, Paul Geyser, Vice-President and General Manager,
Yellow Cab Manufacturing Company.

General Sales Manager, Garrett T. Seely, Formerly President, Penn.-

Ohio Electric Company, Youngstown, Ohio; Formerly Assistant

General Manager, Chicago Elevated Railways.

Assistant Sales Manager, H. E. Listman, Formerly Manager, Motor
Coach Division, Garford Motor Truck Company; Formerly Man-
ager, Sales and Service, New York Branches, Garford Motor Truck
Company.

lyorks Manager, Chas. O. Ball. Formerly Chief Engineer, American
Motorbus Corporation; Formerly Engineer, London General
Omnibus Company.

Chief Engineer, C. J. Rackham, Formerly Assistant Superintendent,
British War OfEce, Department of Tanks. Design and Experiment;
Formerly Engineer in Charge Experimental Department, London
General Omnibus Company,

Assistant Chief Engineer, C. J. Bock, Formerly Engineer United
States Ordnance Department, Washington, D. C; Formerly
Experimental Engineer, Holt Manufacturing Company, Peoria.

Illinois.

Experimental Engineer, O. Schjolin, Formerly Experimental Designer
White Motors Company, Cleveland; Formerly Chief Test Engineer.

Nordiska Aviatic A. B. Stockholm, Sweden.

General Manager Engine Works, Louis A. Ruthenburg, Formerly
Works Manager and Member of Executive Committee. Dayton
Engineering Laboratories Company; Formerly Manager Manu-
facturing Division, General Motors Research Corporation.

Engine Plant Works Manager, E. A. Taylor, Formerly Works
Manager, Liberty Motor Car Co.; Formerly Production Manager.
Maxwell-Chalmers Motor Car Company.

Research Engineer, W. D. Reese, Formerly Research Engineer, Fifth

Avenue Coach Company, New York City.

Transportation Engineer, H. C. Moser, Assistant General Manager.

Chicago Motor Coach Company; Formerly Superintendent Trans-

portation, Fifth Avenue Coach Company, New York City.

Equipment Engineer, Edward Wotton, Superintendent of Equipment,

Chicago Motor Coach Company; Formerly Superintendent of

Equipment, Fifth Avenue Coach Company, New York City.

Body Engineer, James S. St. Croix, Formerly Assistant Body Engineer,

Brewster &f Company, New York City; Formerly Body Engineer.

Fifth Avenue Coach Company, New York City.

Purchasing Agent, C V. Marshall, Formerly Purchasing Agent.

Transport Truck Company, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan; Formerly

Assistant Purchasing Agent, Republic Motor Truck Company.
Alma, Michigan.

THE ORGANIZATIONS BACK OF THE PRODUCT
Operating Companies

CHICAGO MOTOR COACH COMPANY FIFTH AVENUE MOTOR COACH COMPANY
Operates 41.5 Single and Double Deck Coaches

IN CHICAGO
John A. Ritchie Geo. A. Gretn

Prtiiimt Vurt-Pr«idi«

John Hertz
Chairman of Board

Operates 350 Single and Double Deck Coaches
IN NEW YORK

F. T. Wocxi Samuel E. Morrow
PrMidenI ani Onm\ Managf Vice-PrtJicUin

YELLOW CAB COMPANY
Operates 2700 Yellow Taxicabs

IN CHICAGO
John Hertz Chas. W. Gray

\'\cf?Tes%dent

PEOPLES MOTORBUS COMPANY
Operates 130 Motor Coaches

IN ST. LOUIS

Preiid*nt
R. M. Meade

Prendetti

Robert Burktum
Vice-Prejident

Manufacturing Companies
YELLOW COACH MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Manufactures Motor Coaches

Plant Capacity When Completed 6,000 Annually

YELLOW CAB MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Manufactures Yellow Taxicabs

Plant Capafitv Annually 15,000

John A. Ritchie
Preiident

Geo. A. Green
Vic«-Pre«d<i«

John Hertz
Preiideni

Paul H. Geyter
Vicf-Pffjidini

YELLOW SLEEVE VALVE ENGINE WORKS, INC.

Manufactures Knight Sleeve Valve Motors

Plant Capacity Annually 15,000

Loiiis Ruthenburg
G^tifTdi Mdndgfr

John A. Ritchie

PresidfJit

Geo. A. Green
Vice-Prfsidfrtr

Being operators as well as manufacturers, we are conducting what amounts
to a laboratory for observing the requirements in motor vehicle transportation.

It is evident that the product of our organization will represent the very

latest development in Automotive engineering and manufacture.

YELLOW COACH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
AUSTIN AND DICKENS AVENUES

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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This adverUsement will appear in the Saturday Evening Post, October 4A.

^eew
ARFORD REGE>rT SEDAN

TullmanCcj^r
^ OF THE HIck^^^^^Ay

Garford engineers have created a type
of bus that offers more comfort to pas-
sengers, more profit to operators and
exceptional ease ofoperation to drivers.

The Garford Regent Sedan Six is low
slung on long flexible springs. Wide
spring centers on the rear axle reduce
body sway.

The six-cylinder motor is the largest

made for bus work. There is a reserve
of power which never need be drawn
upon. Handles like a pleasure car—
smooth in operation, quick in pick-up,
snappy in get-away.

Interior appointments are truly regal.

Deep cushioned seats, ample leg room
and an artistry in design and decoration
new to public motor conveyances.

The Garford Regent Sedan Six com-
fortably accommodates thirty people.

In the rear is a commodious smoking
compartment. Luggage is carried in a
large loading well to the right of the

chauffeur's cab.

Suitable for hotel, sightseeing, inter-

urban or long haul service.

In the phenomenal growth of motor
bus transportation, Garford has played

a leading role . Through long experience,

exhaustive surveys and the facilities of

a large, modern factory, Garford is in a

position to supply bus operators with
the equipment best suited to their needs.

Through the Garford Bus Develop-
ment Bureau a fund of valuable infor-

mation is available. Direct inquiries

on all questions pertaining to bus oper-
ation are invited.

Address

BUS DEVELOPMENT BUREAU S

The Garford Regent Sedan Six

Also Made in Pay-Enter Type

Passmfr capacity—2S-30.

Low chassis frame; 20yi' from Ike trouni.

Overall lenilh, 336'. Overall keitkl, M". &p-
treme wiJik, 90'.

Body designed by bus specialists. Alt seatsequltttd
witk double deck springs and extra deep cuskloms;
backs are tilted to assure comfort. Eomipped with
device to protectpassengers against teindand rain.

Deep section frame prevents body sagging—dotr
binding.

Long wheelbase, 220', prevents excessive body over-
hang at rear of axle and affords a more efidemt
distribution of passenger load.

Long flexible springs.

Widespringcentersontkerearaxleredmcebodysmay.
Six'cylinder engine, largest made for bus »ori. ItS

korsepower, iV^' xS^i*.

Steering gear outside of frame gives a large fremt
loading well.

Tkorough accessibility to all units.

Four-wheel hydraulic brakes, internal type;
gency brakes on rear wheels.

The GARFORD MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, Lima, Ohio

Busses 15 to 35 Passengers
Beginning in 1902 Garford is now among the eight

companies manufacturing 78% of the botia-fide trucki
Trucks 1 to 7H Tons

BUILDING TODAY FOR TOMORROW'S REQUIREMENTS
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Clark Spur Gear Axles
for Trackless Trolleys

Also tised under heavy duty gasoline driven busses

Road Clearance
Ample road and body clearance is

essential in bus construction. The
Clark Spur gear axle has a small
differential case at the center, as it takes
most of its reduction at the wheel.

Efficiency
The ^igh efficiency of the Spur

gear drive is well known to all traction
engineers who have used this principle
in car construction for many years.

Clark Spur gear, wide tread
axle, as built for trackless
trolley and motor bus use.

Lightness
This axle is especially light in weight

for its capacity, due to the driving axle
having small, fast moving parts. The
load is carried on a solid forging and
requires no large, heavy hollow housing.

EXHIBITING AT A. E, R. A. CONVENTION ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

Clark Axles are Built by

CLARK EQUIPMENT COMPANY
BUCHANAN MICH.

A fleet of BrockwBv trackles*
irollcvcarsoperatedbv theCityof
New York on Staten I8land:the8e
are equipped with Clark Axle*.

CmRK BEVEL GEAR
SPUR GEAR

OVER HEAD DRIVE AXLES
i
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St. Louis Quality
ALL METAL
Bus Bodies

""%£. "^^ ^^k

^iJ

^H^9

The choice of experience

where transportation must pay
Regular schedules; real public service; and a keen eye on
operating costs are essential to steady bus profits nowadays.
And this fine St. Louis All Metal Body with seating capacity

for 29 passengers, chosen by leading experts in their develop-

ment of the "safety" bus was designed especially to meet
the demands of close-figuring transportation men.

Long pioneer experience in the building of every type of

street railway car has enabled us to incorporate the practical

'

advantages of roominess and quick passenger interchange

with the luxury of the best automobile practice. No detail

has been overlooked which would give greater comfort while

losing nothing in practical "workworthiness."

Consult us on your specific requirements.
We'll be glad to advise and give quotations on
this or other St. Louis Quality Bus Bodies.

Specify

St. Louis Quality

Bus Equipment

Bus Seats of every type
Door Mechanism
Polished Bronze Trimmings
Sash Fixtures
Ventilators
Curtains, etc.

Write for Bulletin 100.
and rattan on request.

Quotation* on Meat*

St. Laviis C^r^mpar\y
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New Six-Wheel Motor Coach, built h California Transit Company, Oaktanti,

California; powered with the new Buda 6-CyliHder Heavy-Duty Model B US

Making long distances short
In California, where routes are long

and stops few and far between, the

California Transit Company realized

in building and operating their motor
coaches the need for a vehicle that

would stand and maintain fast sched-

ules at normal engine speeds regard-

less of grades.

Unusual flexibility, quick acceleration

and low operating costs were the par-

amount features governing their de-

cision in adopting the new Buda six-

cylinder heavy-duty motor coach
engine.

Not only in this kind of service, but

in every other field of motor coach
transportation, this specially designed

heavy-duty engine is making its mark.
It is now in quantity production and
ready for immediate delivery. Write
today for booklet and complete in-

formation.

See the Buda exhibit at the American Electric Railway
Association Convention, Atlantic City, Oct. 6-10

THE BUDA COMPANY, HARVEY ^'bSJ^S ILLINOIS
ESTABLISHED IN81

Buy only genuine Buda Parts for your Buda engine
New Parts Catalog No. 432 now ready
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We Have Something Interesting

to Show You at the Convention

Be sure to call at our booth

and see the very latest devel-

opment in motor-coach axles.

Worm Drive Rear, and Four-

Wheel Hydraulic Brakes.

THE TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE CO.
At the AERA Convention
Atlantic City, October 6-10

Booth No. 630
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Heater Valves
and

Complete Systems
Specially Designed^

for

Bus Chassis and

Body Builders

Every detail of efficient heating systems has

been carefully worked out according to best

engineering practice.

Valves, controls, fittings, seamless tubing,

compression unions, easy bends, standard and
special guards, hangers, insulation—every-

thing necessary.

A New Unit Bus Heater

Especially desirable for the DeLuxe
Type of Bus where there are separate

compartments to be heated. The
seamless horizontal tubes may be of

any length. The design includes pro-

vision for cleaning and guards. a
Users of Retry Complete Bus Heating System

The American Body Company
The American Motor Truck Co.
The Boston Body Co.

J. G. Brill Company
Consolidated Body Co.
Eastern Mass. Street Railway Co.
Edwards Railway Motor Car Co.
Hahn Motor Truck Co., Inc.

Hampstead Mill & Body Works

G. C. Kuhlman Car Co.

McKay Carriage Co.

Niagara Motor Boat Co.

Pioneer Auto Works
The Royal Motor Coach Co., Inc.

The Six Wheel Co.

E. J. Thompson Co.

Union Auto Body Co., Inc.

Wiener Auto Body Co., Inc.

Alex. Wolfington's Sons

N. A. PETRY COMPANY, Inc.
R«. in U. S. Pal. OH.

347 North Randolph St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Western Representative:

Norman Cowan Co., 445 Rialto BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

PETRY
Bus Heating System

Used by

No. 210

6. C. Kuhlman Car Co.
Ilnion Motor Truck Co.
GeneAl Motor Truck Co.
Camden County Bub Asso.
Pioneer Auto Works
International Motor Co. (Mack)

No. 314J4
Used by

The Six Wheel Co.
J. G. Brill Co.
Royal Motor Coach Co.

No. 300^
Used by

Edwarda Ry. Motor Car Co.
United Electric Ry. Co.
Rockford & Interurban Ry. Co.

No. 291

Used by
Yellow Coach Mfc. Go.
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The Field
for Double Deckers
While limited largely to metro-
politan service, double deck
^ifth Avenue Buses, because of

the minimum amount of street

space occupied per seated

passenger, are the most prac-
tical multiple automotive all

year round carriers on the

market today.

Our L-Type buses provide seats

for 55 passengers. This has been
accomplished without lengthen-
ing the vyheel base of the bus.

Visit our A. E. R. A.
Exhibit, Spaces 159 to 173

V

r

Where
the Fifth Avenue Bus fits in the

^d modern transportation scheme
From the railway point of view

FIFTH AVENUE BUSES have become valuable adjuncts of the

street railvfay. Linked up with existing lines they tap new
sources of revenue or provide a less expensive service on routes

on which the volume of traffic does not justify the re-laying of road-

bed and the installation of cross-overs.

The flexibility of Fifth Avenue Buses commends them for city

service. Passengers are received and discharged at the curb, an

outstanding safety feature. The quick pick-up and comparatively

short-turning radius of these vehicles make their use possible in

cities that have narrow streets.

Aside from the maximum seating capacity afforded by Fifth Avenue
Buses to carry their share of the burden in peak hours, their

appeal to pleasure riders on off hours has been definitely estab-

lished. For years they have been providing an inexpensive de luxe

transportation service on Fifth Avenue, New York City, one of the

most exacting thoroughfares in the world.

The demand for Fifth Avenue Bus equipment has been growing
gradually outside New York during the past four years. Electric

railway men respect the fact that they are produced by the pioneer

omnibus company in America, possessing a nine year background
of combined operating and building experience. Those who buy
Fifth Avenue buses realize the value of dealing with a company
which has learned by running its own buses, year in and year out,

the essential features of an economical reliable and durable
motor bus.

N£WYOBKjR4NSPOPTAnON CO. m
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TEXACO
TEXACO
Used Exclusively on the Buses

THE TEXAS COMPANY, U. S. A.,
;

17 Battery Place,

OFFICES IN
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MOTOR OIL
Clean, Clear, Golden-Colored

GASOLINE
The VOLATILE Gas

of the Penn Ohio System

Texaco Petroleum Products

New York, N. Y.

PRINCIPAL CITIES
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 1

Announcing the

UPPERCU COACH
..oi.=

First

Public Exhibition

of

Direct Front Wheel
Drive

Models for Mass
Transportation

'•<>ISS

TRANSIT EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Factory: Keyport, N. J.

Exhibit spaces at Atlantic City, October 6-10, 1924, Nos. lOOA, 700, 702

ijTTttTtTTJiin-TtfJir'mitrTttarTttitrTttiirTtsw-TfiiffT^arTttiir Taitr-mjir-niMrmBr Tniir TOBriBBr mar uaris ^w

J
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See

The GUILDER DeLUXE
at ATLANTIC CITY

Stability Is Your Insurance

Rigid Frame High Speed Motor (4 or 6)

Progressive Springs Low Centre of Gravity

Dual Brakes (six) Wide Tread

Earns maximum net profit

The reason lies in the completed unit—
a combination of approved features

GUILDER ENGINEERING COMPANY
Poughkeepsie, New York

, Sole Distributor

TRANSIT EQUIPMENT COMPANY
501 Fifth Avenue, New York

Atlantic City, October 6-10, 1924. Space 713 at entrance to Meeting Hall

^r-^^^^^^-^!^-^^-^^-^^-^^-^^^^-^^-^^-^^-^^^^-^^^^^^^^^^^
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One of Nine Brockway Trackless Trolley Car* operated by the New York State Railway*, Rochester, N. Y.

THE BROCKWAY TRACKLESS TROLLEY
is an established factor in electric railway transportation.

Do you appreciate that the cost of reconstructing a mile of double

track will purchase sufficient equipment to operate a ten-mile route?

Brockway Trackless Trolleys in actual service show operating

costs materially lower than the average for street cars. The use

of standard street railway motors and control insures low maintenance
cost and efficient upkeep with your present shop forces.

Open up new territory with the Brockway Trackless
Trolley. Let our railway engineers figure with you

' on a Brockway Trackless Trolley route.

Brockway
Cortland,

BROCKWAY
EQUIPMENT

Corporation
New York

Originators of low center of gravity transportation equipment





Why Hire20Men
When 1

Ccmplele.y contained on 40 foot car

1 nis macnine seis poles, lays track or handles 200 to 300
yards of material a day for the Cleveland Railway Company.

Universal Crane loading ballast at the storage yard of the
track department of New Orleans Public Service, Inc.

Will Do?
If "modernization" means anything in any industry it

means the supplanting of men with machines—replac-

ing manual with mechanical methods. The most
modern method of handling trackwork, setting poles,

excavating new roadhed and loading material, handling
ballast and all heavy lifts up to five tons—is with the

Universal Motor-Truck Mounted Crane.

One of these one man operated mobile cranes can
easily replace 20 or more men. Not only is a great

saving in labor made, but jobs are speeded up
enormously.

The Universal is a full revolving 5-ton capacity fast

crane, gasoline or electric powered that can be mounted
on Hat car, motor truck, continuous tread or several

other types with tlie exclusive feature of being trans-

ferable from one mounting to another if necessary.

Instead of talking about "modernization" man>' pro-

gressive railway properties are PRACTICING it by
adopting Universals. Some have had them in service

for more than 4 years.

Write now for a list of these properties and get all

the facts about this money saving crane, many of
which have paid for themselves in a few months time.

Write for

Bulletin

V-26

The Universal Crane Co.
General Sales Office: 1167 Swetland Bldg., Cleveland

C2P5?
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YOU are constantly striving to put your plant on the most
efficient operating basis. You watch and check production

costs and seek at every turn to curtail overhead and lower the

cost of your output. With this in view, you equip your plant

with improved machines which are dependable, for break'

downs show up disastrously on cost sheets.

Production is a chain made up of many links and the chain

is no stronger than the weakest link in it. In many plants,

inefficient lubrication is the weak link, causing inefficient opera'

tion and excessive production costs. It is strange, but true, that

this important matter is so frequently left to chance or guess.

The selection of the proper lubricant for any definite work

is a part of an exact science. We can point to many cases where,

by replacing poor oil, or even good oil of the wrong grade, defi'

nite and substantial savings have been effected.

Standard Oils and Greases
properly selected and properly applied insure continuous and

economical production, for they eliminate needless friction,

wear and tear and break'downs.

Our staff of lubricating engineers, whose services are free

to you, will gladly study your lubrication problems and give

you the benefit of their recommendations. Perhaps these rec

ommendations may lead to large savings for you, just as similar

surveys and reports have effected savings for others.

It places you under no obligation to us for you to

avail yourself of this service. Write, phone or wire

our nearest branch.

Standard Oil Company
(INDIANA)

928 S. Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

INDIANA
Evansville
Indianapolu
South Ilend

KANSAS
WlcWU

IOWA
DaTeiiport
Pes Moines
Mason City
Sioiii City

S. DAKOTA
Huron

MICHIGAN
Detroit
Grant! Rapids
Sayinaw

N. DAKOTA
Fargo
Minot

WISCONSIN
La Crosse
Milwaukee

MINNESOTA
Duluth
Mankato
MinneapoliB

MISSOURI
Kansas Cltr
St. Joseph
St. Louis
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Dependable Motor Insulation Pays
Here is insulation which has
proved unfailingly dependable

for 30 years

A thirty year test is a pretty good test for any
material. Unfailing dependability throughout
such a test is mighty convincing evidence of

quality, for even the most skeptical.

Mica Insulator Products, because of their un-
failing dependability, are used by electric rail-

ways throughout the country. Dependable in-

sulation means dependable motors—and de-

pendable motors save money.

A few of the 57 standard MICO PRODUCTS
are shown herewith. Our "ready to ship" stock

is varied and complete, and meets practically all

requirements.

*^ FlWICt V

EMPIRE

Empire Oiled Cloth

i

Micanite Commutator Rings Armatite for Slots—2 Insulation in 1

Our nearest office would welcome an opportunily to quote on your
insulation requirements. Complete data and test pieces gladly sent

on request. Our engineering department is always ready to co-operate

with you in any way possible.

MICA INSULATOR CO.
Main Office: 68 Church St., New York
Works: Schenectady, N. Y.

Chicago Office: 542 South Dearborn St.

Canadian Office : Victoriaville
2040-F I
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ROME all the wa

ROME WIRE
Antenna Wire
Automobile V/ires and Cables

Bare Copper Wire
Extra Flexible Wires and Cables

Feeder Cables

Flexible Wires and Cables

Heater Cords

Lamp Cords

Lead Covered Cables

Magnet Wire
Mining Machine Cable

Piano Covering Wire
tower Cables (Bare Copper)

Trolley Wire
Radio Wires

Rod (Copper)

Romex (Non-Metallic Armored Cables)

Rubber Covered Wires and Cables

Code
Intermediate

30%
Signal Wire
Super Service Cords and Cables

Slow Burning Wire
Telephone Wire
Tinned Copper Cable

Weatherproof Wires and Cables

At A.E.R.A.—Atlantic City
Visit Rome Exhibi., Space 638. Inspect
New Type Romet for Street Car Wir-
ing, and Other Rome Wires.

\^om wire J5ar
to finished wire

These extensive mills fabricate Rome Wire from
start to finish. This applies not only to the con-

ductors, but to every detail of insulation as well.

Perfect control over uniformity and quality is

assured.

Complete manufacture of all types of Rome
Wire in Rome Mills has another advantage,

because delays from a lack of some component
part are avoided.

Rome Wire products are listed in the panel at

the left. A ready stock of each is maintained,

to assure prompt deliveries to the user.

Write to the nearest office for descrip-

tive catalog of Rome Wire for any

requirement. Address Dept. B-2

ROME WIRE CO. eJ:!^'SL. ROME. N. Y.

Diamond Mills, BUFFALO, N. Y.

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO CLEVELAND DETROIT
50 Church St. Little Bldg. 14 E. Jackson Blvd. 1200 W. Ninth St. 25 Parsons St.

LOS ANGELES, J. G. Pomeroy, 336 Aaisa Street.

WIRE-ROME
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1899-1924

Front view of Edge
Moor Boilers at the
Lakeside Station ofthe
Milwaukee Electric
Railway &. Light Co.,
where the last Edge
Moor Boilers were in-
stalled in 1924.

EDGE MOOR BOILERS Give Milwaukee Electric Railway

& Light Co. a Quarter - Century of Unfailing Service

TWENTY-SIX years ago, the Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Co. bought its

first Edge Moor Boilers— five of 475 b.h.p.
each. They were put into operation the follow-
ing year—1899—in the Oneida Street Station.

Today, those same Edge Moor Boilers, veter-
ans of a quarter-century's constant service, are
stiU "on the job," carrying their share of the
station load at the original working pressure.

During the intervening years,the Milwaukee
Electric Railway &. Light Co. has grown
greatly, so that it now ranks among the larg-

est generating companies in the country, with
an output during 1923 of more than a half-
billion kilowatt-hours. And as it has grown,

the company has installed more and more
Edge Moor Boilers. Seven of its properties
now operate 77 Edge Moor Boilers, totalling
more than 62,000 b. h. p.

The foremost of these plants is the Lakeside
Station, known to engineers throughout the
world as the outstanding example of central
station efficiency. Lakeside's boiler equipment
consists of 16EdgeMoors totalling 24,576b.h.p.
WhileEdgeMoor engineering has kept steady

pace with latter-day progress, it is interesting
to note that the Oneida Street boilers, now
twenty -five years old, do not differ in basic
design from the new boilers at Lakeside. Edge
Moor principles of design have been inher-
ently right from the start.

EDGE MOOR IRON COMPANY
Established 1868

EDGE MOOR, DELAWARE
Mnryorit Chicago Si. Paul Boston Pittsburgh Charlottt LosAngtla

EdgeMqpr
ePOILERS

15'OFe.
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The Electric Hoist that operates in the Minimum Head Room

Distributors
Atlanta, Ga.

Seeger Machine Tool Co..
260 Luckie Street.

Baltimore, Md.
Chatard & Norris,
206 Water Street.

Birmingham, Ala.
Solon Jacobs & Company,
Brown Marx Building.

Boston, Mass.
Colwell & McMuIlin,
Park Square Building.

Buffalo, N. Y.
S. A. Gilliard.
405 Liberty Building.

Charlotte, N. C.
J. R. Purser,
406 Commercial Bank Bldg.

Chicago, 111.

H. D. Conkey & Company,
60S Chamber of Commerce
Building.

Cleveland, Ohio
Dravo-Doyle Company,
749 Leader News Building.

Davenport, Iowa
F. H. Boyer,
Union Davenport Trust
and Savings Bank Bldg.

Denver, Colorado
E. C. Home Machinery
Company,
1751 V> azee Street.

Detroit, Mich.
Coon-DeVisser Company,
1772 W. Lafayette Blvd.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Dravo-Doyle Company,
808 Merchants Bank
Building.

Los Angeles, Cal.
Fulton Engineering Com-
pany,
612 American Bank Bldg.

Milwaukee, Wis.
A. Q. Dufour,
Merchants & Manufactur-
ers Bank Bldg.

New Haven, Conn.
J. B. Engineering Sales Co.,
185 Church Street.

New York City
Florandin Equipment Co.,
110 W. 40th Street.

Omaha, Neb.
American Machinery and
Supply Company,
1113 Howard Street.

Philadelphia, Pa.
S. R. Vanderbeck,
20-22 So. 15th Street.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dravo-Doyle Company,
300 Penn Avenue.
Industrial Products Corp.,
1205 Bank of Commerce
Building.

Salt Lake City, Utah
Amb'er & Riter,
701 Kearns Building.

San Francisco, Cal-
C. F. Bulotti Machinery
Comrany.
67-71 Main Street.

Seattle, Wash.
The Percy E. Wright
Engineering Company,
2012 L. C. Smith Bldg.

St. Louis, Mo.
Menner & Kimball,
Syndicate Trust Building.

St. Paul, Minn.
Alan G. Cary,
410 Endicott Building.

Syracuse, N. Y.
Hunter L. Betts,
406 S. Franklin Street.

Canadian Representatives
Lyman Tube & Supply Co.,
Ltd.,
Montreal—Toronto-
Vancouver.

The ideal

hoist

for
railway

repair shops

Motor
driven

"Lo-Hed"
in the

shops of
the East
St. Louis
Suburban
Ry. Co.

Can be used anywhere in any shop!
Overhead space is at a premium in many car repair

shops and ordinary electric hoists either cannot be used

at all or else have only a limited application.

But cramped space does not limit the usefulness of the

"Lo-Hed" hoist— it can be used anywhere!

For the "Lo-Hed" operates in the absolute minimum
headroom—as much as 4 ft. less than other hoists of

like capacity. Therefore

—

It easily handles motor frames, armatures, etc. where ceilings

are low

—

It gives ample clearance to large pieces over thickly congested
floors

—

It adds thousands of cubic feet to the storage capacity of

wrarehouses

—

It facilitates material handling under all conditions.

The "Lo-Hed" has proved its worth in actual service in

many shops. A typical installation is shown above.

A few of the many others are

—

Pennsylvania R. R. (Altoona, Pa.)

Missouri Pacific R. R. (St. Louis, Mo.)

Toronto Transportation Commission
(Toronto, Can.)

Pullman Car Works (Pullman, 111.)

Texas & Pacific Ry. Co.
(Marshall, Texas)

Duluth, Missabe & Northern R. R.
(Duluth, Minn.)

St. Louis & San Francisco Ry.
(Thomas, Ala.)

The mechanical reasons for the phenomenal success of the "Lo-Hed"
are described in the profusely illustrated catalog. Evenr shop super-
intendent should have a copy. Vr rite today for yourt!

America Engineering Company
2417 Aramingo Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
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national TTleto I TTloldinq Co.
11j;9 FuItAn Buildin0. Pittshureh. Pa. ^1152 Fulton Building, Pittsburgh. Pa.

WORLD'S LARGEST PRODUCERS OF ELECTRICAL CONDUITS AND FITTINGS

t^Raceyi-ack

firming WM^'--
•mm Sherarduct

A Rigid Conduit that can be "cold bent" right

on the job. Smooth as an ice-coated sidewalk,

so that fishing is easy. Sherardized—an alloying

of pure zinc with steel pipe under intense heat

—and then covered with a baked-on coating
of acid-resisting enamel. Clean, sharp threads.

Ovalfilex
A Flat Armored Cable
only Y^" thick. Bends
edgewise and flatwise.

Lay it on brick, tile or

concrete without cut-

ting or chipping and
plaster right over it.

Flextube
Non-metallic, solid wall

Conduit. Never kinks!

Bend it, jerk it, twist it,

easily works back into

shape again. The soap-

stoned interior makes
fishing easy.

Flexsteel
Flexible Metallic Con-
duit, pliant as a rope of
woven steel! Designed
to withstand weather
and moisture. Ofgreat
flexibility and perma-
nance. Full line ofsizes.

Economy

(

Black Enameled Rigid
Conduit protected by
double-dipped acid-

»,." resisting coating of en-

tlastic^ amel—baked on.

Enamel

National Metal Molding and Fittings

The Standard for Surface Wiring. Neat,
inconspicuous and absolutely safe.

National Insulating Brackets
Designed on a new principle permitting

wires to be carried through them.

Uberty Wires, Cables and Cords
For 600 volts or less.

National Conduit and Cable Fittings

Locknuts. Bushings, Box connectors
and other items.

National Outlet Boxes
Boxes or covers for every possible need.

Liberty Automobile Products
Carburetor and Exhaust Tubing. Flexible

Metallicand Non-MetallicWiringConduit

REPRESENTED • IN * ALL - PRINCIPAL <• CITIES

No. 21
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An unsolicited

testimonial for

HIGH-SPEED
RIVETING
HAMMERS

This>eprint from E. R. J. of May 17 tells the story

—

in a nutshell
For the manufacture and repair of brush-holder yokes, gear
cases, trolley harps, fenders and many other jobs requiring a

number of small rivets to be driven, a high-speed riveting

machine of the type shown in the accompanying illustration,

taken in the West shops of the Chicago Surface Lines, has been

found to make very substantial savings in time.

In making up brush-holder yokes of the type shown in the

illustration, four ili-in. diameter rivets are driven cold in I'/i

minutes as compared with S minutes taken to drive the same
number by hand. These figures were derived from actual time

studies of the operations.

The machine used is a size 2-AHD hammer manufactured by

the High Speed Hammer Company of Rochester, N. Y. It is

used to drive rivets up to A in. diameter cold and is designed

for the purpose of reproducing the flexible blow of a hammer
driven by the human arm. A hickory helve with interposed

rubber cushions is used to produce this res-ult.

Power is furnished by an individual J/^-hp. motor, running at

1,800 r.p.m. on 500 volts, and is transmitted through a belt and
pulley from the motor to a crankshaft, and thence through a

connecting rod and heavy rubber cushions to one end of the

hickory helve. The other end of the helve carries the peen.

The speed and intensity of the blows are controlled from a pedal

so that a number of light blows may be delivered at slow speed,

or a series of sharp blows may be struck at high speed. The
peen may be shaped to form any shape of rivet head desired.

While the rivet is being formed, the peen revolves so as to

impart a finished surface to the heads.

High Speed Hammer Company, Rochester, New York
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HETHERINGTON & BERNER
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., U. S. A.

ROTARY
SAND

DRYERS

SAND
ELEVATORS

SAND
STORAGE

BINS

STRUCTURAL
STEEL FRAME
for SAND HOUSE

Above—The Five-ton Sand Dryer. (Three to five ton» per hr. capacity.)

Write for oar !

SAND HOUSE BULLETIN
\

if you have not received it. \

PREPARE FOR NEXT FALL'S SLIPPERY RAILS!
—LET US SHIP YOU A SAND HOUSE THIS SUMMER—

This illustration above shows a completed 200 ton capacity sand

dryer and storage house,—"sand house"—for short. We fur-

nished the dryer, feed elevator, hot sand elevator, rotary screen

with hopper, distributing pipes from hopper, discharge gates

and pipes and structural steel frame. The Street Railway Co.

provided the foundations and lumber.

The structural steel frame work as illustrated for a 200 ton

capacity sand house, forms the skeleton of the structure that is

to be completed in wood siding, roof sheathing and bin floor-

ing, as illustrated at the left. Note the roof-like, bin-floor

members above the dryer. We can arrange for complete erec-

tion of steel and machinery if desired.
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T^ATA gathered from 57 railways by Electric
^-^ Railway Journal shows that 23 of them are

attempting to reclaim car axle oil. Of these just
one uses the reclaimed oil in the same manner as

new oil. The oil house of that company is equip-

ped with a

De Laval
Oil Purifier

Each year this company saves 15,000 gallonsjof oil which

was formerly lost in the waste removed from car journals.

The simple equipment shown above enables the reclam-

ation of this oil at a cost of about four cents a gallon,

and the De Laval Oil Purifier restores it to practically

its original state of purity.

Three other De Lavals used by the same company are

purifying turbine lubricating oil, purifying the oil used

to lubricate motors driving pulverized coal-handling

equipment, and dehydrating transformer oil.

Here are four savings which De Laval Centrifugals will

make for any street railway—and there are others. In

the case of small systems it is often possible for two De

Lavals to do the work of the four used by the company

mentioned above.

The De Laval Separator Company
16S Broadway, New York 29 East Madison St., Chicago

DE LAVAL PACIFIC COMPANY
San Francisco

Sooner or later you will use a

De Laval

Please send Bulletin containing further information re-
garding

D Reclamation and purification of car axle oil.

D Purification of turbine lubricating oil.

D Purification of Diesel lubricating and fuel oil.

D Piiriflcation of motor oil.

D Dehydration of transformer oil.

Name . . .

Company

Address

. E. K. J.
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Unive

IRVINGTON
PRODUCTS

Black and Yellow Varnished
Silk

Varnished Paper
Black and Yellow Varnished
Cambric

Straight and Bias Varnished
Cambric Tapes

"Irvington Seamless Bias"

Varnished Cambric Tapes
Flexible Varnished Tubing
Transformer Leads
"Cellulak"

"Irvington" Insulating
Varnishes

"Irv-O-SIot" Armature
Insulation

Enameled Wire Coil Windings

m

Don't Fail to

See Our Exhibit

Booth No. 540-A
Atlantic City

Dllliiiiiiiiiiiiiuu*niiliiiiiiiiiiir?iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiD
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DN INSULATION
ally Standard

or every insulation purpose
'Irvington Seamless Bias" Varnished

Cambric Tape saves time—ma-

terial and gives better results.

'Irvo-Slot" Armature Insulation, the

most economical and convenient

type of insulation for armature slots.

Irvimg-tonV!!

Irvington Insulation Varnishes meet

every requirement of electric rail-

ways and repair shops.

"Cellulak"—a nevv^ and better ma-

terial for making lasting cable

splices.

IlGTON VARNISH £1 INSULATOR
Irviiaoton,.NewTersey:

Established 1905

€•

Mitchell-Rand Mfg. Co., New York
T. C. White Electric Supply Co., St. Louis

Sales Representatives:

E. M. Wolcott, Rochester
Prehler Bros., Chicago
Consumers Rubber Co., Cleveland

Clapp & Lamoree, Los Angeles
F. G. Scofield, Toronto
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L\ibricaiior\;r
IblUtj

GALENA-SIG^VAI
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^ou csov ///?-shpuldGr

The Convention pictures the march of progress. It

furnishes inspiration to the official looking for ad-

vanced methods—seeking better results. He sees just

vrhat the other fellow is doing,—all the latest im-

provements in machines, equipment and practice. He
realizes his responsibility in securing facts and figures

pertinent to more efficient and profitable operation

of his own property.

Well, here's one responsibility—and a big oiie at

that,—that you can un-shoulder right away,

—

LUBRICATION!

Call in Galena Service! Let us make a lubrication

survey of your property from power house to tracks.

Let us talk to you in cold figures, showing just why,

when, and where. Galena lubrication and Galena

practices will effect a specific saving over your

present lubrication bill.

Electric Car Oil

Power House Engine Oil

Power House Valve Oil

Turbine Oils

Dynamo Oils

Air Compressor Oils

Track Oil

Gas Engine Oil

Commutator Oil

Electric Generator Oil

Galena Service Engineers will recommend Galena

Oils and Greases which by their inherent good qual-

ity and precise adaptability to each individual appli-

cation, have long proved superior on a basis of actual

results.

And the Galena organization accepts the responsi-

bility of seeing that, from the day Galena Lubrication

is installed, the greatest possible operating efficiency

is maintained at a cost which means a substantial

reduction in maintenance.

Of course Galena Oils cost a little more in the first

place than those made from lower grade crudes, with

less painstaking attention to every detail of refining

and compounding. But take into account the savings

in repairs, replacements, and overtime made possible

by reallv efficient lubrication, and their ultimate

economv becomes self-evident.

Anti-Friction Triple Valve Oil

Air Brake Compound
Gear Greases

Ball Bearing Grease

Roller Bearing Grease

Motor Grease

Trolley Grease

Solidifiea Oil -

Lubricating Grease

Sponge Grease

"The guarantee contract is the practical barrier

of distinction between unsupported assertion

and practical proof, of lubrication value."

Galena-Signal Oil Company
FRANKLIN, PA.

NEW YORK CHICAGO

and offices in all principal cities

)IL COMPAT^Y-
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"Bibloc Hoists

These hoists have ou/o

efficiency. For ex-

ample, an eighty -two
pound pull on the chain

of a 1-ton Tribloc will

lift a ton. Made in

capacities from 1 to 20

tons.

Write for Catalog 6-B

FORD CHAIN BLOCK CO.
2nd & Diamond Sts., Phila., Pa.

£6
ii im. '''^^^''•^^''ii^

|H
r^ 1 ^

j^ ^rr

Where Quality Counts

I ^wmm^^'

Leads

Our Guarantee
On Every Coil

Sold Through Your Jobbei

ALPHADUCT COMPANY
136 Cator Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

TiiiMiiinMririnniiuiMrnunniiiiiiMiiiiiiinMiMiiiiiiuniHriiniiiiiiMiiiinniiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiniinniiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiMiiMiiirniiiiMmE

aiiiiiMniiiiiinntiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiriiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHHiiiiiiiiiiiiii

We make a specialty of

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
LUBRICATION
We solidt a test of TULC

on your equipment

The Universal Lubricating Co.
ClevelKnd Ohio

Talc. Inc.. Baatern RapreaeatatlTe.
1617 Ootbaro National Bank Bide.. New York 01t»

^IHIIllllMllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiltiiiiiiitMiiiilillllfiillltliinniiiHitiiiiiiiiniiiMMliintiiiiiiirMiiiiiiuilllllllllllimimiliiiiilMiiiiiiiiii

giiiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiitiiniiiiH

Adyertisements for the

Searchlight Section
Can be received at the New

York OflSce of Electric

Railway Journal

until 10 a. m.

Wednesday
For issue out Saturday

osso
iiiiitiiiiiiiNmiHf*iiinHiHnmnimi iNiiHtiHiiimnuiv
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CAMERON
PRODUCTS

Renewal parts for the

maintenance of all your

electric railway motors

Whether you're still obliged to use the older

types, or whether you have the most modern

motors on the market, your maintenance prob-

lems will be simplified and costs reduced by

supplying the armature room with Cameron

parts.

Armature Winding With Cameron Coils

Is made more simple and less expensive, because

Cameron Coils are designed for accurate fit. This is

a job where foresight and careful buying of coils pays

big returns in lowered maintenance costs. The high

quality insulation used in Cameron Coils makes arma-

tures last longer under most severe operating conditions.

Cameron Bars—Accurately finished of high-conductivity pure hard drawn

copper.

Cameron Commutators—Hydraulic pressure is used to make them tight. No
loose bar trouble. Long wearing with an even sparkless commutation.

Cameron Electrical Mfg. Co., Inc.
Ansonia, Connecticut
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SMOOTH

!

"LE CARBONE" :
]

CARBON BRUSHES

The one thing that makes Le Carbone Carbon
Brushes so very different from all the other car-

bon brushes is their smooth running qualities.

Another thing is the uniform quality that has

been characteristic of Le Carbone ever since we
commenced making them.

Then there's long wear to talk about and a lot of

other things that really make Le Carbone so

different.

You can't really appreciate the difference until

you've tried Le Carbone.

W. J. JEANDRON
345 Madison Avenue, New York

PIttabnrgh Office: 6.34 Waba«h Bide. San Francisco Office; S35 Market Bt.

Chicago Office: 16ST Monadoock Block
Canadian Distributors: Lyman Tube & Supply Co.. Ltd.. Montreal & Toronto

LE CARBONE CARBON BRUSHES
iiiuiiuiiuuiiuuiiiiiiriiiiuiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
Builders since 1868 of

Water Tube Boilers
of continuing reliability

85 Liberty Street, New York

Makers of Steam Superheaters

since 1898 and of Chain Grate

Stokers since 1893
BRANCH OFFICES

Boston. 49 Federal Street
Philadelphia, North American BulldinK
PlTTSBURQH, Farmers Deposit Bank Building
Clbtvexand, Guardian Building
Chicago. Marquette Building
Cincinnati. Traction Building
Atlanta, Candler Building
Phoenix. Ariz.. Heard Building
Dallas, Tex^ 2001 Magnolia Building
Honolulu, H. T., Castle & Cooke Building
Portland, Ore., 805 Gasco Building

WORKS
Bayonne, N. J.

Barberton, Ohio

BRANCH OFFICES
Dettroit. Ford Building
New Orleians. 521-5 Baronne Street
Houston, Texas, Southern Pacific BuildtOK
Denver, 435 Seventeenth Street
Salt Uake City, 705-6 Kearns Building
San Francisco. Sheldon Building
Los Angeles. 404-6 Central Building
Seattle. L.. C, Smith Building
Havana, Cuba, Calle de Aguiar 104
San Juan, Porto Rico. Royal Bank Building

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiHi iiiiiint

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuniiiMMiimiiiiimiiiHiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiHiiHiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiuii*

^LUS-CHflL
MILVMSKH. WM. U.

Electrical Machinery, Steam Turbine*, Steam Engine*,
Cendenaers, Ga* and Oil Engine*, Air Compresior*,

Air Brake*

I ! THE SEARCHLIGHT SE<3TION
I I r The man 1

I i will find { The position > you want

I I [ The plant J

I I Put your ad in the Searchlight j,

I. aiumiiiiitiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiii mill i iiiiiiiiliinilliniiiiliiullllliuiii iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiimiiiiiu
jMlllllllliiillllllllllllllllliliilliiliiiirllilirliillliliritiMllliliiriiiiiiiiiillllllllltitiiliillliiluilliillliiiiiiiiitiiiillllllllMllHIiuilllliiiiliiiii'.
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SUPERHEATERS
improve fHr-ne. lurNne and
botler economy by en&bllnc •
riven amount of sleam to do
more woik. OT«»r 10.000 ID-

fltidlatluns In stationary pow«r
plaiitb.

g POWER SPECIALTY CO., ri-^r.''l^o;^^V%.rS:!-.-^ri2Ji."/:;tr^ Hl Broadway, NEW YORK
iiuilllMi"iiiiiniillllMlfllilil IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIII iiiiliiliiliiiiiiililill llii I iiiimiiHiiiriiiiii rail iimiiimimiiiiiiimir iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiraiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimniiiimiiiminni

ECONOMIZERS
reduce fuel coats by maklnr
vac of waste exhaust raws
to preheat the boiler feed.

Patented construction proven
\if 30 years of serrlce. FOSTER





Q^/i <Mpnu7nenr or IMiliuf
There are monuments and monu-
ments. Some are of granite;

others are of bronze. And then,

there are the monuments of achieve-

ment.

Of such, the latter, is the STACK-
POIE Carbon Brush.

Only an extensive and intelligent

knowledge of brush requirements,

supplemented by continued chemi-

cal researches, have made possible

that monument reared t<i the great

Business God—Utility.

STACKPOLE Grade L.30 is typi-

cal of STACKPOLE quality.

Made especially for electric trac-

tion motors, their performance

and life under heavy overloads is

truly remarkable.

Send today for our

Catalogue No. 8.

Stackpole
carbon brushes

Stackpole Carbon Company
St. Marys, Penna.

Branch oKcea in thm Principal eitiaa

^\fhe Better Brushes with the LongerJji^ \
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PEREY
Instantaneous

Visible Coin and
Transfer Regis-
tering Devices

PEREY
Passimeters

and

Turnstiles
A complete line of passi-

meters and turnstiles. Spe-

cial attention to car turn-

stiles and fare-collecting

turnstiles for stations.

Fare Registration
Instantaneous !

Automatic!

Visible!

rrn ITH this unique combination of farebox

111 and overhead register, the registering

' mechanism is actuated automatically

by electric current, the instant the fare is

dropped in the box. By this means, the pas-

senger registers his own fare, with no more
effort than the customary act of dropping it in

the farebox. And the registration is visible

as well as audible. There's no longer any

need for the conductor to waste his time and

attention cranking a farebox.

Handles nickels and dimes or
tokens^ or can be adapted to any
combination of coins and tokens.

Can be installed Mrith any modem
type of register now in service.

Full details on request.

SKOCK ABSORBER

Percy Manufacturing Co., Inc., lOl Park Avenue, New York City
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20,000 Cars in U.
J5

Equipped wit!

This meter is of the famous Sangamo mercury type. Its element is simi-j

lar to more than 500,000 other Sangamo D. C. meters now in daily operationj
The car meter is especially designed to withstand the vibration and rough]
usage incidental to electric car and locomotive operation.

The top cyclometer dials record the power consumed by the car motor^
The three lower meter dials are conveniently arranged for use in indicating!

when various equipment inspections should be made.
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% of all Motor Cars-

xonomy Meters
Of these there are

18,000 Inspection-Dial Type

POWER SAVING—Losses of 10 to 25 percent of the total power are recoverable.

This waste can be eliminated by installing ECONOMY Meters and following up

the motormen's individual performances. Statistics from nearly 20,000 ECONOMY
Meters in daily operation (this is about one-quarter of all motor cars in the U. S.) show:

A—10 to 25 per cent total traction energy savings.

B—$100 to $200 per car year saved in energy alone.

C—$20 to $25 total operating cost per meter year including

interest, depreciation, maintenance and clerical work.

D—Or over 100 per cent annual net return on investment.

INSPECTION OF EQUIPMENT—The principle of basing inspections on Kw. H.

consumption or work-done basis, is now generally accepted as being the most efficient

and economical method. Approximately^ 18,000 of the 20,000 ECONOMY meters sold

during the past five years have been of the Inspection Dial type.

Several of the prominent roads using Inspection Dial Meters have made the state-

ment that the investment in ECONOMY Meters is worth while from the inspection

standpoint alone, as the pull-ins and road failures are reduced enough on this scientific

basis of maintenance to more than offset the entire carrying charges of a meter

installation.

Permit us to submit estimates of whatECONOMY Meters will do for your property.

These can be purchased on a rental payment plan which requires a monthly cash

outlay for two years of only about one-third of the value of power saved.

Economy Electric Devices Company
Old Colony Bldg., Chicago

National Railway Appliance Co., New York

L. A. Nott, San Francisco

Burton R. Stare Co., Seattle

Cable Address: Sangamo, Chicago

GENERAL SALES AGENTS;
Sangamo Economy Meter*
Aluminum Field Coils

Economy Track Greaser
Air Rectifier

DISTRICT AGENTS:
Peter Smith Heaters—Woods Fare Boxes

Bemis Boyerized Truck Specialties

Miller Trolley Shoes
Chausse Kerosene Torch

Ludwig Hommel A Co., ' Pittsburgh
Grayson Railway Supply Co., St. Louis
Detroit Railway Supply Co.
Alfred Collyer & Co., Montreal, Quebec
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We cordially invite you to make the Collier

Service Booth your headquarters while at the

Convention of the American Electric Rail-

way Association.

You will find it an ideal meeting place, con-

veniently located near the Meeting Rooms,

where you can take your ease in a quiet, rest-

ful atmosphere— sure of a hearty welcome

at all times.

Telephones and telegraph serince are

provided for your corn-enicnce.
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Create and capitaliz

Suitable styles

for city cars,

interurban lines

and buses

The Last
Word In
Luxurious
Bus Seating
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vorable public opinion

through up-to-date operation

and equipment—comfortable

cars and comfortable seats

HAVORABLE public opinion is of tangible value to electric

railways. Its tangibility is the direct result of increased

I
patronage—and no other factor is quite so important in its

creation as up-to-date equipment—^comfortable cars and comfortable
seats.

The public is constantly demanding better facilities—more com-
fortable transportation.

Your passengers appreciate a comfortable, well-upholstered seat.

They speak well of the cars that are comfortable to ride in.

It is significant yet natural that the best electric railways in the

country are using Hale & Kilburn car seats.

Significant—because such popularity can only exist when sustained

by definite superiority of design and quality.

There is a Hale & Kilburn Seat in a style suitable for city cars

—

safety cars—interurbans and motor buses, that will give maximum
comfort to your passengers and make riding a pleasure.

Hale & Kilburn patented space saving feature gives maximum
capacity without crowding.

HALE-KILBURN COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pa.

SALES OFFICES:

Hale-Kilburn Co., 30 Church St., New York T. C. Coleman & Son. Starks Bldg., Louls-

Hale-Kilburn Co.. McCormick Bids., Chicago viHe

Equipment Sales Corp.. Railway Exch. Bid?., W. L. Jefleries, Jr.. Mutual Bldg., Richmond
St. Louis ,„,,.. W. D. Jenkins, Praetorian Bide, Dallas.

E. A. Thornwell. Candler Bldg.. Atlanta Texas

^'sanF^incUco"''
®°^ Mona4nock Bldg., ^ ^ j^„^„^_ ^^^^^^ g,^ g„„^j„„

Chris Eccles. .320 S. San Pedro St., Los Texas

Angeles H. M. Euler, 46 Front St., Portland, Oregon

Ptafe and CpAT^C
IfCffbjLrrn

^'<BaQg-.<«ay:;>iW»CT»iW—MBJMM^WW—^^Wft^ifc^^i .MUPH .ar-^r^ rfx ^^>l^J^ . fmmmim'rimajSk^ V
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Are you using tokens?

IF
YOU ARE NOW using tokens

or if you contemplate using them,
let us send you our sample card

showing the styles of tokens which are

most popular today.

We first began making tokens in 1820
—104 years ago. Since then we have
made many millions of tokens as well

as medals and planchets. In fact, with-

out meaning to boast, no other private

establishment has facilities equal to

ours for quantity production, prompt
deliveries and coin quality tokens.

We realize that the best insurance

against counterfeit is to use a first-class

token, consequently we spare no efforts

in producing the necessary high

quality die work, as well as in keeping

strictly to gauge tolerances.

Besides tokens, we supply the railway

field with cup drawn admiralty con-

denser tubing as well as uniform
buttons.

May we send you our sample card of

tokens without obligation on your part?

SGOVILL MANUFACTURING GOMPAJSHT
Main Office, Mills and Factories—Waterbury, Conn.

HIGHEST QUALITY — MATERIALS OF PRECISION — QUANTITY PRODUCTION

280 Broadway, New York
224 W. Lake St., Chicago

1213 W. 3rd St., Cleveland

10 High St., Boston

Penna. BIdg., Philadelphia

McGlawn-Bowen BIdg., Atlanta

Established 1802

»OVILL
CTURING COMPANY

Pacific Coast Sales Agents:

Engle-Reid Co.

149 California Street,

San Francisco

Terminal Sales BIdg.,

Los Angeles

Member, Copper and Brass Research Association
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Instantaneous

Visible and Audible

Automatic-Registration

i(rj.f
It's Now Here"

AFTER the introduction of the P-A-Y-E car

- the Transportation committees at our Na-
tional Conventions were vitally interested in the

most proper method for collecting fares, this was

a principal topic. It was thought by the committee

representatives that an automatic and instantane-

ous registration of the fare direct from the passen-

ger's hand was most desired. Later this same

problem confronted the committees in planning

one-man car operation; with the desirability to

reduce to a minimum the car operator's work.

We have striven most arduously to meet this de-

mand ; with a result which we feel deserves your

attention and confidence. Accordingly, we invite

you to visit with us Booth Nos. 338-340, Young's

Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City, October 6-10.

JOHNSON FARE BOX COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL.
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HIGHLY EFFECTIVE LONG LIFE TROUBLE PROOF

Ato Burnouts—
No Electrical,

No Mechanical
Breakdowns

Efficient—
All the Heat
Is Utilized

to Heat the Car I

One Element Truss Plank Heater. No. 101

The Ne'w Improved

Utility Electric Car Heaters
Approved by National Board oE Fire Underivriters

Utility Chromaloz Strip Heater I

THE Utility Chromalox Strip Heater used in
the new improved Utility Electric Car Heat-

ers is practically indestructible. The heating
element and terminal are built to stand the
gaff of railway service.

The element of Nickel Chromium is imbedded
edgewise and then compacted under hydraulic
pressure in a highly refractory material. This
is then enclosed in a rust resisting iron with
no open ends or frayed mica to break off or
collect moisture.

The strip heater is next fired in a furnace at a
higher temperature than is ever met with in
actual use to vitrify the refractory material.
The result is a solid, substantial strip heater
which will defy injury from overloads, vibra-
tion, dirt, dust or moisture.

The elements are ground tested at 1100 volts.

They can be operated at 1400 degrees F. with-
out danger to the element or the terminals.

The Utility Chromalox Strip
Heater will withstand variation
in voltage.

CoinA>rt

Utility

Heaters
Regulatory

Ventilatois

Utility Chromalox Strip Heaters
fit all heater cases and may be
purchased separately from the
heater cases.

Maintain uniform car tempera-
ture and car comfort with Utility
Heaters, Regulators and Venti-
lators.

Utility Strip Heaters come in
any voltage and wattage as spe-
cified.

Give us a call at

504 or write for

Showing Strip Heater in Case and Air Duct of Heater Case

THE entirely new and different design of the
Utility Electric Car Heater gives the maxi-

mum heat in the car on a minimum input of

electrical energy.
The strip heater is mounted or suspended in the heater
case against a ventilating deflector. A ventilating air duct
separates the back of this deflector
from the back of the heater case.

This method of mounting permits
a free circulation of air around the
strip heater. Whatever heat escapes
through the back of the deflector
is utilized and carried back into
the car by means of the air duct.

Not only does this combination in-
crease the efficiency of the heater,
but it does away with the necessity
of extra fire-resisting material be-
ing placed between the heater and
the combustible portion of the car
body to which it is applied.

The cross seat heater is man-
ufactured with a solid baffle

on the top, so that it is not re-
quired to add sheet metal under
the seat cushions to prevent the
heat pocketing at that point.

Oi-er 4.000 Utility Chromalox Strip
Heaters are in car heating service
today, some of them for a year or
more. We have not had to replace
or make good a single one of the
heaters. Utility 2-Element

Vestibule Heater
No. 106

Booths 502 and
full information

RAILWAY UTILITY CO., 141 to 151 w. 22nd St., CHICAGO
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See our exhibit

at the Convention
SPACE 537

RI I Double Register, arranged for

cord, rod or electric operation. Con-
sists of two RIO registers in one cctse,

with fare indicator to show which kind
of fare was rung last. A new feature
is the bottom resetting knob, which
resets both sides at once. One bell

is brass and the other steel, so the tones
are different.

Modern Cash Accounting
with International Registers

A system of fare registration that causes the
least drag on the operator, that has the confi-

dence of both car men and accounting depart-
ment, and creates a favorable impression on the
public, is the natural result of concentrating for

more than thirty years on the production of fare

registers. Detail refinements and improvements
in operating features have constantly been made,
until International has become synonymous
with "the standard" for this type of equipment.

The International Register Co.
15 South Throop St., Chicago, 111.

BI2 Electric Back for R\\
Double Register. Sole-

noids operating on from
350 to 600 colls, each pro-

aided with separate foot

switch, actuate the face and
transfer registers separately

F\ I International Foot
Switch. A feature of this

switch is the construction

which causes the contact to

be closed and immediately
opened, regardless of how
long the pedal may be de-

pressed. Separate switches

are required for fare and
transfer register, and double

equipment for double end
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Correct

Merchandising

Methods

Applied to the sale

of electric railway

transportation

Ohmer Fare Registers indicate, record and print the details

of each transaction quickly, accurately, permanently.

They operate in accordance with the most approved prin-

ciples of retail merchandising, and are the only means by

which the sale of transportation can be placed on a correct

business basis.

Ohmer Fare Registers are made for all types of electric rail-

way cars and motor buses. Write to us.

We also manufacture Ohmer Fare Boxes, Ohmer Printing Taxi-

meters, Atco and Atcograph Taximeters, Ohmer Truck Auditors,

Ohmer Hub Odometers, Ohmer Dashometers, and Ohmer
Recordografs.

We cordially invite you to our convention exhibit, sections 568-570

OHMER FARE REGISTER COMPANY
Dajrton, Ohio, U. S. A.
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Winter Comes ,

in Detroit!

GOLD'S
Electric Heaters

will warm the cars

on this 3-car articulated train

A.nd they have man-sized winters in Detroit, too!

Like other well informed, and experienced oper-

ators, the officials of the Detroit municipal system

specified Gold's Electric Car Heaters for this un-

usual train— the latest thing in electric railway

rolling stock.

Other notable installations of Gold's Heaters are

found in New York City and in Brooklyn, as well

as on the New York Central and Long Island Rail-

road's electrified lines and have been ordered for

the Baltimore & Ohio R.R.'s new cars for their

Staten Island Electrification.

We manufacture all types of heaters and ther-

mostatic control adapted for every class of railway

service from trackless trolley to railroad car; also

for waiting rooms, etc.

GOLD CAR HEATING & LIGHTING
COMPANY

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Ten Years of Service has proved
t

and Weatherstrip

to be practical, rugged, modern and economical

ASK THE USER
Today's service requirements demand that every cent you invest in

equipment should be wisely spent. The superiority of Rex Metal Sash

and Weatherstrip, over ordinary wood sash, has been undeniably proven

for electric traction service under all conditions of traffic and in all

climates. ASK THE USER.

Strict modern specifications should include Rex Metal Sash for its

great saving in maintenance. Rex Sash, being all metal (non-corrosive),

does not swell, warp or crack—needs no re-painting. A car never

goes to the shop for Sash repairs when Rex equipped.

There is the fireproof feature to consider and the greater light area, with

Rex. Passengers appreciate the ease with which windows are raised

and lowered. It is well known that the car, better equipped, builds

revenue—Rex Sash does its share, to a profitable degree, in increasing

revenue. ASK THE USER.

Electric traction companiei and Car Builder* appreciate
Rex economy and service value. Why not get details ?

Some prominent users of Rex equipment
Baltimore A Ohio R. R. Co.
Boston Elevated
Chicago, Burlington A Qulncy R. R.

Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee R. R.
Chicago Rapid Transit Co.
Cleveland Railway

Indiana Service Corp.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co.
New Orleans Public Service

New York Municipal Railway
Northern Ohio Traction Lines
Pacific Electric Co.

I

I

The Curtain Supply Company
Factory, Elkhart, Ind.

CHICAGO
355 W. Ontario St.

NEW YORK
50 Church St.



Light Weight Noiseless Electric Street Car Company
1745 Illinois Merchants Bank Building

CHICAGO

Manufacturers of Electric Street Cars
Shops at St. Paul, Minn.

Cars of Your Design and Specifications. Send us your Specifications.

Light Weight Noiseless Cars of our Design and Specifications

Now completing the construction of Fifty Cars for One-Man, Two-Man or Two
Car Train Units for Chicago Surface Lines under the Design and Specifications of the

Chicago Surface Lines and Board of Supervising Engineers.

LIGHT WEIGHT NOISELESS ONE-MAN TWO-MAN CAR
22,000 to 24,000 Pounds Complete, Length 36 ft., Seats 43

Light Weight Car on W. J. Smith Noiseless Light Weight Trucks equipped with

Hyatt Roller Bearings and Concentric Clasp Axle Drum Brakes provides Faster Ac-

celeration, Faster and More Coasting, Faster and More Comfortable Braking, resulting

in Faster Schedules, with greatly reduced Power Consumption and Less Automobile

Interference.

WBHWBHWBHW 1^ IrHBlr yi
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ONE-MAN TWO-MAN LIGHT WEIGHT CAR OF TWO CAR TRAIN UNIT
26,000 to 28,000 Pounds Complete, Length 46 ft., Seats 48

POWER CONSUMPTION TESTS OF CAR No. 2003 AS SINGLE CAR UNIT
Standard Weight Light Weight

K. W. H. PER CAR MILE P.T.Car U.T.Car

Under Similar ACTUAL SERVICE CONDITIONS 3.57 2.00

Schedule Speed in Miles Per Hour .. 10. 27 10. 27

K. W. H. PER CAR MILE
Under TEST CONDITIONS each car carrying a load

equivalent to 58 Passengers .-. 3.71 2.35

Average Speed in Miles Per Hour 15.7 16.6

Net Result:
Light Weight Car Makes 10.3% Faster Schedule with 36.7% saving in Power.

Per Cent
Saving

43 . 9%

36.7%,
10.3%



Light Weight Noiseless Electric Street Car Company
The Modern Light Weight Noiseless Truck

W. J. SMITH No. 12 TRUCK
Weight Complete Without Motors, 4,000 Lb.

MODERN LIGHT WEIGHT NOISELESS TRUCK, Easy Riding, Compact,
Strong, Heat Treated, Equipped with Hyatt Roller Bearings and Concentric Clasp
Axle Drum Brakes.

HYATT ROLLER BEARINGS reduce power required for starting and greatly

improve coasting while the Concentric Clasp Axle Drum Brakes provide fast,

efficient, comfortable and noiseless braking, making possible more coasting w ith greatest

safety and power economy.

The reduction in weight is obtained in the compactness of the truck and simplicity

of design and not in sacrificing the strength of any of the truck members.

/WLK MOUNTING OF INSIDE JOURNALS
Equipped with Hyatt Roller Bearings and W. J. Smith

Concentric Clasp Axle Drum Brake

Large saving in wheel mileage, brake shoes, and car service labor for brake adjust-

ment and inspection.

Manufactured and Sold by

LIGHT WEIGHT NOISELESS ELECTRIC STREET CAR COMPANY
1745 Illinois Merchants Bank Building

CHICAGO
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Typical journal box equipped with Hyatt roller bearings

Cutting Operating Costs

1
N the journal boxes of your cars lies an opportunity

to lower operating costs.

Power losses and destructive wear due to rubbing fric-

tion are items of waste that can now be removed.

The development of Hyatt roller bearings for railway

journals opens a definite road to more economical and
dependable operation.

These bearings eliminate plain bearing friction and
provide strength and durability at the points where
they are most needed.

The Hyatt engineers are prepared to work with you in

studying the application of these bearings to your rolling

stock, entirely without obligation.

The Hyatt railway bearing

—

carries standard rated loads
within standard truck dinien>

The Hyatt roller hearing exhibit during the A. E. R. A.
convention will he at hooth 614-

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

sions.

HYATT ROLLER BEARINGS FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAY CARS
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PRECISION
ROLLER BEARINGS

For the Heavy Loads and Hard Service

of Electric Railway Operation
These heavy-duty bearings— manufactured to unequaled standards of pre-

cision— afford, by their design and specially treated materials, the maximum
of serviceability under the conditions which electric railway service imposes—
conditions involving heavy loads, temporary overloads, shock, jar and vibration.

They offer, to manufacturers

and users of electric railway

equipment, new opportuni-

ties for reduced maintenance

costs and improved service.

Our engineers will welcome

an opportunity to work "^ '

with yours, in applying
—~"

these high-duty, high-pre- _

cision bearings to your
equipment with a view to

realizing in highest degree

the advantages and econo-

mies which follow the adop-

tion of anti-friction bear-

ings of proved dependa-

bility.

NVRMil- HVPPMiINN
BKARlNfil CVKPVKilTIVN
fln.bl. flv»r>u« Lvnq UUnd Ctiv N«wWrh
PRECISION B/IU-.R^LLER AND THRUST BEflRINCS,
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"Good enough to

install and forget!''

That's what experienced

operators say of

SAMSON SPOT
TROLLEY CORD

For Samson Spot outlasts ordinary trolley cords many
times. The quality of the stock from which it is made,
its firm, smooth braid, and thorough waterproofing

combine to make a cord which will remain supple under
all conditions, which will not swell or shrink, and
which possesses unusual resistance to abrasion.

The colored spots are our trademark. They have
nothing to do with the quality of Samson Cord but
they serve as an unmistakable safeguard in buying. It

pays to make sure.

SAMSON BELL AND REGISTER CORD
Made from the same extra quality stock with the same
smooth finish and uniformity. A real long life cord for the

* tough jobs of bell and register operation. Drab, mahogany
and white—with wire center if desired.

Send for samples and full particulars.

Samson Cordage Works
Boston,

Mass.
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The Kalamazoo virgin

metal Trolley Wheel
"Modernization" means the utilization

oi all that has been demonstrated by

experience and research to be advan-

tageous. It has been this policy of

"modernization," practiced by
America's electric railways, which has

made the Star Brass Worlds the largest

exclusive maker of trolley wheels and

harps in the world.

Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels and Harps
are in use on a majority of electric

roads of this country because they in-

sure long mileage without wear on the

wire; are perfectly balanced for easy

running and freedom from slippage;

and form the ideal current collector

from the standpoint of both long life

and efficient service.

Only virgin metal—pure lake copper

—

goes into Kalamazoo Wheels. Remov-
ing one cotter pin from the Kalamazoo
Harp permits wheel to be removed and

a new one replaced.

Free Catalog will be mailed on request.

Star Brass Works
Kalamazoo, Mich.

KALAMAZOO
Trolley Wheels and Harps
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H-B UFE GUARDS
Manufactured by

THE CONSOLIDATED CAR FENDER CO.

ARE MADE RIGHT
and have proved their EFFICIENCY
and RELIABILITY for many years

in actual service on street railways.

DONT BE SATISFIED
to accept a substitute or something

offered you as being "just as good."

Cars equipped with H-B LIFE GUARDS insure' the! (public

against accidents and the railways against damage claims.

Stick to the guard which you KNOW will not fail in an
emergency.

SPECIFY
^^H-B Life Guards to be Manufactured

by The Consolidated Car Fender Co/^

Wendell & MacDuffie Co., 110 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

General Sales Agents
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STANDARD STEEL

WHEREVER car parts
are subjected to an

unusually severe load, there
you will find use for Stand-
ard Quality Products.

Wheels, Armature Shafts
and Axles, for example, are
subject to such strain in

service that many roads in-

sist on Standard Steel Works
manufacture.

They know that any differ-

ence in the first cost is more
than made up by a differ-

ence in safety and mainte-
nance. The "Standard"
brand is positive assurance
of eventual economy.

Sta;ndard^ Steel
Works Company
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
BRANCH OFFICES

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS BOSTON
NEW YORK ST. PAUL, MINN.
HOUSTON, TEXAS PITTSBURGH, PA.
PORTLAND. ORE. LOS ANGELES, CAL.
RICHMOND, VA. MEXICO CITY, MEX.

WORKS: BURNHAM, PA.

i

%

4
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STANDARD
STEEL
The Standard Steel Works Company has a

reputation which it can trace back for 129

years.

It is natural, therefore, that each department
should realize the importance of cooperating
to uphold this reputation. Every product is

carefully watched through every stage of

manufacture. This is our assurance that, in

buying Standard Steel Works Armature
Shafts, Axles or Wheels, you obtain the best

wheel, shaft or axle on the market.

Standard Steel Works
Company

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
BRANCH OFFICES

NEW YORK PORTLAND, ORE.
ST. LOUIS RICHMOND, VA.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
HOUSTON, TEXAS BOSTON

ST. PAUL, MINN.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
LOS ANGELES, CAU
MEXICO CITY, MEX.

WORKS: BURNHAM, PA.
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Modernization

Columbia
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et Columbia do it

Door and Step Mechanisms
Air Brake Handles

(brass and malleable iron)

Controller Handles
(All types operating and reversing)

Signal Bells

Door Truck and Sheaves

Platform Gongs
Controller Parts and Handles

Trolley Wheels, Poles, and Harps

Destination Signs (Steel)

"Nevasplit" Headlining

Grid Resistors

Armatures and Armature Parts

Commutators (all types)

Field Coils

Brush-holders and Brush-holder Springs

Truck Parts

Brake Rigging, Forgings, etc.

Bearings (Axle and Armature)

Castings in Aluminum ; Brass

;

Bronze; Cast Steel; Grey Iron;

Malleable Iron; White Metal and Zinc

Brake, Door and other Handles

Car Trimmings

Forgings of all Kinds

Gear Cases (steel or malleable iron)

Third-rail Shoe Beams and Accessories

Babbitting Molds

Banding and Heading Machines

Car Hoists and Replacers

Coil Taping Machines for Armature Leads

Coil Winding Machines

Pinion Pullers

Pit Jacks

Signal or Target Switches

Tension Stands

Columbia Machine Works
3313 ATLANTIC AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

service of construction and conservation
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GRIFFIN

F. C. S.

WHEELS
From the standpoint of both

Economy and Safety the

CHILLED IRON WHEEL is

the ideal wheel for all classes

of service.

LOW COST
MAXIMUM
MILEAGE

All Foundrie* equipped for turning

axles, boring and mounting wheels.

GRIFFIN WHEEL COMPANY
410 N. Michisran Ave. Chicago, 111.

FOUNDRIES:

Chicago Detroit Denver St. Paul Boston

Tacoma Kansas City Los Angeles Council Bluffs
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^^1^

A. E. R, A.
Standard Patterns

Brake Heads
Brake Shoes

BrakeShoeKeys
Reinforced Diamond "S" Brake Shoe

Best Type
SAFETY EFFICIENCY ECONOMY
Mannfactnred and gold under U. S. Patent and Registered Trade Mark

Visit Our Exhibit

At Booth 416

§^s§"Sj;S;S5«55:5;j:Si2s

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company
30 Church St., New York PLANTS: 332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Mahwah, N. J.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Norwood, Mass.
Baltimore, Md.

PLANTS

:

Portsmouth, Va. Minneapolis, Minn.

Chicago, 111. St. Louis, Mo.
Burnside, 111. Chattanooga, Tenn.

Melrose Park, III. Denver, Colo.

Kansas City, Mo.

Houston, Texas
San Francisco, Calif.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Lancaster, N. Y.
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fyou called a conventicMr

When you once set it up it iitayii upl The powerful
spring equipped split-clamp device which take*
trie place of the old-fashioned lock-nut idea*
holds with an unshakable grip. Yet it takes only
a small monkey wrench and a moment's time to
tifhten it up. Like all other Boyerixed equip-
ment. McArthur Turnbuckles hare an unusually
lone weartnic life. TRY THEMI
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£ last yearJs car parts /
UPPOSE you could summon all the truck and brake parts,

you have installed during the last year, into your office

today.

From cars on the road, from repair shop and scrap heap they'd

come—no small army in point of numbers. But what about

their "fighting trim"?

How many would you find still strong and ready to force the

hard grind of service ? And how many would be bent and worn
beyond redeem?

Maybe some would be BOYERIZED—then you'd notice the

diff^erence. For these little fellows would stand out—polished,

dead true, hard as glass. Their tough, glassy, armor plate

surface would show no sign of wear, for the BOYERIZED
process makes brake and truck parts outlast other steel not one,

but three to four timesl

Such a convention would pass only one resolution

—

BOYERIZE
Here is the BOYERIZED Line

Brake Pins
Brake Hangers
Br^ke Levers
Brake Fulcrums
Center Bearings
Bronze Bearings
Side Bearings
Bushings
Manganese Brake Heads
Manganese Truck Parts

Bolster and Transom Chafing Plates

Pedestal Gibs
Spring Posts
Spring Post Bushings

Let us quote on your requirements

Bemis Car Truck Company
Electric Railway Supplies

Springfield, Mass.

Representatives :

Economy Electric Devices Co., Old Colony Bldg.. Chicago, 111.

F. F. Bodler, 903 Monadnock Bldg.. San Francisco, Gal.

W. F. McKenney, 64 First Street. Portland, Ore.

J. H. Denton. 1328 Broadway. New York aty. N. T.

A. W. Arlin. 772 Paoiflc Electric Bldg.. Los Angeles. C»l.
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The Merits of the ^

One Piece Drawn Steel Seamless Gear Case ^

Over Malleable Iron I '

are principally

Lower First Cost, Less Weight

and Material Better Adapted for the Purpose

The price and weight, on the average, are about one-third less

than malleable iron.

Light weight saves power to haul, labor to handle and requires

less inspection to keep gear cases tight on the motor. Gear case

bolts loosen readily with heavy malleable iron cases.

Deep drawing sheet steel specially heat treated adapts itself

better than malleable iron to the service of a gear case.

Repairs are less expensive as steel is more cheaply welded and
riveted.

Drawn steel being tough and flexible is not so liable to serious

breakage.
Malleable iron offers a rigid resistance to obstacles on the

roadbed oftentimes smashing the case or otherwise endangering
motor housing or even inviting car derailment.

The butt joints at the split of the halves of malleable iron

cases allow dust to enter and grease to escape, whereas the over-

lapping joints of drawn steel cases prevent either.

Twenty-five years of experience and study have evolved the present high
standard of Chillingworth gear cases, which combine both the merits of sheet

steel with malleable iron by using a tough flexible seamless steel housing
with strong and rigid malleable iron supports.

A recent comparative vibration test of all makes of gear cases available

proved the superiority of the Chillingworth one piece gear case.

CHILLINGWORTH MANUFACTURING CO.
Said in Canada . /^'j. KT 1 ^''^ '" England

by: Railway Ab Power Eng. Corp. JGTSGy K^llYf IN* J. by: Croydon Engineering Co.
Toronto—Montreal—Winnipeg. Croydon

iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

J
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CARNEGIE
Wrought Steel

WHEELS
The imprint of the name ^Carnegie'

on wheels represents years of effort

to give wheel users a reliable product.

That this effort has been rewarded

is evidenced by the excellent service

Carnegie Wheels are rendering

wherever they are in use.

Look us up at the A. E. R. A.

Atlantic City, October 6-10

Space 418

CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES—CARNEGIE BUILDING

434 FIFTH AVENUE

PITTSBURGH, PA.
1690
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CHILLEDMM

for railway
and

street car

service

Capacity

20,000aday

25,000,000
in service

Sayrr. P«.
Brrwick. Pa.
AlhanT
Toronto
New GlasKOW, N. S.

MRdUon, III.

Illlnllnclon. W. Vh.
Wllmlnttnn, I>»1.

lloURtnn. Tex.
Hnnnlhal. Mn.
Rpadlnc. Pa.
RnUImnre
Rlrhmond. Va.
Ft. William*. Ont.
^t. Thomas
nnmllton
Ramnpo, X. T.
Mamhnll. Trr.
T o* Anrelrn
Connrll Rlnir*
WInnlpnc. >lan.

American Railway Association
Standards

BflO Ih. whrel for BO.OOfl rnpnHtr Cnn
700 lb. whefl for 80.000 r«pnrltT Cars

7S0 lb. whe«l for lOO.OOO TaparllT Car*

<«0 lb. wheri for 140,000 Capnrlty Oar-

The Standard Wheel
for Seventy-Three Years

ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS
OF CHILLED CAR WHEELS

1847 McCormick Bide- Chicago



Sister .steamers, S. S. Greater
Detroit and Greater Buffalo.
lartrcst lake steamprs afloat;
Haskelitu used exclusively.

H
The Leviathan, largest pas-
tfiig'cr snip atloat; carlojuis
of Haskelite used in its con-
struction.



Young-stown and Sub-
urban Ry.. operated
by Day & Zimmer-
man, Inc., use Haskel-
ite roofs and Plymetl
side panels, without
headlinings 'or side
lininirs.

Chioapo Surface Lines are operalinfr
45 cars of tliis type with Haskelitc
roofH and hcadlining'sand bulkhead**:
100 other cars are under construc-
tion tuin? Haskclite products.

Roofs—5/1 6-in. Haskelite replaces 9/16-in. T&G
poplar, saving 135 pounds.

Headlinings

—

3/16-in. Haskelite replaces ^<t-in. pulp-

board, saving 75 pounds.

Waist linings

—

3/l6-in. Haskelite replaces 5/I6-in.

pulpboard, saving 50 pounds.

Exterior panels—5/16-in. EVE Plymetl replaces 14 ga.

steel, saving 170 pounds.

Sub-flooring—J^-in. Haskelite replaces I3/16-in. fir,

saving 200 pounds.

Total saving 620 pounds.

Represents an annual saving in operating expense of

$37.20. An improvement in strength accomplished with

each replacement.

Illinois Valley Traction Co., Ufl»« Haskel-
ite roofs ami headlinings.



Moreland Motor
Truck To. buses
with H a s k e 1 i t (•

roofs and Plymi-ti
eide imiifls.

G. C. Kuhlman Co. bus with Haskolite roofs
and Flymetl side panels; no inner linings.

Haskelite roofs and floors can be fur-

nished in one piece. Plymetl side panels

armor the sides against blows. They
weigh less than 10 gage steel, reduce

vibration, rumbling and insulate the body

in cold weather.

International
til Haskelite

'^'^^,

iJLVUN

"'f-f
iniiip^ Yellow Coach Mfg. Co.

dou'Jie d(>< k semi-enclosed
bus. The main roof is one
piece of Haskelite ^3 feet

Ions and 04 inches wide.
Note the ab.sence of trans-
ver---r members, increasinir
hcailrooni '.^ '-j inches.



nOWand WHERE
prominent companies are using

HASKELITE amiPLYMETL
/->=

OPERATING COMPANIES

Chicago, North Shore and Milwaukee
Electric Railway'—Haskelite Headliii-

ings and Interior Linings.

Chicago Surface Lineis—Haskelite Roofs
and Bulkheads.

Milwaukee Electric Railway and
Light Co.—Haskelite Headlinings.

Pittsburgh Railways—Haskelite Head-
linings, Interior Linings and Bulletin

Boards.
Illinois Traction System— Haskelite

Roofs, Floors and Truss Planking.

Indianapolis Street Railway Co.—
Haskelite Headlinings, Plymetl Vestibule

Linings.

Interstate Public Service Co., (Indian-
apolis)—Haskelite Headlinings.

Columbus Railway and Light Co.—
Haskelite Headlinings.

Denver Tramway's—Haskelite for Side

Panels and Front and Rear Letterhoards.

Cataluna Railway, (Barcelona, Spain)—
Haskelite Roofs, Plymetl Sides.

CiT\' OF Detroit, (Municipal Railways)—
Haskelite Roofs.

YOUNGSTOWN and SUBURBAN RAILWAY

—

Haskelite Roofs Without Headlinings,
Plymetl Sides.

Indianapolis and Cinctnnati Traction
Co.—Haskelite Interior Trim.

Indiana, Columbus and Eastern Trac-
tion Co.—Haskelite Roofs and Head-
linings.

Columbus Newark and Zanesvili.e Elec-
tric Ry.—Haskelite Roofs and Plymetl
Sides.

Indiana Service Corporation— Plymetl
Subflooring.

CAR BUILDERS

Cincinnati Car Co., Cincinnati, O.
St. Louis Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.
G. C. KuHLMAN Car Co., Cleveland, O.

American Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Osgood-Bradley' Co., Worcester, Mass.

Wason Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.

J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Ottawa Mfg. Co., Ottawa, Canada
McGuire-Cummings Co., Chicago, 111.

Pressed Steel Car Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

BUS BODY BUILDERS

Eckland Bros. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Fifth Avenue Coach Co., New York, N. Y.

Garford Motor Truck Co., Lima, O.

Hoover Body Co., York, Pa.

G. C. KuHLMAN Co., Cleveland, O.
Mack International Motor Truck Co.,

New York, N. Y.

McGuiRE-CuMMiNcs Co., Chicago, III.

McKay Carriage Co., Grove City, Pa.
F. McKinnon Mfg. Co., Wisconsin

Rapids, Wisa
Morei.and Motor Truck Co., Los

Angeles, Cal.

Yellow Coach Mfg. Co., Chicago, III.

At Atlantic City

The use of Haskelite and Plymetl in street car and bus body
building is a complete success as attested by the experience of
hundreds of builders and operators for a number of years.
Every detail of their application has been thoroughly worked
out. Complete engineering and contruclion data and numerous
blue prints are available to you in our Ixmklet, a copy of which
we will gladly send you on request. Our Engineering Depart-
ment is ready at all times to cooperate with you in the produc-
tion of superior passenger vehicles.

HASKELITE
CHICAGO Booths 634 and 636
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"canned experience"
That old saying about experience being the best teacher is absolutely sound

in one sense. But most of us recite it without thinking that experience may
be of various sorts

—

the experience of other men as well as our own, "canned

experience," if you please, ready for use. Just open and serve yourself!

Why not take advantage of the experience of other men as far as we can

and save not only years of time but many expensive lessons?

Do you know how much of the world's best research in the electric railway

field is contained in

McGRAW-HILL BOOKS?
That single fact or table may be worth many times the price of the book

to you.
Examine any of the books described below for ten days FREE

Just fill in and mail the coupon

Maltbie

—

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF PUBLIC
UTILITY VALUATION
200 pages, SVa x 8, $2.00 net, postpaid.

A discussion of the principal points in the theory and
practice of public utility valuation, presented in a clear,

nontechnical way.

Lyndon

—

RATE-MAKING FOR PUBUC UTILITIES

209 pages, 5^ x 8, $2.00 net, postpaid.

A book desismed to clear up the confusion raised by the

numerou" court decisions and rulings on the various

problem? entering into the regulation of public uUUtles.

Rlggs—
DEPRECIATION OF PUBLIC UTILITY
PROPERTIES
211 pages, SVi x 8, $2.00 net, postpaid.

A sound and Impartial discussion of the problems enter-

ing into the regulation of the finances ol public utilities.

Holslag—
ARC WELDING HANDBOOK
243 pages, pocket size, flexible, illustrated, $2.00 net,

postpaid.

A complete working manual for welding operators and
those who supervise welding jobs. Also an adequate
reference guide for all concerned in any way with the

use of arc welding.

STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
Fifth Edition, completely revised and enlarged, 2100

pages, flexible, thumb-indexed, illustrated, $6.00 net,

postpaid.

This widely-known encyclopedia of electrical engineering

embodies the latest developments and data. It covers
every branch of modem electrical engineering.

Jackson and McGrath

—

STREET RAILWAY FARES
169 pages, 6x9, fully illustrated, $2.50 net, postpaid.

Presents the data collected and conclusions reached in a
research on electric railway traffic and fares, performed
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology over a
period of many years.

Buck

—

THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
376 pages, 6x9, fully illustrated, $4.00 net, postpaid.

Covers the underlying principles of electric railway design

and operation, laying emphasis on the fundamentals.

Harding

—

ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING
Second Edition, 416 pages, 6x9, illustrated, $4.00 net,

postpaid.

A modem book on both theory and practice. Covers the

principles of train operation, power generation and dis-

tribution, equipment and types of systems.

Jackson

—

ELECTRIC CAR MAINTENANCE
275 pages, 6x9, illustrated, $3.00 net, postpaid.

A book of practical methods, giving hundreds of short

cuts, labor-saving methods and useful suggestions for

shop men.

King

—

RAILWAY SIGNALING
369 pages, 6x9, 349 illustrations, $4.00 net, postpaid.

Describes fully the construction. Installation, operation

and maintenance of signaling equipment, and presents a

thorough discussion of principles.

Marks

—

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS' HANDBOOK—
1924 Edition.

Second Edition, 2000 pages, 4% x 7, flexible, illus-

trated, $6.00 net, postpaid.

Gives complete, authoritative and up-to-the-minute in-

formation on every phase of mechanical engineering.

Having it means having the very latest data—detaus,

formul.is, equations, principles—the last word on practi-

cally every mechanical engineering point that comes up.

Allen—
RAILROAD CURVES AND EARTHWORK
Sixth Edition, fully revised, 527 pages, flexible binding,

pocket size, $4.00 net, postpaid.

The standard railroad field book. Distinctive for fullness

and completeness of tables, mathematical clearness and

up-to-date less of text and for excellence of typography

and other details of manufacture.

»p!SS)S*i-

McGraw = Hill
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
Mc<Jraw-HiU Book Company, Inc. 370 Seventh Ave., New York.
Tou may send me on 10 days' approval

—

I agree to pay for the books or return them postpaid within 10
days of receipt.

Member A.I.E.E.' or A.E.R.A.t

Subscriber to Electric Railway Journal?

Signed • •• •

(Please print)

Address •

Official Position

Name ol Company
(Books sent on approval to retail purchasers in U. S. and Canada

only.) E. 9-27-24
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Consolidated Car Heating Company
Albany, New York

New York, N. Y. Chicago, III.

C§3

.IDATED
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Bimey Safety Cars.

'Universal" Double-Truck,
One-Man, Two-Man Cars.

Standard City Cars.

Light, Medium and Heavy Inter

urban Cars.

Trackless Trollicars.

Self-Propelled Rail Cars.

«#,

5t. Louis
St. Louis,

T/fe Birthplace.
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nodern s1a.r\da^(l

thmk

arCo.
lo.

>rtheSafety Oar"

Trucks.

Forgings and Castings.

Platform Brakes.

Car Seats.

Rattan for Repairs.

Metal Trimmings.

Steel Bus Bodies.
,

Booth No, 624 at the A, E. R. A, Convention,

Atlantic City
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NOARK

Side control panel of BMT Sub-

way Cars showing Noark Fuse

Equipment and push button con*

trol for door operation.
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the dependable fuse

for electric railways

TRAVERSING the Brooklyn^Man-

hattan Transit Lines hundreds of

trains are in constant operation—twenty

four hours a day, every day in the year—

carrying the shuttling sw^arms of Brooklyn

and Manhattan.

In the operation of doors—-air pumps,

heaters, auxiliary lights, etc.—the depend"

able service of fuses is vitally important.

For all such important service over the

entire systemNOARK Fuses are approved

and largely specified by BMT engineers.

Uniform characteristics— safe, depend^

able service—these are reasonswhy electric

traction companies are standardizingon the

use ofNOARK Fuses—the fuses that blow

"on the dot".

There is a NOARK Fuse for every railway requirement

—Indicating, non-Indicating and Renewable types.

J-P
has the ability

and capacity

to serve you
in Nine way$

1

2

NOARK FuMt

NOARK FuK Clipi and
Baxs

3
NOARK Service and Sub*
way Boxes

4
AU-SAFESwitchM

ms
NOARK UnivertalServict

Entrance Switches

96
Railway and mine matet*

ialihangers,insuUton,etc*

7
J.P molding service-

tract ba*is

The Johns'Pratt Company @8
TRADE MARK

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Division of Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Company

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Export Department, 30 Church Street, New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

VuiCABESTON Paddnf
—fheet. rope, braided

TRADB UARK

^^ J-P molded radio parti-*J-P molded radio partt-^

from Mock

mEC.U.S.PAT.OFF.
BBO.U.S.PAT.OFF.
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More-Jones Quality Products are used by
many of the most modern traction systems

To produce the kind of equipment that is demanded by expand-
ing traction systems and increasing service requirements, it is

necessary first to be thoroughly acquainted with the detailed ope-

ration of street cars. To this end, our engineers, long ago, lent

their effort, and being backed by an organization of unusual
resources it was only natural for More-Jones to develop equip-

ment whose adaptability for large and small traction require-

ments was soon fully determined. Actual usage has proven that

More-Jones quality products have very decided advantages both
from a maintenance and service standpoint. It simply means,
that you can come here with safety for babbitt, axle and arma-
ture bearings and trolley wheels,—that an invesmient in these

products is one that pays in service returns.

i

V-K oilless trolley

wheels and non-
arcing harps

M-J Armature
babbitt

"Tiger" bronze
axles and arm-
ature bearings

Perfect lubrication plus maximum conductivity. That's the

combination that makes V-K Oilless Trolley Wheels lowest

in ultimate cost and highest in net efficiency. It's properly

balanced and mechanically perfect in finish. The metal from
which it is made is especially tough, yet not too hard. This
means greater mileage. The patented oilless graphite and
bronze gauze bushing is non-insulating, heat proof, long lived

and easily interchangeable.

More-Jones experts, with SO years of experience to guide

them, compounded this excellent babbitt for the railway

field exclusively. It is pure tin, copper, antimony and

metallic nickel, alloyed to the highest degree of practical

utility—there is not a trace of lead in it. Specify M-J for

armature bearing service.

The exceptional toughness and anti-frictional qualities of

"Tiger" Bronze insures great strength and a very slow

and even rate of wear. These qualities result in a perfect

bearing alignment and greater mileage. "Tiger" Bronze

will save its cost many times over eyery year.

Uniformity and dependability assure satisfaction with each other

MORE-JONES BRASS & METAL GO.
St. Louis, Mo.
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Earliest

electric railway cars had
trolley wheel contacts

Little copper wheels were good

enough in those days of slow speed,

small current drafts, and infrequent

headways. And the experts were

too busy debating the relative merits

of the rival electric systems—^Thomp-

son-Houston vs. Sprague—to pay

attention to details which appeared

comparatively unimportant.

Years passed I Electric cars waxed big

in size, in speed and in number. Until

the modern trolley shoe was developed,

the only alternative for inefficient

trolley wheels had been the pantagraph,

applicable only with specially constructed

catenary lines.

\

Dozens of roads have'now discarded the trolley wheels!
But the Miller Trolley Shoe came on

the scene about seven years ago. Today
it meets modern requirements on most

of the finest and fastest of America's

interurban railways, and many a city

system too. Reports of A.E.R.A.

committees indicate the growing
interest of the industry in the subject

of sliding contact—which also means

better contact.

^K•^•^»K:^NS;^^\«jJ^
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Why Miller Shoes are supplanting trolley wheels

!

1. They have a 3-in. surface contact with

the wire.

2. They keep constant unbroken contact

with the wire.

3. They eliminate arcing and burning of

wire.

4. They do not jump and tear down lines.

5. They collect heavier currents with less

resistance.

6. They need less tension in trolley spring.

7. They require no periodical oiling.

8. They last longer and wear the wire less.

Exhibiting at A.E.R.A. Convention—Space 623

~ i\-iyy.>.s.«.-^.y..t^ ^-'-^-' ^- --''- ^'-
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A Yard-Stick Measure of Fare G)llecting Efficiency

100% Passenger Co-operation

ASSENGER CO-OPERATION is the yard-stick with

which the merit of all fare collecting methods and

mechanisms may be measured. The passenger should

not simply pay his fare but also register the fare. The act of

paying should be utilized, mechanically, to secure instantaneous registration.

That sort of passenger co-operation is available and goes the limit in producing

results. ALL ROOKE registers work that way—on all types of cars or motor

busses.

THE COIN-SLOT PRINCIPLE of collection is the key to this desirable pas-

senger co-operation. Some of the largest mass transportation operation in

America are now spreading this one-passenger and one-coin-at-a-time method of

slot registration.

Fare box manufacture is also being veered around and boxes are being altered, in

some cases, in the evident effort to conform the product to this better practice.

Quite obviously, passenger co-operation of the proper quality cannot be secured

by merely tossing coins in the general direction of the interior of some coin box.

Such fares are not registered by the passenger or necessarily registered later by

anyone else. These new coin slot adaptations are frequently referred to as "using

the ROOKE idea." This is a correct observation, but please contrast these

cumbersome, fixed point, limited coin receiving capacity devices with or without

the electrical rigging, hook-ups with other registers and trust-the-public features,

etc., etc.—contrast these mechanisms with the small 22 oz. ROOKE register

which is capable of receiving NICKELS, DIMES, QUARTERS and METAL
TICKETS, in any combination paid into the one coin slot. With the ROOKE
mechanism registration is instantaneous at passenger's finger tips and the device

flexible enough to permit of absolute standardization. The ROOKE register can

be used in either portable or stationary form, at option.

—and remember this!

You pay no maintenance with the

ROOKE SYSTEM—not a cent.

We'll quote a low rental rate on a com-

plete installation and your fare collection

worries and expenses stop at that.

ROOKE AUTOMATIC REGISTER CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

or One-man But

k
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DependableStr&n^th

Heat-treated axles insure economy.

They last longer and provide safer

transportation.

Our treatment of axles is done under

expert supervision and closest in-

spection.

Let us furnish your next requirements.

LACLEDE STEEL CO.
General Offices:

ARCADE BLDG.
St. LOUIS

Diatrict Office'

:

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
KANSAS CITY, MO.
DETROIT, MICH.

Workt: .

Alton, Illinois

Madison, Illinois

East St. Louis, Illinois

Specify VALSCO "heat-treated" axles
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"A'ssuring

"B'etter
">^^w

Contact
\N A. B. G. report is a businesslike, deciding

±jL authority that has replaced the old custom of

buying space on certain "claims" of the publisher.

The publisher with space to sell submits the facts

about his business in the form of a statement to the

Audit Bureau of Circulations. This statement after

it is checked, approved or audited by the Bureau is

used to place the publisher's wares before the

Advertiser who is buying space.

The Advertiser knowing the thoroughness of A.B. G.
methods safely bases his decision on the Verified

Facts contained in the A. B. G. report.

The Audit Bureau of Circulations has brought to-

gether the Buyer and Seller of Space upon a basis of

Mutual Confidence.

The careful Advertiser knows that the purchase of

Space by A. B. C. reports cuts out inflated Waste
Circulation and saves money that would otherwise

be lost in paying for unproductive space.

Study the latest A. B. C. report of the

Electric Railway Journal before placing

your advertising. A copy will be fur-

nished on request.

(

WRITE TO THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS, 202 SOUTH STATE\
STREET, CHICAGO, FOR A COPY OF"THE MEASURE OF YOUR MESSAGE"/
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In Japan, as well as in the United States,

Baldwin Electric Motor Trucks win high praise

On a number of the municipal and in-

terurban railways of Japan, Baldwin
Improved Electric Motor Trucks have
been in use for a number of years with
equally as good results as those operated
by many American Railways.

The upper illustration shows Baldwin
trucks of the equalized pedestal type, 36

inch wheels, wheel-base of 84 inches, and
a carrying capacity of 30,000 pounds on

the centre plate, as used on the "Dixie

Flyer", operating between Indianapolis,

Ind., and Louisville, Ky. The design of

this truck, as shown in the lower illustra-

tion, provides excellent riding qualities in

high speed electric railway service.

Fall information regarding all types of Baldwin
Electric Motor Trucks upon request.

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A. Cable Address, "Baldwin, Philadelphia'

1335
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GettJng
let OSKELITE

Showthe wa^

Gettjii£0£f

speeds passenger movement
Shortens trip time

Automatic in Operation

Effective in Results

Also
OSKELITE
the stop light

for street cars

Oskelite Entrance and Exit indicating

signals are interlocked with air brake

control, and are illuminated only

when brakes are applied, and car is

approaching a stop. Passengers are

educated in an agreeable way to use

the proper doors. Flashing only at

proper time makes Oskelite more effec-

tive than permanent sign. Signals in

green.

OsKEL Equipment Co.
McCormick Building, Chicago

Is Money
Ever "Spent"

for

Advertising?
A young and energetic executive took

hold of a fine old business in New York.

"What this business needs," he told

himself, "is a place in the mind of the

pubHc."

And deliberately he set out to sacrifice

the greater volume of his profits and

invest the sacrifice into the building of

good will.

He did. And to this old business,

advertising was the breath of life.

For six months had not passed before

the business had grown so that the

advertising cost was a smaller percentage

than ever it had been, and, because of a

larger volume, the shop effected econ-

omies and gave far superior service.

That was five years ago. Today a

certain percentage is spent, or supposed

to be spent, for advertising. But as fast

as the appropriation is spent, the more

the business increases ; and the more that

the business increases, the smaller the

percentage becomes.

Is money ever "spent" for advertising?

Published by the Electric Railway Jcurnal in co-opera-

ticn with The American Association of Advertisit^ Agen-

cies.
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VAN DORN No. 930 Light Weight
Radial M. C. B. Coupler

See

this

coupler
with all its latest

improvements and

features including

the NEW SPEC-

IAL UNLOCK-
ING ARRANGE-
MENT in space

611, at Atlantic

City Convention.

To the right the VAN
DORN No. 930 Radial

M.C.B. Coupler is shown
in Interurban Freight

Service.

This coupler is in opera-

tion on a large number
of interurban properties

in all classes of service.

This equipment weighs around 300 pounds less per car

than other similar types now on the market. The Hght-

weight design is such that there are no thm sections of

metal and strength has not been sacrificed in producing

this light weight but has been brought about through

the general construction.

The construction is such that it is practically one rigid

casting from coupler face to anchor pin.

The spring draft gear of over 21,000 pounds capacity

is capable of handling any interurban service.

The contour of this coupler is of standard A.R.A.

specifications (contour No. 10), which permits a suffi-

cient amount of clearance so that it will not bind in

handling a train of cars over abrupt changes in grade.

The coupler has a lock-set position, making possible

one man switching.

The No. 930 will intercouple with any other standard

M.C.B. Type.

1 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B •'^wSp'^' ^^^^^B

i
P^^J!5!53^^^iiSri_ ._.

«^^^

Van Dorn Coupler Company, Chicago, Illinois
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THOMAS BUILT

"Thomas Built"
Built to build car profits!

WHETHER on "safety" car or inter-

urban the Perky A. Thomas name

plate stands as a hall-mark not only of qual-

ity and sound workmanship, but of the latest

in car design ; in appearance, comfort and

low maintenance.

"Make a satisfied customer with every order"

is the Perley Thomas standard.

"THOMAS BUILT"
for the DANVILLE TRACTION & POWER CO., Danville, Va.
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"THOMAS BUILT"
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These attractive one-man, double-truck safety cars were delivered to the Helena (Mont.) Light & Railway Co.

Let us quote on
Birney Safety Cars

Double-truck, One-man Safeties

City cars of all types

Interurbans

Sash, Doors, Interior Finish and Framing Curtains, Ventilators

and Car Trimmings, Brakes, Gongs, Door and Step Mechanisms

PERLEY A. THOMAS CAR WORKS
HIGHPOINT, N. C.

We built 15 of these

"Safeties" for the

Augusta-Aiken
Railway & Electric

Corporation

nTHOMAS BUILT»

1
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Mr. AERA
Listen to what

Mr. UERA says
("U" standing for Europe)

About

TOOL STEEL Gears
This is reprint from report of the Union Internationale de Tramways,

de Chemins de fer d'Interet local et de Transports Publics, Automobiles,

at their last meeting in June, 1924. See report in Electric Railway

Journal, August 30th.

"With regard to gearing, it appears that helical types are

on trial at Havre, while Antwerp is securing satisfactory

results from the Citroen herringbone type. The Hague
reports that the wear on its Cincinnati Tool Steel pinions is

inappreciable. In fact, Americans report that such pinions

show a life of 250,000 instead of 25,000 miles. Paris, Lille,

Marseilles, Naples, Liege and Bucharest are among users

of gear rims which are shrunk instead of being keyed on.

As the quality of these gears is improving, the desirability

of using harder pinions increases."

Isn't it strange, everywhere, anytime, anyone has a really startling report

on gears, they always mention Cincinnati "Tool Steel?" In America,

Canada, England, Holland, Spain, Africa, India, Australia—every-

where, gear quality means "Tool Steel."

The Tool Steel Gear & Pinion Company
Cincinnati, Ohio

«atfi«ifitfi«tfiffisfitfiififfitfiffiffiffiaffiaffiffiaffiffiaatfiffiaffiifiaififfiififfia^
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In the American Association magazine, AERA, someone put tbe following question

:

E-e-347. Will you please give your opinion
of a good, fair mileage for treated, untreated,

hardened and tool steel gears and pinions?
These following answers were received and printed

:

E. C. FOSTER, President, Manchester Street Railway Co., Manchester, N. H.

—

Non-treated gears, city traffic, 50,000 miles; interurban, 75,000 miles. Making tests on
hard steel gears.

R. L. JONES, Master Mechanic, Massachusetts Northeastern Street Railway Co., Haverhill,

Mass.

—

I have no absolute correct data on treated and untreated gears. We have some tool gears

and pinions that have run 275,000 miles and have shown hardly any wear .

F. H. HARRIS, Superintendent of Equipment, Charleston Consolidated Railway and Light-
ing Co., Charleston, S. C.

At present we are using nothing but tool steel gears and pinions, except on some new

equipments, but as we have as yet not worn any out, we cannot give any definite infor-

mation on this subject.

H. W. DEININGER, General Superintendent, Iowa Southern Utilities Company, Centerville,

Iowa.

—

• '
;

We get approximately 250,000 miles from untreated pinions, or about four years' daily

service on untreated gears. We have some on which we have kept a record which have

run 385,000 miles with very little signs of wear. Will probably reach 500,000 or

600,000 miles.

C. H. NELSON, Superintendent, Grays Harbor Railway & Light Co., Aberdeen, Wash.

—

Indefinite
; practically no trouble.

RALPH A. GILL, Manager's Sfcretary. El Paso Electric Railway Co , El Paso, Tex.

—

For treated tool steel gears, 300,000 miles. Pinions, 180,000 miles.

EDWARD A. WEST, General Superintendent, The Denver Tramway Co., Denver, Colo.

—

In Denver service untreated pin'ons Hverage 40,000 miles; treated average 55,000 miles.

Tool steel pinions running with tool steel gears average 300,000 miles. Tool steel gears

for which we have mileage records show 755.661 miles.

C. C. SLATER, General Superintendent, The Columbus Railway, Power & Light Co.,

Columbus, O.

—

It is impossible for us to give a fair answer to this question as operating conditions are

the determining factors in gear life.

SUMMARY
Six definite answers, of which four companies regularly using "Tool Steel" gears (and
look at the dandy records they show), one company is testing, one company satisfied with
untreated. No one seemed sufficiently enthused about those "just as good as Tool Steel

—

special quenched gears" to even record their test.

The "live wires" of the industry who follow tests and use the question box for the experi-

ence of others, are almost always "boosters" for Tool Steel gears.

THERE'S A REASON
The Tool Steel Gear & Pinion Company

Cincinnati, Ohio

«««ffiffiffiffiffiffi!fiififfiaiffiffiffiffiifitfiSfiififfiifi^
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The Old and
the New i

I

Here is the new method. Sims cort
but a fraction compared with tha
old way.

Modernization applied to sign making-
SILK SCREEN PROCESS

and

BODMER STENCIL SILK
Just as electric railroads have kept pace with
development and progress so have shop practices

reacted to modernization.

In the sign shop where men used to hand letter

destination signs—the new silk screen process
and Bodmer Stencil Silk makes possible a good
appearing product at about one third the cost

Bodmer Stencil Silk is a hand-woven imported
fabric extremely strong and of perfectly uniform

mesh. The Silk Screen Process is based upon
forcing the paint through the silk with a

squeegee.

The Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corp., Loi
Angeles Rv. Corp., Pacific Electric R.R. Co.,

Indianapolis Street Ry., United Railways and
Electric Co. and many other railway companies
have found this method faster—better and de-

cidedly cheaper, not only for making route and
destination signs but also for display posters.

We will b« glad to give you complete information on thit

new procete and also help you inmtall it in your shop.

Kress & Company, 370 Gold St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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FORT PITT
The railway-man*s standard of

Spring Service

Spring Quality

Spring Life

For more than two decades Fort Pitt

Springs have faithfully served not only the

electric railways but the great steam trunk

systems of the United States. Never has

the original quality standard fallen, and

never has the widespread popularity of

Fort Pitt Springs, among "old timers,"

wavered.

And today Fort Pitt Springs are a first

choice of leading electric railway operators

whether for locomotive, freight car or

passenger service.

Let us quote on prompt shipments of the

types you use, standard or special.

Full Elliptics for car trucks.
Half Elliptics for Locomotives and Cars.
Special Types of Quarter, Half and Three-

quarter Elliptics for electric railway
service.

Journal Box Springs.
Draw^bar Springs.
Equalizer Springs.
Extension Springs.

Abridged catalog and apecification

book on request.

Fort Pitt Spring & Mfg. Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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The One Great Pocketbook
in its Field

Electric railway executives, engineers and

operating men have long respected Richey's

ELECTRIC RAILWAY HANDBOOK as

the one great pocketbook of practice data,

formulas and tables in the electric railway

field. The new 1924 second edition of Richey
covers the latest developments—describes new
methods—records changes in theory and

Just Out!

The New RICHEY
^ The 1924 Richey is virtually an en-

cyclopedia on modern electric railway

organization, administration and
.operation. It should be in the refer-

ence library of every electric railway

in the country. A few new ideas

gleaned from one section of this help-

ful handbook will repay the small

price of the book over and over again.

A thoroughly revised Second Edition

Richey's

Electric Railway

Handbook
798 paget, flexibU, pocktt tixe, 600 iUuatrationa.

$4.00 net, pottpaid

By Albert S. Richey

Consulting Engineer, Profes«or of Electric Raflway
Engineering, Worcester Polytechnic Institute

practice. It covers every phase of electric

railway work from Roadbed and Track to

Signals and Communication. It gives price-

less information on problems which come up
constantly in everyday electric railway prac-

tice. It should be in the hands of non-

technical managers as well as operating men
and engineers.

SECTION HEADINGS

1—Roadbed and Track

2—Car Houses and
Shops

3—Train Movement

4—Railway Motors

5—Controlling Appa-
ratus

See it FREE for 10 days

McGraw = Hill
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McCran-IIill Book Co., Inc., 370 Seventh Avenne, New York, N. Y.

You ma; send me on 10 days' approval Blcher's Electric Railway
llaililbook. (4.00 net.

I airree to pay for the book or return it irastpald within 10 days
of receipt.

Regular subscriber to the Electric Railway Journal?.

Member of A.I.E.E. or A.E.R.A.r

Signed

Address

Official Position

Name of Company

(Books sent on
Canada only )

approval to retail purchasers in tha U. S. and
E. n-37-24

SECTION HEADINGS

6—Current Collecting

Devices

7—Trucks

8—Braking

9—Cars

10—^Transmission and
Distribution

11—Signal and Com-
munication
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One Man Safety Cars Have
Davis "One-Wear" Wheels

oN the One Man Safety Cars of the Northern Texas

Traction Company light weight was an important factor.

Therefore the lightest wheel consistent with strength was

specified—this meant the Davis.

Not only are Davis "One-Wear" Wheels the lightest obtain-

able but they combine with light weight a high wear resistance

and an imusual toughness and strength. Heat treatment de-

velops these qualities in a special, high manganese steel.

Consequently wheel costs are low and the "One-Wear"
feature completely avoids the contour conditioning which

burdens shops using multiple wear wheels.

Davis "One-Wear" Wheels are admirably suited to modern

electric railway operation. Ask us to show you why.

AmericanSteel Foundries
CHICAGOMEW YORK ST. LOVI*

©.^fl
i<»

STEE HEELS
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Canadian Branch
Preaton, Ontario.

The Cleveland Fare Box Co.
4900 LEXINGTON AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mr. General Manager:

You are interested in the best method for collecting fares, on
one and two men cars and buses in city service, one and two men
cars in suburban and interurban service, pay-enter, pay-leave, or

a combination of these two systems, and the collection and pro-

tection of fares in general. We may have the solution to that

fare collection problem of yours.

Let us talk these matters over, with yourself and aids, when
we meet in Atlantic City, as there is a strong relation between
dividends, deficits and fare collection.

Fare Boxes, designed to meet all modern fare collection

conditions, will be on display.

Your treasury department will be interested in our display

of Coin Counting and Sorting Machines, and your transporta-

tion department in our Change Carriers.

We will occupy Space No. 631.

Yours very truly

The Cleveland Fare Box Company

MR. RAILWAY MANAGER
The modern light weight car is said to

require for propulsion but 50% to 60% of

the electric energy necessary to propel the

older and heavier car types.

Our Forced Ventilation Hot Air Heater will save

from 40% to 60% of the cost of any other form of

heating such a car and at the same time warm it

properly.

It is therefore logical that the power saving car

and the power saving heater should go hand in

hand.

We have a corroborating atory to tell you which is worth your while to listen to.

THE PETER SMITH HEATER CO.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO
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Combination
Irip andAutomatic
LoweringJack No.110

MoveTrip up
for tripping

Trip in
Neutral
Position

§- (Position for

t. 2 Lowering

—
• 93

C C
«3

(2^

Position for
Raising

THIS new jack can be tripped,

or lowered automatically—^as

desired. No fingering down, there-

fore absolutely safe.

The automatic lowering feature

saves time, affording quick and

accurate adjustment to any desired

height.

Above all, the new tripping device

affords such easy tripping that one

man can trip loads formerly re-

quiring two men.

With all its convenience, this jack

has only four working parts—all

of sturdy, non-breakable design.

Truly a revolutionary new design

—tested and approved by promi-

nent railroad men. Ask for further

information.

The Duff Manufacturing
Company

Pittsburgh ' P«nn*ylTaiila

Ectabllibcd !••»

The UltimateTrack Jack
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Five Facts at Your
Finger Tips

The One Big Fact—They Always Function

Keep them in

mindwhen com-
paring Catchers

and Retrievers.

They are real

operating and
maintenance ad-

vantages.

Write for

literature and full

information

C. I. EARLL
York, Pa.

Canadian Agenia:
Railway and Power Eng. Corp., Toronto, Ont.

'Tree Winding
Tension Spring"
Handles wet rope
efficiently.

"Ratchet
Wind"
Makes

Retriever
operation

easy.

••Emergency
Release"
Great

Convenience
and added

safety.

The last heading
is ••perfect Auto-
matic Lubrication
of Every Part.**

••No Wear Check
Pawl*' Never
strikes point of
tooth — always
slips into full

engagement.

EARLL TROLLEY CATCHERS
and RETRIEVERS

All Other Foreign Cotintriet:

International General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

AJAX

Standard for

motor bearings,

especially in

street railway work

The Ajax Metal Company
Bitabllihnd 1880

PHILADELPHIA
NBWTOBK CHICAQO BOSTON CLBVKLAin}
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Clip time—clip costs with the

FLOWER BRUSH HOLDER
ReverMtble—lieplaceable Box

Ti) start with this box is made of rolled plate which of

course wears longer than the softer cast metal.

When Inner »ur-

faceB have worn
it is necessary
only to put front
platp In rear and
rear plate in front.

When all four »ur
faces are worn
new standard
parts are obtain-
able at trifling

cost.—a stock can
easily be carried

at all times.

What's more the
four cap screws
tliat bind the box
together are posi-

tively

Bccurei?
aipainst

loosening
by a special
form of soft brass
locking band
washer. Just as
secure as a cast
box.

Write now for
fnrlhpr detslls,

—

or brttrr still icrl

a Flower Holder
and try It ont
yourself.

D. B. FLOWER
1217 Spring Garden St.

Philadelphia, Pa.
'

X^.^ .
''-'•'^

s,sli"'T'mi «
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ROOT PRODUCTS
of all-Spring steel

The Root Snow Scraper No. 9

The new No. 9 Snow Scraper is in every way
the finest I have ever put on the market. A
double spring that will meet all conditions. Is

fool proof, as it yields going in either direction

without breaking. Made for both hand or air

operation. p n. root, General Manager

See our Exhibit of all models at Space No. S7S

The Root All-Spring Steel Life Guards
The Root Life Guard is a modern life saving device
which electric railways everywhere are adopting in
their modernization program. The Root Life Guard
operates instantly and unfailingly. It never rattles

down. It is light, strong and simple and low in'

first cost. Easy to install and "stay* put" until an
object strikes the gate when the basket is sprung firmly
to the pavement. No object can get under or through.

Write for details regarding the above equipment

Root Spring Scraper Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Note the two big differences

1. Integral cast copper contact ring

and hub.

2. Light steel flanges.

Where low service cost is "bred" in!

After all, it is the only logical way to build a trolley wheel,—light

soft-stamped steel flanges to take the buffeting of the wire at high

or low speeds without undue wear;—an integral cast copper-tin

alloy contact ring and hub to give minimum electrical resistance

quite independent of the steel flanges.

That in outline is the construction of the "Ideal" Trolley Wheel. Its

practical advantages in lighter weight; closer following of the wire

at high speeds; smooth, silent running; and longer mileage, have

been amply demonstrated in city and interurban service. Specially

designed graphite bushings add to the life of the wheel and eliminate

the maintenance bugbear.

Leading manufacturers of electric railway equipment have fully endorsed
the Ideal Trolley Wheel. We invite its comparison with any other trolley

collecting device on the market. Further details on request.

EDWARD P. SHARP
L. E. HARMON, Prop.

308-14 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.
SALES REPRESENTATIVES:

R. D. Nuttal Co.
PittsbuTfh. Pa.

National Brake Co..
Buaalo. N. Y.

Inc.

IDEAL Trolley Wheels
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Making Breakage
"Uncommon"

Journal Box failures are a constant source of trouble to many

electric railways. Many of the boxes in use are made of

malleable or grey iron and excessive wear and breakage is

common.

Electric Steel Journal boxes, as manufactured by this Company, have

BOlve<l this particular maintenance problem lor a number of the pro-

gressive electric roads. These parts are absolutely accvu-ate throughom
—they are light in weight and eliminate the breakage and wear so

common with boxes of inferior metals.

Send us a drawing of the Boxes you are now using and let our

Engineering Department indicate to you the possible reductions In your

maintenance costs that thin-section Electric Steel Boxes, as produced

by us, make possible.

Journal Boxfs made of thin-section electric tteel are but one ot many
parts, such as fender brackets, door operating parts, trollev bases, brake

shoe holders, coupler carriers, etc., that are being furnished by this

company for the street railtcays.

Fort Pitt Steel Casting Company
McKeesport, Penna.

^

^

^

^

^

^

n
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SCREECH!!**!

HOWL!!**
GRIND!!

All eliminated

by

MEXICAN
GRAPHITE CURVE GREASE

Unaffected by rain, heat or cold.

Cars won't scrape it off.

Adheres to the guard of the rail.

Write today for particular!.

The United States Graphite Co.
SAGINAW. MICHIGAN

II IIHIHIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinillHIIIIIHIIHIIHIIIIIIHnlllH'UIIIIHIinilinillHnilHHIIIHHniHI IIIWIIIIIIIIIII

Don't Overlook
Opportunities

I Men who regularly keep

I in touch with the market

I
through other channels

I often overlook the many

I opportunities that are

I to be found in the

Searchlight Section
I For Every BusineM Want

I "Think Searchlight Fir«f"

Si nil iniimiiiiiiiiiiiinilMiiiiimliiil luiiimiiininiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiHin

I

i
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Greetings

A.E.R.A.

S S

We hope you'll give us the oppor-

tunity to shake your hand and say

the same to you personally at

Booth 656 on the Pier. Won't you

drop in?

The Nichols-Lintern Co.

of Cleveland

ECLIPSE
We furnish any type of fender

equipment that may be re-

quired, either projecting fend-

ers or standard wheelguards.

We also manufacture Trolley

Retrievers and Trolley Catch-

ers which are standard on

many systems.

Don't forget us when in the

market for such equipment.

The Eclipse Railway Supply Co.

Cleveland, Ohio r
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Waterproofed Trolley Cord

SILVER LAKE A

I
Ii the hneat cord that science and ikill can produce.

I
Its wearing qualities are unsurpassed.

I FOR POSITIVE SATISFACTION ORDER
I SILVER LAKE
I If you are not familiar with the quality you will be

I
surprised at its ENDURANCE and ECONOMY.

I
S»U by Ntt Wtight* and Putt Ltngthm

I SILVER LAKE COMPANY
I ManulactuTT* c4 h*H, signal and othmr card:

I NewtonTilIe, Massachusetts
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I B. . EB«E3MAN, Jr.. Pruident
= H. A. HEGEMAN, VlM-Pra. and TreM.

C. C. CASTLE, Ftnt VlM-Pniidmt
F. T. SARGENT, SacnUv

I i
W. C. PETERS, Maoiger SalM >Qd EosinMrlnx.

National Railway Appliance Co.
I Orond Central Terminal, 4S3 Lezlnston Ave., Cor. 4Ath St., Nmr York |
I Hunsey Bid;.. Wasblntrton, D. C. 100 BoyUton St.. Boston, Vaas. I
3 Hegreman-Castle Corporation, Hallway Kxchanre Buildinr, Chlcac*.

RAILWAY SUPPLIES
f

HEADLININGS |

I THE PANELYTE COMPANY, Trentom, N. J. I
wiMiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiitiiiMririitiiititiiiiiiiiriiiiiiniiriMintiiiiiir'iiiiMiiiiMiiiiiritiiiiniiiiniitMitiMMiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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STUCKl i

SIDE i

BEARINGS!
A.STUCKICO. I
Oliver BIdg. 3

Pittsburch, Pa. |
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Tool Steel Gears and Pinions
Bell Locked Fare Box and

Change Maker
The Aluminum Field Colls
Truck and Car Repair ParU
Cutler-Hammer Electric

Heaters
Pittsburch Force & Iron Co.'s

Products
Genesco Paint Oils
B. Z. Car Control Corpora-

tion's Safety Devices
Qarland Ventilators
Flaxlinum Insulation
Yellow Coach Mff. Co.'s

Sinrle and Doutue Deck
Busses

EconomyHlsotrioDaviess Co.'s
Power Saving and Inspec-
tion Meters

Anglo-American Vamiab Co..
Varnishes, Bnamels, ate.

Gilmer MulUple Safety S«e»
Treads

National Hand Holds
Ft. Pitt Spring * Mfg. Oa..

Springs
Turnstile Car Cbrporatton's

Turnstiles
Anderson Slack Adjusters
Feasible Drop Brake Staffs
Dunham Hopper Door Device
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Multiole Unit Control, double
truck car for two-man opera-
tion.

McGUIRE-CUMMINGS
Manufacturing Company

General Offices

111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Street Cars, Trucks

Snow Sweepers

s s

The Most Succeisful Men in the Electric Railway

Industry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
Every Week
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He expects more than | | |

100,000 miles | | I

Mr. Bickle, Cbief Motor Inspector of the
LoulsTllle Railway Company, says: "All
of the Thornton Side Bearintrs we bare
tried out are etiU in use and in fine
condition. Some of them have made
close to 50.000 miles and it looks like
they mirht make more than double that
mileage before we have finished the
test."

Did you ever hear of such service T Get
the facta about this noiseless, Tibration-
less, perfectly balanced and longrer last-
ing trolley device.

Thornton Trolley Wheel Co.
Ineorporated

i Ashland, Kentucky

=illiniuiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinriiiiiiiiil iiiiiiiiiiiitiiii III! r iiiii iiiiiiiininiiiit iiii i iH Siii iniiniiiiiiiMiiiiimiiiMiiliiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiii ii in t iiii'iiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiraiB
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Make P. T. L. Your Headquarters for
Progressive inspection of Cars, Girder Rails, Track Fastenings, I

Transmission Towers, High Tension Cable, Creosoted Materials, etc.
[

Our inspectors are all thoroughly familiar with shop practice and
f

manufacturing methods and are permanently located in the large
|

production centers.

Bulletin No. 28 describes this service in detail.

PITTSBURGH TESTING LABORATORY
Inspection Engineers and Chemists

PITTSBURGH, PENNA.
Branch offices in the principal cities.

^^iiiiiiiuiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiHiiiiiniiiiniiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiikii iiiimiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimniiiininiiniiiiiinitniiniiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmffli
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X
CAR SEATS

i of pressed Steel for all Classes of Pasae:

i Ssrvloe. Rattan tor ooverlnr seats and
s SBOw sweepers.

I HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO.
I Factory at Wakefield. Mass.
I OffleM St New York. Cblesco. laa rruolMe i
itlimilllllllliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiitiiniMiiiiiiiiMitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiitiiititititniiii!iMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMiniiiiiiiiiitiililU"**iiiiiiiiiB
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I
75% of the electric railways

§ use

[ B-V Punches

I BONNEY-VEHSLAOE TOOL CO.. Nevuk. N. J.

fnuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiimiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiininiiiij

I 100 New Users in the Last Nine Mondis
I KASS SAFETY TREADS
I

HIGH
I in efficiency and lasting qualitiM

i LOW
I in weight, initial and upkeep oosts

I Morton Manufactur-ing Co., Chicago
fiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiHiiniiiHiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiitMitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiiiiiiiniiiitiniimMiMi

£iillllllllllillilMlllluillllilllliliiiiiiiiiiliiiiMilliiiilltiiiiiii(lliiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiimiiiniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiintuiini

I "Axle SpeeUltnts Since 1866"
S Address all Mall to Poet Office Box SIS, Rlehmond. Ta.

CAR AXLES
i J. R. JOHNSON AND CO., INC.
I FORCED STEEL AXLES
i For Locomotives, Paiaencer, Frsifht and Electric Cars
g Smooth Forced or Booth Turned—Carbon or Aller BSset—Plate m
B Heat Treated, Forced and Turned Dston Hodi, OTaak nsa, I^ns
5 Shaft K. Round Rara. ete.

?riiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniimiiiMMiiMniiiiiiiiiitiniiiintiti(iiiiHi(MMMMiiMMMiiiiiiMiiiiii(iiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiimimnnMM
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Statistically

speaking

—they print 'em

by the million!

MEISEL
ROTARY
PRESSES

used by railway companies which "print their own!"

Transfer printing costs are materially reduced, when
you "print your own." They've found it so in Chi-
cago, they've found it so in St. Louis, they've found it

so in various places where they've installed Meisel
Presses.

Chicago Surface Lines turn out their own transfers at

the rate of three million daily in the pressroom shown
above.

These Meisel Rotary Presses are designed especially

for railway transfer printing—they're far more than
the ordinary job press.

What should your

transfer printing costs

amount to?

Ask us!

The Meisel Press
Mfg. Co.

Dorchester Ave., Boston, Mass.
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry with

Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue

Advertising, Street Car
Collier, Inc.. Barron G.

Air Circuit BrealcerN
Roller-Smith Co.

Air Receivers & Aftercoolers
IngersoU-Band Co.

Ammeters
Roller-Smith Co.

Anchors, Gny
Blec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brans Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinrhouae E. & M. Co.

Armature Shop Tools
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Automatic Betnrn Snitch
Stands
Bamapo A]az Corp.

Aut»matlc Safety Switch
Stands
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Axlee
Bomis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Carnegie Steel Co.
Johnson & Co., J. R.
Laclede Steel Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Standard Steel Wlia.
Taylor Eletric Truk
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

.\xles. Front & Keiu Motor
Truck & VfutxengfT Car

Timken-Dctroit Axle Co.

.Axles, Trailer St Motnr Bus
Associated Spicer Co.
Claik Equipment Co.
Timken-Detroit Axle Co.

Babbitt Metal
Ajax Metal Company

BabbittinK Devices
Columbia Machine Wks. &
M. I. Co.

Badges and Buttons
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Register Co..
The

Barges Steel
American Bridge Co.

Batteries, Dry
National Carbon Co.

Bearings and Bearing .Metals
Ajax Metal Company
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. J. Q., The
Columbia Machine Wka. &
M. I. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gilbert & Sons B. F. Co.,
A.

More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Taylor Elec. Truck Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Bearings, Center and Roller
Side

Baldwin Locomotive Wka.
Stuckl Co.. A.

Bells and Oongs
Brill Co., The J. G.
Columbia Macliine Wks. &
M. I. Co.

Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Elec. Service Suplies Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Western Electric Co.

Hedrings, Roller
Norma fHoffman Bearings
Corp.

Bodies, Bus
Bender Body Co.
Hoover Body Co.
Lang Body Co.
Superior Motor Coach Co.

Boilers
Babcock & Wilcox \ju.

Edge Moor Iron Co.

Boiler Tubes
Edge Moor Iron Co.

Bond Testers
Roller-Smith Co.

Bonding Apiraratus
Amor. Steel & Wire Co.
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Klee. Service Supplies Co.
Indianapolis Switch & Frog
Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding & Bonding
Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bonds, Rail
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Indianapolis Sw^itch & Frog
Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding Sc Bonding
Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Book Publishers
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Boxes, Junction & Outlet
National Metal Molding Co.

Boxes, Switch
Johns-Pratt Co.

Bracee, Body
Eberhard M'Ig. Co.

Brackets and Cross Arms
(See also Poles, Ties,
Posts, Etc.)

Bates Expandi'il Steel Truss
Co.
HJlec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard & Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Western Electrii- Co.

Brake Adjusters
Brill Co.. The J. G.
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Brake Shoes
Amer. Br. Shoe * Fdy. Co.
Barbour-Stockwell Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.
Taylor Elec. Truck Co.

Brakes, Brake Systems and
Brake Parts

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Columbia Machine ^Vkfl. &
M. I. Co.
General Electric Co.
National Brake Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Safety Car Devices Co.
Tavlor Elec. Truck Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Bridges, Steel
American Bridge Co.

Brooms, Track Steel or
Rattan
Paxson Co., J. W.

Brushes, Carbon
General Electric Co.
Jeandron. W. J.
Le Carbone Co.
National Cjirbon Co.
Staokpole Carbon Co.
U. 8. Graphite Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Brushes. Graphite
National Carbon Co.
n. a. Graphite Co.

Brush Holders
Flower. D. B.

Bruithn, Wire, Pneumatic
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Bnildings, Steel
American Bridge Co.

Buses, Motor
Brill Co., The J. G.
Brockway Corporation
Fageol Motors Co.
Garford Motor Truck Co.
Interniitional Harvester Co.
International Motor Co.
New York Transportation
Co.

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co.
Reo Motor Car Co.
Six Wheel Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
White Co.
Yellow Coach Co.

Bushings
National Metal Molding
Co.

Bushings. Case Hardened and
Manganese
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

(See Wires andCables.
Cables)

Cambric Tapes, Yellow and
Black Varnish

Acme Wire Co.
Irvington Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Mica Insulator Co.

Carbon Brashes (See
Brushes, Carbon)

Cars. Dump
Brill Co.. J. G.. The
Differential Steel Car Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Car Lighting Fixtures
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Car Panel Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cars. Passenger. Freight,
Express, etc.

Amer. Car Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Kuhlman Car Co.. G. C.
Light Weight Noiseless Elec-

tric Car Mfg. Co.
McGuire-Cumminga Mfg. Co
National Ry. Appliance Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Thomas Car Works. Perley,
A.
Wason Mfg. Co.

Car Steps, Safety
Irving Iron Wks.

Cars, Gas. Rail
Brill Co., J. G., The
St. Louis Car Co.

Cars, Second Hand
Electric Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment Co.

Cars, Self-Propclled
Brill Co.. J. G.. The
(Jeneral Electric Co.

Car Wheels. Rolled Ste«l
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Castings. Brass, Composition
or Copper

Ajax Metal Company
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. &
J. H.

Columbia Macliine Wks. ft

M. I. Co.
More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Co.

Castings, Gray Iron and
Steel

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Wks. ft

M. I Co
Fort Pitt Steel Castings Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Standard Steel Works

Castings, Malleable and
Brass
Amer. Br. Shoe ft Fdy. (!o.

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Wks. &
M. 1. Co.
Fort Pitt Steel Castings Co.
at. Louis Car Co.

Catchers and Retrievers.
Trolley

Earn. C. I.

Eclipse Railway Supply Co.
Elec. Service Supplies (3o.

Ohio Brass Co.
Wood Co., Chas. N.

Catenary Construction
Archbold-Brady Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ceilings, Plywood, Panels
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Cement
Atlas Lumnlte Co.

(liange Carriers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Circuit-Breakers
Anderson. A. ft J. M. Mfg.
Co.

General Electric Co.
Roller-Smitli Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Vo.

ClamiM and Connectors for
Wires and Cables

DoBsert ft Co.
Elec. Ry. Equipment (^.
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubbard ft Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
CVestlnghouse B. ft M. Co.

Cleaners and Scrapers Track
(See also Snow-Plows,
Sweepers and Brooms)

Brill Co., The J. G.
Root Spring Scraper Co.
St. Louis Car (Jo.

Cleats
National Metal Molding Co.

Cloth StenrU Silk Signs
Kress & Co.

Clusters and Sockets
General Electric Co.

Goal and Ash Handling (See
Conveying and Hoisting
Machinery)

Coil Banding and Winding
Machines

Columbia Machine Wks. ft

M. I. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Colls Armature and Field
Columbia Machine Wks. ft

M. I. Co.
Economy Elec. Devices Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Coils, Choke and Kicking
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
(general Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Coin Counting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Intern'l Register Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.

Coin Sorting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Coin Wnppers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Commutator Slotters
Elec. Service Supplies (^.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co

Commutator Truing Devices
General Electric Co.

Commutators or Parts
Cameron Elec'l Mfg. Co.
Columbia Machine Wks. ft

M. I. Co.
General Klectrlc Co. _
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Compressors, Air
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand <3o.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Compressors, Air Portable
Ingersoll-Kand O.

Concrete Flooring Surface
Irving Iron Works

Concrete Reinforcing Bars
Ladedo Steel Co.

Condenser Papers
Irvington Varnish ft Ins. Co

Condensers
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
(}eneral Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse B. ft M, Co.

Conduits, Flexible
Alphaduct Co.

Conduits, Interior
National Metal Molding Co.

Connectors, Solderless
Dossert ft Co.
Frankel Connector Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Connectors, Trailer Car
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Controllers or Parts
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Columbia Machine Wks. A
M. I. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Controller Reftnlalors
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Controlllnit Systems
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Converters, Rotary
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Conveying Machinery
American Bridge Co.

Copper Wire
Anaconda Copper Mining
Co.

Rome Wire Co.

Cord, Bell, Trolley. Reetoter
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Intemai'l Register Co.,
The

Roebling's Sons Co.. John
A.

St. Louis Car Co.
Samson Cordage Works
Silver Lake Co.

Cord Connectors and
Couplers

Elec. Service Supplies (Jo.
Samson Cordage Works
Wood Co., Chas. N.

Couplers Car
American Steel Foundries
Brill Co., The J. G.
Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Van Dorn Couoler (Jo.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Oo.

Cranes
American Engineering Wks.
Universal Crajie Co.

Cranes, Gas or Klectrlc
nniversal Crane (Jo.

Cranes, Locomotive, Motor,
Truck ft Portable

Universal Oane Co.

(Jross Arms (See Brackets)

Crossing Fonndntlons
International Steel Tie Co.

Crosslnc, Frog A Switch
Ramapo Ajax (Jorp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. ft Co

Crossing, Manganese
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Indianapolis Switch ft Frog
Co.
Ramapo Ai&x Corp.

Crossings
Rnmapo Ajax Corp.

Crossings, Track (See Traek,
.Special Work)

CrossluKS, Trolley
Ohio Brass Co.

Curtains ft Cnrtain Fixtures
Brill Co., The J. Q.
Curtain Supply Co.
Elec. Service Supplies (Jo.

Morton Mfg. Co.
St. Loirfs Car Co.

Dealer's Machinery
Elec. Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment Co.

Derailing Devices (See also
Track Work)

Derailing Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Destination Signs
Columbia Machine Wks. A
M. I. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies «3o.

Detective Service
Wish Service, P. Edward

Door Operating Devices
Brill (Jo., The J. G.
Consolidated Car Heal. Co.
Eberhard Mtg. Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Nat'l Pneumatic Co.. Inc.

St. Louis Car Co.
Safety Car Devices Co.

Doors ft Door Fixtures
Brill Co.. The J. O.
Consolidated Car Heat. (Jo

General Electric <3o.

Morton Mtg. (Jo.

Doors, Folding Vrstibnle
Nafl Pneumatic Co.. Inc.
Safety Car DevloM Co.

i
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BRUSHES THAT HAVE BECOME THE TRADITION IN TRACTION

/^<^
812

The test of service shows grade 812

to be the most lasting—economical

—

trouble-proof—satisfactory brush ob-

tainable for standard flush or slotted

commutator non-interpole railway

motors on local or moderate speed

interurban systems.

Our Sales Engineers

are eager to serve you

National
Pyramid Bruges

Visitors to the'American Electric Railway Association Conven-

tion at Atlantic City, October 6th to 10th inclusive, are cordially

invited to v.'sit the'^National Carbon Company's Exhibit, booth

610, Young's Million Dollar Pier

Manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC., Cleveland, Ohio—San Francisco, Cal.

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario '

Emergency Service Plants

CHICAGO, ILL. PITTSBURGH, PA. NEW YORK. N. Y.

551 Wot Monroe St. 7th Floor, Arrott Power Bldg. No. 3. Barker Place 237 East 41st St.

PAone: STAte 6092 Pbone: SMI thfield 0740 Phone: VAN derbilt 0425
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Drills, Bock
IngersoU-Band Co.

Drills, Track
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
IngersoU-Band Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Dryers, Sand
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hetherington & Berner. Inc.

Kars
Ohio Brass Co.

Economizers
Power Specialty Co.

Electrical Wires and Cables
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Boebling's Sons & Co.,

J. A.
Eome Wire Co.

Electric Grinders
Railway Tiaek-work Co.
Western Electric Co.

Electric Transmission Towers
American Bridge Co.

Electrodes, Carbon
Indianapolis Switeli & Frog
Co
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding & Bonding Co.

Electrodes, Steel
Indianapolis Switch & Frog
Co
Railway Track-wnrk Co.

Rail Welding & Bonding
Co.

Engineers, Consulting, Con-
tracting and Operating

Allison & Co., J. S.

Archbold-Brady Co.
Beeler, John A.
Bibbins. J. Rowland
Buchanan & Layng Corp.
Bureau of Commercial
Economies. Inc.

Day & Zimmerman. Inc.

Drum & Co., A. L.
Ford, Bacon & Davis
Hemphill & Wells
Hoist, Engelhardt W.
Jackson. Walter
Kelly-Cooke Co.
Ong, Joe B.
Railway Audit & Inspec-
tion Co.

Riehey, Albert S.

Robinson & Co., Dwight
P.
Sanderson A Porter
Stevens & Wood
Stone & Webster
White Eng. Corp., The
J. G.

Engineer, Inspecting &
Chemists'

Pitts Testing Laboratory

Enginra, Oos, Oil or Steam
AllisChalmers Mlg. Co.
IngersoU-Rand Co.
Westlnghouse E. & M. v^u.

Fare Boxes
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Economy Electric Devices
Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.

Fare Registers
Ohmer Fare Register Co.

Fences, Woven Wire and
Fence Posts

Amer. Steel & Wire Co.

Fenders and Wheel Cinards
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Car Fender Co.
Eclipse Railway Supply Co,
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Root Spring Scraper Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Fibre and Fibre Tnblng
Westlnghouse E. & M. Co.

Field CoUs (See Colls)

Fixtures, Window & Sash
Eberhard Mfg. Co.

Flangeway Guards, Steel
Godwin Co., Inc., W. S.

Floodlights
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Flooring, Fireproof
Irving Iron Wks.

Flooring, Non-SllppIng
Irving Iron Wks.

Flooring, Open Steel
Irving Iron Wks.

Flooring, Steel Sabwsr
Irving Iron Wks.

Flooring, Ventllatlns
Irvinr Iron Wks,

Forglngs
Brill Co., J. G., The
Dufl Mfg. Co.
Standard Steel Wks.

Frogs & Crossings, Tee Rail
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Baraapo Ajax Corp.

Frogs, Track (See Track
Work)

Frogs, Trolley
Ohio Brass Co.

Funnel! Castings
Wm. Wharton Jr. & Co.

Fnrnaces, Electric Steel
Melting

American Bridge Co.

Fnscs and Fuse Boxes
Columbia Machine Wks. &
M. I. Co.

Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse E. & M. Co

Fuses, Cwrtrldge, Non-Be-
fli:„tle & High Voltage

Johns-Pratt Co.

Fuses, Beflllable
General Electric Co.
Johns-Manville, Inc.
Johns-Pratt Oo.

Gaskets
Westlnghouse Tr. Br. Co

Gas Prodncers
Westlnghouse B. & M. Co.

Gas-Electrio Cars
General Elec. C!o.

Westlnghouse E. & m. Oo.

Gasoline Torches
Economy Electric Devices
Co.

Gates, Car
Brill Co., The J. G.
St. Louis Car Ck),

Gear Blanks
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Brill Co., J. G.. The
Standard Steel Works

Gear Cases
Chillingworth Mfg. Co.
Columbia Machine Wks. 8e

M. I Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Westlnghouse E. & M. Co

Gears and Pinions
Bemis Car Truck uo.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Columbia Machine Wks. &
M. I. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Ck).

Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co,
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Tool Steel Gear & Pinion
Co.

Generating Sets, Gas-Electric
General Electric Co.

Generator*
AlUs-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
English Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
North East Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse E. & M. Co.

Girder Ralls
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel (k>.

Goggles, Protector
Indianpolis Switch A Frog
Co.

Gong (See Bells and Oonts)

Grating, Sleel Subwuj-
Irving Iron Wks.

Greases (Seo Lubricants)

Grinders and Grind Supplies
Indianpolis Switch & Frog
Co.
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinders, Portable
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinders, Portable Electric
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinding Bclrks and Wheels
Railway Track-work Co.

Guard Kail Clamps
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Guard Ralls, Tee Rail A
Manganese
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Guards, Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Ohio Brass Oo.

Hammers, Fnenmatle
IngcrsoU-Rand Co.

Hammers, Riveting
High Si)ocd Hammer Co.

Harps, Trolley
Elec. Service SuppllM Co.

I More-Jones Brass Metal Oo.

NuttaU Co., R. D.
Star Brass Works
Thornton Trolley Wheel
Co.

Headlights
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Eelctric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Headlining
Haskellte Mfg. Co.
Panelyte Co.

Heaters. Bus
Petry Co.. Inc.

Heaters, Car (Electric)
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Economy Electric Devices
Co.
Gold Car Heat. & Ltg. Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Smith Heater Co., Peter

Heaters, Car, Hot Air and
Water

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Smith Heater Co., Peter

Heaters for Special Fnrposee
Power Specialty Co.

Helmets—Welding
Indianapolis Switch & Frog
Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding & Bonding
Co.

Hoisting Machinery
American Bridge Co.

Hoists and Lifts
Columbia Machine Wks. ft

M. I. Co.
Ford Chain & Block Co.

Hoists. Electric
American Engineering Wks.

Hoists, Portable
Ingersoll-Rand O).

Hydraulic Machinery
AllisChalmers Mfg. Co.

Indicatliw Signals
Oskel Equipment Co.

inspecting Engin««rs &
Chemists

Pitts Testing Laboratory

Instrnments Measuring, Test
Ing and Recording

Economy EltM-ino Devices
Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Johns-Pratt Co.
Rollir-Sniith Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse E. A M. Oo.

Insulating Cloth, Paper and
Tape

General Electric Co.
Irvlngton Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Mica Insulator Co.
Okonite Co.
Stand. Underground Cable
Co.
Westlnghouse E. ft M. Co.

Insulating, Silk ft Varnish
Irvlngton Varnish ft ins.
Co.

Insulation (See also Paints)
Electric Ry. Equipment
Co.

Elec. Service Suplles (3o.
General Electric Co.
Irvington Varnish ft Ins.
Co.

Mica Insulator Co.
Okonite Co.
Westlnghouse E. ft M. Co.

Jacks (See also Cranes.
Hoists and Lifts)
Buda Company
Columbia Machine Wks. &
M. I. Co.

Duff M'fg. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Templeton, Kenly ft Co.

Joints, Rail
(See Bail JolnU)

Journal Boxes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., J. G.
Fort Pitt Steel Castings Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Junction Boxes
Std. Underground Cable
Co.

Lamps, Guards and Fixtures
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse E. ft M. Co.

Lamps, Arc & Incandescent
(See also Headlights)

General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse E. & M. Co.

Lamps, Signal and Marker
Niehols-Lmtern Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Lanterns, Classification
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Lightning Arresters
Electric Power Equip. Co.

Insulation Slots
Irvington Varnish ft Ins.
Co.

Insulators (See also Line
Materials)

Eke. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Irvington Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse B. ft M. Oo.

Insulator Ptns
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Hubbard ft Co.

Insulators, High Voltage
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.

Iron Bodies
Eberhard Mfg. Co.

Insurance, Life
F^dential Insurance Co.

Lightning Protection
Electric Power Equip. Co.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Shaw, Henry M.
Westlnghouse E. ft M. Co.

Line Material (See also
Brackets. Insniators,
Wires, etc)

Arciibold-Brady Co.
Dossert & Co.
Electric Ry. Equipment
Co.

Elec. Service Sup. (3o.
English Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubbard ft Co.
Locke insulator Co.
More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse E. ft M. Co.

Locking Spring Boxes
Wm. Wharton. Jr. ft Co.

lyocomotlves. Electric
Baldwin Ix»(X)m<>livc Wks.
General Electric C!o.
McGuire-C^mmlngs Mfg. Co
St. Louis Car Co.
Westlnghouse E. ft M. Oo.

Lnbrtcating EnglnMn
Galena Signal Oil Co.
.Standard Oil Co. of Ind.
Texas Company
Universal Lubricating Co.

Lubricants. Oil and Grease
Galena Signal Co.
Standard Oil Co. of Ind.
Texas Company
Universal Lubricating Oo.

Manganese Parts
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Manganese Steel Castings
Wm. Wharton. Jr. ft Ck).

Manganese Steel Guards
Balls
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Manganrae Steel, Special
Track Work
Bethlehem Steel (3o.

Wm. Wharton. Jr. ft Co.

Manganese Steel Swilches
Frogs ft Crossings

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Manganese Track-Work
Indianapolis Switch ft Frog
Co.

Meters (See Instruments)

Mica
Mica Inmxlator Co.

Molding, Me«al
Allls-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
National Metal Molding Co,

Motor Base* (See Bases,
Motor)

Motor Leads
DoBsert ft Co.

Motors, Electric
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Oo.
Westlnghouse E. ft M. Oo.

Motors and Generators, Sets
AllisChalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Oo.

Motormen's Seats
BrUl Co., J. G.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Heywood-Wakefield Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Nnts and Bolts
Barbour-Stockwell Co.
Bemis Car Truck (?o.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Hubbard & Co.

Ohmmeters
Roller-Smith Co.

Oils (See Lubricants),

Oil Heaters
Power Specialty Co.

Oil Purifiers
De Lavay Separator Co.

Omnibuses (See Buses,
Motor)

Oxy-Acetylene (See Cutting
Apparatus, Oxy-Acetylene)

Packing
Elec. Service Suplies Co.
Westlnghouse E. & M. Co.

Paints and Varnishes (Insu-
lating)

Irvington Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Paints and Varnishes for
Woodwork

National Ry. Appliance Co

Pavement Breakers
Ingersoll-Rand Co. (A. S.
Cameron Steam Pump
Works)

Paving Brick. Vitrified
National Paving Brick
Mfrs. Assn.

Paving Guards, Steel
(Godwin Co., Inc., W. S.

Paving Material
Amer. Br. Shoe ft Fdy. Co.

PIrknp, Trolley Wire
Elec. Service SuppUes Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Pinion Pullers
Kiec. Service Supplies Co
(General Electric Co.
Wood Co., Chas. N,

Pinions (See Gears)

Pins, Case Hardened, Wood
and Iron

Bemis Car Truck (3o.

Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Ohio Brass Ck).

Westlnghouse Tr. Brake
Co.

Pins. Wood ft Iron
Sharp. EHw. P.

Pipe Fittlncs
Standard Steel Works
Westlnghouse Tr. Brake <^.

Planers (See Machine Tools)

Plates for Tee Ball Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Filer*, Bobber IntnlaMI
Elec. Service Sup. Oo.

Plugs
National Metal Molding (k>.

Pneumatic Tool*
Ingersoll-Rand Co. (A. S.
Cameron Stesm PumP
Works

)

Pole IJne Hardware
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Poles. Me4al Street
Ball's Expanded Steel Truss
Co.
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Hubbard ft Co.
Western Electric Co.

Pole Belnfordns
Clark-Williams Eng. Co.,
Inc.
Hubbard ft Co.

Poles ft Ties Treated
Bell Lumber Co.
Carney Co.. B. J.
Cook Pole ft Tie Co.
International Oeosotlng ft

Construction Co.

Poire. Ties, Pact*. PtUnc A
Lumber

Bell Lumber Oo.
Carney Co.. B. J.

Cook Pole ft Tie (k).

International Creosotlnff ft

Construction (3o.

Southern Cypress Mfr*.
Assn.

Pole*, Trolley
Bell Lumber Co.
Elec. Service SuppUa* Oo.
NuttsU Co., R. D.

Poles, Tubular SImI
Elec. Ry. Equipment Oo,
Elec. Service Sup. Oo.
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^^ e^^ Doyoupay for paving
repair 5, 10 or 15 years too soon?

At least thirty percent of repaying and repairing bills are directly chargeable

to "track-vibration," and perhaps another twenty percent are indirectly

At least thirty percent of repaying and repairing bills are directly chargeable

to "track-vibration," and perhaps another twenty percent are indirectly

the result of vibration and traffic shocks. Cushion rail-vibration and you
can lengthen paving-life many years.

Maintenance engineers know this, and they have quickly appreciated how
much the perfecting of Carey Rail Filler on an economical price-basis

means to their companies.

Carey Rail Filler costs but a few cents per foot in any rail section and will

outlast the track. By preventing the destruction of the pavement along the

car-tracks it saves many times its cost. It brings street railway operating

companies a relief from a large portion of the steady drain on revenue which
preventable paving-destruction now causes.

Send the coupon below for sample, information and prices.

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY
53 Wayne Ave., Lockland, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Elastite Rail Filler is Easy
to Install. A tap of a mallet
holds it in the ^veb of the
rail.

Carey Elastite Rail Filler is a com-
position of specially- tempered
asphalt and fibre which is used as
a resilient cushion between the rail

and the pavement, absorbing traffic-

impact, rail vibration, and traffic-

noise. It is preformed to fit any
rail-section and is readily shaped
on the job to fit any track-curve. It

is unaffected by moisture or temper-
ature changes and is enduring
under all service conditions.

The Philip Carey Co., Lockland. Cin.. O.

Please send sample of Carey Elastite
Rail Filler and price per 100 It. tor .

the following sections: (Or send blue-
print or full size sketch showing rail

crosg-sectlon.)

Weight

Sec. No. . .

.

Mfr's Name.

Name Title

Address

City fltikto
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Porcelain Special High
Voltage

Lapp Insulator Co.. Inc.

Portable Grlnderg
Buda Company

Potbeads
Okonite Co.

Power Houses
American Bridge Co.

Power Saving Derloea
Economy Electric Devices
Co.
National Ry. Appliance Co
Railway Improvement Co.

Presses, Transfer
Meisel Press Co.

Pressure Regulators
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Pumps
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Pumps, Vacuum
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Punches, Ticket
Bonney-Vehslage Tool Co.
Intern'l Register Co., The
Wood Co., Chas. N.

Rail Braces & Fastenings
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Riiil Filler
Philip Carey Co.

Rail Grinders (See Grinders)

Rati Joints
Carnegie Steel Co.
Rail Joint Co.

RaU Joints—Welded
Indianapolis Switch & Frog
Co.
Lorain Steel Co.
Metal & Thermit Corp.

Ralls, Relaying
Poster Co., L. B.

Ralls, Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.
Foster Co., L. B.

Railway Paving Guards,
Steel
Godwin Co.. Inc.. W. S.

Railway Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Rail Welding
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding tc Bonding
Co.

Rattan
Brill Co., The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
McGtiire-Cummings Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.

Registers and Fittings
Bnll Co., The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Intern'l Register Co., The
Ohmer Fare Register Co.
Rooke Automatic Register
Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Reinforcement, Concrete
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.

Repair Shop Appliances (See
also Coll Banding and
Winding Machines)

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Repair Work (See also
Colls)

Onneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Rpplacers, Car
Elec. Service Sup. Co.

Resistances
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.

Resistance, Wire and Tube
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

RrtrlpTcrs, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley)

Rheostats
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Roller Bearings
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.
Roofs
Haskellte Mfg. Co.

Rosettes
National Metal Molding Co.

Hand DryerH
Hetherington & Bemer. Inc.

Sand Rouses
Hethorinpton & Bemer. Inc.

Sand Storage
Hetherington & Bemer. Inc.

Sanders, Track
Brill Co., The J. G.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Sash Fixtures, Cai-
Brill Co.. The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Scrapers, Track (See Clean-
ers and ScraperSp Track)

Screw Drivers, Rubber
Insulated

Elec. Service Sup. Co.

Seating Materials
Pantasote Co.

Seats, Bus
Brill Co., J. G., The
Heywood-Wakefield Co.
St. Louis Car CJo.

Seals, Car (See also Rattan)
Brill Ck). The J. G.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Seating Materials
Brill Co.. J. G.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Second Hand Rquipment
Electric Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment Co.

Shades, Vestibule
Brill (3o., The J. G.

Shovels
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Hubbard & Co.

Side Bearings (See Bearings,
Center and Side)

Signals, Car Starting
Consolidated Car. Heat C.>
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Nat'I Pneumatic Co., Inc.

Signals, Indicating
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Oskel Equipment Co.

Signal Systems, Highway
Crossing

Nachod Signal Co.. Inc.
U. S. Electric Signal Co.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Signal Systems, Block
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Nachod Signal Co.. Inc.
Union Switch & Signal Co.
U. S. Electric Signal Co.

Slack Adjusters (See Brake
Adjusters)

Sleet Wheels and Cutters
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. *
J. M.

Columbia M'acliine Wkn. &
M. I. Co.
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
EUec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

Nuttall Cto.. B. D.

Smokestacks, Oar
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Sockets & Receptacles
National Metal Molding Co.

Snow Sweepers, Rattan
Heywood-Wakefleld Co

Snow-Plows, Sweepers and
Brooms

Brill Co.. The J. O.
Columbia Machine Wks. &
M. I. Co.
Consolidated Car Pender Co
McGuire-Cummings Mfg.
Co.

St. Ixjuls Car Co.

Soldering and Brazing Ap
paratus (See Welding
Processes and Apparatus)

Irvington V.imish & Ins.
Co.

Solderless, Connector
Frankcl Connector Cn.

Special Adhesive Papers
Irvington Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Special Trackwork
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Spikes
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.

Splicing Compounds
westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Splicing Sleeves (See Clamps
and Connectors)

Springs, Car and Truck
American Steel Foundries
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. Q.
Fort Pitt Spring & Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Standard Steel Works
Taylor Elec. Truck Co.

Sprinklers, Track and Bund
Brill Co., The J. G.
MoGhiire-Cummings Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.

Stair Steps, Safety
Irving Iron Works

Steel Castings
Wm. Wharton, Jr. & Co.

Steel and Steel Products
Carnegie Steel Co.

Steps, Car
Brill Co.. J. G,. The
Morton Mfg. Co.

Stokers. Mechanical
Babcock & Wilcox Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co,

atop Signals
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Oskel Equipment Co.

Storage Batteries (See Bat-
teries, Storage)

Strain, Insulators
Anderson, A. & J. M. Mfg.
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.

Strand
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Straps, Car, Sanitary
Railway Improvement Co.

Snbn'ay Boxes
Johns-Pratt Co.

Superheaters
Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Sweepers, Snow (See Snow
Plows, Sweepers and
Brooms)

Switches, Safety
Johns-Pratt Co.

Switches, Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Switch Stands
i

litdianaiHilirt Switch & Fro»i
Co.

Switches, Tee Rail
Ramapo Alax Corp.
Switches, Track (See Track

Special Work)
Switches and Switchboards
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Synchroscopes
Rnllcr-Smlth Co.

Tamper Tie
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Railwa.v Track-work Co.

Tapes and Cloths (See Insu-
lating tSoth, Paper and
Tape)

Tee Rail Special Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Telephones and Parts
Elec. Ser^-ice Supplies Co.
Wi-stem Electric (3o.

Terminals, Cable
Sid. Underground Cable Co.

Testing Instruments (See In-
struments, Electrical Mnis-
uring. Testing, etc.)

Thermostats
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Gold Car Heat. & Ltg. Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter

Ticket Choppers & Des-
troyers

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

TickHs St Transfers
Glol)e Ticket Co.

Ties, All-lletal
Metal Safety R. R. Tie Co.

Ties and Tie Rods, Steel
BarbourStockwell Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.
International Steel Tie Co.

Ties, Mechanical
Dayton Mechanical Tie Co.

Ties, Wood Cross (See Pole*,
Ties, Posts, etc.)

Tokens
S<-ovill MIg. Co.

Tongue Switches
Wm. Wliarton. Jr. & Co.

Tool Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Tools, Track & Miscella-
neous

Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Columbia Machine Wks. ft

M. I. Co.
EIcc. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard & Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Torches. Acetylene (Bss
Cnttlnc Apparatus)

Towers and Transmission
Structures

Archbold-Brady Co.
Bates Expanded Steel Truss
Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Tower Wagon & Auto Trucks
McCardell & Co.. J. R.

Track Expansion Joints
Wm. Wharton. Jr. ft Co.

Track Grinders
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Track-work (k).

Track Special Work
Indianapolis Switch ft Msog
Ck).

Trackless Trolley Cars
BrUl Co., J. G., The
Brockway Corporation
St. Loms Car Co.

Track, Special Work
Barbour-Stockweil Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Buda Company
Columbia Machine Wks. ft

M. I. Co.
New York Switch ft

Oossing Co.
Ramapo Aiax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. ft Co.

Transfer (See Tickets)

Transfer Issuing Machines
Ohmer Fare Register Co.

Transfer Tables
American Bridge Co.

Transformers
Allis-(3halmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Treads, Safety, Stair. Car
Step

Morton Mfg. Co.

Trolley Bases
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Co.

Nuttall Co., B. D.
Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Bases, Retrieving
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D,
Ohio Brass Co .

Trolley Buses
Brill Co.. The J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. (}o.

Trolley Material. Overhead
Anderson, A. ft J. M.
Mfg. Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co
More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Shoe
MUler Trolley Shoe Uo.

Trolleys A Trolley Systems
Ford Chain ft Block Co.

Trolley Wheel Bushings
More-Jones Brass ft Met.il
Co.

Trolley Wheels ft Harps
More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Co.
Tborton Trolley Wheel Co

Trolley Wheels (See Wheels,
Trolley)

Trolley Wire
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel ft Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Min. Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Roebling's Sons (^.. J. A.
Rome Wire Co.
Western Electric (^.

Trucks. Automobile
The White Co.

Trucks. Car
Baldwin Locomotive Wks.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
McQulre-Cummtngk Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Taylor Elec. Truck Co.

Tahlng. Yellow A Black
Flexible Varnish

Irvington Varnish ft Ins.
(3o.

Turbines, Steam
Allis-Chalmers Mfg.. \a1.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A X. Co.

Tnrhlnea. Water
Allls-Cbalmers Mtg. bO.

Turnstiles i

Elec. Service Supplies Co. i

Perey Mfg. Co., Inc. I

Turntables '

American Bridge Co.
Indianapolis Switch ft Prog
Co.

Valves
Ohio Brass (^.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Varnished Papers A SUks
]Acme Wire Co. .

Irvington Varnish ft Ins. 1

Co.

Ventilators, Car
Brill Co., The J. G.
Nat'I Ry. Appliance Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co. '

Railway Utility (Jo.

St. Lotiis Car Co. <

Vitrifled Paving Brick '

National Paving Brick
Mfrs. Assn.

Voltmeters
Roller-Smith Co. i

Welded Rail Joints
Alumino-Thermic Ctorp. '

Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Indianapolis Switch ft Frog
Co.

Metal ft Thermit Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding ft Bonding
Co.

Welders. Portable Electric
Elec. Ry. Improvemenl Co
Indianapolis Switch & Frot
Co. 1
Ohio Brass Co.

|

Rail Welding ft Bonding
Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Welding Processes and
Apparatus .

Alumino-Thermic Corp. j
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co. I

General Electric Co. f
Indianapolis Switch ft Frog "

Co.
International Oxygen (3o.

Metal ft Thermit Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Tra<*-work Co.
Rail Welding ft Bonding
Co.

,

Westinghouse E. ft M. (3o. I

Welding Steel '

Elec. Ry. Improvement Co. "

Indianapolis Switch ft Frog
Co.
Railway Track-work Co. I
Rail Welding ft Bonding i

Co.

Wheel Guards (See Fenders
and Wheel Guards)

Wheel Presses (See Machine
Tools)

Wheels, Car. Cast Iron
Asso. of Mfrs. ChilliHi Car
Wheels

Bemis Car Truck Co. •

Carnegie Steel Ck).

Griffln Wheel Co. ^
Wheels, Car, Steel and Steel

]

Tire
American Steel Foundries !

Standard Steel Wks.
^

Wheels, Wrought Steel .

Carnegie Steel Co. I

Wheels, Trolley J

Columbia Machine Wks. ft

M. I. Co.
'

Elec. By. Equipment Co.
EHec. Service Supplies (X).

General Electric Co.
More-Jones Brass ft Meta'
Co.

Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Sh.irp. Edw. P.
Star Brass Works.

Whistles, Air
(}eneral Electric Co.
Ohio Brass (yO.

Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Wtrs Rope
Boebllng's Sons (^.. J. A.

Wires and Cables
Acme Wire Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Min. (}o.

Bridgeport Brass Co.
(Jenersl Electric Co.
Indianapolis Switch ft Frog
Co.
Okonite Co.
Roebling's Sons Co- J. A.
Rome Wire Co.
Std. Underground Cable

Western Electric Co _
Westinghouse B. A M. Co.

%
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CAR step accidents are more frequent than most

people realize—and smooth, slippery steps are a

pretty big risk any time, but especially in rush hours.

One damage suit may cost you more than a "SAFKAR"
equipment for every car on your tracks.

There's built-in accident insurance in these sturdy steel

safety car steps. There's comfort for passengers, too—

a

secure foothold that makes for quick passenger inter-

change.

NON-SLIPPING under all conditions, wet or dry^
PERMANENTLY SLIP-PROOF, no abrasive insets,

bars or mats to wear out or work loose—EXTREMELY
LIGHT WEIGHT—CLEANLY, because dust, dirt,

mud and snow fall through—ECONOMICAL AND
PRACTICALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE, because all-

steel solidly riveted up, self-contained, time-proof and
wear-proof—these, summed up. are the distinctive

"SAFKAR" values.

There's a size and style of "SAFKAR" Step for every city

or interurban car. Write for Catalog 4A28.

Irving iron Works Co.
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y., U.S.A.

Try it

for yourself

Visit us at Booth 602A,

Atlantic City. You'll find

"SAFKAR" Steps there.

Examine them—give them

any test you wish—prove

to yourself that you cannot

slip upon them—note their

strong, stiff, sturdy, self-

contained construction.

Form your own estimate of

their value, on your lines.
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Under the new city

cars of the United
Traction Company.

Under the ne-w light-<weight interurbans of the Fonda, Johnston, GtoversvilU R.R.

—^under these latest type light-weight cars!

TAYLOR Reduced Height TRUCKS

Chosen because their light weight is combined with strongest

construction. Taylor Trucks are easy riding, with their full

elliptic bolster springs as well as journal springs. All parts

TAYLOR are easily accessible.

' Straight-Action

BRAKEIS rr% 1 f-il . • •T" 1 /^

j^nj Taylor Electric 1 ruck Lo.

TAYLOR MADE SPRINGS Troy, N. Y.
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Comfortable Riding with Brill 77-E Low Level Trucks

The modern tendency toward

light-weight cars can only prove

beneficial to the industry when
consideration is given to the fact

that riding comfort and attractive

appearance are also essential. To
reduce operating cost to a mini-

mum through extremely light

weight and, at the same time, to

sacrifice patronage through un-

satisfactory riding or unpleasant

surroundings would be folly.

These points have not been overlooked in

the cars recently built in our various plants.

Our new Catalog No. 277 is a compilation

of cars in service on many of the most im-

portant railway systems. It will be sent to

you upon request.

Brill Railway Cars will be exhibited

opposite the Pier A. E. R. A. Convention

The J. G. Brill Company
PI-I1I_A.de:UP MIA.. f*J^.

American Car Col —
ST UOUia MO.

C.C. KuHLMAN Car Co.
CI-CVCi.Ar.40. OMIO.

Wason Mant'o Ca
«A«* r.'Cricl.O, MAS*.
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Brill Car and Bus Seats

fe:

Car Seats

The type illustrated is but one of

many espedally developed for rail-

way cars. Brill "Winner" and

non-reversible seats with rattan,

imitation leather or plush uphol-

stered cushion and backs are

specified by most leading electric

LIGHT-WEIGHT WINNER TYPE

«•»

Bus Seats

rhe Brill "Cumfit" bus seat

with deep spring cushion

and comfortable back,

upholstered in imitation

leather meets the exacting

requirements of this par-

ticular service.

*:;";

M*.

CUMFIT" BUS TVPE

1 1
The J. G. Brill Company

Pl-llL.A.DE:L.F>l-iIA. Pa. i
American Car Co. —

ST. I.OUIB hAC3.
C.C. KuHLMAN Car Co. — Wason Manfc Co.

cue VCU ArsiD. OMio. SPni<^criCi-0. MASS.
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Introducing New

KUHLMAN STEEL COACH

An outstanding feature of the

Brill Exhibit at the American
Electric Railway Association Con-
vention at Atlantic City will be the

introduction of a new Kuhlman
Steel Coach and Type "G" Bus
Body.

These new types represent the

latest development in body design

and railway executives are invited

to inspect them in Spaces 701-3

adjoining the Greek Temple
Meeting Room, Million Dollar
Pier.

Complete information upon request.

The J. G. Brill Company
PmuA-DEi-pmA., Pa..

American Cab Ca — CCKumuman Cab Co. — Wason Mantc Co.ST- kOUtB t^O. CUCVCL. AfMO, OMiO. •itniNCriCUO.MAVft.

I
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BRILL 77-E TRUCKS

^j

77-E (Lar^e-DiameterWheels)

Brill Twin Swing Links, the

latest contribution to the

field of electric truck devel-

opment, retain the smooth
and comfortable riding of

Brill 77-E Low-level Trucks
under high rates of speed or

on uneven track.

The Brill 77-E Large-wheel

Truck was primarily de-

signed to meet the require-

ments of moderately high-

speed service. Arranged for

low-floor cars and equipped

with small-diameter wheels,

the No. 77-E Type is also

adapted to all classes of city

cars where comfortable rid-

ing is essential.

Write for copy of
Bulletin No. 279

77-E I and77-EX
(Small-DiameterWheels)

77-E(SmallWheel)wiih
Brill Twin Lmks

B The J. G. Brill Company
Pmh-adel-pmia. Pa.

"3k

American Cab Co. — G.C. Kuhlman Cab Co.
ST. l.OU)a MO. cue VGU Ar^O. OMIO.

Wason Mantg Ca
SPR iiMCriCl-D, MASS.

I



KEEPING your equipment

physically fit— maintenance—
means keeping it most fit for profits.

You should maintain your equip-

ment with duplicate parts—built by

the equipment manufacturer—and

thereby insure against the high cost

of repeated pull-ins.

You should modernize existing equip-

ment by installing wherever possible

new devices that are designed to give

better service at a lower mainten-

ance cost.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Schenectady, N. Y.

4»-aj8
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(k 1 the 950 BM T subway cars alone, approximately 50,000

npARK Fuses are in continuous service.

Noark Fuses are extensively used on the BM T Lines be

c ase both engineers and officials know that nothing less than

c mplete fuse dependability is either safe or economical for

ctric railway service.

"he Johns'Pratt Company
TRADE MARKHARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Division of Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Company

BOSTON • NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO w
'.s.PAT.oFp. EXPORT DEPT., 30 Church St., New York, N. Y., U. S. A. Btt.u.s.i'AT.ore.

Side control panel of BM T Subway Cars

showing Noark Fuse Equipment andxmsh-

button control for door operation. *
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Westinghouse Exhibit 1924

The "Orange Stars''
Show the latest improvements for modern cars

"Great!" exclaimed the Vice President, slapping Joe on the back. "Now I understand all

you have been visualizing about 'Orange Stars.' It looks as though the Westinghouse people
have an all-star exhibit."

"That's what they have," said Joe, gazing in admiration. "Our men can fill their 'Report
Book' on equipment improvements right here in the Westinghouse Booth. That new 'oil sealed'

motor bearing is a wonder. Westinghouse engineers are certainly on the job. Look at all these
other improvements they have brought out for us."

"Joe," interrupted the Vice President, "the entire Westinghouse organization understand and
serve our Industry more effectively than any other. Think of the constructive publicity work
they have been doing for years, their all-around co-operation, and when you get down to ap-
paratus and sound engineering, they have no equal. Think over what they have done for our
property and now I am going to tell you some other good news. When I see all this I can't keep
it. The success we had on our road with Westinghouse Equipment induced our Board to promote
you to General Manager, and I go up to President on November first."

"That's bully news. Boss. Let's tell everybody to

Modernize and Merchandise
With Westinghouse Modernized Equipment

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of
the United States and Foreign Countries

Westinghouse
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Pictures by Air

THTe^HE old order changeth,'' as

'ennyson said, and those who
wish to keep abreast of the times

must change, too. An unusual inci-

dent a short time ago afforded a

striking illustration of the remark-

able developments that have occurred

during recent years.

It was desired to secure for pub-

lication in the ELECTRIC Railway
Journal a picture showing some
track construction being done on the

Pacific Coast. Mention of this work
was to be made in the next issue of

the paper, and the editors thought

that the article would be more inter-

esting to the Journal readers if

actual photographs could be shown.

However, time was extremely short.

A telegram was despatched to our

representative in the California city

where the job was in progress. He
immediately procured photographs
and delivered them to the local post

office. The United States air mail
service picked them up the same
afternoon, and the second day
following the package arrived in

New York City. The third day the

halftones were completed and ready
to accompany the article.

A year ago, such an achievement

would have been impossible. But
day by day our transportation and
communication facilities improve,

and what was unheard of yesterday

will be commonplace tomorrow.

Such improvements enable the edi-

tors of the Journal to publish today

a paper having a far wider range of

up-to-the-minute information than

would have been possible in the early

days of its history.

Number of Copies Printed, 6,150 Advertising Index—Alphabetical, 50; Classified, 46, 48; Searchlight, 45
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Repair shop in the Pond Works of the
Niles Bement Pond Co., Plainfield.
N. J. where Westinghouac K-30 Elec-
tric Oven is saving time, work and
money.

Westinghouse
Type K Ovens

Niles Bement Pond Co.
Speak from Experience

; made in five sizes to meet
the varying needs of industry.

They result in a uniformly-
high quality product, reduced
fire hazard, low maintenance
cost, and greater efficiency from
every standpoint. Ask for folder

L-181S.

*Sin£9

In their motor repair section at the Pond
Works, Plainfield, N. J., the Niles Bement
Pond Co. used to bake coils and arma-
tures in a coke-fired oven located in

another part of the works. They found
it to be slow work, guess work, and mighty
expensive.

Sometimes armatures were over-baked
and ruined; often they were fotmd wet
when they should have been thoroughly

dry. Uniform results were impossible to

attain.

Two years ago a Westinghouse K-30

Electric Oven was installed right in the

repair shop. Since then, there has been
no loss of time, nor ruined armatures

—

and no maintenance expense for the oven.

Automatic control of temperature has

resulted in perfect baking each time: the

work comes out clean, smooth, tmiformty
done.

The Niles Bement Pond Co. state they

are well pleased with their Westinghouse
Electric Oven, a recommendation worth-

while. Want more facts? Ask any Dis-

trict Office.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC 8s MANUFACTURING CO.
EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of the United States and Foreign Countries

Westinghouse
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An Easy Frog to Install
The CF Frog with Bayonet Approach

The steps of installing are

illustrated:

Figure 1—Shows the cross span, or

come-along, placed over the trolley

wires, leaving the space below the

wires free.

Figure 2—Shows the frog body in mesh
with two approaches. The long, powerful

motion offered by the frog body makes this

operation easy.

Figure 3—Shows the two wires drawn over

the clamp and held in place. A line tool, Style

128426, is used to draw the third approach in

line with the inclined lock race. The approach

is driven home by a series of blows on the driv-

ing anvil cast on the approach.

Figure 4—Shows the frog hung in position for

the curve test. If found to.be in proper location

with respect to the track, the approaches are

elinched, as illustrated in Figure S.

The diagram. Figure 6, indicates clearly the

position of the runners. The angle is 8° where

ttie runners overlap and 12° at the end of the

frog.

Leaflet 20151 gives full particulars.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of the

United States and Foreign Countries

_3=Er

L AITESTINCHOUSEA ,

LI ELECTRIC JA

Figure I

Figure 2

Fiicure 3

Figure 4

Figure S

Westingliouse
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This made a great hit at the Convention

The latest addition to our line of track mainte-

nance equipment, exhibited at the convention, the

;VULCAN"
Rail Joint Grinder

created quite a stir. A lot of our friends (new and old) hailed it as

something long-wanted.

It grinds by the planing action of an abrasive brick like our "Old
Reliable" Reciprocating Grinder. It's as quickly derailed and as

portable as our widely used "Atlas" Grinder.

Nothing like it for getting a true, smooth rail surface where joints

are slightly uneven or to finish up after the rotating grinder has re-

moved surplus metal built up by electric arc welding.

Get the bulletin and a quotation.

3132-48 East Thompson Street, Philadelphia

A0ENT9:
Chester P. Gailor. 30 Cburch St., New York Atla» Railway Supply Co.. Chlcaeo
Chas. K. Wood Co., Boston Eiquipmrnt A Emrlnwrlnj Co.. London

Electrical Enirinecriiiir & Mfir. Co.. Plttsburpli .107
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Old Man Winter Is Coming

Old Man Winter is coming and

with him, heavier traffic load, to

say nothing of extra car heating

and lighting loads. That calls for

plenty of power to the cars. Yet

when demands are greatest nature

often acts to make circuit con-

ditions less efficient—if the bond-

ing is not good.

Rails contracted, joint plates loos-

ened, ground hard and dry, do not

help track circuit conditions. Yet

they are inevitable circumstances.

They make good bonding impera-

tive if full power is to be available

for cars, if schedules are to be

maintained.

If there is a time when rail bond-

ing must be in tip-top shape it is

in winter.

Now is the time to get ready.

Have you ordered your O-B
Bonds?

The Olii
Mansfield,

TEOLLEY MATERIAL - ELECTRIC RAILWAY CAR
EQUIPMENT — RAIL BONDS - HIGH TENSION

rORCELAIN INSULATORS - THIRD RAIL INSULATORS
Dominion Insulator & Mfg. G>., Limited

rass Co.
Ohio,U.S.A.

^^^

NEW YORK - PHILADELPHIA — PITTSBURCH
CHICAGO — CHARLESTON. W. VA.

LOS ANGELES — SAN FRANCISCO — PARIS. FRANCE

Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada
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Bates Poles on Electric Railway
in Coruna, Spain
Bates Poles with specially designed trolley supports are

used along the right of way of the Compania de Iravias
de la Coruna at Coruna, Spain.

A perfect truss made from one piece of steel, without rivets

bolts or wheels. Bates Poles have remarkable strength and
give sturdy service. Mass production makes them eco-

nomical in first cost, their simplicity makes them easy of

maintenance.
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An Advertisement Pub-
lished by the Portland
Cement Association on
the permanence of Con-
crete.

Use Your Track

and Have It Too
'T^HE renewal of Steel Twin

•*- Tie Track at the end of the

wearing life of the rail is based

on the application of simple and

practical track methods to the

fact brought out in the Portland

Cement Association advertise-

ment shown above— that con-

crete endures.

The permanence of concrete

and steel; the simplicity, con-

venience and strength of arc

seam welding; the simple fact

that there are excellent rails for

Paved Track 6 inches high

make possible new economies

in the cost of paved track which
should be considered in plan-

ning your mid-season construc-

tion.

Write today for complete information

on Steel Twin Ties and the renewal

of Steel Twin Tie Track.

The International Steel Tie Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Steel Twin Tie Track
Economical Permanent Renewable
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"What Others are Doing

YOU Can Dol"
IF others are increasing net earnings

by the use of Safety Cars (with our

Safety Car Equipment), you can too.

The fact that our equipment has been

applied to 10,000 cars on 400 properties

in eight years is sufficient proof that the

Safety Car plan of operation is paying

handsome returns, and that it is a plan

which is equally successful under the

most widely varying operating condi-

tions.

There is nothing intangible or mysteri-

ous about the advantages of Safety Cars.

They simply cut operating expenses al-

most in two ; earn more by saving more

!

All that is necessary for Safety Car

operation is our equipment, which is

easily installed on any car, new or old.

SafetyCarDevices Ool
or St. Louis, Mo.

Postal and Olographic Address:

WilmerdincPa.
CHICAGO SANrRANCISCO NEW YORK \^'ASHINGTON PITTSBURCM
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Illuminating
with Keystone Compensating Fixtures

Simplified lighting and better lighting

— results from using Keystone Com-
pensating fixtures.

Because of the patented "compensat-

ing" principle, any burnt-out lamp is

automatically cut out, and the circuit

continues closed through the remaining

lamps. One "dead" lamp does not

interfere with the others.

Instead of having a whole series of five

lamps dead—the bad one is at once

apparent and can be immediately re-

placed.

Ixi^cTRic SER>nocE^*^SiJppi/ii:s Co.
PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK

17th and Cambria Sta. 50 Church St.

PITTSBURGH SCRANTON
829 Oliver Buildinf 316 N. W«ahin(ton Ave.

Lyman Tube A Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg Vancouver

CHICAGO
Monadnock Bldf.

BOSTON
88 Broad St.
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Even on Uneven Track
Westinghouse '^ Tight -Lock*' Couplers

—will enable you to quickly and securely couple the

mechanical, pneumatic, and electrical connections

between your cars.

The faces of the coupler heads are so designed that

even though they be considerably out of alignment in

a horizontal or vertical plane (on grades or curves),

they will "gather," and automatically lock tight into

each other—doubly secure.

This automatic and secure three-fold coupling of cars

promotes safety and economy in train make-up and
operation, saving time, risk, and expense.

Three coupler sizes are available the "H" type
for heavy, high speed trains, the "K-l-A" for light

and medium weight cars, and the "C-3-A" for light

cars where the electric feature is not desired.

W^estinghouse Traction Brake Company
General Offices and Works: Wilmerding, Pa.

WestinghouseTractionBr^kes
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NATIONAL
PNEUMATIC
EQUIPMENT
DOOR ENGINESi

DOOR AND STEP
CONTROL

OPERATING
MECHANISMS

MOTORMAN'S
SIGNAL LIGHTS

This big modern manufacturing
plant exclusively for N.P. Devices

Twenty years' experience, covering the development, perfection

and manufacturing of door and step operating equipment has cul-

minated in a plant and organization so specialized as to produce

efficient equipment and practical equipment ;—-equipment, which
is better and cheaper than anything you could turn out in your

own shops.

NATIONAL PNEUMATIC
DOOR ENGINES

have many points of superiority

Minimum Air Consumption:
No waste due to leakage.

Automatic lubrication iieeps cups

in good condition.

No packing glands.

Minimum amount of waste space

at end of cylinders and in piping.

Permanency :

All parts extra strong and rigid.

Large bearing surfaces.

Enclosed rack and gear keep out

all dirt.

Hard drawn manganese bronze

valves.

Uniform Operation:

Non-adjustable cushion.

Reserve cushion prevents slam-

ming under all conditions.

Cushioning period regulated by

positive mechanical action.

Low Coat of Maintenance:
No packing glands to be repacked.
Non-adjustable cushion.

Automatic lubrication.

Large self-lubricating bearing
' surfaces.

Rack and gear enclosed.

Hard drawn manganese bronze
valves prevent wear.
Periodical overhauling expense
low as engines are self-contained

and self-aligning.

Small Space Required

:

Engine small and compact.
Self-contained.

Self-aligning.

i4ufof?Kific Lubrication:
Central splash system of oiling.

Reserve Cushion:
Prevents slamming under all con-

ditions.

National Pneumatic Co., Inc.
Originators and Manufacturers

Principal Office: SO Church Street, New York

Philadelphia—Colonial Trust Building Chicago—McCormick Building

Works—Rahway, New Jersey

Manufactured in Canada bv Dominion Wheel d Foundry Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
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—an engineeringy legal and service ref-

erence hook on Bus operating service

For the first time,bus owners may have close

at hand a complete, illustrated code of bus
operating practices that answers the thous-

and and one questions that are likely to

arise wherever buses are operated or their

adoption contemplated.

Not until now has this information been
compiled between book covers. Previously
it has only existed in the minds of scattered

bus transportation specialists, but not until

Mack assembled all this vital data and
preserved it in book form has it been avail-

able from one source.

Bus OperatingPractice is a realcontribution,

anengineer!ng, legalandoperating reference

treatise of 250 pages, replete with illustra-

tions and forming a real code of procedure.

Whether you are now operating buses, or
contemplating their adoption, you need this

book. For those who already operate buses,

this manual will help to improve the service
and point out many ways whereby revenue
may be increased and expenses reduced. For
those who are at present merely "interested"
in the possibilities ofrunning buses, thebook
will give a clear picture of the initial and
subsequent steps necessary to successful bus
operation. Many pitfalls may be avoided by
studying its pages. By adopting some of the
principles outlined, to fit your operating con-
ditions, you may actually save thousands of
dollars.

The publication of Bus Operating Practice is a link in

Mack Service. Avail yourself of the opportunity and
register your name for a copy at the Mack booth, space
300,during theAmerican ElectricRailwayAssociation
Convention. Ifyou are not attending the convention
this year write for your copy to the nearest Mack
branch or direct to

MACK TRUCKS, Inc.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CO.
EightV'three directfactory branches operate under the titles

of: ' 'MACK MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY" and "MACK-
INTERNATIONAL MOTOR TRUCK CORPORATION."

15

/^r/ormance counfs/

Mack City Type Bus

Mack Sedan Type Bus
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Modern Signal Protection

Electro-PneniiiAtic

Interlocking at

Terminal Station

of Philadelphia St

West Chester

Traction Co.

AT the new Philadelphia Terminal Station of

-^^ the Philadelphia & West Chester Traction

Co., Union Electro-Pneumatic Inter-

locking allows car movements to be speeded

up, and insures against confliction of simul-

taneous movements.

<Let one of our engineers study your operating conditions

and co-operate with you in considering what Interlocking

and Automatic Block Signals will do for your Railway.

m mnton ^tutt^ & Signal Co« m
V" .

' «;WTSSVAT R PA \ i w
Mwk SWISSVALE, PA. Mark
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What the check-up tells

Not 'til you come to check the wear on bearings,

and the results on gear teeth, do you get the whole

story on lubrication costs. Anybody can buy and

use oil or grease. Its total cost is not in itself so

very much. It's the result on the metals themselves

that may run up into money.

Galena Lubricants, backed by Galena Service, are

proving themselves the really economical ones on

hundreds of electric railways throughout the coun-

try. No road is too small to receive our most careful

attention—no road is too large for us to handle

efficiently.

Try Galena—and let the check-up decide

whether or not it it worth continuing.

11 1 '
I I I

Galena-Si^nal Oil Cbmpanyi
New York Franklin. Pa. Chicago

• and offices in principal cities »

iiiiiiiiiiMiMiiiiUiiiiiiiiiiii*^^
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General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities

£tfgKJi eucritn

RAILWAY AND MINK HAULAGE MOTORS
AJUtATDRE COOLS rOR TTPB 0( MOTORS
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Stick to Known Value

One operator says: "G-E Coils couldn't
be improved. So now they're packaged
to guarantee original quality on the job."

There is no true substitute for G-E
Armature Coils for G-E Motors. And
now supplied in cartons, G-E Coils are
sure to be preserved undamaged until

ready for use. Besides, the cartons are

a great convenience, each containing a
set of coils for one armature.

To get the same efficiency as from your
original coils, to secure maximium arma-
ture life, and to insure satisfactory

service from your G-E Motors you
must rewind with G-E Armature Coils.

Each is an exact duplicate of the other.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Shall We Rattle On
or Meet the Challenge?

THE committee on foreign operation of the Amer-

ican Electric Railway Association came back from

Europe with the observation that the tramcars over

there are less noisy than ours. In explanation of this a

number of contributing reasons were given in the

report published in Electric Railway Journal of

September 20, but the committee felt that, simmered

down to the main factor, this fault was simply a matter

of maintenance. Cars and track, the committeemen

said, are better maintained than is the case here. Bad

joints and noisy special work are exceedingly rare.

Cars are kept tight and free from rattling and vibrating

parts.

If this is the principal means of reducing the noise

of street cars, is there any reason why we cannot have

the same thoroughness of maintenance in this country?

And with the street car under fire in the popular mind

as a noisy, obsolete vehicle, should we not accept the

challenge upon our workmanship made by the showing

of our British contemporaries and bring our main-

tenance practices up to new standards?

One prominent superintendent of equipment in the

Middle West, writing to the editors about this subject,

said that "the principal reason why the noise exists

universally in car equipment today is laziness pure and

simple." There is some of that element in the situation,

but it goes much deeper. Neither the way engineers

nor the master mechanics have been given a fair oppor-

tunity to attain a high standard of repair on most

properties. There have been in our industry far too

few managers who have taken sufficient pride in keep-

ing their plant in first class condition to insist upon

the proper expenditures and reserves for maintenance,

regardless of the ups and downs of business. Too

many have succumbed to the temptation to show profits

by skimping maintenance, when for the year there

would not otherwise have been any profits. The engi-

neers of way and the master mechanics have been

forced to make the most of an ever too scant allowance

for repairs and renewals. Way engineers especially

have seldom come into their own. The resulting

accumulation and excess of broken joints, and broken

and worn special trackwork, have only served to in-

crease the wear and tear on the equipment and to

further shorten a maintenance allowance already too

scant.

We need better inspection and more thorough main-

tenance in America. With that attained much improve-

ment in quietness of operation will follow. Yet we

need not stop there. With American genius set to

work at the task, we can certainly devise ways of elimi-

nating the sources of noise or at least of muffling it.

This is a part of modernization.

Definite effort in this direction has been exercised

only in Minneapolis, so far a-, the Journal knows.

Whether the accomplishment in this case, in its present

stage, is of great consequence or not, considerable

credit should be given for the start made to overcome

one of the most important factors in the general

unpopularity of street cars. The brains and the

energy to cast aside precedent and designs of decades

ago and to start afresh with new ideas are certainly

in the industry. Will not the executives give them back-

ing or start the fight against noise?

Modernization a Matter of

Determination

A TUCH of the effort of the American Electric

jVA Railway Association during the past year has been

devoted to the topic, "Modernization." The Journal
has always been the advocate of impi-ovement and tho

adoption of more modern methods. Mr. McGraw stood

out, for example, in the old days for his advocacy of

electrification of the horse car lines—and was roundly

criticised, incidentally, by many of the leaders of the

industry of that day. The recent movement was
crystallized" into a motto by President Budd in an

article in this paper on Jan. 6, 1923, and since then

"modernization" has been the keynote of many of the

industry's activities.

In order to give the movement a further impetus

the entire Annual Convention Number of Electric

Railway Journal, published last week, was devoted to

this subject. In a series of articles by leaders in vari-

ous departments concrete evidence was given thai,

modernization is a tangible thing. As Mr. Budd
pointed out, it is futile to speak of the "good old days,"

for that is water gone over the dam. We must grow
with the times and must give the service that the

public demands. What was good enough once is far

from satisfactory now.

That modernization pays is told in a striking way
in one of the articles. By purchasing new and suitable

equipment and rerouting and rescheduling the cars, it

was found possible to increase the earnings available

for interest from $155,000 to more than $4,000,000, on

a property taking in some $12,000,000 gross revenue.

The return on the investment was raised by this means
from less than one-half of 1 per cent to nearly 8 per

cent. Inasmuch as the new capital needed was only

some $4,500,000 the improvement represented an enor-

mous profit on that portion of the investment.

But to obtain results such as this, and to give the

service to which the public feels that it is entitled,

requires lots of hard work and perhaps personal

sacrifice on the part of the owners and of the manage-
ment. It means a fuller appreciation of the job and

its possibilities than many of the owners and oper-

ators of traction properties have had in the recent past.

Many old theories roust be thrown aside, and many
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time-honored practices abandoned. If those in charge

have the courage and the determination to forge ahead,

they will prove faithful servants not only to those who

have supplied the capital, but to the people whom they

are striving to please.

Modernization Is Not

Merely Conversation

TODAY the electric railway industry is beginning

earnestly to grasp the modernization idea and is

coming to realize some of its possibilities. But will

the industry penetrate the shell of generalization and

reach the meat—the specific day-to-day improvements in

practices that are possible in every branch of the

industry? Talking modernization and generalizing

about it are fine. They inspire enthusiasm and help to

keep us interested in the subject. But to enthusiasm

must be added determination and painstaking analysis.

Modernization of what? Of our thinking, of manage-

ment, schedules, franchise arrangements, equipment, line

department, power facilities, finances, track, freight

handling, maintenance methods, accounting methods,

handling claims, insurance and salesmanship—every-

thing. No department of the electric railway business

is above possible improvement. The modernization

idea permeates every activity. Existing practices are

subject to critical scrutiny. Improvement will come

not only from comparing the practices of one property

with those of another, but also from the application to

the railway industry of methods which have been

developed into other branches of industry.

The reader is urged to go back and finish reading, or

read again, every article in last week's Annual Con-

vention Number of the Journal. Articles on this

subject by such men as Budd, Dana, Beeler, Maltbie,

Tliirlwall, Thompson, Gould, Jones, Addinsell, Gailor,

Stofltel, Brinckerhoff, Davis, Handlon, Mahan and

Jackson are far too valuable in specific suggestion to

be laid aside with a single perusal. Every one who

reads these articles will find more than one practical

suggestion that he can apply to his own company and

his own work.

Keeping Down
the Fire Risk

SOMETIMES it is not sensed that the law of prob-

abilities is always at work. In the case of fire

risk, particularly, this law determines the liability for

the future from the experience of the past. While

it is impossible to say just where the next fire will

occur, or how serious its results will be, the probability

that it will occur somewhere can be worked out with

almost mathematical accuracy.

The importance of this feature of the probability of

fire is emphasized in the article on "Fire Insurance"

in last week's Annual Convention Number of this paper.

It is only by a consistent reduction of losses that a

general reduction of insurance premiums may be

enjoyed. These reductions may be obtained in several

ways. Better construction, installation of approved

fire-fighting apparatus and training of employees in

its use, better "housekeeping" and co-operation between

the companies and the fire prevention engineers are

among the principal means suggested.

Some of the improvements recommended are basic,

such as better construction, and can be incorporated

only in the design of new buildings or cars: But it is

surprising how much can be accomplished with the

existing plant. For instance, good "housekeeping" has

a marked influence on the insurance rate. This is

because the experience has been that where trash

accumulates, dirty or oily rags are left in dark corners,

where smoking is permitted or where the fire doors or

fire-fighting equipment are obstructed so that they do

not function, the greater number of fires occur. It

cannot be argued that the correction of such conditions

requires new capital, but still there are many properties

where the necessary care has not been taken to make
the conditions as good as may be.

With so much to gain and so little to lose, a study

of points such as those mentioned in the article

referred to should be made on every property, big or

little. This should be set down as one of the first

things to do as soon as the convention is over and the

executive is back in harness. Fire never gives warning

of where it is going to strike, and the best method

of fighting it is to make it difficult for it to start. For

besides the possibility of low rates, good housekeeping

and other fire-prevention activities mean even more
in avoiding disruption to service.

"There Is Nothing New
Under the Sun"

THOUGH fashions may come and go. and the mod-

ernization of today may become the obsolescence of

tomorrow, all the evidence of the ages indicates that

human nature is not affected by time. This was told

forcefully some thousands of years ago by Aristotle,

and was quoted in the Annual Convention Number last

week as the text of the article on "Ride Salesmanship."

The selling instinct does not seem to be inherent in

the railway organization. When it is found necessary

to get more business, the executive seems prone to make
blunders that any merchant would avoid without much
thought. The railways really have something to sell,

and the public wants to buy, but without some means
of getting buyer and seller together there will be no sale.

Life insurance is universally conceded to be practically

a necessity for the modem man, but how many of us
rush to the company and purchase insurance without

solicitation—and very earnest solicitation at that—from
anywhere from one to a dozen agents ?

As the author pointed out, one cannot make a good
sales appeal unless he has something to sell. It is use-

less to tell of the wonderful scenery to be observed

through the car windows when they harbor so much
dirt that the outside world cannot be seen. Neither

can one boast of frequent service when it is notorious

that the cars are often so badly bunched that the actual

headways are two to three times as great as those

shown on paper.

If the public wants changes, why not let it have
changes ? Certainly we know that the milliners and the

dressmakers could not make a profit were it not for

the incessant changes. The aggressive management
will be alive to the possibilities of dressing up traction

service in a variety of packages. The fundamental
service must be the same, but riders can be made to

feel that something is being done all the time for their
comfort and their convenience.

It will be well for every one to consider these aspects

of the business, for while they are not subject to exact
rules, as are the engineering features of cars and track,

still they play an important part in the success of the
railway.
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Railway Franchises of Today
By W. H. Malthie

Consultant on Public Utility Valuation, Rates and Taxation
Baltimore, Md,

This Concluding Installment on Electric Railway Franchises Lists

and Discusses the Principal Provisions Desirable in an Electric

Railway Franchise Under Present Legal and Economic Conditions

MANY of the older franchises

grant only the use of special

streets, thus leaving the way
open for the creation of competing

systems. Such competing systems

were frequently created and in some
cases such competition still continues.

Even before the period of commis-
sion regulation it was very doubt-

ful if the advantages of such com-

petition offset the inevitable economic

waste and public inconvenience.

Today, under a limited net return,

competition in transportation is an

economic waste which cannot be

justified.

Therefore the modem franchise

should grant the exclusive right to

furnish mass transportation within

the municipal area. Long-distance

carriers, steam, electric or motor,

must of course enter the city, but

they should not be allowed to com-

pete for local city traffic.

This does not mean that the com-

pany should have a free hand to lay

tracks on any street at will. It doea

mean, however, that there should be

no need of a new franchise for each

new extension or new connection,

but that new routes or connections,

approved by the proper municipal

department as in conformity with

the city plan, should be built under

the original franchise without fur-

ther grant or legislation.

Form of Motive Power
The motor bus is a permanent

member of the transportation fam-

ily. It has its own field, within

which it is a more economic trans-

portation unit than the street car.

Experience is not yet broad enough
to fix the limits of that field ex-

actly, and the present limits will be

much narrowed if the bus is put on

a parity with the street car as to

public burdens, and as to construc-

tion and maintenance of way.

But the moment either vehicle

undertakes to go beyond its field the

cost of service to the public is in-

creased, not merely because a serv-

ice is rendered by the wrong
vehicle, but even more because the

resulting competition cuts down the

net return of the proper vehicle and
necessitates an increase in rates.

The problem of furnishing mass
transportation is fourfold.

1. Over what routes does the pub-

lic demand service?

2. What type or types of service

does the public desire on each

route?

3. How many of these routes and
services will the public support by
the payment of full costs and fair

return ?

4. What is the most economical

vehicle to furnish each service?

If this problem is properly solved

there are no adverse interests be-

tween the various routes or serv-

ices, and there is no economic justifi-

cation for loading upon the public

the expense of two administrative

organizations, or even the expense

of additional accounting necessitated

if there are two franchises held by
the same investing group. In a

word, all mass transportation, rail

or motor bus, should be furnished by
one company under a single fran-

chise.

Providing for Extensions

The matter of extensions of serv-

ice—new lines, lengthening of old

lines, or increase of service on ex-

isting lines—^was usually or fre-

quently ignored in the old franchise;

but if the modem franchise is to

grant the exclusive right to furnish

mass transportation, it must provide

for such extensions. They cannot be
left entirely to the whim of the com-
pany, since the municipality must
plan for and control its growth, and
it cannot do so unless it can be sure

of needed transportation. Neither
can the matter be left to the mere
demand of the municipality, since

too great or rapid an expansion may
make it impossible to earn, on a
satisfactory rate schedule, that fair

return which is absolutely essen-

tial for the preservation of credit.

This is the additional danger pre-

viously mentioned which threatens

the scheme of rewarding efficiency

by increased net return.

The problem is too complex for

discussion in the limits of this

paper, but it centers about two fac-

tors which have received too little

attention in schedule and rate mak-
ing—the average length of ride and
the load factor.

A transportation company manu-
factures seat-miles, and today they
cost in general, including a fair re-

turn, something between 1 cent and
li cents each, say the latter figure.

If the load factor, defined as the
percentage of seat-miles sold to seat-

miles manufactured, is 100, a 1\-

cent fare will pay for a 5-mile ride.

If the load factor is only 50, and it

is requently lower than this, a 7J-

cent fare will pay only for a 2J-mile
ride. Anything which lengthens the

average ride, or lowers the load fac-

tor, automatically raises the cost of

the ride.

Additional service on an existing

line, or the opening of a new line

which divides the traffic of an old

line, lowers the load factor, and the

extension of a line usually both
lengthens the average ride and
lowers the load factor.

It follows that efficiency stands

little chance of a reward if that

reward depends on a lowering of the
fare, whether measured in money or
in purchasing power, if the munic-
ipality can demand at will what-
ever extensions of service it desires.

The problem has not, so far as the
writer knows, been satisfactorily

solved. Probably the best sugges-
tion so far is to provide in the fran-

chise for a reference to the com-
mission in those cases where the
municipality and the company cannot
agree; with the provision that in-

creased cost, if any, shall be met by
increased fare, and that the com-
pany be not penalized for this in-

crease.
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The constant expansion of Amer-
ican cities, and the genei'al demand
for a flat fare within the city limits,

is a special illustration of the danger

previously mentioned. Already in

all larger centers the short rider is

paying a large part of the cost of

caring for the long rider. If the

average ride continues to lengthen,

the time may come when the short

rider will decline to pay, and will

walk.

The franchise, therefore, should

not bind the parties permanently to

the flat-fare-to-city-line plan, but

should leave it possible to turn to

the zone plan at some future date.

Moreover, so long as the public con-

tinues to pay the full bill, the choice

between the flat fare and zone sys-

tems should be left to the public,

rather than to the company, pro-

vided that the latter is not penalized

by a reduction in net return if the

change brings about an increase in

costs.

If however, the system is sub-

urban, as well as urban, it may be

necessary io lodge final authority in

the commission in order to protect

the suburban rider.

Paving and Other Burdens

The older franchises usually in-

volved a cash payment by the com-

pany to the municipality, the pay-

ment bf an annual charge, or both.

They also usually involved the as-

sumption by the company of special

burdens, such as paving, street

cleaning, free carriage of municipal

employees and similar items. Under
the old legal and economic condi-

tions such provisions were merely a

part of" the price paid by the com-

pany' for rights which were essential

to the creation of a profitable busi-

ness, and it was good business on

the part of the municipality to get

all it could, in first price, annual

charge, or assumption of expense.

Today' conditions are entirely

changed. If a municipality charges

a cash 'sum for a franchise, the

amount' paid, whether it be one dol-

lar, or a million, goes into the rate

base, and the public pays 7 or 8

per cent on it in perpetuity. The
public could tnuch better afford to

borrow' by an issue of municipal

bonds than to raise money by sale

of a franchise.

In 'the' s&hie way it is no longer

sound ecbrio'mics to impose special

taxes of other special burdens on

the ttahsportalion company. Under
the present system, these are all

passed on to the rider, who is thus

made to pay, in proportion to his

use of transportation, a public

charge which in equity should rest

equally on all citizens. It is just as

logical to make water users pay all

the expenses of the fire department
as it is to make car riders pay for

paving; just as logical to make the
grocer feed the policeman and pro-

rate the charge among his cus-

tomers as it is to make his fellow

riders carry him.

Cheap transportation is essential

to public prosperity. Therefore,

transportation should carry its own
costs, and no more. The modern
franchise should be granted without

charge, should call for no special

taxes, and should impose no special

burdens not shared by all forms of

business.

Tax Exemption
This raises the question as to

whether 'or not a public utility

should be granted an exemption
from ordinary taxation. In view of

the fact that all taxes are passed on

to the car rider, it is sometimes
urged that the utility should be en-

tirely exempt and that transporta-

tion thereby would be cheaper.

That such action would actually

cheapen transportation is undoubt-

edly correct, but transportation

should bear its full costs. Those
elements of municipal expense which
are generally covered by the general

tax levy (police protection, fire pro-

tection, public health, public educa-

tion, etc ) are just as e.ssential to

the operation of a transportation

system as they are to any form of

manufacturing, or to wholesale or

retail trade. Consequently, there

would seem to be no reason why the

transportation dollar spent by the

car rider should escape its share of

these expenses any more than the

food dollar, or the housing dollar

spent by the same individual.

In time we may conclude that tax-

ation which is more or less directly

passed on to the ultimate consumer
should be based upon the cost of the

service rather than upon the capital

investment nece.ssary for its per-

formance. If this happens, it will be

held unjust to charge the purchaser
of transportation 10 per cent of its

sale price for taxation, and the pur-

chaser of food perhaps one-half of 1

per cent or less for the same pur-

po.se, merely because the food busi-

ness is one which makes six to eight

turnovers per year, while the trans-

portation busine.ss takes from three

to five years Tor a single turnover.

At the present time our taxing
theories have not recognized this dis-

tinction, and transportation systems
must probably continue to be taxed
on the basis of investment rather
than on the basis of gross or net in-

comes.

The modern franchise, therefore,
will not exempt the utility from
those forms of taxation which are
borne by other industries.

Life of Franchise

An important element in the old-

time franchise was the term within
which it was to be operative. Many
of the franchises still in force were
limited to 15, 20 or 25 years, with
or without provisions for the pur-
chase of the property by the munic-
ipality at the end of the franchise
period, and with or without provi-
sions for automatic renewal of the
franchise if such purchase was not
made.

Under the old legal and economic
conditions such provisions were not
entirely unjustified, but they in-

volved the assumption that the trans-
portation company could expect, dur-
ing the term of the franchise or its

renewals, to recoup construction
costs and early losses, or at least the
difference between this sum and the
price which would be paid by the
municipality if it exercised its op-
tion to purchase.

Under the new legal and economic
conditions there is no possible chance
of such recoupment, whether the
franchise calls for service at cost,

or for a rate schedule subject to con-
stant commission revision. The com-
pany is in either case limited to a
fair return, and has no opportunity
to liquidate even its bond indebted-
ness, much less its capital stock.

Under these conditions it will be
practically impossible to finance ex-
pensive modern construction and
equipment under a limited term fran-
chise, unless it is made clearly evi-

dent that the ultimate purchase will

constitute a full return of the initial

capitalization, plus a recoupment of
losses.

If there were any doubt of the ac-

curacy of this statement its demon-
stration is to be found in numerous
cases where a utility approaching
the termination of its franchi.se

without having been able to recoup
the original investment has found it

absolutely impossible to secure the
necessary credit in order to make
extensions to its system and service

demanded by the needs of the grow-
ing municipality.
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The modern franchise therefore

should not provide for termination

at any definite time.

Privilege of Purchase

It does not follow, however, that

the municipality should enter into a

service contract, or franchise, which

binds it permanently to a given or-

ganization. Each of the parties to

the contract should have the oppor-

tunity of withdrawal. The company

has this opportunity through its

power to sell its property as a going

whole. The investors have the same

power of withdrawal through the

sale of their stock or bonds. The

municipality, if it becomes dissatis-

fied with the service and fails to se-

cure satisfaction by any of the safe-

guards which have been included in

the franchise, should have the privi-

lege of discharging the company and

entering into a new service contract

with other parties, or, if it so de-

sires, of undertaking to run the serv-

ice as a municipal function.

It is inconceivable, however, that

such a change is to be accomplished

by tearing up tracks and scrapping

equipment. The only practical eco-

nomic method of dealing with such a

situation is for the municipality to

acquire for its own use, or for resale,

the plant of the existing system.

But, if the credit of the operating

company is to be preserved, this pro-

vision for purchase by the munic-

ipaliity must be so drawn as to make
it certain that the investors will re-

ceive dollar for dollar the money,

which has been furnished by them.

Moreover, since the entire contract

has been based upon the assumption

that the municipality will pay the

costs of operation, the costs of main-

tenance, and a fair return, any def-

icits which have been accumulated

in any of these items must be added

to the purchase price before the

property can be taken over.

It will also happen in many cases

that change in the art, inadequacy,

or public requirement has forced the

retirement of portions of plant or

equipment before they were actually

consumed in service, and before an

adequate reserve has been accumu-

lated for their retirement. In such

cases, under modern practice, the

capital invested in prematurely re-

tired property will be amortized, and

the purchase price must necessarily

include the unamortized portion of

such capital.

It follows, of course, that any re-

serves which have been accumulated,

either to meet future retirements of

property, whether worn out in serv-

ice or to be withdrawn through ob-

solescence, inadequacy or public re-

quirement, pass with the property to

the municipality, and this no matter

whether they are held as cash on de-

posit or have been invested in addi-

tional property.

It is also true that if the company
has been guilty of dereliction, if it

has failed to keep its side of the con-

tract, if it has dissipated the funds

collected for maintenance or replace-

ments, and the result of this derelic-

tion is a deterioration of the prop-

erty, the company itself must ex-

pect to pay the penalty of such ac-

tion in the form of a reduction in

purchase price.

This provision for purchase con-

tains one very serious danger to the

company which is operating under

the plan of service at cost plus a re-

ward for efficiency. For example,

assume that a service-at-cost fran-

chise has been based upon a 6 per

cent return with a sliding scale un-

der which an efficient management
has been able to push the return to 8

per cent. If the property can be

taken over at any time by the munic-

ipality on a mere cost basis there is

an immediate incentive to take over

such a property and resell it on a 6

per cent basis. In other words, the

efficiency of the operating organiza-

tion creates the desire, and the fran-

chise offers the opportunity, to take

over the property.

The most natural safeguard

against such a condition is to recog-

nize in provisions for taking over

the property the possible existence of

a going value. While similar in kind,

this going value will differ in quan-

tity from the going value which en-

ters into a valuation, whether for

purposes of condemnation or for the

determination of a rate base. The

going value which enters into the

franchise purchase provision should

not exceed, in a service-at-cost fran-

chise, the capitalization at a reason-

able rate of the right to excess earn-

ings acquired through eflSciency, and,

in a commission rate scale franchise,

should not exceed the accumulated

difference between the actual and the

maximum allowable return.

It is important both to the munic-

ipality and to the company that def-

inite provisions as to the price to be

paid for the property should be in-

corporated in the franchise, and that

this price should not be left to be

determined by a condemnation pro-

ceeding under the power of eminent

domain, or covered by any vague

phraseology, such as the provision

that the municipality shall pay the

fair value of the property. In either

of these cases the municipality runs

the risk of being compelled to take

the property over at a very substan-

tial advance over the actual invest-

ment, due to such economic changes

as we have recently experienced,

while the company, particularly as to

investments made at the present

time, runs the risk of having its

property taken over at less than the

investment cost. Moreover, under

this plan the company runs the risk

of being compelled to carry all of the

accumulated losses due to obso-

lescence, inadequacy, or public re-

quirement.

Under such conditions the invest-

ment to some extent becomes a spec-

ulative one and the cost of money
is correspondingly increased. This

hampers the company in its develop-

ment, and increases the cost of the

service to the car rider.

Conclusions

The modern franchise, if it is to

rest logically upon the present legal

and economic situation, should pro-

vide for service at cost, with a slid-

ing scale of net return to promote

efficiency, safeguarded against

changes in the purchasing power of

the dollar and against public de-

mands for extension of trackage or

service which injuriously affect the

average ride or the load factor.

It should cover all mass transpor-

tation in the municipality and in-

clude the right to make future

changes in trackage and future ex-

tensions.

It should leave questions as to zone

system or general flat fare within

the municipality open to change

from time to time.

It should call for no purchase con-

sideration, no special taxes,, and no

special burdens, but should provide

for the same property taxes as are

paid by other industries.

It should run for an indefinite

period, subject to acquisition by the

community at any time, on reason-

able notice, at a price which can be

definitely determined under the pro-

visions of the franchise, which price

should include total invested capital,

any foregone returns, and compensa-

tion for going value, in so far as

such going value may be evidenced

by the ability of the company to earn

an efficiency reward. When this

price is paid the purchasers should

acquire with the property all accum-

ulated reserves.
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Applications of Modern Methods in

Accounting Practice

By W. L.Davis
, Auditor Lehigh Valley Transit Company, Allentown, Pa.

In This, the Second of Three Articles, Plans Are Discussed for the Arrangement
of the OflSce, Ledger Accounts, the Journal and Cash Books, the Preparation of

Reports, and Divisional Accounting of Receipts and Expenses, Non-Operating In-

come, Fixed Charges, Depreciation, Etc., by a Modern Accounting Department

THE modern accounting office

should be laid out in such a
way that there is little lost

motion in handling vouchers and
other routine work from one desk or

section of the office to another, and
the departments should also be ar-

ranged with due regard for filing

and storage vault facilities.

In handling current work, each

day should be a unit as far as it is

possible to arrange it. This is not

so easy to accomplish in the general

office as it is in an operating or

division office, because of the variety

of work handled, but it will be found
advantageous to give it some
thought. Frequent checks on oper-

ating and construction records save
considerable time at closing, and if

these records are balanced with the
controlling accounts regularly and
frequently the man in charge of the
work can prepare analyses of costs

and comparisons of increases and
decreases very soon after the ac-

counts are closed—in fact, he can
review them before they are closed

and readily discover any large in-

accuracies.

Arrangement of
Ledger Accounts

There have been numerous sub-
stantial improvements made during
the past twenty years in the basic

records of the accounting depart-

ment formerly known as the cash
book, journal and ledger. Although
it is far from universal practice,

the modern general ledger is gradu-
ally being changed from the bound
style to the loose-leaf record. Both
have their advantages, but it should
be said of the loose-leaf record that

it is usually more economical, easier

to handle and easier to arrange.

The accounts, in either form of

ledger, should be grouped in such a
way that a trial balance will auto-

matically group the accounts in

balance sheet form, thereby not

only saving time in grouping the

accounts at the end of the month
but also establishing uniform bal-

ance sheet grouping from month to

month. The assets and liability

accounts should be in one section of

the ledger and the profit and loss

accounts in another, in order that

separate trial balances may be taken

of each, at which time the balance

in the current year profit and loss

account, when added to the corre-

sponding balance at the close of the

period, will represent the corporate

surplus or deficit at the end of the

current period. This can be ar-

ranged in such a way that the trial

balance, balance sheet and profit and
loss statement can be prepared at

the same time.

In former years the general ledger

contained practically every account

that was used by the company, but

our modern accounting requirements

are such that this would be a very

cumbersome method and one which
would result in all kinds of delays

when monthly figures are needed.

In order to obviate this difficulty the

use of controlling accounts has be-

come almost universal, and in this

manner the general ledger accounts

are subdivided and carried in sep-

arate records.

It will be found preferable to con-

trol as many accounts as possible

and reduce the general ledger ac-

cordingly. This is particularly true

of operating expenses, construction

accounts and tax and other accruals.

All necessary details can be kept in

sub-ledgers, the totals of these sub-

ledgers being kept in agreement by
frequent checks with • the corre-

sponding account in the general

ledger. By this method the number
of accounts can be expanded indef-

initely without adding very many
accounts to the general ledger.

The old form of ledger sheet usu-

ally provided for debits on the left

side and credits on the right,

without much space for explana-

tions. In fact, such explanations as

were shown were usually made in

the form of a brief description

of the contra account represented by

the entry. This was entirely satis-

factory from a mechanical point of

view and doubtless saved consider-

able of the bookkeepers' time, but

when it becomes necessary to

analyze an account drawn up in

this fashion numerous difficulties

are presented, and the individual

preparing the analysis is put to

some inconvenience and considerable

delay in investigating each entrj'.

The modern accountant can profit by
this experience and insist upon full

explanations on all entries, provid-

ing for such explanations by a ledger

sheet with a wide space for descrip-

tion of the entries and three col-

umns on the right-hand side of the

sheet, one for debts, another for

credits and a third for balances.

This form will not only provide

more space for explanations on a

standard size sheet but will also

enable the bookkeeper to make his

entries in consecutive order and
carry his balance after each entry if

he desires.

Improvements to the Journal

and Cash Book
Substantial improvements have

also been made to the old-fashioned

journal, or day book, as its name
indicates. This also took the form
of a bound book, and contained a

record of the daily transactions as

they pertained to the different

accounts, each item being in the

form of a debit or debits to one or

more accounts and credits to other

accounts, sometimes accompanied by

a very brief explanation of the

entry. These entries were written

up daily and posted to the general
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ledger accordingly—a very simple

process with a small company or

when comparatively few accounts

are carried, but an absolutely im-

possible method under modern con-

ditions in a large organization.

The modern journal, or voucher

record as it is usually designated,

consists of a large book, usually in

loose-leaf form, which provides

space for a description of each entry

and columns for the charges to the

various accounts. Separate columns

are provided for the accounts more

often used and for the control ac-

counts which are supported by sep-

arate detail ledgers, and a "sundries"

or "miscellaneous" column for

debits and credits to accounts not

often used, the totals of these con-

trol columns and the individual

entries in the sundries column being

used for much the same purpose as

the individual entries in the old-

fashioned journal.

This form of record may be used

for any kind of an entry, but it

will be found to be of advantage to

maintain a separate section for

entries crediting accounts payable for

current purchases. The same form
of sheet may be used, however. The
entries in the journal or voucher

record should be supported by

proper vouchers, approved bills,

written authorities for entries, and

the like, each entry being given a

reference number and posted to sub-

ledgers as required.

The old form of cash book can

also be changed to advantage by pro-

viding separate columns for the

various accounts to which the cash

receipts are to be credited and the

disbursements charged. It will

often be found advantageous to

segregate receipts and disburse-

ments and maintain separate records

for each purpose.

Preparation of Reports

One of the primary functions, if

not the most important function,

of the accounting department is

the preparation of regular reports

for the executive department. As the

modern executive is a very busy

man, he requires this information

in concise form and as soon after

the close of the month or other

accounting period as it is possible to

prepare it.

The results of the operation of

the property from month to month
should be sent to the executives and
financial connections in a report

setting forth the financial condi-

tion of the company. This should

be done in the form of a balance

sheet and its earnings in the form

of a tabulation of the various items

entering into the income account.

In order to save time for the man
reading the report, the information

can be condensed to the extent that

a short form of income account may
be shown on the same page with the

balance sheet. This income account

need only show gross earnings,

operating expenses, net from opera-

tion, other income, gross income,

deductions, and net income available

for dividends. Comparative infor-

mation showing corresponding data

for the prior year and for the year

to date or preceding twelve months

may also be shown. Information of

this kind may be prepared very

readily after the accounts are closed

and can be used as a preliminary

report of the business for the month
and the current financial condition

of the property. If the accounts

are properly grouped in the general

ledger this information can be

abstracted in a few hours.

Of course, this cannot be prepared

until after the accounts are closed,

and the accounts cannot be closed

without prompt reports and thor-

ough co-operation from the operat-

ing department. A definite schedule

should be worked out between the

accounting department and the other

departments toward this end, and

this schedule must be adhered to if

the executives are to receive their

reports promptly enough for them
to be of any service. This should

be understood by every one handling

the routine.

This preliminary report may be

supplemented by a few memoranda
concerning abnormal increases and
decreases in earnings and expenses.

If the figures for the prior year

are worked up in advance, and if

the current records are handled in

such a way that they are self-

analyzing, this subject will not

cause any difficulties. In preparing

figures and data for use outside the

department, the use of accounting

terms and technicalities should be

avoided as far as possible.

Before the balance sheet is

prepared, the more important de-

tails of the asset and liability

accounts should be available in

order that any questions as to the

respective items may be answered.

In addition to the preliminary

report the executives should also be

furnished with a complete summary
of earnings, expenses, fixed charges

and net income, set up by accounts

and compared with corresponding

periods as required. It will also

be of interest to report the status of

all construction work which may be

in progress as of the close of the

accounting period, showing a

description of the job, total esti-

mated cost segregated as to capital

and other accounts, total expendi-

tures to date and balance remaining

to be spent. In addition to these

subdivisions the report should in-

clude such analyses of balance sheet

accounts as may be considered

necessary or desirable, with special

attention to maturities on short-

term obligations.

The preparation of these reports

may be materially speeded up if the

forms are prepared in advance and

figures for prior years entered be-

fore the accounts are closed.

Need for Divisional

Accounting

One of the subjects to which the

modern electric railway accountant

should give considerable attention

is the study of divisional accounting,

or the allocation of the income

account over the various operating

units of the property. This infor-

mation is not only of considerable

value for general purposes, but also

in establishing the cost of operating

non-productive lines.

At first this problem may appear

rather simple, but the more it is

studied the more complicated it ap-

pears to be. It is, of course,

manifestly impossible accurately to

allocate all revenue and expenses to

operating divisions and units of the

property, but fairly satisfactory

results can be attained if the ac-

counting system is drawn up with

that end in view. Of course, before

divisional accounting can be handled

satisfactorily, the accounting de-

partment must be advised of the

divisional lines determined upon,

with a full description of each oper-

ating unit. Necessary physical data

pertaining to this subject should be

available at all times.

Divisional Accounting of

Receipts

A study of divisional accounting

should of course begin with the most

important item, which, in most elec-

tric railways, is represented by

passenger receipts. In order to

allocate passenger earnings properly

the supervisory employees of the

transportation department must be

familiar with divisional lines and

must be instructed that conductors'
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reports be made accordingly. For
this purpose separate trip sheets

may be used, but it might under
some circumstances be preferable to

use one trip report, upon which
could be noted the trips made on
each division by each conductor each
day, the total number of fares col-

lected on all divisions in a certain

day being equal to the total number
of fares registered on all cars on
that day. This analysis need only
be made by the conductor as to the
number of fares, as the necessary
revenue compilations may be made
either in the division accounting
office or the general accounting de-
partment.

The same general scheme may be
used in reporting revenue tickets,

tokens, etc., as collected, the only
difference being in the record of
registration shown by the conduc-
tor, who would under normal condi-
tions be required to segregate cash
fares from other kinds of fares as
they are collected. At the close of
the day's business the number
of fares registered on all cars may
be compared with the total number
of fares on the various divisions.

Divisional accounting for fi-eight

receipts presents a somewhat more
difficult problem, as it is obviously
necessary to analyze each waybill
and ascertain the correct proportion
of the freight earnings as applicable
to the various divisions. This may
be considered a rather complicated
matter, but should any company be
required to handle a problem of this
kind it would likely find a tabulat-
ing and computing machine very
helpful. If it is not considered neces-
sary to install a machine for the
purpose, the waybills may be as-
sorted daily and allocations made
on a number of waybills at a time.
Percentages for divisional prora-
tions may be worked out and be
determined upon in advance.

Other revenue items should be
allocated upon the best information
available and applicable to the par-
ticular account under consideration.
As some of the revenue accounts
represent comparatively small items
it might be advisable to apply
arbitrary allocations based upon
past experience. However, the
revenue from station and car priv-
ileges may be arrived at fairly
closBly, and the rentals received for
tracks and buildings may be deter-
mined accurately. Allocations of
these accounts, however, often de-
pend upon conditions on various
properties.

Divisional allocations of operating

expenses present numerous difficul-

ties, and in order to obtain any
results at all it is necessary to make
a number of arbitrary allocations.

This subject, however, is one of in-

creasing importance and should be

given considerable thought.

Divisional Allocations of

Operating Expenses

In considering divisional account-

ing as applied to operating expenses

the first item that should be con-

sidered is the cost of maintaining

ways and structures. There are

many charges to the accounts in-

cluded under this caption that can

be positively identified as belonging

to certain divisions, while on the

other hand there are always numer-
ous common charges which must be

prorated on some arbitrary basis,

and in addition there must be allo-

cated the expenses of maintaining
joint track and overhead lines used
by different divisions. These com-
mon charges can, with some degree
of satisfaction, be prorated on the

basis of car mileage, but this is not

altogether desirable for the reason
that there may be items applicable

to one or more combinations of divi-

sions and not to the property as a

whole, thereby requiring the ac-

counting department to make certain

segregations of such items in order
to apply the proper proportions to

each.

The best results will likely be ob-

tained by considering each section

of joint track as a separate unit and
applying direct charges accordingly,

dividing these charges at the close

of the accounting period between
the divisions involved on the ratio

of car mileage or any other basis

satisfactory to the company. After
the proper allocation of these items
is determined upon, the general

supervision and other items common
to all divisions may be applied on
the basis of the amount of direct

charges allocated to each division.

In order to accomplish this end
within a stated period after the

closing of the accounts, the operat-

ing expense ledgers may be drawn
up in such a way that the charges
to the individual divisions and the

units represented by joint trackage

can be set up in separate columns
and the totals of columns repre-

senting common charges divided

after the closing period by means
of a journal entry charging and
crediting operating expenses. This
will not affect the general profit and

loss statement and will not neces-

sarily interfere with any prelim-

inary reports of financial condition

and income for the current month
which may necessarily be sent to the

executives before the complete report.

Divisional allocations of equip-

ment costs are comparatively simple

if certain cars or certain types of

cars are definitely assigned to dif-

ferent divisions, but as this is not

always done by the operating depart-

ment it is necessary to devise other

methods of arriving at this result

if such allocations are required by
the company. In order to effect this

result it might be well to consider

the subdivisions of the accounts

covering maintenance of equipment
in such a way that the cost of types

can be determined.

The accounting department, of

course, needs the assistance of the

equipment department in arriving

at this result, and it will be neces-

sary for the accounting department
to assign subclassification number-
to the equipment accounts in order

that the shop employees may bp

familiar with the requirements. As
labor charges are incurred and
material taken from stores, the

account numbers applied thereto

^•hould include the sub-account

numbers and the detail records in

the general office handled accord-

ingly. If this is done, all of thi

equipment costs will be subdivided

in such a way that the maintenann
of each type of car can be arrived

at. In order to make the necessary

divisional allocations, however, it

will be necessary to supplement this

record by analyses of the mileage

made by individual cars on each

division, with a view toward deter-

mining the mileage made by each

type of car on each division. The
maintenance cost on each type of car

can then be applied to each division

in the ratio reflected by the ana'ysi ^

of the car mileage.

This method will automatically

provide for the necessary account

ing when cars are transferred from

one division to another. In ordi

to accomplish satisfactory result

however, the individual car mileage

must be carefully worked out in

accordance with the divisional .segre-

gations already determined, and it

will of course be necessary to have

the divisional schedules used in pro-

viding the cost parallel similar data

used by the department figuring the

car mileage.

A study of the allocation of power
cost by divisions i.s, under ordinar>'
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circumstances, very difficult and in-

volves so many engineering tech-

nicalities that it is often outside the

province of the accounting depart-

ment to arrive at a reasonably accu-

rate set of figures. If power costs

are to be subdivided on this basis

it might be well for the accounting

department to receive the proper en-

gineering advice on the subject and
determine its basis of allocation ac-

cordingly. Each company possibly

has a different situation to work out

and it would be very difficult to

recommend any definite rule to fol-

low, although in the absence of a

more satisfactory method a straight

allocation of power costs on a car-

mileage basis might be reasonably

close, particularly if the averages of

power consumption in kilowatt-

hours for the various types are any-

where near equal to each other.

Conducting transportation can

•possibly best be subdivided by daily

analyses of the time of trainmen,

or, in the absence of such method,

on the basis of car-hours on each

division. Although the former
method involves a little more work
it is undoubtedly the more accurate

of the two. There are a number of

other charges to this account which
may be applied to the various oper-

ating divisions on an actual basis,

but there are always certain ex-

penses representing supervision costs

which apply to the entire system.

These expenses may be allocated on

the same basis as the wages of

trainmen.

Traffic expenses and general ex-

penses present probably the most
difficult problem of all and there are

a number of sub-accounts included

under these headings which must be

prorated in full on an arbitrary

basis. Most of these accounts might
satisfactorily be apportioned on the

basis of gross earnings, but others

should be prorated on the ratio re-

flected by the property investments

on the various divisions if these fig-

ures are available.

Included under the latter caption

might be considered valuation ex-

penses and taxes, excepting such

taxes as are based upon gross re-

ceipts, which, of course, should fol-

low the percentages shown by the

gross earnings. Cost of insurance

may be worked out on a more or less

actual basis to some extent, but this

depends upon conditions on indi-

vidual properties and is not subject

to any regular method. The insur-

ance on rolling stock might be

apportioned on the basis of indi-

vidual car mileage if the equipment

is not assigned to separate divisions.

If any charges included in the gen-

eral expense account are app'icable

to any one division or combination

of divisions, it might be prefer-

able to allocate each item as they are

charged in the accounts.

Non - operating income, fixed

charges and depreciation accretions

must necessarily be apportioned

arbitrarily, with the possible excep-

tion of interest on underlying bonds

and interest on bonds issued for

current construction. Interest on

these securities may be considered

applicable to the divisions repre-

sented by the investment. This will

not necessarily include all of the

fixed charges and there must of

course be some items charged out

arbitrarily. Possibly the best basis

to use in connection with such

charges would be the ratio of the

property investment on each division

to the total, if such figures can be
arrived at either through property

appraisals or analyses of book costs.

The divisional allocations of the

profit and loss account are verj'

valuable, not only for use in con-

nection with current requirements
but also in determining the return

on various sections of the property.

But if such figures are used, they

should be used with the knowledge
that they must necessarily contain

a number of arbitrary items arid

are subject to such exceptions as

might follow a situation of that

kind if they are used for any specific

purpose. While these suggestions
m.ay prove of some benefit to a com-
pany contemplating such allocation,

it should be remembered that each
company has its own operating

conditions and problems to meet and
this outline should be considerefl

with that in mind.

Springs for Emergency Trucks

A SERIES of tests has recently been conducted by

the Department of Street Railways, Detroit, on

methods of spring supporting gasoline emergency motor

trucks. The tests were conducted with two 2J-ton

motor trucks equipped with Trenton towers, cabs and

inclosed bodies. These trucks are used for overhead

emergency work and new construction, but owing to

the large amount of material carried they had become

overloaded so that the rear leaf springs had lost their

camber. It was necessary to install heavier leaf springs

to carry the load.

Consequently tests were made with Hiflex springs

and also with cushioned wheels.

The trucks were loaded with forty bags of sand, and

one of the trucks, which was equipped with artillery

wheels and semi-pneumatic tires, weighed loaded 12.480

lb., while the other, with cushioned wheels, weighed

13,130 lb. The test was made at night by running

the truck over a wooden framework at about 6 m.p.h.,

and the movement of the truck was shown by electric

lights on the truck. The path of these lights was then

recorded on the photographic plates of a camera. The

dimensions of the wooden framework are given on one

of the line illustrations. A number of records were

IHHH^^VBB^ .:mm^i^\

Ihe Truck on Which the Tests Were Made

The two lights used In the test can be seen. One Is mounted
on the hub. the other just above, on the side frame of the car.

C'ompuriKoii of the Movement of the Track Body with the Two
Kinds of Monntlnc
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The Wooden Framework Over Which the Trnck Wag Bun
Drawlntr ShowN the Dimensions)

(the

obtained, of which two are reproduced. In this draw-

ing, "2" shows the hub line and body line when the

truck was equipped with cushioned wheels and "3"

when the plain wheels supported the load through Hiflex

springs. In all the tests the body line was decidedly

in favor of the use of springs rather than cushioned

wheels. In fact, the unsprung weight of the latter has

a tendency to give more of a bounding effect to the

axle than the installation of plain wheels with springs.

OAKLAND

ANewForm of Tear-oflF Transfer
Only One Hand Is Used to Issue Transfer to Passenger

and the Operation Does Not Require

the Trainman's Attention

DURING the early part of 1923 a committee of

transportation men from several of the Southeast-

ern district properties of Stone & Webster was ap-

pointed to work out a simplified transfer that would be

of particular value in the operation of one-man cars.

It seemed highly desirable to supersede the usual form
of transfer requiring punch marks by something that

would require less labor, cause fewer errors, reduce

abuse and permit
the operator to con-

centrate on the safety

of his passengers.

The committee de-

cided that speed and
pimplicity were more
important than cost.

Furthermore, it was
considered better to

emphasize one out-

standing marking
than to try to have
several prominent
identification marks.

Time was agreed to

be the feature of

greatest importance

in the issue and
acceptance of trans-

fers. In the new type

adopted the time

limit cannot be ex-

tended after issuance

because all succeed-

ing hours of the day,

which are printed on

the transfer, are torn

off and retained by
the operator by
means of a cutter, as

shown in the accom-
panying illustration.

Other characteristic markings are less prominent.
\

The name of the issuing line is printed in large type]

on the top of the transfer, and all the points at which!
the transfer can be used are listed. It makes no dif-

ference to the company at which point it is used, the.

time limit being depended on to prevent the transfer'

from being used for other than a continuous trip.

In order to emphasize the difference between a.m.,

and p.m. time, and to limit the size without reducing]

the size of the printing, it was decided to use transfers

;

differing in color. Pink paper was selected for thei

a.m. and blue for the p.m. transfer. The tints not onlyi

distinguish the transfers but make them more difficult!

to counterfeit. Instead of the ordinary dates 1 to 31,'

ten identification skeleton letters are surprinted in red.<

These letters answer every purpose of the date nu-'

merals, are more flexible and reduce the number of!

pads of each kind of transfer carried in stock from!

31 to 10. The committee selected the following tem
letters as easy to distinguish: A, B, C, E, J, K, M,j

P, S and Z.
,

In service the pad is first adjusted under the knife.'

Transfers are issued by tearing them off. At the time'

of issue the use of only one hand is required and the;

operator does not even have to glance at the transfer
in order to issue it correctly. On open cars, or at other!

times when a cutter is not available, the new transfer]

can be punched for time with an ordinary punch andl

issued in the old way.
Trial of this transfer at Jacksonville, Savannah andl

Tampa since early in 1924 has been so successful that,

a complete supply of transfers and cutters has been:

ordered for use by all of the Southeastern companies
controlled by Stone & Webster. ,

Type of Transfer Designed to Aid

Operators of Onc-Sl»n Cara

Bristol Tramway Operates 200
i

Buses Profitably
\

THE local tramway undertaking in Bristol, England,;

a private company, is operating an extensive sys-*

tem of bus lines radiating out from the city in all'

directions over about a thousand miles of route. The;

service is provided by means of 200 single-deck buses,;

all equipped with solid tires. The company also!

engages in an extensive char-k-banc service. The busi

operations of the company as a whole are raakingj

money, according to the manager.
Operating into the rural districts, this transportation

serves people who are too poor to own private auto-!

mobiles but who like to get into the city now and
then if they can do it for a few pence. As there iS;

practically no other service through many of the small|

towns touched by the bus lines, this service is a real

godsend to the people. However, it is taking the traded

away from the local merchants and bringing it to thai

larger stores in Bristol.

The minimum fare is Id. and the amount paid variesj

of course, according to the length of ride. The com-'

pany is required to pay a tax of £60 a year per bus. i

The local tramway is in a difficult position financiallyj

owing to the uncertainty about its future ownership.'

All British private tram systems are chartered by;

Parliamentary act for 21 years, and are subject then,;

or at the end of each 7-year period thereafter, to pur-

chase by the city at the then physical value of tha(

property. The Bristol company has passed the 21-yeali

period and is unable to put more money into the prop-

erty in the absence of definiteness as to its future.
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New Materials in Car Body Construction
Development of Steel Covered Laminated Wood Panels Has Made Possible the Construction of a Type of

Side Girder Which Has the Strength and Rigidity of Steel and at the Same Time
Gives Better Insulation, Less Noise and Reduced Weight

By John A. Dewhurst
Day & Zimmermann, Inc., Engineers

The Steel-Covered Plywood Side Panels on Two Cars of ThU Type Built for the Youngstown & Suburban Ballwajr
Have Proved Satisfactory After Three Tears of Service

ANALYSIS of the construction employed in recent

l\ car bodies shows an increasing interest in the

J. A. application of new materials looking toward in-

creased strength and decreased weight. Undoubtedly the

automobile, as an example of the results which can be

accomplished through the application of special ma-
terials for specific purposes, is partially responsible for

the awakened interest in the possibilities of improving

street car body construction. Unlike the automobile

body, however, which is regarded as satisfactory if it

survives five years of hard wear, the street car body
must last several times that long.

It is interesting to trace the gradual introduction of

steel into the construction of street car bodies. In the

course of this development, the original all-wood type

of construction was in some cases eventually replaced

with steel entirely. Within the past few years, how-
ever, there has been a reaction from the all-steel con-

struction for surface cars toward the use of wood
and steel in a composite structure which takes advan-

tage of the most desirable characteristics of each.

Steel Side Plates Have Disadvantages

During the progress of the change from wood to

steel, the latter material became widely used for the

side plates. This substitution of steel girder plates

for the former type of wood panels gave considerably

increased strength, stiffness and safety, while at the

same time, in many cases, the weight was materially

reduced. Introduction of steel side girders, however,

also brought some disadvantages. Although the de-

signer increased the strength, he lost the heat insulat-

ing value of the wood and the cars also became noisy.

Defective insulation had to be overcome by adding cork

or other insulation sheeting on the inside of the plate.

In addition, from the standpoint of weight, even A-in.

steel plates were considerably heavier than i-in. wood
panels. Where weight reduction was accomplished, this

was done through the simplification of the framing
structure made possible by the use of the flat girder

sides.

Three years' experience in the use of laminated

wood panels having thin galvanized steel sheets

cemented to the faces makes it possible to analyze

some of the advantages obtained from this type of con-

struction, and to point out the progress which has been

made in devising methods of applying such material

to car frames of either the steel or wood-post type.

About three years ago Day & Zimmermann, Inc., ar-

ranged with the G. C. Kuhlman Car Company for the

construction of two double-truck interurban cars for

operation out of Youngstown, Ohio, in which this ma-
terial, which is commonly known as "Plymetl," was
used for the purpose of reducing the car weight to a

minimum consistent with strength and safety. These
cars were designed to seat 44 passengers comfortably

—
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Battens on the Outside Form the Best Method of Applylni;

Panels to the Car Framing

with wide aisles and liberal spacing between seats.

They were made 8 ft. 6 in. wide over all, and the seats

were spaced on 32 in. centers. A curved side type of

ccnstruction was adopted which gave the 8 ft. 6 in.

width at the belt rail but pulled the top plates and side

sills in 3 in., so as to make the width at these points

8 ft. For the side girder plates A-in. Plymetl was
used, the panels being curved to correspond with the

contour of the side framing. At the same time, the

entire roof was made of 3-in. plywood, which added
strength and rigidity to the structure. The design of

these cars was described in the Jan. 27, 1923, issue of

Electric Railway Journal and was further analyzed

in the Sept. 29, 1923, issue of that paper. The type

of side construction employed showed the following

advantages: (1) reduced weight, compared to a steel

sheet of comparable strength; (2) marked increase in

insulation against heat and cold; (3) ease of molding
to the proper curvature desired; (4) reduction in noise

and drumming effects produced by all-steel construc-

tion. Since these materials were first applied in the

two cars for Youngstown, careful observation and in-

spection after three years of service have indicated the

deeign to be so satisfactory that similar construction

has been specified on 20 single-truck cars being built

for the Columbus, Newark & Zanesville Electric Rail-

way Company, Zanesville, Ohio, and also on five double-

truck cars being built for the York Railways of York.
Pa., both companies under the management of Day &
Zimmermann, Inc.

To obtain design data on the strength of girders

made up with this laminated material, tests were con-

ducted at the Case School of Applied Science, using a]

girder made up as shown in the accompanying sketch to;

duplicate as nearly as possible a section of the side of a:

street car. These tests were conducted under the direc-;

tion of Prof. R. H. Danforth.
'•

The load was applied through cross-beams supported!

on the girder. In the first test, angle braces werej

attached to these cross-beams, extending to about the!

center of the girder web, thus giving a structure com-!

parable to the side frame of a car. In a second test,!

these braces were removed and the load applied directly:

to the girders so as to develop the riveting qualities of

the Plymetl in a structure of this kind.
,

In both tests, the vertical deflection of the girder

under load was measured by an Ames dial gage, placed]

under the center of the girder flange, and the twist

of the Plymetl web was determined by two similar

gages placed against the outer side of the girder,;

opposite the attachment of the angle braces. Even'

though the girder web was considerably distorted by.

twisting in the first test, due to the fact that the;

ends of the cross-bearers through which the load was:

applied were unsupported, the results of the second

test, with the braces on the girder web removed,;

showed the action of the composite girder to be sur-|

prisingly like that of an all-steel structure. The
permanent deflection of the girder from a load of morei

than 17,000 lb. was but 0.050 in., although this load;

distributed between two 3-in. I-beam cross-bearersj

caused a permanent set of about J in. in these stedi

members.
]

Rivets Driven Hot '

It has been found in practice that the composite!

material can be effectively fastened to steel framework
by hot riveting, as would be done with all-steel plates^

Tests made on this type of joint indicate that a fii-in,!

rivet will support a load of more than 2,000 lb. befor«^

failure, and a jt-in. rivet will support a load of morej

than 3,000 lb. To determine these figures, the joint^

were prepared with batten strips on the face of the-

Plymetl in order to distribute the pressure from the:

rivet head over a wide area of the material in accord-j

ance with the construction adopted in most cases wherei

Plymetl has been used on steel frame cars. Tests were'

made on both double and single strap joints; namely,!

in the one case with straps on both sides of the panel,;

and in the other case with straps on one side only.!

With the double strap construction the rivets were in!

double shear and the joint failed when the material of

the panel gave way due to the bearing pressure of the?

rivet. With the pull applied in the plane of the panet

l-K-S' l^'.i ^ig' - .1 ^^' 4,..,

I.

—

'
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steel-Faced Plywood 1b lurd for Side Panels on 60 CarB of This Type liulll in the SliopK of (he I.os Anseles Raliuay

for /«-in. thick material, the following results wei'e

obtained in tests conducted in the laboratories of the

Case School of Applied Science, and in Northwestern

University, by H. G. Bersie.

Case Scliool

A-In- Kivet
Xo. Lb.

1 2.325
2. 2,900
3 2,880

Northwestern Univen-ity
Laboratory

l-In. Rivet
Lb.

1 3,300
,1 3,000
3 2,700
4 3,800

Tests made on joints having only one cover strap

J in. thick and using 2-in. rivets driven hot gave the

following results:

SHEAR TESTS ON RIVETED PLYMETI.

No.

1

A-in. Plymetl, |-in. rivets in single shear.

Maximum Maxi nnm
r.oad, I.l) No. Load, I.b.

2,500 3 2,530
' 2 2.960 4 2,870

In each of these tests the panel was made of three-

ply wood, 1% in. thick, covered with galvanized metal

faces of 27-gage steel cemented to the surfaces of the

wood. In each case, the ultimate strength exceeded

2,000 lb. per rivet, which is more than ample for the

stresses obtained in street car body construction.

Examination of a section of the riveted joints, to

determine the effect of the hot rivet on the wood in

the panel, showed that the rivet expands considerably

in the wood upon driving, making an unusually tight

fit. The wood does not burn, as no air can reach it.

A slight charring occurs at the surface in contact with

the shank of the hot rivet, but this does not seem to

produce any weakening of the joint as the entire space

is filled tight when the rivet is finally driven home.

To check up the nature of this type of joint and to

determine whether any loosening or yielding occurs

between the rivet and the panel, tests were conducted

in which the displacement of the cover strap relative

Carg of ThU Type Were Rebuilt from Old California-Type Seinl-Open Bodies. The Panel* Are Factenrd

to Post* and RalU with Wood Screw*
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to the face of the panel was carefully measured with
precision instruments. The results of these tests are

given in the accompanying table:

SHEAR TESTS ON HOT-RIVETED PLYMETL JOINT
TO DETERMINE YIELD

Two l-in. rivets in double shear A-in. Plymetl.

'—Displacement of Cover Strap Relative to Face of Plymetl.-

No. 1 .No. 2

Face Grain of Three-PIy Core Face Grain of Three-PIy Core
Load in Lb. Perpendicular to Loading, In. Parallel to Loading, In

100 0.000 0.000
300 001 000
500 001 000
700 0P2 oni
1000 002 0.002
ISOO 002 • 003
2000 004 005
2500 004 006
3000 007 009
3500 009 012

Experience in the application of this composition

wood and steel paneling in car construction has in-

dicated the desirability of using the cover strap or

battens to distribute the rivet-head pressure over the

face of the thin steel sheet. Such straps may be from
-fe to ife in. in thickness, the thicker material being

preferred if the rivet heads are to be countersunk into

the coverstrap. When this material is riveted in this

way, or even when it is firmly screwed to wood fram-
ing, using a metal cover strap under the head of the

screw, the plywood core is slightly compressed under
the squeezing action of the rivet or screw, and seems
to have the same effect as that of a spring washer
in holding the joint tight. The panels are found to

remain firmly attached under severe working strains

and no cracking of paint due to movement in the joints

is obtained.

Unusual Stiffness Combined with
Light Weight

In stiffness per unit of weight, this composition ma-
terial shows its most interesting characteristic in

comparison with steel. A A-in. Plymetl panel 30 in.

wide and 8 ft. long, when supported horizontally at the

ends, will easily carry the weight of a man at the

center. This property is highly important in the web
of the girder, as such girders usually fail due to the

buckling of the web when excessively loaded. In most
cases where load tests have been made on structures

simulating the construction of a street car body, failure

has been found to occur due to the bulging or buckling

of the side girder under the load. The resistance to

buckling of any two panels or girder-webs is roughly
proportional to the magnitude of their stiffness factors

EI, in which E is the modulus of elasticity of the ma-
terial and / the moment of inertia of the section per
inch or width. In the following table, these factors

for Plymetl and for various thicknesses of sheet steel

are given: ^ H?

Thictcneaa, Inoh

Case
16
14
12
10
8

STIFFNESS FACTORS
Plymetl

Weight, Pounds
per Square Foot

2.4

Sheet Steel
Thiokneas, Wrhibt, Pwinda
Inche* per Square Foot

0.0615 2.50
0.0781 3 12
0.1094 4.37

1406 <, 5.62
, ,

0.1719 <K. 6.87
•

E I per Inch
24.000

E I per Inch

580
(.190
3,2TO
6,960
12,600

Stiffness is more than 40 times as great. Its weight

'

is little more than half that of 12-gage steel and its J

stiffness is more than 7 times as great.
]

Many other railway properties have, during the past
j

two or three years, been experimenting with the use of I

composition material of this type in car construction,
both for new work and for remodeling older type
cars. The Los Angeles Railway Company has been

'

using this material on all the cars being built in its
:

shops for the past three years. Forty cars are now I

in operation and twenty more are being "built, which
j

will make 60 cars of this type in operation by the end
of the year. Plymetl is used on the sides, the upright i

panels and the letterboard. The work is being done !

under the direction of P. B. Harris, chief engineer.
J. B. Rowray, general manager of the Sacra-

j

mento Northern Railroad, is using Plymetl in the re-
j

construction of older California type cars into closed

combination passenger and smoking cars, for light 1

interurban service. The steel-faced plywood is applied '

as a flat panel screwed to the belt rail, side posts and
;

side sill, and also to an intermediate rail between the
belt rail and the sill. The screws are spaced about

\

4 in. apart and the joints between panels are made '

on posts, the seam being covered with two rows of
\

screws so that each row holds one end of the sheet. I

All edges of the Plymetl are leaded to keep out
;

moisture.
j

This material is used in Barcelona, Spain, in the
|

construction of new cars, for wainscoting lining panels, I

to give insulation, and strength. In other cases it has
'

been used for vestibule linings and for floor insulation.

It is evident, from the results aaccomplished in the
application of this type of material, that by continued i

research and experiment "it will be possible to make
still further progress in designing a type of light-

'

weight structure suitable for the severe combination '

of conditions imposed upon a car body in electric rail- I

way service. !

Electric Railway Postal Service

THE acting postmaster at Detroit, Mich., has ar-

ranged with the rapid railway line of the D. U. R.
for a railway postal service between Detroit and Port
Huron. A tentative schedule worked out by E. C.
JefFeries of the railway mail service provides for the
departure of this car at 4:50 each morning, arriving in

Port Huron at noon. Returning, the car leaves Port
Huron at 5 p.m., arriving in Detroit at 10 p.m.
The D. U. R. has provided a specially constructed car,

one-half of the space being allotted to the mail service,

while the other half will be utilized in handling express
and baggage business.

A railway postal clerk will be in charge of the car,

effecting distribution of mail collected from all the
cities along the route between the two points. This is

the first railway postal car to operate along an electric

line in Michigan and one of the few in the United States.

It will be seen from this table that although A-in.

Plymetl weighs even less than A-in. sheet steel, the

The stairs and passageways leading to stations of
the London Underground Railways are illuminated in

such a manner that the light is all projected in the
direction of travel and there is no direct glare in the
passengers' eyes. The effect is equivalent in softness
to indirect lighting, but more efficient as it is actually
direct.
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Detroit Develops New Double-Deck Bus
Totally Inclosed Design Adopted by Department of Street Railways Is Featured by Low Over-All

'

Height, Full Leather Seats and Luxurious Interiors—Ingenious Arrangement at

Rear End of Body Provides Necessary Headroom

A:
NUMBER of interesting developments in double-

deck bus design are incorporated in the specifica-

. tions for 50 new vehicles of this type recently

ordered by the Department of Street Railways of

Detroit. This equipment will be characterized by low
over-all height for a totally inclosed double-deck struc-

ture and the provision of luxurious interiors with full

leather upholstered seats on both the upper and lower
decks. The body design includes what is considered

an improvement in the arrangement of a monitor
between the two decks to increase the headroom in the

aisle below, while at the same time the total over-all

tered. The remaining seven structures were so low
that it was impracticable to design .inclosed double-

deck vehicles to clear them. If bus service is ever

installed on the routes where these latter obstructions

are located, it will probably be necessary to depress the
roadway to get adequate clearance.

Even a clearance height of 13 ft. presented a serious

design problem. This was finally solved by recessing

the end sill at the rear end of the body, so as to form a

well, projecting into the body area far enough to allow

a passenger to pass under the point where the upper
monitor is cut off before he steps up to the body floor.

1 t*- -»*/- f ^^" X-— ^•i?-.-.*. -^z
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Fifty of These Totally Inclosed Donble-Deck Boseg Will Be Pnt In Service by the Department of Street Railways of Detroit

height is kept down. Although the monitor design

has been used in buses recently constructed, the new
Detroit buses will have a flush passage across the top

deck, whereas other monitor designs interpose a step

in the center of this passage.

Elimination of the step across the top deck is con-

sidered of considerable advantage from the standpoint

of reducing the possibility of accident to passengers.

At the same time this allows the over-all height for a

vehicle with inclosed top deck to be still further

reduced.

After deciding that the double-deck bus was the

proper type for the kind of city service under consider-

ation, the totally inclosed upper deck was specified, in

order that passengers in both upper and lower compart-

ments could be given an equal degree of seating

comfort.

Overhead obstructions on some of the routes under

consideration by the Department of Street Railways

for the institution of bus service made it imperative to

keep the over-all height of the buses at a minimum.

It was found that a maximum clearance of 13 ft. could

be obtained under 40 of the 47 obstructions encoun-

In other words, this rectangular well in the rear end

of the body floor is flush with the platform, and as a

passenger does not step up into the body until his

head has passed some distance beyond the rear end of

the upper deck, the arrangement allows the rear end

of the monitor to be cut off to form a flush passage

across the upper deck and still leaves sufficient head-

room below.

The construction is shown in the accompanying
illustrations. As shown in the floor plan of the lower

deck, longitudinal seats are placed at each side of the

well just described, while the remainder of the lower

deck seats are set crosswise. The upper deck seats

are set back to back longitudinally, with a cross seat

at each end. All of the seats are to be upholstered in

full leather, and the longitudinal upper seats will be

divided into two-seat sections by arm rests.

Only seven steps are required to reach the upper

deck. This, of course, is accomplished because of the

low deck height. The first step riser is at the center

line of the body, leaving the platform clear between

this point and the entrance door.

At the front end of the body there is a door under
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the control of the driver, so that the bus may be

operated by one man, if desired, or so that loading or

unloading may take place at both ends of the vehicle.

Folding seats are placed adjacent to the front door so

that they may be let down into position if it is not

used. By this means a seating capacity for 61 pas-

sengers is obtained, 30 on the lower deck and 31 above.

Some of the principal dimensions of the body and

chassis are given in the accompanying table.

To improve riding qualities by carrying the passen-

ger load as far as possible between axles, the wheel

base is made 230 in. Even with this long wheel base,

it was considered essential to hold the turning radius

to a minimum, in order to enable the buses to be

manipulated in city streets. The radius specified is 35

ft. 11 in. to the left and 32 ft. 11 in. to the right.

The deck between the lower and upper compartments

will be made of steel with no carlines, and will be

supported on vertical stanchions in the body. The roof

of the top compartment will be of Haskelite. Outside

panels of the body will be No. 14 gage aluminum, while

the dash panels, rear panels and upper deck curved
panels will be 20 gage body steel.

Inside finish of both the upper and lower compart-
ments will be polished mahogany. At the front end
of both the upper and lower decks full width plate glass

windshields are provided, so as to give maximum
visibility forward to passengers. The side sash are

Over-all length over bumpers 29 ft. 6X in.

Over-all length of body 23 ft. y in.

Over-all width 94 in.

Over-all height (loaded) 12 ft. 8 in.

Over-all height (light) 12 ft. 11 in.

Headroom inside bod.v

;

Lower deck 6 ft. 3i in.

Upper deck 6 ft. 10 In.

At entrance door b t^. \u in.

Over ramp at rear axle it ft. 10 in.

Floor height from ground (loided) 1.13 in.

Front entrance step from ground (lo.ided) 14 i i.

Weight without load 14,000 lb . max.
Distribution of load

:

Front axle 42.4 per cen' •

Rear axle ,"i7.6 p m- rent

Perspective Section TlirouRrh Kear \>HtlhuIe

A flush passageway across the top deck is made possible bv h
well immediately below in the body floor.

Ijonffltudlnul Hertion at Keur Kntl of Hod.v

This shows how the monitor is cut oft to form a 16-in. wide
pa-ssage across the top deck while maintaining the nece-'sary
headroom below.

Section A-A
U jtf"-*,

KliMir PhinH of Both DerkH and Sertlun ThruuKh Bus
Seating capacity for 61 iwssengers is provided. lioth upper and lower deck .seats are full upholstered In leathe..
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made large, so that when they are open in the summer
the conditions will approximate an open deck.

Particular attention has been given to heating and
illumination. Exhaust gas will be carried from a
regulating valve through thin walled tubing around
both sides of the lower deck. Registers in the top of
the monitor will allow warm air from the lower com-
partment to pass up between the backs of the longi-
tudinal seats above, so as to heat the upper deck.
Eight 15-cp. dome lights will be installed in both the

upper and lower compartments. This, combined with
white enamel ceiling finish, is expected to give ample
illumination to insure passenger comfort.
The new buses are to be built by the Yellow Coach

Manufacturing Company and will be mounted on that
company's special Model Z chassis. The engines will

be of the six-cylinder sleeve-valve type, 4J-in. bore and
5J-in. stroke, developing 105 hp. at 2,000 r.p.m. Tires
are to be 34x7-in. pneumatics, those on the rear wheels
being duals.

Government Ownership Is Destruction*
The Proposition Is Stated and Then Its Meaning Analyzed in All

Its Aspects—Eifect Upon Our Democracy—It Would Mean Higher
Rates for Utility Service, Higher Taxes Too, and Poorer Service
—Employees Would Be Far Worse Off—Experience Elsewhere

SENATOR LA FOLLETTE'S party
proposes government ownership
and operation of railway and other

public utilities. The Senator empha-
.sizes this: "I am for government owner-
ship of railroads and every other public

utility—every one." This means all

railways, power, light, telephone and
telegraph. The Republican party stands
for private ownership, with the preven-
tion of abuse through government regu-
lation of service and rates or profits.

Between them we must choose. Either
we are to remain on the road of indi-

vidual initiative, enterprise, and oppor-
tunity, regulated by law, on which
American institutions have so far pro-
gressed, or we are to turn down the
road which leads through nationaliza-
tion of utilities to the ultimate absorp-
tion of all industry and labor.

What the Senator proposes is far more
than a transitory experiment of govern-
ment in business; it is a change in our
.«ocial, economic, and political principles
that will react to revolutionize our gov-
ernment itself.

The Proposition

In its immediate form this is a propo-
sition that the government should buy
and run the railways, electrical and
other utilities, valued by official com-
missions at about $40,000,000,000, with
2,700,000 employees, requiring $2,000,-
000,000 annually for bond interest, with
an operating budget of $10,000,000,000
per annum. To keep pace with natural
growth these concerns must spend
$2,000,000,000 of new capital yearly for
extensions. This is a financial transac-
tion and a venture into business of a
magnitude never before undertaken by
any man or by any government, demo-
cratic or otherwise—except in Russia.
Surely before we embark on such a
voyage we should look into the possi-
bility of profit, examine the chart of
the place where we are going, and con-
sider the capacity of our vessel to carry
the cargo.

•Radio address delivered from Washing-
ton, Sept. 29, 1924, *nd broadcast over na-
tionally interconnected stations.

By Herbert Hoover
Secretary of Commerce, Washington, D. C.

It is for the American people to de-
cide. If they are to decide rightly they
should have the reasons set before them
in terms of sober economic and social

thought, not in vituperation and ap-
peals to hate. I accredit the sincerity
of the advocates of these propositions,
and I believe they have the manhood to

credit ours. There is but one considera-
tion—public interest. If I believed for
one moment that this adventure would
reduce rates, that it would produce bet-
ter service, that it would decrease
taxes, that it would benefit the em-
ployees, that it would maintain discov-
ery, initiative and advance in the de-

velopment of these services, that it

would not wreck our democracy, that

it would strengthen the foundations of

social and spiritual progress in Amer-
ica, or even that it would do a few of

these things, I would unhesitatingly ac-

cept this proposal, stupendous as it is.

But I do not believe it. I am con-

vinced not only from the experience of

our own country, but from the attempts
made abroad, that government opera-

tion is a step backward in every one of

these propositions. It is the negation

of progress. America has found the

true road of advancement in these en-

terprises through sustained initiative

and equality of opportunity to our

people, with public control to prevent

abuse. Our salvation consists in follow-

ing this line with increasing intelligence

and devotion.

Our Present System of Utility
Control

Much of the present agitation is

ba.sed upon conditions not as they are

today but as they were a generation

ago. There were then great abuses

that called for remedy. The Republican

policy of public regulation and the his-

toric moral upheaval to which Theodore
Roosevelt contributed more than any
one man cured the worst of these evils

and created the machinery of govern-

r.ient to meet the rest. Theodore Roose-

velt was the enemy of government
ovvTiership and the advocate of public

regulation.

There is scarcely a single utility to-

day that is not under public control

through some governmental commis-
sion, local or national. These commis-
sions today fix the rates, the issues of

stock, the time tables, the car service,

the profits. Our great national water
powers are reserved to the government
through 50-year leases, under public

control. And our commissions are not

alone preventing abuse; they are main-
taining initiative, enterprise and prog-

ress in our railway and other utilities,

as witness their enormous growth and
constantly improving efficiency and
.'service.

Regulation has, through stabilizing

rates, reduced the cost of capital by in-

creasing the security for the savings of

our people. From this security and
within our generation there has come a

new tide, and that is toward popular

ownership as distinguished from gov-

ernment ownership. These enterprises

are no longer owned or controlled by a

few. One of our great service copora-

tions has nearly 400,000 stockholders,

another more than 200,000. The power
companies have more than 700,000, their

bonds are directly and indirectly,

through our mutual insurance com-
panies and savings banks, in the hands'

of literally tens of millions of owners.

A silent revolution is transferring

ownership to the public. Moreover, the

new generation of administrators of

these enterprises has firmly grasped its

responsibility to the public. Indeed,

there are deep and promising currents

originating in our economic life driving

toward a mutualization of public and
private interest, employer and employee
interest, with promise of a new period

in industrial development. There has

been a genuine growth of business con-

science and service, and this growth
is far more precious than any amount
of legislation. Of those occasional in-

dividuals who fail to manifest this

sense of public responsibility I could

speak with bitterness, for they are the

real stimulators of socialism. Such men
give the cause for the despair that gov-

ernment ownership is the only relief
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from their actions. But we do not put
the whole people in jail because of oc-

casional murders.
And from it all we have by and large

evolved the best actual service to the

people from utilities that there is in

the world. It may not be perfect, but
no one who has tried a European gov-
ernment railway or a telephone needs
conviction of our superior service.

Moreover, there is a diffusion of service
and use among our people double and
treble the proportions to the population
of any other country. A larger propor-
tion of our homes have electric lamps,
a larger proportion have telephones.
More of our people travel by rail and
more miles. We ship more goods per
person, and our workmen have more
power at their elbow than any other
workmen in the world. The wages in
our utilities give the highest standard
of livine and comfort on the earth. If

our utilities were dominated by the
malignity that some contend, these
things would never have come about.
To whatever extent we have failed in

control, whether it be through over-
control or through insufficient control,
it is a challenge to us to perfect our
system. There have been mistakes and
will be others. But I may say at once
that if the American people have not
the intelligence, if they have not the
character, if they have not the political
mechanism by which private competi-
tion can be maintained and yet abuse
can be prevented, then they do not
possess the character or the political
mechanism by which they can under-
take the gigantic operation of these
enterprises.

Effect of This Undertaking Upon
Our Democracy

Neither our national nor our state
governments are planned or equipped
for the task of government operation of
utilities. Nobody ever tried it on our
stupendous scale of a continent, but
there are governments which, in their
smaller scope, do operate in some
fashion some of their utilities. Since
it is always in worse fashion than ours,
their example is no temptation to imi-
tation, but it does illustrate that some
governments, on some scale, in some
fashion, can operate some of them. But
none of them has ever attempted to
operate all the utilities, nor does any
one of them possess 15 per cent of our
railway mileage, or 6 per cent of our
power, or 15 per cent of our telephones,
and so on.

I would also have you observe that
these governments all have much more
concentrated power and responsibility
than we have ever been willing to
grant to our government. The fathers
purposely made our government to a
different model, for a different task.
They divided power and responsibility,
where busmess must concentrate them.
They thought liberty and individual
rights worth safeguarding even at some
cost of efficiency. But this very fact
necessarily leaves to private enterprise
many things which other nations can, if

they prefer, do through government
after a fashion. On the governmental
side, the result has been one of which
we are as proud as other peoples are
envious. On the business side, the ac-
complishment far surpas.ses anything

they know. Through the one, we have
liberty; through the other, enterprise

and decisiveness. Our form of govern-
ment, which we have developed over

150 years, has as.sured us a measure of

freedom and progress hitherto un-
paralleled in political history. The more
we cherish it the less ready we should

be to load it with a burden for which it

was not built. To bear this load the

Constitution would need to be rewritten

in a score of places, until it was no
longer our democracy. Above all, it

would change the major thought and
purpose of our government into the

making of money instead of devotion to

the preservation of basic human lib-

erties—a big enough job in these times.

The very first and fundamental diffi-

culty that our form of government
presents is the relation of the states to

the federal government. For in our
plan we conceive that liberty requires a
great measure of decentralization in

authority. If these public utilities are
to be operated by the federal govern-
ment we at once deprive the states of

their measure of authority and control

over railway, power, light and com-
munication companies—we make the

service in these states dependent upon
the will of Washington, thousands of
mi'e.s away. It is an impossible concep-
tion that we give the states the power
to regulate the business of the federal

government as they now reg:ulate these
services. Or are we going to divide the

railways and power and communica-
tions into 48 systems, each ending at

the boundary of its own state? Which-
ever we do will crack the timbers of

our government.
If we pile these $40,000,000,000 of

b'ifeine.<^s and 2,700,000 employees upon
the governiiiaiit, one of two things hap-
pens. Either the 530 members of Con-
gress or the hundreds of members of

state legislatures become their real

boards of directors, or, as it has been
claimed, these great businesses could be
placed in the hands of non-partisan
commissions or government corpora-
tions, somehow free from politics and
the dead hand of bureaucracy. Neither
alternatives wili work. If we were to

set up such agencies, so free from re-

straint of the Congress and legislatures

as to accomplish these objects, we
would have created gigantic despotisms
controlling the well-being of our whole
people—and incidentally, controlling the
very election of our officials.

As a matter of fact, we can do
nothing of this kind if we are to main-
tain a democracy. We cannot have a
democracy and deprive our elected rep-
resentatives of their control of govern-
ment investment, their power to fix

salaries and wages, their independence
in the investigation of the conduct of
public officials. The reservation of any
or all of these powers renders any kind
of a commission subservient to the
members of legislative bodies, no mat-
ter what the theory is. When they are
subservient to elected officials, politics

will be their daily need. Above all, the
members of our legislative bodies rep-
resent districts, states, parties, and
groups of opinion. Each member is ex-
pected by his constituents to look out
for their local or group interests first.

Thev have to be elected upon the re-
sults they tfbtain. Partisanship, "log

rolling," and politics would be the in-

separable accompaniments of adminis-
tration. No great business can be effi-

ciently administered by such a board
or such a basis of choice. We shall

convert business into politics, and sur-

render efficiency for spoils. If we dis-

tributed railway extensions as we dis-

tribute public buildings; if we located

electric power plants as we locate recla-

mation projects; if we divided up public

industries generally as we share river

and harbor improvements and army and
navy stations—then as surely as night
follows the day facilities will be waste-
fully provided for those districts or
groups which are politically strong, and
they will not be adequately provided for

the districts or groups that are politi-

cally weak.
Also these legislative bodies would

have to deal with group pressures striv-

ing for favov.t: in rates. The relative

rates will aiTcet the prosperity of every
city and every section, every group and
every industry. States, counties, far-

mers, town (Iwel'ers, every group of

manufacturers will press their repre-

sentatives to secure an advantage, and
legislators wdi inevitably honestly
favor their constituents. Every experi-

ence to date indicates that the tax-

payer will pay for the resulting conces-

sions. Because the government had not
the courage to increase railway rates

during the war the taxpayer made? up
a $1,600,000,000 operation deficit. A
neighboring government yielded last

year to the demand for lower rates on
the government railways; it is paying
the deficit from taxes today.
By this vast venture that is proposed

to us we would at once increase the

total of national and local officeholders

up to about 6,000,000. The rightful in-

terest of this group is in higher pay,
constantly Letter conditions of service,

and better standards of living. The
rightful public interest will be to hold

down rates and taxes. These interests

will clash, and their clash must fight

itself out, not on grounds of economic
bargaining between labor and employer,
but in the political arena. The voting
strength of this mass of officeholders,

their wives and dependents, will be
more than 25 per cent of the whole. It

is the balance of political power be-

tween parties in every district. Either
every member of the legislative bodies

will be elected to do the bidding of this

bureaucracy or will be elected by a
public in rebellion against it.

No commission or any body of ad-

ministrators can carry on these vast
operations efficiently in this political

maelstrom. We shall lose most of our
democracy in the storm.

Higher Rates to the Public

Unless the federal or local govern-
ments nan give the public lower rates,

there is no use undertaking the gamble.
If the government is to reduce rates

it must do so either bv the saving of

private profits or by reducing operating
expenses or lumping them on the tax-

payer During the past four years the

railways have on the average earned
less than 4 per cent on the I. C. C.

valuation. Even if this value were re-

duced by 25 per cent, they would have
earned only 5 per cent. Our e'ectrical

utilities are regulated at earnings be-
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tween 6 and 8 per cent upon their in-

vested capital. The government could

not borrow the huge sums necessary at

less than 5 per cent.

In a sale to the government the

constitutional requirements would, for

various legal reasons, probably result

in a much larger sum than the $40,000,-

000,000 of present valuations by com-
missions and others.

Moreover, the wasteful distribution

of the $150,000,000 of capital invested

annually in the Post Office, Reclamation

Service, Shipping Board, rivers and har-

bors and roads would not be a patch on

the waste in appropriations when our

legislative bodies get a chance to han-

dle $2,000,000,000 per annum of new
capital outlay. For all these reasons I

am convinced that interest charges

alone to the government would be

larger than the present utility profits,

and no economy lies there. Rather the

way of the prodigal.

Nor can the government operate as

economically as private enterprise. If

we take over nearly 3,000,000 new em-
ployees into public service we must put

them under an airtight civil service, to

be hired by a separate commission and
promoted by seniority, and at once we
have created a bureaucracy. Otherwise,

we would have nearly 3,000,000 jobs to

be given out and a political debauchery
unparalleled in all history. There are

certain inherent qualities of bureau-

cracy in its deliberative action, the

necessity to maintain joint responsi-

bility, its enlargement of "red tape" de-

signed to prevent error in judgment
and conduct, all of which are perhaps

an advantage in purely governing func-

tions, but they become disaster when
applied to the rapidity of movement
vital to business and service. Numbers
increase for every task. The alter-

native is political favoritism. And at

the top, where exceptional talent and
genius must be had, neither seniority,

nor competitive examination, nor poli-

tics will secure or find it. It is one

thing to choose a postmaster but an-

other to choose a railway president.

These things are the actual and daily

experiences of our public life? and if a

hundred years of this experience is not

proof that the efficiency of government
operation must always be below the effi-

ciency of private enterprise, then the

public is incapable of conviction.

We can get some experience of this

loading of employees from government
operated railways in the countries dur-

ing the last ten years as to the results

of these forces. For instance, the num-
ber of employees of Italian railways

has increased 50 per cent against an in-

crease in traffic of 18 per cent. German
employees increased 20 per cent against

5 per cent increase in traffic. Danish
employees increased 48 per cent with
20 per cent increase in traffic. Swedish
employees increased 10 per cent with a
25 per cent decrease in traffic. Nor-
wegian employees increased 62 per cent

with an increase in traffic of 37 per
cent. Compare these figures with
American railways, where the number
of employees is about the same today
as ten years ago against a 10 per cent
increase in traffic. American railways
are the only railways on earth showing
increased efficiency in the last ten

years. If we had increased our em-

ployees by such percentages it would
cost $600,000,000 per annum or an in-

crease of 10 per cent in rates. For the
rates today are in the long view based
upon costs.

With all these forces in action our
cost of operation would increase. If

we make rates to equal costs our rates
will rise—not fall. Unless, of course,
the taxpayer pays the deficit.

Poorer Service

Nor will the public secure better or
more impartial service under govern-
ment ownership. The action of all gov-
ernment officials must be limited by a
vast amount of regulation and "red
tape." Therefore, government em-
ployees never can yield that spirit of
accommodation that employees of pri-

vate enterprise must furnish in order
to maintain the repute of their com-
petitive enterprise and its standing in

the community.
A much larger issue lies in the in-

equality with which facilities will be
provided over this continent 3 000 miles
wide. It is mighty important to have
cars and kilowatts when they are
needed. The economic life of somebody
is stifled every time they are not avail-

able. Every fit of national economy
will cause them to fall behind future
need. Every district and group of the
politically weak will have to do without
some measure of their need. Today
there is remedy for failure in service;

there is no remedy against the gov-
ernment.

Increased Taxes

Another question worth examining is

the direct and indirect tax burdens
which will be imposed upon the public,

assuming always that rates pay operat-

ing expenses and interest. The addi-

tion of $40,000 000,000 to the national

debt differs much from the debts_ of

many thousand of private enterprises

now comprised in these public utilities.

The failure of a single private enter-

prise is a loss to its owners only, but

with this entire investment transferred

to the government every citizen would
pay every loss of capital, directly or in-

directly, from taxes or rates, whether
he liked it or not. When individuals

enter upon a foolish project they pay
for it, but if the government does the

same thing both the foolish and the

wise must pay for it.

Today the combined utilities con-

tribute about $600,000,000 in taxes to

the federal and local governments. It

is unlikely that in government opera-

tion our federal government will pay
taxes to the states or the states to

counties out of utility rates. Thus the

local governments would need to find

other sources of revenue. If the cus-

tomers of these utilities and the tax-

payers were identical in their participa-

tion it would not matter, but it happens
that utilities have a larger ratio of in-

vestment and taxes in the farming dis-

tricts than they have in the big cities. It

would damage the farmer of Massa-
chusetts but 3 or 4 per cent to denude
the state of utility taxes, but it would
increase taxes 40 per cent in many
agricultural counties in other states.

And above all, if the history of other

governments operating utilities counts,

the inefficiency in government would

not be taken up in rate increases, by
which the actual u.ser pays, but by
lumping it onto the taxpayer.

Employees Worse Opp

The next question to examine is

whether the employees would benefit by
being incorporated into the government
service. The first and foremost result

of such an operation would be a dis-

pute over the right to strike. It is by
no means certain that a government
can continue as a government and
admit the right of government em-
ployees in vital services to strike

against it. Nor can legrislative bodies

delegate the right to settle wages and
salaries to any commission or they will

have delegated their control over ex-

penditures, which is one basis of democ-
racy. In any event, under government
ownership employees must in final

analysis bargain with legislative bodies,

and bargaining will rest not upon eco-

nomic need or economic strength, but

on political potency. The present fed-

eral employees, denying themselves the

right to strike, have just now, after

eight years, succeeded in getting some
of their deserved increase in pay. The
public utility employees have had them
already for years. Their wages are

today the highest real wage in the

world. Some have assumed that the

political strength of this great mass of

employees will enable them to dictate

the election of legislative members and

thus secure their desires. This means

the creation of another bloc, the array-

ing of class against class, perhaps the

most dangerous tendency in our politics

today.
It substitutes mternal pull and ex-

ternal politics for individual endeavor.

It puts a damper on achievement, a

premium upon wire-pulling. It penal-

izes whole-hearted devotion to work.

But there lies even a broader issue of

the ultimate results to the freedom of

labor. Upon it I can do no better than

to quote from Mr. Gompers in a speech

at Montreal in June, 1920:

"I believe there is no man to whom
I would take second position in my
loyalty to the Republic of the United

States, and yet I would not give it more

power over the individual citizenship of

our country. • •
. , ^, .. . „

"It is- a question of whether it shall

be government ownership or private

ownership under control. . . • If I

were in the minority of one in this con-

vention, I would want to cast my vote

so that the men of labor shall not will-

ingly en.slave themselves to government

authority in their industrial effort for

freedom. ... Let the future tell

the story who is right or who is wrong,

who has stood for freedom and who has

been willing to submit their fate indus-

trially to the government."

Invention Will Decline

The essence of progress is that we
shall have new mechanical invention,

new ideas in administration, new de-

velopments in service. The proposal

that we are examining here would de-

stroy all competition. By the same op-

eration we destroy the competitive mar-

ket for new invention and new ideas,

for theii va'ue is determined by com-

petitive bidding. "A" must sell his in-

vention to the highest bidder. If "B"
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demonstrates unusual administrative
ability he has an enlarged market for

his services with competitors. The "C"
railway experiments on a new improve-
ment to attract customers. Neither
Congress nor administrators can ap-
praise the value of these things. The
notion that men would give from a
sen.^e of public service will never be
realized until we reach that dubious
millennium when desire for individual

distinction arid reward hath passed
away. America has made the most
marvelous advance in the history of

, man in'the technology and admini.stra-
tion of transportation and applied elec-

tricity. Can any one believe that this

invention, this courage, this application,
this stimulation to genius that our na-
tion has brought forth would ever have
been d*Veloped under a board of direc-
tors oif 530 members of Congress and
hundreds of members of state legisla-

tures?^ Government utilities in other
parts of the world get their technology
from use. So far as I am aware no
single vital invention has ever come out
of government-owned utilities. If we
are to assume that there will be no more

"lieed for else than routine operation we
may abandon this argument. But science
is only at the threshold of its house of
wonders. It may even solve methods of
transportation that would cause the
abandonment of railways to the tax-
payer as it would have done to a na-
tionalization of the stage coach.

Experience Elsewhere

The classic domestic argument
against all this is the postal service.
There are, of course, conclusive reasons
why that service must remain a public
function. And it does carry the mails
well, at a cost probably 25 per cent
higher than private enterprise could do
it. But remember that the postal serv-
ice pays no interest upon the vast sum
of capital invested in its equipment and
buildings. It pays no taxes on these
structures. And how is that capital in-
vestment in public buildings distrib-
uted?,, Notoriously on the reverse of
business principlQs, How, are the rates
allocated to- different classes of service ?
By the pressures of organised groups.
Postal employees are alw^ays in difficul-
ties with their board of directors—that
is Congress—as 'to pay adjustments.
We are here proposing to amplify the
shortcomings

. inherent in the postal
service in the direct ratio of the post
office budget of $600,000,000 to an an-
nual budget of $10,000,000,000 in the
utilities, not with 300,000 employees but
with 2,750,000 and a busine.i.s of in-
finitely greater technology..
Our national shipping is a daily sam-

ple of all the arguments I have given,
and more. We paid $3,000,000,000 of
the taxpayer's money for a fleet—some
part qf it was truly for war purposes^
but we have written it dovra 90 per cent
in six years to $300,000,000; and if the
accounts were based upon true costs
with interest and depreciation, we
should find that we are losing over
$100,000,000 of the taxpayers' money a
year in operating it. Yet private ship-
ping is earning profits. Nor is this the
fault of the Shipping Board; it is in-
herent in the system.
Our government has some necessary

'power interests of its own. The build-

ing by the government of great control

dams, as on the Colorado, the St. Law-
rence, and elsewhere, whose primary
functions are water supply, or control

of flood, or irrigation, or navigation,
and where power is a by-product, is a

far different thing from the govern-
ment's going into power production and
distribution as a business. Some of

our municipalities are faced with these
problems and sometimes they also have
a desire for business adventure, but the
withdrawal of more than 400 munic-
ipalities from efforts to run utilities

is itself an indication that even un-
der local concentration of authority the
results are doubtful enough.

I could at great length enter upon
a discussion of the costs and fail-

ures of government ownership and
operation in our own and in other coun-
tries. I could display more facts and
figures with regard to the Canadian,
German, French, Italian, and Australian
government of railways. I could dis-

cu.ss the inability of the Italian govern-
ment to find any buyer for its railways
when it tried to get from under their
intolerable burden. I could name states
where government ownership has been
brought about by owners and creditor.-;

to get rid of bad investments. I could
compare the real accounts of foreign
government adventures into power
with those of our private enterprise. I

could enter upon the tendency to dis-

guise real results by accounting
methods. I would show by example not
alone the economic effect of govern-
ment ownership but the effect upon
government itself—and upon politics. I

could even enter upon comparison with
the complete nationalization of industry
in Russia. But as grievous as all these
failures have been, there is still the fact
that it is our government and institu-

tions and our people that we are deal-
ing with and not those of foreign coun-
tries—and our institutions, designed
more for liberty and less for business,
would fare far worse.
We have constructed our government

upon the theme that its major purpose
is to preserve human liberty amid the
changing social and economic scene. If

we divert it to the changing of money
we shall have lost .sadly for the future.
And paralleling and strengthening

every argument against government
operation is one insistent note. That is

the preservation of the vital initiative

and enterprise of our people. This is

the mainspring of progress. Bureau-
cracy is the dead hand on initiative.

Government can correct abuse without
entry into business. If it cannot, then
democracy shall have failed.

We are asked to abandon all that we
have builded as a land of opportunity
by injecting into it an economic patent
medicine from Europe. Socialism may
have a place with some of the nations
of Europe becau.se of their failures to
provide freedom, opportunity, and serv-
ice It has no place with us. We are
building here a form of social organiza-
tion of our own. We differed with Eu-
ropean ideals 300 years. We have to-

day in America the widest extended and
most efficient utility services in the
world. We have developed an effective

method of controlling abuses. We con-
tribute more to invention and improve-
ment than all other peoples combined.
We are asked to abandon all this and
embrace new social ideas, increase our
cost of service, decrease our national
efficiency, undermine our democracy,
destroy the fundamentals upon which
our nation has become great. This is

not progressive, for it is not progress.
It is destruction.

American Association News

Big Crowd at Metropolitan Meeting
New Section of the A.E.R.A. Formed in New York—Co-operation the

Keynote of Several Short Talks—Organization
Perfected and Officers Elected

UNDER the direction of C. E. Mor-
gan, chairman committee on com-

munity sections, American Electric
Railway Association, a new local or-
ganization was formed in New York
City on Sept. 23. Feeling has been
growing for some time, according to

Mr. Morgan, that the men engaged in

the electric railway industry in New
York City and its environs did not
know each other well enough. Experi-
ence had shown that specialists con-
nected with one railway seldom knew
personally the men doing the same kind
of work on the other properties in the
same city. With a view to changing
this condition it had been suggested
that a metropolitan section of the
American Electric Railway Association
be formed. The enthusiastic response
of the railway men in the metropolitan
district to this, idea was shown, by the

attendance of approximately 300 at the
meeting.

After a brief discussion concerning
the relative merits of the names "New
York Section" and "Metropolitan Sec-

tion," it was decided to adopt the latter

name so as to include within the scope
of the organization those railways out-

side of New York City but lying within

a 25-mile circle. The opinion of the

meeting favored having six directors

for the section, two to be elected each
year and holding office for three years.

The constitution and by-'aws adopted
followed closely along the lines of those

suggested by the community section

committee of the A.E.R.A.
Three ways in which public utilities

can profitably co-operate were ex-

plained by William L. Ransom, for-

merly counsel for the Public Service

Commission of New York and now
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general counsel for the Consolidated
Gas Company, New York City, and
other utilities. There is need for
local organization to encourage team
work between the companies that
constitute the industry. An unfortu-
nate stand taken in court by one com-
pany today may lead to the embarrass-
ment of the entire industry at some
future date. The individual companies
should not take short-sighted views and
think only of their own immediate
gain, but should rather work with their

fellow companies toward the goal of

the eventual greatest good for the
greatest number.
Commission regulation, Mr. Ransom

said, is not the final ideal solution of

the public utility question. However,
it is far ahead of anything heretofore
tried and is certainly the best method
in sight at present. Public utility man-
agements should therefore try to co-

operate with the commissions rather

than to fight them and put obstacles in

the way of their investigations.

A third valuable form of co-opera-

tion is that between the utility and
the investors so that they have a better

understanding of its problems and
difficulties.

Too many secrets, in the opinion of

R. P. Stevens, president Republic Rail-

way & Light Company, has been the

cause of many of the difficulties of the

industry. Mr. Stevens said that the

time had passed for secret methods and
that frankness and openness concern-
ing the details of the business should
be the keynote of present-day policy.

James W. Wel.sh, secretary American
Electric Railway Association, read a
letter from Britton I. Budd, president
of the association, in which Mr. Budd
enthusiastically indorsed the formation
of the Metropolitan Section.

"Pick the bugs off" was the theme
of a lively talk by Labert St. Clair,

director of publicity A.E.R.A. He told

how the farmers in his home state of
Indiana had once been much troubled
by a plague of potato bugs. They first

sought advice from their lawyers as to

what could be done, but the lawyers
could not solve the problem. Then they
sought advice from agricultural ex-

perts, but the bugs continued. At last

some one .suggested that they try pick-

ing the bugs off the plants. The thing
for the utilities to do, Mr. St. Clair

said, was to begin to "pick the bugs"
off the service and not to rely too much
upon lawyers and experts to get them
out of their difficulties. A suggestion

made by the same speaker was that the

watchword of the Metropolitan Section

should be "dig" rather than "co-oper-

ate," a word with so many round
letters in it that it rolled right out of

the mind of the average railway man.
Brief talks were given also by F. G

Daniell, engineer New York Transit

Commission, who was one of the origi-
nators of the idea of forming a metro-
politan section, and by C. R. EUicott,
Westinghouse Ti-action Brake Com-
pany.

Officers elected by the section were:
President, William E. Thompson, super-
intendent of transportation Third Ave-
nue Railway; first vice-pre.sident, C. S-
Klumpp, general superintendent Hud-
son & Manhattan Railroad; second
vice-president, J. F. Eagan, superin-
tendent rapid transit lines B.-M. T.;
third vice-president, C. H. Greenidge,
J. G. White Company; secretary, A. L.
Hodges, assistant secretary Brooklyn
City Railroad and treasurer G. N.
Ord, secretary Ellcon Company.

Directors elected for one year were
C. H. Beck and M. R. Boylan; for two
years, F. G. Daniell and C. E. Morgan;
for three years J. A. McCartney and
P. W. J. Smith. The members of the pro-
gram committee, of which Mr. Klumpp
is ex officio chairman, are R. F. Car-
butt, A. J. Manson, James Waldron,
J. W. Colton and A. H. Si.sson. On the
membership committee with Mr. Eagan
as chairman are J. W. Hulme. J. J.

Jordan, P. J. McMurrer, L. T. Carter,

C. W. Gillespie, George Siebert and
William B. Wheeler. The finance com-
mittee, of which Mr. Greenidge is chair-

man, will have also the following mem-
bers: W. H. Gib.son, H. Vanderveer and
Ross S. Hayes.

Association News & Discussions

Careful Selection of Men Is First Essential

of Safe Operation

Many Railway Men Participate in National Safety Congress—Hazards

of the Bus Are Discussed—Precautions Taken to Prevent

Accidents in Substations Are Described

SUCCESS far beyond the hopes of the

officials of the National Safety Coun-
cil attended the thirteenth annual
meeting, held at Louisville, Ky., Sept.

29 to Oct. 3. Large exhibits of safety

equipment of various kinds, including

street traffic signals, etc., added to the

interest of the occasion.

The sessions of the public utilities

section and of the electric railway sec-

tion, including a Joint session on Wed-
nesday, proved particularly interesting

and beneficial. It was evident at the

railway sessions that street railway
and bus men are much interested in

this work, and it was stated that the

safety movement has materially re-

duced accidents in spite of a consider-

able increase in use of motor vehicles.

Throughout the sessions the state-

ment was frequently reiterated that

the right place to start safety work is

in the employment department, by
choosing only capable men. . Then the

company must get behind the safety

movement, push it, organize its de-

partments, recognize the work, give

credit to the men, listen to suggestions,

work to improve conditions, and take

the attitude that accidents are serious,

and not treat them as incidentals.

The amount of discussion following

the various papers, and the many
questions asked, indicated the interest

which superintendents, managers, and

safety council managers have in this

subject. At every railway session there

were a hundred or more present, some
coming from as far west as California

to attend the meeting.

James P. Barnes, president Louis-

ville Railway, presiding as chairman of

the meeting, answered a question as to

whether or not a town of 25,000 was
large enough for a safety council by
saying that there are a lot of utility

companies in towns of that size which

would not be "in the red" if they had
councils.

The opening session on Tuesday was

largely given over to a discussion of

the hazards of motor bus operation. A
paper on this subject was presented by
R. N. Graham, manager of railways
Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric Company.
An abstract of his paper appears
elsewhere in this issue. This was dis-

cussed by Guy R. Radley, safety engi-

neer the Milwaukee Electric Railway
& Light Company, and by G. B. Powell,

secretary of the Kentucky Carriers,

Inc. All of the speakers advocated get-

ting the right class of operators at

the start, careful examination of many
men in selecting a few, schooling these

men before allowing them to operate

buses, and constant safety training

thereafter.

Reports indicated that in bus opera-

tion as well as in street car operation

accidents have been showing material

reduction since safety movements were
started. It was pointed out that the

bulk of accidents happen to children

under the ages of ten years, and to

persons over sixty, showing that youth

and old age create two hazards that

have to be watched at all times. G. B.

Powell of the Louisville Railway told

how a rather poor accident record

for the Kentucky Carriers, Inc., prior

to December 28, 1923, had been im-

proved by energetic work. Between

that date and August 25, 1924, th3

company operated 345,008 bus-miles
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over congested city streets without a

single preventable accident, or one in

which the driver was at fault. Such
accidents as did occur came from autos

running into the rear end. With a

good man on the front, a strong

bumper and a "stop light" on the

rear accidents for which the company
is responsible have been reduced to a
minimum.

Mr. Noonan, supervisor of accident

prevention Chicago Surface Lines, ex-

plained how in a demoralized town,

where at the outset even the union

was opposed to safety work, accidents

to trainmen have been greatly reduced.

J. H. Handlon, claim agent Market
Street Railway, San Francisco, de-

Scribed results of safety work in reduc-

tion of accidents. Similar reports were
given for Providence, St. Louis, Nash-
ville, Youngstown, and other cities. At
the joint utility and railway confer-

ence on Wednesday, L. H. Palmer, vice-

president and general manager United
Railways & Electric Co., Baltimore,

talked on "The Place of the Electric

Railway in Community Safety Exten-
sion." He told why the street railway
should develop the movement, and what
it means to the company that does so.

Safety in the substation was the

subject of a paper by Homer Niesz,

manager industrial relations Common-
wealth Edison Co., Chicago. An ab-

stract of the paper appears elsewhere
in this issue. R. O. Mason, Philadel-

phia Electric Company, made the last

address of the session, dealing with
highway traffic problems.

Award Systems Favored

The report of the committee on
award sys..ems was presented by R. R.

Hadsell, general superintendent of

transportation New York State Rail-

ways, Rochester. Eighty-three railway
companies out of 120 to which the

committee had sent a questionnaire
responded. Of these 44 companies had
no experience with safety bonus or
award systems. Thirteen companies
actually had in operation such a sy.stem,

6 had adopted the practice of giving
dinners to group.s of their employees,
and 15 expressed themselves as de-
cidedly opposed to the bonus. Several
companies previously had a bonus
scheme but had discarded it.

The contention of the group opposing
any bonus system is that it is just as
illogical to pay a man a bonus for

operating without accidents as it is to

offer him a prize for being honest.
Another objection advanced is the tend-
ency to increase the number of "no
roport" or "blind" accident cases.
Equitable distribution of the awards
is given by some companies as a diffi-

culty connected with giving a bonus.
The companies which favor the bonus

contend that it has resulted in a reduc-
tion of accident costs, due to fewer
accidents and less severe ones. Their
experience would seem to indicate that
"no report" cases are not more numer-
ous under the bonus system. However,
the committee is not prepared to go
on record as asserting this to be an
undeniable fact.

The methods of distributing the bonus
are so varied that they can hardly be
summarized. However, it appears that

many companies consider a cash bonus
to be the most effective. Some com-
panies believe that in order to main-
tain the interest of their men the bonus
must be paid at short intervals. The
opinion of the committee is that the

form of award is not so vital to its

success as is the manner of its adminis-
tration. The bonus must be so dis-

tributed that there can bs no feeling of

discrimination. The foundation of

success of any award system depends

upon the bond of good faith that has
been established between the company
and its employees.
On Thursday morning a paper on

"Interesting School Children in Safety
on the Streets" was delivered by Isaiah
Gordon, Bureau of Safety, Chicago. An
abstract of this paper will appear in a
future issue. The discussion on this

subject was led by J. W. Oliver, safety
engineer Chicago, North Shore &
Milwaukee Railroad.

Safety Rules in Substation Operation*
By Homer E. Niesz

Manager of Industrial Relations Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago, lU.

HAZARDS met with in. substation

operation are limited by the

character of the work that operators

are called upon to perform. The re-

pair work performed by our operators

is confined to minor repairs or adjust-

ments on low-tension or on non-elec-

trical apparatus. Operators are not
required or permitted to clean high-

tension equipment except the dusting
of outside surfaces of inclosed appa-
ratus, this work being done by a sep-

arate trained cleaning crew. Oper-
ators are also forbidden to go upon
traveling cranes for any purpose or

to clean or change lamps or fixtures

more than 16 ft. from the floor.

The most serious hazards incident to

substation operation and the ones to

which exposure is most frequent are
those electrical hazards met with in

the operation of high-tension equip-
ment. Our experience indicates that
the following are the most common:
Opening of disconnecting clips while
oil switch in series therewith is closed

and under load; accidental contact on
live line or bus terminals with test

circuits or ground connectors; closing
of hand-operated oil switches.

The opening of disconnecting clijw

carrying load is usually the result of
failure properly to identify the switch
before proceeding with the operation.
It may be due, also, to failure of the
operator to determine that the oil

switch is closed. In determining the
open or closed condition of oil switches
our operators are instructed to place
no confidence in the indication of pilot

lamps or on the position of operating
clips of oil switches. In our training
of operators we emphasize very
strongly the importance of thorough
familiarity with the mechanism of
each type of oil switch they arf re-

quired to operate, to the end that jiey
may unfailingly recognize, from the
position of the switch mechanism, its

open or closed condition.
Accidental contact against live high-

tension terminals is also frequently due
to the operator's failure properly to
identify the apparatus. The hazard
is greatest where bare live high-tension
conductors are in close proximity to
that portion of the apparatus which
is dead for test or grounding. Such
conditions exist frequently in obsolete
or poorly designed construction, and in
dealing with it we ins'st that all live
conductors be killed before proceeding

•Abstract of a paper presented at the
thirteenth annual Safety Congress, Louis-
ville. Ky., Oct. 1. 1924.

with the work. The hazard to the op-
erator of applying ground connectors
to live lines and buses has been greatly
reduced where the grounding is done
through the oil switch and the final

operation in ground'ng consists of clos-

ing the oil switch by remote control.

Closing of hand-operated oil switches
is a very serious hazard where there
exists 'the possibility of closing the
switch into a ground or other short cir-

cuit. In our industrial substations
where a number of hand-operated oil

switch installations still exist the
closing of such switches is forbidden
until the condition of the circuit is

known to be safe.

Other electrical hazards than those
incident to the high-tension equipment
are: Opening low-tension switches
carrying heavy load or short circuits
(our operators are instructed to em-
ploy a length of rope or strap to avoid
too close proximity to the switches) ;

short circuits caused by screwdrivers,
pliers, etc. (these result from using
such tools where opposite polarities are
adjacent; our safety rules instruct
that opposite polarities must be insu-
lated before work is Jone with tools)

;

adjusting or removing brushes from
machines in operation; prox'mity of
person to railway circuit breakers when
opening under shorts or railway ma-
chines when flash-overs occur.

Serious hazards of non-electrical
nature include: Contact with revolving
armatures or fans; slipping or falling
from machines or other apparatus.

Accidental contact with moving ma-
chinery is a hazard that has been
greatly reduced in recent years due to
the systematic installation of various
forms of guards. It is important that
the clothing worn around moving ma-
chinery be such that loose ends cannot
be caught and drawn in. The danger
of slipping and falling from apparatus
is minimized by providing steps and
ladders for the various types of ap-
paratus. Rubber mats securely fastened
with metal binders are secured to steps
and base of machines. Stepladders of
standard construction are provided
which have no top platform to stand
on or on which tools may be left.

Safety Equipment

Safety clothing and tools which
are provided by our company for
use in substations consist of the
following: Electroscope, for detec-
tion of high voltages; insulated stool,
and heavy rubber mat (for use
where insulated stool cannot be easily
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used) ; leather gauntlets (we no
longer use rubber gloves in substations
on account of the danger of the rub-
ber being burned into the flesh)

;

protective leather coats for all high-

tension operations and low-tension op-
erations where heavy circuits may be

broken; clip pullers, poles and tongs
with insulated handles for opening dis-
connective clips and switches and re-
moving potential transformer fuses;
gas masks are provided in substations
for use in entering rooms filled with
smoke from burning insulation.

Improvements Needed in Bus Design
S.A.E. Discusses Advantages to Be Obtained from More

Specialized and Simplified Design—Bus
Man Predicts End of Railway

PRESENT shortcomings in bus de-

sign and ways in which these
vehicles could be made more comfort-
able and attractive were discussed by
the Society of Automotive Engineers at
two motorbus sessions of its Transpor-
tation Meeting, on Thursday, Sept. 18,

at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York
City. Lively discussions took place
concerning the future possibilities of

the bus and the electric railway, and
also concerning the proper location of
emergency exits in buses.
The first speaker, V. E. Keenan,

superintendent bus division United
Electric Railway Company, Providence,
R. I., said it was the intention of his

company to abandon within the next
few weeks 59 of its 350 miles of track
and to substitute buses. Electric rail-

way service on these lines recently has
not been a paying proposition and by
substituting buses, which he states can
be operated at 24.49 cents per mile in

place of cars costing 32.09 cents, the
railway expects to eflfect an important
economy, i

For the first 18 months of their op-
eration buses were run by this com-
pany at a loss. More recently, how-
ever, the revenue has increased to a
point where it is slightly in excess of
the cost. In spite of the fact that bus
operation on this property costs less

than 25 cents per mile it is felt that
very little has been done by the manu-
facturers to develop economical bus de-
sign. The transportation industry
needs larger vehicles, to operate which
will give an opportunity to earn
larger profits, and simpler vehicles, to
maintain which will reduce the cost of
operation.
The advantages to be obtained by

designing buses to meet specific operat-
ing condit'ons were outlined by J. B.
Stewart, Jr., general superintendent
Youngstown Municipal Railway. Mr.
Stewart said that the entire effort of
the automotive industry thus far has
been concentrated on the actual sale of
buses by salesmen and little or no effort

has been put forth to study the condi-
tions under which these buses would
operate. Buses with a 7J to 1 rear
axle ratio have been sold for intercity

serv'ce where a speed of 30 m.p.h. had
to be maintained for several hours. No
mechanism could long survive under the
vibration resulting from such an en-
gine speed. On the other hand, bus
operators sometimes make unreason-
able demands of the manufacturer. It

is practically impossible to build a
chassis to meet every sort of operating
condition. Whenever an electr'c rail-

wav desires to purchase new cars or
equipment it asks for quotations from

several manufacturers furnishing such
equipment. The latter, before they will
make quotations, send either engineers
to the prospective purchaser or obtain
tabulated data in order to secure com-
plete information about the condtions
under which the apparatus will operate.
It is practically impossible for a pur-
chaser to secure equipment unless he
has furnished this information. The
manufacturers take the position that
unless they know the kind of service in

wh'ch the equipment is to be used, and
unless it is designed to operate ' under
these conditions, it is not fair to ask
them to stand back of the equipment
and make good any failures. Somewhat
the same reasoning might be applied to
the automotive industry.

Mr. Stewart also drew attention to
the inadequacy of many of the present
bus braking systems. He spoke of the
advertising value of good lighting ar-
rangements in buses. Narrower tires

are used by this company in winter
and special reinforced chains are used
in bad weather. This, however, is not
considered an ideal solution of the
skidding problem.
The importance of making buses at-

tractive in appearance and comfortable
to ride in was emphasized by H. G.
Bersie, engineer Haskelite Manufactur-
ing Company. Attractive appearance,
low steps and floors, wide entrance
doors and aisles, ample headroom and
kneeroom, comfortable seats, good rid-

ing qualities, eflFective ventilation and
adequate heating and lighting impress
favorably the prospective passenger and
encourage him to ride. Efforts toward
making the bus floor more nearly gas-
tight are worth while, he said. One
method of doing this is to lay paper felt

on the floor and cover this with cotton
duck and a layer of linoleum. Another
method is to pack asbestos around the
heater openings to insure gastight
joints. Although there exists a need
for differing types of bus bodies in

various sections of the country, cer-

tain basic features of design, shapes
and measurements might well be
standardized. Economy of construc-
tion, easy replacement of parts and
cheaper bus maintenance would result
from this practice.

The need for better brakes was men-
tioned also in a paper by F. D. Howell,
vice-pres'dent Motor Transit Company,
Los Angeles. The need for standard-
ization of casings, tubes, and chassis
was emphasized by Mr. Howell. One
of the harassing expenses of the bus
business in the past has been due to
obsolesence of body types. It is impor-
tant for the industry that it have manu-
facturers who will standardize on

such features of design and stay in
business long enough so that an op-
erator who purcha.ses buses of a par-
ticular type will not after a few years
find himself an orphan with no source
of supply for repair parts.
The maintenance system of the Fifth

Avenue Coach Company was described
by R. E. Fielder, chief engineer. He
emphasized particularly the need of
delay and fuel records. With this com-
pany the system of delay reports bagins
with the driver, who must note every
involuntary stop of a minute or greater
durat'on. At the garage note is made
of every emergency call coming from a
driver on the road. Monthly summaries
show the particular part, engine, axle,
transmission, or the like, causing de-
lays. Fuel consumption is carefully
figured out on this system, and every
day the rate for the previous day is
posted on a bulletin board. When the
average drops below 5 miles to the gal-
lon the notation is made in red.

Belief that a six-wheel chassis is the
coming thing in bus design was ex-
pressed by A. F. Masury, chief engi-
neer International Motors Company,
New York.
A spirited argument took place when

Mr. Masury expressed the opinion that
the trolley car, as it is known today,
vfill not exist in five years. This state-
ment was challenged by L. H. Palmer,
general manager United Railways &
Electric Company, Baltimore. Speak-
ing as a member of the American
Electric Railway Association, Mr.
Palmer said that statements on such a
subject should be exact and should be
clearly presented. He objected par-
ticularly to comparisons made of pas-
sengers carried in short-haul bus serv-
ice and the number carried annually on
longer hauls in suburban service by
electric railways. The suggestion that
the manufacturers had established a
system of service stations simply out of
the goodness of their hearts, Mr. Palmer
thought misleading, because, as a mat-
ter of fact, they were forced to it by
competition.

There was considerable discussion at
the meeting concerning the best way to
get out of a bus after it had upset.
Emergency doors at the left rear end
of the vehicle were objected to by sev-
eral. One engineer favored an emer-
gency door at the center of the rear,
while another advocated a position on
the left-hand side opposite the driver.
Passengers must break the windows
and get out by that means anyhow if
the vehicle turns over, it was con-
tended, as the present-day btis fram-
ing is not st ff enough to permit the
use of doors in an emergency. For that
reason it was held desirable to make
the windows large enough so that they
could be used as emergency exits, other-
wise it might be necessary to break one
of the window posts.

New York Electric Railway
Association

AT A MEETING of the executive
I\. committee of the New York Elec-
tric Railway Association, held last
week, it was decided to hold the regular
winter meeting of the association on
Jan. 22 at the Commodore Hotel, New
York.
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Overcoming Hazards of Bus Operation*
Care in Selecting Drivers Is Better than Education After Employment-
Young Married Men Preferred—Boarding Accidents Do Not Occur if

Chauffeur Alights When Making Stops to Discharge Passengers

By R. N. Graham
Manager of Railways Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric Company

OUR company inaugurated the op-

eration of intercity buses in Au-
gust, 1922, and the operation of a city

bus line in July, 1923. Up to Aug. 1

of this year our total mileage was
1,826,729. During this period no per-

son has lost his life, neither passenger,

pedestrian, occupant of other vehicle

nor employee. Nor has any person re-

ceived a major injury of any kind.

The accidents reported, including

broken windows and occurrences of

such nature, have averaged 25 per 100,-

000 miles of operation. There has

been no case settled in which the cost

of settlement has been in excess of

$1,000; only one case in excess of ?500,

and thirteen in excess of $100. We
have six reports where persons were

struck by buses, mainly in city streets,

but in no case was the injury serious

and $384 was the greatest amount of

money paid in the most serious case.

The first step to be taken in safe-

guarding bus operation is in the selec-

tion of a driver. It is far easier to

avoid accidents through care in the

choice of a driver than to educate an

ill-equipped driver after he has been

selected. The ability of a man to

operate a motor vehicle depends upon
age, physical health, freedom from out-

side worries and cares, and tempera-

ment.
In selecting drivers we confine our-

selves to the age limits embraced be-

tween the years 25 and 35. Our
experience has indicated to us that the

man younger than 25 is not inclined to

take his position seriously, is more in-

clined to recklessness and speed, and

age and experience have not mellowed
his egotism to' the point where he will

be patient in any and all circumstances

in his treatment of passengers. Be-
yond the age of 35, particularly if he
has spent years at other vocations

than driving, he is apt to have lost that

close co-ordination between mind, vi.sion

and muscle necessary to meet the

critical situations that are almost cer-

tain to arise at some time in his driv-

ing career on a busy thoroughfare.
There may be exceptions to both
limits, but it is far better to be arbi-

trary than to make experiments in in-

dividual* cases, which experiments are
all too apt to result disastrously.

Our second qualification is that the
prospective employee shall be married.
I will not enter into a discussion of the
reasons why a married man makes a
better bus operator than a single one.

I will simply say that in our experience
our results have been so much uni-
formly better with married men that
we now enforce the rule that the ap-
plicant must be married.

In the third place, the applicant must
be free from defects of vision and
physique. W«; do not enter into any
splitting of hairs as to whether the
defects would interfere with his use-

•Abstract of a paper presented at the
thirteenth annual Safety Con^ea.«<, Loul.s-
vllle, Ky., .Sept. .10.

fulness as a driver. In our experience,
we have had a waiting list of appli-

cants for our positions and feel that
we should have a whole man phy.sically

for this job.

An applicant being between the ages
of 25 and 35, married and sound in eye-
sight and physique, the choice is gov-
erned by his general physical appear-
ance, manner and bearing. A .surly

looking man is apt to be surly in ac-

tion. A nervous, irritable man betrays
the fact in being interviewed for a
position, and is not suitable for bus
operation. A man that is careless in

his apparel and person will not appeal
to passengers and is apt to be careless
in his operation. These things can
only be developed by a per.sonal inter-

view.
Operation is inaugurated with safety

as the most prominent factor in the
mind of the prospective employee as he
takes his coach for his first trip upon
the street. The word "accident" by its

tierivation indicates an occurrence out
of ordinary or routine. If accidents are
to be treated as inevitable or routine
matters, then they are no longer acci-

dents but incidents to regular operation.
Notice must be taken of every accident
reported. It is our practice to inter-
view the driver regardless of the trivial

nature of the accident or lack of re-
sponsibility on his part. If investiga-
tion develops the fact that no care on
the part of the driver would have
avoided the occurrence, the atmosphere
surrounding the investigation should be
that it is still a deplorable occurrence,
and one showing the necessity of con-
stant care on the part of the driver.

There is no excuse in our operation
for failure to stop at a grade crossing.
The penalty is discharge. This penalty
is enforced regardless of previous
service, freedom from accidents or gen-
eral reputation. As the rule is en-
forced, it becomes a mechanical oper-
ation on the part of the driver, so
that it never occurs to the driver not to
make the stop.

In our experience we have had only
two passengers who have fallen getting
on or off a moving coach, yet by far
the larger part of our operation is with
sedan type body in which there are
three doors that can be used by a
passenger at the sides of the coach.
The design .seems well calculated to per-
mit this type of accident. The situa-
tion has again been met by fixing at-
tention upon the chauffeur. In our
operation, the chauffeur alights when
making a stop to discharge passengers
or to permit a passenger to board, and
opens the door in either case and closes
the same. This requires the chauffeur
in every case to leave his seat and the
coach and go to the door involved and
personally perform the act of opening
and clo.sing the door. We believe that
this personal attention by the chauffeur
is better than any safety device that
can be secured in the way of door
mechanism.

It seems like considerable work to

place upon the chauffeur. The answer
to this criticism is that it has been
(lone in our operation for a period of
two years and not only results in free-
dom from this type of accident, but is

treated by the passenger as an act
of courtesy on the part of the chauffeur
and the company, and results in appre-
ciation of our personnel by the travel-
ing public, and therefore results in

maintaining the patronage of the public.

In our operation we have enjoyed
comparative freedom from collision ac-
cidents. Our schedules are arranged
with time points covering the whole
route and with a little leeway in time
between each time point. This results
in eliminating from the driver the
strain of traveling behind time. The
actual speed at which the coach must
travel is approximately 35 miles per
hour, on territory outside of the cities.

This is slightly higher than the aver-
age speed of vehicles in such territories.
I believe it is safer to have a speed
higher than the general average so
that the schedules do not force the
coach to become a part of the nu-
merous processions of vehicles which
are always found on main traveled
roads on holidays, Saturdays and
Sundays.

Coaches in public utility business
must be operated at night and special
attention must be given to adequate
lighting of the vehicle, outside and
inside. Headlights must be adequate
in size, provided with lenses that will

present a minimum interference with
light rays, and at the same time not
disturb opposing trafl^c. A first-class

spotlight should be used to define the
curb when dimmers are used. Further-
more, I believe that markers should be
used that all traflSc, both opposing and
in the same direction, shall be made
aware that the vehicle is a coach used
in public transportation service. This
is important because the average coach
is wider than the average passenger
car. Moreover, slow-moving vehicles
proceeding in the .same direction are
much more inclined to turn out of the
way for a public transportation vehi-
cle than they would for a passenger
car. The lighting should be so dis-

tinctive that a prospective passenger
can identify the coach a long distance
away.

F"'all Meeting of American
Welding Society

THE fall meeting of the American
Welding Society will be held at the

Hotel Winton, Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 30
and 31. The morning of the first day
will be devoted to registration with an
inspection trip in the afternoon. The
technical .sessions will be held the sec-
ond day. There will also be meetings
of the board of directors and of the
meetings and papers committee.

Berlin Railroad Congress
(/?)/ icdioftram from Hrrlin. Gcrinanu)

THE exhibition of railway material
in Berlin, which began Sept. 21

and was to have closed Sept. 27, has
been extended to Oct. 19. This con-
vention is being held under the aus-
pices of thr Verein Deut.scher Inge-
nieure.
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Traveling Carrier for Rivet

Squeezer

RIVET squeezers are used when-

. ever possible for steel fabrica-

tion work by the mechanical depart-

ment of the Twin City Rapid Tran-

sit Company. The utility of this

equipment, however, has been found

to depend largely on the provision of

a suitable mounting which will en-

able it to be readily moved about

from point to point on a fabrication

job, without loss of time.

A movable structural framework,

which is so arranged on a floor and

wall track that it can be readily

moved along for a distance of sev-

eral hundred feet at one side of the

structural steel shop, has proved to

be a very satisfactory arrangement

in the Snelling Avenue shops. Be-

tween the supporting leg of the

frame and the wall, a transverse

track is arranged on the carrier.

This supports a chain block from

which the squeezer is suspended, and

thus enables the squeezer to be read-

ily moved to any point in a large

section of the shop.

Three sizes of squeezer heads are

in use. The smallest of these takes

rivets up to i in. in diameter; the

second size handles rivets up to 5 in.

in diameter, and the largest head

will handle rivets up to 11 in. All

of these heads are pneumatically

operated, and a flexible air hose al-

lows the head to be moved about to

various points on the job which is

in process.

Several advantages are claimed

for the squeezing method of driving

rivets, in comparison with the use of

pneumatic hammers, particularly for

car work. In the first place, it is

felt that the squeezer produces more
uniformly formed heads, and as

rivet heads are particularly con-

spicuous on the side frames of cars,

this is held to be of more impor-

tance in car work than in ordinary

steel structures.

In addition to these advantages, the

squeezer method is held to make it

easier to drive the rivets without

denting the plates near the rivet

heads, as sometimes occurs in the

hammer method when either the

crease the range of work to which .

the squeezer method can be effi-

ciently applied.

A struct uriil Steel Movahle Carrier for the

I'neumutlc Klvet Squeezer in the SneUlnR
.\venue Shops of the Twin City Kapld
Transit Company Greatly Increases the

Utility of This Devlee for Strnetoral

Work

riveting hammer or the "bucking-

up" tool is not held exactly square

to the surface. The squeezer has

also been found to give tight rivets

that completely fill the hole in the

steel members. Reduction of noise

in the shop tends to reduce the nerv-

ous strain on employees, and as a

result, leads to general increased

efficiency.

In some shops where squeezers are

used, makeshift methods of mount-

ing greatly limit their utility.

Sometimes the squeezer is mounted

on a permanent stand, so constructed

that the work itself must be moved

along as successive holes are to be

riveted.

When the part under construc-

tion is a large member, as for

instance the side frame of a car,

this method becomes very awkward.

The flexibility of the movable frame

mounting used in the Snelling Avenue

shops has been found greatly to in-

Novel Roller Side Bearing

A NOVEL roller side bearing

which has proved efficient both

in operation and replacement is con-

structed in the Wheaton shop of the

Chicago, Aurora & Elgin Railroad,

and is used on all of this company's

high-speed equipment. The bearing

consists of four small rollers,

mounted in pairs, so as to give the

effect of a long continuous roller.

As shown in the picture, the base

of the bearing consists of a piece of

4-in. X ^-in. forged steel plate of suf-

ficient length to accommodate the

fastening bolt of the bolster. To
this base is riveted a plate of the

same section slotted and rolled up

at the ends to form eyes for holding

the assembling bolts. At each side

and down the center are i-in. x 2-in.

steel bars. These serve to support

the roller shafts, which are of 1-in.

case-hardened steel. These shafts

are held in position at each end and

kept from turning by means of i-in.

steel rods. The four case-hardened

rollers are mounted as shovni in the

illustration. These rollers are of

2J in. diameter and \\ in. wide.

They have sufficient clearance to ro-

tate freely. The assembly is com-

Uual Roller Side liearlns I'sed on Inter-

nrban Equipment ivf Chiraica, .\uror« *
ElKln Railroad

pleted by means of 3-in. bolts at the

end. This arrangement lends itself

readily to i-eplacement of either roll-

ers or shafts. This type of bearing

has been in use for two years and

has proved satisfactory in every de-

tail.
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Home-made Sand Trap

Proves Satisfactory

BRASS sand traps made in the

Decatur shops and used on inter-

urban cars of the Illinois Traction

System have proved satisfactory.

The trap is an elbowr of the sand

pipe line and is of brass construction.

When in position the vertical leg

connects with the pipe line from the

sand box on the car. The horizontal

end is connected by means of a re-

ducing coupling to the flexible hose

which leads to the discharge outlet

over the rail. At the corner of the

elbow is a quarter-inch hole, drilled

in the same direction and on the

same center line as the horizontal

Simple but rugged construction is

desirable in this kind of shop equip-

ment, and this consideration dictated

the design of the stand, which is

constructed entiriely from forged

parts securely welded or riveted to-

gether. The adjustment latch is

very simple and rugged. To raise

the stand it is necessary only to^pull

up on the top rest, uB^^the I^h
engages the proper notch i^ the i'ack

on the vertical centering. To lower

the rest it.43/lifted up'^lightly so as

to relieve the latch, which is then

held away from the rack with one

hand while the rest is lowered to the

desired position with the other. No
thumb screws or bolts are used.

(Pe///ef has

i' reducing coupling

Sand
'n/ef

Air inlet-'

Sand Trap Used on the Cars of the lUlnoiH

Traction System Wag DegiRned and Bnllt

In Its Shops at Decatur, lU.

opening of the elbow. A partition in

the elbow just above this small hole

obstructs the passageway, reducing

the opening to about 50 per cent of

the inlet and outlet openings. These

two main openings are threaded on

the inside, the upper one to receive

the pipe from the sand box and the

lower one to receive the reducing

coupling. The reducing coupling is

inserted in the pipe line in order that

it may take the wear, due to the sand

blast, and may be easily replaced at

a small cost. If the sand trap was
connected directly to the outlet pipe,

the pipe would be worn away and the

replacement would be more difficult

and costly.

Forge Shop Rest

By J. L. Rogers
Forge Shop Foreman, Kanas City Railways

THE accompanying illustration

shows a type of adjustable stand

which has proved particularly use-

ful in the forge shop of the Kansas

City Railways for supporting the

ends of long pieces during forging

or heating operations. With the ad-

justable feature it is possible to sup-

port the piece at the exact angle de-

sired.

A Useful Adjustable Rest in the Forge
Shop of the Kansas City Railways for
Supporting the £nd8 of Long: Pieces of

Work

A roller between the two vertical

members on the sides of the rest

makes it easy to move work back

and forth on the rest and anvil.

New Equipment Available

Engine and Diflferenlial OflF Center
New Design of the Yellow Coach Manufacturing Company Gives Clear-

ance for a Low Floor by Making Differential Housing
Come Under Seat Rather than Under Aisle

INTERESTING departures from
conventional practice are incor-

porated in the new Y-type chassis

which was recently placed on the

market by the Yellow Coach Manu-
facturing Comi)any. The decided

tendency toward specialized design

to meet the specific requirements of

bus operation is shown by a number
of novel features in this new chassis.

The entire power unit, with trans-

mission, drive shaft and differential,

is set to the left of the center line of

the chassis. The new model "Y"
sleeve valve engine is a six-cylinder

unit developing more than 100 hp.

maximum output. A specially de-

An Optional Alr-Brake System Is Designed
as an Integral Part of the Chassis. Air
Lines Lead Direct to Cylinders Mounted
Inside the Four Wheels. These Are En-
tirely Inclosed for Protection Acalnst
Mod

signed, complete airbrake system,
which is optional equipment, is de-

signed as an integral part of the
chassis. In addition to these features

the elements of convenience, safety

and appearance of the completed
vehicles are reflected in low frame
height, careful attention to road
clearances, turning radius and
spring suspension.

Although several advantages are

claimed for the offset construction

employed in this chassis, the primary
reason for the arrangement is to

allow the use of a low floor height
without ramping the floor over the
rear axle. The axle pot and bevel

wheel are set over to the left 13i
in. from the center line. This allows

the bevel-gear housing to come up
under a seat when the load springs
are deflected. By the arrangement
employed, good road clearance is

also obtained under the center of

the axle, when driving on a sharply
crowned road.

At the front end, the engine is

set over 7i in. to the left of the

center line of the chassis. This is

claimed to give a number of impor-
tant advantages. In the first place,

the hand-brake and gear-shift levers

are brought over close to the driver,

thus giving maximum seating space

alongside the driver in sedan-type
bodies and increasing the available

space near the doorway on both the

parlor car and city service types.
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•'Automobile*' Appearance Is the Objective In tlie Design of Bodies for tlie New Yellow Coach Model Y Chassis.

These Are Fnrnishetl in Parlor Car, Sedan and Pay-Enter Types

Since considerable space is avail-

able at the right-hand side of the

engine, this is utilized to mount the

storage battery above the chassis

frame inside the hood. The igni-

tion distributor is mounted on the

right-hand side of the engine and

the electrical fuses are located on

the outside of the dash on the same
side of the engine. As a result of

this arrangement, the storage bat-

tery is connected to the generators

and motors by short leads, and at

the same time the entire electrical

system is readily accessible for in-

spection and is all concentrated at

one point on the chassis.

Since the pfopeller shaft is also

off center, this leaves room for in-

troducing a longitudinal beam under

the body floor at the center line

above the cross-members, so as to

reduce the vibration of the floor.

It is pointed out that on wide

chassis frames such as this, an

additional sill of this kind is very

desirable.

Such auxiliaries as the gas tank.

air tank, spare wheel, storage bat-

tery are all mounted on the right-
hand side of the chassis, to balance
the offset power plant transmission
and differential. As the result of
exhaustive road tests, it is claimed
that this mounting toward the left-

hand side of the chassis actually
tends to improve tire performance
and steering, because the effect of
operating on crowned roads gives an
improved distribution of load on the
tires in comparison with a centrally
mounted power plant and driveshaft.

Safeiy do<ir^^^f~-^....^

?8'-7i'0verallJenath -^ ->i

the Parlor Car Body a Baggase Compartment Is Provided at the Rear

and Baggage Shelves Are Built Over the Wheel Housings

By Offsetting the Power Plant, Driveshaft and Differential, the Frame Height

Decreased and Additional Space Is Obtained at the Entrance Door.

Top of Chassis Is 20 In. Above Ground

Coping Attachment for

Shear or Punch

THE Buffalo Forge Company,
Buffalo, N. Y., has placed on the

market a combination flange and
web coping attachment for use with
any Buffalo punch, shear or com-
bination machine with a high throat.

Machines with low throat will not
take this new coping attachment.
The new design will cope or notch
channels, I beams, Z bars, tees,

plates and angles.

A distinguishing feature of the
new attachment is the self-aligning

arrangement of the knives. The up-
per knife holder has a machined
extension which slides in a corre-

sponding guide in the lower one. In

addition two vertical guide pins

rigidly fastened to the lower knife

holder extend upward to machined
openings in the upper knife holder.

These pins hold the knives in align-

ment by preventing any shifting or

turning of either knife in relation to

the other. For gaging the depth of

cut to be taken, or for gaging the

depth of notching in flanges, adjust-

ing screws are provided. Machined
pockets into which the knives fit in-

sure correct relative positions of the

shearing edges without adjustment.
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Eight Cents in Des Moines
Fare for Car Riders to Go to Nine

Cents—The Stabilizing Fund
Is Wiped Out

Des Moines, Iowa, car riders will be-

gin paying a 9-cent fare on Nov. 1.

This was indicated by F. C. Chambers,
president of the Des Moines City Rail-

way, in a letter notifying the City
Council that a straight 8-cent fare
will be put into effect on Oct. 1, and
that, "in all probability, in order to

secure the required revenue, it will be
necessary to establish a 9-cent cash
fare with a ticket fare of 8i cents

after the rate just referred to has been
in effect for a period of thirty days. A
trial for thirty days is prescribed by
the franchise ordinance."
The new fare does away with the

purchase of ten tickets for 75 cents.

Few riders availed themselves of the
ticket provision. Children will continue
to ride at the old rate. Under the
9-cent fare patrons will be able to pur-
chase ten tickets for 85 cents.

Results in July and August this year
showed a decrease in revenue over sim-
ilar months in 1923 of $30,004, while,
under the latest arbitration award,
labor, pensions and employee insurance
expenses increased $14,956.
The 7-cent fare was put into effect

Month Ucvcnue Passengers Deficit

February 2,781,846 $10,997
.March 2,953,924 6,037
Aoril 2,647,908 32,265
May 2,577,124 29.852
June 2,306,270 41,693
July 2,237,684 25,025
August 2,403,430 12,435

on Dec. 27, 1923, when the stabilizin'j;

fund went above $150,000. The rail-

way broke even the first month of
operation at the reduced fare, but from

. that time on each succeeding month
showed a larger deficit, until the fare
was again raised to 8 cents in June,
1924. However, with the back pay pro-
vision of the Noonan arbitration award
and the new pension and employees'
group insurance, put into effect at that
time, the 8-cent fare failed to stop the
inroads on the stabilizing fund, with
the result that the fund was reduced to
about $5,600 in July and was completely
exhausted in August.
The accompanying report of the city

railway show.s how, since January of
this year, the monthly deficits have
rapidly eaten away the stabilizing fund
upon which carfare rates are deter-
mined.

Eugene Street Railway. Both lines are
owned by the Southern Pacific Railway.
The application of the company to the
Department of Public Works for per-
mission to increa.^e rates stated that in

both cities the lines had been operated
at a loss for '.several years. The City
Council at Salem only a short time ago
had passed an ordinance permitting
the Southern Pacific Company to re-

move its car tracks and to establish bus
lines on Seventeenth Street between D
and Center, on Seventeenth between D
and Market and on Sumner Street be-
tween Market and Chemekta.

For some time Salem and Eugene
have been centers of controversy over
the question of increased railway fares
and bus replacements. Early in the
present year the Public Service Com-
mission suspended proposed new tariffs

for operation in these two cities and
since that time the Southern Pacific

Company operating the lines in both
cities has been insisting upon its inabil-

ity to continue serving its patrons unless
relief were promised. The develop-
ments in both cities have been followed
from time to time in the Electric
Railway Journal.

New Franchise Terms
Detroit United Railway Granted Service-at-Cost Franchise on

the Wyandotte Division—$300,000 for Improvements
—Bus Service to Start Soon

Increased Rates in Oregon Cities

Seven-cent fares went into effect on
the lines of the Salem Street Railway
recently, representing an increase of
1 cent. A similar increase has been
placed in effect on the lines of the

BY THE largest special election vote
ever cast in any of the affected

communities, the cities of River Rouge
and Wyandotte and the villages of

Ecorse, Riverview, Sibley and Trenton
have entered into a new agreement with
the Detroit United Railway. The action
taken marks the final settlement of the
ten-year controversy over the franchise
rights of the railway through the.se

communities on its Wyandotte and
Trenton interurban division. Active
negotiations, which finally resulted in

the adoption of the new agreement,
have been under way since the last

interruption in service on this division

about a year ago, and were handled for
the railway by W. G. Fitzpatrick and
A. D. B. Van Zandt.
The agreement provides a ten-year

service-at-cost franchise, with a day-to-
day extension from the date of expira-
tion. This extension arrangement
gives the several communities the right
to purchase or lease their portion of

the line at any time after the ten-year
period, but also includes provisions to

safeguard continuous operation of
through service in the event that only
certain of the communities decide to

exercise their right to purchase.
In addition to the service-at-cost plan,

the new agreement contains a very
unique arrangement for insuring co-

ordinated action by the six communities
in carrying out the authority granted
them for the regulation of service and
fares. It , sets up what is virtually a
board of directors with full power over
fares and service under the conditions of

the agreement. A major'tv of *he legis-

lative representatives of each commu-
nity constitutes a quorum which can act
for and bind the community to its ac-

tion, and representatives of not less than
three of the six interested communities
are made to constitute a quorum to

transact business to which all of the
six communities are severally and col-

lectively bound. In this transaction of
business affecting railway matters by
the representatives of the communities,
the several communities vote in units
in accordance with a predetermined
voting power based on population.
To carry out the provisions of the

service-at-cost arrangement, the valua-
tion of the railway property was fixed

at $800,000 and a stabilizing fund of
$50,000 set up. The rate of fare must
be sufficient to pay all costs of opera-
tion as defined in the agreement, and
to give a return of 6i per cent on the
total invested capital. When the fund
drops to $35,000 it is mandatory upon
the communities to vote a fare increase.
When the fund reached $65,000 the
fares are to be reduced.
The company has agreed to make ex-

tensions, additions and betterments to

the amount of approximately $300,000.
These improvements are to be started
immediately, and certain portions of
the work will be completed during the
current year, while the remainder is

contingent on the carrying out of cer-
tain highway changes through some of
the communities. Most of the work to

be done consists of relaying and paving
certain sections of the route so as to

complete a double track line.

The valuation of $800,000 which was
fixed and became a part of the new
agreement represents the value found
by the Michigan Public Utilities Com-
mission as of Dec. 31, 1922, corrected
for new passenger cars, depreciation,
add'tions and betterments to June 1,

1924.

Bus Servick to Be Started

During the negotiations for the new
franchise agreement, the railway also
made an oral agreement to start a
paralleling but de luxe bus service at a
higher rate of fare between the several
communities on the Wvandotte Division
and the city of Detroit. Plans for this
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service have been pushed forward with
the expectation of starting the bus
operations on Oct. 1. During the early
period of this new operation both the
frequency of service and the rate of
fare will be largely experimental, until

the actual requirements can be deter-
mined by experience.

Single-Deck Coaches to Be Used

For the time being single-deck Model
Z Yellow Coaches will be operated on
an hourly schedule in through service
between the business districts of De-
troit and Trenton, a distance of 10.44
miles outside the city limits of Detroit.

In addition to this a local service be-
tween Detroit and Wyandotte will be
given with a 20-minute headway.

Fares on the buses will be based on
a unit rate between any two of the
adjoining communities, rather than on
a flat mileage rate as is the practice
for railway fares. The minimum fare
on the buses will be 10 cents, and this

will apply for a local ride between any
two adjoining communities, except be-
tween River Rouge and Detroit. In

other words a ride for 10 cents will be
furni.shed within the limits of any single

community, or between two adjoining
communities except between Detroit
and River Rouge, where the fare will

be 15 cents. In through service be-
tween Detroit and the various cities and
villages on the division the fare will be
15 cents to River Rouge, and will then
increase in steps of 5 cents as the
limits of each next adioining city or

village are reached. This will make
the to^al bus fare from Detroit to Tren-
ton 40 cents in comparison with the
present railway fare of 27 cents, which
is computed on a flat 2-cent per mile
basis. Bus service will also be given
between Detroit and Grosse Isle for a
50-cent fare.

Ten Vehicles at Start

The new service wMl be started with
ten vehicles, eight of which will be re-

quired to fill the initial schedules, with
two held in reserve as extras. The
railway has agreed to credit to the

railwav fund any surplus from bus
operation above costs and a reasonable
return on the investment.

Another Delay for Bus Hearing

in New York

The Board of Estimate of the city

of New York, sitting in committee of

the whole on Sept. 29, again deferred
setting a date for a public hearing on
the several bus franchise applications.

In the opinion of a majority of the
board it would be desirable to hold the
hearing after a report is received from
the Board of Transportation, which is

now inquiring into the matter. It is

expected Comm'ssioner Dolaney and
his associates will be ready to report
within a week or two and soon there-
after the Board of Estimate will name
a date for a public hearing. Mayor
Hylan made it clear that while the
Transportation Board's report doubt-
less would afford a basis for intelligent
discussion he would not consider him-
i-elf bound to any particular course of
action by its recommendations, but
would reserve judgment.

Scranton Men Receive One Cent
an Hour

An increase of 1 cent an hour has
been granted to the employees of the
Scranton Railway, Scranton, Pa., as a
result of the award handed down re-
cently by Bishop M. J. Hoban. This
award terminates a controversy that
has been waging since April when the
old contract expired. Prior to the ex-
piration of that contract the employees
demanded a new contract calling for an
increase of 17 cents an hour. This the
company was unwilling to grant but
was willing to submit to arbitration
both the wage question and the rush
hour tripper service, which was also
up for discussion. The men demanded
that only the wage be arbitrated and
the question of tripper service be
dropped.
As a result of this there was a

strike which lasted 4J days. This was
followed by an agreement between
the employees and the management
whereby the men accepted the rush-
hour run with modifications, and con-
sented to the matter of wages going to
arbitration. The arbitration proceed-
ings commenced on May 19. Attorney
John McCourt was selected for the com-
pany and L. F. Hart for the carmen,
with Bishop Hoban to act as third
arbiter. The points at issue leading up
to the strike and the subsequent settle-

ment were reviewed in the issues of
this paper for April 5 and April 12.

charged was 5 cents, the same as that
of the railway for a similar distance.
On Sept. 22 the Third Avenue Railroad
.secured a temporary injunction against
further operation. This injunction was
made returnable on Sept. 25.

On Sept. 23 the Third Avenue Rail-
road, which controls the Yonkers Street
Railroad, applied for permission to dis-

continue five of its lines in Yonkers.

Railway Would Establish Six Bus
Routes in Yonkers

Eight applications for consent to

operate buses within the limits of
Yonkers, N. Y., have been received by
the Common Council of that city. One
of these petitioners is the Third Avenue
Railroad. That company proposes to

establish six bus routes in Yonkers, in

place of some of its existing trolley

lines, and to issue transfers to or from
the buses to trolleys.

What action the Common Council will

take on the various applications has
not been determined. The Aldermen
have decided to meet in committee of
the whole in order to permit each peti-

tioner to state his case, but no date has
been set for this meeting.

Applications for consent have been
submitted as follows: Westche.ster

Motor Transfer Company to establish

a line from White Plains to Yonkers;
Third Avenue Railroad, six bus routes

within the city and a seventh to White
Plains; Westchester County Bus Sys-
tem, to operate numerous lines in

Yonkers at a flat fare of 10 cents;

Hudson Valley Tourists, Albany, N. Y.,

to run buses through Yonkers on its

New York to Albany route; Robert
Tostanoski and Harry A. Berrenrath,
Yonkers, for one bus route in Yonkers,
and Sound Bus Company, to operate
two lines in Yonkers.

Recently the Sound Bus Company
started a route from the center of

Yonkers south to the New York City
boundary, notwithstanding that no
formal consent had been received from
the city of Yonkers to establish the line

and that the buses were run within

1,000 ft. of a trolley line. Two buses
were allotted to this route, and the fare

Tax Relief in Omaha Sought
The Omaha & Council Bluffs Street

Railway served an ultimatum on the
City Council of Omaha, Neb., on Sept.
17 declaring that unless the present city

occupational tax and the city's paving
requirements were lifted it would imme-
diately apply for a higher fare. In a
letter to the City Council R. A. Leuss-
ler, second vice-president and general
manager, said that the revenues of the
company had become so seriously im-
paired that an early readjustment was
imperative. The net income from oper-
ation in Nebraska had fallen off more
than $1,000,000 below the amount which
the Nebraska Railway Commission had
found the company was entitled to earn
for the years 1920 to 1922 inclusive. He
said the company fell short consider-
ably more than $300,000 in 1923 of the
amount it should have earned and that

at the present time the receipts showed
a decrease of approximately $1,000 a
day compared with corresponding days
of last year.

According to Mr. Loussler the com-
pany knew of no material savings in

operating expenses which could be ef-

fected. He said there were only two
alternatives, namely, the release of the
occupational tax and paving require-

ments. He suggested a joint confer-

ence with members of the City Council,

the commission and representatives of

the company to consider the situation

and decide what course to take. The
occupational tax is 3 per cent on the

gross revenue of the company and
amounts to about $100,000. The pav-

ing requirements are about $100,000
additional.

Detroit United Extending

Use of Buses
In line with its general policy of

utilizing the bus in co-ordination with
its rail lines wherever such service is

thought to be advisable, the Detroit

United Railway has purchased the

principal bus lines in the city of Flint

and is operating the best of the old

buses together with new vehicles which
have been put into service. The bus
routes are operated in conjunction with
the electric cars to give a complete
transportation service. New buses
will be added at this point as fast as

they are required.

Another major step in the application

of buses is being considered in connec-

tion with the Detroit terminal situa-

tion. Due to the fact that the Detroit

United Railway has no permanent
rights for its cars to enter the city of

Detroit, and the further fact that track-

age charges now made by the city for

the operation of these cars over the

tracks of the municipal railway are

heavy, plans are being cons'dered for

cutting off the railway's routes at the
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limits of the city and transporting
through passengers by bus between
terminals to be constructed at these
points and the present railway ter-

minal near the center of the city.

These plans are being pushed forward
rapidly, and the new arrangement, if

finally decided upon, will probably be
started soon.

Jacksonville Can Have Buses
Whenever It Wants Them

The Jacksonville Traction Company,
Jacksonville, Fla., is ready to install

buses in Jacksonville whenever the
City Councl will permit. The buses
would be used in connection with the
present railway system.
The company some time ago peti-

tioned the City Council to allow buses
to be placed on the Oakland I'ne and
that they be run beyond the terminus
of this line to Talleyrand Avenue to

serve the large industrial plants there.
The Council, however, refused to allow
the company to take this step.

Tendency to Go Slow with Bus
Permits at Worcester

Several of the towns which are
threatened with loss of their traction
lines to Worcester, Mass., are debating
the question of granting licenses to bus
proprietors. Recently the Worcester
Consolidated Street Railway discon-
tinued service to Spencer and a number
of other places, and it is coming to be
realized that the railways are in earn-
est about the competition of buses
leaving them without sufficient revenue
to continue.
The Selectmen of Northboro have de-

cided to put the question up to the
voters. Busies running between West-
boro and Marlboro will not be permitted
to stop and take on or leave passen-
gers until Northboro voters settle the
question.

Interest in the bus question in South-
bridge is increasing daily and the deci-
sion of the Selectmen of that town in
regard to granting the Spring and
Providence bus lines permission to take
Southbridge passengers for Putnam,
Conn., and Providence is awaited with
interest. The town counsel believes the
buses can stop in Southbridge to take
passengers if they want to.

Millbury Selectmen have received an
informal request for a bus license for a
line to operate between the town and
Worcester, a distance of about 5 miles.
They have discouraged the applicant on
the ground that the railway should be
protected for the taxes it pays if noth-
ing else.

Mr. Kurtz Silent on Reported
Purchase

According to the report of which
longer mention is made elsewhere in
this i.ssue the Columbus Railway, Power
& Light Company, Columbus, Ohio, will
be included in the merger that also
contemplates the plan to take over the
Continental Gas & Electric Company
and other properties. The basis of the
sale of the common stock at Columbus
is reported at $115 a share. Charles
L. Kurtz, president of the local com-
pany at Columbus since 1919, has re-
fused to comment on the latest de-
velopments. He says that the directors

will meet again on Oct. 6 and that he
believed they were the proper ones to

make any statement.

Eight Cents In Philadelphia

—

Governor Chides Commission

Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania in

a letter delivered to W. D. B. Ainey,
chairman of the Public Service Com-
mission, on Sept. 24 charged that body
with "unseemly haste" in granting a

temporary increase in fares to the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.
That company is now charging an
8-cent cash fare with two tokens for 15

cents and not a 10-cent cash fare, as

was inadvertently published in the

issue of the Journal for Sept. 27.

He declared that the "rise in the stock

of the P. R. T. before the commission
had rendered its decision" in allowing

a temporary increase had resulted in

"a complete and most unfortunate loss

of confidence in the existing regulation

of public utilities in the Common-
wealth."

In his letter Mr. Pinchot recom-
mended that Milo R. Maltbie be re-

tained to investigate the 8-cent fare

and to look into the matter of rentals

to the underlying companies and the

$200,000,000 valuation placed by the

commission on the company's property,

upon which the 7-cent fare was based.

He said that the duty of a commission
was not limited merely to hearing the

company's testimony but was to act as

the militant defender of the public's

right. He said that it was essential

that the commission should itself under-
take actively to protect the public

rights, should plan and conduct its own
thorough investigation and should hold

itself fu'ly responsible that nothing
which would strengthen the case of the

public might be overlooked. An an-

swer to that communication has been
sent to Governor Pinchot in the form
of a resignation by Samuel M. Clement,
Jr., denying the Governor's accusation
and characterizing the letter as abound-
ing in "false information."

special trains give the high school boys
a better service than can be obtained

by any other commuters, as they are
non-stop trains running straight

through to their destinations at speci-

fied school hours.

Special Service for Atlanta's
High School Students

The Georgia Railway & Power Com-
pany, Atlanta, Ga., has just started a

train service to and from the new boys'

high school in Atlanta.

When the city school board several

years ago voted to replace the old

school buildings with a new and modern
structure, it was compelled to select the

site for the new building at the south
end of Piedmont Park, to which there
was not adequate railway service. Only
one line—and that a single track line

—

ran anywhere near the new school
building and the power company was
faced with the problem of how to get
boys to and from that school.

When the new building was opened
this fall, the company established a
concentration point and a special train
service for high school boys that is now
working well. The concentration point
is located where most of the car lines

in the city intersect, and where there
are sidings capab'e of holding the high
school trains. The trains are composed
of several cars each, and three of them
are being operated by the company
during the school rush hours. These

Flat Seven-Cent Fare Refused
at Holyoke

A petition of the committee on public

service of the Board of Aldermen of

the city of Holyoke, Mass., relative to

fares and fare zones of the Holyoke
Street Railway has been dismissed by
the Massachusetts Department of Pub-
lic Utilities. The department did not
feel warranted in granting the petition,

particularly in view of the fact that

it appeared that if the plan were put
into effect the fares of 8 per cent of

the car riders would be increased.

At the hearing the petitioners re-

quested that the Holyoke Street Rail-

way be permitted to abolish the ex-

isting 6-cent fare zones, return to a
flat fare system similar to that in

effect prior to 1917, but charge 7

cents instead of 5 cents. It was pointed

out that under the present system a
passenger paid several 6-cent fares to

ride between various points within the

same city, but that probably some 80
per cent of all passengers now reach

their destination by the payment of a
6-cent fare.

The commission concluded, princi-

pally from this fact, that the pro-

posed change would result in an in-

crease of fares for a very large

majority of the car riders, which, in

the absence of proof that such in-

crease was needed in order to render
service and secure a fair return, would
quite naturally be resented by them.
On this account it saw no reason to

impose this extra burden.
"The present 6-cent fare plan was

put into effect in 1918, after many
hearings, exhaustive study of the rid-

ing on various lines and the trial of

different fares and fare zones. None
of tho.se produced the revenue which
the company needed and substantially

the present system has been in effect

since 1918. "The commission said:

I'nder this plan the company has been
able to render service and to earn Its
operating expenses, fixed charges and a
.1 per cent return upon Its capital stock,
but a somewhat less percentage of return
on the money actually paid In by the
stockholders. It appeared In evidence that
the company has no serious objection to
the request of the petitioners provided the
public will be satisned and the company Is
assured of an Income sufncfent to meet
operating expenses, fixed charges and de-
preciation and to pay a reasonable return
upon the Investment. The company, how-
ever, took the attitude that its previous ex-
perience did not warrant such expectation.

Wages Settled on Interurban

An agreement is reported to have
been reached between the Toledo, Bowl-
ing Green & Southern Traction Com-
pany, Findlay, Ohio, and its trainmen
whereby interurban motormen and con-
ductors will receive 47 cents an hour
for the first three months in service,

49i cents for the succeeding nine
months and 53 cents thereafter. Plat-

form men on the Findlay city lines will

receive 41, 45 and 50 cents an hour.
They operate one-man cars. The new
wages and working conditions will be
effective until Aug. 15, 1925
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Railway Wants Bus Line

Restrained

The International Railway, Buffalo,

N. Y. has secured a Supreme Court in-

junction restraining the Iroquois Indian

Trails Motor Coach Lines, Inc., of Buf-
talo from operating its buses between
Buffalo and Lockport. It is claimed the

bus line is being operated in competi-

tion with the Buffalo-Lockport interur-

ban division of the International Rail-

way. The company has a permit from
the Lockport City Council to operate

buses through the streets of the city

en route between Buffalo and Olcott.

Two drivers of the Iroquois Indian

Trails buses were arrested by detec-

tives employed by the International

Railway charged with carrying pas-

sengers between Lockport and the

Niagara county fair grounds at a 15-

cent fare in violation of the state

transportation laws. The railway con-

tends that under the state law the low-

est fare which could be charged for the

trip is 16 cents. The railway has no

local trolley lines running to the fair

grounds and independent bus lines were
carrying passengers during the fall

fair at 15 cents each way.

Special Excursion 'Fare on Key
System Refused

The California Railroad Commission
denied on Sept. 12 the application of

the Key System Transit Company for

authority to publish an excursion round

trip rate of 36 cents from San Fran-

cisco to Oakland, including admission

to Idora Park. The commission held

that it had no jurisdiction over amuse-

ment companies and that the granting
of this special excursion fare, including
admission to the part, would be dis-

criminatory to other East Bay commu-
nities where the single fare to Oakland
on the Key system is now 18 cents.

In its decision the commission points

out that the importance of Idora Park
as an attraction on the rails of the Key
System Transit Company is established,

and that it yields applicant revenue it

otherwise would not receive, but this

does not justify the sale of transporta-

tion from San Francisco, including ad-

mission to the park, and contributing

from the transportation collection to a
selected group of patrons accommoda-
tions furnished by a corporation not

under jurisdiction of this commission.

Railway Purchases Bus Right.—The
Southern Michigan Railway, South
Bend, Ind., is now operating a bus line

from Buchanan and Niles, Mich., to

South Bend, the Gray Bus Lines having
disposed of this inter-city and inter-

state route to the railway. The Gray Bus
Lines retains its city route at Niles.

More One-Man Cars in Connecticut.

—

Because of continued losses in the

operation of cars between North
Grosvenordale and Central Village, the

Connecticut Company is going to place

one-man cars in use on the local line.

The same cars that have been in use on

the line from North Grosvenordale to

Central Village, for sometime past,

will continue to be used. They have

been remodeled and made ready for

conversion into one-man cars so the

usual seating capacity will be provided.

The hourly service will not be changed

under the new plan.

Practice vs. Profession in New York City

COMMISSIONER WILLIAM
WIRT MILLS, head of the

Department of Plant and Struc-

tures, New York City, announced

on Oct. 1 that he had raised the

fare on the Williamsburg Bridge

shuttle cars, which are now oper-

ated by the city.

Under the new order the ticket

system, which had provided three

rides across the bridge for a

nickel, is eliminated and a straight

2-cent fare for each trip is estab-

lished. Commissioner Mills gave

as his reason for the change the

inability of the city to prevent

some of its employees from pil-

fering the odd cent left over when
three customers paid cash fares

for their rides. Many of the em-

ployees, he said, almost invariably

dropped into the box the three-

for-a-nickel tickets and then pock-

eted the odd cent.

In this manner. Commissioner

Mills said, the city has been losing

$75,000 a year in income which it

should have had. The change,

however, he added, was prompted

not so much by that consideration

as by a desire to remove tempta-

tion from the collectors, a large

number of whom doubtless were

scrupulously honest.

The new order was posted at

midnight on Sept. 30.

This announcement provoked

comment in part as follows from

Transit Commissioner Harkness:

The city administration took over

the shuttle service and thereby forced

the companies off the bridge. This

meant that thousands of passengers

every day had to change at the Brook-

lyn Bridge Plaza Instead of having a

through ride. Instead of having a

single 5-cent fare, they had to pay

additionally to the city at the rate of

three rides for a nickel. Now, not

satisfied with the disturbance of serv-

ice and the additional fare, it is putting

on an additional burden by discontinu-

ing the three tickets for a_nickel_and

charging a flat 2-cent fare.

This is equivalent to a 20 per

cent increase. Therefore the sum

total of the city's mistaken activi-

ties is to break up a through

service, compel thousands of pas-

sengers to transfer from one set

of ears to another, and make them

pay 7 cents instead of 5.

First New Bus Operation in Kansas
City.—The Kansas City Motor Coach
Company planned to establish two bu.s

lines there on Oct. 1, the first system
of its kind in Greater Kansas City. One
line will link the north and south sec-

tions of the city and another will con-

nect the west city limits with the Union
Station in Kansas City, Mo. The Kan-
sas City Railways protested to the City

Commissioners with the result that an
ordinance was introduced and passed

whereby the buses were prohibited from
using streets parallel to railway tracks.

Later the ordinance was amended to the

extent that the buses are allowed to

operate over the intercity viaduc s

parallel to the tracks, but it must seek

a new route on the Kansas side.

Will Vote on Nov. 4.— The City

Council of Akron, Ohio, recently au-

thorized a vote by the people on Nov.

4 on a four-year franchise proposal of

the Northern Ohio Traction & Light

Company. The provisions of the fran-

chise have been referred to previously

in the Electric Railway Journal.

Six-Cent Fare Extended.—By a vote

of six to two the streets committee of

the city Council of Richmond, Va.,

recommended the 6-cent fare privilege

granted the Virginia Railway & Power

Company be continued for a period of

six months, beginning Oct. 12. P.

Justin Moore represented the company.

In a brief statement he said that if the

reasons were plain for the extension

upon other occasions they were more

apparent now, when opposition of buses

and jitneys was more pronounced. He
said that he honed, before the proposed

period of extension elapsed, the city

and the company would come to some

agreement on the proposed blanket

franchise.

Decision on Increases in Fare De-

ferred.—The Maine Public Utilities Com-

mission, following a hearing on Sept. 5,

withheld decision on the application of

the Bangor Railway & Electric Com-

pany, Bangor, Me., to increase its fare

from 7 cents to 10 cents. Figures were

presented to show the dropping off in

income owing to the large increase in

the use of automobiles and trucks.

Franchise in Sioux City Defeated.

—

The twenty-five year franchise for the

Sioux City Service Company, Sioux

City, Iowa, was defeated at the recent

special election. It is estimated that

the election will cost the city between

$7,000 and $8,000. W. J. Bertke,

vice-president and- general manager, in

referring to the new franchise sought,

said that there was a real demand for

railway extensions and the railway as

a public utility should be encouraged

to place itself upon a financial basis to

meet the demand. Prior to the election

there was a disagreement over certain

provisions of the franchise, Mayor Gil-

man stating that there were four or

five matters which had not been covered

by the franchise which should be in-

cluded. One was the question of the 2

per cent tax on the gross earnings

when the city had reached a population

of 75000. There was also a question,

the Mayor said, as to how soon the city

could take over the property of the

company in case of failure to carry out

the provisions of the franchise.
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Ten-Cent Rate in Lincoln.—The Lin-

coln Traction Company, Lincoln, Neb.,

has been operating in Lincoln for some
time now on a 10-cent cash fare with
four tickets for 30 cents and an addi-

tional 2-cent zone fare on four long

lines. School children's tickets sell at

the rate of ten for 50 cents. Some time

ago this company applied to the com-
mission to increase its cash fare fi-om

8 cents to 10 cents.

Increased Rates Filed.—Commuta-
tion rates on the Rochester & Eastern
and Rochester & Sodus Bay Railways
will be increased. The boost ranges
from 2 cents a mile to more than 100
per cent increase over the present rate.

The raise will affect commuters to and
from Pittsford, Canandaigua and Geneva
on the Rochester & Eastern and from
Webster, Geneva, Union Hill and
Sodus Point on the Rochester & Sodus
Bay lines. The new schAlules have
been filed with the Public Service Com-
mission and are expected to go into

effect within a few days.

McKeesport Puts on the Pass.—Four
weekly passes became effective on Sept.
15 on the lines of the Pittsburgh Rail-
ways in the McKeesport district. Three
of these are good on a single zone of
as many different lines entering Mc-
Keesport. They are sold at $1.25, as
against a token fare of 8J cents or a
cash fare of 10 cents. The fourth pass,
sold for $1.70, is good for one zone on
the Wilmerding route plus the Evans
Avenue route in McKeesport, the latter

route having a cash fare of 5 cents and
ticket fares of eight for 25 cents or
thirty-three for $1. On May 19, 1924,
the Pittsburgh Railways installed the
weekly pass on its Washington city
lines at $1, against a cash fare of 6
cents. It later received the approval of
the Traction Conference Board to in-

stall passes in the McKeesport district.

Wage Scale Continued.—An agree-
ment has been reached between the
Springfield Railways, Springfield, Ohio,
and its trainmen whereby the present
wage scale will continue for another
year. This scale is 45, 47 and 49 cents
an hour.

Applies for Ten-Cent Fare.— An
emergency application including a 10-
cent cash fare was recently filed with
the Oklahoma Corporation Commis-
sioner by J. W. Shartel, president of
the Oklahoma Railway, Oklahoma City.
The company asks that it be permitted
to sell three car checks for 25 cents
instead of four as at present and agrees
to sell weekly passes for $1.25. The
present rate of fare is 7 cents. The
company has been in financial difficul-

ties for some time now At the present
time there is a foreclosure suit in the
Federal Court against the company filed

by the Missouri Valley Trust Company
of St. Louis, attempting to force the
company into the hands of a receiver.
This receivership suit has been referred
to previously in the Electric Railway
Journal. Early this year an ap-
pointed committee requested the Cham-
ber of Commerce to ask the City Com-
missioners to authorize a higher fare
as a temporary relief measure and to
revise traffic ordinances. Nothing has
been done to help the railway to "carry
on."

New Construction Work in Paris

The Paris Transports en Commun
has begun extensive improvements,
providing tor the expenditure of 210,-

052,161 francs for new undertakings
and 145,496,750 francs for general re-

pairs. The new work includes exten-

sion and double tracking of certain sub-

urban lines and the construction of a
culvert contact system to replace the

overhead wiring on the quays along
the Seine in the vicinity of the Hotel

de Ville. A new substation costing

1,250,000 francs is being built at Vitry-

Choisy and another at Saint Denis-

Gonesse with its cable installation will

cost 1,000,000 francs.

Expenditure for new rolling stock

will be approximately 71,110,000 francs,

covering 42 reservoir cars, 50 new light-

weight motor cars, 130 trailers, 475 mo-
tors and 2 self-propelled cars using
gasoline fuel. The latter are for a
suburban feeder line where the ex-

pense of an electric installation is not

now justified and where it is not de-

sired to establish a motor bus line.

The auto-bus section is to spend 16,-

256,500 francs in the construction of

six-wheeled vehicles and others of a

light type to be known as express
buses. These will have single entrance
and exit forward, but will be operated
by two men.

Bu'ld^ng construction provides for

new and enlarged workshops, garages,
car-sheds, etc., at an expenditure of

36,031,100 francs.

Paris Suppresses the Belleville

Funicular

The funicular railway, which has
hitherto served the population of the

Belleville Heights in the north of Paris

has been replaced by a motor bus of

the Transporte en Commun. The grade
of the Rue de Belleville is something
like 7 per cen*- for the most part.

Fares reman the same—15 centimes
before 7 o'clock in the morning and 20
centimes after that hour. The route
is covered in 7 minutes as compared
with 3 minutes for the funicular. The
bus, however, as a feeder for the tram-
way at the Place de la Republique ac-
commodates a far greater number of
people by reason of its accessibility to
dwellers on side streets and along the
route.

Six Prague Railways

to Electrify

Electrification of six railway lines
within the city of Prague is the inten-
tion of the Ministry of Railroads of the
Czechoslovak Republic. The order for
this work will include con.struction work
and delivery of overhead, substation
and electric locomotives. The direct-
current system of 1,500 volts with over-
head trolley wire will be used.
One substation will be erected at

Wilson station for the entire system.

For operation there will be required 5

passenger locomotives, 6 locomotives
for freight and switching service and
5 heavy freight locomotives.
The electrification bureau of the Min-

istry of Railroads, Prague, Misaryk
Station, will furnish blanks and infor-

mation concerning the filing of bids.

The bids will be closed at noon October
21, 1924.

Railway to Carry Mail in London.

—

To facilitate the transport of mail in

London between postal centers and
main line railway termini, the Post
Office Tube Railway is going to operate
a tube line electric railway about 6

miles long. Owing to small tunnels the

trains will carry neither driver nor con-

ductor but will be controlled from vari-

ous stations and can be started and
stopped as required. A contract for

cars and electric equipment has been
awarded the English Electric Company.

Progress of Southern Railway Elec-

trification.- -Electrification work on the

the southeastern .section of the South-
ern Railway, which is a combination of

the suburban lines radiating out from
London, is proceeding rapidly. Con-
ductor rails have been laid, track rails

have been bonded and new fishplates

fixed on about 140 miles of track.

Cables have been laid over 26 miles and
the erection of substation buildings is

well advanced.

Glasgow Tramways Seeks New Rat-

ing.—Glasgow Tramways Committee
proposes application to Parliament for

a reduction of the assessed valuation on
the tramway lines within the city. They
are now assessed at full valuation and
the committee is seeking a reduction to

one-fourth of the assessed valuation.

This would mean a saving to the tram-
way company of about £20,000, which
would have to be made up by the gen-

eral Glasgow taxpayers.

Subway Being Considered for Brus-
sels.—Surveys are now being made for

a subway to link the three principal

railway stations of the Belgian capital.

According to Burgomaster Max it is

proposed to erect the central station in

the Putterie quarter on the site origi-

nally intended for a union railway sta-

tion, and from this point three lines

would be constructed to the stations

Gare du Nord, Gare du Luxemburg and
Gare du Midi, the principal railroad

.stations in the city.

New Subway for Paris.—Right of

way for a new underground subway has
been granted the Metropolitan Subway
Company by the city of Paris, provis-

ional on it being declared a public util-

ity by the departmental government.
T»iis line will run from the Hotel de

Ville to the Place de la Republique and
is an extension of a line now under con-

struction from the Hotel de Ville to the

Porte des Lilaa. The platforms of the

old lines, which are too narrow and too

short to handle increasing traflSc com-
fortably, are to be done away with as

far as possible in these new lines.
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Milwaukee Contract Terms
Service at Cost in All Departments of

Railway and Light Company with
Purchase Option to City

Eventual ownership of the property
of the Milwaukee Electric Railway &
Light Company in the city of Milwau-
kee by the city is the aim of a new
contract between the company and the
city the terms of which were made pub-
lic on Sept. 30. The measure, as noted
in previous issues, has been in prepara-
tion over a long period of time by a
committee of which Fred S. Hunt has
been chairman. The next move is the
submission of the contract to the Coun-
cil. If the way can be paved there,
the measure will probably be submitted
to the voters in April and, if approved
by them, may become effective on July
1, 1925.

The document in which the terms of
the ordinance are described is a pam-
phlet of sixty-five pages. The terms
are, of course, subject to change, just

how much is a matter of speculation.
Principally on this account the need
does not appear to exist to do more at
this time than merely to sketch some
of the principal provisions of the grant.
The principal end sought to be accom-
plished by the new grant is to provide
service at cost in all departments of
the company with an option to the city

to purchase the undertaking, manage-
ment of the property meanwhile to re-

main in private hands, with the earn-
ing power to remain unimpaired.
The measure is described as an at-

tempt to define better the rights of
the citizens of Milwaukee and the
company with respect to all of these
utilities. "Its object," says a sum-
mary, "is to assure good service at
the lowest possible cost. It endeavors
to do this by placing a definite value,
equal to actual investment, regardless
of the amount of stock outstanding on
the property of the company."
Among other provisions of the new

grant are the following:

Contract to run in successive periods of
ten years witli an option by the city to pur-
chase by giving six months' written notice.

Fare to remain the same—7 cents cash
or eight ticlcets for 50 cents—until "stabi-
lizing reserve" fund shall be effected.
Company for first year given a return of

7.7 per cent a year on its railway invest-
ment and 8 per cent upon the electric light
and heating utility excess to go to the city.
Return thereafter to be changed according
to the index interest rate providing for 7.7
per cent to the company on a 5.7 per cent
index and varying with the changes in the
index.

City to pile up an interest in the com-
pany through the so-called "city equity ac-
count," built up by loans to the company :

through excess earnings which accrue to
the city and through taking "municipal
mortgage bonds" on the company property.

City to have control over service and
over extensions of service during the period
of the contract, with certain restrictions.

Option to purchase to include the com-
pany's heating, lighting and railway prop-
erty in the entire metropolitan district, in-
cluding Milwaukee, Cudahy, North Milwau-
kee, South Milwaukee, Wauwatosa, West
AUis and villages of Shorewood, West Mil-
waukee and Whiteflsh Bay and intervening
territory.

On the important matter of value the

ordinance may be said to provide for
the allowance of a figure of about
$51,500,000. To be a little more spe-
cific, the report says that while a defi-

nite value of the company's property
must necessarily be related to a certain
date, since the value is constantly
changing, the value of the fixed prop-
erty of the company in the contract
area, or metropolitan district, was $39,-

435,334, as of Jan. 1, 1921, as audited.
To this figure, of course, must be
added additions and improvements in

the contract area since that date.

These amount to $12,027,640 to Jan. 1,

1924, according to the books of the com-
pany. The audit on these additions has
not been completed. The property re-

ferred to constitutes all the holdings of
the company in the contract area with
the exception of materials and supplies,

cash and accounts receivable.

Merger Includes Columbus
(Ohio) Properties

Announcement has just been made of
the largest recent consolidations of

electric light and power companies.
The merger takes in the United Light-
& Power Company, with its head-
quarters in Grand Rapids, Mich.; the
Columbus (Ohio) Railway, Power &
Light Company, and the Continental
Gas & Electric Corporation with its

subsidiaries, chief among which are the
Kansas City Power & Light Company
and the Lincoln Gas & Electric Light
Company, Lincoln, Neb.
These newly consolidated companies

own public utilities in eight Central

West States and serve a total popula-
tion of about 1,750,000 and have a com-
bined normal generating capacity of

340,000 kw. Their total gross revenues
are put at about $34,000,000 annually.

The officers of the consolidated com-
pany will be C. S. Eaton of Cleveland,

chairman of the board; Frank T. Huls-

wit of Chicago, president; Richard
Schaddelee of Grand Rapids, Rufus E.

Lee of Omaha, J. Denman of Daven-
port, William Chamberlain of Cedar
Rapids and L. H. Heinke of Grand
Rapids, vice-presidents. Joseph F. Por-

ter, president and general manager of

the Kansas City Power & Light Com-
pany, will be a director with Landon K.
Thome, of Bonbright & Company, in-

vestment bankers of New York; Bur-
ton A. Howe and Warren H. Snow
of Grand Rapids, William Butterworth
of Moline, Glenn M. Averill of Cedar
Rapids, Charles H. McNider of Mason
City and Thomas Jones of Cleveland.

Present operating personnel will remain
in charge of the individual companies.
Headquarters will be in Cleveland.

The announcement revealed that the

United Light & Power Company has

recently acquired more than 75 per

cent of the outstanding common capital

stock of the Continental company. The
United in the near future will offer to

acquire, in exchange for its own securi-

ties, all of the remaining outstanding

common stock of the Continental.

Canadian Undertaking
Changes Hands

The stock holdings of the Bamsdall
Corporation, New York, in the Monc-
ton Tramways, Electricity & Gas Com-
pany, Ltd., Moncton, N. B., Canada,
have been disposed of for approxi-
mately $500,000. This stock was car-
ried on the company's balance sheet at
$105,780. These properties are lo-

cated 80 miles from St. John, New
Brunswick, and do not link up with
other properties of the company or
with future development plans. The
Bamsdall company further explains
that the proceeds of the sale of this
stock will be used to reduce the com-
pany's outstanding bonds from $7,099,-
000 to $6,600,000. Only 2.5 miles of
electric railway are involved.
The sale was made to a financial

syndicate which is expected in turn
to place the securities privately. OflS-
cials of the Bamsdall Corporation ex-
plained that announcement might be
expected to be made more fully from
the bankers, but that they could not do
more at this time than to confirm the
report of the success of the purchase
negotiations.

Youngstown Deficit Increases

The deficit of the Youngstown Munic-
ipal Railway, Youngstown, Ohio, has
continued to increase. During July the
cost of service exceeded income by
$38,998, bringing the deficit of the
stabilizing fund to $1,169,399, compared
with $1,039,794 on Dec. 31, 1923. Fig-
ures for July follow from the report
by Harry Engle, Street Railway Com-
missioner.

Gross revenue was $142,061. The
amount allowed for operation was
$109,520, but the actual outgo for oper-
ation was $105,675, leaving a balance
of $3,845 in the operating fund at the
end of the month. On the other hand,
maintenance expense was $39,561. This
figure produced a deficit of $3,830 in

the maintenance fund for the month.
The number of passengers carried was
2,297,139 and the car-miles and bus-
miles operated 456,576. The earnings
per vehicle-mile from a cash fare of
8 cents, seven tickets for 50 cents and
1-cent transfers were $0,311 and the
actual cost per vehicle-mile $0,396.

Common Dividends Commenced by
Holding Company. — The Interstate

Railways, Camden, N. J., has declared

an initial dividend of 1 per cent on the

common, payable on Nov. 1 to stock of

record Oct. 15. All but 4,000 shares of

preferred stock were recently retired,

clearing the way for dividends on the

common. The income of the Interstate

Railways is derived mostly from divi-

dends on the stock of the United Power
& Transportation Company, which it

owns. The properties of the United
Power & Transportation are nearly all

leased out to others and its income is

derived principally from rentals.

Providence Road Does Better.—The
United Electric Railways, Providence,
R. I., in August showed a deficit of

$24,209 after payment of taxes, interest

and miscellaneous charges, against a
loss of $28,800 in July, $42,794 in June,

$37,891 in May, and $45,451 in April.
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Additional Chicago Issue Offered.

—

The National City Company and Hal-
sey, Stuart & Company, Inc., New York,
offered on Oct. 1 an issue of $2,500,000

Chicago Rapid Transit Company first

and refunding mortgage 6^ per cent

gold bonds, 1944. This is an additional

issue by the company that operates
Chicago's elevated lines.

Stock Sold to Employees.—More than
$500,000 of cumulative preferred stock
of the New Orleans Public Service, Inc.,

New Orleans, La., has been subscribed
by employees of the company in the
course of the campaign which began
a few weeks ago. The stock is

not a new issue, but is part of the
regular issue made on the reorganiza-
tion of the company, of which there is

more than $4,200,000 outstanding. Up
to Sept. 21 3,200 of the 3,400 permanent
employees had invested in the stock.

Minority Interest in Kansas City
Light Sold.—Announcement has been
made that the Continental Gas & Elec-
tric Corporation has purchased from the
Illinois Power & Light Company the
minority stock of the Kansas City
Power Securities Corporation, -which
owns all the common stock of the
Kansas City Power & Light Company.
This gives Continental the ownership of
98.7 per cent of the outstanding Kansas
City Power Securities Corporation
stock. It has also purchased from the
treasurer of the company its remaining
authorized common stock, amounting to
25,000 shares, including an additional
15,000 shares authorized at a stock-
holders' meeting on Sept. 15.

Will Cease Operation Judge Carroll
in the Supreme Court of Massachusetts
has given permission to the Milford,
Attleboro & Woonsocket Street Rail-
way, Milford, Mass., to cease operation
permanently on Oct. 3. The road has
been losing money at the rate of $1,000
a month, according to the report of
Clark V. Wood, who was made receiver
in the summer of the current year. The
railway operates 29 miles of line.

Eastern Massachusetts Paying Off
Bonds.—It was arranged to pay off
an issue of $689,000 of 5 per cent bonds
of the Brockton Street Railway, part
of the Eastern Massachusetts system,
at maturity on Oct. 1. The company
had the privilege if it so desired of
extending the bonds to Oct. 1, 1929.
Another subsidiary issue of $371,000 of
Lynn & Boston 5s matures and will be
paid off Dec. 1 next.

Seeks Foreclosure Sale.—The Harris
Trust & Savings Bank, Chicago, and
the St. Louis Union Trust Company
filed petitions on Sept. 17 requesting
the foreclosure sale of the property of
the Joplin & Pittsburgh Railway, Kan-
sas City, Mo. The railway is now in
the hands of receivers. Murdock H.
McLean, Chicago, has been appointed
receiver, to succeed Karl D. Klemm.
The concerns just referred to are the
trustees under a mortgage drawn in
the sum of $1,750,000. The interest due
March 1, 1924, amounting to $43,750,
has not been paid. The .sale of the prop-
erty will not be consummated for about
three months, Mr. McLean said. The
road operates from Joplin, Mo., and
Pittsburgh, Mulberry, Cherokee and
Gerard, Kan.

Alabama.—Responsibility for Parked
Automobiles at Pleasure Resort.

A railway company owned a pleasure
park and permitted automobiles to
park in a certain space for 15 cents
each. In the check given for this sum
a notice was printed that the company
assumed no responsibility for lost,

stolen or damaged property while
parked in that space. The owner of a
parked car which was stolen brought
suit on the ground that a bailee cannot
contract against his own negligence.
The court held, however, that in the
circumstances no duty of the company
to guarantee the stealing of cars so
parked was implied. (Thompson vs.

Mobile Light & Railroad Co., 101
Southern Rep., 175-177 (two cases).)

California.—Duty at Railroad Cross-
ing.

Where a steam railroad and a street
railway have an agreement as to the
precedence of cars at a grade crossing,
the question is not what this agreement
calls for, but what custom or practice
has been followed. The case was one
of injury to a passenger on a street
car struck by a railway train at such
crossing. (Clarkson vs. United Rail-
road of San Francisco, 227 Pacific Rep.,
710.)

California.—Backing of Car Without
Adequate WaT-ning Held Negli-
gible.

Where a car was • being operated
backwards without any audible signal
to indicate the fact and without any
lookout or warning by flagging, and
collided with an automobile, the com-
pany was held negligent, despite the
fact that the automobile driver drove
closer to the street car track than
was required under traffic conditions.
(Adamson vs. City and County of San
Francisco, 225 Pacific Rep., 875.)

CONNBXITICUT.

—

Cost of Maintenance of
Planking on Bridge.

A railway in 1906 agreed with a
city to maintain its track on a highway
bridge under the duties and obligations
imposed by a certain section of the
general statute, which called for the
maintenance of the flooring of the
bridge between the track and for 2 ft.

each side. Subsequently this statute
was repealed and a substitute statute
required railway companies to maintain
only 8 in. of the bridge on each side of
its track. The court held that the
contract first mentioned with the city
was correspondingly modified, and the
company's obligations under it were re-
duced to the 8 in. specified. (United
States Trust Co. vs. Shore Line Elec-
tric Railway, 125 Atlantic Rep., 265.)

Louisiana.—Control of Parking Privi-
leges.

The railway company maintained a
park and parking area for automobiles
with no charge for use of parking area,
but excluded a former jitney driver, for-
mer secretary of the jitney association
from the use of this area. The court
decided that it was within its rights to

exclude a.s it thought proper to do so,

but awarded damages of $500 because
the manner in which this exclusion was
made tended to humiliate the former
jitney driver, who was a woman.
[Malczewski vs. New Orleans Railway
& Light Co., 101 Southern Rep., 213.]

Michigan.—Injury to Stalled Automo-
bile on Track.

An automobile became stalled while
crossing the electric railway track on
Woodward Avenue some distance out
from the city, but where the street was
paved 18 ft. across, and when an elec-

tric car was about 300 ft. away. The
motorman whistled, but did not slacken
speed until the car was within 30 or
40 ft. of the stalled automobile. He
was then unable to stop it. It was held
that the question of negligence should
be decided by a jury. (Golob vs. De-
troit United Railway, 199 Northwest
Rep., 639.)

Missouri.—Interurban Electric Rail-
way Not Bound to Operate Un-
profitable Local Track.

An interurban electric railway, which
was operating under a permissive
grant, was not bound to continue the
operation of a short local line, when
such operation for twenty years had
resulted in loss and when there is no
reasonable ground to expect improve-
ment and the entire system was losing
money to the extent that it was not
able to pay a fair return on the capital
employed. In consequence, the Pub-
lic Service Commission was justified in
authorizing the company to abandon
the local line. (State ex rel. City of
Carthage vs. Public Service Commis-
sion, 260 Southwestern Rep., 973.)

New jERSBry.

—

Damages for Death by
Negligence Limited to Pecuniary
Injury to Widotv, Surviving Hus-
baml or Next of Kin.

Under the New Jersey law, where a
person is injured through the wrong-
ful act of another and such injury
causes death, any suit brought there-
for must be for the exclusive benefit of
the widow or surviving husband or
next of kin, and the damages recov-
erable are limited to the pecuniary in-

jury resulting from such death to such
widow or surviving husband or next of
kin. (Soden vs. Trenton & Mercer
County Traction Co., 124 Atlantic
Rep., 710.)

New York.—Railway Entitled to Con-
struct Sidings Necessary Under
Changed Conditions.

A franchise to operate a railway in

the streets of a city is a franchise to
operate it with such sidings and con-
nections as are reasonably necessary to

the enjoyment of the grant. Hence,
where changed conditions have made
necessary the construction of a siding
for the benefit of the public, the com-
pany can enjoin the city from remov-
ing such a siding which has been built.

(Union Railway vs. City of New York,
144 Northeast Rep., 585.)
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W. E. Thompson Heads
Metropolitan Section

Superintendent of Transportation of the
Third Avenue Railway Made Presi-
dent of American Electric Rail-

way Association Section

William E. Thompson, superintendent
of transportation of the Third Avenue
Railway, New York, N. Y., was elected
president of the Metropolitan section
of the American Electric Railway Asso-
ciation at the organization meeting on
Sept. 24. At this meeting about 300
were present. Mr. Thompson was in-
stalled amid their acclaim. It was a
great tribute of esteem, particularly
as Mr. Thompson was selected to as-
sume the mantle of responsibility at the
organization of the section. In other

W. E. Thomp8on

words, Mr. Thompson's election was an
expression in tangible form of the evi-
dence which Shakespeare has so hap-
pily expressed as "golden opinions from
all sorts of people."

There is no need to expatiate at
length on the career of Mr. Thomp-
son. His courage has long been screwed
up to the sticking point. When he had
been clothed with the mantle of au-
thority at the meeting in New York
Mr. Thompson quickly showed how ver-
satile he is, although no intimation had
reached him that he would be called
upon to preside.
As for his railway career, the super-

intendent of transportation of the Third
Avenue Railway and president of the
Metropolitan Section started with the
Virginia Power & Light Company in
1903. Mr. Thompson had then just
graduated from high school and he en-
tered electric railway service as a plat-
form employee. He was at the time a
captain of one of the Virginia militia
companies.

It was not long before he attracted
the attention of the management at
Richmond by his effective handling of
his job and a series of promotions fol-

lowed, which finally resulted in the offer

to him to become superintendent of
transportation for the Coney Island &
Brooklyn Railroad, made by Slaughter
W. Huff, then president of that com-
pany, under whom Mr. Thompson had
served at Richmond. A few years after
this the Coney Island & Brooklyn Rail-
road was taken over by the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company and Mr.
Thompson was made superintendent of
the Brooklyn & North River Railroad,
owned jointly by the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit, the New York Railways and
the Third Avenue Railway and oper-
ated over one of the bridges to carry
local passengers.

Mr. Thompson remained with that
company until 1919. He then became
connected with the Third Avenue Rail-
way in his present capacity, in which
office he returned to service under Mr.
Huff, who meantime had become presi-
dent of that company.

Mr. Thompson knows the problems of
the men who are under him and has
met vrith unusual success in inducing
the employees to work harmoniously
with him and among themselves. He has
a happy faculty of expressing himself
tersely and his communications to the
employees have attracted the attention
of the newspapers and been reproduced
by them on several occasions as fea-
ture stories, purely on the basis of their
human interest appeal.

George D. Wilcox Automotive
Engineer in Detroit

George D. Wilcox has joined the staff
of the Department of Street Railways
of Detroit and has been designated as
automotive engineer. In that capac-
ity he will have charge of the bus equip-
ment which will soon be put in service
by the department.
Mr. Wilcox, who has been identified

with the automotive industry since 1903,
was recently with the White organ-
ization. For nine years previous to
that he was general manager of the
Commerce Motor Car Company, manu-
facturer of trucks and buses. During
the war' he held the rank of major of
ordnance in the motors and vehicle
division and was in charge of the cen-
tral district, which included eight states.

He was responsible for all engineering
inspection, traffic and storage in connec-
tion with ordnance contracts in his

district for automotive equipment.

Samuel M. Clement, Commis-
sioner, Resigns

Samuel M. Clement, Jr., has tendered
his resignation as a member of the

Pennsylvania Public Service Commis-
sion. - Mr. Clement celebrated his

fiftieth birthday on March 24, 1923, and
on that day he intimated his intention

of retiring from public life. At that

time he still had seven years to serve

as a member of the commission. His
first job was in the Wanamaker store.

After five years in this field he began
the study of law at the University of

Pennsylvania and was graduated in
1897. A year later he was appointed
assistant district attorney, remaining
in that office for three years. His
political career began before that time
and as a leader he was in the limelight
for many years. It was on Feb. 11,
1919, that Governor Sproul named Mr.
Clement a member of the Public Serv-
ice Commission, succeeding in that ca-
pacity William A. Magee, formerly
Mayor of Pittsburgh. Later Mr.
Clement was reappointed for a full
term of ten years.

Virgil R. Powell—General
Manager at Dayton

Virgil R. Powell has replaced W. E.
Boileau as general manager of the Peo-
ples Railway in Dayton, Ohio. This
property is a subsidiary of the Ameri-
can Electric Power Company, Philadel-
phia, Pa. The new general manager at
the age of 18 was a country school
teacher and followed that calling until
his entrance into the electric railway
field in Dayton. At the time this work

V. R. Powen

was intended to be only temporary so
as to provide Mr. Powell with funds to
complete his classical education.

But, as often happens, fate and cir-

cumstances shaped his destiny along
different lines from his preconceived
notions. At once he saw the possibili-

ties which the industry offered at that
time and accordingly he remained in

the service. He completed an electrical

engineering course in his spare time
during his early years of association as
a conductor of the Peoples Railway.
Since that time he has worked through
the various positions of timekeeper and
oflSce manager in the track and over-

head line construction department, store-

keeper, inspector, assistant superin-
tendent of transportation, superintend-
ent and claim adjuster in the operating
department.

In April, 1904, he was transferred

to the Chicago & Joliet Electric Rail-

way, another subsidiary of the Ameri-
can Electric Power Company. Here he
served as assistant superintendent of

transportation. In May, 1906, he was
returned to Dayton, Ohio, to assume the

position of superintendent and claim
adjuster of the Peoples Railway, filling

the vacancy caused by the death of
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Superintendent Michael Kelly. He
served in this position until his recent
advancement.
He was born in Clark County, Ohio,

in 1879. His early education was ob-
' tained under great stress and difficulty

owing to the fact that farm returns
during his early days were very meager
for those who did not possess many
acres of land.

Julian C. Smith Made President

at Montreal

At a meeting of the directors of the
Montreal Tramways & Power Company,
A. E. Beauvais resigned as president
and was succeeded by Julian C. Smith,
vice-president and general manager of
the Shawinigan Water & Power Com-
pany. Directors Fortier, Timmins and
Ledieu were succeeded by J. L. Per-
ron, Gordon McDougall and Howard
Murray.

S. Roseveare has resigned as elec-
trical engineer of the Toronto Suburban
District of the Canadian National
Railways.

Lawrence Falk, formerly assistant to
Vice-President A. W. McLimont of the
Winnipeg Electric Railway, Winnipeg,
Man., has been appointed secretary of
the company.

S. A. Wingard has been appointed
vice-president of the Boise Street Car
Company, Boise, Idaho. He will con-
tinue also in the capacity of general
manager. Mr. Wingard has been in the
employ of the Boise company for the
last four years. He entered the service
of the company as superintendent.

T. W. Brackinreid has been made
manager of the Public Utilities Cora-
mission of Port Arthur, Ont., which
operates the Civic Railway. In this
capacity he succeeds M. M. Inglis, ap-
pointed to an office under H. H.
Couzens, vice-president of the Brazilian
Traction, Light & Power Company,
at Rio de Janeiro. Mr. Brackinreid
formerly was engineering and business
representative of the Canadian General
Electric Company.

Sir Thomas Tait, who recently became
vice-president of the Detroit United
Railway, is fast arranging his other
interests so as to give the most of his
time to the Detroit United Railway
from now on. It is understood that he
was induced to accept appointment to
the company only on the understand-
ing that he would have complete
control over operations and expendi-
tures, and the interests which induced
him to take over the work anticipate
that extensive economies will be effected
under his regime. The new vice-presi-
dent has arranged for one-man cars to
be installed on the company's lines, both
on the slower interurban lines and on
the city systems in Ann Arbor, Pontiac,
Mount Clemens and other centers now
served by the company outside of its
strictly interurban service. Sir Thomas
is an experienced railroad man. He
was at one time chairman of the Vic-
torian Australian State Railways. This
is his first venture into electric traction
operation. Sir Thomas was born in
Melbourne, Quebec.

H. M. Gould Advanced
Electrical Engineer Made Assistant

General Manager of the Detroit

Municipal Railway

H. M. Gould has been made assistant

general manager Department of Street
Railways, city of Detroit. The appoint-
ment of Mr. Gould to this position is a
fine recognition of the fact that Mr.
Gould's grasp of electric railway prob-
lems goes far beyond his technical

training as an electrical engineer. To
handle the host of operating problems
that came with the purchase and re-

habilitation of the street railways in

Detroit there were needed men who
could see beyond their specialist noses,
so to speak.

Not Strictly a Technician

Mr. Gould soon showed his wider
vision in connection with the Detroit
United track rental arbitration. More
recently, by helping to put the choice

overhead line department, of which he
was superintendent at the time of his

change in August, 1920, to become elec-

trical engineer of the Department of

Street Railways, then engaged in the

work of building the first of the munic-
ipal lines in that city.

©C. .U. Hau'ii i Co.. Detroit

H. M. Oonld

of trackless trolley or motor-bus up to
a plebiscite of the public affected, he
has shown that he sets the users' pref-
erence before any personal bias as a
technician.

As an electrical engineer Mr. Gould
is well known for his leadership, par-
ticularly in track welding and the use
of drop-forged instead of malleable-
iron line fittings. In such pioneering,
he is an indefatigable student and ex-
perimenter before venturing positive
opinions—a characteristic that is partly
inborn and partly the result of thorough
study at Sheffield Scientific School,
from which he was graduated in the
year 1907.

In Heavy Electric Traction
FOR A Time

The first two years out of the class-
room were spent by Mr. Gould in the
then extra-busy electrical department
of the Long Island Railroad. Next he
saw the electrical side of city operation
with the Metropolitan Street Railway,
New York. During most of 1912, he
was in the office of the city engineer,
Bridgeport, Conn., where he came into
contact with the Connecticut Company
and its work. The Connecticut Com-
pany, which operates more than 500
miles of track; soon took him into its

Earl E. Starbard has been elected

vice-president of the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company, New York,
and made assistant to President Frank
Hedley. Mr. Starbard has long been
connected with the company. He joined

the organization under the presidency
of the late Theodore P. Shonts and
more recently has been assistant to W.
L. Pepperman, vice-president and treas-

urer.

Herbert Mueller has been appointed
cost keeper in the engineering depart-

ment of the United Railways, St. Louis,

Mo., to succeed Walter F. Barrett,

deceased. Mr. Mueller has been with

the company for nine years consecu-

tively, beginning his service as an out-

side man and just completing seven

years in the office.

F. K. Woodring, formerly vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the North-
western Ohio Railway & Power Com-
pany, Oak Harbor, recently acquired by
the Doherty interests, has assumed new
duties in Columbia, S. C, where he is

associated with the General Gas &
Electric Company.

A. R. Myers is the president of the

new corporation known as the Erie

Railways, which on Oct. 1 took over

operation of all local Erie lines for-

merly a part of the Buffalo & Lake
Erie Traction Company. Mr. Myers
became associated with the old Erie

property in 1906 as an electrical engi-

neer. In 1914 he became manager of

the Buffalo & Lake Erie Traction Com-
pany and has continued in that capac-
ity ever since.

Obituary
Robert L. Corbin, former assistant

superintendent of the Michigan Elec-

tric Railway, Kalamazoo, Mich., died

recently, after a short illness. Mr.
Corbin was born in Owen County, Ken-
tucky, in November, 1882.

D. H. Siggins, president of the Union
Traction Company, Coffeyville, Kan.,

and former president of the Warren
Street Railway and the Warren &
Jamestown Street Railway, Warren,
Pa., died recently at his home in

Coffeyville, Kan., after a long illness.

Alonzo C. Clarkson died recently,

with a record of 16 years service on the

cars of the San Diego Electric Railway,
San Diego, Cal. He went to San Diego
County in 1901, working in El Cajon
for the San Diego & Southeastern Rail-

way. He then moved to Pacific Beach,
where he was employed by the Los
Angeles & San Diego Beach Railway.
Later he was employed by the San
Diego & Southeastern as track fore-

man. In 1908 he became track foreman
for the San Diego Electric Railway,
with which company he remained until

his death.
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Manufactures and the Markets
News of and for Manufacturers—Market and Trade Conditions

A Department Open to Railways and Manufacturers

for Discussion of Manufacturing and Sales Matters

Trade Statistics

Discussed

Federal Officials Asked to Study Trade
Association Data—Congress May

Be Urged to Legislate

In an effort to secure an official ruling

to define clearly the legal rights of

trade associations in collecting and dis-

tributing statistics and other activities,

a committee representing the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States vis-

ited Attorney-General Stone, Secretary

of Commerce Hoover and members of

the Federal Trade Commission in

Washington on Sept. 22. The results

of a referendum undertaken by the

national chamber last year on trade

association functions, together with
supporting and explanatory data, were
laid before the federal officials. No
effort was made to secure an expres-

sion of opinion from the officials at this

meeting, but they were asked to study
the data presented them and to meet
the chamber's committee again late in

October, at which time it is hoped by
the committee that there may be ob-

tained an opinion which may be made
public in order to settle uncertainties

which now exist.

Each of eight proposals defining in

rather general terms the proper scope

of trade association functions laid be-

fore its membership by the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States last

year was given overwhelming approval,

and thus these propositions became
the policy of the national organization.

According to Richard F. Grant of

Cleveland, newly elected president of

the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States, it is the belief of officials

of that organization that a trade asso-

ciation functioning along the lines laid

down in the chamber's policy is clearly

within the law. So much has been said

recently, however, regarding the "twi-

light zone" of association activities in

regard to the Sherman anti-trust law,

and there being no clear-cut judicial

decision marking the line between legal

and illegal activities, conferences with
the federal officials were sought in

order to obtain, if possible, an official

opinion which would form the basis

of procedure.

If such an opinion is not obtained at

the conference to be held in October,
it is expected that the national chamber
will proceed to draft suggested legis-

lation which Congress will be asked to

enact. President Grant of the national
chamber appears to think that it will

be possible to secure an opinion upon
which trade associations may act. He
does not believe that a test lawsuit,
which has been suggested to clear the
uncertainties existing regarding asso-
ciation work in statistics especially, is

feasible, because of the time element
involved, probably several years being

required to secure a final decision from
the Supreme Court, and also because
he does not believe that it would be
easy to induce an association to offer

itself for such a test, owing to the ap-
prehension of individual members that
they might thereby come into personal
conflict with the Department of Justice.

Staten Island Substation Order

to Westinghouse Company
The Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Company has received orders
totaling approximately $1,000,000 for
apparatus to be used in connection with
the $10,000,000 improvements which the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is carrying
out on Staten Island in electrifying the

Tottenville and South Beach branches
of its subsidiary, the Staten Island
Rapid Transit Company.
The contracts cover five automatic

substations with supervisory control for

the Staten Island Rapid Transit Com-
pany, and high-voltage equipment for

the Staten Island Edison Corporation,
which will supply the power for operat-

ing the railways.
Four of these will be entirely auto-

matic substations and the fifth will

be the central control station for the

whole system. Each of four of the sub-
stations will contain two 1,000-kw.

rotary converters with the necessary
auxiliary apparatus, and the fifth will

contain a single converter of the same
size.

Yellow Coach Awarded Fifty

Detroit Buses

The Board of Street Railway Com-
missioners of Detroit has recommended
the purchase of 50 totally inclosed
double-deck buses from the Yellow
Coach Manufacturing Company. These
will be operated in the city as auxil-
iaries to the present rail lines. The
action taken is the result of careful
studies which have been under way
for some time by the Department of
Street Railways to determine the pos-
sibilities of the bus for improvement
of the transportation facilities in the
city.

Subsequent to the receipt of bids
from four manufacturers, as published
in the Sept. 20 issue of the Electric
Railway Journal, changes were made
in the original specifications and new
bids were requested. These were
opened on Sept. 27 and included the
following quotations per bus in lots of
50:

Yellow Coach Manufacturing Com-
pany, $11,250; Fageol Motor Company,
$11,656; Gotfredson Truck Corpora-
tion, 10,500; Garford Truck Com-
pany, $10,500, and the Standard Motor
Truck Company, $9,500.

Although the routes for the new
vehicles have not been definitely se-

lected, a complete survey of the entire
situation has been made. The double-
deck inclosed type of bus described
elsewhere in this issue was selected as
most suitable for the service contem-
plated.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY MATERIAL PRICES—OCT. 1, 1924

Metals—^New York
Copper, electrolytic, cents per lb

Leaa, cents per lb
Nickel, cents per lb
Zinc, cents per lb

Tin, Straits, cents per lb
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent, cents per lb.. .

Babbitt metal, warenouse, cents per lb.:

Fair grade
Commercial

12.875
8.00

29.00
6.50

48.50
27.00

60.00
28.00

$4,275
2.125
1.875
1.375
1.175
2.35

Bituminous Coal
Smokeless mine run, f.o.b vessel, Hampton
Roads

Somerset mine run, Boston
Pittsburgh mine run, Pittsburgh
Franklin, 111., screenings, Chicago
Central, 111., screenings, Chicago
Kansas screenings, Kansas City

Track Materials—Pittsburgh

Standard Bessemer steel rails, gross ton .... $43 . 00
Standard open hearth rails, gross ton 43

.
00

Railroad spikes, drive, Pittsburgh base,

cents per lb 2. 80

Tie plates (flat type), cents per lb 2.45
Angle bars, cents per lb 2 . 75

Rail bolts and nuts, Pittsbxjrgh base, cents
per lb 3.75

Steel bars, cents ner lb 2.00
Ties, white oak, Chicago, 6 in. x 8 in. x 8} ft. $ 1 . 45

Hardware—Pittsburgh
Wire nails, base per keg 2. 75

Sheet iron (28 gage) , cents per lb 3 . 50

Sheet iron, galvanised ( 28 gage) , cents per lb. 4 .
60

Galvanized barbed wire, cents per lb 3.45

Galvanized wire, ordinary, cents per lb 2. 50

Waste—New York
Waste, wool, cents per lb 15

Waste, cotton (100 lb. bale), cents per lb.:

White 12-18

Colored »-l4

Paints, Putty and Glass—New York
Linseed oil (5bbl. lots), per gal II 01
White lead ( 1 00 lb. keg) , cents per lb 11.75
Turpentine (bbl. lots), per gal JO.87
Car window glass (single strength). Brat

three brackets, A quality, discount*
Car window glass (single strength), first

three brackets, B quality, discount*
Car window glass

^
(double strength) all

sixes, A quality, discount*
Putty, 1 00 lb. tins, cents per lb

*These prices are f.o.b. works, boxing
charges extra.

Wire—New York
Copperwirebase, cents per lb

RuDDer-covered wire. No. 1 4, per 1 .000 ft.. .

Weatherproof wire base, cents per lb

84 0%

86.0%

15.125
».55
18.25

Paving Materials
Paving stone, granite, 4x8x4. f.o.b.

Chicago, dressed, persq.yd $3. 60
Common, per sq.yd 2.95

Wood block paving 3i, 16 treatment, N. Y.,
persq.yd 2.67

Paving brick 3ix8ix4, N. Y., per 1,000 in
carload lots fob $51 .00

Crushed stone, ]-in., oaxload lots, N. Y.,
percu.yd

Cement, Chicago oonsumers' net prices,

without bags
Gravel, i-in., cu.yd., f.o.b. N. Y
Sand, cu.yd., N.Y
Old Metels—New York and Chkago
Heavy copper, cents per lb 10.375
Light copper, cents per lb 8.875
Heavy brass, cents per lb
Zlno, old scrap, cents per lb
Light brass, cents per lb

I/Md, cents per lb. (heavy)
Steel car axles. Chicago, net ton $18.75
Cast iron ear wheels, Chicago, gross ton...

.

18.25
Rails (short), Chicago, gross ton 18.25
llails (relaying;) , Chicago, groas ton 26 . 50
Machine turnings, Chioago, groaa ton 10.25

1. 85

2.20
1.75
1.00

6.25
3.875
5.125
6.875
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Cost of Selling Industrial Products

Topic of Chicago Meeting

To bring together the best experience
of manufacturers who sell to industry,
the National Industrial Advertisers'
Association will hold a two-day meeting
in Chicago, Oct. 13 and 14.

Among the papers thus far scheduled
are: 'Problems in Technical Re-
search," by P. C. Gunion, Hyatt Roller
Bearing Company; "Relations Between
Advertising and Sales Department," by
Julius S. Holl, Link Belt Company;
"Building a' Large Industrial Business
with Advertising," by R. C. Beadle,
Combustion Engineering Corporation;
"What Our Company Is Doing in Inten-
sive Sales Work," a group of five-

minute talks; "What Manufacturers
Can Do Through United Effort to
Secure Better Industrial Advertising,"
by P. L. Thomson, Western Electric
Company.
The meetings will be held at the

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago. Fur-
ther information can be secured by ad-
dressing H. L. Delander, acting secre-
tary National Industrial Advertisers'
Association, 836 South Michigan Ave-

Rolling Stock

United Railways & Electric Company,
Baltimore, Md., is givmg a trial to a
new type of articulated car which has
been constructed in the company's
shops. The car is the result of long
study on the part of officials of the
company. If it proves successful it

probably will be used to replace trailers
on many of the lines in the city. The
car was built from two standard-sized
cars joined by a truck with a flexible
vestibule connecting them.*

Binghamton Railway, Binghamton,
N. Y., has purchased one 25-passenger
Miack bus of the street car type.

Toledo & Indiana Railroad, Toledo,
Ohio, has asked the Ohio Public Util-
ities Commission for authority to issue
$94,337 in equipment securities to pay
for four new cars of light suburban
type to operate between Toledo and
Bryan, Ohio.

Jacksonville Traction Company, Jack-
sonville, Fla., is remodeling 30 of its

double-truck cars, 15 of which have
been turned out by the shop forces
since the work was started the latter
part of last year. Of this number 8
are of the one-man type and 7 are of
the two-man type. In addition to the
8 one-man cars in operation 6 more cars
of this type are in different stages of
construction in the shops of the com-
pany. When the work is completed the
equipment of the company will include
30 rebuilt cars and 53 of the Birney
type of safety cars.

Public Service Railway, Newark,
N. J., is converting 260 cars into the
one-man type. They are being changed
at the Plank Road shops of the
company.

Interborough Rapid Transit Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., has recently
received bids for 150 motor cars, simi-
lar in type to the 100 cars ordered some
time ago on which delivery is now being

made. The bids on the new lot of cars
are under consideration and it is ex-
pected that announcement of the award
of the contract will be made very soon.

Union Traction Company of Indiana,
Anderson, Ind., has purchased a bus for
service at Fort Benjamin Harrison, as
a feeder to regular interurban cars.

The company contemplates the pur-
chase of other buses to feed its ter-
minal points.

Trade Notes

Track and Line

Alabama Power Company, Gadsden,
Ala., is replacing its old tracks with
International twin steel crossties and
85-lb. rails.

Peoples Railway, Dayton, Ohio, is re-

constructing 2 miles of track on East
First Street in Dayton with Dayton
mechanical ties.

Illinois Traction System, Peoria, 111.,

will make improvements of a temporary
nature to the McKinley Bridge, between
St. Louis, Mo., and Venice, 111., at a
cost of $100,000. The temporary im-
provements will result in the removal
of the narrow south side roadway, while
the car tracks in the center will be
boarded over to permit their use by
automobiles and wagons. The changes
will serve until the bridge can be en-
larged permanently.

Wheeling Traction Company, Wheel-
ing, W. Va., will lay new ties And rails
on Main Street. All of the old rails
over the entire system are being re-
placed with new 90-lb. rails. The
contract has been let for this work
to Cass & Otto.

City Railway, Dayton, Ohio, is re-
constructing 4 miles of track on West
Fifth Street in Dayton with Dayton
mechanical ties.

Key System Transit Company, Oak-
land, Cal., will soon install a double
track branch-off from Oxford Street
into Hearst Avenue in Berkeley. The
branch-off will be of the Key System
standard 7-in. girder rail construction
and will cost $8,000.

Northern Texas Traction Company,
Fort Worth, Tex., has been petitioned by
the city Park Board to extend its Rosen
Heights line about 3 miles west to the
new proposed bathing beach for the
city. The petition has been referred to
the directors for discussion.

Miami Beach Electric Company,
Miami Beach, Fla., will construct nearly
4 miles of track in Miami Beach, ex-
tending to La Gorce Island. The im-
provement will represent an expendi-
ture of $170,000.

Manhattan & Queens Traction Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., will repair the
tracks along Queens Boulevard. The
contract for the work has been placed
with Reynolds & Driscoll.

Virginia Railway & Power Company,
Richmond, Va., has been authorized by
its directors to spend $274,352 in nec-
essary improvements and extensions.
Nearly one-half of the amount will be
spent in Richmond. The construction
program includes a power station in
South Richmond of 1,000 kw. capacity
and the erection of a substation.

Automatic Reclosing Circuit Breaker
Company, Columbus, Ohio, has brought
suit in the United States District Court
for the Western District of Pennsyl-
vania against the Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Manufacturing Company. In its

bill of complaint, the Automatic Re-
closing Circuit Breaker Company
alleges that the defendant has in-

fringed basic claims of its patents
13856, 1312454, 1363814 by wrongfully
and without license manufacturing,
using and selling devices embodying the
inventions shown in the said patents
relating to automatic reclosing circuit
breakers. It asks the court to enjoin
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company from further infringe-
ment.

The National Railway Appliance
Company, New York, N. Y., and the
flegeman-Castle Corporation, Chicago,
have been appointed general sales
agents of the Walter Tractor Snow-
Plow, which is standard equipment of
the Fifth Avenue Coach Company, New
York; Detroit Motor Bus Company,
Chicago Motor Coach Company and of
companies in other cities where bus
systems are being operated.

Economy Fuse & Manufacturing
Company, Chicago, III., announced that
on Sept. 8 its Minneapolis district sales
office was removed to 1008 Marquette
Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.

ISeto Advertising Literature

Brass Tacks.—Stealing a little of
General Dawes' thunder, the Bridge-
port Brass Company is distributing a
small emblem in the form of a brass
tack. Those who wear the emblem
believe, at least in theory, in getting
down to business—now. This tack is

made from Bridgeport "electric furnace
brass" and has a brass pin by which it

may be fastened to the clothing.

Detroit Electric Furnace Company.
Detroit, Mich., has had issued a catalog
describing in detail the advantages,
performances and results obtained with
its electric brass furnaces in the brass
melting field. The outstanding features
of economy, mechanical control and
speed of production are all clearly
enumerated and described. This booklet
is known as the "Speedier Production

—

Better Brass."

International Motor Company, New
York, N. Y., has issued catalog No. 91,
containing 56 pages of detailed descrip-
tions and specifications of the latest
type of Mack buses. Many illustra-
tions showing characteristics and fea-
tures of the Mack buses are included
in the catalog. The company will sup-
ply it upon receipt of request.

Celite Products Company, New York,
N. Y., has issued a 30-page pamphlet
on economic value of admixtures, de-
scribing the use of celite as an admix-
ture in concrete. It is a reprint of two
papers included in the copyrighted
proceedings Vol. 20, 1924, of the Amer-
ican Concrete Institute.
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PEACOCK
STAFFLESS
BRAKES

—with the other safety equipment!

Safety cars don't look natural without

'em

!

'Most anywhere you ride, these days,

you'll find the Peacock Staffless on the job

along with the rest of the standard de-

vices.

On the big safety cars, too! There's plenty

of braking power in the Peacock Staffless

to stop the modern double-truck safety

with its heavy load of rush-hour passen-

gers. Powerful enough to even lock the

wheels, but such perfect control as to

secure full power without locking the

wheels.

Include these

in your safety

car order

National

Brake Co., Inc.

890 EUicott Sq., Buffalo, N.Y.

Canadian Representative:

Ljrman Tube & Supply Company, Limited
Montreal, C::nada
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fat!}, Bacon d 1>avi$
^ncorporatcJ>

lis BroadwsT, New York
PHILADIELPHIA CHICAGO SAN FBANCISCO

Stone & Webster
Incorporated

EXAMINATIONS REPORTS APPRAISALS
ON

INDUSTRIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROPERTIES

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

SANDERSON & PORTER
ENGINEERS

RIPOirrS, DESIGNS, CONSTRUCTION, MANAOSMKNT
HYDRO-KLKCTRIC DEVELOPMENTS

RAILWAY, LIGHT and POWER PROPERTIES
OHtOAOO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

ALBERT S. RICHEY
ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS
RIPORTS- APPRAISALS RATES - OPERATION - SERVIM

JAMES E. ALLISON & CO.
Consulting Engineers

Specializing in Utility Rate Cases and
Reports to Bankers and Investors

1017 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

STEVENS & WOOD, INC.
Design and Construction of Power Stations

Railroad Electrification, Industrial Plants

REPORTS AND APPRAISALS
Ma>tac4m»nt and Financing •/ Utilititt and Indvitriali

MaKoning Bank Bldg. 120 Broadway
YoBagstown, O. New York

HEMPHILL & WELLS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

F. WalU Albert W. Hemphill
APPRAISALS

INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
fUergaaizatiea Mana^emeat Operation CeaatnwtMW

49 Cedar Street, New York City

Dwifirht P. Robinson & Company
Incorporated

Design and Construction of

Etmetrie Railwayt, SAope, Powmr Statioiu

125 East 46th Street, New York
eUaac* Youncstown Atlanta PlilUdolphia

La* Aacalas Montreal Rio de Jaaafera

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation

Elneineers—Constructors

Oil BsftoerlM tnd Plpa Unee, Steam toil WitCT Few PUnU, Tnai
Sjitami, Hotel!, Apeitmtatt, omM uid ladtietrlal Bulldlafi. Beiliee*.

43 Exchange Place New York

JOHN A. BEELER
Operating, Traction and Traffic Inrestigations

Routing Surreys—Valuations—Operation
Management

52 VanderbUt Ave., NEW YORK

A. L. DRUM & COMPANY
Contalting and Conttrueting Engintmrm

VALUATION AND FINANCIAL REPORTS
RATE STUDIES FOR PRESENTATION TO PUBLIC SERVICE

COMMISSIONS
CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
230 Sonth Qark Street 215 South Broad Street

Chieatfo, 111. Philadelphia, Pa.

ENGELHARDT W. HOLST
Contulting Engineer

Appraisals, Reports, Rates, Serrice Investigation,
Studies on Financial and PhysicsJ RehabilitatioB

Reorganisation, Operation, Management

683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

JOE R. ONG
Consulting Transportation Engineer

Specialising in TrafKe Probltmt and in Mathodi ta

Improvm S*rviem and Incrmaam
EfKeianey of Operation

PIQUA. OHIO

J. ROWLAND BIBBINS
Engineer—2301 Connecticut Ave., N. W. Washington, D.C.

TRANSPORTATION SURVEYS
Organised Traffic Relief and Transit DeTelenaaaat
Co-ordinating Motor Transport, Railroad aad Ci^
Plans, Serrice, Routing, Valuation, Economic Stadsea

XPXRISMCa IN 20 ciTias

WALTER JACKSON
Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses

Originator of unlimited ride, transferable weekly
pass. Casnpaigns handled to make it a success.

143 Crary Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Byllcsby
Engineering & Management

Corporation

New York
2d8 S. La Salle Stitet, Chicago

Tae
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MAGNET WIRE—plenty of it—always uniform
Use Rome Magnet Wire and be assured of that uniform quality
which is so essential.

It is quality in quantities large enough to meet any commercial
need — made for every magnet wire requirement.

Fabricated from wire bar to finished wire, all within Rome mills.

Human Engineering
Rmlway Audit and Inspection Company, Inc.

Fourth and Chettnut Sts., Philadelphia

I BBANCHBS |
BoatM
.N«w Orleans

Naw Tork
PitUburrh

Baltimore
Chicago

AUuU
St. Loula

Transmission Line and Special Crossing

Structures, Catenary Bridges

WRITE FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG

ARCHBOLD-BRADY CO.
Engineers anil Contractors SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Bureau of Commercial Economics, Inc.

Industrial Engineers

Organization . Methods . Layout and Facilities

Public and Industrial Relations

72 West Adams Street . CHICAGO

EDWIN WORTHAM, E.E.
Consulting Engineer

Valuations of Electric Railways and
Utilities of All Kinds

Traffic and Operating Studies

Allison Bldg.
Bstabllohed Feb. 1913.

Richmond, Va.

' THE P. EDWARD WISH SERVICE
BO Church St. Strttt Railway Insptetion 131 State St.

NEW YORK DETECTIVES BOSTON

The Most Successful Men in the Electric Railway

Industry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

Eyery Week

When wTltine the advertiser for Informatlao or

prieea, a mention of the Bectrte Ballwmr

Joamal w old be appredatrd.

DAY & ZIMMERMANN, Inc.
ENGINEERS

Design - Construction - Reports
Valuations - Management

PHILADELPHIANEW YORK CHICAGO

C. B. BIJCHAMAM
PrnlihBl

W. R. PBICm. JB.
S—fr-fnu.

JOHN r. I.4T)tO

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
Emiineerint and Management, Construction,

Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys
and Equipment Maintenance

8M EaStableBUc.
Phone:

HanoTar >14S ^S^^SiL
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"INDIANAPOLIS"
Is Saving .Electric Railways Millions of Dollars Annually

Don't spend a dollar on your track

(New or old)

Until you get "INDIANAPOLIS"
Prices for Comparison

»

\

'INDIANAPOLIS"

•

Economy Products
"They cost less"

Solid Manganese Crossings

also Frogs, Mates, and Tongue-Switches

(IS years of specializing has produced a
product UNEXCELLED, and LOWEST In

COST, quality considered)

Electric Welders
Thoroly Efficient

(Economical and never out of COMMISSION)

Welded RaU Joints

(A COMBINATION OF EVERY ESSENTIAL
FACTOR in Rail Joininc and Bondki«)

Welding Steel Electrodes
Absolutely Dependable

Electric Welding Supplies
Hoods, Lenses, Carbons, Etc.

Better design

Higher quality

Longer service

Lower prices

The Indianapolis Switch & Frog Co.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Los Angeles San Francisco Kansas City Bostea
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When Fractions Count

T'HAT last fraction of an inch makes the difierence

between safety and trouble.

Motor and gear case safety depends on maintaining jtist

that last possible scrap of clearance.

What happens then, when wheels wear down? And
after the lathe has turned them down another inch or so,

will they still give sufficient clearance?

"One-Wear" Wheels never need a turning. Their diameters

remain nearly constant for the life of the wheel.

Davis "One-Wear" Wheels with the toughened heat-

treated tread will help you in your clearance problems.

AmericanSteel Foundries
JIEWYORK CHICAGO ST.I.OVI9

STEED EELS
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Our Iron Foundry has a capacity of about twenty tons of gray

iron and semi-steel castings daily. Individual castings can be

made up to ten tons. The work is divided evenly between

machine and bench moulding and floor moulding.

The present foundry building, constructed during the last

three years, is modern in all respects, spacious, fireproof and

fitted with overhead crane for facilitating work, which tends to

promote satisfactory working conditions and in so doing insures

best workmanship.

Contracts are entered into yearly with railways for the pro-

duction of their iron and semi-steel castings at fixed pound rates,

depending upon the general class of their patterns. Ample

pattern storage is provided for all customers' patterns, and

patterns are thoroughly covered by insurance while in our

keeping.

May we discuss your castings contract with you?

COLUMBIA
IRON
FOUNDRY

3313 ATLANTIC AVE., BROOKLYN,
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McGRAW
ELECTRIC RAILWAY DIRECTORY

New
irectory

Leading Features

1—Complete lUt of every record-
ed electric railway company, in
the United States, Canada,
Mexico, and the West Indies.

2—List and addresses of officials,

superintendents, department
heads and purchasing agents,
corrected to date of issue.

3—Addresses of repair shops.

4—Addresses of power plants and
list of equipment.

5—Lists of sub-station equipment.

6—Transmission and trolley voltage.

7—Whether doing a light and power
business.

S—Mileage of track.

9—Number and kinds of cars used.

10—Number and kinds of cars used.

11—Amusement parks owned or

reached.

12—Rates of fare.

AH the facts—all the figures

—all the names!

IN FACT all the information you need if

you're doing business, or contemplating

business with this billion dollar transportation

industry. A complete survey of the field,

made through direct contact with every elec-

tric railway company in the United States,

Canada, Mexico, and the West Indies.

Out of a tremendous total of $262,000,000

which electric railways will spend this year

for equipment; 42 millions will be expended
for Power Plant. To power equipment sales

organizations — manufacturers — engineers

and supply distributors, the information in

McGraw Electric Railway Directory is in-

valuable.

Published annually ^
Price $7.50
Order now

/Y VI.

// Uireotory

// Department,

.•V' Journal

// 10th Ave. and
..•/ 3Gtto St..v^ Nrw York. N. Y.

.^
Kf Gentlemen: — Will you
' please send me;

—

X copies ol New McGraw
Eleetrio Hallway Directory.

v^ further information about the
^••^ * McGraw Electric Railway Directory.

•*y^ (Check one)

jiy' Streei

..••Xcity State
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Are you using tokens?

IF
YOU ARE NOW using tokens

or if you contemplate using them,
let us send you our sample card

showing the styles of tokens which are

most popular today.

We first began making tokens in 1820
—104 years ago. Since then we have
made many millions of tokens as well

as medals and planchets. In fact, with-

out meaning to boast, no other private

establishment has facilities equal to

ours for quantity production, prompt
deliveries and coin quality tokens.

We realize that the best insurance

against counterfeit is to use a first-class

token, consequently we spare no efforts

in producing the necessary high

quality die work, as well as in keeping

strictly to gauge tolerances.

Besides tokens, we supply the railway

field with cup drawn admiralty con-

denser tubing as well as uniform

buttons.

May we send you our sample card of

tokens without obligation on your part?

SGOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Main OflSce, Mills and Factories—Waterbury, Conn.

HIGHEST QUALITY — MATERIALS OF PRpCISION — QUANTITY PRODUCTION

280 Broadway, New Yotk
224 W. Lake St., Chicago

I2I3 W. 3rd St., Cleveland

10 Hi^ St., Boston

Penna. BIdg., Philadelphia

McGlawn-Bowen Bldg., Atlanta

^^ Established i802

SGOVILL
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Pacific Coast Sales Amenta:

Entfle-Reid Co.

149 California Street,

San Francisco

Terminal Sales Bld^.,

Lot Angeles

Member, Copper and Brass Research Association
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MILLER
TROLLEY
SHOE

(Patented)

Sliding contact is better in every way

CLINGING to the wire at any speed, on curves,

and crossings, there's no arcing and burning

of wire, no spans pulled down, nor ears hammered

loose. Less wear on wire and line equipment.

The shoe itself gives longer mileage, requires no

lubrication and runs more quietly than any wheel.

. Better operation—less cost

Miller Trolley Shoe Co.
295 Columbia Road, Boston 21, Mass.

Western Representative: Economy Electric Devices Co.,

1590 Old Colony BIdg., Chicago, III.
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Type OB
Governor for

Air Brake
Equipment

The dependability of this gov-

ernor has led to its adoption

by railways and other users

of air compressors.

Send for Bulletin 1091

I M^NUF/^CTURING COMP/INY
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. ir.S.#l.|

Wheeling
CORRUGATING CQ

WHEELING. W. VA.

Z
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TRADE

MARK "Elephants'' for Strength

DRAWN STEEL SMELL
ONE PIECE

DROP FORGED STEEL

Albert & J. M. Anderson Mfg. Co.
289-305 A Street, Boston, Mass.

New York, 135 Broadway
Philadelphia, 429 Real Estate Trust BIdg.

Chicaso, 105 S. Dearborn St.

London, E. C. 2, 12 Moor Lane

When you want a strain insulator of maximum strength

use Anderson's Elephants.

The cross-section shows the one piece spherical steel

shell hydraulically pressed around the drop-forged steel

terminals.

Observe also the semi-spherical shape of the terminals

inside and how the pull and strain is evenly distributed

utilizing all the metal for strength. Aetna insulation

is moulded around the body under heavy pressure—the

whole construction making this insulator an Elephant

for Strength.

Diameter of body 2J^-in. ; inside diameter of eye 9/16-in.

We will be glad to forward you the latest prices on Elephant

Strain Insulators.

^
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420 ft. lengths

Rails joined at side of road

by
THERMIT
WELDING

Traffic need not be interrupted by

rail welding operations. One road

has successfully solved the problem

by welding seven lengths of rails in

advance, and dropping them into

place. Only a few welds are then

needed to make the job complete as

—"one continuous unbroken rail."

Lilting 420 ft. of continuous rail over to track.

The first cost is the last cost,

and it compares favorably
with that of any other
method of joining rails.

^ Metal & Thermit Corporation, 120 Broadway, N. Y.
Pittsburgh Chicago Boston S. San Francisco Toronto

[^!^f^f^}^(^i^f^f^f^f^f^^^f^f^f^[^[^[^[^[^f^f^f^f^f^

^
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^
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Just Out!
The first

practical book
on the use of

Motors
and
Controllers

See it

Free!

Electric Railway Journal October 4, 1924

Fox's Principles of

Electric Motors and Control
By GORDON FOX

Freyn,
Electrical Engineer

Brassert & Company. Consultinf Engineers.

493 pages, RVixS, illUBtrated, S3.50 (Engliah price 17/8) net,
postpaid.

The book explains the principles, construction anil perlormance
of all types of motors and controllers in commercial use—de-
scribes their action in clear, understandable language—illustrates
many important points with dia^ams and drawings—and lor
the first time tells the entire story of motor and control equip-
ment from the point of view of the user.

Detailed Information
about dircct-<urrent motors, for instance, is given in Chapter II.

First, the general action of D.C. motors is explained satUfy-
Ingly: then follow practical descriptions of the characteristics,
efficiency and applicability of shunt-wound, series wound and
compound-wound motors—plain facts based on actual practice
and illustrated by grood diagrams.

All types of Motors
are presented in succeeding chapters—polyphase induction motors
polyphase synclironous motors, single phase motors, brush-shift-
ing polyphase commutation motors—the workable use Informa-
tion that should be known about each.

Complete control data
is given in the second part of the book and included in it are
the complete practical details of all systems of A.C. and D.C.
control. There are two chapters that present the general prin-
ciples of control—four chapters on D.C. systems, six chapters
on A.C. systems, and two chapters on electric motor braking and
brakes. In this section will be found the detailed fundamentals
of control and controllers with descriptions of actual units in
use.

Examine a copy for 10 days FREE.
Send just the coupon for a copy of this valuable motor and

control book. Read some of the sections—see how helpful the
book really is—judge the' book for yourself

1

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McGra^vs Hill

You may send mc on 10 clays' approval FOX—rUINTIPLES OF ELBTTniC i
MOTORS AND CONTROL. J3.50 NET. TOSTP.MD. 1 agree to p«y tor Iho |
book or raturn It postpaid within 1 days of receipt. |

Reitular subscriber to Fnectrlc Ry. Jounialf

Signed .

Address

Offlclal Position

Name of Company
(Kecks sent on approval to rclail ruicbasers in tlie V. S. a'ul Canada only.

)

F.E.

•—---»--
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Not alone wa.xes for saturating and fin-

ishing insulated wire, but industrial

compounds of unending variety—it is

because we have been making these

mi.xtures for thirty odd years that our

acquired knowledge, skill and equip-

ment produce better compounds at a

lower cost than is possible by the "home
made" method.

Whether it be a wax, pitch or an asphalt

compound, we have every needed ma-

terial on hand and know exactly what

to use to produce the desired result.

The largest stock of its kind in this

country (imported from all parts of

the world) makes substitution unnec-

essary and thus uniformity is insured

—

a pound or a carload delivered today is

identical with that purchased a year

ago.

The purpose of this announcement
is to solicit the opportunity to

estimate on your requiremants.

MITCHELLJ^AND MFG. CO.
15 Veaey St., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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AN arc welder often pays for itself in a few

Xjl. months—in fact, savings on two or three jobs

have been known to more than pay for the welder,

besides placing rolling stock back in service in record'

breaking time.

Westinghouse arc welders are used in the con-

struction and repair of track equipment, reclaiming

worn car wheels, building up worn surfaces, re'

claiming brake parts, gear cases, bearings, etc.

Illustrations of actual savings effected with this

equipment are shown on this page.

Westinghouse Electric 8e Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Oflfices in All Principal Cities of
the United States and Foreign Countries

m
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A/JBstinghouse
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THE IMPROVED
Westinghouse ARC WELDE]
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CONSTANT current is absolutely essential

to good welding. This chart, taken during
actual operation, by a user of a Westinghouse
Arc Welder, strikingly illustrates this char-

acteristic.

»-^'^^^^s•'- -"--'

THE improved 2cx)-ampere Westinghouse arc

welder has a wide range of current adjustment

—60 to 300 amperes—and will, therefore, do any

u^elding job that may be required of it.

The outstanding feature of this machine is its idea!

current characteristic—proved by impartial test to

be of superior merit. This important characteristic

means:

Good fusion and a homogeneous weld

Ease of striking and maintaining an arc

In other words, this welder is easy to operate, only

one adjustment is necessary, and it will make a

perfect weld.

The machine is so constructed mechanically that

the entire equipment lies within the outline of the

truck. This prevents injury to the machine while

being moved from one job to another.

Both mechanically and electrically this machine is

unequalled.

Westinghouse Electric At Manufacturine Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsyl'

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of
the United States 61 Foreign Countries

: '^m^mimsmmmmmim^mmmmmi
Arc Welding Department
WisTiNGHousE Electric £r Manufacturing Company
Ea^t Pittsburgh, Pa.

PIc.ise send mc a copy of your puhlic.ition - Arc ^^'clJ'

ing and Cutting.

V\^^VA~v^
A -|-4^»»-K- - r

XlfN

Jky

M:

a
Th* loipruved ^OO-Ampere
WMtloghouM /Vrc Weldrr

X''M-SiWj<

Send for a Copy of the Arc Welding Text Book

This publication contains 64 pages full of valuable in-

formation, and 167 illustrations of arc welding applica-

tions. It has for years been recognized as the authority

on welding, because it explains in an understandable

way what arc welding can do, and how it can be

profitably used. Actual cost information, research data,

technical discussions of welding and cutting, and brief

descriptions of Westinghouse arc welding equipment,

may be found in this publication. This book will be of

help to you. Send for it today without obligation.
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Changing red figures to black
Scarcely less important than the development of

the safety car has been the St. Louis Car Co.'s

service to the industry and public in increasing the

capacity, beauty, safety and easy riding qualities

of these light weight one-man Interurban Cars.

Directly and Indirectly this has resultea m
changing certain red figures on the monthly state-

ment to black.

Write for details.

St. Lqvjis C^r^£^mpAny
St. LavjIs, /V\^&.

^inuiiiim»inMUinnniiiiiiiMniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiMMiiMuiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiuiiiiiiMU»niuniiiuuuiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiuniiui»iiiiiiiMiiiiiiiuiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiu iiiiiiiiiiniinniiiw

Nuttall Helical
Gear Set

Are you obtaining msuci-

mum efficiency and mini-

mum maintenance cost

from your gears? Nuttall

Helical Gears insure both.

Nuttall Trolleys are standard equipment on

most of the principal systems in the coun-

try. Write for catalog.

RDNUHALL COMRANT
PnTSBURGH|fePDO(SVLVM

All Westinshouse Electric & Mfg. Co. District
Offices are Sales Representatives in the United
States for the Nuttall Electric Railway and Mine
Haulage Products. In Canada: Lyman Tube &
Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiumiuiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiii iiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiii hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiK
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These attractive one-man, double-truck safety cars were delivered to the Helena (Mont.) Light & Railway Co.

Another lot

built by the

PERLEY A. THOMAS
CAR WORKS
High Point, N. C.

Jt'T^HOMAS-BUILT" cars are going far and wide

-'- in ever-increasing numbers.

Why do distant traction companies come to High
Point, North Carolina, for new cars? Because

"Thomas-built" cars are built with an individual care

and attention to details which insures attractive finish

throughout and a long life of satisfactory service.

Furthermore Perley A. Thomas' prices and quick

deliveries appeal to the railway field.

Ltt u< quote on your new cart.

|niiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiilliminir. jiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiMitiiiiMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiitiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiMMiiiifniiiiHc

Griffin Wheel Company
1

1

410 North Michigan Ave.

Chicago, IIJ.

GRIFFIN
F. C<. S.

WHEELS
For Street and Interurban

Railways

Chicago

Detroit

Denver

FOUNDRIES:

Boston

Kansas City

Council Bluffs

St. Paul

Los Anjelf

>

Tacoma

'iiiuiii,.iiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiu'i ~i""iniHm<i'iiuiim'"""iiiMi»iiimiiiiiuniniium

-BUT"

The Tool Steel

Gear and Pinion Co.

CINCINNATI. O.
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Xssembltng Yard showing 3 4 Grand Union Layout designed for
Toron'o Tra-sr^ortation Con^mission

TISCO
Special Trackwork

Our facilities for the production of this

work are of the highest order. What-
ever traffic conditions may be, we are

prepared to design the proper track-

work. Our experience embraces all

the stages of street railway develop-

ment, and engineers are invited to

avail themselves of it. The use of

Tisco Manganese stljel for trackwork
originated in this company ; we have

developed its use to an unusually high

degree of perfection.

Wm. Wharton Jr. & Co., Inc.
Easton, Pa.

Taylor-Wharton Iron & Steel Co. Wm. Wharton Jr. & Co. Tioga Steal & Iron Co.
Plant at High BridEC, N. .1. I'lant at Raxton. l»a. I'lant at Fhiladelphia. Pa.

Mang-anese S'ci Sp-^eial Ti-Mfltwork Hammered and Pressed
Wearing Parts Cylindere for Gaues Forcings

Phila. Roll & Machine Co.
riant at riilladolphia. Pa.

Ro Is and Rollins
Mill Machinery

R. H.^

TAYLOR REDUCED HEIGHT TRUCK
S. ""™ A.

TAYLOR STRAIGHT ACTION BRAKE

SMOOTH RIDING
LOW MAINTENANCE COST—Absolute Safety

Center Plate Height 22^4 in. with 26 in. Diam. Wheels

For Modern Low Level Double Truck Cars, the Taylor R. H. Truck, equipped with Taylor S. A. Brake,
with large diameter hard steel pins, will provide the best possible service results from every standpoint.

TAYLOR ELECTRIC TRUCK CO., TROY, N. Y.
SPECIFICATIONS ON REQUEST Established 1892 SEND FOR PORTFOLIO
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ELRECO TUBULAR POLES

..^s^^***^^^^.

/ / THE CMAMrCREO JOINT

COMBINE
LoMrest Cost
Least Maintenance

Lightest Weight I
Greatest Adaptability I

Catalog complete with engineering- data sent on request.

miiiiniiiiiii

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO g

New York City. 30 Church Street I
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiinii,i,„i„„|„„„„„,| J

3 I

Am
Electric Railway

fif^ Automatic

Sisnal*

for Accessibility
and Reliability
car j«s5 JuMoo incj^ig

"American"
/IfNSVLAnNG

rhiladelphia. New Yerk, Paris,Bii(Imiii

Sale* Agent*:

Electric Service Supplies Co.
Philadelphia New York Chlcaro
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AMELECTRIC PRODUCTS |

BARE COPPER WIRE AND CABLE |

TROLLEY WIRE I

Be«. U. S. Pat. Office

Ircandescent Lamp Cord

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
AND CABLE

PAPER INSULATED
UNDERGROUND CABLE

MAGNET WIRE

/Xmerican electrical works I

PHILLIPSDALE, R. I. |

BoitiJn, 176 Federal; Chicace, 112 W. Adami; 1
ClnoloiuU, Tnctloo Bldg. ; New York. ISt B. 43nd St. i

•iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiirii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiS
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Shaw Lightning Arresters |

Standard in the Electric Industries f

for 35 years |

Henry M. Shaw I

ISO Coit St., Irvington, Newark, N. J. |
irHiiliiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii iiniiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiriiriuiiiiiiiriririiiiiiiiiii iiiiiitiiiMMtimiii^
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Chapman
Automatic Signals
Charles N. Wood Co., Boston
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r 1

ft
= e anaconda copper
Ik mining company
E^anway BuiMini;. Chicago. lU.

THE AMERICAN
BRASS COMPANY

General OfficcB:_\\'aterbury, Conn.
-.iniiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiitititititiiii iiiiiiiiitiiiiniiiiDiniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiitiiiiitititiiiiiiii iiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiMiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiin
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ROEBLING
WELDING CABLE |

electrical WIRES and CABLES
|John A. RoeblinK's Sons Company, Trenton, N. J. |

.^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiriiiriMmiiiiiiiMiiiiriiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiinniniiiiii iiiiiiiriiiiiiii"i"il

DUNDEE "A" AND "B" FRICTIDN TAPES

are

Okonite

Products

'Nuff Said!

I *V rlte for SamplM and Clrrularg

I The Okonite Co., Passaic, N. J.

I Incorpomted 1884
= Bttet OBUm: Nev York—Atlanta—PUttlnrel'—Son FrmtUn
5 Atmtt: Central Electric Co.. Chicago, III.; reUtlwell-Aadrem
S Co., Boaton. Mail. ; The V. D. I^nrrenoa Electric do., Clo- ^
= clnnatl. Ohio; Norelty Eledrla Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
= CanadioK Repretentativrt: Enslneerinc Materlali Llmlled. MontraaL
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiuii ri i itiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iniiiiiiiiiii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiR
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MiiiiiMiintiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiniiiiiiiiinniiriiniiiiniiiununiiiiiiNrniinniiiiiiiiMiiMinunnuiiMMiiiitiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuim

Standard Underground Cable Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Manufa<Hurers of
Coppw, Brass, Bronx* Wlrw, Rods, Tubos
Coppsr Clad Stool WIrs
Insulatod WIr* of all kinds
Load Cevorsd and Armorod Cablos
Cabis Tormlnals, Junction Beias, otc,

Boston, Wasblnrton. Philadelphia, Pitlaburgh. Seattle, Oiieaco,
New York. Atlanta. San Tranciaco. Detroit. Loa Angelea. St. Louis

'•llllliniriiiriiiitill)iiitirilllMliiitlilliniiiiiiiiilllllliiiliiiiiiitiMliliMiiitiliiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitMi>itiinirinilliiiiitimnili(limri>i

iiiiiii! Hi<i"<i"""iiiii>iui lUiMiiiiiriiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMitiiiiiiim riiiiiiiiiiiiiimrniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiin

ramapo ajax corporation
S Ramapo Automatic
I Rotum Switch
I Stands
= for Passing
§ Sidinca

RACC«r
TMAOt MAAM

RACOR T*« Rail
^Special Work.

Manfanoos
Constructloa

I I GENERAL OFFICES HIIXBURN. NEW YORK
I Chicago New York Supertor. Wis. Niagara Falls. M. T.

I Canadian Bamapo Iroa WorkA Ltd., Nlacara Falla, Out.

Tillllllllllll|IMIIIIIIMIIIIIII|v'MIIIMIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIII1inrillllllllMlllllltl**M||||||||||||tHMIIIIIIIIIIIIMIltl(IIMIIIini<initlllllllinHimiMI

= i

gllliiiiitiiiMMliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllilllilliniiiimiiiiiiiiiMllllllllillMlHllliliillHHliliiiiiiiiiHiiiiuiiniiiMMMiiinniiiiuiinHiiiiir;

Hubbard Trolley Pole Bands '

Made of Open Hearth Steel.
OalTanlsed by the Double-

SpUt

I Pittsburgh

Dip process.
Tour best Insurance for long
senrice and durabilitr.

A$k Tour Jobber

HUBBARD & COMPANY
8oUd

Chicaito
•niniiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiuiuiMniinHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiniiiiniminiiniiniiiinniniiinniininninimmnnnniiinniniiniiiiiiiiiiii
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aiiiiiiiMiitiiiniNiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiMiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiriiiiiiiiriMiiiiiiii iitiiiiiitiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiir. niimiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililillillitiiiiiHiiiiii

Lorain Special Trackwork
Girder Rails

Electrically Welded Joints

THE LORAIN STEEL COMPANY
Johnstown, Pa.

I SaleM O/RceM:

I Atlanta Chicago Cleveland New York
Philadelphia Pittsburgh |

i PaeUic Coa*t Reprewentativt

:

=

I United States Steel Products Company p
I Los Angeles Portland San Francisco Seattle §

I Export Representative: |
I United States Steel Products Company, New York, N. Y. |

^iiliiinrillimiiillllllilllli uiiriiiiiiiiiiullltllilllliri l ijirllillltlliJliiiiiriiiiiiMiiilliriiJiiiiiiiililliillllllllliiiilillllillilli

MiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiirniiiitii)iiiiiiiri[iiliiniiniiiirniiiiiiiiMiniiiiiiiiiiiii<iiiiiiiMiiiiiliij

(^^jEs^i^(©SSl

Carive^e Steel C^^^p
'-'/•'

American
Rail Bonds

CROWN
UNITED STATES
TWIN TERMINAL
SOLDER
TRIPLEX

Arc Weld and Flame Weld

Send for ntto

Rail Bond Book

American Steel &Wire
CompanyCHICAGO

NBW YORK

liiiiiiiiii miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiu iiuiiii iiiiiiiiiinrii iiiiiiiniiiiiiii iii iiiiiiiiiiiiir?

gnu iiiiniiii nil iiniiiiiiii ii i iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii ii mill iiiim i nil"!

BARBOUR-STOCKWELL CO.
205 Broadway, Cambridseport, Mass.

Established 1858

Manufacturers of

Special Work for Street Railway*

Frogs, Crossings, Switches and Mates

Turnouts and Cross Connections

Kerwin Portable Crossovers

Balkwill AHiculated Cast Manganese Crossings

!iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiniiiiia

Siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiig

Bethlehem Products for

I Electric Railways

I
ESTIMATES PROMPTLY FURNISHED

|

I I
SiHiiMiiiimiHiiiiiiiiiiniiin iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiii niiiiii iiiin n

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuit niim iiiiiiiiiiiii 1 Miiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiM mil i mil mil v

j AUTOMATIC SIGNALS
I Highway Crossing Bells

^ Solid Mansanefe Tongue Swltcb. Dealgo 905 i

i Frogs, Switches, Special Trackwork, Rails, Car Wheels, Gear =
= Blanks, Axles, Armature Shafts, Splice Bars, Bolts, Spikss, and i
I Track Accessories. 1

I BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY
|

I General Offices: Bethlehem, Pa. !
= Salei Onm In the rollowlng Cltlia: §
i New York Boitoo Philadelphia Baltimore Waihinxton Atlants PlUabixh =
= BiiTala CImeland Clnclonatl Detroit Chloaio SL LauIi Ssn TisnelMS |
^iiiillliriiliili:iiiiiiliiririiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiniiliiiiiiiiinniiiiiitiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiitiiltii!aiutiiiuiiiiliiHllll5

eniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir.

Headway Recorders

I Flasher Relays

I NACHOD SIGNAL COMPANY. INC.
i LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.

rjiiniiiim iiiiiiiiiriiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiutiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiiiitiii>iiniiiiiii.'miiiiitiiiiiiiiTimiMiiii3

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"

I I A Single Segment or a Complete Conunutator
= i Is tvimed out with eausl care in our shopa. The orders ws Sll
= = dllter only in magnitude: small orders command our utmost cars
= 1 and skill just as do large orders. CAMERON qnsUty applies to
i .

= vrerj coil or segment that we can make, ae well as to ersry
= = (njmmuialor we build. That'a wtu tw many electric railway men
i § rely absolutely on our name.

GOD WI N STE EL
PAVING GUARDS

i Adapted to all types

I of rails and
I paving.

I W. S. GODWIN CO.. Ine

.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiii>iiiii"i"iiii'"iii'iiniiii>iii"i>i<iiii"

Proven by
ssryise to
economically pre-

vent seepage and
disintegration of

street railway paving.

fFrite for Illustrated

Catalog No. 20.
Race A McComas Sts.,

Bsltimore, Md.

I Cameron Electrical Mfg. Co.. Ansonia, Connecticut |

^iiiiiniiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiS

jiiiiiiiiMiiiiiriiiMiiiiiniiiiriMiniiiniiiMiiillliliiilliiiiiiMMniililllliiliiilliiHiiilniinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiit/tiiiiiiiiiiiMiliiiiliiiir,

THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY IMPROVEMENT CO.
I CLeVELANO. OHIO
'.nniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiuii?
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iiiimiiiiiHiiiiiiiiii I iiiiiiiiirliiiitiriiiil iiiiiiiiillllllillliill {iriiiiiiiriiiliiliiiiiMriiirilliiiiilllliillllliiiniii'. ^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiijllllillllllliiiliiliiiiiiiiirliiilllliiiiillimiiiii iliiiii iiiiiiiii nil iniliiiliiilllllllliinllllllllillllllllll!!
|{Tlllltllll

Reg. t. K, fat. Ufl.

ELECTRICAL INSULATION

Micanite armature and com-
mutator insulation, commu-
tator segments and rings,
plate, tubes, etc.. Empire oiled

insula ting materials ; Linotape

;

Kablak: Mico; and other
products—for the electrical

insulating requirements of the

railway.

Catalogs will gladly be furnished

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY
Sole Manujaclurers of Micanite

Established 1893

M Church St., New York S42 So. Dearborn St., Chieato
Workai Schanactady, N. Y.

8-F

THE WORLD'S STANDARD

"IRVINGTON"
Black and Yellow

Varnished Silk, Varnished Cambric, Varnished Paper

Irr-O-Slot Insulation Flexible Varnished Tubing

Insulating Varnishes and Compounds

I Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co.
Irvington, N. J.

i Sales Representatives in the Principal Cities

^'iiiiiMiniiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiniiMiiiiiitMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiitiMiiiniiiiiE

illlllllHmlllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIHIUIIIIllllllllllllUIIINIIIIIIIIIIHItllllll uniiiiiiiiHitiiimiiiiHitiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiijiHmM

Use only Awebco Tape on your Armatures
Field Coils have better protection when wound with

•AWEBCO Tape." Send for samples.

ANCHOR WEBBING COMPANY
300 Brook Street. Pawtvicket. Rhode Island

qiimiiiimiiiiinniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiHiiMmiiiiinMuiiiiiiiirnnnnnjMMMMiiiiiiiiiinnniMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiirniiiiMMiiinniHimiiinu •iiiiiiMiiiiiiiinutHiiiiitiiiinitiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiHiiHMMMir

luiimuiiiuiniiimuiiiiiiiiiutiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiNiiiiin

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
Builders since 1868 of

Water Tube Boilers
of continuing reliability

85 Liberty Street, New York

Makers of Steam Superheaters

since 1898 and of Chain Grate

Stokers since 1893
BRANCH OFFICES

Boston. 49 Federal Street
Philadelphia, North American Building
Pittsburgh, Farmers Deposit Bank Building
Clbveland, Guardian Building
Chicago. Marquette Building
Cincinnati. Traction Building
Atlanta, Candler Building
Phoenix. Ariz., Heard Building
Dallas, Tbsx^ 2001 Magnolia Building
Honolulu, Hi T., Castle & Cooke Building
Portland^ Ore., 805 Gasco Building

WORKS
Eayonne, N. J.

Barberton, Ohio

BRANCH OFFICES
Detroit. Ford Building
New Oblbans. 521-5 Baronne Street
Houston, Texas, Southern Pacific Building
Denver, 435 Seventeenth Street
Salt L,akg Citt, 705-6 Kcarns Building
San Francisco. Sheldon Building
Los Angeles. 404-6 Central Building
Seattlb, L. C, Smith Building
Havana, Cuba, Calle de Aguiar 104
San Juan. Porto Rico. Royal Bank Building

iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiniiiiiiiintiiiiiiiiiniiiiiinininiiiniiiiiiiiniiHiiiiimiiiiiiimniiniiiiiiminiiiiiinii nimnMniiitmiiiiiimimiH

£tlllllllllllllltltlIlinilMIIIIIIMMMMIimillllllllllUllllinilllllllllllllllllllllllHIIMIIIIIIII1llillllllllllllllMlllllllllllltllllMllllllllllllllltll*i 9lliniltllllllMlltlllMIIIIIII.IIIIIIIIIIHIIMIIIIIIIMIIIMMIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiniMMIIIIIIItllilllllllllHIIIIMMIIIIIi;i

Standard of

Quality
Quality is the total of
KOud materials and care-
ful manufacture.
That Is why. tor 40
years, manufacturers of
electrical apparatus have
foand HOPE tapes to be
the Standard of Quality.

Let uH aend yon the
HOPE Sample Booklet

Electric Tape ^^

I
OXYGEN, ACETYLENE, HYDROGEN

I for cutting, welding, etc.

I Quick shipment and low prices also on cylinders, valves,

I torches, regulators and supplies.

I INTERNATIONAL OXYGEN COMPANY
i Main Offices : Newark, N. J.

New Tork Plttsburrh Toledo

HOPE WEBBING COMPANY, inc.
PROVIDENCE, _ RHODE ISLAND~

ChlasKON«w York Ttor

I
Branch omcea:

,liitiilllllliMillliiiiiitiiiiiiMiliMiitiiiiiitinMiiiiiiiitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiniitiiitMiiiiMnm.iiiiiMM

UIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIII MIIIIMIIinillMIIMIIIIIIItlMIIMIIIIiniMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMIIMI Illllllllllllllllll IIIMIIilllMMItlllHIIMIM

ALUMINO-THERMIC
JOINTS

I I New and independent process. No inserts needed.

I I Up-to-date and economical.

I I AIumino-Thermlc Corp., Roselle Park, N. J.

!iiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiniiiniMniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiin niiiiiiinniiiiiiiiniimiiuiiiiiiiii n iiiiiiiiii miiiiiiiiiiiiii iiE TiniHniiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiMtiiiiiiin tniiniiiiiiiiininiini
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flllllltllinillllliiiiuiiniliiriiitnniiiiiiitiuiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiitiiniillliilliiilliniilliniMllllllllluiiiilliliiuiriuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllt:^ ^iiiiMiiiriiirillllllllluilihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliitniiiiiinllihiiiiiiiliilliliii:inliililiililiiiiilllllllllllllliiilitirii:iiillilliii'Miiiliilllllllltltlll|i

Both our latest single

and double registers

are now equipped

for electric as well as

mechanical hand or

foot operation.

OHMER I

I
FARE REGISTERS

|

I They indicate and record the exact amount of each |

I transaction. They place the sale of transportation on |

I a strictly business basis. |

I We manufacture Indicating and Recording Fare Reg- I

I isters, Receipt Issuing Taximeters, and Fare Boxes, i

I
OHMER FARE REGISTER CO. I

I Dayton, Ohio |

fiiiiiiiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

aiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiir iiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir iiriiiiiii mil iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ri

[JOHNSON ^:^\
Adjustable I

Tbe best changer on the market. E
Can be adjusted by the conductor to |throw out a varyincr ouBber of s
coins, necessary to meet cbanfes in -
rates of fares. |

Flexible I

Eiach barrel a separate unit, permit- |
tinr the conductor to interchange E
the barrels to suit his personal re- s
quirements, and to facilitate the ad- =
dition of extra barrels. =

JOHNSON FARE BOX COMPANY
Ravenswood, Chicago, 111.

|

%iiiiiniiiiititiHUMiiiniiuiiitiiirinMiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiii<iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiUB

^<<inni(iiiiiiiMiuiiiir(iiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiMi)iiititiiiiiiniiriiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiii(iiiiiiiiiniriiiMM tiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiinMiiiia

S'J'* PNEUMATrC DoOROpERATOrIS
CONSOLIDATED CAR-HEATING 6<- -

CHKlifNEW YORK ALOANV,N-V.

KiiiiiiiHiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiininiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'

iimiiunHiiiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiMMiniiiiiuiiiiiini'i'^

HALE-KILBURN I

CAR SEATS
ac s

I For Every Class of Service I
1 s

I General Office* and Works: Philadelphia |

I Offices! New York, Chlearo, St. Louis, Washington, Sao Fraadsco |
^iHiiiiiiiiimiMiiinHiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiimiiinHiniHiiiniiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiHiiiiiu^^

Double Register

I
Full Electric

Operation of

Fare Registers

I A completely satisfactory fare registra-

1 tion system is one that has the confidence

I of the public, the conductor and the

I accounting department. The simplicity

I and accuracy of International Registers I

I maintained for more than thirty years, is |

I combined in the later types with the |

I extra speed and convenience of electric I

I operation. |

I The International Register Co. |

I 15 South Throop St., Chicago i

I Exclusive Selling Agents for HEEREN Enamel Badgss I

aiuiiiliiiiiiiiitiHtiiiiiiiiiiiiiMtillliiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiinHiiinniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiniiiiiiiiiiiiMliiiiiiiiitiiiiliiiinillliiup

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiir

I HIGH SPEED MONEY CHANGERS

1924 model
—w i t h o u t

r i e t 1 —
ready for
delhrery

Supplied in

one or four
tube Combi-
nations

i Essential whererrer the rapid and accurate handling of dlsage Is i
E required. Mow included in the standard equipment of larseM Trao- i
I tion Companies because conductors demand them. S

i Prices and Literatare merit on re^asst i

I
J. L, GALEF, 75 Chambers St., N, Y. CL |

I KxeloslTe Mannfaetorer's Selllag AgtBt |
nitiiiiiiinitii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii(iMiiiiiiiiiiinMiiiiiiiiic

^inillllHIIIIlllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilimMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIUIIIIIIiiiii^

Direct |

Automatic |

Registration
Br tks i

Passengers I

Rooke Automatic |
Register Co. I
Provldonca. R. I. i

nilllllllllMIIIIIMIIIIIHMIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIininilllllllllllllllllii">i*>l||l|H|||||||in||||||||||||||llllltlllllltlllllllllHIHHIIHIUmi

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Illlllllllllllllll>4

I 75% of the electric railways

I? ai

B-V Punches
S—i 'or Catalog

I BONNEY-VEHSLACE TOM. CO.. Novas*. N. J. ^^^^..--^ i

SuuiuuiuuiiiuiiiiiniitiiiiiiiiiiiiUiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiHiui^
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IIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIUIIIUIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIMIUIHIIIyllllllllllllHIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIUIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinilllllllHIMUJIIIIIIIIinilllinMIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^

HERE'S A GOOD SUGGESTION
p. T. L. Inspectors are located in all the large production centers throughout the country, and can f

therefore, render a thorough, progressive inspection of all electric railway materials you purchase

—

|

such as cars, girder rails, track fastenings, transmission towers, high tension cable, creosoted cross ties |

creosoted poles for transmission work, etc. |

These men are thoroughly familiar with shop practice and manufacturing methods, and their work f

is absolutely dependable.

Our btdletin 28 gives all the facts—write for your copy now.

PITTSBURGH TESTING LABORATORY
Inspection Engineers and Chemists

PITTSBURGH, PENNA. NEW YORK: 30 Church St.

BRANCH OFFICES IN I
Chicago Cleveland Cincinnati Little Rock PhUadelphia DetivU i

St. Lools Birmingham Raleigh Buffalo Dallas i
iHiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiniiiiniintiiiMMiHiiiiiMiiiiiiitinminHimiiinHiintiinnniriiiiiiririHinniiMiiMNiiMiiiiiiiriiiMMinnnniintiiinnntinMriMniitiiiiiiiinniinHtiMuMiniiiitiiiMtiiiiiiMtiiitnnniitiiM

fjiiiitiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiriiitiiiiiiitiiniMiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiriiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiK

i B. A. EBOEJMAN, Jr., President C. C. CASTUB, rint Tle«-Pn>ldent 1
= H. A. EEX3EMAN. Vlce-Pre«. «nd Treu. V. T. SABQENT. SecnUry =

I W. C. PBTERS, Manner Selee end aigineerlng. i

I National Railway Appliance Co. I

I Grand Central Terminal, 4S2 Lexlnston Ave., Cor. 4fith St., New York |

I Hunaey Bldr.. Washington. D. C. 100 Boylstoa St.. Boston. ICass. §
i Hegeman-Castle Corporation, Railway Exchange Building. Chicago. |

I RAILWAY SUPPLIES I

^iiiiiiiiiiiiinni:iiiitiiiMiirniiiiiiiirniiiiiiliiiiiriiniiniiiiiniiiiiiniiiilillt)illllnliiHinliiiininiliiiniilliilllliHini)iiiiiiiiimmttllll^

Tool steel Gears and Pinions
Bell Locked Fare Box and

Change Maker
The Aluminum Field Coils
Truck and Car Repair Parts
Cutler-Hammer Electric

Heaters
Pittsburgh Forge & Iron Co.'s

Products
Genesco Paint Oils
B. Z. Car Control Corpora-

tion's Safety Devices
Garland Ventilators
Flaxlinum Insulation
Yellow Coach MJg. Co.'s

Single and Dontua Deck
. Busses

Economy Electric DevicesCo .'s

Power Saving and Inspec-
tion Meters

Anglo-American Varnish Co..
Varnishes. Enamels, etc.

Gilmer Multiple Safety Step
Treads

National Hand Holds
Ft. Pitt Spring Ji Jffg. Co..

Springs
Turnstile Car Corporation's

Turnstiles
Anderson Slack Adjusters
Feasible Drop Brake SiaMs
Dunham Hopper Door Device

Play for safety—
plus resiliency—

plus long life

By specifying

FORT PITT SPRINGS
FORT PITT SPRING &

MFG. CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

^illllHlliiilltllllirintiritltliniluillillllllllllllllllllllllfiriilllliltlllllililllMltiilililiiiiiliiiiiiiiiniiriiiiniitiiiinnifriiiiitiMtiMiitillliHii ^riiiiiiii tir iiiiiitiriiii tiiiiiinniiiiiMinrniiMiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiittiiriii i i rii iiiiiniiiK

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiits SIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllillllllllllllllllltllllllltlllllllllllltllllllllllllHIIIIIIMIIItllltllirilllinitllltltllltlllinillMIIIIIlllltlllllllK;

I THB BKT TKDBS PLANK KLCCTKIC HKATKB ETKB PBODCCKD |

We make a specialty of

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
LUBRICATION
We solicit a test of TULC

on your equipment

The Universal Lubricating Co.
Cleveland. Ohio

Talc, Inc., Eastern Representative.
1617 Gotham National Bank Bldg., New York Oltj

fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^iuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniS

dllllllllllllllllllitllliilillliiii)irii!iiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiii)MinilliniirilililliiMiiiiiiltllliiliiniiniMiiinntMnniiiniiniiinliniii

I HASKELITE and PLYMETL
i used in street ear building result in a construction which is

I stronger and lighter, more silent and comfortable than any other

g material. The experience of hundreds of Bus and Street Car builders
1 testify this.

1 Recently the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company used
1 7,000 square feet of Mahogany faced HASKELITE..plywood for In-

I terior linings in the building of eight De Luxe Interurban can.

I HASKELITE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
I 133 W. Washington St., Chicago, III.

^iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitititiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiniiiiiiuMiHniniinniHiiiiiR

miiiiiiiiii iniiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

No.

478E
GOLD CAR H£ATING A LIGHTING CO^ BROOKLYN. N. Y |

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiMiiuiniMiiiniMiiiiiMiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiMiitiiiiiiiiiMitiHMMrnnnnMntiiirtiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiHi

s aniMiiiniiiMinnniiniNinMntiMiuiiiiiiiiMiiMiiMiiinHiitiiitiiMniiiiiiiiHiiiunntiiiiitiiiiiiiiiititiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiHiiiiii^

I I Let Us Tell You of Our Especially Designed Fare Box for the |

ONE MAN CAR I

^^ywood-^^oAefieM
CAR SEATS

detailed
'description^

— see —
HCar Builders J

VCyclopedia.

of preesed Steel tor ail Classes of Passenger
Service. Rattan for covering seats and tor
smov sweepers.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO.
Factory at Wakefield, Mass.

OfflcM tt New Tork. Ctaiosto. 8so Frsnelloo |
'.4llillliliiliiil)ltlllllluillilliiiiiiiiinnniiiiiiiiiiiii)ninniiniinniiiiititiiiiitininiiiiitiiititiiiiiiiiMiilliliililtlllliiiii)iliiii><*"iH>i»)i1

I THE CLEVELAND FARE BOX COMPANY |

I CleTeland, Ohio
|

I Canadlwi Cleveland Fa.-e Box Co., Ltd., Preston. Ontarl* |

?iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiHM(niiiiiiiniiniiiMiiiHiiiiitiiiinmiiiiiHNminumHiiiiitNiim

ail1ltllltl)llllllllMltlllllMllllltllllllllllllltlllllllIIIII(IIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIItllllltlllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll)IIMHIIIUlMIIIIIII''j

The Most Successful Men in the Electric Railway

I
Industry read the

j ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

I Every Week

riliiffllHiiHiiiiiiiHiHnMMiHiMnHiiinfiinintiiHiiitHniitmimuimimmHiiiiHiinnnitinimnnnniinininnnnimnHmiiiN
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Holtlple Unit Control, doable
truck car lor two-man opera-
tion.

McGUIRE-CUMMINGS
Manufacturing Company

General Offices

111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Street Cars, Trucks

Snow Sweepers
iiiiiniiiiiiininiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iniiiiiiiiifHiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

anniniiiniiiMiniiiiniiiiiiMlit
:j|liiririiiiiiiitiiniiiitir<iiiliiiimiiii:MiiriiiiriiniMltiiitlMiii)itiritiMitiiniiiiiiniitliMliiMiiniiiiiiM>iiuiitiiir iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii-

Defective Wheels
Corrected While They Run

WHEEL TRUING
BRAKE SHOES

—keep your cars and wQeelg in
service. Abrasive blocks in vari-
ous sections correct iiattenlnff or
wear on any part ot flanse or
tread. Write for booklet.

Wheel TruingBrakeShoe Co.
Detroit, Micli.

Trade Mark—Wheel Tmlnc Brake
Shoe

v<\
^^f,
\^'

MORE-JONES
TIGEP'BRONZE
AXLE & ARMATURE

BEARINGS
strong -touj^h -durable

anti- Frictjonal
economical

iN-'*...

^iiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiniiiiniiiMiiiiniiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiimiiiiuiiniriiiiiiiiiuc

u iiiiitni iiiiiiMiiiiiiiimiiiiiiit iiiiiitiiiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiitiiiiiiiiriiitiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii|^

/nORE-JONES BRASS A/iETALCO
ST. LOUIS MISSOURI

~.iniiMMihiMMMHiiitiiiii!iiiNriiiiiii)iiiiitiiiii)iiiniiiiiiiniiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiitiiiMiiMiiiii>iiiiiiiiiiiMiniiiiii<iii(B

uiiniMiinnMnHHin:iMiniiHinnMiiMiMMMiiiiiNMiiiiiMiiiiitiiiiiMiiniMiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiinMiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

I
^ig^ Car Heating and Ventilation

j
1 j^^ Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels

= — ffiW^ -s are two ot the winter problemB that Tou mast = = ^

PS
IIJIJJ.L

are two ot tile winter problems that you must
settle without delay. We can show you how =
to take care of both, with on* equipment. =
Now is the time to ret your cars ready for =
next winter. Write tor details. =

= The Peter Smith Heater Company |

I ^lllllllllllll>^ ' 6209 Hamilton Ave., Detroit, Mich. |

fiiiiiiii iiniiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I iiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiS

giitiiiiiiitiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiriinniiiiiiMiiiiiiitniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiniriiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiififiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliHfijiiiiiiiii^

1 SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED TROLLEY CORD §

Trade Mark Bsc. D. 8. Pat. OS. |
I Made of extra quality stodt firmly braided and smootbly flnlilml. |
i Carefully inspected and guaranteed free from flaws. 3

i Samples and information gladly sent. E

I SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS. |
jmiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Miiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiLii iiiriiiiiiiiiii r iriii imiiiir iiiiiimiiiiiitiiriiii

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiillllliiililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiilllllllig

"OSKEUTE"
The Stop Light for street cars. Oper- |
ates from brake system. Details on re- |
quest. I

The Oskel Equipment Co. |

940 McCormick Bldg., Chicago, III.

I bave always been made of en-

1 tirely new metal, which accounts

I for their long life WITHOUT
I INJURY TO THE WIRE. Do
I not be misled by statements of

i large mileage, because a wheel

I that will run too long will dam-

I age the wire. If our catalogue
i does not show the style you

I need, write us—the LARGEST
1 EXCLUSIVE TROLLEY
1 WHEEL MAKERS IN THE
I

WORLD.

I THE STAR BRASS WORKS
I KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S. A.

|
IfmiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiii iiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiniiHir">niiiiiiiiiiiiiii

uiiiiiiii niiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiriiiiii jiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii uiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiimi

I For better Axles Specify

1 "VALSCO"
I HEAT TREATED CAR AXLES
I LACLEDE STEEL CO.
I Arcade Bldg. St. Louis, Mo.

Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiii riiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii -'iiiiiiniiiiir iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"1^
?iiliiiiiilMilll iiliiliiliillliriiiiiiili I "iiiiiil I nil iiiiiil iiiiiiriiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiJirilillliilllllllli:

jiiiiiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiNitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiirii^- |'

I pAIUWAmfTIUIT\{ f;OMPAW<
I CAR COMFORT WITH HEATERS

IJ'Tll J
"TV REGULATORS

iiliiiiiiiMiiillliilliliiMiillirinMiiiiiiiliilliliiiliiillllllllllllliilliillinillllil iiiiMiiiiiiiMiuilflllliniiiiliiMillllllilliiiiliillllillllli-

EWand RELAYING RAILS

VENTILATORS
mrm

PITTSBURGH - PENNSYLVANIA^

RAIL
lACCESS-l =

CRIES ^

I 141-181 West SSd St.
ChlraEO, nL

ITrite for
Catalogue

1328 Bro<idw«y 1
New York. N. V. i New York Jersey Citv-Philadelphia-Hamilton.O.

..niiiiii I I I iiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiimiiiimiiii riniiiiiiii iiiiiiiniiiiii mimn uiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiMuri: riiiiiiimiiiiiiii fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiillB
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Complete satisfaction

Operating perfectly and requiring

minimum attention for maintenance

and lubrication, Earll Catchers and

Retrievers give genuinely satisfactory

results. Their refinement of design,

and mechanical superiority are sum-

marized in the following five features,

peculiar to Earll construction.

No-wear Check Pawl
Free-Winding Tension Spring

Ratchet Wind
Emergency Release

Perfect Automatic Lubrication

Earll Catchers and Retrievers

C. I. EARLL, York, Pa.

iiiiiiiuiimiinnMiiiinMiiiiimiMMMiiinimiiiriiiMMtiiiMiiuiirirniiiinniMiiuiiMMiiiiniiniMiiiiiimniiiiiiMMinniimiiiiiiiiniiiriiin

aiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiHiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiriiKiiiiiiimitiiiiiMiiiiiiir i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>-.

I
WHY DIXON'S LASTS

I Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint owes its longevity to the

I vehicle used, boiled linseed oil, and the peculiar pigment,

I flake silica-graphite. It is an accepted fact that the best

I vehicle for protective paint is linseed oil.

i A paint will last only as long as the vehicle stands up.

I That is the reason Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint costs

I more per gallon—only pure boiled linseed oil is used.

I The pigment in Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint is a I

I peculiar natural combination of silica and flake graphite. |

I Silica provides the necessary wear-resisting qualities to |

I the pigment while the flake graphite imparts its water- |

I repellent. |

i Write for our Booklet-B, "The Philosophy i
= of Protective Paint." It shows clearly |
I how and why Dixon's Silica-Graphite f
I Paint is the cheapest per year of service. |

I JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY
I JERSEY CITY, N. J. Established 1827 |

^MIIIMiM-UMIIJMMIIIIIIMIinillMllinilllHIIMMHHIinitlllllinillllllllllUlllllllllllltllUlllllllllllllllllltllllllllNIIIIJIIUIIItlllMlltlllUlli

ailllilllMIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

i i ^^^rfl^t"^ Gets Every Fare
PEREY TURNSTILES

or PASSIMETERS
Cs« tkesB In row rrspayncnt Areas and

8tn«t Oars

Perey Manufacturing Co., Ina
101 Park Avenue, New York City

'(ll»<l illlt IIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIimiMIIIIIHItllllltlUIIIIIMiitllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHHIIHIIIIHimniim

I ^iliiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiniMiiiMiiiirnMiiMnniiiiiiMiiMiiMiiiiniiMiiiiiinntiiiiitiiifiMiiMMMiniiiMMiiiiMiniiMiiiiiiKiiiniriiiiMniiniui*.-

STUCKI I

SIDE I

BEARINGS!
A. STUCKI CO. I
Oliver Bld(. I

Pittsburfh, Pa. |
£

.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiii iiiiniiiiuiiiiiiiiiniMiimrasiM

nmilllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllUIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllllltllltlllMllllllllillllHIilillllllllllltlllllllllllllllllMltllltllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIItKIS tjlllllllllllllllllllllMIMIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiii tltllllltlllllMIIItinilllllllllllltlliniiniiritlllinillllllltllliritlMt IlllltmiV

lll(iiiliiiiiiiMiiiiMiii«iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiMiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiniiiiMiiMiliilllllitmirtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitMiiiiiiiiiijt

N_| STOP SIGNAL
lai Simple in Operation, Instal-Simple in Operation,

lation and Maintenance

Canadian Btpraentativt:
Railway A Power Bn(. Corp..

Toronto, Ontario

The Nichols-Lintern Co.
7B60 Lorain Ave.. Clavaland, OUe

uimniiinuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiMiii.iin

llllllMlllulHlllliillilllilllliiMiiiiMiiiMilliiiiiiitiMiiiiiiiiniiuniiiMinniiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiniiiitiiitiiititilltllllllllllilluillllllllllim

PANELYTE
HEADLININGS

THE PANELYTE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.

HIUUmMllllllllllllinillllllMIIIIMMMtllllllllllPMIIItlllllllllMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIItllMltllilllMHIIMMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIinilMinni

CHILLINGWORTH
One-Piece Gear Case*

Seamleaa—RI*eUess—Ucbt Wsiskt
Best for Service—Durability and

Economy. Writa Um.

Chillingworth Mfg. Co.
Jersey City. N. J.

SnHriiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiHHitiiiiiiitniiiiituiiHiiiiiiHMiiintiiitiiiMtiiMiiitiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwiniHMiiNi

inilllillHiliiiiiiiMiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilintinnfitiiiHtiriiiiiiniiiMHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitititMiniitiniiMtititituiiiiiMniiiiiiiimii

"Axle SprrlHll.U SInre IMM"
Address all Mall to Post Offlrr Rni Sin. Richmond, Ta,

CAR AXLES
J. R. JOHNSON AND CO., INC.

FORGED STEEL AXLES
For Locametives, Passenger, FralthI and Electric Car*

Smooth Ponced or R«o(h Torned—Tarhon or Alloy M«al—Plala ar
Heat Treated. Forced and Turnrd rinton Rods, <>mak Ptaa, Imiw

8hsrti>. Roiinii Kara. etc.

.linillllHMHIIIIimilllllMIIIIIIMIMIIIHIIHIIIIIIIimillllllMllltlMdIimMIIIHMIIMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIInllHinmHIl
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POSITIONS VACANT
YOUNG man of tecimical training in civil

or electrical engineering and possessing
some knowledge of street railway opera-
tion wanted. Must furnish reference and
complete statement of experience. An
excellent executive opportunity with rap-
idly growing street railway system in th»
Middle West. Triflers need not apply.
P-739, Electric Railway Journal, Old
Colony Bldg., Chicago, 111.

POSITIONS WANTED
EXECUTIVE. Urban and interurban. Wide

successful experience in all departments
of construction and operation. PW-74n,
Electric Railway Journal, Leader-News
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

MASTER mechanic wishes position ; over
20 years' experience on large city and
interurban enuipments and shop practice.
Have good record on economical ijiain-
tainance. Available anv time. Age 40.

PW-741, Electric Railway Journal, 10th
Ave. at 36th St., New York.

TRACK supervisor, experienced in both city
and high speed lines, desires similar posi-
tion anywhere. PW-74 2, Electric Railway
Journal, Leader-News Bldg., Cleveland,
Ohio.

SPECIAL SERVICE

EfRctent and Systematic Traffic Insnection,
Traffic checking, schedule making. Register

inspection a specialty. Rates reasonable.
United Inspectlonal Service, P. O. Box
565, Newark, N. J.

^IMIIIHIMIitlllHIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllllHIIIItlilllltllllllHIIIIIHMmilMIMIIIIIIIHIMIIIIMU

I FOB SAX.E
I

I
8—GE K-35-G-2 Controllers, |

I complete.
|

[
1—Birney Safety Car, fully I

I equipped.
|

I
4—GE-74 Railway Motors. I

i 4—WH-307 Railway Motors, i

j 4—WH-306-CA Railway Mo- |

I tors.
I

I Herring Utilities Equipment Co.
I 7 East 42nd St., New York I

%tl*«tHIIMIIHMIMIIItlltlll)IMIII

.•IIIIIMintlllllttllllllltKKMMIINIIIIM

• llli IIIMMIIHIIIHI'

lllltlltllHIIIIIIM

i The Searchlight

I
Advertising in

I
This Paper

I is read by men whose success de-

I
pends upon thorough knowledge

I of means to an end—whether it

I be the securing of a good second-

I hand piece of apparatus at a mod-

I erate price, or an expert employee.

I

The Best Proof
I of this is the variety of this jour-

I
nal's Searchlight ads. Without a

I constant and appreciable demand

I
for such machinery or services, by

I
its readers, the market-place which

I
these advertisements represent

I could not exist for any length of

I
time.

I /Ire you using the Searchlight Seetiont

In Small Lots
As Well As Large

THERE is a class of rail buyers, occasionally in need of only
small tonnages, who are paying a premium on their pur-
chases elsewhere because they believe that we do not seek

their patronage.

We maintain a large organization to give efficient service on small

orders. Our tremendous volume gives us unequaled buying power and
saves our clients money regardless of the tonnage required.

Immense stocks at strategic distributing points provide complete
assortments near you. This adds a saving in freight to our already

unbeatable prices.

Next time you need rails, let vm know your requirements.

We guarantee tlie tame prompt, efflcient service to all.

HYMAN-MICHAELS COMPANY
"The Houee of Dependable Service"

122 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Dealers in New and Relaying Rails,

Locomotives and Railway Equipment

District Offices: New York, Woolworth Bldg.;
St. Louis, Railway Exchange Bldg.; Pittsburgh, First Nat'l Bank Bldg.;

San Francisco, 234 Steuart St.

Yards: St. Louis, East Chicago, Ind., McKee's Rocks, Pa., San Francisco.

Cable Address: "Hymanmiker*
World's Largest Distributors of Raits

IIMIIIMIIIIIIMIIIMIIH

FOR SALE

Westinghouse Motors General Electric Motors
2-1—101-B-2S
8—306s
12—307s

30 K-6s
10 K-lls

Controllers

12—2008
8—201-Hs

40—808
24—74s

24 K-2g-Bs
8 K-35s

J. W, GERKE, 303 Fifth Avenue, New York City

lllllllllllllltllHIIIIIHI •IIIIHIII

For Sale—Built in 1920
2—Kuhlman Semi-Steel Interurban

Cars, Passenger, Smoker and
Baggage.

Length 54-ft. 7^4 -in.; width 8-ft. 6-I11.

Prill 27 MCB 2 Trucks.
4 G. E. 203 motors. Complete.

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO
Commonwealth Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

illtill,ill«ll,ii, till, lllllfilltlll,,, till,,,,, lit, I, I, II, 1,1,11,111,1,111, fill. ..Hiun.
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II, I, II 1,1111MlHillHill

T(lilHU«i,ll,l,llll,ll,ll, 111,1,1111 IIIIMMMMIIII

RAILS
New

FROGS
SWITCHES
SPLICE BARS

BOLTS
NUTS
TIE PLATES
RAIL
BRACES

slcnjin^

All Rails and
Track Mate-
rials shipped
subject to in-

spection and
approval at
destination.

'JS\'lerCo.
PITTSBURGH-PA
NEW VORK

I FOB SALB

3 White "50"

Motor
Coaches
10 months old

I Kuhlman 25-passenger bodies. Run

I
15,000 miles. Original tires still

i operating. Will be painted, lettered

I and fitted with new tires. Owners

I lost franchise.

Code "BULO"

Transit Equipment Co.
I Cars^Motors
I 501 Filth Avenue, New Toi*
^«HMMIIII>IIIIMMtMltllMMIIIHMIIIMIIIIMI<
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry with

Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Adverti^ng in this Issue

AdrertUioe, Street Car
ColUer, Inc., Barron Q.

Air KecelTers, ATtereooIert
Incersoll-Kand Co.

Anchors, Our
Blsc. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Braes Co.
WeaticEhouse Elec. * H. Co.

Armatnre Shop Tools
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Automatic Retorn Switch
Stand
Bamapo AJax Corp.

Automatif Safety Switch
Stands
Bamapo Ajax Corp.

Axles _
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Johnson tc Co., J. B.
Laclede Steel Co.
9t. Louis Car Co.
Taylor Eleo. Truck Co,

Axles, Bns
Standard Steel Co.

Axle btraighteners
ColUiiibia M. W. & Iff. I. Co.

Axles, Car Wheel
Be«ni8 Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Carnegie Steel Co.
Johnson A Co.. J. E.
Taylor Electric Truck Co.
Westinghouse Xlec. A M. Co.

BabbittinK IJevices
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

BnilKeii and Buttons
Elec. Sorrice Supplies Co.
International Kegluler Co.,

The
Batteries, Dry
Nichols-Liniern Co.

Bearings and Bearing Metola
Demia Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

General Klectrio Co.
A. Gilbert & Sons. B. T. Co.
More-Jones Braes A Metal
Co.
Taylor Electric Truck Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

BearlngH, Center and BoUer
Side

Stucki Co..- A.

Bells and Gongs
Brill Co., The J. G.
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

Consolidated Car Heating
Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Benders, Rail
Bailway Track-work Co.

Boiler Tnbes
Nat'l Tube Co.

BoUen
Babcock It Wilcox Go., The
Bond Testers
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Blec. Service Supplies Co.

Bonding Apparatus
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Blec. By. Improvement Co.
Blec. Service Supplies Co.
Indianapolis Swit<j> A Frog
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Bailway Track-work Co.

Bonds, Ball
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Elec. By. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Bailway lYack-work Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A U. Co.
Boxes, Switch
Johns-Pratt Co.
Brackets and Cross Arms

(See also Poles, Ties, Posts
etc.)

American Bridge C*.
Bates Expanded Steel Trass
Co.

Elec. By. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard A Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Brake Adinsters
Nat'l By Appliance Go.
Westlnrhouse Tr. Br. Co.

Brake Shoes
Amer. Brake Shoe A V&rj.
Co.

Barbour-Stockwell Co.

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
ColumbU H. W. A If . I. Co.
Taylor Electric Truck Co.
Wheel Triung Brake Shoe
Co.

Brakes, Brake Systems and
Brake Pans
AlliB-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. Q.
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

General Electric Co.
National Brake Co,
Safety Car Devies Co.
Taylor Electric Truck Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Brashes, Carbon
General EHectric Co.
Jeandron. W. J.
Le Carbone Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A H. Co.

Brush Holders
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. A
J. M.

Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.

Bmshes, Wire Pnenmatlc
Ingereoll-Band Co.

Bnlkheads
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Bankers, Coal
American Bridge Co.

Bases, Motor
Brill Co.. The J. G.
International Motor Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Bushings, Case Hardened and
Manganese

Bemis Car THK-k Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.

Cables
(See Wires and Cables)

Calculating Machines
W. A. Mor8chhan«M»»*

Cambric Tapes. Yellow A
Black Varnish

Irvington Varnish A Ins. Co.

Cambrlo Yellow A Black
Varnish

Mica Insulataor Co.

Carbon Brashes
(See Brashes, Carbon)

Car Flooring
Wheelint? Corrugated Co.

Car Lighting Appsratns
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Car Panel Safety Swltehaa
Consolidated Car Heating
Co.

Westinghouse Blec. A M. Co.

Car Wheels. Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Cars. Damp
Differential Steel Oar Co.,
Inc.

McOuire-Cummings Mfg. Co.
St. Louis Car CJo.

Cars. Oas Rail
St. Louis Car Co.

Cars, Passenger, height
Bxpress, etc.

American Car Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Kuhlman Car Co.. G. C.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co.
National By. Appliance Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Thomas Car Wks.. Perley A.
Wason Mfg. Co.

Cars. Second Hand
Electric Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment (3o.

Cars, Self-Prop«Iled
General Electric (3o.

Castings, Brass, Composition
or Capper

Anderson Mfg. Oo„ A. A
J. M.
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co.

Castings, Fnnnel
Wharton, Jr. A Co., Inc..
Wm.

Castings, Gray Iron and Steal
American Bridge Co
American Steel Foundries
hi nil" Cur Truck Co
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

Castings, Malleable and Braca
Amer, Brake Shoe A FdiT.
Co.

Bemis Car Truck (te.
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley

Earn. C. I.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Wood Co.. Cbas. N.

Catenary Constmctlon
Arcbbold-Brady Ck>.

Change Carriers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Galef. J. L.

Circait Breakers
(General Electric Cc.
Westinghouse Klec. A M. Co.

Clamps and Connectors for
Wires and Cables

Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. M. A
J. M.

£Slec. By. Equipment Co.
Elec. Siervice Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubbard A Co.
WestinghouseElec . A M. Co.

Cleaners and Scrapers, Track
(See also Snow-Plows,
Sweepers and Brooms)

Brill Co., The J. U.
McGuire-Cumming!* Mfg. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Clusters and Sockets
(general Electric Co.

Coal and Ash Handling
^See Conveying and Hoist-
ing Machinery;

Coils. Armature and Field
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

Coil Banding and Winding
Machines

Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

Electric Service Sup. C!o.

Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

Colls. Choke and Kicking
Electric Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. <^.

Coin-Coanling Muchlnec
Cleveland Fare Box Ck>.

Galef. J. L.
International Begister Co.
The

Johnson Fare Box Co.

Coin Sorting Iklachlnes
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Galef. J. L.

Coin Wrappers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Galef. J. L.

Commntator Slotters
Electric Service Supplies (^.
C^neral Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

Conunatator Truing Devlocs
General Electric Co.

Commutators or Parts
Cameron Elec'l Mfg. Co.
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

(^neral Electric C!o.

Westlnebouse Elec. A M. Co.
ConipreSMirs, Air
Allis-Cbalmers Mfg. Co.
General fflectric Co.
Ingersoll-Band Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Compressors. Air, Portable
IngersoU-Rand Co.

Compressors. Gas
Initersoll-Rand Co.

Concrete Reinforcing Bars
Laclede Steel Co.

CondenHCrs
Allis-Cbalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ca.
Ingersoll Band Co.
Weetinghouse Blec. A M. Co
Condensor Papers
Irvintrtoo Varnish A Ins. Co.
Condnlts. Codergronnd
Std. Dnderground Cable Co.

Connectors. Solderless
Westinghouse Elec * M. Co.
Connectors. Trailer Oar
ConHoIidatf'd Car Heating Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Tlrass Co.

ContrnllerM or Farts
Allln-rhalni'rs Mfg. Co
ColTimbin Machine WUs..
M. I. Co.

General Electric Co.
Westlnrtonse Elec. A M. Co.
Cnntroller Regnlatoni
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Controlling Systems
General iliectnc (^. '

Wesunghouse Eleo A M. Co.

Converters, Rotary
Allis-Cbalmers Mfk. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

Conveying and Hoisting
Machinery

Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.

Copper Wire
Anaconda Copper 3ffinlng Co.
Rome Wire Co.

Cord, BeU, TroUey, Register,
etc.

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Electric Service Supplies 0>.
international Begister Co..
The

Boeblings Sons Co.. John A.
Samson Cordage Works

Cord Connectors and Cooplera
Electric Service Supplies Co.
Samson Cordage Work
Wood Co., Cbas. N.

Couplers, Car
American Steel Foundries
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Crane*
Allis-CJhalmers Mfg. Co.

Cross Arms (See Brackets)
VnsMlngs
Rsmapo AJax Corp.

CrokHing Foundations
International StftM Tie Co.

Crossing Frogs and Switches
Bamann AJax Corp.
Wm. Wharton Jr. A Qo,, Inc.

Crossings. MHnganeee
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Indlanapolir, Switch A Frog
Co.
Ramapo AJax Corn

Crossing Signals .See Signal
Systems. Highway Cross-
Incl

Crossings. Track, (See Track,
Special Work)

Crossings. Trolley
Ohio Brass Co.

Cnishers, Rnrk
Allis-Cbalmers Mfg. Co.

Cnrtalns and CnrtalB Fix-
tares

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Electric Service Sucplies Co.
Morton Mfg. Co.

Cotoots
Johns Pratt (^.

Dealers' Machinery
Electric Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment Co.

Derailing Switches. Tee Rail
Ramapo Ajar Corp.

DesUnattoo Signs
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

Electric Service Supplies Co.
Detective Service
Wish Service. P. Edward

Door Operating Devices
Consolidated Car Heating
Co.

Nstlonal Pneu. Co. Inc.
Safety Car Devies Co.
Doors and Door Fixture*
Brill Co.. The J. G.
(Vneral Electric Co.
Hale-Kllburn Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Doors. Folding Vestibule
National Pneumatic Co.,
Inc.

Draft Rigging, (Bee Coup-
lers)

Prilli. Rock
Inirersoll-Rand Co.

>rllls. Track
American Steel A Wire Co.
Electric Service Supplies Co.
Inrersoll-Rand Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Dryers, Sand
Electric Servtoe Supplies Co.

Rare
Ohio Brais <0.

RIeetrle Grinders
Rsllwny Trnck-work Co.

Rlectmdea, Carbon
Indianapolis Switch A Frog
(3o.

RaMway Track-work Co.

Electrodes, Steel
Indianapolis Switch A Frog
Co.

Railway Track-work Co.

Electrical Wires and Cable*
American Elec. Work*
Boeblings Sons Co.. J. A.
Rome Wire Co.

Engineers, Consulting, Con-
trac;ting and Operating

Allison A Co.. J. E.
Arcbbold-Brady Co.
Beeler. John A.
Bibbens, J. Bowland
Buchanan A Layng
Bureau of Commercial
Economics, Inc.

Byllesby & Co.. H. M.
Day A Zimmerman, lac.
Drum A Co.. A L.
Feustel, Bobert M.
Ford. Bacon A Davli
Hemphill A Wells
Hoist. Engelhardt W.
Jackson, Walter
Ong. Jee K.
Parsons. Klapp. BrlnkerhoU
A Douglas
Bailway Audit A Inspection
Co.

Richey. Albert S.
Dwight P. Bobinson A Co.
Sanderson A Porter
Shaw. Henry M.
Stevens A Wood, Inc.
Stone A Webster
Wortbam. Edwin

Engineers Inspectins A
Chemists

Pittsburgh Testing
Laboratory

Engines. Gas, Oil and Steam
AlliS'Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Ingersoll-Band Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

E^xpanslon Joints, Track
Wharton, Jr., A Co., Inc.,
Wm.

Exterior Side Panels
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Fare Boxes
Cleveland Fare Box (<o.

Galef. J. L.
Nat'l By. Appliance Go.
Ohmer Fare Reglstor Co.

Fences. Woven Wlr« and
Fence Posts

Amer. Steel A Wire Cte.

Fenders and Wheel Onarda
Brill Co., The J. O.
Consolidated Car Feisdar Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Star Brass Works

Fibre and Fibre Tnbtng
WestinKhouse Elec. A M. Co
Field Colls (See Cells)
Flangrway Guards
Godwin Co, Inc.. W. 9.

Flaxllnom Insulation
Nat'l By. Appliance Co.

Floodlights
Electric Service Sup. <>>.

Forging*
Carnegie Steel Co.
Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.

Frogs A Crossing*. Tee Ball
Bethlehem Steel C!o.

Bamapo Ajax Corp.

Frngs. Track. (See Traek
Work)

Frogs. Trolley
Ohio Brass (3o.

Funnel Castings
Wm.Wharton Jr. A Co.

Farnaoes. Kleetric
American Bridge <3o

Fase* Ciirtrldge. Non Refill
able A High Voltage

Johns Pratt Co.
Fuses Cartridge, Beflllable
Johns Pratt Co.

FniHW and Fose Boxea
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

Consolidated Car Heating
Co.

General Electric Co.
Wesflnchmi^e Klec. A M. O).
Fllsni. Kenilshle
General Electric Co.

Gaskets
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Oas.Kleclrle Oars
General Electric Co.

Oas Prodnrers
Weetlnrhnuse Elec. A U. Go.

Gate*. Car
Brill Co., The J. O.
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Ingersoll-Rand Pneumatic Paving
Breakers and Tie Tampers in use
on reconstruction of complicated

crossing

Economical Reconstruction
Ingersoll-Rand pneumatic methods
speed up track rehabilitation and cut

the costs one-third to one-half.

Two men with I-R CC-2S "Paving

Breakers" do more work than twelve

to fifteen men with hand sledges and

picks. Only a fraction of the labor is

required with I-R Paving Breakers.

Pneumatic Tire Tampers are not only

labor saving tools but tamp the track

more uniformly, and are far more

effective around frogs, switches and

crossovers than hand methods.

Air power for these tools and methods

is efHciently supplied from Ingersoll-

Rand Portable Air Compressors, es-

pecially designed for railway work.

Ask for complete information.

INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY, 11 Broadway, New York
Offices in all principal domestic and foreign cities

For Canada, refer Candiiui Ingersoll-Rand Company, Limited, 260 St. James St., Montreal.

206-TT

IngeKSoll-Rand
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Gear Itlaokt*

Bethli-htm Steel Co
Carnegie Sleel Co.

Uear Cases
CtUIUtiKworth Mfg. Co.
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

IMeclric aervice Supplies Co.
Westiaghouse Elec. * M. Co.

Gears aiid Pinloas
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Bethiphfm Steel Co.
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

Electric aervice Supplies Co,
General Electric Co.
Mat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Tool Steel Qear & Pinion
Co.

Oeneratlng Hets, Gas-Electric
General Electric Co.

Generators
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co
English Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Westingbouiie Elec. A M. Co.

Girder Ralls
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lrorain Steel Co.. The

Goggles, Safety
Indianapolis Switch tt Frog
Co.

GonKS (See Bells and Gongs)
Greases (See Labrlcants)
Grinders and GriodlBg

Supplies
Indianapolis Switch * Frog

Metal & Thermit Corp
Railway Track-work Co'.

Grinders, Portable
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinders, Portable Bleetrie
Railway Track- work Co.

Grinding Blocks and Wheeln
Railway Track-work Co.
Guard Rail Clamps
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Guard Ralls, Tee Ball *
Manganese

Ramapo Ajax C!orp.

Guards, Cattle
American Bridge Co.

Guards, Trolley
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Ohio Bras< Co.
Rammers, Pneumatic
Ingeraoll-Rand Co.

Harps, Trolley
Anderson M. Co., A. A J M
Electric Service Sup. Co,

'

More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.
Nuttall Co . R. D
Thornton Trolley Wheel Co.

Headlights
Electric Service Sup Oo
General Electric Co
Ohio Brass Co,

Headlining
Haskellte Mfg. Co
Panelyte Co.
Jeaters. Car (Blectrlr)
Consolidated Car Heating
Co.

Gold Car Heating & Light-
ing Co.

—•"•

NafI Ry. Appliance Co.
Smith Heater Co., Peter

Heaters, Car, Hot Air and
Water

Electric Service Sup. <3o.
Smith Heater Co.. PeterWm.

Helmets, Welding
Indianapolis Switch A Frog
Co.

Railway Track-work Co.
Hoists St Lifts
Columbia Machine Wks.
M. I. Co.

Hoists. Portable
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Hose, Bridge
Ohio Brass Co.
H.TdraDilc .Machinery
Allls-Chalmers Mfg. Co

Indlriitini;, Sltnals
Nlchols-Llntern Co.
Oskel EQuinment Co,

Inspecting Engineers A
Chemists

PIttsburBh Testing Labora-
tory

Instruments. Measuring, Ttt^
Ing and Recording
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co
Westinrhnuse mec. A M Oo
Insulating Cloth, Paper and'
Tape
Anchor Webbing Co.
General Electric Co.
Hope W-bblnir Co.
Irvingtnn VarnUb A Ins. Co.
Mitchell-Rand Co.
Okonlte (k>.

Standard Undergrouna
Cable Uo.

Wesiuighouse B. A. If. Co.

(nsuiating Machinery
Auier. las. Majtuuery Co.

uisuiating Silk
irviii^tun Varmsh A Ins. Co.

Insulating Varoiblies
IrviUKlon Varniab A lua. Ou.

insulation (Mee also Paints)
AuderfioQ M. Co.. A. A J. M.
Electric Uy. Eijuipment Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
irvuigiou Varnish A ins. Co.
Mica Insulator Co,
Mitchell-Rand Co.
UituUllc l>u,

Weslinghouse Elec. A M. Cu.

Insulation Cloth Paper A
Tape

MitcheU-Rand Co.
Mica insulator Co,

Insuiatiun. Slot
irviu^lon Varnish A Ins. Co.

Insulator Pins
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Hubbard A 0>.

Insulators (See also Line
Material)

Anderson M. Co.. A. A J. M.
Electric Ky. Equipment Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Irvington Varnish A Ins. (}o.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A tt. Co.
Insulators, High Voltage
Lapp Insulator Ck>., Inc.

Jacks (See also HoUta and
Lifts)

Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

Electric Service Sup. C!o.
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Templeton Kenly A Co.

lonrnal Buxrs
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Junction Boxes
Standard Undergroimd
Cable Co.

I,.amp Guards and Flxtam
Anderson M. Co.. A. A J. M.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Ueneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.
i,Amp8, Are and Incandescent

(See also Headlights)
Anderson M. Co., A, A J. M.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.
Lamps, Signal and Marker
Nichols-Liiitern Co.

Lanterns, Ciiissiflcation
Nictiols-Liiitern Co.

Ughtning Arrestore
.3Uavv, ilc'Ur> M.

Lightning Protection
Anderson M. Co., A. A J. M.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westintrhouse Elec. A Jf. Co.
Line Material (See also
Brackets, Insulators, Wire*,
Etc.)

Anderson M, Co,. A. A J. M.
Archbold-Brady Co.
Columbia M. W. A M. I. 0>.
Electric Ry, Equipment Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
English Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubbard A Co.
More-Jores Brass A Metal Co.
W<>.»Mtit^hnime Rifc, A M. Co.

Locking Spring Boxes
Wm. Wharton Jr. A Co.. Inc,

lAii'MinuiiveH. fe:lr«tric

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.
I.nbrirating Engineers
Galena-Signal Oil Co,
Universal Lubricating Co.

Luhrinints, Oil and Grease
Galena Signal Oil Co.
Universal l.ubncatlng Co,

Luniher (See Poles, Ties,
etc.)

Vfnrhtne Tools
Columbia M", W. A M. I. Co.
Manganese Parts
Rornla Cnr Trn'^k Cn.

Manganese Steel Castings
Wm, Wharton Jr, & Co,. Inc.
Mancnnene Sleel Guard Kails
Rnmnpo Ajnx Corp,

Manganese Steel, Speclml
T'Hrk Work

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Indianapolis Switch A Frog
On.
Wm. Wharton Jr, A Co.. Inc.

MHiiie»n«'Hi' Sleel Switches,
Fmgs and rrnHslngs

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramsno AlsT Com

Meters, Car Watt-Hnnr
Economy Electric Devices Co.
Mien
Mica Insulator Oo.

Motor and Generator Seta
General Electric Oo.

Motor Buses
( See Buses, MotorJ

Uotormen's Seats
Brill Co., The J. 0.
Electric Service Sup. i;o.

St. Louis Car Co.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Motors, Electric
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.

Nuts and Biiils

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Barbour-Slockwell Co.
Beniia Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Columbia M, W. A M. I. Co.
Hubbard & Co.

Oils (See Lubricants)
Oxygen
International Oxkjen Co.

Paint St Varnishes (Insulat-
ing)

Mitchell.Rand Co.
Packing
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br Co.

Paints A Varnish I'reserva-
tit es

Baldwin Locomotive Wks.
Paints and Varmsnes f>>r

Uoodwurk
National Ky. Appliance Co,
Pavement Breakers
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Paving Guards, Steel
Godwin Co.. Inc., W. S.

Paving Material
Amer. Br. Shoe A Fdry. Co.
Pii'kupH, Trolley Wire
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Pinion Pullers
Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.
Electric Service Sup. (3o.
(Jencral Electrio Co.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Pinions (See Gears)
Pins, (ase Hardened, Wood
and Iron
Beniis Car Truck Oo.
Electric Service Sup. Co
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. (3o.

Pipe
National Tube Co.

Planers (See Machine Tools)
Plates for Tee Rail Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Pliers, Rubber Insulated
Electric Service Sup. Ck>,

Pneumatic Tools and
Accessories

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
I'ole Line Hardware
Bethlehem Steel Ck>.
Ohio Brass Co,

Pole Reinforcing
Drew Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Hubbard A Co.

Poles and Ties, Treated
Bell Lumber Co.

Poles, Metal Street
Bates Expanded Steel Truss
Co.

Electric Ry. Equip. Co.
Hubbard A Co.

Poles, Ties, Posts, Piling and
Lumber

Bell Lumber Co.
Poles. Trolley
Anderson M. Co.. A. A J. M
Columbia M. W. A tt. I. Co
National Tube Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.

Poles, Tubular Steel
Elec. Ry. Equip. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
National Tube Co.

Porrelain. Special High
Voltage

Lapp Insulator C!o.

Potheads
OHonite Co.

Power .having Devleea
Nat'l Ry, Appliance Co.

PresHure Regulators
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M, Co.

Pumps
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co,
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Pumps, Varonm
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Punches, TIrket
Bonncy-Vehslage Tool Co.
International Register Co.,
Tlie
Wood Co.. C*as. N

Rail llraees and Fastening*
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Rail Joints
Carnegie Steel Co

Rail Joints, Welded
Indianapoiis Switch A Frog
Cu,
Metal A Thermit Corp

Ball Grinders (See Grinders I

Balls, Relaying
L. B. Foster Co.

Balls. Steel
Carnegie Steel Co.
L. B. Foster Co.
Railway (Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heating Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M, Cs.

Railway Welding (See Weld-
ing Processes)

Bail Welding
Metal A Thermit Corp.

Battan
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Heywood- Wakefield Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Registers and Fittings
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Inlematiouai Reg. Ck)., The
Ohmer Fare Register Co.
Rooke Automatic Reg. Cn.

Reinforcement, Concrete
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.

Repair Shop Appliances (See
also Coll Banding and
Winding Machines)

Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co,
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Bepair Work (See also
Coils)

Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co,
<3eneral Electric (3o.

Weslinghouse Elec. A M. Co.
Bepiacers, Car
Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Resistance, Urid
Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.

Resistance, Wire and Tube
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.
Besistances
Consolidated Car Heating Co.
Betrlevers, Trolley (See

Catchers and Betrlevers,
Trolley)

Bheostals
(Seneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.
Roof*
Haskellte Mfg. Co.

Sanders, Track
Brill Co.. The J. O.
Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co
Electric Service Stip. Co.
Nichuls-Llnlern Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Sash Fixtures, Car
Brill Co.. The J. O.

Sash, itietal. Car Window
Hale-Rllburn Co.

Scrapers. Irack (See Clean-
ers and Serapers, Track)

Screw Drivers, Bnbber
Insniated

Electric Service Sup. (3o.
Seating Material*
Brill Co.. The J. G.

Beat*, Rn*
Hale-Kllburn Co.
Heywood-Wakeleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Seats. Car (See also Rattan)
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Hale-Kllburn Co.
HeywoodWakefleld Ck>rp
St, I.o\iis Oar Co,

Second-Hand Equipment
Electric Equipment C^,
Sachsenmaler Co.. (Jeo.
Standard Rail A Steel <^,
Transit Equipment Co,
Zelnlcker Supply Co., W. A

Shades, Vestibule
Brill Co.. The J, O,

Shovels
Hubbard A Co,

Shovels. Power
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co
Brill Co.. The J. O,

Signals, Car Slnrtlng
Consolidated Car Heating Cte.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Nat'l Pneumatic Co.. Inc.

Signals. Indlrntlng
Nlchols-Llntern Co.
Oskci Eoulpment Co

Signal Systems. BInrk
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Nschod SIvnal Co.. Inc.
Union Switch A Signal Co.
Wood Co.. mias N

Slgnni S.TStems. Highway
Crossing

Nachod Signal Co.. Inc.
Klark Adjusters (See Brake

Adinster*)
Slag
Cnrnerle Sl"«>l Oo

Sleet Wheel* and Cntter*
Anderson M Co.. A. A J. M

Columbia Machine Wks.,
M. I. Co.

Electric Ky. Equip. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
More-Joues Brass A Metal
Co.

Nuttati Co.. R. D.

Smokestacks. Car
Nichols-Linteru Co.

Snow-Plows, Sweepers and
Brooms

Brill Co.. The J. Q.
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

Consolidated Car Fender 0>.

Snow Sweeper, Rattan
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.

Soldering and Brazing (See
Welding Processes and Ap-
paratus)

Spikes
Amer. Steel A Wire (3o.

Special Adhesive Papers
irviogtou Varnish A Ins. <3o.

Special Trackwork
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.. The

SpUcIng Compound*
Weslinghouse Elec. A H. (X>.

Sidicing Sleeves (See Clamp*
and Connectors)

Springs, Car and Truck
American Steel Foundries
BemiB i;ar Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G
Ft. Pitt Spring A Mfg. Co.
St. Louis Car Cm
Taylor Electric Truck Co.

Sprinklers, Track and Boad
Brill Co.. The J. Q.

Sleel Castings
Wm, Wharton Jr, A Co.. Inc.

Steel and Steel Prodaets
Morton Mfg. Co.

Steps, Car
Morton Mfg. Co.

Stokers, Mechanical
Babcock A Wilc-ox Co.
Weslinghouse Elec. A M, Oo.
Stop. Signals
Oskel Equipment CD.

Storage Batteries (See Bat-
teries. Storage)

Strain Insulators
Ohio Brass Co.

Strand
Boebling's Sons Co.. J. A.

Subway Boxes
Johns-Pratt Co.

Superheat ITS
Babcock A Wilcox Oo.

Sweepers, Snow (See Snow
Plows, Sweepers and
Brooms)

Switch Stands
Indianapolis Switch A Fmc
Co.
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Switches, Sitfety
Johns-Pratt Co.

switches and Switchboard*
Allis-Chaimers Mtg, Co.
Anderson M. Co., A. A J. M.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. A M. Co.
Swilch™, SelM'tor
Nlchols-Lliilern Co,

Switches, Tee Ball
Ramuno Aiax Corp.

Switches, Track (See Track.
Special Hurk)

Tampers, Tir
Ingersoll-Rand (}o.

Railwa.v Track-work Co.
Tapes and ( liiths (See In-

sulating Cloth. Palter and
Tape)

Tee Rail, Siirclal Track
Work

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ranipn Ajax Corp.

Telepiinnes and Parts
Elei'tric Service Sup. Co

Tt.niinHis. (able
Stnndard-nnderground
Onblp Co

Testing Devices, Meter
Johns Pratt Co

Testing Instrnmentfl (See In-
struments. Rleclrlenl Meas-
uring. Testing, etc.)

Thermostats
Consolidated Car Heating Oo.
Gold Car HeaUng A Light-
ing Co.

Railwav Dtlllty Co.
Smith Hester Co.. Peter

TIrket Chopper* and De-
stroyers

Electric Service Sun. Co.

Tire and Tie Rods. Steel
Americsn Hridge Oo
Bnrbour-Slockwcll Co.
Csmegle Steel Co.
Godwin Co.. Inc.. W, 8,
International Steel Tie Oo
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COST MORE PER BRUSH
COST LESS PER CAR MILE

BRAKE SHOES
AERA Standards

Brake Heads

CORRECT IT

I USE LE CARBONE CARBON BRUSHES I I

j W. J. Jeandron

I 345 Madison Avenue, New York

I Pittsburgh Office: 634 Wabash Bidt.

I Chicago Office: 1657 Monadoock Bloek

I San Francisco Office: 525 Market Street

I Canadian Dtttribatora: Lyman Tobe & Sappl; Co., Ltd.,

I Montreal and Toronto

lllMUIIIIUMIIMIIIIMIIItlMMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIinillllllllJIIIIItllllllllMlllllllllllilllllllilllilMlilllllMtnilllllllltKlllllllllllllltllllllllllllUIHII

Mblliiltlliil Miitiiiiiitiiriiihiiiitgi:MiiitiiMiniiititin*iiiiMiiiiiiii<iiiiniiMiii.(iiiiiiiiiiiriMiiir?)iii'iiininliitillllllllllllllllllMlllllir

I Traction Experts Sing the Praise I

of THORNTON
|

Trolley Wheels I

"Best I have ever seen for high =
speed cars," says the master- i
mechanic of the Cincinnati i
Traction Co. "Almost imDOssible i
to wear out." says an olhcial of -

the Ohio Valley Electric R,iil- i
way Co. and so it goes. They =
are built to outlast, outclass and |
outrun all other trolleys—anri =
they are doing it.. An investi- =
gration will crove it. |

Thornton Trolley Wheel Co. |

•I Incorporated I

I Ashland, Kentucky I

VfiiimHnmiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiitiMiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitniiiiniiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiii;

aiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiijijiiijiiiijiiijiniiriuiiijiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiii'

1 100 New Users in the Last Nine Months i

I KASS SAFETY TREADS I

I HIGH
I in efficiency and lasting qualities

I LOW
I in wei^t, initial and upkeep costs

I Morton Manufacturing Co., Chicago |
SiHiiiMmiinimiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiuiiiintiiiiiiniitiMMiiiniinHtiiiiiinMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiF

unmnitiniiiinntiiiiiMiiiMiiiiMitiHMiniintitiiiiiiiiiMintiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiNininiiniiuiiiniiiiniiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

I ^'Boyerized" Products Reduce Maintenance f

i Bemia Truchs MHiiif^nese Brake Beada I
= Case Hardened Brake Pina ManffsneBe Tranaono Plates =
1 Case Bard^ned Busbing^B Mnriifatiese Body BunhinffB =
= Cafte Hardened Nuts and Bolts Bronze Axle Bearinca 1
= Bt^mis Ptna are abnolutely amooth and true in diameter. W^ =
= carry 40 dlfTfrfnt nlzea of cane hardened pins in stock.. Samples =
3 fumisbed. Wnte for full data. =

i Bemis Cur Truck Co.. Sprinefield, Mass* |

'lininnminmininimiiniiiiimiiniiiMimiiiiiiiiiMHiiiiiiiiHiMiiMiiiitiiiiiiiiiit tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiHiiiup

I Diamond "S" Steel Back and Lug Shoes

I best for all equipment. |

I Manufactured and sold under U. S. |

I Patent and Registered Trade Mark. |

I American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co. |

I 30 Church Street, New York I

I 332 So, Michigan Ave., Chicago s

^iiiiininiiiiMMiiTiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiintititirniMiiinriiiiMriMiiiiiririMMiiirirniniMiiiininintitiriMiiiiiiiniiMiiiiiiinitMiiiiiiMiiininiR

sJiiii.iinimmniuNiiiiniiJiiiiMiuriNiiiiiiiiniiiHunnniiniuniiiiiiiiii.uiuniiniuiiiiuiuuiuiuimiiuiiiiuuiin^

riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiinniiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiinutniiiinmiiniHtiMinnMtiMMiniiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuin

atiiiiniMiniMiiiMiiniinniMMiiniii;'(isiiiiiiiiitiiii;)iiiiiiiiiiitiintiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnniiiiiiiiMiniiiiiiiiiniiniiiiniiitiiiiMint

I
Northern CEDAR POLES Western

|

I We guarantee |

I all grades of pole*; alto any butt-treating specifications
|

I
i
§

BELL LUMBER CpMPANY
Minneapolis, Minn.

riiiiiiiiiiuiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiriiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiuiiiiii I 'iiii I liiiiii iiiililliiiiiiiiiias

glllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIUIU^'

I PROVIDENCE H-B
I FENDERS LIFEGUARDS %

i Tho Consolidated Car Fender Co., ProTidence, R. I. |

I Wendell & MacDuffie Co., 1 10 E. 42nd St., New York
General Sales Acents

IIMIMIMMMt>ntimittll|IMtll>IIIMM*l,tllM|l>ll,Mll(t)>TI,»|,||>tl„>,||||||inMlllll;r!>t>iri>*'|lt|tl'MMIM'tllltlMllltlll>MtlMltllllliiiiiiindl
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TiM, Wood Cross (See Pole,
Ti», Posts, etc.)

Token*
ScoTill Mfg. Co.

TonKne Switches
Wm. Wharton Jr. & Co.

Tool Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Came^e Steel Co.

Tools, Track and Htac.
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Columbia Machine Wks..
M. I. Co.

micciric Service Sup. Co.
Hubbard & Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Towers and Transmission
^Structures

Archbold-Brady Co.
Bates Expanded Steel Trus;
Co.

Westinrhouse Elec. & M. Co.

Track Expansion Joints
Wm. Wharton Jr. & Co.

Track Grinders
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Track-Work Co.

TrHf'klniN Tnilllrara
Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Track, Speelsl Work
Barbour-Stockwcll Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Columbia M.iehine Wks..
M. I. Co.

IndlanapoUs Switch ft PrOf
Co.

Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wharton, Jr.. & Co., Inc.,
Wm.

Transfer Issnlni; Machines
Ohmpr Fare Register Co.

Transfer Tal>les
American Bridge Co.

Transformers
AUis-Chalmers Mlg Co.
General Electric Cu.
Weutinghouse Blec. & M. Co.

Transmission Towers &
Structures
Amer. Bridge Co.

Treads, Safety, Stair, Car
Step
Morton Mlg. Co.

Trolley Bases
Anderson M. Co., A. & J. M.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Bases, Betrtevlns
Anderson M. Co.. A. A J. M
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Nat'l R>. Appliance Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Bnses
Brill Co.. The J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & M. Co.
Trolley Material*
ESlectric Service Stip. Co.
More-Jones Brass & Hetal
Co.
Ohio Bras* Co.

Trolley Shoes
Economy Elec. Devices Co.
Miller Trolley Shoe Co.

Trolley Wheels (See Wheels,
Trolley)

Trolley Wheels, Bushings
More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

Trolley Wheels & Barps
More-Jones Brass Se Metal
Co.

Thornton Trolley Wheel
Co.

Trolley Wire
American Elec'l Works
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining &>
Roeblings Sons Co., J. A.
Rome Wire Co.

Trucks, Car
Brill Co., The J. G.
Bemis Car lYuck Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Taylor Electric Truck Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & M. <^.

Tubing, Steel
National Tube Co.

Tubing, Yellow A Black
Flexible Tarnishes

Irvington Tarnish & In*. Co.

Turbines, Steam
Allis<;halmera Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. k Ji. Co.

Turbiner Water
Allis-Chalmers Mlg. Co.

Turnstiles
Electric Service SuppUea (3o.

Percy Mfg. Co., Inc.

Turntables
Indianapolis Switch h Prog
Co.

Tacnum Impregnation
Allis^^halmers Mfg. Co.

Talve*
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Tarnished Papers
Irvington Varnish & Ins. <3o.

Tarnish Silk*
Irvinpton Varnish & Ins. Co.

Varnishes (See Paints, •(«.)
Ventilators, Car
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Nichols-Lintem Co.
Railway UtiUty C!o.

St. Louis Car Co.

Vestibule Linings
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Welded Rail Jolnta
Alumino-Thermic Corp.
Electric Ry. Improvement
Co.

Indianapolis Switch A Frog
Co.
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Welders, Portable Electric
Electric Ry. Imp. C!o.

Indianapolis Switch Sc Frog
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Welding & Cutting Tools
International Oxygen Co.

Welding Processes and
Apparatus
Alumino-Thermic Corp.
Eieo. Ry. Improvement Co.
General Electric Co.
Indianapolis Switch A Prog
Co.
Metal & Thermit Corp.
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & M. Co.
Welding 8t«el
Electric Ry. Improvement
Co.

Indianapolis Switch A Proc
Co.
Railway Track-work Co

Wheel Guards (See Fender*
and Wheel Guards)

Wheel Grinders
Wheel Truing Brake Shoe
Co.

Wheels. Car, Cast Irun
Griffin Wheel Ck>.

Wheels, Car Steel A Steel
Tire

American Steel £oundrie8
Vo.

Carnegie Steel Co.

Wheel Presses (See Maehlne
Tool*)

Wheels, TroUef
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. A
J. M
Columbia Machine Wks. &
M. I. Co.

Electric Ky. Equip. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
(Seneral Electric Co.
Gilbert A Sons. B. F. A.
More-Jonee Brass A Metal
Co.

Nuttall Ck>., B. D.
Star Brass Works

nhistles. Air
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass (^.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Ob.

Wire Rope
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Roeblings Sons <^.. J. A.

Wires and Cable*
Amer. Electrical Work*
Amer. Steel A Wire C!o.

Anaconda Copper Min. Co.
(Jeneral BHectric Co.
Okonite O).
Roeblingi Sons Ck>., J. A.
(3o.

Rome Wire Co.
Standard Underground
Cable Co

Westinghouse Elec A M. (^
Wortd Preservatlveii
Baker Wood Prp»»ervine Co
Woodworking Machinery
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS

Page

Allison Co., J. E 20
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co 30
Alumino-Thermic Corp 40
Amer. Brake Shoe & Pdy. Co . . 49
American Ca.r Co 61
American Electrical Works .... 38
American Insulating Machinery

Co 38
American Steel Foundries Co . . . 25
Amerian Steel A Wire Co 39
Anaconda Copper Mining Co. . .. 38
Anchor Webbing Co 40
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. A J. M. . 31
Archbold-Brady Co 31

Babcoek A Wilcox Co 40
Barbour-Stockwell Co 39
Bates Expanded Steel Truss Co. 8
Beeler. John A 20
Bell Lumber Co 49
Bemis Car Truck Co 49
Bethlehem Steel Co 39
Bibbins, J, Rowland 20
Bonney-Tehslage Tool Co 41
Brill Co.. The J. G 51
Buchanan A Layng Corp 21
Bureau of Comm. Economics,

Inc 21
Byllesby Co.. H. M 20

Cameron Electric Mfg. Co 39
Carnegie Steel Co 39
CThillingworth Mfg. Co 44
Cleveland Fare Box Co 42
Collier Inc.. Barron G 24
Columbia Machine Works 26
Consolidated Cjir Pender Co... 49
Consolidated Car Heating Co. . . . 41

Day A Zimmermann. Inc 21
Differential Steel Car Co.. The . . 49
Dixon Crudble Co., Joseph.... 44
Drum A Co., A. L 20

Page

Earl, C. 1 44
Electric Equipment Co 45
Electric Ry. Equipment Co 38
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.... 39
Electric Service Supplies Co. . . . 11
English Electric Co A

F

"For Sale" Ads 45
Ford. Bacon A Davis 20
Fort Pitt Spring A Mfg. Co 42
Foster Co., Inc., L. B 43

(!

Galef, J, L 41
Galena-Signal Oil Co 17
General Electric Co. .18. Back Cover
Gilbert A Sons, B. P. Co., A... 44
Godwin A Co., Inc., W, S 39
Gold Car Heating A Ltg, Co. . . . 42
Griffin Wheel Co 36

II

Hale-Kilburn Co 41
Haskelite Mfg. Co 42
•Help Wanted" Ads 45
Hemphill A Wells 20
Heywood-Wakefleld Co 42
Hoist, Engleh.ird W 20
Hope-Webbing Co 40
Hubbard A Co 38

Indianapolis Switch A Fog Co . . 22
Ingersoll-Rand Co 47
International Motor Co 14-15
International Oxygen Co 40
International Register Co., The. 41
International Steel Tie Co., The. 9
Prvington Viixnish A Insulator Co. 40

1

Jackson, Walter 20
Jeandron, W, J 49
Johns-Pratt Co Front Cover
Johnson A Co., Inc., J. R 44
Johnson Fare Box Co. . , 41

Page

Kuhlman Car Co 51

Laclede Steel Co 43
Lapp Insulator Co.. Inc 38
Le Carbone Co 49
Lorain Steel Co 39

M

McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co... 43
Metal A Thermit Corp 31
Mica Insulator Co 40
Miller Trolley Shoe Co 29
Mitchell Rand Mfg. Co 32
More-Jones Brass A Metal Co. . 43
Morton Mfg. Co 49

N.ichod Signal Co 39
National Brake Co 19
National Pneumatic (io.. Inc. .

.

13
National Ry. Appliance Co. 42
National Tube Co 23
NicholsLintem Co 44
Nuttall Co.. R. D 35

Ohio Brass Co 7
Ohmer Fare Register Co 41
Okonite Co., The 38
Ong. Joe R 20
Oskel Equipment Co 43

Panelyte Co 44
Perey Mfg. Co.. Inc 44
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory. 42
Positions Wanted and Vacant. . 45

FMe

Railway Audit & Inspection Co. 21
Railway Track-work Co 6
Railway Utility Co 43
Ramapo Ajax Corp 38
Richey. Albert S 20
Robinson Co.. Dwight P 20
RoebUng's Sons Co.. John A... 38
Rome Wire Co 21
Rooke Automatic Register Co.. .

.

41

St. Louis Car Co 36
Safety Car Device* Co 10
Samson Cordage Works 48
Sanderson A Porter i!0

Scovill Mfg. Co 28
Searchlight Section 45
Shaw. Henry M 88
Smith Heater Co., Peter 48
Standard Underground Cable Co. 88
Star Brass Works 48
Stevens A Wood. Inc 80
Stone A Webster 30
Stuekl Co.. A 44

Taylor Electric Truck Co 37
Thomas Car Works, Perley A.. 38
Thornton Trolley Wheel <^. . .

.

49
Tool Steel Gear A Pinion Ck>. .

.

.1''

Transit Equipment Co 4

Universal Lubricating Co 4'.'

Union Switch A Signal Co.... 16

W
"W.int" Ads 45
Wason Mfg. Co 61
Westinghouse Elec. A Mfg. Co..

2, 4-5. 33.34
Wesfgh'se Traction Brake (k>.. 12
Wheel Truing Brake Shoe C!o. . .

4.1

Wheeling Corrugated Co 30
White Eng. Corp., The J. O . . . •JO

Wharton, Jr.. A Co., Inc.. Wm. 37
White Eng, Corp.. The J. O... 80
Wish Ser\ice, The P. Bdw 81
Wood Co., Cha*. N 88
Wortham, Edwin SI
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BRILL 77-E TRUCKS

77-E (Lar^eDiameterWheels)

Brill Twin Swing Links, the

latest contribution to the

field of electric truck devel-

opment, retain the smooth
and comfortable riding of

Brill 77-E Low-level Trucks
under high rates of speed or

on uneven track.

The Brill 77-E Large-wheel
Truck was primarily de-

signed to meet the require-

ments of moderately high-

speed service. Arranged for

low-floor cars and equipped

with small-diameter wheels,

the No. 77-E Type is also

adapted to all classes of city

cars where comfortable rid-

ing is essential.

Write for copy of
Bulletin No. 279

77-E I and77-EX
(Small-DlameferWheels)

77-E(Small-Wheel)wifh
Brill Twin Links

m The J. G. Brill Company
Pi-hi_a.de: L-PMiA., Pa.. i

American Car Co.
ST. uOUiB f^O.

C.C. KuMuMAN Car Co. — Wason Man re Co.
CUCVCL.ANO.OMtO. SPn irsjCFiCUO. VIASS.



KEEPING your equipment

physically fit

—

maintenance—
means keeping it most fit for profits.

You should maintain your equip-

ment with duplicate parts—built by

the equipment manufacturer—and

thereby insure against the high cost

of repeated pull-ins.

You should modernize existing equip-

ment by installing wherever possible

new devices that are designed to give

better service at a lower mainten-

ance cost.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Schenectady, N. Y.

<9-3oi.



^-Hill Company, Inc. Convention Report Number October 11, 1924,^^^

M^rQV moniks
of Qi^duous servicQ

they're still good for further work.

Careful comparison will show that STACK-
POLE Carbon Brushes give the maximum
mileage and increase the life of commutators.

STACKPOLE Grade L-30 Brushes are espe-

cially made to stand the heavy overloads of

traction service without excessive sparking or

side wear.

Stackpole Carbon Company
St. Marys, Penna.

^e Setter Srushes wiih the Longer Uie
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Back Home
From the Greatest Convention In History

"Joe," said the President, "the notice announcing your advancement
to General Manager was sent out while we were at the Convention.
I assume you are anxious to tell the boys about the changes you are

going to make in the Maintenance of Equipment Department."

"Yes, I am. Boss," responded Joe. "Big Bill has made good and will

be Master Mechanic. I am going to create the position of 'Transpor-

tation Engineer' reporting direct to me. Doughboy Dan has success-

fully completed his courses of study and is just the man to continu-

ally study and improve our maintenance methods as well as our trans-

portation service. Furthermore, Dan has submitted the best report

on the Convention so far."

"That's a fine idea, Joe," replied the President. "I noticed both
Bill and Dan spent a lot of time in the Westinghouse booth at the

convention."

"They surely did," said Joe. "The Westinghouse 'Orange Star'

exhibit of modernized improvements afforded a liberal education of

all worth-while advances in the car equipment art. We will have
our Convention report ready next week."

Modernize and Merchandise
with Westinghouse Modernized Equipment

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of
the United States and Foreign Countries

Westinghouse
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^ good welding outfit

deserves good welding steel-

"AJAX"
Welding Steel

Electrode No. 1. Manganese steel,

non-magnetic. 12.00-15.00% manganese,
1.00-1.45% carbon. Successful in repair-

ing special work. Flows readily, easily

used with any standard outfit, gas or
electric. Recommended where extreme
toughness and medium hardness are

essential.

Electrode No. 2. High Carbon Steel-
produces a weld of great hardness not
easily machined. Recommended for use

in building up cupped joints, broken

railhead, etc., because of its high
resistance to severe abrasion and im-
pact.

Electrode No. 3. Low Carbon Steel-
produces weld that is tough, ductile and
readily machined. Because it has great
endurance under severe shocks or fatigue
stresses, it is suitable for seam welding
rail joint plates and for general shop
repair work.

For satisfactory results and economy use
Ajax fVeUing Steel. Writefor quotations.

^my^mAmaMSi^
3132-48 East Thompson Street, Philadelphia

Chas. N. Wood Co..
Boston

Electrical Engineering A MI». Co., i;mc«eo . Chester F Qailor
Pittsburgh 30 Church St., New "Tork

Atlas Railway Supply Co..
Chloaso

Equipment & Enginrerinr Go.,
London. Eng.

304
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The Olii
Mansfield,

TROLL£Y MATERIAL - ELECTRIC RAILWAY CAR
EQUIPMENT — RAIL BONDS - HIGH TENSION

PORCELAIN INSULATORS - THIRD RAIL INSULATORS
Dominion Insulator & Mfg. Co., Limited

INSPECTION
Inspection of the finished product

before shipment is the final step in

the close technical supervision which

is given during the whole process

of manufacture of O-B Products.

This final inspection is the OK after

a series of mechanical, physical and

chemical checks to which the prod-

ucts are subjected from the time

when they come in as raw materials

to the time they leave in the finished

state.

It is your assurance of the continu-

ance of the O-B qualities you have

learned to rely upon.

rass Co.
Ohio,U.S.A.

»EW YORK - PHILADELPHIA — PITTSBURGH
CHICAGO — CHARLESTON, W. VA.

LOS ANGELES — SAN FRANCISCO — PARIS, FRANCS
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada

1)
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We surprised some folks

at the A.E.R.A. Convention
SCORES of railway men who visited our Convention Exhibit

were more than interested to learn that there is a vigorous,

enterprising young organization actively pushing the use of

alumino thermic welding for rail joints at reasonable cost. They
were surprised when shown that practically

half the alumino thermic welded joints in-

stalled this year were made by our FERALITE
PROCESS. We had the facts and figures,

the names of roads where they're used, and all

the data on hand. And we'll be glad to send

you the information too, if you missed it at

Atlantic City.

The alumino thermic joint is recognized

as the theoretically perfect one and now
the FERALITE PROCESS makes it

practical /

The FERALITE PROCESS has been devised by men long identi-

fied with the development of alumino thermic rail welding in

America. It is fast, simple, inexpensive and practical in every way.

Our experts on the job are practical track men, who know every

inch of the game, and give each job their best individual attention.

That's why FERALITE has made good. Let us figure on your

rail welding.

ALUMINO-THERMIC CORPORATION
ROSELLE PARK, N. J.

FERAUTE

Key to the illustrations:

1. AUrninr rail preparatory to
welding—showinc "undercut."

2. Next step — placlnr the
moulds.

3. Preheating two joint* aimnl-
taneouslr with our pre-
heater.

4. Solid FERALITE Joint after
remoTlns mould!

.

FERAUTE
TBkOE MARK
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Don't carry the youngsters past their

street corners. That's a poor way to

make friends for the company amongst

the growing generation.

By providing Faraday Car Signals, a simple push on the

button, right at the seat, tells the motorman when you

want to stop. The positive, reliable, satisfactory service

of Faraday equipment eliminates countless complaints

and arguments. It's a consistent part of your "public-

pleased" policy.

Electric Sekocb Suppubs Cq
Manufacturer of Transportation Specialties and

Electrical Supplies

Philadelphia, 17th and Cambria Stt.; New York. 50 Church
St.; Chicago, Monadnock BIdg. Branches: Boston, Scranton,

Pittsburgh. Canadian Distributors: Lyman Tube & Supply
Co., Ltd., Montreal, Toronto.

FARADAY CAR ^S'lGNALJ'

No. 19587
Vibrating Bell
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Globe Ticket Features

Accurate Numbering

High Quality Printing

Protection Against Counterfeiting

Satisfactory Perforation

Delivery on Time

and don't forget the Transfers
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Globe Ticket Company
makers of tickets and checks since 1873

116 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Rail and Paving Renewal in Progress at Midnight on Old Steel Tie-Concrete Foundation,

Euclid Avenue, Cleveland

In Cleveland—Now!
Five mile renewal in stallation in progress

EXTENSIVE installations

of the highest develop-

ment of Steel Tie Track for

city streets are now in progress

in Cleveland.

Five miles of renewal work in

which new rail and paving are

to be put in without disturbing

the old steel tie concrete base

started this week.

Five miles of new construction

with Standard Steel Twin Ties

in which complete provision

is made for renewal at the end

of th^ rail life is nearing com-

pletion. An inspection of the

details and investigation of the

money-saving possibilities of

these jobs will be well worth

the trip.

The International Steel Tie Company
Cleveland

SteelTwinlieTrack
Economical Permanent Renewable
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Smoother
Train OPERAnoN

with Westinghoiise"Tight Locl^' Couplers

Westinghouse Traction Brake Go.
General Offices and Works:

Wilmerding, Pa.

The shocks of train operation will be smoothed out if

you use couplers of the automatic "tight lock" type.

They hold the cars rigidly together, and the train moves
as a solid unit without jar or jerk—insuring comfort

and safety to passengers and protection to car equip-

ment.

Difficulties incident to the operation of train make-up
§re also smoothed out. /f// connections between cars are

made simultaneously and automatically by the mere
impact of one car against the other.

Because the coupler heads are locked securely together

mechanically, tight air connections and close-fitting

electrical contacts are assured without manual labor,

with its attendant risk and time consumption.

Westinghouse Automatic Car, Air and Electric

Couplers are promoting safety and economy in multiple

unit railway service on a number of properties, and

will do as much for you.

Three sizes of couplers are available—the "H" type
for heavy, high speed trains ; the "K-l-A" for light

and medium weight cars ; and the "C-3-A" for light

cars where the electric feature is not desired.

WESTINlillOUSETRACTIONBRilKES
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A Mark of Merit!
N. P.

—
"National Pneumatic" stands for years

of experience, a solidly established enterprise, a

line of reliable, durable, proved equipment.

N. P.—"National Pneumatic" Equipment in-

cludes door engines, door and step control,

operating mechanisms, and motormen's signal

lights. All time-savers, all safety increasers, all

efficiency makers— in short they are all pro-

ducers.

National Pneumatic Co., Inc.

Originators and Manufacturers

Principal Office: 50 Church Street, New York

Philadelphia—Colonial Trust Building Chicago—McCormick Building

Works—Rahway, New Jersey

Manufactured in Canada by Dominion Wheel i Foundry Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

^0^^*,

-i-
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99HUBBARD

Peirce Forced Bteel Pins
are the moat reliable for
Transmission and Feede"
work. They are forged
from a solid piece of
open hearth steel.

Hubbard Pole Bands with Pull-
Off Rods—The Pull-Off Rod fea-
ture eliminates the necessity of
more than one band per pole.

Any number of guys may be
secured to the rod.

Hubbard Heavy Rolled Steel
Guy Clamps— Hot ealvanized.
Plates are heavier than the
standard clamp aad are equipped
wi(h % hifh strength bolts.
Have great holding power.

Hubbard Bo-Arrow Arms

—

Made of best quality open
hearth steel. Is the cheapest
construction possible— cost
1/3 as much to install as
any other cross arm arrange-
ment. Gives line of min-
imum clearance from the
ground. Larger space be-
tween wires reduces chance
of wires swinging together.
Absolutely no maintenance
work on Bo-Arrow Arms.

Louierin4 line Can^iirodton

BO-Arrow arms for transmission lines; Steel

Cross arms and Peirce Forged Steel Pins

for feeders ; and Pole fittings for tubular steel

poles ; these are only a few of Hubbard's con-

tributions to lowering line costs—both con-

struction and maintenance. Comparison of

costs per mile and other deciding factors

—

favor Hubbard. In addition the largest pole

line hardware manufacturing plants in the

world with the most complete line of Stand-

ard Pole Line Hardware and distribution

specialties are at your disposal.

And our engineering department is always

available to assist in the solving of special

problems in designing special materials when-
ever necessary.

To Give You Service—on Hubbard products,

there are 124 Electrical Jobbers throughout
the U. S. who carry complete stocks of

Standard Hubbard Pole Line Hardware and
Peirce Construction Specialties.

HUBBARD AND COMPANY
Pittsburgh Chicago

THE HARDWARE MAKES THE LINE-HUBBARD MAKES THE HARDWARE
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Tap
XT THEN it is realized that one badjoint can
VV ruin the best wiring system and entirely

nullify the value of the highest grade insula*

tion, and that a perfect joint can easily be

made by using proper methods, care and
good materials, then the lack of foresight and
the false economy in not securing a perfect

joint becomes obvious. Especially so when the

difference in cost between a perfect and a bad

joint is so small as to be negligible.

OKONITE TAPES Make PerfectJoints

Send for booklet "Splices and Tapes"

The Okonite Company, passaic, n. j.
INCORPORATED I6»4

Sales Offices: New York • Atlanta • Pittsburgh • San Francisco

Qeneral Western Agents: Central Electric Company, Chicago, HI.

F. D. Lawrence Electric Co., Cincinnati. O. Novelty Electric Co., Pbiladelohia, Pa.

Pettingell'Andrew* Co., Boston, Mau.
Canadian tUpratntatives: Engineering Materials Limited. Monrreat
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Western
Red Cedar

Light, Durable and Strong
Plain or Treated Poles

Northern
White Cedar

The machines used to perforate National Poles are the

most efficient in use. Pole elevations and depressions
receive proper incisions, correctly spaced without
injury to the wood fibre. The resultant deep uniform
penetration (note borings at left taken from treated
National Poles) in the sapwood completely protects

the heartwood. This is the reason National^Treated
Poles are long-life poles.

KATIOMAL
POUE COliCPANT

Escanaba, Michigan

Western Electric Company
DiMtribatorn

Offices in 47 principal cities
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Rare Comfort!
combined with

Strength—Lightweight

Simplicity— Neatness

No. 208
"DELUXE

Last word
comfort
elegance
riding in
vate car

No. 108
"SPECIAL
EATTAN"

A fine standard
service seat.

Hale-Kilburn Company
General Office and Works, Philadelphia

Hale-Kilburn Company,
30 Cliurch St.. New York

Bale-Kilburn Company,
1530-33 Mccormick Bldg.,

Chicago. Ill,

E. A. Thornwell.
1513 Candler Bldg., Atlanta. 6a.

National Safety Car & Equipment Co..
Theresa and Clark Avenues.

St. Louis. Mo.

Sales OfBces:

Frank F. Bodler,
903 Monadnock Bldg.,

San Francisco. Calif.

Chris. Ecdes,
320 So. San Pedro St.,

Les Angeles. Calif.

Harry M. Eluler Company,
46 Front St.. Portland. Ore.

T. C. Coleman & Son.
Starks Bldg., Louisville, Ky.

\-ia\e and C\Z^ A I'C
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Before you buy POLE 8*^ See Weyerhaeuser

These fine poles illustrate what we mean by sou k . :
i rt and straightness. In the Weyerhaeuser forests when a tree is selected

as pole material it doesn't follow that it will become a pole. It has to pass a lot of rigid inspection before it is loaded out.

Large Pole Stocks
Formerly Sold Throuj^h Jobbers

NoMT Marketed Direct
operations there is no temptation to try to make poles out of anything other than

first-class pole timber. The five large and completely equipped storage yards, and
the insistence of Weyerhaeuser officials that "Weyerhaeuser customers must be
taken care of" assures an adequate supply and prompt shipment at all times.

Every month a fevs^ more buyers are finding out the advantages of doing business

with this organization.

We don't make all the poles but we do produce some very fine ones.

We don't want all the orders. But we can take care of a few more "Weyerhaeuser
permanent customers" on a basis that will make it worth their while.

The next time you are in the market for poles or piling— either treated or un-

treated—write to us.

WEYERHAEUSER SALES COMPANY
^ Distributors: WEYERHAEUSER FOREST PRODUCTS

General Offices > SPOKANE,WASHINGTON
Branch Offices

1

ST. PAUL
2694 University Ave.

F. H. Burke, Chicago Office. Manager of Cedar Pole Sales

' CHTCAGO
208 South La Salle St.

BALTIMORE NEW YORK
812 Lexington BIdg. 220 Broadway

R. L. Bayne, Spokane Office, ManagerofCedar Pole Service

Red CedarPoles
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Before you buy POLES — See Weyerhaeuser

One look at tliesc piiltf. aii^i any cxpLriciitiLl [>ole buyer know s tliat they are live peeled. At Weyerhaeuser logging camps it is

a rule to cut only live timber for poles. This photograph shows a fine lot of poles in one of the five Weyerhaeuser storage yards.

Weyerhaeuser Sales Company
c^nnounces a New Service

rBuyers of Cedar Poles
THROUGH an extension of logging operations into some very fine tracts of

Idaho Red Cedar pole timber the Weyerhaeuser organization now makes avail-

able to the buyer of poles a new and dependable source of supply.

The important thing about it is not that Weyerhaeuser should go into the pole
business. Weyerhaeuser mills have been producing a very high quality of Idaho
Red Cedar poles for years. Part of their production has been marketed direct; the
balance, in years past, has been sold through jobbers. Therefore, it is quite possible
that you may have some Weyerhaeuser poles in your own lines today.

The outstanding facts are that Cedar Poles now become a permanent feature and
specialty of the Weyerhaeuser business; and that from now on the increasing cedar
pole production of the Weyerhaeuser mills will be marketed direct, on a nationwide
service basis, to a limited number of selected pole users.

All of this is in line with the Weyerhaeuser desire to control the sales and service ends
of their business as well as the production end. Storage facilities have been enlarged
and improved. The entire cedar operation of the Weyerhaeuser business is now in
charge of experienced pole men from production to final inspection and shipment.

The policy of cutting material only for the purpose for which it is best fitted is

fundamental with the Weyerhaeuser organization. Selection of pole material starts

in the standing timber. Because of the magnitude and diversity of their lumber

Weyerhaeuser Idaho
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in 1900.

Poliei^^ tliM ^1?^
HE traction line of the

Interstate Public Service

Company had its beginning

Stion was laid then by the late

Jos. I. Irwin and his son Wm. G. Irwin of Colum-
bus, Ind. The first division consisted of 12 miles

of track between Indianapolis and Greenwood.
Later it was extended to Franklin, Edinburg,

Columbus and Seymour, which is the halfway point

between Indianapolis and Louisville. The division

between Indianapolis and Seymour, known as the

Indianapolis, Columbus and Southern, was leased

by the Interstate for a period of 999 years. The
Interstate subsequently made connection at Seymour
with the Indianapolis & Louisville Traction Rail-

way Co., which extended south to Sellersburg; and

from there the Louisville & Southern Indiana Trac-
tion Co. and the Louisville & Northern Railway

and Lighting Co. extended to Jeffersonville and
across the Ohio River into Louisville.

For a number of years the Interstate operated the

four roads, and in 1922 absorbed the Louisville

and Northern and the Louisville and Southern

January 1, 1923, the Indianapolis & Louisville

Traction Railway^ Co. was taken over, now the

Interstate controls and operates the entire line be-

tween Indianapolis and Louisville, with two branch

lines to New Albany and Charlestown. The com-

pany also operates city car lines at New Albany,

Columbus and Jeffersonville, and a surburban line

between New Albany, Jeffersonville and Louisville.

In 1913 the Interstate operated three freight

cars, today there are 145 freight cars in constant

use. Passenger equipment has increased in like

manner from the small coach without baggage
compartment to De Luxe Parlor-Buffet Cars and

Sleepers, all-steel limiteds and steel passenger

trailers.

Typical Freight Train Stock Yard Faellltlat Fast Exprcu Equipment



The increase in freight business is due mainly to

the fact that the Traffic and Operating Depart-

ments have interested themselves in the territory

served by the Interstate.

Commodity rates, both carload and less than car-

load, have been filed to accommodate the factories

on the line. The rates have been quoted low enough

to give the shippers a profit on their goods and

secure for them the opportunity to put their prod-

ucts in the market, centers at the best time for

disposal.

The Interstate is the only electric carrier north of

the Ohio River which has a contract with a national

express handling company. This contract is with the

Southeastern Express Company.

The line is fortunate in having a large live stock

market at each main terminal. Live stock is

shipped from and to both ends of the road with a

number of loading pens along the line. During
the first six months of 1924, there were 605 more

cars loaded than during the same period of 1923.

The farmers and stock men favor traction shipping

account of the low per cent of shrinkage, due to the

quick and reliable service.

There are fourteen passenger all-steel flyers

operated daily between Indianapolis and Louisville.

Eight of these limited carry De Luxe Parlor-BufiFet

cars, serving the public with every convenience and

comfort.

The most modern sleeper service has been

inaugurated.

During the summer the Interstate operates

Sunday excursions between Indianapolis and Louis-

ville, alternating each week. In 1923, the excur-

sions started May 6th and ran through December

2nd, carrying approximately 11,344 passengers.

^'
'

Hi

fCctQ.acy^JtK.

Sleeping Car Service Buses Feed Rail Lines Dining Car Service
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IbtalPevenuefromRailwayOperation

T^et Income froml^ailway Operation

OperaHn^ Income fromPailway

A new four-span bridge across Sugar Creek has been
opened for use, eliminating a very dangerous curve at

that point. The latest safety devices have been installed :

—

Block signals, crossing signals, both gong and bell, and
reminder signals between motorman and conductor.

Eleven White Company busses operate Iwtween Frank-
lin and Indianapolis. This is just another step towards
giving the public the service it demands.

For the purpose of making extensions and improve-
ments to take care of new business, the Interstate offers

for sale its T/c Prior Lien Shares, and during the past

four years approximately 2,460 persons in the direct ter-

ritory served by the traction line have purchased this

stock, ranging in blocks from one share to one hundred.
Their entire holdings amount to $2,066,900.

The betterment of public relations is made a

definite part of the Interstate business. Such
elements as mutual interest, improver service and
participation in the success of the company, have
been developed among the einployes. A friendlier

feeling and greater appreciation on the part of the

patrons and public generally, of the interdependence

of the public and utilities, has been created and is

being maintained.

Interstate Public Service Company
TOTAL EARNINGS FOR 1923

Railways—Electric—Gas

Gross Earnings, including Merchandise Sales $6,405,343.83

Operating Expenses, including Taxes 4,825.1 77.10

Net Earnings before deducting Leasehold
Rentals $1,580 166.7J

Miscellaneous Income 16,250.75

Total Income $1,596,417.48
Drdiut:

Rental of Leased Property $165,898.37
Interest on Bonds 647,188.35

Interest on Note and Accounts 45,172.34

Amortization of Discount and
Expense on Securities 52,502.34 910 761.40

Net Income $ 685 656.01.

Interstate Public Service Company
Indianapolis, Ind.
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The Next Time You
Go Over Your Lines

—^just check the grades, dimensions and quality of the ties stacked

along the right of way.

Are they the kind you desire to determine your future maintenance

and tie renewal costs? If they do not toe the mark of sound timber,

correct grades, and highest quality, you owe it to yourself and
your railroad to investigate ties that do—fo study International

Tie Service.

International quality is definite and readily recognized in

International Ties. The timber is sound, the grading is accurate

and the treatment thorough. International quality is not acci-

dental—but is the result of a conscientious manufacturing program

and of careful supervision of all ties in eveiy operation from the

tree through the treating retort to final loading.

One inspection of International Ties will prove
International Quality.

International Creosoting & Construction Co.
General Office: Galveston, Texas

Plants: Texarkana, Texas Beaumont, Texas

Galveston, Texas

>#<lll l<ili<lliliMil<W»i(ll«IM »>l»l><iiMi»Mliili<ll l>lli»M»NlWI>W<Ml<(ii»lt^^
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)^/i^i&Se/iW£C
Assuring continuous, sustained

transportation everywhere.

This 25-paS3enger patioi car will be exhibited at the A. E. R. A. Con-
vention in Atlantic City, October 6-11. A number of other types will
be shown—all on the Model 50-A White chassis, which ia low, aate,
attractive, powerful, quiet and perfectly balanced.

WHITE
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Performancekas built
White Bus prestige

HE motor bus has met
the pubUc demand for a
dependable service of

greater flexibihty, convenience

and comfort.

Signal recognition has been given

The White Company— pioneer

builder of motor busses—for its

part in this contribution to public

comfort and convenience. More
White Busses are in service in this

country than busses of any other

high-grade make.

The White Company has always
held that transportation is one
sympathetic system, most effi-

cient w^hen rails, water and high-

w^ays are each permitted to dis-

charge the function for which
each is best fitted. Profitable

operation of thousands of White
Busses in conjunction w^ith all

other forms of transportation

proves this belief is sound.

Electric raiWay companies last

year bought more White Busses
than busses of all other makes
combined. Operating experience

alone accounts for this preference.

For schools, for hotels, for indus-

trial plants, for resorts, for sight-

seeing, for service in cities, for

service between cities—w^herever

people demand safe, comfortable

carriage on dependable schedule

over the highw^ays — White
Busses have w^on preference.

Hundreds of veteran White
Busses are still running after

100,000, 300,000— and some
500,000

—

money-earning miles.

The Model 50-A White Bus is not

a truck chassis—^but a distinct

bus chassis developed as a result

of practical, demonstrated ability

to meet the exacting require-

ments of passenger transporta-

tion. Changes in design are made
only after they have thoroughly

proved their merit in practical bus
service. When such changes are

made they can be applied read-

ily to chassis already in service.

Thus, busses in service are kept

modern and rapid depreciation in

value of equipment is avoided.

Low, safe, attractive, powerful,

quiet, dependable, perfectly bal-

anced, Model 50-A affords maxi-

mum comfort and convenience to

the riding public and maximum
profit to the owner.

THE \VHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND

BUSSES
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^ (Ljnew Book
for your reference library

Bus Operating Practice.

So rapidly has the bus industry grown that
it has outstripped authentic information, com-
piled between book covers, to guide bus owners
in operating practice.

Mack has done this pioneering. Enlisting the
aid of specialists in different phases of bus oper-
ating practice, an engineering, legal and service

reference book is now ready to be placed in your
reference library. This manual is illustrated and
covers, in its 250 pages, a wide range of working
topics from Picking Profitable Lines to Figuring
Profits.

Register your name to receive a copy.
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Impossible throuph Busflexihilii]^

A disabled car, a derailment or a broken trolley

wire is likely at any time to tie up the line. Fire, pav-
ing operations and traffic blocades cause similar effects.

But not so with buses which can make detours and
swing around obstacles.

This feature of flexibility is only one of the many
reasons why street railways are viewing the modem
bus as their strongest ally. They are using buses for

extension service, to run parallel with lines that have
outgrown single trackage and to operate in residential

sections that are closed to rail carriers. They are

adopting buses to save paving expense, to ensure oper-
ation at less loss on certain sections of their trolley

system and, in many cases, as an entire substitution

for non-paying electric railway properties. And they
are strong for Macks.

When it comes to selecting the bus, the advan-
tages of the Mack are outstanding

From bumper to tail-light, the Mack is all bus.
Every feature is planned and built by Mack to con-
tribute to efficiency and economy of bus operation.

For example, there is the sturdy long-life Mack
engine.

The specially designed low bus chassis.

Wide front axle, assuring safety and permitting a
short turning radius.

The Mack dual reduction drive axle, especially de-
signed to give maximum road and under-body clear-
ance.

The Mack transmission with ground gears.

Dual system of brakes on wheels and drive shafts.

The Mack Shock Insulator. (All spring ends are
embedded in rubber shock insulator cushions, assuring
ease of riding and less wear.)

That railways appreciate the many Mack advan-
tages is indicated by the fact that 67 per cent of Mack
bus deliveries this year has been to street railways
companies.

MACK TRUCKS, Inc.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR COMPANY
25 Broadway New York City

Builders of City and Sedan Type Busea

. EightV'tiiree direct factory branches operate under the titles

of: ''MACK MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY" and "MACK-
INTERNATIONAL MOTOR TRUCK CORPORATION."

25 Passenger, City Type

/ir/ar/narice counts
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IT has been convincingly demonstrated that the H-W line includes

every desirable type of seating equipment for City and Inter-

urban Electric and Motor Coach service. A complete display and

an expert seating service backed by 98 years of experience will be

found at any of these:

IIKVWOOD-WAKKFIELD SALES OFFICES
HEVWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO. E. F. BOYLE

13S9 Railway Exchange Bldi;., Chicago, IlL Honadnocic Bldtr., 8an Francisco

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO. F. N. GRIGO
516 W. 34th St., New Yorli 630 Lonlslsna Arc, WaRhlnston. D. C.

THE G. F. COTTER SUPPLY CO.. HoUHton, Tex.

THE RAILWAY AND POWER ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Montreal and Toronto, Canada
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Notable H'W Contributions to Motor Coach Comfort
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rpHE new H-W "Tourease," "Traveluxe" and "Luxureed" i
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THE new H-W "Tourease," "Traveluxe" and "Luxureed" motor coach seats

are worthwhile additions to recent advances in Motor Coach construction.

They combine handsome appearance and stability with a degree of touring

comfort never before achieved and go far in solving motor transportation

problems.
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1 8 Hours a Day
Over Mountain Routes

AMONG numerous electric railways, the Monongahela West
b. Penn Public Service Company has extended its service

profitably by the use of modern, six-cylinder Pierce-Arrow motor
busses. In a recent letter this company says: "Our route is from
Morgantown (W. Va.) to Rivesville, where direct connections are

made every hour with our interurban line for Clarksburg, Weston,
Mannington, etc. Two busses are in continuous operation for 18

hours a day and make a total mileage of 520 miles, or a little over

15,600 miles per month.

"Country is very rough, with very little level or straight road;

maximum grades being 8% and maximum curvature 140 ft. radius.

Some of these hills are almost a mile long and are negotiated in third

speed at from 15 to 20 miles per hour without difficulty.

"This service is very well taken by the public."

ElectricTrailways find Pierce-Arrow busses profit earners and
goodwill builders because they assure patrons a swift, safe, quiet,

comfortable ride. They are built solely for bus purposes. They
handle as easily as a high-powered touring car and glide smoothly

over the road without noise or vibration.

Our engineers will he glad to demonstrate

these modern busses to railway represenlatioes

and to discuss their profit-making ability.

THE PIERCE-ARROW MOTOR CAR COMPANY
Buffalo, N. Y.

Standard Chassis

$4600
for 196-inch wheelbase, $4750 for 220-inch
wheelbase, at Buffalo; including starter,

battery, generator, solid tires and electric

lights. Pneumatic tires and disc wheels
optional at extra cost. The Pierce-Arrow
Motor Bus chassis, produced in two lengths
of wheel-base, will accommodate the sedan,
sight-seeing or pay-enter types of wood or
steel bodies, ranging from 18-passenger
capacity upward.

Terms if Desired

The Pierce-Arrow

6-Cylinder Bus Engine

The silent, Dual-Valve, Dual-Ignition
Pierce-Arrow Bus Engine develops over 100
horsepower at 2500 revolutions per minute.
It is so flexible that gear shifting is reduced
to a minimum.

Speed of from 45 to 50 miles an hour can be
maintained readily, if desired—-which
means that lower rates of speed do not tax
the engine to the limit.

The bus is propelled by a trouble-free

inverted worm gear drive. The low-hung
chassis has an imusually short tiiming
radius.

29

PIERCE
•ARROW-^

SIXrCYLINDER MOTOR BUSSES
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THIS new jack can be tripped,

or lowered automatically—as

desired. No fingering down, there-

fore absolutely safe.

The automatic lowering feature

saves time, affording quick and
accurate adjustment to any desired

height.

Above all, the new tripping device

affords such easy tripping that one

man can trip loads formerly re-

quiring two men.

With all its convenience, this jack

has only four working parts—all

of sturdy, non-breakable design.

TRe UltimateTrach Jack.
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The Field

for Double Deckers
While limited largely to metro-
politan service, double deck
''''^th Avenue Buses, because of

the minimum amount of street

space occupied per seated

passenger, are the most prac-

tical multiple automotive all

year round carriers on the

market today.

Our L-Type buses provide scats

for 55 passengers. This has been
accomplished without lengthen-
ing the wheel base of the bus.

^- .r

^^ Where
the Fifth Avenue Bus fits in the

S modern transportation scheme
From the railway point of view

FIFTH AVENUE BUSES have become valuable adjuncts of the

street railway. Linked up with existing lines they tap new
sources of revenue or provide a less expensive service on routes

on which the volume of traffic does not justify the re-laying of road-

bed and the installation of cross-overs.

The flexibility of Fifth Avenue Buses commends them for city

service. Passengers are received and discharged at the curb, an
outstanding safety feature. The quick pick-up and comparatively

short-turning radius of these vehicles make their use possible in

cities that have narrow streets.

Aside from the maximum seating capacity afforded by Fifth Avenue
Buses to carry their share of the burden in peak hours, their

appeal to pleasure riders on off hours has been definitely estab-

lished. For years they have been providing an inexpensive de luxe

transportation service on Fifth Avenue, New York City, one of the

most exacting thoroughfares in the world.

The demand for Fifth Avenue Bus equipment has been growing
gradually outside New York during the past four years. Electric

railway men respect the fact that they are produced by the pioneer

omnibus company in America, possessing a nine year background
of combined operating and building experience. Those who buy
Fifth Avenue buses realize the value of dealing with a company
which has learned by running its own buses, year in and year out,

the essential features of an economical reliable and durable
motor bus.

NEWYOSKlk^NSPOBTAnON Co.1^w
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Standard Helical Gears
are helping to solve the noise problem at the Capitol

And they are delivering the goods in

mileage. The set photographed

above was exhibited at the conven-

tion in 1923. These gears had then

made 153,000 miles on cars of the

Capital Traction Company of Wash-
ington, D. C. Then they went back

on the cars again and are still going

—total mileage to date 1 72, 1 60.

Helical Gears are a proved success,

not only in Washington, but in many
cities.

They were bound to succeed because

the basic principle is right. Gears

which mesh like the turning of a

screw, instead of clashing like the

blows of hammers cannot help last-

ing longer and saving wear generally.
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Follow up

Convention Impressions

DjON*T forget the ideas you receiv-

I ed at the big Nuttall Exhibit last

"™^ week at Atlantic City. Don't

let the resumption of routine duties

mean continuance of routine methods.

Start the ball rolling now for the "follow-

up" on that helical gear question.

RD-NITTTALL COMPANY
PrrrSBURGH^PENHSYDftNIA

All WemtinghouMe Electric A Mfg, Co. District Offices are Sales Representatives in the United
States for Nuttall Electric Railway and Mine Haulage Products. In Canada:

Lyman Tube A Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal and Toronto,

Trolleys known for reliability

You've probably tried the cheaper kinds
and learned the lesson of real economy.
Nuttall Trolleys have behind them all

the prestige of years of satisfactory ser-

vice. Standardized designs, correct pro-
portions, adequate strength—these make
the recognized reliability of Nuttall
Equipment.

In the Timken Roller Bearing Trolley

Base No. 20, the usual objections to roller

bearings for this service have been over-

come by the use of especially designed

tapered roller bearings made by the

Timken Company, exclusively for this

particular condition.

Bases

Harps
Wheels
Pantagraphs
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Efficiency in Ventilation—by N-L
—for

Street Cars

i f 11 Mr
i^

ii
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Ten Type "A ' Ventilatore suffice to ventilate tlus
Peter Witt car of the Cleveland Railway Co.
Laree properties In Toronto, Detroit, Wheeling.
Buffalo and other cities use the Type "A"

^^^"rr^f^T^

r.-^.K-

Type "C" Ventilators are shown here on a Llfrht-
weight Interurban operated by the Northwestern
Ohio, This type is also in wide use in Memphis.
Detroit, Cleveland, Enozvllle, Boston, Columbus
and other larpe cities.

N-L Type "A" Arch Roof VenUlator
Made entirely of Armco galvanized sheet Iron.
Weight 6Vi pounds. Deslcned tor cars haTlns a
small roof radius.

N-L Type "C" Arch Roof
Ventilator

A low-layinr Tentllator, somewhat
wider than Type "A". Made entirely
of Armco ralvanized sheet Iron. Weichs
6 pounds. Especially adaptable to cars
with a large roof radius.

for

Buses

N-L Bus Ventilator, Type "AA"
Made entirely of Armco galvanized sheet Iron with
a weigrht of 3H pounds. HelKht above root.

2V4 in.

The Nichols-Lintern Co.

7960 Lorain Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio

Canadian Representative: Railway & Power Eng. Corp., Ltd.,

133 Eastern Ave., Toronto, Ont.

N-L Bus Ventilator, Type "CC"
Weirht 3M potmds. Constructed of Armco gal-

vanized sheet Iron. Sztends but SM-ln. abova
root.

Years of experience in the furnishing of ventilating

equipment for various types of vehicles have led us

to set up as a definite standard, the following

requirements:

They must have a positive exhaust.

They must be dust' and weather primf.

They must operate silently.

They must be easily adaptable to roof curva-
tures and deck sashes.

They must be inconspicuous, laying low on
the roof.

Needless to say, being fathers of this rigid standard,

we demand that N-L Ventilators meet every require-

ment.
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Put one of the "UNIVERSALS" there!

"Big Boy" No. 10
This big. handsome, rug'ged fellow stands
16in. hifb, yet his weight is but 25 ponnds.
Equipped with 8-in. Corning Fresnel lens
in ruby, green, yellow or clear. His light
weight does away with elaborate "hanger"
preparation usual with big far-vision lamps.

There's an N-L "Universal" Lantern for

Every Lighting Signal Need
The "UniveriaU" present a new idea in lanterns—the ruggedness of steel

combined with the light weight of sheet metal. Cast aluminum construction

does the trick. "Universals" may be used as warning signals for

The cheerful warning signal—his brightly
polished 16-ln. aluminum reflector is a smile
in the dark. Stands 13% -in. in his stock-
ing feet. Wears a 49i-in. Corning Fresnel
lens in ruby, green, yellow or clear. Sends
out a long distance warning as well as a
brilliant ground illumination.

Street Intersections

Bad Curves
Railroad Yards
Railway Signals

Railway Crossings
Al'utments

Steel Mill Yards
Power House Signals

Interurban Car Stops

Bridges
Traffic Signals

Building Exits

in fact, at any point where there i* necessity for a Danger.
Signal.

Caution or Clear

"Eagle Eye" No. 60
Little, but a hard worker. Sends a warn-
ing ray of ruby, green, yellow or clear
from its 3V«-in. Corning Fresnel lens, and
illuminates through a clear 3-in. lens in the
bottom. Height, GU-in.: weight, 2%
pounds, ^-in. conduit suspension.

"Little Brother" No. 40
Size, shape and weight make this an ex-
cellent signal for outdoor or indoor use.
Equipped with 4% -in. Coming Fresnel
lens of ruby, green, yellow or clear
4-ln. clear lens in base. Height. 9 % -

In,: weight i% pounds.

'1 Way" No. 30
Single Coming Optical lens, choice of
three colors and clear, adjustable to
focus in any direction. Height, 8M-in,

'5 Way" No. 20
Allows any directional combinations de-

sired as well as any lens color combina-
tions. Metal blanks furnished if not aU
faces are to be used. Equipped with
4-in. Coming Opticals in any combina-
tion of colors. Weight. « pounds:
height, 9Vi-in.

For Pole For Open For Pipe For
or Wall Conduit Suspension Concealed

Suspension Wirinsr Wiring

"Little Brother," "1-Way" and "5-Way"
may be furnished with any of these

bracket types.

THE NICHOLS-LINTERN CO.
7960 Lorain Avenue

CLEVELAND, OHIO
SALES REPRESENTATIVES:

Pharo Engineering Co,. B17 Park Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

F. F. Bodler, 903 Mocadnock Bldg.. San Francisco. Cal.

A. C. Burleigh. Little Bldg.. Boston, Mass.

Gus W. Wagner, 1011 Majestic Bldg., Detroit. Mich.

Canadian EepresentatiTe : Railway & Power Eng. Corp., Ui., 183 Eastern Ave., Toronto, Oat.
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'-Fig, 1—Joint with ordinary seamwelcnested under impact
Note Seam Cracks—Plate intact

^Fig. 5—Una Joint welded by Una Process with Una Joint
Rod 200, tested under impact—Note Plates Failure

—

Seams practically intact

How Strong Are Seam Welds?

The following facts show the comparative resistance to fatigue of Ordinary Seam Metal, UNA-
fied Seam Metal and Fish Plates.

Type of Joints Tested

Figure 1 shows a Joint welded by the ordinary welding process with low carbon filler rod.

Figure 2 shows a UNA Joint welded by the UNA process with UNA Joint Rod 200.

NOTE: All conditions in both series of Joints identical except the welding process and
welding rod. ^^ ^^^
^^B BBH^ [^H ^^1^ Accelerated Impact Test with full-size joints resting on steel anvil. A blow of

^^r ^F^^^^ ^^r ^^^^ about 200 foot-pounds is struck by a weight of 250 pounds, falling 10 inches.

^1 H l^^^l ^r^^^ This repeated impact test represents much more severe conditions than are

^H H H ^^|H ^/_^^^ encountered in actual service, even in the case of very badly cupped joints.

^^^^^B^^L ^^^^^^^^^^^L, ^^^ comparative values however, the results are beyond question.

The Test Data
Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Seam Cracks Started 13,500 Blows 174.000 Blows
Seam Cracks at 50,000 Blows 29 inches inches
Seam Cracks at 100,000 Blows 38 inches inches

Note: Joint shown in Figure J removed at tOOfiOO BtotVM (eeam failure)

Fish Plate Cracks Started at 137,000 Blows
Seam Cracks at 200,000 Blows 8 inches

Conclusion

As shown by the test results, UNAfied seam The Quality and Quantity of UNAfied seam
metal showed no seam cracks until plate metal answers the demand made upon us

failure had started. Ordinary weld metal several years ago by many of the most

showed progressive seam failure without prominent way engineers, namely—

any indication of plate failure. "Give us stronger seam metal"

RAIL WELDING AND BONDING COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio
Agent* in England: Scholey Construction Company, 137 Victoria Street, Westminster, London.
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A saving worth while
Gear lubrication presents a striking example of the effect of
friction on power consumption

—

the friction of resistance offered
by the body of the lubricants used.

Galena Gear Grease is a product made specially for the particular

function of gear lubrication. It has a light, even, oily body that
cushions and protects the gear teeth without retarding their

continuous meshing action.

The introduction and use of "tacky," or sticky grease for this purpose
invited comparison of the service efficiency of Galena and the other
products. Tests were conducted by recognized engineering authorities
to determine the relative coefficient of friction.

At the rate of one cent per K.W.H.—a most conservative estimate of
power cost—the lower coefficient of Galena Gear Grease represented a
saving in annual power cost of $21.24 for a two-motor car, or $42.48 for
a four-motor car. This on a basis of eight hours per day service.

Multiplied by the number of cars that a road operates, the total value
of the excess power consumed annually if unsuitable lubricants are used
for this service may be easily estimated and the economic value of
Galena Gear Grease appreciated.

mw?*7»5rwff4

Galena-Signal Oil Gbmpanyi
New'fork " Franklin. Pa. • Chicago
^ and oflRces in principal citiGS ^
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Trbur Text
Book
on

Equipment

Stdndards

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities

Simplicity
That's the outstanding feature of

this new typeMR Circuit Breaker.

And the way this breaker has
won favor among railway men is

conclusive evidence that its design

is sound.

The new type MR Breaker is very

light in w^eight, enclosed in a sheet

steel box. Its contacts are of the

so-called contactor type, and many
of its features represent radical

improvements in design.

If you are not familiar with this

new breaker, let the nearest G-E
Office arrange with you for a

demonstration. It will be worth
your while.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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President Budd
Has Set a New Pace

THE administration of Britton I. Budd, a year of out-

standing accomplishment and advancement in the

American Electric Railway Association work, has come

to a fitting close in the greatest convention yet held.

Mr. Budd has set a new pace and a new standard for

the association's activities. He has injected into them

the full energy of his conviction and experience that

the industry will profit by modernizing its physical

plant and its thinking, by selling its services and by

seeking intelligently and intensively the good will of its

patrons. He has given the modernization movement a

great impetus by his personal pronouncements, by the

example of his own companies, by the creation of the

committees on city and interurban operation and the

plan to have these committeemen make personal inspec-

tion of the properties in their sections, and by sending

a committee abroad to bring back any ideas in use over

there which suggested improvement here. It was also

his proposal that the association have a finance com-

mittee composed of investment bankers to advise in the

difficult problems of financing electric railway improve-

ments and extensions. This will presumably strengthen

the association's usefulness with respect to a phase

which has heretofore been without expert counsel.

Under Mr. Budd's direction, also, the prestige of the

association has been increased by prompt help in critical

situations facing individual company members. In fact,

there has come this year some realization of the power
of the association as an organized force for protection

of member companies.

Altogether, a new spirit of progressiveness and a de-

termination to develop the electric railway so that it will

adequately meet the demands of the present day are the

imprints left upon the industry by Mr. Budd, to whom
it is greatly indebted.

Volume GJt

Number 15

Biggest Atlantic City Convention

Proves Industry Anything but Obsolete

ONE of the striking features of the Atlantic City
convention was its size. A total of 86,349 sq.ft.

of floor space was occupied by exhibits, and the attend-

ance was about 5,800. Corresponding figures for last

year, the largest up to that time, were 75,681 sq.ft.

and 4,404 attendants. If anyone is under an impression
that the electric railway as an industry is on the down
grade or that the street car is becoming obsolete, as

Mayor Hylan of New York and some others say, all

he has to do is to look at these records. They certainly

exhibit no sign of obsolescence. Nor was the increase

in space sold due only to the larger bus exhibits, for

the strictly railway exhibits occupied more space than
ever before.

In fact, no one could have attended the Atlantic City

convention without being impressed with a great feel-

ing of optimism over the future of the electric railway

industry. This does not mean that the railway of the

future can be a duplicate of that of today. Certainly

it will have to keep its equipment up-to-date, use mod-
ern methods of selling its service to the public and,

in most cases, carry some portion of its traffic by buses.

But, by and large, there was a feeling of optimism in

regard to the future of the electric railway industry

which was more in evidence than at any previous con-

vention for a decade.

High Points of

the American Sessions

THE material progress that has been made in the in-

dustry was exhibited in many ways but in no other

more prominently, perhaps, than in several addresses

by bankers who expressed decided optimism in regard

to the future of the electric railway business. This

feeling was founded on the belief that local transporta-

tion is a necessity, and that there is no means at present

or in sight to furnish this transportation in sizable

cities that is as satisfactory or as economical as the elec-

tric railway. Of course not all bankers may feel the

same way but the address on this subject by Mr. Harris

on Wednesday evening, and the testimony of others of

the desirability and success of the policy of customer
ownership are noteworthy. The dependence of real

estate values on good transportation was strikingly

confirmed by the testimony of an authority on real

estate, and the pre-eminence of the electric car for this

service was shown by the papers and discussion on
the place of the jnotor bus in city transport.

This question of transportation by means of buses, an
often-debated subject, was much clarified by the sessions

of the American Association at Atlantic City. The
opinions of bus manufacturer and railway operator, as

expressed in the addresses of Mr. Brosseau and Mr^
Shoup, were fundamentally the same on this point,

namely, that the electric road is best for mass trans-

portation, and the bus for supplementary service—and
that the final answer is co-ordinated transportation.

It is only a short time ago that some bus manufacturers
were claiming that the electric car was obsolete, while
to some electric railway men the idea that buses had any
considerable place in public transportation was anath-
ema. Thus the California Electric Railway Association

less than three years ago passed a resolution severely

criticizing the publishers of this paper for establishing

Bus Transportation. The announced purpose of this

periodical was to encourage the idea of co-ordinated
rather than competitive bus and electric railway trans-
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portation, but the practicability of that plan did not

seem so evident to many then as now. The addresses of

Messers. Brosseau and Shoup at Atlantic City on Thurs-

day should help to convert the doubters on both sides,

if any remain, though naturally there remain differ-

ences in details that experience will work out.

By Striving for a Definite Objective

T & T Association Makes Real Progress

CONCENTRATION on a few subjects has marked

the work of the Transportation & Traffic Associa-

tion during the past year. In contrast with some of

the other associations which have had a dozen or more

committees, this association has confined itself to the

study of four main subjects. These are accident pre-

vention, development of new business, trackless vehicle

operation, and relief of traffic congestion.

The report of the committee on accident prevention

shows the growing seriousness of the automobile haz-

ard, but intimates that the time is now ripe to secure

municipal co-operation in attacking this problem. This

year more attention has been given to the develop-

ment of new business than ever before. Practi-

cally one entire afternoon session at the convention was
devoted to an advertising and publicity symposium.

Presentation of papers by publicity men at this

T & T meeting gave them a chance to talk directly

to the railway executives, and sell them on the idea of

advertising, instead of simply selling the idea to them-

selves over again. The general tenor of the papers

presented at that time indicates that electrip railway

managements have become convinced that the industry

must advertise its wares in much the same way as any

other business does. A number of definite and helpful

suggestions were made by the various speakers, telling

just what had been done in their own localities and
what results had been accomplished thereby.

More interest than ever before attaches this year to

the report of the committee on trackless vehicle opera-

tion. It is to be regretted, however, that the statistics

presented by the committee cover only a comparatively

small proportion of the railways now operating buses.

Had it been possible to secure data from a larger num-
ber of such companies, the average figures presented

would have been more informative. An interesting

poiiit brought out in the discussions of this report con-

cerned the benefits of standardizing various phases of

bus operation. The suggestion that too much stand-

ardization in bus operation would rob this method of

transportation of one of its best qualities is worth
careful consideration.

Relief of traffic congestion, the fourth subject studied

by the Transportation and Traffic Association, is one

which is growing in importance every day. There was
a time when traffic regulation was considered by many
railway executives to be outside the scope of their legiti-

mate interests. But that time has passed. In the

opinion of President Punderford, this subject is the

most important one to which the association has given

its attention, and his opinion is shared by many of the

other members. By confining its study to a very nar-

row field the committee on relief of traffic congestion

has made real progress. It would be impossible briefly

to summarize the results attained by this committee,

but the facts developed by its investigation are of such

compelling interest that the report should be read by
e^ery railway man.

Engineering Association's Accomplishments
Exceed Those of Any Previous Year

SOMETIMES it has been said that an engineer is a
good man to collect data and establish conclusions

but a poor one to put his thoughts into words for the

information of others. The reports submitted at the

sessions of the Engineering Association during this

year's convention, however, prove conclusively that the

engineers of the electric railway industry are as good
at describing their investigations as they are in collect-

ing the data. The reports of the committees this year
were remarkable not only for the wealth of real infor-

mation contained, but also for the pleasing manner in

which it was presented.

One of the outstanding achievements of this associa-

tion during the past year is the revision of the Engi-
neering Manual and its publication in the form of a
bound volume instead of the previous loose-leaf form.

The special committee on Engineering Manual deserves
great praise for what it has accomplished in this re-

spect.

A recent development which has been attracting con-

siderable interest among electric railway men through-
out the country is the articulated train. This subject

was carefully studied by the committee on heavy elec-

tric traction and the results of its investigation as

embodied in the report are well worth the study of
everyone interested in this type of vehicle.

Another committee report of outstanding importance
presented at the sessions of the Engineering Association

is that on way matters. The report of the closely allied

committee on welded rail joint research is also of great

interest. Probably no other phases of the work of this

association have been more thoroughly studied than
have these subjects. The findings of the way com-
mittee are definite and important and are set forth

with remarkable clarity in its report.

Wood preservation has been studied by a committee
whose findings indicate the growing importance of this

subject, a fact which is perhaps less widely recognized
than it should be. In connection with power generation
and distribution, the matter of greatest interest at the
present time is probably that of automatic substations.

This subject was fully dealt with in the reports of

various committees studying it.

One outstanding impression was given by these com-
mittee reports, as presented during the convention. If

the modernization discussion during the past year ha^^

accomplished nothing else, it has at least set the
engineers to thinking in new terms—in what might
even be called radical terms, radical in the sense that
they are considering wide departures from precedent.

Although the various committee reports and the dis-

cussion that followed their presentation covered many
subjects involving improvements in more or less com-
mon practice, there was evidence in the discussion of
a distinct trend toward critical analysis of methods
which have previously been accepted primarily because
of the long pedigree of precedent behind them.
But the thinking is being done in the committees

and not in the convention, for the amount of discus-

sion on the floor was small. Another aspect of the

engineering proceedings is that the business of the
committees has been so extensive that it consumes the
entire time of the meetings. Thus there is no room
on the program for papers on special subjects or other
diversion from the conduct of routine business. This
tends to lessen the interest of the convention .sessions.
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The yearns Work Reviewed
President's Address Surveys the Work Undertaken—Several Special Committees Have Contrib-

uted Materially to the General Progress of the Association's Active Year—

-

A Year Marked Especially by the Increased Extent of the

Practical Helpfulness to the Member Companies

By Britton I. Budd
President American Electric Railway AEsociation

President Chicago Rapid Transit Company

IT
AFFORDS me a great deal of

pleasure to welcome you to the
forty-third annual convention of the

American Electric Railway Association.
Fortunately for me the duties of office

were less onerous this past year than
they were in previous years, in which
some of my predecessors acquitted
themselves so creditably. The critical

period in our industry was safely passed
and we were on an ascending grade
when I assumed office.

At the opening of the convention I

wish to direct your attention to the
efforts put forth by your executive com-
mittee to make this gathering interest-

ing and instructive. More space has
been taken this year for exhibition pur-
poses than at any previous convention.
Manufacturers of railway equipment
have spent a great deal of time and
money to emphasize the educational

features of our convention. Repre-
sentatives of railway companies should
show their appreciation of the efforts

of the manufacturers by making an
intensive study of these exhibits. They
ow^e it to themselves as practical rail-

way men and they owe it to the manu-
facturers. They owe it to the companies
who send them here to acquire knowl-
edge of the industry.

In order that full advantage may be
taken by delegates of this opportunity
to see the latest improvements in

equipment, Wednesday has been set

aside as a special day to view exhibits.

No regular sessions will be held on
that day and I trust that every dele-

gate will inspect the exhibits with the
idea of learning something that will

benefit himself and the company he
represents.

The setting apart of a day in which
to inspect the exhibits is a new de-

parture in our conventions, and I be-

lieve it is an important one. Modern-
ization should be the watchword in our
industry, and the time we spend in

studying what the manufacturers are
doing to help us accomplish our aims
in that direction is time that is well
spent. I hope the experiment will

prove so popular this year that it will

be made a part of our regular program
at succeeding conventions.
What I have said with respect to

exhibits applies with equal force to

your attendance at convention meet-
ings. We come here for serious busi-

ness and we should so apply ourselves
that each one of us will go home to

our respective duties with some new
knowledge gained. If we do not our

Itritton I. Badd

companies have wasted money in send-
ing us here. I have stressed this mat-
ter previously during my administra-
tion and I shall continue to emphasize
it as long as the necessity for doing so
remains.
The various committees of your asso-

ciation have given freely of their time
and efforts in the preparation of the
reports which they will submit to you.
These reports have great educational
value and we should not be satisfied

by merely hearing them read. They
should be carefully studied and fully

discussed.

The various activities of the associa-
tion will be covered in detail in the
report of the executive secretary. I

wish, however, to call attention par-
ticularly to the work of two or three
committees which has been directed

along lines more or less new in our
association. I appreciate the excellent

work done by all our committees, and
in singling out two or three for special

mention I do not mean to belittle the
others.

In searching throughout the year for
the proner personnel for committee
work I found that we at association

headquarters know very little about the
rising younsr men in the industry. It

is of the utmost importance that these

young men be given an opnortunity to

develop in their cho.=en profession. Not

as much has been accomplished during
the year in this direction as I would
wish, but a start has been made. Noth-
ing is better calculated to develop the
active young man in the industry than
committee work. It broadens his vision
and gives him a grasp of the impor-
tance of the industry that he could
obtain in no other way. I trust that in

the coming year the executives of our
companies will co-operate with asso-
ciation headquarters in bringing atten-
tion to the names of junior officials who
can and will give earnest attention to
committee work.
One of the departures from the usual

committee activities was the appoint-
ment of the committee on foreign oper-
ation, to make a survey of electric

railway and bus conditions in Europe.
This committee was composed of
James W. Welsh as chairman; Harley
A. Johnson, president of the Engineer-
ing Association, and Harry L. Brown,
editor of the Electric Railway Jour-
nal. The committee spent some six
weeks last summer in studying foreign
transportation practices. The report
of this committee is available to you
at this convention and should prove in-

teresting and instructive. You will find

in studying that report that the rela-
tions between the electric railway and
the motor bus in Great Britain closely
resemble our own in their fundamental
aspects. The general opinion of the
transportation men in Great Britain is

that motor buses can never replace
electric railways for high-density traf-
fic, although the motor bus has a defi-

nite place as an auxiliary to the rail-

ways.
Other new committees created dur-

ing the year were the committees on
city operation and on interurban oper-
ation. The importance of the work of
these committees cannot be over-
emphasized. A considerable part of
our program on Friday will be devoted
to hearing and discussing the reports
of these committees.
Much good work has been accom-

plished by these committees during the
past year, and they will accomplish
bette*- work in the future as their ob-
jects become more thoroughly under- .

stood. When you have heard their re-

ports read at this convention. I believe .

you will be impressed with the great
possibilities for continued work of this

kind in the future. They will place
before you a comnosite picture of thf?

industry as a whole which it is difficult

for the executive to visualize without
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such a survey as these committees have
made.
The key men of these committees

are known as regional Vice-chairmen.
While the work of these men has in-

volved the expenditure of a great deal
of time, as well as some money, 1 am
sure that each committeeman has
gained so much in knowledge and ex-
perience that he will feel; amply re-

paid, as will the company which
employs him. I have taken a 'great
deal of interest in the work of these
committees because of the educational
opportunities it offers the individual
committeeman and the benefit to their

companies and to the association.
Especially are the smaller companies
benefited and made to feel that they
are as much a part of the association
as the larger companies. I earnestly
recommend that these committees be
£ontinued and their work further de-
veloped.

Kecently your executive committee
authorized the creation of an advisory
committee on electric railway finance.

This committee is made up of men who
are eminently qualified in finance and
investment. The duties of this com-
mittee will be to bring to the attention

of executives financial matters of in-

terest in the industry.

The financial structure of electric

railways has not received the attention

of executives to the degree that its im-
portance merits. Little effort has been
made to educate operating officials in

this important phase of our industry.

The appointment of this committee is

opportune. The financial position of

the industry has materially improved
during the last year and I am confident

it will continue to improve. Several
large issues of traction securities have
been absorbed by the public in the last

few months, something which seemed
hardly possible a few years ago.

The. customer-ownership idea is be-

ing applied successfully in the electric

railway field. This plan of financing

offers many advantages and I feel that

its application will be greatly extended
in the future. We have all been giving

a good deal of thought and attention to

modernizing the industry. That work
must go on, which means that new
capital must be found. At least a part

of this new capital must come from
the sale of junior securities, which the

public will readily absorb when it

knows that the proceeds from such

sales are to be applied to the purchase
of new equipment and the improvement
of service. With large numbers of our
customers stockholders in our com-
panies, our public relations will be im-
proved and we shall find it less difficult

to obtain reasonable and equitable

rates of fare.

Some companies may think it diffi-

cult if not impossible for them to start

such a financial program. My answer
to that is to make every effort to put
the financial structure of your com-
pany on a basis that will inspire public

confidence in your securities, then ask
your customers to supply the needed
capital for new equipment and im-
proved service. If a company is really

serving a community, it will find a

ready response to such an appeal. It

may take some time to accomplish this,

but it can be done and must be done

if we are to meet the public require-
ments.
Much has been accomplished in re-

cent years in the way of improving
public relations. This has been ac-
complished through improved service
and intelligent publicity. Customer-
ownership is helpful in that direction,

but it will not take the place of good
service and telling the public the facts

about our industry. In that work our
publicity committee has been helpful.

No opportunity has been lost to help
individual companies and the industry
as a whole.

Recently we appointed several repre-
sentatives on Secretary Hoover's con-
ference which is studying safety meas-
ures on our streets and highways. This
is a problem which deserves our most
careful consideration and our earnest
co-operation. The loss of human life

on our streets and highways is appall-
ing. Transportation companies have
done much in the way of accident pre-
vention on their properties, but we
should not be satisfied with confining
our efforts within our own companies.
Our experience in such work especially
qualifies us to assist in all community
efforts of this kind. We owe it as a
civic duty. Active participation in all

such movements is a benefit to the in-

dustry, directly and indirectly. It is

an important factor in our public re-

lations.

One problem which appears to be on
the way to a solution is motor bus
operation. At the present time about
150 of our companies are operating
some 2,000 busQs, and it is probable
that the number will be greatly in-

creased in the immediate future. I

am told that about 25 per cent of all

the buses purchased this year have
gone to electric railway companies.
This broadening of transportation
facilities and co-ordination of bus and
rail service is encouraged by the
American Electric Railway Association.
Where there is a public need for bus
service, we should supply it. Trans-
portation is our business, and with our
experience we are the agencies best
qualified to meet the requirements of
the public, whether by rail or bus. We
should furnish this service even if we
must for a time conduct it at a loss,

because we gain in public good will

by giving the public the service it

wants.
I have the utmost faith in the future

of the electric railway industry. It

has been fully demonstrated that there
is not as yet any substitute for it.

Notwithstanding the phenomenal in-

crease in the number of automobiles'
and motor buses in the last few years,
the number of passengers carried on
electric railways has increased greatly
in the same period. This increase will

continue in every place where the elec-

tric railway is giving a needed service
and the character of service which the
public demands. In conclusion I wish
to thank all my associates in office, who
have loyally and heartily given me
their support and encouragement dur-
ing my term as president. The staff at
association headquarters, the executive
committee and the members of the
various committees have done every-
thing possible to be helpful. My work
with them has been a real pleasure and
I thank them most sincerely for their

co-operation while I have been priv-

ileged to serve the industry during the
past year.

Northern Texas Traction Company
Wins Coffin Prize*

Report of Charles A. Coffin Prize Committee
to American Association with Remarks Made
by President Budd in Making Presentation

—

Achievements of Other Companies Outlined

WITH the presentations made by
certain electric railway com-
panies for the second annual

prize, the committee is becoming in-

creasingly impressed with the great
stimulus given to modernization and
general improvement in the industry
by the Charles A. Coffin Foundation,
established by the General Electric
Company. The material which came
to light through the contest last year
and the example afforded other electric
lailway companies by a wide reading
and study of. the accomplishments and
methods of the winner have exerted an
influence for betterment the results
of which are already discernible in the
work of a number of companies during
the past year. Thus, the Coffin Foun-
dation is affording a very helpful
impetus to the general program of

*Thl8 report of the Coffin Prize Commit-
tee was slightly abstracted for publication
here.

modernization that is steadily {raining

headway. The new presentations this

year will help further to build this

new spirit of aggressive development
in the industry and carry it on with
accumulative effect.

It will be recalled that under the
conditions of the foundation it is pro-
vided that an annual award of the
Charles A. Coffin gold medal will be
made to that electric railway company
in the United States which during the
year has made the greatest contribu-
tion toward increasing the advantages
of electric transportation for the con-
venience and well-being of the public
and for the benefit of the industry.
It is also specified that the company
receiving the medal shall receive
|1,000 for its employees' benefit or
similar fund. Every electric railway
company in the United States was
invited again this year to participate
in the contest and urged to send to
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the committee a statement of its activ-
ities and accomplishments as comprised
within the field of the award.
For the contest this year the com-

mittee agreed upon and published eight
points which would be considered the
principal factors in making the award.
It used the same relative ratings for
each of these points in summing up
the claims of the various companies as
were used last year. These eight prin-
cipal factors reported on by the com-
panies were as follows:

1. The particular initiative, skill and
enterprise manifested in popularizing
electric railway service—more riders
and more revenue.

2. Outstanding success in gaining
public good will.

3. Economies which have been in-
troduced in operation resulting from
original ideas.

4. Economies in operation viewed as
a measure of the extent to which the
company has taken advantage of new
developments in operating and main-
tenance practice and equipment origi-
nating with others.

5. Improvements in construction
practice which have resulted in reduced
first cost, reduced maintenance or a
greater reliability of service.

6. Particular success in conducting
a safety program and actually reducing
number and seriousness of accidents.

7. Outstanding accomplishment in
development of good relations between
management and employees.

8. Special accomplishment in financ-
ing which reduces the cost of new
capital, such as the distribution of
securities among customers and em-
ployees, rearrangement of the financial
structure, etc.

This year presentations were filed

by nine companies. The committee
made a detailed study of the contents
of each report and carefully weighed
the merits of each claim. All of the
presentations contained evidence of
much worth-while accomplishment. All
of the contestants are to be congratu-
lated, not only on the fine work they
are doing for their own betterment,
but for the elaborate plans taken to
put their accomplishments before the
committee. In compiling and writing
their reports they have taken stock of
themselves and they have made avail-
able to the field their experience. Both
results are a justification for the labor
and expense involved, entirely aside
from the prospect of winning the
award.

Their statements range from a brief
listing of achievements to a most com-
prehensive and detailed explanation
and proof of the claims made. The
choice of the winner this year was by
no means a simple matter to decide.
But after extended deliberation and
study, the committee finally came to
unanimous agreement as to that com-
pany which measured up highest in
its accomplishments during the year

Many Improvements

As already indicated, the committee
found much to commend in the pro-
gressive improvement work done as
noted in the briefs of each of the com-
panies. In the report of the Aurora,
Elgin & Fox River Electric Company,
Aurora, 111., the committee was par-

ticularly impressed with the physical
improvements, bettering of service and
the general policies followed which
have resulted in an increase of 1,000,-
000 passengers in a year and made 65
per cent of the employees stockholders
in a period of seven months.
The particular accomplishment of

the Charleston Consolidated Railway
<& Lighting Company, Charleston, S. C,
in which the committee had special
interest was the transformation of a
$20,000 deficit into a |23,000 net. This
is all the more notable in view of the
fact that it was done in spite of a
diminishing population and an increas-
ing number of automobiles.
The work done by the Interstate

Public Service Company, Indianapolis,
Ind., in taking three companies, two of

them run down and not paying, and
developing them into a fine, profitable

railroad is so outstanding in all its

phases that the committee points with
pride and high commendation to the
whole achievement. The committee
was especially impressed with the

extensive work done in helping the

farmers, both as to the best crops

to grow on their particular soils and
as to right time of marketing. This
has not only developed good will and
passenger business, but has brought
the railway a very handsome growth in

its freight haulage.
The Memphis Street Railway, Mem-

phis, Tenn., has met with particular
success in reducing its expenditures for
accidents by splitting fifty-fifty with
the men any savings under the amount
established as the average over a cer-

tain previous period. This not only
saved the company more than $15,000
in the year ended June 1, 1924, but
added 2.10 cents per hour to the pay
of the men.
The San Francisco-Sacramento Rail-

road, Oakland, Cal., has a record which
stands out for the remarkable freedom
from accidents. Since the road was
put in operation Sept. 3, 1913, the
company has never killed or injured
a passenger. This company has also
been a strong influence behind the
formation of a drainage and irrigation
district that will improve a 200,000-
acre section of land and bring in
settlers, which in the end will work
to the advantage of the railroad. While
protected from unwarranted motor bus
competition by the state commission,
this company has not turned a deaf
ear to the merits of bus transportation.
It has put in through rates and joint
schedules with authorized existing mo-
tor carriers connecting with the rail-

v;ay where these carriers have obtained
permits from the railroad commission
to operate in territory beyond the com-
pany's lines.

The Shreveport Railways, Shreve-
port. La., has accomplished a reduction
in its accident expenditures from 5
per cent of the gross to 2 per cent.
It stands out also for its insistence upon
clean, well-painted, well-lighted cars,
operated on regular schedules over
well-maintained tracks, and for its

efforts to keep trainmen constantly
drilled in the art of smooth operation
and courteous treatment of passengers.
The Union Street Railway, New

Bedford, Mass., has found merited
reward in executing the policies ex-

pressed^ in .its motto, "Safety and
Service, Courtesy and Cleanliness." It
has also made the most of economies
where these could be practiced without
affecting the quality of service.

The United Railways & Electric
Company, Baltimore, Md., has presented
to the committee a notable record of
improvement. It is also evident that
here is a property which is operated
with exceptionally high. efficiency. The
committee was particularly impressed
with the platining and careful execu-
tion of a five-year modernization pro-
gram which culmina;ted this year to
produce an annual saving of $1,000,000
in the company's operating expense.
From this point on the committee

will discuss the presentation of the
railway company which is to be
awarded the prize this year. The com-
mittee was particularly impressed with
the evidence that here was a manage-
ment that knew what it should do and
then proceeded to do it.

A feature of the company's activity
which deserves special mention here is

its short-haul real estate development.
By a careful survey of the city the
company found that there were more
than 24,000 vacant residential building
lots within four blocks of existing
street railway lines. This information
was brought before the public in an
intelligent advertising campaign, and
it has served simultaneously two im-
portant purposes. It has tended to
check the agitation for long extensions
of car lines out to new real estate de-
velopments in outlying sections and it

has served to develop short-haul riding.
It simply brought before the public
incontrovertible facts showing that
the railway had anticipated the needs
of the public long in advance and that
with the abundance of building lots

adjacent to street railway lines it was
an imposition to ask the company to
build extensions when the present lines
will serve a city of 100,000 more people
than it now has.

The winner stands out for its happy
faculty of keeping the public interested
in its activities. Two cars painted
pure white, with various safety and
merchandising slogans on the outside,
manned with operators dressed in dress
uniforms and run on various lines, is

one example of the means adopted to
arouse interest in strert railway serv-
ice. Incidentally, the use of these
white "talking" cars was considered of
enough interest to be syndicated by the
Newspaper Enterprise Association and
the story forwarded to 135 newspapers
in various parts of the United States.

Newspaper advertising, good slogans
inducing the automobile driver to ride
the street car, dash signs for company
advertising and slogans, and similarly
the use of interior car cards, all have
been effectively employed in impressing
upon the local people the fact that the
street railway management is aggres-
sively seeking to give good service,
please its patrons and attract more
business to its lines. In other words,
no one in that town thinks of the
railway as a "dead one."
A most notable achievement is

summed up in the company's claim
that in spite of increasing costs and
private automobile competition its

ratio of operating cost to gross rev-
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enue has been kept down to the low
figure of 61 per cent for the year.

Besides a consistent, pleasing and
effective advertising campaign, of
which the presentation contains a host
of examples, this winning company
also makes the point that its service

has been popularized by the use of
one-man single and double truck cars.

The original installation dates back
to 1916. The change-over from two-
man operation has been brought about
over a period of eight years. The
public has been completely sold on the
idea because the company shortened
the headway and increased the sched-
ule speed on all lines.

The use of metal tokens with the
odd fare of 7 cents was inaugurated
as a means of speeding up. The tokens
were sold without reduction in the
rates. They were not used extensively
because people seemed to be afraid of
losing them. The company, through
the operators, gave each passenger as
he boarded the car one day a simple
metal ring on which to carry his tokens.
It was handed to him in a small enve-
lope on which were printed the reasons
why the use of tokens would benefit
passengers. About 35,000 of these
rings were given away between 5 a.m.
and 2 p.m. of last May 31. The sale
of tokens jumped immediately from
1,300 a day to 6,000, and the sale has
continued since then at nearly that
level. The total cost of this scheme
was $600.

Under the heading of economies in-

troduced in operation, the winner shows
how the cost of trainmen's wages per
car-mile has been steadily decreased
since 1920, without any reduction in

wages. In 1920 the figure for this
item was 9.45 cents per car-mile, while
at the end of June, 1924, it was 6.35
cents. This is the result of extending
the use of one-man cars and of faster
schedule speeds. Similarly, the energy
consumption over the same period has
been reduced from 2.2 kw.-hr. per car-
mile to 1.75. Use of light-weight rolling
stock, building of new and up-to-date
shops, installation of modern tools and
shop equipment and the educational
work carried on with the shop men
have been factors in bringing about a
steady decline in the cost of maintain-
ing equipment from 3.5 cents per car-
mile in 1920 to 1.9 cents per car-mile
in 1924. The cost of maintenance of
way and structures has come down
from 2.5 cents per car-mile in 1920
to 1.4 cents in 1924. Besides the effect
of light-weight rolling stock in this
figure, the extensive use of track weld-
ing equipment and modern track tools
have had a bearing on producing the
results. These reductions have been
achieved in spite of the fact that the
wige scale now prfjvailing on the prop-
erty is as high as the scale for 1920;
that the standard of maintenance is

higher than at any time, and that the
condition of the property has further-
more been materially improved.
The use of a carefully prepared

budget system, which the company
designates as "the bogey," has resulted
in a co-ordination and control of ex-
penditures which has helped materially
in the general introduction of economies
throughout the company. Careful at-
tention to the prevention of fires,

equipping all buildings with fire-fight-

ing equipment, organization of fire-

fighting brigades, with frequent drills,

and general good "housekeeping" have
resulted in a decrease in the company's
insurance premium of about 20 per
cent since 1920. An interdepartment
telephone installed in the shop has
facilitated the work there by bringing
master mechanic and foremen into

ready communication.
In its accident prevention work, this

company is continuing its system, fol-

lowed for some time back, of analyzing
the individual performances of train-

men with regard to accidents. The
results have been very satisfactory, as
shown by the fact that the number of
accidents and amount of money paid
out during the past year have con-
tinued to show a decrease over pre-
vious years in spite of an increase of
more than 5,000 automobiles owned in

the city and an increase of approxi-
mately 100,000 revenue car-miles oper-
ated. In addition to monthly meetings
of the trainmen by lines, at which the
courteous treatment of passengers and
accident prevention are discussed,
another feature introduced during the
past year was joint meetings between
claim adjusters, transportation depart-
ment inspectors and other interested

employees. This has resulted in close

co-operation between the claims and
other departments since there is a
better understanding of claim depart-
ment requirements. The use of signs
reading "Look out for the cars" and
hung on the overhead at street inter-

.sections has saved accidents.

With respect to the development of

good relations between management
and employees, the winning company
states that it has never had a serious

difference of opinion between the man-
agement and employees. The employees
have been kept acquainted with full

details concerning the company and
it has been made plain to them that
there are no secrets in the operation
of the property. This has resulted in

an understanding on the part of the
employees of the necessity for inau-
gurating new economic practices. It

has gained for the.se economies the
wholehearted support that was so
necessary to make them successful.
These economies have been obtained
without the payment in any form of
a bonus or a commission.
One rather unique feature of the

company's relations with its men is

that at intervals the manager holds
meetings with the city and interurban
trainmen and acquaints them with the
trend of the company's affairs. These
meetings have served to make the
trainmen feel that they are a vital part
of the organization and as such are
entitled to know the trend of affairs.

At these meetings the trainmen also

get facts and figures which enable them
to give the public intelligent answers
to any questions that may be asked.
On one occasion the trainmen on city

lines were asked to give their individ-

ual ideas on how to increase the com-
pany's business. Prizes were offered

for the best letters written on the
subject. Ninety-five per cent of the
trainmen sent in letters in respon.se to
this request. Many good suggestions
were set forth. A similar competition

for the interurban trainmen brought
letters from every one of them, without
exception.

This company believes that service
means more than just providing trans-
portation. It supplies a service that
is called fast. The headways are much
less than is necessary on most lines.

It believes that its patrons should wait
as short a time as possible for a street

car. Furthermore, the frequent head-
way practically insures a seat for
every passenger. Even during the
peak hours it is not unusual to note
the absence of standees. In general,
this company has modernized its prop-
erty and its service. It has something
good to sell and is selling it by modem
methods—by advertising and by "deliv-

ering the goods."

In this brief way, the committee has
endeavored to point out a few of the
accomplishments of the winner which
were set forth in its claims for su-

premacy in this year's contest. The
committee is pleased to announce now
that the Charles A. Coffin gold medal
for 1924, an award for outstanding
contribution to the art of electric rail-

way transportation, is awarded to the
Northern Texas "Traction Company.
Fort Worth, Tex.

President Budd, chairman of the
committee, read the report of this com-
mittee and called George H. Clifford,

vice-president and general manager of

the Fort Worth company to the plat-

form and presented him with the

medal.

Mr. Clifford, in accepting, said it

was a great pleasure to accept the
medal for his company, which had won
only because of the full co-operation

received from each of the employees.
The company has attempted to follow
progressive methods for some years, he
said. Its reward has been in the pride

of accomplishment and the conscious-
ness of duty well done. But during
this last two years, since the establish-

ment of the Coffin Prize, there has
been the added incentive of the pos-

sibility of winning this gold medal. The
CoflSn Prize, he continued, should serve

as a challenge to electric railway men
to meet all their obligations to the

public. The submission of briefs in

these contests serves the very useful

purpose of bringing new ideas before

the industry. He hoped it would be

possible, for this reason, to have a

much larger number of presentations
in future years. In expressing thanks
to the donor of the medal and to the

committee, Mr. Clifford assured his

audience that the prize had been won
by an organization which greatly ap-

preciated it, and which would strive

to continue to contribute in every way
to the advancement of the industry.

F. J. Gannon, treasurer of the Em-
ployees' Benefit Association of the Fort
Worth company, received the $1,000.

In expressing the thanks of the em-
ployees, he said that they had come to

realize that they were going to be in

business in one town a long time and
that if they wanted to be happy and
successful they had better cultivate

good will. Now, as the emp'oyeea of

a Coffin Prize company, he said they
would strive to live up to that distinc-

tion.
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American Association Proceedings
Finance, Co-ordination and Management Were Discussed,

Each Being the Subject of a Separate Session

—

Modernization Was the Keynote Throughout

THE first session of the American
Association was called to order
in the Greek Temple on Tuesday

morning promptly at 10:05 by Presi-
dent Britton I. Budd. The hall was
tastefully decorated with evergreens
and bunting, and at the right of the
hall on an easel was a large banner of
the Metropolitan Section of the Amer-
ican Electric Railway Association,
organized Sept. 23, 1924.

Mr. Budd first introduced Armand T.
Nichols, director-general Atlantic City
pageant. He extended a cordial wel-
come to the association on behalf of
Mayor Bader, who was unable to be
present. Mr. Budd replied in cordial
terms.
An abstract of Mr. Budd's presiden-

tial address appears on page 579.
The report of the executive sec-

retary, presented by Mr. Welsh, briefly

outlined the accomplishments of the
association during the year.

Executive Secretary's Report
The keynote of the association,

sounded by President Budd at the be-
ginning of his administration, was
"Modernization." The purpose of this
was to refute a growing impression on
the part of the public that electric

railways were out of date, and at the
same time to disseminate among elec-

tric railway companies a greater
familiarity with existing improvements
applicable to their properties.
Some stimulus in this direction had

already been supplied under the Charles
A. Coffin award for the most outstand-
ing accomplishments by an electric

railway company. The evidence pre-
sented by the 17 electric railways
participating during the previous year
gave ample proof of what electric rail-

ways were doing throughout the coun-
try under good management and with
the use of modern methods. A brief
review of some of the high points in

these presentations is now before the
association in book form, furnishing an
opportunity to every electric railway in

the country to measure itself by some
of the standards presented therein.
To bring this matter closer home,

however, to individual properties two
special committees were authorized.
The country was divided into geo-
graph'c sections and a regional vice-
chairman empowered to canvass his
territory and collect information from
each property as to the latest methods,
practices and facilities in use.
The manufacturer members of the

association have been enlisted in this

movement and their co-ooeration
secured in the presentation of an ex-
hibit this year representing the latest
improvement in mechanical and elec-

trical developments. This exhibit is the
largest electric railway exhibit ever

held anywhere, at any time. It covers
the equipment, facilities and accessories
used in every department of electric

railway and transportation service,

and in itself alone is incontrovertible
proof of the stability and necessity of
the electric railway industry.
Even the possibility that a lesson

might be learned from foreign practice
was not overlooked, and at the presi-

dent's suggestion a committee was sent

to Europe to bring back the latest de-

velopments abroad, toth in general
operating practice as well as the pres-
ent attitude toward the motor bus,

in order that no opportunity might be
lost for ascertaining what the best
thinking in the world on this subject

might be.

The problem presented by the devel-

opment of the motor bus has been
squarely met by the association, which
has consistently stood for the co-

ordination of all forms of transporta-
tion in each community under one
responsible management. It believes

that there is a very important place

in transportation service for the bus.

It does not believe that service on
rubber tires will replace that on rails.

Officially, the association at this con-

vention will vote on admitting to mem-
bership the subsidiarie.'i of electric rail-

way companies operating motor buses.

The electric railway industry, there-

fore, recognizes the bus as a new and
useful tool in transportation service.

Probably the most acute problem
confronting all users of public high-

ways is that of traffic congestion. This
was made the topic for the Midyear
Meeting and the papers presented there
have formed a basis for solving many
phases of this difficulty. The associa-

tion is co-operating with other national

associations and the national govern-
ment in an effort to formulate funda-
mental principles for use in specific

cases. The official magazine of the

association and the statistical bureau
have dealt with this problem exten-

sively during the year.

The recent session of Congress has
been exceptionally prolific in the num-
ber of measures submitted directed at

restricting or otherwise regulating and
taxing transportation service. In many
of these cases the acts were not specifi-

cally aimed at electric railway opera-

tions but, the language being general,

made no exceptions. To prevent un-

just legislation required constant viari-

lance and activity on the part of the

association officers and particularly

your committee on national relations.

Committees of the association have
been active in studying the important
problem of taxation as affecting elec-

tric railways, and the statistical bureau
and the association's special committees
have co-operated with the department

of publicity in emphasizing the need
for relief from paving burdens.

Public safety is now a problem of

the parent association as well as its

affiliated organizations and we are co-

operating with the National Safety
Council in its efforts to have safety

work organized as a definite procedure
in each industry.
The Engineering Association has in-

creased its activities in developing
American standards to be accepted by
all industries through the channel of

the American Engineering Standards
Committee. Specifically it has devel-

oped rules for car and carhouse wiring,

etc. The new Engineering Manual just

issued should be the salesman on every
member's property for association

standards.
"The electric railways have come

back" was the news broadcast in finan-

cial circles and to the public early in

the year. Recuperation from the effects

of the war were somewhat slower in

our industry than in some others, but

the encouraging traffic figures of the

governmental census of 1922 were the

primary basis for this conclusion. The
electric railway census taken each five

years corroborated the statistical and
financial studies of the association so

completely that the association felt

justified in giving the utmost publicity

to these encouraging reports through
its various publications, as w^ell as

through speeches of its officers.

The association has promulgated the

principle that the electric railway com-
pany is the responsible agency which
should handle all forms of local trans-

portation service. If this policy is a

sound one it follows that there rests

UDon each electric railway company the

obligation to provide a complete and
adequate transportation service by all

available means in the communities
which it serves. To do this effectively

the electric railway company should

know more about the transportation

needs in its territory than aiv other

individual or organization. Where the

electric railway company has sponsored

such a survey, either alone or in co-

operation with other community in-

terests, it has placed itself in a position

to know in advance whether additional

facilities should he provided, and in

many cases has been thus able to fore-

stall competitive undertaking'^.

Channels Through Which Associ-
ation's Activities Are Conducted

Among the nrincipal agencies to

which credit is due for the association's

accomplishments may be pited the work
of its officers, the reports of its com-
mittees and the various departments of

the association at its headquarters office

in New York.
The publicity and advertising section
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has had a most exceptional year. Suf-
fice it to say that electric railways are
becoming more popular every day as a
result of the department's insistence on
telling the story to the public and the
support which this policy is receiving
generally through the industry.

During the year the association an-
swered more than 13,000 requests for
information, an increase of 13 per cent
over the previous year. More than 85
per cent of the railway membership are
consistent users of the association's

service and are taking advantage of
this important privilege.

The publication of Aera is one of the
important activities of the association.
The magazine during the last year has
continued to grow in value, to the in-

dustry.

This has been a year of important
developments in determining the asso-
ciation's policies on the problems of
the .industry, and the clear thinking of
our president in these matters has been
of inestimable value in directing the
affairs of the association.

Report of Treasurer

The annual report of Barron Collier,

as treasurer, showed for the nine
months ended July 31, 1924, revenues
of $274,198.52; operating expenses,
$149,816.52; a net income of $124,382.
Two special payments, one of $2,000
to the Joint Committee of National
Utility Associations and one of $2,500
to Public Utility Reports, Annotated,
brought the net surplus to $119,882.
The association also administered a
fund of $18,108 belonging to the welded
rail joint committee, but raised from
special contributions. The treasurer
pointed out that the last two months
of the association year required large
expenses and that the surplus on Nov.
1, when the next complete audit would
be made, would be much smaller.

Committees on Constitution
Changes and Finance

Arthur W. Brady, Anderson, Ind., re-
ported on the proposed change in the
constitution and by-laws, owing to the
absence of the chairman, L. S. Storrs.
These amendments permitted admis-
sion to membership in the association
of subsidiaries of present company
members operating other forms of
transportation than electric railways.
The amendments were adopted.
John G. Barry presented the report

of the committee on finance, whose
duties during the past year have in-
cluded the investment of the associa-
tion's funds, rulings on contributions
toward other organizations and in-
crease in its staff, question of dues of
certain member companies, expendi-
tures of the association, etc. The com-
mittee reported that the association's
activities had been conducted in an
efficient and economical manner and
that its financial affairs were in excel-
lent condition.
The president appointed C. D.

Emmons, J. J. Stanley and R. I. Todd
rnembers of the committee on resolu-
tions.

_
The report of the committee on na-

tional relations was presented in ab-
stract by Mr. Henry, chairman. An
abstract follows:

Committee on National

Relations

The committee was represented at
and took part in the hearing on Novem-
ber 19, 1923, before the Interstate
Commerce Commission on steam road
depreciation. Docket No. 15100. Sub-
sequently, a sub-committee of this com-
mittee, consisting of Messrs. Ralph R.
Bradley, Arthur W. Brady, Frank Karr
and William H. Maltbie, filed "a brief on
behalf of our association in that pro-
ceeding. This was done simply to be
sure we were not failing to be repre-
sented in all of these depreciation
matters, not expecting the commission
to make any order concerning us in that
proceeding, and the hearing was fol-

lowed by the commission giving out its

tentative report and findings regarding
steam railroad depreciation charges.

Afterward, being specifically advised
by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion that an independent hearing would
be granted to electric railway com-
panies, the chairman of this committee,
under instructions of the executive com-
mittee of the association, appointed the
following sub-committee to be in full

charge of depreciation account matters
before the commission on the part of
electric railways: J. H. Hanna, chair-
man; W. H. Maltbie, vice-chairman;
Arthur W. Brady, Willian Chamberlain,
Thomas Conway, Jr., F. W. Doolittle,
W. F. Ham, L. R. Nash and C. E.
Thompson. This sub-committee has
kept in close touch with the matters
through Andrew M. Bunten, chief of
depreciation section, Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and has had several
conferences with Mr. Bunten, followed
by an.swers to written inquiries made
by him. He now has under considera-
tion the matter of issuing a tentative
plan following the same line of pro-
cedure that was had in the considera-
tion of depreciation charges by steam
railroads. When that tentative plan is

promulgated it will be followed, no
doubt, by a public hearing called by the
commission. These matters of neces-
sity proceed slowly and it is not possible
at this time to give any idea when such
a public hearing may be expected.
Under authorization of the executive
committee, W. H. Maltbie has been ap-
pointed by the sub-committee as special
counsel to represent the association in

depreciation matters before the Inter-
state Commerce Commission.

Section 15a

On March 19, 1924, the Interstate
Commerce Commission held a hearing
on the subject of the application of
Section 15a of the interstate commerce
act (as amended by the transportation
act, 1920) to electric railways, I. C. C.
Finance Docket No. 3392, of which all

member companies were notified in

advance. As a result, a large number
of electric railway representatives were
present, individual statements being
made by 17 companies and appearances
entered by over 60 companies. The
chairman of this committee conducted
the presentation of the testimony on the
part of electric railways, making a gen-
eral introductory statement on behalf
of the industry and then calling to the
stand all the representatives who de-
sired to make itfttoments,

This hearing was followed by the
filing of briefs by individual companies
and by the committee. Subsequently,
the commission sent out to all electric

railways reporting to it a questionnaire
asking certain definite information
which the commission desired to have
before undertaking to reach a decision
in the proceeding. This questionnaire
was quite generally answered by our
companies, but up to the time this re-
port was prepared the commission had
issued no order in the proceeding. It

is understood, however, that the com-
mission eventually will enter a decision
in the case of each individual company
as to whether or not it is within the
provision of Section 15a, based largely
on the information given to the ques-
tionnaire above referred to.

On March 17, 1924, the Interstate
Commerce Commission, acting under
the provisions of Section 15a of the
interstate commerce act, issued an order
requiring carriers subject to Section 15a
to file with the commission on or before
May 1, 1924, a report of any railway
operating income, value of railway
property, etc. In view of the fact that
the commission had issued no decision
in Finance Docket No. 3392, "Applica-
tion of Section 15a to Electric Rail-
ways," Mr. Henry, as chairman of this

committee, requested C. D. Mahaffie,
director bureau of finance. Interstate
Commerce Commission, to excuse elec-

tric railways from filing the reports
above mentioned until such time as the
commission should issue a decision in

Finance Docket No. 3392. In a letter to

Mr. Henry, April 12, 1924, Mr. Mahaflie
decided that such electric railways as
questioned the application of Section

15a to their companies need not file the
report called for by the commission's
order on March 17, 1924.

Interchangeable Mileage

The Interstate Commerce Commission
has called a general hearing for Sep-
tember 24. 1924, on interchangeable
mileage. This is the first action on the
part of the commission in the matter
since the courts decided against the plan
adopted by the commission for inter-

changeable mileage, and from com-
munications sent out by the commission
regarding the hearing, it seems to be
the plan of the commission to com-
mence a further consideration of the

matter right where the original hearing
left off. This committee expects to be
represented at the hearing referred to

and to take such steps as seem to be

necessary to protect our industry in

the matter.

Steel Cars

On March 11, 20 and 21, 1924, a sub-

committee of the Senate interstate

commerce committee, consisting of

Senators Gooding, chairman; Howell and
Mayfleld, held hearings on Senate bill

No. 863 and House bill No. 4107. These
bills both provided that all cars used by
interstate carriers in transporting bag-
gage or express should be constructed,

fitted up, maintained, heated, lighted,

cleaned and provided with toilet facil-

ities in such a manner as might be
required by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Both bills also provided
that all such cars should be of steel

construction if accepted for baggage
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and express service—after July 1, 1925,
in the Senate bill, and after July 21,

1926, in the House bill; both bills fur-

ther providing that cars accepted for
service prior to those dates should be
"constructed of steel or steel under-
frame or equally indestructible mate-
rial." In addition the Senate bill speci-

fied that prior to July the Interstate
Commerce Commission might provide
for service by full railway express or

baggage cars of other than steel or
steel underframe construction where
the necessities of the public service

require.

James J. Forrester, national legisla-

tive counsel for the Brotherhood of
Railway and Steamship Freight Han-
dlers and Express and Station Em-
ployees, who had charge of the presen-
tation of the testimony in favor of

these bills, requested that the House
bill be substituted for the Senate bill.

On March 21, the third day of the
hearing, the chairman of this commit-
tee appeared before the sub-committee
and made a statement against the bills,

explaining the hardships that they
would impose on electric railways in a
financial way and requesting that if a
bill were favorably reported it would
be so amended as to exclude the electric

railways from its provisions. The
chairman of this committee also called

on H. A. Mitchell, vice-president and
general manager San Francisco-Sacra-
mento Railroad, San Francisco, Cal.,

who in his statement opposed the appli-

cation of the provisions of the bill to

electric railways, calling attention to the

financial difficulties under which elec-

trical railways were already operating.

On May 6 the Senate interstate com-
merce committee reported the Senate
bill (S. No. 863) with substantially the
same provisions as those mentioned
above except that the effective date of

its provisions was extended to July 1,

1927, and the bill was further so

amended as to permit the Interstate

Commerce Commission to exempt from
its provisions, on application and public

hearing, such carriers as operated short
trains or operated trains only short dis-

tances at a low rate of speed; also,

the bill as reported excluded from its

provisions express or baggage cars

locked or sealed when not carrying any
person or persons while such cars are
in motion. It will seem, therefore, that
the bill as reported did not specifically

exempt electric railways from its pro-
visions, but made it possible for part
of them to become exempted in some
cases upon application to and hearing
before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.
The bill as reported passed the Sen-

ate, went to the House and was left

on adjournment of the House in the

House committee on interstate and for-

eign commerce. The present status of

the matter is not satisfactory to our
industry and further attention must be
given it when Congress convenes again.

Howell-Barkley Railway Labor
Bill, S. No. 2646, H. No. 7534

On March 18, 28, 29 and April 4 and
7, 1924, the Senate interstate commerce
committee held hearings on the Senate
railway labor bill providing for "The
Expeditious and Prompt Settlement,
Mediation, Conciliation and Arbitration

of Disputes between Carriers and the
Employees and Subordinate Officials

and for Other Purposes." On March
29 the electric railways were heard by
the interstate commerce committee.
Upon request of the chairman of our
committee, Frank Karr, vice-president

and chief counsel Pacific Electric Rail-

way, Los Angeles, Cal., a member of

the committee on national relations,

presented a strong statement on behalf
of the American Electric Railway Asso-
ciation and spoke in opposition to the
bill, citing the differences as to methods
of operation and labor conditions be-

tween steam and electric railroads and
stating that it would be impossible for

electric railways to assume the addi-

tional financial burdens that the bill

would impose upon them. He asked
that electric railways be excluded from
the provisions of the bill as they had
been from the labor provisions of the
transportation act. At the conclusion

of Mr. Karr's statement, Donald Rich-

berg, counsel for the organized railway
employees, stated that if the electric

railways and their employees did not
wish to be included within the provi-

sions of the railway labor bill the pro-

ponents of the bill would not object to

their exclusion therefrom.

On June 6 the Senate interestate com-
merce committee favorably reported the

bill with amendments. The language
related to electric railways in the bill

as reported in paragraph 1, Section 1,

reads as follows: "Including interurban
and suburban electric railways operat-

ing as a part of a general railroad sys-

tem of transportation." It was in-

tended by the committee to exclude

electric railways by this affirmative

clause, but our committee did not re-

gard the language as satisfactory and
insisted on a wording of the amendment
as previously prepared by it. This it

presented to the chairman of the com-
mittee on interstate commerce of the

House.
In the House the proponents of the

House railway labor bill (identical with

the Senate bill) succeeded in having
the interstate and foreign commerce
committee dismissed from further con-

sideration of the bill. The new rules

of the House, adopted at the beginning

of the first session of the Sixty-eighth

Congress, provided that if a bill had
been in a committee for thirty days

without being reported, the proponents

of the bill by filing with the clerk a

petition with the names of 150 repre-

sentatives attached could bring to a

vote the question of having the com-
mittee dismissed from further consid-

eration of the bill. Such a vote was
taken after a petition of the kind re-

ferred to had been filed and by a major-

ity vote the committee was dismissed

from further consideration of the bill

and the bill was taken up by the House
for immediate consideration. No sub-

stantial progress was made on the bill

on that day and under the rule it came
up again on Monday, May 19 (the third

Monday) , and again on the first Monday
of June. No better progress having

been made on the bill on the last day
named, Representative Barkley, who
was pressing the bill for passage,

agreed to lay the measure aside so that

other legislation might be considered.

Mr. Henry, chairman of this commit-

tee, was present on the floor of the

House (being an ex-member) during
each of the days referred to when the-

bill was being considered and was pre-

pared to have an amendment offered to-

exclude electric railways from the pro-
visions of the bill. However, the bill

did not reach a stage where such,

amendment was in order. If opportu-
nity is afforded such an amendment
must be offered during the next session-

of Congress.

Electric Railway Trains
Containing Steel Cars

On February 28 the Senate interstate

commerce committee reported without
hearings Senate bill No. 1499, prevent-

ing all common carriers subject to the
interstate commerce act, as amended,
engaged in the transportation of pas-

sengers from using any car other than
a steel or steel underframe car between
or in front of any steel or steel under-
frame cars. This bill, as reported, was
passed by the Senate and was left at

the adjournment of Congress in the

hands of the House committee on
interstate and foreign commerce. No
hearings were held thereon. Our com-
mittee on national relations has asked
to be heard on the bill and in the mean-
time the chairman thereof, through
correspondence, has endeavored to have*

the committee so amend the bill as to

exclude electric suburban and interur-

ban railway companies.

A number of other bills of impor-

tance to electric railways were intro-

duced during the last session of
Congress and referred to various con-

gressional committees. Many of thenr

have received no attention on the part

of the committees to which they were-

referred, but will be in order for taking-

up for action by those committees at

the next session of Congress. The-

committee on national relations has re--

quested to be heard on all of these bills.

The Committee desires again to call

the attention of the members of the'

association to the fact that they can at

all times call on the Washington office

for assistance in legislative matters"

with the assurance that all possible

service -will be rendered..

The report was signed by W. A.

Baehr, H. G. Bradlee, Ralph R. Bradley,

Arthur W. Brady. C. D. Cass, Charles

R. Ellicott. P. H. Gadsden, C. E.

Groesbeck, J. H. Hanna, G. H. Harries,

Frank Karr. W. H. Sawyer, Charles

L. Henry, chairman.

Committee of One Hundred

The report of the committee of one
hundred, read by F. R. Coates, said that

during the last fiscal year the commit-

tee had financed the advertising section

of the association, and its committee on

policy had directed the policy of this

section. It had made only two cam-

paigns for funds, namelv, one in 1921

and one in 1923, and of the 902 railway,

manufacturing and associate members
solicited, 261 had contributed. Air

expenditures had been sunervised by
Henry R. Hayes, and complete reports

are on file at his office and at asso-

ciation headquarters, where they are

available to all contributing members.

The funds on hand had carried ther

expenses up to date.
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The report of the committee on com- real necessity to the industry as a

munity section, company section and whole, and is essential to its welfare and
individual membership was summarized progress, as well as to the well-being

by C. E. Morgan, Brooklyn. An ab- of every electric railway property in

stract follows: the country. It is felt that every elec-

tric railway company should be a mem-
Community Section, Company ber and lend not only its financial but.

Section and Individual what is more important, its moral sup-

Membership P""** to our organization, and to the
^ work which it is doing.

The report begins with a description The report was signed by W. R.

of the recent formation of the Metro- Alberger, Harry L. Brown, F. G. Buffe,

politan Section in New York City. R. F. Carbutt, Edward Dana, John A.
Since this organization meeting was Dewhurst, Charles R. Ellicott, A. W.
held, favorable comment has been re- Flor, H. B. Flowers, L. E. Gould, C.

ceived from various railways in the W. Kellogg, T. A. Kenney, George R.
metropolitan district. The present Lyman, C. E. Morgan, J. P. Pope, R.
membership of the section is 238, and Schaddelee, Karl A. Simmon, E. M.
the committee feels that similar sec- Walker, E. P. Waller, R. P. Stevens,
tions could profitably be organized in chairman,
other cities. W. H. Maltbie of Baltimore, briefed

There was a slight decrease during the report of the committee on special

the year in the number of company taxe.*. An abstract follows:
section members. It is felt, however, ^ -IT
that with the reorganization of the Special taxes
Newark and Camden sections, which is This committee gave its attention to
now under way, there will be a sub- four topics.

stantial gain in membership. Reports Keeping of Auxilia7-y Ledger for In-

of the activities of other local sections come Tax Purposes.—The street rail-

were appended to the report of the way industry is subject in connection
committee. with depreciation to two distinct super-
On Sept. 15 there were 805 indi- visions: A .'state public service com-

vidual members as compared with 787 mission, which in general has in view
on Oct. 1, 1923, an increase of 18. Dur- in the allowance for depreciation only
ing the year the committee investigated the accumulation of a sufficient sum to
and approved 33 new applications for take care of current replacements. It

membership. frequently happens that the deprecia-
The report is signed by C. P. Bill- tion allowance is considerably less than

ings, L. C. Datz, C. R. Ellicott, W. H. would be required to provide for de-
Hyland, H. A. Johnson, J. K. Punder- preciation on the straight line, average
ford, Martin Schreiber, J. E. Wayne, life basis. The Income Tax Division,
E. M. White, C. E. Morgan, chairman, on the other hand, is concerned pri-

R. P. Steven.s, New York, summa- marily with depreciation as a depletion
rized the report of the committee on of capital. It happens in some cases,
company and associate membership, therefore, that the depreciation allow-
An abstract follows: ance which is acceptable to the Income

_, > Tax Division is considerably more than
Company and Associate that which is permitted by the local

Membership public service commission.

The committee on company and asso- . \ ''"""« permitting a special set of

ciate membership reports that the total
^""''"^ ^°^'^<^°^^,

*f^
purposes was

number of new member companies
Pa«sed with regard to a member com-

received during the year from Oct. 31, ?f"-f*, f
' 7!'''^ I Kr""^ J*''

1923, to Sept. 15, 1924, was as follows
""'* ^as refused to make public. Dur-

' ' V. v/«a.
ijj^ j.j^p yp^j. j^jjg committee has con-

1923- 1922- sidered the matter further but has not

New railway companies 16 9 *^ ^^^ succeeded in getting a general
New associate companies 6 2 ruling from the Income Tax Unit.
New manufacturer companies. 58 50 Certain member companies are keep-

Total 80 61 '"S' ^'t^ the knowledge of the Income
Tax Unit and without objection there-

The total company membei-ship of from, a supplemental or auxiliary
the association on Oct. 31, 1923, was ledger in which depreciation is set up
658. We, therefore, show a gain in for income tax purposes at figures
membership of approximately 6 per differing from those set up on the
cent. ledgers kept in accordance with the

Certain companies resigned their renuirements of the local reg:ulatory
membership or were dropped from the body.
roll in accordance with provisions of the Depreciation of Way and Struc-
constitution, these numbering alto- fures.—Since the last convention the
gether 38, of which 11 were railways Interstate Commerce Commission has
and 27 were manufacturers. The net decided to take up the entire question
gain in membership during the year of depreciation of electric railways,
was 42, all told, as follows: following in general the plan it has

Railway companies 5 '^"'t^'' tI"* J"
<^«""e«=t''on with steam

Associate companies '.'.'..'.
6

'"o^'ds. It has .seemed Wise to your
Manufacturer companies 31 committee therefore to defer action on— this question of depreciation of way

and structures until final rulings of the
The permanent campaign inaugurated Interstate Commerce Commission,

in 1922 should, in the opinion of your Taxation for Highway Purposes.—
committee, be continued in the future. During the past year a member of
The committee is convinced that the this committee served with ex-Presi-
service of the association has become a dent Gad.sden on a special committee

on this same subject in behalf of the

transportation conference called by the

Chamber of Commerce of the United
States. The conclusions of this special

committee were submitted to the
Transportation Conference held in

Washington on Jan. 9 and 10, 1924,

and were accepted with only verbal

changes by that body. Conclusions 1

and 5, consolidated into the following
form were incorporated in Referendum
No. 43 of the Chamber of Commerce of

the United States and approved by a

vote of l,326i to 512 J:

In addition to bearing an equitable share
of the general tax burden, the road users
should pay the entire cost of maintenance
of Improved highways through special taxes
levied against them, such special taxes be-
ing applied exclusively to that purpose.

Meanwhile at the request of ex-

President Emmons a member of the

committee attended the session of the

National Tax Association and obtained

the adoption by that association of a

resolution for the appointment of a

committee of seven to investigate tax-

ation of transportation agencies for

highway consti-uction and maintenance.
The report of this committee will be
presented at the September session of

the National Tax Association.

Educational Taxation Publicity.—
The fourth matter referred to the

committee was the suggesting of such
forms of publicity as would educate
the public to the real relationship of

taxation to transportation by electric

carriers. The first step in this pub-
licity program is to make the public

realize the vital change in utility tax-

ation which resulted from placing

utilities under commission control.

This was illustrated by actual changes
in the case of one company. Publicity

methods, including poster material,

were discussed.

Special taxes are a burden upon the

industry, not merely in the amount of

money which they take but in the fact

that they force fares to a higher level

than they would otherwise reach and
make more difficult the establishment

and maintenance of the proper public

relations. When they were first as-

sessed they took money from the stock-

holders and gave it to the public.

Today they take money from the car
riders, for the benefit of the general

public. Just in proportion as this fact

is understood there will develop a

public sentiment in favor of their abo-

lition. In other words, it is a matter
of public education, a matter which
cannot be accomplished by a single

advertisement or by a few weeks or

months of publicity, but a matter call-

ing for continuous effort, for presen-

tation of the basic principles again and
again in as many interesting and at-

tractive forms as can be devised, and
for the use of all available forms of

publicity. A certain amount of suc-

cess has been already reached in some
communities. In others success can
be reached in a relatively short period.

In still others results will be long
delayed.

It seems to the committee that it is

the duty of every carrier to take part
in a national program of education
without regard to the immediate effect

upon the individual carrier, in order
that we may have a national under-
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standing of the problem and a conse-

quent limiting of the taxes imposed
upon transportation to an amount
which represents the industry's fair

share of the expenses of government.
The report was signed by F. C.

Chambers, A. T. Davison, Edwin Gruhl,
H. A. Mitchell, A. G. Neal, A. M. Rob-
ertson, H. B. Sawyer, Ernest Stenger,
Paul Shoup, executive committee mem-
ber, and W. H. Maltbie, chairman.

Work of the Chamber
of Commerce

In his report as national councillor
of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, J.

N. Shannahan, Hampton, Va., spoke on
the work done by the chamber as
highly important and constructive, and
as affording the only practicable way
in which business can make itself felt

on important questions of the day. He
also spoke of the special work done in

the study of transportation questions
by the chamber, and in conclusion
urged active participation by the mem-
bers present in the civic and business
affairs of the country.

The first address of the morning was
by Allen G. Hoyt, vice-president Na-
tional City Company, New York. He
was introduced by President Budd as a
man having not only wide experience
in financing but also contact with elec-

tric railway operation as president of
the Kansas City, Clay County & St.

Joseph Railway and director of the
Chicago Rapid Transit Company. An
abstract of Mr. Hoyt's address will be
found elsewhere in this issue.

Prof. T. N. Carver of Harvard Uni-
versity then read a paper on "Customer
and Employee Ownership of Electric

Railways." It appears in abstract on
another page.

C. W. Kellogg, Stone & Webster,
Boston, presented a discussion of Pro-
fessor Carver's paper, which appears
elsewhere, as does also a written dis-

cussion by Fred Scheel, vice-president

of the Utility Securities Company,
Chicago.

Vice-President J. N. Shannahan pro-
posed a vote of thanks to Mr. Hoyt and
Professor Carver for coming to At-
lantic City and presenting their papers,
and the meeting then adjourned.

Thursday's Session American Associatian

THE second session of the Ameri-
can Electric Railway Association
was called to order in the Greek

Temple by President Budd at 10:10
Thursday morning and the report of
the committee on nominations was pre-
sented. It was read by H. B. Potter of
Baltimore, in the absence of C. D.
Emmons, chairman of the committee.
The report follows:

Nominations

For president: J. N. Shannahan,
president Newport News & Hampton
Railway, Gas & Electric Company,
Hampton, Va.

First vice-president: F. R. Coates,
president and general manager Toledo,
Ottawa Beach & Northern Railway,
Toledo, Ohio.

Second vice-president: W. H. Sawyer,
president East St. Louis & Suburban
Railway, East St. Louis, 111.

Third vice-president: R. P. Stevens,
president Republic Railway & Light
Company, New York.
Fourth vice-president: J. P. Barnes,

president Louisville Railway.
Treasurer, Barron Collier.

For members of the executive com-
mittee: Harry Reid, president Inter-
state Public Service Company, Indian-
apolis, and C. E. Morgan, second vice-
president and general manager Brook-
lyn City Railroad, Brooklyn, N. Y., to
represent the railways; E. P. Waller,
manager railway department General
Electr-c Company, Schenectady, and
B. A. Hegeman, Jr., president National
Railway Appliance Company, New
York, to renresent the manufacturers.

Arthur W. Brady, Anderson, Ind.,

then presented the report of the com-
mittee on un'form regulatory laws. An
abstract follows:

Uniform Regulatory Laws

This committee was created by ac-
tion of the executive committee after
the 1923 convention for the purpose of

considering regrulatory laws affecting

electric railways and other transporta-
tion facilities furnishing similar serv-

ice, with a view to ascertaining the
possibility of securing greater uniform-
ity in those laws. Generally speaking,
these measures are s'milar in their

broader aspects, but in important fea-
tures of principle and detail they are
widely dissimilar. For instance, power
to fix rates and to prescribe service is

conferred on public commissions by
practically all laws regulating trans-
portation agencies and other public
utility services. On the other hand,
there are great differences in those
laws with respect to such fundamental
matters as the term and kind of fran-
chise, license or permit which may be
granted, the public agency through
which such grant may be secured, and
the extent of local control.

A striking instance of dissimilarity

of especial importance at this time to

the electric railways is found in the
power of the regulatory commissions
to prevent or control the establishment
of a new but unnecessary or wasteful
transportation service in compet'tion
with an established agency furnishing
similar service. In some jurisdictions

the commissions are vested with full

power over such competition, in others
they have I'mited power, and in still

others they have none at all.

The lack of harmony that exists in

case of laws regulating electric rail-

way and other transportation agencies
exists also with respect to laws regu-
lating other classes of public service.

The results are harmful to public and
private interests alike. One evil effect

of this discord is the resultant state
of mind of the investing public. What-
ever creates uncertainty on the part of
investors adds to the cost of procuring
the vast sums needed for public utility

life and growth, and the expense of
such added cost must be included in

the price for the service charged to the
public.

There is no h'gher authority on this

subject than the investment bankers
of the country, who form the interme-
diary between investors and utilities.

Their position is stated In a report of

a committee of the Investment Bank-
ers' Association of America in October,
1923, as follows:
"With a growing industry still re-

quiring large sums of new capital from
year to year for some time, it is essen-
tial, from an investment banking point

of view alone, that the laws for the
regulation of the public utilities by
states be broader and more uniform
than at present."
The National Association of Railway

Utility Commissioners and the Ameri-
can Bar Association have also recog-

nized the serious consequences which
spring from the more important differ-

ences in public utility reg^ulation, and
which will flow in greater volume un-
less checked.

At the 1923 annual meeting of the
section of public utility law of the
American Bar Association a committee
was appointed which reported at the
1924 meeting in Philadelphia the draft

of a proposed "uniform public service

act," accompanied by a full d'scussion
of the subject. The proposed bill was
referred by the association to the Con-
ference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws, in whose hands it now
rests.

The "uniform public service act" rep-

resents the work of a committee of five

lawyers of ability, and in itself, as well

as by the accompanying discuss'on, evi-

dences the painstaking care and the
breadth of view of its authors. It is

intended to cover every phase of public
utility regulation, and should receive

the careful consideration of all persons
interested in seeing that such rerrula-

t'on be placed on the proper b-xsis.

Your committee quotes two portions of
the bill of especial interest to the elec-

tric railways.

In considering the subject of uniform
regulation as applied to the e'ectric

railways, the fact should be boms in

mind that in so far as those railways
are common carriers by railroads en-

gaged in interstate commerce, the tend-

ency of federal legislation is and for

many years has been in the direction of

a single system of country-wide regu-
lation. To the extent that the laws
enacted by Congress are app'icable
uniformity in regulation already ex-

ists. In the case of the steam carriers

this un-formity, of course, extends
much farther than in the case of the
electric railways, since it is only a part
of the latter that fall within the terms
of the interstate commerce act, and
these are omitted from som«. of the
regulations to which the steam carriers

are subject.

The committee has not undertaken
to prepare for submission to the asso-
ciation a bill for the un'form regula-
tion of electric railways and kindred
systems of transportation. The draft-
ing of such a bill on behalf of a single
branch of the public utility industry
would perhaps complicate instead of
simplify the s'tuation. There are cer-
tain principles which apply equallv tn

all kinds of public utilities, and which
should be constantly observed when
regulatory legislation is proposed. A
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regulatory act applicable to all public

utilities which recognizes and awards
proper weight to these principles

should meet the needs of the electric

railway industry and of the public

which it serves.

The committee recommends that the

association favor and do what it can
to further the efforts being made to

bring about greater uniformity in regu-

latory laws.

L. S. Storrs, New Haven, presented

-the report of the publications commit-
tee, in which was reviewed briefly the

work being done by Aera. The report

stated that more material had been
published than heretofore, that the

editorials were forceful and that the

magazine was gaining in value and
popularity.
The report on valuation was presented

by F. W. Doolittle, New York. The
report follows, somewhat abstracted:

Valuation

For the current year the committee
has continued its study of the weight
of the various evidences of value as

disclosed by court and commission de-

cisions, has made a study of the eco-

nomic principles which must govern if

the industry is to continue to render

adequate service, and has also made
three special studies of terminology,

depreciation, and of a group of engi-

neering and accounting problems.

Conclusions

1. That there is a general tendency
of courts and commissions to broaden
the scope of evidences of value, so as

to include all elements that would in-

fluence the price offered by a pro-

spective purchaser, and to recognize

the importance of direct testimony as

to present fair value.

2. That the weight which should be

given to each of the several evidences

of value must depend upon conditions

in each individual case, the prime ob-

ject of a valuation being to safeguard
present and future financial require-

ments and recognize and protect in-

vestment honestly and prudently made.
3. That under existing legal condi-

tions the industry should be assured
sufficient revenue to protect itself from
the risk that future valuations will

lead to a rate base below original cost

of property now being installed, and
must face the probability of revalua-

tion from time to time with the re-

sulting expense and disturbance of

financial programs.
4. That the lack of standard practice

in the use of technical valuation ter-

minology is responsible for much of

the confusion in the decisions and opin-

ions of commissions and courts of re-

view.

5. That technical terms employed in

valuations should be carefully defined

and their use standardized, and to this

end the committee reports a series of

suggested definitions.

6. That the larger property elements
are rarely retired on account of age
or wear but usually on account of ob-

solescence, inadequacy, or change of

public demand.
7. That the trend of commission and

court decisions is away from the older

-practice of deductions from rate-

making value on account of accrued de-
preciation and toward limiting such
deductions to the amount of reserves col-

lected from the public and invested in

plant extensions.

8. That in the electric and gas ac-
counting systems the factor of uni-
formly and definitely accruing deprecia-
tion has given place to a retirement
reserve applicable to the property as a
whole and accumulated with due regard
to the prosperity of the business, and
that such methods are properly appli-
cable to electric railway accounting.

Recommendations

1. That member companies in all

valuation proceedings should submit
complete evidence as to original cost,

present-day reproduction cost, and
present and probable future trend of
unit costs, and direct testimony as to

fair present value.
2. That the association through ap-

propriate committees undertake to

co-operate with the state commissions
in replacing the requirement of uni-
form charges for depreciation based
upon estimated life by the more flex-

ible system of appropriation to a gen-
eral retirement reserve.

3. That the determination of public
utility values can be promoted by co-

operative effort of the Accounting and
Engineering Associations with the view
of establishing clearer distinctions be-
tween certain related but not identical

phases of the problem and that to this

end these associations consider among
other matters the standardizing of in-

vestigations and records of property
life, the collection of more definite and
detailed information on miscellaneous
construction expenditures and the re-

vision of methods of accounting there-

for, the methods of determining and
proving going value under the various
conditions which confront member com-
panies, and the collection of the neces-
sary data and the publication of cur-

rent index numbers of electric railway
construction costs.

4. That every effort should be made
to reduce the expense of valuations

and that in particular appraisers should
adopt the standard methods of esti-

mating in use by engineers and con-
tractors as a means of reducing un-
necessary delay in the presentation of

the case and the examination of wit-

Lbgal, Principles Disclosed by Trend
OF Commission and Court Decisions

The various decisions of the commis-
sions and courts reported during the

period beginning June 1, 1923, continue

to exhibit wide divergence in point of

view as to the proper basis for the de-

termination of fair value; but the gen-
eral tendency seems to be to drift away
from a recognition of any particular

element of cost as a controlling or de-

terminative factor, a tendency which
is probably the direct outcome of the

action of the Supreme Court of the

United States in the Southwestern Bell

Telephone case, 262 U. S., 276, and its

definite rejection of the prudent invest-

ment theory as set forth by Justice

Brandeis. This tendency is not, how-
ever, universal.

The decisions rendered by the Su-
preme Court of the United States dur-

ing the past year show no variation
from the procedure established in the
leading case of Smyth vs. Ames "that
a public utility is entitled to receive
from the public a fair return upon the
fair value of its property." In its

opinions the court still maintains the
position that, before a fair value can
be determined, consideration must be
given to (a) original cost of construc-
tion plus subsequent net capital ex-
penditures; (b) amount and market
value of stocks and bonds; (c) present
as compared with original cost of con-
struction; (d) probable earning capac-
ity of the property under the particu-
lar rates prescribed by statute or the
commission; and to any other matters
which are germane to the determina-
tion of such a value of the property.
The recent decisions of the courts,

however, continue to exhibit a growing
tendency to focus attention more and
more upon (1) original cost plus sub-
sequent net capital additions, and (2)
reproduction cost as of the time of the
inquiry. It should be understood that
the committee, in using these two
terms, assumes that not only the physi-
cal but the non-physical elements of
value are included to make up a valua-
tion element upon each of these bases.

A summary of the decisions of the
higher courts during the past year
shows no substantial tendency toward
increasing the weight to be given to

either of these elements. There has,

however, been a tendency to reject the
decisions of the lower tribunals, which
exhibit a palpable failure to give sub-
stantial recognition to current repro-
duction cost in spite of statements to

the contrary contained in the decisions

of the tribunals under review.

Utility companies engaged in valua-
tion proceedings should not be content
with mere proof of the amounts com-
prising each of the several elements of

value to which consideration must be
given, but should go beyond this point

at which the utility's proof ordinarily

ceases, and show by an analysis of the

financial history, and more especially

by the present requirements and finan-

cial position of the utility, what rate

base as a practical matter, entirely

aside from the engineering problem, is

actually necessary to enable the utility

efficiently to function. It is submitted
that it is the duty of the companies to

aid the courts and commissions in de-

termining what weight should be
given to the several elements of value

if a just decision is to be reached.

A public utility, unlike a manufactur-
ing enterprise or other business which
is not affected with a public use, cannot
choose the time at which it enlarges its

plant and facilities. A utility is

obliged to provide additional facilities

when required by the public, irrespec-

tive of whether in its judgment the

cost of such additional facilities may,
at that time, be much in excess of the

sum for which they could be con-

structed at some time subsequent
thereto. Under these circumstances,

equity demands that the investors in

public enterprises should be protected

in some fashion against the conse-

quences which would follow if a subse-

quent material recession in cost levels

should occur, assuming that the fair

value of the present property, without
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reference to subsequent additions at

that time, is to be fixed upon the basis

of its then reproduction cost new.
If reproduction cost new is to be the

main criterion of value, investors in

public utilities are entitled to create

out of earnings, or, in other words,
out of specific contributions by the rate-

payer, a sufficient sum not only to take
care of retirements, but also to create

a reserve which will offset a possible

loss in value due to a future lower con-

struction cost level. If this is not done,

a substantial part of the capital in-

vested in public utility enterprises dur-

ing the last few years is subject to a
hazard which the investor in such en-

terprises should not be called upon to

bear. His profits are limited by regu-
lation to little more than the rate of in-

terest required on his capital invested

in the property. Unlike the investor

in industrial enterprises, he is not al-

lowed the prospect of extraordinarily

large profit.^ as compensation for such
riskc.

The outstanding feature of recent
years in public utility finance has been
the inauguration and development of

the customer-ownership movement. If

this movement is to succeed, and par-

ticularly if the sale of common stock

of public utility enterprises is to be
made possible, it follows that the junior
investment in public utility enterprises
rriust be safeguarded in rate-making
proceedings.

Any rule of valuation which has for

its practical effect the wiping out of a
part of the investment of the utility

tends to wipe out all or a large part of

the investment represented by the com-
mon stock and perhaps even of the
preferred stock. Apply this principle

to a hypothetical illu.stration ; if a prop-
erty has been almost entirely con-
structed during the past decade (which
has been the case with many large and
prosoerons electric utilities) and as-

suming that 60 per cent of the invest-

ment is reoresented by bonds, 20 per
cent by preferred stock and 20 per cent
by common .stock, it would follow that
if at some subsequent time construction
cost levels should fall 20 per cent be-
low those which prevailed during the
last ten years, the reproduction cost
new of the now existing property, on
the basis of prices then prevailing,
would be no greater than the amount
of the funded debt and preferred stock
then outstanding. The common stock
investment would have been entirely
wiped out; the margin of protection for
the preferred stock would have disap-
peared; the funded debt of the prop-
erty, instead of being 60 per cent of its

value (which had been the case at the
time it was constructed), would then be
75 per cent of its fair value, if that is

based upon its then renroduction cost
new—a proportion too high to meet the
requirements of conservative investors.
Under such circumstances, the utility's

credit would be destroyed; it would be
unable to sell bonds, because the pro-
portion of its funded debt to the valua-
tion fixed would be too high, and it

would be unable to sell stock because
of the fate which had befallen those
who had previously invested in its

stock.

Under such circumstances, it is

c'early to the public's inte'-est as we'l

as to that of the investor in utility en-

terprises, that fair value should be de-

termined upon common-sense lines. The
United States Supreme Court, in hold-

ing that no single standard of value
should be followed but that each should
be given such weight "as may be just

and right in each case," obviously had
in mind that the underlying equities of

the situation should control. A de-

termination of fair value, in the last

analysis, cannot equitably be made un-
less the equities are carefully analyzed
and the financial requirements of the
property, both present and future, fully

safeguarded. Protection of investment
honestly and prudently made in utility

enterprises will tend to lower the rate
oL' yield demanded by investors and
will, therefore, secure capital at the
lowest possible rates. A policy which
introduces extraordinary hazards will

stunt the growth of utilities, increase
the cost of capital to them and may
even drive capital out of the field. The
future progress of the customer-owner-
ship movement depends upon whether a
utility's earnings .shall at all times be
sufficient to enable it to pay dividends
upon its junior securities and to earn
in addition thereto a sufficient amount
to keep its junior securities at or near
par, permitting the utility to sell addi-
tional amounts of junior securities
when and as required to provide new
capital or to refund maturing obliga-
tions.

The foregoing analysis of the eco-
nomic principles controlling the de-
termination of value may be sum-
marized as follows:

1. The committee repeats the recom-
mendations hertofore made by its pred-
ecessors in the preceding year that
member companies in all valuation pro-
ceedings should submit complete evi-

dence as to original cost, present-day
reproduction cost, and present and
probable future trend of unit costs.

2. In spite of its advantages, as re-

gards the stability of the rate base and
the added .-security of investments in

public utilities, the committee recog-
nizes the legal limitations upon the evi-

dential valu*" of the investment in the
property as the sole criterion of fair

value. These limits were well stated
by the predecessor of this committee
in the follovnng language: "So long as
the courts continue as at present to

hold that the taking of the property for
public use comes at the time of the
e.stablishment of the rate, rather than
at the time the property is first devoted
to the public service, the 'return on in-

vestment theory,' whatever may be its

economic virtues, has no legal standing
or foundation in state or federal con-
stitutions and that the utility which
attempts to base its rights upon this

theory will find itself deprived of its

final protection against legislative ag-
gres.sion."

3. The committee is of the opinion
that the weight to be given to each of
the several elements of value varies to
.some degree in each individual case. A
determination of fair value, however,
cannot equitably be made unless the
financial requirements of the property,
both present and future, are fully safe-
guarded and investments, honestly and
prudently made, are recognized and
prot^ctef'. No value can be a fair value

unless it accomplishes those two things.
The committee therefore recommends
that such weight be determined accord-
ing to the equities of each situation.

The United States Supreme Court, in

holding that no single standard of value
should be followed but that each should
be given such weight "as may be just
and right in each case," obviously had
in mind that the underlying equities of
each situation should control.

Depreciation

The 1919 committee on valuation
recommended that no deduction for ac-
crued physical depreciation be made in

determining the fair value of well
maintained railway property whether
this value were based upon investment
or cost of reproduction. This recom-
mendation was made without extended
discussion of the subject of deprecia-
tion and of the possibilities of arriving
at the .same results in a rate case
whether or not deductions for deprecia-
tion were made. In indorsing this

recommendation of the 1919 committee
the present committee suggests certain
limitations or reservations and presents
a discussion of the principles involved
through which it hopes that the at-
titude of the association on the subject
mav be more specifically set forth.

It is often held, in partial opposition
to the recommendation of the commit-
tee, that although accrued depreciation
should not be deducted from invest-
ment, it should be deducted from cost
of reproduction, at least under present
conditions when such cost materially
exceeds the investment, on the grouni
that appreciation and depreciation, be-
ing of similar character but opposite
effect, should either be considered to-

gether or else both excluded. Such
reasoning does not appear to be sound,
to the extent at least that appreciation
is due to a decrease in the purchasing
power of the dollar by which value is

measured. The intrinsic value of prop-
erty is not changed when the yard.stick
by which it is measured is shortened.
Depreciation, on the other hand, is a
physical characteristic involving the
age and probable future useful life of
physical property, and having, there-
fore, no connection with measures of
value based upon prevailing economic
conditions. The committee therefore
urges that no distinction be made with
respect to accrued depreciation between
valuations based upon investment or on
cost of reproduction to the extent that
the difference between such valuations
is caused by the varying value of
money.
The theory of accrued depreciation

rests upon the assumption that prop-
erty is gradually consumed in service
and that the loss in value may, in part
at least, be measured by lapse of time
or extent and character of service. It

is undoubtedly true that many elements
of railway property, such as ties, rail,

poles, trolley wire, etc., do wear out or
deteriorate with some approach to uni-

formity. However, when such elements
reach the end of their useful lives they
are commonly renewed through charges
to operating expense, and no standard
accounting system now in effect re-

quires the regular accumulation of any
specific reserve against which the re-

tirements of such elements might b«?
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charged, and the uniformity of re-

newals of such elements in a mature
property of substantial size makes a

reserve for such purposes superfluous.

Any deductions from the value of such
elements on account of their age or

condition therefore involve injustice and
confiscation.

In the case of larger property ele-

ments, such as cars, buildings, power
stations, power station equipment, etc.,

retirement of units is very rarely due
to age or wear, but rather to obso-

lescence, inadequacy, or public demands
for different equipment or service. De-
preciation or loss in usefulness in most
of these cases do not gradually accrue,

but rather occur more or less abruptly
from causes which cannot be foreseen
with any approach to accuracy.
Within certain limits it is possible to

foresee retirements due to inadequacy,
but in general no accurate forecasts are
possible as to the time when important
elements of railway property must be
retired, and if such forecasts were pos-

sible it would be inequitable in many
cases to charge the users of existing

property with the cost of its premature
retirement because the advantages re-

.sulting from such retirement, such as
more comfortable, safe, or efficient sub-

stitute equipment, are enjoyed by the
users of such equipment. In view of

the facts that the minor elements of

railway property which gradually wear
out are renewed through operating ex-

pense without the accumulation of re-

serves, and that more important ele-

ments rarely wear out but abruptly
cease to be useful at times which can-

not be foreseen or, if foreseen, should

not have their retirement provided for

in advance, the committee is of the

opinion that computations of and de-

ductions for accrued depreciation based
upon inspection of property or its esti-

mated useful life should have no part

in valuation proceedings for rate-

making purposes.
The committee does not hold that no

reserves should be accumulated for

future retirements of property not nor-

mally chargeable to maintenance. On
the contrary it urges that sufficient re-

serves be accumulated reasonably to

provide for anticipated retirements and
for contingencies. Such reserves may
be substantially less than required to

offset the theoretical depreciation above
considered. It may not always be wise
to limit reserves to these purposes and
proportions. Where the commissions
having jurisdiction over public utility

property or the courts to which appeals
may be taken have a definitely estab-

lished practice of making deductions
for accrued depreciation in determining
fair value, or where existing franchises

or other agreements provide for munic-
ipal purchase of public utility property
under conditions which permit of de-

ductions for depreciation, it is wise to

accumulate adequate depreciation re-

serves as an insurance against loss in

such proceedings. Even in the absence
of such impelling reasons for liberal

reserves, the committee wou^d not
criticise their accumulation to the ex-

tent possible under moderate rates of

fare and without curtailment of normal
returns to investors.

It is pointed out, however, that such
in.surance usually involves higher

charges to patrons on account of the
unnecessarily large reserve which they
are called upon to create, and that the
protection thereby afforded to the
utility at the expense of its customers
serves no useful purpose whatever
other than insurance against a practice
involving depreciation which has no
logical foundation under the conditions
surrounding regulated public utilities.

Any insurance against a contingency
which is wholly avoidable is econom-
ically unsound and a needless extrava-
gance. It is such insurance that is

often responsible for claims for depre-
ciation annuities in rate cases in excess
of appropriations actually made to re-

tirement reserves, with counter charges
that the utilities are inflating their

costs of -service to be covered by rev-

enues from patrons. There is nothing
illogical about such claims of a public
utility if it prefers to segregate on its

books its reserve for retirements only
and to retain in its surplus such
further provision as may be needed for
insurance against confiscation, the two
provisions being combined for simplicity
in rate cases.

It is sometimes contended that the
active advocates of the accrued depre-
ciation theory are in some cases en-
deavoring to accumulate reserves for
depreciation largely in excess of retire-

ment needs in order that in due time
governmental agencies may take over
the properties at a cost far less than
the investment therein through the de-
duction of the excessive reserves. Any
such motives for the accumulation of
excessive reserves should not prevail
unchallenged and without publicity. If

the patrons of public utilities are op-
posed to their ownership and operation
by governmental agencies because of
demonstrated inefficiency and political

handicaps, they should not be led into

such ownership because of a favorable
purchase price established through re-

serves which they have themselves un-
wittingly contributed. If advocates of

municipal ownership wish the patrons
of public utilities gradually to provide
funds for municipal purchase of utili-

ties, these funds should be openly accu-
mulated and should be distinct from
necessary provisions for retirements.
A study of the decisions of regu-

latory commissions and courts in re-

cent years discloses a definite trend
away from the older practice of deduc-
tions for accrued depreciation. This
trend has doubtless come about through
a clearer understanding of the peculiar
conditions surrounding property dedi-
cated to public service as distinct from
that engaged in unregulated industry.
Numerous decisions, not only of com-
missions but of state and federal courts
and the United States Supreme Court,
have wholly repudiated the theory of
accrued depreciation deductions from
value for rate-making purposes.

Coincident with this repudiation of

the accrued depreciation theory there
has developed primarily among the
regulatory commissions a practice of
making deduction from valuation to

the extent only of reserves which utili-

ties have accumulated from revenues
derived from their patrons and in-

vested in the property devoted to public
service. It is the contention in these
decisions that the property acquired

through funds which the reserves rep-
resent should not earn a return for in-

vestors in the property for the reason
that investors have made no sacrifice

in creating the reserves. It is further
contended that the reserves, having
been contributed by the patrons for the
upkeep of the property, should be held
and invested by the managers as a
trust fund, the income to be used either
to increase the fund or to replace reve-
nues otherwise collected from patrons.
It is sometimes held that the deduction
of the reserve from the value of the
property as a whole, thereby eliminat-
ing the revenue derived from the re-

serve, works no hardship to any in-

terested party if the reserves are
otherwise adequately maintaioed and in-

vestors are provided with a .suitable re-
turn on the property which they have
furnished.

Without undertaking to oppose this
view, the committee points out the
danger of injustice to investors in as-
suming that accumulated reserves have
in fact been contributed by patrons
rather than through a sacrifice in re-

turn which investors have made to ac-

cumulate reserves during periods of
inadequate revenues. The facts in each
can be established only through a study
of the financial history of the property,
which will ordinarily be available for a
sufficient period to show whether or
not the cumulative return to investors
has been reasonable or otherwise. If

such return has been deficient, the ques-
tion arises as to whether the reserve
belongs to the property or to the in-

vestors, or should be divided between
them. It is the opinion of the commit-
tee that reserves wholly created at the
expense of the investors out of inade-
quate revenues should not be considered
for purposes of deduction in determin-
ing the rate base, and the decisions of
a number of the commissions and the
regulations of the Federal Power Com-
mission indorse this view. In the event
that with inadequate past revenues the
reserve is nevertheless assigned in any
cases to the property and not allowed
as belonging to the investors, the pro-
priety of an offsetting allowance for
some form of non-physical value should
be given special consideration. It

would appear simpler in such cases to

recognize the reserve, together with
the surplus, as the property of the in-

vestor, and correspondingly to reduce
the allowance otherwise appropriate for
non-physical value.

The committee is of the opinion that
deductions in valuation for depreciation
even to the extent of existing reserves
really serve no useful purpose, and
that the entire question of such deduc-
tions may be avoided through a method
adopted by certain commissions which
avoid injustice to any interested
parties. In its decision in the Duluth
Street Railway case (1923) P.U.R.
1923D 705, 736, the Wisconsin Com-
mission established a rate base without
any deduction for accrued depreciation
but held that the income from the re-

serve should be credited to the reserve,
thereby reducing the current provisions
for retirements to be collected from
patrons.
The committee indorses this proced-

ure adopted by the Wisconsin Com-
mission as a sound and logical solution
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of the question of accrued depreciation

and a means of avoiding further con-

troversies over this problem, which has
confused many past valuations.

The committee finds recent decisions

and the action of the National Associa-
tion of Railroad and Utilities Commis-
sioners in recommending uniform
classifications of account for electric

and gas utilities, these classifications

ieing the only national system so far
developed by the state commissions to

be in accord with its recommendations
in this and previous reports, in that
reserves aie provided not for accrued
depreciation but, rather, to equalize the

cost of retirements and to make reason-
able provision for contingencies. The
word "depreciation" does not anywhere
appear in the uniform system of ac-

counts already adopted by more than
one-half of the state commissions hav-
ing jurisdiction over the accounting of

electric and gas utilities, the word "re-

tirements" being substituted, thereby
avoiding the indefiniteness, confusion,

and misunderstanding which the use of
the term "depreciation" involves.

It is significant that, consistent with
the provisions of these uniform ac-

counting systems, certain state com-
missions have fixed definite limits to

the accumulation of retirement re-

serves, which limits have no apparent
relation to theoretical depreciation ex-

isting in the properties. There is fur-

ther significance in the flexibility in

retirement appropriations provided for
in the electric and gas accounting
systems, which recognize that there is

no such factor as a uniformly and
definitely accruing depreciation, but
rather, that retirements which occur
without regularity can adequately be
provided for by a reserve applicable to

the property as a whole and accumu-
lated with due regard to the prosperity
of the business. It is believed that re-

serves for railway property as a whole
based upon available experience can be
fixed with greater accuracy than is

possible through separate consideration
of the various component parts of the
property.
The committee recommends that the

association, through appropriate com-
mittees, undertake to co-operate with
the state commissions in eliminating
from accounting methods for electric

railways any requirement for uniform
charges for depreciation based upon
estimated useful life of the property,
and in substituting therefor the more
flexible system of appropriations for
retirements prescribed for other utilities.

Terminology

No little confusion is added to the
•complex problem attending the deter-
mination of values of properties of
public service corporations by the un-
fortunate and loose choice of terms in

the presentation of valuation cases be-
fore regulatory commissions. And
often the confusion does not stop here,
"but is passed along by the commissions
and perpetuated in commission deci-
sions and opinions of courts of review.

Terminology, in its application to
valuation law and literature, embraces
not only the choice of technical terms,
but in its general aspect extends to a
definite use and a correct distribution
of these terms.

The present lack of uniformity in the
choice and accommodation of terms in

treatments of the subject of valuation
proceeding from different sources is a
situation that can perhaps be con-
doned, but such condonement ought not
to be extended to cases where those
responsible for the presentations on
the subject use loose and contradictory
terms in the same report or decision.

Until such time as it is found pos-
sible to go into the matter of a re-

classification it seems desirable to

limit this portion of the committee's
report to recommendations covering
definitions of such items as will be
made more definite thereby.

Valuation.—The committee recommended
that the term "valuation" be used to in-
dicate the final value fixed by a duly con-
stituted authority. It is sugrgested, how-
ever, that qualifying adjectives such as
"fair," "final" or "official" be used in con-
nection with the term "valuation" so as to
give definite indication of value fixed by a
duly constituted authority.

Appraisal.—Following the general lead
indicated by courts and commissions in
their use of the term "valuation" in official

findings of property worth, it is recoTn-
mended that the term "appraisal" be used
to indicate a complete engineering estimate,
embracing all the elements of value pro-
ceeding from a given hypothesis. When
the term "appraisal" is used as applying
to engineering estimates, the hypothesis
from which it proceeds should be plainly
stated, such as "engineer's reproduction cost
appraisal," "engineer's historical cost ap-
praisal," etc.

Reproduction Cost. Cost of Reproduc-
tion.—These terms with no qualifying words
or phases should be used only when the
figure presented represents the cost of
producing the property at wage rates and
material prices prevailing as of the time
of inquiry. The determination of this figure
necessarily Involves the exercise of Judg-
ment as the inventory of an established
utility property is sure to include some
items not on the market at the date of
inquiry. The engineer's appraisal on this
basis Is, therefore, an "estimate" and
there should be no hesitancy In so desig-
nating it.

Bistorical Coat.—This term applied to
engineering appraisals is defined as mean-
ing the estimated cost of a property result-
ing from the pricing of the various items
or groups of items in an inventory, taken
as of the date of the inquiry, as of the time
or times when acquired, constructed, or
installed. This determination also Involves
much of estimate. "Historical Investment,"
"book cost" or "actual cost" are the terms
that should apply to the results of an
accounting analysis that is comparable to
the engineering appraisal.

The following definitions are given for
the words and phrases used In the
schematic presentation, illustrating the
classification of terms commonly used In
engineering appraisals and In the deter-
mination of "fair value."

Final or Official Value Is defined as the
figure determined upon by legal authority
as representing "fair value," after con-
sideration of all relevant facts.

Value of Fixed Physical Property is the
figure which results from the consideration
of land, the cost of specific construction of
property other than land, with the neces-
sary and concomitant general and mis-
cellaneous construction expenditures. Es-
timates of the value of physical property
may be made to proceed from different
hypotheses and It Is therefore necessary
that the basis of the engineering appraisal
be clearly stated.

Land of a street railway or other utility
company may consist of right of way or
other land used In utility operation.
Community Value of land is that value

which the land In the proportion that It
may be held has for ordinary community
purposes. It is the normal market value
of similar and contiguous land.

Consequrntial Damages as an element In
the cost and value of land is defined as the
excess above the market value of the land
for ordinary community purposes that must
be paid for, severance, abutting and other
damages.

Acquisition cost of land is defined as
being the sum total of the expenditures
made incident to the actua.1 negotiations for

and purchase of the land, such as com-j
missions, cost of plats, title Insurance, costi
of abstracts, notarial fees, cost of record-
ing deeds and all similar expenses incurred'
in connection with such acquisition.

]

Specific ConstT^iction is defined as th«
sum resulting from the application of unit
costs to the discoverable items that appear'
in an inventory plus allowances for;
omissions in inventory and in price.

'

'

Priced Inventory is defined as the result
obtained by the application of unit prices
to the discoverable items appearing In the'
inventory. The priced inventory should!
include, either in material quantities or]
in the unit costs, allowances for inevitablw
losses, due to waste, breakage, theft of
materials. In amounts determined from ex-i
perience. AH costs determined for applica-
tion to items of inventory should include
the cost of non-productive time, direct'
supervision, transportation of employees,
and all direct supervisory expense.
Material costs should include freight and'
handling and all purchasing and stores
expense.

Otnissiona in Inventory and Pricing.-—•;

It is necessary to make allowances fori
undiscoverable items and for deficienciesJ
in price determinations In order to obtain!
an approach to the full and complete cost
of specific construction. Omissions in this:
sense are defined to be such allowances as'
are necessary to overcome the natural'
tendency toward understatement in studies'
Involving the consideration of Innumerable!
details.

I

General and Miscellaneous Expenditures •—This term when applied to valuation'
studies refers, of course, to construction

,

expenditures. The term as defined in this!
connection Included not only the expend!-

!

tures which cannot conveniently beS
allocated to specific accounts, but also the
expenditures designated "Franchises" in

'

the classification of accounts prescribed by
'

the Interstate Commerce Commission and

,

adopted by numerous state commissions.'
The accounts included are No. 601—!
Engineering and Superintendence ; No. 545
—Franchises; No. 546—Law Expenditures;
No. 547—Interest During Construction;
No. 548—Injuries and Damages; No. 549

—

J
Taxes During Construction; No. 560

—

,

Miscellaneous.

Engineering and Superintendence Includes '

all expenditures for services of engineers,
draftsman and superintendents employed '

on preliminary and construction work and !

also all expenses incident to construction
work. All such expenditures are properly J

Included under I. C. C. Road and EouId- '

ment Account, No. 501.

Franchises. — The courU have quite
Igenerally held that In the determination of i

fair value nothing shall be included for
franchises except expenditures actuallymade to a state or to a political sub- ^

division thereof In consideration for the J

privilege of doing business. Franchise costs
are included with general and miscellaneous
construction expenditures In this discussion

i

only because they are so treated by the
Interstate Commerce Commission In the
classification of accounts prescribed by that
body. It Is, of course, recognized that elec-

,

trie street railway companies have In the
:past paid for franchises and are from time

to time required to make expenditures for 1

the purpose of perpetuating their righU 1

to do business In accordance with the
terms of franchise agreements. Often the
exact amount of the expenditures, how- '

ever legitimate they may be, are not of
r*°?™- Where such payments are known

jto have been made, they should not be ex-
cluded In an engineer's appraisal, or from
the final valuation, because of the necessity

'

of resorting to estimates of the amounts i
expended. Such expenditures are of the ]order of franchise costs and It Is recom- (mended that they be Included under the !
heading "Franchises" In addition to actual

irecorded amounts paid In consideration of ,

franchise grants. Of course, such pay- '

ments must not be confused with payments
for current operating expenses, property
taxes, gross earnings taxes, or payments !

for special taxes.
!

Law Expenditures embrace all expend!- '

tures for legal services In connection with
i

the construction operations of the property
whether such services be rendered during '

the specific period when construction work i

Is going on, before such period or subse-
quent thereto. All such expenditures are
properly Included under I. C. C. Road and 1Equipment Account. No. 646.

;

Interest.—I. C. C. Road and Equipment ]

Account No. 547, bears the heading "Inter-
est During Construction." It is recom-
mended that this heading be restricted to '

the one word "Interest" in the presentation
:

of engineering appraisals and that In the
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presentation ot valuation casps it be made
to Include all interest properly chargeable
to capital, whether accruing during con-
struction, prior to construction or subse-
quent to construction.

Injuries and Damages.—^This term is in-
tended to embrace all expenditures for in-
juries and damages made in connection
with the construction operations of the
property whether the actual disbursements
occur during the specific period when con-
struction work is going on, before such
period or subsequent thereto. All such ex-
penditures are properly included in I. C. C.
Road and Equipment Account, No. 548.

Taxes.—This term as used in presenta-
tion of engineering appraisals is defined as
including all taxes assignable to construc-
tion operations and properly chargeable to
capital.

The term Miscellaneous as used In con-
nection with general construction expendi-
tures is defined as including the following:
(a) Incorporation, (b) Organization, (c)
Financing, (d) Promotion, and (e) Admin-
istration.

Incorporation.—This term as applied to
It engineering estimates is defined as includ-
P. Ing fees paid to governments for incor-

poration.

Organization is defined as including oflUce
and other expenses incident to organizing
corporations, also counsel fees in connec-
tion with organization.

Financing as applied to engineering ap-
praisals is defined as embracing the cost
of preparing and issuing stock certificates

;

and also the financial sacrifice on the part
of the electric railway company repre-
sented by the amount charged by bankers
and investment brokers for underwriting
security issues, such amounts being the
difference between the price at which such
Issues are sold to the underwriting agen-
cies and the amounts paid for same by
the investing public.

Promotion is defined as including cost of
preparing and distributing prospectuses,
cost of soliciting subscriptions for stock,
fees paid to promoters for their services in
organizing the company.

( Consolidation usually results in a prop-
erty with some duplication in equipment
and with a total cost in excess of the
necessary cost of a single system to serve
the community. On the other hand the re-
sult of a consolidation is usually the estab-
lishment of a unified service at a lower
fare than was possible under competition.
So much of consolidation costs as measures
the expenditures resulting in direct benefits
to the users of the service, either In rates
charged or in the convenience of the serv-
ice, is defined as a reasonable amount to
be mcluded in histdric cost appraisals pre-
.sented as a consideration in the determina-
tion of fair value.

Superseded Property.—To the extent that
it represents property in the acquisition of
which reasonable business judgment was
exercised and to the extent that the con-
tribution by users of the service through
the fare box have not provided for its re-
Oral, is defined as a proper inclusion in an
historic cost appraisal as a consideration
in the determination of fair value.

Other Non-Physical Elements.—Undoubt-
edly, there are cases where the circum-
stances that have attended the creation of
electric railway and other utility proper-
ties demand the consideration of non-physi-
cal elements other than those which are
herein mentioned, but the attempt is not
made here to enumerate all such consid-
erations.

Administration.—under this heading are
to be included the salaries and expenses of
general officers of an electric railway under
construction, assistants, clerks and other
employes in general ofUces engaged on
construction accounts or work ; rents and
repairs of general offices and all office ex-
penses incident to construction operation,
whether such services are rendered during
the specific period when construction work
Is going on, before such period or subse-
quent thereto.

Working Capital is defined as those float-
ing assets, cash and materials and supplies
J80 essential in the establishment and pres-
ervation of the credit of the company and
the proper maintenance and operation of
Its physical plant.

Non-Physical Elements of Value are de-
fined as such elements as are not suscepti-
ble of physical enumeration or measure-
ment, but which represent real and genuine
value attaching to a property that has
Justified its conception, maintained its ex-
istence, and demonstrated its serviceability
in the life of the cpmmHnJty,

Going Concern Value is that value which
a plant possesses by reason of the fact It
has advanced from the state of a mere col-
lection of physical units just ready to com-
mence operation to the state where it is
an operating plant, functioning and doing
business ; it is such value as it possesses
over and above a like plant which is oper-
able but not actually operating.

Engineering and Accounting
Problems

Whatever legal and economic prin-
ciples may eventually be held to be
controlling, the actual fixing of values
will continue to depend upon the cor-
rect and practical application of sound
engineering and accounting principles.

Life of Property.—The relation of the
age of a particular unit of property to

its remaining service life is frequently
di.scussed in valuation proceedings,
particularly by those engineers or com-
missions who believe that property
should be depreciated on a life table
basis, and in many other investigations
the probable service life of units of
property is a matter of practical im-
portance.

Lives of different classes of property
vary with differing conditions of use,
not only from city to city but even in
the same city from time to time. No
table of lives can be prepared which
will be of general or continuous applica-
tion, but methods of recording and com-
piling lif ^ data can be developed which
will make possible more accurate esti-

mates than any now available. This is

particularly true if the estimate is

confined to retirements due to actual
use. When, however, service life is so
defined as to include the influence of
possible inadequacy and obsolescence,
no accurate estimates are possible.

Bearing in mind that inspection by com-
petent engineers familiar with both
conditions of operation and with the
progress in the art is the only satisfac-

tory basis for judgment as to the future
usefulness of property, whether now in

service or about to be acquired, it

should be possible to standardize
methods of engineering inspection and
forms of recording valuable data which
will cast much light up the difficult

problem of providing for necessary
property retirements.

Miscellaneous Construction Expendi-
tures.—In the past much confusion has
resulted from lack of uniformity in

methods employed to determine miscel-

laneous construction expenditures or
construction overheads. More recently
substantial progress has been made in

associating with specific construction a
greater part than heretofore of the

miscellaneous expenditures and in

clearly defining the nature and the ex-

tent of these miscellaneous expenses
which cannot be so associated. There
is still an opportunity for improvement
and the Engineering and Accounting
Associations can be of assistance to the

industry by developing and recommend-
ing practices which will enable ap-
praisers to prove from records cur-

rently kept the amounts of the several

miscellaneous construction expenses
claimed.
Economy in Appraisal Work.— The

committee fully concurs in the findings

of its predecessors that much unneces-
sary time and expense have been em-
ployed in the making of valuations and
that, in so far as possible, time and ex-

pense should be kept at a minimum.
Reference has been made in previous
reports to the so-called "yardstick"
method of appraisal. It should be
borne in mind that no one "yardstick"
can be chosen which is applicable under
all conditions, and in each case that
"yardstick" should be chosen which in-

volves detail commensurate with the re-

quirement of the case in question.
Because of the practice frequently

indulged in by counsel of examining
appraisers in the most minute detail

on the nature and value of the smallest
physical units in order if possible to

show items which have been overlooked
or errors which have been made and by
imputation thus to reflect unfavorably
upon the whole appraisal, engineers
have been driven to the, practice of

making appraisals in detail wholly in-

commensurate with the necessities of
the case and detail which lends but
specious accuracy to conclusions. So
long as courts and commissions permit
the dissection of reports into insignifi-

cant and inconsequential detail it will

be necessary for appraisers to spend
time and money necessary to protect

their conclusions against an attack of
this nature.

There are in use by engineers and
contractors methods of estimating as a

basis for the preparation of bids which
are recognized as more or less stand-
ard practice. We would suggest that
the adoption by appraisers of such
methods is the best protection against
the unnecessary and inconsistent ex-

amination by counsel referred to above.
Conclusions reached by a method which
is in frequent, if not in general use,

have a weight considerably exceeding
that of conclusions following equally

good but less generally used methods.
The investigations and recommenda-

tions of the Accounting and Engineer-
ing Associations concerning estimating

practice would be of substantial help

to the industry if they resulted in the

recognition of certain methods as

standard.
The principal possibility of effecting

economies in the making of appraisals

apparently lies at this time along the

line of a closer contact between the en-

gineering and legal staffs and in the

agreement between parties as to in-

ventory in advance of the trial of any
case.

Evidences of Going Value.—Going
value is generally recognized by courts

and commissions, but not infrequently

allowances are inadequate because the

evidence submitted is fragmentary or

otherwise unconvincing. A most useful

service can be rendered by the Engi-
neering and Accounting Associations in

making a study of the methods of proof

of going value most appropriate under
different circumstances.

Index Numbers—Authoritative index
numbers of electric railway construc-

tion costs would be most useful in de-

termining the effect on an appraisal of

pricing as of various dates. If such
index numbers were available they
would permit such determinations with
sufficient accuracy for many purposes
without the great labor involved in

detailed repricing of inventories. It

is appreciated that no single index
number can be developed which can
be applied indiscriminately to all
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classes of electric railways—urban, in-

terurban, rapid transit, etc. To achieve
flexibility in application it is necessary
that the index number for individual

use be a composite of several primary
index numbers relating to different

classes of property and to different ele-

ments of cost. With the relative weight
of the different classes and elements of
cost known the primary index numbers
may be combined into general index
numbers suitable for use with different

types of property.

The detailed work of developing such
index numbers is considerable, but once
developed they may be brought to date
from time to time with reasonable ef-

fort. Some data have been assembled
and the committee feels that the pos-
sibilities o? constructive work along
this line are such that they warrant
further study.

The report was signed by E. J. Bech-
tel, H. M. Brinckerhoff, H. A. Clarke,
Thomas Conway, Jr., W. Findley Downs,
J. A. Emery, T. E. Francis, C. W. Gil-
lespie, J. B. Klumpp, W. H. Maltbie,
L. R. Nash, A. S. Richey, Frank Silli-

man, Jr., W. B. Tuttle, E. D. Uhlendorf,
W. H. Sawyer, executive committee
member; J. P. Barnes, executive com-
mittee member; F. C. Hamilton, vice-
chairman, and F. W. Doolittle, chair-
man.

G. A. Richardson, vice-president and
general manager Chicago Surface
Lines, presented the report of the com-
mittee on unification and co-ordination
of all forms of local transportation.

Unification and Co-ordination

of Local Transportation

•The purpose of a city's transporta-
tion system is to carry people who de-
sire to ride, in the quickest and most
convenient manner possible, safely and
at a reasonable fare. The wide variety
of service to be rendered in the various
sections of a city requires the use of
several methods, but in order to per-
mit the tremendous variety of routes
necessary to the individual citizens, the
parts of the system should be under
a single management, and should be so
carefully co-ordinated as to provide the
jnaximum of service at a minimum
cost without discrimination or special
privileges.

The entire cost of transportation
must be paid for by the fares collected.
Compeftive or duplicate service is
wasteful, and under existing public
regulatory methods should not be per-
mitted in the best interests of public
welfare.

Proper unified service may involve
the use of various types of vehicles for
various methods of operation, but the
present flurry of opinion that the street
railways may be supplanted cannot be
sustained. Many authorities might be
quoted, but the following comments
published in the proceedings of the
A.E.R.A. for 1920 are probably most
interesting since they come from repre-
sentatives of the largest motor-bus sys-
tem operating under conditions and
traditions most peculiarly fitted to
motor-bus service. Th's quotation is an
extract from a paper written by Messrs.
George J. Shave and Frank C. Pick of
the London General Omnibus Com-
pany, Ltd.

"It is possible to frame an ascend-
ing scale of densities of traffic, and to

note the limits in the scale which mark
the service capacity of different instru-

ments of transport. Such a rough scale

prepared for London would be as fol-

lows: Very light—under 500,000 pas-
sengers per mile of route per annum;
light—from 500,000 up to 1,000,000;
medium—from 1,000,000 up to 4,000,-

000; heavy—from 4,000,000 up to

6,000,000; very heavy—over 6,000,000
passengers per mile of route per
annum. (Mile of route is here used to

define 'mile of street,' or the operation
in both directions.)

"Then, calculating the maximum pos-
sible carrying capacity of the flow of

motor omnibuses or tramcars through
the streets or of trains on a railway
and the minimum possible load for each
class of service which would be eco-

nomical, we can decide as follows : Very
light passenger traffic can only be
economically carried by motor omnibus;
light passenger traflic is best carried
by motor omnibus, but can also be
economically carried by street car;
medium passenger traffic can be car-

ried by motor omnibus, street car or
railway train; heavy passenger traffic

can only be carried by street car or
railway train; very heavy passenger
traffic can only be carried by railway
train.

"Such a scale may be applicable to

American conditions without change,
but probably the maximum limits for
medium and heavy traffic are slightly

higher."
A general review of the present-day

situation is all that can be stated, be-

cause each specific problem can only
be answered by a careful analysis of

the factors involved.

The ideal development of a city as to

its growth, zoning, transportation plan,

or any other essential feature, cannot
be made to exist, but the nearest prac-
ticable approach may be worked out on
the basis of the fundamental principles
herein outlined.

In the development of city transpor-
tation through the last seventy years
various types of vehicles have been
used, each new type supplanting its

predecessor when proved more efficient

and more serviceable. As the cities

grew in size the tendency toward
competition and promotion grew also,

but the development of the electric car
put a new enthusiasm in the public
mind and promoters built lines wildly.

Resulting confusion, speculation and
lack of system in routing ultimately
proved disastrous, and in all cities a
partial or total consolidation of lines

became necessary. This grouping of
var'ous routes has permitted the street

railways to serve the communities ade-
quately for a relatively low fare, and
has stimulated the growth of the
various neighborhoods as natural con-
ditions warranted, since the unlimited
ride for one fare, with liberal transfer
privileges, has enabled the people to

choose their home locations without too

much regard for the location of their
places of employment. The result of
consolidation, too, has been to permit
simpler car routings, to create greater
reliability of service; has removed
duplicate or waste investment, and has
enabled the .desirable and necessary ex-

tension work to be carried financially
in the beginning by the lines of heavy
riding. Maximum service to the pub-
lic at the lowest cost is only obtainable
under a unified system.
The rapid development of the auto-

mobile started a new wave of promo-
tion and speculation in transportation.
From the irresponsible jitney has
grown the motorbus, and because of
the enthusiasm over a new idea in

transportation having a real semblance
of value, destructive competition has
been freely established and publicly
welcomed. War conditions in some
instances prevented railway develop-
ment of the motor bus as an auxiliary,
while the natural hesitation of dis-
criminating and informed railway
leaders, who saw the weaknesses of
the new vehicle, left to the promoter
the whole field of motor-bus exploita-
tion.

The situation in many cities is now
too much like that early period of
street railway promotion and must
develop toward an economical co-ordi-
nation of all essential public carriers.

Three general classes of public car-
riers are well recognized as workable
and desirable in proper circumstances.

1. Rapid Transit lines, using ele-

vated, subway, private rights-of-way,
or combinations of these.

2. Surface street railwai/s, operat-
ing single cars, with two men or one
man, or part time each way; operating
motor and trail trains; or two motor-
car trains; operating on streets, or
private rights-of-way, and in subways
in congested areas.

3. Motor buses. Double deck for
busy routes; single deck for lighter
traveled lines.

Each of these can have a logical

place for operation, but an electrV
street railway can and does serve com-
pletely and most efl'ectively -in many
cities. The possibilities of economic
use of rapid transit lines or of motor
buses is extremely limited, as compared
to the use of surface street railways.
Each type of service is undergoing
development, and none needs develop-
ment as much as the newest of the
three, the motor bus.
A rapid transit system, involving a

very expensive right-of-way, is only
justified where the density of travel
can create sufficient use for the invest-
ment. Elevated railroads cost at least
four times as much as surface street
railways, and subways four or five

times as much as elevated lines. Yet
when cities reach a size above three
quarters of a million, the congestion
of some streets slows down operation
of all vehicles on these thoroughfares
and so concentrates travel in certain
directions as to make it a civic neces-
sity to cut new special streets, or
create new levels for the transportation
of the great volumes of passengers.
The congested area, or number of such
routes affected, varies w!th the popu-
lation and topography of the city. The
most economical answer is in each case
only decided by the special local cir-

cumstances. But rapid transit, or
special right-of-way transit, is an abso-
lute necessity in some cifes and serves
its purpose best when used to carry
people rapidly between congested area?
nnd various distributing points, to or
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from which they are carried by other
units using the uncongested public

streets.

It is evident that the rapid transit

system must be ^ trunk line collecting

most of its passengers from surface
lines and carrying them from the point

of transfer to the business section at
high speed over unobstructed right-of-

way. Electric trains on private right-

of-way provide the speediest, most
comfortable and most economical
method of handling large volumes of

passengers without interference to or
from local traffic along the line of

travel.

No form of increasing street capac-
ity in congested areas is so effective as
a subway-elevated combination rail-

road, but the necessary economy for
the system as a whole demands that
the use of surface lines be rearranged
on the building of rapid transit lines,

so as to cause maximum use of the
expensive structures in saving time for
passengers and limiting street conges^
tion.

Surface lines are still the most eco-

nomical and most desirable vehicles for
transportation in most sections of all

cities. In even the largest cities only
a few traffic routes support rapid
transit lines, and the passengers can-
not all live within walking distance of
rapid transit stations. Besides acting
as feeders, the surface lines must
serve the great part of the city's area.

They do so with good speed and at a
minimum cost with maximum comfort
and safety.

In cities of 750,000 population, or
less, and in some cases in cities up to

a m'llion, the entire service can be
provided without rapid transit trains.

On the heavier routes, which are yet
not heavy enough to support the ex-
pense of rapid transit, two-car multiple-
unit trains, able to couple and un-
couple on the road with the second
car operating as a one-man car to and
from the depot, will move with greater
speed, economy and convenience than
the same number of single cars.

It is essential that the city and state

authorities recognize for the most
traveled highways the approaching
need of rapid transit, so as to retain
and maintain for the surface cars a
clear r'ght of way for the speediest
and safest operation. This is funda-
mentally necessary because the use of
the streets should be so arranged as to

provide the maximum good for the
greatest number.

Street cars carry passengers along
the street with an efficiency in use of
street area varying from ten to twenty
times the efficiency of private automo-
biles, and public interest, therefore,
demands special freedom of movement
for street cars and the making of busy
railway trunk I'nes into "through
traffic streets," with preference of right
of way over cross streets.

The riding public must, in some way,
pay the cost of transportation. The
streets are intended for maximum
service of the city's population, and
when they become inadequate new
streets must be bought and paid for by
the public, directly or ind'rectly,

whether in the form of street widening,
subways, or elevated structures for
electric trains.

It is then equally logical that the
public set apart the street railway
trunk-line streets for the principal use
of the street railway lines that are
such a predominant convenience. Such
action postpones the time of building
subway or elevated lines, and can pro-
vide speedy transit for the majority of

the people, while good pavements on
other than street railway streets can
give sufficient routes for other vehicles,

such as private automobiles, trucks,

etc. In a heavily congested area relief

can be largely provided by the build-

ing of subways for surface cars before
it is necessary to develop a rapid
transit system.

The street car has been developed to

operate with the maximum economy
under various circumstances. Two-man
cars can be coupled to operate as three-
man two-car trains. Single motor cars
can be used as either one-man or two-
man cars, depending on the volume of
business. Special one-man cars can
operate on lightly traveled lines. Each
unit has been developed so that its

maintenance is low and its cost of
operation well below that of any other
type of vehicle, even with fixed charges
for track structure included. The use
of these units is well understood.
The new unit in transportation is the

motor bus, and its place and function
have not yet been well established. In
its present form it shows great possi-

bilities, but much improvement can yet
be developed to make it a more eco-

nomical vehicle, and to permit it to

serve with greater effectiveness.

The open-top double-deck bus has
limitations in carrying capacity in in-

clement weather. Much of its appeal,

in pleasant weather, is because of the
open top, but this is like the original

summer street car and has sufficient

drawbacks ultimately to eliminate the
open-top vehicle as a regular means of
transportat'on. It is unnecessary and
wasteful duplication of service to pro-
vide for general use a vehicle having
less than 60 per cent of its seats avail-

able in inclement weather, since the

rest of its passengers must then be
cared for by other means of trans-
portation, so that there are in regrular

operation double facilities for passen-
gers, one of which is used on rainy
days and the other on clear days. Im-
provements which will provide a steady
earning capacity must come, since the
sight-seeing value of the open top is

really a serious factor only with the
Fifth Avenue service in New York.

It is highly improbable that buses
can ever operate at a cost as low as
that of a street car with fixed charges
left out. Under comparable conditions
the bus is not able, on either congested
or free streets, to operate at so high a
speed as the street car. In the rela-

tive use of street space, per passenger
served, considering area of vehicles

and speed of movement, street cars
are approximately twice as efficient as
buses.

Since it is more costly to operate
and more wasteful of street space, the
double-deck bus should be limited to
that class of service giving special
accommodation in seats and limited
stops. This appeals to a certain part
of the traveling public, and is justifi-

able if a higher fare is collected for

its limited service, and if it does not

interfere too much with the operation

of street cars serving the greater por-

tion of the people. It should not
normally operate on railway streets^

The adding of bus lines on a double-
track street is the equivalent of creat-

ing a four-track street.

The single-deck bus has a compar-
atively low carrying capacity and can
be operated by one man. It serves its

purpose to give a reasonable headway
on such streets as cannot economically
support the investment in a street rail-

way line, either in short routes or as
extensions or feeders for railways. The
single-deck bus cannot economically
compete in operating cost with the
surface cars except on lines of light

loads and headways of more than 15

minutes. The relative economy de-

pends on the cost of track and aux-
iliary structure, and its effect on cost

per mile operated.

In smaller cities, where the down-
town area is not congested, single-deck

buses of a co-ordinated system may
properly be routed to the heart of the
city where the point of delivery from
the logical feeder bus route to the

street railway line would come so close

to the downtown district as to make a
transfer between bus and car unde-
sirable.

Bus operation that competes with
street railways is manifestly wrong.
Any bus system operating in or
adjacent to metropolitan areas served

by street cars is competitive. Since

buses operate on public streets without
being charged for paving maintenance
and installation cost which the street

railways bear, they are collecting a

h'gher fare with a very low invest-

ment, and are rendering only such serv-

ice as is profitable, leaving the lean

lines, light hours, and most of the
service in inclement weather to be fur-

nished by the railways. Destructive
competition of this sort is totally un-
fair and unjustifiable.

The spirit of promotion, or of ex-

ploitation, prevails in most motor-bus
developments. Public enthusiasm over
gasoline - driven vehicles is clouding
sound judgment. Many bus lines are
being developed solely to force pur-
chase by an established railway, others
to promote bus sales.

Among the interesting opin-ons bear-
ing on the general subject is that in

the case of the Washington Rapid
Transit Company (P.U.R. 1923 B,

328) in which it is said: "In our
opinion there is a legitimate field for

bus service, but it does not lie in the
multiplication of lines or of vehicles

reaching the heart of the city. It lies

rather in providing service in extension
of the street car lines into territory

so thinly settled as not to justify the
large investment necessary for street

railway service. The bus lines should
be feeders. They should create busi-

ness and not rob the street railways
of the just reward due their heavy
investments for the public benefit. An
exception to this principle arises when
the existing street railway service

proves to be inadequate and, for rea-

sons either physical or financial, addi-

tional street railway lines cannot be
created. In such cases, even in thickly

settled territory, the obvious recourse
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is to bus lines; but, in the absence of

legal objections, the best interests of

the public will be promoted by causing
such lines to be owned and operated by
the street railway companies and to co-

ordinate them with the car lines

so that transfer privileges iand other

desirable joint relations may result."

Conclusions

1. The electric street railway is, and
will continue to be, the predominant
factor in city transportation.

2. Modern transportation uses, under
various circumstances, three general
methods, rapid transit trains, surface
street cars, and, in a slight degree,
motor buses. The proper use of each
must be made clear in the public mind.

3. Competitive conditions in trans-
portation should not be permitted since

the riding public must pay a higher cost

due to duplication. Competition from,
new organizations is largely developed
for promotional reasons.

4. The value of a well regulated co-
ordinated system, adequately serving
the community and sufficiently com-
pensated therefor, must be made clear
to the railway managements, to the
regulatory bodies, and to the public.

5. If more than street cars in their
various forms and combinations are
needed, electric railway managements,
and the American Electric Railway
Association, should advocate proper
and sufficient use of the various trans-
portation factors to make a suitable
corelated system giving adequate and
convenient service.

, 6. Analysis shows the very effective
use of street area by surface cars.
The use of streets should be arranged
for the maximum public good by
greatly reducing vehicle interference
with surface cars. Great public benefit
would result from segregation of traffic
giving busy car lines such freedom of
movement as is provided for private
automobiles by boulevards or through
traffic streets.

7. Further investigation and report
should be made, tabulating opinions
and rulings of commissions and public
authorities, so as to show the need for
creating a regulated monopoly of local
transportation which would establish
favorable financial conditions, proper
traffic control and distribution, and
greatly increase the safety and speed
of street cars. In the public interest,
heavy investments in elevated and sub-
way lines should be obviated on as
many routes as possible, by special
development of surface streets to per-
mit safe, speedy, free running by
street cars.

The report was signed by H. C.
Abell, C. P. Billings, B. C. Edgar, W.
F. Ham. A. D. Mackie, A. T. Perkins,
D. W. Pontius, A. E. Potter, R. T.
Sullivan, F. R. Coates, C. D. Emmons,
L. S. Storrs, G. A. Richardson, chair-
man.

,

At this point in the proceedings,
President Budd read a letter from
President Coolidge addressed to Vice-
President W. H. Sawyer. The letter
appears on this page.
.The meeting was devoted from this

point on for the next hour to a dis-
cussion of the co-ordination of motor
bus and electric railway from two
points of view—one paper by Mr. Bros-

seau, president Mack Trucks, Inc.,

New York, and the other by Paul
Shoup, president Pacific Electric Rail-

way Company, San Francisco. Both
papers appear elsewhere in full.

Hon. Ezra B. Whitman, chairman
Public Service Commission of Mary-
land, then made an address on "Co-
ordination of Transportation." An
abstract follows:

Co-ordination of Transportation
Systems in Maryland

Mr. Whitman opened his talk by
saying that in a case recently before
the commission the attorney for the
railway company said he did not think
the commission had sufficient experience
or intelligence to decide the case. The
commission had already made up its

mind to decide in favor of the railroad,

but this statement made it hard to do
so. The speaker then referred to sev-

eral bus installations in the vicinity of
Baltimore. In one case the property
owners in a suburban district wanted
the United Railways & Electric Com-
pany to build a trackless trolley line to

serve a real estate development, but the
commission knew that the company
would lose money if it did so. At the
same time, such an extension would be
very helpful to the real estate owners
and would also beniefit both the city and
the county from enhanced realty values.
It refused to require the extension, but
the road was built because the realty
owners raised a fund by which the
company was guaranteed $10,000 dur-
ing the first year, $7,500 during the sec-
ond year, and $5,000 during each of
three succeeding years, if there should
be a deficit. Last year the company

collected the full amount of the first-

year guarantee.

In another case, some wealthy people

petitioned for the right to put 20 buses
on Mount Royal Avenue, but the com-
mission realized that If this line was
put in service, a considerable part of its

traffic would undoubtedly come from
the parallel trolley lines. In conse-

quence the commission put the question

of this installation up to the railway
company, and it was agreed to put the

line in service. During the first year
the deficit from operation was $35,000.

In another instance in Baltimore the
company had put in a north and south

bus line in the western part of the city

to connect a number of trolley lines. A
similar line was desired on the East
Side and an outside company offered to

put it in, but the commission requested
the United Railways & Electric Com-
pany to install the line.

Maryland has many good roads, and
leading out of Baltimore are a number
of fine avenues, most of which have in-

dependent bus lines. Before the pres-

ent commission assumed jurisdiction,

one of these lines ran down town and
others have now petitioned for the same
privilege. Up to this time the commis-
sion has ruled that these must stop at

the junction with the trolley lines, and
passengers come into the city by trolley,

but there is great pressure from users
for travel without change. This is one
of the problems of the commission. If

the bus companies ran down town they
might be required not to carry local

passengers, but it would be difficult

always to enforce this rule as regards
local riders.

The speaker cited another instance in

Baltimore. The Roland Park Company

A Message from the President
Washington, D. C, Oct. 2, 1924.

Mr. W. H. Sawyer,
Vice-President
American Electric Railway Association

YOUR letter concerning the annual convention of the

American Electric Railway Association, at Atlantic City,

is before me. I have noted your statement that this conven-
tion is to give particular consideration to the traffic problem,
which in recent years has become so serious in our cities.

It is gratifying to know that the executives of the urban and
interurban transportation companies are grappling so vigor-

ously w^ith the entire set of problems which involve the co-
ordination of various modes of intramural transportation,
including buses, with a view to assuring the best service to the
public at the lowest cost.

It is apparent that this set of problems must demand the
attention of municipal authorities and the transportation com-
panies for a long time to come. There has never been a time
when greater need existed for the comparison and exchange
of experience in dealing with these matters.

I am glad to have your assurance that the electric railway
industry is now in a more healthy condition than at any time
since the war. I feel that broadly constructive policies and
liberal attitudes are necessary in dealing with these problems,
and wish you to extend to the association members my con-
gratulations on the fact that they are taking these matters up
in such effective fashion. Calvin Coolidge.
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has developed a very fine real estate

district and wanted the railway com-

pany to extend one of its lines li miles,

and agreed to take sufficient bonds to

pay for the construction of this line and

to cover deficits within a certain time,

except that it would receive a credit of

$50 a year for every house erected.

When the company declined to accept

this plan, the park company presented

the case to the commission.

The matter has been settled by the

park company buying a six-wheel bus

and the railway company operating it.

The flat fare in Baltimore is 7 J cents,

and an additional charge of 2J cents is

made for passengers who ride to the

end of the li-mile bus extension and

also use the trolley cars. Here also

there is pressure for an extension of

this bus service down town.

A committee representing various

civic organizations is now considering

the question of how the suburban ex-

tensions should be operated. The rail-

way company at present is required to

extend its lines to the city limits, and

it may be that a charge of 2 or 3 cents

extra for short extensions, as in the

Roland Park case, may be the best

thing.

Much the same situation occurs in

the country districts. Thus, in the

western part of Maryland, the electric

railway interests in Frederick have or-

ganized a bus company and there are

also several independent bus companies.

The advantages of co-ordination_ of the

services are recognized, but it is diffi-

cult to see how the independents can be

forced to sell out.

A very similar situation exists on the

Eastern Shore, though there it con-

cerns steam railroads and motor bus

and motor truck lines. Owing to the

inroads on its traffic by the latter, the

Pennsylvania Railroad threatened to

abandon some of its lines and did so in

one case, and was about to do so_ in

another. People along this latter line,

however, petitioned for a continuation

of railroad service, which they said was
necessary for their community exist-

ence. In the meantime, the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad has been installing some
motor trucks in co-ordinated service

with its railroad system.
These are some of the practical ques-

tions which the commission is trying to

solve in the right way.
L. F. Eppich addressed the meeting

on the subject of the necessity of elec-

tric railways in communities. His dis-

cussion was from the point of view of

the real estate man, and it appears
elsewhere.

W. D. B. Ainey, chairman of the Pub-
lic Service Commission of Pennsylvania,

addressed the meeting on the same sub-

ject. He spoke briefly of the mar-
velous changes of the age in which we
are living and wondered whether we
can quite keep pace with them. Yet
we must, he said. We must revise our

ideas, as these changes come along,

for the public outlook has changed.

Whereas years ago a man with a new
invention was ridiculed, today the pub-

lic accepts new things promptly and
is very quick to respond to the new
and discard the old. These changes
bring up many problems which it is

useless to try to avoid. Mr. Ainey said

that electric railway men have the

American grit, energy and vision to

solve these problems as they apply to

transportation. Not only must new

forms of transportation be accepted

and utilized, but into the transporta-

tion business must be incorporated the

progress made in allied industries, such

as the great development in the gen-

eration and utilization of power.

In Pennsylvania some of the rail-

way companies are still utilizing power

plants which consume coal at the rate

of as high as 4.54 lb. of soft coal per

kilowatt-hour. Mr. Ainey emphasized
the fact that railways must take ad-

vantage of cheaper power development
as it comes along, and tie in with the

super-power development. More care-

ful scrutiny of railway operation is

needed, for the type of service which
was given by electric railways before

the war is no longer acceptable to the

public.

Friday's Session^ American Association

President Budd called the final ses-

sion of the American Association to or-

der Friday morning at 10:15. The first

report presented was on insurance, by

John T. Staub, Baltimore, chairman.

An abstract follows.

Insurance

The committee reported that it had

held a number of conferences with the

Central Traction and Lighting Bureau,

which is a fire insurance organization

designed to deal with the electric rail-

way industry, for the purpose of secur-

ing for the entire industry a reduction

in fire insurance rates. A statement

was submitted to that bureau showing

fire insurance premiums paid, fire

losses sustained and losses recovered

during the period from Jan. 1, 1895,

to Dec. 31, 1922, which showed the

ratio of losses sustained to premiums

paid over this entire period to be

38.69 per cent and the ratio of losses

recovered to premiums paid to be 31.96

per cent.

On the basis of the figures m this

statement the committee concluded that

the loss ratio warranted a reduction

of 15 per cent in the fire insurance

rates for the industry and recom-

mended that member companies make
application for such reductions. It was

also recommended that the committee

be continued.

The report was signed by O. H.

Bernd, G. H. Bourne, N. H. Daniels,

B. J. Denman, C. E. Fahrney, F. M.

Hamilton, A. D. Knox, J. H. Moran,

H. A. Nicholl, C. B. Scott, P. E. Wilson,

C. E. Morgan, and John T. Staub,

chairman. .

In presenting the report on publicity,

W. H. Sawyer, East St. Louis, 111.,

called attention to the assistance which

the association was able to give in pub-

licity matters and that many companies

were not taking advantage of it. He
also said that Barron Collier, Inc., had

proffered the services of its large staff

of artists and ad makers to the asso-

ciation and to its member-companies

without charge. All designs put out by

the association within the last few years

had been contributed by the Collier

company absolutely without charge to

the association, and railway company
members could have the same assistance

without expense. Mr. Sawyer then pre-

sented the official report of the commit-

tee. An abstract follows.

Publicity

Using a wide variety of mediums,

including newspaper advertising, car

signs, news articles and the radio, the

committee has emphasized particularly

these facts during the past year: That
the electric railway industry has come
back strongly and is going forward to

perform a greater service than ever

before. That buses are not going to

supplant electric railways, but that
they will have a supplemental place ire

local transportation controlled by elec-

tric railway companies. That city

street congestion must be relieved im

simple fairness to the electric railway
passenger. That the electric railway
industry is burdened with many unfair

taxes, especially for paving. That the
fixed fare, whether 5 cents or any other
inflexible rate, is economically unsound
and is being abandoned generally. That
interurban railways offer the quickest

and best short-haul freight and express
service and that their influence in this

field is widening. That owners of pri-

vate motor cars should abandon the
practice of giving free rides to poten-
tial electric railway passengers.

To disseminate these facts the com-
mittee has issued regularly posters for

use in cars, stations, on factory bulletin

boards, etc. It has also done these

things: Prepared and distributed, with
cuts, suggested newspaper advertise-

ments. Made releases through news-
papers and magazines whenever news
value warranted. Co-operated with all

state con\mittees on public utility in-

formation in supplying material, par-

ticularly to the smaller papers, state

and city officials, libraries, schools and
colleges. Issued monthly the bulletin

"Truth" for clipping by editors, or dis-

play on bulletin boards. Furnished
salient news facts about such outstand-

ing situations as the abandonment of

service in Akron to state committees
and companies by wire and special

mail. Prepared and distributed book-

lets dealing with outstanding facts in

the situation. Aided in obtaining

speakers for conventions, state and sec-

tional and local. Co-operated with

writers for financial papers, magazines

and other publications in the prepara-

tion of special articles.

For the future the committee sub-

mits the following recommendations.

Start a "Shop Early" campaign—10 to

4 o'clock—immediately in advance of

the holiday crowds. Continue to em-
phasize the traffic congestion and pav-

ing problems particularly. Strive by
continued co-operation with the Com-
mittee on Co-operation of State and
Sectional Associations to obtain 100

per cent membership of electric rail-

ways in state committees on public

utility information.
Consider the advisability of produc-

ing posters in color as has been done
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so effectively by the Chicago Rapid
Transit' Company and the London
Underground Railway. The problem of
producing color work is strictly one of
financing'. Under the present budget
of the Advertising Section it is virtu-
ally impossible to obtain artistic poster
effects and make a national distribution
of them, but the question of extending
the section's activities along this line

would seem to be worthy of study.
The report was signed by P. S. Ark-

wright, Frank L. Blanchard, John S.

Bleecker, F. R. Coates, P. H. Gadsden,
L. E. Gould, Luke Grant, J. P. Griffin,

F. T. Griffith, H. M. Lytle, J. C. Mc-
Quiston, Martin P. Rice, O. A. Smith,
L. S. Storrs, E. M. Walker, E. F.
Wickwire, Barron Collier and W. H.
Sawyer, chairman.

Robert G. Gordon of Louisville ad-
dressed the convention on the Muscle
Shoals situation. His address appears
in part elsewhere. The meeting then
adjourned.
James Walker, consulting engineer of

Chicago, presented the report of the
committee on rapid transit. An ab-
stract follows.

Rapid Transit

In January, 1924, the committee on
rapid transit was appointed to begin
the work of collecting facts and data
in connection with the development of
rapid transit. Many cities are ap-
parently going ahead with some con-
templated provision or actual rapid
transit installation to relieve their own
peculiar transit conditions, but without
regard for the enormous cost involved
in the building of real rapid systems
with a sufficient capacity for both pres-
ent and future needs.
The committee feels that the whole

question should be covered in the broad-
est pos.sible manner in order that the
range of facts and principles presented
may include sufficient ground for the
formulation of true conclusions, and it

finds that the work of gathering these
facts is a large one and that in the
time afforded there has been oppor-
tunity only to make a beginning. It

will be necessary for future committees
on rapid transit to carry on this work.

It is believed that a real study of this
subject should include all the methods
of local transportation within a com-
munity where rapid transit already
exists or is contemplated, to determine,
if possible, at what point in the growth
of the large modern city it becomes
necessary or expedient to start such an
undertaking. Cities and their collective
populations are imitative. What one
has the other wants, until today there
is a so-called "subway" question in
many American communities not yet so
equipped.

Rapid transit or grade separated
routes follow three principal forms of
construction, namely, subways, de-
pressed lines and elevated railroads.
Subways hold the public eye chiefly be-
cause they do not interfere with, but
rather enhance the value of, contiguous
land. This enhancement has very prac-
tically been considered in some in-
stances as the logical reason for the
enactment of assessment legislation by
means of which u substantial part of
the con.struction cost might be raised.

Enough data have been gathered in

this connection to prove that the owner
of property abutting on subway routes
is a substantial beneficiary. The sub-
way line also has the advantage of
protection from the weather.
On the other hand, either the pub-

licly or privately owned subway has the
highest construction cost of any form
of modem rapid transit route, thus at
once presenting economic difficulties in

regard to the public conception of a
normal rate of fare. The subway is

noisy so far as the passenger is con-
cerned, and, as now operated, has no
higher speed than the elevated or de-
pressed line and a somewhat lower
capacity in the number of trains and
cars per hour.
The depressed line may be used to

advantage under certain conditions and
is next in cost to the subway when con-
structed through the settled portion of
the city. Its operation is in the open
air and its effect on the abutting prop-
erty has thus far been considered ad-
vantageous. Manifestly this form of
construction in most cases results from
the adaptation of former steam railroad
right-of-way and would otherwise be
used only in residential or outlying sec-
tions of the city rather than through
the busines.- or downtown sections.

The elevated line on steel structure
with ballasted deck has the advantage
of the relatively lower cost, high speed,
large capacity in trains and cars per
hour, open air operation, non-inter-
ference with sub-surface utilities and
general adaptability to construction
through any section of the city. Though
noisy to abutting dwellers, its general
record has been that of enhancement in

the value of contiguous property. The
cost of elevaied lines is about the .same
whether on public or private right-of-
way, because the damages in occupancy
of the street about offset the cost of
land for private way.

In order to make a beginning in the
collection of information a program of
inquiries was started covering the
cities of New York, Brooklyn, Boston,
Philadelphia and Chicago. This pro-
gram involves : Description of the exist-
ing rapid transit properties in various
cities; statement of cars in operation;
earnings, operating expenses and
traffic; aims of the systems in regard
to service and benefits to the public;
problems of relationship and financing;
methods of control and regulation; cost
of typical and unusual construction;
general descriptive matter; cost of con-
struction of rapid transit lines at
present-day prices. Under these nine
headings are fifty-two sub-headings
covering detailed information as to all

the general characteristics of rapid
transit systems. Investigations are be-
ing made also of conditions in Cincin-
nati, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Pittsburgh and St. Louis, cities which
are contemplating subway construction.

It has also been thought desirable to
obtain information concerning Old
World cities, such as London, Paris,
Berlin, Glasgow, and also from Mel-
bourne and Sydney. The foregoing
eleven American and six foreign cities
are being covered by direct inquiry,
and indirectly through the files of the
Electric Railway Journal. From the
latter have been indexed and partly ab-

stracted some 16,000 articles on local
tran-sportation covering the last 30
years of history of these cities.

The general function of the rapid
transit lines should be the movement of
mass traffic at maximum speed. All
other local transportation within the
city can be so related to the rapid
transit systems as to provide the max-
imum convenience to the traveling pub-
lic. Comparative average speeds under
heavy traffic conditions in city opera-
tion may now be rated at about 8 to 9
m.p.h. for bus service and 9 to 10 m.p.h.
for surface street railways, while the
local movement in rapid transit is 14 to
15 m.p.h. and express movement from
18 to 25 m.p.h.
Average rush-hour passenger capac-

• ities under operating conditions similar
to the foregoing measured by one-way
movement alone would be for the bus
lines 9,000 to 10,000 passengers per
hour, surface cars 14,000 to 16,000
passengers per hour and rapid transit
trains from 45,000 to 60,000 passengers
per hour.
Subways in the business district,

where underpinning of high buildings
is required, are estimated to cost
$8,850,000 per double-track mile. In
well developed residential and small
store district, where street traffic must
be maintained and construction opera-
tions are considerably hampered, sub-
ways are estimated at $5,080,000 per
double-track mile. Subways in sparsely
developed sections are estimated at
$3,800,000 per double-track mile.
The average of these three classes

is in excess of $5,000,000 per double-
track mile or $2,500,000 per single-
track mile. Elevated construction in
sparsely settled sections is estimated to
cost only $1,050,000 per mile of double
track and a double-track surface rail-
road (overhead trolley), including mod-
ern pavement in the railroad area, costs
in some cities today approximately
$100,000 per mile of double track.
Based on the above figures, the ele-

vated rapid transit lines would cost
about 10 times as much as trolley rail-
road in the street, and subways would
cost 50 times as much as a trolley rail-

road in the street, while the maximum
capacity for carrying passengers in a
.subway railroad is only approximately
four times as great as that of a trolley
surface railroad.

In closing, the report of the commit-
tee on rapid transit calls attention to
the fact that only a beginning has been
made in the collection of information
necessary to a better understanding of
the subject, and that much work yet re-
mains to be done.
The report is signed by J. H. Alex-

ander, E. J. Bums, Edward Dana, J. S.
Doyle, B. J. Fallon, R. F. Kelker, Jr.,
W. H. Maltbie. L. H. Palmer, F. R.
Phillips, G. A. Richardson, W. S. Twin-
ing, James Walker, G. C. Hecker and
W. S. Menden, chairman.

MaU Pay

L. H. Palmer, United Railways &
Electric Company of Balt'more, pre-
sented the report of the committee on
mail pay. It spoke about the hearings
earlier in the year on the subject of
adequate compensation from the Post
Office Department for the transportn-
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tion of mails by electric carriers. He
said that the committee had learned,

on Sept. 22, that no decision would be

handed down before the present con-

vention. The report said that the com-

mittee had made every effort to pre-

sent all the facts to prove that an in-

crease in the payment for transporta-

tion of mails should be made, and the

committee expressed its thanks to mem-
ber and non-member railway companies

for information furnished.

Co-operation with State and
Sectional A980ciation§

The report of this committee was

presented verbally by J. P. Barnes,

Louisville, Ky., chairman. He ex-

plained that the committee had made
an effort to be represented by some

member at the meeting of every state

and sectional electric railway associa-

tion during the past year. In this way
it had encouraged co-operation between

these associations and the national as-

sociation. The committee had also in

this way kept in close touch with the

various state committees on public util-

ity information, and this has proved a

great help.

Edward Dana, Boston, Mass., pre-

sented the report of the committee on

education. An abstract follows.

Education

The report of the committee on educa-

tion was preceded by a personal state-

ment from Edward Dana, general man-
ager Boston Elevated Railway, chair-

man of the committee. He testified to

the value of the results of educational

work done on the Boston Elevated

Railway during the past few years and

said that his work on the committee

during three years had impressed him

with the vital relations that education

bears to the gradual economic upheaval

which is going on in all industry. A
higher level of intelligence on the part

of all workers is necessary, particu-

larly those who come in intimate con-

tact with the public, as do most elec-

tric railway employees. This intelli-

gence must be largely developed

through vocational training in the in-

dustry itself.

In reviewing its activities, the com-

mittee stated that it early reached the

conclusion that the preparation of

courses on economics and for trainmen,

which was among its assignments, re-

quired the time of a specialist. To
accomplish this, an appropriation of

$5,000 was recommended. The execu-

tive committee deemed such an appro-

priation inexpedient, but authorized

the education committee to solicit the

amount in voluntary subscriptions from
member companies. A considerable

amount had been subscribed under this

authorization when the committee

learned of several public utility courses

in preparation and decided to wait until

these were available before proceeding

with its own work. The same applied

to the course for trainmen. It was
recommended that the preparation of

both the economics and the trainmen's

courses be assigned to next year's com-

mittee for action.

The committee reported that it had
prepared and circulated a pamphlet to

arouse interest in educational work on

the part of employees.*

The report then summarized the

work of the preceding two committees,

reiterating the importance of the com-

plete educational program outlined

under ten heads in the 1922 report.

The body of the committee report

was occupied with a review of educa-

tional work being done on electric rail-

way properties, with an introductory

statement. This part of the report is

summarized below:

The form which will be taken by

the educational work on an electric

railway property depends in part on

its size, in part upon its location with

respect to special educational facilities

and in part upon the vital interest of

the management in the subject and con-

viction as to its importance. More-

over, the underlying principle in all

successful work is simply furnishing to

ambitious employees the opportunity to

get such instruction as they need to

help them achieve their ambitions.

The instruction may be given on the

property or it may be obtained in pub-

lic or private schools. In addition,

there must be an atmosphere of self-

improvement, which must be fostered

by the management. The situation in

hopeless unless the men at the top be-

lieve in education for everybody and

show their faith by their works.

Large properties can well afford to

employ men who have had teaching, as

well as practical experience, to "head

up" their educational work. Where
this is impracticable, the man (or

woman) who has the strongest convic-

tions and the requisite executive ability

and experience should give part time to

this work.

Instruction Now Given by Several
Large Companies

The Employees' Mutual Benefit As-

sociation of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Light Company has a well

organized educational department. With

the director, who was fonnerly dean

of one of the best known vocational in-

stitutes in the country, the faculty

comprises 14 men and women.

The library is an important adjunct

to this educational work, and a branch

of the Milwaukee Public Library is

maintained. The library undertakes to

provide E.M.B.A. members with refer-

ence material on special topics in which

they are interested. A women's study

and information clas.s has also been con-

ducted. It is designed particularly for

women who meet the public in the ca-

pacity of secretaries, clerks, telephone

operators, etc. The follow-up training

of bus operators has also been con-

ducted to supplement previous training

practically completed. The training of

car repair men on a systematic basis

with a full time instructor has gone

on continuously. He is supported by

instruction manuals and at regular pe-

riods gives examinations of the type

which would be found under civil serv-

ice regulations. There is also in prepa-

•The title of this was "Gettinfr Educa-
tional Work Started on an Electric Rail-

way." Several thousand copies of this

have been distributed at nominal cost, two
large properties using 1,000 copies each.—
Eds.

ration a course to be given the super-

visors of the transportation depart-

ment, and plans are under way for a

course in the teaching of courtesy.

Recently a six-year training course has
been started, under the direction of the

Industrial Training Conference of Mil-

waukee, for picked men who are known
to have good abilities but who need a

thoroughgoing type of technical knowl-

edge to qualify for real advancement.
The educational work of the Chicago,

North Shore & Milwaukee Railroad is

highly organized. Up to March, 1923,

the services of the educational director

were confined to work among the

foreign-born employees, covering Eng-
lish, citizenship, foremanship, living

conditions and recreation. Later the

scope of the educational program was
broadened to include all departments.
The educational department has used

without remuneration the services of

five employees as teachers. The educa-
tional director is assisted in his work
by an educational committee and he

has the hearty co-operation of all de-

partment heads.

The Boston Elevated Railway is co-

operating with the Massachusetts
State Department of Education and
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology in educational work. The
former conducted three classes on the

property during the past year, award-
ing certificates to the numbers indi-

cated: Public utility economics, 106;

practical electricity, 15; dynamo-elec-
tric machinery, 12. The department
provides instructors and text and the

company furnishes quarters. The in-

struction was excellent and the spirit

fine. The company refunded tuition

fees to all who completed courses.

With the M.I.T. the company co-oper-

ates in a six-year college-grade tech-

nical course, in which students spend

alternate terms in college and in indus-

try. Of the 200 students enrolled, four

are employees of the "L".
The Arkansas Central Power Com-

pany, Little Rock, furnishes street rail-

way, electric light, power and heating
service. Among its various depart-

ments 112 students are enrolled in spe-

cial courses conducted by the extension

division of the University of Arkansas.
If a student makes an average grade
of 90 in his studies the company pays
the entire expense of the course. In

addition, the Little Rock Electric Club,

to which the company department exe-

cutives and several of their assistants

belong, arranged with the superintend-

ent of the high school a special course

designed for the benefit of employees
of utility corporations and firms in all

branches of electrical industry. A
number of employees have also taken
intensive courses in combustion and in

electric meters at the university. Vice-

President C. J. Griffith says that of the

value of educational courses to workers
in all departments there can be no
question.

The Northern Texas Traction Com-
pany, Fort Worth, co-operates with the

federal and state vocational training

boards. There are 54 men employed in

different departments of this company
taking courses with the International

Corre.spondence Schools and 11 with

other correspondence schools and uni-
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versity extension bureaus. Three
classes in electric shop practice are

conducted for the benefit of 44 men in

the mechanical department, under the

direction of the Federal Board of Vo-

cational Education, functioning through

the Texas State Board for Vocational

Education and the local school board in

Fort Worth. On Dec. 1, 1923, the man-

ager of the company organized all de-

partment heads into a class for the

purpose of studying the economics of

the street railway business. It was

also planned that department heads

would organize classes of employees

within their departments and dissemi-

nate this information to all employees

of the company. The total number

taking educational work is estimated at

131, or 17.5 per cent of the 750 em-

ployees of the company. This company

is now in its third year of systematic

educational work.
The New Orleans Public Service,

Inc., has a "Utility Educational Club"

composed of employees ambitious to

advance in their work. During 1923

the membership grew from 15 to 500.

The club encourages men to enroll in

established courses and assists them in

their studies. At each meeting com-

pany officials address the club on de-

tails of operation and upon the oppor-

tunities which exist for ambitious em-

ployees. The results to date have been

highly satisfactory.

The Beaver Valley Traction Com-

pany, New Brighton, Pa., has aimed

its educational efforts toward the em-

ployees' homes and has invited mem-
bers of their families to participate.

Lessons are given in two sections, at 1

p.m. and 4 p.m. respectively.

Mb. McCants Explains the San
Francisco Training Plan

Being impressed with the importance

of the work in platform training car-

ried on by the Market Street Railway in

San Francisco, the committee requested

M. McCants, general manager of the

company and a member of the commit-

tee, to prepare a paper explaining his

system in detail. His contribution

forms an appendix to the committee

report. An abstract follows:

Almost two years ago the Market

Street Railway began to lay plans for

the revision and improvement of its

training system for motormen and con-

ductors. Ten general rules were laid

down to be followed by those in imme-

diate charge of the work, and these

rules played no small part in the ulti-

mate success of the program. These

rules (in abbreviated form) follow:

1. Keep the management in close

touch with the more significant devel-

opments of the program.
2. Develop the program gradually.

3. Take all members of the training

department into active partnership.

4. Start with the essentials.

5. Put the training system on paper.

6. Make the "system" understand-

able.

7. Make the "system" systematic.

8. Make the work thorough.

9. Make the methods objective.

10. Measure the results of the train-

ing wherever it is possible and do it in

terms of figures.

The management wanted to keep in

close touch with the growth of the

training plan to prevent serious

blunders, without taking the initiative

away from those in immediate charge.

It asked that the most important plans

contemplated be submitted in rough
outline on paper to compel careful

planning. When a conference of a

group of instructors was to be held, a
careful outline of the program was
prepared in advance and submitted to

the management. After each meeting
a carefully organized report was pre-

pared and submitted to the manage-
ment. The management was thus able

to keep its "finger on the pulse," to

suggest timely modifications of plans

and to obtain some valuable informa-
tion concerning various conditions.

One of the chief advantages of go-

ing slowly was to educate the instruc-

tional staff. The line instructors were
men of limited education, with only
vague ideas of the proper pedagogical
methods. No phase of the training

system was installed until it was under-
stood by all instructors, until all in-

quiries had been answered and all pro-

posals for amendment had been care-

fully submitted.
One of the greatest helps in gfuiding

the discussion was the outline for the
entire program, approved by the man-
agement beforehand. This provided a
definite objective for each meeting. If

the "minutes" of a meeting failed to

coincide with the outline, the manage-
ment was apprised of the amount of
wandering from the proper subjects.

In the instruction a start was made
with only the bare essentials; the
knowledge that a new man cannot get
along without if he is to operate safely.

As time and experience showed that
the student could be expected to learn
more during the student period, instruc-

tional materials were added, but never
much at one time.

Equal in importance to "sticking to

essentials" was the practice of "put-
ting it on paper." When instruction
or materials were developed on paper
for use by students, by probationers,
by line instructors and by others an
immediate and striking improvement
followed.

The purpose of making the training
easy for the student was accomplished
partly by making the language as sim-
ple as possible. Whenever the line in-

structors reported any items in the
student materials as hard to under-
stand, these materials were changed
in the direction of simplicity. It was
found that if the student was taught a
few new points each day and if he was
drilled conscientiously until each point
was mastered he could learn a surpris-
ing amount in a very short time.

It was learned that in trying to make
the work easy more ground could be
covered if efforts with the same student
were not duplicated. The essential

facts were designated for student in-

struction; the other materials were re-

served for instruction during the three-
month probationary period.

It was also found imperative to cover
the entire scope of instruction by
standardized examinations. Thus, a
genuine spirit of professional rivalry
was fostered, not only among individu-
als, but also among divisions.

In the examinations it was not as-
sumed that all street railway knowl-
edge is of equal importance for the
company's purpose. Instead, it was as-

sumed that those points should be em-
phasized which are of greatest prac-
tical value, and as a criterion the cases
of violations of rules were chosen.

Company records of violations were
examined for a period of several years,
and if any rule was on record as hav-
ing been violated such questions as
these were asked: (1) How often is

the rule violated? (2) How serious is

such a violation? (3) How much can
it be reduced by training? (4) What
form of training will have the best
effect?

Thus the field was canvassed, and
the scope of the training work, the
nature of the work and the amount of

emphasis to be placed upon each phase
were decided.

By way of determining the result of
the training, the training department
was required to furnish data and ac-

ceptable facts in proof of the results

accomplished. Comparative statements
were asked for, giving the number of

hours traveled per accident by the new
men, and figures were compared month
by month to trace the improvements.
The new men were compared with the

"old timers" on this basis. Other
things asked for were the number of

violations of rules, the number of times
there were tie-ups on the line, the num-
ber of errors made when the new con-

ductors turned in the cash, the number
of errors made in the various examina-
tions, the reduction in complaints, the
increase in commendatory letters.

By various measures used the man-
agement was able to say that the im-
proved system for training platform
men had actually achieved tangible re-

sults. And the following "fourteen
points" are some of them which were
known to be obtained: (1) Fewer and
shorter tie-ups on the lines. (2)

Fewer shop repairs necessary. (3)
Fewer reports of rough car operation.

(4) Greater adherence to schedule time
as noted in inspectors' reports. (5)

Better calling of streets. (6) Fewer
passengers carried past destination.

(7) Fewer passengers boarding wrong
car by mistake. (8) Fewer arguments
with passengers. (9) Fewer com-
plaints from passengers. (10) More
commendations from passengers. (11)

Fewer passengers "passed up" or left

behind at transfer points. (12) Stu-

dents voluntarily "break in" for a

longer period. (13) Better co-opera-

tion between conductor and motorman.
(14) A reduction in accidents, so that

in the last three months the probation-

ers have had a lower proportion of ac-

cidents than the experienced men.
The report was sigrned by V. W.

Berry, E. J. Blair, C. F. Crane, W. J.

Edmunds, C. B. f"airchild, C. J. Grif-

fith, R. M. Howard, J. S. Hyatt, M. B.

Lambert, M. McCants, H. H. Norris,

A. J. Rowland, Martin Schreiber, J. V.
Sullivan, T. S. Wheelwright, C. E.
Morgan, executive committee member,
Edward Dana, chairman.

In the absence of E. F. Wickwire,
Mansfield, Ohio, the report of the com-
mittee on co-operation with manufac-
turers was presented by J. C. McQuis-
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ton, East Pittsburgh, Pa. An abstract

follows.

The committee appreciates the co- Especially is this true of grants to the
operation which it has received from telegraph and telephone companies, rail-

Co-operation ydth Manufacturers

Last year there were 73 manufactur-
ing companies actively co-operating in

the work of distributing good-will

literature. At this time the list in-

cludes a total of 236 thus actively co-

operating. The names of the com-
panies which are participating in the

work are printed from time to time in

Aera. The committee feels that the

increase mentioned is very satisfactory.

Fred C. J. Dell of headquarters staff

has greatly helped, through personal

calls and by mail, in increasing the

number by explaining the work and
pointing out the value of it. The pub-
lication Truth has grown in circulation

from about 7,000 to more than 25,000

copies an issue and is being used on
bulletin boards by a great many com-
panies which do not publish a house
organ. It carries interesting facts and
figures about electric railways. Other
companies are sending it out to a se-

lected mailing list of firms with which
they have considerable influence.

A year ago the committee report

mentioned a series of posters entitled

"Men Behind the Industry," which was
widely distributed and well received.

Another series of posters which has
met favor is "What Delays You."
These posters depict the trolley service

being retarded on account of competing
traffic which clogs the line and there-

fore delays the passenger. A sticker

which manufacturing company pur-

chasing agents use on their orders has
also been published. It calls attention

to the fact that the manufacturers are

buying the material ordered for its

ultimate use on electric railways, and
the firm receiving the order should
therefore be interested in seeing that

the electric railway industry receives

fair treatment.
"Traction Tom" has made his appear-

ance this year and has passed through
one series of posters. Other recent
publications include booklets entitled

"Electric Railways Have Come Back"
and "Friendlyizing the Public" and a
leaflet "An Old Friend Is Now Getting
a Square Deal" has been published.

The latter is a reissue.

both railway and manufacturing mem-
bers.

The report was signed by George A.
Barnes, William C. Bell, W. D. Blatz,

William H. Boyce, F. R. Coates, C. R.
Ellicott, C. D. Emmons, E. C. Faber,
James Ashton Greig, Harry H. Lloyd,

J. C. McQuiston, E. B. Meissner, George
R. Rowland, W. S. Stackpole, E. M.
Walker, E. P. Waller and E. F. Wick-
wire, chairman.
Edwin Gruhl, New York, chairman of

the committee on indeterminate per-

mits, presented the report of that com-
mittee. An abstract follows.

Terminable Permit

Appointed the latter part of 1923,

this committee made a study of the con-
ditions existing in the different states

regarding the duration of franchises, as

limited by constitutional or statutory
provisions. The report presents a re-

view and history of franchise tenure,

as prescribed by the states, with special

attention given to those statutes based
on the principle of the terminable per-

mit; that is, without specified limita-

tion as to duration but subject to

revocation for cause. Such statutes are
commonly known as "indeterminate
permit" laws.

In making a study of those statutes

now incorporated in the laws of several

states, known as "indeterminate permit"
acts, the committee was impressed by
the vagueness which has characterized

the use of the term, and the general

application to situations and conditions

not properly coming within its strict

meaning. In this respect it is not
dissimilar to the freedom in usage of

the word "franchise," which is variously

used as denoting not only franchises,

but grants, privileges, locations, con-

tracts, permits, etc.

It was therefore suggested that a
more appropriate term would be "ter-

minable permit." The word "permit"
is preferable to the use of the word
"franchise," as it is a permit issuing

from the state as an operation of law
and is not strictly analogous to the

franchise issuing from the municipality,

roads and other common carriers.

Later, and with the advent of the street
railways, there came a growing tend-
ency to limit franchises to periods
ranging from 20 to 50 years. In many
of the states a fixed period was estab-
lished in the constitutions.

The troubles which arose over the
short term franchises brought out many
views as to the advantages and disad-
vantages of the fixed term franchises.
Judge McCune, in his recent address

before the American Bar Association,
states that there has been no more im-
portant question in the history of fran-
chise negotiations than that of deter-
mining the duration of the franchise.
He states that the change in the legal
status of public utilities has brought
about the general acceptance of the sat-

isfactory solution through the applica-
tion of the terminable permit theory;
that the old view that a franchise was
simply a contract between the city and
company and therefore similar to the
ordinary contract between two persons
had given way, in the light of opinions
of the Supreme Court of the United
States, to the recognition of the essen-
tiality of the public service of the util-

ity, and that therefore no less than five

parties are interested in the operations
of a public utility: the utility company
itself, the customer, the municipality,

the state from which it obtains its pri-

mary authority to transact business,

and last, but by no means least, the
investor.

Theory of Terminable Permit

The underlying theory of the termin-

able permit is that of tenure during

good behavior. In its elementary form
it has existed in Massachusetts for

nearly 60 years. However, this ele-

mentary form, as it also now exists in

federal grants and certain municipal
franchises, is to be distinguished from
the terminable permit principle now
embodied in the statutes of some seven

states, of which those of Wisconsin
were the earliest. That feature which
is perhaps the strongest point of the

terminable permit as now generally

known is lacking in the Massachusetts

The grant of a franchise is at all law, in that there is no provision for

The*"committee
"
has worked very times subject to regulation and control purchase by the municipality at a fai-

closely with the publicity committee,
and the activities of the two commit-
tees in many ways are identical, as in

distributing the same literature. It is

planned to continue this operation and
to emphasize the need of relief from
paving charges, the "shop early" move-
ment and the "traffic congestion" idea,

which was started this year.

There are still some manufacturers
who refuse to join the movement or

fail to respond with any definite an-
swer. In some cases it is quite possible

there are good reasons for this course.

The committee has received but one
strenuous objection from a company
which had not expressed a willingness
to co-operate, and was not, therefore,

listed on the "honor roll" which ap-
pears in Aera. This company had the
wrong idea. The intention is not to dis-

criminate against a company which
does not see its way clear to aid. The
purpose of the "honor roll" is to give

credit to companies making the effort.

in the proper exercise of the state's

police power, either by the state or the

local authorities. Even with respect to

exclusive franchises there is an implied

retention of power in the state to

regulate their use so as to preserve the

compensation. Although recommended
for incorporation in the law the sug-

gestion has never been adopted. This
omission has been the cause of criticism

of the Massachusetts prescriptive

tenure law, and while such omission

public health, or morals, or safety of may not have been the occasion of any

the people. serious results in practice owing to the

There has been no uniformity in the rare exercise of the revocation power
term of franchises granted throughout by the street railways in that state, yet

the country by the legislatures, the its absence in such laws of other states

municipalities and other governmental might result in greatly impairing the

authorities; some have been perpetual, value of the laws,

some without fixed term, and others for In granting charters or franchises for

periods ranging from 10 to 999 years.

It would be safe to say that the major-
ity of them existing at the present time

were granted prior to the era of com-
mission regulation of public utilities

and therefore without consideration

being given to the eflfect of state regula-

tion.

the operation of street railways and
other utility services, the policy of

Congress has always been to include a

reservation of the right to amend, alter

or repeal the act at any time. The
earliest charters granted to the street

railway company in the city of Wash-
ington contained such a reservation.

Most of the early franchises were leaving with the public authorities con-

granted without time limit and are tinuous control of the street railways,

therefore to be considered perpetual. The terminable permit principle has
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been embodied in the federal water
power act of 1920 to a greater extent
than in any of the previous federal

statutes. Under this act a license is

granted for an initial period of 50 years,

and it is provided that at the end of the

50-year term the license shall be re-

newed under the then existing provi-

sions of law, unless the property
operated under the license is taken over
and paid for by the government, or by
some other licensee. This is equivalent

to the terminable permit with the right

of purchase at stated periods, and with
the right to terminate for failure to

observe the provisions of the license.

The Terminable Permit Under
State Regulation

While the Massachusetts plan, the

federal grants and one or two municipal
franchises provided for indeterminate
periods, it remained for the state of
Wisconsin to incorporate in its public

utility law of 1907 sections providing
for terminable permits under state

regulation. In brief, the statutes pro-

vided that a public utility could, by sur-

rendering its franchises and accepting
in lieu thereof by operation of law a

terminable permit from the state,

acquire, in effect, a legally protected

monopoly and the right to continue
public service indefinitely, subject only

to the proper -diucharg e of its functions
and to termination by the municipality
with just compensation for its prop-

erty.

The laws of the different states are

not uniform on the subject of the abro-

gation of retaining of rights and obliga-

tions existing in franchises surrendered
for terminable permit.s. In Wisconsin,
it has been held that where, under the
public utility statute relating to ter-

minable permits an indeterminate per-

mit is taken out, the privilege to be
enjoyed by the public utility is meas-
ured by the former franchise, but all of

the contractual relations of such fran-

chise are extinguished. Similar provi-

sions do not exist in the street railways
statute, and, as held by the Supreme
Court in the Oshkosh case, the sur-

render of a street railway franchise in

order to procure an indeterminate per-

mit does not relieve the railway com-
pany from the obligation to pay annual
installments provided for in its fran-

chise.

Terminable Permit as Against
LiMiTta) Franchise

The courts which have con.sidered the
terminable permit laws have quite care-

fully and clearly pointed out the advan-
tages of such laws, as have the several

economists .and writers generally in

dealing with these laws. That the prin-

ciple of the terminable permit is

superior to the limited or perpetual
franchise is evidenced by the unanimity
on this fact, even authorities connected
with municipalities and those whose
leanings are toward municipal control

highly favoring it.

The advantages clearly apparent in

terminable permit principle are so

patent as to recommend its general
adoption everywhere. Nor are the ad-
vantages balanced more on the side

of any one interested party than on
the others. The benefits to be derived

therefrom run to the municipality and

the state, to the public utility and its

consumers, and to the investor.

One appendix contains references
to such constitutional and statutory
provisions and citations to the more
important administrative and judicial

decisions on the subject. The termin-
able permit statutes are printed in full.

A comprehensive bibliography is also

included as a second appendix.

The report was signed by Harlow C.

Clark, Walter A. Draper, Edwin Duffey,
H. L. Geisse, F. C. Hamilton, G. J.

Kuhrts, F. B. Odium, Claus Spreckels,

R. B. Stearns, Edwin Gruhl, chairman.

Foreign Practice

President Budd spoke about the work
of the committee on foreign practice,

explaining that the Chicago Rapid
Transit Company had contributed the
services of one member of this com-
mittee, H. A. Johnson, and that the
Electric Railway Journal had con-
tributed the services of another mem-
ber, H. L. Brown.
James W. Welsh, secretary of the

association and chairman of the com-
mittee, explained some features of the
report. He said that while he was
chairman, the lion's share of the work
was done by the other members, and
he referred particularly to the skill

displayed by Mr. Brown in analyzing
transportation conditions in the cities

visited and the indebtedness which the
committee owed to Mr. Johnson for his

knowledge of engineering conditions.

He said the committee was also very
much indebted for the results of its

work to the cordial co-operation ex-
tended to it by the managements of
the European systems visited. In Lon-
don, for example. Lord Ashfield had
personally, and through his staff,

greatly assisted the committee in sup-
plying it with information. Mr. Welsh
then read the summary of the report
of the committee, which was published
at the beginning of the full report in

the Electric Railway Journal for

Sept. 20.

In further explanation of the report,

H. A. Johnson said that while the re-

port shows that there are not many
things which the American electric

railways can adopt from British prac-
tice, there were some. One is that the
car shou'd not be so noisy, and the
Engineering Association has arrangred

to have this subject taken up by two
committees during the coming year.

Another characteristic feature of Brit-

ish railway practice is the unfailing

courtesy of the employees and their

willingness and ability to give infor-

mation needed by travelers. This was
not so true in the other countries vis-

ited. In regard to ear design, while

the British design of car has not

changed greatly in a number of years,

as explained in the report, British

operators and car manufacturers have
been paying a great deal of attention

to details in car design and equipment.

The hardware used on the cars, for

instance, has been most carefully

worked out. These are all points which
can be copied in this country to good

advantage.
President Budd said it was now time

to read the report of the committee

on the Coffin prize award. As chair-
man of the committee, he read the re-
port in full. The responses of George
H. Clifford and F. J. Gannon in re-

ceiving the Coffin prize are given at
the end of the Coffin committee report,
which appears on another page.

President Budd called the newly
elected officers and executive commit-
tee mentbers to the platform and pre-
sented them to the members. Their
pictures appear on page 588. Hand-
ing over the gavel to his successor, Mr.
Budd expressed hi.s appreciation of the
fine co-operation extended him during
the time he had been privileged to serve
the association as president. He
pledged his full support to the new^
administration. The members then en-
thusiastically indorsed a rising vote of
thanks to the retiring president, whose
administration has been conspicuously
one of great advancement in the asso-
ciation work.

President Shannahan responded to
his cordial reception and appealed for
the co-operation of the membership.
He said it was his desire to make the
association such a power that no com-
pany could afford to stay outside its

membership. He spoke of his pleasure
in the winning of ^e Coffin prize by a
small company. The small companies
are wanted at the convention, and their
participation and opinions are wanted
in the proceedings.

Continuing, Mr. Shannahan said the
electric railways have undeniably
turned the corner. The difficulties of
financing are passing. Now we must
be sure to make no backward move.
The president called for the report

of the committees on city and interur-
ban operation, which was presented
by Harry Reid, chairman of the inter-
urban committee. H. B. Flowers,
chairman of the city committee, was
not present. Regional Vice-Chairmen
Carbutt, Potter, Porter, Emerson.
Wood, Bleecker and Welsh presented
their sectional reports.

Gen. George H. Harries read the re-

port of the resolution.s committee,
which follows:

Resolutionr*

The committee recommends:
1. That this association express its

sincere thanks to the representatives
of the public utility commissions, auto-
motive industry, National Association
of Real Estate Boards, the banking
interests, to the Mayor of the city of
Pittsburgh, the authors of papers
within our own industry and to the
chairmen and members of the various
committees that have pre.<5ented such
interesting and instructive addresses,
papers and reports at this our forty-
third annual convention.

2. That this association place on rec-

or<i its appreciation of the services of
the three committees that have made
this convention such a notable success:

The committee on meetings and sub-
jects for providing such an interesting

and inspiring program, the exhibit com-
mittee for arranging and conducting so
successfully the greatest exhibit in the

long history of the association and the
entertairlment committee for providing
such a pleasing and novel program of
entertainment.
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3. That this association voice its

thanks to the exhibitors for their co-

operation in putting before our mem-
bers and guests the wonderful display
of equipment, materials and supplies,

a truly educational exhibit that has
been tremendously helpful tp us in our
ever-pressing problem of finding the
best means of supplying the best serv-

ice to the public.

4. That this association express its

thanks to all the others who have con-
tributed to make this convention such
a great success, particularly to the
Conventioti Daily for its up-to-the-
minute news and record of the conven-
tion activities, to the pier contractors,
to the various friends who supplied
prizes for the entertainment Wednesday
night and who assisted in arranging
for entertainment of the ladies, and to
the publications which, through an-

nouncements made in their pages, as-
sisted in bringing a record number of
delegates to the convention.

5. In conclusion, that this associa-

tion voice its high appreciation of the
service rendered by President Budd,
during whose administration new lines

of activity have been followed, new in-

spiration given to all of us and great
accomplishments recorded, and to the
other oflBcers of the association for the
inestimably valuable services they have
rendered the electric railway industry
through the association.

The report was signed by C. D.
Emmons, John J. Stanley and Robert I.

Todd.
General Harries also read a resolu-

tion he had prepared in memory of
John M. Roach, past-president of the
association. It will be published next
week. The meeting then adjourned.

American Executive Committee Meetings
Three Meetings Held at Convention—Committee Reports Are Received

at Well-Attended Session—Exhibits Committee and Foreign Operation

Committee Complimented—Newly Elected Officers Meet

THE American Electric Railway
Association executive committee
met Monday, Oct. 6, at the Marl-

borough, at Atlantic City, with a large
attendance.
Routine reports were received from

the finance, company and associate
memberships, national relations, sub-
jects and meetings, publicity, company
section and other special committees.
Chairman J. C. McQuiston of the ex-

hibit committee paid the director of
exhibits, F. C. J. Dell, a special compli-
ment for the splendid manner in which
the preparations of the exhibits and ar-
rangements for them had been handled.
Mr. McQuiston reported that the space
sold at this year's convention for ex-
hibit purposes amounted to 86,349 sq.ft.

MirrROPOLiTAN Section Formed

C. E. Morgan reported that the
metropolitan community section of the
American Electric Railway Association,
New York, now has over 300 members,
and that the movement is under way
to establish three or four additional
sections during the coming year. R. P.
Stevens commented on this initial

meeting in New York to the effect that
Mr. Morgan w^as to be congratulated on
the great work he has done in getting
this movement started as it means a
great deal to the association.

Contributions Made to
Several Projects

A proposal to contribute $2,500 a
year for two years to the work of the
American committee on electrolysis
was approved on the basis that the
other national utility associations and
the American Telephone & Telegraph
Company contribute a similar amount.
A contribution of $1,000 to the sup-

port of the National Industrial Confer-
ence Board was also approved. A sug-
gestion was made that the conference
be asked to make a study of some sub-
jects of special interest to the railway
association, pethaps the economics of
bus operation, or some such subject.
A proposal to join in the formation

of a super-valuation board embodying
representation from all the major util-

ity associations was referred to the
joint committee of the several associa-
tions.

Foreign Committee Thanked

At the suggestion of J. H. Hanna,
the executive committee passed a vote
of thanks to the committee on foreign
operation for the investigation made
abroad and the various information
contained in its report. Mr. Hanna
complimented President Budd on his

forethought and wisdom in suggesting
and appointing this committee and said
that he believed that no piece of work
has been done in a long time which was
of as great use to the railway compa-
nies. It places at their command au-
thoritative information with which to
answer the numerous claims which are
erroneously made about how the bus is

handling "all" of the transportation in

London, for example.
A code of principles drawn up by a

committee of the Accountants' Associa-
tion and submitted to the executive
committee for approval was referred
back to the accountants for revision.

In connection with the plan of the as-

sociation to have a representative pres-
ent at each of the meetings of the
state and sectional associations, a sug-
gestion was made by M. B. Lambert
that the vice-chairmen of the commit-
tees on city and interurban operation
be delegated to fill these engagements.
The executive committee was called

together for a luncheon meeting at the
Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel on Tues-
day, Oct. 7. No business was trans-
acted. Several prominent guests were
present.

New Executive Committee
Has Meeting

The new executive committee held its

first meeting at luncheon Thursday,
Oct. 9, at the Marlborough, Atlantic
City. There was a large attendance,
including several past-presidents and
the newly elected presidents of the

affiliated associations. The latter, W. L.
Davis of the Accountants, H. D. Briggs
of the Claims, Charles R. Clark of the
Engineering and T. C. Cherry of the
T & T, were introduced and cordially
received. President Budd conducted
the new president, J. N. Shannahan, to
the president's chair and turned the
meeting over to him.

Executive Secretary J. W. Welsii
was re-elected for another year.

In recognition of the very able and
self - sacrificing service which Past-
President Charles L. Henry has ren-
dered to the association as chairman of
the committee on national relations, on
motion he w^as elected general counsel
of the association.

Having been elected fourth vice-
president, James P. Barnes resigned as
member-at-large of the executive com-
mittee. L. H. Palmer, vice-president
and general manager United Railways
& Electric Company. Baltimore, was
elected his successor.
A resolution of appreciation for the

co-operation and services performed
was passed, mentioning a number of the
Atlantic City business organizations.
Votes of thanks to the committee on
subjects and meetings, to the director
of exhibits and the exhibits committee,
and to the entertainment committee for
the excellent work done were also
adopted.
Paul Shoup extended a cordial invita-

tion to the association to hold its next
annual convention on the Pacific Coast.
Mr. Budd expressed the view that this
invitation ought to be accepted. He
also urged that an effort be made imme-
diately to secure facilities so that it

would be possible to have railway cars
and equipment at the next exhibition.
If the convention goes to the Coast
next year, this means that there is two
years time in which to accomplish this

end.

The executive committee authorized
the appointment of a committee on
location of the Midyear Meeting and
the next annual convention.

Better Representation for
Manufacturers

President Shannahan expressed the
view that the wonderful work done by
the manufacturers at this convention
bespeaks the fact that they are deserv-
ing of greater representation in the
association. He suggested that it was
desirable that some plan be worked out,
either by expanding the number of
manufacturer representatives on the
executive committee from six to nine
and include some representatives of
smaller manufacturers, or perhaps by
forming a manufacturers' association
subsidiary to the parent association.
Mr. Shannahan is inclined to feel that
the small manufacturer at present does
not have proper representation. A
committee was authorized to give con-
sideration to changes in the constitu-
tion to study this situation and other
suggested changes in the constitution.

Frank Hedley, president of the Inter-
borough, New York, was present on in-

"

vitation and spoke. Gen. George H.
Harries also spoke.
The next meeting of the committee

will be held at the headquarters of the
American Electric Railway Association
in New York, Nov. 21.
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City and Interurban Committees Report
A Summary of the Year's Work Is Followed by the Report of Each of the Fourteen

Regional Vice-Chairmen—^A New Spirit of Optimism and of

Progressive Development Is Reported for Each
of the Companies Visited

IN
APPOINTING these committees,

President Budd said the problems
of the industry today are to make

its service more attractive, to increase

schedule speeds consistent with safety,

to obtain relief from traffic congestion,

increase the efficiency of operation, im-
prove public relations, develop greater

volume of traffic, and to determine the

proper place of the motor vehicle. He
urged the committees to reawaken the
imagination of the men in the industry,

to recreate enthusiasm, and to secure

information and ideas leading toward
modernization and development. He
expressed the belief that the industry

had not reached the limit of its develop-

ment and that better service, better

public relations, and greater energy
and enthusiasm on the part of manage-
ments would do a tremendous amount
of good and result in strengthening the

industry in its position before the pub-
lic and the investor.

Be on the Watch for Material
FOR Future Lh^aders

As to means by which this modern-
ization is to be accomplished, President

Budd suggested that the committees in-

vestigate the application by individual

railways of improved apparatus and
methods and then formulate plans for

the dissemination of this information

so that it would be readily available

to all electric railway companies. He
expected that the work of these com-
mittees would stimulate interest on the

part of railways in the adoption of im-
proved apparatus and up - to - date
methods.
As a by-product of the work of these

committees, Mr. Budd felt that the

visits of the regrional vice-chairmen
should make available for committee
work the names of younger men in the

industry who are progressive and are

capable of development as future
leaders.

The conclusions of the committees
regarding the industry as a whole,
based upon studies and reports by re-

gional vice-chairmen, are as follows:

Many companies are realizing that
their busines? is transportation rather
than electric railway operation.

The earnings of all companies are
influenced by a competitive situation

resulting from the development of

highway and street motor vehicle trans-

portation, and by public relations and
general business conditions in the
country and in the communities served.

Electric railways are adopting the

bus slowly, sanely and conservatively.

They are carrying on activities hav-
ing to do with public relations as

affecting regulatory legislation, both
state and local, and franchise condi-

tions appearing in both old and new
franchises.

Outstanding features are a search
for equipment and methods which will

give more comfortable and satisfactory
service; frank explanation to customers
and employees of the economics under-
lying rates of fare which make prac-
ticable the introduction of the most
modern methods, and the encourage-
ment of the public and of employees to

become investors and part owners in

the properties, to the end that these
properties devoted to public service
may be conserved rather than destroyed
and that the industry may advance
with the growth of the communities
served.

Efforts to improve gross incomes are
being made with a full realization of
the fact that in public service there are
three parties to the contract—the pub-
lic, the investor and the employee—and
that the function of management is the
maintenance of an equitable balance
among them which will give to each
his proportionate share of the proceeds
in the way of service, financial return
and wages.

Operating expenses of all companies
have been affected by, and the industry
is still suffering from, the high costs of
material and labor resulting from war
conditions which have not completely
readjusted themselves.
Tardy recognition of proper public

relations and inadequate depreciation
reserves have delayed and made diffi-

cult the introduction of modern, com-
fortable and efficient equipment. Com-
panies are giving more serious con-
sideration now than formerly to effi-

cient operating methods, to publicity

and advertising and to the desigfn of

equipment.
Track extension, while slight, is off-

setting approximately track abandon-
ment. Bus service is being introduced
to furnish extensions to growing com-
munities where tracks may later be
installed when the density of travel

warrants.
Franchise conditions governing ex-

tensions and transportation service are
undergoing a great change, and burdens
which make cheap and satisfactory

service impossible are being recogrnized

by governing authorities, and in some
cases are being ameliorated.

The industry is not going backward
nor is it standing still. City systems
are today carrying more passengers
and rendering greater service in their

communities than ever before. Inter-

urban systems are increasing the scope

of their activities not only by con-

tinuing their former service but by
handling freight and express business

and furnishing parlor car, dining car
and sleeping car service for the con-

venience of passengers. In a number
of instances they are supplementing
their rail service with buses and

coaches as feeders and for de luxe, ex-
press and tourist service.

Recommendations

As a result of the activities of these
committees, the information developed
by personal visits and careful discus-
sion, the following recommendations
are submitted:

1. That the work which had been
carried on by these committees be con-
tinued.

2. That the committee on city opera-
tion and the committee on interurban
operation be combined into a single
committee.

3. That the chairman of this new
committee be a vice-president of the
association.

4. That the responsibility for 'the
survey in each district be placed on the
regional vice-chairmen and that suffi-

cient assistants or members-at-large be
appointed in each district to cover the
territory without imposing too great a
burden upon any one individual member.

5. That the survey next year em-
brace Canadian electric railways and
that for this purpose a regional vice-

chairman and two members-at-large be
appointed, the selection being such as
to give geographical distribution in the
Dominion of Canada.

6. That the handbooks on modern
methods be combined into a single
handbook, properly cross indexed.

7. That new material collected for
the handbook be prepared and dis-

tributed to member companies at inter-

vals not greater than three months.
8. That in order to compile the ma-

terial for the handbook in uniform
style, a standing sub-committee on edit-

ing be appointed to facilitate its prep-
aration.

Committee on City Operation

The report was signed by:
Regional vice-chairmen— R. F. Car-
butt, H. B. Potter, C. D. Porter, R. W.
Emerson, O. J. Shaw, W. E. Wood, W.
V. Hill.

Publicity Representative — L. K.
Starr.

Manufacturer Representative—E. F.
Wickwire.
Members-at-Large—W. R. Alberger,

D. E. Blair, G. H. Clifford, B. C. Edgar,
Edward M. Graham, C. W. Kellogg, C.

S. MacCalla, E. J. Mcllraith, J. P. Pul-
liam, Martin Schreiber, G. C. Hecker,
secretary; H. B. Flowers, chairman.

Committee on Inthiurban Operation

Regional Vice-Chairmen— F. W.
Woodcock, H. L. Mitchell. Samuel Rid-

dle, John S. Bleecker, G. W. Welsh,
V. W. Berry, W. V. Hill.

Publicity Representative—Frank L.

Blanchard.
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Manufacturer Representative—E. F.

Wickwire.
Members-at-Large—D. E. Blair, J.

F. Collins, F. B. Culley, V. S. Curtis,

H. A. Mullett, George Newell, J. C.

Schade, Martin Schreiber, D. W. Sny-
der, Jr., C. E. Thompson, G. C. Hecker,
secretary; Harry Reid, chairman.

Reports of Regional Vice-

Chairmen

Committee on City Operation

pistrict No. 1—Northeastern: (Maine, New
' Hampflhtre, Vermont, Massa^^husetts,
Connecticut, Rhode Island and New
York.)

By R. F. Carbutt
Henry L. Doherty & Company,

New York, N. Y.

Throughout the section visited a vast

number of modern methods of handling
city electric railway transportation are

in effect on the various systems. Some
companies are using a large percentage
of the modem methods described in

the handbook, while others are using
only a very few of them. In other

words these modern methods are not
by any means being used universally.

Inasmuch as a big percentage of the
methods to which we are referring do
not require large capital expenditure,

it is interesting to analyze the reason

they are not used more nearly uni-

versally. Those companies which have
adopted the large percentage of modern
methods have obtained increased earn-

ings justifying the efforts made in

their adoption.

It is not because the successful com-
panies have been unwilling to tell the
secrets of their success. It is not be-

cause the industry in general was not
informed regarding a vast number of

them. Information has been very ef-

fectively disseminated by the compe^
tent staff at the American Electric

Railway Association headquarters and
by Aera, the Electric Railway Jour-
nal and Electric Traction. The amount
of field work performed by our national

association and by the publications

mentioned is, we are confident, not gen-

erally realized by our industry.

Those electric railway companies
that have neglected to adopt these

money-making modern methods, we be-

lieve, are largely those whose manage-
ments became disheartened due to the

heavy and often unfair burdens our
industry suffered during the World
War and post-war periods and appar-
ently, as a result, lost faith, to some
extent, in the industry.
The appearance of their properties

and their own demeanor give one the
impression that they are in the same
state of mind as the object of some
professor's psychological tests. That
is, the tests of some one, perhaps, who
arranged to have several of his assist-

ants at certain intervals try to make
the object of the test sick by telling

him he looked seriously ill, that he
might die any moment, that he never
could recover, that he ought to give up
all hope and so forth.

On the other hand, the great majority
of the twenty-seven companies visited

in the Northeastern section have had
faith in the soundness of the general

economics of the industry. They real-

ized they were directing the destiny of

valuable property, and that careful

scientific remedial treatment was nec-

essary, and not amputation.
Another reason these modern meth-

ods have not been more nearly uni-

versally adopted, we believe, is that
during the economic struggle of the

last seven or eight years, in attempt-
ing to meet the increased operating ex-

penses due to increased costs of labor

and material, executive staffs of some
companies have been reduced to the
point where there is no free lance with
the time and the available funds at his

disposal for investigation purposes.

As a matter of fact, in some com-
panies, there does not seem to be any-
one with the time available to make use

of the vast amount of data and infor-

mation on file at association headquar-
ters, available for the asking; or time
even to familiarize themselves with the

modern methods used by others, de-

scribed in detail in the Electric Rail-
way Journal and Electric Traction.

Through the forethought of Presi-

dent Budd these city street railway
companies now have at their command
not only one free lance but seven rep-

resented by the seven regional vice-

chairmen of the committee on city

operation. Due to the activities of

these men, under Chairman Flowers'

direction, there is made available,

through the "Handbook of Modern
Methods," a brief but comprehensive
description of a large number of

modern methods, a great majority of

which can be applied to your company,
if you are one of those who have felt

compelled to reduce your staff to a

mere skeleton form and have neglected

to keep in touch with the up-to-date

methods of progressive street railway
organizations.

An attempt has been made to keep

the description of each method con-

fined to a single page which the busy
executive can read in two minutes. We
have given you the name of the com-
pany practising the method and in

many cases a reference to where a com-

plete, detailed description of the method
is available. We have classified the

methods under a logical grouping so

that ready reference may be had to

any subject in which you be particu-

larly interested.

We do not want anyone to get the

impression, that all the modern meth-

ods in use in the operation of the elec-

tric street railway systems in New
England and New York State or in

any other section of the United States

are described in this compilation be-

cause that is far from the case. How-
ever, if this committee is continued

from year to year, no doubt a much
larger percentage of these methods

will be presented to you in the brief

but concise form used this year in the

handbook.

pany, Washington, D. C; Pittsburgh
Railways, Pittsburgh, Pa., Public Serv-
ice Railway, Newark, N. J.

In addition, I spent a whole week
covering the following places in Penn-
sylvania : York, Harrisburg, Williams-
port, Wilkes-Barre, Scranton, Allen-

town.
I have been particularly impressed

by the general high caliber of the men
holding executive positions, their great

enthusiasm in their work and the ab-

solute lack of the dark blue tinge to

the atmosphere that seemed to obscure

the perspective of many street railway
men during the war period. The prop-

erties are being rehabilitated, new
methods installed, and a spirit reminis-

cent of the early 1900's is again in evi-

dence, when most of us were in our

early twenties—full of pep, carrying a

chip on each shoulder, and working 48

hours a day.
The other side of the picture that is

most apparent is the great dearth of

high-grade, well-educated, young men
in the early twenties that should be

coming along to take our places. Fur-
ther, many men were taken out of the

industry on account of the war—either

to go into the service or to go
_
into

other industries—so that in addition,

we now lack men in the early thirties.

This raises the question as to whether

we are holding out sufficient induce-

ment in the way of positions that are

interesting at present, show oppor-

tunity for rapid advancement in the

future and, above all, pay salaries that

are comparable to those offered in other

lines of industry, in which these men
have an opportunity to select their

future work.

District No. 2—Mid-Eastern: (West Vtr-

Klnia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Dela-
ware, Maryland and District of Columbia.)

By H. B. Potter
Assistant to the President, the United Rail-
ways & Electric Company of Baltimore

I have been able to cover three large

properties, the Capital Traction Com-

Dlstrlct No. 4—North Central: (Inillana,

Ohio and tower Michigan.)

By R. W. Emerson
(Jeneral Manager Cleveland Railway,

Cleveland, Ohio

A survey of the citv properties of

Ohio, Indiana and Michigan, recently

completed, indicates an optimistic state

of mind on the part of owners and
managers. The temporary setback ex-

perienced this year, and particularly

this summer, on practically all proper-

ties, although serious, is not taken to

mean permanent retrogression.

Probably no other industry or public

utility in the country has gone through

a more trying period than the electric

railways, and no other industry has ex-

perienced such a revolutionary change

in the conception of the duties devolv-

ing upon it.
. .

From the old attitude of suspicion

under which public utilities were held

in the past, there has evolved a better

feeling of understanding and co-opera-

tion between the public in general and

the public utilities serving them. This

in itself is a most encouraging sign

and is caused by a number of con-

tributing elements, any one of them
important but all of them emanating

from the one word "contact," the key

word of successful modern operati()n.

The disrepute and therefore unsatis-

factory condition of the street railway

industry as a whole, which obtained

fifteen years ago, and which eventually

threw many properties into receiver-
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ship 'or abandonment, came for the

most part as a result of lack of sym-
pathetic contact between the public and
public authorities on the one hand, and
the public utilities on the other. When,
however, these two factions came to a
better understanding of each other's

problems and rights, the feeling of dis-

trust and rancor began gradually to

disappear and ins*-ead there came a more
friendly attitude on the part of the
public toward public utilities and a
more considerate and broad minded at-

titude on the part of the utilities to--

ward the pub'ic. with the realization

that each was indispensable to the wel-

fare of the other.

The value of friendly pub'ic rela-

tions was recently forcibly illustrated

on a Michigan property, where the
municipalities involved voluntarily
granted an increase in the rate of fare
when it was shown that the continu-
ance of service depended upon it. This
they did despite the fact that the fran-
chises involved called for a five cent
fare for some years to come. A fur-

' ther indication of the friendly relations
which in general exist between the
municipa'ities and the transportation
companies of the various cities regard-
ing the serious problem of congestion,
is the willingness of the authorities to

co-operate in the regulation of traffic.

For the most part, municipalities are
coming to the conclusion that mass
transportation can best be rendered by
street cars, and to that end are render-
ing exceptional service by the regula-
tion of traffic and parking in congested
districts.

Probably the greatest contributing
factor in the development of this new
contact was systematic, painstaking
publicity. The value of publicity prop-
erly disseminated has now come to be
recognized as an essential part of suc-
cessful operation. Whatever form pub-
licity takes, and the requirements of
the various communities vary in this
respect, the dispensing of publicity
should be in the hands of a man skilled
in that line of work.

With the new lease of life which
came from improved public relations,
came also the willingness on the part
of financial institutions to furnish the
necessary capital for the rehabilitation
and modernization of properties which
had fal'en into a woeful state of ob-
solescense. Today, the public utility

securities are held in almost as high
regard by financial institutions as
municipal securities, and not the least
of these are the street railways of the
country. A large financial institution
in the city of Cleveland has recently
exchanged bonds of a street railway
for stock in the same company and
this company has no fear as to the
outcome.

The increased ease with which needed
improvements can now be financed is

leading to improvements in track con-
struction, and in the design of cars,
adding to their comfort, and conven-
ience in loading and unloading, a fea-
ture which has previously been long
neglected. With the revolution of car
design has come the introduction of
the lightweight car, more economical
power generation and conver.sion
through automatic substations, and

more efficient consumption of power
regulated by various power saving de-

vices.

The tendency at the present time is

strongly toward one-man car operation
in -town s of 150,000 population or less.

The two-man car seems to be prefer-

able in towns of greater size. The bus,

which was formerly supposed to be the
greatest enemy to the street railway
industry, is fast becoming recognized
as an ally instead. Its proper sphere
seems to be to supplement service

rendered by street cars. There is an
almost universal feeling that all buses
should be operated by the transporta-
tion companies, that the business of

transportation is a natural monopoly
and that better and more satisfactory

service can be rendered when admin-
istered by the recognized transporta-
tion authorities, properly regulated.

The rapid strides made in the develop-
ment of the bus, in its attractiveness

and comfort, have been instrumental in

stimulating manufacturers and buyers
of street cars to work out improve-
ments in design so that they may be
better ab'e to compete with buses.

For that we are largely indebted to

the bus.

Another factor which is contributing
largely to the re-establishment of .suc-

cessful street railway operation has
been the interest taken by employees
in the welfare of their company. This
is being fostered largely by welfare
work among the employees, the estab-

lishment of pensions, sick and death
benefits, and the sale of stock to em-
ployees. The value of courtesy on the
part of employees as a means of estab-
lishing favorable contact with the pub-
lic is everywhere recognized. The em-
ployee is the point of contact and his

value as a go-between varies directly

with the interest and enthusiasm which
he throws into his work.
So far as the question of taxes is

concerned, very little headway has been
made toward relief. The tax authori-
ties are very loath to grant reductions
in taxes to public utilities. As public
utilities are possibly the greatest con-
tributors to the maintenance of govern-
ment, it is easier to maintain or even
increase their tax burdens than to dis-

tribute them among many 'esser con-
tributors with the inevitable protests
which would follow. There does not
seem to be sufficient concerted action

on the part of street railways to lead
to sub.stantial reductions in tax bur-
dens.

Throughout the territory which was
observed, there seems to be a decided
change for the better in the matter of
paving. Cities are coming to recognize
moi-e and more that pavement between
the rails is not a function of street car
operation and there are notable in-

stances where this burden has been
lifted from the shoulders of the trans-
portation companies.

To summarize, it would appear, from
a study of the properties visited, that
this new "contact" has brought about
a much more optomistic and promising
condition among the city properties,
and the problems of rehabilitation and
modernization are at least well started
on their way to a very successful com-
pletion.

District No. 6—Midwrstern : (IlUnnU. Wi»-
consin, lowu. Nebraska, North Dakota.
Sooth Dakota. Minnesota and Upper
Michii^can.)

By O. J. Shaw
Secretary and General Manager,

Lincoln Traction Company. Lincoln. Neb.

My investigations and obserration

justify the statement that during the

year past the industry has taken long
forward strides in developing better

public relations. This has been due,

perhaps, to a growing consciousness

that the public cannot be blamed for

what it has no opportunity to know,
and that an informed public can usu-

ally be depended upon to treat fairly

with its public utilities. The e'ectric

traction industry is highly technical

and is not understood either as to

operation or financing by the class that

affords its largest volume of patron-

age. To this end the tendency has

grown quite general to adopt policies

of publicity and education: First,

through employees' organizations; sec-

ond, through the paid advertising col-

umns of the newspapers; third,

through the spoken word, and fourth,

through the use of bulletins or leaflets

in cars.

Reports from plants varying in size

from a five-car equipment to the larg-

est plant in the district lead to the

conclusion that financing developments

have varied tremendously. Local con-

ditions, short crops, general stringency,

or local surplus in the money markets

have been the controlling factors in

the smaller cities. Political agitation

for home rule regulation or municipal

ownership of utilities has been imme-
diately reflected in efforts to finance

locally. Customer ownership has been

successfully carried on in some in-

stances but the street railway industry

has not been as popular in the esteem

of the wage-earning capitalist as the

light and power industry.

Increased activities are evident in

employees' relations with their com-

panies, many special entertainment

features such as employee picnics in

the summer and dinners and dancing

in other seasons in company employee
quarters. Informative ta'ks are given

by the officials about the company's
business and safety matters.

The very small or the very large

companies would seem to have better

trained employees than the companies
operating in medium sized cities. It

is obvious that in the smaller com-
panies personal contact between the

administrative heads and the men
makes for a better mutual understand-

ing of the problems and difficulties;

also, that in the very large companies
specialists are maintained in charge of

important departments because the

over-head costs are less in proportion

to the number of employees and the

gross income.

I firmly believe that the more rea-

sonable men of each community, those

on whom we depend for ultimate stabili-

zation of economic matters, look with

growing interest toward the electric

railway as an essential element in the

growth of an industrial city. The
novelty has long since passed in the
street car business. It is my theory

that fanciful appeals for popularizing

trolley riding is that much wasted
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effort. The economy of the problem Is

the only sensible appeal.
Relief from unfair burdens imposed

on street railways comes slowly. Most
of us are still paying taxes for Old
Dobbin, long since deceased. Old Dob-
bin's ghost is the mo.st directly expen-
sive heritage of the pioneer days. It

is a sentiment and an excuse but in
most cases it works. We haye shown
that street car conductors are deputy
tax collectors and that the man with
the dinner-pail is paying for the pave-
ment over which his motor-owning
neighbor glides and parks tax-free.
But the custom sticks like the itch and
only in rare cases have companies been
freed of paving between tracks in new
streets and almost never of the main-
tenance of present trackage pavement.

In conclusion I wish to say that in
small cities the future of the street
railway business is questionable and
only the most careful and economical
management will assure these cities

permanent transportation facilities.

Street railways in larger cities are fast
coming into their own again and the
investing public is quickly recognizing
this.

niHtrlct No. 6—.Southwestern: (KiinHaN.
MtHsourl, Oklahoma, .VrkanuaH. LoaUiaiia.
T<'xa» and Colorado.)

By W. E, Wood
Manager Houston Electric Compan.\,

Houston, Tex.

The regional vice-chairman of Dis-
trict No. 6 did not have the oppor-
tunity of visiting all of the properties
within his district, but a great many
of them were covered personally. The
general impression gained is that the
properties within his district are
rapidly modernizing, both as to their
methods and equipment.

El Paso furnishes a happy example
of what can be accomplished through
the development of good service fol-
lowed by aggressive publicity of the
right sort. In setting their case before
the public, they have so impressed the
importance of their successful opera-
tion to the city, that they have been
able to request automobilists not to pick
up prospective street car customers
along their lines, this rather drastic
request being taken by the public in
all seriousness and without the slight-
est resentment.
The furnishing of transportation in

the larger cities such as St. Louis,
Kansas City, New Orleans. Denver,
Houston and Dallas is greatly handi-
capped on account of acute traffic con-
gestion in the downtown district. The
managements of ail these companies
have been keenly aware of the traffic
situation and, in many cases, have done
a great deal to alleviate it.

Through the co-operation of the city
authorities, Kansas City enjoys traffic
regulations and non-parking zones
during the busy hours to such an ex-
tent that their cars are able to move
through the down-town district with
great facility during the rush hours.
Many of the other cities are receiving
such co-operation as will greatly im-
prove their conditions.

Active campaigns to increase car
riding are in progress in many of the
cities within the district.

City bus operation in connection
with the street railway system is be-
ing tried in several cities and its prog-
ress watched and analyzed with great
care.

In Houston there has been in opera-
tion for several months a most success-
ful city bus line which was inaugurated
to take the p!ace of a competing jitney
line, on the jitney's elimination from
Houston by popular vote.

A strong feeling is developing among
the companies that where city bus lines
are necessary or warranted they
should be operated by the local trans-
portation company and that the local

transportation company should impress
the public with the fact that they are
in the transportation business and are
entirely willing to furnish the most
modern, comfortable and efficient trans-
portation, whether it be by street car
or buses, using whichever a survey of
the situation shows to be the best in

each particular case.

The speeding up of service is receiv-
ing great attention in all localities.

Kansas City, New Orleans, Dallas,
Houston and other cities are loading
and dispatching their cars through the
down-town district more expeditiously
by the use of street collectors and
traffic aids. Types of equipment are
being designed that facilitate a more
rapid loading and unloading of passen-
gers. Unnecessary stops are being
eliminated in many places. The desig-

nation of stops in the down-town dis-

trict in Kansas City has proved most
beneficial.

Civic authorities are being brought
to understand that anything which
tends to speed up the street cars, fur-

nishes the passengers a more attractive
service and at the same time tends to

reduce its cost.

It was our privilege to attend a for-

mal opening of a new street car ex-

tension in Shreveport. A meeting was
held at the end of the new line and
talks made by different individuals.

The occasion was reported very care-

fully in the local papers, and the pub-
licity which it afforded undoubtedly
helped the local street railway com-
pany to better establish itself with the
public in general.

The importance of employees' edu-
cation is becoming more and more ap-
parent throughout the district. It is

through the employees that both an
economical and courteous service may
be recommended. The employees are
also a most important factor in in-

forming the public and it is recognized
that the more they are taught concern-
ing our business, the more efficiently

can they perform these requirements.
At the present time, educational work
is being carried on through many dif-

ferent agencies. With a continued in-

terchange of ideas and experiences, this

phase of our busine.ss should prove
most beneficial to our organization.

In some of the companies, we found
more than half of the employees of the

railway were enrolled in some form of

study.

The outlook, for the future through-
out the district we found to be gen-
erally promising, and the spirit of the

different organizations is decidedly
optimistic.

District No. 7—I'arlflc: (California. Ore-
Bon, WashlnKton, Utah. Arizona, New
Mexico, Montana, Wyoinlnar and Idaho.)

By W. V. Hill*
Manager California Electric Railway Ahso-

clation. San Francisco, Cal.

There are 66 electric railways, oper-
ating 5,652 miles of track in this sec-
tion, exclusive of the four municipally
operated lines in San Francisco, Eu-
reka, Tacoma and Seattle.

Following is a summary of the "high
spots" of the industry in this section
for the current year. This informa-
tion has been obtained through per-
sonal visits, and by correspondence
with officials of the companies in states
where time did not permit personal
visits.

Arizona—Four companies, operating
53.79 miles of track.
The Phoenix Railway Company, the

largest company operating in the State,
has suffered a steady decline of busi-
ness for the past four years. Its

gross revenue in 1920 was $237,000
and estimated to be $148,000 in 1924.

The line was recently offered to the
city for $165,000 cash, but the offer

was not accepted, although it has
tended to stop several political agi-

tators in their attacks on the company.
A 5-cent fare prevails and no buses
are being operated. The company is

paying an unusually high rate for power—2i cents per kilowatt-hour on city

lines and 6 cents per kilowatt-hour on
the line running to Glendale.
The company operating in Tucson is

showing increased earnings, due, it is

claimed by the management, to speed-
ing up service, new one-man cars and
reconstructed track.

Nevada and New Mexico—There are

two small lines operating 14.75 miles

of track. They are simply existing,

according to reports.

Montana—Five companies, operating
242.08 miles of track.

Earnings have been disappointing,

due largely to use of privately owned
automobiles and general business de-

pression. One-man cars are operated
on all city lines; there is no bus com-
petition and no bus operation by the

companies. One company operates a
baseball park which, it is claimed, is

helping revenues during summer
months by creating travel. There has
been some track reconstruction, one
company using steel ties and concrete.

Idaho — Three companies operating

100.20 mi!es of track.

The outlook is not very bright. One
company is in the hands of a receiver

and will probably be sold and junked;
another is seeking to abandon several

non-paying lines. Reports are that the

companies are scarcely making operat-

ing expenses. The interurban lines are

suffering from unregulated stage and
truck competition. In this connection

I would state that we have supplied

data and information to these com-
panies with a view of bringing about
proper regulation and taxation of the

motor carriers.

Utah— Five companies operating

504.83 miles of track.

•Mr. Hill is also regional vice-chairman
of the committee on interurban operation
In District No. 7. His report, therefore,
embraces his activities on both comml**'"'s.
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Unable to obtain any information to

date from this State.

Oregon—Eight companies operating
744.54 miles of track.

The lines in the vicinity of Portland
are adopting the bus as a feeder in the
newly developed sections and also in

interurban service. There was some
track reconstruction during the cur-

rent year but no new cars were pur-
chased.
The earnings of the lines in the state

are off slightly, due to the increased
number of private automobiles in use,

the decreased tourist travel and the
slowing down of lumber activities. The
interurbans are constantly increasing
their freight business.

Washington— Sixtxeen companies,
operating 767.61 miles of track.

The earnings of the lines in this

state are somewhat off this year, due
to the recession in the lumber business
and the slight general depression pre-
vailing.

The Pacific Northwest Traction Com-
pany, operating a high-speed interur-

ban electric railway and stage service

between Seattle and Bellingham (the

stage service acting as a bridge be-
tween Everett and Mount Vernon) is

doing a very satisfactory business. The
stages are the last word in construc-
tion and the service in general is well
patronized and highly appreciated by
the public.

The Puget Sound International Rail-
way & Power Company, operating the
local system in Everett, has partially
substituted buses for the electric cars
and the public appear to be very well
satisfied with the change. The sub-
stitution of buses has enabled the com-
pany to broaden its scope of operations,
serving parts of the city that were not
served by the electric lines.

The Puget Sound Electric Railway,
operating between Tacoma and Seattle,
has recently inaugurated half hourly
service instead of hourly service, which
has tended to popularize and increase
the earnings of the company. It is

also operating stage lines as feeders
to Olympia, the capital of the State,
a distance of 32 miles.

Most of the interurban lines in the
state have joint traffic arrangements
with stage lines, which have so far
proven successful.
Hawaii—The railway in Honolulu,

operating 35 miles of track, has a new
indeterminate franchise carrying the
right of purchase and fair return. The
company has paid 8 per cent dividends
on a five cent fare until this year.
They have recently expended $600,000
on new safety cars and other equip-
ment and expect to ask for a seven
cent fare, with four tickets for 25
cents. The commission is now making
a valuation. The new cars purchased
are modem and large and are designed
for semi-tropical climate.

California.— Twenty-six companies,
operating 3,171.33 miles of track. Gross
earnings this year will show a slight
decrease over the highwater mark of
1923, when the gross receipts exceeded
$60,000,000, an increase of $6,000,000
over 1922. The earnings of 1923 were
the largest in the history of the indus-
try in this state.

The slight recession in business this

year is due primarily to the scarcity

of rainfall last winter, affecting crops
in general; the hoof and mouth dis-

ease among animals, affecting less than
one per cent of the total, but having a
most unwholesome effect on our tourist

crop through quarantine embargoes by
adjoining states as well as between
counties in the state. California also

felt some of the depression which has
prevailed throughout the country,
although perhaps not as severely as in

some other states.

The exceptionally light rainfall and
snows in the mountains last winter
created a serious situation in the val-

leys and in southern California. In
the valleys crops were retarded and
output reduced below normal. In

southern California, especially in Los
Angeles and vicinity, where hydro-
electric power has been used almost
entirely for years, the electric rail-

ways and other consumers of power
were compelled to effect a 25 per cent
reduction in consumption. The two
large steam power plants of the elec-

tric railways in Los Angeles have been
reconditioned after having been idle

for 10 years, and placed in service

by the power company supplying them
with hydro-electric power in the past.

Through the timely co-operation of
state and city regulatory bodies and
the public utilities and the public, the
situation has been satisfactorily han-
dled. War-time skip-stops were inaug-
urated and schedules reduced on all

lines to a minimum. Interurban lines

cut down the size of trains and city

lines cut down off-peak service.

The lines in San Diego and vicinity

were not affected, for they rely entirely

on steam generated power, and fuel

oil is plentiful.

One interurban line has suffered a
loss of $20,000 in freight revenue due
alone to the reduction in the size of the
apple crop in its territory resulting
from shortagfe of rainfall.

One company abandoned a 10-mile
branch line, which had never paid oper-
ating expenses, and installed a bus
service, which so far has been showing
a comfortable net return.

Several efforts have been made
through the filing of applications with
the Railroad Commission, to abandon
lines in small cities that have been
running behind in making operating
expenses. The mileage in these cities

ranges from 2 to 10, and with prac-
tically every family owing an automo-
bile and using them 365 days in the
year, the business is not to be had at
any fare or for any service performed.
Strong opposition has been voiced be-
fore the commission at these hearings,
however, to the abandonment of the
local lines, and the offer to substitute
bus service which will not pay operat-
ing expenses does not appease the pub-
lic. It is recognized that to lose its

electric railway service, a city is losing
a considerable amount of prestige. The
question of making electric railway or
bus service pay in cities of ten thou-
sand or less, in California at least, is a
difficult one to solve.

Notwithstanding this temporary set-

back, the electric railways in Califor-
nia are expending approximately $20,-
000,000 during the current year in new

rolling stock, electrical machinery and
reconstruction of tracks. A number
of extensions are being made, including
a 22-mile, high-speed interurban line

by the San Diego Electric Railway;
a mile long subway in the heart of Los
Angeles by the Pacific Electric; and
also extensive freight yards to handle
the constantly increasing freight traffic.

The three interurban lines entering
Sacramento have under construction
there a Union Terminal Station, esti-

mated to cost in excess of $250,000.

The San Francisco-Sacramento Rail-

road is concreting a tunnel a mile in

length, using concrete ribs weighing
4,500 lb. each, in order to hold the
weight of the mountain. This is expen-
sive work, and handling traffic through
it without delay is quite a problem.
The Key System Transit Company

has added two new ferry boats to its

fleet at a cost of $1,000,000, and is now
figuring on two more to care for the

constantly increasing commutation
traffic across San Francisco Bay. New
steel interurban cars have been added.
The San Francisco-Sacramento Rail-

road and the Sacramento Northern
Railroad operate through parlor car

and dining car service between Oakland
Pier and Chico, a distance of 180 miles.

Ten companies are operating ap-
proximately 200 buses of various types

in supplementary rail service, includ-

ing 25 double^eck buses in Los
Angeles.
The officials of the lines in Califor-

nia are in an optimistic frame of mind
and express the view that there is a

great future for the electric railway
industry in that state. If there is a

feeling anywhere to the contrary
throughout the country, my advise

would be to come out and get the spirit

prevailing on the Pacific coast.

Committee on Interurban Operation
District No. 1—NortheaRtern: (Mitlnp, New

HampRliIre, Vermont, Maosachuiiettfi. Con-
necticut. Rhode Island and New York.)

By F. W. Woodcock
Manager Public Utility Management
Department. Dav & Zimniermann, Inc.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

Replies received from letters sent out

to interurban roads in territory em-
braced in first district indicate

1. Falling off in gross earnings due
to automobile competition.

2. Increase in operating expense due
to higher costs of labor and materials.

None of the roads replying indicated

any particular action to offset the fac-

ing off in earnings except that one
road had installed the "weekly pass."

Further, none of the replies indicated

or mentioned any severe bus competi-

tion, but practically all referred to the

private automobile competition. Appar-
ently properties in this district have
not had as severe bus competition as

exists throughout the Midwest Section.

Some of the tendencies noted were as

follows

:

1. The use of motor bus as a feeder

to supplement railway service.

2. General tendency toward estab-

lishing a base bus fare of 10 cents.

3. Increased advertising and public-

ity.

4. Use of lighter weight and mor«
attractive equipment.

J
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5. Study of fare situation.

6. Generally improved maintenance
of properties.

7. General tendency toward studying
operating expenses more carefully.

8. Development of freight and ex-

press business.

Undoubtedly some of the interur-

ban traction lines will be shut down
where the traffic can be more conveni-

ently and economically handled by
motor bus. This, of course, depends
on the route, volume of traffic, speed,

etc. Most of the properties, however,
are economic necessities to the com-
munities which they serve and every
effort should be made to obtain legis-

lation to protect the tractions against
bus competition, because, generally

speaking, the tractions can not be suc-

cessful unless the transportation busi-

ness is recognized as a regulated
monopoly.

It is highly important that all rail-

way men work toward securing ade-

quate legislation in those states which
do not at the present have acts con-

trolling the operations of motor vehi-

cles for transportation of passengers
and freight.

District No. 2—Mid-Eastern: (West Vlrslnla,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware,
Blaryland and District of Columbia.)

By H. L. Mitchell
Vice-President West Penn Railway,

Pittsburgli, Pa.

From reports received and inter-

views with several managers there is

noted an optimistic feeling for the
future of electric railways.

All important factors contributive to

successful operation are now being
given serious consideration by prac-
tically every company. Many compa-
nies are putting their cases before the
public through newspaper articles, dis-

play advertising and by speakers be-
fore civic clubs and chambers of com-
merce.

Since the advent of the motor car
and more particularly the privately
owned automobile, managers of electric

railways have finally appreciated the
fact that there is a close community of
interest between the public and the
utility. The loss experienced first by
urban properties through diversion of

traffic by the privately owned car is

now being keenly felt by the inter-

urban companies, and the same is being
intensified where rapid progress is

being made in road improvements.
Sooner or later the use of the different

means of transportation will be con-
tro'led by the true economic forces.

For several years the engineer held
the attention of managers in his effort

to introduce extreme economy in car
design. It is, however, paramount that
public comfort be first considered and
economical features embodied after-

ward. The automobile manufacturer
first sensed the wants of the public and
educated their demands to a more ex-

acting point. The electric railway
practically existing without competi-
tion of its kind too long remained
indifferent to these changes and influ-

ences created by the automobile.
Reports received indicate that man-

agers are seriously considering this

phase of the transportation problem

and where conditions prevent the pur-
chase of new equipment, alterations of

old equipment are being made to im-
prove appearance and comfort. It is

doubtful if a car may be designed that
will be accepted by all, but certainly

many conveniences may be embodied
that will appeal to the public. The
first requisite for good service is suit-

able equipment.
Undoubtedly, the greatest hardship

fastened upon the industry today is

the paving obligation. That there is

relief in sight is not to be questioned,

but it will be slow and tedious. How-
ever, the results to be secured will war-
rant the patient effort in convincing

the public of the unfairness and injus-

tice in maintaining street surface for

the benefit of a competitor, and more-
over, imposing upon the car rider

through such indirect methods, a tax
which should be principally borne by
the real users and destroyers of pav-
ing.

Developing good relations between
management and employees ranks next
in importance. To improve the per-

sonnel of its trainmen nearly every
company is adopting some form of

welfare work. It would require volumes
to give in detail the various methods
practiced.

The initiation of safety campaigns
has assumed a very important part in

the industry. Larger companies are
using a safety director or engineer for

closely following up this work. This
is recommended when the system can
support such a specialist, the respon-
sibility being too great to impose
directly upon the managers or depart-
ment heads. Although much assist-

ance is offered by the A.E.R.A. and
the National Safety Council in the way
of posters and bulletins, and much can
be accomplished by meetings, posters,

etc., nothing in our opinion provides
so effective a means of reducing acci-

dent liability as team contests and cash
awards, organized and supervised by
an enthusiastic safety director.

Only two of the reporting compa-
nies seem to have had any experience
with the bus as an auxiliary. The Citi-

zens Traction Company of Oil City,

Pa., reports very satisfactory results.

One of the most progressive steps

recently taken by interurban railways
is the inauguration of through freight

service between Erie and Syracuse and
by connections with a trucking com-
pany at Erie reaching Youngstown
and Cleveland, Ohio, on the west.

It is important that all railways
operating in the same community ar-

range to extend the use of their respec-

tive facilities. An illustration in point

—the Pittsburgh Railways and West
Penn Railways have in addition to in-

augurating inter-line freight service,

entered into an arrangement whereby
either company may operate chartered
cars over the tracks of the other.

District No. 3—Southeastern: (Kentncky,
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia
and Florida.)

By Samuel Riddle
Vice-President Louisville Railway

In studying the interurban operation
of this district, your regional vice-

chairman made two trips occupying a

week each, visiting the following prop-
erties and discussing with the officials

operating them what was being done to
modernize equipment and practices:

Virginia Railway & Power Company,
Richmond, Va.

Richmond-Fairfield Electric Railway,
Richmond, Va.

Richmond-Ashland Railway, Rich-
mond, Va.

Petersburg, Hopewell & City Rail-
way, Petersburg, Va.
Newport News & Hampton Railway,

Gas & Electric Company, Hampton, Va.
Piedmont & Northern Railway, Char-

lotte, N. C.
Savannah Electric & Power Com-

pany, Savannah, Ga.
Augusta-Aiken Railway & Electric

Company, Augusta, Ga.
Georgia Railway & Power Company,

Atlanta, Ga.
Nashville Interurban Railroad, Nash-

ville, Tenn.
Union Traction Company, Nashville,

Tenn.
Gulfport & Mississippi Coast Trac-

tion Company, Gulfport, Miss.
Birmingham Railway, Light & Power

Company, Birmingham, Ala.
Memphis & Lake View Railway Com-

pany, Memphis, Tenn.
Chattanooga Traction Company,

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Chattanooga Railway & Lighting

Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Kentucky Traction & Terminal Com-

pany, Lexington, Ky.
Louisville & Interurban Railroad,

Louisville, Ky.
At the outset, it should be said that

there is a relatively small amount of
interurban operation in this district.

Practically all the companies visited
operate outside of the cities in which
they have their main offices, but virith

three exceptions this operation is of a
suburban rather than interurban char-
acter. In this suburban operation,
though, several operating practices,
pieces of machinery and novelties of
equipment were encountered which, it

appears, profitably could be utilized in
interurban operation.

But first a word as to general con-
ditions in the Southeast. Possibly be-
cause all suburban and interurban
railroads in the Southeast are adjacent
to and parallel improved highways, all

operating companies have suffered from
competition of the automobile. Reve-
nues have been reduced to some degree
by unregulated and uncontrolled bus
and truck competition, but in the main
it is the privately owned automobile
that is furnishing the formidable com-
petition. Justification for the use of
the word formidable is to be found in
the fact that not one of the properties
visited at the present time is earning
an adequate return on the investment.

Fares vary widely in the district,
roughly averaging around 2 cents a
mile. Zones almost without exception
are made the basis for fare collection,
but they differ widely in length. Fam-
ily and commutation tickets are sold
on all lines at reduced rates.

Attention everywhere is turning to
the desirability of lightweight equip-
ment to effect economies. As a matter
of fact, however, although all compa-
nies are interested in lightweight equip-
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ment, practically all still are using the

heavier types of cars, there being a

very general reluctance or inability to

make the expenditures necessary to

replace present equipment with lighter

cars. In general, it may be said that

all companies feel themselves obligated,

at least for the present, to do the best

they can with the equipment they have.

One-man safety operation, though suc-

cessful where tried, is not general in

the South.
Another characteristic of the operat-

ing companies in this district that de-

serves mention is that without excep-

tion, in addition to their transportation

business, they engage in a general
power and lighting business or else,

m the case of many of the smaller

companies, purchase their current.

The importance of public relations

everywhere is realized. Improvement
in this field is being sought by fre-

quency of service, clean and comfort-
able cars, courteous employees and
affiliation with chambers of commerce,
boards of trade and civic and luncheon
clubs.

Operating f)ractices, modifications of
equipment and special devices encoun-
tered in the survey which may be of

interest to the industry, all of which
are described in detail in the hand-
book, include:

The Memphis & Lake View Railway
is setting up, with the experience of
other years as a basis, a fund for
accidents and suits, and then is divid-

ing with employees any balance in this

fund. The Louisville & Interurban
Railroad has an employee safety coun-
cil which is considered a potent force
in reducing accidents. This company
also has taken out with Lloyd's an
insurance po'icy which protects it in

case of accidents costing more than
$25,000.

One-man operation, generally avoided
because of fear of complications under
"Jim Crow" laws, is being successfully
carried on by the Kentucky Traction
& Terminal Company and the Louis-
ville & Interurban Railroad. The Gulf-
port & Mississippi Coast Traction also
has one-man operation between its ter-

minal cities, with two-man operation
in those cities.

Improvement of public relations and
traffic stimulation are being sought by
the Petersburg, Hopewe'l & City Rail-
way, Gas & Electric Company with a
special week-end reduced rate; by the
Savannah Electric & Power Company
with a series of advertisements based
on the hi.story of the city of Savannah,
and by the Kentucky Traction & Ter-
minal Company with a personal solici-

tation of persons living along its lines.

The Piedmont & Northern Railway is

aggressively seeking freight business,
employing solicitors, writing patrons
letters of thanks and building ware-
houses which it leases.

The Savannah Electric & Powei
Company has on its safety cars auto-
matically functioning lifeguards; the
Birmingham Railway, Light & Power
Company has equipped some of its cars
so that the space given white and black
passengers may be varied; and the
Louisville & Interurban Railroad is

using a supplemental dash light as well
as a headlight on the top of its cars.

This last company also has in use zone
destination tickets designed to prevent
over-riding and to facilitate computa-
tion of zone fares.

The Birmingham Railway, Light &
Power Company is operating* its own
foundry, is eflfecting economies in track
construction by the use of slag instead

of concrete as a base, is using thermit-
weld joints exclusively and has a dig-

ging machine mounted on a truck. The
Nashville Interurban Railroad Com-
pany has in service a weed burner.

In Birmingham, it may be mentioned
though this, strictly speaking, is not
a detail of interurban operation, pedes-
trians are required to observe stop and
go traffic sig^nals just as are automo-
biles and vehicles.

DUtrict No. 4— North Central (Indiana,
Ohio and Lower Michiran.)

By John S. Bleeckbhi
Day & Zlmmermann, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Such a large proportion of the inter-

urban railways in Ohio, Indiana and
Michigan are faced with the problem
of highway competition that this sub-
ject seems to be the outstanding fea-

ture of importance for attention. The
results of the development of the high-
way appear in one or more of several
ways:

1. Decreased passenger business.

2. Decreased freight business.

3. Lack of growth in passenger busi-
ness.

4. Lack of growth in freight busi-
ness.

5. Excessive service.

6. Uneconomic rate schedules.

The illogical situation produced by
attempts to regulate competitive serv-

ice or to compete with a regulated
service is not always evidenced by the
direct operation of vehicles on highways
immediately paralleling the lines of an
individual company, but may, never-
theless, exist over the general territory
or in the state and produce indirectly

the same ruinous conditions as if a
line of buses or trucks were actually
operating between the terminals of the
traction company.

There is, in my opinion, little good
to be hoped for from the local appli-
cation of temporary remedies and ex-
pedients. One company may speed up
its passengrer service and put on lim-

iteds, dining cars, sleeping cars, and
the like; another may offer rapid
freight handling facilities, engage in

active pub'icity and advertising, or in-

stall modern and attractive equipment
and facilities; other roads may reduce
rates or introduce some special form
of ticket, pass or fare adjustment;
other lines may install buses of their

own, handle freight in trucks, or intro-

duce a door to door delivery and pick-up
system. Examination of the activities

of the interurban railways in my re-

gion indicates that the various compa-
nies are trying one or another of the
above expedients in an effort to control
or secure patronage.
As against the efforts of various

kinds which are being made to get
business, some of the companies are
introducing methods for reducing oper-
ating expenses, by purchasing power
from transmission companies instead

of manufacturing it in small plants;
by operating lighter weight equipment
and thereby reducing power consump-
tion and maintenance of track; by re-

ducing train crews from two men to
one man; by introducing automatic
devices in place of manua'ly operated
ones; by safety campaigns and the re-

duction of accidents and their conse-
quent cost; by the adoption of simpli-

fied accounting and record keeping;
and by the encouragement, through
pensions, publicity or prospective profit

sharing, of efficiency of its personnel;
also, by many other detail and re-

sourceful experiments.
In all of these efforts, the handicap

of the uneconomic basic situation of
competition in a field where a reg-
ulated monopoly furnishing a complete
service is the only logical condition,

will continue until it is remedied at the
source by adequate legislation.

The makeshift expedients are inter-

esting and, in some instances, neces-
sary for a continuation of service of
any kind. They are not, however,
fundamental, complete or permanent as
remedies for the industry as a whole.
The operators of interurban railways

are to be commended for their untir-
ing and painstaking efforts to apply
local remedies to such ailments as may
be evidenced to them in their partic-

ular locality.

In my opinion the situation of inter-

urban railways in my territory can
be likened to an individual whose con-

stitution has been so rundown that he
is suffering from an outcropping of
carbuncles in various places on his
anatomy. Mark Twain said he looked
in the dictionary for the definition of
a "carbuncle" and he found that it was
a "precious jewel," whereupon he re-

marked that "humor was out of place
in a dictionary." Until such time as
a constitution is properly built up by
applying basic rather than local rem-
edies, there can be little hope for a

complete recovery of the patient.

It is encouragring to observe that the
public generally, and through it the
legislators and their assents, the utilities

commissions, are coming to a definite

although somewhat tardy recognition
of the necessity for applying these
basic remedies.

To enter into a discussion of the
laws governing the control and reg-

ulation of interurban transportation,
whether by rail or highway, wou d
undoubtedly be outside of the scope of
the research work expected of the
committee, but until this discussion is

entered into, conclusions reached and
action taken, the industry as a whole
will not be permanently and vitally

benefited.

DIatrirt No. B—Mld-We«tern: (llllnol*. Wli-
ronsin, Iowa. NehrnHka. North Dalcota.
HoDth Dakota, Mlnnmota and Upper
Mlchiran.)

By G. W. Welsh
Chief Engrinecr East St. I>ouis ft Suburban

Rallw.iy, East St. Ixjuls. 111.

The survey made in the fifth or Mid-
Western District of the Committee on
Interurban Operation shows above all

that there is no cure-all solution for
the interurban problem. In the case
of properties visited and those with
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which I have had correspondence, the

chief prob'em to be solved is the prob-

lem of private automobile competition

and to a minor extent the problem of

motor bus competition. These prob-

lems will require different solutions on
different types of interurban railways.

If it were a question of fundamentals
the solution might be simpler but the

further the survey progressed the more
it became evident that local conditions

have a distinct bearing in each case.

Generally speaking there are three

types of interurban railroads:

1. The long line interurban operat-

ing between two large centers of popu-
lation and performing passenger and
freight service practically the same as

that furnished by an electrified steam
railroad. Examples of this type are

the Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee
and the I'linois Traction System.

2. The comparatively long line inter-

urban operating between cities of mod-
erate size and passing through towns
and smaller cities between terminals.

3. The short line interurban with
terminus in a large center of popula-
tion or moderate size center of pop-
ulation and running out "fanwise"
into smaller cities and towns or in some
cases into sparsely settled territory.

It can readily be seen that the same
solution of the private automobile prob-
lem wi'.l not apply equally in all three
cases. In the case of the hundred
mile line, the automobile ovimer gen-
erally will take the interurban rather

than drive the long distance even
though highways may be good. On the

short interurban of say 25 miles the

tendency in many cases is to use the

automobile rather than the interurban.

What all three sections must do, how-
ever, is to provide attractive comfort-
able equipment operated frequently and
on time and keep road beds in such
shape that the ride will be comfortable,
and above all to maintain such rela-

tions with employees and the public
that business may be readily secured.
Business cannot be secured without
good public relations and good service.

Analysis of possibilities of freight
transportation shows that it follows
closely the passenger business. Out-
side of the steam railroad the chief

competitor is the automobile truck and
again on the hundred mile run this

does not become as serious a factor
as on the 25 mile run from large cen-
ters of population where, unless steps
are taken to check the growth of the
truck business it will be found that the
trucks carry considerably.more less than
carload freight than the interurban
railways. Several companies are actively

engaged before state commissions and
courts in fighting the trucking business
with a fair measure of success. Some
trucking companies have secured cer-
tificates of convenience and necessity
to operate as public utilities, but most
of them are wildcat operators without
any legal standing.

All companies visited are giving
serious attention to the use of light
weight car equipment and after analyz-
ing operating conditions on a number
of roads, it became more and more
difficult to define a light weight car.

Cars equipped with comfortable seats
which weigh as low as 13 tons were

found, and such cars were adapted to

the service they were giving. In other

cases 25 ton cars could be considered

as light-weight cars. I do not believe

I would be wrong in stating that the

45 and 50 ton cars of the Chicago,

North Shore & Milwaukee Railroad can

be considered as light-weight cars, tak-

ing into account all service conditions.

It was found generally that master
mechanics, superintendent of equip-

ment and other department heads on
all roads are availing themselves of

modem methods depending on the

amount of money available on a par-

ticular property. Practically every re-

pair shop visited showed some interest-

ing shop kinks which in many cases

were home-made.
One of the most interesting develop-

ments noted was on the Illinois Valley
Division of the Illinois Traction Sys-

tem. This line is 85 miles long, ex-

tends from Joliet to Princeton and
operates through four or five towns of

from 5,000 to 15,000 population. The
management have been operating two-
man cars weighing 50 tons, geared for

60 m.p.h. with a 2-hour headway be-

tween towns. It has purchased new
car equipment weighing 19 tons, geared
for about 45 m.p.h. and proposes to

operate one-man cars with one-hour
headway. Special attention was given

to the design of the seats in the new
cars and sixteen different types of seat

cushions were tried out before one was
finally adopted. The change to one-

man operation involved a change in

other operating practices so that in the

end on account of doubling the service,

there is practically no saving in oper-

ating expenses. It is predicted that

the increased revenue due to the more
frequent, attractive and comfortable
service will be sufficient to more than
make up for the fixed charges on the

expenditure for new equipment.

Another interesting feature noted
was through service from Rockford,
Illinois, to Chicago, inaugurated by the

Rockford and Interurban, the Elgin &
Belvidere Railway, and the Chicago,
Aurora & Elgin Railroad. Without
any increase in operating expenses
these three companies so arranged
their schedules that fast through serv-

ice over a distance of 90 miles is being
given, and by making the rate 2 cents
per mile instead of the steam railroad

rate of 3.6 cents per mUe a very satis-

factory proportion of the available

business is being secured, in spite of
the disadvantage of slower running
and lack of baggage accommodations.

In freight transportation the Chi-
cago, North Shore & Milwaukee Rail-

road and the Illinois Traction System
are showing real progress. The for-

mer road handles principally merchan-
dise despatch or less than carload
freight and has built up the business to

a point where it represents 20 per cent
of the gross revenue. The Illinois Trac-
tion System handles all classes of
freight and now has reached a point
where its freight business is 40 per
cent of the gross revenue.

Both the Chicago, North Shore &
Milwaukee and The Milwaukee Elec-
tric Railway & Light Company are
operating extensive interurban bus
schedules, in some cases over extremely

long routes, and on account of being in

the field themselves, have very little,

if any, competition.

District No. 6— Soothwestern: (Kansas,
Mlssoorl, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana,
Texas and Colorado.)

By V, W. Berry
General Superintendent Northern Texas

Traction Company, Fort Worth, Tex.

Although this section covers a great
area, there are only thirty-two inter-
urban companies, and these are scat-
tered over the entire district. Un-
fortunately, it has been impossible for
me to personally visit all these com-
panies during the past year, but I have
been able to visit the larger ones, and
with the smaller companies the work
of the committee has been carried on
by correspondence.
A great deal of good was derived

from the publicity issued early in the
year through Association headquarters,
and the committee work in this section
was vastly aided by the information
published in trade journals, state pub-
lic service information bureaus and
daily newspapers.

In all the companies there was a
disposition to assist the work of the
Committee, and in every company
visited there was manifested hearty co-

operation. However, many of the local

operators took the attitude that your
representative was a sort of doctor
who could prescribe the cure for what-
ever disease affected their properties.
We had to confine ourselves to point-
ing out the remedy used by some other
operator in somewhat similar circum-
stances. In disseminating information
of this character we found a great
need for a handbook of electric railway
practice, such as is now being issued.

In every case the interurban com-
panies in this section are making every
effort to furnish the best service of
which they are capable, although local
conditions in the various places make
impossible a single standard of service.
All are, however, keenly interested in
modernizing their roads and are mak-
ing every improvement which their
finances permit. In order to modernize
their service, new and up-to-date roll-

ing stock, including in a few instances
light-weight one-man cars, is being in-

stalled to replace heavy and antiquated
equipment. Automatic substations are
gradually replacing manually operated
substations, and in this section during
the last year approximately 100 miles
of new interurban line has either been
put into operation or construction has
been started.

Many of the roads have been sub-
jected to unfair automobile competition
and this has been reflected in the com-
panies' finances. However, by using
modern merchandising methods and im-
proving service by modernization of
equipment, this competition has been
considerably reduced, and in many
cases entirely eliminated. Where local
conditions permit, agg^ressive cam-
paigns have been made to secure addi-
tional freight business, and this is

proving a profitable source of revenue.^
Bus operation, as a feeder for inter-

urban lines, has been considered by-
many of the companies in this section,,
and several have already started
operation of this class of equipment.
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Subjects and Meetings lH^TZef ^^^'tfZ^^
THE committee on subjects and go further and consider how all the Commerce Commission, which is now

meetings made the following recom- various means of mass transportation pending. It is recommended that the

mendations with reference to the sub- may be used to best advantage. committee be continued,

jects that should be studied during the Committee on Bus Franchises—It is Insurance Committee—This commit-
coming association year. Its report recommended that a special committee tee has in individual instances been

was presented at the final meeting of be appointed to study the form of fran- able to assist companies in securing

the old executive committee of the chises or permits best suitable for the reduction in rates. It is recommended
American Association. establishment of bus routes, having in that the committee be continued.

Modernization— The committee on mind the association's policy of co- Committee on Uniform Regulatory
city operation and the committee on ordination. Laws—This committee was newly or-

interurban operation in their joint re- Committee on Co-operation with ganized at the beginning of the year
port to the 1924 convention recommend Manufacturers— This committee has and has not had an opportunity to

the consolidation of these committees, beein doing very effective work in the develop this subject. It is recommended
This suggestion was approved and the assistance of manufacturers in telling that it be continued,

committee recommended that this work the story of the electric railways to Charles A. Coffin Prize Committee—
be carried on. It is further suggested the public. It is recommended that the It is recommended that this committee
that the consolidated committee be work of this committee be continued. be authorized for the coming year,

designated during the coming year as Committee on Rapid Transit— This Com,mittee on National Utility Asso-
the "Committee on Management and committee was newly organized rather ciations—It is recommended that the
Operation." late in the association year and has work of this committee be continued.

Valuation^—The committee on valua- not had a sufficient opportunity to com- The report was signed by H. L.
tion in its report to the 1924 conven- plete its work as indicated in its re- Brown, J. K. Choate, H. C. Clark, F. W.
tion recommends attention by the Ac- Port. It is recommended that it be Doolittle, E. C. Faber, G. H. Harries,
countants' and Engineering Associa- continued and instructed to proceed C. S. Howley, W. H. Hyland, H. A.
tions to certain phases of the valuation along the lines heretofore suggested. Johnson, C. W. Kellogg, J. K. Punder-
problem. The subjects and meetings Committee on Mail Pay—The work ford, A. S. Richey, E. M. White and
committee recommended that a joint of this committee is limited to its F. R. Coates, chairman,
committee or sub-committee of the
American, Accountants' and Engineer-

Z p=lir matter^s^n"^ which't: Carmdiuns Discuss Next Convention

fd"wi'.*"'^
engineers can assist rpHOSE members of the Canadian tion of C. J. Yorath, city commissioner

!^fJ»i 1 f ^r i^^V-
* ^^^

'"^.T" -l Electric Railway Association who for Edmonton, who acted on the as-mended that the valuation committee attended the Atlantic City convention sociation's legislation committee for

CSaf'ir«r Whfll fhK,bi«.t
^'^'^ « '"^^"•^^ Oct. 7, which was at- that province^ was announced unoffi-SpmaJ Taxes— While this subject tended by 21. The meeting was called cially.

has been covered from year to year, to order by Walter R. McRae. After Chairman Robertson called atten-

trnub rtho^^H ITC ^^inir^^ *^" '"•""^^^ ^^^ ^^^^'^ ™««t'"^« ^eW tion to the questionnaires wWch have

fnWfil;rS,?^Lt^ T ** ^"^""*= ^'*y 1*^* y^**- ^^'•^ ^««<1 been sent out to member companies,
forget their effort upon fares and serv- by Secretary Eustace Smith, Jr., the one dealing with the testing of hear!
ice. Accordingly, it was reconimended following committees were announced: ing and eyesight of employees, and
that the committee on special taxes be Valuation, Maintenance and Depre- the other dealing with the practices incontinued and that it review again the cmttow of Street Railway Assets.—U. effect in regard to exterior advertising

"ri"?„l"lfTi7^'''^
railway compa- e. Weyman, manager Levis County on street cars. He desired to impress

Railway, chairman ; W. S. Hart, upon member companies the importance
of getting answers to these and other

nies have to bear,

^dMcatiow — Recommendation was Quebec; W. G. Hewson, Toronto; L.
made that this committee be continued Tait, London; G. E. WaUer, Hamilton; questionnaires as early as possible onand that further efforts be made to- H. R. Mallison, Montreal, and H. C. account of the value of the informa-ward obtaining greater co-operation Patten, Toronto. tion to the association,
from technical and public schools and Safety.—W. R. Robertson, general The meeting place for the 1925 con-
a^so greater attention on the part of superintendent Hydro - Electric Rail- vention was discussed. Invitations
the companies to the education of their ways, Toronto, chairman ; W. H. Dar- have been received from Niagara
employees. racott, Winnipeg; W. R. McRae, To- Falls, Windsor and Winnipeg. Charles
Survey of Comnmmty Transporta- ronto; R. M. Reade, Quebec; J. F. H. Currie, president London Street Rail-

tton Needs—The subjects and meetings Wyse, Toronto; G. E. Waller, Hamil- way, London, Ont., extended an invita-
committee recommended that a com- ton, and A. Gaboury, Montreal. tion to the association to hold the
mittee to be designated "Committee on Motor Truck and Bms.—Maj. F. D. meeting there next year. The question
Community Transportation Require- Burpee, manager Ottawa Electric Rail- also arose as to whether the conven-
ments be appointed, and that this com- way, chairman; C. H. Dahl, Winnipeg; tion would be held in connection with
mittee embrace in its activities the G. Gordon Gale, Hull; W. G. Murrin, the Canadian Electrical Association. It
work heretofore performed and that Vancouver; W. R. Robertson, Toronto; was the sense of the meeting that a
recommended to be performed in the I. S. Fairty, Toronto, and A. H. joint convention would be desirable and
future by the committee on unification Foster, Brantford. the members present expressed them-
and co-ordination of all forms of local Legislation.— M&i. F. D. Burpee, selves in favor of London. This in-
transportation. It is suggested that manager Ottawa Electric Railway, formation will be given the executive
this committee consider the need for Chairman; W. L. Weston, Halifax; committee for its use.
a survey of the transportation require- j. A. Olive, St. John; N. B.; G. E. The chairman announced the resigna-
ments m local communities and indicate Tanguay, Quebec; C. L. Wilson; To- tion of C. B. King as auditor of the
general principles along which such ronto; E. Anderson, Winnipeg; D. W.
surveys may be conducted. Such a Houston, Regina; C. J. Yorath, Ed-
survey should reveal whether transpor- monton, and V. Laursen, Vancouver,
tation service and facilities are being Standards.— D. E. Blair, superin-
provided in each community commensu- tendent of rolling stock Montreal
rate with the requirements in its vari- Tramways Company, chairman; E. P. nation
ous sections. The association has had Coleman, G. Gordon Gale, Hull; H. J. F. Neild moved that the thanks
three reports dealing with the place T. Gibbs, Hamilton; W. G. Gordon, of the Canadian Association be ex-
of the motor bus in mass transporta- Toronto; Hugh Millar, Montreal; W. tended to the American Electric As-
tion and the position of the industry G. Murrin, Vancouver, and W. R. sociation for the courtesies extended
on this question is well established. McRae, Toronto. in connection with this convention and
The subjects and meetings committee At this point W. R. Robertson en- in placing facilities at its disposal for
declared its belief that we now might tered and took the chair. The resigna- today's meeting.

association, following his resignation
as manager of the London Street Rail-
ways. Mr. Fairty moved that the
secretary draft a letter of regret to
Mr. King on the occasion of his resig-

d
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Broad Economics

of Employee

Ownership*
By T. N. Carver

Professor of Economics, Harvard University

Labor and Capital Now in

Process of Economic Evo-

lution — Employee Stock

Holdings in Their Companies

Now Runs Into Millions^

Modem Business Improves

by Increasing Rather than

by Decreasing the Supply of

Capital

THE World War produced a num-
ber of political revolutions in Eu-
rope. It has not yet produced an

economic revolution. A number of old

governments have been overthrown and

new ones set up in their places. In

some cases this resulted in a tem-

porary economic debacle, but wherever
industry has begun to function again it

looks so much like that which existed

before the revolution as to be difficult

to distinguish from it. No significant

improvement over the old forms of in-

dustry has yet been produced in any
European country by any of these

political revolutions. Their ultimate

effects go no deeper than those that fol-

low the ousting of one gang of politi-

cians from the government of an
American city and the substitution of

another.
The only economic revolution now

under way is going on in the United
States. It is a revolution that is to

wipe out the distinction between labor-

ers and capitalists by making laborers

their own capitalists and by compelling
capitalists to become laborers of one

kind or another, because not many of

them will be able to live on the re-

turns from capital alone. This is some-
thing new in the history of the world.

The labor movement in this country

is passing out of the stage in which
leadership concerned itself mainly with
the immediate tactics of battle. It is

passing into the stage where it is con-

cerning itself with the higher strategy

of labor. This higher strategy takes

account of the permanent economic
forces and puts labor in a position

where these forces work for it rather
than against it. Instead of fighting

capital they are beginning to recognize
its power and to use it as an imple-
ment for their own improvement.
There are at least three kinds of evi-

dence that indicate roughly the extent
to which laborers are becoming their

•Abstract of a paper before the annual
convention of the American Electric Rail-
way Association, Atlantic City. N. J., Oct.
6-10, 1924.

T. >i. Carver

own capitalists in this country: first,

the rapid growth of savings deposits;

second, the investment by laborers in

the shares of corporations; third, the

growth of labor banks.

Some idea of the financial power of

laborers may be gained by a reasonable

interpretation of the statistics regard-

ing savings deposits, the assets of build-

ing and loan associations and the pre-

miums of insurance companies. The
total figures as given by the Depart-

ment of Commerce are:

For savings deposits of all

kinds on June 30, 1923. . .$15,260,959,300
For total assets of building
and loan associations .... 3,342,530,953

Add to these the total amount
of life insurance premiums
paid during the year of
1922 2,336,444,586

Total .$20,939,934,839

Of course, these savings are not all

made by manual workers. Probably a

relatively small proportion of the life

insurance premiums are paid by them;

but it is known that a fairly large pro-

portion of savings deposits and pay-

ments to building and loan associations

are by working people. Discount this

as much as we dare, it is still a fair

inference that the share of working
people in the twenty billions of savings

will at least be somewhere in the bil-

lions. Any day the laborers decide to

do so, they can divert a few billions of

savings to the purchase of the common
stock of industrial corporations, rail-

roads, and public service companies, and
actually control them. This is_ not

necessarily a good policy, but it is

within their power to do so if they de-

cide that it is to their interest.

As to the investment of laboring peo-

ple in the shares of corporations, some
interesting figures are available, though
the half has not yet been told. The
Financial World recently sent a ques-

tionnaire to 1,000 of the leading cor-

porations of the country for the pur-

pose of finding out how far the move-
ment had progressed. Only 129 replies

were returned. Of these 104 showed
that employees below the grade of offi-

cials owned stock, though 118 of the

replies stated that the management
favored the plan. Of those that showed
employee ownership, only 54 had offered

special inducements to persuade em-
ployees to buy stock. What are known
as public utility corporations showed
the strongest tendency toward the plan.

The largest number of employee
stockholders in any single industrial

corporation is 50,020, owning 689,703

shares. Two others show 15,000 em-
ployee stockholders each, owning in one

case 450,411 shares and 200,000 in the

other. One smaller corporation reports

that all its common stock is owned by
its employees, but does not tell how it

is distributed between the official class

and the manual workers. Another re-

ports that 12,000 of its 18,000 employees

own stock. Still another reports that

3,000 of its 6,000 employees own $2,500,-

000 worth of stock. A number of cor-

porations that did not reply to the

questionnaire are known to have a con-

siderable number of employee stock-

holders.

Of the 171 public utility corporations

listed, 33 replies were received, 32 of

which report employee stockholders.

One reports that 94 per cent of its em-
ployees own from 1 to 50 shares each;

another that 149 of its 151 employees

own stock; still another that 510 of its

543 employees own 5,211 shares. The
most striking case, however, is a well-

known traction company all of whose
11,500 employees own stock amounting

to 120,000 shares. One company re-

ports that none but officers own stock.

Among those that did not reply to

the questionnaire, the Southwestern

Bell Telephone Company has published

in its annual report the statement that

"The Employees' Stock Purchase
Plan, under which employees may sub-

scribe for capital stock of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Company on

favorable terms, continues in effect. On
Dec. 31, 1923, more than 5,900 em-

'

ployees were subscribing for 17,496

shares. Since the introduction of the

existing plan in May, 1921, more than

14,000 employees have exercised their

privilege of participation and a large

p^entage of employees of your com-
pany already are shareholders of record.

The plan provides not only a means
for acquiring a high-grade investment

stock but as well a means for pro-

moting systematic saving."

A report on employee thrift and
savings plans, prepared by the policy-

holders' service bureau of the Metro-

politan Life Insurance Company, men-
tions a number of other companies in

which the plan is in operation, in one

of which—a large motor company—94

per cent of the employees are partici-

pating in the plan for employee stock

ownership. In a large soap manufactur-
ing company, 60 to 85 per cent of the

employees own $1,600,000, par value, of

stock. This report shows that a con-

siderable number of companies that did

not reply to the questionnaire of the

Financial World are making use of the

plan.

In the chapter on The Workman as

Stockholder in "Labor's Money," by
Richard Boeckel, the following informa-

tion is given:
"Twenty-one thousand of the em-

ployees of Swift & Company, consti-

tuting more than one-third of the total

number of men and women employed
by the company, hold Swift shares with
a total par value exceeding $21,000,000.

"Ninety-four thousand of the em-
ployees of the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company are making pay-
ment in installments upon stocks

subscribed under the company's profit-

sharing plan. Of this number approxi-
mately 46,000 hold shares upon which
payment has been made in full.
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"The E. I. du Pont de Nemours Com-
pany has distributed stock valued at

|20,765,999 among its employees since

the inauguration of its plan. The total

distribution in 1923 amounted to 14,484
shares with a total par value of $1,448,-

400.

"Six thousand employees of the Gen-*
eral Motors Corporation, one out of
every 12 employed, hold 270,000 shares
of common stock in that corporation,
valued in excess of $4,000,000.

"Employees of Sears, Roebuck &
Company own 55,700 shares in that en-
terprise, purchased through the em-
ployees' profit sharing fund, and 77,600
shares purchased outside the fund.
"Seventy per cent of the workers em-

ployed by the International Harvester
Company hold common stock in the
company, the aggregate value of their
holdings exceeding $5,000,000.

"Practically every workman employed
by the Procter & Gamble Company is a
shareholder in the enterprise. Ninety
per cent of the employees of the Fire-
stone Tire & Rubber Company are
stockholders. Every third man in the
employ of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company holds one or more shares of
stock.

"Other corporations in which em-
ployees hold large blocks of stock in-

clude the Standard Oil companies, the
General Electric Company, the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, the J. B. Stetson Company, the
National Lead Company, the National
Biscuit Company, the Republic Iron &
Steel Company, and the Studebaker
Corporation.
"The United States Steel Corpora-

tion, called by Samuel Untermyer 'the
greatest enemy to industrial peace in

America,' was a pioneer in employees'
stock distribution. The corporation was
chartered in 1901. Its stock subscrip-
tion plan was put into operation in

1903. In every year but one since 1903
the corporation has offered large
amounts of its stock, bought in the
open market, for subscription by its

employees. In the beginning only pre-
ferred stock was offered, but offerings
since 1916 have all been of common
stock. Employees are allowed three
years in which to pay for stock sub-
scribed. An annual bonus of $5, in
addition to the regular dividends, is
paid to each employee holding his stock
for a period of five years. In recent
years all the corporation's offerings to
employees have been largely oversub-
scribed.

"Owing to the meager reports it is
impossible to give any satisfactory
figures as to the total amount invested
by American workingmen in the stock
of the companies that employ them.
About all that can be said is that it
clearly runs up into billions of dollars."

The Labor Bank an Important
New Factor

In addition to the accumulation of
savings by working people and the in-
vestment in the stock of corporations
we have in this country a strikingly
new phenomenon in the form of the
labor bank. The general facts regard-
ing them are well stated in "Labor's
Money," by Richard Boeckel. Accord-
ing to a recent statement of War-
ren S. Stone of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers, there are thirty

labor banks now in existence in this

country and many more are organizing.
They already have resources of $100,-

000,000 and are doubling these re-

sources every year. The movement has
already developed far enough to have
its own organ, a well edited and pros-

perous journal, called the Labor
Banker. Its editorials and articles

compare favorably with those of other
financial journals, and it shows a prac-
tical common sense, worthy of a disciple

of Benjamin Franklin.
Where else in the world is it possible

today to find anything corresponding to

these labor banks ?

If we add to the savings of laborers
their investments in the shares of cor-
porations and the funds in the labor
banks, the large funds already in the
treasuries of the labor unions, we will

begin to see that the financial power of
the American laboring people is a fac-

tor to be reckoned with. All good
citizens who are interested in the ex-
pansion of American industries should
take account of this. Here is a new
source of capital that may be so di-

rected as to increase the productive
power of the country and to create an
additional demand for labor. Every
time the laboring people of this country
materially increase their savings and
sound investments, they are helping
themselves in two distinct ways. In the
first place they are gaining a new source
of income. In addition to this, and
perhaps more important, there is the
effect upon the labor market. The more
capital . there is seeking investment, the
more easily can new and productive en-
terprises be financed. The more new
productive enterprises that are properly
financed and put in operation, the more
jobs there are calling for men, the
higher the wages of labor will be, and
the less unemployment there will be.

Laborers are beginning to appreciate
this and to engage in what may be
called the higher strategy of labor.

Economic Strategy Displactng
Primitive Fighting

At this point we should stop to notice
the essential difference between prim-
itive fighting tactics and the higher
economic strategy. In primitive war-
fare you gain in proportion as you thin
out your enemies. The more uncom-
fortable you can make it for them, the
fewer there will be of them and the bet-
ter it will be for you. All our ancestors
for thousands of years had to think in
these terms. It will take some time to
breed this idea out of our people. The
clear, cold fact is that in the modem
economic world you gain in proportion
as you increase the number of your
enemies on the market.
Take the simple case of producer and

consumer. When they are dickering
over prices they are opponents. If they
become irritated at one another, they
are likely to fall back into the old way
of thinking and try to treat each other
as enemies. If the producers are domi-
nated by this ancestral habit of
thought, they will hate all consumers.
"Hates any man the thing he would

not kill?"
It is, of course, obvious to the most

elementary student of economics that
what producers should do if they knew
their own interest would be to try to

increase the number of consumers.
What they are very likely to do when
they become angry is to try to thin

them out.

Sugar and Cranberries

During the sugar shortage of the

war, the cranberry growers on Cape
Cod had difficulty in selling their cran-

berries. The scarcity of sugar almost
destroyed the demand for cranberries;

the reason being that people do not
want cranberries, they want cranberry
sauce, and cranberry sauce is not made
of cranberries alone; it is made of cran-

berries and sugar. If one ingredient in

that delectable compound is missing,

the other is not of much use.

Suppose the cranberry grrowers had
been incensed because of the low price

of cranberries and the high price of

sugar, and had acted naturally, accord-

ing to the principles of behaviorism.
They would have started some sort of

a war against sugar importers and re-

finers and would have made it uncom-
fortable for them, and probably driven

some of them out of business. Every
student of economics knows that while
this might be a perfectly natural pro-
cedure, it would not do the cranberry
growers any good; in fact it would do
them harm. They would merely be
engaged in the very common practice

of biting off their own noses to spite

their faces.

This is the principle that runs
through all our economic life. Goods
are not produced by labor; they are
produced by labor and capital. If one
ingredient is missing, there is not much
demand for the other. In proportion
as capital is scarce relative to the labor
supply, in that proportion will capital-

ists be well off and laborers badly off.

What the laborers really need is more
capital. This is just as clear and
definite as that the cranberry growers
in the former illustration needed more
sugar. When the laborers begin to

think in terms of the higher strategry,

they will be trying to increase the
quantity of capital. They can do this

both by increasing their own savings
and by encouraging saving on the part
of other people.

In terms of the higher economic
strategy, every encouragement, of
course, should be given to laborers to

organize their own banks and to run
those banks as banks ought to be run,
by safeguarding the capital of de-
positors and financing real, productive
enterprises. But it is also to the in-

terest of labor that other banks should
be started to do the same thing. The
more banks there are performing these
two essential functions, the more cap-
ital there will be available for the
financing of new and productive enter-
prises.

If there is enough capital in the
country and there are enough wise in-

vestors, no really productive enter-
prise will ever fail to secure adequate
financial backing. When that happens,
there will be so many productive en-
terprises in operation as to create a
greatly increased demand for labor.

"This will put labor in a position of
great strategic advantage. In other
words, this is one of those cases where
it is to the interest of labor to increase
the number of its so-called enemies. In
proportion as laborers learn to think in
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terms of economics rather than in

terms of the cheap demagogies that is

taught them by so many loquacious per-

sons, they will begin to see the ad-
vantage of encouraging every possible

accumulation of capital from every pos-
sible source.

If our labor leaders and those who
are trying to become labor leaders will

continue to think and act more and
more in terms of the higher economic
strategy, decreasing the supply of those
forms of labor that are oversupplied,
increasing the supply of capital and
business management, favoring policies

that will expand industry and so make
it possible for laborers to become their

own capitalists, there is scarcely any
limit to the prosperity that may come
to our laboring classes without a single
essential or fundamental change in the
institutions of the country or in the
basic principles of the economic system.
We can have what to all intents and
purposes might be called a practical
equality of prosperity without surren-
dering the principle of voluntarism un-
der which we are now proceeding. We
shall have much greater prosperity for
all classes than can possibly be secured
under any system of compulsion such as
they are trying in Russia and such as
the British Labor party, if it lives up
to the previously published opinions of
its leaders, will eventually try.

Should Labor Own the Shops?

It has long been the dreams of social

reformers that laborers would own the
shops and factories in which they work.
There are reasons for doubting that
this would be as desirable from the
standpoint of the workers as some have
imagined. It is true that the workers
would get the profits, if there were any,
but it is equally true that they would
also bear the losses if there were any.
On the whole, losses are almost, if not
<juite, as common as profits.

Granting, however, that it would be
desirable for the workers to own the
establishments in which they work,
there are three ways—two dishonest or
revolutionary, and one honest—^by

which they may acquire them. The first

and most direct of the dishonest
methods is to seize them by force.
This is the method openly advocated by
the so-called "direct actionists" and
practiced by the Bolsheviki. Aside
from the dishonesty of it, this method
has serious drawbacks. The govern-
ment must first be overthrown. Even
then, the situation is not secure.
Though this plan may put the present
property in the hands of the worker, it

cannot renew the property when it is

worn out. There will be no new prop-
erty to seize. People who never had
enough thrift and forethought to buy
and pay for property in the first place
seldom have enough to keep the prop-
erty up after they have gained it in
some other way. When it runs down,
there will be nothing to steal with
which to keep up repairs. This the
Bolsheviki have already discovered to
their discomfiture.
Another dishonest way is to gain

possession of the government and use
its power to dispossess the present
owners. This is frankly advocated by
some of the Guild Socialists. It is to
be done under the form of constitu-
tional government, instead of in de-

fiance of government. In the end, it

will make little difference whether the
force that is used to take property from
one set of owners and give it to another
is wielded by persons outside the gov-
ernment or by a perversion of govern-
ment power.

If laborers want to own the shops in

which they work, there is an honest
way. It is the way by which they may
own the houses in which they live, their
clothes, their household furniture, or
anything else that they have not them-
selves made. That is, to buy and pay
for them as other people do. Even if

they could take possession of the shops
by force, they could only get repairs

and replace worn-out plants by this

method. There is no sound reason why
they should gain possession of existing
shops in any other way.

A Few Misstatements Challenged

One of the strangest examples of the
perverseness of the human mind is the
tendency to misstate, or to accept with-
out challenge, the misstatementof others,

regarding the relation of the worker to

his tools. One of these misstatements
is that the industrial revolution of the
eighteenth century deprived manual
laborers of the ownership of their tools.

Of course it is impossible to deprive a
person of ownership of something
which he never owned. The new tools

that came into existence with steam-
driven machinery never were owned by
manual workers. For the first time in

history they are in process of becoming
in this country largely the property of
those who work with them.
Another misstatement is that through

government ownership the workers
would become, in effect, the owners of
the plants in which they work. The
employees in the city hall do not own
the city hall; the public school teachers
do not own the school buildings. The
employees of the federal government
do not own the buildings or the navy
yards in which they work. Moreover,
the employees themselves in those pub-
licly owned plants do not feel that they
are working for themselves or show
any more interest in their work than do
the employees in capitalist owned
plants.

A third misstatement is to the effect

that property in tools, machines and
industrial plants differs fundamentally
from property in dwelling houses, furni-
ture, clothing, cooking utensils and
other things commonly classed as con-
sumers' goods. If it is found desirable
that any class should own its own
dwelling houses, household furniture, or
clothes, the method of purchase is open.
If it is found desirable that another
class should own the land, livestock,

and farming implements with which it

works, the method of purchase is alike
open. If it is found desirable that
still another class should own the fac-
tories, shops, tracks or rolling stock
with which it works, the method of
purchase is open in this case also.

When these various people buy the
property in which or with which they
work, they acquire a genuine owner-
ship, and they will at once realize a
significant difference between this and
government ownership.
Another misstatement is to the effect

that modem industrial plants are too
big to be owned by their own workers.

The joint stock form of business or-

ganization was not designed primarily
for the benefit of manual workers, but
it would not have been much different

from what it now is if it had been.
Neither state socialism, guild socialism,

sovietism, nor the ordinary co-oper-
ative society presents a plan of organ-
ization So well suited to the needs of
workers who desire to own their own
plants as does the joint stock corpo-
ration.

An interesting bit of practical ex-
perience with this form of organization
was furnished many years ago by the
Oneida Community. This community
was formerly, as most of you know, a
communistic societyof the most idealistic

sort, having been founded by a religious

group who were known as perfection-

ists, and who believed that, for them,
the Kingdom of God had already ar-

rived. It continued as a communistic
society for about thirty years and then
changed over to a New York State
joint stock corporation with a capital of

$600,000, on a plan agreed to by all the
members, whereby the shares in the
new corporation were divided among
men and woman equally and according
to years of membership in the com-
munity. The business of the com-
munity has grown to such magnitude
that only a fraction of the work is done
by actual members. However, they
have been selling common stock to em-
ployees for a number of years.

Here was a communistic society that
was actually succeeding. Its business
was growing and prospering. Yet its

members decided that the joint stock
form of organization fitted their plans
better, and apparently fulfilled their

ideals satisfactorily. It is mentioned as
an illustration of the writer's belief

that this form of ownership supplies

the American laborer with all he needs
if he seriously desires to share in the
ownership of the plant in which he
works.

Employee Ownership Is Especially
Desirable with Pxreuc Utilities

As indicated above, the public service

corporations showed a higher tendency
than any other single class toward em-
ployee ownership. One reason for this

is probably because in no other class

of business does good will count for so

much; or perhaps it would be better to

put it thus: that in no other class of
business does the ill will of the public

prove so dangerous. "Where the car-

casses are, there will the eagles be
gathered together." The politician,

from this aerial lookout, is alwajra

watching for evidences of popular dis-

content. Absentee ownership, whether
of land or other property, is universally

a source of dissatisfaction and irrita-

tion. In the case of absentee landlord-

ism, it has never yet failed to produce
friction and hostility between the resi-

dent population and the absentee land
owners, but this result and the condi-

tions which produce it are not peculiar

to agricultural people. They are found
in the case of urban property and urban
business, as well as in the case of rural
property and rural business.
We may approve or disapprove but

we cannot deny the fact that absentee
owners of any business furnish the
conditions on which the politician

thrives. In the case of public service
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corporations he has a peculiar hold

upon the business. In a democracy we
cannot get rid of the politician. The
only alternative is to substitute so far

as possible resident ownership for ab-

sentee ownership. The form of resi-

dent ownership which is most discon-

certing to the politician is that which
is known as employee and customer
ownership. When the employees of a
traction company own a large part of
the business, the politician cannot ap-
peal to the feeling between capital and
labor, because the laborers are their

own capitalists. It there were no other
reason in favor of employee ownership
this would be sufficient to justify it.

Customer ownership in other cases,
such as telephone companies, accom-
plishes the same purpose. The attempt
to combine employee with customer
ownership may have its difficulties. The
interests of customers and employees
are sometimes in conflict. This may
lead to complications and stimulate
party politics among the shareholders,
but we may well run the risk of this if

we can only avoid the menace of that
bane of every constructive business,
the cheap politician.

Another reason why public service
corporations are suitable for the experi-

ment of employee ownership is that the

product is locally consumed and the em-
ployees therefore can easily visualize

the business problem of marketing. In
a sense, every street car conductor is a
salesman for the street railway com-
pany.
He is in direct contact with the cus-

tomers of the company. If he is not
only a worker but a part owner in the
company, he can be expected to become
a somewhat better salesman, or at
least to be somewhat more eager to
please the public with whom he is in

daily contact. The workers in a shop
who produce a commodity that is not
consumed locally but sold over the en-
tire world are not likely to visualize
quite so clearly the strictly business
problems which confront the company.
There is some slight danger that em-

ployee ownership in a case of this kind
might result in short-sighted policies

unless the employees are unusually in-

telligent. Even this danger could prob-
ably be overcome by taking somewhat
greater pains to acquaint the employee
shareholders with the possible problems
involved in marketing the product than
would be necessary if the shares were
all held by a few expert or far-sighted
business men.

Railway Securities Can Be
Sold Locally*

By C. W. Kellogg
Stone & Webster, Bostcn

Discussion of Paper by Prof. Carver Points Out Three
Reasons Why Quality of Electric Railway Securities Has
Been Re-established—Believes Railways Have Advantages
Over Power and Gas Companies in Customer Financing

UP TO this time the sale of
securities by public utilities to
their customers and employees

has been confined principally to elec-

tric light, power and gas companies.
The reason for this has been that by
and large in recent years the com-
panies in question have been better
able than the electric railways to make
a financial showing that would give
their securities an attractive appear-
ance as investments.

Looking at the electric railway indus-
try broadly, it is clear that the develop-
ments of recent years have been such
as to place railway companies in a much
stronger financial position. Three major
factors have contributed to the improve-
ment, each of which is of fundamental
importance to the industry:

First—The constant increase in traf-
fic in the face of the enormous increase
in the use of automobiles proves that
the electric railways fill a definite pub-
lic need for transportation. Census
figures show that from 1912 to 1922
the revenue passengers of electric rail-
ways increased 35 per cent, while the

•Abstract of discuBsion on a paper pre-
sented at the annual convention of the
American Electric Railway Association,
Atlantic City, Oct. 6-10. 1924.

population of cities of more than
25,000 inhabitants increased 27 per
cent. From 1912 to 1923 the automo-
biles registered in this country in-
creased from 1,010,000 to more than
15,000,000, an increase of 1,385 per
cent. The fact that the railways, in
spite of this enormous competition,
have increased not only their passen-
gers, but even their passengers per
capita, is certainly most promising to
the future of the industry.

Second—The progressive increase in

fares proves that the public through
its regulating bodies realizes the
necessity of electric railway transpor-
tation, and is willing to compensate the
railways for the cost of furnishing
such transportation. The 5-cent fare
habit has been definitely broken ex-
cept in a few cases. According to the
fare index, a record of which is kept
by the association, the average rate of
cash fare charged by electric railways
in cities of more than 25,000 population,
as of Sept. I, 1924, was 7.44 cents.
This was somewhat less than the high-
est point reached by the index of 7.46
cents in November, 1921, but the fact
that fares tended downward after No-
vember, 1921, and then turned slightly
upward again later shows that the

charges for transportation are follow-

ing costs as closely as is the case with
electric light and power rates. This
flexibility was conspicuously absent
from the street railway situation be-

fore the war.
Third—The operating economies ef-

fected by the electric railway industry
prove it to be an alive, progressive
business, able and willing to apply
brains to its transportation problems.
Necessity is the mother of invention,

and hard times have made electric

railway people ingenious and resource-

ful. They have met the changing con-

ditions with great adaptability. It is

not so easy to show this in figures, but
we find that the average cost of opera-
tion per car-mile has increased since

1914 about 85 per cent, and the cost

of operation per passenger about 90
per cent, while the cost of labor has
risen 121 per cent. This shows that
the more frequent and comfortable
service which we are furnishing today
is being furnished with 6 per cent less

labor per unit.

These favorable factors are not in

my judg^nent a mere catching up with
the handicaps which the war placed on
electric railways, but represent a
definite, tangible advance over the
basic condition of the industry ten
years ago.

Ten years ag:o the electric railways
were (though many in the business did

not then recognize it) ground be-

tween the upper and nether millstones
of a fixed 5-cent fare on the upper side,

and definite limits in operating methods
on the lower side. In those days, any
specific change in operating costs like

a raise in hourly pay to trainmen or a
boost in coal price was likely to mean
a corresponding cut in net earnings
due to the inflexible fare and stereo-

typed operation. When the war-pro-
duced prices came to jump basic costs,

the first effect, before the relief of
higher fares could be shown to be
necessary, was devastating to electric

railway net earnings.
Now, with the past 10 years behind

it, the electric railway is a strongrer in-

vestment than it was before, with a
public need demonstrated, in the face
of what was probably the most sudden
and vigorous competition any public
utility ever had to face and with a
responsiveness of rates to costs now
equal to any other form of public
service.

I have gone into the above detail in
discussing the financial stability of the
electric railways because it is useless
to discuss ways and means of obtain-
ing customer or employee ownership
until the question of what quality of
.securities we can offer is definitely dis-

posed of. With this question favorably
settled, however, it seems to me the
electric railways are better situated
than any other utility in the matter of
presenting their securities to their cus-
tomers and employees.

In the general experience of other
utilities in local securities sales, the
appeal to the individual, whether cu»-
tomer or employee, has been about as
follows

:

The Investment Is a sound one because It

serves a universal public need.
It Is a satisfactory one because vou see

the property at all times and patronize It

yourself.
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You keep your money at home.
Thrift Is encouraged by the sale on par-

tial payments.
The rate of return is satisfactory—as a

rule much higher than obtainable from
savings banks.
You help develop your city by helping to

finance its utility service.
Employees find satisfaction in having

their savings invested in the property for
which they work.

From several years work on the sub-
ject and the observation of the work
of others, I think it safe to say that all

of the advertising and circularizing and
sales talk in connection with local

securities sales can be covered by one
or more of the points above outlined.

On each of these points the electric

railway is the equal of other forms of
public utility service and in some it

seems to me superior. It is superior
in being constantly before the investor
as the other utilities are not. It may
require some imagination on the part
of the customer to visualize the uni-
versality of the electric or gas service,

but the street cars are always before
him and he is much more conscious of

their constant use by himself and
others. For the same reason, the ap-
peal through street car advertising to

the prospective investor can be made
when he is actually using the property.
A valuable additional interest in

their jobs can be given to the train-

men by enlisting their help in dis-

tributing printed information on the
cars to those who, as the advertise-
ments suggest, "Ask the Conductor."
Again in raising money for exten-

sions to the system these can be made
much more real and tangible to the
prospective investor than is the case
with most electric or gas extensions
for which new capital may be needed.

In general, my feeling is that the
proved success of electric light and gas
companies in selling securities to their
customers and employees is a sure indi-

cation of what electric railways can ac-
complish along the same lines, and that
taking the industry as a whole the
financial aspects are such as to war-
rant the effort at local distribution of
the railways' securities.

Financing of
Street Railways*
By Allen G. Hoyt
Vice-President National City Company
New York City

Fairer Conditions for Electric Rail-

ways Would Reduce Cost of

Capital and Be Beneficial to Com-
pany and Public Alike—Market
for Traction Securities Getting

Allen O. Hoyt

Better

STREET railway fares to be just
and reasonable at the present day
cannot be predicated upon condi-

tions which obtained in the past. A
very large proportion of the operating
expenses of the electric railway con-
sists of direct payments to labor.

Wages of platform and other em-
ployees during the past decade or two
have doubled or more. Taxes and the
prices of materials and supplies have
greatly increased. In the transporta-
tion business high wages cannot be
offset to any material extent by the
increased use of automatic machinery,
by mass production or by increased
efficiency of generating units. The in-

dustry does, of course, enjoy from time
to time economical developments, such,
for instance, as the use of the one-man
car, and it also benefits from the
tendency of the traffic to grow in
density. But generally speaking, it

cannot pay the wages of today which,
where fairly comparative with those
obtaining in other industries, should be
maintained, and give good service un-
less the rates of fare are materially

•Abstract of a paper before the annual
convention of the American Electric Rail-
way Association, Atlantic City, N. J., Oct.
«-10, 1924.

higher than those which were estab-
lished years ago.

There is little doubt that if the street

railway industry were permitted to

operate under conditions which would
thoroughly rehabilitate its credit, the
public would receive adequate urban
transportation service at lower cost

than it can hope to enjoy under any
other policy. Inadequate fares mean
restricted service, inability to finance
needed improvements or extensions and
a situation unsatisfactory to the riding
public and the investor alike.

While these facts are obvious enough
to those who come in contact with the
industry from either the operating or
financial side, they have not been ob-
vious to the public. The car rider has
been led to believe that somehow and
in some way he can have service with-
out paying for it. He has been fed
a lot of hokum about the traction in-

terests, and, not understanding the
nature of corporate finance, is very
suspicious of all arguments showing
the necessity for adequate rates of
fare. He does not appreciate that if

the credit of an industry is destroyed
it is a slow and expensive process to
revive it. The plight of the street
railways during the past years will
mean relatively high cost of capital for

some time to come, a condition which
will tend to increase the cost of serv-
ice. The quicker the situation is reme-
died the greater will be the gain of the
car rider.

Progress Being Made

However, while progress has been
slow, the effort to make the public
realize the false economy of a nig-
gardly policy toward the transporta-
tion agencies is making headway.
Unremitting antagonism to the traction
company is getting a little shopworn
as a political formula. There seems to
be a growing demand for a more con-
structive policy. A number of reset-

tlement franchises have been or are
being negotiated which recognize the
necessity of allowing the railway to
earn at least a moderate return upon
the value of its property.
With a better understanding of the

railways' side on the part of the pub-
lic, there have been other favorable
developments. Fares have generally
been readjusted, and, while seldom en-
tirely adequate, they are now more in
line with present day costs. In most
communities the menance of the jitney
has been removed. The street railway,
in many instances, has met the prob-
lem created by the entry of the motor
bus into the passenger transportation
field by adopting this agency for sup-
plementary or co-ordinated service.

While, for a time, there seemed to
be a tendency to question the essential
character of the service rendered by
the traction companies, it is now gen-
erally recognized that for handling
surface passenger transportation in
large communities there is no satisfac-
tory substitute for the electric railway.

Market Better for Traction
Securities

The attention being devoted by rail-

way management to the cultivation of
public relations, not only through the
medium of improved service but by
various means of publicity, is having
its effect in developing good will.

With the encouraging trend in the
industry the market for traction secu-
rities has somewhat strengthened and
it has been possible for bankers to
underwrite a number of street railway
bond issues. During the current year
the volume of electric railway financ-
ing, while still very moderate, at least
shows a material increase over that
of former years. During 1923 the
amount of strictly electric railway
.securities sold, according to records
published in the Commercial and
Financial Chronicle, approximated $28,-
000,000. During the first seven months
of the present year the electric rail-

way financing exceeded $69,000,000.
The total public utility financing
during this period amounted to more
than $1,000,000,000, and, therefore, the
financing by electric railways amounted
to 7 per cent of the aggregate of public
utility financing. This is not an im-
posing percentage, but it is at least
an appreciable one.

While the recent flotations have indi-
cated that interest in traction securi-
ties is reviving, the terms and condi-
tions surrounding the offerings show
that the prejudice on the part of the
investor against electric railway obli-
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gations has not been entirely elimi-

nated. The financing has been largely
confined to the senior securities of
important companies serving relatively
large centers of population. The bonds
were amply protected as to property
values and the issuing companies en-
joyed favorable records of earnings.
Notwithstanding the apparently sound

character of the securities, it was
necessary, in order to find buyers, to

offer them at prices yielding an ex-
ceptionally liberal return. It is in-

evitable that for some time to come
the unfavorable experience of the past
will be reflected in the prices at which
even well secured traction company
bonds can be marketed.

Customer and Employee
Ownership*

Investors Should Purchase Railway Securities Because iElectric

Railways Are a Fundamental Necessity—Enthusiasm
and Confidence Must Radiate from^Electric

Railway Men Themselves

By Fred Sched
Vice-President]Utility Securities Company

Chicago, 111.

THIS is the first electric railway
convention I have ever attended.
Up to two years ago, when I had

to make it my business to know some-
thing about electric railways, I looked
upon the electric railway industry as
a business that appeared to be step by
step passing out of the picture. What
I may have to say about electric rail-
ways has the advantage, or the disad-
vantage, of having the perspective of
the man on the street.

I was more or less astonished this
year with my study of how I might
best sell electric railway securities to
find that the electric railway is indis-
pensable to growing communities.
Nothing can take its place in mass
transportation, but in many instances
they have nowhere reached their max-
imum possibilities of usefulness. I
have a feeling that those railways that
are operated in conjunction with other
utilities have had certain advantages
in securing new money and, therefore,
in keeping a more optimistic point of
view toward the whole industry. This
is quite natural for two reasons:

1. They have had more profit, better
credit and consequently more money
to work with.

2. They have had the encouragement
of seeing other utilities make a decided
turn in 1920 and 1921.
Yet in spite of these facts, how often

have you seen the financial prospectus
of a combination company setting forth
in large type tht facts in figures about
the gas and electric business, and down
at the bottom of the page hidden in
small type you read, "This company
also operates an electric railway be-
tween Oshkosh and Manhattan and
local lines in the 'City of Despair.' "

Other companies have gone further
and have dropped the words "railway"
or "transportation" from their titles.
Here is an industry with upward of

$5,000,000,000 invested and it now needs
more money.

"Abstract of discussion on a paper before
the annual convention of the American Eleo-
i. °. Railway Association. Atlantic City.
N. J„ Oct 6-10, 1924.

^'

What has all this to do with cus-
tomer ownership you ask? Gentlemen,
this is the heart of customer owner-
ship. The enthusiasm, the confidence,
the faith in thii? business must radiate
from you. It cannot come from the
outside. The story of what your in-

dustry has done in spite of all adver-
sity, the real economic need of your
business in modern life, and your plans
for the future should be shouted from
the housetops. It is not the job of a
single convention or a single commit-
tee. The work requires the best
thought and the full-hearted support
of the entire industry. Much can be
accomplished by directing facts at the
men who shape financial opinion. I
mean the local banker, the investment
banker and the broker.

Bankers State Their Views on
Traction Securities

Last week I attended the American
Bankers' Convention in Chicago. I
frankly asked not less than six bankers
who do business in widely separated
parts of the country what they thought
of electric railway securities. Briefly,
I summarize their replies.

Two of them modestly said they were
not well enough informed to give a
definite opinion. Two expressed the
opinion that the situation had turned
for the better and two said they would
not buy electric railway securities with
Russian rubles.

These are harsh words. If this is a
fair cross-section of opinion through-
out the country, consider what great
good could be done by presenting the
story of the electric railways interest-
ingly to this group.
Other utilities have no monopoly on

customer ownership. Customer owner-
ship is essentially a public utility in-

strument of finance because public util-
ities are surrounded by certain safe-
guards not found in other industries.
Are not electric railways public utili-

ties? Why should they be separated
from the others?
Other utilities did not start customer

ownership through vision and fore-

sight. Customer ownership resulted
from: (1) Diminishing net returns;
(2) high prices for money; (3) attrac-
tiveness of tax-exempt securities; (4)
wider national distribution of income.

In 1920 most of the companies had
very definitely reached the point where
the banker required larger junior
equities. The position of your indus-
try today differs from that of other
utilities only in the fact that you have
organized the customer ownership
movement. As a matter of fact you
have the good fortune to be able to
capitalize the experience of others by
formulating the most satisfactory and
productive plans to accomplish results.

I need not expatiate at this time on
the advantages of customer ownership.
Your interest is in the question: What
actual steps should be instituted to
start campaigns throughout the coun-
try? Individuals will stoutly main-
tain that some specific local condition
makes it undesirable for them to go
ahead. The picture of the cross-section
of the electric railway business, how-
ever, makes it appear fair to say that
customer ownership will work in any
section.

An Example

It was my good fortune to be identi-

fied just a year ago with the sale of
$1,500,000 of the prior lien stock of
the Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee
Railroad. In this sale, all of the stock
was sold to approximately 3,500 share-
holders. Let me say that at the start
of this sale the president of your asso-
ciation, Mr. Budd, who happens to be
the president of that road, gave this

matter of stock selling his very serious
consideration. He made it the first

order of business of that railroad and
gave to the sale that inimitable punch
which characterizes the things he does.
I say this because you cannot expect
to put this thing over for electric rail-

ways unless it has the attention of
the very biggest executives on the
property.
The follow-up of this sale was in the

hands of C. E. Thompson, assistant to
the president. Again in June this year
we started the sale of $5,000,000 of
prior preferred stock of the Chicago
Rapid Transit Company. Mr. Budd
again made this the first order of busi-

ness, and in this instance his assistant,

E. J. Blair, devoted his time to the
follow-up of the sale. In spite of the
fact that every one was willing and
anxious to do all he could, no one could
fail to note at the time of the start

of the sale a feeling of misgiving
among the people charged with this job.

Since that sale we have as good a mar-
ket in Chicago for that stock as we
have for the securities of some of our
well-known gas and electric companies.
It may be of interest to note the prog-
ress of that sale by months:

May 8.227 shares
June 9.137 shares
July 7.21S shares
Augrust E.3S0 shares
September 4.S51 shares

Total 34,248 shares

Out of this sale came the happy
phrase "Passenger partnership," as
more fitting for electric railwnvs than
customer ownership, and we offer it to

you for your national use if you ap-
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prove of it and see fit to adopt it.

Aside from the very great good that
comes in the way of better public rela-

tions as the result of passenger part-
nership sales, there is nothing which
has given the employees a better ap-
preciation and understanding of their

business, in all its ramifications, than
this sale of stocks to the public. In the
judgment of B. J. Fallon, vice-presi-

dent of the Chicago Rapid Transit
Company, if nothing else were accom-
plished, that in itself would justify the
expenditure of money that has been
made.

Committee Proposed

Permit me to suggest that your or-

ganization establish a passenger part-
nership committee to:

1. Outline a definite policy and a
standard of practice for member com-
panies.

2. Support local traction sales, by
the use of national mediums, selling the
fundamentals of the industry.

3. Establish uniform practices in the
manner of secondary markets.

4. Prepare and distribute to bankers
and brokers interesting data, curves,
charts and facts about business.

5. Collect and compile sales meth-
ods, advertising and campaign methods
for all companies.

6. Assist wherever possible in

launching new sales.

7. Establish a code of ethics as to

securities sold and methods of adver-
tising.

Electric railways will find from the
experience of other utilities that it is

wise:
1. To keep advertising conservative.
2. To avoid high pressure methods.
3. To sell only on an investment

basis.

4. To remember you are talking to
the small investor.

5. To remember the secondary mar-
ket as your responsibility.

Small Investor of Today Will Be
Large Investor of Tomorrow

Electric railways today are institu-

tions not only of transportation, but
they will become through passenger
partnership institutions for the invest-
ment of funds by people in all walks
of life. Many railways will take on a
new aspect in the eyes of their cus-
tomers. It is not uncommon for a man
selling preferred stock of a local rail-

way to be consulted with reference to
the value of securities, real estate,
bonds, mortgages, etc. It is important
that the information he gives be reli-

able and that his counsel be worth
while, because in the last analysis the
man who to-day is an embryonic in-

vestor, tomorrow is genuinely inter-

ested in corporate finance. He reads
the financial page. He follows the se-

curity prices. His income grows and
he becomes a bigger and more fre-

quent investor. If you are going to
keep him in line as a subscriber to the
electric railway industry, it is neces-
sary that he be served in an intelligent
fashion.

In closing, I wish to point out that
the success of "Passenger Partnership"
depends upon the industry going to the
general public confident of its own
future.

The Financing of
Electric Railways*
By J. P. Harris

Vice-Fresident Union Trust Company
Cleveland, Ohio

No Need to Worry Over the Future

of the Electric Railway Industry

—

A Personal Experience in Rehabil-

itating an Interurban—The High

Calling of the Railway Industry
J. F. Harris

I
HOPE as a banker and from the

standpoint of a banker, I may pre-

sent some fundamentals to you to-

night which may point to a solution of

the problem in the electric transporta-

tion industry. As we all know, electric

railway transportation has been in very
low repute in the minds of the invest-

ing public, and I am going to cover

as briefly as I can what to my mind
appear to be the chief reasons for

that condition.

You have got to restore public con-
fidence in the electric railway and in-

terurban befn-^e you are going to induce
the private investor to put his money
in electric railway securities. Opti-

mistic as I am regarding the future of

the electric railway in this country, I

am going to take a positive stand that
the electric railway finances are on a
sound basis, and among the electric

railway securities are now some of the
best bargains in the investment mar-
ket. I think I may speak with some
experience in that regard as an officer

of an institution with some $280,000,-
000 of deposits, representing nearly
250,000 separate depositors, with
$40,000,000 invested in securities; a
good portion of them in electric rail-

way and interurban railway securities.

1 want to, if I may—if I can—convey
to this audience here the feeling of
assurance and optimism which I feel

and we all feel at the Union Trust Com-
pany with respect to this great in-

dustry.
Among the obstacles, or rather

among the reasons, which have perhaps
contributed as much as anything to the
ill repute among investors in which
the street railway industry has been
held in the last few years particularly
is probably the bugaboo of municipal
ownership. Now, I am not a bit

worried about municipal ownership
and operation, of public utilities such
as we have in our own town of Cleve-
land—in the municipal lighting plant
which we all know now is a fraud upon
the citizenship of Cleveland. We need
only to point to Seattle, where we had
the amusing and amazing spectacle this
summer of the committee coming to the
banks and asking the banks to take
script issued for payment of street
railway men's wages, and the banks
to take their chances on the com-

•Abstract of a paper before the annual
convention of the American Electric Rail-
way Association, Atlantic City, N. .T., Oct.
6-10, 1924.

munity levying taxes sufficient to make
up the deficits—a city operation net-
ting a deficit of about $4,000 a day.
We need only to point to the experi-
ence which Detroit is now having, and
we could go down the list in a multi-
tude of cases to show that municipal
ownership, which is equivalent to
political ownership and political opera-
tion, is bound to be a failure and a
burden upon the tax-bearing com-
munity.

I have absolutely no fear, with the
intelligent citizenship of this country,
that we have any grave danger to fear
from confiscation through municipal
ownership campaigns. I am not wor-
ried a bit, for instance, in New York
City, and every time I think of New
York City I think of the words of
Cicero to Catiline, "How long,
Catiline, wilt thou abuse our patience?"
The Mayor of New York is stand-

ing as probably the greatest handicap
in the development of New York City
that can be found today. He is ab-
solutely blocking the expansion of
transportation facilities in that great
center, but still I have absolutely no
fear with respect to the securities of
transportation companies in New York
City which we hold in the Union Trust
Company, and I have a half million
of Interborough Rapid Transit bonds
of 5s and 7s there. I am not con-
cerned a bit about them. I am not con-
cerned a bit about the municipal own-
ership campaigrn in Chicago. We have
a large amount of Chicago securities.
I know they are absolutely good and I

know that they will ultimately be paid.
I am not concerned about any of

these situations because I know that
fundamentally public interest demands
that public utilities shall be operated
by private resources under public
regulation, and I know that that prin-
ciple is becoming more widespread
throughout the entire country as we
are gradually returning to days of
sanity.

Jitney Menace Disappearing

Another thing that probably has
caused lack of confidence in the street
railway industry as much as anything
else has been so-called jitney competi-
tion. I am not a bit worried about
jitney competition e'ther, and I speak
from a little experience in that regard,
but before coming to that point I want
to point out the general principles on
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which I base optimism in that particu-

lar respect.

If we are abreast of the time we must
recognize that motor bus transporta-

tion is a mode of transportation which
has come to stay. The street railway
and interurban railway companies
must recognize this addition to their

facilities as probably a necessary
auxiliary more and more in the future,

to feed the existing lines of transpor-

tation operated by them. But the

illegitimate and promiscuous competi-
tion of irresponsible operators, I be-

lieve, is a thing of the past or very
rapidly is becoming so. We have al-

ready, as you know, in 25 states and
also the District of Columbia laws reg-

ulating illegitimate competition of that
nature, where the transportation com-
panies already existing are giving sat-

isfactory service, and it is a matter
of public policy, becoming recognized
more and more so through public utility

commission decisions and supreme
court decisions, that transportation is

a natural monopoly to be regulated
and protected from illegitimate com-
petition and to be handled only by those
who are expert in handling transporta-
tion.

That I believe is a fundamental
issue which is becoming more and more
widely recognized throughout the en-

tire country.

A Personal Exphiience

All of this may sound like theory, but
I am going to tell you now how it all

has been suggested by one personal
experience which I happened to go
through: The bank with which I am
connected, through some circumstances
which it is not necessary now to detail,

came into possession some years ago,
along with two other institutions in

Cleveland, of the entire issue of under-
lying first mortgage bonds on a certain
interurban line serving two large cities

and several smaller cities in one of the
states of our Union. That line was a
portion of the consolidated system on
which there were other bonds, but we
were early told by the representatives
of the junior bonds and the 'consoli-

dated system that they were glad to

resign the equity they had in our por-
tion of the system and give the prop-
erty over to us to work out our own
salvation. The property, as it was
handed over to us as the underlying
bond owners, represented a mileage of
about 75 miles with no franchise in

any city in which it operated. The
equipment was 28 years old, practi-
cally obsolete. The right-of-way was
very much worn down; there was no
transmission line and no power house.
Otherwise we had a fine property.
You may smjle, but just stop and

think a moment. That was the only
property that could render service to
those communities, and knowing that
fact I was not at all disturbed as to
the ultimate outcome of our venture.
I knew those communities had to have
transportation. I knew there was no
other transportation system on the
ground to give that service, and it was
merely a matter of negotiation to
amend all the defects I have"just re-
lated.

The first position that I took wth
the mayors of these several communi-
ties was that this line was funda-

mental to the prosperity of those com-
munities and that if we operated in

them we would have to be welcomed
with the same degrees of co-operation
and support as any other industry in

those communities. I was told in a
typical way of the value of franchises,

and how I ought to pay for them. My
answer was that a franchise is not
worth a nickel unless it contains terms
whereby it may be operated with a
profit. Unless I was welcomed with
the same degree of cordiality that was
extended to others, I would prefer to

tear up the tracks and go out of busi-
ness. I was threatened with city-

owned buses, but I reminded them of

Akron, Saginaw and Toledo and the
futility of that threat.

Well, to make a long story short, we
executed a new power contract. We
built new transmission lines and
bought a half million dollars' worth of

new street cars, and today that road
is being operated by its present owners
on a basis to yield twice the interest

on a $4,000,000 investment as against

$1,546,000 which we had in the prop-
erty, and we received back all of our
interest and principal and interest on
the interest, as well as our cost. In
other words, there was a situation

which I think I would have had diffi-

culty selling to this audience. But I

was absolutely sure from the beginning
it was going to work out profitably

and satisfactorily because of the funda-
mental reason that it was the only
property capable of giving transporta-
tion facilities to those communities. I

mention the case merely to suggest this

fundamental principle of electric rail-

way and interurban railway operation
in this country. It is a natural
monopoly and has to be protected as
such. It is in the public interest. It

should be protected and regulated
under proper auspices. As long as we
have the citizenship of our country
leaning in that direction, I say again
we can feel assured as to the future
of this great industry, one of the
greatest lying at the basis of our whole
national prosperity.

I want to get this point across be-

cause you people have charge of one
of the greatest fundamental industries

in this country, and no business is

sound which is not based upon sound
morals and sound ethics. No financial

structure can hope to survive which is

not based on those foundations. In
conclusion, I want to urge you and call

you to a new sense of the dignity and
high calling of your profession to the
end that you will not submit to blud-
geoning from unscrupulous officials or
submit to unfair burdens in franchise,

and that you will demand the recogni-
tion due your great industry, which
lies at the base of our national
prosperity.

Relation of
Municipal Officers

to the Utility*

By Hon. William A. Magee
Mayor of Pittsburgh

The Problems of the Municipal

and Utility Officials Largely

the Same — Both Have a

Taxing Power and Both the

Same Master — They Can
Help Each Other by Co-

operating

Wllllnm A. Macre

I
HAVE been asked to speak here
this evening on the relations be-
tween the public utility officer and

the municipal public officer, two kinds
of officers that nearly all people be-
lieve have some sort of antagonistic
relation. I have been both of these.

I have represented public utility cor-

porations as counsel, I have been and
I now am a municipal officer, and I

had the good luck one time to be in-

vited to serve on the Public Service
Commission of Pennsylvania. So I

have had the good fortune to have a
somewhat broader experience than
most persons with the utility problem.

'Abstract of a pai)er before the annual
i-onventlon of the American Electric Rail-
way Association, Atlantic City, N. J., Oct
6-10, 1924. •

The public official looks upon him-
self as a public servant, one who is

responsible to the public and must do
directly or indirectly what the public
wants him to do, and he looks upon
the public utility corporation and the
utility executiA'c in the -same light, i.e.,

as one who must do what the public
tells him to do. He is perfectly right
in that viewpoint, but he is not broad
enough. He forgets that the owners
of the utility company have put their

capital into the public service. He
either has forgotten or he does not
know that the Supreme Court of the
United States and of all of the states

have said that to deny that capital

a fair return on what is invested is

the equivalent of confiscation of that
property. Therefore, when a question
of service or a question of rates arises,

he thinks only of the duty of the com-
pany to the public, and he does not
think of the reciprocal duty which the
patron owes to the owner of the
property.
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Now having said that about the

municipal official, I must say something
•of a similar nature about the utility

executive and the utility director and
the investor in the utility securities.

He is concerned primarily upon the
return to his capital, but he is short-

minded if he thinks that is the first,

or the sole, consideration that should
be in the minds of the management
•of that property. It isn't. It has been
given franchises by the public author-
ities to perform a public service. The
first thing it must do is to prove its

right to earn this return, and that
proof lies in the service that it renders.

I wonder whether the owners of
utility securities have any idea that
they are just as truly tax-masters of
the people as the public officers are.

They are indeed. The average Amer-
ican family pays far more to his local

utilities for railway, gas, telephone and
electric light service than he pays to

the public treasury for all of its police

service, its fire protection service, its

street cleaning, its street lighting, its

poor and health and all of its other
public services.

Reasons for Bond of Interest

There should be a great bond of sym-
pathy instead of antagonism between
municipal officials and utility officials,

firstly, because, as I told you, they both
levy the taxing power, and secondly,
as I told you, they both have the same
masters. But there is more than that
to it. They have an identity of in-

terest and identically the same prob-
lems. I don't mean now in the large
way I mentioned as to educating their
public; I mean that they have the
same identical individual special
problems.

Imagine a public official who gave
the public all the police protection it

wanted, as clean streets as it wanted
and all the fire protection that the
city needed, yet was denied an adequate
tax rate. That is the same identical
thing that you have. The public
wants good, ample, frequent and com-
fortable service, yet sometimes is un-
willing to pay an adequate fare. You
must do what the municipal official has
to do—explain to the public what
your troubles are, show it that the
same thing pertains to your business
that pertains to its, and to the woman
of the house that it pertains to her
business—the maintaining of the house-
hold.

If you can make the people stop
long enough to think that they are
paying now almost twice as much as
they were for all the necessities and
luxuries of life, but are paying you
only about 50 per cent more now than
they were in 1913, and that when they
are depriving you of a reasonable rate,
they are denying themselves the serv-
ice that they want from you, just as
if they refuse an adequate tax rate.
I believe they will understand your
position more clearly.

Fortunately, the worst factors in the
problem have already been removed.
The unlimited and unconditional fran-
chise has been nullified by the creation
of the public service commissions
which have authority to regulate
these utility companies. In the last
25 years the courts have developed

the doctrine of confiscation, namely,
that a denial of fair rates is attacking
of property and the constitution denies
the taking of property without com-
pensation.

Those are the two worst things in the
whole business, and they are eliminated.

The only other thing that I see is that
this public, which is no longer hostile,

is suspicious and not fully informed
about the present status of the situ-

ation. The public must be more en-
lightened, and here is where the public
officer can do a very great good. He
stands between the utility company
and the public, at least so far as con-
cerns knowledge of the problem. The
public officer does not know your prob-
lems as you know them, but he knows
them vastly better than his public.

He could undertake, if he would, a
process of public education, which,
however, he cannot do, and I presume
would not do if he knew that he could
not, unless the public utility companies
themselves take the lead.

There are one or two things that
I believe public utility companies might
begin on. I think it would be to the
interest of the utility company as well
as the public (I don't know which one
more; I say both of them) if these
interminable proceedings before public
service commissions could be shortened
in some way.

Thus, having been on the public
service commission, I have a vivid
recollection of a great number of

proceedings that lasted two or three
years. I have seen the utility com-
panies actually starve while their

lawyers and the public lawyers were
fighting out a rate case.

The other thing that I wanted to
mention, and it is in the same nature,
was something that we are trying in
the city of Pittsburgh at this present
time. The principal point in our con-
tract is that we have provided a board
on which there is representation both
by the public and by the company.
Every member of it is entitled to go
into every department, into every book,
into every record and to have access
to every executive official of the rail-

ways company so that the public
representatives on that board will know
just as much about the affairs in de-
tail of their company as the men know
who are operating it.

My theory about this question is

that the trouble between people is due
to misunderstanding or, to put it

another way, to lack of understanding,
to ignorance. It is because the public
has not known the facts about the
Pittsburgh Railways that the railways
company has had trouble with the peo-
ple of the city of Pittsburgh. From
now on there will not be that state
of affairs. The city of Pittsburgh,
through its representatives, will know
everything, and those representatives
will be able to advise the public
whether or not this demand or that
demand or the other can be met.

Muscle Shoals*
By Robert G. Gordon
Bruce, Bullit 8e Gordon, Louisville, Ky.

None of the Methods Now Under

Consideration for the Disposal of

This Undertaking Will Provide the

Best Result—Congress Should Ap-

point a Commission to Negotiate

DURING the war it became of the

utmost importance that facilities

for the manufacture of nitrogen
in this country should promptly be pro-
vided, because the government could

not afford to rely for its supply of this

commodity upon the ability or the
caprice of any foreign country. After
a thorough study, it was determined
to construct nitrate plants near Muscle
Shoals on the Tennessee River in the
northern part of Alabama.
At that point, there existed an avail-

able site for the construction and op-
eration of a large hydro-electric power
plant. The site was owned by the Ala-
bama Power Company, having been ac-

quired by it several years prior to

that date at a cost in excess of $500,000.
The government undertook to negotiate
the purchase of the site, but its repre-
sentatives and those of the company
were unable to agree. Rather than
accede to the terms offered and being

Robert G. Gordon

•Abstract of a paper presented before the
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unwilling to impede the war activities,

the company donated the property to

the government, and making a deed
therefore in consideration of the sum
of $1, which was actually paid.

The government immediately began
the construction of the "Wilson Dam."
Some months after the termination of
the war Congress declined to make fur-
ther appropriations. At that time the
dam was about 30 per cent completed
and approximately $17,000,000 had
been expended thereon. In the mean-
time, the government had completed
the construction of two nitrate plants,
which cost, including an adjacent lime-
stone quarry, approximately $80,000,-
000.

At the beginning of its construction
work upon these projects the govern-
ment, under a contract with the Ala-
bama Power Company, and at a cost
of about $5,000,000, installed electric

generating equipment of 40,000 hp.
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capacity at the Black Warrior steam

station, about 90 miles south of Muscle

Shoals, with a transmission line be-

tween those points. This power was
used for the purposes of construction

work at the dam and at the nitrate

plants. Recently, in accordance with

the terms of the contract with the

power company, the government sold

that equipment to the company at a

figure slightly less than $3^00,000.
Within the last two years Congress

has authorized the completion of the

Wilson Dam and power plant. Work
has been resumed with a present force

of more than 5,000 laborers, and it is

anticipated that the project will be com-
pleted during the year 1925. The
capacity of the plant wilV be 600,000

hp., of which, however, only approxi-

mately 100,000 hp. will be what is

known as primary power. The cost of

completing this plant is estimated at

$25,000,000 over and above the $17,-

000,000 expended by the government
before work was discontinued.

Situated 14.7 miles up the Tennessee
River from the Wilson Dam is another
site for a dam and plant, with a
capacity of 250,000 hp. This is known
as "Dam No. 3." The estimated cost of

that project is $25,000,000, exclusive of

the cost of the necessary lands and
flowage rights. The effect of the dam
at that po'nt will be to render the Ten-
nessee River navigable for a distance

of 65 miles above the dam.
Prior to the discontinuance of the

work in 1920, the government had
actually expended a little more than
$100,000,000 on the whole undertak-
ing. In 1921 it became apparent that
unless the Wilson Dam should be com-
pleted, and the nitrate plants either

actually operated or maintained in op-
erating condit'on, all the money there-

tofore expended would soon be dissi-

pated in disintegration and waste.
The government made it known that it

desired to work out some satisfactory

arrangement with private capital for
handling the situation. A number of
offers were received, including one
which was made by Henry Ford and
which has been the subject of bitter

controversy both in and out of Con-
gress.

In its final form this offer was
equivalent to offering $1,500,000 for

the two nitrate plants and the quarry.
The Ordnance Department of the army
estimated that the salvage value of that
property as junk was at least $8,000,-

000, but that it could probably be sold

at more than $12,000,000.
Among the principal objections to the

Ford offer are these: The price offered

for the purchase of the physical prop-
erties is ridiculously inadequate. Mr.
Ford expects to use for his own manu-
facturing purposes any electrical en-
ergy generated. In that event, he will

be in a position to manufacture any
commodity which he may choose at far
less than any competitor because he will
have an $80,000,000 investment in

manufacturing plants and houses and
equipmpnt wh'ch will have cost him
$1,500,000.

This great natural resource should
be developed for the residents of that
section of the country. The full value
of the hydro-electric development at
Muscle Shoals cannot be obtained ex-

cept by connecting those plants into a
super-power system, for the reason that

such a large proportion of the capacity

of these plants consists of secondary
rather than primary power. This can
probably not be accomplished through
Mr. Ford.

In March of this year the House of

Representatives by a decided majority
passed the bill authorizing and approv-
ing the Ford contract. The matter is

now before the Senate, and the Senate
committee has reported that bill un-
favorably, recommending as a substi-

tute a bill providing for government
ownership and operation of the dams
and electric plants through a govern-
ment corporation and authorizing the
operation of the nitrate plants by the
government through the Secretary of
Agriculture.

,

Offers of other private interests

which appear to be more favorable to

the government than the Ford offer

have apparently been discarded, and,
as the matter now stands in Congress,

the issue is whether the Ford offer shall

be accepted or whether we shall have
government ownership and operation of

these facilities.

Thus far, the matter has been
handled by taking bids. That is not
the method by which business people
consummate big transactions. If the
Muscle Shoals projects were owned by
a private corporation desirous of dis-

posing of them, it would not adver-
tise for bidders nor undertake to reach
an agreement by correspondence. Its

executive officers would hold personal
conferences with the parties interested
in the purchase or lease, at which all

details of the proposed transaction
would be the subject of full discus-

sion. In order for the government to

secure the most advantageous terms,
it must conduct its negotiations in a
sim'lar manner. This can be accom-
plished by the appointment by Con-
gress of a commission, whose duties
would be similar to those of the execu-
tive officers of the private corporation.

Co-ordination of
Railway and Bus
Urged by
Manufacturer*
By A. J. Brosaeau
Secretary and Director

National Automobile Chamber of Commerce
President Mack Trucks, Inc.

Place for Both Types of

Vehicles—With Proper Co-

operation the Transportation

Company, the Rider and the

Public Will Benefit— One
Organization Should Furnish

All Forms of Mass Trans-

portation

I
DO not pretend to know anything
about the electric railway business.
It is not my intention to propose

anything new, or to find fault with the
old, but rather to review the situation

from the viewpoint of an industrialist

who has had some experience in analyz-
ing business problems, and to ascertain
to what extent the new element—the
bus—may be used to advantage in your
business.

I am told that several years ago one
of the partners of Stone & Webster, in
an address to his organization, said he
wanted them to quit thinking they were
in the street car business. He told
them they were in the transportation
business.
That is in accord with my idea of the

•Abstract of a paper before the annual
convention of the American EHectrlo Rail-
way Association, Atlantic City, N. J.. Oct.
6-10, 1924.

Alfrrtl J. BroBRrau

street car business—that it is really
engaged in manufacturing and selling
a commodity called transportation.

If so, your problems are comparable
to those with which other industrialists
have to reckon.

If you agrree with me that we are
fellow manufacturers, with similar
problems, it will not be necessary for
me to try to "sell" the bus to you.
The public has accepted the bus.

Your job, and mine, is to find its proper
place in the transportation business.

If the electric railway operators do
not grasp the opportunity to furnish a
co-ordinated trolley and bus service,
others will furnish the bus service.
The day is past when electric railway

companies can buy a bus or two and
expect the public to believe that its de-
mand for a more mobile and comfort-
able type of service has been satisfied.
The merchant who displays attractive
goods in his shop window must carry
them in stock for sale.

I believe one organization should fur-
nish all forms of mass transportation

—

whether subway, trolleys, or busses. The
time has come when existing tran.spor-
tation systems must be rounded out to
meet the demands of the public for effi-

cient and satisfactory facilities. "The
public be .served" in a sound business
policy which has stood the test and
applies equally to all merchandising
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operations—whether in transportation
or other commodities. The situation

which confronts the electric railway
operators of today is not a new one.

When the horse car was introduced 90
years ago it was not welcome and there
were many objections to its use.

The transition from horse to cable

and cable to electric railways was not
accomplished without argument.

Dire prophecies of bankruptcy have
invariably been made whenever a
change has been proposed. I have a
history of the street car industry pre-
pared by Henry W. Blake, the veteran
editor of the ElectrIc Railway Jour-
nal, that is most interesting. I have,
also, a book of clippings from the publi-

cations of your industry.
From the beginning you have had

"die hards"—those who view with alarm
any change, whether of method or of
practice. And yet changes and im-
provements have been made.

Until now the changes have been
confined to different forms or types of
equipment operating on rails.

The most revolutionary change you
have ever made is now going on. I

refer to the motor bus. I believe it will

do more to stabilize the industry and
earn the good will of the public than
anything else you have ever done.

I do not believe the growing popular-
ity of the bus justifies the prediction
that it will displace the trolley. Neither
do I believe that as the bus comes
more and more into use it will take
away so much of the revenue of the
electric trolley cars as to bankrupt
the traction companies and make their
securities worthless.
There is a place for both types of

vehicles and if they are properly co-
ordinated the result will be to the ad-
vantage of the transportation company,
the rider, and the publie. Perhaps the
following analysis of the traction situa-
tion will illustrate the advantages of
co-ordinating the trolley and the bus.

It is quite generally known that the
cost or valuation of existing trolley
lines is often four, and sometimes five,

times the amount of annual gross reve-
nue. No one will deny that the capital
invested in traction companies is en-
titled to a fair return. If the capital
invested is four times as much as the
annual gross income, and 6 per cent
(surely little enough) is a fair return,
we find that 24 per cent of annual gross
income must be set aside to pay interest
and dividends on invested capital. Out
of the remainder must be paid taxes,
which I am informed average 7 per
cent of annual gross income—deprecia-
tion and maintenance and operating
costs.

If this is the condition of existing
lines, it is obvious that the traction
companies cannot extend their tracks
into new territory, or engage in expen-
sive reconstruction of tracks in thin
traffic territory.
The cost of the extensions would be

prohibitive and result in a loss to the
traction companies because the patrons
cannot be expected to pay sufficiently
high fares to cover interest on invest-
ment, taxes and operating costs. Even
though the traction companies did ex-
tend their tracks into newly developed
and thin traffic territories, the lines
would be far apart, and the service so

infrequent as to cause dissatisfaction.
And again, it has often happened that
the trend of development has been
away from trolley lines. What seemed
a promising territory has turned out to
be unprofitable. The trolley is there
and cannot move. Such conditions as I

have mentioned obtain to some extent,
I believe, in nearly every city in this
country.

If I am right in thinking you are
transportation merchants, you will
solve your problems as any other indus-
trialist. How is it done?
The wise merchant finds out what

sort of merchandise his customers want.
He then provides plant, machinery and
equipment to produce the product at
the lowest possible cost. He does not
attempt to force the sale of goods his
customers do not want.

This is what has been done by the
traction companies who have taken the
bus into their system of transportation.
They are meeting with a wide public
appreciation which is reflected either in
added income or lowered costs. Those
who have used the bus as a defensive
measure are finding that the public is
demanding broader policies.

I have spoken of extensions in thin
traffic territories—but the bus has a
place in densely populated, congested
territories. I have given the subject
much thought; have conducted many
studies, and have very definite ideas
on the subject.

Buses Help in Providence

Perhaps my ideas may not appeal to
you now, but if there is any merit in
my belief that we are fellow manufac-
turers and merchants, some day my
theories will be given consideration. In
the meantime I will quote from what
we laymen consider an authority on
trolley transportation to illustrate the
place of the bus in co-ordinated trans-
portation—namely, the Electric Rail-
way Journal, March 15, 1924, page 411.

By the unusual expedient of inauirurat-
ing bus service parallel to and on the same
street with Its regular car service, the
United Electric Railways, Providence, R. I.,
has increased Its net income and grained
much public good will. For several years
there was a persistent demand from the
residents of suburban communities, par-
ticularly in the district beyond Olneyville,
for more rapid transportation. At that
time the company was operating both local
service in the city and through service to
outlying communities via Broadway. The
complaint was that the many stops made
to care for short-haul passengers was a
source of serious delay to the through
passengers. Complaint was made also that
on an inbound car the local passengers had
no chance whatever of securing seats, be-
cause they were all occupied by the through
passengers boarding at points beyond
Olneyville before the car reached the city
limits.
One way that was suggested to remedy

this was to build passing tracks alongside
the existing double tracks to permit the
operation of express cars which could then
get ahead of the locals. It was felt by
the company, however, that such a solution
of the problem would involve considerable
expense and would present serious operat-
ing difflculties. Instead of installing pass-
ing tracks, therefore, the railway decided
to carry the local passengers by bus and
operate all electric cars express to Olney-
ville Square.
A combination of two favorable circum-

stances made it possible to do this success-
fully. In the first place, the width of the
street was sufilcient to permit bus opera-
tion alongside the track without interfering
in any way with the rail operation. In
the second place, there is only one heavy
traffic street crossing Broadway, so that
the express cars can operate reasonably
close to their scheduled speed and are not

frequently delayed by traffic at intersec-
tions. The result has been to reduce the
running time between the center of Prov-
idence and Olneyville Square, about IS
miles, from 15 minutes to 10 minutes, and
also to provide vehicles which have empty
seats available for the short riders.
Bus operation was commenced In May,

1923, and the number of motor buses In
service has been augmented from time to
time as the traffic has increased.
The former headway with street cars

alone was never as short as the present
2J-minute schedule and was somewhat
irregular, because the cars of the several
through lines and the short line cars did
not divide the Intervals evenly. There are
7.013 scheduled seats on the buses bothways each day, and the number of pas-
sengers averages 5,500. The outbound bus
terminal is about 1,000 ft. short of Olney-
ville Square, to prevent the crowding of
the local buses by passengers to whom
the express service is available. The latter
people take the cars from Olneyville Square
to Providence rather than walk the 1.000
ft. to the bus terminal and the entire
bus-carrying capacity Is therefore avail-
able for the short-haul riders. The express
cars run between Olneyville Square and
Exchange Place, stopping inbound for pas-
sengers to alight, but not to board, and
outbound to pick up, but not to dl.icharge.
.,.'",.*^"^ morning the first Inbound trip of
the buses starts at 5:40 and the last trip
at night leaves the center of the city at
1 a.m. The railway express service is
operated during the same hours. Between
5:40 a.m. and 11:40 p.m. there is a starter
at the inbound terminal. Two men, eachworking a 9-hour shift, regulate the bus
service. They are solely bus men. how-
ever, and have no responsibility whatever
for railway operation.
The bus stations are closely spaced,

averaging only about 300 ft. apart. They
are marked by twin yellow bands on the
trolley poles, in contrast to the ordinary
white band used to designate a car stop.
In spite of the frequent stops, however,
the buses' average speed for the section
along Broadway is slightly over 10 m.p.h.
Cars average about 16 m.p.h. through this
territory The company feels that it is
undesirable to operate buses at too high
a speed, and hence no attempt has beenmade to shorten their running time. As a
result, 995,848 persons were carried by
?of?^ ?il ^V^. r°"'<>

during 224 days of
19.J3 Without injury to a single passenger.
The bus-miles per accident have been nearly
double the average car-miles per accident.A 6-cent fare is charged on the buses.
Nine metal tickets are sold for 50 cents,
the same as on the cars. Payment is made
by inserting the ticket in a Rooke register,
or when cash fares are paid a nickel Is
inserted and a penny handed to the oper-
ator. Each operator must turn In as many
pennies as there are nickels rung up on
his register. Transfers good on car lines
other than those operating on the same
street are Issued by the bus for 2 cents.

Financially, bus operation has been very
satisfactory. The withdrawal of local cars
from Broadway saves the railway consid-
erable money. Against this economy the
cost of bus operation to supply the local
service Is less than similar rail operation
would be. As a matter of fact, more pas-
sengers are now being carried by the cars
alone.

Speaking as an industrialist who
has enjoyed the opportunity of analyz-
ing many business problems, I would
say that the United Electric Railways
qualifies as an able manufacturer and
salesman of the commodity called
transportation.

There is still another field for the
bus. I am told there are individual
lines of many trolley companies that
are unprofitable and promise to con-
tinue to be unprofitable. Such a sit-

uation existed at Everett, Wash. In
order to avoid a paving expense on
certain lines of approximately $400,-
000 the owners of the franchise elected
to abandon the trolley and install
buses. I understand the public is well
served and satisfied and the bus opera-
tion profitable to the owners of the
transportation company.
Another instance of the tendency on

the part of far-sighted operators to
reduce capital expenditure follows:

In Allston, Mass., the Boston Ele-
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vated Railway replaced one of its sin-

gle-track car lines with bus service be-

cause the city was about to repave the
street, which would require a heavy ex-

penditure for paving by the railway
company. It replaced a car line in

Maiden with buses in order to avoid
laying new tracks, the cost of which
traffic did not justify. It later re-

placed its Highland Avenue car line in

the same city in conformity with its

announced policy to replace non-paying
rail lines with motor bus service when-
ever the plans of the city authorities
require reconstruction of streets and
tracks.

So far I have confined myself to

what a layman would call street car
territory—transportation within cities

and towns.
There is another field in which the

hus, while not in every instance com-
petitive to the trolley, may well be con-
sidered—if we are to cover the subject
in a comprehensive manner.

I refer to the so-called interurban
zone. It is in that field that the bus
has had its greatest development. The
reasons are obvious and need not be
gone into in any great detail. It is

only necessary to mention less capital
requirements, flexibility, and the fact
that it gives the rider the equivalent
to individual motor car transportation
as nearly as can be done.
One of the most successful opera-

tions of this sort, from the standpoint
of co-ordination of bus and trolley, is

that of the Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric
Company, Youngstown.

I understand the buses were put on,
originally, as a defensive measure, to
eliminate independent competition, but
proved so satisfactory that they have
been continued, and the operation ex-
tended.
The Electric Railway Journal,

Sept. 13, *1924, gives a very compre-
hensive description of this operation
from which I quote:

"Before bus operation was attempted,
conditions on the interurban lines were
bad" and "figures indicate that the
interurban bus operation as conducted
by the Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric
Company is successful and satisfactory
from the standpoint of operating in-
come."
The answer, as I see it, in all such

situations is the bus. It can be in-

stalled at a fraction of the cost of the
trolley. It is flexible. It is not tied to
a track. It can cruise over a thinly
settled territory, and can accommodate
itself to a peak load demand. And it's

what the rider wants.

Perhaps some of you will deny this.
If so, I shall not argue the question ex-
cept to say that, quite generally, when
the traction companies refuse to oper-
ate buses—where adequate trolley facil-
ities do not exist, or as a supplementary
service—buses are operated by inde-
pendent operators and often at higher
rates of fare than that charged by
trolley companies.

I have found it difficult to obtain ac-
curate detailed information as to capi-
tal expenditures and operating costs
of trolley companies, but the informa-
tion I possess convinces me that
neither the cost of installation nor the
operating costs can possibly justify op-
position to the bus.

If the installation of buses in place
of trolleys in thin traffic territory will

cut down capital expenditure and re-

duce cost of operation, if there is any
merit in the Providence and Youngs-
town operations, if trolleys can be
abandoned, as in Everett, Wash., and
if the buses offer a more satisfactory
form of transportation—what stands
in the way of the widespread use of
the bus by the electric railways?
Are the dangers they see real, or

just partly or wholly imaginary? Is
it the fear that the use of the bus will
depreciate the value of the property
which is pledged to the owners of the
bonds and the stockholders?

The Bus Protects the Railway
Some electric operators, and others,

seem to think so. Again, others in-

sist that the electric trolley car is the
only vehicle that should be used to
transport passengers on our streets
and highways. It is my firm convic-
tion that the bus, if given its proper
place, will protect and safeguard,
rather than destroy, the security back
of the bonds and stock outstanding. In-
stead of imposing burdens on the rid-
ers and the public, it will benefit them
to the extent that it reduces the amount
of capital required to provide adequate
and satisfactory transportation facili-
ties. If the bus is accepted whole-
heartedly by the electric railways and
properly co-ordinated with the trolleys
it will serve the public to a g^reater ex-
tent than will obtain under competitive
conditions.

Let us anal3rze the problem item by
item:

If the traction companies

—

Adopt the policy of laying no more
rails in new and thin traffic territory
and use the bus in all such operations,
in place of the trolley, and when the
cost of repairs and replacements is pro-
hibitive, and as supplemental to the
trolleys, in order to reduce congestion
and to give the public a more satisfac-
tory form of transportation—what will
happen?
Equipment. As the trolley cars wear

out or must be repaired at a consider-
able expense, they can be discarded and
replaced by the bus—those remaining
used for mass transportation in con-
gested districts where electric railway
operators insist the trolley is more eco-
nomical than the bus.

Poiver. No street car company will
change its method of transportation
overnight. As the demand for current
to operate street cars decreases, a
market can be found for power and
light at a profit as great as or greater
than is obtained on the current used
in street car operation.

Franchises. As to franchises, I am
sure that any student of public utility
operations will agree with me that the
value of a franchise is not based en-
tirely on physical assets, but rather
upon the good will or earning power of
the business, and as to traction com-
panies, this means the opportunity to
secure the monopoly of all forma of
transportation.
Good will does not exist, if the com-

pany does not provide the service the
public wants. Unless that service is
given, I say to you, in all frankness,
that no investor acquainted with the
facts will buy bonds or stocks whose

value is predicated upon the value of
the franchise. The traction company
may retain the franchise, but it will

not keep out competition.
If these arguments do not dispose of

the objections to the adoption of the
bus, what are the reasons that have
caused many of you to hesitate to go
into the business of selling transporta-
tion, instead of selling only street car
service? Perhaps the answer is con-
tained in a report by one of your own
committees which had asked several
companies why they had gone into the
bus business.

Some of the reasons are significant

—

"compelled by prohibitive cost of new
paving"— "confronted with serious
competition from buses"—"demand of
public authorities."

It seems to me this is another way
of saying "We were forced" because
public utility commissions, backed by
public opinion, are granting franchises
for bus operations—whether to the
traction companies, or to independent
operators.
The fact that these steps have been

taken in defense seems to indicate that
your industry is aware of the growing
public demand for buses.

Will you meet it, or will you let it

overtake you?
Why not profit by the experience of

the companies who have met it?

The experience of the Public Service
Corporation of New Jersey illustrates
what I have in mind.

Because of conditions and circum-
stances which made it difficult, if not
impossible, for that corporation to in-
stall buses at the time the demand de-
veloped, jitney cars, makeshift buses,
and finally, high-grade modern buses,
were installed in large numbers by in-
dependent operators.
Many of these buses paralleled the

trolleys, others established routes on
streets where trolleys did not run and
extended their service into territories
beyond railheads.
The bus service, while not wholly

competitive, nevertheless, materially re-
duced the income of the trolleys.
When the management finally real-

ized that there was a widespread de-
mand for buses it very wisely decided
to give the public such transportation
as it wanted—trolleys, buses, or both.
The change in policy has in large

part regained the good will of the pub-
lic, and I am convinced will bring in
greater financial returns to the cor-
poration and better service to its
patrons.

While not disposed to criticise trolley
companies for not sooner adopting the
bus, the fact remains that their re-
fusal to do so has resulted in a large
loss of income—and much ill-will on
the part of the public.

T?~the trolley companies who have
not already adopted the bus will do so
at once, they will get into the business
at far less expense than will be in-
curred if they wait too long.

It is my privilege to know Thomas N.
McCartor, president Public Service
Corporation of New Jersey, and while
I may not know him as well as some
of you, I want to say that in my hum-
ble opinion the policy adopted by his
corporation, and by many other.* as
well, will (if accepted by the industry
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generally) put mass transportation,

both urban and interurban, on a sound
financial basis.

Such a policy will create good will

and confidence on the part of the pub-

lic. It will protect the capital invested

in the business. It will insure a fair

return on the capital invested in the

business. And it will bring about co-

operation between the utility and its

patrons.

Do not think because I am laying

stress on the public demand for a more
complete transportation system that I

see the motor bus taking the place of

the electric trolley car. Four years

ago George M. Graham, and again

last year Alfred Reeves, of the Na-
tional Automobile Chamber of Com-
merce, explained our position to you

better than I can now. It is enough
to say that what I have in mind is the

use of each form of transportation in

its place and in the way which best

suits the public's convenience and
necessity.

There may be routes where buses

should be ruled out entirely and the

field left to the electric trolley. There

are others, such as the Providence and
Youngstown operations, where bus and
trolley may operate on the same street;

the bus taking care of the local traffic,

the trolley operating as an express,

or vice versa. There may be other

routes where, at a higher rate of fare,

the bus will offer de luxe service, with

comfortable seats for all riders, on a

fast schedule. In still other instances

the bus may act as a feeder to the elec-

tric lines, in territory beyond railheads

where cost of extensions would be pro-

hibitive.

I believe that the bus should be

regulated as any other public utility.

I do not think it should be relieved of

taxation because it is a new agency.

All agencies of transportation should

contribute to the cost of government,

as in California, where buses are taxed

on their gross earnings as the railroads

and trolleys are taxed.

I do not ask for special favors for

the bus. It will rise or fall on its own
merits and not because of special privi-

lege. It should be granted no better

and no worse treatment than is ac-

corded to other forms of transporta-

tion.

I believe many of you in the electric

railway industry will agree with me
that the above are sound principles.

I know many master salesmen in

your industry.

These men are giving the public not

one but several kinds of transportation

service. By so doing they are creating

good will for their companies.

They are protecting their bondholders

and their stockholders. They are con-

verting frozen into liquid assets, and
mobilizing their resources to meet
changing conditions.

They are splendid business men and
good citizens. Their success points the

way!
I tender the wholehearted support

and co-operation of our industry to help

solve the problem of "Co-ordination of
Motor Vehicle and Electric Service by
Electric Railway Companies"—the sub-

ject assigned to me.

Co-ordination of
Other Forms of
Transportation

with the Electric

Railway*
By Paul Shoup
President Pacific Electric Railway,
San Francisco, Cal.

Essential Utilities Must Be
Protected from Destructive

Competition—Railway Is In-

dispensable — Eventually

Buses Will Have to Carry

Same Obligations as Traction

Companies—Duplication of

Service Impairs Efficiency

and Results in Higher Fares

THE very fair and able presenta-

tion of Mr. Brosseau on this sub-

ject of the co-ordination of other

forms of transportation with the elec-

tric railway leaves a great deal less to

be said than perhaps under different

circumstances would have been deemed
necessary by an electric railway man.

Certainly the principle enunciated by
Mr. Brosseau to the effect that there

should be a co-ordination in ownership

and management of both the electric

railway and motor bus operation in

any given territory where they might
otherwise come in conflict or in com-

petition, and that each should find its

own sphere according to its need as

developed by the public demand or the

public use (which is sometimes a very

different thing from the public demand)
is something that we all must accept.

There is nothing in the electric rail-

way situation that justifies us in pre-

suming that we have any God-given

right to exist unless we justify that

existence by performing necessary pub-

lic service. If it should be in the cards

that through the advancement of

science and art the electric railways are

to be superseded by some other form
of transportation, then they must go,

just as the ancient horse car had to

yield to the electric railway.

However, there is, I may suggest,

nothing in this situation at the present

time to indicate that the electric rail-

way is to be superseded by some other

form of transportation. Indeed, it

seems to me that to get a clear under-

standing of this situation we must deal

with certain principles or certain state-

ments of fact, as I see them, in dis-

cussing a problem of this kind.

I want to put forth this view—that

if the electric railways are essential to

•Abstract of a paper presented before the
annual convention of the American Elec-
tric Railway Association, Atlantic City,
N. J.. Oct. 6-10, 1924.

Paul Shoup

the public of the United States, essen-

tial as their chief transportation agency

outside of steam railroads, then they

must be protected, if any competition

or destructive agertcy tries to destroy

that public service, even though the

public may itself not have everything

else desired in the way of service.

To get at this subject directly, I am
going to state certain propositions

which I believe to be fundamentally

sound. These are:

1. The electric railway is not to be

superseded as a public utility by any
other form of transportation. It is not

only useful; il is indispensable. The
development of the motor vehicle has

not resulted in providing a carrier that

iri any way takes the place of the inter-

urban or street car. The question, then,

is one of co-ordination and not of

supersession.
2. Where a very considerable part of

the public transportation service is be-

ing given by electric railways, it is

desirable almost to the point of neces-

sity that if motor bus service be in-

troduced into that same section, the

services of the two should be co-ordi-

nated in the fullest degree under one

ownership and one management.
3. In determining the share of the

traffic each is to take care of, that is

the motor bus and the electric railway,

now and hereafter, whether under one

management or operated independently,

it is necessary to consider the two
forms of transportation under like con-

ditions, for eventually the motor buses

will have to carry as great a share of

public obligations as do the railways.

4. The necessity for co-ordination in

the public interest is, indeed, very great

and it is the duty of the electric rail-

way industry to emphasize this fact in -

every section of the country; waste-

fulness of the competition now exist-

ing between the electric railways and

the motor buses is not only unfair in

itself to the electric railways, but is

imposing a heavy burden on the public.

All those engaged in transportation

business are agents of the public. We
derive our rights from the public

through charters and franchises. We
are devoting private capital to a pub-

lic service, and it is just as much our

duty to do everything that we can to

make that service economical and effi-

cient in the interests of the public as it

is our business to protect the private

capital invsted in that service.

I should like to repeat my first state-

ment: "The electric railway is not to
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be superseded as a public utility by any
other form of transportation. It is not

only useful; it is indispensable. The
development of the motor vehicle has

not resulted in providing a carrier that

takes the place of the interurban or

street car. The question, then, is one

of co-ordination and not of superses-

sion."

I think you all know that, and yet

the figures v^hich have been presented

are worthy of presentation again. I

have been particularly impressed by
Mr. Murphy's statement as to the oper-

ations of the electric railway companies
of this country in 1923, when, as he put
it, we carried more passengers, earned
greater gross revenues, operated more
passenger car-miles than ever before

in any one year in the history of this

industry.
It is true that certain added burdens

in the way of operating expenses came
upon us. Increases in taxation, for one
thing, made our net revenue some-
what less than we had had in some
previous years, yet as an agency for

the public service the electric railway

companies of the United States were
in greater demand, were more essential

to the welfare of this country in 1923

than in any previous year in the his-

tory of this country.
Now the fact that we carried, ac-

cording to Mr. Murphy's figures, some
36,400,000 passengers per day on the

400 principal electric railway lines of

this country, allowing for other com-
panies about 44,000,000 passengers per

day—illustrates the magnitude of the

obligation that electric railways of this

country have assumed and are carrying

on successfully.

These 44,000,000 people represent

as Mr. Brosseau has said, so that both

the electric railways and the motor bus
companies shall be subject to like con-

sideration from the viewpoint of the

public.

It is true that the electric railways

in 1923 demonstrated in greater degree

than ever before their necessity to the

public in the service rendered. Yet it

is also true that in many sections of

the country, through the unbridled

competition of the motor buses, they
have been hampered in that public serv-

ice, hampered because out of their

somewhat narrow net revenues the

motor buses have been able to take a
considerable part of that dollar that is

left after paying operating expenses,

taxes and some necessary interest, to

the end that the electric railways have
not been able to command the neces-

sary credit to extend their operations,

build new lines, even if such lines were
justified, to acquire additional equip-

ment and to meet the many obligations

of a public nature that are being con-

stantly put upon them.

Out on the Pacific Coast we have had

a good deal of experience in that di-

rection. We are fortunate in California

in having a courageous and experienced

State Railroad Commission with ade-

quate powers, but even that commis-
sion is being subjected at all times to

a tremendous pressure by motor bus

operators to parallel these necessary

lines of electric railway transportation.

It is very natural of course that the

motor bus operator should seek to par-

allel these lines. The electric railway

development is not so far in the past

but what nearly everybody recognizes

the fact that those communities that

are served thereby have been in large

ulation is responsible for a great num-
ber of what we might call itinerant

motor buses, many of them without
any financial responsibility, in taking

from the interurban lines the neces-

sary support to continue their exist-

ence. As a matter of fact, the prin-

cipal interurban line running south out

of Portland today is having a very

hard struggle to live, notwithstanding
its steam railroad backing. It is a

well-known fact up in that country

that there is a very considerable dis-

cussion as to whether or not its aban-

donment will not be necessary in the
next twelve months.
We (the Southern Pacific Company)

operate some electric lines out of Port-

land, and they do not meet their oper-

ating expenses and taxes. Yet there

would be a very great public outcry if

we attempted to abandon them.

In Oregon, as I have said, there is

no regulation. The Public Service Com-
mission there has no power. As a
matter of fact, one of the railway com-
panies, grown desperate over the sit-

uation of competition with its railroad

down to Astoria, has established a

motor bus service of its own to compete
with a motor service competing with its

steam lines. The result is that we have

three forms of transportation when one
would do. Certainly that is a cut-

throat situation that ought to be elim-

inated by some systematic regulation

and some form of co-operation.

And Oregon, after all, is only an ex-

ample of what is going on elsewhere.

There isn't a much better situation in

Indiana, where there has been a falling

off in the number of passengers carried

by the interurban railways, a very large

falling off according to the figures fur-

about the working population of the degree created by this electric railway nished me by the Indiana commission.
United States. The majority of these

passengers probably are carried in the

two hours in the morning and the two
hours in the afternoon. Certainly a
very large proportion of them are. No
one can imagine any form of vehicle

other than the electric car that would
perform this service. Why, it would
take at least 15,000,000 automobiles,
assuming that street surface would
permit, to carry these people morning
and evening to and from their work.
I am, therefore, in entire agreement
with my friend, Mr. Brosseau, that the

electric railway is not to be superseded.

Now when a thing is as essential to

the public welfare as this electric rail-

way service, it is obviously entitled to

public protection. That brings us to

this second point that I would deal

with, and that is that where a very con-

siderable part of the public transporta-
tion service is being given by electric

railways, it is desirable almost to the

point of necessity that if motor bus
service be introduced in the same sec-

tion, the service of the two should be
co-ordinated in the fullest degree under
one ownership and management.
Unfortunately that has not been the

case, and it is because of the necess'ty

of this co-ordination that both Mr.
Brosseau and I are addressing you on
this subject today. We find a very
unsystematic competitive and destruc-

tive condition throughout the United
States, one that requires co-ordina-

tion, one that requires regulation, just

service, and today for the value of the

homes and for the value of the indus-

tries along these lines are dependent

upon that service.

Naturally with this population along

these lines a motor bus operator does

not seek to pioneer (we can put our-

selves in his place), but prefers to go
along that line and take the established

business. It is true, as Mr. Brosseau
has said, that in some instances the

population has developed away from
these electric lines, but in the terri-

tories with which I am most familiar

on the Pacific Coast, this is true in only

a very, very limited way.

The electric railways have been the

pioneers—whether street car companies

or interurban companies—and the de-

velopment of population of homes and
industries has been along those lines.

And so we have the situation confront-

ing us throughout the United States of

the paralleling of a necessary and es-

sential service to the public by motor
bus lines. This should not have oc-

curred, and should not be permitted in

the unregulated and unbridled way in

which at this time it is being permitted

in many states.

In the State of Oregon, for example,

the number of passengers carried by
the electric railways has dropped since

1919 from some 83,000,000 down to

72,000,000, notwithstanding the in-

crease in the number of city fares col-

lected. We find that the lack of reg-

Indeed, comparing 1920 with 1923, not-

withstanding the growth in the city

business, there has been a decrease in

the total number of passengers car-

ried in Indiana from 273,000,000 down
to 263,000,000.

The Public Service Commission of

Illinois directs my attention to the

statement that in Illinois from 1920 to

1923 there has been a decrease in the

number of interurban passengers car-

ried from 75,000,000 to 62,000,000,

though the number of fares in the state

has increased from 1,118,000,000 up to

1,219,000,000, due to the increase in the

city traffic. In Ohio you have no bet-

ter situation.

We find throughout the country that

this unregulated competition with the

electric lines by motor bus companies

is very seriously interfering with the

public service. And along with this

regulation that must come there should

of course be the co-ordination as set

forth by Mr. Brosseau.

In southern California the Pacific

Electric Railway, with which I am asso-

ciated, has had a very considerable

experience in the matter of what we
might term unreg^ulated motor bus com-

petition, for the reason that these vari-

ous motor bus lines were established

before the State Railroad Commission

had jurisdiction. We keep close track

of our losses from this competition. We
don't try to determine these losses from

the viewpoint of the business carried
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by the motor bus companies, but only
by a careful estimate as to the cost of
the service we give, and the extent
that that service is not availed of by
the traveling public because the motor
bus takes passengers away from us.

That meant about $1,300,000 loss in

gross revenue to the Pacific Electric in

the last 12 months. If those services

were co-ordinated this business would
be carried almost entirely on the elec-

tric lines, and the motor buses would
be used where they would take the pas-
sengers not otherwise cared for. That
would mean that allowing $800,000 net
out of the $1,300,000 (because after
all the Pacific Electric would not be
called upon to increase its facilities,

except in a very limited way, and it

would not have to add a great many
cars to its service) we would be able
to make an investment on a 6 per cent
basis of some $12,000,000 or $13,000,000
to help take our tracks off the streets,

and build terminals in the city of Los
Angeles. We operate almost entirely
on private rights-of-way outside the
city. Perhaps we would be able to
furnish more buses in some sections
that needed them, and in every way
we would be able to give a more effi-

cient and economical public service.

Steam Railroad Experience
Similar

You may be interested in a similar
careful estimate with respect to the
Southern Pacific Company, its lines in
western Oregon, south of Portland, and
west of El Paso, Tex., where we
furnish service which would be availed
of and which would meet the situation
if there were no motor buses, and
where our losses amount to about
$4,000,000 per annum. A very large
part of this is net, and you can capital-
ize the amount that would be saved
if we had a co-ordinated service, and
which could be devoted either to reduc-
tion of fares or, what is more essential
out in that territory, to an increase of
facilities. If $3,000,000 of that would
mean added net revenue, and capi-
talized on a 5 per cent basis, because
steam railroads so far have a better
credit than the electric lines, we would
have perhaps some $60,000,000 that
could be put into facilities devoted to
useful public service. That country out
there with its great growth needs all
of the railway capital that it can get.

Illustrations of this kind exist pretty
well all over this country and indicate
conclusively the need for this co-ordina-
tion, if the public is to have its neces-
sary railway service maintained and
developed according to the growing
need. If we had this co-ordination we
would then have removed that fear on
the part of the public as to the safety
of its investments. Transportation
companies would be able not only to
command capital but would be able to
command that capital at a lower rate
of interest.

Let me repeat my third statement.
"In determining the share of the
traffic each is to take care of that is

the motor bus and the electric railway,
now and hereafter, it is necessary to
consider the two forms of transporta-
tion under like conditions, for even-
tually the motor buses will have to

carry as g:reat a share of public oblig:a-

tions as now do the electric railways."
I think Mr. Brosseau substantially
made that same statement, and that all

that the motor bus can expect is fair

treatment.
The electric railways, repeating

something that is known to you all,

have to pay taxes on their properties.

They usually have to pay 2 per cent or
more of their gross income in connec-
tion with the franchises they have se-

cured. They have to pave the streets

between the tracks and 2 ft. outside,

sometimes for the use of their neigh-
bors, the motor buses. They have to
pay costs of grade separations; some-
times have to light the streets. They
are involved in a great many expenses
and contributions, and some so-called

investments that don't bring any rev-
enue to them.
The motor buses must expect (and I

am speaking now from the viewpoint
of an operator of motor buses) to have
their burdens increased. Out in our
state there is a tendency on the part
of the public to look upon the motor
bus as something that should rent its

roadbed, that is, the public highways,
as long as it does not have to create
and pay for that highway as the rail-

way companies have to do. Nearly all

of the interurban railways in our state

are on private rights-of-way and of

course the street car companies do
have to pay for the right-of-way, the
roadbed occupied in the streets.

The Pritatb Right-of-Way
May Come

We find another difficulty out there.

The operators of the private automo-
bile, and the ownership of private auto-

mobiles is increasing all the time, look

upon the motor bus as something of an
interloper. They feel that the high-
way was created for citizens generally

and not for common carrier purposes.

It becomes more and more difficult to

maintain schedules, and the greater
the obligation the motor bus operator
feels to maintain these schedules, the
greater public resentment he creates

among the owners of the private ma-
chines. It may be that in time private
rights-of-way will have to be created,

and will be found purchased by the
motor bus operators. This would be
especially true if any attempt were
made to hand over to the motor bus
for transportation any very large part
of the traffic now carried by the steam
and electric railways.

Further, there is no financial problem
grreater in importance with the states at

this time than that of creating and
taking care, of their public highways.
Tremendous use of these highways in-

volves the necessity of building very
much more permanent and much more
expensive highways than heretofore

and this same use makes the mainte-
nance of the highways far more expen-
sive. The result is that these states

are seeking all the time for new
sources of taxation to take care of this

tremendous burden, and they look

upon the motor bus as one of the com-
ing sources—I was going to say "some-
thing more to be plucked," but it

seemed hardly fair. Nevertheless, if

anyone gfoes out and examines the mag-
nificent exhibit of motor buses at this

electric railway convention, he must
realize that a tax collector, if he should
happen to stray into that hall, would
feel that there was wealth unparalleled.
I had to explain that to one of my
friends last night. He said, "Where
are the electric railway cars at this

convention and why all these motor
buses?" The best explanation I could
make was this: That all the electric

railway cars were in use.

Finally, I should like to repeat
"that the necessity for co-ordination

in the public interest is very great in-

deed and it is the duty of the electric

railway industry to emphasize this

fact in every section of the country,

that the wastefulness of the competi-
tion now existing between the electric

railways and the motor buses is not
only unfair in itself to the electric rail-

ways but is imposing a serious burden
upon the public."

Bus Operation Not Profitable

This subject I have already discussed

quite extensively. Obviously anything
that threatens in any considerable de-

gree the transportation of 44,000,000

people per day is something of very

great interest to the American public,

and in our position as agents for the

American public in carrying on this

transportation we ought to do all that

we can to show the necessity for co-

ordination and for regulation to keep
this essential service of the electric

railways from being in any consider-

able degree destroyed.

We are trying out this matter of co-

ordination in southern California. Per-

haps we have been a little slow about

it, but after all I am not so sure as to

that, judging from the results. The
Pacific Electric Railway is perhaps one

of the largest interurban, yes, and city

bus operators in the United States. We
have 160 buses in operation at this

time. We have over $1,000 000 invested

in them. Most of these have been put

in service in the last twelve months.

We expect to increase that number.
In some other sections of California

and Oregon we are putting buses into

operation. I don't mean the Pacific

Electric, but other companies with

which I am associated. The Los An-
geles Electric Railway in southern

California, operating some lines jointly

with us and some independently, has, I

believe, now over 80 buses in service.

These two companies therefore have

about 250 buses in operation in and
around Los Angeles. We are getting

some first-hand experience. We are try-

ing to do just what Mr. Brosseau sug-

gested; that is to say, to supplement
the service of the electric railways with

the automobile business, to take care

of those sections of the community that

have been built up away from the elec-

tric lines, and where construction of

electric lines under the present condi-

tions, with the tremendous expense of

street paving, heavier rail and so on,

is not justified.

Well, we are getting a good deal of

experience. It is costing the Pacific

Electric now about $20,000 a month;
that is to say, we are falling short to

that extent in getting a 6 per cent

return upon the investment, deprecia-

tion and operating expenses. We are

hopeful (we are still in the pioneer
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stage) that expense will be materially

reduced in time to come.
In any event we are willing to take

on this obligation; in fact, the people
of Los Angeles by a very decisive vote
decided that the Los Angeles Railway
and ourselves should take on the obliga-

tion, rather than have Mr. McAdoo
come in and help us out in carrying on
transportation in that city. We are
trying to fulfill that obligation. It

may be that we will not realize any-
thing net out of it, but I would just say,

by way of caution in that connection,
that it is very easy to over-extend the
use of a motor bus in the way of sup-
plementary service. It would be very
easy indeed for the Pacific Electric to

multiply this loss of |20,000 per month
many times over.

Railways Are Entitled to
Protection

We are giving an essential service
down there, and our point of view is

that we are not called upon under
threat of having that service paralleled
by some motor bus line to go into a
territory with an extension of motor
bus service where eventually that motor
bus service will not pay its way, or at
least justify itself in connection with the
operations of the electric railway. Cer-
tainly the electric railways are en-
titled to protection where they are giv-
ing an essential public service, and no
threat of what will be done to their
paying revenue lines should induce
anybody to put on a motor bus line, or
for that matter, any other kind of
transportation, in some outlying section
that they do not feel directly or indi-
rectly is justified. If a situation of
that kind comes about, then we ought
to take our case to the public and point
out the nature of the threat and what
is attempted in the way of destroying
this essential service to the public, be-
cause of the desires of a comparatively
small number of people or perhaps of
real estate owners to secure a service
that is not justified.

I haven't said anything much about
the motor trucks, but the same argu-
ments that apply to the motor bus
apply likewise to the motor trucks. In
fact, where the electric railways have
been giving a freight service they have
probably been more seriously interfered
with by this itinerant and unregulated
motor truck service than they have by
motor buses in passenger service, pro-
portionately speaking.

Truck Competition Helpful

It is very hard indeed to regulate the
motor truck service in California; we
find that there are a great many motor
trucks operating as public utilities that
are not responsive to the law, evading
iz in every way they can, and with their
door-to-door deliveries they have caused
a very serious loss of revenue to the
steam and electric railway companies.
Of course, you appreciate that these
losses, even though they be not very
large relatively in dollars and cents,
come out of our net revenues to such an
extent as seriously to affect them. This
motor truck competition must also be
co-ordinated, must also be systematized
and regulated and be obliged to carry
the same burdens that we carry in con-
nection with our freight traffic on the
electric railways.

In closing permit me to suggest this.

We find from examination of the re-

ports of the motor bus and motor truck
companies to the State Railroad Com-
mission of California that they are not
as a whole making much money. One of
the largest ones (I think it is the larg-
est one) is just about breaking even
and giving no return upon its invest-
ment. We find, on the other hand, that
the electric railways are not making
what you would call any exorbitant
profits and we find that the steam rail-

roads aren't having the easiest and best
time in the world.

It does seem therefore from an eco-

nomic viewpoint, from the public view-
point, from the viewpoint of the owners
of all of these properties, that the
sooner we get systematically and care-

fully at this problem of co-ordina-

tion, to the end that we may all

receive some return upon our capital
invested and still give an eflScient and
economical public service, the better oflf

all of us will be. .

Electric Railways

from the Realtor^

s

Standpoint*
By L. F. Eppich
Past-President
National Association of Real Estate Hoards

Established Rail Transporta-

tion Is the Surest Means to

Secure Real Estate Develop-

ment — Buses May Serve

Until Such Time as Traffic

Growth and Ability to Fi-

nance Warrants Construc-

tion of Rail Line

IN
ORDER to get the realtor's view

on the subject of electric railway
transportation I wrote to a number

of them in various parts of the country.
To the question, "If you had a choice
of the form of transportation, which
would you consider would add most to

the real estate values of your subdivi-
sion, street car extension or bus line?"
the reply came emphatically, "street
car extension," except in one case, and
from the press of that city I learned
that the first two of a small fleet of
buses had just arrived, so the reply
was probably based on expectation
rather than performance. The reasons
for the preference for street car ex-
tensions were: (1) Assurance of per-
manency to the residents—bus lines
may be easily diverted or abandoned
and the value of property substantially
reduced; (2) regularity of service
throughout the year. We are all

familiar with the difficulties borne by
the electric railways in keeping traffic

open during winter storms. Such de-
termination is not to be expected from
motor bus owners.

Real Estate Values Depend Upon
Stable Transportation

To the question, "What would be
the effect on, or shift in, real estate
values if electric railways were elimi-
nated and bus lines substituted," the
consensus of opinion was that such a
change would have a very detrimental

'Abstract of a paper before the annual
convention of the American Electric Rail-
way Association, Atlantic City, N. J., Oct.
6-10, 1924.

L. F. Eppich

effect on values because in large cities

the bus is not suitable for mass trans-
portation. The value of business cen-
ters is dependent on the presence of
large numbers of people, and if they
cannot be transported conveniently
business is bound to suffer and real

estate values decline.

And to the third question, "Should
motor bus transportation be operated
with, or supplement the electric rail-

way system, or should it operate in

competition," the opinion is that there
should be one responsible organization
and that the electric street railway is

best qualified to perform that service.

Electric Railway Essential

Bus line extensions with transfer
privileges are vitally necessary to the
appropriate development of a city

where it is not possible, nor advisable,
to extend the car line. This deduction
is reasonable because it gives the elec-

tric railway the opportunity of supply-
ing the requirements as needed. When
the population justifies the construc-
tion, and capital can be secured for
it, the permanent extensions will follow.

Therefore, the electric street railway
is the modern transportation agency
most essential to the real estate man.
We are unable to spend the time travel-
ing from homes to business areas that
old methods used to consume. Quick
and adequate time-saving service is

the demand of the day. Safety must
come first, but speed and assurance
of delivery follow closely behind. The
trackless vehicle does not procure these
three qualities so assuredly as does the
rail car. But where the rail cannot
reach, the rail-less motor will take
the field and flourish while it meets the
need for service.

I believe that the hostility of former
years toward public service institu-

tions is giving away to a realization
that the interest of these utilities

i
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and the community are interdependent.

Because it is a public utility is no

reason why it should furnish service

at, or below, cost. The war taught us

all to analyze our investments more
accurately. If the electric railway

could be saddled with a large propor-

tion of the cost of paving and other

items which will readily occur to you,

it was considered good municipal busi-

ness. The fact that such charges at

the present high prices must be in-

cluded in operating costs reacted upon
the unthinking citizen with accelerated

force when he was asked to pay an
increased car fare.

The growing realization of inter-

dependence is suggested by another

evidence of the willingness of the com-
munity to bear a share of the cost of

construction of new lines. The city

of Detroit is an outstanding example.

In the election held last month the

voters by a substantial majority as-

sessed themselves for 68 per cent of

the cost of a rapid transit system, 51

per cent to be assessed to adjoining

property for benefits accruing and 17

per cent to the city at large.

Costs of Extensions Assured

The state of New York, in 1909,

officially recognized this principle of

assessing property owners for the cost

of street railway construction, but it

has not been put into practice. The
property owners on Sixth Avenue are

agitating the removal of the elevated

road and the construction of a sub-

way, they to bear the cost upon the

assumption that the property will in-

crease in value with commensurate
rental returns.

In the past an occasional owner of

a new subdivision indicated a willing-

ness to stand a portion of the cost of

a street car extension. These exam-
ples serve to indicate a growing dis-

position on the part of communities
and individuals to assist in construc-

tion costs, and this principle will meet
with general acceptance when it be-

comes universally recognized.
That real estate is enhanced in

value by reason of transportation
facilities is too evident to require more
than a passing statement. The report
of the investigation of the City Club,
New York, in connection with the in-

crease of property values adjacent to

the subway from 135th Street to 230th
Street in Manhattan, shows that the
increase due to the new extension was
104 per cent. This was the percentage
of increase allowed even after deduct-
ing the normal increase of values had
no extension of the transit lines been
contemplated. In the case of Detroit,

pending the adoption of the charter
amendment, no routes were selected

at least partially, for the reason that
it would cause a speculation in real
estate in the affected districts.

Values Boosted by Transit Prospects

In new subdivisions, it is generally
conceded that land values increase
from 100 per cent to 300 per cent as
soon as transportation facilities are
provided, and there is the added ad-
vantage that the owner finds a market
for his property which might other-
wise remain dormant, or at best take
on only a normal increase in value.

These conclusions therefore definitely

indicate the justness of the principle

that those who profit by reason of

street car extensions should bear a

part of the cost. I believe that the

future will witness an increasing co-

operation between communities and
public service corporations. Their in-

terests are identical in many respects

and contined effort to bring about this

result will lead to a closer and happier
relation for all.

John N, Shannahan, the New President

IN
THE public utility field John N.

Shannahan, the new president of the

American Electric Railway Asso-
ciation, has done about everything

there is to be done. He has been con-

fronted at one time or another with
practically every problem that ordi-

narily comes to the public utility oper-

ator and has scaled the ladder of re-

sponsibility from engineering assistant

to public utility president. Most im-
portant, however, he is keenly alive to

the sense of service which his position

as the head of a public utility demands.
Hs is gracious almost to a fault and is

possessed of a deep charity, which has

been put to some hard tests. Not only

is he a very capable executive, but he
has the happy faculty of getting along
well with others. Strange as it may
seem these attributes are not always
concomitant.

In Southern City Since 1912

As was explained in the Convention
Daily edition of the Electric Railway
Journal, Mr. Shannahan down at

Hampton, in 1912 took over a lot of

junk masquerading under the name of

a public utility. It was public all right,

much too public, but it was hardly a
utility at that time. That it is both of

these things now is due largely to Mr.
Shannahan. He is an owner-manager.
Moreover, as president of Peck, Shan-
nahan & Cherry he is head of an oper-

ating organization responsible for the

management of five public utility prop-

erties, all in the East, of which four

are railways, suburban or interurban in

character.

As its name implies the property in

Virginia of which he is the head com-
bines railway lines, electric light and
power and gas. To them all, Mr. Shan-
nahan has applied his skill and has
worked out a winning combination

—

winning for him and for the residents

of the communities his company serves.

If there were any market for the se-

curities of the companies which Mr.
Shannahan and his associates took over
in 1912 it didn't amount to much. The
story is different today. Not only is

there a market for them, but the rec-

ord of that market has been spread
before the public from time to time as

small lots of the common stock have
come into the market. The preferred
stock has from the very beginning been
on an investment basis.

With Management Firm for
Some Time

The territory down in Virginia has
not been one that has grown fast. It

is true that there was an influx and
a bloom growth at the time of the war,
particularly at Newport News, but any
possible benefits therefrom to the New-
port News & Hampton Railway, Gas &
Electric Company were more than off-

set by the problems which the war-time

period imposed. All these Mr. Shan-
nahan surmounted successfully.

Before Mr. Shannahan became con-
nected with the Newport News proper-
ties he was railway manager of the
operating department of J. G. White &
Company, Inc., New York, doing the
multifarious jobs that a man working
for a company controlling a large num-
ber of widely separated properties is

called upon to do. He went hither and
yon, applying all the knowledge that he
had previously gained, learning many
things and absorbing about all he saw
that was worth while. And on the
J. G. White properties, as they are con-
stituted, Mr. Shannahan had a good
chance to listen and learn. This he did.

Before that, from 1907 to 1911, he
was vice-president and general man-
ager of the Washington, Baltimore &
Annapolis Electric Railway, the high-
speed line connecting the cities named
in the title of the company.
For three years before his connec-

tion with the W. B. & A. interurban,
Mr. Shannahan was president of the
Adirondack Lakes Traction Company
in New York State, and from 1899 to
1903 was with the Edison Electric
Light & Power Company and the
Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville Rail-
road, both controlled by the same inter-

ests, which he served first as chief
engineer and later as general superin-
tendent and general manager. The
Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville Rail
road, by the way, is part steam and
part electric. He entered the service
of these companies in 1899.

A Civil Engineer by Profession

After his graduation as a civil en-
gineer from Rensselaer Polytechnic In-

stitute in 1894, Mr. Shannahan was
connected with the Watervliet Arsenal
for a short time, but his real business
career dates from the time that he
entered the employ of the signal de-
partment of the New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad. In 1895, Mr.
Shannahan was made inspector of sig-

nals on the Western division of that
railroad. So the picture is fairly com-
plete of the career of Mr. Shannahan
from the time of his graduation from
college. He was bom in Troy, N. Y.
in 1872.

Mr. Shannahan's association activi-

ties have been no less complete and
diverse than his general business
career. The record of his work in this

connection is extensive. He was presi-
dent of the New York State Railway
Association in 1906-07 and has ren-
dered valuable service to the Ameri-
can Electric Railway Association at all

times, notably as president of the
Transportation and Traffic Association
in 1911-12, as a member of the execu-
tive committee of the American Asso-
ciation and as a vice-president of that
body since 1920.
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'P^ji/s and Storekeepers Have Session
Good Will and Co-ordination of Effort Stressed—^Backing of Management and Operating

Departments Needed to Effect Real Economies—^Purchasing Agent
Should Be Fair in Dealings with_Salesmen

MEETING for the second year as

a separate organization, the
purchases and stores commit-

tee of the Engineering Association

held its meeting Tuesday afternoon,

Oct. 7, in the Marlborough-Blenheim
Hotel. The discussion pertained to

the value of the stores department to

the railway property. Co-operation of

various departments, particularly the

engineering department with the stores

department, was stressed in several of

the papers and the subsequent discus-

sions.

President H. A. Johnson of the Engi-
neering Association welcomed the dele-

gates and expressed the confidence

which the Engineering Association has
in the committee's work as a separate

unit. He reviewed the reasons and
benefits to be derived by a separate
organization, but invited and urged the

members to attend the meetings of the

parent association. That he felt sure

the executive committee of the A.E.R.A.

would approve the action of the pur-

chases and stores committee in co-ordi-

nating with similar committees of other

public utilities was the closing remark
of Mr. Johnson.
The question of a co-ordinated com-

mittee composed of members of the

purchases and stores committees of the

National Electric Light Association,

the American Gas Association and
A.E.R.A. was formerly presented in the

committee's report as read by Chair-

man Jackson P. Dick.

Purchases and Stores

There were three subjects assigned,

including review of existing standards.

On Subject No. 1, which was classifica-

tion and sale of scrap materials to

increase the revenue therefrom, the

classification prepared by the commit-

tee was recommended for adoption as a

recommended practice and the com-
mittee concluded that the subject does

not warrant further study.

Subject No. 2 covered a study of the

proper place for the purchasing and
stores department in a company's or-

ganization. The committee recom-
mended that the stores department
should be under the supervision of a
general storekeeper responsible for the

custody, care and distribution of all

materials and supplies not actually in

use, and that the stores department
and the purchasing department should
report to the same executive officer. It

concluded that the subject does not
warrant further study.

No changes were recommended in

any of the existing standards.

It was requested that the committee
be allowed representation on a commit-
tee composed of purchasing agents and
storekeepers of the National Electric

liight Association, the American Gas

Association and the American Electric
Railway Association in order that
questions of mutual interest to the
purchasing and stores departments of
the three associations may be studied.

It was further recommended that an
afternoon session be regularly included
on the calendar of the Engineering
Association for a meeting of purchas-
ing agents and storekeepers at all

future conventions and that the per-
sonnel be increased to 15 members.
The report was signed by W. C. Bell,

J. F. Fleming, C. A. Harris, H. Lloyd,
A. A. Ordway, W. S. Stackpole, W.
H. Staub, C. Thorbum, A. C. Kennedy,
R. H. Dalgleish, sponsor; N. Ford,
vice-chairman, and J. P. Dick, chairman.
After commending discussion by sev-

eral members, the report was accepted
with the recommendation that it be
submitted to the Engineering Associa-
tion at its regular meeting Thursday,
October 9.

How good will for the company could
be built up through the purchasing de-
partment was explained by W. H.
Sawyer, president East St. Louis &
Suburban Railway, East St. Louis, 111.

Mr. Sawyer's address appears else-

where.
Following this serious address, E. F.

Wickwire, Ohio Brass Compamy, added
ginger to Mr. Sawyer's pep by reading
a pertinent paper on how the "pencil
sharpeners" could be a help to the
A.E.R.A. publicity committee. Deliv-
ered in true Wickwire style, seasoned
with many appropriate stories, the talk
drove home the desirability of "friend-
lyizing" the public. As the presence
of a salesman in the purchasing agent's
ofilce indicated the manufacturer's in-

terest in the company, the purchasing
agent should endeavor to sell good will

to the salesman.
Co-ordination between the purchas-

ing agent and the operating department
from the engineer's standpoint was
urged by L. C. Datz, in the next paper.
The purchasing department, no longer
a necessary evil, should be represented
in all departmental meetings. By
proper co-operation with other depart-
ments each would appreciate the value
of the other. When the purchase en-
tails technical description, the engineer
should deal directly with representa-
tives of the manufacturer. However,
the purchasing agent should be the one
to close the deal. Mr. Datz ended his

remarks with a plea for standardization
in purchasing.
That the purchasing agent may

maintain good feeling throughout the
organization, was the gist of Harry M.
Lloyd's address. Mr. Lloyd's paper

appears in abstract elsewhere.
Perfect harmony between stores and

other departments, with the purchasing
agent as the dutiful servant of all de-
partments, was urged by C. A. Harris,
chief of stores Philadelphia Company.
An abstract of this paper appears
elsewhere.
Harry M. Lloyd and C. A. Harris

were suggested for the offices of chair-
man and vice-chairman for the coming
year. These selections were later ap-
proved by the Engineering Association.

Importanceofa Weil-

Regulated Supply-

Department*

By C. A. Harris

Chief of Stores
Pittsburgh Railways, Pittsburgh, Pa.

•Abstract of n paper before Purchaslngr
Agents and Storekeepers' meetlni? at the
annual convention of American Electric
Railway Engineering Association, Atlantic
Cltv. N. J.. Oct. «-10. 1924.

C. A. Hnrrla

ONE of the outstanding facts which
impresses itself on my mind
continuously is the principle that

the stores department when properly
functioning is a perfect servant of the
operating and executive departments.
After all, however, the economic im-
portance of a supply department can
only be measured in the manner in

which other departments use it.

I am reminded of an old story culled

from iflsop's Fables in which he de-
scribes the vicissitudes of a miller and
his son and a jackass on the way home
from market. Both the miller and his

son rode the ass separately and then
together, yet could not escape the
criticism of people whom they met.
Finally, after tjring the ass's legs to-

gether and hoisting it on a pole carried
between them, they came to a bridge
orer a river, where the ass, frightened
by the noise and his unusual situation.
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kicked and struggled until he fell into

the river and was drowned.
Far be it from me to suggest a close

comparison between a jackass and the

stores department, although I have
heard it called worse names. Yet I do
believe there is some basis for con-

sidering their situations analogous. The
supply department does carry a burden,
and while it may at times be refractory
and kick, it can by proper treatment be
made to go on steadily and smoothly
performing the work that is expected of

it, but it cannot please every one.

Of the various barometers which
show the success or failure of the

supply department, the material turn-

over, taking all angles into considera-

tion, is an important criterion. In

studying the turnover of different com-
panies there are two classes of mate-
rial to be considered: First, regular
maintenance material; second, construc-

tion material or special equipment and
supplies which are not necessarily

standard. This second group usually

is more than half of the entire invest-

ment in unapplied materials.

The storekeeper usually knows the
requirements of his property on main-
tenance material and can gage the
requisitioning. But when it comes to

construction or special material he is

merely an agent of the department ask-

ing for that material and is responsible

only for its receiving, storing and issu-

ing.

At one of our committee meetings a

gentleman representing an electric light

company in New York State addressed
us and mentioned among other things

an evident tendency on the part of

operating officials to exclude the pur-
chasing agent and storekeeper from
deliberations at staff meetings, treating
them both as more or less a necessary
evil. It may be the fact that on some
systems the supply departments do not
get the recognition that is due them and
it seems that in a good many cases they
are working in the dark. I do not want
this construed as a plea to tie a clean
bib around these fellows' necks and let

them sit in at the big table, but I want
to bring home the fact that the store-

keeper should be considered as having
sufficient brains to use the information
so gleaned for the more intelligent man-
agement of his own department to the
best interest of his company. He should
sit in at staff meetings or gatherings
where operating questions are dis-

cussed; in other words, do not let him
be an outsider. For even if a store-

keeper were a wizard with uncanny
knowledge, he is not a specialist or

an engineer and cannot serve his com-
pany in the very best way without
being in touch with current operating
decisions.

The stores department cannot dictate

how much money should be spent for
materials and supplies, but it should
control the requisitioning of ordinary
standard maintenance material. While
technically the storekeeper is respon-
sible for all materials purchased, he
has absolutely no control over the requi-

sitioning of half the material which
goes into his stock.

How then can this be remedied? By
co-ordination between the stores and
the engineering departments. When
plans are made by the latter, they sel-

dom take cognizance of the material on
hand and order whatever they think is

necessary for the completion of a job.

Should the storekeeper take it upon
himself to make substitution? Should
he correspond voluminously about each
item that he thinks might be eliminated
by substitution or to conform with what
he has on hand ? He is not technically
fitted to do so, and I believe that it

would be a great step toward economy
through retrenching purchases, if an
engineer were assigned to the stores

department. If provision were made
for such a specialist in the stores de-
partment, fully in touch with existing
standards and designs, a good many
purchase requisitions for construction
would be unnecessary.

Usually the storekeeper is the last

one to know if a design has been
changed or abandoned. At the time
such change is decided upon large

amounts of material are sometimes on
hand or on order. If he had a live

engineer constantly with him I believe

half of the material scrapped through
obsolescence could be used up. I do
not advocate holding back on modern-
ization just because present equipment
is still going. But most roads are con-

fronted with disposing of repair parts

for equipment which become obsolete

because the storekeeper was not in-

formed of a change, and, acting on his

past consumption records, replenished
his stock.

By cutting down the number of forms
required in connection with the requisi-
tioning and handling of materials, a
saving of many thousands of dollars
can frequently be made. But that
saving is only incidental to the time
saved the operating departments which
have to fill out these forms. In other
words, a great step toward economy can
be made by the elimination of red tape.

This brings me to another subject
which vitally concerns economy, and
that is standardization. Bearing in

mind the rapidly changing designs,
there are some things commonly known
as standard material, which do not
change frequently. I believe it is just

as necessary for utility companies to
have a standardization committee as it

is to have an operating committee and I

believe that the storekeeper should be
present at such meetings.

In many ways, therefore, technical
assistance and moral backing by the
managements and operating depart-
ments can be made to raise the supply
department to a higher efficiency and to

a level whereby real economies may be
effected.

Purchasing Agent Should Have
Dignity and Fairness*

Good Will |May Be Spread by the Purchasing

Agent in Dealings with Salesmen—Manufacturer

Is Interested in Railway Not for Selfish Reasons

By W. H. Sawyer
President East St. Louis 8s Suburban Railway

East St. Louis, III.

WHEN I first started as a pur-
chasing agent for a large hold-

ing company, I was inclined, as

are practically all young purchasing
agents, to believe that the purchasing
agent's duty was to get the very most
possible for his company. I had a
tendency to believe that I was magnan-
imous because at times I did not buy
based on price only but took into ac-

count quality; in other words, I rather

prided myself upon securing for the

company the most possible for the

money paid. I say I had that tendency.

I will not admit that even back in those

days I believed in that doctrine. I

know that toward the latter part of my
years as purchasing agent I came to a

full realization of the fact that it was
essential and necessary from a good
business standpoint so to treat the

manufacturer or salesman that he be-

lieved beyond question that he had re-

ceived from me a fair and a square
deal regardless as to whether he re-

ceived the order or not. I am, of

course, referring back many years to a

•Abstract of a paper before Purchasing
Agents and Storekeepers' meetinB at the
annual convention of the Engineering
Association, Atlantic City, N. J.. Oct. 6-in,

1924.

time when it was not the recognized
policy of all purchasing agents to feel

that it was their first duty to play fair
and square with every man with whom
they dealt. I do not believe there is a
purchasing agent here today who does
not recogfnize beyond question that this

is the first essential of a successful
purchasing agent, but you may not all

fully appreciate just how essential it is

that we so conduct ourselves. It is, of
course, the duty of every employee of
every public utility so to conduct him-
self that there can be no insinuation
but what the company's intention and
policy are to treat everyone fairly
and squarely. I do not believe that the
executive has any more important duty
than so to conduct himself that the
public will have confidence in him and
in his company. There is nothing so
important from an executive stand-
point, to my mind, as the public rela-
tions problem. The executive cannot
alone secure public confidence. The
executive backed up by only a major
portion of his organization cannot se-

cure public confidence. We must have
the support of every man in that or-
ganization.

There are two classes of men who
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if they do not believe in us, can and
may do the most harm. One class is

the employee himself, who, if he does

not believe in us, does us the most
harm of all because the public cannot
believe in a company if it is told by
employees that the company is not do-

ing right. The employee is assumed to

be prejudiced in favor of the company,
and if he is not in favor of the com-
pany the public will naturally think

that there must be something wrong
with the company itself.

Now, the other men that are in posi-

tion to do inestimable harm are the

manufacturers and salesmen who deal

with us, who sell us goods. If they in

talking with their neighbors confiden-

tially, as it were, make the statement

that the company is not doing right,

that statement is accepted, because the

manufacturer is in a position where he
should be prejudiced in our favor. The
manufacturers and salesmen know
whether a company is doing right.

They really know better than the em-
ployees themselves, and far better than
the public. The manufacturer and the

salesman get their closest view of the

company through its purchasing agent,

through the man with whom they come
in contact. Never let a manufacturer
or salesman go out of your office with

the impression that your company is

not doing right.

There is something in purchasing
other than mere bargaining, other than
mere horse trading, other than mere
"jewing" a man down to the point

where he takes the least profit that he
can eke by with. That is not purchas-
ing, that is harmful business. The
manufacturer and the salesman must
live.

They are just as honest as you
and I and sometimes more so. We
must all so conduct ourselves that the

manufacturer and salesman are for us,

not from a selfish standpoint alone, not
simply from the standpoint that they
must be for us in order that they can
sell their goods, but we must so conduct
ourselves that the manufacturer or
salesman are for us because they be-

lieve in us, because they believe we are
trying to do right, because they believe

that we are entitled to a full measure
of support from them. Now the manu-
facturer and salesman are human. It

is their business to know and under-
stand men. You cannot often fool

them. They may let you think you
are fooling them, but understand, when
you are dealing with these men you are
dealing with men whose business it is

to know and study and understand
you, your company and its wants and
position.

I have spoken primarily of the
manufacturer and the salesman, not
because the manufacturer and the sales-

man are not strong allies of our elec-

tric railway company, but because they
are. The manufacturer and the sales-

man of electric railway material and
apparatus are doing just as much to-

day for the electric railway industry
as are the bankers and the operators.
They have the railway's interest just
as much at heart. I have spoken of
them because they are the men with
whom you come mostly in contact; they
are in a position to do the most harm

if you cannot sell yourself and your
company to them.

I admit that, try as you will, a sales-

man will sometimes leave your office

feeling sore, but he should never leave
your office without a feeling of respect
for you and your company. Therefore,
when we come to the question of dis-

cussing what a purchasing agent can
do in building up the good will of the
company I say that he can do every-
thing toward building up good will, and
I say further that there are few, if

any, men in the company that can do
more toward wrecking good will than
a purchasing agent. He is admittedly
in a position that requires delicate han-
dling, a position where it is impossible
for him really to satisfy all men. That
makes his duty doubly hard.
A purchasing agent also does more

than purchase. He talks, he gossips,

he is human. He tells people what he
understands his company stands for.

He tells people what the desires and
ambitions of his company are. He
keeps before his acquaintances the
facts in regard to his company, or he
should do that.

First of all, a purchasing agent
must be fair to every man. If per-

chance he has to take action which does

not appear to be fair he should tell

this salesman what the facts in the
case are. I do not believe in purchas-
ing agents or any one else giving ex-

cuses when there are real reasons
which can and should be given. If you
buy your goods from one manufacturer
due to the fact that he has helped you
and co-operated with you and has been
of real service to you, I believe that the
thing to do is to tell the man who lost

the order why the order was given to

some one else. I do not believe in

making a practice of lying to the man
and giving him some phony excuse in-

stead of a reason.

No purchasing agent can, of course,

expect to promote good will if he is

going to buy on a cold-blooded price

basis. No purchasing agent can secure
the most for his company if he is going
to take advantage of a salesman when-
ever he gets an opportunity. In order
that he does his full duty to his com-
pany the purchasing agent must at
all times keep in mind that he (the

purchasing agent) is the salesman for

his company. He must keep in mind
that he is a salesman selling service

and good will; that he is a salesman
selling the very name and future of

his company. Purchasing agrents are
known to be analytical. Purchasing
agents cannot, or at least should not,

jump at conclusions. Therefore, state-

ments made by a purchasing agent are
not taken lightly as would be state-

ments of some uneducated men or men
who may be considered of a tempera-

j

mental nature.

Co-operation from
the Purchasing

Agenfs Standpoint*

By Harry H. Lloyd

Purchasing Agent Indianapolis Street Railway and
Terre Haute, Indianapolis & Eastern Traction

Company

WE HAVE all heard and read

much of the wonderful results

of efficiency and co-operation

and probably many have had expert
advice on the subject. You have to

experience co-operation to explain its

good points and benefits. The chef

who prepares the dinner may tell you
all the ingredients, but the man who
eats it can better tell you how good
it is. Diversified temperament and
make-up of different people makes it

possible to cover the subject of co-

operation from the purchasing agent's
standpoint by one terse statement

—

"Use diplomacy."
Meetings of all department heads

called periodically by an executive offi-

cer are beneficial in securing a co-

operative spirit and give opportunity
for expression of thoughts and ideas
which might otherwise never be de-

veloped. The purchasing agent is the
only departmental official who daily

Harry H. IJoyd

•Abstract of a paper before the Purchas-
ing Agents and Storekeepers' meetlngr at
the annual convention of American Electric
Railway Knglneering Association, Atlantic
City, N. J., Oct. 6-10, 1924.

comes in contact at some point or other
with all other department heads, and
he can do much to promote good feel-

ing, not only as relating to his own
department but among other depart-
ments. If it is the policy of a com-
pany to have department heads specify
materials or sources of supply, the pur-
chasing agent may insure a congenial
atmosphere for himself by buying
whatever type or make of material the
various departments ask for, but this

practice is not in the best interest of
the property, at least from a purchas-
ing standpoint. In your home you
wouldn't buy a different brand of coffee

for each member of the family, but
would select one which would be most
agreeable to all who used it. If the
purchasing agent can obtain co-opera-
tion and maintain good feeling by
diplomatically showing the various de-

partments, whenever necessary, that
materials from other sources than
those specified are either better or as
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good and cheaper, then the company is

deriving benefit from that co-operation.

If the purchasing agent takes the at-

titude that he can arbitrarily buy cer-

tain materials which he thinks are best

or can be purchased at an advan-
tageous price, or the department heads
feel that the purchasing agent must
buy only what they may have desig-
nated, they are both wrong. There is

a middle ground where they must get
together and harmonize, and it is by
this method the property usually gets
the best material at the lowest possible

price. Bear in mind, we all have our
pet ideas, and while we are sold on
them, they don't always look so good
to the other fellow. Josh Billings said,

"There is always two sides to every
question, the wrong side and our side."

Realize and Sympathize with the
Other Fellow's Troubles

Probably in a great number of cases
the underlying cause of lack of co-
operation between the purchasing and
other departments can be traced to a
lack of effort to appreciate that the
other fellow has troubles and difficul-

ties to overcome which are as impor-
tant to him as those of any one else.

The engineering or mechanical depart-
ment head seldom is interested in the
trials and tribulations of the purchas-
ing department—doesn't even think it

has any. I don't mean to say that he
is selfish, but he has plenty of troubles
of his own, and when he is responsible
for keeping things moving he wants
the best he can get and as quickly as
possible. He usually does not pay a
visit to the purchasing agent unless he
has some difficulty which he wants to
unload. At times he feels that he can
designate just what he wants and
should get it exactly as specified, with-
out considering that the purchasing
agent may have experienced difficulties

regarding that particular source of
supply, which the other department is

not familiar with or interested in. De-
partment heads should always consider
the results which will be beneficial to
the property as a whole and not limit
their vision to the particular depart-
ment they represent, and this should
be considered in any effort toward the
betterment of an existing condition.

Purchasing Agent Needs to Be a
Good Salesman at Times

I have come to the conclusion that if

he can do it diplomatically, the pur-
chasing agent should get around once
in a while and know something about
the other fellow's troubles, but it must
be done in such a manner that he will

not create the least impression he is

trying in any way to help run the other
department. He can learn a great deal
by getting away from his desk occa-
sionally, and I believe in practically
all cases the various department heads
are glad to receive such visits and dis-

cuss the results they are now obtaining,

and are open to suggestions as to pos-
sible changes which might effect an im-
provement, or at least would not change
conditions in their department, and yet
would be of advantage from the pur-
chasing standpoint. If you are trying
to secure 100 per cent co-operation,
don't stop—you'll never get it, but
you'll get your share. The hen doesn't

quit scratching because the worms are
scarce.

The purchasing agent has many
times to be a salesman and sell some
department head on a line which has
appealed to him as a good proposition
for the company. If his relations have
been cordial and he has shown an in-

clination to work in harmony with the
other department, they will usually
get together and figure out something
for the benefit of the company, and the
personal status is submerged in co-

ordinated effort.

We have already heard this after-

noon of the opportunity of the pur-
chasing agent to promote good will by
his contact with sales representatives,
and I think it applies particularly to
representatives of local companies who,
after having received courteous treat>-

ment and consideration and having
been given an insight as to the com-
pany's side of any question, go out and
spread the gospel that the traction
people are a pretty good bunch and
ought to have a square deal. There
are some who feel that the personal
element should not exist between the
purchasing agent and salesmen, but I

am convinced that in proper modera-
tion this is one of the greatest assets
in promoting the good feeling and sat-

isfactory business relationships which
many electric railway companies have.
If the purchasing agent is the point of
contact, then the impression which he
makes is largely taken as representa-
tive of the company as a whole. He
can be equally useful as a point of con-
tact between the various departments
of the property. If in your dealings
you don't show proper consideration for
your own associate and his job, what
impression have you cast abroad as to
your company and its organization?

Things fob the Purchasing
Agent to Avoid

Just as an example, it wouldn't en-
gender good feeling in the family to

tell Tom Jones, the master mechanic,
that you were going to buy a certain
class of material because Bill Smith,
the engineer, had used it and said it

was absolutely all right, but you could
tell Tom Jones that you had asked Bill

Smith to test a certain material and
would like him to try it also, so that
you could ascertain if results were
equally satisfactory or otherwise.
Then Tom won't think that you have
placed Bill's judgment in a higher
plane. That's diplomacy.
To establish a reciprocal relationship

is the keynote. If we show an inclina-

tion to be of service to others they will
gladly give us aid when we need it. In
reading "David Harum" years ago, two
of his aphorisms stayed in my mind;
one, "Do to t'other fellow like you want
him to do to you—but do it fust!" and
the other, "A reasonable amount of
fleas is good for a dog—keeps 'im from
broodin' over bein' a dog." We don't
have to worry in the electric railway
game about not having a reasonable
amount of troubles, and if we try to
share the other fellow's and do it

first, we will often lighten our own.
That's co-operation.

If a purchasing agent seems to be
antagonized in any way by other de-
partment heads, the chances are he has

so conducted his affairs and failed in
service as to give them cause for not
wanting to deal through him, and the
company as a result will probably
suffer with a multiplicity of varying
materials for similar needs which
should be simplified or standardized
for all departments. Remember this,
you can't win a heavy-weight title by
doing light-weight stunts!

Fine Fellows in the
Railway Game

I think, however, that many of you
are as fortunate as I am in being con-
nected with a property where the co-
operative spirit is highly developed,
and yet we have no orthodox rules or
regulations. We like to talk things
over at times in an informal, friendly
way, and we are always willing to take
advice from the older and more ex-
perienced heads. It's just a family
affair, and, as happens in the best-
regulated families, some day Jack may
take Fred's bicycle or air rifle without
permission, but you know how soon
they have things all fixed up again.
So one department may occasionally
tread upon another's toes, as must al-
ways happen in your "rush-hour
travel," but in a short time the load
has lightened and you are all com-
fortably seated again. You can't find
a better bunch of fellows than there
are in this electric railway game

—

both sides, operating and supply—and
there is no reason why we can't show
other industries what co-operation
really is.

Luncheon of Educational

Directors

A LUNCHEON of educational direc-
tors of electric railway companies

in attendance at the convention, with
some others interested in the program
of the educational committee, took
place on Tuesday in one of the private
dining rooms at the Marlborough-
Blenheim Hotel. Myles B. Lambert of
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company and a member of the
committee on education presided in the
unavoidable absence of Edward Dana,
chairman of the committee.
For the benefit of those present, Mr.

Lambert outlined the work done by the
committee on education during the past
two years. Those engaged in educa-
tional work then told of the methods
followed by them, and there was gen-
eral discussion of educational prob-
lems on electric railways.

Those in attendance included Myles
B. Lambert, W. W. Holden, educa-
tional director San Antonio Traction
Company; H. M. Robinson, educational
director Northern Texas Traction Com-
pany; C. S. Coler, educational director
Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company; F. N. Catherman, de-
partment of Engineering Extension,
Penn State College; L. A. Armistead,
librarian Boston Elevated Railway;
E. J. Murphy, statistician American
Electric Railway Association; George
A. Barnes, Galena Signal Oil Com-
pany; H. W. Blake, Electric Railway
Journal, and Henry H. Norris,
McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., New York.
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Engineering Association Proceedings
Among Outstanding Achievements of the Year Are the Publication of the Manual in a Bound

Volume and the Co-operative Work with Other Organizations—Many Important
Recommendations Are Embodied in the Reports of the Committees

—

Technical Work Done Shows Progress of Modernization

T,HE first meeting of the Engineer- tion of rules governing the manufac- of maintenance of way and an engineer
ing Association at its forty-third ture of air reservoirs, with the Society of power who are specially trained in
annual convention was called to of Automotive Engineers in studying these subjects, but very often the shop

order Monday afternoon, Oct. 6, by
President H. A. Johnson, who opened
the meeting by presenting his annual
address.

Address of the President

In his presidential address to the

Engineering Association H. A. Johnson
called attention to the fact that more
than 200 of the foremost electric rail-

way engineers in the country have been
actively engaged during the past year
in the work of standing and special

committees or in looking after the in-

terests of the association before other

national organizations and govern-
mental bodies. Among the subjects

emphasized was the publication of the

Engineering Manual in a bound volume
to replace the previous loose-leaf form.
In addition to the cloth-bound volume,
containing the entire Manual, paper-
covered sections have been printed
which contain all the specifications and
recommended practices in each of the

eight main subdivisions. For some
time it had been apparent, Mr. Johnson
said, that the mechanical construction

of the Manual was wrong. It would
not lie flat on the desk for convenient
reference. Many drawings were large
and cumbersome and very few volumes
were being kept up to date by the
proper elimination of obsolete sections

and the insertion of new sections.

After several years of study, therefore,

it was decided to publish the Manual
in a bound volume which would be
republished every third year.

The work in connection with the
American Engineering Standards Com-
mittee has more than doubled during
the past year. Fifty-two men are

details of motor coach design, with the
American Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers on the ventila-
tion of automatic substations, with the
American Railway Engineering Asso-

Charles H. Clark
President-elect

ciation on a number of maintenance of
way matters and with the Division of
Simplified Practice of the United States
Department of Commerce.
There is no doubt that the electric

railway industry, as a whole, is in a
more healthy condition than it was one
year or two years ago. Some say the
electric railways have "come back,"
but there

and car equipment departments are
getting along with a personnel of
trained practical men only, without
any technical assistance. The car is

the instrument of service around which
all of our effort is planned and many
costly mistakes in its design and main-
tenance can readily be made when the
proper technical skill is lacking. Many
companies would do well to provide
more engineering skill in their rolling
stock departments.
The operating of the cars and the

construction of schedules to meet the
conditions is just as much an engi-
neering problem and should receive
just as close attention as the design of
track, cars and power houses, accord-
ing to Mr. Johnson. Few engineers
have been attracted to this branch of
the work and on many railways the
schedules are made without a careful
scientific analysis of the requirements.
On such properties there is a g^reat
need for a type of engineer who might
be called a "transportation engineer,"
who would have a general working
knowledge of all of the engineering
problems on the system, including
power, distribution, track, cars, sched-
ules and operation and would devote
his time to co-ordinating the work of
the different departments so that there
would be the maximum amount of
co-operation within each organization.

In closing, the president mentioned
the work of the committee on foreign
operation. He called attention in par-
ticular to the fact that railway oper-
ation is so much more quiet in Europe
than in the United States. For that
reason he recommended that the vari-
ous committees of the association, espe-— is a great amount of im- n 4.1. .

—•--

now representing the association in provement still to be made b-fore the
*^'®"y ^"^ equipment and way commit-

various ways on the American Engi- industry will be in the best condition *f^^'
undertake a study of methods for

to give the kind of service which the
public demands. There is too small a
difference between the gross receipts
and the cost of operation and mainte-
nance. One of the most satisfactory
ways of increasing the net receipts is sisted in arranging the instructive ex
to decrease operating and maintenance hibit of standards.
expenses, and the Engineering Asso- The reading of the report of the
ciation can undertake no piece of work executive committee was dispensed
which would be more valuable to the with, as it is to be printed in the

... . r^ . ^. ^ , .
companies than in finding some way association's Proceedings, but the re-national organizations m the study of to reduce these expenses and thus in- port of the secretary was read bv G Cproblems of mutual interest. Commit- crease the net receinta. Hecker. sn«-i«I on<rino».. «# n,„ /..„' •-'

neering Standards Committee. At
times it has been rather difiScult to
obtain engineers of standing and rep-
utation to undertake this work, in

spite of its importance. Mr. Johnson,
therefore, urged the members to accept
appointments upon A.E.S.C. commit-
tees whenever possible.

During the year the interests of
the member companies have been
protected by co-operation with other

the elimination of noise in electric
railway operation.
At the conclusion of the address the

association moved to extend a vote of
thanks to the manufacturers who as-

tees have worked with the National
Fire Protection Association in the de-
velopment of tentative regulations for
the wiring of electric cars and car-
houses, with the American Bureau of
Welding in the study of welded track
joints, with the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers in the formula-

crease the net receipts.
It has generally been conceded that

most of the rapid industrial progress
which we have enjoyed during the past
two decades is due to engineering ac-
complishment. Many operating com-
panies are without sufficient engineer-
ing talent to obtain the best results, Mr.

Hecker, special engineer of the associa-
tion. In his report the secretary re-
ferred to the various committees that
have been co-operating with other
societies in work of mutual interest,
and said that the association now has
representation on 25 sectional commit-
tees and three special committees ofJohnson said. There may be an engineer the American Engineering Standards
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Committee. The work of revising the
Engineering Manual was referred to,

together with a statement as to the
value of this accomplishment. In the
statement of membership presented, a
net increase of 10 member companies
was shown. The report of the secre-
tary was adopted by the association.
The president appointed the follow-

ing committee on resolutions: Charles
K. Harte, chairman; Morris Buck and
Daniel Durie.
No report was presented by the spe-

cial committee on unit basis for vot-
ing on standards, but a recommenda-
tion was made by the committee that
the work be continued. The report of
the special committee on Engineering
Manual was presented by R. C. Cram,
chairman, as follows:

Engineering Manual

The Engineering Manual has been
published in its revised book form,
having been distributed to the member-
ship in July, 1924.
The principal changes, aside from

that of form, are in the arrangement
into eight sections ot classes covering
the several phases of Engineering Asso-
ciation work and the scheme of docu-
mental identification. The sectional
arrangement permits publication of any
one of the classes separately, for use
where the entire book would be incon-
venient.

The work of revision has been no
light task, but the several standing and
special committees have actively co-
operated with the committee. The
actual compilation was made by G. C.
Hecker, special engineer of the associa-
tion and the committee expressed its

appreciation of his invaluable assist-
ance in the work.
Future revisions of the Manual will

be made easier if the standing com-
mittees will endeavor to present new
or revised matter in the form govern-
ing the style of reports and specifica-
tions and it is believed that the com-
mittee on standards should place more
emphasis upon the need for closer
adherence to style before new or revised
matter has its approval for insertion
in the Manual.
The future work of the committee

will consist in editing material pre-
sented for supplements and for period-
ical revisions of the book.
The committee recommended (1)

That the standing committees be
directed to consider the subject of
"revision of existing standards and
recommendations" as of first impor-
tance, taking precedence over all other
subjects assigned. (2) That the com-
mittee on standards be requested to pay
particular attention to the form of
reports and style of specifications as
presented by the several committees,
with the view toward requiring adher-
ence to form, in so far as practicable,
before giving its approval to matter
presented for insertion in or revisions
of the Manual.
The report was signed by Charles R.

Harte, Daniel Durie, and R. C. Cram,
chairman.
The committee on engineering sym-

bols presented no report, but a recom-
mendation was made that the work of
the committee be continued. The re-

port of the special committee on air
reservoir specifications was presented
by R. H. Dalgleish, chairman, as fol-

lows:

Specifications for Air Reservoirs

The committee reported that it had
worked in co-operation with the boiler
code committee of the A.S.M.E. and that
the later committee had agreed to in-

clude in its specification for unfired
pressure vessels a provision which
allow street railway air tanks to be
made of material i in. thick. In the
original draft of the A.S.M.E. specifica-

tion the minimum thickness was J in.

With the exception of a requirement
which limits the length of tanks so that
they cannot be longer than 2i times
the diameter, the unfired pressure
vessel code in its present form was con-
sidered satisfactory in so far as it

covers street railway air tanks. The
committee held that the association's

specifications for air tanks should be in

accord with the A.S.M.E. unfired pres-
sure vessel code and recommended that
the committee on air reservoir specifica-

tions be continued for another year in

order to allow it to prepare specifica-

tions after the A.S.M.E. committee has
completed its code.
The report was signed by L. J. Davis,

C. A. Ives, J. A. Luper, J. S. McWhirter
and R. H. Dalgleish, chairman.

H. H. Adams moved that the re-

port be accepted and that the ensu-
ing committee be instructed to formu-
late a set of rules for the inspection of
air reservoirs. This motion was
adopted.
The report of the committee on

heavy electric traction was presented
by H. F. Brown, assistant electrical

engineer New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad.

Heavy Electric Traction

The first subject assigned to the com-
mittee on heavy electric traction was
to revise, bring up to date and re-
arrange the bibliography of heavy elec-

tric traction for publication in pam-
phlet form. The actual compiling is

being done by Professor Warner of
Yale University. The revised bibli-

ography should be available in sten-
ciled form early in 1925. It is the aim
of the bibliography to contain all

important articles on heavy electric

traction published subsequent to the
year 1904. The major part is to be
restricted to 15 American and 15 for-
eign publications, which have been
selected as covering the widest field

of this activity with a minimum amount
of duplication. The committee believes
this work will need further supervision
and recommends that this subject be
reassigned to the ensuing committee.
Data were collected and tabulated

on (a) Branch line electrification, (b)
self-propelled cars. The operation of
passenger service with steam engines
and two or more trailing cars on
branch li^c- generally shows a h'SS.

The electrification of branch lines is

entirely practicable from an engineer-
ing standpoint, but in many cases the
first cost may be so high as to intro-
duce prohibitive fixed charges out of
proportion to the receipts from a small

passenger and freight traffic. Gas-
engine drive is being tried out rather
extensively with small single end oper-
ated cars, and to meet the demand for
larger cars and locomotives, experi-
mental equipment is being developed
with multiple-unit control of two or
more gas engine driven trucks. Gas-
electric equipment is available for self-

propelled cars and locomotives and
apparently offers operating and eco-
nomic advantages justifying its initial

expenses under some conditions. Oil-
electric drive, employing high-speed
semi-Diesel engines, is being experi-
mented with and apparently holds
promise of ultimately providing a self-

propelled car and locomotive adapted
to use low grade oil, thus broadening
the economic application of self-
propelled equipment. The committee
recommends that this subject be given
further study.
On the subject of articulated trains

the_ committee stated that articulated
train design and operation in the
United States is, at the present time,
more or less in a state of experimenta-
tion. There are many features which
will, no doubt, prove of considerable
advantage in improvement on both
rapid transit service and surface cars.
In England and on the continent, ar-
ticulated steam trains have been oper-
ated for some time. It is reported that
the riding qualities of the cars are im-
proved and that the strains on the
trucks, bodies and rails are reduced.

In rapid transit service there is a
tendency to reduce the number of men
comprising the crew. Where cars have
been operated with long overhangs on
sharp curves it is impossible for pas-
sengers to pass freely from one car to
another. With the articulated train
the overhang is done away with and
passengers may pass freely and safely
from one car to another on account
of the lack of lateral movement be-
tween cars, passage being provided
through a drum or diaphragm.
To the patrons of rapid transit lines

one of the most common criticisms is

noise. The noise emanates largely from
the trucks and brake rigging and is

magnified by the general construction
of the subway itself. Such noise can
be improved greatly by the reduction
of loose parts in the general car con-
struction. It is quite reasonable to as-
sume that by operating trains in artic-

ulated units with the reduced number
of trucks, brake rigging and movable
parts and side thrust, considerably less

wear will be noted and marked reduc-
tion in noise be found.
Another cause for complaint is

brought about by uneven acceleration
and braking of trains. With trains of
articulated units the tight lock coup-
lings, reduction of the number of con-
trol units and braking units permits of
closer adjustment of regulating parts
and smoother operation is to be ex-
pected. As a third item to the credit

of articulated train operation, where
the crew is reduced it is necessary to
control the auxiliary circuits from
fewer points, depending on the train

combination, and such reduction of
course reduces the number of auxiliary
devices such as lighting, switches,
fuses, relays and supplies, the wiring
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all tending toward reduction of fail-

ures in service.

The committee recommended that the

subject be discontinued until actual

operating data from existing experi-

ments is available for study and
analysis.

A study was made of connections be-

tween cars used in train operation, in-

cluding electric, mechanical and air

couplers. This was handled through a
questionnaire. The consensus of opin-

ion was that M. C. B. couplers should

be used only when cars from foreign

roads or standard freight cars were to

be handled. Chief among the sugges-

tions for improving designs was the

provision of a heavier anchorage, im-

provement in the uncoupling devices,

to harden the wearing parts and make
them removable, provide means to pre-

vent kicking out of line in coupling and
lubrication of the main draft swivel

casting.

Practically all roads using automatic
couplers felt that they are very suc-

cessful.

Practically no data were secured on
cost of maintenance of the various

types of couplers, and such data as

were collected varied so much that no
definite conclusions can be drawn.
However, it appears that the main-
tenance of automatic couplers is in-

variably lower than the maintenance
of other types of control or bus-line

couplers.

The committee felt that no definite

recommendations as to standardization

of any types of couplers should be
made at this time, but that the data
collected should be made available to

manufacturers and operators to serve

as a guide for the future. It is recom-
mended that further study of this sub-

ject be discontinued, at least for one
year.

The report was signed by A. H.
Armstrong, J. M. Bosenbury, "Horris
Buck, H. W. Cope, J. H. Davis, J. V. B.

Duer, E. C. Johnson, Norman Litch-

field, J. O. Madison, L. S. Wells, H. F.

Brown, A. H. Daus, C. R. Harte,
sponsor; J. J. Sinclair, vice-chairman,

and John C. Davidson, chairman.
In the discussion following the pre-

sentation of the report on heavy elec-

tric traction, J. H. Lucas, superin-

tendent of rolling stock Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Company,
emphasized the value of continuing the
study of the articulated train. Other
speakers indorsed this view and C. R.
Harte moved the acceptance of the re-

port with the recommendation that
subject No. 3, which included a study
of train operation with particular ref-

erence to articulated trains, be con-
tinued by the ensuing committee.

N. W. Storer, Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, said thai
train operation is the logical means for
increasing the capacity of city streets.

Except for the actual space taken by
the second car, he doubts if trains in-

troduce any traffic complications. He

believes the subject is a live one and
should be continued.

J. C. Thirlwall, General Electric Com-
pany, was of the opinion that articulated

trains are inflexible, since they cannot
be split up. He considered them not
suitable except on large units for rush-
hour service. With regard to the elec-

trification of branch line roads, he said,

the plans for most electrifications con-
template handling all service with elec-

tric locomotives. In the case of the
Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad, the
Dallas-Denton line has been electrified

for passenger service only, a light con-
struction, with a comparatively small
capacity power distribution system, be-
ing used. Freight is to be handled with
-steam locotuotives as in the past. The
advantage of the new plan is that it

will give hourly passenger service with
light-weight electric cars. Thus, the
advantages of electrification are ob-
tained at a much lower cost than if the
system were of sufficient capacity to
handle all +he freight service.

F. H. Miller, Louisville, believed that
the articulated train may have a field.

He mentioned as an interesting point
that in a case where there was an ob-
jection to the use of one-man cars no
objection was raised by the_city to the
use of two-car trains operated by two
men.
The report of the heavy traction

committee was accepted with the un-
derstanding that subject 3, that of ar-

ticulated trains, will be continued.

The report of the committee on way
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The following railways reported that they
do not use substitute ties

:

Public Service Railway.
Atlantic City & Shore Railway.
We.stern Ohio Railway.
Lima Toledo Railway.
Indianapolis Columbus & Eastern Traction
Company.

Scioto Valley Traction Company.

Stark Electric Railroad.
Toledo & Indiana Railroad.
Portland Railway & Power Company.
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.
United Electric Railways.
Memphis Street Railway.
Wa.shlnsrton Virginia Railway.
Capital Traction Company.
Puget Sound Power & Light Company.

Wlllapa Electric Company.
Olvmpla Light ft Power Company.
.Seattle Municipal Street Railway.
Lake Superior District Power Company.
Mobile Light * Railroad Company.
Arkansas Central Power Company.
Pine niurr Company.
Key System Transit Company.
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matters was presented by Chairman H.
H. George. Abstract of this report fol-

lows:

Way Matters

Ten subjects, including a review
of existing standards, were investi-

gated during the year by the com-
mittee, and were discussed in a com-
prehensive report 127 pages in length.
An unusual amount of interesting and
valuable data was collected. Definite

conclusions were reached on four of

these subjects, and it was recom-
mended that their study be discon-
tinued. It was thought that investiga-
tion of the other six should be con-
tinued by the ensuing committee.

Subject No. 1

—

Standardization of
Frogs.—The work of the committee
this year provides 8 frogs of each hand
for car clearance branch-offs; 7 frogs
of each hand for other branch-offs; and
3 frogs for turnouts and crossovers for
ordinary conditions, a total of 33 frogs.
In addition, 6 of the A.R.E.A. frogs are
standardized for conditions similar to
steam railroad operation. The adop-
tion of the committee's recommenda-
tions will provide a complete system
for the use of designers of street rail-

way layouts comparable with that used
on steam railroads and represents a
tremendous reduction in the number of
frogs required as compared with the
original practice.

Subject No. 2

—

Design of Substitute
Ties.—A list of users of various types
of substitute ties was obtained from

their manufacturers and a comprehen-
sive questionnaire was prepared and
sent out to all such users and to every
member company of the A.E.R.A. as
well. A large percentage of those to
whom the data sheet was sent did not
reply and the answers contained in
many of the replies received were either
very incomplete or indefinite. This ap-
pears to indicate, in the opinion of the
committee, either an unwillingness to
go on record as to the results of ex-
perience with substitute ties, a regret-
able lack of records as to what has
been done and what the results have
been, or a complete indifference to the
efforts of the committee to secure in-

formation on this subject. The com-
mittee heretofore did not feel justified
in drawing any conclusions and recom-
mends that further consideration of the
subject be continued by next year's
committee.

Subject No. 3

—

Investigation of
Welded Rail Joints.—Since this com-
mittee had no funds for carrying on
any research work of its own and be-
cause this was delegated to the com-
mittee on welded rail joints, there was
practically nothing the way committee
could do except to co-operate with the
larger committee. The report is, there-
fore, only a brief review of what has
been accomplished to date by the com-
mittee on welded rail joints. Nearly
all of the test joints supplied by various
railways have been tested to destruc-
tion and the results were embodied in a
report which has been distributed to

all member companies. In conclusion
the committee recommends that the
subject be continued and reassigned to
the ensuing committee with instruc-
tions to co-operate with the committee
on welded rail joints; that the lat-

ter committee be urged to adopt
a definite program for future work
and to proceed with it as rapidly
as possible; that publicity of the work
of the committee on welded rail joints
be given as far as practicable through
the official organ of the A.E.R.A. and
the technical magazines supported by
the industry, and that the executive
committee of the committee on welded
rail joints be requested to submit to
every member of the general commit-
tee a monthly resume of its activities.

_
Subject No. 4

—

Design and Specifica-
tions for Solid Manganese Steel, Elec-
tric Over Steam Railroad Crossings.—
The committee submits two designs for
solid manganese-steel crossings—steam
railroad over electric railways for
adoption as recommended design. These
plans had previously been submitted
to the committee on way matters by
the track committee of the A.R.E.A.
in 1923 and had been returned to the
latter committee with certain suggested
changes, which changes have since
been approved by the track committee
and the plans adopted as recommended
practice by the A.R.E.A. last March.
The committee also recommends that
the subject of crossing desigrn be con-
tinued by the ensuing committee.

Subject No. 5

—

Standardization of

living
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.

None..

.

None. .

.

4" Tile
None..

.

6" Tile.
4" Tile.
None..

.

Length
of

Service

Yeara

li.

4
1-6...
10-12.
2-3.

.

1-20..
1-20.

.

1-7...

7...
2...
9-13.
12 ..

2-12.

1-7.

»-9.

Type of
Fastening

Std. CI...
Std. CI. .

.

Std. CI...
CI. 4 Bolt
Std. CI...
Std. CI...
Std. CI. .

.

Std. CI. .

.

Std. CI. .

.

Std. CI. .

.

Std. CI...
Std. CI. .

.

Std. CI. .

.

Welded...

Std. CI. .

.

Std. CI. .

.

Std. CI. .

.

Std. CI.
.Std. CI.

Effect of Substitute ties on

Rail Coi^
rugation

In Doubt..
None..'. .

.

In Doubt..

None
In Doubt.,
More
None
In Doubt.
None ....

In Doubt.
None
None

Yes ..

None. .

.

None. .

.

None...

None. .

.

Better..
None...

Joint
Main-
tenance

No Data..

None.

.

None.

.

None..
More..

In Doubt...
None .

.

None. .

.

None. .

.

Little..

Less. . .

.

Less
Less
More..

.

Less. . .

.

Less..

.

Same.

.

None..

Paving
Main-
tenance

Higher.

None.

.

None..
None.

.

More .

In Doubt.
None ....
None
Good
Light

Less
None. .

.

More...
Less

Less...
Less...

None.

.

Effect on Noise

More..
More.

.

More..

No....
T.ess. .

.

More..

More.

.

More..
More..
None.

.

More..
More..
None.

.

None..
None.

.

More..
More..
More..

Experience with
Reconstruction

No..
No..
No..
No..
No..
No..
No..
No..
No..

No....
No....
None..
None.

.

No....
None.

.

No....
No....

No....
No....
None..

Relative Length
of Service

In Service..

No Data

.

None
In Doubt.
No Data..
No Data..

No Data..

In Doubt.

No Data..
No Data..

No Data
Wood Ties Best.
No

No Data
CS. Ties Best.
No Data

Relative
First Cost

20% More
15% Less.
Test Only.

No Data..
Same
No Data..
Same

Less
No Data..
More

AboutSame
Less
Tveas

Do ties meet following
requirements?

Maint.
Resiliency Track Gage

No..
No..
Yes.
No..
No..
Yes..
No..
No..
No..
No..
No..
No..

No
No
Yea....
No
No

Yes
No
Not Req.

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
CS., No;
IS., Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

3cB. .

., WB..

None. .

None..

.

None..

.

4" Tile.
None..

.

None..

.

None. .

.

None. .

.

None...
8" Tile.

None..

.

None. .

.

None. .

.

None..

.

None .

.

4" Tile.
3" Tile.
None..

.

None..

.

None. .

4...
»-?.
1-2.

2. .

2-5.

8!-i
1-2.

I...
»...
20 .

5...
4.

5J.

Std. CI. .

.

Std. CI...
Std. CI...

Std. CI.
Std. CI.
Std. CI.
Std. CI.
Std. CI.

More.. .

.

No Exp..
Good.. .

.

None. . .

.

More.. . .

Improved.
OK

More..
None..

Good..

Std. CI. .

.

i...
8-18.
2-13.
2-5..
15 .

1-15

CI. & Bolt.
Bolt A Pit.
Std. CI. . . .

Std. CI. . . .

Std. CI. . . .

12 Special

None
None
None
None
No
No
None
No Exp..
None
None
None
Slight...
None
No Data..
Yes

Fair...
None..

Better.

.

None. .

.

None.

.

No....
No....
None.

.

No....
No.. .

.

None.

.

Some
Less
Some
No Difference.
More
More
No Data

Yes
No Exp..
No
No

No Exp. Same..
No.
No..

No Exp.

Jt Ties Replaced No Exp..

Less
i Less.. .

.

10% Less.

More
None. . .

.

None. . .

.

Heavy. .

.

Bad...
No Data
More. .

.

Bad
None. . .

.

None.. . .

Normal.

.

No Data.

,

More.. . .

Some
•Some
No Data
I.S.Ties Noisier,

NoDiff
Same
Not Noticeable,
None
More

None
No
None
No Data..
No Data..
No
Yes
No
None
Yes
Yes
No
No

No Data
2:1 Loniter Life..

None
None
No Data
No Data
No Data
Same
No Data

Same
Less
No Data..

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Partialiy..

None

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes..
Yes..
Yes..

Same..

No Data..
Less
No DaU..

No Data..
No Data..

More
No Data..

Yes..
Yes..
No...
Yes..
Yes..
No...
No...
Yes..
No...

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Ves.
No..

iaring. B'm., Bottom. CS., Carnegie Steel. CI., Clip Cone, Concrete. DM., Dayton Mech. Dr., Granite. Is., International Steel. Ji«. Joint.v

Market Street Railway.
Chicago, Ottawa & Peoria.
Chicago Rapid Transit Company.
Chicago, Aurora & Elgin.
Illinois Power Company.
Illinois Power & Light Company.
East St. Louis & Suburban Railway.
Illinois Traction System.
Rockford & Int. Railway Company.

Beech Grove Traction Company.
Indianapolis Street Railway.
Arkansas Valley Interurban Railway.
Waterloo, Cedar Falls Sc Northern Railway.
Paducah Railway.
Shreveport Railways.
Androscoggin & Kennebec Railway.
Bangor Railway & Electric Company.
Union Street Railway.

Springfield Street Railway.
Grand Rapids, Grand Haven & Muskegon

Railway.
Menominee & Mararinette Lilght It Traction
Company.

Mankato Electric Traction Company.
Deluth Street Railway.
Great Falls Street Railway.
Lincoln Traction Company.
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Switches and Mates.—In considering

this subject the committee limited its

study to the matter of tongue switches,

as this was the original intention in

suggesting the subject for assignment
and the first step was the development
of data covering switch tongue de-

sign. The committee made substantial

progress and has every reason to be-

lieve that the subject will be satisfac-

torily concluded, and recommends that
it be continued by the ensuing com-
mittee. For flangeways and gages on
curves the committee has compiled a
very definite set of specifications in-

tended to replace former Manual Sec-
tion Ws 2a, which was withdrawn in

1923 because of the adoption of a
number of new standard wheel flanges.

The committee recommends its adop-
tion and that the subject be discon-
tinued.

Subject No. 6

—

Narrow Groove Guard
Rail.—This subject was assigned be-
cause of the adoption by the associa-
tion in 1923 of two wheel flanges "C"
and "D" having a thickness of 1 in.,

or A in. and i in. less, respectively, in
thickness than the standard flanges
"A" and "B" adopted in 1907. In
making its analysis the committee
checked its data by two independent
methods, and as the result of its in-
vestigations concluded that there was
not a sufficient number of requirements
for a narrow grooved guard rail that
could not be met by using the standard
guard rails by changing the track gage,
to justify rolling a new section with a
narrower groove. The committee,
therefore, recommends that the sub-
ject be discontinued.

Subject No. 1—Standard Hook Head
Railroad Sjnke.—The committee con-
sidered a number of manufacturers'
designs as well as that of the standard
spike of the A.R.E.A., and finally rec-
ommended the adoption of the latter
by our association as being in the best
interests of standardization. The com-
mittee further recommends that the
subject be discontinued.

Subject No. 8

—

Surface Hardening of
Rails at Mill and on Street.—A con-
siderable amount of information was
collected covering three processes for
surface hardening of rails which have
been tried out on this continent and
abroad of recent years. The commit-
tee presents these data to the associa-
tion this year for the first time under
one cover. While the committee did
not feel justified in drawing conclu-
sions, in view of the fact that the
various processes are still more or less
in the experimental stage, it is satis-
fied that further study of the subject is
justified and recommends that it be
assigned to the ensuing committee.

Subject No. 9—Specifications for
Txe Rods.—In analyzing the require-
ments for tie rods the committee listed
the controlling dimensions of 99 girder
rails, 11 T-rails, 19 foreign rail sec-
tions, and one center bearing rail, a
total of 130 rails. The analysis covers
standard gage track only, since for any
other gage it is only necessary to in-
crease or decrease the length required
for standard gage by the difference be-
tween gages. With the lengths of the
threaded portions as given on plan
W9701-24, the 61-in. tie rod will satis-

factorily meet all girder rail require-

ments, while the 63-in. rod will satis-

factorily meet all T-rail requirements.
The committee feels that it is justified

in recommending their adoption as a
recommended specification, and fur-
ther recommends that the subject be
discontinued.

Subject No. 10

—

Review of Existing
Standards.—The committee has sub-
mitted certain revisions of the specifi-

cations for the manufacture of open
hearth steel girder rails for the pur-
pose of providing for the rejection of
rails under certain conditions, and also
to cover the matter of drilling, punch-
ing and milling. It also submits cer-
tain revisions of the specification cov-
ering the matter of furnishing standard
section T-rails in 62-ft. lengths. The
attention of the ensuing committee is

called to the necessity for revising the
drawing of the standard girder guard
rails so as to show the width of flange-
way at the gage line.

This report was signed by C. A.
Alden, V. Angerer, S. C. Baker, R. J.

Custer, W. R. Dunham, Jr., E. B. En-
twisle, G. C. Estill, R. B. Fisher, C. F.
Gailor, A. E. Harvey, J. H. Haylow,
J. S. Hyatt, B. P. Legar6, R. H.
Pinkley, A. T. Spencer, J. B. Tinnon,
C. L. Van Auken, W. W. Wysor, R. C.
Cram, sponsor, E. M. T. Ryder, vice-
chairman, H. H. George, chairman.
With regard to standardization of

switch tongues, W. W. Wysor, Balti-
more, stated that he believed the
tongue should be made thinner than is

generally used today. He said the
value of this construction is that it is

possible to obtain more bearing for
the tread of the wheel than is possible
with the present standard tongue.
Others taking part in the discussion
were E. M. T. Ryder and Victor An-
gerer. With regard to the proposed
drive spike, Mr. George stated that this
is already standard with the American
Railway Engrineering Association and
that a number of manufacturers are

now making them with automatic ma-
chinery.

The recommendations of this com-
mittee were received singly and then
the report was accepted as a whole.
The joint research conducted by the

committee on welded rail joints was
reported on by Sub-Chairman Wysor.
This report is the same as subject 3 of
the way committee report. Mr. Wysor
said that since the report was written
the big Emery testing machine at
Washington has been reassembled and
that the work of testing has now been
completed. In reply to a question, he
stated that four strain grages are used:
(1) On the lip, (2) on the web, (3) on
the head, (4) on the base.

E. M. T. Ryder, way engineer Third
Avenue Railway, spoke briefly concern-
ing the tensile tests that had been made
and called attention particularly to the
report of the committee on foreign
practice in connection with noise of op-
eration. The possibility that differ-

ences in the top and bottom welds
cause variation in the result of tests
was mentioned by R. H. Dalgleish, chief
engineer Capital Traction Company.
In connection with this, H. H. George,
engineer maintenance of way Public
Service Railway, suggested that the
Bureau of Standards could probably
furnish additional details of interest."

The Market Street Railway of San
Francisco has made 16,000 bolted
joints since 1910 without a single
failure, according to B. P. Legare, en-
grineer maintenance of way. These
joints are on 9-in. rail, each joint hav-
ing twelve 1-in. bolts. All joints are
made by one gang, and in the opinion
of Mr. Legar6 the care exercised in
making the joints is largely respon-
sible for the success. W. W. Wysor,
chief engineer United Railways & Elec-
tric Company, Baltimore, also em-
phasized the importance of care in the
set-up of joints.

The report of the committee was
unanimously accepted.

Tuesday^s Session^, Engineering Association

FIRST Vice-President Clark opened
the Engineering Association meet-
ing on Tuesday in the absence of

President Johnson and introduced Pres-
ident White of the Accountants' As-
sociation, who presided during the
presentation of the report of the joint
committee of the Accountants' and En-
gineering Associations on engineering
accounting. This report, which is

printed below, covered suggested sub-
divisions of the standard classification

of accounts for the way and structures
department.

Joint Committee on Engineering-

Accounting

The report this year was a continua-
tion of the report for 1923. Last year's
committee recommended the adoption
of a number of subdivisions of the
standard road and equipment accounts
and the operating expense account, as
contained in the Interstate Commerce
Commission's standard classification.

The committee this year took the sub-
divisions recommended by last year's

committee and divided them, after a
few minor changes, into three groups.
Each group is complete in itself, but the
group for Class I is intended for those
companies desiring considerable detail
in their accounts. Class II, with fewer
subdivisions, for those companies desir-

ing less detail, and Class III, with the
least number of subdivisions, for those
desiring still le.ss detail. The commit-
tee recommended that these sub-classi-

fications, if accepted by the association,

be submitted to the committee on
standard classification of accounts for

adoption, and that the work of the
committee be continued in order that a

subdivision of the equipment group of

accounts might be prepared.

The report was signed by E. D. Drey-
fus, Clifford A. Elliott, Herbert Jack-
son, L. J. E. Foley, J. E. Heberle, P. R.

Jacques, C. R. Harte, sponsor; Leon R.

Brown, and G. F. Dinneen, co-chairmen.

In the discussion of this report T. B.

MacRae, general auditor Chicago Rapid
Transit Company, said that the ac-

countant was generally ready to give

the engineers anything they wanted in
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the way of subdivided figures, if they

would state their requirements. M. W.
Glover, general auditor West Penn

Railways, said that the chief question

involved in the adoption of such a sub-

division was whether or not the results

obtained warranted the expense of the

subdivision. He warned against sacri-

ficing accuracy for detail and pointed

out that it was very difficult to get

maintenance men, particularly on track-

work, to make charges correctly to a

detailed list of account numbers. He
felt that the question of the degree

of subdivision to be made should be

left to the individual railways rather

than to have the association determine

this matter.

R. N. Wade, engineer maintenance

of way Chicago Rapid Transit Com-
pany said that it was impracticable to

carry out some of the divisions in

charges called for in the report and

cited the division of the cost of ex-

cavating various types of paving as

an illustration of the difficulty that

would be encountered. W. B. Tuttle,

president San Antonio Public Service

Company, felt that although individual

companies might not find it possible

or desirable to carry out the full sub-

division as presented in the report any

necessary combination of the various

items could be made, but the general

order of accounts would be the same,

and some degree of uniformity would

be obtained in the classification on

various properties.

The report was accepted by the

association for publication in the pro-

ceedings as a guide for member com-

panies. It was also decided to con-

tinue the work of the committee and

to carry out its recommendation for

the preparation of a similar subdivi-

sion of accounts to cover the work of

the equipment department.

Upon completion of the discussion

on this report the accountants with-

drew to their own meeting hall and

President Johnson took charge of the

engineering meeting. The report of

the committee on unification of car

design, was abstracted by Chairman

H. H. Adams, Superintendent of shops

and equipment Chicago Surface Lines.

An abstract of the report on this sub-

ject follows:

Unification of Car De8ign

The committee on unification of car

design reaffirmed the recommendations

contained in the 1922 report of the com-

mittee, and to obtain information cover-

ing cars built during the year 1923 sent

out a questionnaire to the companies

that purchased cars.

A statement of the data obtained

from the car builders, showing the

dimensions used for recent groups of

double-truck city cars in comparison

with the recommendations of the com-

mittee, is shown in Table I.

The committee found that it was ex-

ceedingly difficult to arrive at a stand-

ard car that would meet all the re-

quirements of the various properties

throughout the country and, therefore,

confined its efforts to the establishment

of certain uniform basic dimensions for

city cars which, it is believed, could be

generally adopted.

A side girder plate depth of 30 in.

could be used almost universally for

this type of car and a 29i-in. dimen-

sion for center to center of posts. This

would give an acceptable spacing of

cross seats. With the depth of girder

and the post centers established, the

distance from the underside of the sill

to the bottom of the top plate and the

distance from the underside of sill to

the top of the roof determine the size

of the side sash and glass. The com-

mittee pointed out the desirability of

using standard sizes of glass, which

will not require cutting at shops.

With the 29 i in. center to center of

posts established, a standard width of

26-in. glass can be used with the vari-

ous constructions of posts and sash

now being used by the different car

builders. If the large companies will

[<-
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isi'fbst cerrters

rc: ?6'6lass
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Ke
Application of 26-In. OIa»» to Varloas Sash

and PoBt DeelEns on Becommended
Spacing of 29} In.

co-operate with the car builders to the

end of obtaining general acceptance of

the dimensions recommended, progress

can be made along the lines as out-

lined. This is an initial and important

step toward unification of car design.

The committee did not make any

definite recommendations as to car

lengths or general arrangements, be-

lieving that the first step should be to

obtain general adherence to the dimen-

sions recommended. If this is success-

fully carried out, further progress in

the same direction can be made in the

future.

The committee also considered the

possibility of effecting a reduction in

the number of types and sizes of mis-

cellaneous parts, including general car

body hardware, which are used in the

construction of electric railway cars,

and recommended that a committee be

appointed to study this phase of the

problem.
• j u t a

The report was signed by J. A.

Brooks, C. Gordon, W. F. Graves, J. W.
Hulme, G. L. Kippenberger, J. Lmdall,

V. Willoughby, R. H. Dalgeish, sponsor,

and H. H. Adams, chairman.

As the discussion on the report

lagged, Mr. Adams pointed out the

need for suggestions and criticisms

from the floor in order that the com-

mittee might be guided in its work.

He said that members should express

their views, stating whether or not

they agreed with the findings of the

committee, and if they did not agree,

urged that the objections be brought

out.

Some discussion of the possibility of

carrying on this work in connection

with bus body construction occurred,

and P. V. C. See, superintendent of

equipment Northern Ohio Traction &
Light Company, said that the subject

of glass sizes was of considerable im-

portance from the standpoint of bus

maintenance. In many cases plate

glass is used, Mr. See said, and the

bodies are sometimes built so that

this material has to be cut to odd

sizes, including small fractions of

inches.

R. H. Dalgleish, chief engineer

Capital Traction Company, Washing-

ton, D. C, said that he would like

to see the recommendations of the

committee followed by members of

the association. Mr. Williams, assist-

ant superintendent of equipment De-

partment of Street Railways, city of

Detroit, said that they were now fol-

lowing some of the recommendations

of the committee, and expected to

follow as many of them as possible on

future cars. Walter Adams, chief

engineer J. G. Brill Company, stated

that his company would follow any of

the dimensions that are specified by

the railway companies.

Following the action of the Engi-

neering Association on the report of the

committee on unification of car .design,

Britton I. Budd, president of the Amer-

ican Association, addressed the engi-

neers. Mr. Budd expressed his appre-

ciation in very glowing terms of the

excellent work which has been done

during the past year by the various

committees and members of the Engi-

neering Association. He also extended

thanks for the work on behalf of the

executive committee and the entire

association. He referred to the report

made by the committee on foreign oper-

ation and said that he believed that

this would be of material assistance

in bringing American operation to_ a

higher level. He said that he consid-

ered the engineer as the man who must

be looked up to particularly for im-

provements in design and other essen-

tial developments necessary for fur-

nishing better electric railway service.

Many of the improvements needed, he

said, must necessarily originate with

the engineers of the various railways,

and as the many departments must

have efficient tools to do their work,

untiring efforts of the different engi-

neers should be exerted toward improv-

ing all essentials.

Following the address by Mr. Budd,

L.
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TABLE I—DIMENSIONS USED FOR RECENT GROUPS OF DOUBLE-TRUCK CITY CARS
COMPARED WITH RECOMMENDATIONS OF

A.E.R.E.A. COMMITTEE ON UNIFICATION OF CAR DESIGN, JULY, 1924

Railway Company

Paoifio Electric
Los Angeles
Memphis
Milwaukee
Fort Wayne
Muskegon
Pittsburgh
Windsor
Detroit
Peoria
St. Louis
Johnstown
Philadelphia Rapid

Transit 520
Wilkes-Barre
Boston Elevated..

.

Eastern Mass
Brooklyn 1 00
Chioago
Washington Ry. &

Electric
Plymouth & Brockton

1922 committee
recommendations.
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the report of the committee on equip-
ment was presented by F. H. Miller,
chairman.

Equipment
The equipment committee reported on

five subjects. The first of these was a
study of gearing, including long and
short addendum tooth formation and
web hole standardization. Question-
naires were sent out this year, follow-
ing the practice of three years pre-
vious, and additional information was
received. The majority of replies in-

dicated that helical gears run more
quietly both when new and half worn.
During 1923 approximately 28 per cent
of all gears sold were helical gears.
The question of web hole standardiza-
tion has been studied in co-operation
with the American Gear Manufacturers
Association, and a table for the size
and location of web holes in gears was
submitted as a recommended standard.
Four holes are to be provided in each
gear, and the diameters of these vary
from 1 in. to 3i in., by I in. steps.
The diameters of the circles on which
the holes are set vary from 10 in. to
19 in., by i in. steps.
The second subject reported on was

various devices for trolley contact and
their effect upon trolley wire. This was
studied in co-operation with the com-
mittee on power transmission and dis-
tribution. The work of the two previous
committees was extended and additional
information secured on the life of cur-
rent bearing and collecting equipment
by replies to a questionnaire. Tests
have been started by member com-
panies on sections of trolley wire with
all new equipment, to determine wear
and periodical inspection and measure-
ments will be tabulated for future
study. The conclusions of the com-
mittee were:

1. That trolley wheels of manufac-
turer's standard compositions give mile-
age equal to those using special com-
position.

2. That solid wheels are preferable
to built-up types.

3. That standard "U" or "V" groove
is most satisfactory under normal
operating conditions.

4. That the life of trolley wheels,
contact devices and trolley wire can
best be obtained by conducting life and
mileage tests on sections of wire with
regular inspection, measurement and
tabulation of the equipment under test.

Subject 3 included a review of Manual
sections on equipment under the head-
ing of Miscellaneous Methods and Prac-
tices. The most important ones were
revised and brought up to date and
much valuable information was selected
for including in these reports. The
headings of the various miscellaneous
methods and practices, which were sub-
mitted, are:

Rules for inspection of air brakes and
brake rigging; air compressor mainte-
nance; comparison of car weights with
seating and carrying capacity; repairs
of armature and field coils; construc-
tion and repairs of commutators; insu-
lating materials for railway repair shop
use; systematic inspection of car equip-
ments; lubrication of car equipment;
protective devices for car equipment;
armature and axle liners; specifications
for trolley wheels; systematic inspec-
tion of car equipment; car house organ-
ization; automatic slack adjusters for
brakes.

Subject No. 4 included a study of
spring supports for railway motors
with a view to the elimination of un-
desirable types and the standardization
of the more desirable ones. This sub-
ject was considered by the 1923 com-
mittee, and the 1924 committee has
furnished additional information. This
covers the amount of spring trouble
that has developed and methods used to
overcome it. The report is in the nature
of a progress report and the conclusions
of the committee were that there is a
considerable amount of trouble with

spring breakage, but a large part of
this has been remedied through proper
design of springs, which give ample
movement to the motor without over-
loading.

Subject No. 5 included a study of
existing practices in regard to the in-

spection period for car axles. A set of
rules was developed for car axle in-

spection and limit of wear, and the
committee recommended that this be
included in the Manual under Miscel-
laneous Methods and Practices.

Subject No. 6 consisted of a study
of the air-brake tests which were con-
ducted under the auspices of the Central
Electric Railway Association. The fol-

lowing conclusions were concurred in

by the equipment committee:
1. There is no one best way to stop

any car in an emergency. In general,
the best way will depend somewhat on
the type of brake and motor equip-
ment.

2. As a broad rule, subject to occa-
sional exceptions, it may be said that
the best way to stop a car equipped
with air brakes, is to throw the con-
troller to the off position, applying
emergency air and sand simultaneously.

age.
3. Electrical methods of braking

—

that is, reversing motors and bucking
motors—subject the equipment to very
severe strains because of the abruptness
with which the braking force is applied.

The value of these methods is more
apparent than real except in those cases
in which the air brakes from some
cause are inoperative.

4. Of the two electrical methods,
reversed motors and bucking motors,
the reversed motors method is the most
effective.

5. If the motors are reversed in con-
junction with emergency air and sand,
skidding invariably results, and even
under very good rail conditions the
results are not superior to those ob-
tained by using the air brakes alone.

6. The electrical braking methods are
more likely to produce erratic results
than the emergency air brake, and for
this reason should not be resorted to

as a general practice.

7. Because the rail conditions, under
which the tests above referred to were
made, were better than those ordinarily

obtained on city streets, the results

should be regarded as better than aver-

8. The best way to stop the Birney
safety car in emergency is for the
motorman to raise his hand from the
controller handle. This is true only
when the car is running with brakes
released. When brakes are applied the

brake valve should be thrown to the
emergency position.

The committee making the tests con-
fined itself to an analysis of the best
methods for making emergency stops

and did not analyze in detail the results

and the reasons therefor of any par-

ticular method.
Without a clear exposition of the

fundamentals affecting the length and
time of stop (which this committee was
not considering in so far as a particular

method was concerned) misleading con-

clusions may result from a considera-

tion of distances and times for a stop

developed from particular tests. It is

therefore considered important that it
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be generally understood that the report
of the committee shouid be confined to

the subject investigated, namely, "what
is the best practice for making emer-
gency stops to avoid accidents V"

It is believed that attention particu-
larly should be drawn to the fact that
the Birney car as shown in Table No. 1

on page 14, Bulletin No. 13, Purdue
University, was very much over-braked
as compared with standard practice
and that on this account the stops
made with it were much shorter than
would normally be expected with proper
brake equipment and dry rail; with wet
rail the over-braked car would cause
dangerous skidding and excessive main-
tenance.
Mention should also be made that the

discussion contained in Section 4, en-
titled "Theoretical Considerations" is

based upon a uniform rate of retarda-
tion which does not exist in actual serv-
ice, for the reason that the retarding
force does not immediately attain its

full value, and with the air brake the
brakeshoe friction is continuously
changing with a resultant change in

the retarding force exerted upon the
car.

The committee considered the fore-
going conclusions as absolutely sound
and represent proper practices to be
followed. The results that will be
obtained in any specific case, however,
largely depend on a number of impor-
tant and variable factors. In other
words, no one can assume, from the
results obtained in these particular
tests, the definite stopping distance or
time because of the variable factors

encountered in each and every instance
of .stopping a car.

The committee considered that in

general the best operating results from
the safety standpoint can be obtained
by the proper use of the air brake
equipment; stopping by means of re-

versed motors or bucking the motors
is not conducive to safety.

Subject No. 7 included a review of
all existing equipment standards. The
following revisions were recommended:

El-21 (formerly Eb Ic)—Standard
Design of Brakeshoes, Brakeshoe Heads
and Brakeshoe Keys—The new wheel
contours adopted at the 1923 convention
made it necessary to change a few
dimensions for standard brakeshoes.
Revised designs were submitted as
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Fig. 6 showed
a new design for a standard brake head,
shoe and key for 3-in. tread wheels,
contours A3 and B3 and 3i in. tread
wheels contour A3i. Wheels 21 in. to

26 in. in diameter.
E8-23 (formerly Em Sa)—Limit of

Wear Gages for Association Standard
Flange Contours—The length of the
part of the gage for standard 1-in.

flange which projects down on the back
of the wheels was made 1 in. longer,

and the standard limit of wear gage
for 1-1^ in. flange is to be used for the

li in. flangp.

E14-23 (formerly Et Th)—Dimen-
sions of A.E.R.E.A. Steel Wheel De-
signs—In accordance with recommenda-
tions made by the Executive Commit-
tee, the tables for dimensions of steel

wheel des'gns were expanded to bring
thorn into conformity with the new
wheel contours adopted at the 1923
convention.

Et 3a— Specification for Refined
Wrought Iron Bars—The recommenda-
tion of the committee was thac a speci-
fication corresponding to that of the
American Society for Testing Materials
be adopted as a standard specification.

Copy of this A.S.T.M. specification was
included in the report.

E5-15 (formerly Et 9h)—Specifica-
tion for Quenched and Tempered Car-
bon Steel Axles, Shafts and Similar
Forgings—In order to clear up a con-
flict in paragraphs regarding the nom-
inal diameter or thickness of a forging,
a revised wording for several para-
graphs was submitted.

E103-21 (formerly Et 14b) and E104-
21 (formerly Et 15-b)

—

Specifications
for Case Hardened Forged Steel Gears
and for Quenched and Tempered Forged
Carbon Steel Gears—Cons derable in-
formation in regard to desirable toler-
ances for the bore of gears was assem-
bled, but the committee considered it

had insufficient time to obtain the in-

formation necessary in order to make
specific recommendations. The recom-
mendation of the committee was that
this be studied further by the ensuing
Equipment Committee.

ElO-19 (formerly Et ISa)—Wheel
Mounting and Check Gages—A special
study was made of this standard with
a view of making changes which would
define gage limits for the back of
wheels as well as for the throats. A
new wheel mounting gage was devel-
oped for consideration and is included
in the report. The recommendation of
the committee was that this subject be
given further consideration by the en-
suing equipment committee.
E12-20 (formerly Et 21a)—Gaflres for

Journal Bearings and Wedges—A new
journal bearing and wedge gage was
made up for the 3-in. x 6-in. journal and
was included in the report. A further
recommendation was made by the com-
mittee that it is desirable to have a
one-piece gage for the different sized
bearings and wedges instead of several
gages as at present.

Subject No. 8 included a study of
motor coach design problems. Repre-
sentatives of the equipment committee
met with the Society of Automotive
Engineers committee on motor coaches
and considered nomenclature and con-
trolling dimensions. It was agreed that
a suitable standard nomenclature was
desirable, and it was decided to con-
fine this to fundamental types and their
principal governing characteristics for
the present. It was fe't that many
features, such as general dimensions,
locat'on of emergency door, separate
compartment for driver, etc., should
properly be left to the contracting
parties unt'l general practice becomes
more clearly defined. The following
tentative proposal was drafted for cir-

cularizing for comments and sugges-
tions.

Motor CoacheR

City Type

1. Single-deck, having cross or longitudi-
nal a'^atc.

2. Pouble-deck, having cross or lon^-
tudinal seats.

Intercity Type

1. Sedan, having multiple side doors and
full cross seats.

2. Aisle, having front and emergency
dooiii and cross seats.

3. Chair, having front and emergency
doors and movable individual chairs.

Controlling Dimensions

It was felt that probably the for-
mulating of dimensional standards will
eventually be divided between the rail-

way and automotive industries, depend-
ing upon which group is most directly
interested, hut that the beginning of
the work should be confined to the list

given below by making surveys of the
following subjects:

1. Size of Doorway—Survey to be made
to determine door width, number of panels,
and whether folding in or out.

2. Over-all Width of Body—The maxi-
mum varies from 86 In. to 96 In. and Is a
matter of legislation in several states.
There is a tendency, however, toward uni-
versal adoption of 90 in.

3. Minimum Height of Body, Floor to
Roof—This should be left to Judgment of
customer, as it is dependent on their re-
quirements.

4. Overhang—Not considered Important
enough to standardize.

5. Width of Tread—Survey to be made
for treads from center to center of tires.

6. niiiiensions from Center to Center of
Springs—Not important in the program of
the committee, as It does not affect inter-
changing bodies.

7. Location and Size of Emergency
Door—Largely a matter of state legislation,
but survey should be made toward guiding
such legislation.

8. Dimension. Dash to Center of Rear
Axle—One of the most important dimen-
sions to establish and survey should be
made to establish a standard.

It was decided that these surveys
should be conducted by a committee of
the S.A.E., on the basis of coach capac-
ities as follows: (1) Seating 18 pas-
sengers, (2) Seating 21 passengers,
(3) Seating 25 passengers, (4) Seat-
ing 29 passengers, (5) Seating 64 pas-
sengers for double-deck types.
As it was felt that not much more

could be accomplished until the pro-
posed surveys are completed, the com-
mittee recommended that a future com-
mittee be appointed to meet jointly
with a committee from the Society of
Automotive Engineers to develop stand-
ards and to co-ordinate the work be-
tween the two associations.
The report was s'gned bv: Walter S.

Adams, R. S. Bull, W. W. Brown, A. T.
Clark, L. H. Fry, J. L. Gould, J. M.
Hipnle, J. H. Lucas, J. F. Miller, J. C.
McCune, A. D. McWhor'^er. M. O'Brien,
E. D. Priest. E. S. Sawtelle, R. B.
Smythe, W. G. Stuck. C. W. Squier, J.

M. Yount, Daniel Durie, sponsor, P. V.
C. See, vice-chairman, F. H. Miller,
chairman.

Following the presentation of the re-

port there was some discussion in re-
gard to further consideration of gages
for wheels, particularly as the way
committee is interested in this subject.
The convention approved the act'on
taken by the standards committee with
the exception of E8-23, limit of wear
gages for association standard flange
contours. This, together with Et 13a,

proof testing of forgings to deter-

mine their soundness after quenching
and tempering, and ElO-19, wheel
mounting and check gages, were re-

ferred back to the ensuing committee
for the purpose of further study and
recnmmen^ation.
The report of the committee on wood

preservation was presented by A. P.

Way, chairman.
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Wood Preservation

Five subjects were studied during the

year by this committee and are treated

in its report. The work followed the

same general lines as that done by the
special committee of the previous year.

Open-Tank Treatment of Wood Poles
—The committee endeavored to obtain

a detailed description of open-tank
installations in use by operating com-
panies, but the response was very
disappointing. Brief description of two
installations are included in the report.

It is hoped that operating companies
will respond more readily next year.

It is realized that a joint treating plant
for many properties covering a large
area would involve too large handling
charges, but it is felt that there are
many localities where medium-sized
properties covering a small area could
use a small tank and local wood to

advantage, either for their own use
or in combination with neighboring
companies. It is recommended that the
subject be reassigned to next year's
committee so that more small plants
can be studied and a few general plans
prepared from which operating com-
panies may make a selection to meet
local conditions. It is recommended
further that a study be made of hot and
cold treatment by quick temperature
changes, as compared with slow change
by natural cooling of oil in the tank.
The committee is of the opinion that
a new grade of heavy creosote oil

suitable for open tank and brush treat-

ment should be adopted as a rec-

ommended specification.

Brush Treatment of Wood Poles—
Last year the association approved
specifications for brush treatment of
poles, included in which was a specifica-

tion for treating poles in place, where
decay had started at the ground line.

This year the committee directed its

efforts to making a further study of
this phase by collecting information
from pole-using companies. It was
found that the practice is well under
way, particularly among telephone and
telegraph companies, with very promis-
ing results. It is felt that electric
railways are not getting the full value
from their investment in timber, and
are not doing their share in conserving
the timber supply. The report includes
replies received from six companies
that have had good results with brush
treatment of poles, and the committee
urges that these be carefully read.
From results to date it is evident that
the increased life attained by this
means will more than compensate for
the expense.

Pressure Treatment of Poles—In 1923
this committee submitted a number of
specifications for pressure treatment of
pine poles for purposes of information
only. This year these specifications
have been carefully studied along with
specifications of other societies, espe-
cially those adopted by the American
Wood Preservers' Association. From
these the committee compiled specifica-
tions for treatment of pine poles.
Although in some cases it was desired
to make further changes, it was felt
that the association, in a general way,
should follow the practice of the large
commercial plants where production is

based upon requirements of larger
interests, since to insist upon materially
different specifications would result in

a more expensive treatment. It is

therefore recommended that this be
adopted as a specification; that air-

seasoned poles be used where possible;

that the empty cell treatment be used
where the public may come in contact
with the poles and full cell treatment
used elsewhere; that trained inspectors
make inspection during treatment; and
that the subject be reassigned to the
ensuing committee for further study.

Perforation Process—Last year's
report contained description of a
number of perforating equipments in

operation at large commercial plants,
but the methods of perforating had not
become sufficiently standardized to
justify definite recommendations. There
seem to be no material changes in

methods of perforation other than
minor modifications to make a more
uniform pattern, and the selection of
long and thin perforating teeth that
will spread the wood fiber rather than
tear it. It is recommended that this

subject be discontinued as a separate
subject, but included with open-tank
treatments.

Review of Existing Standards—

A

few minor changes were recommended
by the committee. These include raw
material for creosote oils, and some
modifications of apparatus and ther-
mometers for making tests.

As an appendix to the report a dis-

cussion is presented concerning the
treatment of blighted chestnut. A
second appendix deals with the elec-
trical conductivity of treated wood.
The report was signed by M. J. Cur-

tin, J. L. Fritsch, W. H. Fulweiler, E. F.
Hartman, W. H. Harwood, E. L. Morier,
R. P. Woods, R. V. Achatz, M. B.
Rosevear, sponsor; C. A. Smith and
A. P. Way, chairman.
The recommendations of the stan-

dards committee regarding this report
were approved.
The report of the building and struc-

tures committee was presented by N. E.
Drexler, chairman.

Buildings and Structures

The work of the committee during
the year was divided among three
general subjects, including the review
of existing standards. It was recom-
mended that one of the other subjects
be continued by the ensuing committee
and that one be discontinued.

Terminals for City and Interurban
Service (Passenger).—The work of the
previous committee was continued and
a number of representative layouts are
presented in the report. It is thought
that these may serve as a guide to
member companies contemplating the
erection of passenger terminals. The
committee recommends that the manual
section covernig urban and interurban
passenger terminals be superseded by
the corresponding portion of this year's
report and that next year's committee
study terminals suitable for motor
buses.

Freight Terminals.— In continuing
the subject this year, plans of a large
number of freight terminals, including

those obtained last year, were studied.
The committee's investigations led to
the conclusion that, as the type of
building construction and material
entering into the same have been
pretty well standardized, information
which will ai-sist in determining the
size and location of the building,
ground space required and general
track layout would be of greater value
to the industry. As a result, plans of
a typical layout have been prepared
and are submitted. This typical layout
is flexible and can be reduced or
enlarged to meet requirements. It is

recommended that the plans of the
typical layout together with the funda-
mental data on design be adopted as
miscellaneous methods and practices.

Combination Terminals.—The study
of this subject was continued from last

year. Plans of a number of layouts
were studied and those shown illustrate
modern types of combination terminals
which may serve as useful information
to member companies. The committee
recommends that further study of this
subject be discontinued.

Storage and Maintenance of Buses.—
This subject has not been studied by
any previous committee. Data for the
report was obtained from question-
naires and from plans submitted by
member companies who operate buses.
Plans and description of the Connecti-
cut Company's Grand Avenue garage
at New Haven are shown in the report.
As this subject is of growing impor-
tance to electric railways and is in
a period of rapid development the
committee feel.'- that a further study
of the subject is highly essential and
recommends that it be continued by
next year's committee.
Review of Existing Standards.—The

committee has gone over the various
sections of the Engineering Manual re-
lating to buildings and structures. New
rules relating to car and car-house
wiring are recommended. Changes are
suggested in the drawings for small
bridges, culverts and trestles.

The report was signed by B. R.
Brovm, E. D. Eckroad, J. D. Kent.
H. R. Stamm, S. J. Steiner, T. H.
Stoffel, Judson Zimmer, C. H. Clark,
sponsor; N. E. Drexler, chairman, and
J. R. McKay, vice-chaiman.

In the discussion regarding the fun-
damentals that should be inserted in the
Manual under subject 1 of the report,
it was brought out that material be-
ginning with the location of freight ter-
minals and approximating two pages
in length was intended for use. The
recommendations of the standards com-
mittee regarding this subject were
approved.

"The report of the committee on car
and carhouse wiring was presented by
H. H. Adams, chairman.

Car and Carhouse Wiring

As a result of conferences with the
National Fire Protection Association,
the Western Electrical Inspectors Com-
mittee and the Western Association of
Electrical Inspection, the committee on
car and carhouse wiring formulated
some regulations for the wiring and
equipment of electric cars and car-
houses. These were submitted wiUi
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the recommendation that the regula-

tions be adopted as tentative for the
coming year and that the committee
be continued in order to co-operate with
the National Fire Protection Associa-
tion in the preparation of final rules

and regulations covering the subject.

In addition to information covering
the sizes, current-carrying capacities,

etc., of wiring, the tentative regula-
tions included the wiring for operating
motors, controllers and resistances;

light wiring, electric heaters, signal
wiring and storage batteries. The
regulations for wiring of carhouses
and auxiliary buildings operated by
electric traction companies included
provision for overhead conductors,
third rails and wiring other than that
for cars.

The report was signed by A. T.
Clark, C. G. Keen, J. Lindall, P. V. C.
See and H. H. Adams, chairman.

In abstracting the report of the
committee Mr. Adams stated that
it was practically the same as that
which will be presented to the National
Fire Protection Association for its con-
sideration, and that discussion of any
points which needed changing would
be transmitted to this committee for
its consideration in making changes
before definite recommendations could
be made.

R. S. Beers, General Electric Com-
pany, presented a written criticism of

a number of paragraphs which his
company considered should be modified.
These related particularly to the in-

stallation of control equipment and
which the engineers of his company

thought would help to clear up certain

portions of the report that now appear
misleading.

G. M. Woods. Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, called at-

tention to some additional points

which the engineers of his company
thought should receive further consid-

eration before definite rules were es-

tablished. These related particularly

to equipments employing voltages

higher than 600.

N. W. Storer, Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, said that

he thought that definite information
should be obtained to substantiate each
ruling and that very careful consid-

eration should be given to make certain

that no definite rules were adopted
which might hinder the advance of

equipment design. He said that he
concurred with the committee's recom-
mendation as to the desirability of

establishing some definite rules and
giving consideration particularly to

conditions which might prove danger-
ous and result in accidents or fire.

At the conclusion of the discussion

the association approved a recommen-
dation that the regulations as presented
by the committee be adopted as ten-

tative, with the understanding that the
various paragraphs would be elabor-

ated in line with points brought out

in the discussion so as to clarify cer-

tain sections and that this subject
would be given further consideration

during the coming year through co-

operation of this committee with one
from the National Fire Protection

Association.

Thursday's Session, Engineering

Association

AT THE Thursday afternoon ses-

sion the report of the committee
t on power generation and conver-

sion was presented by L. D. Bale, chair-

man, except subjects 2 and 3, which
were abstracted respectively by C. A.
Butcher, Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company and F. W.
Peters, General Electric Company.

Power Generation and
Conversion

The executive committee of the asso-

ciation assigned four subjects for con-

sideration :

1

—

Continue the study of a uniform
scheme of recording failures of power
apparatus and interruptions to service

originating within the generating sta-

tion and substation.—The assignment
limited the scope of the report to fail-

ures orig^inating within the plants.

After careful consideration of the sub-
ject, the committee became convinced
that such a study should include all

troubles on the system resulting in

discontinuance of power supply. In
view of this, the committee did not feel

in a position, at present, to submit a
report on the subject.

It was recommended that the subject

be continued through joint action of

the power generation and conversion
committee and the power transmission

and distribution committee, or by a
special committee, composed of repre-
sentatives of the above two committees.

2

—

Continue the study of existing

practices in design and operation of
automatic substations, including the

subject, "Remote supervisory control."

—This assigfnment was divided into

four classifications covering the most
pertinent questions involved. These
classifications are as follows: (a)

Application of shunt-wound and com-
pound-wound synchronous converters
for various classifications of service;

(b) definition and discussion of auto-
matic and semi-automatic substation;
(c) automatic railway substation d.c.

feeder control; (d) supervisory and
remote control systems.

Synchronous converters are used on
railway systems primarily to furnish
power for the movement of trains.

Where traffic conditions are such as to

require sustained d.c. bus voltage, the

compound-wound machine is desirable
for the most satisfactory and econom-
ical operation. Where sustained voltage
is not essential, the shunt-wound con-

verter possesses certain operating
advantages which may well be con-

sidered.

In general for railway service there

are probably more compound-wound
machines used than shunt-wound ma-

chines, and for the majority of the
installations a compound-wound ma-
chine is more suitable.

For the average interurban service,

a compound-wound machine is gener-
ally considered more desirable. It

tends to maintain constant d.c. voltage

with varying loads and hence requires

the installation of less feeder copper.

For many years past manually ope-

rated railway substations have followed

more or less conventional arrangements
with respect to the nature and group-
ing of devices in the stations. Switches,

instruments and relays are relatively

simple with practically all operations

of devices dependent upon the activity

and ability of the station attendant.

The application of automatic equip-

ment to railway substations has re-

versed the situation peculiar to manu-
ally operated stations, wherein the
apparatus loses its former extreme
simplicity and the station attendant is

eliminated with the resultant advan-
tages of reduced operating costs and
more efficient operation, including a
more accurate and timely functioning
of the station than is possible in the
manually operated equipment.
The application of shunt-wound con-

verters to automatic substations sim-
plifies the equipment somewhat, as
compared to that required for con-
trolling compound-wound machines,
since less resistance is required for

load limiting by virtue of the drooping
voltage characteristic. Equalizer con-

nections are eliminated with shunt-
wound machines in either automatic
or manual stations where machines
are operated in parallel.

In many manual stations throughout
the country, it is the function of the
attendant to perform duties other than
that incident to the operation of the
electrical apparatus. For instance,

the duties of ticket or baggage agent
may preclude dispensing entirely with
the attendant in the event of auto-
matic operation, in which case it has
been found desirable to incorporate in

the manual station a portion of the
standard automatic features with the
view of protecting against any damage
to the equipment during the absence of
the attendant. It is the intention

usually to have the attendant simply
start the station in the morning and
then continue his other duties while the
station continues operating unless shut
down because of unusual disturbances.
Alarm bells are provided to call the
operator in case of shut-down and
after investigation he may again start

the equipment.
The principal difference between an

automatic and a semi-automatic sta-

tion lies in the fact that the former
starts and stops itself dependent on
load demand and is at all times capable
of starting without the aid of an oper-

ator if proper conditions exist, while
the latter must be started manually.
The semi-automatic station will protect
itself from abnormal conditions during
operation but if it becomes necessary
to shut down for self protection, it

must be restarted manually.
Because a semi-automatic station de-

pends on manual attendance for the
starting operations only, it is custom-
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ary and desirable to provide all pro-
tective devices used in the fu'ly auto-
matic station except those directly

identified with the starting operations.
In other words, a semi-automatic sta-

tion is similar to a fully automatic
station in so far as operating features
are concerned excepting for the elimi-

nation of those automatic devices hav-
ing to do with starting the machine.
The direct current side is complete in

itself with the usual load limiting fea-
tures so th3 station may be expected to
function continuously as long as irreg-
ularities necessitating shutting down
the machine do not occur.

Savings accruing from the elimina-
tion of light !oad losses are not realized
in semi-automatic stations because of
normally continuous operation.

Failure of an attendant to respond
to an alarm indicating a station shut-
down by a semi-automatic equipment
may result in traffic delays of no small
consequence. Also unusual power de-
mands may arise which make it desir-
able to start up the stations. Should
this occur when the operating schedule
otherwise cals for the station to be
idle and the attendant off duty, diffi-

culty may be experienced in meeting
the emergency. In some cases, addi-
tional compensation must be given to
the part-time attendant because of
longer working hours, which will more
than offset the additional yearly
charges for full automatic equipment.

Feeder Circuit Control in Auto-
matic Substations

Where converters are subjected to

infrequent but heavy swinging loads,

such as may be due to the acceleration

of heavy trains, resistors in series with
the feeders, together with resistors in

the machine circuit, will limit the cur-

rent to be commutated, and thereby
enable small converters to handle serv-

ice which otherwise would require
larger machines. The only argument
for a resistor in the feeder is that it

will, und2r some conditions, be suffi-

cient to hold the load below the value
at which the resistors would be cut in

between the machine and the feeder
bus and thereby prevent penalizmg
other feeders supplied from the same
bus with the consequently lower voltage.

With but a few feeders, as are
usually found in interurban substa-
tions, it is not difficult to arrange the
resistance values and the thermal
capacity of the feeder resistors so that
satisfactory operation will result. The
question becomes one of economics;
how much capital shall be invested in a
lot of highly inactive cast iron, to-

gether with the switching required for
it. If, for example, a 500-kw. machine
can, by the use of resistance, be made
to handle the work of a much larger
machine, considerable investment is,

no doubt, justified. If not, it is of
doubtful value.

In small stations, supplying light in-

terurban passenger service, an auto-
matic service restoring contactor is

inexpensive and highly satisfactory.

With such equipment no current limit-

ing resistors are used in the feeder
circuits. The contactor opens on over-
load and recloses automatically by the
functioning of a relay in a testing

bridge circuit set up to function when
the resistance of the external circuit

has increased to a value above a pre-

determined minimum. To permit the
trolley to be .sectionalized at the sub-
station, similar equipment is supplied
for each feeder circuit.

Feeder Equipment for Metropolitan
Substations

In large metropolitan stations, from
which radiate a relatively large num-
ber of feeders, the aggregate load in

actual service will often reach values
such as to bring the current limiting
resistors into the machine circuit when
the load on any one feeder is not suffi-

ciently heavy to cut in a feeder re-

sistor. Should a given station be
overloaded due to an outage on one or
more adjacent stations, it may be shut
down by overheated machine resistors

without a single feeder resistor having
been cut into the circuit. Such a con-
dition can be prevented on^ by install-

ing machine resistors with thermal
capacity sufficient for continuous opera-
tion. The number of resistors to do
this is, indeed, a large item of expense.

It is not desirable to delay the move-
ment, as is done when voltage is re-

duced. Such, however, is done when
current limiting resistors are inserted
in the circuit. Congestion on one feeder
is usually the result of blockade in-

volving several diflFerent lines, so that
simultaneously with the overloading of
one feeder, other feeders from the sta-

tion are at less than normal load. The
station then is probably pulling the
same total or even less than normal
load. For the short time only that is

usually required, the feeder circuit will

safely carry the current necessary to

clear the traffic.

The short circuit, selective, auto-
matic-reclosing type of direct-current
feeder differentiates between true over-
load and short-circuit. A legitimate
overload, regardless of value, will not
open the circuit unless the cable reaches
an excessive temperature. A thermal
relay then operates to open the feeder
and locks it out of service. It must
be understood that the current-limiting
features in the machine circuit are re-

tained even when this type of feeder is

used. The energy developed in or
shunted by an impedance circuit due to

the sudden change of current which
characterises a short circuit is used to

operate the circuit interrupter of the
feeder equipment. The impedance cir-

cuit may consist of a series transfor-
mer, a reactor, or a resistor and a re-

actor connected in parallel. Normal
changes of load do not cause a suffi-

ciently rapid change of current to pro-
duce energy sufficient to operate the

tripping device. The reclosing of the

circuit interrupter is dependent on the

action of devices in a "feeding out"
circuit set up to test the resistance of

the external circuit. When the short
circuit has cleared or the resistance

has increased sufficiently to limit the

load to a predetermined va'ue, the
feeder circuit is automatically re-

established. In the case of tie feeder
circuits, for example, (feeders with
more than one source of supply) the

feeder contac^'ors in each station will

reclo"^e immediately upon the energiz-

ing of the feeder, provided, of course,

that the short -circuit has cleared.

Among the outstanding developments
in the art of electrical engineering of
the present day are the large, wide-
spread, power systems and apparatus
for automatically operating power sta-

tions and substations. Both of these
developments have reached a high state
of reliability. Nevertheless, the need
has arisen for some method of knowing
what happens in these distant or Tin-

attended places. In addition, some-
times, it has become necessary to con-
trol some of the operations from a dis-

tant point. There are, therefore, these
two main needs: (1) Indication of
what is taking place at a distant point;

(2) control of operations at a distant.

For the sake of simplicity, these will

be referred to as "Indication" and
"Control."
The requirements for a practical sys-

tem are as follows: (1) Reliability;

(2) simplicity; (3) few control wires;
(4) moderate cost; (5) ease of main-
tenance.

Several different kinds of equipment
have been developed to achieve the re>-

sults outlined. With the idea of using
apparatus already developed commer-
cially and keeping the currents within
such bounds that existing telephone cir-

cuits could be used, the general plan in

all of the systems has been to use
equipment that has been standardized
for use in telephone and telegraph
service. Standard auxiliary switches on
oil-circuit breakers, and standard coils

and relays for opening and closing oil

circuit breakers are also necessarily a
part of the equipment.

In view of the rapid advance being
made in the application of automatic
substations, together with remote con-
trol systems, the committee is of the
opinion that these several subjects
should be continued. It is, therefore,

recommended that the subject in its

various phases be reassig^ned for study
during the coming year.

3

—

Ventilation and Noiseless Opera-
tion of Automatic Substations — For
convenience, the report on this subject
is in two parts, the first dealing with
ventilation and the second with the re-

duction of noise. Obviously, the two
subjects are quite closely related.

Ventilation systems may be divided
into two main types:

1. Natural ventilation; In which sys-

tem the heat is dissipated into the sur-

rounding atmosphere purely by virtue

of the temperature difference and the

natural air currents which may be gen-
erated due to the heat transferred. In

this case no specific supply of cooling

air is directed toward the heated region
by any mechanical means; and

2. Forced ventilation, in which sys-

tem the proper quantities of cooling
air are supplied to the heated regions

by mechanical means, in which case

there may be two further subdivisions:
(a) Directive cooling, where the cool-

ing air is directed to the spot where
ventilation is required as well as being
supplied by mechanical means, and (b)

general forced ventilation, where the

supply although effected by mechanical
means, is general and not directive,

such as in general room ventilation by
means of exhaust blowers, etc.

A combination of these systems is

ordinarily used in the desigrn of prac-

tically all standard rotary apparatus,
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the rotating element being either pro-
vided with ventilating fans, or generat-
ing air currents by its own rotation.

Obviously, with directive cooling,

smaller quantities of air can be used
in the dissipation of the los.ses than in

either the case of natural ventilation

or forced ventilation without directive

cooling, for in the latter cases the ven-
tilating air frequently short circuits

the spot to be cooled, allowing the
creation of a hot pocket and corre-
spondingly higher temperature rise.

The report contained a detailed dis-

cussion of the thermal properties of

air, developing figures for the quantity
of air required for various converter
ratings as given in Table I.

TART.R I

Approximate Quantities of Air Required
FOR General Station Ventilation Where

Maohi.nfs ^re Not iNi^LOSED an'd do
Not Have Directive Coolino

<Figures oarrespond riughly to 130 cu.ft. per minute
per kiljwatt l3S8)

. Cubic Feet of Air per Minute .

Rotary Converter Motor Generator
Stations Stations

Kw. With Exclusive With Exclusive
Rating of Trans- of Trans- Trans- of Trans-

Unit formers formers formers formers

200 4.000 3,000 5,800 4.800
300 5,700 4,200 8,500 7.000
500 8.000 5.500 13,000 11,500
750 12.000 8,500 18,500 15,000

1,000 15,000 11,000 23.500 19.500
1.500 21,000 14.500 32,500 26.000
2,000 28,000 19,000 43,500 44.500
3,000 42,500 29,000 65.000 51.500

'

It should be distinctly understood
that considerations as to load factor,

location of air intake and outlet, etc.,

are of extreme importance, and may
necessitate provision for greater quan-
tities of cooling air than those shown,
which are based upon nominal rating
of the machines and favorable location
of air intakes and outlets. With
natural ventilation the intake louvers
and outlets should be so placed as to

take advantage of the prevailing winds
in order to insure circulation. The
same considerations apply in the use
of low-head propeller-type exhausters,
as the force of the wind in such cases
may be sufficient to reduce the speed
or even stop such a fan thereby limit-

ing circu'ation of the ventilating air.

A number of types of ventilators

commonly employed were described
and il ustrated in the report.

In many stations, natural ventilation

can be employed to advantage and
economy can thereby be effected in that,

in such cases, there is no handling
charge for the ventilating air. In such
cases, louvers are usually placed in the
side walls of the buildiner, such as at
St. Louis in the United Railways sub-
stations, or if a basement is used such
as at C'eveland, they are then usually
set below the floor line as gratings or
grilles. Roof ventilators are likewise

installed to provide for proper ventila-

tion, the driving force for the circulat-

ing air being obtained by the tendency
of the heated air in the station to rise.

Natural station ventilation is always
further influenced by the wind ve'ocity.

In the case of automatic railway sub-
stations, and especially where noise-

proof construction is employed, the re-

sults obtained from ordinary roof-type
ventilators are somewhat problematical
in that the velocities which can be ac-

commodated by the devices are neces-
sarily low due to being generated

merely by the stack action of the build-

ing, and the wind. The fan action of
the rotating open apparatus of stand-
ard design is in general indeterminate
and cannot usually be credited with any
definite value unless suitable duct work
or housing are employed. Where
attendants are present and windows
and doors may be opened to increase
the flow of air this indefiniteness has
not worked serious hardship, exhaust
fans boing installed to increase the
circulation in cases where the stations

have run hot. With the unattended
station, however, where windows are
sealed (if pre.«ent at all) and espe-
cially in such stations where noise-

proof insulation (which is usually also

effective heat insulation) is employed
in the building construction, absolutely
definite removal of the heat must be in-

sured at all times, hence forced ventila-

tion is usually required, either entirely

or as a standby for natural ventilation.

With open-type machines in substa-

tions, the problem is apparently one of

directing the hot air discharged from
the rotors of the machines in such a
way as to minimize recirculation and
vitiation of the air entering the ma-
chines. In general, there is a discharge
pressure belt or hot blast from syn-
chronous converters and other rotating
machines extending around the machine
and even into any pit that may be con-

structed under the apparatus, with an
intake cone or a region of suction along
the shaft or at the ends of the ma-
chines. This hot blast may in cases

have sufficient for to seriously impede
if not altogether stop the admission of

cool air to a machine by way of the pit,

where natural ventilation is relied upon.
In cases where the fresh air has access

to the ends of the machine*! from other

sources, this blast may have sufficient

force to then discharge heated air from
such a pit through grills which may
have been provided for an inlet.

Forced Ventilation

As an alternative forced ventilation

is frequently employed and must of

necessity be used in connection with
noiseproof stations where baffling of

the cooling air to effectively absorb the

noise is necessary, resulting in greater

resistances than can be overcome with
natural ventilation.

Where housed-in machines are em-
ployed the improvement in efficiency

by virtue of the use of a separate fan
designed for the particular conditions

of service, and the reduction in quan-
tity of ventilating air handled may in

certain cases effect enough saving in

power to ccmpensate, at least partially,

for the extra pressures required, and
when taken in conjunction with noise-

proofing and definiteness of air supply,

may present many advantages. The
use of enclosed alternating current ma-
chines has long been made but the de-

velopment of enclosure systems for

commutating machines has been de-

ferred as the necessity, whi'e in special

cases urgent, has not been general.

Complete and semi-inclosure has, how-
ever, been provided in snecial cases,

though principally for Edison service

the difficulties in converters and direct-

current machinery being inaccessibility,

and difficulty of inspection and main-
tenance of the current-collecting ele-

ments such as the brush rigging, etc.

With the motor generator sets, the
tendencies have apparently been more
toward inclosure of the alternating-
current motor, with semi-inclosure of

the generators. In such cases the
heated air from the generators is dis-

charged directly into the room, whereas
that from the motor may either be
piped directly out of the station or may
be discharged into the station with the
air from the generator. In either case
the recirculation of air by the machines
is considerably reduced and effective

ventilation obtained.

Forced ventilation as applied to open-
type machines usually consists of gen-
eral station ventilation, the fresh air

ordinarily being introduced into the pit

under the rotating machines and being
forced or drawn up against any blast

action of the rotating element. In such
cases additional exhaust fans may be
installed to effect final removal. With
ventilating systems of this type direc-

tive cooling is not employed in so far

as the eMmination of recirculation is

concerned, hence the quantities of air

handled, though somewhat less than
with natural ventilation, cannot be re-

duced to the allowances tolerable with
directive cooling. For such general
ventilation, consideration must be given

to the ambient as well as to the tem-
perature of the fresh air, but in general

the allowances should not be reduced
appreciab'y below 125 to 150 cu.ft. of

air per minute per kilowatt loss.

For such conditions it is also neces-

sary to have the air introduced either

below the machine or in some similar

way equally effective in directing it to

the apparatus, as merely a general in-

let into the room and outlet from the

o*her side has been found to be entirely

inadequate, tests ind eating that in

some cases approxima^^e'y 60 per cent

of the air so introduced was ineffective

in producing any appreciable cooMng.

Velocities in Ventilating Ducts

In the distribution of air through
ducts with forced ventilation, economy
in space, equipment and operating costs

are the principal criteria when noise-

less operation is not essential and does

not introduce other limitations. Veloci-

ties at the entrance and discharge

louvers are generally not to exceed

from 1,200 to 1,500 ft. per minute,

whereas with interior work they may
run up to 2,500 or more. The pressure

drop in an ordinary metal duct is ap-

proximately equal to one velocity head
for each 40 diameters of stra'ght

length of pipe, with a right angle caus-

ing likewise a loss of a complete ve'oc-

ity head. With concrete ducts the

pressure loss per unit length is roughly

twice that given for ordinary metal
ducts. Various friction constants on
air flow can be found in the N.E.L.A.
report on ventilation of central s'-ation

buildings and equipment published in

1923.

Where ducts are used to convey air,

natural vent'la*ion being employed, 'ow
veloc'ties must be used, determined
frrm the possible draft which may be
generated due to the difference in tem-
perature between the station interior

and the outside atmosphere. As this

capacity is limited velocities of 100 to

400 't. per m'nu'^e are usually a'l that

can be generated, and hence the areas

of such ducts must be proportionately
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increased. The computed velocities

through louvers should also not exceed
these figures when natural ventilation

is employed.

Transformers

In the small automatic substations
where the concentration of power ap-
paratus can be effectively accommo-
dated by natural ventilation, the trans-
formers may be housed in the same
building compartment with the rotating
equipment with some saving in build-

ing construction. With the tendencies
toward outdoor switching stations, how-
ever, separate provision is frequently
made for them. Likewise in larger
capacity stations where bus structures
and noise-proofing must be given con-
sideration, the ventilation of the trans-

formers can be taken care of to ad-
vantage in separate compartments,
which further reduces the hazard from
fire, and frequently enables natural
ventilation to be employed for them,
resulting in less volumes to be handled
by the forced draft equipment. This
arrangement likewise reduces the neces-
sary insulation for sound elimination
for such stations where it is desirable
to reduce noise, in that the transformer
hum can ordinarily be sufficiently

silenced by standard building construc-
tion to eliminate any nuisance from this

source, even in substations specifically

designed for noiseless operation.
Sufficient data accurately determined

are not available at the present time to
make definite recommendations as to
the particular limits of applicability of
the various ventilating systems. For
the smaller stations, and in outlying
districts, natural ventilators can well
be employed, whereas in the city sub-
stations where large powers are con-
centrated in small spaces, the ten-
dencies are toward forced ventilation or
natural ventilation supplemented by
blowers which are brought into opera-
tion as required. With stations de-
signed for poiseless operation forced
ventilation at the present time appears
to be essential.

Noise and Its Prevention

The most favorable location of auto-
matic railway substations is quite
frequently handicapped by the objec-
tions advanced by property holders in

the immediate neighborhood, especially
as regards noise, but also at times at
the lack of architectural harmony with
the surroundings. It has accordingly
been necessary in certain cases to in-

sure practically noiseless operation and
freedom from nuisance in order to be
able to install the substation in the de-
sired localities.

The nuisance from noise may usually
be traced to the individual articles of
equipment in a substation; namely, the
rotating electrical apparatus, the trans-
formers, the fans, duct work, etc., the
chief elements usually being the rotat-
ing apparatus. The ultimate source is

in
_
practically all cases a vibration

which usually, however, is quite com-
plicated and which is transmitted either
directly to the atmosphere and hence
recognized as noise, or may be trans-
mitted to various elements of the ap-
paratus, foundations and structures,
and from these to the atmosphere,
thereby causing noise.

It should be understood that the

energy of sound waves is usually very
small, the amplitude of the vibrations
being estimated by various authorities

at from 0.00000005 in. for sounds barely
audible to 0.005 in. for loud noises,

hence the smallest vibrations may be
productive of sound and nuisance. In
the case of rotating machines these
noises and vibrations are usually due to

one or more of the following causes:
1. Vibrations and noise mechanically

produced by (a) unbalance of rotating
element; (b) friction and sliding or
rubbing surfaces such as brushes on
commutators, slip rings, etc.

2. Air vibrations—produced by wind-
age and ventilation from (a) air roar
due to high velocities over surfaces
around corners, etc.; (b) siren action

due to ventilating slots in rotors and
stators.

3. Vibrations produced magnetically
and electirically by (a) pulsations due
to main flux or field cutting, alter-

nately rotor teeth and slots; (b) un-
balanced phases or single-phase opera-
tion causing variations in magnetic pull

and hence vibration; (c) load current
in irregular windings, usually of syn-
chronous machines, causing magnetic
pulsations and hence vibrations which
vary depending upon the load.

Some of these causes are directly

under the control of the designing en-

gineer, whereas others, such as covered
by group 1, are primarily a function
of shop workmanship and the use of

materials, such as brushes, determined
from other operating characteristics

and are hence practically always pres-

ent to a degree. On the other hand,
the economies of standardized punch-
Ings, fractional pitch windings, and in-

terchangeable laminations lead fre-

quently to various combinations of

slot ratios and irregular windings,
which produce smaller and cheaper
machines, but introduce certain mag-
netic or air pulsations.

In the case of transformers, the
vibrations and resulting hum are
usually due to the vibratory movement
of the laminations induced by the pul-
sating magnetic fluxes, and depend
upon the densities employed and the
tightness of the bolting. These noises,

however, are usually not productive of

great nuisance.
In general, the remedies applicable

for these conditions may be divided into

three classifications: (1) Removal or
reduction of the fundamental vibra-

tions, thereby eliminating the cause of

noise at the source; (2) absorption of
the energy of vibration or of the noise
before it is transmitted to the struc-

tures, buildings, and general atmos-
phere, causing nuisance; (3) directing

such noise as may be produced in such
a direction as to minimize the nuisance.

In general, each of the foregoing
methods is applicable to specific cases,

it being the obligation of the manufac-
turer to reduce the fundamental causes
of noise and vibration to the least pos-
sible values consistent with operating
and commercial necessities and manu-
facturing facilities. However, in the
present state of the art these elements
are still present to such a degree that
where noiseless operation is essential

separate provision must be made in the
form of inclosed systems with noise-

reducing .baffles or some other such
means in order to insure freedom from

nuisance. Accordingly various means
of sound reduction as applied to build-

ing construction have been tried, some
of which have been productive of very
favorable results. Methods of noise re-

duction developed at the University of
Illinois, were given in considerable de-
tail.

In the case of vibrating or noisy ma-
chines, several schemes have been tried

to prevent the transmission of vibra-
tions and noise to the floor and build-

ing structure so that they will not act
as sounding boards or otherwise aug-
ment any nuisance from those sources.
Various methods have been tried to

isolate machinery foundations, includ-

ing cork, rubber and felt pads, etc.,

either between the machine and founda-
tion or between the foundation block
and the supporting mat and floors.

Rubber may be adversely affected by
oil and there is some doubt as to the

utility of felt after extended service

due to a permanent set with a tendency
toward becoming hard.

In the Miller Street substation of

the Public Service Electric Company at
Newark, N. J., the foundation for each
of the 1,500-kw. motor generator sets

consists of a heavy concrete block un-
der the machines, such block being
effectively isolated by two layers 4 in.

of "Anti-Vibro' and treated with a tar-

pitch compound as an assurance against
the penetration of moisture, which is

further guarded against at the floor

line by a plastic asphalt fill over a jute

insertion. Although this station has
been in operation only a short while
and the effects of any permanent set

have not been manifested, the installa-

tion at present so effectively isolates

the machine that no vibration can be

felt with the hand at any point of the

floor surrounding the sets.

A number of methods used by the

Los Angeles Railway were described.

These have already been treated in

Electric Railway Journal, issue of

April 26, 1924, page 645.

The committee believes that addi-

tional information should be dissemi-

nated on noiseless operation of sub-

stations as the art develops.

It is recommended: (1) that the

subject be reassigned to the ensuing
commmittee for further study; (2) that

if possible during the coming year

some actual ventilation tests be made
and the results presented by the com-
mittee; (3) that the co-operative ar-

rangement established this year with

the American Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers be continued

next year, so that the committee may
have the benefit of the counsel and ad-

vice of expert ventilation engineers in

its studies and tests.

Review op Existing Standards

Manual Section GlOO-23 (formerly
Gbla)

—

Specifications for Boiler Tubes.

The committee proposes certain revi-

sions in this specification in order that

it may be in complete conformity with

the A. S. T. M. specification for this

class of material as revised at the 1924
convent'on of that Association.

It is recommended that the proposed
revisions he adopted.
Manual Section G200-15 (formerly

Gb2a)

—

Specifications and contract for

purchase of fuel.

This specification has been reviewed.
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It is recommended that it either be re-

vised during the coming year to con-

form with present day conditions, or

it be omitted from the Manual. It is

thought, however, that the specification

as it now appears should be retained

for whatever value it may present un-
til definite action is taken.
Manual Section Gl-16 (formerly

GhSa)—A. S.M.E. Boiler Code.
In 1916 A. E. R. E. A. adopted as a

standard specification the Boiler Code
of the A. S. M. E. The Code was re-

vised in 1918 by the A. S. M. E. The
committee recommends that a footnote

be placed on Manual Section Gl-16 ap-

proving that revision.

Manual Section G200-21 (formerly
Gmla)

—

Form of contract for purchase
or sale of power. The present form of

contract was reviewed and no changes
suggested at this time.

The report was signed by C. E. Ben-
net, F. C. Chambers, H. E. Davis, H. W.
Codding, F. C. Hanker, G. H. Kelsay,

H. A. Kidder, N. R. Love, F. W. Peters,

G. W. Saathoff, T. H. Schoepf, A. E.

Stierly, L. J. Turley, R. L. Weber, E. H.
Schofield, sponsor, W. E. Bryan, vice-

chairman and L. D. Bale, chairman.

In discussing the report Adrian
Hughes, Jr., United Railways & Elec-

tric Company of Baltimore, called at-

tention to the value of supervisory in-

dication. C. H. Jones, Chicago Rapid
Transit Company, also spoke on the

value of supervisory indication and
said that small wires were the first to

give trouble in storms and that more
reliable service would result if the num-
ber of control wires were reduced.

C. A. Butcher said that an auto-

matic substation had been placed in

service in Indiana which was using
radio carrier current for its control,

and so needed no control wires. Opera-
tion at this station is being watched
with interest.

W. E. Bryan, United Railways of

St. Louis, described the construction

of his company's automatic stations

and the precautions taken to reduce
noise and to provide satisfactory ven-
tilation. The forced ventilation which
is used has proved very satisfactory
and has warranted the additional cost

involved.

L. J. Turley, Los Angeles Railway,
described the construction of the venti-

lation system used in the substations
of his company. The maximum differ-

ence in the temperature of the incoming
and outgoing air is never more than
15 deg., even wnth extreme weather
conditions. His company has gone to

considerable expense to provide attrac-
tive exteriors, so as to make unobjec-
tionable the location of substat'ons in

residence districts. Hollow tile with
felt lining is used in the construction
of the buildings. The doors also are
felt lined and constructed on the same
principle as doors used in ice boxes.
Adrian Hughes, Jr., said that his

company had experimented with cork
lining and had provided an air space
under the floor. Air is exhausted
through the roof. The maximum tem-
perature difference between incoming
and outgoing air has been 14 deg.

Pierre Bloomers, of H. H. Robertson
Company spoke of the advantages of
having incoming air enter through the
cellar. He also called attention to the

need of care in locating I-beams so

as not to interfere with the proper cir-

culation of air. He said that with
proper consideration of this detail,

I-beams could be located so as to as-

sist materially in directing the air

along advantageous paths.

Prof. W. Trinks of the Carnegie In-

stitute of Technology said that the
proper placing of ventilators upon the
roofs of substations has an important
effect upon the efficiency of ventilation.

With ventilators placed in calm loca-

tions their efficiency is greatly reduced.
Mr. Jones asked whether the manu-
facturers had considered the adapta-
tion of a fan of rotary construction,

thereby forcing circulation rather than
have the rotor merely act as a churn.
Replying Mr. Butcher said that a fan
would prove uneconomical as it would
have to overcome duct friction. Plac-

ing auxiliary fans to take care of ven-
tilation was far more efficient and eco-

nomical and he believed would prove
more satisfactory.

As to elimination of noise in sub-
station operation, Mr. Peters said that
every company should be in a position

to meet the condition when it arises.

Quiet machines were considered by him
desirable to eliminate noise. C. R.
Harte stated that continuous low-
pitched noise is apt to be serious as

it is considerably more irritating than
intermittent loud noises. He suggested
that manufacturers look seriously

the self-ventilated converter. That the
converter determines largely the ar-

rangement and type of ventilation

employed was brought out by L. D.
Bale. The use of forced or natural
ventilation is determined by the loca-

tion of the substation.

The report of the power transmission
and distribution committee was read
by C. H. Jones, electrical engineer Chi-

cago Rapid Transit Company.

Power Transmission and
Distribution

The work of the committee this year
was divided up among 11 subjects,

nearly all of which represent continu-

ing investigations.

Subject No. 1

—

Concrete Pole Design
and Maintenance.—Recognizing the in-

creasing scarcity of timber suitable for
poles and believing that suitable sub-

stitutes should be developed, the com-
mittee has revised the specification for

the manufacture of concrete poles and
it is recommended that it be substituted

for the one now appearing in Manual
Section D202-16.
The sub-committee has done consid-

erable work in checking the formulas
and tables pertaining to concrete poles

in section D202-16, but has not been
able to complete the work. It is

recommended that the subject be con-

tinued next year so that the text por-
tion as well can be put into final form
to replace the present Manual section.

Subject No. 2

—

Dimensions of Ap-
proach Ewrs or Flexible Tips —The sub-
committee finds, (1) that the bolted

type of approach ear is being super-
seded by other special designs of fewer
separate parts, capable of being more
quickly attached and replaced, and (2)

that it would be necessary to redesign
the special castings to which it is at-

tached in order to standardize the

bolted type. It is recommended that
further study of the subject be dis-

continued.
Subject No. 3

—

Dimensions of Vari-
ous Types of Trough Suspensions.—
The sub-committee has been able to
arrive at standard ruling dimensions
for three types of trough suspensions.
This will make it possible to inter-

change suspensions of a given type,
furnished by different manufacturers.
It is recommended that the designs
shown in the illustration be adopted as
standard.

Subject No. 4

—

Review Work of the
1923 Committee on Catenary Overhead
Construction, for Other Than Steam
Railroad Electrification, and Subject
No. 5

—

Specifications for Catenary Szts-

pension Materials.—Sub-committee No.
4 has done considerable work reviewing
the work of the 1923 committee and,
in general, concurs in the work of that
CDmmittee. Considerable study has
been devoted to inclined catenary or

displaced messenger construction, but
there was not sufficient t'me to carry
out certain experimental checks of re-

sults obtained by calculation for this

type of construction. The committee,
therefore, is not ready to report on
the results of this study, but recom-
mends that this subject be assigned to

next year's committee for completion.

It is also recommended that next year's

committee be instructed to rearrange
the report of the 1923 committee so as

to put it in the form of a definite con-

struction specification for catenary con-

struction, using 150 ft. pole spacing.

The general information on catenary
construction calculation should be in-

cluded as an appendix to the specifi-

cation.

Sub-committee No. 5 has devoted
considerable time to working up cate-

nary material specifications, but has
not been able to bring them up to the

point where they are ready to be sub-

mitted to the association. It also seems
desirable to prepare a definite con-

struction specification and work up the

material specifications to go along with

it in order to be sure that there will

be no conflict between them. The com-
mittee recommends that the cantenary
material specification work be carried

along and completed next year.

Subject No. 6

—

Trolley Wire Wear
and Composition.— (a) Continue the

study of the composition and the wear
of trolley wires; (b) continue the study
of trolley wire breaks from causes

other than wear; (c) continue the

study of various devices for trolley con-

tacts and the effect upon trolley wire.

This subject is to be studied in co-op-

eration with the committee on equip-

ment.
The present report represents the

fourth successive year of study of the

general subject of the study of trolley

wire wear and composition. On some
points there is very little to show in the

way of definite conclusions. The rea-

son for this is partly the difficulty of

accumulating data from a sufficient

number of representative sources with
regularity, and in standard form for

study by the committee. Furthermore,
a study of this sort necessarily pro-

ceeds slowly. A definite method of pro-

cedure for the collection of this data
has now been agreed upon and it is
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hoped that the co-operation of a large

number of companies can be obtained

80 as to permit satisfactory and con-

clusive results.

It is not expected that this can be
accomplished 'n a single year even
now, for the subject is quite extensive.

The point has been reached where
definite recommendations can be made
for this purpose and it is expected that
several years will be required before
sufficient data can be obtained. The
requirement is for definite and positive

data as to the actual wear of var'ous
kinds of wire in terms of car move-
ments and then probably a classifica-

tion of this drta with regard to the
operating conditions.

From data so far collected and
studied definite conclusions can be
drawn on certain methods known to

give good results in the use of trolley

wire.

A specification such as that contained
in the Engineering Manual, D2-23, is

absolutely necessary in the purchase of
trol'ey wire. The specification sh'^uld

show the requirements for the finished

product and if these requirements are
met the actual composition of the wire
and the methods of manufacture may
be safely left to the manufacturer.
A factory inspection of each trolley

wire order is advisable, or if this 's im-
practicable, then the factory should be
required to furnish certified copies of
tests. It is, therefore, preferab'e to
purchase trolley wire in as large
quantities as possible, both for con-
venience and economy in inspecting,
and also because frequentV a better
price can be obtained in this way.
The w're must be carefully handled

during installation so as to avoid
bruising, kinking or nicking. It s'lould
be pullod to a uniform, definite tension.
The actual tension will depend upon the
temperature at the time it is installed
and the knd of wire; that is, whether
it is hard drawn copper wire or alloy
wire. This tension can bs measured by
means of a dynamometer or probably
with sufficient accuracy bv making
pulls of definite lengths of wire with a
certain number of men on a nart'cular
arrangement of rigging. It can be
stated in general that the wire should
be pulled tight, wh'ch m°ans a pull of
it least one-fourth the breaking
strength of the wire. (See Manual,
Section DlOl-16, par. 802.)
The supports should be as flexib'e as

possible. Span wire? should have a
sag of at least 2 J ft. in 50 ft. for
doiibl-'-track c-^nstruction. (See Man-
ual, Section 0101-16, par 702.) Where
it is necessary to fasten the supports
to rigid structures, as under bridges
or elevated structures, some sort of a
spring hancer will usually give bet-
ter results than a rigd support.
The type and design of ear is im-

portant. An ear with thick lips, which
entirely surrounds the wire, seems to
be most desirable. It must a'so be
carefullv tapered at each end, not only
on the bottom but on the sides, so as to
give a smooth run on and run oflF.

Sppcial mention must b" m^de of
the renewal of ears. No matter what
size, shape or type of ear is used it is

most mportant that the ear should be
renewed as soon as the metal in the
lips underneath the trolley wire has

become worn away. Otherwise the
trolley wire will rapid'y wear out im-
mediately under the boss of the ear.

Frequently trolley wire has to be re-

newed because it is entirely gone under
the ears whereas between spans it is

good for several years more service.

This condition can and should be pre-
vented. It wU be found cheaper to

renew ears with greater frequency
than is often the practice rather than
to renew entire stretches of trolley wire.
The renewal of ears should be put on
the same basis as the renewal of trol-

ley wire, that is, when the ears are
worn out on any line, section or divi-

sion, all ears should be renewed at one
time. Any trolley wire should outlast

Proposed Standard TrouKh Snspenaloni for
Deep, Shallow and Insulated

Bolt Uanser*

four or five sets of ears. The length
of life of ears on any particular line,

or portion of a line where traffic con-
ditions vary, can easily be determined
from practice. In congested districts,

the heavy lip type of ear which entirely
surrounds the wire will last for 2 or 3
months. These ears will last for from
70 000 to 100 000 car movements.

Regular and careful inspection of the
wire and fittings is also necessary. On
several large propert'es, the emergency
crews are made responsible for certain
definite districts and they take care of
both the inspection and the renewal of
defective material. On another large
property satisfactory results are ob-
tained by the use of four special men
as inspectors, to each of whom is as-

signed approximately one-fourth of the
system, equivalent to a I'ttle over 100
miles of s'ngle track. The inspection
is made on foot, and renorts are turned
in for the attention of the emergency
crews who act as maintenance crews
during the off-peak hours. In this way
an inspection is made of every portion
of the system once in 2 or 3 weeks, spe-
cial attention being given to the con-
gested districts and points of heavy
wear.
The comm'ttee, requests that member

companies obtain and compile certain
trolley wire data in a uniform manner
and send copies of reports to associa-
tion headquarters periodically. This
data has bsen carefully confined to

only that which can be readily obtained
without great trouble or expense and
which every company should have for
its own information.

Many companies undoubtedly collect

and record such data at present, pos-
sibly in more elaborate form than that
which is here requested. It will be
quite evident, however, that unless ibis

data is reported in a uniform manner,
it IS difficult for the committee to make
use of it. Member companies should
not object to the sight changes that
may be necessary to conform to the
proposed methods. The suggested
forms are printed in full in the com-
mittee's report.

These data include: (1) A record of
trolley wire, including date of erection
of wire, location, length, size and shape
of W're, composition, maker's name and
specifications, reel number and order
number, type of ear. (2) A summary of
the record of trolley breaks. (3) Periodic
measurements of trolley wire in serv-
ice. These measurements should be
taken for any stretch of wire at a suffi-

cient number of locations to insure
obtaining an average condition. They
can be taken with a micrometer, but a
method which gives the actual area or
weight of the wire is much better.

If a sufficient number of companies
can be prevailed upon to furnish the
above information it will unquestion-
ably be possible for the committee to
make some valuable recommendations
regarding use of trolley wire. It will

take time to accumulate sufficient data,
at least 2 or 3 years, to permit draw-
ing definite conclusions and wi'l require
the active co-operation of member com-
panies.

It was suggested by the committee
last year that a research engineer be
employed to work under the d'rection
of and report to the committee on
power transmission and distribution for
the purpose of making a more compre-
hensive and uninterrupted studv of the
performance and wear of trolley wire.
The committee has, however, decided to

postpone action on this matter for the
time being, but there is no question that
a very laree saving could be brouglif
about in this way.

Co-operation ot: Current Collectors

A considerable amoun* of thought
and discussion was given to the neces-
sity of effecting close co-operation
between the committee on power trans-
mission and distribution and the com-
mittee on equipment for the stuHy of
current coUect'on and current collectors.
There is a close relationship between
trolley wire wear and the collection of
current. In fact, the type and condi-
tion of the current collector is very
much more important in connection
with the trolley wire than it is in con-
nection with the car itself. Ordi-
narily, trolley wire wear is caused
primnrilv by the col'ection of current
rather than by the friction between the
wire and the current collector. This
ratio is. from actual experience, known
to be more than 10 to 1; that is, trol-

ley wire wears away more than 10

1
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times as fast due to the collect'on of
current, than it does from the friction

of the collector. When the collection

of current wears away the trolley wire
more than 10 times as fast as the mere
passing of the co'lector over the wire,
the effect of an arcing wheel can
readily be appreciated.

A consideration of the relation be-
tween the annual costs for trolley wire
renewals and maintenance and the
annual costs for collectors will show
the importance of cons'dering the col-

lector from the standpoint of the effect

on the trd'ey wire. On one large prop-
erty the annual cost of trolley wire
maintenance and renewals is approxi-
mately 5100,000 and the annual cost
for trolley wheels $5,000. The fallacy
of trying to increase mileage on trol-

ley wheels at the expense of trolley
wire is quite evident from these
figures. A saving of 10 per cent on
the trolley wire would pay the annual
trolley wheel cost twice over.

At the first meeting of the commit-
tee in December, 1923, a request was
made for a joint meeting between the
sub-committee on trolley wire wear and
the sub committee on current collectors
of the committee on equipment. Two
meetings were held during the year
and arrangements were made to secure
information. On the whole, excellent
co-operation was obtained by these
joint meetings. The relation betwe°.i
trolley wire wear and current collectors
is so close and the subjects so important
that it m'ght be desirable to have a
special committee consider this subject
alone.

Standard Specification for
Trolley Wire

In the preparation of a standard
specification for trolley wire, the com-
mittee has endeavored to bring about
an agreement with the A. S. T. M. so
that there will be no obstacles to the
acceptance of such a specification by
the A. E. S. C. It is recommended
that (1) The study of trolley wire wear
be continued includ'ng the causes of
•wear and failure, using the program
and methods suggested in this report;
(2) a table be prepared givine the ten-
sion at which various sizes and kinds of
trolley wire should be installed at cer-
tain temperatures; (3) a specification
be prepared jointly wth the A. S. T. M.
for alloy trolley wires; (4) co-opera-
tion with the equipment committee in
the study of current collectors be con-
tinued.

Subject No. 7

—

Temporary Connec-
tions to Trolley Wire.—The subject of
temporary connections to trolley wire
was continued from lat"-, year. In-
quiries sent to a number of power dis-
tribution men indcate that last year's
report has caused closer attention to
be given to injury to trolley wire from
inadequate connections. To determine
the damage that such connections cause
to trolley wire, V. S. Allen, a senior in
electrical engineering at Purdue Uni-
versity, conducted a ser'es of tests that
wi'l point out the damage that an in-

adequate connection will cause to
tulley wire.

The results indicated that the hook
type of contact should be satisfactory
for apparatus requiring small currents
up to 40 or 50 amp., provided they

have a contact surface along the wire
of at least 1^ in. and are made of brass,
bronze or similar metal.

It will be noted that the above tests

were made with a generator voltage of
115 vo'ts and that the current values
ran up to only 130 amp. In street ra 1-

way practice, where 600 volts is used
ai>d where the current values run as
high as 250 to 300 amp. for certain
classes of equipment, we would expect
that the damage to the trolley wire
would be considerably greater than
found in these tests.

The tests indicate that the contactor
made of bronze fingers is the only one
entirely satisfactory for the vlotage and
current values used in this test, and
ccirroborates the recommendation in the
1923 report of the committee on power
distr'bution that some of the heavier
types of contactors, which are shown
in that report, should be used for ap-
paratus requiring over, say, 40 or 50
amp.

It is feH that with the information
as to types of contactors available, as
was shown in last year's report, and
the data heretofore shown on the dam-
age than can be done to trolley wire by
inadequate connections, this subject has
presented sufficient data to power dis-

tribution men so that they can safe-
guard the'r lines from this source of
trouble.

It is recommended that t'.fe subject
be reassigned to next year's commit-
tee, with Instructions to prepare a sec-
tion for the Manual on a recommended
practice for making temporary con-
nections to trolley wire.

Subject No. 8

—

Overhead Const i ac-
tion for Tracklefs Trolleyt.—There have
been no new developments during the
past year on this class of overhead
line. The sub-committee recommends
that this subject be continued for the
next year.

Subjects No. 9 and 10

—

Review the
Existing Sections of the Manual.—All
of the existing sections of the Manual
were carefully reviewed during the
year 1923 so that there was no revision
necessary, except in co-operation with
the manual committee during the year.
It is recommended that next year's
committee review existing sections of
the Manual and keep it up to date.

The committee recommends that the
subject of signal standards be as-
signed to next year's committee for
study and report.

Subject No. 11

—

Inductive Co-ordina-
tion.—This committee was organized
in order to keep the power transmis-
sion and distribution committee in

touch with the work of the American
committee on inductive co-ordination
and to furn'sh to our representatives
on that committee such data as they
may require from time to time.
The American commHtee was or-

ganized during the year but did not
begin to function actively; therefore, no
work has been required of the sub-
cimmittee. It is recommended that the
subject be assigned to next year's com-
mittee so that information may be fur-
n'sbed when called for.

The report was s'gned bv J. Walter
Allen, R. L. APen, S. H. Anderson. S. M.
Day, Leslie E. Delf. James H. Drew,
Ralph W. Eaton. D. D. Ewing, Charles
Oilman, H. W. GrifRn, C. L. Hancock,

H. D. Hawks, C. J. Hixson, Adrian
Hughes, Jr., John Leisenring, H. S.

Murphy, Carl P. Nachod, J. F. Neild,

H. A. Pharo, W. J. Quinn, W. Schaake,
A. Schlesinger, J. M. Waldron, F. J.

White, G. I. Wright, M. B. Rosevear,
sponsor; Frank McVittie, vice-chair-

man, and C. H. Jones, chairman.

Discussion on Power Distribution

H. H. George emphasized the appeal
that the committee has made to mem-
ber companies to co-operate by sending
in data and information requested, so

that it can furnish to the industry com-
prehensive recommendations of pre-
ferred practices. Mr. Rosevear called

the convention's attention to the excel-

lent work performed, which indicated

that although few definite recommenda-
tions were included this year, they
probably would be ready to present
next year. The report was accepted
as read.

W. E. Bryan, superintendent of
power United Railways of St. Louis,
read C-o report of the special commit-
tee <n automatic substations. He
called attention to the curves present-
ed in the appendix, explaining their
use and the difficulty in grouping and
interpolation which the committee
experienced in drawing them.

Economics of Automatic
Substations

The committee last year submitted a
report outlining two separate methods
of dealing with the subject. The first

merhod was of an analytical nature,

while the second method was an e'abo-

ration of what might be termed the
practical, or "cut and try," method
used by previous committees.
The "cut and try" method has been

adequately covered in the report of last

year. The analytical method is espe-

cially applicable to the study of large

areas, for the reason that once the

tables and graphs have been worked
out for any particular problem, a num-
ber of solutions covering districts of

various lead densities are immediately
avai'able. The method, which is chiefly

the work of E. H. Scofield, represents

quite an advance over that presented
in last year's report, although the pos-

sibilities of this form of study have
not. by any means, been exhausted.

The comparison and conclusions out-

lined may be applied to any specific

problem by a s'!mple reference to the

load demand and density of distribution

(or average distance of feed) provided
that the foundation data, costs and op-
erating restrictions are applicable to

the particular locality.

The costs to be considered are sub-

divided into conversion costs, which are
dependent upon the capacity and char-

acter of equipment in the station, and
distribution costs, which are dependent
upon and directly proportional to the
average distance of feed.

Avrage Distance of Fred.— Since
distribution feeders ordinarily follow
existing streets, which in general cross

at right angles, the average length of
feeder to supply a rectangu'ar area of
uniform density, from a station located
at the center of the area, is one-fourth
the ."^um of the two sides of the rectan-
g'e. For a .•square, the average is one-

half the length of a side.
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In a study of a large area of non-
uniform load density, it is necessary
first to divide the area into smaller
areas, each having a comparatively
uniform load density. These areas can
then be divided into smaller areas, the
size of which will depend upon the
capacity of the stations by which they
are to be fed. The average feeding
distance for areas of the same size, fed
by stations located at the centers,
varies to some extent with the shape of
the area. It is evident, then, that the
distribution cost (being dependent upon
the average feeding distance) must be
less for areas of certain shapes than
for areas of other shapes.

Tables were included showing costs
for various schemes of operation and
grouping of units, as follows: (1) One-
unit stations, all stations operating 24
hours per day; (2) one-unit stations,
only half of the stations operating on
light load; (3) two-unit stations; (4)
three-unit stations. Under each plan
of operation listed above costs are
shown for units ranging in size from
500 kw. to 4,000 kw.
The tables list the various items

necessary to the determination of an-
nual station cost, and annual distribu-
tion cost for an average distance of
feed of 1,000 ft.

To provide a ready means of making
comparisons for areas of the same load
density, a chart has been prepared
from the data in the tables. This chart
shows total conversion and distribution
cost plotted against average feeding
distance and also against area, since
there is a definite relationship between
the two latter factors. Six separate
grroups of curves illustrate costs for
six different values of load density, and
in each group are four curves corre-
sponding to the four methods of station
operation assumed.
The committee had expected to pre-

sent, as part of the present report, the
results of its studies on the question of
loss factor. It had also expected to
elaborate on what has been presented
above, as to the effect of load areas of
various shapes, station patterns, etc.
The study of these subjects has not,
however, been concluded. Further-
more, in view of the increasing use of
automatic stations, new considerations
of an economic nature will undoubtedly
present themselves as new problems are
encountered. For these reasons the
committee recommends that this sub-
ject be continued for at least another
year.

The report was signed by L. D. Bale,
C. A. Butcher, Adrian Hughes, Jr., F.
W. Peters. R. H. Rice, E. H. Scofield,
sponsor; C H. Jones, vice-chairman,
and W. E. Bryan, chairman.
As a member of the committee and

the one directly responsible for the
continuance of the subject last year,
Ralph H. Rice, board of supervising
engineers Chicago traction, opened the
discussion. He explained that the com-
mittee was endeavoring to obtain a
general analytical solution or equation
by which it would be possible to deter-
mine the economical size, number of
units, and location of substations. He
stated that the various fixed and opera-
ting charges had been Incorporated into
an equation in such a manner that
would lend itself readily to different
problems.

J. F. Neild, electrical superintendent
Toronto Transportation Commission,
expressed his interest in the yardstick
idea formulated by the committee. By
this pieans a cost figure could be ob-
tained so that the exact amount of
money needed for a project could be
appropriated. The report was accepted.
The report of the committee on pur-

chases and stores was presented by
Jackson P. Dick, assistant to vice-presi-

dent Georgia Railway & Power Com-
pany. As this report is included in the

account of the purchases and stores

meeting held on Tuesday, October
7, it will not be repeated here.

Action by the standards committee
on certain recommendations is included
in the abstracted report of that commit-
tee. Mr. Dick explained the advan-
tages of the independent meetings and
urged that the engineering association

would continue to allow this.

Charles R. Harte construction engi-

neer the Connecticut Company, read
the report of the committee on resolu-

tions, an abstract of which follows:

Resolutions

The committee on resolutions ex-

pressed the thanks of the association

to President Johnson, Secretary Welsh,
Special Engineer Hecker and to the
btanding and special committees for

the service which has made possible

the excellence of this year's meeting.
The work of the manufacturers was
commended for providing exhibits il-

lustrative of engineering developments
in the electric railway field and in the

bus transportation field that far ex-

ceed in number and quality anything
ever before attempted.
The thanks of the association were

expressed to the committee on foreign
operations and especially to President
Johnson for the excellent work ac-

complished. While the findings of that
committee's report indicate that in ma-
terial progress the electric railway in-

dustry in America is, generally speak-
ing, superior to that in European coun-
tries, this should not prevent us from
appreciating the practices in which
those countries excel.

The displays of the association illus-

trating the applications of its standards
to current practice were commended,
as were the efforts of the headquarters
staff, and the member companies and
manufacturers which furnished ma-
terial for display.

The untiring efforts of Mr. Hecker
and others at headquarters during the
absence of Secretary Welsh as a mem-
ber of the committee on foreign opera-
tion were commended.
The appreciation of the work of the

committee on Engineering Manual in

revising the Manual was expressed,
and it was stated that much credit
was due Mr. Hecker for his part in

preparing the material.
While the work of the committee on

welded rail joints has not proceeded as
rapidly as had been anticipated, ap-
preciation of the assistance of mem-
bers in furthering the progrress of this
work was expressed.
A resolution of regret was ex-

pressed for the death of Past-President
E. W. Olds, one of the organizers of
the Engineering Association, who died
during the year, /ind the secretary was

instructed to send a copy of the reso-
lution to his family.
The report was signed by Morris

Buck, Daniel Durie and Charles Rufus
Harte, chairman.

Nominations were read by H. H.
George. The following officers were
then elected unanimously:

President, C. H. Clark; first vice-

president, R. C. Cram; second
vice-president, C. R. Harte; third vice-

prssident, Daniel Durie; secretary-
treasurer, J. W. Welsh. Executive
Committee: The above officers and
R. H. Dalgleish, E. H. Scofield, M. B.
Ro.=:evear and F. H. Miller.

After all of the officers had been
conducted to the platform, past-presi-
dent H. H. Adams, spoke of the good
work of president-elect C. H. Clark.
Retiring President H. A. Johnson
expressed his appreciation of the co-
operation manifested by the associa-
tion during the past year and urged
the members to continue the good work
under the leadership of Mr. Clark.
Replying, Mr. Clark said:

"Our retiring president, Mr. John-
son, has certainly set a high mark for
me to reach as his successor. Each and
every year we think that we are Hear-
ing perfection in the engineering divi-

sion and yet we still find that there
are a great many improvements to be
made, standards to make and modify
as the study goes along. A good ex-
ecutive will divide his work among his
cabinet, and each member of the cabi-
net according to his training will assign
his allotment to others. Our Mr.
Johnson planned accordingly and I see
no reason to make any changes in his

policy. We have some excellent men
in our association, in fact the brains
of the country in street railway engi-
neering are here. It will be my duty
to try to get them to co-operate and
show the rest of the industry how to
do it right, economically and quickly.
I wish I could impress all managers
with the wisdom of sending their
engineers to these conventions. The
expense is small compared with the
value of the knowledge they may ac-
quire by coming in contact with other
engineers and exchanging ideas. Our
retiring president has had the best of
support from this body and I trust
that the incoming admin.stration will

be treated likewise. 'In union there
is strength.' "

Brief addresses were made by the
other elected officers and executive com-
mittee members. Presentation of the
past-president's badge to Mr. Johnson
by President Clark preceded the motion
to adjourn.
The committee on subjects of the

Engineering Association prepared a re-

port covering the proposed subjects for
next year. This was printed in advance
and sent to the membership of the

Engineering Association. It will be
acted upon at the first meeting of the

newly elected executive committee. An
abstract follows:

Subjects

The work of the committee on Engi-
neering Manual has shown the deiinite

need for a more thorough yearly re-

view by the several committees of exist-

ing standards, recommendations and
miscellaneous practices than has here-
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tofore been obtained. If we are to

maintain a high standing as a careful,

thorough, progressive engineering body,
we cannot afford to let our standard-
ization work deteriorate through fail-

ure to keep even with current practices

and the progress in the electric railway
engineering field.

In order that the several committees
may be impressed with its importance,
your committee has placed the subject
of "Review of Existing Standards" as

the first subject assigned to each com-
mittee.

It is believed that a careful study
should be made of the causes which
have led to delayed or improperly pre-

pared reports with the view toward
changes, if necessary, in rules and reg-

ulations governing the preparation and
submission of reports, which will tend
to overcome these difficulties. In this

connection, the suggestion has been
made that the chairman of the several

committees be requested to attend a
meeting of the executive committee to

be held either during the convention
or within a very short period there-
after, at which meeting the methods of
preparing reports and conducting effec-

tive committee work may be discussed.

Such a meeting should result in a bet-

ter understanding of these important
factors in committee work.
The attontion of the committee was

called to the apparent need for the
formation of a correlating committee
somewhat on the order of a committee
of like title in the American Engineer-
ing Standards Committee. The duty
of such a committee would be to co-

ordinate the work of our association
with that of other bodies in order to

minimize duplication of effort in the
study of subjects wherein there is a
joint interest.

The specific report on the proposed
assignment of subjects for the 1925
committees follows as an appendix.
The report was s'gned by Morris

Buck, R. H. Dalgleish, Daniel Durie,
Charles R. Harte, R. C. Cram, chair-
man.

Proposed Subject Assignments for
1925 Committees

Automatic Substations.—It was rec-
ommended that the committee be con-
tinued and directed to elaborate upon
its 1924 report in connection with mat-
ters of loss factor, effect of varying
shapes of load areas, station patterns
and new features of an economic
nature.

Buildings and Structures.—The fol-

lowing subjects were recommended:
(1) Review of existing standards and
recommendations; (2) continue study
of design of buildings for proper main-
tenance and storage of buses; (3) de-
sign of terminals for bus operation;
(4) carhouse and car shop standards.
Co-operate with C. F. P. A. committee
on carhouses and car shop standards.

Carhouse and Car Wiring Rules of
the National Electrical Code.—It was
recommended that this committee con-
tinue work in co-operation with the
N. F. P. A.
Engineering-Accounting.—It was rec-

ommended that the subject of "Further
Subdivision of A. C. C. Accounts to
Include Equipment and Other Accounts
Not Now Subdivided" be assigned to

the joint committee on engineering-
accounting.
Engineering Symbols—It was recom-

mended that the special committee on
engineering symbols be continued.
Equipment.—The following subjects

were recommended : ( 1 ) Review of ex-
isting standards and recommendations;
(2) study design of hand-brake equip-
ment with foundation brake rigging
with view toward standardization; (3)
study methods of car painting; (4)
motor coach design problem. Consider
motor coach standardization in co-oper-
ation with Society of Automotive Engi-
neers; (5) devices for trolley contact.

Co-operate with committee on power
distribution and transmission.
Power Generation and Conversion.—

The following subjects were recom-
mended: (1) Revision of existing
standards and recommendations; (2)
continue study of uniform methods for
recording failures of power apparatus
and interruptions to service originating
within the generator or substation; (3)
continue study of existing practices in

design and operation of automatic sub-
stations, including subjects of remote
supervisory control; (4) ventilation of
and reduction of noise in operation
of automatic substation; (5) prepare
specifications for high tensile strength
bolts for use on superheated steam
pipe lines.

Heavy Electric Traction.—It was
recommended that the following sub-
jects be reassigned: (1) Review of
existing standards; (2) revise and pub-
lish the bibliography on heavy electric

traction and electrification data; (3)
collect data on (a) branch line electri-

fication, (b) self-propelled cars, and
storage-battery locomotives for yard
work.
Power Transmission and Distribu-

tion.—The following subjects were rec-
ommended: (1) review existing stand-
ards and recommendations, including
the sections on block signals and on
concrete pole design ; (2) prepare speci-

fications, (a) for catenary overhead
construction, (b) for materials used
in catenary overhead construction; (3)
trolley wire wear and composition

—

(a) study composition and wear, (b)
study causes of breakage other than
wear, (c) devices for trolley contact
and their effect on trolley wire; (4)
devices for temporary connections to
trolley wire; (5) overhead construc-
tion for trackless trolleys; (6) in-

ductive co-ordination; (7) the return
circuit, including track bonding; (8)
study of uniform methods for recording
failures of power apparatus and inter-
ruptions to service originating in the
transmission and distribution system.
Purchases and Stores.—The follow-

ing subjects were recommended: (1)
review of existing standards, recom-
mendations and miscellaneous methods
and practices; (2) present information
and study as to economies to be gained
through centralization of stores in cen-
tral service building; (3) standardiza-
tion of forms used and routine methods
to be followed in the purchasing de-
partment and stores department. Also
recommend method for handling of
freight and express bills; (4) co-ordi-
nation of materials and supplies with
the operating budget.
Proposed Committee on Rail Corru-

gation.—The committee on subjects rec-

ommended that a special committee of
perhaps five members be raised to

study and report on the subject of rail

corrugation, to be known as the com-
mittee on rail corrugation.

Unification of Car Design.—It was
recommended that this committee be
continued.

Way Matters.—The following sub-
jects were recommended: (1) Review
of existing standards; (2) standard-
ization of frogs, tongue switches and
hard centers for special trackwork; (3)
investigation of all forms of welded
rail joints in co-operation with the
committee on welded rail joints; (4)
surface hardening of rails at the mill
and in the street; (5) design and spe-
cifications for electric over steam rail-

road crossings; (6) report on arc weld-
ing processes for repairs to rails and
manganese steel; (7) design of substi-

tute ties.

Wood Preservation.—The following
subjects were recommended: (1) Re-
view of existing standards; (2) speci-

fications for open tank treatment of
wood poles; (3) specifications for
brush treatment of wooden poles; (4)
specification for pressure treatment of
wooden poles; (5) report on methods
of increasing life of timber by other
means than application of preserva-
tives; (6) report on other preserva-
tives aside from creosote, carbolineum,
zinc, chloride, etc., which may be used
for preservation of timber; (7) pre-
pare forms and recommend methods
for keeping continuous records of per-
formance of treated timber.

Special Committee on Air Reservoir
Specifications to Co-operate with the
A. S. M. E.—It was recommended that
this committee be continued.

Unit Method of Voting on Standards.
—The committee on subjects recom-
mends that the present committee be
discharged and that the subject be
taken up within the executive commit-
tee by assignment to a sub-committee
of that body.
Committee to Co-operate on Subject

of Standardization with U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce.—It was recom-
mended that the committee be con-
tinued.

The report of the committee on stand-
ards was printed in advance and dis-

tributed to the members of the Engi-
neering Association. It was not read
in full at the sessions of the convention,
but Chairman Harte indicated the ac-
tion of the standards committee im-
mediately following the presentation of
each recommendation of a committee
requiring action of the standards com-
mittee. An abstract of those parts of the
report of particular interest follows:

Standards

The report of the committee on stand-
ards, Charles R. Harte, ' chairman,
was presented in sections after each
committee report had been accepted as
a whole. The recommendations of the
various committees were in general
approved. The action taken by the
standards committee other than ap-
proval was as follows:

Buildings and Structures.—The rec-

ommendation that Figs. 6, 7 and 8 of
this committee's report, together with
the fundamental design data, be
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adopted as miscellaneous methods and
practices was disapproved and the re-

port was referred back for interpreta-
tion.

Purchases and Stores.—It was held
that material submitted under the head
of "Proper place for the purchasing
and stores departments" for adoption
as a recommended practice involved
matters of po'icy outside the jurisd'c-
tion of the Engineering Association.
The matter was referred back to the
originating committee for revision of
its recommendation.
Car and Carhouse Wiring.— The

recommendation of this committee that
the rules submitted covering car and
carhouse wiring be adopted tentatively
for the coming year and that the com-
mittee be continued and empowered to
co-operate with the National Fire Pro-
tection Association in the preparation
of final rules was approved with the
understanding that the tentative rules
would replace Manual .'^ection B20')-23.

Equipment.— A number of miscel-
laneous methods and practices with-
drawn in 1923 were revised by this
committee. They were approved for
use in the Manual with minor changes.
Approval of revised design of brake

shoe, heads and keys recommended
as standard for the new standard wheel
contours, replacing present El-21, was
deferred pending correction of errors
in the drawings.
Wood Preservation.— Discussion of

proposed changes in Manual Section
WPlOO-23 and WPlOl-23 disc'osed that
certain modifications might be desir-
able to clarify the situation. Action
was, therefore, withheld pending action
by the convention and the chairman
was instructed to prepare amendments
for submission on the convention floor.

_
Power Transmission and Distribu-

tion.—The recommendation of this com-
mittee that the designs submitted cov-
ering the ruling dimensions of three
types of trough suspension be adopted
as standard was modified to approval
as a recommended standard, it being
held that a new design should never
be introduced as standard unless justi-
fied by extensive use.
The report of the standards com-

mittee was signed by H. L. Andrews,
C. C. Beck, J. A. Brooks, C. H. Clark,
L. C. Datz, W. G. Gove, C. G. Keen,
C. S. Kimbail, John Lindall, H. H. Nor-
ris, F. R. Phillips, Martin Schreiber,
N. W. Storer, N. B. Trist and Charles
R. Harte, chairman.

Meeting on Bus Standards

A MEETING was held in Engineer-
ing Hall Monday morning of a

joint committee of the equipment com-
mittee of the Engineering Association
and a special committee on bus stand-
ardization of the Society of Automotive
Engineers. The purpose was to see
what could be done in the direction of
standardizing bus design. Frank H.
Miller, vice-president in charge of en-
gineering Louisville Railway, acted as
chairman. R. S. Burnett, standards
manager of the Society of Automotive
Engineers, was present to represent
that organization, and P. V. C. See,
superintendent of equipment Northern
Ohio Traction & Light Company, also

occupied a seai on the platform. Mr.
Burnett ofl"ere(l a compilation of dimen-
sions repre.-icnting present practice. A
preliminary study of the work under-
taken by this joint committee is con-
tained in the report this year of the
equipment committee of the Engineer-
ing Association.
One purpose of taking action at this

time is the interest of the Board of
Public Utility Commissioners of the
State of New Jer.sey in the matter of
formu'ating detailed specifications for
bus design. In fact, under the direction

of the board, certain tentative specifica-

tions have been drafted by the officials

in each city in New Jersey charged
with the supervision of bus operation.
These specifications were discussed at
the meeting Monday morning and are
to be considered by the commission at
a public hearing shortly after Dec. 1.

The point was brought out at the
meeting that other states had estab-

lished certain minor operating require-

ments for motor bu-es and that if the
New Jersey specifications were adopted
they might be copied by other states.

Massachusetts has conducted te.sts

on headlights and brakes and has al-

ready issued specifications for head-
lights.

A joint committee will review the

situation and be prepared to be repre-

sented at the forthcoming hearing of

the New Jersey commission. The in-

coming chairman of the equipment
committee of the Engineering Associa-
tion and the Society of Automotive
Engineers will appoint the committee.

T. C. Cherry

TC. CHERRY, thp new president
. of the American Electric Railway

Transportation & Traffic Association,

is a man of wide attainments. Although
he entered railway work at the bot-

tom, so to speak, he had four years of
work at Syracuse University and the
Syracuse Law School. Thus equipped
he became a timekeeper on construc-
tion and track work. His next job
was rodman with the Syracuse Rapid
Transit Company. Two years later

he was made superintendent of track
of that company. Still !ater, in 1900,
Mr. Cherry went to Lorain, Ohio, as
superintendent of construction of lines

and served as dispatcher on the Lorain
Street Railway. From August, 1901,

to December, 1903, he was general
manager of the company.

Later' Mr. Cherry served as superin-
tendent of the Saginaw Valley Trac-
tion, Light & Gas Company, and .still

later as general manager of the Ohio
Central Traction Company. Subse-
quently he became connected with the
Buffalo & Lake Erie Traction Company
as general superintendent. He served
with that company for three years. In
1912 he was made superintendent of
the Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway,
but resigned three years later to be-
come general manager of the Schenec-
tady traction system.

In 1915 Mr. Cherry joined A'len &
Peck as general manager of the An-
napolis Short Line. In 1916 he joined
the Auburn & Syracuse Railroad and
in the following year was appointed
general manager for the receiver of
the Beebe, with the exception of the

Auburn & Syracuse, which remained
separate. Upon the discharge of the
receiver Mr. Cherry was appointed vice-

president and general manager of the
Rochester & Syracuse Railroad. This
position he still holds. He is also presi-

dent of the Auburn & Syracuse Electric
Railroad, president and general man-
ager of the Syracuse & Northern Rail-

road and vice-president of Peck, Shan-
nahan & Cherry, Inc., management
engineers. In 1920 Mr. Cherry was
president of the New York Electric

Railway A'-sociation. Mr. Cherry was
born in 1876

C. H. Clark

CHARLES H. CLARK, the new pres-
ident of the American Electric

Railway Engineering Association, has
been engineer of the Cleveland Railway
since 1910. His career, particularly

his ear y career was in many ways
spectacular. Although Mr. Clark was
graduated from Cornell University in

1892 he really started in to work when
only twelve years old as a water boy
on the West Shore Railroad. This was
in 1882. Nothing seems to have
daunted him. He worked and studied

and studied and worked until he waa
graduated from high school in 1887.

Charlie Clark, as he is now famil-

iarly known, had no idea of remaining
content with that achievement. Imme-
diately after his graduation from high
school he went to work as a timekeeper
for T. W. Harris, the contractor who
was then building the Wood awn and
Butternut Street railway in Syracuse.
In this way he was able to finance

his start at Cornell. While studying
there he worked through vacations for

Mr. Harris in Boston and White Plains.

Following his graduation from Cornell

University he began his railway career

in the manufacturing end of the busi-

ness with Wil.iam Wharton, Jr., &
Company as draftsman. He was super-

intendent of the Grays Ferry line in

Philadelphia and mada numsrous sur-

veys for railway lines in and outside

of that city. In 1894 ha was gradu-
ated into the managerial class in

charge of the electric railway between
Mauch Chunk and Tamaqua, Pa. He
next returned to the employ of Mr.
Harris and assisted in building the rail-

ways in Scranton, Swedeland, Troy,,

Norristown, New York and Washington.
From this work he drifted into gen-
eral engineering and was engagred in

the work of helping to build the Tren-
ton Fa Is dam. In 1901 he returned
to street railway work as chief engi-

neer of the Utica & Mohawk Valley
Railroad and remained with that com-
pany for two years. Then he went to

Cleveland, but during the franchise
fight there in which Tom Johnson was
one of the contending factors Mr.
Clark went to the International Rail-

way. Buffalo, for a short while. In

1908 he became chief engineer of the

New York & North Shore Traction
Company, Mineola, of which John J.

Stan'ey, the president president of the

Cleveland Railway, was then presi-

dent. Mr. C ark next filled in for two
months in work at Rochester, N. Y. In
1910 he returned to the Cleveland Rail-

way as chief engineer.
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T. & T. Association Proceedings
Attention Has Been Concentrated Turing the Past Year on Four Subjects—^Progress in Acci-

dent Prevention Is Told—Publicity Men Describe Their Methods—Bus Data

Is Submitted—Traffic Congestion Is Discussed

• CCIDENT prevention and the de-

i\ ve.opment of new business were
1 X. the topics considered both in the

formal papers and discussions by the

Traffic and Transportation men at the

opening session on Monday, Oct. 6.

President's Address

In opening the meeting of the Trans-
portation & Traffic Association Presi-

dent J. K. Punderford urged full

attendance at the meetings. A sug-

gestion of this year's executive com-
mittee which he believes will materially

assist in editing reports of the several

committees is that each chairman
prepare a sufficient number of copies

of his report so that one can be sent

to each member of the executive com-
mittee and the sponsor as early as

possible after July 1. This will permit
each member to make such corrections

or suggestions as seem advisable for

consideration by the executive com-
mittee. Continuing, Mr. Punderford
said in part:

The committee on accident preven-

tion has secured a large amount of

data from member companies, and is

able to make some very interesting

tabulations of accident statistics cover-

ing the years 1922 and 1923, showing
an increase in the different types of

accidents disproportionate to the in-

crease in number of car-miles operated
and the great need for earnest en-

deavor to improve the situation.

The report of the committee on de-

velopment of new business indicates

that the passenger traffic is still the
mainstay of the electric lines.

The committee on relief of traffic

congestion has dealt with what I be-

lieve to be one of the most, if not the

most, important problems for municipal
governments and street railways to

solve. Ten years ago street congestion

in the majority of our cities was not
very serious, and as most street rail-

ways are not operating any more units

than they did ten years ago it is ob-

vious that the conditions have been
produced by the large growth of the

use of motor vehicles. When it is

considered that during the rush hour,
when congestion is the worst, from six

to ten times the street area is taken
to transport a passenger in a privately
owned automobile to that taken for the
conveyance of passengers in street

cars, not to mention the limit to traffic

flow due to the narrow streets caused
by parked automobiles, it is obvious
that any material relief at any prac-
ticable expense must be by regulation
of the automobile. This subject affects

nearly all branches of the street rail-

way industry inasmuch as it has a
direct bearing on the economics of
schedules, with the incident effect on

J. K. Punderford
Retiring President

the amount of riding and the expense

of operating an unnecessarily large

number of cars to maintain a certain

headway. The accident hazard also

enters into the situation to a large

degree.

The committee on trackless vehicle

operation has brought up to date sta-

tistical data concerning the use of

trackless vehicles, with a large increase

in companies furnishing data, which
should be valuable to the industry.

One subject which I feel is worthy
of considerable attention is that of

one-man car operation. Many roads
have been able to offset to a degree
high wage costs, and in fact some to

such an extent as to permit continued
operation rather than abandonment of

certain lines by one-man operation.

The public as yet has not appreciated
that such economies in operation are
in the public interest and is rather
inclined to agree with the opposition

of the men to their extended use, not
realizing that they must ultimately

pay for any waste in operating costs

which will be reflected in the rate of

fare and service, and that one-man

T. C. Cherry
President-Elect

operation is one of the elements to

assist in continued operation and at
lower carfare than would be possible
with two-man operation. Most com-
panies are able to show that such
operation has not been attended with
increased personal injuries but in fact
material decreases, another item of
lessened wasteful expenditures in addi-
tion to the saving in platform cost.

As most of us know, although the
motormen and conductors have, through
aldermanic committees and legislative
bodies, attempted to restrict the use
of one-man cars, when given an op-
portunity they have frequently bid in
one-man car runs to obtain the four
or five dollars increa.e in weekly
wage. I believe we should use all

proper methods to awaken the public
and the men themselves to their per-
sonal interest in the extended use of
o'le-man operation.
Time has been allotted to the Ad-

vertising and Publicity Section which
we believe will be helpful in showing
the industry what is being accom-
plished by this department.

I wish at this time to express my
deep appreciation for the sincere and
thoughtful work that has been done
by members of the different committees
and to express my great obligation to
Secretary Welsh and his competent
staff.

Secretary Welsh was called upon to
read the reports of the executive com-
mittee and the secretary-treasurer.
The former was read by title only as it

will be published in the Proceedings,
but the latter was read in full by Sec-
retary Welsh. This disclosed many in-

teresting facts and figures relative to
the work of the association during the
past year. Through the collection and
study of data, the committees have de-
veloped some exceedingly valuable in-

formation which is presented in the
various reports. The headquarters
staff has co-operated with the com-
mittees in securing information and
suggesting work for the coming year.
The report also contained a suggestion
that more individual memberships be
taken out by the Traffic and Transporta-
tion men, for by so doing their names
would be placed on the association
mailing list.

The report of the committee on acci-

dent prevention was read by Charles
W. Chase, president Gary Street Rail-

way, Gary, Ind. An abstract follows:

Accident Prevention

The committee was able to better
somewhat the result of the previous
year in the obtaining of these statistics,

154 companies having responded to the
questionnaire as against 113 in 1923;
however, the comparative statistics
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ACCIDENT STATISTICS OF COMPANIES REPLYING
1920 1921 1922 1923

Cost of accidents per 10,000 car-railes oper-
ated $148.00 $127.00 $137.24 $143.67

Cost of accidents per 100,000 passengers
carried (including revenue, free and
transfer passengers) 188.00 170.00 190.21 196.00

Cost of accidents, percentages of gross
earnings 3-2 2.76 3.24 3.22

Average cost per accident reported $42.20 $38.00 $37.90 $36.10
Number of accidents reported per 10,000

car-miles 3.39 3.32 3.63 3.98

shown in this report as the summary
of the questionnaire include the sta-

tistics of only those companies report-

ing for both the years 1923 and 1922.

The 154 companies reporting for 1923,

or for both 1923 and 1922, represent

36.4 per cent of the electric railway
mileage, 30.47 per cent of the gross

receipts, and 33.5 per cent of the

passengers carried in 1923 by electric

railways of the United States, and can
therefore be considered to represent a
fair average of the experience of the

industry in the matter of accidents.

The questionnaire for 1923 establishes

these important facts:

The percentage of gross earnings
expended in cost of accidents in 1923
was 3.22 per cent, being higher than
in any year since 1920.

The total number of accidents of

those companies reporting for 1923
and 1922 increased 13.31 per cent.

Motor vehicular accidents increased
23.8 per cent. Number of car collisions

SUMMARY OF REPLIES TO QUESTION
ON METHODS

No. of companies
using method

Malting employee feel responsibility for
own carelessness 3

Inspiring employee with will to be care-
ful 1

Seeing that equipment is in first class
operating condition 2

Division of platform men Into teams and
giving a banquet at company's ex-
pense to team having lowest number
of accidents In

1 month 7
2 months 2
3 months 2
4 months 1

1,000 car-miles 1

General educational work, including
periodical company safety meetings
and group Instruction 63

Personal work to platform men indi-
vidually 18

Bonus 12
One-man safety cars 1
Accident-elimination board In train-
men's room 1

Gold stars given men who operate for 12
months without accident for which
responsible 3

Stop signs on cars doors 1
Advertising 1
Merit system 2
Accident prevention placards on cars . . 2
Accident prevention placards on streets 1
Co-operation with local safety councils. 5
Operator of car pays 10 per cent of cost

of repairs to vehicles where company
settles and where witnesses' state-
ments show that company Is at fault. 1

Monthly safety periodical distributed to
trainmen 1

Display of drawing of horse race with
movable jockeys representing various
departments, each jockey bemg moved
forward or backward as the numDer
of accidents for that department de-
creases or Increases compared with
preceding year 1

Display of National Safety Council and
other safety bulletins li

Posting of monthly accident records ... I

Pin maps at all carhouses showing
where accidents have occurred 1

Honor roll without bonus for trainmen
without accident for which responsible
for 1 month 1

Co-operation between employer ana em-
ployees 1

Removal of grab handles has almost
eliminated alighting, and has de-
creased boarding accidents 1

increased 23.24 per cent. Number of
fatalities increased 20.44 per cent.
The total cost of claims, injuries

and damages, including safety work,
increased 8 per cent. The number of
persons injured increased 2.75 per
cent. The number of passengers in-
jured decreased 0.07 per cent. Against
these outstanding increases in number
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of accidents and percentage of gnross
earnings we find an increase of gross
income of the reporting companies of
8.386 per cent; of the number of pas-
sengers carried 4.6 per cent; of the
number of car-miles operated 3.24 per
cent. These statistics seem to indicate
that in years of business prosperity
such as was 1923, there is a general
letting down of effort to reduce the
number of accidents. This points to
the necessity of intensive and per-
sistent accident prevention work and
of standardizing and systematizing
such work so that it will carry through
periods of prosperous operation as well
as in the lean years of business depres-
sion.

The accompanying table is based on
the report of the accident prevention
committee for 1922 and on the reports

of 147 companies in 1923. The accom-
panying chart shows percentages in-

crease and decrease from the 1920
base. From the analysis it is quite
apparent there is a wide field for fur-
ther intensive effort in the work of
accident prevention. A summary of
the methods reported as being used by
different companies in accident reduc-
tion work is also given.

The committee believes that the
greatest danger point, or at least one
of the greatest which may be most
easily reached, is that of motor vehicle
accidents. The psychology of the sit-

uation is now right for the securing
of the utmost co-operation from mu-
nicipal and state authorities, the own-
ers and drivers of motor vehicles, and
the public at large. The committee
therefore makes the following recom-
mendations :

1. That a continuous and intensive
campaign of accident prevention work
be carried on by each member company.

2. That such accident prevention
work should provide: (a) A systematic
campaign to induce local and state au-
thorities to adopt standardized rules
and regulations for the control of motor
vehicle traflSc. (b) Keeping local au-
thorities posted on up-to-date methods
of regulation of vehicular traffic in
other cities.

3. That subsequent committees on
accident prevention should endeavor to
promulgate a standard classification
of what elements constitute the cost
of accidents, so that a uniform report
of such expense may be obtained from
each of the reporting companies.

4. That every operating company
should consider joining and co-operat-
ing with the National Safety Council
in its work of safeguarding human life

and property.

5. That reasonable expenditure be
made by the member companies of the
industry to insure the greatest possible
efficiency in safety equipment.

6. It is recommended that the execu-
tive committee of the American Asso-
ciation appoint a committee composed
of members of the affiliated associa-
tions to be known as the accident pre-
vention committee to carry on the study
of accident prevention.

The report is signed by M. W.
Bridges, C. H. Evenson, James Har-
mon. A. W. Koehler, D. E. Parsons.
R. M. Reade, S. B. Irelan, W. Phipps,
A. Gaboury, C. W. Chase, chairman,
and E. M. Walker, sponsor.
John J. Reynolds, claims attorney

Boston Elevated Railway, presented an
extended written discussion of the re-

port, which he said was moderate yet
convincing. More constructive work
was needed, as industrial requirements
never stand still. The influence of the
automobile on accidents was shown by
the speaker by means of statistics.

In Massachusetts, $15,800,000 is spent
annually as the result of automobile
accidents. The Metropolitan Life In-

surance Company has published a table
of the different cau.ses of mortality in

America showing that except as to

cancer every case of mortality is gtiing

down, but that all of the gains result-

ing from new methods of contro'Iing
diseases are offset by the ever-rising
number of deaths on public highways.
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At the last session of the Massachu-
setts Legislature a bill was introduced
to establish a state fund to indemnify
persons injured in automobile accidents

where damages could not be obtained
from the owner of the vehicle causing
the injury. Stricter regulation of

drivers is most important.
While electric railway men may real-

ize the need for these reforms, they
should at least take the initiative in

reporting to the proper authorities the

more serious automobile accidents in

connection with electric railways which
are due to the plain carelessness of

the persons operating the machine.
They can also co-operate with all

means for impressing the need of

safety on the public. As regards the

electric railway itself, the methods
mentioned by the committee are all

good, especially 1, 3, 5, and 6, the

others being really amplifications of

the latter two. With all is the great
need of a proper system of discipline,

rigorously maintained at all times. In

conclusion, Mr. Reynolds said, the rail-

ways must not forget that many com-
panies are adding motor buses to their

equipment and a close check should be

kept on all bus accidents, and every
effort should be made to eliminate them
as far as possible.

An informal talk was given by Lewis

E. MacBrayne, general manager Mas-
sachusetts Safety Council, upon the

results of the council's meeting recently

held in Louisville, Ky. He urged the

delegates to stress the fact that in

causing the large number of accidents

automobiles are taking away the equiv-

alent to a dividend which might have

been paid to the stockholders.

A report of the committee on the de-

velopment of new business was pre-

sented by F. W. Shappert, chairman.

An abstract follows:

Development of New Business

Replies to a questionnaire sent out

by the committee on development of

new business were received from a

fairly representative number of inter-

urban lines and indicate that the indus-

try realizes the necessity and need of a

traffic or sales department. Advertis-

ing is necessary, but the real business

getter is the personal touch of the

traffic department with the traveling

and shipping public.

The answers received to a question

seem to indicate that practically all

lines were now in the freight business

and that much importance was being

placed in its possibilities for building

up revenues. The report would indi-

cate that a majority of the lines in the

Middle West are badly hit by motor-
bus competition on passenger traffic.

A few lines have established their own
bus lines in competition with their own
cars; the effect, however, on the rail

revenues is practically the same.
The passenger traffic is still the

mainstay of the electric lines, the gen-

eral average being close to 25 per cent

freight, 75 per cent passenger, with a
tendency toward greater increases in

freight earnings. There are some ex-

ceptions. Lines between large commer-
cial centers, or serving a district sub-

ject to tourist travel, have not felt the

same slump in passenger travel, espe-

cially where advantage has been taken
of the use of better equipment, faster

and more accommodating schedules

with a liberal support given to the
soliciting department.
The committee felt that due impor-

tance was not being given to the traffic

department. It is only through the

traffic department that real contracts

and real business are secured. The op-
erating department must be prepared
to handle this traffic with the least pos-

sible delay and it must be handled care-

fully to avoid damage or loss. The
traffic man must be familiar with
tariffs, routes and schedules and be able

by his personality to secure traffic even
against odds.

The following points are made cover-

ing service in the freight traffic: (a)

Adequate, accessible and convenient
terminals; (b) a schedule regularly

maintained and adapted to the needs of

the community served; (c) cars, ade-

quate both as to number and character

to suit the merchandise carried in the

particular community; (d) encourage
new industries to locate on right of way
of electric lines; (e) arrange competi-
tive through rates and divisions with
all possible connecting lines; (f) elimi-

nate transfer at junction points by ar-

ranging interchange of equipment, op-
erating through cars wherever possible;

(g) encourage and assist in the estab-

lishment of public relations. With this

foundation, the traffic department must
then, (h) become thoroughly ac-

quainted with the customers; (i) in-

vite all possible suggestions from the

public for improvement in the service;

(j) cultivate the acquaintance and the

friendship of all the teamsters and
truckers where possible, and eliminate

to the greatest possible extent their

complaints; (k) thorough co-operation

between the operating and traffic de-

partments and between the operating
and other supporting departments is

necessary to establish and maintain the

kind of service, "To put it over."

The following suggestions are be-

lieved of value in the handling of

passenger traffic: (a) Clean, comfort-
able, well painted passenger cars; (b)

study the requirements of the prop-

erty and put into effect such schedules

as will supply its needs; (c) inaugu-
rate where possible long distance

travel, by operating through cars on
fast limited schedules, as this is the

only means of inducing long haul travel

over the rails; (d) cars should be
well lighted and made as inviting and
cheerful as possible; (e) great care
should be taken to insure reliable serv-

ice and the maintenance of schedules.

By these means the regular travel may
be maintained without loss.

There is much extra business which
may be secured if proper efforts are
made along the following lines: (f)

Keep in touch through the agents,

new.spapers, and convention guides con-
cerning the movement of conventions,

lodge meetings, church affairs, picnics

and other organized movements of this

kind. There is no better way to secure
this traffic than a personal visit by a
solicitor, even to the extent of assist-

ing in the disposition and sale of the

tickets, (g) A representative should,

in movements of this kind, accompany
the party, to assist in every way pos-

sible to their comfort and convenience;
(h) efforts should be made to secure
the movement of theatrical and vaude-
ville companies, in their various moves
throughout the territory; (i) close

working arrangements and quick com-
munication with connecting lines in

their respective territories so that ad-
vance information regarding movements
of interest to both lines can be given;

(j) in some cases, in order to stimulate
travel, it might be well to put in low
Sunday excursion rates to strictly ex-
cursion points.

The report was signed by F. L. But-
ler, J. A. Dewhurst, S. W. Greenland,
J. P. Griffin, W. H. Harton, H. G. Mon-
ger, F. D. Norviel, C. D. Smith, O. A.
Smith, Bert Weedon, M. A. Welsh, R.

P. Woods, Samuel Riddle, sponsor, and
F. W. Shappert, chairman.

In a prepared discussion Frank L.

Butler, vice-president and general oper-
ating manager Georgia Railway &
Power Company, Atlanta, Ga., ob-

served that the committee members are
unanimously of the opinion that the
development of new business—of new
traffic—could best be brought about
by the creation of a traffic department.
We are bound to admit frankly, he said,

that something has got to be done to

offset the losses we are sustaining by
competition. The public is not gen-
erally interested in our troubles and it

appears that a comp'ete breakdown of

the service is the only fact that will

bring a community to the realization

that it has a vital and personal in-

terest in the success or failure of our

business.

Take the Public Into
Your Confidence

The company which fails to take the

public into its confidence by advertis-

ing is making a mistake, according to

Mr. Butler. It is not recorded, how-
ever, that even the best publicity cam-

paign has induced the public to take

an aggressive, partisan attitude in

favor of any company, and all we can

hope for, and all we have a right to

expect, is good will, and a receptive at-

titude. In the past many of us have
been content to tell our patrons that

we were furnishing good service, and
we have left them to their own con-

clusion as to what we meant. We have

not shown them the frequency of our

schedules, the speed and regularity of

our cars, and the reliability of our

service. Neither have we stressed the

fact that practically every interest in

the community is dependent upon the

successful operation of our system.

Personal solicitation from the traffic

department is the surest method of

correcting these conditions.

We no longer have a monopoly, he

continued. The competition must be

thoroughly understood to be met in a

practical manner. We must go to the

public and tell them of the low cost

and other advantages of our service,

and personal solicitation is far better

than printer's ink.

That there are splendid possibilities

in building up a freight business to off-

set passenger losses there is no doubt.

But we must go after this business,

nurse it along and take care of it when
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we get it. We cannot go after it today
and neglect it tomorrow. In going out
after this business by personal solici-

tation, the traffic representatives have
the opportunity for creating good will,

not only for that individual depart-
ment, but also for other phases of the
company activities.

More Attractive Rolling Stock
Is Needed

Discussion by various members added
even more to the fund of information
and constructive suggestions on the
subject. W. S. Rodger, traffic manager
Detroit United Lines, said that the
electric railways must render a service
which is superior to that of the private
automobile, bus and truck, if the pres-
ent traffic is to be retained and new
business attracted to the lines. He
said that parlor car service put on by
the Detroit United has been the means
of diverting traffic from rubber to rails,

and described some of the steps his

property is taking to co-ordinate bus
and rail service. Among other things
buses will be used to transport pas-
sengers from interurban terminals at
the outskirts of Detroit to the center
of the city.

Personal solicitation was held to be
of utmost importance in getting new
freight business. Experiments in the
operation of motor trucks into sur-
rounding territory as feeders to the
rail lines have proved so successful
that this class of service is now being
extended at several points on the sys-
tem.

C. D. Smith, general manager Beaver
Valley Traction Company, showed that
the private automobile is more serious
to the lines in smaller communities
than in the congested cities, due to the
fact that more parking space in the
smaller towns makes the use of auto-
mobiles more convenient. He urged
that everything possible be done to
beautify and make electric railway cars
more attractive, even at the risk of
overdoing it for a time. Mr. Smith
also outlined the psychological effect
of eliminating identification slips in
connection with zone-fare collections,
and stated that experience on his prop-
erty had led them to believe that pas-
sengers resent the implication of dis-
honesty when slips are used.

In giving the Pacific Coast viewpoint
of the traffic situation, O. A. Smith,
passenger traffic manager Pacific Elec-
tric Railway, said that salesmanship is

needed and that a traffic department
is essential for taking care of both
freight and passenger business. Mr.
Smith illustrated this point by citing
examples of results accomplished on
his propsrty in soliciting picnic and ex-
cursion traffic. He said that members
of the traffic department on his prop-
erty were assigned to ride on each of
the divisions from day to day in order
to keep in touch with the sentiment
of passengers regarding the character
of the service rendered, and to report
any needed improvements or changes
in schedules.

Knowing what the public wants, and
filling that want, was cited as the only
successful method of increasing traffic

on electric railway lines. Mr. Smith

said that his company's 65 agents
formed an important part of its traffic

building organization and that the rep-
resentatives at various points on the
lines were urged by the company to
belong to business, luncheon and social

organizations and to take an active
part in all civic affairs in their com-
munity.
Development of new business on city

lines requires application of the same
principles that have been used on in-

terurban properties, according to W. E.
Wood, manager Houston Electric Com-
pany. He said that the work of traffic

building should not be limited to any
one department, but should be an im-
portant part of the activities of the
management. The first requirement is

to have the service right. Unless this
is the case, publicity and solicitation
will do little good and may actually be
harmful.

Following the same idea, F. R. Cogs-
well, traffic agent Pittsburgh Railways,
illustrated how merchandising methods
are used to build traffic on his property.
He told about the care which is taken

in running down complaints, and said
that in some cases this practice had
made valuable friends for the company.
Whenever possible, complaints are fol-
lowed up by a personal call on the per-
son sending in the letter.

An interesting honor roll plan for
agents used by the Texas Electric Rail-
way to stimulate interest in traffic
building was described by J. P. Griffin,
vice-president and general passenger
agent of that property. He said that
agents are an important factor in build-
ing new business as well as taking care
of that already obtained, and suggested
that such men should all be active
members of the traffic department and
responsible to the traffic manager.
The session was closed with a fur-

ther discussion on the paper by C. E.
Morgan, vice-president and general
manager Brooklyn City Railroad. Mr.
Morgan emphasized the importance of
keeping schedules fitted to traffic re-
quirements by frequent checks and by
contact with conditions in the commu-
nity served, so as to make changes
when they are required.

Tuesday^s Session, T. & T, Association

T!
HE meeting of the T. & T. Asso-
ciation on Tuesday afternoon was
called to order at 2:45 by Presi-

dent Punderford. He expressed his
pleasure at having the publicity men
present their views. The publicity
man, he said, is an adjunct to the trans-
portation department, as the business
of that department is to sell rides. In
the T. & T. Association publicity men
will find an opportunity to sell their
services to the executives and thus to
boost their business.
After paying a fine compliment to

Labert St. Clair for the work he has
done in publicity for the association,
the meeting was turned over to him
by President Punderford.
Dwight Burroughs, publicity agent

United Railways & Electric Company,
Baltimore, Md., was the first speaker.
He said that his topic, "Safety and
How to Make It Interesting for
Mothers and Children," was a rather
difficult one. The song writers say
everything nice about mother and
children and then put it up to father.
He said he would do his best.
Baltimore has a good safety depart-

ment, he said. A number of means have
been employed to reach the children.
One way that has proved very success-
ful is the use of a "safety alphabet."
Each letter has a jingle made up in
the form of a nursery rhyme designed
to catch the attention of the child.
For example:

A Is for accident,
Which you may meet
If you are careless
In crossing the street.

A second means of approaching the
children is by work in the schools.
In Baltimore the school boards have
co-operated by setting aside one day
a year to be known as "Safety Day."
The company also gives to the teacher.«
a textbook which contains suggestions
for interesting various classes of
pupils. As an illustration, Mr. Bur-
roughs mentioned safety "Don'ts."

These have been used very effectively
in the lower grades. Topics for essays
are used for interesting children who
are taking more advanced work. He
said that as the result of these topics
he had received nearly 100,000 con-
tributions from the public and private
schools in Baltimore.
A third method for interesting chil-

dren used in Baltimore is the display
of safety pictures at expositions and
exhibits. These safety pictures were
designed to show the relation between
street cars and the home, one feature
being safety. One topic that had been
used to good advantage in these pic-
tures was "Safety Bob" and "Safety
Betty."

Another plan that he had used was
the distribution of safety buttons.
These have been distributed widely in
the schools. The safety alphabet has
also been reproduced in a folder and
distributed to children. The old magic
lantern in its improved form of auto-
matic stereopticon has been used to
good effect for displaying safety
pictures. He believes that the use of
these methods had prevented many
accidents.

President Budd of the American
Association addressed the meeting
briefly. He regards the work of trans-
portation and traffic men as most
fundamental. This department does
more than anything else for the
success or failure of an e'ectric rail-
way since it is responsible for the serv-
ice that is given—and the service is

responsible for all other things. Many
of the details of the service are the
foundation for public re'ations. Fol-
loviring this out, it makes for or
aerainst the ability of the transporta-
tion department and of the railway to
get funds. And funds are necessary
to get the wherewithal to give service.
In any case, many minor things can
be done to give service, which deter-
mines the ability to get money.
We have to be sincere in our efforts,

{

i
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said Mr. Budd, and must be imbued
with the spirit of service. To be worth
while, it must come from the heart
and must indicate to the people you
serve that you are of the right sort.

Illustrating his point, he mentioned
that complaints from patrons are fre-

quently turned over to subordinates.

This he felt was unfortunate as the

old methods do not apply to the high
pressure days of 1924. The best letter

writer in the world cannot write a
letter that will not be misinterpreted.

Eliminating letter writing in answer
to complaints and making personal
calls by responsible executives is the

answer. Such men can properly ex-

plain the reasons for the difficulties or

why the company cannot comply with
the request. In this way human con-

tact can be established. Incidentally,

said Mr. Budd, this will react on the

officials who have to make many calls

outside of office hours, and they will

get the reaction to reduce causes for

complaints. Above everything, he said,

it is necessary to keep the good opinion

»f the public.

A paper on the subject of "Selling

Transportation by Boosting .
Your

Home Town" was read by L. K. Starr.

Following this W. H. Sawyer spoke on

the subject "It Can Be Done," and
James P. Griffin described the methods
by which his interurban railway in

Texas increased passenger traffic by
energetic publicity work. Abstracts of

these papers appear elsewhere.

A short talk on the subject of state

public service information committees
was made by J. S. S. Richardson, direc-

tor Pennsylvania Public Service Infor-

mation Committee. Major Richardson
said that when Bessemer first explained

to a group of steel makers in England
the method by which he proposed to

make steel, he was laughed at and his

remarks were expunged from the

record of the meeting. A few years

ago the man who advocated public util-

ity companies undertaking publicity

work received a similar reception.

People sometimes ask why a public

utility should advertise when it is so

largely a monopolistic enterprise. The
point of view of those who ask this

question is not unlike that of the owner
of a general store in a small Western
town. When asked by the advance
agent of a circus if he did not want to

advertise his merchandise by a sign to

be carried on the back of one of the

elephants in the circus parade, he re-

plied that he had been in business for

25 years and every one in that town
knew him. To that the agent re-

sponded :

"How long has that church been
standing there on the other side of the

street?"
"About 100 years," he answered.
"Don't they ring the bell every Sun-

day morning?" the circus man asked.

Bureaus of public utility information
came into being because of the mis-
representations of demagogues and cer-

tain newspapers. It was thought that

the best way to combat these elements
was by the formation of an organiza-
tion which would disseminate the

facts. Such bureaus have now been
formed in 37 states. Numerous public

speaking bureaus also have been or-

ganized, and courses in public utility

subjects have been arranged in various

colleges. This movement is receiving
ample financial support from the utility

companies, but more than that is neces-
sary. In order for it to prosper and
progress, it will be necessary for it to

receive more constructive criticism

from the executives.

"Cold Soup" was the subject of a
paper presented by John S. Bleecker.
An abstract appears elsewhere.
W. P. Strandborg spoke extempo-

raneously, telling of the success which
his company has had by using car

cards in Portland, Ore. The number
of people riding in the cars who see

these cards every day is greater than
the combined circulation of all the
newspapers. Newspaper publicity, how-
ever, is very valuable for a railway,
he said. It is much better for the rail-

way publicity man to drop in and talk

to the newspaper editor than to sim-
ply send over a written story and ex-
pect to get it published. But, best of

all, is the method of buying space in

the paper and telling the railway story
exactly as the company wants it to

appear. An interesting point brought
out by Mr. Strandborg was that during
the past 13 years, while various "truth
in advertising" campaigns have been
in progress, not one important violation

has been charged against any electric

railway.
The report of the committee on track-

less vehicle operation was presented
by V. E. Keenan, in the absence of
W. J. Flickinger, chairman.

Trackless Vehicle Operation

The committee interpreted its function
to be the collection of statistical matter
concerning the use of trackless vehicles
for transportation by street railways
and the assembling of such data for the
information of member companies.
The report contains figures obtained

from 34 companies operating 488 buses.

It is subdivided into five groups, general

information, operating methods, sug-
gested operating rules, maintenance
methods and financial statistics. The
operating companies are not mentioned
by name and the information is not
summarized in a way that indicates

definitely present tendencies in bus
operation. The data compiled by the

committee are presented in table below.

There seems no longer to be any
doubt, according to the committee, that

those who formulate the policy of

street railways realize that in the bus
they have a very useful ally to the rail

car. No progressive railway manage-
ments will stand by and see part o£

their territory served by independent

bus operators without making a deter-

mined effort to convince the traveling

public that it is of mutual interest that

all mass transportation be performed
by the established agency. Having
succeeded in this, as they ultimately

will if they are persistent, they have
availab'e a combination of facilities

with which they can give the traveling

public exactly what it wants and main-
tain the good will of the community.
Under the head of operating methods

the committee states that all but three

companies from which information was
obtained have found it expedient to oper-

ate the buses vdth the same supervisory

organization as that which has jurisdic-

tion over the railway operation. In

the case of the few companies which
reported separate supervisory organ-

izations it was apparent that the

general management was handled by
the same general officers as the rail-

way, but that the subordinate officers

were separate and distinct. Another

point brought out was that there seems
to be no radical difference between the

physical examination required of bus
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drivers and that required for street rail-

way employees. The standard form of

examination blank is used by the

majority of companies and covers the

usual questions. In some instances

employing companies require that a
prospective bus operator shall have a

state chauffeur's license before he will

be employed.
It was felt by the committee that a

suggestion for a set of rules for the

guidance of bus operators would be
helpful at this time. Accordingly a

book containing 82 regulations designed
to govern the operation of buses is

presented in the report.

The report states that the general
practice is to have bus maintenance
supervised by the same organization
which has charge of maintenance of

railway cars. The committee finds,

however, that because employees
engaged in bus chassis maintenance
require a different training from those
engaged in electric car maintenance
more satisfactory results will be
obtained through the separation of
these departments as soon as the
number of bus units becomes large
enough to keep a separate organization
busy during a full working day. There
appears to be no uniformity among the
companies in their inspection practice.

The financial section of the report is

confined entirely to cost figures

because the local conditions govern the
matter of income to such an extent
that revenue figures would be of little

value. The total operating expenses
and taxes vary from approximately 17
cents per bus-mile up to nearly 33i
cents per bus-mile. InasmiT-h as no
statement of operating conditions ac-
companies these figures, it is practically
impossible to draw any definite conclu-
sion therefrom.
The committee finds that trackless

trolleys are being ooerated by five

railways. This type of vehicle is used
to such a small extent that this phase
of trackless vehicle operation is left

to the consideration of future com-
mittees which will have the benefit of
greater experience in its use. The
fact that the number of companies
operating trackless trolleys has in-

creased by two and the number of
vehicles by 15 during the past year
makes it evident that places are being
found where, in the judgment of the
management, the trackless trolley can
be operated to better advantage than
the gasoMne-propelled vehicle.

The renort is signed bv B. W. Arnold,
H. F. Fritch, V. E. Keenan, D. A.
Scanlon, J. B. Stewart, Jr., O. A. Smith,
sponsor, and W. J. Flickinger, chair-
man.

In discussing this report, C. D. Cass
gave details of bus operation on the
Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern
Railway. He suggested that the auto-
motive engineers should make studies
of bus design in order to prevent mis-
takes during the coming formative
years of the industry. The scope of
this committee should be enlarged, in
the opinion of R. N. Graham. The fact
that the committee has found the actual
cost of bus operation to be nearer
24 cents a mile than 14 cents a mile is

important, he said. In fact, the co«t,

everything considered, is likely to be
somewhat higher even than that. Ob-

solescence must be remembered and
included in the cost. Mr. Graham said
that city bus operation can be success-
ful only when the load factor is high,
the haul is short, and the fare is ade-
quate.
The short length of time which has

been necessary to bring the railway and
motor bus interests into a spirit of co-

operation was mentioned by G. R. Dahl.
In no other instance have competitive
modes of transportation so quickly
harmonized their points of view, he
said. Attention was called by this

speaker also to the fact that accidents
are fewer with bus operation than with
railway operation.

Standardization has no place in bus
operation, according to J. S. Bleecker,
except in the matter of accounting.
He said that it would be a mistake to

try to standardize in other directions.

Especially it would be a mistake to try
to tie down the bus drivers by a code
of rules similar to the street railway
rules of the vintage of 1906. He spoke
briefly on the subject of maintenance.
In closing, Mr. Bleecker said that he
considered a separate corporate or-

ganization for the operation of buses
to be undesirable in most cases if it

is legally possible for the railway com-
pany to operate buses under its own
name. The discussion of the report
was closed by W. J. Locke, who said
that although bus operation had here-
tofore in many cases been unprofitable,
there was promise of better financial

return in the future. He mentioned
also the possibility that steam or elec-

tricity might be utilized as a means of
propelling buses.

Thursday's Session, T, & T. Association

THE Thursday afternoon session
was called to order by President
Punderford, following an inter-

esting exhibition of moving pictures
showing the activities of the Public
Service Railway of New Jersey. In
introducing the subject of relief of traf-

fic congestion Mr. Punderford called
attention to the difficulty of securing
action along these lines by civic bodies.
Although the number of automobiles in

Connecticut has increased from ap-
proximately 10,000 in 1910 to about
170,000 at present, while the number
of street cars operated has remained
practically the same, the general feel-
ing of automobile clubs is that relief

should be given almost 100 per cent by
the railways. The report of the com-
mittee on relief of traffic congestion
was read by D. L. Fennell in the ab-
sence of Chairman Paul E. Wilson.

Relief of Traffic Congestion

The committee believes that certain
causes of traffic congestion are to be
found everywhere throughout the coun-
try, and that these common causes of
congestion will require a common
method of prevention or elimination.
The streets of any city are created

for the express purpose of moving the
traffic g^rowing out of the business and
social intercourse incident to city life.

The fact that the cities were laid out
and street width determined under
totally different conditions from those
now existing results in streets entirely
inadequate for present use. The seri-

ousness of the problem can only be
realized when we remember that there
must be moving into and out of the
congested district of such a city as
Denver within an hour or an hour and
a half in the morning' and evening
rush periods 30,000 to 40,000 persons
on streets that will not average more
than 66 ft. from building line to build-
ing line, further reduced by sidewalks
to 42 ft. from curb to curb.
Some form of mass transportation

on rails is inevitab'e if this volume of
traffic is to be moved, and this necessity
of rail transportation calls for a strip
not less than 22 ft. wide for two car
tracks with clearance in the middle
of this limited street width, leaving
under general conditions not more than

sufficient space for a single line of
moving vehicles on each side of the
rail area. Long-time or limited-time
parking privilege results in cutting
down the width available for traffic

flow, so that as a result of extensive
studies we find that out of the full

area of street space, cities which per-
mit parking utilize 20 or 25 per cent

of the street space for stored vehicles,

approximately 75 per cent for moving
automobiles, considering only the
necessary clearance between vehicles,

and less than 5 per cent under the same
conditions for moving street cars.

The service rendered in the move-
ment of traffic by these three divisions

of street area are entirely out of pro-
portion to the area utilized. The stand-
ing vehicles, of course, do not provide
for any passenger movement. Moving
automobiles' carry on the average
slightly less than two passengers each,

while moving street cars, especially dur-

ing peak hours and in the direction of

peak movement, carry from 50 to 100
passengers. In other words, the 20 per
cent used by standing vehicles carries

no traffic, the 75 per cent occupied by
moving automobiles carries from 20 to

30 per cent of the total traffic flow,

and the minute 1 to 5 per cent occupied
by moving street cars carries the ut-

terly disproportionate 70 to 80 per cent

of the total traffic.

In Chicago, it has been found that

passenger automobiles form 51.3 per

cent of the traffic volume entering the

loop on a normal week day, but carry
only 18.9 per cent of the passengers.

Street cars form only 10 per cent of

the traffic and carry 74 per cent of the

passengers.

Major Causes of Congestion

While the narrow streets, resulting

from the failure of city planners to

foresee modern conditions, make traffic

congestion, there may be recognized

three primary causes of present-day

congestion. The first of these is the

concentration of modern business in

every large population center into a

relatively small area.

The second cause of the street con-

gestion grows out of the tremendous
increase in use of private vehicles.

Where a few years ago such a city as
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Syracuse had in its streets only 8,000

automobiles, this same city in 1923 had
40,000 automobiles. Detroit, for exam-
ple, between 1922 and 1923 showed an
increase of 28 per cent in the number
of automobiles. Chicago last year
licensed 261,254, an increase of 133
per cent since 1920. When it is remem-
iDered that in the earlier period prac-
tically the entire passenger traffic was
handled in street cars carrying 50 or
more passengers in the rush period

and that it takes on an average more
than 25 private vehicles to carry the

same load, it is no wonder that the
streets have reached the saturation
point and have, in many cities, passed
beyond this toward a condition of

traffic stagnation.

The third cause is the demand of the
private vehicle owner for the right to

stop his vehicle in the business district

while he transacts business therein for

a period ranging from a few minutes
to the entire day. Approximately 20
per cent of the total street area in a
business district, worth as bare land
not less than $25 per square foot, and
graded, paved and policed by the mu-
nicipality at an expense of not less

than an additional $1 per square foot,

is actually being utilized by less than
3 per cent of the public as a private
garage.

Suggested Remedies for Congestion

Various remedies which have been
suggested for the solution of this prob-
lem of congestion fall naturally into

two groups, the first of which consists

of various methods of increasing the
traffic area and the second of which
looks to increasing the capacity of the
existing traffic area. In the first group
comes: (a) the opening of new streets;

(b) the widening of existing streets

either by moving back the building
line or the widening of the street bed
by the narrowing of the footways;
(c) the duplication of the street width
by the construction of elevated road-
ways or subways; (d) the elevation

or the arcading of the footways, thus
adding the present footway area to

the vehicular street width.
There is one distinct objection to all

of the remedies of this class. If the
business district has already reached
the limit of its business population and
traffic flow, relief might be obtained by
the increase of the street area, but
under existing conditions, increased
areas will be immediately absorbed by
still further concentration of business
within the congested district, so that
the relief furnished by an increase of
the existing facilities would be of short
duration.
The second group of remedies con-

sists of those which tend to increase
the capacity of the existing street area.
The ability of a main street to carry
away from the congested district the
business population depends solely

upon two factors, the number of mov-
ing units which it can contain and the
speed at which they can travel.

Speed of traffic flow demands first

of all that the main arteries which
ought to discharge the traffic shall have
as nearly as possible an unimpeded
right of way. It demands, in the sec-

ond place, that, as between various
types of vehicles moving in the main
traffic stream, the preference shall be
given to those which are furnishing
the maximum of service. It means,
also, that the slow moving vehicle

unable to maintain the standard speed
of traffic flow must ultimately be ex-

cluded from the main arteries during
the relatively short period of their

maximum use, and that the left-hand
turn, however convenient it may be to

the occasional motorist, must be elim-

inated where possible.

In some few cases it is possible by
the development of by-pass streets

which pass around the relatively small
congested area to divert from this area
the through traffic which would other-

wise swell the traffic stream.
It is also possible in some cases, par-

ticularly on streets occupied in part
by street cars, to facilitate the traffic

flow by the use of one-way streets.

But the one-way street is apt to con-
centrate upon one of two streets the
outbound traffic which should be han-
dled by both, while the other is prac-
tically empty.

It is probable that the most impor-
tant means of increasing the street flow

is the elimination of the standing
vehicle during at least the peak-hour
period. The capacity of any channel
is measured by its narrowest point.

To all intents and purposes a single

vehicle standing in a 50-ft. street is

equivalent to the destruction of from
7 to 10 ft. of street width from that
point to the end of the congested area
flow.

All of us who drive our own machines
appreciate the inconvenience of not
being allowed to stop in the congested
area or anywhere else for the trans-

action of business. The seriousness
of this situation and the importance
of removing this particular form of

interference with the traffic flow is em-
phasized by the fact that out of the
30 cities selected as typical not a single

one fails to emphasize the elimination
of parking during the peak hour as
the most important possibility of relief.

Nor is there one that has not advo-
cated some means of protecting the
flow of traffic after the taking effect

of a non-storage rule.

Ideal conditions of the movement of

the general public involve first a free

flow of the vehicles used for mass
transportation. These vehicles must
stop at not less than 50 per cent of

the street intersections and they must
be operated at frequent intervals. The
minimum headway between cars must
be from 30 to 45 seconds, and any in-

terference with the movement between
stops must inevitably throw cars off

schedule and result in delay which in-

conveniences the entire body of car
users. Where driving upon the car
tracks between stops and safety zones
is unrestricted, the usual condition dur-
ing the rush hours is that the stopping
of a street car at an intersection neces-
sitates the stopping of practically every
following car for several blocks in the
rear, not for the purpose of taking on
or discharging passengers, but simply
for a dead wait in the middle of the
block. In other words, if 70 to 80 per

cent of the population which is mov-
ing by the mass vehicle is to be carried
in comfort and with reasonable speed,

non-street car traffic must be excluded
from the rail space, not only at inter-

sections but in mid-block as well.

The private vehicle must also have
a free traffic lane. In the few cases
where street width is sufficient to pro-
vide for double tracks and two lines of
traffic flow on each side of the tracks,

it is possible to provide for this and
still permit a limited amount of stop-

ping at the curb, but even here the
result is a destruction of the street

width if the stop is any longer than
is necessary to take on and discharge
passengers, and a slowing down of
the speed of the traffic line nearest the
curb, where the stopping is limited to

the taking on and discharging of pas-
sengers. In the large number of cases,

however, the street width permits only
one line of traffic flow on each side of
the car tracks. Delayed street car
operation means increased operating
expense to the street car companies,
and the congestion resulting undoubt-
edly increases the percentage of acci-

dents and accident cost. But under
the modern theory of regulation these
extra expenses are passed on to the
general public, the result of which is

that the majority of the public, riding

on the public utility vehicles, not only
secure a less comfortable and less

speedy service, but themselves pay the
extra expense of their own discomfort
and delay.

The committee feels that the matter
of congestion of traffic on city streets

is a public matter in which all citi-

zens are vitally interested; that the
only authorities capable of properly
passing upon it are the public author-
ities; that the problem is naturally

one within the jurisdiction of "plan-

ning bureaus" equipped to study the

question and to present it to the citi-

zens in a purely scientific and impar-
tial manner. We also know that too

much propaganda on the part of a
street car company in any community
is likely to create the impression that

it is entirely a street car matter,

whereas if the question is handled by
impartial experts and treated on the
basis of sound public policy, the street

car company, from the strength of its

position, is bound to be benefited by a
proper solution.

To summarize, the committee finds:

(1) Traffic congestion exists every-

where and is the foremost urban prob-

lem; (2) traffic congestion can be
greatly relieved if not almost elim-

inated by regulations that will secure

to the public the maximum use of exist-

ing streets; (3) these regulations must
be of two kinds: first, the restriction

of needed street space to moving traf-

fic; the other, the control of moving
traffic in and along main thoroughfares
or arteries; (4) the problem is one for

the general public, rather than any
one industry affected; (5) all indus-

tries affected should co-operate with
public authorities.

The appointment of a standing com-
mittee on traffic regulation by the
American Association is recommended,
this committee to co-operate with both
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industries and public for their mutual
interest in the continuous study of
the problem, the securing and apply-
ing of remedial measures and the edu-
cation of the public in both.

The report was signed by G. B.
Anderson, H. O. Butler, D. L. Fennell,
M. McCants, W. H. Maltbie, James
Smith, W. E. Thompson, J. V. Sul-

livan, sponsor; Paul E. Wilson, chair-
man.

J. H. Norris, chairman Board of
Street Commissioners, Boston, called
attention to the reduction in automo-
bile registrations in several states, and
the reduced proportional increase in
others, as an indication that the satu-
ration point in number of vehicles in
use is fast being approached. He said
that the first duty of all public officials

having to do with traffic regulation,
shou'd be to protect the movement of
vehicles used by the masses. Mr. Nor-
ris also expressed himself as being in
favor of the elimination of traffic offi-

cers except in extremely congested dis-
tricts, and also advocated elimination
of time limit parking.
Upon invitation of the chairman,

H. F. Lan-downe, traffic superintendent
London General Omnibus Company,
addressed the meeting briefly and dis-
cussed some phases of American condi-
tions which have impressed him. He
felt that mechanical devices for the
regulation of traffic, such as the Fifth
Avenue signal system in New York,
need'e'^ly interfere with the movement
of traffic, and that better results wouM
be accomplished by proper education
of drivers. He expressed surprise at
the parking conditions in this country.
This situation, he said, called for atten-
tion on the part of those interested in
the relief of congestion. A great meas-
ure of relief in London is obtained by
prohibiting the delivery and collection
of goods during certain hours of the
day, according to Mr. Lansdowne. He
also said that Lord Ashfield had de-
cided to send a group of his operating
officials to this country each year to
studv American methods, and at such
a time that they could attend the an-
nual convention. He suggested that a
paper prepared for the occasion would
servo to inform American operators
of developments in England.

J. A. Stoll, superintendent of trans-
portation United Railways & Electric
Companv, Baltimore, described some of
the traffic conditions in that city. Elim-
ination of left-hand turns on Market
Street in San Francisco has speeded
up the cars materially, according to
M. McCants, general manager Market
Street Railway. As for the parking
situation, he said that he be'ieved the
public ultimately wouM come to a point
where they would insist on relief and
that the s'tuation would be worked out
because of such a demand from the
public itself.

G. B. Anderson, manager of trans-
portation Los Angeles Railway, ob-
jected to a policy of allow'ng the situ-
ation to work itself out. He sa-d that
the street railway managements and
the as'^ociation have the resnonsibil'ty
of defending the unorganized large
group of reonle who depend on street
car transportation dnily to and from
their work.

Discussion at the recent safety con-
ference held in Louisville by the Na-
tional Safety Council and carried on by
traffic men not connected with electric

railways showed a trend toward meth-
ods of traffic congestion relief which
have been accepted for some time by
railway men, according to J. P. Barnes,
president Louisville Railway. L. H.
Palmer, general manager United Rail-
ways & Electric Company, Baltimore,
objected to a suggestion by the com-
mittee that this subject of congestion
be considered by a standing committee
of the American Association, and the
association voted to refer the matter
to the incoming executive committee of
the Transportation & Traffic Association.

The New Officers

The following officers and executive
committee members were elected for
the ensuing year: President, T. C.
Cherry, vice-president Rochester and
Syracuse Railroad, Syracuse, N. Y.;
first vice-president, G. H. Clifford, vice-

president and manager Northern Texas
Traction Company, Fort Worth, Tex.;
second vice-president, J. V. Sullivan,
assistant to the vice-president Chicago
Surface Lines, Chicago, 111.; third vice-
president, Edward Dana, general man-
ager Boston Elevated Railway, Boston,
Mass. Executive committee members:
W. H. Boyce, commercial manager
Pittsburgh Railways; E. M. Walker,
president Schenectady Railway; Samuel
Riddle, vice-president Louisville Rail-
way, and Paul E. Wilson, secretary
Cleveland Railway.
The new elected president was es-

corted to the chair by Messrs. Palmer
and Clifford. He expressed his appre-
ciation of the honor conferred upon him
and then presented a past-president's
badge to Mr. Punderford, who re-
sponded and pointed out the live topics
that are before the association for con-
sideration next year. He asked that
the new president be given the same
hearty co-operation which he had re-
ceived.

It Can Be Done*
By W. H. Sawyer
President East St. Louis & Suburban Railway

Publicity Not Backed Up by Per-

formance Is Worse than Useless

—

Local Newspaper Advertising Is

Best Method of Reaching Public

IT
CAN be done because it has been

done. A few years ago it had not
been done and there were many

people who said, "It can't be done."
There were others, and they too were
many, who said, "It should not be
done." There were even some who
said, "It must not be done," but the
facts are, it has been done. I refer,
of course, to effective publicity by elec-
tric railway companies.

I pride myself that I was one of the
first to insist that it should be done

—

that it must be done. I also pride
myself that I was one of the first to
say, "Now that we have proved that it

can be done, let us confine our efforts
to analyzing how it can be done bet-
ter." There are some few electric rail-
way executives who do not now believe
in, or at least do not now practice,
effective publicity.

There are also probably some elec-
tric railway executives who do not ap-
preciate that the car riders are their
customers, and that one of the chief
duties of an executive is to see to it

that in so far as it is practicable to do
so, his customers are satisfied custo-
mers, believing in him and in his com-
pany.

There are possibly some few elec-
tric railway executives who do not
appreciate that cleanliness and courte-
ousness are most essential. There are,

W. H. Sawyer
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in short, some few electric railway
executives who should have been
thrown out of their executive posi-
tions about five years before they se-
cured them. It is a waste of time to
appeal to them when there are so many
others who are asking for constructive
suggestions and help.

It can be done! Let us review the
situation as to what has been done by
effective publicity, not with the idea
of converting those few, who will not
see or will not hear, but with the idea
of instilling enthusiasm toward greater
effort with rightful expectation of
greater reward. Effective publicity
has caused electric railway companies
to be born anew, as it were, to radi-
cally and effectively change public
sentiment by giving the public—our
customers—the facts about their elec-
tric railway so that they might ap-
predate that every time they eo-oper-
ate with us, every time they help us
they put us in a better position to help
them in return. We cannot expect co-
operation except as we give our custo-
mers full and complete knowledge of
the facts, take them into our confidence,
and do our part toward instilling into
them a just pride in their electric
railway.

Publicity not backed up by per-
formance is useless, is worse than use-
less. No man, no company can afford
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to go on record with publicity unless he
gives the facts. He has no right even
to promise something which he is not
practically sure he can fulfill. It is

far better not to use publicity than to
come out with publicity which cannot
be fulfilled to the very letter and to the
limit of the spirit.

Our business is capable of reasonably
exact analysis, and there is little ex-
cuse for any mistakes in our publicity.

Our business is above all not a busi-
ness where we can afford to give false
testimony, even though it may tempo-
rarily relieve a perplexing situation.

Effective publicity has won strikes, has
peaceably settled labor disputes, and
has been the direct means of obtaining
increased fares.

Local Newspapers Are the Best
Advertising Medium

Personally I believe that local news-
paper advertising is the best method
to obtain effective publicity. No elec-
tric railway company can afford not to
advertise in the local newspapers, and
in fact, no business that I know of
catering to a local general public can
afford not to advertise in the local

newspapers. We ask to be treated like

other business and we therefore must
conduct ourselves like other business
and advertise in the local newspapers.
Advertising is a business. Our ad-

vertising department should be just as
much a part of our business as is our
transportation department, as is our
mechanical department, as is our engi-
neering department. Effective adver-
tising requires training, study, thought,
aptitude and initiative. Some few
years ago when I first realized that ad-
vertising was essential to the electric
railway business I also realized that I

personally knew little about advertis-
ing, although there was no other branch
of the electric railway business with
which I was not familiar from actual
experience.

So instead of hiring a trained ad-
vertising man I set about to train my-
self in at least the rudiments and es-
sentials. The first year or two I per-
sonally wrote practically every adver-
tisement, not because I could do the
job better than anyone else, but be-
cause I believed that advertising was
part of my business. Moreover, I

wanted the experience so that I could
form definite conclusions based on my
own experience as to how effective
publicity could best be secured.

How Can It Be Done Best?
How can effective publicity best be

secured? As the result of our ex-
perience over the past five years, I
have my own thoughts, but 1 am frank
to admit that we just scratched the
surface, as it were, of advertising
knowledge and I am not qualified to
tell you how effective publicity can best
be accomplished. Even if I thought I
were capable of doing this I should
hesitate before an audience composed
of so many publicity experts. When
I consider how many real publicity ex-
perts there are here today it brings
home forcibly the truth of my subject.
It can be done. That's settled. What
I want is for the publicity experts to
tell us how effective publicity can best
be accomplished.

Organizing the

Public Relations

Department*

By L. K. Starr

Manarer Piil lie Relotions Dcpfrtment
Ceorgia Railway & I cwer Con.pany
Atlanta, Ca.

The Director of Public Re-

latiors Should Know Human
Emotions and Reactions,

Must Know How to Dis-

seminate Information ard
Must Be Able to Make
Friends for Himself and His

Company

JUST because a company is well and
happy, so to speak, doesn't mean
that it never is going to be seized

with some serious malady. Therefore,
it is probaby more important that
public relations activities be considered
as preventive medicine rather than
curative.

Good service of course is the funda-
mental of good public relations. If we
fail to do our best to give good service
we will not deserve public good will.

In our business, however, good service
alone, no matter how cheerfully given,
will never hod good public opinion.
Grudgingly given, it can never gain
friendship. It thus becomes essential
that, in addition to rendering good
service, we must gain public under-
standing through the furnishing of cor-
rect information about this business.
There is often as much harm done by
misinformation as by failure to give
service. Also it is our duty to give
the facts about a business which is so
affected in a public interest.
Ten to one the public relations man-

ager knows very little about the detail
and technique of operation of the street
railway system any more than he
knows how to audit the books, direct
the building of roadways, the main-
tenance of equipment or the building
of dams and transmission lines. You
would not consider employing an audi-
tor to build a transmission line any
more than you would employ a car-
penter to take out your appendix. By
the same token you should never em-
ploy a man who doesn't know the busi-
ness to direct your public relations
activities.

There are many ways of building
and maintaining good public relations
and of disseminating information.
There is the necessity of good service.
Essential to good public relations are

•Abstract of a paper before the Annual
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good employee relations, a company
spirit created and maintained through
inspiring leadership, plus correct in-
format on. Essential also is the use
of every medium of distribution of In-
formation, such as newspaper adver-
tising, motion pictures, employee pub-
lications, public speaking, and the like.

•The director of public relations ought
to be a man who knows something of
human emotions and reactions; who
has had experience in dealing with the
variable moods of the human mind;
who can win and hold the confidence
of employees; who knows how to dis-
seminate information; who has the con-
fidence of the public and of company
oflicials and who has sufficient per-
sonality and knowledge of the business
to make friends, not merely for him-
self, but for the company as well.
Most companies, in the organization

of public relations departments, have
drawn men from the editorial or news
departments of newspapers for their
directors. There is a sound reason for
this. The daily work of the news-
paper man is to study and know the
human mind and human emotions. But
none of them are successful unless they
know what people want and what
peop'e think and how people will react
under various conditions.

Further, newspaper men are sup-
posed to have a gift of expression in
understandable language and the ability
to write readable advertising copy. The
ability to tell your story in under-
standable forms is absolutely essential
to getting your story to the public.
There are many brainy and gifted ex-
ecutives who know their business but
can't tell it to the public. It's no
reflection on them if they can't "talk
the pub'ic's language." Let them tell
it to the publicity man and leave it to
him to tell the world.

So, employ some good newspaper
man to direct the work. Let him be
the spokesman of the company. Take
him into the complete confidence of
the inner councils and give him suffi-
cient prestige in the company to com-
mand public regard as the company
spokesman.
With the creation of the public rela-

tions department comes the details of
organization, which of course should
be left to the department manager.
But it should be clearly understood
that only through the public relations
department is there to be any dissemi-
nation of information. This department
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should give out all information; should
direct employee activities and contacts
with the public; should advise with all

departments on matters of policy and
should direct and handle all advertis-
ing.

With the public relations department
established under the direction of a
trained manager with competent assist-

ants, every branch of public relations

activities should be co-ordinated under
the direction of the new department.
Co-ordination of all public relations

activities is just as necessary as co-

operation of all departments is neces-

sary.

If you would make your public rela-

tions department a success organize it

under the direction of some one who
knows at least the fundamentals of the

public relations business. Recognize
the department as one as important as
any other in the company. Give it a
free hand and opportunity to do its

work as its manager thinks it should
be done, just as you give your other
departments a free hand to do their
particular work as it should be done.
Tell your public relations department
everything about the business; give it

authority; put it under the direction
of one executive and one only; cen-
tralize in it all of your public relations
activities of every character.

Support your publicity with perform-
ance. You will find that your public
is fair when the facts are known and
that, when convinced of your honest
endeavor, will accord you generous
treatment.

Cold Soup
Standardized Publicity Must Be Given Local Treatment
Railways Should Advertise in the Same Way as Any Other

Business—The "Lag Factor" Is Gaining Recognition

By John S. Bleecker
Day 8s Zimmermann, Inc., Philadelphia

THERE is no more sense in under-
taking to send out from a cen-
trally located headquarters in

New York or Philadelphia prepared
publicity copy for a street railway oper-
ating in a distant city than in attempt-
ing to send a bowl of soup from the
Traymore Hotel to the Marlborough-
Blenheim expecting it to be hot on
delivery. At the same time, there is

every reason in the world why soup
should be canned, and very delicious

hot and cold soup is prepared from
tins. It is, however, in every instance
given such local treatment as will make
it fit the circumstances surrounding its

consumption. Publicity matter can
also be handled the same way.

I have heard it said that a street
railway which was not making money,
could not afford to spend money on
advertising, and that one which was
making money did not need to. As a
corollary of the above, I would say that
a company which did not spend money
on advertising and the establishment of
satisfactory public relations could not
be successful and that a company mak-
ing some money without publicity
would make a great deal more with it.

Practically all of the publicity mat-
ter indulged in by seven traction and
nine bus lines passes across my desk.
There is no attempt made to standard-
ize publicity for these various prop-
erties. Methods applicable at one point
are either unnecessary or disadvan-
tageous at another point. Peculiar or
tinusual local conditions call for special

treatment. There is only one general
rule applicable to all and that is, "Keep
everlastingly at it." We have no set

•Abstract of a paper presented before the
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percentage of the gross earnings allo-

cated to publicity and advertising ac-
tivity, but we do not look askance at
the tendency to increase the appropria-
tions from the almost absurd minimum
of one-tenth of 1 per cent to as high
as 3 per cent. Ordinarily, however, it

has been running less than 1 per cent.
When the budgets are prepared at the
beginning of the year we discuss fjilly

the question of an appropriation for
publicity and include the figure decided
upon, whether small or large, in the
actual estimates. The decision regard-
ing appropriations is made in each case
independently of the others.

We urge all operators to give to the
question of publicity and advertising
the same enthusiastic interest and con-
structive thought as they do to operat-
ing and engineering questions. We do
not suggest that they accept so-called
"boiler plate" or standardized copy
without special local treatment any
more than we would recommend that
everybody order the same kind of soup
for lunch, but we do tell them that
soup is nourishing and has a definite
place on the menu. We do not send
them advertising material and tell them
they must use it, but we do send them
large quantities of advertisins: sugges-
tions which have proved beneficial else-
where. There is no more reason for
not undertaking to apply approved ad-
vertising matter to a local situation
than for not using an accounting form
or a motor or wheel which has proved
its value elsewhere.

Have something in the newspapers
every day, keep in close contact with
the newspaper reporters, welcome them
into the office, give them all the infor-
mation that they want about accidents
or anything else in connection with

the property, remembering that when
newspaper items are published that
they should be truthful and full rather
than sketchy and inaccurate. More-
over, we urge managers to keep in con-
tact with the editorial staff through
associations like rotary clubs, country
clubs and civic bodies. We encourage
the purchase of advertising space in
the newspapers, believing that a con-
cern which does not advertise is not
alive to its possibilities. We stress the
fact that the news, editorial and adver-
tising departments of a newspaper are
absolutely separate and distinct.

The character of publicity on the
various properties which is favored by
the local management and by those into
whose hands the details of advertising
are placed is as varied as the individual
peculiarities of the men themselves.
Men who are imbued with the spirit of
service and who have experienced the
reaction resulting from contact with
the public, however, are quite alive to
the particular kind of publicity needed
in their own localities.

Pamphlets, booklets, general adver-
tising matter and, in some instances,
newspaper write-ups are submitted to
us for comment, either before they are
published or soon afterwnrd, so that
we may be of assistance to the local
manager, but in no case is the respon-
sibility for the publicity taken off the
shoulders of the local men.
There is one phase of publicity which

seems to be getting a more thorough
recognition than ever, and that is what
might be termed the "lag factor." Once
the street car magnate went around,
his chest out, lording it over the elec-

tric light and power man. Today the
situation is reversed and the electric

light and power man is sorry for the
railway man. While certain natural
causes have brought about the reversal
of position, at the same time it is a
fact that to overcome some of the elec-

tric light diflUculties, intensive publicity
was indulged in for many years. Street
railways, on the other hand, neglected
this publicity until trouble came. It

took the electric light and power com-
panies years of continuous publicity to
attain their present enviable position,

and it will take more than a few
months for the electric railways to

catch up to them.
The result of publicity is oftentimes

not reflected in the condition of a prop-
erty for months, and perhaps years,
after the campaign has been under-
taken. Spasmodic publicity will pro-
duce spasmodic results, and these
spasms will be separated by an interval

of time.
It may be that where publicity effort

is spasmodic, its consequences could be
plotted as a curve, alternately rising
and falling, from zero to a maximum,
and then back to zero or perhaps below
the line. There would be a periodicity

and a phase relationship between the
publicity and its results which if heard
over a radio would be anything but
harmonious.

Continuous, constant, intelligent and
thorough publicity will eliminate the
'Hag factor." It is along these lines

that we are constantly urging action
on the part of those in charge of the
properties that we manage.
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The Purposes of the

Public Utilities

Advertising

Association
By W. H. Hodge

Manager Advertising and Publicity Department
Byllesby EngineerJig & Management
Corporation, Chicago

W. U. Hodgre

This Organization, Which Is

Affiliated with the Associated

Advertising Clubs of the

World, Is Setting New
Standards for Ethics and

Co-operation

THE Public Utilities Advertising
Association, which was organized

at the American Electric Rail-

way Association convention at Chicago
in 1922, now has about 230 members,
all actively interested in the advertis-

ing of one or more of the utility indus-

tries—electric railway, electric light

and power, gas and telephones. Indi-

viduals or companies may take out
memberships. Our primary purpose is

to increase the efficiency of public

utilities advertising toward the ad-

vancement of the best interests of

operating companies. We want to

make every dollar spent for advertis-

ing return the greatest possible value.

We want to develop further the power
of advertising for utility companies so

that it will increase earnings paid by
a pleased and satisfied public; so that

it will further harmonize the relations

between the public and the utilities and
achieve the sustained good will, which
cannot be secured in any other manner.

Advertising in the United States is

a large, successful and well organized
industry. The public utilities do not

yet realize its power and possibilities.

Many other kinds of business under-
stood the value of advertising long be-

fore we did. We are catching up
rapidly, but we still have a long way
to go.

Advertising is internationally organ-
ized in the Associated Advertising
Clubs of the World, which is the clear-

ing house for all that is best in adver-
tising thought and practice, and sets

the rules and standards, just as the
American Electric Railway Associa-
tion influences the progress of your
industry. It is composed of some 25
organizations representing every branch
of advertising, all the way from the
advertiser to the many mediums through
which it is expressed.

It was only through organization of
the Public Utilities Advertising Aa-
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sociation that the public utilities could
join this important and forceful body
and put public utilities advertising on
the national advertising map. In this

channel we are in touch, in a collective

sense, with other advertisers, with the
writers and manufacturers of advertis-
ing and with the publishers and others
who provide the vehicles for reach-
ing the public eye and thought.
As a department of the Associated

Advertising Clubs of the World, we are
in a position to see that public utilities

advertising is accorded the recognition
it deserves and to profit to the full ex-

tent from contact with those who spend
their lives and a great deal of money
in making advertising pay. We, also,

have something to contribute in the
way of experience and methods and
from the results of showing utility

companies not utilizing advertising fully

how they can avail themselves of the
opportunities before them.

In the structures of the national
utility associations—with one excep-
tion—little has been provided to serve
as a meeting place for the people in

these industries who carry on the ad-
vertising functions. Many convention
speakers have urged more and better
advertising; little has been done to
give the men and women actually work-
ing with advertising a forum to dis-

cuss their problems, ideals, ambitions
and plans—to exchange ideas—to help
them accomplish the truly difficult

things it is so easy to build platitudes
about. The national association pro-
grams have talked a lot about advertis-
ing but they really have neglected it.

We have in mind, also, the fact that
utilities advertising will not progress
unless we attract individuals of the
proper ability and character to these
particular fields. It is hoped that our
association will be made an agency for
employment on the one hand and the
development of talent on the other.

We propose to collect and distribute
among our members all possible infor-
mation about and examples of utilities

advertising; to assemble data relating
to proved results ; to study budget mak-
ing and costs. By the exchange and
comparison of products we propose to
stimulate origrinality and develop new
and advantageous conceptions of what,
when, where and how to advertise.
We are pledged to high standards,

accepted ethics and to earnest co-op-
eration with our national, geographical
and state utility associations.
The Public Utilities Advertising As-

sociation is young, modest and inex-
pensive. It has hardly started to prove
its usefulness. But what it lacks in

some respects we hope it will more
than overcome in energy and practical
accomplishments. We invite the inter-

est and the membership of every utility

company and every individual actually
interested in better and more efficient

advertising practice.

I wish also to say a word regarding
certain exceedingly useful work accom-
plished by the National Vigilance Com-
mittee of the Associated Advertising
Clubs. This committee, and the Better
Business Bureaus which it fosters in

many cities, are the police force of ad-
vertising. Their business is to keep
out and prosecute the untruthful ad-
vertisers, the frauds and the fakers.
One of their big achievements is the
suppression of "wildcat" financial ad-
vertising. Every dollar saved to the
public means that much money con-
served for investment in sound securi-
ties such as the public utilities offer.

The National Vigilance Committee
and the Better Business Bureaus de-
serve our moral and financial support.
Their work is kept going by sustaining
memberships, the cost of which is in-

significant compared with the substan-
tial good accomplished for honest
people and honest business. They al-

ready have been formally indorsed by
the customer ownership committee of the
National Electric Light Association.

Advertising the

Interurban*

By James P. Griffin

Vice-President and General Manager
Texas Electric Company, Dallas, Tex.

THE Texas Electric Railway has
valuable interurban connections at
Dallas and at five other points

has valuable steam railway connec-
tions—Denison and Sherman in the
north, Dallas in the center, Waco in

the south and Corsicana in the south-

east. We naturally point much of our
advertising effort to care for the oppor-
tunities to secure traffic off the inter-

urban and steam railways at these con-

necting points, also to deliver traffic

to them at these points. In our adver-
tising plan the daily and weekly news-
papers naturally take a prominent
place. We believe, and I feel that this

Is commonly accepted everywhere, that
the newspaper offers the best field for

general advertising for the interurban,

doubtless reaching more readers than
any other medium. It is our policy to

carry regularly each day or each week
certain space in the various newspapers
published daily or weekly in the cities

and towns served by us. In the two
large cities of Dallas and Waco, where
we do not use space each day, we con-

tract for certain space for the year,

using this space largely for advertising

special events.

Under the Texas statutes we are per-
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mitted to exchange transportation for

advertising space with the newspaper
people, dollar for dollar on regular rate

basis, and we have taken advantage of

this opportunity to increase our news-
paper advertising. We have had printed

a special form of ticket for use under

these exchange advertising agreements,
containing JIO worth of transportation

in 5-cent coupons, which the holder pre-

sents direct to the conductor on the car.

We keep a ledger account with each

one with whom we have a contract

under this agreement, charging him
with transportation as issued, and
crediting him with his bills for adver-

tising as rendered.

We believe in using time cards freely,

and put out each year through our

agents and traveling representatives

and by ma'ling to selected lists of

steam railway agents and hotel men
some 50,000 of our time card folders.

The time cards for the three divisions

are printed on a large sheet of card-

board, and are carried in frames under
glass in all our stations. Printed cards

for each division are framed and dis-

played in hotels, banks, post offices,

drug stores, restaurants, etc.

We also get out special cards showing
schedules out of certain principal points,

with arriving time as Dallas. For
Dallas a card is printed showing the

leaving schedules of all the interurban

lines serving the city.

We also get out printed blotters for

general distribution. These are usually

distributed by our traveling representa-

tives when making their trips over our

lines into surrounding territory. Car
dash signs are used for advertising spe-

cial events, such as our fairs, etc. The
boards are also used quite regularly for

advertising theatrical attractions in

Dallas, also for the circuses, and other

purposes where there seems to be op-

portunity to attract traffic. We have
used some postal cards showing scenes

along our lines and our equipment.

These have been sold or given to news-
stands, drug stores, and other places

where postal cards are sold. Some are

mailed out and distributed by our
traveling representatives when mak'ng
their trips. We believe that postal

cards are entitled to a limited space

in the interurban advertising plan.

In our interurban cars car cards are

carried, devoted to various thoughts of

merchandising transportation, safety of

interurban service and use of the inter-

urban instead of the automobile. These
cards are placed in frames under glass

in the front of the car and on the mid-
dle partition. It is our policy to mail

samples to a number of advertising men
in the industry, and we receive from
them samples of cards they are using
in similar advertising plans.

This year we joined with the other
interurbans in Dal'as in installing a
boo*^h at the State Fair at Dallas. This
exhibit includes a miniature interurban

car, wh'ch is operated with certain

safety devices, and a large map of the
various interurbans entering Dallas,

with a flasher arrangement so that the

several lines and stations are flashed in

rotation. A stereopticon will be oper-

ated, showing scenes along the inter-,

urban lines and epigrammatic inter-

urban advertising thoughts.

One of our chief dependencies of ad-
vertising is through the medium of per-
sonal solicitation. Our traveling repre-
sentatives are constantly going over the
territory served and frequently into

surrounding territory. They person-
ally present the interurban appeal to

possible patrons. As one of their means
of approach they carry pencils, pen-
holders and notebooks. The pencils are
distributed more or less generally at
points off our lines; the penholders are
usually placed in hotels and at the
check counters in banks; and the note-
books are given to hotel clerks, railway
agents and others at strategic points.

We make it a policy to have our travel-

ing men accompany trade trips of
chambers of commerce, business men's
leagues, etc., on which occasions they
distrbute our "hand out" advertising
matter.

Advising the public that our agents'

are prepared to make theatrical, rail-

road or hotel reservations for our pa-
trons has been productive of consider-

ab'e revenue to us. The agent
telephones our general passenger office,

and receives in return advice as to the
making of the reservation. Patrons
have found this service dependable, and
use it frequently.

Engineering Executive

Committee Meets

A MEETING of the Engineering
Executive Committee was held at

Atlantic City, Oct. B. Members present
were: President H. A. Johnson, C. H.
Clark, C. R. Harte, R. C. Cram, Daniel
Durie, M. B. Rosevear and G. C.

Hecker, representing Secretary Welsh.
The report of the committee on Engi-

neering Manual was approved. Witn
regard to revisions to be made in the
manual sections between publications

of the bound volumes, which now will

be every three years, it was agreed
that every effort should be made to

keep the technical committees active in

putting through revisions as soon as
desirable. Between publications such
revisions will be included in an annual
supplement.
A report of the activities of a com-

mittee of this association in connection
with the division of simplified prac-
tice of the Department of Commerce
was presented by R. H. Dalgleish. A
number of meetings have been held
which have been attended by Mr. Dal-
gleish and C. S. Kimball. The stand-
ardization of material used in all

branches of industry is included in the
program of this department. It was
voted that this committee be continued
to work with the department of simpli-
fied practice.

Mr. Hecker described the exhibit of
association standards at the convention.
A motion by Mr. Harte was adopted
that the railway companies and manu-
facturers who have supplied material
for this exhibit be given a vote of
thanks by the association.

Jackson P. Dick, chairman of the
committee on purchases and stores,
appeared before the executive commit-
tee and requested authorization for a
joint committee to co-operate with
s'milar committees of the National
Electric Light Association and the

American Gas Association on purchases
and stores. Authorization was granted.

Mr. Harte reported on the A.E.S.C.
activities and on the relations of this

body with the Engineering Association.

A number of specifications now being
handled through the A.E.S.C. were dis-

cussed. It was brought out that the
A.E.S.C. will not take up standards for

one or two industries only, but that a
general use of the material in question
over a wide range of industries is nec-
essary before its standardization will

be considered.

At present the reports of the various
sectional committees of the American
Engineering Standards Committee are
incorporated in the report of the secre-

tary of the Engineering Association. It

was moved by Mr. Cram and adopted
by the committee that hereafter re-

ports of these representatives on the
sectional committees of the A.E.S.C.
be published separately.

With regard to the standardization

of lumber sizes, Mr. Harte moved that a
special committee be appointed with
representatives from the way, equip-

ment, and buildings and structures

committees to investigate and report

on the recommendations of the central

lumber committee. It was requested

that action be taken prior to the Mid-
year Meeting of the association.

T. & r. Executive •

Committees

THE executive committee of the

Transportation & Traffic Associa-

tion held a meeting on the veranda of

the Marlborough-B'enheim Hotel Mon-
day morning. There was cons'derable

comment concerning the committees
which should be continued next year
and it was agreed that the subjects of

traffic congestion, ride salesmanship,
and trackless vehicle operation should

be continued. A letter was read from
Edward Dana suggesting an investiga-

tion to find out what benefits result to

railways from conventions held in their

localities.

The new executive committee of

the Transportation & Traffic Associa-

tion held a meeting at Atlantic City

fo'lowing the general session on Thurs-
day. A report from the subjects com-
mittee wa.s made by C. H. Clifford,

vice-president end manager Northern
Texas Traction Company. Four gen-
eral subjects were decided upon, and
will include the following: Merchandis-
ing, traffic congestion, accident preven-

tion and us^e of the bus by electric

railway companies. A fifth subject
will be selected later.

It was decided that the committee on
relief of traffic congestion should con-

sider methods of carrying out the
recommendations already agreed upon
rather than simply an elaboration of

these measures which are now well

understood by railway men and ac-

cepted by them. Attention was called

to the importance of specifically defin-

ing the nature of the work assigned to

each committee. Still another deci.<!ion

made to facilitate and improve the

work of committees was that the com-
mittee chairman will meet with the ex-

ecutive committee for consideration of

next year's reports before final printing.
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Change in Spartanburg
New Company Offers to Operate Buses

on Regular Schedule—Contro-
Tersy at an End

The South Carolina Gas & Electric
Company, formerly the South Carolina
Light, Power & Railways Company,
was recently purchased by W. S. Bar-
stow and associates of New York. R. L.
Peternian, representing the new owners,
appeared before the City Council of
Spartanburg on Sept. 24, and stated
his readiness to put on sixteen buses to

augment some proposed restored rail-

way lines. This action is expected to

solve the problem of Spartanburg, a
city of 25,000 population, where the
street cars have been idle more than
two years following a long legal fight

between the city and the operating com-
pany, in which the city contended the
company had not lived up to its fran-
chise. Since the case has been in liti-

gation the company has been attempt-
ing to handle the city traffic with four
buses.

Litigation of Long Standing

The controversy in Spartanburg dates
back to December, 1922, when the com-
pany abandoned railway operation on
the ground that it was unprofitable.

Later the South Carolina Railroad Com-
mission authorized abandonment in the
city, but this action was followed by
a mandamus petition by the city de-

manding the restoration of service. The
Supreme Court at Columbia ruled that
the company must renew railway oper-
ations. The opinion upheld the con-
tention of the city that the franchise
of the company to operate cars was a
contract, which the South Carolina
Railroad Commission had no authority
to abrogate. Prior to the decision of
the Supreme Court the company with
the help of its President George B.
Tripp, worked out a plan for the opera-
tion of a bus system putting four buses
in operation in the city proper with two
car lines on the suburban lines. Mean-
while the company decided to appeal to

the Federal Court.
But now under a new management,

the City Council is willing to meet the
Barstow people half-way. At a Council
meeting on Sept. 24, an agreement was
reached whereby the Barstow manaare-
ment promised a fifteen-minute schedule
to outlying mill towns, thus linking up
a large mill population with the city

and bringing many more thou-^ands of
dollars to the merchants in Spartan-
burg.
The building of the Southern Railway

shops in the northern suburbs of the
city has already brought several hun-
dred new citizens to Spartanburg, and
when completed in January, 1925, it

will bring 5,000 more ppople to add to
the city's population. The shop site is

one and one-half miles from the heart

of the city, and to get the several hun-
dred workmen there now to and from
their work is quite a problem. When
the five thousand come the problem will
be multiplied, unless the Barstow in-
terests solve it by adding still more
buses after they have doubled the origi-
nal sixteen.

Many Provisions of Cincinnati

Franchise Still Unsettled

Revision of the provisions of the
proposed traction franchise tentatively
agreed upon has been completed by the
conferees representing the city of Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, the Cincinnati Street
Railway Company and the Cincinnati
Traction Company. Nine provisions of
the tentative franchise ordinance still

are in dispute and the conference will
be resumed in a final effort to eflfect an
agreement by compromise.
The most important of these is the

provision relating to street paving.
The city's representatives insist that
the operating company shall pay one-
half of the cost of restoring existing
streets which the cars traverse, while
representatives of the Cincinnati Trac-
tion Company assert that only the cost
of future repairs should be shared by
the company, and that it should not be
called upon to aid in the rejuvenation
of existing worn-out streets. The Cin-
cinnati Traction Company refuses also
to defray any portion of the cost of
maintaining the office of the Director
of Street Railroads, while the city in-

sists the company share in the expense
up to $15,000 a year.
A further disputed point is whether

or not the operating company should
be compelled to rehabilitate the traction
system by Dec. 31, 1927, or whether
the time is to be extended to Dec. 31,
1928. The remaining controverted pro-
visions pertain to the guarantee fund,
whether the 5 per cent dividend should
be cumulative during the rehabilitation
period, the increased rates of fare and
the payment of a 10 per cent premium
on stock, if the city determines to pur-
chase the system.
On the question of increased fare

for owl service, the company would
charge double the day rate of fare
between the hours of 1 and 5 o'clock in

the morning. The city strenuously ob-
jects to that increase, but would permit
a provision that a different rate of
fare be charged for owl service, if

agreed upon by the Director of Street
Railroads and the operating company.
The city refuses absolutely to pay

any premium on the outstanding stock
of the traction company if it deter-
mines to take over the system, but will

pay par value for such stock. The
proposed new ordinance will likely pro-
vide that a charge be made for trans-
fers, if by so doing the rate of fare
may be kept down.

Eight Gents Authorized
Oklahoma Railway Puts Higher Fare

Into Effect—Parking and Jitney
Ordinances Adopted

The Corporation Commission on
Sept. 28, 1924, issued a temporarj-
order, granting an increase to the
Oklahoma Railway to 8 cents with 2
tickets for 15 cents. The company on
Sept. 24 filed application for an in-
crease to 10 cents single fare, three
tickets for 25 cents. The fares then in
force were 7 cents, four tickets for
25 cents. The rate for school children
will remain at 2J cents. The railway
company alleged in its petition that
operating costs in Oklahoma City were
excessively high and burdensome be-
cause of automobile traffic congestion,
especially in the business district,
where automobiles are parked. This
congestion, it claimed, resulted in slow-
ing down schedules, reducing patron-
age and increasing loss from damage
suits resulting from colMsions. It was
also pointed out that numerous railroad
grade crossings in the city necessitated
frequent stops for flagging cars or to
await passing of trains. It was also
alleged that automobiles carry many-
people in and out the business districts
who would otherwise patronize the
street railway.

Committee Approved of Higher Fare

The company presented the report of
a committee appointed by the Mayor of
Oklahoma City and made in February
of this year. This committee, after
thorough investigation, recommended
an increase in fares to single fare of
8 cents, with two fares, 15 cents. The
company also referred to the receiver-
ship application in the federal court
brought by the Mississippi Valley
Trust Company, representing bond-
holders of junior mortgages, as a rea-
son why relief is necessary.
The commission, in its order, states

that it "is driven to the conclusion that
a temporary increase in the fares for
the transportation of passengers in
Oklahoma City is necessary, such in-
crease to be in effect until a more com-
plete investigation of the affairs of
the company may be had, either at the
hands of Oklahoma City or by this
commission."
The order was put into effect by the

railway Oct. 1.

After relief had been granted by the
commission, the Mississippi Valley
Trust Company, through its attorneys,
asked for a continuance of the receiver-
ship application. The federal court,
therefore, continued the case until Jan.
15, 1925. The City Commissioners
have already adopted the 20-deg. park-
ing ordinance and also an ordinance
prohibiting operation of jitneys within
two blocks of a street car line.
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Rensselaer Institute Commemo-
rates Centenary—F. R. Low

Awarded Degree

The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,

Troy, N. Y., celebrated the 100th
anniversary of its founding on Oct. 2
and 3 with ceremonies which were
participated in by eminent educators,
delegates from practically every
engineering society in this country,
a number of the leading societies

abroad and by a large number of the
engineering alumni of the institute.

In addition to the unveiling of several
commemorative tablets and an excellent
pageant in the evening outlining the
history of the school, the exercises
consisted mainly in addresses by prom-
inent educators and engineers.
The principal addresses were made

by Secretary of Commerce Hoover, Sir
Charles L. Morgan, president of the
Institution of Civil Engineers of Great
Britain; Henry Abraham, past-presi-
dent of the Society of Electrical
Engineers of France; Fred R. Low,
president American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers, and many others
prominent in the engineering world.

Frederick Rollins Low, editor of
Power, a McGraw-Hill publication,
was awarded the deg:ree of doctor of
engineering by the institute. Mr. Low
is the author of "The Power Cat-
echism," "The Compound Engine,"
"Condensers" and "The Steam Engine
Indicator." He has been editoP of
Power since 1888.

Purchase Proposal Advanced for

Greater Kansas City

A new factor has appeared in the
electric railway situation in Greater
Kansas City. This is the proposal of
Mayor Gordon of Kansas City, Kan.,
to Mayor Beach of Kansas City, Mo.,
suggesting that the two cities buy out
the Kansas City Railways and operate
their own systems as a solution to the
present transportation problem. He
suggests also that both cities apply to
their state Legislatures for authority
to issue bonds to purchase the trans-
portation system. It is Mayor Gordon's
idea that Mayor Beach should appoint
a committee of five substantial business
men to meet a like committee from
Kansas City, Kan., to discuss the
proposition fairly.

In his letter he referred to the Kan-
sas City Railways being in receeivers'
hands and the difficult problems con-
fronting the receivers, which they have
handled well. He said that these prob-
lems might be more firmly grappled
with if the municipalities owned the
systems. He wrote at some length on
municipally owned and operated trans-
portation systems, declaring that if

economically operated and properly ad-
ministered they would solve the trans-
portation problems.
He said that the idea that the street

car as a mode of transportation is

passing into ancient history might be
true in the congested districts of New
York, or some of the larger cities, but
that it was not true in either of the
two Kansas Citys, and in his judgment
would not be true for some time to
come. He said he believed the bus was

not a reliable mode of transportation
in these two cities because in bad
weather it couldn't be operated as suc-
cessfully.

Bus Petition Causes Stir

in Albany
Attorneys for the United Traction

Company, Albany, N. Y., and the K. L.
W. M., inc., were given until Oct. 20 to
file briefs on the application of the
K. L. W. M. for a certificate for the op-
eration of a bus line between Bloomin-
grove and Troy, following the adjourned
hearing before the Public Service Com-
mission on Oct 2.

Opposition of the United Traction
Company was based on the fact that the
certificate, if granted, would make pos-
sible the operation of buses by the
K. L. W. M. between Albany and Troy,
by operating between Albany and
Bloomingrove over a route for which
the company has a certificate. The
K. L. W. M. contended that even though
buses did run to Troy, the travel would
be light compared with the traction
company, the distance being greater,
the service slower and the fare higher.
John E. McLean, who appeared for

the traction company, offered in evi-
dence the financial reports of the com-
pany for the year 1923 and for the two
quarters of 1924 to show that the com-
pany could not afford to lose any of its

traffic.

Mr. McLean also appeared for the
Troy & New England Railroad, pro-
testing against the granting of the cer-
tificate because it would permit the
K. L. W. M. to operate between Averill
Park and Troy in competition with a
branch of the railroad. Objection was
also made by he New York Central
Railroad.

Mayor Makes Suggestion for

Rockford Franchise

For many months now the Rockford
Traction Company, Rockford, 111., has
been negotiating for a new franchise,
but without success. The company has
been insisting upon a 20-year fran-
chise on the ground that it will be
unable to borrow the money for needed
extensions on a franchise of shorter
length. Mayor Hallstrom of Rockford
and his supporters want the railway
to submit an application for a 10-year
franchise. The company is also re-
luctant to pay for any track paving,
while the city is demanding that the
company pay for all track paving costs.
Recently Mayor Hallstrom made coun-
ter proposals to the company's plans.
He said he would withdraw his objec-
tion to a 20-year grant providing the
company deposit $750,000 in a Rock-
ford bank as a guarantee so that
provisions of the franchise would be
carried out. The Mayor's proposal of
a $750,000 guarantee fund would be
used within twelve months to make
certain improvements in the company's
rolling stock, line extensions and pav-
ing repairs. The tentative draft which
was submitted by the company, in the
opinion of Mayor Hallstrom, forces the
city to pledge public credit with the
equity in the property unprotected. He
said he didn't care whether the service
was supplied by buses or street cars.

International Railway's Buses
Given Ten-Year Franchise

The International Bus Corporation, a
subsidiary of the International Rail-
way, Buffalo, has been granted a fran-
chise by the City Council to operate
buses on Delaware Avenue from
McKinley Square to the Buffalo-Ken-
more city line and on East and West
Delavan Avenues from the city line to
Niagara Street. The franchise is for
a term of 10 years. The fare will be
10 cents with free transfers to con-
necting car lines. Under the terms of
the franchise the municipal authorities
will have the right after April 1, 1927,
to take over the bus service.

Application will be made at once by
the International Bus Corporation to
the Public Service Commission for the
necessary consent to operate the two
bus lines in Buffalo. As soon as the
Public Service Commission gives its

consent, the company will place orders
for a fleet of double-deck buses to oper-
ate on Delaware Avenue and single-
deck buses will be placed in service on
the East-West Delavan Avenue lines.

The City Council divided three and
two on the franchise. Mayor Frank X.
Schwab and Commissioner of Public
Affairs Frank C. Perkins, the Socialist
member of the Council, being opposed.
Mr. Perkins renewed his plea for
municipal-owned buses on these two
routes, but was voted down. The action
of the Council turns down the permit
sought by the VanDyke Motor Bus
Corporation, which proposed a series
of city-wide bus routes with an initial

investment of upward of $1,250,000.
The petition of this company was re-

jected by the city because there could
be no transfer arrangement from buses
to connecting car lines.

When the car riders ask for trans-
fers to bus lines an additional charge
of 3 cents will be made for a transfer.
The carfare is 7 cents so that the 3
cents extra charge for a transfer to

buses will make the 10-cent fare when
passengers use buses and cars. The
previous application of the Interna-
tional Bus Corporation asked for a 10-

cent fare and a 3-cent transfer charge.
The company amended its application
by striking out the transfer charge and
by enlargring the Delaware Avenue
route.

Safety Bulletin Issued

The safety bureau of the Buffalo
Chamber of Commerce has issued a
bulletin urging automobile drivers and
others to use extreme caution to avoid
car accidents. The bulletin says:

a street car is a heavy vehicle ; It can-
not always be stopped suddenly and It

certainly cannot turn out to pass you.
If an automobile and a street oar meet,

a street car won't get the worst of the
argument.
The motorman Is on the alert and nine

times out of ten he will avoid an accident
If he has half a chance, but the tenth time
may send you to the hospital and your oar
to the Junk pile.
Remember: At all streets the street car

has the right of way, no matter In which
direction the vehicle Is approaching from

—

except where the trafflc Is being directed
by an officer.
Never pass a street rar on the left, you

may bump Into one coming from the oppo-
site direction.
The street car Is set In Its ways ; don't

argue with It.
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Parlor Car Service Begun. — The

Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway

has started its parlor car service be-

tween Boston and Lowell, which is a

non-stop service for fl per trip.

Twenty trips will be made on week
days and eighteen on Sundays.

Bus Lines Allowed.—Three new bus

lines within the city of Syracuse, N. Y.,

were authorized Oct. 3 by the Public

Service Commission. Two of the

routes vdll be operated by the Syracuse

Railway Co-ordinated Bus Line, Inc., a

subsidiary of the New York State Rail-

ways, and the third certificate was

granted to Harvey D. Gros, general

manager of the Syracuse & Eastern

Railroad. Hearings on all three of the

applications were held before Com-
missioner George R. Van Namee. All

three certificates provide that trans-

fers shall be made from the bus lines

to the Syracuse lines of the New York

State Railways.

Fare Increased to Ten Cents.—The

Cincinnati Traction Company, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, increased its rate of fare

from 9i cents to 10 cents on Oct 1. The

half cent increase is a result of the

service-at-cost franchise which provides

that whenever there is a deficit in

operating expenses the fare will in-

crease one-half cent every three months

until the deficit is wiped out and a sur-

plus of $600,000 is established. Al-

though this deficit gradually is being

cut down, it still amounts to more than

$1,500,000 W. .Kesley Schoepf, presi-

dent of the traction company, said that

the rate of fare probably would have

to be increased to 15 cents in order to

wipe out the deficit entirely.

Considers Bus Appropriation. — An
appropriation of $17,000 for two munic-

ipal buses for operation on Empire Way
in connection with the Seattle Municipal

Railway cars has been considered by

the City Council and referred to the

city Utilities Department. Vigorous

protest was voiced by the Seattle &
Rainier Valley Railway, which declared

that the proposed buses would be

operated in competition with Rainier

Valley cars. The company asked that

consideration of the appropriation be

withheld until the Council took up a

pending resolution for the purchase by

the city of the Rainier Valley system.

Lower Theater Rates Promised.—An-

nouncement has been made by the

Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Com-

pany, Indianapolis, Ind., that it will

restore the low fare night theater rates

to Indianapolis. The innovation of an

unusually low rate of fare for night

travel created a good deal of comment

last year and several other railway

companies adopted this practice follow-

ing this company's example.

One-Man Cars in Superior.—After a

study of five months on the petition of

the Duluth Street Railway to establish

one-man car service on its South

Superior and Billings Park lines in

Superior, Wis., formal approval has

been given by the Railroad Commission.

Double-truck cars remodeled into one-

man types will be placed in service,

insufficient operating income to meet

the rising operating expenses was
cited by the company as the reason for

this»measure of economy. Testimony

presented to the commission showed

that the operating income of the com-

pany from Oct. 1, 1923, to April 1, 1924,

amounted to only $7,134, whereas the

company Is allowed by the Commission

to earn $8,167 per month alone on

its investment of $1,225,000 or $48,999

instead of $7,134 for the six-month

period.

Answer Sent to Governor.—Follow-

ing Governor Pinchot's letter to the

Pennsylvania Public Service Commis-
sion rebuking it for its "unseemly

haste" in authorizing a temporary 8-

cent fare on the lines of the Phila-

delphia Rapid Transit Company. Chair-

man Ainey has sent an answer to the

Governor stating that the commis-

sioners welcome an investigation into

the existing fare situation in Phila-

delphia and into all the commission's

actions in this connection.

New Wage Scale in British Colum-

bia.—The British Columbia Electric

Railway, Vancouver, B. C, has com-

pleted negotiations for a new wage
scale for its trainmen. Motormen will

receive an extension of their present

maximum rate of 62 cents an hour

for three years. Janitors, carhouse men
and a few others, numbering about two

hundred in all, will be reduced 3 cents

an hour. One-man operators in Van-

couver will not be affected, continuing

at 68 cents. In Victoria, where all the

men are one-man car operators, the

rate will be reduced from 68 to 64 cents

an hour.

Hoarding Tokens in Buffalo.—Gam-
bling in car tokens sold by the Inter-

national Railway, Buffalo, N. Y., is

under way with announcement in the

newspapers that there is danger that

the Public Service Commission will soon

hand down its decision on the applica-

tion filed by the railway company to

charge 8 cents cash on local lines in

Buffalo or two tokens for 15 cents. The

present fare is 7 cents or 4 tokens for

25 cents. Passengers are buying four

tokens for 25 cents every time they pay

a cash fare and hoarding the three

other tokens so they can be used if the

fare is raised. This would save car

riders 5 cents on every four rides. The

only way the International Railway can

offset the use of tokens bought now
when the fares are increased is to

change the tokens, but this would ne-

cessitate a large expenditure. Company
officials doubt if the increased cost of

the new tokens would warrant changing

them to prevent such hoarding.

Effort Made to Attract More Riders.

—The Fitchburg & Leominster Street

Railway is experimenting with a new
system to give longer rides for 10

cents. A return check system is used

whereby passengers are given twice as

much mileage for the same price.

Patrons of the south side loop who ride

only as far as either terminal without

transfer are given a check when they

pay a 10-cent fare that will carry them

back to their starting point. It is ex-

pected that the new system will cause

more liberal patronage of trolleys.

Trolley to Carry Mail.— Arrange-
ments are under way at Southington,

Conn., to have the U. S. mail en route

to the town brought from Meriden by
trolley. This was made necessary by
the discontinuance of the railroad serv-

ice by the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad.

Transfer of Passengers Brings
Agreement.—Following the refusal of

the City Council of Clean, N. Y., to

sanction the petition of the Iroquois

Motor Trails Company of Buffalo, for

permission to use the streets of that

city in connection with the operation of

a bus line from Clean, Salamanca and
Buffalo, an announcement has been
made by that company that the line will

continue on its present schedule.

Through an arrangement made with
the Clean, Bradford & Salamanca Rail-

way, passengers will be transferred to

the railway's Boardman, East Clean
line, which will convey them into the

city. The bus company, with this plan

in effect, will convey the passengers

into Clean via the trolley system, free

of charge, charging fare only to the

Clean city limits.

Bus Service to Start.—The Boston &
Maine Railroad has installed an auto-

mobile bus service between Ashbum-
ham and South Ashbumham on the

Fitchburg division. It gave up the

train service some time ago because it

did not pay; then it tried a gasoline

engine, but had to abandon that also

on account of the cost of operation. As
a final resort it will try an automobile
bus that costs about $7,000 and has a
60-hp. engine. The fare between the

two stations will be 10 cents.

Seeks Fare Advance.—The Atlantic

City & Suburban Railway and Shore
Fast Line, Atlantic City, N. J., have
petitioned the Board of Public Utility

Commissioners of New Jersey for per-

mission to increase passenger rates.

The Suburban line asks for an increase

from 6 to 7 cents in Atlantic City,

while the Shore Fast Line wants to

increase fares from 5 to 7 cents in

Ocean City. Other slight increases, in-

cluding those in school tickets, are also

asked from the surrounding towns.
The Suburban line would increase the

fare from 14 to 16 cents between At-
lantic City and Pleasantville.

Bus License Granted. — The City
Council in Attleboro, Mass., has appro-
priated $1,200 to cover the estimated
deficit from operation of the Interstate

Consolidated Street Railway during the
next four months. It has also voted to

grant license to the same company to

operate buses between Attleboro and
Providence.

Wants Two-Men Cars.—A resolution

was introduced in the City Council of W
Erie, Pa., on Oct. 2, by William D.
Kinney, Director of Parks, calling for

an investigation by city officials into

the operation of one-man cars on the
streets of Erie by the Erie Railway,
the company recently formed to assume
the operation and assets of the Buffalo

& Lake Erie Traction Company's lines

within the «ity. He called attention

to the fact that an 8-cent fare was
charged for short hauls on cars which,

because they were not manned by two
men, he claimed gave inadequate
service.
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Foreclosure Proceedings

Filed

Trustee for the St. Louis Transit Bonds
Wants Sale of Property—Suburban
Holders Want Interest Protected

The first formal step toward a com-
plete reorganization of the United Rail-
ways, St. Louis, Mo., was taken in the
United States District Court, Oct. 3,

when counsel for the Mercantile Trust
Company, trustee for the St. Louis
Transit 5 per cent bonds, filed fore-
closure proceedings against the car
system. The petition asks for a con-
solidation of the United Railways liti-

gation pending in the federal court and
for the sale of the properties of the
company for the benefit of the cred-
itors. Federal Judge Faris has ex-
pressed himself as favoring an early
termination of the present receiver-
ship.

Suit Is Directed Against
THE Receiver

The suit was directed against Re-
ceiver Rolla Wells, the St. Louis Transit
Company and the St. Louis Union Trust
Company, trustee for the $30,000,000
issue of general 4 per cent bonds. The
latter has a foreclosure suit pending
alleging the United Railways has de-
faulted on the $9,790,000 mortgage se-

curing the Transit 5s, which are past
due since Oct. 1. Pleading for a con-
solidation of the litigation, the Mer-
cantile Trust Company contends that
foreclosure under the general 4 per
cent bonds would seriously impair the
Transit Ss, now past due, while the
general 4s do not mature until 1934.

Reorganization of the system will
proceed without the participation of
the holder of the $6,500,000 of Subur-
ban system bonds if their protective
committee remains firm in its an-
nounced stand of rejecting the reorgan-
ization p'ans as they relate to the Su-
burban securities.

Counsel States the Case

Stanley Clarke, counsel for the re-
organization committee, made this
clear, saying:
"We deem more than fair the offer

which we have made to pay off $2,000,-
000 of the Suburban bonds immediately
and retire $100,000 additional each year
for ten years. The Suburban bondhold-

^ ers will be given an opportunity to de-
• posit their securities whether or not the

conrimittee representing them approves
of it. and their acceptance is a matter
for them to determine."
At a meeting on Oct. 1 held at the

United States Bank in St. Louis, the
Suburban bondholders tentatively ac-
cepted a new proposition from the re-
organization committee providing for
the guaranteeing and retirement of a
new issue of $4,500,000 Suburban
bonds to replace the present general
issue. Prior to the meeting the Subur-
ban security holders had assumed a

belligerent attitude and a long legal
battle threatened.
The Suburban bondholders' commit-

tee had another meeting scheduled for
Oct. 8, to determine what steps to take
to protect their interest in view of the
foreclosure suit under the Transit
bonds. Members of the committee said
they were ready to take over and run
the Suburban lines as a separate sys-
tem if necessary to protect their hold-
ings. It was stated that such step
would be taken with hesitancy because
of consideration for the public, but
would become necessary if the reorgan-
ization committee did not guarantee
the new issue of $4,500,000 Suburban
bonds.

Receiver Named for Springfield

Property

John S. Bleecker has been appointed
receiver of the Columbus, Newark &
Zanesville Traction Company, Spring-
field, Ohio. Attorneys James M. Butler
and Paul C. Martin were appointed as
counsel for the receiver. A reorganiza-
tion of the property is the next step.
An organization of holders of approxi-
mately $3 500,000 of bonds in the com-
pany will be attempted. It is expected
that the property will be put up for
foreclosure sale within a few months.
An application for a receivership was
made to the federal court in Columbus
some months ago by the Irving Bank-
Columbia Trust Company of New York.
It charged at that time default of pay-
ments of interest on a $1,200,000 bond
issue.

The company operates between Co-
lumbus and Zanesville by way of New-
ark, the local street car system in the
city of Newark and furnishes electric
current in Zanesville. Service will be
continued as usual under the receiver-
ship, according to Mr. Butler.

Receiver Named for Maumee
Valley Line

B. A. Webster, general manager of
the Maumee Valley Railway, Perrys-
burg, Ohio, has been made receiver of
the property. The appointment of a
receiver had been asked by the Com-
mercial Savings Bank & Trust Com-
pany, trustee. Suit for foreclosure
of a mortgage of $345,000 on the
property had been filed in Common
Pleas Court at Toledo. The suit comes
as a climax to a number of troubles
the road has experienced. It now has
an application before the State Public
Utilities Commission to abandon serv-
ice, but no action has been taken on
the application. A change in grade of
the river road between Toledo and
Maumee brought about abandonment
of part of the territory ' served by the
company. The Maumee Valley Trans-
portation Company was granted a per-
mit on Oct. 8 to operate buses on the
east side of the river between Toledo
and Perrysburg.

Bluffton Property Bought ^

by InsuII Interests i

Another purchase of Indiana utility,
and traction property, amounting to)
more than $750,000, was made Sept. 29;
by the Samuel L. Insull interests of;
Chicago in the acquisition of the prop-'
erty of the Marion & Bluffton Traction i

Company, according to an announce-^
ment made at Bluffton, Ind., the head;
offices of the traction company.

Charles W. Chase of Gary, Ind., waS;
elected president of the new contro'lingri
concern. Thomas G. Hamilton of Gary I

was elected vice-president, George F.

!

Mitchell, Chicago, treasurer; W. D.
|

Bohne, Chicago, secretary, and R. M.

!

Scheldt, Gary, assistant secretary and I

treasurer. James S. Clark of Bluffton,
|

former manager of the Marion & Bluff-

j

ton Traction Company, will be general I

manager. William A. Kunkel, Jr.,'
of Bluffton was president of the old I

company.
j

The original investment of the old
]

company, it was announced, was $785,-
j

000. Stockholders are said to have re- i

ceived par for their holdings. The
transfer of the property also included

i

the Linn Grove Light & Power Com-
i

pany lines, which supplied light and \

power to two small towns near Bluffton.
The branch office of the new company '•

will be retained in Bluffton. The main >

oflSce will be in Chicago.
The traction line extends a distance i

of 31.8 miles between Bluffton and
|

Marion. It will give the Insull inter-
|

ests a direct line now from Frankfort
;

to Bluffton, the line between Marion
and Frankfort having been taken over

j

some time ago. The newly acquired
property, which has been operated un- '

der the management of Mr. Clark since I

the death of James W. Sale, is expected '

to be improved.

Seeks D'scontinuance of
'

North Hornell Line

The Hornell Traction Company.
Hornell, N. Y., through Frank M.

|

Prentice, president, and Raymond E. '

Page, receiver, has made application
i

to the Public Service Commission for
approval of a declaration of abandon-

I

ment of a part of its line known as the '

North Hornell line. The line was con-
structed in 1913 as an extension from
the then northerly terminus near the ',

city line of Hornell to the village of
North Hornell. Receipts on the North
Hornell line, averaging from $2 to $4

j

daily, amount to only about one-third .

of the cost of operating the line, which '

is about $12 a day, exclusive of repairs
]

and expenses of maintenance. I

Since the appointment of Mr. Page
as receiver, on July 29 last, receipts
for the whole railroad to Sept. 1

amounted to $18,404, whereas expenses ,

for the same period were $19 304, the ,

petition says. The railroad is in imme- i

diate and urgent need of new rails, new
ties and new equipment, but funds are
not available.

Abandonment of the line was con-
sented to by the mortgage bondholders
of the railroad, provided the property
was used as far as availab'e for re- -

pairing the other portions of the rail-

road and the proceeds of anything sold
to be used for the same purpose. ^
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Customers May Purchase on Install-

ment Plan.—The New Orleans Public
Service, Inc., New Orleans, La., has
announced, following a successful sell-

ing campaign of two weeks in which
8,400 employees bought more than 96
per cent of the corporation's cumu-
lative preferred stock offered to them,
that stock of the same issue may now
be bought by the customers of the com-
pany or other local people in large or
small amounts, for cash, or on the in-

stallment plan, at $10 a month. The
shares, it is declared, pay dividends
every three months and yield more
than 7J per cent a year on the money
invested.

Wants To Issue $2,400,000. — The
Lima-Toledo Railroad, Lima, Ohio, has
asked the Public Utilities Commission
for authority to issue $2,400,000 in

securities to pay for property formerly
part of the old Ohio Electric Railway.
The proposed issue is divided into $650,-
000 common stock, $750,000 7 per cent
preferred and $1,000,000 in 6 per cent
25-year bonds. It is proposed that
the issue be dated as of Dec. 1, 1922.

A request to issue $2,700,000 in

securities in 1922 was refused on the
grround that the earnings were not
sufficient to carry such capitalization.

Bonds Offered. — Halsey, Stuart &
Company are offering at 89 and interest,
yielding more than 51 per cent,

$9,000,000 of first mortgage and refund-
ing 5 per cent gold bonds of the Ohio
Public Service Company, Mansfield,
Ohio. The bonds, known as series D,
are due Sept. 1, 1954.

$7,000,000 Municipal Railway Loan
Expected at Toronto.—The City of Tor-
onto, Ont., is awaiting a court decision
on a contested valuation of the Toronto
Railway, when it plans to sell a bond
issue to pay for taking over the utility.

The case is now before the London
Privy Council, whence it was carried on
appeal. A loan of about $7,000,000, to
be offered on a competitive basis, is

expected.

Approves Tssue.—The Arkansas Rail-

road Commission has approved the
petition of the Hot Springs Street
Railway, Hot Springs, Ark., to issua

$68,000, par value, first mortgage, 8
per cent bonds. The bonds will ma'^ure
in 30 years. The Hot Springs firm
operates both the street railway and
the electric light plant and has an au-
thorized capital of $500 000.

Wants to Discontinue Line.— The
Menominee & Marinette Light & Trac-
tion Company wants to discontinue its

Quimby Avenue car line across the

river in Menom'nee, Mich. In making
this request, the company maintained
that the operating costs of the Quimby
line were $11,000 annually, while the

revenues only reached $4,000 leaving
scarcely no^'hing to pay for fixed

charges or depreciation.

Discontinuance Date Set.—The Ala-
bama Traction Company will d"scon-

tinue its railway service in Decatur,
Ala., and Albany. A'a., on October 11,

according to an official notice signed by
W. R. Speer, superintendent of the

company. This .euspens'on follows per-

mi.=sion given .several weeks aoro bv the

Alabama PubMc Service Commission.
It is announced that this company
had been operating at a loss for some

time. Several times schedules were
changed, with the hope that operation
could be continued. Officia's announced
that automobiles were carrying so
many passengers that it was impossible
for the railway to operate at a profit.

The company has 7 miles of track and
nine cars.

Old Management Retires.—Negotia-
tions during the past two months have
resulted in the Pennsylvania & Mary-
land Street Railway, Elk Lick, Pa.,

being turned over to the Wilmoth
interests of Meyersdale. The Pennsyl-
vania & Maryland was organized by the
late C. H. Jennings of Towanda, Pa.,

and began operating in 1906 between
Salisbury and Meyersdale, 9 miles above
Grantsville. Later it was extended to

Garrett. About a year ago the Garrett
end was abandoned and trips were
made between Salisbury and Meyers-
dale. Ow'ng to the improved road
through this section passenger traffic

has decreased so greatly that the for-

mer management decided to quit.

Payments Not Mide. — Preferred
stockholders of the Worcester Consoli-
dated Street Railway, Worcester, Mass.,
have not received, for the first time in

two years, the usual payment on the
back stock dividends due Oct. 1. Of-
ficials of the road say the heavy ex-
penses of operation under the new
agreement with the employees do not
favor the payment.

Bonds Offered.—A syndicate includ-
ing J. G. White & Company is offering
at 99 and interest to yield more than
6.55 per cent $11,700,000 in secured 6i
per cent gold bonds of the Continental
Gas & Electric Corporation, which
through a recent merger is a subsidi-
ary of the United Light & Power Com-
pany. The bonds, known as series "A",
are dated Oct. 1, 1924, and are due
Oct. 1, 1964. The principal companies
controlled by the Continental Gas &
Electric Corporation include the Co-
lumbus Railway, Power & Light Com-
pany, the Kansas City Power & Light
Company and the Lincoln Gas & Elec-
tric Light Company. The preferred
and common stocks of the Continental
Gas & Electric Corporation have been
sold at this time to provide over $5,-

000,000 cash, which, together with the
proceeds of this issue of $11,700,030 of

bonds, will be used to acquire prac-
tically the entire remaining outstand-
ing shares and 25,000 additional treas-

ury shares of the Kansas City Power
Securities Corporation (owning 100 per
cent of the outstanding common shares

of the Kansas City Power & Light
Company, and not less than 75 per cent

of the common shares and a substantial

interest in the preferred shares of the

Columbus Railway, Power & Light
Company, and to provide funds for the

acquisition of additional securities of

controlled companies.

James G. Nellis Succeeds Charles

F. Teagle at Schenectady

Charles F. Teagle, who has held the
position of superintendent of transpor-
tation of the Schenectady Railway,
Schenectady, N. Y., for the past four
years, tendered his resignation to the
president on Oct. 1. Mr. Teagle will

not sever his connection with the com-
pany until about Oct. 15.

James G. Nellis will succeed Mr.
Teagle, with the title of superintendent,
on Oct. 20. Mr. Nellis comes from
Auburn, N. Y., where he has been
superintendent of the Auburn &
Syracuse Electric Railroad for some
years past. He is no stranger to

Schenectady as he was formerly a divi-

sion superintendent wi+h the Fonda,
John?town & Gloversv'lle Railroad at

Amsterdam. N. Y. He was at one t'me
manager of the Quincy division of the

Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway.
He joints the offic'al ranks of the

Schenectady Railway with a record of

accomplishment in the electric railroad

field, which he entereH in 1893 with
the Cayadutta Electric Railway.

L. V. Su'ton. for the past twelve
years connected w'th the Carolina

iPower & Lierht Companv, Ra'eigh,

N. C, has been appointed assistant

peneral manager of the Arkansas
Central Power Company, Little Rock,

Ark., to succeed H. U. Wallace, who
resigned several months ago. Mr.
Sutton has assumed his duties as

assistant manager. He is a native of

Virginia and is a graduate of Virginia

Polytechnic Institute. He has made a
study of electrical and chemical
engineering and after his graduation
from the Virginia Polytechnic Institute

was employed by the General Electric

Company at Lynn, Mass., for two years.

J. Henry Scattergood has been ap-
pointed by Governor Pinchot of Penn-
sylvania a member of the Public Service
Commission, succeeding Samuel M.
Clement, Jr., who recently resigned.

The new commissioner has had experi-

ence along banking, insurance and
manufacturing lines. He is treasurer

of Haverford College and a director of

a bank and of several industrial firms.

He was one of the founders of the

original committee of seventy. For six

years he served as registration commis-
sioner of Philadelphia on the original

board named in 1906. During the war
he was with the Red Cross in France
and twice went abroad for the Amer-
ican Friends' Service Commission in

post-war relief work. Mr. Scattergood
was born in Philadelphia in 1877 and
was eraduated from Haverford College

in 1896.

Raymond S. Tompkins, engaged in

the newspaper business for a number
of years, has become assistant to the

president of the United Railways &
Electric Company, Baltimore. Mr.
Tompkins ha<5 been a member of the

staff of the Baltimore Sun since 1916

and represented that paper in France
during the World War.
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Manufactures and the Markets
News of and for Manufacturers—Market and Trade Conditions

A Department Open to Railways and Manufacturers

for Discussion of Manufacturing and Sales Matters

Car Orders Double in

Two Years
Number of Electric Railway Vehicles

Built in 1923 Was 103 per Cent
Greater than in 1921

According to data collected by the
Department of Commerce at the bien-
nial census of manufacturers there was
a large increase in the production of
electric railway cars in 1923, as com-
pared with 1921, the last preceding
census year. The total number of such
cars, including both passenger cars and
freight cars, was 2,882, as against 1,420.

An even greater proportionate increase
occurred in value, from $10,128,472 in

1921 to $26,184,713 in 1923.
It will be observed that the total

primarily in the manufacture of steam
railroad equipment. Statistics of the

industry are given in the accompany-
ing tables.

Comparative Labor Statistics

for Ten-Year Period

Startling figures are given in a study
of labor wages from July, 1914, to

July, 1924, by the National Industrial

Conference Board, New York. The
board reports that in twenty-three
leading manufacturing industries cov-
ering, on the average, 700,000 em-
ployees, wages show an advance of
127.3 per cent, and taking the relation

of the changes in earnings to the
change in the cost of living from the
common base of July, 1914, the figures

GENERAL STATISTICS FOR THE INDUSTRY:

1923

Number of establishments 8
Waee earners (average number) 3,978
Maximum month Nov. 4,838
Minimum montlj.^ Jan. 3,271

Per cent of ma^mum 67.6
Wages $5,880,773
Cost of materials (including fuel) $ 1 7, 3 1 2, 1 94
Products, total value $29,074,062
Value added by manufacture $1 1,761,868
Horsepower 10,028
Coal consumed (tons of 2,000 lb.) 44,630

1923 AND 1921

1921

10
2,912
3,598
2,304
64.0

$3,199,145
$7,880,405

$14,856,068
$6,975,663

Not reported
Not reported

Jan.
Dec.

Per Cent
of Increase

36.6

83.8
119.7
95.7
68.6

NUMBER AND VALUE OF C.A.RS BUILT: 1923 AND 1921
Per Cent

^, . . ,
1923 1921 of Increase

Electric railroad cars
Number 2,882 1,420 103.0
Value $26,184,713 $10,128,472 158.5
Passenger
Number 2,767 1,358 103.8
Value $25,695,757 $9,525,402 169.8

Freight and other varieties
Number ;... |I5 62 85.5
Value $488,956 $693,070 —18.9

All other products (includes value of rebuilt cars) $207,485,686 $153,633,097 35.1

number of cars built is considerably
smaller than the total number of cars
ordered in 1923, which was 4,029, as
told in Elkctric Railway Journal
for Jan, 5, 1924. This difference is

accounted for principally by the fact
that the government figures are based
on the returns sent in by eight manu-
facturers engaged primarily in the busi-
ness of building electric railway cars.
The figures published in the Journal,
on the other hand, include cars built
by other manufacturers who were not
engaged primarily in this industry and
included also cars built by the rail-

ways themselves.
Of the eight companies engaged in

the manufacture of electric railway
cars two each are located in Missouri
and Ohio and one each in Illinois, Mas-
sachusetts, North Carolina and Pennsyl-
vania. In 1921 this industry was rep-
resented by ten establishments, the
decrease to eight in 1923 being
accounted for by the fact that one
establishment went out of business
before the beginning of 1923 and that
another during that year was engaged

show that the wage earner in these in-

dustries is 27 per cent better off today
than he was in July, 1914. The drop
in the cost of living from the high
peak of 1920 has been considerably
greater in proportion than the drop
in wages from the same high peak.
Consequently, the purchasing power of
the dollar is greater than it was.

Less striking but still of considerable
significance are the changes in employ-
ment and hours of work. Employ-
ment in identical manufacturing plants
throughout the period advanced 12 per
cent between July, 1914, and June,
1924. This is a remarkable indication
of expansion when it is remembered
that employment in June of this year
was at a low ebb, being 25 per cent
lower than in June, 1920.

The average work week has dropped
more than five hours during this ten-
year period. The average nominal or
full-time work week in July, 1914, was
fifty-five hours, but with June of this
year it had dropped to 49.9 hours. In
the same way the average work week
per wage earner declined from 51.4

hours in July, 1914, to 45.4 hours in

June, 1924. In connection with the
latter figure, it should be remembered
that manufacturing activity was con-
siderably below normal in June of this
year and consequently the average
week per wage earner is lower than
the normal work-week of this general
period.

Register Business at Peak
An interesting light is thrown upon

the present status of the electric rail-
way industry by a recent statement of
John F. Ohmer, president Ohmer Fare
Register Company. More Ohmer reg-
isters are being sold to railways at the
present time, according to Mr. Ohmer,
than ever before in the history of his
company. This is in addition to large
purchases of registers for buses and
ether recording devices made by this
manufacturer.

Power Show Coming
The Third National Exposition of

Power and Mechanical Engineering will
be held in the Grand Central Palace,
New York, from Dec. 1 to 6, 1924. The
large increase in the use of the indi-
vidual motor drive on machine tools has
led the managers of the show to make
a special effort to bring a group of
manufacturers of modern economical
motor-driven machine tools into the
show as an object lesson of what can
be accomplished in securing savings
by the greater use of the electric' motor
in general manufacturing. Exhibits of
bearings, couplings, belting and belt
drives and gearing will be extended and
elaborated at the coming exposition in
New York.

Rolling Stock

Interstate Public Service Company,
Indianapolis, Ind., to perfect its coal
transportation plans, will purchase 100
new gondola coal cars. The company
also has included in its 1925 program
for development the purchase of addi-
tional rolling stock equipment, part of
which will be 40 new freight cars, 20
box cars and the same number of flat

cars. This equipment was deemed nec-
essary to care for the expected incrfiaee

in general freight traffic.

Metal, Coal and Material Prices
Metals—New York Oct. 7, 1924

Copper, eleotrolytio.oenta per lb 12 875
Copper wire baae, oenta per lb 15.125
Lead, centu per lb 7 , 80
Zinc, cents per lb 6,56
Tin, Straits, cents per lb 49.375

Bituminous Coal f .o.b. Mines
Smokeless mine run, f.cb. vessel,

Hampton Koads, grow tons $4,275
Somerset mine run, Boston, net tons. ....

.

2 075
Pittsburgh mine run, Pittsburgh, net tons. 1 , 875
Franklin, 111., screenings, Chicago, net tons 1.375
Central, 111., scrcenincs. Chicago, net ton* 1 . 175
Kansas screenings, Kunsas Cit.v, net tons. 2. 35

Materials

Rubber-covered wire, N. Y., No. 14, per
I.OOOft $i.25

Weatherproof wirebase,N.Y.,c«nt»perlb. 17. 75
Cement, Chicago net prices, without ba«s. 2 20
Linseed oil (5-lb. lots), N.Y.,perg«I 1 03
White lead, in oil (lOO-lb. kc«), N. Y.,

cents per lb., carload lots 0.12
Turpentine (bbl. lots), N. Y., pergal 88
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Platforms and Parties!

Election Day draws near. The platforms

of the great National parties are being

reviewed by the voters. The conscientious

citizen, who values his vote, studies care-

fully the political equipment with which

these various platforms are filled.

KKunnnnnnnnnnKunnnnnn^nnnnnn).

Platforms

and

PEACOCKS

f

Study this one!

It's the kind of a car platform the majority of elec-

tric railway men are voting for now-a-days. Prom- *

inent in its make-up is the Peacock Staffless Brake

—so generally specified and used on the modern

car, that it is almost "standard" in the specifica-

tions for safety-car equipment.

Peacock Staffless Brakes loom large in importance,

but actually economize on platform space. Only

ZYa inches projection from the dash to the face of

the steel housing. They are light-weight equip-

ment, too

!

National Brake Co., Inc.

890 Ellioott Sq., Buffalo, N. Y.

Canadian Representative: Lyman Tube & Supply Company, Limited, Montreal, Canada

Send for full details

of this high-grade

hand brake.

I
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iFor^. Bacon d ?avfe
;3ncorporatc&

lis BroMdwaT. Nrw York
Fini.Anm.pin

A

cHirioo san FRANnwo

Stone & Webster
lacorpormtcd

EXAMINATIONS APPItAIS.\LSREPORTS
ON

INDUSTRIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROPERTIES

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

SANDERSON & PORTER
ENGINEERS

RKPORTS. OrSISNS. CONSTRUCTION. MANAaCMCNT
HYDRO-ELECTRIC OeVCLOPMf NTS

RAILWAY, LIGHT and POWER PROPERTIES
CHICAGO NEW YORK S*N FRANCISCO

ALBERT S. RICHEY
ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
REPORTS- APPRAISALS - RATES - OPERATION - SERVICK

STEVENS & WOOD, INC.
Design and Construction of Power Station*

Railroad Electrification, Induatrial Plants

REPORTS AND APPRAISALS
Mmnao*mmt and Financing •/ OtUitit ant InduttfiaU

Mahoning Bank BIdg. * 120 Broadway
YoHngttown, O. New York

HEMPHILL & WELLS
CONSULTING BNGINEEKS

GM-dner F. Wells Albert W. HeaphUI
APPRAISALS

INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
Raortaaization Manafemeot Operation CoBstnwtioa

43 Cedar Street. New \ark (!ifv

WALTER JACKSON
Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses

Originator of unlimited ride, transferable weekly
pass. Campaigns handled to make it a success.

143 Crary Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

KELLY, COOKE & COMPANY
Engineers

149 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

424 CHESTNUT STREET
PMILADELPHIA

The J. G.White
Enfi^ineering Corporation

Encineera—Constnicters

Oil RaAnniM «nd Ptpr UnM. SImib tai Water P*mr Plantl.

Sjralania. Botrli. ApartniaaU. OIBea and laduatrial BuUdlasa, llailraada.

43 Exchange Place New York

JOHN A. BEELER
Operating, Traction and Traffic InTestigatioas

Routing Surveys—Valuations Operation

Management

52 Vanderbilt Ave.. NEW YORK

ENGELHARDT W. HOLST

Appr

ConMutting Engin**r

sis. Reports, Rates, Service Investigation,

Studies on Financial and Physical Rehabilitation
Reorganization, Operation, Management

683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

J. ROWLAND BIBBINS
Engineer—2301 Connecticut Ave.. N. W. Washington, D.C.

TRANSPORTATION SURVEYS
Organised Traffic Relief and Transit Development
Co-ordinating Motor Transport, Railroad and City

Plans, Service, Routing, Valuation, Economic Studies

BXPKRIKNCK IN 20 CITIBS

JOE R. ONG
Consulting Transportation Engineer

Specialising in Trm/Ke Problem* ami in Mathodt (c

Intprov Service and Ineraaaa
Efhcimncy of Opmration

PIQUA. OHIO

Dwight P. Robinson & Company
iDcorporatvd

Design and Construction of

Elactric Railway; ShopM, Powar Sfofiona

125 East 46th Street, New York
Ckica«* Youngstown Atlanta PktIadalpUa

Los Ancalas Montraal Rio d« Janeiro

DAY & ZIMMERMANN, Inc.
ENGINEERS

Design - Construction - Reports
Valuations - Management

PHILADELPHIANEW YORK CHICAGO

1'he Must Suoceanful Men in the Electric Railway

liidu-iirv read (he

KLECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
Kvrrv Week
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AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
EMPIRE BUILDING, 71 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Steel Structures of all classes, particularly

BRIDGES AND BUILDINGS
SALES OFFICES:

NEH^ YORK, N. Y. . Empire Bldg., 71 Broad-way Denver, Colo., First National Bank Bldg., 820 llth St.

Philadelphia, Pa., Salt Lake City, Utah, IValker Bank Bldg., 175 S.Main St.

Widener Bldg., N. W. Cor. Chestnut and Juniper Sts. Duluth, Minn. . IVohin Bldg.. 229-31 IVest Ist St.

Boston, Mass 120 Franklin St. Minneapolis, Minn. 629 2nd St., S. E.
Baltimore, Md.,

Continental Bldg., Cor. Calvert and Baltimore Sts.

PITTSBURGH. PA. . Frick Bldg., 440 Fifth Ave. Pacific Coast Representative:

Cincinnati, Ohio . Union Trust Bldg., 36 East 4th St. U. S. Steel Products Co., Pacific Coast Dept.

Cleveland, Ohio Guardian Bldg., 629 Euclid Ave.

Detroit, Mich. . Beecher Ave. and M. C. R. R. SanFrancisco,Cal.,RialtoBldg..ll6Ne<wMontgomerySt.

CHICAGO, ILL 208 South LaSalle St. Portland, Ore. Selling Bldg., 322 Adler St.

St. Louis, Mo., Liberty Central Trust Bldg.,$06 Olive St. Seattle, fVash. Mh Ave.. So., Cor. Conn. St.

Export Representative: United States Steel Products Co., 30 Church St., .V. Y.

a CI1

The Moit Succeiiful Men in the Electric Railway

Induitry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

Every Week

C. B. BDCEUNAM
PrwldMlt

W. H. PRICK. JB.
Sm't-Ttms. TlM-PnaMnt

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
Engineeritig and Management, Construction,

Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys
and Equipment Maintenance

nAi>TiMORi>;
R3n Kqultable Itldc

Phone:
HauoTer 2142

NKWTORK
40 Wkil AHrcet

Qy /app InsuIatorCoJncj(§f^.}(Y
Trade Mark

JAMES E. ALLISON & GO.
Consulting Engineers

Specializing in Utility Rate Cases and
Reports to Bankers and Investors

1017 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Transmission Line and Special Crossing

Structures, Catenary Bridges

WRITE FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG

ARCHBOLD-BRADY CO.
Engineers and Contractor* SYRACUSE, N. Y

Bureau o/ Commercial Economics, Inc.
Industrial Engineers

Organization . Methods . Layout and Facilities

Public and Industrial Relations

72 West Adams Street . CHICAGO

THE P. EDWARD WISH SERVICE
50 Church St. Strttt Railway Inmpeetion 131 State St

NEW YORK DETECTIVES BOSTON

When writlBc the adTcrtieer for Infennatlon or

piieM, a menUon of the Kleetrie Ballway

Journal w nld be ai^preelated.

Human Engineering
Railway Audit and Inspection Company, Inc.

Fourth and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia

I
BBANCHBS

|
Boetoa
New Orleans

New York
Pittsburrh

Baltimore
Chicago

AUaaU
St. Looit
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onsc
tKat points tke trend^
economical modemizatiotx/

Electric Car Heater
(crosi-seat type)

CONSOLIDATED CAR HEATERSi
A type for every car i

with the "visible" thermostat control

Simple, sturdy, practical equip-

ment, light in weight, yet built to

withstand plenty of rough usage.

Equipped with "indestructible"

heating element, having the resis-

tance coil perfectly supported at

every point on a heavy porcelain

insulator, a unit easy and cheap
to repair, reliable in service and
capable of withstanding enormous
overload without injury.

The Visible Automatic Thermo-
stat Control ensures even tempera-

ture always with minimum current

consumption.

Electric Car Heater
(panel type)

Magnetic Swritch

Thermostatic
Control

Consolidated C;^
NEW YORK, N. Y. ALBA]
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lldated
Post-convention conferences! Discussion of

plans, improvements, modernization! Digging

down to bedrock figures on equipment and
maintenance!

When all is said and done the final analysis

results in the specification of Consolidated

Equipment.

CONSOLIDATED
PNEUMATIC DOOR OPERATING EQUIPMENT

Complete pneumatic door-operating equipment for

folding or sliding doors and steps—either hand

valve or push button control for all types of cars.

Many unique safety features such as the new

Consolidated Cushion Door Shoe must appeal to

the executive planning efficient modernization.

We'll be glad to discuss your plans. Write us.

lEATiNG Company
EW YORK CHICAGO, ILL
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HIGHLY EFFECTIVE LONG LIFE TROUBLE PROOF

No Burnouts—
No Electrical,

No Mechanical
Breakdowns

Efficient—

All the Heat
Is Utilized

to Heat the Car

One Element Truss Plank Heater, No. 101

The Neiv Improved

Utility Electric Car Heaters
Approved by National Board of Fire Underwriters

S8S« «• -HSoK- :

Utility Chromalox Strip Heater

THE Utility Chromalox Strip Heater used in
the new improved Utility Electric Car Heat-

ers is practically indestructible. The heating
element and terminal are built to stand the
gaff of railway service.

The element of Nickel Chromium is imbedded
edgewise and then compacted under hydraulic
pressure in a highly refractory material. This
is then enclosed in a rust resisting iron with
no open ends or frayed mica to break off or
collect moisture.

The strip heater is next fired in a furnace at a
higher temperature than is ever met with in
actual use to vitrify the refractory material.
The result is a solid, substantial strip heater
which will defy injury from overloads, vibra-
tion, dirt, dust or moisture.

The elements are ground tested at 1100 volts.

They can be operated at 1400 degrees F. with-
out danger to the element or the terminals.

The Utility Chromalox Strip
Heater will withstand variation
in voltage.

CoinA>rt

Utility

Heaters
R^ulatois
}^tiIatois

Utility Chromalox Strip Heaters
fit all heater cases and may be
purchased separately from the
heater cases.

Maintain uniform car tempera-
ture and car comfort with Utility
Heaters, Regulators and Venti-
lators.

Utility Strip Heaters come in
any voltage and wattage as spe-
cified.

Give us a call at

504 or write for

Showing Strip Heater in Case and Air Duct of Heater Case

THE entirely new and different design of the
Utility Electric Car Heater gives the maxi-

mum heat in the car on a minimum input of
electrical energy.
The strip heater is mounted or suspended in the heater
case against a ventilating deflector. A ventilating air duct
separates the back of this deflector
from the back of the heater case.

This method of mounting permits
a free circulation of air around the
strip heater. Whatever heat escapes
through the back of the deflector
is utilized and carried back into
the car by means of the air duct.

Not only does this combination in-
crease the efficiency of the heater,
but it does away with the necessity
of extra fire-resisting material be-
ing placed between the heater and
the combustible portion of the car
body to which it is applied.

The cross seat heater is man-
ufactured with a solid baffle
on the top, so that it is not re-
quired to add sheet metal under
tile seat cushions to prevent the
heat pocketing at that point.

Over 4,000 Utility Chromalox Strip
Heaters are in car heating service
today, some of them for a year or
more. We have not had to replace
or make good a single one of the
heaters. Utiltcv 2-Element

Vestibule Heater
No. 106

Booths 502 and
full information

RAILWAY UTILITY CO., 141 to 151 w. 22nd St., CHICAGO
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When you

Double the life of a Gear
What else do you do?

1. You save the cost of one gear.

2. You save the labor of taking off the old gear.

3. You save the labor of replacing the new gear.

4. You conserve shop time by keeping the car out

of the shop.

5. You earn money on the investment by keeping
the car on the road.

It's good business, then, to pay some special attention to

gear and pinion Lubrication. Therefore, ask us to tell

you some of the things that have been proven on hundreds

of millions of car miles by

TEXACO CRATER COMPOUND
The last word in efficient Gear Lubrication.

THE TEXAS COMPANY
Dept. R. J., 17 Battery Place, New York City

HOUSTON CHICAGO NEW YORK

Offices in Principal Cities
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LORAIN
SPECIAL

TRACK WORK

Lorain Girder Rails

LORAIN PROCESSES
of

ELECTRIC WELDING
BUTT and BAR WELD

Lorain Welded means forged at the same time.

To make a satisfactory track weld^—a weld that

will not crack or cup in service—the steel must

be forged while still hot and the only processes

which weld at the same time forge the steel are

the two Lorain Processes.

The Lorain Steel Company

Atlanta

General Offices: Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Salet offices:

Chicago Cleveland New York Philadelphia Pittsburgh

Paolflo CoMt Repreoentatlvn: T7. S. Steel rrodnrt* Co., San PranclMO, Seattle. Portland. Iam AnnrleN
Export ReprMcntatlTM : United States Steel Product* Co., New York
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Bethlehem Specialties
TRACKWORK AND ACCESSORIES

Rolled Steel Alloy Crossing, Design 960

This rolled steel crossing is made of a special rolled Mayaii
chrome-nickel steel rail. The head of the rail is rolled full, the
flangeway machined to any desired depth and then heat-treated
to withstand wear. The rails are iron-bound into one solid piece,

flange bearing throughout. This crossing may be welded after

wear has developed.

Hard Center Frog, Iron Bound Type,
Design 942

Hard Center Frog, Design 942 is provided with a
heavy wearing plate three inches thick, held firmly

to the carefully machined bed of the frog body by
heavy stud bolts of heat treated Mayari chrome
nickel steel. The entire construction is unusually
heavy and substantial.

Machine Fitted Joint,

Design 983

Joint illustrated above is accurately
machined top and bottom to fit any
rail section. The special bevel top
and bottom is provided for electric

arc welding.

Hard Center Mate, Iron Bound Type, Design 923

Hard Center Mate, Design 923, is of the same construction as the frog illus-

trated above. These designs have the combined advantage of a wearing

plate of manganese steel with rolled arms to which either standard rolled or

welded joints can be applied.

V,

Center Rib Base Plate
This design provides the maximum
stiffening reinforcement directly
under the rail joint. It supports the
joint and prevents battering or cup-
ping of the rail ends.

A bbot Base Plate
The Abbot Base Plate serves the
same purpose as the Center Rib.
In this case the reinforcement is on
each side instead of in the center.

Solid Manganese Tongue Switch, Design 90S

This switch is of the improved "Big Pin" type, providing maximum bearing

surface or support at the heel. The positive action of hold-down block resists

any tendency of the tongue to rock under side thrust, or kick up at the point

due to the pounding action of car wheels. The extra large box at the heel of

the tongue provides ample room for easy adjustment and quick cleaning.

^^

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, General Offices: BETHLEHEM, PA.
,8ale« OHicee:

NfwYork Booton Philadelphia Balllniore WashinKtoii Allnnlii PlMsburrt
BiilTalo Cleveland Detroit Cincinnati CliicaKu St. LonlK Kan Francisco

Bellilehein, Stc<>l Kxtiort Corporation, 2.5 Broadway, New York ( ll.v. Sole Exporter of our t'ominerrlal Prodncls

BETHLEHEM
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for Electric Railways
ROLLED STEEL CAR WHEELS AND AXLES

Cambria Car Wheels are made by a combination
rolling and forging process which thoroughly

works the steel and gives exceptional refine-

ment in structure. Cambria Car Wheels will

give you the longest service at the lowest cost.

Cambria Axles for Street, Interurban, Subway,

and Elevated Cars, and Armature Shafts for

electric service are furnished rough turned all

over to meet any reasonable specification

heat treated, annealed, or untreated.

Bethlehem Products for the Electric Railway Field include

rails, spikes, trackwork, splice bars, bolts, tie plates, tie rods,

pole line material, sheets, gear blanks, axles and rolled steel

car wheels.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, General Offices: BETHLEHEM, PA.
Sales Offices:

Boston Philadelphia Baltimore Washington Atlanta Pittshnreh
ClevelaDd Detroit Cincinnati Chicago St. Louis Ban Francisco

Bethlehem Steel Exiwrt Corporation, 86 Bruadway, New York City, Sole Exporter of our Commercial Products

New Vttrk
BnlTalo

BETHLEHEM
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"THOMAS BUILT"

October 11, 1924

(Durham Public Service Co., Durham, N. C)

"Thomas Built"
Built to Build Car Profits !

WHETHER on "safety" car or inter-

urban the Perley A. Thomas name
plate stands as a hall-mark not only of qual-
ity and sound workmanship, but of the latest

in car design ; in appearance, comfort and low
maintenance.

"Make a satisfied customer with every order"
is the Perley Thomas standard.

PERLEY A. THOMAS CAR WORKS, HIGHPOINT, N. C.

"THOMAS BUILT"
for the NEW ORLEANS RAILWAY & LIGHT CO., New Orleans, La.
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DIFFERENTIAL BOTTOM DUMP CAR
An ideal ballast car. Places ballast either

between rails, on each side of track, or

across full length of tie. Door acts as

spreader. Door controlled from end plat-

form. Load may be distributed according

to the will of the operator.

DIFFERENTIAL CAR
The standard work-car equipment for electric raUwayg.
Over flfty compnnies are usinir Differentials for track
conBtriiction. track maintenance, handling: coal and sand,
ash disposal, highway construction, laying paving, snow
plowing and disposal, electric locomotive and other
miscelluneoiis duties. The operating process in a DilTer-
ential consists only of moving control handle. The rest
is automatic. Body under control of operator at all times.

THE DIFFERENTIAL WAY IS THE MODERN WAY

Differentials
THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR CO.

FINDLAY, OHIO, U. S. A.

DIFFERENTIAL COMBINATION CAR
WHEEL TRUCK AND TRACTOR

Makes your heavy construction equipment,

shovels, concrete mixers, loaders, etc., flexible.

Haul them to the job on the track, then crawl

off on your tractor bands, out of the way of

street car traffic. Cuts down labor force and

increases capacity. Ask for Bulletin jD-10.

mmim- 1

CLARK CONCRETE BREAKER
A powerful, fast, eflident tnachine for heavy
work where large quantities of old track struc-

ture have to be removed. Thoroughly tried and
proved effective. Several of the largest com-
panies are using them. Ask for Bulletin DAI.
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Aeeps the

Hepa/'tShopsBusy

A BLOW is as great a shock to the hammer as to the object struck. In street

railway operation, the track is the anvil—the rolling stock the hammer.
Since shock works both ways, it destroys the rolling stock no less than the track.

And there you have the reason for much of the repair to rolling stock. Little,

perhaps, does the repair-shop foreman realize that the track is to blame for so

much of the work he has to do. In other words, the condition of the track

largely determines the amount of rolling-stock repair. Sagging joints and un-

even track soon knock rolling stock to pieces. Rigid track is no less harmful.

Only by cushioning the shock of traffic can you eliminate this costly evil.

Resilient track construction is what is re-

quired to overcome the destructive effects

of shocks. Resiliency is now recognized as y
~^-

the one indispensable requisite for efficient .^
tracks.

There you have the reason why the use of

Dayton Resilient Track is increasing so

rapidly. More of it will be laid this year
than ever before in its history.

Write us for any further
information desired



•i
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1

"A'ssuring

"Better
iiy^^9J

Contact
AN A. B. G. report is a businesslike, deciding

xV authority that has replaced the old custom of

buying space on certain "claims" of the publisher.

The publisher with space to sell submits the facts

about his business in the form of a statement to the

Audit Bureau of Circulations. This statement after

it is checked, approved or audited by the Bureau is

used to place the publisher's wares before the

Advertiser who is buying space.

The Advertiser knowing the thoroughness of A. B.C.
methods safely bases his decision on the Verified

Facts contained in the A. B. G. report.

The Audit Bureau of Girculations has brought to-

gether the Buyer and Seller of Space upon a basis of

Mutual Gonfidence.

The careful Advertiser knows that the purchase of

Space by A. B. G. reports cuts out inflated Waste
Circulation and saves money that would otherwise

be lost in paying for unproductive space.

Study the latest A. B.C. report of Electric

Railway Journal before placing your ad'
vertising. A copy will be furnished on
request.

/WRITE TO THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS, 202 SOUTH STATE\
VSTREET, CHICAGO,FORA COPY OF"THE MEASURE OF YOUR MESSAGE"/
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More Miles Per Dollar
That is what you get from

GILBERT
WHEELS

The ultimate of quality

and service always.

It is not the price per wheel
but the price per thousand
miles that counts on the

balance sheet.

Let us demonstrate to you

GILBERT
SERVICENO ARCING

on

Bearings
Babbit Metal

Harps
Wheels
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Ha

Wf/i

The Kalamazoo virgin

metal Trolley Wheel
"Modernization" means the utilization

of all that has been demonstrated by
experience and research to be advan-
tageous. It has been this policy of

"modernization," practiced by
America's electric railways, which has

made the Star Brass Works the largest

exclusive maker of trolley wheels and
harps in the world.

Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels and Harps
are in use on a majority of electric

roads of this country because they in-

sure long mileage without wear on the

wire; are perfectly balanced for easy
running and freedom from slippage;

and form the ideal current collector

from the standpoint of both long life

and efficient service.

Only virgin metal—pure lake copper

—

goes into Kalamazoo Wheels. Remov-
ing one cotter pin from the Kalamazoo
Harp permits wheel to be removed and
a new one replaced.

Free Catalog will be mailed on request.

Star Brass Works
Kalamazoo, Mich.

KALAMAZOO
Trolley Wheels and Harps
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U. S. Shenandoah. world
largest Uehter than air machine
Haskelile U8ed exclusively.

Curtiss Navy racer, holder of
world's speed record: Haskel-
itc used exclusively in its
construction.

Over 750.000 roofs, dashes
and Instrument boards have

ipceu used in
S t u d e b aker,

.Franklin and
other leading:
cars.

Douglass U. S. Army World
Cruisers; Haskelite used ex
clusively; 1600 feet in eacl
ship.

Red Ball the leading
inter-city moving van
company uses Haskel-
ite products exten-
sively.

Leading fleet owners,
such as M a n d e 1

Brothers. Chicago,
specify Plymetl in the
building of their
commercial bodies.

Vhe two engneering

materials whidu
are dominant in^
TRANSPORTATION

rllf

Jhnd
Sea

Yellow Cab has used over
half a million feet of Haskel-
ile and Plymetl in the build-
ing of taxi cabs and com-
mercial bodies.

In bus construction
HaskeliVv^ and Plymetl
are standard.

6"
Sister steamers, S. S. Greater
Detroit vid Greater Buffalo,
largest lake steamers afloat:
Haskelite used exclusively.

IT
The Leviathan, largest pas-
senger ship afloat; carloads
of Haskelite used in its con-
struction.

Reprinted from Electric Railway Journal, September 27, 1924.



Youngetown and Sub-
urban Ry.. operated
by Day & Zimmer-
man. Inc.. use HaBkel-
ite roofs and Plymetl
Bide panelB. without
headliningrs or side
Uninsrs.

Chicago Surface Lines are operating'
45 cars of this type with Uaekelite
roofs and headliningsand bulkheads;
100 other cars are under consi ruc-
tion using Haskelite products.

HASKELITE and PLYMETL
reduce the weight of a typical street car in the following amounts:

Name
'A-la. HASKELITE
A-ln. HASKELITE
A-ln, HASKELITE
Ji-ln. HASKELITE
A-ln. HASKELITE
A-ln. HASKELITE
H-ln. HASKELITE
3.16-ln HASKELIT
A-in. HASKELITE
A-in. HASKELITE

Sub-Floor
Vestibule Facing
Tru8.s Hlaak
Sltle LinlnK
Corner Panel
Hulk heail Finish
Kooflai;
E Headlining
llooil
Seat Back

)i-in."PLyMETL Letter Bd. (I Face Metal)
A-ln. PLYMETL Girder Plate
K-ln. PLYMETL Dash (I Face Metal)
>i-ln. PLYMETL Inside Vestibule Llnlnn

Replaces
No. Lbs.
Sq. Wt.
rt. Saved

13/I81n. Fir 240 200
H-ln. Cherry SO 36
H-ln. Poplar SO IS

A-ln. Cherry 80 18
»i-ln. Cherry 17 23
H-ln. Cherry • 27 37
H-ln. Poplar board* T40 270 1 13

K-ln. Composition Board 270 6S
H-ln. Poplar Boards 96 20

No. 16 D & S Sheet Steel 50
No. 12 B & S steel Plate 150
No (6 B & S Sheet Steel 34
No. 20 B * S Sheet Steel 36

527

60
300
40
8

Summary
Total weight saved per car. . . . 935 lbs

Total annual saviuijr operating
coat per t-ar at JO.OO per lb. 950.10

At 6 per cent a PLYMETL-HASKEUTE
built cur pays you a return of 5 per
cent on 91,1*.22.0U annually during the
life of the car and the !ir$t coat of the
car l8 no greater than the type of car
you are not« vaing.

408_
' 935

Illinois Traction System uses Haskelite
roofs and sub-floors.

Pittsburgh RaUwayi: Haskelite
headlinin?8. linlnr and bulletin
bonrdP.



G. C. Kuhlman Co. bus with Haskelite roofs
and Plymetl Bide panels; no inner lining^s.

HASKELITE and PLYMETL
in Bus Bodies, improve strength, reduce

weight, enhance appearance

Haskelite roofs and floors than 16 gage steel, reduce

can be furnished in one

piece. Plymetl side panels

armor the sides against

blows. They weigh less

vibration, rumbling and
insulate the body in cold

weather.



nOWand WHERE
prominent companies are usin^

HASKELITE amiPLYMETL
^^N=

OPERATING COMPANIES

Chicago, North Shore and Milwaukee
Electric Railway—Haskelite Headlin-

ings and Interior Linings.

Chicago Surface Lines—Haskelite Roofs

and Bulkheads.
Milwaukee Electric Railway and
Light Co.—Haskelite Headlinings.

Pittsburgh Railways—Haskelite Head-
linings, Interior Linings and Bulletin

Boards.

Illinois Traction System— Haskelite
Roofs, Floors and Truss Planking.

Indianapolis Street Railway Co.—
Haskelite Headlinings, Plymetl Vestibule

Linings.

Interstate Public Service Co., (Indian-

apolis)—Haskelite Headlinings.

Columbus Railway and Light Co.—
Haskelite Headlinings.

Denver Tramways—Haskelite for Side

Panels and Front and Rear Letterboards.

Cataluna Railway, (Barcelona, Spain)—
Haskelite Roofs, Plymetl Sides.

CiTi' OF Detroit, (Municipal Railways)—
Haskelite Roofs.

YOUNGSTOWN AND SUBURBAN RAILWAY

—

Haskelite Roofs Without Headlinings,

Plymetl Sides.

Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction
Co.—Haskelite Interior Trim.

Indiana, Columbus and Eastern Trac-
tion Co.—Haskelite Roofs and Head-
linings.

Columbus Newark and Zanesville Elec-
tric Ry.—Haskelite Roofs and Plymetl

Sides.

Indiana Service Corporation — Plymetl

Subflooring.

GAR BUILDERS

Cincinnati Car Co., Cincinnati, O.

St. Louis Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.
G. C. Kuhlman Car Co., Cleveland, O.

American Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Osgood-Bradley Co., Worcester, Mass.

Wason Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.

J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Ottawa Mfg. Co., Ottawa, Canada
McGuire-Cummings Co., Chicago, III.

Pressed Steel Car Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

BUS BODY BUILDERS

Eckland Bros. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Fifth Avenue Coach Co., New York, N. Y.

Garford Motor Truck Co., Lima, O.

Hoover Body Co., York, Pa.

G. C. Kuhlman Co., Cleveland, O.

Mack International Motor Truck Co.,

New York, N. Y.

McGuire-Cummings Co., Chicago, III.

McKay Carriage Co., Grove City, Pa.

F. McKiNNON Mfg. Co., Wisconsin
Rapids, Wise.

MoRELAND Motor Truck Co., Los
Angeles, Cal.

Yellow Coach Mfg. Co., Chicago, III.

The use of Haskelite and Plymetl in street car and bus body
building is a complete success as attested by the experience of
hundreds of builders and operators for a number of years.
Every detail of their application has been thoroughly worked
out. Complete engineering and contruction data and numerous
blue prints are available to you in our booklet, a copy of which
we will gladly send you on request. Our Engineering Depart-
ment is ready at all times to cooperate with you in the produc-
tion of superior passenger vehicles.

HASKELITE
Manufacturinit Corporation, 133 W. Washington St., Chica|(o
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Hyatt equipped journal boxes for electric

railway cars, cut away to show the bearings.

These are the boxes you saw in the Hyatt
exhibit at the A. E. R. A. Convention.

Less Power Consumed

Less Lubrication Required

More Miles Per Set of Bearings

HYATT roller bearings in electric railway journal

boxes eliminate plain bearing friction and its

attendant destructive wear.

The advantages of easily rotating steel rollers over the

rubbing of journals in brass bushings can now be had
in all types of cars.

Power saving, lighter service for your motors, sub-

stantial lubrication economies, long bearing life and
dependable operation follow Hyatt bearing installations.

Let us know your bearing problems. The Hyatt

engineers are prepared to work with you in studying

the application of anti-friction bearings to your rolling

stock entirely without obligation.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

The Hyatt railway bearing—
carries standard rated loads
within standard truck dimen'

HYATT ROLLER BEARINGS FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAY CARS
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PRECISION
OLLER BEARINGS

For the Heavy Loads and Hard Service

of Electric Railway Operation

These heavy-duty bearings—manufactured to unequaled standards of pre-

cision—afford, by their design and specially treated materials, the maximum
of serviceability under the conditions which electric railway service imposes

—

conditions involving heavy loads, temporary overloads, shock, jar and vibration.

They offer, to manufacturers ^^—i

—

'

and users of electric railway

equipment, new opportuni-

ties for reduced maintenance
costs and improved service.

Our engineers will welcome
an opportunity to work
with yours, in applying

these high-duty, high-pre-

cision bearings to your
equipment with a view to

realizing in highest degree

the advantages and econo-

mies which follow the adop-

tion of anti-friction bear-

ings of proved dependa-
bility.

NVRMil- HVFPMiINN
BIMUNa CVRPVIMTIVN
Enable /Ivrnu* Lonq tstand Ci(y N«wVbrh
rRECISI7N BflLU.RWLLER ANDTHRUST BEARINCS
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IN these days of traffic congestion, salcty

demands^ [that your Axles be able to

withstand the operating forces imposed

upon them,

"Standard" Forgings are made to stand up
under all conditions. Many of the country's

foremost^'railways explicitly demand these

forgings. Specify them on your new equip-

ment and you will obtain the desired re-

sults in operation.

Standard Steel Works
Company

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
BRANCH OFFICES

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
NEW YORK
HOUSTON, TEXAS

PORTLAND, ORE.
RICHMOND, VA.
SAN FRANCISCO
BOSTON

ST. PAUL, MIN
PITTSBURGH, PA.
LOS AnGELES.CAL.
MEXICO CITY.MEX

WORKS: BURNHAM, PA.
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To eliminate trouble

in the brake rigging!

Use BOYERIZED
Brake Pins and Bushings

Their * tough, long-wear surfaces successfully resist

wear! Every joint maintains a good bearing fit, with-

out developing that play which results in slack. There's

three to four times the life in Boyerized Pins and
Bushings.

McArthur Turnbuckles
are made of the same unyielding stuff. Moreover they have
a spring-equipped split clamp grip which more efficiently does
the work of the old style locknut.

Bemis Car Truck Company
Electric Railway Suppltea

Springfield, Mass.

KepresentAtiveb

:

Economy Electric Devices Co.. Old Colony Bldr..
Chicagro. 111.

F. F. Bodler. !)03 Moiiadnook Bldg..
San Francisco. Cal.

W. F. Mi-Kenney. .")4 First Stivet. Portl.-uid. Ore.
J. H. Denton, 1328 Broadway. New York City, N. T.
A. W. Arlln, 772 Pacific Electric Bids.,

Los Angeles. Cal.
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Safety
is built into

Carnegie Wrought
Steel Wheels
through the special
process of their
manufacture.

A safe wheel, of
course, gives real

Service

CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES—CARNEGIE BUILDING

434 FIFTH AVENUE

PITTSBURGH, PA.

1718
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7Wn\

QHandafd for

. Slectfic JiailiOays

THE PANTASOTE COMPANY, INC.
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TJconom
Purchasing street car equipment is one thing,

getting real economy thru reliable service and

minimum maintenance is another thing, and, it

is a vital one. Our consideration long ago of

maintenance and of operating economy influ-

enced, to a great degree, our efforts in producing

Trolley Wheels, M-J Armature Babbitt and

"Tiger" Bronz^e Axle and Armature Bearings.

That we have succeeded in giving you true

economy is reflected in the street car service of

many communities today. Therefore for eco-

nomical reasons as a sound basis consider More-

Jones quality products for your requirements.

More -Jones Brass & Metal Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

AOREJONES
QBAUTY PRODUCTS

"Tiger" Bronze Axle and
Armature Bearings

Their exceptional toushness and
anti-frictional aualitics insures
great strength and slow, even
rate of wear.

M-J Armature Babbitt
—for railway armature bearings,
selentineally compounded of pure
new tin, copper, antimony and met-
allic nickel—no lead. Lasts much
longer.

V-K Oilless

Trolley Wheels and
Non-Arcing Harps

The metal used Is oxceed-
, ingly tough, yet does not
griml away the metal of '

the wire. Perfect lubri-
cation 1b accompUsbed
automatically.
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CmUEDMM

for railway
and

street car

service

Capacity

20fi00aday

25,000,000

in service

Sayre, Pa.
Berwick, Pa.
Albany
Toronto
New Glasgow, N.S.
Madison. III.

Htuitingrton, W.Va.
Wilmington, l>el.

Houston, Tex.
Hannibal. Mo.
Reading Ta.
Baltimore
Richmond, Va.
Ft. Williams, Ont.
St. Thomas
Hamilton
Ramapo, X. Y.
Marshall, Tex.
Los Angeles
Council KlulTs
Winnipeg, Man.

American Railway Association
Standards

r;50 lb. wheel for 60,000 Capacity Cars
700 lb. wheel for 80,000 Capacity Cars
750 lb. wheel for 100,000 Capacity Cars
S-W lb. wheel for 140,000 Capacity Cars

T/ie Standard Wheel
for Seventy-three Years

ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS
OF CHILLED CAR WHEELS
1847 McCormick Bids., Chicago
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British Electric Railway Prospects
From Oue London News Representative

I
N AN article by the pres-

ent writer which was pub-

lished in the Electric

Railway Journal of Jan. 1,

1921, an outline was given

of what has been done in the

past in the way of convert-

ing steam railways in Eng-
land to electric traction and
there was appended an in-

d i c a t i n of the existing

schemes for further electri-

fication. Since that time no
further work of the kind

The status and outlook for British

electric railways, as outlined by Mr.

McCallum, may be summarized as follows:

Railway electrification is greatly needed

and the roads are ready with plans, but

work is being held up by high interest rates.

Some rapid transit improvements are under

way. Tramways will do little new con-

struction till prices fall. New routes ai!

being operated by buses. Someredurtij

in tramway fares are being made^
ations are being conductejj*'

reduce the wceklyj

should be made for the pur-

pose of insuring that the

future electrification of rail-

ways should be carried out

to the best advantage in re-

gard to the interchange of

electric locomotives and roll-

ing stock, and whether any
regulations should be made

32L ^^c^"^'^-
38/ "I«^SM"?> .)

-tion and weedi/ii^ Juc will be required.

The ELECTRincATiON Schemes Given in Detail

The proposals which have been made public, but for
only, a few of which (so far as is known) have applica-
tions for guarantee been made, may be briefly indicated.
The main reasoits for the proposals are that they would
incrpasp the^na/^jty of congested railways, reduce the

Jx)ndon, Brighton & South Coast Railwa^WlllUll already
^f**BiiW^»"'*B^««»»*lit«»*ii*«?trically on the
single-phase high-tehsion system, possesses Parliamen-
tary powers to electpfy ^^^

^f niniiiflr — " — ^

Up to July 1924, this gearing has made over

350,000 miles and the teeth on both gears and
pinions were barely polished, no measurable wear.

man
compan
facilities

governn

ments
thes^

His

interea

il3 '3o<^6W*^^ \^^

Repeat orders are still coming in. No other gear

has been able to give them the satisfaction of "'I ool

Steel."

to be sought,

i&er schemes which are still awaiting developinenf

and in rggguUUKtUSJLtt&UUiltJUfiUBGdiA^^ '^ promised

are thCLondon & South Wes
^

electricw8WlJir'^HWJWffl?4^^WP^rtoute, the con-^

struction of the Wimbledon and Sutton authorized elej

lorized electrification ofthe_

-Mrt^

,dU "^oo£^^'^^ \ ^'^

650,000 -y^^Ji**, *--JL />*>*^ <^*«- ^S^

-i{ ^ t^K^ lo:^ '^ %^
<^«>«A^ — ^e OAA. 3S-

The Tool Steel Gear & Pinion Company
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Of Course they are-

MILLER
TROLLEY
SHOES

(patented)

On the Interstate Public

Service Company's Cars

Big cars, fast cars, luxurious cars—they're

also quiet-riding cars. That disagreeable

hum and vibration so commonly experienced

on cars where trolley wheels are used is

conspicuously absent. Miller Trolley

Shoes because of their smooth sliding con-

tact, afford noiseless operation.

Officials of this prominent interurban agree

with many other railway operators ia

reporting that Mi.ler Trolley Shoes give

rise to fewer dewirements and cause no

more wear on trolley wire than wheels.

Increased mileage

No lubrication

No bushings

Miller Trolley Shoe
Company

295 Columbia Road, Boston-21, Mass.
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Baldwin Electric Motor Trucks for High Speed Service

IN FAR away Japan, and other countries, as

well as in the United States, Baldwin electric

motor trucks have met the fullest requirements of

urban and interurban service, and particularly

where fast schedules must be maintained.

The upper illustration shows one of the de

luxe trains on the Chicago, North Shore and
Milwaukee Railroad, operated between Chicago

and Milwaukee. Twenty trains in each direction

are operated daily, and the fastest schedule

allows 2 hours and 9 minutes for 86 miles.

The wheel base of these trucks is 84 inches. The
wheels are 36 inches in diameter, and the carry-

ing capacity on center plate is 30,250 pounds.

In fast service, these trucks are noted for their

easy riding qualities.

Full informalion tent upon request to Electric Railways

in any part of the world.

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, U. £. A. Cable Address: "Baldwin, Philadelphia"
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Type K-2
The most popular
U. S. Signal Double
stop indications visible
day or night. Dupli-
cate lamps provide
utmost reliability.

United States Electric Signals are made in

types to meet every possible operating condi-
tions. Our experts are at your service without
obligation, for a signal study on your road.

U. S. Electric Signals
represent modern ideals of safety

Safety without signals is a thing of the past.

Old fashioned operating methods were alright in their day. Slow,
infrequent service on a single track was a comparatively safe

enough proposition.

Can you justify such methods under present-day conditions?

If you operate slowly and infrequently enough to be safe you're
not operating efficiently. If you speed up cars, and cut headways,
and adequate, reliable signal system becomes an absolute necessity.

United States Electric Signals are widely used for single track
rperation, and as block or spacing signals on hills and curves.
Many American roads noted for their up-to-date operating methods
have hundreds of U.S. Electric Signal installations.

Connecticut Company
Public Service of New Jersey

City of Detroit

Portland Ry. Lt. & Pr. Co.

Tacoma Ry. Pr. Co.

Tampa Electric Co.

Birmingham Lt. & Pr. Co.

(and others)

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC SIGNAL CO.
WEST NEWTON, MASS.

KEPRESENTATIVKS

:

Western: Frank F. Bodler. Monadnock Bldg.. San Francisco. Calif.
rorplcn: Forest City Electric Service Supply Co.. Manchester. Eng:land.

The 3-Section

TRENTON TOWER

Modern in every detail

IT has a greatly increased range of height,

due to the use of an intermediate section

which reinforces the top one.

Its easy operation facilitates emergency line

work where every second counts.

Its rugged, sturdy construction affords a

firm, unshakable footing for the men up

top.

Every feature is designed and built in

accordance with the requirements of the

service. It's cheaper to own and use one
TRENTON TOWER than several make-
shifts.

EST. 1884

J. R. McCARDELL CO.
TRENTON, N. J., U. S. A.
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Quick Accurate
Permanent
A Record of Each Sale

When the Sale is Made

The sale of electric railway transportation is^

strictly a retail business proposition and should
comply with those methods which have beeik
found most successful in other lines of merchan-
dising.

The only safe method is to mechanically indicate-

and record the amount of each sale in the pres-
ence of the purchaser at the time the sale is made..

Ohmer Fare Registers indicate and record the
exact amount and class of fare paid at the time
it is paid. They apply to electric railroading the
correct methods which have brought success to-

countless retail merchants.

OHMER FARE REGISTER COMPANY
Dasrton, Ohio, U. S. A.

—and
NACHOD
HEADWAY
RECORDERS

N-A-C-H-0-D
SPELLS SAFETY

((

m
it'sETTER be safe than sorry." And

much cheaper also. One serious acci-

dent may entail more loss in settling

damage claims, than an entire signal instal-

lation.

Nachod Automatic Block Signals are extremely simple to

install, to operate and to maintain. They are controlled

from overhead contactors and give duplicate indications

of lights and disks, visible day or night, under any kind

of weather conditions.

an efficient check on actual headways
Schedules may be ideal for the traffic requirements, but it's the

actual spacing and timing of cars on the road that counts with
the public. With Nachod Headway Recorders, you secure aaual
operating data, 24 hours a day, at any points on your hnes.

Know what your cara art doing

Nachod Signal Company, Inc.
Louisville, Kentucky
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ERICO Type SR
Portable Welding Outfit

is

Easy to

Weld with

Easy to

handle

Five current taps provide proper
welding currents at all conditions of

powrer from half to full line voltage.

The new type S Pencil Holder and
the ERICO Type C Handshield help

the operator to make good welds,

quicl(ly.

Light weight—only 145 pounds—and
compact shape assure easy transpor-
tation of the Type SR Rheostat, even
in vestibules of passenger cars. For
extended bonding a light weight
roller bearing wheeled Larry carries

the Rheostat. The bonding crew can
with little effort clear the track for
traffic yet maintain a high rate of

rail bond application.

Type SR Welding Rheostat has no
moving parts, requires no lubrication,

and outside of an occasional cleaning
with an air blast, requires no atten-

tion. The resistance element will not

corrode nor is it affected by frequent
heating and cooling.

Write us for further data

The Electric Railway Improvement Co.
CleTeland, Ohio

No trouble

to maintain

Type ATP
Arc Weld Bond

Type AU
Arc Weld Bond

Just

Out!

The 1934 Riehey is virtually an encyclopedia on modem electric
railway ortranization. administration and operation. It should be
ill the reference library of every electric railway in the country.
A lew new ideas gleaned from one section of this helpful hand-
book will repay the small price of the book over and over again.

A thoroughly Revised Second Edition of

RICHEY'S

Electric RailwayHandbook
798 pages, flexible, pocket size, 600 illustrations

$4.00 net, postpaid.

By Albert S- Richey
Consulting Engineer, Professor of Electr'c Railway Engineer*

ing, Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Electric railway executives, engineers and operating' men have
long respected Richey's ELECTRIC RAILWAY HANDBOOK a8
the one great pocketbook of practice data, formulas and tables
in the electric railway field. The new 1924 second edition of
Richey covers the latest developments—describes new methods

—

records changes in theory and practice.

Every Railway Man should have it

It covers every phase of electric railway work from Roadbed and
Track to Signals and Communication. It gives priceless inform-
ation on problems which come up constantly in everyday electric
railway practice. It should be in the hands of non-technical
managers as well as ooerating men and engineers.

Section Headings
1—Roadbed and Track
2—Car Houses and Shops
S^Train Movement
4——Railway Motors
5—Controlling Apparatus
6—Current Collecting Devices

7—Trucks
8—Braking
9—Cars

10—Transmission and Distri-
bution

1 l~Signal and Communica-
tion

Examine the New Richey for

10 days Free
See this book for yourself. Examine it free. Look up some
special topics of immediate interest to you. You can keep It or
send it back as you think best. On that fair basis—send the
coupoi off today.

ytee6xcmmiawn Cotipcn
McOraw-UlU Book Co., Inc., 370 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Tou may send me on 10 days' approval Richey's Electric Hallwar
Handbuok, $4.00 net. I agree to pay for the book or return It post-
paid within 10 days ol receipt.

Sigmed

Address

Omdal Position

Name ol Company
(Books sent on approval to retail purchasers in the T7. 9. and ,
Canada only.) E. 10-11-24 |....•••••«••••••'
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ON MODERNIZED ROADS
THEY DO IT THIS WAY!

with

ROLLER-SMITH
Portable Bond Testers

Accurate

Light-weight

One-man operation

Saw-tooth contacts

Reads directly in feet

"Toonerville Trolley" days are a thing of the

past! It doesn't pay to let your track bonding
run down. The cost of neglect is far greater than
the cost of adequate upkeep.

Up-to-date roads are following the practice of
having frequent or continual check-ups on rail

bonds.

With ROLLER-SMITH Portable, Direct Read-
ing Bond Testers, OPERATED BY ONE MAN,
thework is quickly and accurately done. Readings
are direct. Defective bonds are located at once.

Better voltage, reduction of electrolysis troubles
and lower current consumption result. Isn't it

worth while?

Write for Bulletin G.200 and G-20I

V

J^SMTIHCX^IB
Hectrtcal logtcuragnts.MetjeTg and Ctrcutt Preokers

2128 Woolworth BIdg
NEW YORK

rakersj^

>i.

Works
BETHLEHEM, PA.

Offices in Principal Cttiea in £/. S. and Canada
also in Havana, Cuba

The

Yellow Coach
Manufacturing

Company
uses the

PETRY

PETRY

Some Other Users:
Boston Body Co.
J. G. Brill Co.
Camden County Bus Association
Champion Auto Equipment Co.
Consolidated Body Co.
Edwards Railway Motor Car Co.
Fifth Avenue Coach Co.
Fremont Metal Body Co.
Garford Motor Truck Co.
General Motors Truck Co.

Hahn Motor Ttmck Co., Inc.
Hampstead Mill and Bod^ Works
International Harvester Co.
International Motor Co.
G. C. Kuhlman Car Co.
Niagara Motor Boat Co.
Paterson Vehicle Co.
Pioneer Auto Works
Union Motor Truck Co.
Wiener Auto Body Co.

N. A. PETRY COMPANY, INC.
347 North Randolph St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pacific Coast Rmpresentative

:

Norman Cowan Co., 451 Rialto BIdg., San Francisco

Heater and
Tuning - Up VALVE
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It ran for twenty years!
4^1 W. II

WW

y

There's a story told of an ancient watch that ran for twenty years without

stopping or failing to keep accurate time.

It was made by an old watchmaker with infinite care and the materials were

specially selected. The design was the result of the years of experience the

old watchmaker had had.

Hence, it did exactly what it was designed and built to do and its parts

lasted accordingly.

Applied to EARLL TROLLEY CATCHERS
and RETRIEVERS

this story has a definite significance.

The early users of Earll Catchers and Retrievers have found after 15

years or more of constant service that they still function perfectly and are

good for many more years.

Like the ancient watch they are designed correctly—well made of good
materials and perform their intended purpose for years.

Send for full informatiun and prices

G. I. EARLL
York, Pa.

Canadian AgriitH: Railway and Power Eni^. Corp., Toronto, Ont.
All Othrr Foreiipi Countries: Intematinnal General Mectrlc Co., Schenectady, N .V.

Examine this book
for 10 days
FREE

Rickey's

Electric Railway Handbook
798 paffes, flexible. 4x7, over 600 illustrations, $4.00 net, postpaid.

A pocket encyclopaedia of practical informa- ing or designing engineer. It is a book which
tion on electric railway work. This book may be used by the non-technical manager as
contains the data, formulae and tables that are well as the engineer,
constantly required by the operating, construct-

The first step to bigger pay—
I. Roadbed and Track.
n. Train Movements,
m. Train MoTements,
IV, Railway Motors,
V. ControlIInK Apparatus.

VT. Current Collectini; Dr\ieri<,

VII. Trucks.
Vm. BrnkinK.
IX. Rolllnir Slock.

X. Transmission anil Distribution.

XI. Siirnals and Communication.

y^^ee6xcmmia//cnCoupon
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc, 370 Seventh Avenue. New York. N. Y.

You may send me on 10 days' approval Electric Railway Handbook, (4.00 Bet.
I agree to pay lor tiie book or return it postpaid within 10 days of receipt.

Keeular subscriber to the Electric Railway Journal?
Member of A. I. E. E. or A. E. R. A.f *

Siffncu

Address
Official position
Name of company

(Books sent on approval to retail purchasers in the U. S. and Canada only ) F.E
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I 4v

Sewer
At the big Hindu feast the natives want to know
what the future has in store.

So they kill a number of pigs and the learned men
read from the marking on the pig livers the omens
for the coming months.

By providing plenty of pigs, they're bound to find

among them' some livers with good omens.

But that doesn't prove anything, for, you can take
a lot of ununiform carbon brushes and if you pick

long enough you may find in the lot a set of pretty
good brushes.

Then you might well swear that ununiform brushes
yield you good results.

You don't have to pick and choose with Morganite.
'first draw pulls a vyinner—and so does the second
—and the second hundred—in short: Uniformity.

Universal Crane loading bal'.ast at the storage yard of the
track department of New Orleans Public Service, Inc.

UniiversaIs Save

95% of Labor

On Many Jobs
That's what the Universal Crane is doinjj in

handling fackwork, settino; poles, excavating

roadbed, loading material and handling balList

and all heav\ lifts up to five tons. One of

these one-man-operated mobile cranes, in other

words, is replacing 20 or more men on such

work.

Why keep twent\ men on the pay-roll when
one will do?

The Universal is adapted to all types of

mountings, and is readily transferable from
one to the other. Full revolving—no out-

riggers required. Investigate this great labor

saver.

X Main Office and Factory: s1519 West 38th St., New York 1
DISTRICT ENGINEERS AND AGENTS: 5

2 PitUburgh, Electrical Engineering & Mfg. Co., 909 Penn. Ave. =
S C/ncinnafi, Eleftrical Engineering & Mfg. Co., 607 Mercantile Library S
S Building. S
S CUeeland, Electrical Engineering & Mfg. Co.. 422 Union Bailding. =
= Philadelphia, Electric Power Equipment Corp., 412 North 18th St- =
S Baltimore, O. T. Hall, Sales Engineer, 1926 Edmondson Ave. =
S Revere, Afaat., J. F. Drummey, 75 Pleasant Street. S
£ Low Angalea, Special Service Sales Co., 502 Delta Building. S
S San Francisco, Special Service Sales Co., 202 Russ Building. —
SI Toronto, Can., Railway & Power Engineering Corp., Ltd., 131 ^2 Eastern Ave. —
£ Montreal, Can., Railway & Power Engineering Corp., Ltd. 326 S= Craig St., West. =
~ Winnipeg, Can., Railway fis Power Engineering Corp., Ltd., P. O. —
— Box No. 3S. H

iiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiii^

Cempetely contained on 40 (cot car

Write for Bulletin 26-D

The UNIVERSAL CRANE CO.
1153 Swetland BIdg., Cleveland, Ohio
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ELRECO TUBULAR POLES
niiniiiiiiiniiiiiriMiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

TMt CHAMrrnCO JOl^

i Lowest Cost
I Least Maintenance

COMBINE
Lightest Weight

Greatest Adaptability

I Catalog- complete with engineerinr data sent on request. 3

I ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO. I
i CINCINNATI, OHIO |

I New York City. 30 Church Street I
iuiuniniiminnniniiuiiiHiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

nHiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiHtmiiiiHiuiiiiiii
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I
We are prepared

to handle any high grade proposition where

VARNISHED CAMBRIC
Wires and Cables

are required.

When using quality Wires and Cables use quality Tapes.

"MANSON" Tape, "OKONITE" Tape, "DUNDEE" Tapes

THE OKONITE CO., Passaic, N. J.

^f?:
Incorporated 1884

Balet OBices: Nmt York—Atlanta—
Pittsburgh—San Franeiaco.
Agents: Central Electric Co., Chicago,
111. Pettlngell-Andrews Co., Boston,
Mass. ; The P. D. Lawrence Electric
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; Novelty Elec-
tric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Canad:an Representatives: Engineering
Materials Limited, Montreal.

I TflflDE MARK.

SiuMuiiuiiuiniiuliinniiiiiiiniiiiiririiiiMriiiiiiiiiiMiniiiiiiiiiiitirnniiiiMiilllMMiHiiriiiMiiiiiiiinniliniliiiiniititinilliiliiniinii^

auiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii^

I GO D WI N STEEL
I PAVING GUARDS

Adapted to all type*

of rail* and
paving.

W. S. GODWIN CO., Inc

Proven by
*ervice to
economically pre-

vent seepage and
diiin tegration o<

street railway paving.

IFrite for Illustrated
Catalog No. 20.
Race It McComa* Sts.,

Baltimore, Md.
.«iiuiiiHiiiiHnmiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiMtiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiMiiiihiii(iiMniiiitMiiiiniiiniitiiiHiiintiniiiiin;nitiiiMiniiniiitiiiiiiiiii

HMlUHHiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiitiiitliiiiiiiiiliiiiinilitiiiiiMininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiintifiiMiiniilliitiiitiriiiiiiiiitiiiti'-

ROEBLING
I WELDING CABLE
I

ELECTRICAL WIRES and CABLES
I John A. Roebling'* Son* Company, Trenton, N. J.

^iiinfiHiiiHimiiiiiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiMiintitiiiMiiiuiiiiiiiniiinniiniiiiitiriiiiiMiiiiiinntiriiiniiitiriMMinMtiriiniiiiiDiiitiMtiiiiHtHiS

•iiiMuuiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin'.

f
Shaw Lightning Arresters |

I Standard in the Electric Industries =

I for 35 years |

I
Henry M. Shaw f

i ISO Coit St., Irvington, Newark, N. J. I
i I
janniiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiitiriiiiiiiiiiiMriininiinniiiiiiNiitiniiiiiHiiiniiiiririiiiiiriMiiiitiiitMriiiriiiiiiiitnniiiiniiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

luiiHiiiiiitiiiirMiritifiiitiiitiinitMiiMiiiitiiiiiiMNiiiiiMniiiiitiiiiniMMiiiriiniirtiiiiiiniiMriiiiiMMiiiiiiiiitMiriMiiinMiiiitii imu:

TRO
ANACONDA COPPER ^C^^-T'T^^^^^^^-J '''^^ AMERICAN
MINING COMPANY fe^^ BRASS COMPANY • =

>nway UuiMini:. Chicago. III. fc^3 Gmcral OfficcK: Waicrbury, Conn, ji
.uluiuimumiiiiuiiuiiinniiiuMiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiHiiunuiiiiniuniiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiii?

AMELECTRJCPRODUCTS
BARE COPPER WIRE AND CABLE

TROLLEY WIRE
WEATHERPROOF WIRE

AND CABLE

Beg. V. S. Pat. Office

Lncandescent Lamp Cord

PAPER INSULATED
UNDERGROUND CABLE

MAGNET WIRE

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS
PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

Bottun, 17< Federal; Chteaco, 112 W. Adams

;

Cincinnati, Traction RIdg. ; New York, ItO B. 4>nd St.

1

I

.iiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiitiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitiiuiniiiinMtiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiitiMiiifiniiitiiiniiiniiiniiiiiiiiui^

uniiiiiiiiiiiiiilililiDtiriihiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiilltlillllillilliniKilliniiiiiillMinMiiiiiiinrniiniiiiitiiiiir iiiiiiMiiniiitnilntitiiillii.^

I I J-P Products of interest to Electric Railways |

NOARK Tu«i

T{thlwiiy anit C\UU€
hangCTi ami imuialon

NOARKTuif Clipj
CUTOUT BASES

J-P C^oltlin? Service

^0\KK Sermaarul
tJMerground Zoxes

VULCABESTON
Sheei and T\op(Taching

JOHNS-PRATT CO. HARTFORD, CONN.
|

,i riiiiiiMiiitiiiiimiMiMiiiiiiiMitiiiiniirMMmiiMMinmnnnnMinMiiiMiiiiniinrMiiiMiiiinmiiimniiMinimiiiiiMiiimiiiNiM

i^wiiiiiinir JiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiriiiHiiiMiiiininiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiniiiiMMiiiiiiiiniiiiiiti^

I ^^^^ For dependable Line Material that I
^^fl^^^^^ will give you maximum service use

^^^^^^^^ Send for Latest Quotations
= ^^^^^ Main Office and Factory, Boston, Mass. =
= MARK 1
FiiiiiiMiiiiu iiiiiMmMinnntiMiimtiMiiiniiiiMinniMnniniiiMiiinMiiininiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiMiimtitmiiiiiiiiiiir

^iiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiitniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiintiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiin

Chapman
f 1 Automatic Signals

I I Charles N. Wood Co., Boston
lliMiiuiiiiiiniiHiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiinniiiiiiiiMiniiitiiniinHiiiMiiMntitiMHH

'Jimii.iiiiimtiniiiMiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiimiiiiiiiiniiMinnmiMiitiMniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiininiiMiiiiiiinh

Standard Underground Cable Co. |
Pittsburgh, Pa. I

Manufaoturera of >
Coppw, Bra**, Bronx* Wir**, Rod*, Tube* |
Coppor Clad Steel Wire §
in*ulatad Wir* of all kinds §
L*ad Cov*r*d and Armored Cables |
CabI* Terminals, Junction Boxes, etc,

|
I Boston. Waahington. Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Seattle. Chicago. I
I New York. Atlanta. San Francisco. Detroit. Los Angeles. St Louis i
Tiiitiiiiiriiiiiiiiintiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin(iMiniiiiiiiti)iniiiiMiiiiiiiMMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiniiiiiHititiiiiiiiMiMiiiiiiiniiiii<*«

SMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiiiMniiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnniitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii^

RAMAPO AJAX CORPORATION
Ramapo Automatic
Return Switch

Stands
for Passing

Sidings

RACOItl^ ^p«!i_r

RACOR Tee Rail
Special Work.

TMAO. MAUK Manganese
Construction

I GENERAL OFFICESi HILLBURN, NEW YORK
I Chicago New York Supertur. Wis. Niagara Falls. B. T
I CHnHdlan Ramapo Iron Workft Ltd.. Niagara Falls. Ont.

'iiMiiiiiiiiiiipiiHi in."iiii niillHlinillllllliiiinlinillMili "iniiniiiiilliiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiliiMiiiiimuililHlHiuiliK
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American
Rail Bonds

CROWN
UNITED STATES
TWIN TERMINAL
SOLDER
TRIPLEX

Arc Weld and Flame Weld

Send for neto

Rail Bond Book

American Steel & Wire
CIIICAGO /^^ ^
NEW YORK Company

From virgin forests of

clean, unblighted trees

Live Chestnut

POLES
Attractive Prices Quoted

Our big business in this par-

ticular field enables us to quote

to railway and electric com-
panies especially attractive

prices on 30 ft., 35 ft., and 40
ft. lengths.

We offer a reliable, prompt, and
economical source of supply of
poles, ties and switch timbers.

COOK POLE & TIE CO.
Commercial Trust BIdg., Philadelphia, Pa.

s (

s
i

\\

unuHiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii luiiiiiriiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiinniiiiiiiiiii
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SPECIALISTS
in the

Design and Manufacture
of

Standard—Insulated—and
Compromise Rail Joints

The Rail Joint Company
61 Broadway, New York City

«iiuiiiuRiiiiHiiiiiiiiuiiii I iHii uuiiiii miiiiiiii iiiiiini i iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii iiiiiiiimninii

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

A Single Segment or a Complete Commutator
U turned out with equal care is our tbopa. Tbe ordera wa Sll
differ only in magnitude; amal] ordera command our atmoat car*
and iktil Juat aa do larrr ordera. CAMERON qusllty appllea to
CTery coU or aerment that we can make, aa well aa to erary
<'i>minuutor we build. That'a why ao many electric railway m»n
rely abeolutely on our name.

Cameron Electrical Mfg. Co., Anaonia, Connecticut

jinHiiiiiiniiinitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHtiiiiiMiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiMiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiriiiiintiiiiiiiiitiiiririiititiiiinii
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.iniiiitiMiiiliiiiiintliiilMimilllittiiiiilililMliliiiHiiiiilnuiiiHililililillllliiiMiutiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiluiMiniiiiitniiHiRHrmmfnmc
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THE BBtiT TBCSS PLANK ELECTRIC REATKE BVEB PRODDCKII |

No.

478Ei
GOLD CAR HEJ^TING A LIGHTING CO.. BROOKLYN. N. Y. |

iiiMMMhUMtiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiMMiiiMiMiititiiiiirMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiitiMniiH-niniinMitniniHS

MiiiiiniiuiiinitiMMiiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiininMHtiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiMtiiiiintintiiiiiyiiiimtitiHWiir
E

Gets Every Fare

PEREY TURNSTILES
or PASSIME lERS

Um tfiem In jont PrvpBnnmt Ar*m» «ii4

Street Cvi

Percy Manufacturing Co., Inc.
101 Park Avenua. New York City

^iiiMininnnniiniiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiititiHiiiMniiiiniitinniiiitiiMMiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiMiirniiitiiitiimiHwmim

onniiiMiinHMiiHMiiiiiiiiiiHiniitiiiiMiinnuHniHiMiMiiMiiMMiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiinMHMiiMiiiiiinimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitmiuiitfiHiiinHMRSj

iCHILLINGWORTH i

One-Piece Gear Caaea
Seamloaa—RIvetleaa—Ll(ht Welcht
Beat for Service—Durability and

Economy. Writm Um,

Chillingworth Mfg. Co.
Jaraey City, N. J.

lltllinUIMiniMIIIIIIIIIHIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMmillllllUIIIIIIIIIIUIIIHH

The Most Succetsful Men in the Electric Railway

Industry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

Every Week

I

I
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lllllUllllllllllllllllllIlllltlllHIIIIIIIHlUIIIIIIIIIIIIIINtlUIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIlllllllHIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIMIIlUIMIIIU^

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
Builders since 1868 of

Water Tube Boilers
of continuing reliability

85 Liberty Street, New York

Makers of Steam Superheaters

since 1898 and of Chain Grate

Stokers since 1893
BRANCH OFFICES

Boston, 49 Federal Street
Philadelphia. North American Buildins
Pittsburgh, Farmers Deposit Bank Builoing
Cleveland. Guardian Building
Chicago. Marquette Building
Cincinnati. Traction Building
Atlanta, Candler Building
Phoenix. Ariz., Heard Building
Dallas, Tevx., 2001 Magnolia Building
Honolulu, H. T., Castle & Cooke Building
Portland, Orb., 805 Gascc Building

WORKS
Bayonne, N. J.

Barberton, Ohio

BRANCH OFFICES
Detroit, Ford Building
New Orleans, 521-5 Baronne Street
Houston, Texas, Southern Pacific BuIIdlDg
Denver, 435 Seventeenth Street
Salt Lake City, 705-6 Kearns Building
San Francisco. Sheldon Building
Los Angeles. 404-6 Central Building
Seattle, L. C, Smith Building
Havana, Cuba, Calle de Aguiar 104
San Juan, Porto Rico, Royal Bank Building

iiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiininniniiinnininMiiinininiinniiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiriuiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiuHiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii?

uiitiuiumnniHiiHiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiitiiiiiMiiiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiir-^ ^iiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiitiiiMiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiHm

LI

We Diakr a specialty of

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
LUBRICATION
VV'e solicit a test of TULC

on your equipment

The Universal Lubricating Co.
Olpveland. Ohio

Tulc. Inc.. Baatern RepreacntatiTe.
1617 Ootham National Bank Bldr.. Maw York City

i?ttiiiuiiiiiimiitMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiriiiiiiti(iiiiiiiiiitiiii(iiititiKriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiii)iiii^

'juuiiiiiimiiiiMiiiMiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiM •i*Hiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Direct
Automatic
Registration

By th«

Passengers
Rooke Automatic |

RegUter Co. |

Pvovldcnca. R. I. i
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIKIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllltllUII?

I THE WORLD'S STANDARD

"IRVINGTON"
I Black and Yellow

I Vamishecl Silk, Vamiihed Cambric, Varnished Paper

I Irr-O-SIot Insulation Flexible Varnished Tubing

I Insulating Varnishes and Compounds

I Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co.
I Irvington, N. J.

I Salts Representatives in the Principal Cities

friiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiuiiiiiMiiiiiiitMiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiHuiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiitimiii

^iiifiiiMiillnlltltlliMMliillintitiiiniiiMMllliiiiriiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitiiillllliniililiiliiiilllllliiiiiliiHiiiiiiiinililiiiiMHiiiniuilllll

I I ^IIIIIIIIIIIIIH^ Car Heating and Ventilation

« i = P5
are two of tbe winter problems that you must
Mttle without delay. We can ghow you how
to take care of both, with one equipment
Mow li the time to ret your can ready (or
next winter. Write (or details.

'.inuiiiiuiuHiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiiliniitiiniitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiMM*!

2iiiiiitnHiUMiMltiiiiniiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiliiniiiiillnliniilniiiliiiitiiii)iiiiiiiiliiliiiiiiiiinillillllirillili(illiiliMiiiiiiilllllsBLjllllliii»^

I SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED TROLLEY CORD I

il2iU3fii = The Peter Smith Heater Company
I ^lllllllllllll^ 6209 Hamilton Are., Detroit, Mich.

^UtHINIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIinillllllUlllllllMlllllllllllllllllinilllllllllllllHIIIIIIIMIIIUIIIUIIIIIIIII

^ ^iiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiianiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiuiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiintiiiiMiiniiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiNiii^

PROVIDENCE H-B
FENDERS LIFE GUARDS

u. 8. iru. oa.Trade Mark Bag.

I Made of extra quality stock (Irmly lyralded and smootbly (bilahed 1
1 Osredilly inspected and ruaranteed (ree from flaws. 1
i Samples and information gladly sent. |

I
SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON. MASS. s

~iMiMHWiimiiiiMMMimiiiiiMMiiMHiiiiiriMMHiiiiimiiniiriinniiinMniiiiMiiMinMiiiiiniiniiMinniiiiMiiiimimiiMiimini^^

MIL¥MSK». Wgj. U.5.A.

i Thn Consolidated Car Fender Co., ProTidence, R. I.

I Wendell & MacDuffie Co.. 1 10 E. 42nd St.. New York
I General Sales Asenta

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiui

aiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiij

3 =

I

I Electrical Machinery, Steam Turbines, Steam Engines, |
I Condensers, Gas and Oil Engines, Air Compressors,

|

I Air Brakes i

-titHittiMiiiiiMiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiHiiiiimiiniitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

i(:OSKEUTE"
The Stop Light for street cars. Uper-

|
ates from brake system. Details on re-

|
quest. I

The Oskel Equipment Co.
|

940 McCormick Bldg., Chicago, 111. |

'<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiuiiiiii§

^nHHII1lllinillllimUIIIIUIIIInlllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllll'llllllMIIIIIMIIIIIMMIIUMIMIIIin»llllllllllllllintlllllMIIMMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUII»IIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIUIIIMIIIIII»lllllln

ECONOMIZERS
reduce fuel costs t>y mskins
use of waste exhaust raaes
to preheat the boiler feed.

Patented construction proren
bj 20 years of service. FOSTER

SUPERHEATERS
improve enrine. tnrUne and
tmiler economy l>y enabUnc a
llren amount of steam to do
more work. Over 10.000 In-

stallations In stationary power
plants.

I POWER SPECIALTY CO., LrF-;;r/:i'.T^^i^'i2!^fri,SS;."£!SS: 111 Broadway, NEW YORK
|

liiuuiiurminiiiiuiHiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiHHiiiiHiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiimiiuiiiuiiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiMiiiiiMiuiiiiiiM
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aiumiiuiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii

AJAX
Standard

materials for

motor bearings,

especially in

electric railway

work

The Ajax MetalCompany

JiiiiiiiiiiliiniiniuMiiiiuHniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiitiiiiinMiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitnimiiiiiiniiinir

BRAKE SHOES
AERA Standards

Brake Heads

i NEW

Established 1880

PHILADELPHIA
YORK CHICAGO BOSTON CLEVELAND

Diamond "S" Steel Back and Lug Shoes
best for all equipment.

Manufactured and sold under U.
Patent and Registered Trade Mark.

S.

niniiniiiiiniiMiiiininniitiniiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

uniiiiiniiinnmmniiMiniiiMurnniiimiimiimiMiiiiMnimiiiuiiiiiinnniiniMiiiriniiuMniiniiiiMniiMMiiiiiiiniiiinnniMiiir^--^

SCREECH!!**!

HOWL!!**
GRIND!!

All eliminated

by

MEXICAN
GRAPHITE CURVE GREASE

Unaffected by rain, heat or cold.

Cars won't scrape it off.

Adheres to the guard of the rail.

Write today for particulars.

The United States Graphite Co.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

iiuiiiiiiiiilHiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiuiiiiiiuuHuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuS

I American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co.

I 30 Church Street, New York

I 332 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago

iiiiiiiiiriiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiimiiniiniiiinninimi

iiiiinniiiHiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiriiiririiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniinniiiiriiiiiiiiiiititHiiniriiiiniiiriritiiiiiiitiiiiiiitMiiiniiiiiutiuitiii.

Clip time—clip costs with the I

FLOWER BRUSH HOLDER
Reversible—Replaceable Box f

s
X

To start with this box is made of rolled plate which of |
course wears longer than the softer cast metal. I

YHien Inner sur-
faces have worn
It is necessary
only to put front
plate In rear and
rear plate in front.

When aill four sur-
faces are worn,
new standard
parts are obtain-
able at trining
cost.—a stock can
easily be carried
at all times.

What's more the
four cap screws
that bind the box
together are posi-

tively

secured
atainst
looseninr
by a special
form of soft brass
locking band
washer. Just as
secure as a cast

bos.

Write now tor
further details,

—

or briler still net
a Flower Holder
and try It ont
yourself.

D. B. FLOWER
1217 Spring Garden St.

Philadelphia, Pa. '^^^^^^^^'^ PiienifdW^^^^ Sept. 1.1914 1
"iliMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiniiiinintillllliMiMiiiiiiiiMMiMliiiiiiiltiMiiiiiiimiimiiiiMiMitiiiiiiiit miihi innulumiinH. s
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^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiii I iiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiilli iiiiiiiiiiiiiNllliiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiriiiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiininniiiiniMI

McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Co.

General Offices:

111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Street Cars
^

j Trucks

Snow Sweepers

iuiiiiiNiiiiMiiiiiiiiininiMiiiniiiiinnniiiiiMriiiiniiriMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiniiniiiiiiiiinriimuiiriiiiinniiiiiitiriiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiMiuiinniiiMiii^

JiiinimniNiuniiiniunMNMniriiuninimuiiinnuMiiiMNiiinMiiinmiMiiitiiiimmiiimmiimiiiiMiiimmiiiiiimiiniiimiliin^ UMiiMiMniiMMiiimiiiiiiiirimiiinnniiMiMNUiniiiiMHininiiMMinMiniinuNiiiiiiiiniMiriimiiiriiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiniiiniiiiiiinuitiit'^

The Zone System of Fares j

is Successfully Collected |

with the Aid of |

CLEVELAND
FARE BOXES

|

Let Us Give You Particulars 1

The Cleveland Fare Box Co. |

Cleveland, Ohio ' |

Cnnailian Cleveland Fare Box Co., Ltd., =
Preston, Ont. §

I Coin Counting and Sorting Machines. Change Carriers |

fiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiliiiiiriiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiH

atniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiinniMiiiiiiiiiifitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiMiiiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiL

JOHNSON HS?'
Adjustable

The t)eat chancrer; on the market.
Can be adjusted l>7 the conductor to
throw out a varylntr ntuiber of
coins, necessarT- to meet chantea in
rates of fares.

Flexible

<i&?>^

Don't Overlook
Opportunities

I Men who regularly keep |

I in touch with the market |

I
through other channels

|

I
often overlook the many |

f opportunities that are |

I
to be found in the

|

Searchlight Section |

I For Every Business Want |

I "Think Searchlight First" I
= 0150 I
SniiiiiinfiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiitiiMiiiiiiMiitititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Etach barrel a separate unit, permit-
ting the conductor to Interchange
the barrels to suit his personal re-
quirements, and to facilitate tha ad-
dition of extra barrels.

I
JOHNSON FARE BOX COMPANY f

I Ravenswood, Chicago, 111. |
^itllll^IlllllMlnlll^^llrll^llllllMllllll^llllrIllllll^lllltlllllll^lltllllllllllllllllllllulllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllllllllIlllllluuJlluc

••iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiumiini.

I I

International

Registers I

Made in single and double

types to meet requirements

of service. For hand or foot,

mechanical or electric opera-

tion. Counters, car fittings,

conductors' punches.

Exclusive selling agents for
Type R-11 HeeREN EnaMEL BADGES.

Double ReBister

The International Register Co.
15 South Tbroop Street, Chicago, Illinois , ' |

s
niiiiiiiiiiiniiiiirniiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiu'

urliiiiiiiiiiiMlinntiriMiriiiililltlilliilllilMiiiitiiiiilliiilillliitiiMillliiiiiiitiiiiiititiiiitliiililllllltiiiMitiiiliiiiiiiiilllDlllllllitititiiiiiil

I B. A. HEXHJMAN, Jr., PrMldent C. C. CASTLE, Flnt Vlce-PT««l<Jent
= H. A. HEGEMAN, Vlc«-Pre«. and Tre«s. F. T. SARQENT. aMntatJ

I W. C. PETERS, Manager SalM and Engineering.

I
National Railway Appliance Co.

I Grand Central Terminal, 408 Lexlncton Ave., Cor. 4Bth St.. New Tark
i Munaey Bide, Waahlnrton, D. C. 100 Boylston St.. Boston, ICaas.

i Hegeman-Castle Corporation, Hallway Bxchange Bulldlnc. Chlcagra.

RAILWAY SUPPLIES
Tool Steel Gears and Pinions
Bell Locked Fare Box and
Change Maker

The Aluminum Field Colls
Truck and Car Repair Parts
Cutler-Hammer Electric

Heaters _
Pittsburgh Force & Iron Co.'s

Products
Genesco Paint Oils
B. Z. Car Control Corpora-

tion's Safety Devices
Garland Ventilators
Flaxlinum Insulation
Yellow Coach Mfg. Co.'s

Single and Doubia Dack
_ Busses

Economy Blactrlo Deviea^Oo .'a

Power Saving and Inspec-
tion Meters

Anglo-American Tarnish Co.,
Varnishes, Enamels, ato.

Ollmer Multiple Safety Step
Treads

National Hand Holds
Ft. Pitt Spring & Ulg. 0»..

Springs
Turnstile Car Corporation's

Turnstiles

Anderson Slack Adjostere
Feasible Drop Brake 8tafT?<

Dunham Hoppar Door Devio»

jliiiilliiniii I niliilliiuull mil iillillliiltlllllliiiiiilllllllliuililiilllll illiliillllllllliiiilllllllliiiKiiiiiiniuii
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MHHHiirininiiiiniinHMiiitMiuiMiiiiiMiMiHHiMniMnmititiiiiitititiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiMMiiiiiMiiHiitiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitniiiir ;:>MtriiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiriiiriMiiiiii:iiiiii:iiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiifrt.rfiriirnitiiiniiiiiiiiiiiirtiiin)riinnnHirittiniiniiiiHMiHi*'

/^)

V CORRECT IT

USE LE CARBONE CARBON BRUSHES I

-fiu^l^f"
/^U->«^

COST MORB PER BRUSH
COST LESS PER CAR MILE

W. J. Jeandron
345 Madison Avenue, New York

Pittsburgh Office: 634 Wabash Bldg.

Chicago Office: 1657 Monadnock Block

San Francisco Office: 525 Market Street

('HDBdlan Diitribntor*: Lyman Tube A Bopply Co., LM..
HootTeal and Toronto

miiiiiiiiiuiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiimiiiMiiMiiiiinniMHiiiiiitiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiMiiitiiiiiiuiin

ammiimiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmniiii;

Play for safety

—

plus resiliency—
plus long life

By specifying

FORT PITT SPRINGS
FORT PITT SPRING &

MFG. CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

ITinilllliliiilliinniniiiiiiiliHiitintiiiniitiiitiiitiiiniMiiimiiinMiinliniiniiiiiliiiNlillllllillilliltiililiillMiiiiiiiiiiiiititinMiiiiiitiiiiR

^llliiniiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiMtiiitiiitiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiii

HEADLININGS
THE PANELYTE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.

iiiHiiniiniiniiiiiMMHiiniiiHiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiriiiii'MiiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

2iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiinMiiiiniiiiiiiMMMiiniiiuiiiiMiiiuiMiiniHinMiiiiitiiiiiii(iiitiiiiiiiiMititHiii(iniiiiiiiitiMiiiiiiiiiiMfiiiiiiiiiiitiiiHii

STUCKI
SIDE

BEARINGS
A. STUCKI CO. I
Oliver Bide. 1

Pittsburch, Pa. |

IIIMMIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIMMniMMIIHIIIIIMIMIMIItllllllllinHIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIMMIIIIItllMIMIIIIIIM^inillMIMItlR

HETHERINGTON & BERNER
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

SAND DRYER HOUSE AND EQUIPMENT; |

Dryers, Elevators, Etc. i

li

I This illustration above shows a completed 200-ton capacity

I sand dryer and storage house—"sand house"—for short.

I We furnished the dryer, feed elevator, hot sand elevator,

s rotary screen with hopper, distributing pipes from hopper,

I discharge gates and pipes and structural steel frame. The
I Street Railway Co. provided the foundations and lumber.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiciii'itiiiiiiiiihiiiiiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniii'iiiiiiiii'. -iiiiiiiiiiiHiiMMMHiiitiiiiimni

niiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiitiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiititititiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiini

Waterproofed Trolley Cord

Is the tinesi rord that science and skill can produce.
Its wearing qualities are unsurpassed

FOR POSITIVE SATISFACTION ORDER
SILVER LAKE

If you are not familiar with ihr ((uality you will he

surprised at its ENDURANCE and ECONOMY.
Sold by Ntt WtighU and Pall Ltngtht

SILVER LAKE COMPANY
Manufacturers o/ ball, Mtgnai and othmr cord*.

NawtonTille, Massachusetts
liniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii iniiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiimniiiiiiiiHiniiiiini

lllllltiiiiiiitiililimiiiiliiiiliiiilililllillillllliMlltllllMlllltiiMiniiiiillMimilMiliMlliliitilnliiinniiiiiliiiiiliiiiMllHllMUHittiiiiMiiitk

For better Axles Specify
|

"VALSCO" i

HEAT TREATED CAR AXLES I

LACLEDE STEEL CO. |

Arcade Bldg. St. Louis, Mo.
|

iiiinMiiiiniiririnnnniiiiMtiniiiiiiMHiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiMMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiniiiiiiiiiiiinniiniinnMiiniiiiinHiiiiMtitiiiniiiiiiitniw

niiiuiiiniiiiiinuiMiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiii(i(iiih)itiii(iiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiuiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiniiiiii Minitiiiitmiti*

i THE SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
i Man you want

I will locate the Position you want

I Equipment you want
3

I
Are you using the Searchlight?

WIUIMIMIIIHIMUHIIIIHUMIMIMIIMIIIIIMMMMIIIIMMtMIIIHnilMtlllllMlinmmihfrfnnMIIMIIItilllinilirillMinilMH^IininillMttmHIiIH^
j

J
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Searchlight Section
POSITIONS VACANT LEGAL NOTICE

yOUNU man of technical training in civil
or electrical engineering and possessing
some knowledge of street railway opara-
tlon wanted. Must furnish reference and
complete statement of experience. An
excellent executive opportunity with rap-
Idly growing street railway system in the
Middle West. Triflers need not apply.
P-733, Electric Railway Journal, Old
Colony Bldg.. Chicago, III.

POSITIONS WANTED
.AS superintendent or superintendent motive
power and equipment; 12 years' experi-
ence in all phases of city, one-man
safety, interurban, and bus service. Uni-
versity graduate. Desires change. Ref-
erences. Free Nov. 15. rW-743. Elec-
tric Railway Journal, Old Colony Hldg..
Chicago, 111.

KNGINEER, many years of experlonoe In
the construction and operation of power,
refrigeration and Industrial plants and
management of car shops, wishes to
make change for the better. Now em-
ployed as chief engineer of a steam tur-
bine plant in Southwest ; best of refer-
ences. Location, Southwest U. S. Texas
preferred. PW-744 Electric Railway
Journal, 883 Mission St. San Francisco,
Cal.

EQUIPMENT engineer, five years' street
railway experience, desires change in
position. At present employed. PW-745
Blec. Railway Journal, Leader News
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

EXECUTIVE. Urban and interurban. Wide
successful experience in all departments
of construction and operation. PW-740,
Electric Railway Journal, Leader-News
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

MASTER mechanic wishes position ; over
20 years' experience on large city and
interurban equipments and shop practice.
Have good record on economical i.ialn-
tainance. Available any time. Age 41).

PW-741, Electric Railway Journal, 10th
Ave. at 36th St., New York,

TRACK supervisor, experienced in both citv
and high speed lines, desires similar posi-
tion anywhere. PW-742, Electric Railway
Journal, Leader-News Bldg., Cleveland,
Ohio.

SPECIAL SERVICE

Eflarient and Systematic Traffic Inspection,
Traffle checking, schedule making. Register

inspection a specialty. Rates reasonable.
United Inspectlonal Service, P. O. Box
565, Newark, N. J.

LEGAL NOTICE

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION
ETC.. REQUIRED BY THE
ACT OF CONGRESS OF

AUGUST 24, 1912
Of Electric Railway Journal, published

weekly at New York, N. Y., for Oct. 1,

State of New York )-„
County of New York J

Before me, a Notary Public in and for
the State and county aforesaid, personally
appeared C. H. Thompson, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he Is the Secretary of Mc-
Graw-Hill Company, Inc., Publishers of
Electric Railway Journal, and that the fol-
lowing Is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership,
management (and If a daily paper, the cir-
culation), etc., of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown In the above caption,
required by the Act of August 24, 1912,
embodied In section 443, Postal Laws and
Regulations, printed on the reverst of this
form, to wit

:

i'..'^*'^' ^^^ names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business managers are: Publisher, Mc-
MoQraw-HlII Company, Inc.. 10th Ave at

audi St., New York, N. Y. Editors, H. W.
Blake and H. L. Brown, 10th Ave. at 36th
St., New York, N. Y. Managing Editor,
None. Business Managers, David Cameron,
10th Ave. at 36th St., New York, N. Y.

2. That the owner is: (If the publica-
tion is owned by an individual his name
and address, or if owned by more than
one individual the name and address of
each, should be given below ; if the publi-
cation is owned by a corix>ration the name
of the corporation and the names and ad-
dresses of the stockholders owning or
liolding one per cent or more of the total
amount of stock should be given.) Mc-
Graw-Hill Company, ina, 10th Ave. at
36th St.. New York, N. Y. James H. Mc-
Graw, 10th Ave. at 36th St.. New York,
N. Y. Arthur J. Baldwin, 10th Ave. at
36th St., New York, N. Y. Henry W.
Blake, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York,
N. Y. Fred R. Low, 10th Ave. at 36th St.,
New York, N. Y. Leonard D. Baldwin, 27
Pine Street, New York, N. Y. James H.
McGraw and James H. McGraw, Jr.,
10th Ave. at 36th St., New York, N. Y.,
Trustees for Harold W. McGraw, James
H. McGraw, Jr.. Curtis W. McGraw,
Donald C. McGraw. Essex County Trust
Co., et ai, East Orange, New Jer-
sey, Trustees for Estate of John A. Hill.
Leonard D. Baldwin and Arthur J. Bald-
win, 27 Pine Street, New York, N. Y.,
Trustees for Donald Baldwin, Grace Riker,
Franklin Baldwin. Cynthia Hazelton.
James H. McGraw and James H. McGraw,
Jr., 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York, N. Y.,
Trustees for Marian McGraw. Mason Brit-
ton, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York, N. Y.
Malcolm Muir, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New
York, N. Y., Trustee for Lida K. Muir.
Grace W. Mehren, 63 Falrview Ave., So.
Orange, N. J. Curtis W. McGraw, 370
Seventh Ave.. New York, N. Y. Donald C.
McGraw, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York,
N. Y.

3. That the known landholders, mort-
gagees, and other security holders owning
or holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other se-
curities are: (If there are none, so state.)
Ncne.

4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockhold-
ers, and security holders, if any, contain
not only the list of stockholders and se-
curity holders as they appear upon the
books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting, is given ; also
that the said two paragraphs contain state-
ments embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders and se-
curity holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bona flde owner ; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as .=o stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies
of each Issue of this publication sold or
distributed, through the mails or otherwise,
to paid subscribers during the six months
preceding the date shown above Is (This
information is required from daily publica-
tions onlv.)

McGRAW-HILL COMPANY. INC.
C. H. THOMPSON. Secretary.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
30th day of Sept., 1924.

rSeal.] MARTIN J. WIEMBR.
Notary Public Queens County Certificate

No. 1208. Certificate filed In New York
County No. 194.
(My Commission expires March 30, 1926.)

EARCHLIGHT
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FOB SALB

3 White "50"

Motor
Coaches
10 months old

Kuhlman 25-passenger bodies. Run

I
15,000 miles. Original tires still

I operating. Will be painted, lettered

I and fitted with new tires. Owners

I
lost franchise.

I Code "BULO"

Transit Equipment Co.
I Car*—Motor*

I
501 Filth Avenue, New York

MIHMMIIt •••••••M lOMI IIMIMIIMIIIIMdIII III)MIIHH>*I«»IH*

Relaying Rails
NEW RAILS -ACCESSORIES

See onr fnll sage
annoancement on
pagre 49.

/ Ton or ICOO

LBEfi^ELRCO

PITTSBUBGH. PA NEW YORK CITY
JERSEY CITY - PHILADELPHIA - HAMILTON.O

(llltltllMIMIIM

llllllllllllltllll

I \

IllilllllltllltltlllllllllllltltllllllUtC.

FOB SALE
f

I
8—GE K-35-G-2 Controllers,

|

I complete. |

I
1—Birney Safety Gar, fully |

I
equipped. |

I
4—GE-74 Railway Motors. |

I 4—WH-307 Railway Motors. |

I 4—WH-306-CA Railway Mo- |

I tors. I

I Herring Utilities Equipment Co. f

i 7 East 42nd St.. New York |

For Sale—Built in 1920
2—Kuhlman Semi-Steel Interurban

Cars, Passenger, Smoker and
Baggage.

Lenrth 54-ft. 7^4-in.: width 8-ft. 6-I0.
BriU 27 MCB 2 Trucks.
4 G. E. 203 motors. Complete.

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO
Commonwealth Bldg.. Philadelphia. Pa.

'.itllllltlilltltlllllllltllltllilK

WE BUY
DISMANTLED RAILROADS

and specialize in the Belling of

RAILS. CARS, TRACK MATERIAL.
STEEL PILING, PIPE, ETC.

^LNICKER IN ST. LOUIS
IIIMlIIIMIIHflHIKIIHHIIIIHItl'lHMHIMIIMHIIHIiailMIIHMIIIIMIIIMI*•••
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry with

Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue

Advertising, Street Car
Collier. Inc., Barron G.

&lr Circuit Breaker8
RoUer-Smitli Co.
Air Receivers & Aftercoolers
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Ammeters
Roller-Smith Co.
AncliorB, Uny
Blec. Service Supplies Oo.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westingrhonse E. & M. Co.

Armature Shop Tools
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Antomatic Return Switch
Stands
Bamapo Ajax Corp.

Antomatic Safety Switch
Stands
Bamapo Ajax Corp.
AxiM
Bcmis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Carneffie Steel Co.
Johnson & Co., J. B.
Laclede Steel Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Standard Steel Wkg.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Babbitt .Metal
Ajax Metal Company

Badges and Bottons
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Register Co.,
The

Barges Steel
American Bridge Co.

Batteries, Dry
National Carbon Co.

Bearings and Bearinc Metals
Ajax Metal Company
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. J. G., The
General Electric Co.
Gill)ert & Sons B. F. Co.,
A.

More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Bearings, Center and Roller
Side

Baldwin Locomotive Wks.
Stucki Co.. A.

Bells and Gongs
Brill Co., The J. G.
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Elec. Service Suplies Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Bearings, Roller
Norma-Hoflman Bearings
Corn.

Boilers
Babrook & Wilcox \.yo.

Bond Testers
Roller-Smith Co.
Bonding Apparatus
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Bail Welding & Bonding
Co.

Bonds, Rail
Amer. Steel & Wire Co
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding & Bonding
Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Book Publishers
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Boxes, Switch
Johns-Pratt Co.

Brackets and Cross Arms
(S**? also Poles. Ties,
Posts, Etc.)

Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard & Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Brake Adjusters
Brill Co.. The J. G.
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Westlne-house Tr. Br. Co.

Brake Shoes
Amer. Br. Shoe & Fdy. Co.
BemIs Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Brakes. Brake Systems and
Brake Part*

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
General Electric Co.
National Brake Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Wfstfnrhouse Tr. Br, Co.

Br'''ce«. Steel
American Bridge Co.

Brushes, Carbon
General Electric Co.
Jeandron, W. J.
Le Carbone Co.
Morganite Brush Co.. Inc.
National Carbon Co.
Staekpole Carbon Co.
U. S. (iraphite Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Brushes, Graphite
Mor^anite BrusB Co., Inc.
National Carbon Co.
U. S. Graphite Co.

Brushes, Wire, Pneumatic
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Buildings, Steel
American Bridge Co.

Buses, Motor
Brill Co., The J. G.
International Motor Co.
New York Transportation
Co.

Fierce-Arrow Motor Car Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
White Co.

Bushings, Case Hardened and
Manganese

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Cables. (See Wires and
Cables)

Cambric Tapes, ITeliow and
Black Varnish

Acme Wire Co,
Irvington Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Carbon Brushes (See
Brushes. Carbon)

Cars, Dump
Brill Co.. J. G., The
Differential Steel Car Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Car Lighting Fixtures
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Car Panel Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cars. Passenger, Freight,
Express, etc,

Amer. Car Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Kuhlman Car Co.. G. C.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co
National Ry. Appliance Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Wason Mfg. Co.

Car Steps, Safety
Irving- Iron Wks.
Cars, Gas, Rail
Brill Co., J. G., The
St. Louis C.ir Co.

Cars, Second Hand
Electric Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment Co.

Cars. Self-Propelled
Brill Co.. J. G., The
General Electric Co.

Car Wheels, Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Castings, Brass, Composition
or Copper

Ajax Metal Company
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. &
J. M.

More-Jones Brass & MetaT
Co.

Castings, Gray Iron and
Steel

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Fort Pitt Steel Castinga Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Standard Steel Works
Castings, Malleable and

Brass
Amer. Br. Shoe & Fdy. Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
'i'ort Rtt Steel Castings Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Catrhers and RetrieTers,

Trolley
Earn. r. I.

Elec. Service Supplies Co
Ohio Brass Co.
Wood Co, Chas. N.

Catenary Construction
Archbold-Brady Co.

Cetllng Car
Pantasote Co., Inc.
Ceilings. Plywood, Panels

,

HaskelitP Mfg. Co.
Chanire Carriers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Clrcnlt-Rreakers
Anderson, A. & J. M. rtfg
Co.

flpnernl Electric Co.
Poller-Smith Co
Westinghouse E. * M. Co.
damns and Connectors for

Wires and Cnhlcs
Eleo. Ry. Enulpment Co.
Elec. Ry. Improvement (jo.
Elec Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubbard A Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cleaners and Scrapers Track
(See aiso Snow-Plows.
Sweepers and Brooms)

Brill Co., The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Clusters and Sockets
General Electric Co.

Coal and Ash Handling (See
Oinveying and Hoisting
^Machinery)

Coil Banding and Winding
Machines

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Coils Armature and Field
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Colls, Choke and Kicking
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Coin Counting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Intern'l Register Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co,

Coin Sorting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co,

Coin Wrappers
Cleveland Fare Box Cu,

Commutator Slotters
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co,
Westinghouse E, & M. Co

Commutator Tmlng Devices
General Electric Co.

Commutators or Parts
Cameron Elec*l Mfg, Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co,
Westinghouse E, & M, Co.

Compressors, Air
Allis-Chalmcrs Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Compressors, Air Portable
Ingersoll-Kand Co.

Concrete Flooring Surface
Irvintr Iron Works
Concrete Reinforcing Bars
Laclede Steel Co.

Condensor Papers
Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co
Condensers
Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Connectors. Solderless
Frankol Connector Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Connectors, Trailer Car
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Controllers or Parts
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E, & M, Co,

Controller Regulators
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Controlling Systems
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Converters, Rotary
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. (Jo.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. it M. Co.

Conveying Machlner>
American Bridge Co.

Copper Wire
Anaconda Copper Mining
Co.

Cord, Bell, Trolley, Register
Brill Co., The J. O
Elec, Service Supplies Co.
Intemat'1 Regtsler Co..
The

Roebllng's Sons Co.. John
A.

St. Louis Car Co.
Samson Cordage Works
Silver Lake Co.

Cord Connectors and
Couplers

Elec. Service Supp'les Co
Samson Cordage Works
Wood Co.. Chas, N,

Cnnnlers Car
Brill Co,. The J. G.
Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co

Cranes
American Engineering Wks
Universal Crane Co.

Cranes, Gas or Elertrlr
Universal Crane C!o.

Cranes, l.oromo*lve. Motor
Truck & Portable

Universal Crane Co.
Cross Arms (See Rrnrketsi
Crossing Fonndntlnns
Internatinnnl Steel Tie Co

Crossing. Frog * Switrh
Bamapo Ajax (3orp.

Crossing, Manganese
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Crossings
Kamapo Ajax Corp.

Crossings, Track (See Track,
Special Work)

Crossings, Trolley
Ohio Brass Co.

Curtains & Curtain Fixtures
Brill Co., The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Morton Mfg. Co.
'Pantasote Co.. Inc.
St. Louis Car Co.

Dealer's Machinery
Elec. Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment Co.

Derailing Devices (See also
Track Work)

Derailing Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Destination "jigns
Elec, Service Supplies Co.

Detective Service
Wish-Service, P. Edward

Door Uperating Devices
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Car Heat. Co,
General Electric Co.
Nat'I Pneumatic Co., Inc.
St, Louis Car Co.

Doors & Door Fixtures
Brill Co,, The J, G,
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
General Electric (3o.

Morton Mfg. Co.
Doors, Folding Vestibule
Nat'I Pneumatic <^., Inc.
Safety Car Devices Co.
Drills, Rock
Ingersoll-Rand Co,

Drills, Track
Amer, Steel & Wire Co.
Elec, Service Supplies Co,
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Ohio Brass 0>.

Dryers, Sand
Elec. Service Supplies <S)
Hetherington & Berner. Inc.
Ears
Ohio Brass Co.

EconoRiIxers
Power Specialty Co.

Electrical Wires and Cables
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons & Co.,
J. A.

Electric Grinders
Railway Track-work Co.
Western Electric Co.
Electric Transmission Towers
American Bridge Co.

Electrodes, Carbon
Railway Track-work Co,
Rail Welding 8c Bonding Co.
Electrodes, Steel
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding & Bonding
Co.

Enidneers, Consulting, Con-
tracting and Operating

Allison & Co.. J. S.
Archbold-Brady Co.
Beeler. John A.
BIbhins. J. Rowland
Buchanan & Layng Corp.
Bureau of Commercial
Economics, liio.

Day & Zimmerman, Inc.
Drum & Co., A. L.
Ford. Bacon & Davis
Hemphill & Wells
Hoist, Engelbardt W.
Jackson. Walter
Kelly-Cooke Co.
Ong. Joe R.
Railway Audit & Inspec-
tion Co,

Richey, Albert 8.
Robinson A Co., Dwight
P.
Sanderson * Porter
Stevens A Wood
Stone A Webster
White Bng. Corp., The
J. G.

Engineering
Eouipm'-nt Engineering Cn
Englnrs. Gns, Oil or Steam
Allis Chalmero Mfg. Co.
Ineersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.
Fare Boxes
Cleveland Fare Box Co
.Johnson Fare Box Co.
Nat'I Ry Appliance Co.

Fare Registers
Ohmer Fare Register Cn.

Fences, Woven Wire and
Fence Posts
Amer Steel A Wire Co.

Fenders and Wheel Gnards
Brill Co.. Th" J. G.
Consolidated Car Fender Co '

Co

Co

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

tibre uiid Fibre Tubing
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Field CuUs (See Coils)
Flungeway Guards, Steel
Cfodwin Co., Inc., W, S.

Floodlights
Elec. Service Supplies C!o.

Flooring. Fireproof
Irving Iron Wks.

Flooring, Non-Slipping
Ir\'ing Iron Wks.

Flooring, Open Steel
Irving Iron Wks.

Flooring, Steel Subway
Irving Iron Wks.

Flooring, Ventilating
Irving Iron Wks.
Forgings
Brill Co., J. G., The
Dull Mfg. Co.
Standard Steel Wks.

Frogs & Crossings, Tee Rail
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Bamapo Aja.\ Corp.

Frogs, Track (See Track
Work)

Frogs, Trolley
Ohio Brass Co.

Furnaces, Electric Steel
Melting

American Bridge Co.
Fuses and Fuse Boxes
Consolidated Car Heat.
(general Electric (^.
Westinghouse E. & M.

Fuses. Certrldge. Non-Re-
fllU.ble A High Voltage

Johns-Pratt Co.
Fuses, Reflllable
(general Electric Co.
Johns-Man-ville. Inc.
Johns-Pratt Oo.

(}askets
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Gas I'roducers
Westinghn\ise B. A M. Oo.

Oas-Elevtrtc Cars
(Jeneral Elec. (3o.

Westinghouse B. A ai. Oo.
Gates, Car
Brill Co., The J. O.
St. Louis Car Co.

Gear Blanks
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Brill Co.. J. G.. The
Standard Steel Works
Gear Cases
Chillingworth Mfg. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co
Westinghouse E. A M. Co

Gears and Pinions
Bemis Car Truck ixi.
Brthlchem Steel Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric (Jo.
Nat'I Ry. Appliance Co,
Nuttall Co.. R, D.
Tool Steel Gear A Pinion
Co

Generating Sets, Gaa-Rleetrlr
General Electric Co.

Generators
Allis-Chalmers Mfg,
English Electric Co,
General Electric Co,
Westinchouse E. A M,

Girder Ralls
Bethlehem Steel O).
Lorain Steel O).
Gong (See Bella and Gongs)
Grating, Steel Snbway
Irving Iron Wks.
Greases (See Lubricants)
Grinders and Grind Suppliro
Indianpolis Switch A Froi.-

Co,
Railway Track-work Co
Grinders. Portable
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinders, Portable RIeetrl'
Railway Track-work (Jo

Grinding Bricks and Wheels
Railwav Track-work Co

Guard Fall CInmps
Ramapo Ajax (Jnrp.

Gnard Ralls, Tee Rail A
Manganese
Ramapo Ai.ix Corp.

Guards. Trolley
Elco. Service Supplies Oi
Ohio Bra«s Co.

Hnmrners. Pneumatic
Tngersoll Rand Co.
Harps, Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Co
More-Jones Brass Metal Oo.
Nuttall Co.. R. D
Star Brass Works

Hesdllghts
Elec. Service Supplies (Jo.
General Rclctric Co
Ohio Brass Co
St. Louis Car Co.

Hradllnlnc
Haakelite Mfg. Co

Co,

Co.
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The Compressed Air Way Saves

Time and Money

Ingersoll - Rand Portable Air Com-
pressors and Tools finish up many jobs in a

fraction of the time required by hand meth-

ods.

Pneumatic "Paving Breakers" save more
than 50% in time and labor over hand meth-

ods, when breaking out pavement shoulders,

heavy foundation, etc.

Pneumatic Tie Tampers enable four men
to tamp more track and do it better than

twelve to sixteen men using hand methods.

Other air tools are also used to save money
on various jobs, making the portable com-
pressor outfit a most important factor in re-

ducing track costs. Ask for complete in-

formation on the savings made with porta-

ble air power units.

Ingersoll-Rand Company
1 1 Broadway, New York

Offices in the Principal Cities the World Over
For Canada, refer Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Co., Limited

260 St. James Street, Montreal, Quebec.

Ingecsoll-Rand
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Pauielyte Co.
Pantasote Co., Inc.

Heaters, Bns
Petry Co.. Inc.

Heaters, Car (Electric)

Consolidated Car Heat. Co.

Gold Car Heat. & Lt». Co.

Nat'l By. Appliance Co.

Smith Heater Co., Peter

Heaters, Car, Hot Air and
Water „ ,. _

BHec. Service Supplies Oo.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Beaters for Special Pnrpoae*
Power Specialty Co.

Helmet*—Weldln* ^ ^
Railway Tracli-work Co.
Rail Welding & Bonding
Co.

Holsttnc Maehlnerj
American Bridge Co.

Hoists, Portable
Ingereoll-Rand Co.

Uydruulle Marhlnerj
AUis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.

Indlvatlnr SlRnals
08kel Equipment Co.

Instrumrnts Measuring, Teat
Ing and Recording

Elec. Strvioo Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Johns-Pratt Co.
Eoller-Smilh Co.
Weslinghuuse E. & H. tX>.

InsDlatlng Cloth, Paper and
Tape _

General Electric Co.
Irvlngton Varnish & Ins.

Co.
Okonite Co.
Stand. Undergrotind CsDM
Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Insulating, Silk A Tarnish
Irvington Varnish & Ins.

Co.
Insniatlon (See also Paints)
Electric By. Bauipment
Co.

Elec. Service Suplies Co.
General Electric (Jo.

Irvlngton Vamlsh & Ins.

Co.
Okonite Co.
Westlnghouse E. & M. Co.

Insulation Slots
Irvington Vamlsh & Ins.

Co.
Insulators (See also Une

Materials)
Elec. By. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
(general Electric Co.
Irvington Vamlsh & Ins
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Oo.

Insulator Pins
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard & Co.

Insulators, HIeh Voltage
Lapp Insulator Co.. Inc.

Jacks (See also Cranes.
Hoists and Lifts)

Duff yrie. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Joints, Rail
(See Ball Joints)

Journal Boxes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. J. G.
Port Pitt Steel Castings Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Junction Boxes
Std. Underground Cable
Co.

lAmps. Guards and Fixtures
Bleo. Service Supplies Co.
General Electrie Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Oo.
Lamps, Arc A Incandescent

(See also Headlights)
(Seneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

I,amnfl. Slernal and Marker
Kiehols-Lintern C!o.
Ohio Brass Co.

Lanterns, Classlflentlon
Niehols-Ltntem Co.

Lightning Protection
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Shaw. Henry M.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Oo.

Line Material (See also
Rmeket«. Insulators,
Wires, etc.)

Arohbold-Brady Co.
Electric By. Equipment
Co.

Elee. Service Sup. Co.
English Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubbard ft Co.
More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Co.

Ohio Brass Co
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

I.ocomotlve8, RIectrle
Balrlwfn Looomntive Wks.
OenTftl Electric Co.
McGuireCummlngs Mfg. (Jo
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinchouse K. ft M. Co.

Lnhrlcfltlng Engineers
Galena Signal Oil Co.
Texas Company
UnlTersal Ltibrioating Co.

Lnbrleants, OU aud Grease
Galena Signal Co.
Texas Company
Universal Lubricating_Co.

Manganese Parts
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Manganese Steel Castings
Wm. Wharton. Jr. ft Co.
Manganese Steel Guards

Ralls
Bamapo Ajax Corp.

Manganese Steel, Special
Track Work
Bethlehem Steel C!Oj^^^_

Manganese " Steel Switehes
Frogs ft Crossings

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Bamapo Ajax Corp.

Meters (See Instruments)
Molding, Metal
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Motor Buses (See Buses,

Slotor)
Motors, Electric
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Oo.
Westinghouse E. & M. Oo.

Motors and Generators, Sets
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric (3o.

Motormen's Seats
Brill Co.. J. G.
Eaec. Service Sup. (3o.

Heywood-Wakefleld Cte.

St. Louis Car Co.
Wood Co.. CHias. N.

Nuts and Bolts
Bemis Car Truck Oo.
Bethlehem Steel Oo.
Hubbard & Co.

Ohmmeters
Boiler-Smith Ck).

Oils (See Lubrlcanto),
OU Heaters
Power Specialty Co.

Omnibuses (See Buses,
Motor)

Oxy-Acetylene (See Cnttinc
Apparatus, Oxy-Acetylene)

Packing
Elec. Service Suplies Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Paints and Varnishes (Insn-
latlng)

Irvington Varnish ft Ins.
Co.

Paints and Varnishes for
Woodwork

National By. Appliance Go
Pavement Breakers
Ingersoll-Rand Co. (A. S.
Cameron Steam Pump
Works)

Paving Guards, Steel
Godwin Co.. Inc.. W. 8.
Paving Material
Amer. Br. Shoe ft Fdy. Co.

Plrkop, Trolley Wire
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Ohio Brass Co.

Pinion Pullers
Klec. Service Supplies Co
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Wood Co.. CThas. N.

Pinions (See Gears)
Pins, Case Hardened, Wood

and iron
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake
Co.

Pipe Fittings
Standard Steel Works
Westinghouse Tr Brake Co.

Planers (See Machine Tools)
Plates for Tee Rail Switches
Ramapo Aiax Com.

Pliers, Rnbber Insulated
Eleo. Service Sup. Co.

Pneumatic Tools
Ireersoll-Band Co. (A. 8
Cameron Steam Pumn
Works 1

Pole Line Hardware
Bethlehem Steel Co
Ohio Brass Co.

Poles, Metal Street
Elec. By. Enuipment Oo.
Hubbard & Co.

Pole Reinforcing
Hubbard ft Co.

Poles ft Ties Treated
Bell Lumber Co.
(3ook Pole ft Tie Co
International Oeosotlng *
Constrnetlon Co.

We.verh aeuser Sales Co.
•>ole*. Ties, Posts, Ptllng ft
Lumber

Bell Lumber (3o.

Cook Pole ft Tie Co.
International Creosotlnr ft

Construction Co.
Weyerhaeuser Sales Co.
Poles, Trolley
Bell Lumber Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Nnttall Co.. R Tl.

Poles, Tnbninr Steel
Elec. Ry. Equipment Oo.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.

Poreelnln Special High
Voltage

Lapp Insulator Co.. Ine
Pnthrads
Okonite Co.
Power Houses
American Bridge Co.

Power Saving Devices
National Ry. Appliance Co
Railway Improvement Co.

Pressure Begulators
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Pumps
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Ingersoll-Hand Co.

Pumps, Vacuum
IngersoU-Rand Co.

Punches, Ticket
Bonney-Vehslage Tool Co.
Intern'l Register (3o.. The
Wood Co., Chas. N.

Rail Braces ft Fastenings
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Rail FiUer
Philip Carey Co.

Bail Grinders (See Grinders)

Rail Joints
Carnegie Steel Co.
Rail Joint (3o. __^^_
BaU Joints—Welded
Lorain Steel Co.

Ralls, Relaying
Foster Co.. L. B.

Ralls, Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Carnegie Steel (3o.

Foster Co., L. B.
Railway Paving Giurds,

Steel
Godwin Co.. Inc.. W. B.

Railway Safety Switrhes
Consolidated Car Heat. Oo.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Ball Weldliw
Railway "ftaek-work Co.
Rail Welding & Bonding
Co.

Rattan
Brill Co., The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Heywood-Wakefleld <io.

McGuire-Cummlngs Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Registers and Fittings
Brill Co., The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Intern'l Register Co., The
Ohmer Fare Register Co.
Booke Automatic Begister
Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Reinforcement, ConereAe
Amer. Steel ft Wire Oo.

Repair Shop Appliances (See
also Coll Banding and
Winding Machines)

Hec. Service Supplies Co.
Bepair Work (See also

Colls)
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Beplacers, Car
Elec. Service Sup. (3o.

Resistances
Consolidated Car Beat. Co.

Beslstance. Wire and Tube
(}ener»l Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Retrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrle\-ers,
Trolley)

Rheostats
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E, ft M. C!o.

Roller Bearings
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co

Ro4»flng Car
Pantasote Co., Inc.
Roofs
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Sand Dryers
Hotheriiigton ft Berner. Inc.
Sanders. Track
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Sun. Co.
Nichols-Lintern (Jo
Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Hand Housei,
Hetheringttm A Berner. Ine.

Hand Storage
Hetheriiii-'ion & Berner. Inc.
Sash Fixtures, Car
Brill Co.. The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Scrapers. Track (See Clean-
ers and Scrnperfl. Track)

Screw Drivers, Rnbber
Insulated

Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Seating Materials
Pantasote Co.

Seats, Bus
Brill Co.. J. G.. The
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Lonis Car (3o.

Seats. Cht (See also Rattan)
Brill Co. The J. G.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Seating Materials
Brill Co.. J. O.
Heywood-Wakefleld <3o.
Pantasot" Co.. Inc.
St. Louis Car Co.

Second Hand Equipment
Electric Equipment Co.
Transit Eonlnment Co.

Shades, Vestibule
Brill (M.. The J. G.

bhovels
Brill Co., The J. G.
Hubbard ft Co.

Side Bearings (See Bearings,
Center and Side)

Signals, Car Starting
Consolidated Car. Heat Co.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Nat'l Pneumatic Co., Inc.

Signals, Indicating
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Oskel Equipment Co.

Signal Systems, Highway
Crossing

Naehod Signal Co.. Inc.
n. S. Electric Signal Co.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Signal Systems, Block
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Naehod Signal Co.. Inc.
U. S. Electric Signal Co.
Slack Adjusters (See Brake

Adjusters)
Sleet Wheels and Cutters
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. ft

J. M.
Elec. By. Equipment Co.
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Co.

Nnttall Co., R. D.
.Smokestacks, Car
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Sockets & Receptacles
National Metal Molding Co.
Snow Sweepers, Rattan
He.vwood-Wakefleld Co
Snow-Plows, Sweepers and
Brooms

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Car Fender Co
HcGuire-(JummingR Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Soldering and Brazing Ap

paratus (See Welding
Processes and Apparatus)

Irvington Varnish A Ins.
Co.

Solderless, Connector
Frankel Connector Co.
Special Adhesive Papers
Irvington Vamisb ft Ins.
Co.

Special Trackwork
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Spikes
Amer. Steel ft Wire Co.

Splicing Componnds
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Splicing Sleeves (See Claaps
and Connectors)

Springs, Cor and Tmek
Amer. Steel ft Wire <3o.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Fort Pitt Spring ft Mfg.
<!o.
St. Louis Car (Jo.
Standard Steel Works
Sprinklers, Track and Road
Brill Co.. The J. G.
McChiirc-(JummingB Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Oo.
Stair Slens. Safety
Irving Iron Works
Steel and Steel Products
Carnegie Steel Co.
Steps, Ckr
Brill Co.. J. G.. The
Morton Mfg. Co.

Stokers. Mechanical
Babeoek A Wilcox Co.
Westinchouse E. & M. Co.

Slop Signals
Nichols-Lintern (Jo.

Oskel Equipment (Jo.

Storage Batteries (See Bat-
teries. Storage)

Strain, Insniators
Anderson, A. ft J. M. Mfg.
Co

Ohio Brass Co.
Strand
Roehllng's Sons (Jo.. J. A.

Strans, Cor, Sanitary
Railway Improvement (Jo.

Subway Boxes
JohnsPrstt Co

SupcrhfAters
' Bahcoek A Wilcox Co.
Sweepers. Snow (See Snow

PlowB, Sweepers and
Rronms)

Switches. Safety
Johns-Pratt Co
Switches. Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Switches, Tee Ball
Ramapo Ai.ix Corp.
Switrhes. Trark (See Track

Special Work)
Switches and Swllrhboards
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Oo.

S.vnchroscoiies
Roller-Smith Co
Tamper Tie
Tngersoll-Rnnd Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Tapes aiid Hoths (See Insn-
Intlng Cloth, Paper and
Tape)

Tee Rail Special Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.

.

Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Telephones and Parts
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Terminals, Cable
Std. Underground Cable Oo.

Testing Instruments (See In-
struments, Electrical Meas-
uring, Testing, etc.)

Thermostats
Consolidated Car Heat. (Jo.

Gold Car Heat, ft Ltg. (Jo.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co., Peter

Ticket Choppers & Dm-
troyers

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Tickets ft Transfers
Glol)e Ticket Co.
Ties, All-Metal
Metal Safety B. R. Tie Oo.

Ties and Tie Bods. Steel
Carnegie Steel Co.
International Steel Tie Oo,

Ties, Mechanical
Dayton Mechanical Tie Oo.

Ties, Wood Cross (See Poles,
Ties, Posts, etc.)

Tool Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Tools, Track ft MisceUa-
neons

Amer. Steel ft Wire Co.
Elec. Service Supplies (Jo
Hubbard ft Co.
Baiiway Track-work Co.

Torches, Acetylene (Sec
(Jutting Apparatus)

Towers and Transmission
Structures

Archl>old-Brady Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Oo

Tower Wagon ft Anto Trucks
McCardell ft Co.. J. B.
Tntek Grinders
Railway Track-work (Jo.

Trackless Trolley Cars
Brill Co.. J. G., The
St. Louis Car Co.

Track, Special Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Buda Company
Columbia Machine Wks A
M. I. Co.
Ramapo Ajax (Jorp.
Transfer (See TIckeU)
Transfer Issuing Machines
Ohmer Fare Register (Jo

Transfer Tables
American Bridge (Jo.

Transformers
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric (Jo.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Treads. Safety, Stair, Oar
Step
Morton Mfg. Oo.

Trolley Bases
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
General Electric (Jo.

More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Co.

Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Bases, Betrleving
Elec. Service Supplies C...
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Ohio Brass Co ,

Trolley Ruses
Brill Co., The J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. (Jo

Trolley Material, Overhead
Anderson. A. ft J. M.
Htg. Co.

Blae. Service Supplies Oo
Ifore-Jones Brass A Metal
Oo.
Ohio Brass (Jo.

1>olley Shoe
Miller Trolley Shoe Oo.

Trolley Wheel Bushings
More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Oo.

Trolley Wheels ft Harm
Hore-Jonea Brass ft Metal
Oo.

Trolley Wheels (See Wheels.
Trolley)

Trolley Wire
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel ft Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Mln. (Jo
Boeblinr's Sons Co.. J. A

Tracks. Automobile
The White Co,
Trucks. Car
Baldwin Locomotive Wks
Bemis Car Trnck Oo.
Brill Co., The J, G,
McOuire-Cummings Mfr
Oo,

St. Lonis Car Co.
Tajlor Elec. Truck Co
Tnhlng. Tellnw ft Black

Flexible Vsmlsh
Irvlngton Varnish A Ins
Oo.

Turbines. Steam
Allis-Chalmers Mfg.. vo.
General Electric Oo.
Weatinrhnnse E. A M. Oo

Tnrhlnes. Water
Allis-Chalmers Mig. v/O.

Tnrnstlles
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Perev Mfg. Co.. Ine

TnrnlabiM
American Bridge Oo.
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BRUSHES THAT HAVE BECOME THE TRADITION IN TRACTION

812

The test of service shows grade 812

to be the most lasting —economical

—

trouble-proof—satisfactory brush ob-

tainable for standard flush or slotted

commutator non-interpole railway

motors on local or moderate speed

interurban systems.

Our Sales Engineers

are eager to serve you

National
Pyramid Brushes

Manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC., Cleveland, Ohio—San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario

Emergency Service Plants

CHICAGO, ILL. PITTSBURGH, PA.
551 Wot Monroe St. 7th Floor, Arrott Power Bldg. No. 3, Barker Place

P&one.- STAte6092 Phone: SMI thfreld 0740

NEW YORK, N. Y.

237 East 41st St.

Pbotte: VAN derbilt 0425
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Valves
Ohio Brass Co.
Westin^houBe Tr. Br. Co.

Varnished Papers ft Silks
Acme Wire Co.
Irvingrton Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Ventilators, Car
Brill Co., The J. G.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Kichols-Lintern Co.
Railway Utility Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Voltmeters
Roller-Smith Co.

Welded Rail Joints
Alumino-Tbermic Corp.

Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail WeldlDK & Bonding
Co.

Welders, Portable Electric
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co
Ohio Brass Co.
Rail Weldin^r & Bonding
Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Welding Processes and
Apparatus

Alumino-Thermic Corp.
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
General Electric Co.

International Oxygren Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding & Bonding
Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Welding Steel
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding & Bonding
Co.

Wheel Guards (See Fenders
and Wheel Guards)

Wheel Presses (See Machine
Tools)

Wheels, Car, Cast Iron
Asso. ol Mfrs. Chilled Car
Wheels

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.

Wheels, Car, Steel and Steel
Tire

Standard Steel Wks.

Wheels, Wrought Steel
Carnegie Steel Co.

Wheels, Trolley
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
More-Jones Brass & Meta'
Co.

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Star Brass Works.

Whistles, Air
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Wire Rope
Roebling's Sons (^., J. A.

Wires and Cables
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Min. Co.
General EUectric Co.
Okonite Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Std. Underground Cable
Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Pa«e
A

Ajax Metal Co 80
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co 79
AlUson Co., J. E 43
Alummo-Thermlc Corp 6
Amer. Brake Shoe & Pdy. Co. . 80
American Bridge Co 43
American Car Co 91
American Electrical Works. ... 77
American Steel & Wire Co ...

.

78
Anaconda Copper Mining Co. . . 77
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. . 77
Archbold-Brady Co 43
Assn. of Mfr's of Chilled Car
Wheels 67

B

Babcock & Wilcox Co 70
Baldwin Locomotive Works. ... 70
Beeler. John A 42
Bell Lumber Co 88
Bemis Car Truck Co 62
Bethlehem Steel Co 50-61
Bibbins. J. Rowland 42
Bonney Vehslage Tool Co 88
Brill Co., J. 6 91
Buchanan & Layng Corp 4"
Bureau of Coinm. Economics, Inc. 43

C

Cameron Electrical Mfg. Co. . . . 78
Carey Co., The Philip 90
Carnegie Steel Co 63
Chilllnrworth Mfg. Co.... 78
Cleveland Fare Box Co 81
Collier. Inc., Barron G. Co. . . . 18
Cook Pole & Tie Co 78
Consolidated Car Pender Co. . . . 79
Consolidated Car Heating Co.. 44-45

D

Day & Zimmermann Co., Inc. . . 42
Dayton Mechanical Tie Co. . . .54-55
Dilterentlal Steel Car Co 53
Duff Mfg. Co 30

B
Earn, C. 1 75
Electric Equipment Co 83
Electric Railway Equipment Co.. 77

Page
Electric Ry. Improvement Co . . . 73
Electric Service Supplies Co ... . 7
English Electric Co A
Equipment & Engineering Co. . . B

F

Flower, D. B 80
Ford, Bacon & Davis 42
"For Sale" Ads 83
Fort Pitt Spring & Mfg. Co 82
Foster Co., L. B 49

Galenit-Signal Oil Co 37
(Jeneral Electric Co . . 38, Back Cover
Gilbert & Sons Brass Foundry

Co.. A 57
Globe Ticket Co 8
(Jodwin Co., W. S 77
Gold Car Heating & Ltg. Co. . . . 78

Hale Kllburn Company 15
Haskelite Mfg. Corp. . .68-A, B. C, D
•Help Wanted" Ads 83
Hemphill & Wells 42
Hetherington & Bemer, Ine. ... 82
Heywood- W.ikefleld Co 28
Hoist, Englehard W 42
Hubbard tc Co 12
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co 59

I

IngersoU-Rand Co 85
International Creoaotlngr A Con-

struction Co 23
International Motor Co 24-25
International Register Co., The. 81
International Steel Tie Co 9
Irving Iron Works 89
Irvington Varnish & Insulator

Co 79

J

Jackson, Waller 42
Jeandron. W. J 82
Johnson & Co.. J. R 88
Johnson Fare Box Co 81
Johns-Pratt Co 77
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Kelly, Cooke & Co 4-J

Kuhlman Car Co 91

Laclede Steel Co 83
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc 43
Le Carbone Co 83
Lorain Steel Co 48
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McCardell Co., J. R 71
McGraw-Hill Book Co 73
McGuire-Cuniniings Mfg. Co... 81
Miller Trolley Shoe Co 69
More-Jones Brass & Meta] Co.. . 68
Morganite Brush Co 76
Morton Mfg. Co 88

N

Nachod Signal Co.. Inc 72
National Brake Co., Inc 41
National Carbon Co 87
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National Railway Appliance Co. 81
New York Transportation Co. . 31
Nichols, Lintem Co 34-35
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O

Ohio Brass Co 5
Ohmer Fare Register Co 72
Okonite Co., The 13. 77
Ong, Joe R 42
Oskel Equipment Co 79

V

Panelyte Co 82
Pantasote Co.. Inc 64
Perey Mfg, Co 78
Petry Co., N. A 74
Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co ... . 29
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I'liwer Specialty Co 79
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RaU Joint Co 78
Railway Audit & Inspection Co.,

Inc 43
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Rail Welding & Bonding Co. . . . 36
Ramapo-Ajax Co 77
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Robinson Co.. Dwight P 42
Roebling's Sons Co.. John A. . . 77
Roller Smith Co 74
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8

St. Louis Car Co » 05
Samson Cordage Works 79
Sanderson & Porter -. . . . 42
Searchlight Section 83
Shaw. Henry M 77
Silver Lake Co 82
Smith Heater Co., Peter. The. 79
Standard Steel Works HI
Standard Underground Cable Co. 77
Star Brass Works 58
Stevens & Wood, Inc 42
Stone & Webster 42
Stucki & Co., A 82
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Texas Co 47
Thom.is Car Works. Perley A. 52
Tool Steel Gear & Pinion Co. . 68
Transit Equipment Co 83

V
U. S. Electric Signal Co 71
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Universal Crane Co 76
Universal Lubricating Co 79
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Northern CEDAR POLES Western
We guarantee

idei of poles; also any butt-treating specificationsall gra

BELL LUMBER COMPANY
Minneapolis, Minn.
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75% of the electric railways
us*

B-V Punches
Sand to¥ Cmtmlog

I BONNEY-VEHSLAGE TOOL CO„ Navar^ N. J.
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1 100 New Users in the Last Nine Months
I KASS SAFETY TREADS
I HIGH
i in efficiency and lasting qualities

I
.LOW

I in weight, initial and upkeep costs

I Morton Manufacturing Co.. CViicaj(o
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i "Axle SprelnlUta HInre 1806"
s Address all Mall t« Post Offlrr Box 615, Rlrhmond, Ta.

CAR AXLES
J. R. JOHNSON AND CO., INC.

I FORGED STEEL AXLES
I For Locomotivas, Passengar, Fr«i(ht and Electric Cars
i Smooth Forged or R«D(h Tamed—Carbon or Alloj Steal—Plain at
g Dpst Treated, Forced and Turned rialnn Rods, Orank Ptna, Larte
I Shafla, Round Hart. etr.
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CAR step accidents are more frequent than most
people realize—and smooth, slippery steps are a

pretty big risk any time, but especially in rush hours.
One damage suit may cost you more than a "SAFKAR"
equipment for every car on your tracks.

There's built-in accident insurance in these sturdy steel

safety car steps. There's comfort for passengers, too—

a

secure foothold that makes for quick passenger inter-

change.

NON-SLIPPING under all conditions, wet or dry

—

PERMANENTLY SLIP-PROOF, no abrasive insets,

bars or mats to wear out or work loose—EXTREMELY
LIGHT WEIGHT- CLEANLY, because dust, dirt,

mud and snow fall through—ECONOMICAL AND
PRACTICALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE, because all-

steel solidly riveted up, self-contained, time-proof and
wear-prcof—these, summed up, are the distinctive
"SAFKAR" values.

There's a size and style of "SAFKAR" Step for every city
or interurban car. Write for Catalog 4A28. .

Irving Ironworks Co.
LONG ISLAND City, N.Y., U.S.A.

Let Us Work With
You

Cur engineers will welcome
an opportunity to work
with yours — submitting
ySafkar" Steps for exam-
ination and test—cooper-
ating with you in any
reasonable way toward
greater safety and economy
in your car step equipment.
Call upon us.

i^l-ii.-iAWA<-XJMX^A.^XJA<^]LiA'.)(JAiX^A<.)iJAi)t^A^YJA^V^.'-yi^A'.XJA^^^^
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This is the
Better and Cheaper Track
oRDINARY T-rail with Carey Rail Filler used as a cushion and flange-way costs

less per foot of track than groove rail and special nose brick.

And it is far better—more durable—a real protection for the paving against vibration

and impact. The resilient cushion of Carey Rail Filler absorbs the impact and vibra-

tion that destroys your paving, materially reduces traffic noise, means smoother riding

for passengers, and means less wear on cars.

Maintenance and construction engineers have long felt the necessity of a cushioning,

shock-absorbing rail filler. Now you have- it—ideally efficient in service and less

expensive than any makeshift or experimental material.

Send the coupon for prices and further information

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY
53 Wayne Ave Lockland. Cincinnati. O.

Elastite

Rail Filler

i» eaoy to install. A tap of
a mallet gfts it In ths web
of the rail. Carey Elastite
Rail Filler i» a composition
of Bpocially-temper^d asphalt
and nbre which is used an
a resilient cushion between
the rail and the pavement,
absorbing (ranio-impact. rait
vibration. aw\ Ipaliic-iiois**

It it preformed to fit an;
rail-section and Ik r(Mi(lil,v

shaped on thr Job to fit an;
track-curve. It is unafTecti'il
by moisture or tcmperaturi'
changes and i!< endurine
iinilcr nil »crvi<.f conditions

The Philip Carey Co., Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

Please send sample of Carey E'aatite Bail Filler and price per
100 ft. for the following: sections: (Or si-ni] blue print or full
size sketch showinic rail cross-section.)

Wi'lgiht Name . .

.

Sfc. No AddTM*.
Mfr's. Name
City Stale

Title.
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BRILL 77- E TRUCKS

77-E (Lar^eDiameterWheels)

Brill Twin Swing Links, the

latest contribution to the

field of electric truck devel-

opment, retain the smooth
and comfortable riding of

Brill 77-E Low-level Trucks
under high rates of speed or

on uneven track.

The Brill 77-E Large-wheel

Truck was primarily de-

signed to meet the require-

ments of moderately high-

speed service. Arranged for

low-floor cars and equipped

with small-diameter wheels,

the No. 77-E Type is also

adapted to all classes of city

cars where comfortable rid-

ing is essential.

Write for copy of
Bulletin No. 279

77-E I and77-EX
(Small-Diameter Wheels)

1 1

77-E(5mall-Wheel)with
Brill Twin Lmks

The J. G. Brill Company ii
Pmila-dei-pmia, Pa. ItJ^

Amierican Car Co —
ST i.OuiS N^O.

CC KuHLMAN Car Co. — Wason Man re Co.
c c c vcu ANO. OHIO. SF>n I rsicnci_o, MASS.
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Barron G. Collier, Inc.
Candler Bldg.
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Back Home on the Job
Refreshed and Enthused from the Convention

(Joe, in the General Manager's chair, sends for Bill, the new Master Mechanic,
and Doughboy Dan, the new Transportation Engineer.)

"Boys," exclaimed Joe enthusiastically, "the President and I have reviewed the
reports you have made on advances in the art exhibited at the Convention, and
he has approved our going ahead and adopting every one of them that you have
recommended, especially the Westinghouse motor and control improvements.

"Dan, you have a very interesting and important job before you as Transportation
Engineer on this property. You are expected to keep informed right along on all

improved practices going on in the country. It will be your duty to co-operate
with the A.E.R.A. Committee on Management and Operation, and bring to our
monthly meetings suggestions and comments on operating and maintenance
improvements. In other words, you are to be our 'self-exciter' on all modernized
practices."

Bill exclaims, "That's great, boss. Dan can get busy right away with that
Westinghouse publication

—

Transportation Hints—and 1 am going to start right

in and use that Westinghouse booklet

—

Recent Developments in the Art—as my
guide."

"All right, boys," said the General Manager, "go to it."

Merchandize and Modernize with
Westinghouse Modernized Equipment

Westinghouse Electric A Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in all Principal Cities of the
United States and Foreign Countries

Westinghouse
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"TT HAS also been thought desira-

-l ble to obtain information con-

cerning London, Paris, Berlin, Glas-

gow, Melbourne and Sydney. The
foregoing eleven American and these

six foreign cities are being covered

by direct inquiry and indirectly

through the files of ELECTRIC RAIL-

WAY Journal. From the latter have

been indexed and partly abstracted

some sixteen thousand articles on

local transportation covering the last

thirty years of history of these cities."

The quotation is taken from the

report of the committee on rapid

transit presented at the 43rd Annual
Convention of the American Electric

Railway Association. This simple

statement of fact is a fine testimonial

of the service to the industry which
the Journal has been striving to per-

form through the forty years of its

existence.

While we do not know that an

actual count has ever been made of

the number of articles published on

other aspects of electric railway oper-

ation, it seems not unreasonable to

suppose from the efforts which are

constantly made to cover every phase

of the business that an equal volume
of information could be discovered

on other subjects of interest to rail-

way men.
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Equipped!
To Meet YouT Requirements '
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Homewood Works
The New Westinghouse Renewal-Parts Plant

WESTINCHOUSEA

,

tUCTRIC JA

The erection of this new plant marks

a step forward in protecting the inter-

ests of the users of Westinghouse
equipment.

New machinery, and an organization

inspired with a true spirit of service

are ready and equipped to meet your

emergencies.

Here you will find available cooperative

assistance in your maintenance prob-

lems based on sound judgment and a

wide knowledge of the industry.

W^estinghouse equipment serves you

best where genuine Renewal Parts are

used.

Westinghouse Electric A Manufacturing Company
Homewood Works Homewood. Penna-

Sales Offices in all Principal Cities of the

United Slates and Foreign Countries.

\^m >! t'ii

Brush-holder Departintni

y r

Babbitting Departtncnt

Westinghouse
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Alternating"Current

SecondaiyNet-W)rk Protection

OnceA^ain!
Westinghouse backs the Alternat-

ing-Current System in a new field

^^•rM

The pioneer in alternating-

current transmission now
extends its many well-known

advantages to secondary alter-

nating-current distribution.

The CM Secondary Net-Work Circuit Breaker assures reliable

service,.with greater economy, to congested metropolitan areas.

It permits the use of transformers having a higher efficiency.

The secondary copper loss is reduced.

The total transformer capacity required is materially reduced.

In case of a short circuit in the primary cable, or in the trans-

former, the net-work circuit breaker will open quickly, due to

reverse energy flow, and disconnect the fault from the net-work.

The CM Secondary Net-Work Circuit Breaker is available in

250, 500, 800 and 1200 ampere capacities, both submersible and

non-submersible.

Descriptive Leaflet 20172 gives complete details.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Companir

East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in all Principal Cities of the

United States and Foreign Countries.

^^^J

Westinghouse
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For Removing Surplus Metal
built up by arc welding

For Grinding in Grooves of Rail,
centers, frogs, switches, etc.

The Atlas
Rail Grinder

IN USE in nearly every state of the union and in many foreign

countries. The machine is locked stationary on the track. The
motor, directly driving the grinding wheel, moves in guides over the

rail. The large handw^heel moves the motor, the lever adjusts the

grinding wheel laterally. The machine is relatively light in weight,

easily handled and derailed in seconds. On the market ten years, the

Atlas has in every case proved an economical and profitable invest-

ment.

Bulletin and Quotation on request

3132-48 East Thompson Street, Philadelphia

AQENTS:
CheBter P. Gallor. 30 Church St., New Tork
Chas. N. Wood Co.. .Boston
Electrical EngineerinK & Mfr. Co., Pittaborvb
Atla.s Railway Supply Co., Chicago
J. H. Doerr, Lob AngeleB
Equipment & Engineering Co., LondOD

300
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Type CL

CATENARY
HANGERS
with extruded
metal lips

Section
at

boss

That^s the way Extruded Metal

is made— for denseness— for

toughness— for extra weaving
qualities

Red hot— not molten — brass is forced through a die shaped

to give the desired section. This is done under tremendous

pressure and long life is literally squeezed into the metal.

Extruded metal is ductile and remarkably uniform and exact

in dimensions.

It is these wearing qualities in Extruded Metal and its accurate

forming that make it particularly suitable for trolley ears.

It fits the wire accurately and because of denseness does not

curl. Made for Round, Grooved and Fig. 8 Wire in 10 and 12

inch lengths. Try some O-B Extruded Ears.

The Olii
Mansfield,

TROLLEY MATERIAL- ELECTRIC RAILWAY CAR
EQUIPMENT — RAIL BONDS - HIGH TENSION

rOROLAIN INSULATORS - THIRD RAIL INSULATORS
Dominion Insulator & Mfg. Co., Limited

rass Co.
Ohio,U.S.A.

NEW YOKK - PHILADELPHIA — PlTTSBUKClb
CHICAGO - CHARLESTON, W. VA.

LOS ANGELES - SAN FKANCISCO — PAIU&fltAlO
Niagara Falls^ Ontario, Canada

O-B Extruded Metal Ear similar to the large one
illustrated above, except for round wire.

JBL

Type OR-

2

Flexible Extruded Metal Ear. Two short extruded
ears are attached to a flat tempered steel spring

having a boss at its center. Adapted for elevated

structure and similar rigid supports.
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CVCLONB
'*Oal\^^After'' Chain LinK
FENCE FABRIC

You can buy more real value for your dollar today in chain link

fence fabric than ever before. For Cyclone "Galv-After" Chain
Link Fence Fabric resists corrosion. Affords permanent property
protection. Lasts years longer. No annual painting required.

"Galv-After" Chain Link Fence Fabric is Heavily Zinc-Coated
(or Hot-Galvanized) by Hot-Dipping Process AFTER Weaving. It

has a protective zinc-coating approximately five times as heavy as

fence fabric made from wire galvanized before weaving.

"Galv-After" Fence also is built in removable panels tor use around
transformer stations. We also build Iron Fence in various patterns
for industrial use.

PVrile nearest offices, Dept. 38. for complete infornuitioH

CYCLONE FENCE COMPANY
FACTORIKS AND OFFICES:

WunkeKan, III. ri-'rUnil. Ohio
Newark. N. i. Fort W'ortli, Tn.

(Iiiklnnd, Calif. (Standard Frnrr Co.)
Portland, Ore., (Northnext Frnrr * WIrr Worka)

F

k
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Using Renewal Twin Ties on Old Steel Tie
Concrete Foundation

As much as 80% of your track investment

is below the base of the rail

npHE methods of renewing rail and paving
-*- on a Steel Tie-concrete foundation, devel-

oped over the past two years and now being

applied on a five-mile job, indicate the possibil-

ity of a 100 per cent salvage value of the founda-

tion below the base of the rail.
i

.

Details and costs are now available which so

. radically affect the economies of paved track

construction that you should have them before

going ahead with your plans for any mid-season

paved work.

Write today for literature and price

for Twin Ties at your material yard <

THE INTERNATIONAL STEEL TIE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Bates Poles on Electric Railway
in Coruna, Spain
Bates Poles with specially designed trolley supports are

used along the right of way of the Compania de Iravias
de la Coruna at Coruna, Spain.

A perfect truss made from one piece of steel, without rivets

bolts or wheels, Bates Poles have remarkable strength and
give sturdy service. Mass production makes them eco-

nomical in first cost, their simplicity makes them easy of

maintenance.

|D||Mes|[ggande^||teel Ulrussfi. W

Illinois Merchants Bank Bldg. 1

I

?5(

i
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Instant—
Direct—

Positive!

FARADAY CAR SIGNALS
mean more satisfactory service conditions

Passenger-to-motorman, a direct electric signal,—that's the

happy solution from the passenger's point of view.

It doesn't pay to carry people past their street, just because

the motorman isn't aware they want to stop. In a crowded
car, especially of the one-man type, a reliable stop signal

becomes an absolute necessity.

Faraday Car Signal Systems provide the dependable and
economical means of announcing stops. Avoid flimsy and

cheap substitutes which invariably present frequent failures.

Demand the best.

BELLS PUSH BUTTONS
BUZZERS RESISTANCES

High voltage or battery types

as desired.

mgxRic ServiceSupplies Co.
pmi>AnET,pmA new york Chicago

ITth and Cambria Stg. 60 Church St. Monadnock Bide-

riTTSBrRGH SCRANTON BOSTON
629 Oliver Building 316 N. Washinston Ave. 88 Broad St.

Ljman Tube & Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Tancoaver
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II

Our Equipment Makes Any Car A
SAFETY CAR~

V

i

1

specify the equipment that has

been the standard for Safety Car

service since the first Safety Car

was built.

SafetyCar Devices Cb.
OF St. Louis, Mo.

Postal and telegraphic Address:
'

WiLHCRDING, Pa.
CHICAGO SANTOANCISCO NEW YORK WASHINGTON PITTSBUROH
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-just a page from Catalog No. 3

DOOR AND STEP CONTROL Page 63

Layout of Peter Witt Car Showing Installation

of Door Equipment
The Peter Witt type of car, considered by many to be the model up-to-date street car for

heavy service, is always equipped with National Pneumatic Door and Step Mecha-
nism and Interlocking Safety Door Control, each car customarily having the following

National Pneumatic equipment:

1 G F 4J/^"-M Folding Door Engine.

1 Engine Base Plate and Geeirs.

1 Double Shaft Folding Door Device.

1 3-Arm Step with Slide Bar Step connection.

4 Motorman's Mechanical Control Stand.

1 Stanchion Rod for Control.

2 G S 6"-M Sliding Door Engines.

1 Conductor's Telescopic Control Stand.

2 Jack Shafts for Control.

1 Bell Crank mounted on Bracket.

2 Sets Door SUdes, Door Tracks and Hangers.

1 Contactor, complete with Resistance, etc.

1 Ratchet Attachments and Ground Fingers for Controller.

1 Emergency Key Switch with Lock Attachment.
1 Motorman's Signal Light.

3 Single Contact Door Switches, mounted on Engines.

On the opposite page are some typical Peter Witt Cars fully equipped as described above.

NATIONAL
PNEUMATIC
EQUIPMENT
described—illustrated

Use our Catalog No. 3
It's full of installation diagrams and helpful data.

A copy is yours for the asking.

National Pneumatic Co., Inc.
Originators and Manufacturers

Principal Office: 50 Church Street, New York
Philadelphia—Colonial Trust Building

Chicago
Works

-McCormick Building
-Rahway, New Jersey

Manufactured in Canada by Dominion Wheel i Foundry
Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
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Bus operating practice
noiv between book covers

"Bus Operating Practice" is unquestionably the
hand-book of industry; the first authoritative

treatise on engineering, legal and service questions

as they pertain to the operation of buses.

250 pages of real meat, written by picked special-

ists chosen because of their knowledge regarding

the subject to which they were assigned.

The need for such a manual has been great.

Compiled by Mack, it is now offered as a com-
plete illustrated code answering the thousand and
one questions which are daily encountered.
Chapters include such topics as: Establishing the
Service, Picking Profitable Lines, Securing the
Right to Run, Physical Property, Operating Staff,

Selling the Service, Establishing Public Relation*,
Figuring Profits, etc.

Ask Mack for a copy.
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short routingis desirable
Although the big uses to which railway companies
are putting their Macks is in extension service,

running parallel with lines that have outgrown
single trackage and operating in residential sections

that are closed to rail carriers, the flexibility of the
bus fits exactly into the problem of short routing.

Independent of switches, it may be routed back at

any point.

The modem commodious Mack bus is to-day a
staunch ally of the railway. It serves newly devel-
oped sections opening up to the railway's revenue
derived from boulevard and express service and in
many cases saving paving expense and even acting
as an entire substitution for non-paying electric

railway properties.

Study the Mack bus and you will see the reasons
for its general popularity.

First, the Mack Shock Insulator — an exclusive

Mack feature. (All spring ends are embedded in
rubber Shock Insulator cushions, eliminating
metallic contact between springs and frame, absorb-
ing vibration, affording yielding support to springs
and banishing shackle wear and lubrication).

Second, the sturdy long-life Mack engine.

Third, the Mack dual reduction drive axle especial-
ly designed to give maximum road and under-body
clearance.

Other good points are: The specially designed low
bus chassis. Wide firont axle (assuring safety and
permitting a short turning radius). The Mack
transmission with ground gears. Dual system of
brakes on wheels and drive shafts.

Frombumper to tail-light the Mack is all bus; every
part planned and built by Mack.

MACK TRUCKS, INC.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR COMPANY
25 Broadway New York City

Eighty-three direct Mack factory branches
operate under the titles of: "MACKMOTOR TRUCK COMPANY" and"MACK-INTERNATIONAL
MOTOR TRUCK CORPORATION."

/^r/or/na/?ce counts
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Smoother
Train Operation

WestinghoWTight Locl^' Couplers

Westinghouse Traction Brake Go.
General Offices and Works:

Wilmerding, Pa.

The shocks of train operation will be smoothed out if

you use couplers of the automatic "tight lock" type.

They hold the cars rigidly together, and the train moves
as a solid unit without jar or jerk—insuring comfort
and safety to passengers and protection to car equip-
ment.

Difficulties incident to the operation of train make-up
are also smoothed out. All connections between cars are

made simultaneously and automatically by the mere
impact of one car against the other.

Because the coupler heads are locked securely together

mechanically, tight air connections and close-fitting

electrical contacts are assured without manual labor,

with its attendant risk and time consumption.

Westinghouse Automatic Car, Air and Electric

Couplers are promoting safety and economy in multiple

unit railway service on a number of properties, and
will do as much for you.

Three sizes of couplers are available—the "H" type
for heavy, high speed trains ; the "K-l-.'X" for light

and medium weight cars ; and the "C-3-A" for light

cars where the electric feature is not desired.

WESTlNlillOUSETRACTIONBiaKES
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U
A saving worth while

Gear lubrication presents a striking example of the effect of

friction on power consumption—//i^ friction of resistance offered

by the body of the lubricants used.

Galena Gear Grease is a product made specially for the particular

function of gear lubrication. It has a light, even, oily body that

cushions and protects the gear teeth without retarding their

continuous meshing action.

The introduction and use of "tacky," or sticky grease for this purpose
invited comparison of the service efficiency of Galena and the other
products. Tests were conducted by recognized engineering authorities

to determine the relative coefficient of friction.

At the rate of one cent per K.W.H.—a most conservative estimate of
power cost—the lower coefficient of Galena Gear Grease represented a
saving in annual power cost of $21.24 for a two-motor car, or $42.48 fol

a four-motor car. This on a basis of eight hours per day service.

Multiplied by the number of cars that a road operates, the total value
of the excess power consumed annually if unsuitable lubricants are used
for this service may be easily estimated and the economic value of
Galena Gear Grease appreciated

irr r,: ,

'
'

'"

7ti^.fmmm\

Galena-Signal Oil Gbmpanyj
Newark " Franklin. Pa. • Chicago

and oflRces in principal cities ^
ji jij.|i I ifijiii I
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Ifbur Text
Book
on

Equipment

Standards

The best field coil

is a new field coil

Sometimes it is cheaper and better to renew
entirely than to make repairs. Maintaining field

coils is a case in point.

Take G-E Coils for instance. They are filled with
an asphaltum compound by the vacuum pressure
process ; the compound so penetrates the winding
that it seals the coil against the entrance of
moisture, improves its thermal conductivity
and greatly increases its capacity.

Our factory facilities are being enlarged to meet
the increasing demand.

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

Sale* Offices in all Large Cities

GENERAL ELECTKIC
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Modernization Taking Place

in Accounting Practice

ONE of the most important subjects given considera-

tion by the Accountants' Association at its recent

convention, that of cost accounting, was covered in a

comprehensive paper by Henry S. Day of the Westing-

house organization. In his paper, Mr. Day brought out

the advantages to the operating man of a cost account-

ing system which will reflect, to as accurate a degree as

possible, the expense of operating and maintaining

various property units. It was the thought of some
members of the association, as was evidenced by the

discussion, that the installation of such systems might
require certain revisions in the accounting methods at

present in use in determining operating expenses, but

it is generally agreed that the subject should be given

some thought. The advantages to the operating depart-

ment of even a simple cost accounting system, particu-

larly when operating data pertaining to bus operation

is being compared with similar railway statistics, are

quite apparent. In connection with this subject, the

suggestions made for consideration of similar studies

on fixed capital and plant inventory records are also

worthy of favorable comment.
It was the general opinion among the members of

the Accountants' Association that the report of the

stores accounting committee was the best ever pre-

sented to the association on the subject. The sugges-

tions on harmonizing the stores records with the gen-

eral ledger are of particular value. Inventories are too

often compared with records which are not in agree-

ment with the general accounts, and it goes without

saying that proper control of the company's investment

in materials cannot be obtained until the physical in-

ventory and the financial records are known to contain

the same elements.

During the coming year the Accountants' Association

is planning to give particular attention to a number of

new subjects, particularly bus accounting and cost rec-

ords. Its work will continue to be of value to the

industry and the association should receive all the as-

sistance and encouragement possible.

Volume 6i

Number 16

Classification of Bus Accounts

to Be Studied

THE adoption of a uniform classification of bus ac-

counts is a subject of interest to any electric rail-

way operator, regardless of his present policies in

connection with bus operations. As was pointed out in

an editorial in Bus Transportation for September, at
present it is extremely difficult to secure satisfactory
comparative operating data, since there are so many
different accounting classifications in use. As a result,

the various items of direct and indirect expense are
subjected to all kinds of interpretations. As an illustra-

tion, the costs per mile sometimes quoted by various

manufacturers and operators show differences of 100

per cent or more. Under such conditions, electric rail-

ways already operating buses cannot obtain figures

from other operators which correspond with their own,
while companies contemplating bus operation are at

a disadvantage when attempting to secure the advance
information which is so vital to them. It might also be

said that the operating costs of electric railway proper-

ties where buses are neither operated nor contemplated

should not be compared with bus operating costs unless

they contain the same elements, and even then care

should be used to prevent drawing erroneous conclu-

sions.

The action of the American Electric Railway Account-

ants' Association in assigning this work to a special

committee, of which M. W. Glover of the West Penn
Railways is chairman, is of particular interest at this

time, when a number of companies are considering the

operation of buses. The executives of these companies
should receive the benefit of the best and most compre-
hensive operating data obtainable. This study should

cover not only the revenues and details of operating

expenses, but also property costs, taxes, obsolescence,

changes in standards and other similar subjects con-

sidered during recent years by the electric railway

industry.

There is a large field for constructive work ahead,

and it will be to the advantage of the electric railway

industry, the bus manufacturers and the bus operators

if the committee to which this subject has been assigned

is given full co-operation by member companies.

Physicians and Surgeons Hold
Session at Claims Convention

THE wide range of subjects closely related to elec-

tric railway operation was again instanced in the

session by physicians and surgeons at the Atlantic City

convention. Occasionally in the past a member of the

medical profession has been asked to present a paper
before the Claims Association, usually on some topic

connected with damage claims, so that the claims rep-

resentatives present could have an aspect of the medical

side of the injuries for which suit is often brought.

Some of the papers presented at the session on Oct. 7
were of this nature, but others showed the growing
closer interest which railway companies must take in

medical matters in connection with their personnel

work. This includes not only the medical and surgical

care of the men, so that they can be kept in good con-

dition, but similar care extended also to their families

by the company.
A natural step in this medical work is periodical
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examinations, a topic discussed by two papers at the

convention.

While the theoretical justice of such examinations
will be admitted by the employees, those who have cause

to fear rejection will be apprehensive and will oppose

the idea. This is undoubtedly one reason why re-exami-

nation is not more general. But, after all, as was
brought out at the meeting, the medical examination
is for the benefit of the men quite as much as for the

company. If a man has a defect, it can often be

cured if taken in time. If not curable the men should

understand that everything will be done which is pos-

sible to keep them in the service in less responsible

positions. There should also always be a chance of a
medical appeal from the verdict of the examining phy-

sician.

Periodical re-examinations of trainmen are bound
to come, particularly on those railways where operating

conditions are severe, and there is consequently much
danger from the physical failure of the trainman. The
Claims Association is to be congratulated upon develop-

ing facts upon this subject.

Electric Locomotive Manufacturers

Now on Common Ground

TWO significant announcements in the heavy trac-

tion field were released for publication this week,

and appear elsewhere in this issue. The first is that

the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad has

contracted with the General Electric Company for seven

locomotives of a new design to operate on the New
Haven's 11,000-volt, single-phase system; the other is

the first comprehensive description of the electrical fea-

tures of the Ford-Westinghouse locomotives being built

for the Detroit & Ironton Railroad, which will be used

on a 22,000-volt, single-phase system.

While both of the new locomotives described are

somewhat radical departures from anything yet built

they both will utilize the same type of electrical equip-

ment. Each will take current from a single-phase

contact line and step it down through transformers,

after which it will be converted to direct current by
means of synchronous motor-generator sets. In both
cases propulsion motors of the familiar d.c. series type

will be employed.

These announcements are of great import in the

progress of railroad electrification. The division of

opinion regarding the relative merits of the different

systems, which has given rise to serious controversy
at times, has held back electrification. Steam railroad

executives have felt that if electrical engineers and
manufacturers could not agree, it was undesirable to

proceed with the expenditure of such large sums of

money. This was pointed out in an editorial in this

paper for Jan. 6, 1923, in which the further statement
was made that signs pointed toward a realization by the
manufacturers of the deterrent effect of the con-

troversy, and that developments might be expected
along the lines which have now taken shape in these
latest locomotives. While these developments have
taken longer than was anticipated at that time, the
progress made is noteworthy, and it is hoped will be
but the forerunner of greatly increased activity in

railroad electrification.

It has come to be more or less generally accepted

in both schools of electrification opinion that tha single-

phase a.c. system is most advantageous for distribution,

and that the rugged series d.c. motor is the most
satisfactory propulsion unit. Thus, the latest locomo-

tives of both the General Electric and the Westinghouse
companies embody what may be said to be the best fea-

tures of both the principal systems of electrification

heretofore employed. If they work out satisfactorily,

in practice, and there seems to be no reason why they

should not, they offer one basis on which both manu-
facturers may be ready to compete for the business

of electrifying any railway where an a.c. distribution

is considered essential by the purchaser or his experts.

Control Features of New Locomotives

Are Not New

THERE is nothing fundamentally new in the form
of control used in these new a.c.-d.c. locomo-

tives for the New Haven and the D. & I. roads.

The direct current from the motor-generator is fed
directly to the propulsion motors without the inter-

position of resistance, as is customary in d.c. traction.

Instead, there is a voltage control obtained by varying
the field of the generator, making it unnecessary to

waste energy while starting or when operating at

reduced speeds. Such a system was first proposed
by H. Ward Leonard before the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers in 1892, and described in the

Street Railway Joui-nai for July of that year—over

32 years ago. The need for a control of this type did

not arise, however, and it never came into commercial
use. In fact, not a locomotive using the principle was
built in this country prior to the present orders.

The original Ward Leonard control was planned for

use with a direct-current supply system, so that the

only advantage was in the perfection of speed control

obtainable. This was offset by the excess weight of

equipment, so that some form of series-parallel con-

trol always has been considered superior for straight

d.c. work. In the present adaptation to the single-

phase contact line, practically the only refinement
introduced is the provision for separate excitation of

the propulsion motor fields to permit control of the rate

of regeneration, and the substitution of a single-phase

synchronous motor for a d.c. shunt motor to drive

the motor-generator set.

Some have said that this new type of locomotive
is universal in that it can be interchanged among
railroads electrified with either the direct-current or

single-phase system. This is true provided the locomo-
tive is equipped with the standard series-parallel

control apparatus for operation with a 600-volt d.c.

overhead, in addition to the motor-generator control

equipment. Kut the present-day commutator type

single-phase motors may also be operated on d.c. lines,

provided the locomotives are supplied with d.c. control

equipment. Thus, the universality of use is not a
feature exclusive to the motor-generator type locomo-

tive. For example, all of the New Haven passenger

locomotives are arranged for operation on either form
of current. However, the complication of providing a
complete changeover of connections to the motors when
transferring from one system to the other has been
one of the serious handicaps with which the New
Haven has had to contend. This difficulty would also

apply to the motor-generator type locomotive if it were
undertaken to make it universal.
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The Brief that Won
the 1924 Charles A. Corffin Prize

The story is told by the railway of the work it has done in all phases of its operation to merit the

distinction which it has won — The advertising done to create traffic and the various measures

employed to build good will stand out as the chief contributions to the industry — Many modern-

ization steps have also been taken which have successively improved the cost side of the operation

and brought the operating ratio down to the low figure of 61 per cent— A story worthy of study

by every railway management.

By the Northern Texas Traction Company
Fort Worth, Tex.

THE Northern Texas Traction

Company operates all the street

railway service in the city of Fort
Worth, Tex. It also operates an inter-

urban railway between Fort Worth and
Dallas, a distance of 34 miles, provid-

ing a high-speed, frequent service be-

tween these two cities of 150,000 and
200,000 inhabitants respectively. The
Fort Worth-Dallas interurban line also

furnishes transportation service to peo-

ple located in the towns between the

terminal points, including Handley,
Arlington, Dalworth and Grand Prairie.

Under the name of the Tarrant
County Traction Company, but with
the same personnel, we operate a high-
speed interurban line between Fort
Worth and Cleburne, Tex., a distance
of 32 miles. We also do the lighting

and power business in the smaller com-
munities served by our interurban lines,

but we do not do any of the lighting

and power business in the terminal
cities.

The company owns 177 miles of

equivalent single track, 192 city and 58
interurban cars. Our power house has
a capacity of 11,000 kw. and we operate
seven substations. Our organization
personnel totals 750 men and women.
The public relations and standing of

the Northern Texas Traction Company
in the community it serves are the best.

In spite of increasing cost and private
automobile competition, this company,
by paying rigid attention to all details

of operation, has kept its ratio of op-
erating expense to gross revenue down
to the low figure of 61 per cent for the
year. During the year ended Dec. 31,

1923, this company built and put into

operation 6.65 miles of city track, which
gives it the distinction of having made
the largest extension of new lines of
any company operating in a city of this

size, and also of making the third
largest track extension of any street
railway company in the United States,
being surpassed only by the extensions
made by the Twin City Rapid Transit
Company, Minneapolis, and by the city

of Detroit.

Popularizing Railway Service

The ways in which this company uses
initiative, skill and enterprise to popu-
larize electric railway service are many
and varied. A great deal of the popu-

Front of One of the Hliite "Talking" Cars Used Eflfectlvely for Advertising; PurpuxeH by
the Fort Worth Company. Note the "Natty" Uniform Worn by the

Operators of These Two Cars

larity of our service, both city and in-

terurban, is due to the loyalty of em-
ployees, who are constantly striving to
give that touch of personal service in
their contact with the public which is

so essential in present-day practice.

This company keeps a close check on
the transportation needs of the com-
munity served by it, and the service

rendered is based upon the fundamental
policy of providing short headways and
anticipating the public's requirements.
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There is little doubt that the popu-
larity of our electric railway service

has been the means of maintaining a
high per capita riding in the face of

the ever-increasing use of the private

automobile. Business is created by this

company, and, in doing this, we do not
hesitate to use every legitimate means
at our command. This company has a

product to sell—transportation. We use
up-to-date and novel sales methods in

order to sell it. We believe we have
shown much initiative, skill and enter-

prise in popularizing electric railway
service. Illustrative of this are the

different methods used to bring our
merchandise to the attention of the

buyers. Such methods include the
poster campaign, newspaper advertis-

ing, white "talking" cars, etc., all sup-
ported by a high-class service.

It is conceded by those who have
anything to do with the advertising for

this company that the outstanding
piece of advertising done, aside from
the general newspaper and car card
advertising, was the placing in regular
service of two white "talking" cars.

One of these cars was a double-truck,
one-man car, and the other a single-

truck, standard Bimey car, the two
types being selected to impress upon
the public mind the kinds of cars now
representing the latest standards. The
bodies of these cars were painted a
dazzling white. The trucks were
painted black and the window sash
finished in mahogany. Appropriate
statements were painted in black on the
side sheeting and letterboards, as well
as on the dashes. The wording on the
dash, common to both ends of each car,

was as seen in the accompanying pic-

ture.

"Ride the Street Cars and Save the
Difference" occupies the full length of
the letterboard on each side. On one
side of each car appeared "Our Service
Is a Shopping Convenience" and "You
Don't Have to Park Your Street Car."
Between these two signs were the
words "Think It Over." On the op-
posite side of each car the signs read:
"The Convenience of Our Service Is

Increasing Daily."
"We Appreciate Your Patronage."
The words "Think It Over" were re-

peated between these two messages.
Regular trainmen instructors were

selected to operate these cars, and they
were furnished with special uniforms
to emphasize the distinctiveness of the
white cars. White caps, similar to those
worn by police officers, with the word
"Operator" in gold braid across the
front; white shirt and collar, black silk

coat, white flannel trousers and black
shoes made up the uniform. It is need-
less to state that these men looked
mighty fine in these outfits and that
they were highly complimented upon
their appearance by hundreds of their
patrons.

Both cars were operated in regular
schedule over the different lines in the
city, carrying their share of the riding
public. They were kept in service ex-
actly one month. They were with-
drawn from service for only one reason,
namely, to change the outside wording.
When the cars made their initial ap-

pearance, newspapers were enlisted to
explain to the public their purpose. Ad-
vertisements were run from time to
time to advise the readers as to the
routing of the cars. One of these ad-

vertisements is reproduced on another
page of this issue.

As an additional aid in making the

white car advertising scheme an abso-

lute success, dash signs calling atten-

tion to the white cars were carried on
all other cars operating in the city.

The wording on these signs was as

follows

:

"Do You Believe What the White
Cars Say?"
"A Memory Test—Cian You Repeat

What the White Cars Say?"
On the first day the cars appeared,

and for several days thereafter, people
would congregate on the street comers
in order to read the messages of the

cars as they pulled up to load or unload
passengers. And during the entire

time they were in operation the public

never stopped commenting upon them.
It was practically impossible, for ex-

ample, to go into any public gathering,
such as a noon-day luncheon, without
hearing some favorable mention made
of the white cars.

When we put out the dash sign ask-
ing the public if it could repeat what
the white cars say, it was not long be-
fore the question was a popular greet-
ing. A man, for example, would meet
a friend on the street and greet him
somewhat like this: "Hello, Bill, can you
repeat what the white cars say?"
Usually there followed a friendly con-
test between the two to ascertain which
one had the better memory.

Local newspapers carried feature
stories and photographs of the cars,

dealing with them in the most friendly
manner. The cars have now been out
of service about one month, but there is

still popular discussion about them.
It is impossible to determine the direct
benefit derived, but we do know that
as the result of the operation of these
cars, many people were attracted to

our service.

Dash Posters Effectively Used

While the above mentioned campaign
of advertising to popularize our service
was going on, we also realized that a
poster on the dash of our city cars
would be a very desirable way to ad-
vertise for new business. A dash sign
is practically a traveling billboard and
it can be used very effectively to put
over an idea. We have done this by
appealing to the automobile owners to

"Ride the Street Cars and Save the
Difference." These dash posters are
changed every ten days, so that a new
message is frequently placed before
the public. The dash advertising is

based on two fundamental ideas: First,

that our service is convenient, and,
second, that it is economical. Every
one of these dash posters carries a
definite message calculated to make
the automobilist see the advantage he
will gain in convenience and economy
by using the street cars.

That the "Save the Difference" cam-
paign is a success is best testified to
by the number of people who, to our
personal knowledge, now ride the street

cars to and from home and their places
of business. The slogan is often heard
on the streets of Fort Worth. People
when asked what they are going to do
when they intend to board a street car
will say, "I'm going to save the dif-
ference."
Whenever something out of the ordi-

nary is going on in the city, we also

use dash posters to invite the public
to use the street cars. For example,
two days before Easter Sunday we ran
a special poster with the following
message: "Let Us Take You to Church
Easter Sunday." Incidentally, the min-
isters of the city were pleased with this.

While dash sign advertising has been
practiced by many companies for years,

the effectiveness of tne campaign as
conducted by this company is directly

attributable to the thought and origi-

nality of the copy used. It has re-

sulted in attracting many riders to the
street cars. Following are some of

the slogans used on the dash posters:

"Ride the Street Cars and Save the
Difference."
"You Don't Have to Park Your

Street Cars—Save the Difference."
"Are You Saving the Difference the

Street-Car Way?"
"Don't You Agree that the Difference

Is Worth Saving?"
"Get Acquainted With Your Neigh-

bor; Ride the Street Cars."
"Your Neighbor Rides the Street

Cars and Saves the Difference, Why
Don't You?"
"You Won't Have to Park Your

Street Cars During the Stock Show."
"Ride the Street Cars; Build a Home

With the Difference."
"Going to Dallas? Ride the Inter-

urban and Save the Difference."
"There Is a Difference! Save It on

the Street Cars."
"Own a Home First."

"Our Service Is an Economic Con-
venience." .

"Our Service Is a Shopping Con-
venience."
"Uawdy, Folks—Can You Repeat

What the White Cars Say?"

Interior Car Cards Carry On th«
Thought of the Dash Posters

The fact that people are on the

street cars is no reason why we should
not appeal to them through advertis-

ing copy placed inside the cars. We do
this by means of car cards located at

each end of the body, so that one of

the cards faces the passengers at all

times. The wording on these cards is

linked up with the dash posters. These
interior car cards, as well as the dash
posters, are changed about every ten

days. I
The interior car cards on the city

cars carry a direct appeal to the people

of Fort Worth, whereas those on the

interurban carry a different story <

directed to travelers, many of whom do
not live in our territory. Examples of

the copy used on the interior car cards

follow:
"Howdy—We Are Glad to See that

You Are Saving the Difference Today.
Do It Again Tomorrow."
"Good Morning, Neighbor! Let's Get

Acquainted Today So We Will Know
Each Other When We Take the Street ,,

Car Tomorrow."
"Your Neighbors Have No Parking

Troubles—They Ride the Street Cars

and Save the Difference Not Only To- .,

day. But Every Day. Why Don't You?"
^

"Own Your Own Home. There Is

Room for 20,000 More Homes Along
Our Car Lines. Systematic Sav-

ing Makes Home Ownership Possible.

Ride the Street Cars and Save the ^
Difference." I

"Build a Home First^-On One of the ~

20,000 Available Residence Lota Now

i
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Served by Our Car Lines—With the

Difference."
"The Value of Our Service to You,

As a Shopping Convenience, Is Increas-

ing Daily—We Appreciate Your Pa-
tronage."

"Don't Forget that Round-Trip
Tickets Save You 10 per Cent. Buy
Them and Bank the Difference."

"This Train Is Propelled by Elec-

tricity—But Is Operated for Your Con-
venience, With Courtesy and Safety."

Development op Short-Haul
Real Estate

It is the usual course of events in

growing cities for real estate men to

promote new residential additions re-

mote from the street car lines, and then
start agitation for a street car line

to the new addition without inquiring
as to the unjust burden it might put
upon the street railway company. This
company has not been without this

source of annoyance in Fort Worth.
Due to the activities of real estate

it is an imposition to ask us to build

and extend lines, as our present lines

will serve a city of 100,000 more people

than we now have.

The result of our efforts is that

building lots adjacent to our car lines

are booming and the development of

short-haul real estate is successfully

under way.

Newspaper Advertising Ties In

We believe in newspaper advertising

based on strictly business lines. By
that, we mean that we advertise our
service at opportune times and not
when the newspapers request us to.

We do not hesitate to tell the public

what we have to offer in the way of

service. At times we use big "smash"
advertisements and at other times we
use smaller ads, all depending on the
message to be delivered. Our appro-
priation for newspaper advertising
amounts to about one-half of 1 per cent
of our gross revenue.

This newspaper advertising carries

population which can boast of 100 per
cent one-man operated street cars. Of
course, this company has gradually
brought about the one-man operation
over a period of eight years. By so
doing, we have completely sold the
public on the idea because we have
shortened the headway and increased
the schedule speed on all lines, until

now it is frequently said that Fort
Worth has the best street railway serv-
ice in proportion to its size of any city

in the country.
The change to one-man operation has

been accomplished without laying off

any men, due to the fact that the in-

creased service rendered has provided a
place for all. All the car operators
are enthusiastic over one-man opera-
tion and they would not care to revert
to two-man operation of cars.

Special Advertising Practices

Always having in mind the idea of
more riders and more revenue, we never
hesitate to take advantage of large

This 8howg the Wording Painted on the Side of the Doable-Truck One-Man White "Talklns" Car

promoters, this company in the past
built and extended some of its lines

until the point was reached where the

length of haul became so long that a
few lines have shown a deficit.

About a year ago we cast about for

some means of checking, at least for

the present, this selfish desire on the

part of new addition promoters. We
made an accurate count of all vacant
residential building lots within four
blocks in any direction from all our city

lines. This count established the fact

that there were more than 24,000
vacant residential building lots within
four blocks of street railway lines. We
limited the territory canvassed to four
blocks in either direction from a car

line, as we figure that is about the

maximum distance, under urban condi-

tions, that a person would care to live

away from a car line.

When we secured this information
we put it out to the public both by in-

terior car cards and newspaper ad-
vertising. In this advertising we used
the figure of 20,000 lots instead of

24,000 as the count showed, in order to

be conservative. The campaign has
had the desired results, as it has
brought incontrovertible facts before
the public that this company has antici-

pated its needs long in advance and
that with the abundance of building
lots adjacent to the street railway lines

two dominant ideas: First, that the
service is dependable, safe and eco-

nomical; and, second, it follows out
the "Save the Difference" message and
the convenience of our service. This
advertising is often tied in with the
promotion of real estate additions, the
opening of a new street car line, the
opening of the baseball season, or spe-
cial feature sections got out by the
newspapers.
We advertise our city and interur-

ban service in all three of the Fort
Worth daily newspapers. In addition,
we advertise in labor and church
weeklies. We also advertise our in-

terurban service in the Dallas dailies,

and in 100 weekly newspapers within
the Fort Worth trade territory.

100 PER Cent Safety Cars Add to
Popularity

This company prides itself on having
pioneered the way with one-man safety
cars, we having been the first company
to completely equip one line with Bir-
ney safety cars. Since this original
installation back in 1916, we have
gradually added one-man single and
double-truck cars to all our city lines
until at the present time all our city
service in Fort Worth, requiring some
200 cars, is one-man operated.
We believe that Fort Worth is one

of the few cities of more than 150,000

public gatherings to have unique ex-
hibits. In the fall of each year a state
fair is held in Dallas. This fair at-

tracts people from all over the state,

and, as a consequence, our Fort Worth-
Dallas interurban and Fort Worth-
Cleburne interurban lines benefit by in-

creased riding. Naturally, we are
interested in the success of this fair.

We always take space and utilize it to
promote electric railway riding, as well
as to further our safety campaign.
The annual Fat Stock Show and South-
western Exposition which takes place
in Fort Worth in the spring is another
opportunity which is utilized in the
same way.

This company employs a general pas-
senger agent, one of whose duties is to
secure special car business over either
the interurban or city lines. He has
been very successful in securing a good
many special car and train movements
per month. A good deal of this success
is due, we believe, to our practice of
hanging large signs on the sides of the
special cars or trains which tell who
it is that is traveling by special car,
and where the party is going. Inci-
dentally, parties hiring special cars
like the idea, as it attracts attention
to them. These signs are placed on
the cars by the company free of charge,
as it is good publicity for us.
Every day on which the Fort
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Worth "Panthers" of the Texas Base-
ball League play at home we run a

special street car around the city with
large signs on either side of it, calling

attention to the baseball game that
afternoon, and also soliciting the pa-
tronage of the fans to and from the

baseball park.
This car runs over a definite route

while it carries the baseball advertis-

ing. It is operated this way for 2i
hours, after which the banners are
taken down, and this car goes into

regular tripper service between the
business section of the city and the ball

park. Thus, the non-revenue car-miles
operated by this car are kept small,

and its advertising value more than
makes up for the cost.

Among other things used to sustain
the popularity of our service are
painted billboards located in strategic
positions, some of these boards being
illuminated at night. We rent these
boards from a local advertising con-
cern. The copy is changed every three
months. At times, the copy on all

boards is the same, while at other times
it is varied, but all of the copy is based
on the same fundamentals that are used
in the other advertising matter.

It is difficult to ascertain the exact
amount of new business created by this
form of advertising, but we do at times
get evidence of good will or riding
stimulated by the billboards.

We constantly try to be original with
our advertising, as we think it is the
out of the ordinary which attracts at-
tention. During March of this year
several business institutions in Fort
Worth, including ourselves, contributed
to an advertising display which was on
exhibition for two weeks in one of the
show windows of a leading furniture
dealer. This display was in connection
with the "Forward Fort Worth" move-
ment. The theme was a miniature of
part of one of our downtown streets.
Automobile trucks and street cars and
other street traffic were mounted on a
moving belt. Each of the firms con-
tributing to this display used the space
allotted for advertising purposes. This
company had two small street cars on
the moving belt. On the sides of each
car were small signs about the "Save
the Difference" and "Get Acquainted
With Your Neighbor" ideas. This ad-
vertising display attracted a great deal
of attention both during the day time
and at night.

Dash Destination Signs

All the cars of this company have
illuminated route sign boxes installed
in the upper right-hand corner of the
front and immediately to the left of
the entrance. In addition to these
illuminated route signs, for use on cars
which do not go through to the end of
the line, a special destination sign is
carried on the dash as a means to avoid
having passengers get on the wrong
car. These signs are 12 in. x 20 in.
in size, and are made of sheet iron.
They are supported on the dash by
means of two hooks which engage in
loops on the dash. A color scheme is

also used in addition to the lettering
to help differentiate between cars
turned back at different points. The
color scheme worked out for a line
with four turnback points is as follows

:

1. White background and black
letters, besides denoting the destina-

tion of the car, signifies that its des-
tination is the first turnback point on
the line.

2. Red background and white letters

signifies that the destination is the
second turnback point on the line.

3. Green background and white let-

ters, the third turnback point.

4. Black background and white let-

ters signifies that the destination is

the end of the line.

While the idea of dash destination
signs is not new to the street railway
industry, we believe that the color
scheme of dash destination signs, as
now used by this company, is a new
and novel, as well as useful, adaptation
of them. These signs have assisted
prospective passengers to distinguish
their car at a distance and have greatly
reduced the necessity for transferring
passengers who had boarded the wrong
car.

How Token Use Was Increased by
Five Times Overnight

Since the inauguration of an odd fare
(7 cents) on the city lines of this com-
pany, we have had tokens available
for those who cared to use them at the
cost of 7 cents each without reduction
in price. We did not push the sale of
the tokens with the result that little

use was made of them.
During the early part of 1924 we in-

creased the schedule speed of our cars
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finally decided to give away split rings
on which tokens could be kept.
On May 31, 1924, the men on our

city cars gave every passenger who
boarded the cars one of these rings
contained in a small envelope. Printed
on the envelope were the reasons why
the use of tokens would benefit the
passengers. About 35,000 of these
rings were given away between 5 a.m.
and 2 p.m. All the operators were sup-
plied with tokens and every effort made
to sell them. The results exceeded our
expectations.

Before these token rings were given
away, the number of full-fare tokens
which went through the fare boxes
averaged between 1,300 and 1,400 per
day. After the rings were given away
and an effort made to sell tokens the
number of full fare tokens going
through our fare boxes immediately
jumped to an average of between 6,000
and 7,000 daily. The chart reproduced
herewith showing full fare tokens
taken in daily from May 1 to June 30,

inclusive, vividly illustrates the in-

creased use of tokens after the token
rings were given away on May 31.

The rings cost li cents each. We
ordered 40,000 of them. Rings and
envelopes cost us in the neighborhood
of $600, We believe it was a well
made investment and a good piece of
advertising.
We have popularized our service to
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Graphic Illustration of How the Sale of Tokens Jumped OTcrnlf(ht to

Five Times the Former level

to a maximum. Upon doing this we de-

cided to try to get the public to use
tokens and thus relieve change making
on the operator as much as possible.

We also came to the conclusion that if

we could get tokens out to the public

there would be more street car riding
for the reason that anyone would part
with a token easier than he would with
7 cents in cash.

Another reason for desiring greater
use of tokens was the installation of

traffic control signals in the business
district. If everyone used tokens, the
operators' job would be easier and the
car delayed less; a second's delay some-
times meant a delay of 45 seconds due
to traffic being given the signal to
move on cross streets.

With the idea in mind of increasing
the sale of tokens, we started in to

find out why the public did not use
more of them. The reason seemed to

be that people were afraid they would
lose the tokens because they would be
scattered loosely in their pockets. The
solution seemed to be to give the people
something in which or on which to

keep tokens. After investigating we

the extent that we have made it easy to

carry tokens and have made the tokens
easy to buy, as all trainmen have them
for sale and they also may be bought
at our ticket offices. The increased

sale of tokens has increased the num-
ber of our riders and in addition has

provided a means of forcibly impress-

ing upon the trainmen that they are

the salesmen of the company's product
—transportation.

Paint Cars Every Nine Months

We believe in frequent painting of

cars as a means of attracting patron-

age. During the year we have com-
pleted our program of repainting every

car on the system, both inside and out.

On the city cars it was formerly our
practice to paint one-man cars pal-

metto green, but we have discarded

this practice and now paint all city

cars cadmium yellow, as we believe

the latter to be more noticeable.

Since the completion of our new
paint shop, we have perfected a paint-

ing schedule whereby every car on the

system will get into the paint shop

once every nine months. This frequent
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painting keeps our cars looking clean
and fresh and has caused considerable
favorable comment.

Something Doing All the Time

This company does not believe in

letting the people of this community
forget that there is a street railway
company. We are constantly doing
something that is real news.
When we completed our new paint

shop we entertained the Fort Worth
Salesmanship Club at a luncheon in
this building. Of course, this gave us
the opportunity to conduct all present
at the luncheon through the shops and
barn and thus explain what it takes to
keep up a street railway system.
On other occasions members of this

company give talks before luncheon
clubs on street railway problems and
situations. At other times the traction
company will put on all the entertain-
ment at a noonday luncheon club. For
this purpose, a number of our talented
eniployees are organized and they never
fail to put on an entertaining program
which reacts to the company's benefit.
Whenever we open a new car line, or
finish some big improvement, we stage
a celebration to commemorate the in-
auguration of better service to the
public.

We try to be original in our advertis-
ing, so much so that the people of Fort
Worth often ask, "What will they pull
next?"
We believe in boosting for the towns

and cities to which we render service
by contributing as liberally as possible
to all worthy causes, whether it be for
charity, buying stock in a new enter-
prise, such as a new hotel, cotton mill
or other civic betterment. In other
words, we are counted on as being live
wires in this community, and we try to
live up to this reputation.

Gaining Public Good Will

We have the public good will in our
territory, and all that we have done
this year is in line with our policy of
being good citizens of the community
and such as to continue to merit the
good will we now enjoy.
We co-operate with the newspapers

in our territory and give them any
necessary information they may desire.
This company does things which the
public and the newspapers are quick to
notice and the result is that we receive
a large amount of publicity in news-
paper stories, which are very beneficial
to success in gaining and keeping pub-
lic good will.

We do not use a press agent to create
newspaper publicity for this company;
we do not need one; we are constantly
doing new things and creating legiti-
mate news which the newspapers are
glad to run as news items.
One of the secrets of our success in

gaining public good will is to furnish
street railway transportation to grow-
ing, outlying sections of the city.
During the year we built and put into
operation the Riverside line, which
runs from the business district to the
Riverside section of Fort Worth.

• While this line was being constructed
we ran White buses from the business
district to this suburb on a 10-minute
headway. The bus fare was the same

as the car fare and transfers were
issued from one to the other. The
daily receipts on this bus line averaged
about $50.

When we opened the street car line

to Riverside, we withdrew the bus serv-

ice. The street cars run on a 12-

minute headway, but the patronage
immediately increased over what it was
on the bus line, and the increase has
remained steady ever since the open-
ing of the line. The receipts on the
Riverside car line average around $110
per day, as contrasted with the bus
line receipts of only $50 per day.
That the people of Riverside were

happy to be connected with the busi-
ness section by street railway service
is testified to by the reception planned
and carried out by the citizens upon

irS A REAL

PLEASURE—

To travel over the city's many car

lines, and say—

Howdy!
To the thousands of Fort Worth
men and women who have shown
such sincere interest in the story
which we are telling about the con-

venience and economy of our
service.

Today we will be operated over the

Lake View.Stockyards and Arling-

ton Heights lines.

WATCH FOR US!

And let us become better ac-

quainted.

Cordially yours,

THE WHITE CARS
or

NORTMIRN TIXAS TRACTION CO.

Oar inferior mtttages

to you are aUo very

intertitinf. tttai

them.

A Typical Piece of Copy Used In Newspaper
AdvertUing In Conjunction with the

White "Talking" Cars Stunt

the inauguration of service on Jan.
24, 1924.

The first car left the business dis-
trict carrying Mayor Cockrell of Fort
Worth, Manager G. H. Cliflford of the
Northern Texas Traction Company,
several other officials of the company,
and a score of prominent Riverside
citizens. Arriving at the Riverside
end of the line, the first car was met
by hundreds of Riverside citizens.
After several complimentary speeches
had been made, the traction company
officials were served with coffee and
cake by the ladies of the' Parent-
Teachers' Association. On the day of
the opening of this line the Hearst

morning newspaper ran a special news
section as part of the regular edition,
which featured various activities of
this company and what the car line
meant to Riverside. Of course, the
company bought paid advertising in
this edition, but the news items and
stories ran on the part of the news^
paper were of immense value to the
company.
On Feb. 25, 1924, another new line,

known as the Sycamore Heights line,
was opened during a snow storm,
which is out of the ordinary in this
locality. The fact that we opened the
line on schedule, in spite of the snow
storm, caused much favorable comment,
as it showed that we do things when
we say we will. This occasion met
with a response from public and news-
papers similar to that described for the
Riverside line. The Fort Worth Star-
Telegram got out a special supple-
ment to its regular edition on the day
preceding the opening of the line, and
this gave us much free publicity.
Much good will was engendered by

building a replica of a French box car
for the use of a local American Legion
organization known as La Societe des
40 Hommes et 8 Chevaux. The body
was built at cost and the railway do-
nated the truck. The ear is hauled
around the city during parades and
other events and the company charges
nothing for the motor car and motor-
man employed for the purpose.
Another activity which has gained

good will is the policy of beautifying
the grounds around buildings owned by
the company. This was inaugurated two
years ago, and so many compliments
have been received on the work that
we have this year carried it forward
on a much more extensive scale than
heretofore.

Trainmen Schooled in Courtesy

We have schooled our trainmen in
the idea that it is the little things that
count and it has brought results from
the standpoint of gaining public good
will. The company has the reputation
of having very courteous trainmen and
we annually receive many letters from
the public commending this or that act
on their part.

Until this year we followed the gen-
eral practice of holding general meet-
ings of our trainmen ; at these meetings
the proper care of our patrons was
stressed. However, the number of
trainmen present was so large that the
talks had to be very general. We,
therefore, changed to a new policy of
holding these meetings by lines, with
the meeting in charge of the inspectors
of the respective lines. This had two
good results: First, it emphasized our
policy of treating the inspector as
though he was the independent man-
ager of his line, with complete respon-
sibility for it; and, second, since all
present were facing the same conditions,
the talks and discussions could be more
specific. The idea of treating the pas-
senger as though he was a guest has
been stressed at these meetings and the
results have been very gratifying.
Our power generating station and in-

terurban carhouse are located at Hand-
ley, Tex., a small unincorporated vil-
lage 7 miles east of Fort Worth. This
village has no fire-fighting equipment.
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Our power station, carhouse and other

property at this place are fully equipped
-with fire-fighting apparatus, including

plenty of standard size hose, water and
high pressure power pumps.
We have placed all this equipment at

the disposal of the citizens of Handley
in case of a fire in the village. Many
times our employees at this place have
laid over a quarter mile of hose and
put out a fire, which if not checked
might have razed the entire village.

Our property is not endangered by a
fire in the village because of its iso-

lated position.

Needless to say the free use of our
fire-fighting apparatus, together with
the efficient work done by our em-
ployees in the role of fire fighters at
times, has resulted in much favorable
good will toward this company on the
part of the citizens of this community.

I

Company Participation in
I Civic Affairs

It is a recognized fact that this com-
pany is in the forefront of all move-
ments for the development of the city

and this policy is the foundation for

the public good will we now enjoy. The
following are cited as examples of some
of the civic events we participated in

during the past year.

During November, 1923, the city held

a three-day celebration of the 75th
anniversary of the founding of the city.

The celebration was staged under the
name of "The Diamond Jubilee."

The company contributed both money
and time to the success of this celebra-

tion. Flag decorations were put up on
our trolley span wires by our line

crews; we worked in conjunction with
the general committee so that our cars
would not run on streets on which
parades were being held. One night
during the celebration Alvin Owsley,
then national commander of the Ameri-
can Legion, made a speech in Dallas
and was scheduled to make a speech in

Fort Worth so shortly after his Dallas
speech that it would have been impos-
sible to get to Fort Worth in time by
our regular interurban service. In line

with our policy of being on our toes,

we placed a special car at his disposal
and brought the commander and his
party from Dallas to Fort Worth in the
record time of 49 minutes. This one
act alone gave us front page news-
paper publicity.

During the year the Fort Worth
Chamber of Commerce reached a de-
termination that the development of
Fort Worth required the enlargement
of its manufacturing industries. The
manager of this company, together
with other prominent citizens, was suc-
cessful in securing a cotton mill to lo-

cate here, conting^ent upon the resi-

dents of Fort Worth subscribing for a
substantial block of stock in this mill.

Inasmuch as this company has con-
sistently followed the policy of taking
part in all enterprises that would bene-
fit the city, a cash subscription of
$10,000 was made in the stock of this
new industry. Our attitude in this
matter resulted in much favorable com-
ment and confirmed public opinion that
we were good citizens. This cotton
mill is well on its way to completion
and it is expected to be in operation by
Sept. 1, 1924.

During the first part of July we
decided to get some idea of where
the people lived who use our inter-

urban service. We desired to get this

information so that we could develop
our advertising program in an intel-

ligent manner. In getting this infor-

mation we only wanted to know where
the party lived and his occupation,
hence we did not ask for names as
they were not essential for our pur-
pose. We decided to get this infor-
mation by means of cards distributed
to the passengers on the interurban
trains by the conductor. At the same
time we decided also to find out what
the patrons of the interurban lines

thought about our service, and in-

vited their suggestions and criticisms.

The total number of cards put out
to passengers on both local and lim-

ited trains was 1,134. Only 9 per
cent of this number made any crit-

icism of our service and these were
of a minor nature, although in nearly
every case of complaint it was due to
causes beyond the control of the com-
pany. The other 91 per cent of the
passengers invariably praised our
service and had no fault to find; some
of them made suggestions for the bet-

terment of the service, all of which
are under consideration.
Among other things done by this

company which all tend to gain and
keep public good will are the mem-
berships maintained by the company
in local civic and luncheon clubs.

Members of this organization make it

their business to attend club meetings
and affairs, and the reaction from this

is noticeable in our sustained good will

with the citizens of this territory.

We never miss an opportunity of

escorting individuals or parties of

students through our shops and power
house and over the property and ex-
plaining the details and thought
necessary to provide the transporta-
tion for their benefit.

To sum up the story about the good
will enjoyed by this company, we have
gained it by fair dealings, telling the
public our story, and by ever being
on the alert to render the relatively

small details of service which of them-
selves may appear unimportant but
which in the aggregate make the dif-

ference between having good will or
not having it.

Taking Advantage of Better

Practices and Equipment

From the economies put in practice

by this company during the past ten
years we are now reaping substantial
benefits. The chart reproduced here-
with graphically illustrates by car-mile
figures the substantial economies now
being enjoyed.
The first graph shows the cost of

trainmen's wages per car-mile by years
from 1918 to the first six months of
1924 inclusive. The period from 1918
to 1920 was one of increasing wages.
Since then our trainmen's wag:es per
car-mile have steadily decreased until
today the figure is 6.35 cents per car-
mile. There has not been any reduc-
tion in trainmen's wages. The reduc-
tion in trainmen's wages per car-mile
has come about solely through econo-
mies which have been put into effect,

such as the wide adoption of one-man
cars and fast schedule speeds.

The second graph shows the kilowatt-

hour energy consumption per car-mile

over the period from 1918 to the first

six months of 1924, inclusive. During
the period from 1918 to 1920 we ran
a large amount of heavy equipment so

that the energy per car-mile averaged
around 2.2 kw.-hr. During the period
from 1920 to 1921 we added a large
amount of light-weight rolling stock.

We paid rigid attention to the econo-
mies to be effected with coasting
clocks, so that since 1921 our energy
consumption per car-mile is down to

1.75 kw.-hr. and has remained at this

figure to date.

The third graph shows the cost of

equipment maintenance per car-mile.

This has also shown a material de-

crease in cost per car-mile due to

economies effected by our moderniza-
tion program. Light-weight rolling

stock has been a factor in this. Our
program of building new and up-to-

date shops, the installation of modem
tools and shop equipment, and the edu-

cational work carried out with the shop

men have all been factors in the steady

decline of our equipment maintenance
costs from 3.5 to 1.9 cents per car-mile.

The fourth graph shows the cost of

maintenance of way and structures per

car-mile over the jyeriod from 1918 to

June, 1924, inclusive. The reduction

to the present cost of 1.4 cents per

car-mile from the 1920 peak of 2.55

cents per car-mile has been brought
about because of the adoption of light-

weight rolling stock, the extensive use

of track welding equipment and the

use of modern track tools.

These reductions in maintenance
costs have been achieved in spite of

the fact that the wage scale that now
prevails on this property is as high

as it was in 1920, the standard of

maintenance is higher than at that

time and the condition of the property

has been improved to a material extent.

Heater Control Effects Savings

All our cars are equipped with elec-

tric heaters. Until recently the use of

heaters in our cars was carried on
without any systematic attempt in

regulating when they should be turned
on or off. This practice resulted in

much waste of electrical energy due to

the fact that trainmen would turn the

heat on in the morning and then per-

mit it to be on all day in spite of the

fact that it might not be needed. Re-

cently we adopted our present system
of heater control, from which we are

how making a substantial saving in

energy used.
At six convenient places in the city

we have placed red colored electric

lights, known as heater lights. These
lights are so placed that at least one

of them is passed by cars on every
division. When the red light shows it

is a signal to all trainmen to turn on

their heaters. When the lights are off,

it is a signal to all trainmen to turn
off the heaters and the division inspec-

tors see that this is done.
The turning on and off of these

heater lights is done by the chief in-

spector, or by some one under his di-

rection. Thus the control of the ele<

trie heaters is under one man.
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In addition to this, the trainmen re-

port daily on their trip sheets the num-
ber of hours the heaters were in use
and whether one-half or all the heat-
ers were in use. Knowing as we do
the current consumption of the heat-
ers in various types of cars, we com-
pute therefrom the amount of electric-

ity which is used for the electric

heaters.

With this system of controlling: the
heaters, we are saving a considerable
sum as compared to our former prac-
tice.

Expansion of Shops

We are now reaping the benefits of

a shop expansion program formulated
some four years ago. During this year
we completed a new paint shop at our
East Front shops. This paint shop is

of reinforced concrete construction,
with Fenestra sash, thus providing
ample light. It is equipped with
sprinkler system throughout. Within
this new paint shop we can house 10
cars at one time, thus giving us am-
ple facilities to keep our rolling stock
well painted.
The expansion of our paint shop

facilities has enabled us to expand our
carpenter shop also by adding to it the
spjce formerly occupied by the old
paini shop. The carpenter shop can
now handle 15 cars at one time. This
expansion of our shop facilities now
gives the mechanical department ample
space in which to keep the rolling stock
in good shape, so essential to the ren-
dering of high-class street railway
service.

A "Bogey" on Expenditures

For a number of years we have been
operating on a budget system, which
we designate as the "bogey." This
system, which shows its value year
after year, is the means whereby ex-
penses are kept track of daily. Our
bogey estimates are made covering the
period of a calendar year in advance,
and are set up in detail for each month.
This bogey covers the estimated ex-
penses per month for each account.
At the time that the revenue and ex-

pense bogey is worked up, the construc-
tion estimates are also worked up for a
year in advance. After this has been
approved, the cash requirements of the
company by months are also worked up
for tl.'e ensuing calendar year.

After the bogey has been approved
by the manager, the amounts allotted

to the various accounts are typewritten
on special bogey sheets. A clerk has
charge of keeping the bogey. He daily
enters all charges, including labor,

against the proper accounts. By this

method, it is possible to get out a state-

ment on any day showing just how the
expenses stand in relation to the amount
allotted for the different accounts. The
bogey clerk gets out these statements
about every six days. The head of
each department receives a copy, on
which it is stated whether the accounts
he is interested in are running under or
over estimate, and how much. The
department head can then act accord-
ingly.

The fact that one bogey clerk keeps
track of the comparison between esti-

mated and actual costs for all depart-
ments results in a co-ordination of ex-
penditures which did not prevail under

the former general practice of each de-

partment head keeping day to day
memoranda of his departmental
charges. In addition to this, economies
are effected at an earlier date than
would be secured if a department head
was required to wait for accurate cost

figures until he received the official

financial report for the month.

Fire Prevention

Especial attention has been paid on
this property to the prevention of fires,

because we recognize the fact that a
fire may destroy a building or equip-

ment that is essential to reliable and
continuous service. All of our build-

block. The master mechanic and fore-

men in the ordinary course of their

work must communicate with each other
at frequent intervals. During January
of this year a complete intercommuni-
cating system of telephones was in-

stalled at this plant, so that one fore-

man can call any of the others without
leaving his particular shop. The mas-
ter mechanic can also call any particu-

lar foreman or department without
leaving his office.

This system of telephones has more
than justified the cost and expense of
installation. A large amount of time
is saved by the foremen in exchanging
conversations about their routine
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Cnrves Show the Results Obtained from Tarlons Modernisation and Economy Measures

ings are equioped with all appliances
that the location and use makes possi-

ble, such as sprinklers, hydrants,
pumps, fire hose and the correct type of
extinguisher for the equipment housed
in these buildings. We have also or-

ganized fire-fighting brigades which
drill at frequent intervals in order that
they may be prepared to extinguish
fires.

We realize that "good housekeeping"
is essential to the prevention of fires

and take especial care to maintain clean
premises. In order that proper super-
vision may be given to this, we have
organized a routine of monthly in-

spection by one of our office employees.
This takes into account not only the
housekeeping, but the inspector also
notes wiring conditions and other items
which may be the cause of fires. This
inspector's report is made to the super-
intendent of the company and is care-
fully followed up to be sure that all

defects are remedied.
We believe that this system h!as

been of great benefit to us in prevent-
ing fires and is an example of our at-
tention given to insurance matters,
which, together with a strict observance
of prevention practice, has resulted in
a decrease of 20 per cent in our insur-
ance premium at the present time, as
compared with the rates in force in
1920.

The East Front Street shops and car-
house of this company cover a square

duties, and they are able to give closer

supervision to their respective depart-
ments, thereby increasing their own
efficiency as well as that of their subor-
dinates.

Court Room Model of Street
Intersection

This company has had the same diffi-

culties as other companies in defending
suits for damages arising from acci-

dents in which our cars are involved.
The jurors in most cases seem to want
to be fair to the company and the
plaintiff. However, it happens in nearly
every case that our lawyers and claim
agent have a difficult time to explain
by a word picture just how an accident
happened, so that the jury will get the
correct understanding of just what took
place.

In order to eliminate this vexing
situation, we built to scale a portable
model of a street intersection. This
can be taken into court and on it can
be illustrated just how an accident took
place. One of the streets in this model
has double tracks on it and the dummy
gage between the tracks is the same
gage as the tracks, so that in the event
an accident took place on a street on
which there is a single track this
dummy gage is used to illustrate the
single track. The street cars and auto-
mobiles used on this model were bought
in toy stores and are approximately in
proportion.
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Of course, this model only shows a
tangent track layout, but it is sufficient

for our purpose. If we have an acci-

dent on a curve, which requires illus-

trating, we make a drawing of the
conditions for the jurors to look over.

This model street intersection is a
very effective way to help the jury
visualize the exact way in which the
accident . happened. By means of the
model all the conditions at the time of

the accident can be shown in a much

is changed frequently, exhorts the em-
ployees to do all they can to keep down
the light and power bills. The graphic
story conveyed by the charts is accom-
plishing results.

Electric Arc Welding

During the present year, in order to

meet the ever-increasing uses of the
electric welder, we have installed at our
East Front Street shops a low-voltage
motor-generator welding unit with

Each Interiirimn In >u|ipllr(C ivltli Two Trolley I'oles, One Equipped with a Wheel and
One a 8hoe, to Facilitate Backing and to Avoid Delay from Trolley

Pole Trouble on the Road

more satisfactory way than by a long-
drawn-out word picture. The jurors
appreciate this as they realize it is

for their benefit, and that the company
is only trying to show them just how
things happened so that they can arrive
at a proper decision.

This model is retained in the claim
agent's office and is used by him regru-
larly in discussing with claimants how
an accident happened. In many cases
our claim agent has been able to make
a more satisfactory adjustment of dam-
ages through the use of this model, and
in some mstances has been able to
convince the claimant that there was
no liability on the part of the company.

Charts Showing Current Used

On a property of this size the elec-
tric current consumed for various pur-
poses, other than car operation,
amounts to a considerable sum annually.
We believe in using all the current
necessary for convenience, but we try
to discourage any waste of current.

In order to bring before the em-
ployees in the various buildings just
what progress they are making in the
reduction of current consumption, we
post charts showing thereon the cur-
rent consumed last year as compared
with the current consumed over the
same period this year. The line show-
ing current consumed last year is In

black and the line showing the current
consumed this year is in red.
These charts are kept up to date by

weekly meter readings. They are
posted in conspicuous places in the
various buildings. A small notice
above each chart, the wording of which

automatic welding head and control
panels.

Up to this time we have used a resist-

ance-type weld with great success
where it could be applied, and for
other work have used the oxyacety-
lene torch. With this new equipment
we replaced the resistance welder and
also handle with it much of the work
previously done with the oxyacetylene
welder.
The new welding unit is to be pre-

ferred over both previous methods.
While it does not entirely replace the
oxyacetylene welder it relieves the
necessity of preheating in most cases,
does away with the danger of explo-
sions and is more economical. With the
new unit the ordinary welding job can
be done much faster; it practically does
away with the danger of accident by
shock; the equipment is much more
easily regulated and requires no helper
to operate it; it does not burn up the
work and does a great deal better job
than the resistance welder.
With the use of the automatic weld-

ing head, it is possible to reclaim worn
flanges and treads on rolled and cast
steel wheels successfully. This item
alone means a very important saving in

wheel replacement cost through an in-

definite extension of the life of wheels.
It is an economy which was not avail-
able to such an extent with the equip-
ment previously used.

New Construction Standards
Save Money

The advent of the light-weight car
directed the attention of this company
to a consideration of the construction

standards in use. Particular attention
was paid to track construction. We
found that track could be built of
lighter steel, and that changes could
be made in ballast and foundation
which would make these less expensive.
In our 1923 presentment to your com-
mittee attention was called to some of
these new standards as exemplified by
sandwich type construction and con-
crete paving surface.*
During the present year we had to

install several new sidings on some of
our single-track lines, due to the fact
that the headway between cars was to
be reduced. It happened that the track
on which it was desired to install these
sidings was of the solid concrete type
construction, with 70-lb. low T-rail,
which was a standard type of construc-
tion at the time this track was built.

We hit upon a plan of installing these
sidings at a big reduction in cost over
the ordinary method of installing sid-
ings.

The tangent track rails, which were
in place, were not disturbed, as we used
these rails for the inside rails of the
two tracks composing the siding. Of
course, we had to excavate a space
on either side of the siding. At each
end of the siding a small amount of
each rail of the tangent rails had to
be cut out so that the switch fixtures
could be placed. The entire tangent
track at the siding, except as noted
above, was not disturbed. This method
of constructing sidings resulted in

about a $1,500 saving per siding in-

stallation as compared to the practice of
tearing up the tangent track and plac-
ing a siding in the ordinary method.
The overhead on our interurban lines

is catenary construction and we use
trolley poles with trolley shoes for
current collection. Until a year ago
our practice was to equip each motor
car with one trolley base, pole and
shoe. A spare trolley pole and a wheel
were carried on each car tied to the
trolley boards, so that in case the pole
in use was jerked out of the base or
bent while the car was on the road, the
conductor would be able to insert the
spare pole in the base and continue on
the way. However, this required sev-
eral minutes time.
The local cars on the Fort Worth-

Dallas interurban have to back in or
out of sidings to permit the limited
trains to pass them. With only one
trolley pole equipped with a shoe it

was necessary for the conductor to

hold the trolley rope in backing up, as
it is dangerous to back up with trolley

shoes without doing this.

About a year ago we decided to

equip all our interurban motor cars
with two complete current collecting
trolleys, the trolley ordinarily used con-
taining a trolley shoe and the other a
trolley wheel. Now when a car loses

a trolley on the road and bends or
breaks a pole, all that is necessary is

to put the other trolley on the wire and
keep going. Also when a car has to

take a siding, the conductor pulls down
the trolley with the shoe on it and lets

up the one carrying the wheel. This
allows the car to back up without the

necessity of the conductor holding the

•np-xcrlbed In Ei^kctrip RAtLWAT JouK-
NAi,. page 1010, Iwue of Dec. 15. 192S.
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trolley rope. After the car is on the

main line and ready to proceed the con-
ductor pulls down the wheel contact
and puts up the shoe.

This improvement in construction

practice has resulted in a greater re-

liability of service because it very sel-

dom happens now that a train is de-

layed on the road due to defective

current collecting apparatus.

Accident Prevention Work

We developed last year a system of

analyzing the individual performance
of trainmen with regard to accidents.

This work has been carried forward
during the past year and the results

justify its continuance, as the number
of accidents and amount paid out dur-
ing the year continue to show a de-

crease over previous years, in spite of

the fact that the number of automobiles
in Fort Worth increased more than
5,000 and the number of revenue car-
miles operated by the street cars in-

creased approximately 100,000 miles
over last year.

The educational work done by this

company during the past year has also

contributed to the good showing made.
A feature introduced this year along
educational lines was to hold joint

meetings between claim adjusters,
transportation department inspectors,
and other interested employees. At
these meetings all angles of claim de-
partment work are discussed. This has
resulted in close co-operation between
the claim and other departments, since

there is a better understanding of
claim department requirements.

In Fort Worth on certain streets our
tracks cross at right angles paved
streets on which the automobile traffic

is heavy. The automobiles travel at
a high rate of speed, at times without
thought of the danger lurking in ap-
proaching the street car tracks.

In spite of the fact that our oper-
ators approach these crossings with
due caution, we had to devise some
means of warning the automobilist
that he is approaching a street car
track in order to keep him from run-
ning head on into the side of the street

car.

We have put up signs, stretched
across the street, visible in both direc-

tions and illuminated at night. They
read "LOOK OUT FOR CARS" and
are painted with a white background
and large black letters. These signs
have been of great benefit in reducing
accidents.

On our interurban lines we have
erected signs on the span wires par-
ticularly where the interurban leaves
the public highway for the private
right-of-way. Several of these signs

• are in use; they also are illuminated
at night.

Building Good Employee
Relation§

This company particularly prides
itself on the good relations existing

between management and employees.
This state of affairs is due to the
broadmindedness of the management
in treating the employees as members
of an organization all working to-

• gether for the common good. What is

good for the management is good for
the employees, and what is good for

LOOK OUT FOR CARS

i

Warning Signs Placed at CrosslngB of Car Lines wltlj Heavy Antomoblle Trafflc Streets

Have Helped to Reduce Collisions of Motor Cars with Trolleys

the employees is good for the man-
agement. The result of this relation-

ship is evident in many ways. There
has never been a sei-'ous difference of

opinion between the employees avd the

manag'^ment of thi? property.

The employee? Save been made ao-

quantitea with full details concerning

this company and it has been made
plain that there are no secrets in the

operation of the property. This has
resulted in the employees having an
understanding of the necessity for in-

auguration of new economic practices.

It has gained for these economies the

whole-hearted support that was so

necessary to make them successful.

The employees realize that the com-
pany expects everyone to do more than
his duty and these economies have been
obtained without the payment in any
form of a bonus or a commission. Fur-
thermore, the labor turnover among
the employees of this company is very
small, which means we have a group
of contented, loyal employees.
On the other hand, the management

always has the employees' welfare in

mind by providing such things as mu-
tual aid for the benefit of those who
get sick; educational facilities; clean,

sanitary work shops; clean wash and
locker rooms; up-to-date tools and
equipment with which to render the

best possible service to the public;

money is loaned when necessary, and
last, but not least, a kindly word and
the benefit of experience are given

when asked for.

If the employees of an organization

are in debt they are sure to be dis-

satisfied with their employment. Work-
ing conditions on street railways make
it possible for the employee to keep out
of debt unless he is improvident, or un-
less he, or members of his family, be-

come ill.

Sickness in the family is a drain
upon the employee, but if the wage
earner is able to work it is not so se-

rious as is the cessation of wages
through illness of the family head.
Recognizing this, we long ago organ-
ized an aid society which would pay the
employee during his illness.

From time to time the scope and
benefits of this association have been
changed with the idea of giving the
employee the maximum benefit possible.

The first of this year we further in-

creased the benefits until, now they are
as follows:

Payment of $2 per day sick benefit for
120 days and jl per day for the next 60
days, a maximum of $300 for each illness.

Complete medical attendance, including
services in case of major operations, and an
eye, ear, nose and throat specialist.
A hospital allowance of $15 per week In
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case the association physician believes hos-
pitalization is necessary.
Drugs as prescribed by the aid physician.
A death benefit of |500 in case the em-

ployee is a member of less than six months
standing and $1,000 after six months em-
ployment.

For all the above, the employee pays
$1 per month and the company sub-
scribes a like amount. Membership in

compulsory with all white, permanent
employees of the company.
We have for some time realized that

preventive medicine would be desirable
and that it would be much better to
keep the man well, if possible, than it

would be to cure him after illness.
Beginning on Jan. 1, 1924, the Aid So-
ciety offered its members the privilege
of complete annual physical examina-
tion, and the company has encouraged
all the employees to take this test.
Although there was no compulsion,
more than 90 per cent of our employees
have availed themselves of this offer.
The results of this test have been

highly gratifying and the examinations
have exposed many conditions which, if
they had been allowed to develop, would
have resulted in serious illness, chronic
afflictions or, in some cases, death. The
economic benefit to the employee is evi-
dent and the company has been the
gainer by reason of the improvement
in the employees' health, since we have
found that poor health is conducive to
accidents.

We have also recently arranged for
group insurance of such of our em-
ployees as cared to increase their life
insurance. Through the Southwestern
Life Insurance Company more than 85
per cent of our employees are insured
for 70 cents per month per $1,000 of
insurance, with certain limitations as
to the amount of insurance each em-
ployee could take.

Vocational Education

This company has developed a real

Discussion of A.E.R.A. Proceedings

It is impossible for all department
heads of this organization to attend the
American Electric Railway Associa-
tion's annual convention. However, we
have not overlooked the fact that de-
partment heads who do not attend the
convention would derive much benefit
from a knowledge of the papers and
discussions which took place at the con-
vention. We believe that we have de-
vised a way by which effectively to
bring a digest of the proceedings
before all department heads.

As soon as the published proceedings
of the convention are received, a gen-
eral committee of three is appointed
from the department heads to review
them. This general committee then
appoints sub-committees and designates
which part of the proceedings the
various sub-committees shall handle.
Each sub-committee in turn has a
chairman. Each sub-committee chair-
man apportions out the particular sub-
ject that each sub-committeeman shall
report on and the time.

In this way every subject in the
convention proceedings is covered. The
digest of the subjects as worked up in
a paper by the designated department
heads is read before all the depart-
ment heads. After the paper is read,
the meeting is open for discussion on
that subject and many valuable points
are brought out in this way.

This manner of bringing out the
salient points covered by the annual
convention was started this year and
we believe we have made a forward
step by thus acquainting the depart-
ment heads with the best thought in
the industry, and it also stimulates the
department heads to think how the
ideas can be turned to good advantage
on this property.

held for the interurban trainmen, and
all of them, without exception, turned
in letters.

Other Activities of the Management
on Behalf of the Employees

This past Christmas a Christmas
Tree Party was given for the salaried
employees and the members of their
families. Presents were distributed to
all, after which dancing was enjoyed.
This party was most successful and
we believe it will be an annual affair.

This company owns a camp at Lake
Worth, which is about 10 miles from
the business center of the city. This
camp is used for the benefit of all
employees, mostly during the summer
months. The camp is open to the em-
ployees free of all charges, which also
includes all the equipment contained
therein. Hardly a week end passes
during the summer that some group
of employees does not make use of the
camp. Part of the equipment is a motor
boat which helps to make the use of
the camp still more pleasant.
Every so often some of the employees

will get up a swimming party and go
to the natatorium in Dallas. On such
occasions as this, the company fur-
nishes free special interurban cars for
the round trip. Generally before leav-
ing Fort Worth enough food is taken
aboard the car or cars, so that on the
return trip from Dallas supper can be
eaten aboard the train. Such parties
as these are participated in by the offi-
cials and a good time is had by all.

New Capital Required During
the Year

desire on the part of a great many
employees for educational work. This
educational work has become a per-
manent thing in the company organiza-
tion. Beginning on Sept. 1, 1923, we
started the second year's work with
our three electrical shop classes and
they have been conducted very suc-
cessfully during the past winter.
A number of the employees have

started correspondence school courses
this year, and a number have finished
their courses. Still other employees
have taken up educational work with
various local educational institutions.
The number of employees taking

educational work this year shows an
increase over any previous year. At
this time 112 employees are taking
educational work, which is about 16
per cent of the total number employed.
Employees are reimbursed for any
money they may have paid out on ac-
count of completing their courses.

This company long ago saw the
benefits to be gained by the people of
Fort Worth if a full time director of
vocational education were appointed
to direct the work in Fort Worth. We
have been interested in getting this
accomplished for the past three years
and finally on Jan. 1 of this year our
efforts, together with that of others,
were successfully concluded when the
Fort Worth Board of Education ap-
pointed a full time director for the
work.

Men Suggest Business Sources

At intervals the manager of this
company has made it his business to
hold meetings with all the city and
interurban trainmen and acquaint them
with the trend of the company's affairs.
These meetings have served to make
the trainmen feel that they are a vital
part of the Northern Texas Traction
Company's organization, and as such
are entitled to know the trend of
affairs. The trainmen are given facts
and figures which enable them to give
the public intelligent answers to any
questions asked them.
At one of these meetings with the

city trainmen during the early part of
May, 1924, G. H. Clifford, manager
of this company, told the trainmen
that he would like to have their indi-
vidual ideas on how to increase the
company's business. Each trainmen
was requested to send him a letter
setting forth his ideas on the subject.
Mr. Clifford offered first, second and
third prizes of $25, $15 and $10 respec-
tively for the best letters written.

Ninety-five per cent of the trainmen
sent in letters in response to this re-
quest. Many good suggestions were
gained from them. The competition
for the prizes was keen, and it was
with difficulty that the committee, in-
cluding the manager, finally decided
on the winners.
A similar competition was recently

We sold $500,000 of five-year 7 per
cent coupon notes to our employees and
the public during March, 1923. With
these funds we were able to carry on
part of the construction work required
during the present year. The econo-
mies herein before mentioned in this
presentment have assisted us to finance
the balance of our construction program
out of earnings. For this reason, it has
not been necessary for us to sell securi-
ties to the public during the past year.
We believe, however, that our position
has been strengthened and when new
outside capital is required we will be
able to obtain it on most favorable
terms.
To sum up, we try to be among the

first with regard to new devices which
will result m economies both from
original ideas and from ideas and prac-
tices gained from a study of other
properties. However, we never lose
sight of the fact that s^ch economies
as we adopt must improve our service
to the public or lighten the burden on
our employees.
We believe that service means more

than giving a transportation service.
The service we offer is fast The head-
ways are much less than they should
be on most lines, but we believe that
patrons should wait as short a time
as possible for a street car. Further-
more, the frequent headway on our
lines practically insures a seat for
every pa.ssenger carried, and even dur-
ing the peak hours it is not unusual to
note the absence of standees.
We have modernized our property

and our service. We have something
good to sell—transportation—and we
are selling it by modern methods, bv
advertising and by delivering the goods.
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Claims Association Proceedings
The Medical and Surgical Session, a New Feature This Year, Brought Cut Many Interesting

Facts on Malingering, Re-examinations of Employees and Other Technical Matters

—

Topics at Other Meetings Included Automobile Hazards, Prevention of

Highway Crossing Accidents and the Influence of the Claim

Department in Promoting Good Public Relations

THE first session of the American
Electric Railway Claims Associa-
tion this year was held on Mon-

day afternoon because of the setting

aside of Wednesday as exhibitors' day.
There was a good attendance when
President W. H. Hyland called the
meeting to order at 2:15 p.m. in Claims
Hall on the Million Dollar Pier. An
abstract of President Hyland's annual
address follows:

President's Address

The history of railway transportation
does not tell us at what time the claim
agent or adjuster made his appearance
in this country. Enough, however, is

known of past ages, both from history
and comparative conditions of society

in our own time, to show that men have
been employed from time to time, not
to determine the rights of people, but
to adjust their grievances and ter-

minate their quarrels.
We, of course, are not particularly

interested to know when the claim
agent or adjuster first appeared in this

country, but we are concerned indeed
with the causes which made his coming
inevitable and the variety of problems
with which he has had to deal from his

advent to the present time.

For many years the claim depart-
ment of a railway consisted of only one
man who performed the duties of the
investigator, adjuster and claim agent.
He was the unit of this economic enter-
prise. There were no interrelations

with other claim departments, and the
policies and undertakings of one were
unknown to the other. Co-operation,
which is the purpose of any organiza-
tion, was absent in any real sense.

In 1904 the situation became so
serious, however, that claims men
called a meeting in St. Louis, Mo., to

consider ways and means of protecting
their enterprise and safeguarding the
interests of electric railways. At this

meeting the "Street Railway Claim
Agents' Association of America" was
organized.

This event, we believe, marked the
first milestone on the highway of pro-
gressive claims work. Today the asso-
ciation adequately represents the vari-

ous advances in all departments of
thought and knowledge bearing upon
claims work, and we believe that it is

a trustworthy and competent inter-

preter of our needs and of our
problems.
By reference to our program it will

be noted that there is no joint meeting
scheduled for the Claims *nd Trans-
portation & Traffic Associations. One
reason for its elimination this year was
due to the belief of your president and

W. H. MylaiKl
Retiring President

executive committee that the medical
and surgical committee, being a new
committee, should have an entire day
to carry out its program. It also

appeared that if a joint meeting were
scheduled, it would seriously interfere
with the remainder of the program of
both associations. With the elimina-
tion of the joint meeting we were able
to revise our program and rearrange
our schedule whereby all subjects ap-
proved by our executive committee
were retained.

At our last convention meeting you
will recall that the incoming adminis-
tration was instructed to take up with
the parent association the question of
employing a safety engineer or secre-
tary to vitalize and make enduring the
work of the Claims Association. Mr.
Allison and Mr. Hellmuth were ap-
pointed a committee to draft a resolu-
tion setting forth the necessity for the
employment of such a safety engineer
and Mr. Hellmuth presented the resolu-
tion at the meeting of the American
executive committee in January. The

H. D. BriKK«
President-Elect

matter was referred to the committee on
policy and finance. It was finally de-

cided not to appoint such an official as

the budget for the year did not provide
for such an expenditure and the finances

for the year would not justify it, and
it was believed that the parent staff at
association headquarters might be of

greater service to the Claims Associa-
tion.

The recommendations of the commit-
tee were approved and I therefore
presume likely there is some disap-

pointment that the efforts of your com-
mittee in this matter did not prevail.

But on the other hand, I believe we
shall find both reasonableness in the
decision and comfort in the thought
that the parent association desires at

all times to do that which is for the
best interests of all the affiliated asso-
ciations.

Realizing the advantages of an early

start, your committees were appointed
promptly. In addition to the com-
mittees provided for, there was
appointed a committee on uniform
state law governing the operation of

motor vehicles approaching railway-
highway grade crossings.

In planning the work of this com-
mittee it was the original intention

to seek the aid of the United States
Chamber of Commerce, the National
Safety Council, the American Railway
Association and by the appointment of

committees in each state directly to

take up with prominent state legislators

and other agencies within each state

concerned in the conservation of human
life the imperative necessity of a law
governing motor vehicles approaching
grade crossings. Later the work of this

committee was curtailed to the gather-
ing of data bearing upon the subject

and to the drafting of a proposed uni-

versal state law. Although the work
of the committee is but a beginning, it

will have accomplished much good in

turning the minds of the people into

a channel of thought bearing upon a
condition which causes more suffering

and a greater sacrifice of human life

than any other agency in this country
at the present time.

Your officers have received many
invitations from associations engaged
in accident prevention work to attend
their meetings. These invitations were
accepted and delegates were duly ap-
pointed to represent our association.

In this connection I believe we also

should establish the practice of extend-
ing invitations to officers of other asso-
ciations engaged in similar work to

attend our meetings; in fact, I believe

that we should strive to secure for our
association as members men engaged
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in claims work in England. It would
be highly advantageous for both the
claim agent abroad and the claim agent
in America to know the policies and
practices of each other, and it would be,

I believe, a consummation devoutly to

be wished by both.

In conclusion, I sincerely wish to

thank all who have in any way helped
to make this convention a success, and
especially do I thank the chairman and
members of committees who have
labored so faithfully to furnish us such
an interesting and instructive program.
And I also wish to express my grati-

tude to our secretary, Mr. Welsh, and
his assistants for the fine helpfulness
and courteous service rendered me dur-
ing my term of office.

The reports of the executive commit-
tee and of the executive secretary were
then presented. The former was a rec-

ord of the minutes of the meetings of
the executive committee. An abstract
of the report of the executive secretary
follows

:

Report of the Secretary

The following committees were au-
thorized by the executive committee
and appointed by the president at the
beginning of the year: (1) Accident
prevention, (2) claims department as-
pects of motor bus operation, (3) em-
ployment, (4) medical and surgical
work, (5) resolutions, (6) subjects, and
(7) uniform grade-crossing law.
The committees on employment,

resolutions and subjects are standing
committees, appointed each year for
specific purposes. The accident pre-
vention committee was appointed to
continue studies of this subject begun
in previous years. The remaining three
committees are new, in so far as their
assignments and activities are con-
cerned.
The committee on claims department

aspects of motor bus operation was ap-
pointed as a result of a resolution
passed by the executive committee of
the American Association, requesting
each affiliated association to interest it-

self in problems common to motor bus
operation.

The medical and surgical committee
is the result of a generally accepted
belief that the doctors should take an
active part in the work 6f the associa-
tion and have a definite part in the
convention program. One entire ses-
sion of this convention has been allotted
to a medical and surgical program ar-
ranged by the chairman of the com-
mittee.
The committee on a uniform grade-

crossing law was instructed to study
the laws of the various states and pre-
pare a suggested grade-crossing law
which might be considered desirable
for adoption uniformly throughout the
country.

All of the committees have for pres-
entation here reports of unusual inter-
est to the members of this association.
In addition a number of interesting
papers have been prepared on subjects
recommended by the subjects commit-
tee and approved by the executive
committee. The net results of the
year's activities will be laid before you
in these sessions.

As a matter of record, there is given
herewith a statement of the Hooper-

Holmes Bureau reports, by member
companies of the association for the
year ended May 15, 1924: •

No. of
Company Reports

Cleveland Railway Co 1,625
Duluth Street Railway Co 66
Georgria Railway & Power Co Ill
Hudson & Manhattan Railroad Co.. . 386
Illinois Traction System 7
Market Street Railway Co 421
Memphis Street Railway Co 60
New York State Railways (Rochester) 7

(Utica) . . 159
" (Syracuse) 259

Pittsburghs Railway Co 160
Tacoma Railway Co 16
United Railways Co. of St. Louis.. 1,085
Union Traction Co. of Indiana 99
United Railways & Electric Co.

of Baltimore 2,430

Total 6,891

During the year, your president made
a special effort to communicate with
every representative of your associa-
tion and sent a special letter calling

attention to the work of your medical
and surgical committee. In addition, a
personal letter was sent to each com-
pany's doctor urging him to attend the
convention. Your president also desig-
nated a representative in each state to

stimulate interest in the convention,
and letters were sent by him to the
various companies in his district. In
all of these ways an effort has been
made during the year to focus the at-

tention of claims men throughout the
country on the activities of the associa-
tion and to provide for them the fullest

opportunity for a discussion of their

problems.
It may not be generally appreciated

that the membership in your associa-
tion is equal to that in the parent
American Association. In other words,
every member company is entitled to
send representatives from its claims
department to the convention and to
designate one as its official representa-
tive with the power to vote. It fre-

quently happens, however, that mem-
bers of your association doubtless do
not receive the communications of the
association, since under our arrange-
ment but one officer in each company is

designated to handle association corre-
spondence for all departments. One
way in which the members of your
association may have a closer contact
with the headquarters office is by tak-
ing out individual membership. This will

place you on a special mailing list and
provide you with an annual subscrip-
tion to the official magazine and in-

cludes one copy of the proceedings of
your association.

In conclusion I wish to take this
opportunity to say that the services of
the headquarters staff are available to
the officers, committees and members
of your association and that we will be
very glad to be of as much assistance
as possible in making the work of this
association more effective.

The report of the committee on uni-
form grade-crossing law was then
presented. It was read by H. D.
Briggs, assistant general claim agent
Public Service Railway, Newark, and a
member of the conimittee. An abstract
follows:

Uniform Grade Crossing Law
The committee on uniform grade

crossing law has followed the work of
the national Conference on Prevention
of Highwajf Crossing Accidents, held

under the auspices of the National As-
sociation of Railway Commissioners.
As a result of the study made the com-
mittee has prepared a draft for a
uniform grade crossing law which is

presented as an appendix.
The report was signed by H. D.

Briggs, W. E. Robinson and W. G.
Fitzpatrick, chairman.
On the motion of John J. Carlin,

claim agent Richmond Light & Rail-

road Company, New York, the associa-
tion voted to request the American
Association to send a copy of the law
proposed in the report to the attorney
of every member company, so that he
might review it and see how it corre-
sponded with the law in his state.

The president announced the appoint-
ment of a nominating committee to re-

port before the close of the convention
and consisting of: Samuel B. Hare,
Altoona, Pa.; W. F. Weh, Cleveland,
Ohio; C. B. Hardin, St. Louis, and H. V.
Drown, Newark, N. J.

The report on the claims department
aspects of motor bus operation was
presented by G. T. Hellmuth, claims
attorney Chicago, North Shore & Mil-
waukee Railroad. Before presenting
the report, Mr. Hellmuth referred to

the recent meeting of the National
Safety Council at Louisville which he
had attended, and where, he said, im-
portant information in regard to meth-
ods of reducing accidents from auto-
mobiles had been brought out. He
commended the work of the National
Safety Council to the support of his

auditors. He then read the report of
the committee on motor bus operation.
An abstract follows:

Claims Aspects of Motor Bus
Operation

The committee was asked to study
the requirements of electric railway
companies in the examination of bus
drivers over and above such require-
ments as there might be imposed by
state laws and to present information
on the aspects of bus accidents peculiar
to bus operation and not ordinarily
encountered in the operation of rail

cars. ___
Bus and coach operation can be

divided into at least three phases: In
cities of large population, such as New
York, Chicago, St. Louis or Detroit,

bus transportation has been intensively
carried on along lines similar in some
of its characteristics to street railway
carriage in these cities, i.e., there is a
sufficient volume of traffic to permit of
the gathering of much accurate statisti-

cal information and to call for the best
type of operating management.

Interurban buses may be classified as
next in importance as concerns revenue
and extent of operation. In this class

longer hauls are made on highways
outside of city limits, and consequently
much greater speed is at times attained.

The third class of buses engage in

tours for all-day trips, or for longer
periods of time. The company conduct-
ing this kind of bus service must
particularly look to it that its rolling

stock is sent out over the road in first

class condition, as much mileage may
be covered before the bus is returned
to the shops; also the driver must be
one who can be trusted to operate with

i
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the highest degree of care, even
though he knows that he is miles away
from headquarters and not under the

observation of the operating depart-

ment. On these long hauls, a higher
rate of speed is usually attained than
for buses in purely interurban use.

The committee is of the opinion that

there is a marked lessening in accident

frequency in bus operation in compari-
son with carriage by car.

Vehicle collisions are relatively very
low, due, we think, to the high braking
efficiency with the rubber to pavement
contact, and also to the possibility of
veering in direction, and in this way
avoiding a threatening collision.

Passenger accidents fall into the very
familiar classification known to all of

us, viz., boarding and alighting,

personal injuries due to sudden stops
and starts, and injuries received by
passengers on buses in collision with
other buses or vehicles.

Both as to collisions with other
vehicles and as to passenger accidents,

the experience of two of the committee
members' companies shows a very low
accident rate. One of the companies in
the year 1924 reports a motor bus
accident cost of approximately $240 per
bus, covering both urban and interur-

ban operation, and the other company
reports a total accident cost of $1,000
for the first six months of 1924, using
forty buses, largely in interurban
operation, but with some urban car-
riage. The follovnng figures relate to
the Chicago Motor Coach Company and
the Fifth Avenue Coach Company:
CHICAGO MOTOR COACH COMPANY
Data on accidents for the six months'

period beginning December 1, 1923, and
ended May 31, 1924.
Collisions between coaches and other

vehicles for which coaches were
considered at fault — miles per
accident 7,702

Collision between coaches and other
vehicles for which coaches were
considered at fault—passengers
carried per accident 29,846

Personal injury cases due to sud-
den stops— miles operated per
accident 65,089

Personal injury cases due to sud-
' den stops— passengers carried
per accident 252,224

Personal injury cases, boarding and
alighting, for which coaches were
considered at fault-—miles oper-
ated per accident 39,839

Personal injury cases, boarding and
alighting, for which coaches were
considered at fault— passengers
carried per accident 154.381

Cost of accidents per mile 00695c
Per cent of gross receipts 1.77

FIFTH AVENUE COACH COMPANY
Data on accidents for the twelve-month

period ended June 30, 1923.
Car collisions 52
Persons struck 52
Vehicles struck 1,563
Boarding ; 223
Alighting 167
Other accidents 1,209

Total 3,266

Injuries

:

Passengers 801
Employees 165
Others 104

Total 1.070
Serious accidents included In the above

:

Killed 5
Fractured skulls 1
Broken limbs 2
Other serious accidents 15

Total 23

The Fifth Avenue Coach Company, dur-
ing the fiscal year ended June 30, 1923, to
provide for payment of claims the company
charged expenses and credited a reserve
at the rate of- IS cents per bus-mile from
July 1, 1922, to Dec. 31, 1922, and at the

rate of IJ cents per bus-mile from Jan. 1

to June 30, 1923. It actually expended
during the fiscal year $189,374 and there
was left in the reserve for the year $10,327.
The ratio of money expended for accidents
and damages to the total operating rev-
enues was 0.033.

The committee feels that by far the

most important portion of its assign-

ment lay in the study of the methods
of bus operators whereby maximum
safe operation is obtained. This pre-

vention divides itself into three main
channels: (1) Careful selection and
training of bus operators; (2) proper
choice and maintenance of equipment;
and (3) public accident prevention.

Some interesting facts on the prac-

tice of the Fifth Avenue Coach Com-
pany in these particulars are given in

a paper read in 1920 by G. A. Green
before the S.A.E. (See abstract in the

Electric Railway Journal for July

24, 1920, page 175.—Eds.)
Dr. A. J. Snow, consulting industrial

psychologist for a number of industries,

has made a study of drivers' selection

tests, and states that after giving

alertness tests to taxicab drivers for

Chicago operators, he has found that

those drivers who failed to qualify on
tests for alertness are almost invariably

the drivers whose accident records are

bad. ( See also Electric Railway Jour-
nal for Sept. 13, 1924, page 387.—
Eds.) Professor Snow feels that mental
alertness tests are of great value in

choosing men qualified for driving, and
he also says that the physical examina-
tion must not be ignored in selecting

drivers and that "the physical examina-
tion should cover sight, hearing, heart
and blood pressure, and no man who is

seriously defective in any of these
respects can be considered a safe

driver." Professor Snow considers age
as an important factor, and an analy-
sis made by him showed that drivers

between the ages of 30 and 39 had
fewer accidents than those between 20
and 29. Other particulars are given
in an article by Professor Snow in

the July, 1924, copy of the National
Safety News.
The report was signed by C. L.

Young, D. M. Finch and G. T. Hellmuth,
chairman.

H. C. Davy, assistant treasurer
Metropolitan District Railway, London,
said that on the London General Omni-
bus System there are some 3,000 buses
which make 120,000,000 bus-miles a
year, and the receipts were $45,000,000
per year. The accident costs were about
1 per cent of the gross, or less than
that generally reported in America.

H. 0. Allison, commercial manager
Beaver Valley Traction Company, New
Brighton, Pa., then presented the re-

port of the committee on accident pre-

vention. An abstract follows:

Accident Prevention

The committee said that accident pre-

vention as an association study in re-

cent years began with the Claims Asso-
ciation. Later a safety committee was
appointed by the American Electric

Railway Association and functioned for

one year. Then the work of accident

prevention was assigned jointly to the

Claims Association and the T. & T. As-
sociation, and last year a joint report

was submitted. This year individual

reports will be submitted to these two
associations.

The committee recommends that
there should be only one accident pre-

vention committee and that this should
be a committee of the American Elec-

tric Railway Association so that the
committee will represent the entire in-

dustry and get the benefit of the ex-
perience of all departments. Too close

association of claims men with accident
prevention work, in the opinion of the

committee, might be detrimental to

their efforts toward adjustment of
claims after an accident occurred.

The report was submitted by E. L.

Lindemuth, F. W. Mulford, Frank H.
Warren, Allison J. Van Brunt and H. O.
Allison, chairman.

This report aroused considerable dis-

cussion because it was taken by some
delegates as the I'ecommendation that
claims men should withdraw from or-

ganized efforts to prevent accidents
and leave this work to other depart-
ments of the company. H. 0. Allison,

chairman of the committee, disclaimed
such an idea, but declared the commit-
tee believed an accident prevention
committee, made up only of claims men,
to be wrong. Other departments more
directly re.sponsible for accidents should
also be members of the committee.
At the motion of Mr. Allison the

recommendations contained in his re-

port were then withdrawn, and in

their place the association passed a
motion made by him recommending to

the American Association the appoint-
ment of an accident prevention com-
mittee, the personnel of which should
be representative of the entire industry,

and that the committee should function
during the coming year.

The afternoon session concluded with
an address by Col. H. E. Winsor, super-
intendent of investigations and adjust-
ments Tacoma Railway & Power Com-
pany, Tacoma, Wash., on "What Can
the Claim Agent Do Toward Encourag-
ing Better Relationship of the Employ-
ees of the Company." This is published
in abstract elsewhere in this issue.

Tuesday's Session, Claims Association
TUESDAY'S session was devoted to

a symposium on medical and surgi-

cal topics. It was in charge of the
chairman of the committee on medical
and surgical work, Dr. Hart E. Fisher,
chief surgeon Chicago Rapid Transit
Company, Chicago. Dr. Fisher pre-
sented the report of the committee, as
follows:
The medical and surgical committee

was formed in November, 1923, and its

purpose was the stimulation of interest
in medical and surgical matters in

their relation to the transportation in-

dustry. Many companies are far ad-
vanced in this phase of their organiza-
tion; but there are many which are
just now realizing the necessity of
some medical supervision.

One of the first steps taken by the
committee was to obtain the names of
the medical representatives of the
member companies and to urge their
co-operation and presence at this con-
vention. The committee wrote to ap-
proximately 350 member companies.
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and received in reply the names of 600

physicians. From this number, the

committee again wrote to 221 of those

who appeared to be most eligible to

render assistance in medical and surgi-

cal work. The response was practically

unanimous, and about 50 per cent of-

fered active assistance, listing the

questions in which they were most in-

terested. A program of appropriate

subjects has been arranged and it is to

be hoped that now the work can be

carried on with far-reaching results.

The report was signed by H. M. Bas-
com, M.D., E. W. Miller, M.D., and
Hart E. Fisher, M.D., chairman.

Malingering

The first paper presented in the
medical and surgical symposium was
on "Malingering" by F. L. Mosser, sur-

geon Third Avenue Railway System,
New York. The paper is published in

abstract elsewhere in this issue.

President Hyland, in calling for dis-

cussion, said there was always danger
that malingering will be suspected

when it is not being practiced. He in-

stanced an accident on the road with
which he was connected in which a
passenger fell backward and injured his

spine, because the screws which held

his seat fast came loose. The company
fought the case but lost and had to pay
a judgment of from $6,000 to $8,000.

The injury was real and the man walks
with two canes today.

Another delegate spoke of a case
where a young girl who had suffered

from infantile paralysis claimed an in-

jury and collected $7,500, but the girl

is now back at work and as well as
before the alleged accident.

Dr. J. A. Watts, chief surgeon San
Antonio Public Service Company, de-
scribed two or three cases of genuine
malingering and also the case of an
employee with a stiff back which
seemed to be of that kind, but an X-ray
showed a deformity which caused trou-

ble under the work of bending and lift-

ing in which the man was engaged.
This work was changed, and there has
been no further complaint.
A delegate asked Doctor Mosser

whether an unfriendly doctor could use
a temporary local anesthetic to pro-
duce anesthesia during the visit of a
company doctor on a patient. The
doctor replied that this might be ac-
complished by a blow or by certain
drugs, but except for a blow, it would
be difficult to fool the physician.

Dr. J. J. Wymer, surgeon New
Orleans Public Service, Inc., told of the
case of a man who claimed he had been
injured in a collision and deceived a
number of leading psychiatrists in New
Orleans. Finally, the company paid
him $6,500 and inside of two weeks he
was entirely well.

Dr. H. L. MacLeian, chief surgeon
Virginia Railway & Power Company,
said that it ought not to be difficult to
detect malingerers. They have to be
coached by a doctor, and no educated
and decent doctor would participate in
such a fraud. It would have to be a
poor doctor to do the coaching, and it

ought not to be difficult to catch him.
The practice with his company is to go
directly to the doctor in charge of any
person injured and get his facts.

Doctor Mosser warned that unfor-

tunately some very prominent physi-

cians sometimes are capable of coach-

ing in cases of this kind.

President Budd Addresses
Convention

At this point President B. I. Budd,
American Electric Railway Association,

entered the hall, and said in part:

"It is a great pleasure to have this

opportunity to say a few words to you.

The work of the Claims Association is

one of the most important of our entire

association, not solely because that de-

partment of our various member com-
panies involves the expenditure of great

sums of money, but more particularly

because what they do have a direct

bearing on public relations, and public

relations are, perhaps, the very most
important considerations of every fac-

tor that enters into the operation of the

utility company. I do not know where
there is a better opportunity to convey
the best side of the company to the

public than where the contact is made
with some one who is injured and who
not only feels a grievance on account of

possible suffering and loss of time, but
also a sense of money lost and a sense

of a desire to bring retribution on the

company which brought about the in-

jury.

"So it requires a great amount of

skill in diplomatic work to meet this

situation. The claims department has
difficulties that would appear to the

uninitiated, as they often appear to me,
to be almost insurmountable, where the

representatives of the department go
into an atmosphere absolutely un-
friendly. Yet, after the claims repre-

sentative has entered, it is more than
likely that the person is made a friend,

one who can be relied upon to control

the opinions of a great many people in

his or her neighborhood in favor of the

company. I have had some very strik-

ing examples of this. I had a man who
used to write letters to me over a
period of a year of the most unfriendly
and rabid character. It almost seemed
a personal animosity, although he did

not know me except as the head of the

railroad. None of these letters was
such as could be answered, and in ac-

cordance with our practice, we never
answer letters where there is anything
in the nature of a complaint. We al-

ways make a personal call, and letter

writing is strictly taboo in our organ-
ization in connection with complaints.

"Finally, after a particularly strong
letter, I met a friend who lived in the
neighborhood of this complainant and
asked what kind of a man he was. My
friend said that he was highly educated
and had a nice family and was a very
good sort of fellow. I thought it was
strange that a man like that could
write letters of such an intemperate
character, so I asked my friend to in-

vite me and him to luncheon. At this

lunch the complainant told me the his-

tory of his animosity toward the com-
pany. It seems that eight or ten years
before, a member of his family was in-

jured, and the claims representative of

the road (before I had anything to do
with it) not only did not act fairly but
made a bad impression upon him. I

readily agreed to make an adjustment
in the matter. Since that time the

man has been one of our best friends.

Often he calls me up to tell about in- J

equality of service, that is causing ir- i

ritation or something that can be cor-
|

rected to advantage. This indicates
|

that the claims department, though
small in size, can be a tremendous force

in improving public relations.

The following papers were then read:

"Organization of a Medical Depart-
ment," by J. J. Wymer, surgeon New
Orleans Public Service, Inc.; "Medical
Survey of Employees" by Alden Coffey,

chief surgeon Northern Texas Traction
Company, and "Periodical Re-examina-
tion" by E. W. Miller, chief surgeon
Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light
Company. These papers will be found
in abstract elsewhere in this issue.

Re-examinations and Personal
Injury Cases

At the conclusion of the presentation

of the papers on re-examination of em-
ployees, one of the delegates asked if

Dr. Miller had found any disposition

on the part of the employees to object

to the medical treatment of the mem-
bers of their families and also whether
such treatment was rendered at the

home or at the central medical head-
quarters.

Dr. Miller explained that the accept-

ance of treatment for sickness by the

men for their families was entirely

voluntary, but the department en-

deavored to give as good service as

they would receive from any physician

or surgical source, and it was found
that this service to the families was
appreciated. No attempt was made
by the department to supply the serv-

ices of specialists, just complete med-
ical service, and this was given in the

home and in the office. During 1923,

some 60,000 house calls had been made
without charge. The other physicians

in the city had not indicated any opposi-

tion to this plan, although the depart-

ment treated persons able to pay the

fees of private practitioners.

Dr. Fischer, Chicago Rapid Transit

Company, said that when that com-
pany began its periodical re-examina-
tion a number of years ago there was
some opposition to it on the part of the

men, but now they realize its impor-
tance and that where any defects are

discovered, the company gives men
less responsible and hazardous posi-

tions where possible. Thus, a man dis-

qualified as motorman can often be used

in train service as a conductor or

guard. It has been found that as these

examinations are continued, the defects

discovered have become less with each

examination. It will be found also that

the death list will decrease. Such a

medical stirvey is conducted every two
years and covers all of the employees
of Uie Chicago Rapid Transit Com-
pany. To make such an examination
acceptable, the company should explain

to the men that they are getting with-

out charge something which most men
are glad to pay for, and they should

really be more interested than any one

else in learning whether they have any
defects. The discovery of such defects

in time will often prolong their lives.

Dr. Miller, in discussing the treat-

ment of personal injury cases, said that

the Milwaukee policy, begun long be-

fore he went to Milwaukee, was for the

company to look out for the medical
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treatment of all persons seriously in-

jured by the railway, when that was
practicable, whether the company knew
that it was legally responsible or

not. The automobile had greatly in-

creased the number of serious injuries

on the street, and the Milwaukee com-
pany has in the hospitals now a number
of automobile cases, mostly surgical.

These patients are receiving whatever
treatment is necessary. He was satis-

fied that this policy was desirable.

Dr. DriscoU, Richmond Light & Rail-

road Company, New York, suggested
that that policy might make a jury
think the company was liable in cases
where it was not. He recalled the case
of a slight collision between two cars

where no one was injured, but one
woman fainted. He happened to be
present and administered some aromatic
spirits of ammonia to the woman who
fainted. Later she brought suit and
his act in administering this simple re-

storative was greatly emphasized and
was largely the cause of a verdict of

$1,600 awarded against the company.
The company, however, had appealed
the case.

Dr. Miller explained that he did not
mean that the company supplied treat-

ment to cases where there was no
liability, Imt simply to the doubtful
cases. However, if treatment is begun
in any case, it is continued except
where litigation is brought.

Dr. H. L. MacLean, Richmond, Va.,

said his company followed the same
policy of treating every one injured by

the cars, whether the company was re-

sponsible legally for the injury or not.

He had been asked in court if he was
still the physician of a claimant and he

always had great pleasure in explain-

ing to the court and prosecuting at-

torney that it was the principle of the

company to extend treatment to any
one injured, whether the company was
liable or not.

G. R. Whitmore, general claims at-

torney Illinois Power, Light & Traction

Company, Peoria, 111., said that com-
pany at first followed the plan de-

scribed in Milwaukee and Richmond,
but during the last five years applied

only first aid service, i.e., for the first

48 hours. In the case of employees
treatment is provided during the whole
period of disability.

President Hyland explained that on
the road with which he is connected,

the company doctor visits the injured

patient always. Such a visit is required

by the New York State law and by the

regulations of the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
The papers on "Hospital Associa-

tions" by Dr. H. M. Bascom and on
"Co-operative Hospitalization for Cor-
porations" by Dr. F. S. Macy were then
presented. They will be found else-

where in this issue.

At the conclusion of the session, on
motion, a vote of thanks was extended
to the attending physicians and sur-

geons for the information given on
various topics, and the association
voted to continue its medical section.

Thursday's Session^ Claims Association

THE first paper presented at the
session on Thursday afternoon was

that on "Pelvic Fractures" by Dr. J. A.
Watts, San Antonio, Tex. At the
conclusion of the presentation of the
paper, a vote of thanks was unani-
mously passed to Doctor Watts for his
valuable paper and the hope was ex-
pressed that he would attend the meet-
ing of the association in 1925.

In the discussion Doctor Miller, Mil-
waukee, explained a diagnostic sign for
fractured pelvis which was first de-
veloped by Doctor Lehman of Milwau-
kee and was not found, so far as he
knew, in any of the books. If the pa-
tient is placed on his back with both
legs extended and has a fractured pel-

vis, he cannot raise the heel of his foot
on the side of the fracture with his

leg in extension.
In answer to requests, Doctor Watts

then explained the position of the foot
with an upward and backward disloca-

tion of the femur. On request he also

gave some facts on the subject of

sacro-iliac strain.

C. B. Hardin, general claim agent
United Railways of St. Louis, presented
a paper on "Automobile Hazard." Mr.
Hellmuth then read a prepared discus-
sion contributed by H. K. Bennett. Both
of these papers will be found in ab-
stract elsewhere in this issue.

Automobile Hazards
S. W. Baldwin, attorney the Con-

necticut Company, said that the ques-
tion of examinations for drivers of au-
tomobiles had been considered with
great thoroughness at the recent con-
vention in Louisville of the National

Safety Council. In the Eastern Atlantic
States, from Maine to Maryland, and
including Pennsylvania, there is an au-
tomobile commissioners' conference, and
in all of these states some sort of
license to drive a car is required before
a person may go on a highway, except
under instruction. The speaker hoped
that a similar practice would be fol-

lowed elsewhere.
A discussion developed along the

direction of the possibility of accidents
to automobiles between blocks and Mr.
Hellmuth pointed out that in not all

cases is the automobile driver responsi-
ble for such accidents. If an automo-
bile proceeding on the track is stopped
by something ahead and is run into by
the car behind, the railway is responsi-
ble. This is also the case where a car
attempts to turn in a block and the
engine stalls when the automobile is on
the track, unless the motorman keeps a
proper lookout.

J. H. Handlon, San Francisco, said
that 70 per cent of the accidents on the
Market Street Railway were in connec-
tion with automobiles. A serious dan-
ger now is the financial irresponsibility
of many automobile drivers, and an-
other is their carelessness even when
insured. Eventually, he believes, the
insurance companies will have to clas-

sify their risks in various ways, as
whether the car is operated in a con-
gested district, whether the person own-
ing the car is the exclusive operator,
his past experience and past record, the
nature of the driver's employment, and
whether he drives only occasionally.
Premiums for such casualty insurance
would vary accordingly. Eventually,

he believes also, there will be state in-

surance and compulsory insurance.
Mr. Carlin, Richmond Railway &

Light Company, argued in favor of col-
lecting damages from automobile
drivers who injured trolley cars. He
thought that, especially in smaller
communities, the effect was to make
drivers more caretful.

In reply to a question. President
Hyland said that under the law of New
York State the trolley car has the para-
mount right between streets because it

is a public carrier. This does not mean
that this right destroys the last clear
chance doctrine. If something is in
the way of the trolley car, it doesn't
have paramount right until that ob-
struction is out of the way.

Mr. Handlon, San Francisco, said
that of all the automobile accidents of
his company, only 19 per cent result in
claims. While his company files claims
against automobile owners who injure
trolley cars, its practice is to confine
these claims to cases where the damage
is considerable or where the automobile
comes in contact with motionless com-
pany property, like standing street
cars.

Mr. Baldwin, New Haven, did not see
that it would create ill feeling if the
company insisted only on just claims
for damages.

Mr. Hardin, St. Louis, mentioned an
arrangement which the St. Louis com-
pany made with the owner of a large
number of motor trucks, by which the
damage to both sides is divided equally.
Previous to this time from five to
twenty collisions occurred during a
month with the trucks of that concern.
After that, they practically disappeared
because the truck owner realized that
if there was an accident, he would
have to pay half, whether his driver
was at fault or not. The plan worked
so well that it has been followed by the
company with a number of other large
users of motor trucks. •

H. V. Drovsm, Public Service Railway,
Newark, says his company believes
firmly in collecting damages from auto-
mobile drivers where they are at fault.
The money collected is substantial; the
lesson in carefulness is worth while;
and if the driver is insured, the insur-
ance company learns to pay promptly.

Prevention of Highway Crossing
Accidents

H. A. Rowe, chairman of the com-
mittee on prevention of highway cross-
ing accidents, American Railway Asso-
ciation, and claims attorney of the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railroad, was introduced by President
Hyland as having saved a great many
lives by his efforts. His paper is

printed elsewhere in this issue.
Mr. Rowe added a few comments to

his paper. He said, among other
things, that on the steam roads there
is always the danger that a collision
with an automobile will derail a long
train. The slogan "Cross Crossings
Cautiously" had been pushed through
posters, pamphlets and talks, and had
undoubtedly been effective. It was im-
possible to eliminate all grade cross-
ings. In the last ten years the com-
pany with which he was connected had
eliminated 150 at a cost of $96,900
for each crossing eliminated. The
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effect of the slogan has been not only
to induce caution but to encourage the
newspapers to place the blame for
crossing accidents where it belongs
rather than always to place it on the
railway. Mr. Rowe said he found that
those involved in railroad crossing acci-

dents represented all classes in the
community including the learned and
captains of industry, showing that all

classes were careless at railroad cross-
ings.

In reply to a question as to means for
protection, Mr. Rowe said that he
favored electric and pneumatic devices
operated in conjunction with the ap-
proach of the train. Crossing gates are
being abandoned because many automo-
bilists seem to delight in smashing them.
After the gate, there is manual protec-
tion with a man waving a "Stop" sign.
This seems better than a flag system
because the employees sometimes use
the wrong flag and all highway trav-
elers do not know the meaning of the
flag. If the flagman waved a white
flag, the automobile driver might think
that it was an invitation to approach,
whereas if the flagman used a red flag,

the train would stop. Hence, the stop
sign is preferable.

In reply to another question, Mr.
Rowe explained that railroad crossing
gates were painted in black and white
stripes because it was believed these
were the most conspicuous colors to
use on the average highway. Prior to
the adoption of this combination, there
was a great variety of colors, and
painting was often neglected. With
something definite as to color, it is

easier for them to be maintained in
good order. He hoped that the time is

fast approaching when there will be a
national uniform system of crossing
designations, rules of the road, inspec-
tion of cars, inspection of drivers, etc.

A resolution was then passed ex-
pressing the thanks of the association
to Mr. Rowe for his paper and presence
at the meeting.

Nominations

The nominating committee then made
the following report:

President, H. D. Briggs, assistant
general claim agent Public Service
Railway, Newark, N. J,

First vice-president, J. H. Handlon,
claim agent Market Street Railway,
San Francisco, Cal.

Second vice-president, C. B. Proctor,
claim agent Memphis Street Railway.

Third vice-president, J. S. Kubu,
assistant superintendent accident de-
partment, Cleveland Railway.
For members of the executive com-

mittee: S. J. Herrell, claim agent Knox-
ville Power & Light Company; L. F.
Wynne, general claim agent ' Georgia
Railway & Power Company; G. T. Hell-
muth, claims attorney Chicago, North
Shore & Milwaukee Railroad; Dr. Hart
E. Fisher, chief surgeon Chicago Rapid
Transit Company.
For convention secretary: E. L.

Lindemuth, claim agent Wilkes-Barre
Railway.
As there were no other nominations,

this ticket was elected.
The new president and vice-presi-

dents were then escorted to the chair,
and expressed their appreciation of the
honors Conferred on them.

A past-president's badge was then sponded, and at 5:30 p.m. President-
presented by Russell Sears of Boston elect Briggs, who had taken the chair,
to the retiring president, W. H. Hyland. declared the sessions of the convention
To this President Hyland fittingly re- to be over.

How the Claim

Agent Can Help

Better Relations*
By H. G, Winsor
Superintendent of Investigations and Adjustments
Tacoma Railway & Power Company
Tacoma, Wash.

Various Ways Are Suggested,

Based on Practical Experi-

ence, Where the Claim Agent
Is Particularly Well Fitted

to Help

THE success of our member com-
panies is and always will be de-
pendent to a considerable degree

on a good understanding of our prob-
lems by our employees and by the
public. As to methods, local conditions
must govern to a considerable extent.
In our own organization we have had
splendid success through employee
representation in working out our
problems.

In June, 1922, we set up an organiza-
tion which is termed the Electric Com-
pany Co-operative Committee and is

composed in part by company officials

appointed by the manager, and in part
bv employees elected by secret ballot.

We have found this an excellent
medium through which we can under-
stand each other better, and secure for
both the company and our employees a
considerable improvement as regards
the conditions affecting operation. We
also have a "foremen's conference,"
and at present are planning a men's
conference, both of which will event-
ually be co-ordinated with the work of
the co-operative committee.
The beneficial results of taking the

employee into your confidence and dis-
cussing with him, frankly, all of the
problems you have to face will surprise
the most ardent advocate of democracy
or the highly developed psychologist.
For several years there has been a

rapidly increasing number of publicity
advocates in the public utility field.

The official who still believes that he
must keep secret the most interesting
and important facts in connection with
the operation of an institution which
serves the public is likely to be re-

ferred to as a relic of bygone days,
and rightly so.

The importance of success in pub-
licity cannot be overestimated, but to

be assured of .success its direction must
be placed in the hands of a man who
by education and experience is fully
competent to win and retain the confi-

•Abstract of a paper before the annual
convention of the American Electric Rail-
way Claims Association. Atlantic City, N. ,1.,

Oct. 8-10, 1924.

H. O. Winsor

dence of both the management and the
public.

What the claims oflficial can do to en-
courage or assist in the consummation
of such an improved condition must of
course depend to a considerjible extent
on the opportunity presented in each in-
dividual case. However, we should
never overlook the fact that initiative
often develops opportunity and fur-
nishes a medium for successful ac-
complishment.

In our association and contact wh
the employee we stand, or at lea-
should stand, in the light of an im
partial arbiter as well as a friend.
While we have no voice or vote in the
administration of justice, as betwee?!
the employer and employee, our e.^ti

mate of fairness and our influence foi

a "square deal" is, I believe, generally
recognized. We have the responsi-
bility of showing to our employees that
it is not only our duty but our pleasure
to see that everyone with whom we do
business is assured of prompt attention
and fair treatment. This applies with
equal force to the employee and the
public.

In our dealings with the public there*

are many ways in which we can pro-
mote better relations.

The investigator who interviews a
witness will leave either an impression
of his fairness or the reverse. The
form letter mailed from the office car-
ries with it a suggestion of impar-
tiality. The investigation of a com-
plaint and a satisfied customer may
count heavily on the right side of public
opinion.

Courtesy must not be confined to the
platform men. Every official, and
especially the claims men, who by the
nature of their duties are subject to

unusual conditions in business conduct,
should studiously maintain a courteous
demeanor.
Claims officials should affiliate with

civic organizations and take an active

part in the work which such bodies are
doing. They should be well trained

and suitably equipped to develop dis-

cussions tending to educate the public

in the problems incident to the particu-

lar kind of service which is furnished.

Tt is also possible to secure throujrh

an affiliation, valuable assistance from

M
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the membership whenever it becomes
necessary.

Safety organization and work in the
public schools furnishes a medium for
improved relations with the community.
In our city this work has been going

on for eleven years. During that time
more than 27,000 pupils have received
the safety scout button, which must be
earned by passing an examination.
Many of the pupils who were in the
classes several years ago are now driv-

ing automobiles; others are engaged in
business or industrial occupation, and
the lasting impression made when they
were of school age has a most favor-
able result, where relation with our
business is concerned.

Medical and Surgical Session
A Special Feature of the Claims Meeting on Tuesday Afternoon—Prominent Physicians

and Surgeons Present Papers on Technical Topics

THE meeting of the Claims Asso-
ciation on Tuesday afternoon was
conducted under the direction of

the medical and surgical committee. Dr.
Hart E. Fischer chairman. Altogether
seven papers by leading medical and
surgical officers of prominent electric

railway companies were presented. The
discussion brought out so many inter-
esting points that this meeting will
probably be a permanent feature of
future Claims conventions. Abstracts
follow of the papers presented at the
Tuesday afternoon meeting.

Malingering
By Frederick L. Moaser, M.D.

Surgeon Third Avenue Railway System, New York

THOSE of us who are called may develop a permanent disability,
upon to make decisions concerning • eventually collecting more compensa-

malingerers are subject to much criti- tion.
cism, especially by the laity, as to
whether we have exercised a sufficient
degree of fairness to which each indi-
vidual is entitled before we make our
final decision. Those who under the
law are responsible for the results of
accidents, in the causation of which
they have had no part, should not be
subjected to greater burdens than
those for which they are legally re-
sponsible. With these points as a
basis, let me mention the several
essentials which are necessary in or-
der to cope better with the subject.

What Is a Malingerer?

Perhaps no better picture can be
drawn to illustrate this than that of
the surgical spine, the symptoms and
complaints of which, as you know, sud-
denly disappear after the injured re-
ceives his compensation settlement.
And right here let me add that there
is absolutely no doubt that the num-
ber of malingerers has increased,
both at home and abroad, since com-
pensation laws have been operative.

There are two kinds of malinger-
ing; one which manifests itself fre-
quently in such cases as fractures or
strains, or any injury requiring several
weeks for convalescence; and the
other, the absolute faker, where there
is an absolute deception on the part
of the subject of both objective and
subjective symptoms. In the former
class are those injured and confined
in railway accident hospital wards,
where there has been created a certain
amount of friendship among them-
selves, and everything is very com-
fortable. They have plenty of time to
play games, to smoke, etc. Under
:hese circumstances, they feign all
nanner of symptoms, first, to prolong
;heir stay and keep away from work,
ind second, with the idea that they

Some of the artificially created con-
ditions which pass in review are the
individuals who deliberately injure
themselves. Purposely placing the
hand or foot under the wheels of cars
is often resorted to. In this, it will
generally be found that the wounds
are right sided, especially if the indi-
vidual is right handed. A further
point is that self-inflicted wounds have
no bruising connected with them.
Crutches, spectacles, strappings, truss-
es, bandages, freshly applied iodine,
are frequently used to create the ap-
pearance of disability. Frequent com-
plaints of malingering are pain and
hyperesthesia. In this we find that
the history is unsustained, and ordi-
nary traits of suffering absent.

It is impossible to formulate any
symptoms of this malady. A distinc-

tion should be drawn between delib-
erate simulation or exaggeration of
symptoms, and that which is uncon-
scious. In the latter variety are those
who are morbidly solicitous about their
health, chronic invalids, etc., and I
have found that persons of intelligence
and education have more difficulty in
deceiving, as they are bound to express
themselves freely. Reticence in these
matters should arouse suspicion.
A good way to handle malingerers is

to let the patient think he is fooling
you. Give him your sympathy, and
assist him in exaggerating his symp-
toms more and more. In other words
give him plenty of rope and he will
soon hang himself. The surest means
of detecting malingering is to have a
thorough understanding of the types
of people who actually do it, the way
they behave, together with a careful
consideration of the circumstances sur-
rounding the case. The vast majority
of malingerers are those who exag-
gerate some actual defect, and it is
the problem of the examiner to decide
whether the defect complained of is
of sufficient cause for the individual to
take the attitude he does.

The Treatment of Malingering
In my opinion the treatment of

malingering is to prevent it. This in
Itself is a problem which to a great
degree is yet unsolved; but it seems tome that the product of our combined
efforts is the essential element to be
employed as the panacea against
deception.

The Organization of the

Medical Department
By /. /. Wymer, M.D.

Surgeon New Orleans PubHc Service Company

WHEN an attempt is made to
operate a medical department as

a part of a large corporation many
things should be borne in mind. For
instance, the location of the depart-
ment should be as nearly central as
possible, or at least in close proximity
to, if not in the same building as, the
general offices. Effort should be made
to get away from excessive outside
noises and to have large, ventilated and
well-lighted rooms for all parties con-
nected with the department. The
equipment should be as modern as pos-

sible and all details should be care-
fully studied out.
Having completed the office and

equipment, an introduction of the en-
tire staff with all chiefs of departments
siiould be the next step, so that an ac-
quaintanceship will exist between every
working member of the staff and every
department head. At this meeting a
brief talk by the chief surgeon, ex-
plaining m detail the method of exam-
ination of new employees and why he
rejects for certain physical conditions,
will enlighten them and will probably
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later result in a very close co-ordina-

tion. In the organization of the medi-

cal department it should be generally

understood that every new employee,

regardless of position, shall be referred

to the medical examiner for examina-
tion. Subsequent examinations should

be required of every employee in the

service at least once every two years,

and if any defect is found which would
make an employee a hazard, a careful

notation should at once be made of it

on the record and the head of the de-

partment to which he is attached noti-

fied. At the same time an opinion

should be given as to the employee's

capability of carrying on in his former
occupation.
The medical department should be

open all day, and after closing hours

some member on the staff should keep

in touch with the switchboard to take

care of any emergency. At the same
time the switchboard operator should

know at the end of each day who will

be on duty after the closing of the

office and where he can be found.

When treating an injured employee
the company's physician should try to

remember that the man probably comes
because he has been directed by his

superior to call upon the company's
physician for medical or surgical as-

sistance, and that otherwise he would
probably seek relief from his family
physician or some institution. This

means that every effort should be made
to render him as free from pain as pos-

sible, and certainly to have him leave

the office with a feeling that he has not
only found a good doctor but at the
same time a friend. In all subsequent
visits he should receive the same de-

gree of courtesy, whether treated by
the head of the department or his as-

sistants.

When it is necessary to send back
to work a man who is not entirely well
but is physically qualified to perform
some labor, he should he told that this

is being done for his own good and
that a certain amount of work, forcing

him to use the injured limb, will be a
means of his getting 100 per cent re-

covery, which he probably would not
get if he remained at home. When the
department is returning a man not
physically fit to do full labor, a note
should be written to his foreman or the
head of the department, setting forth
what the man is capable of doing. This
will help to eliminate any friction

which may occur between the foreman
and the, employee.

If the medical department is located

in a large city, it should not attempt to

do the work of an old-time practitioner.

If a man with a foreign body in his

eye or any other accidental eye injury

comes for treatment it is better to turn
him over to an eye specialist, one who
is known to be capable of handling
such injuries. The same applies to the

ear and nose. This may be the means
also of saving the company doctor con-
siderable embarrassment, should a
damage suit result, following termina-
tion of the case. It is a good policy to

X-ray all joint injuries, show the man
the plate and discuss it with him freely.

In fracture with displacement, it is well

to get the skiagraph before the reduc-
tion, if possible.

The medical department should make
periodic sanitary surveys of the prop-
erties, reporting the physical sanitary
defects to the general manager, at the
same time sending a copy of the list of
such defects to the head of the depart-
ment. This report should cover build-
ing, lighting, toilets, urinals, drinking
founts, disposal of rubbish and drain-
age.

At intervals throughout the year,
lectures should be given to the fore-
man on first aid and resuscitation, and
a heart-to-heart talk on the conserva-
tion of health of the employee by
promptly reporting all types of in-

juries, regardless of how minor they
may seem at the time of the accident.
Stress should be laid on the facts that
in giving first aid the promiscuous use
of iodine, thrown pell-mell over the in-

jured member, is not good and is likely

to cause iodine burns, which are more
difficult to handle than the original in-

jury; that loading an abraded surface
with raw cotton as a first aid measure
is also bad because it is so difficult to
remove when the patient reaches the
surgeon's office, and that there are
other points which the layman con-
siders good treatment but are decidedly
bad from a surgical standpoint.
To handle all personal injury cases,

which comprise injuries su.stained by
the riding public or track accidents to
pedestrians, the medical department
should ascertain the full extent of in-
jury and advise the claim department
so that a settlement may be made and
release obtained in cases where the
company is liable before the claim finds

its way to a shyster lawyer. The de-

partment should also assist the com-
pany attorney in formulating ques-
tions to ask the expert witness for the
plaintiff.

The medical department should
further examine any employee who is

sent to the office by the head of another
department to determine if the em-
ployee is capable of performing the
work assigned to him. This need is

occasionally brought about by em-
ployees complaining that the work as-

• signed to them is too heavy and that
they are physically unfitted to do it.

When an employee finds or knows his

inability to do the work assigned to

him will probably result in a call at

the office of the medical department,
and if he is unable to fool the doctors,

he will think twice, and the result will

be better co-operation between the men
and the heads of the departments.

The writer is of the opinion that all

personal injuries should be taken care
of by some member of the staff. But
no attempt should be made to treat the
injured individual other than giving
him first aid, if the company physician
happens to be the first one to see him.
The injured individual should then be
advised to employ his family physician,

and it might be well in some instances

to learn who the family physician is,

so as to be able to communicate di-

rectly with him. This method of pro-

cedure unquestionably will make the
general practitioner feel more kindly

disposed toward the company, and in

the event that he sees the case first it

will be less difficult to obtain informa-
tion from him concerning the injury
and also his permission to examine the
patient.

Another reason for not continuing in

the treatment of the injured individual

is the likeliness of the courts or juries

to attach liability to the company at

times when no liability exists.

The writer does not believe that the
system used by some companies of
having a number of doctors of a dis-

trict appointed and to have one see the
case for the company is as good as a
medical staflf. The argument against
district doctors is that the company in-

curs the enmity of many physicians
living in the same district, and they
make it exceedingly difficult for the
company to get any information on
the case. It is not advisable to pay for

any information which the doctor it
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willing to furnish, because bought in-

formation is not worth much when held
before court or jury.

When medical information is ob-

tained for the claim department from
another physician it is well to quote
that physician's statement verbatim,
then, if it does not agree with that of

the company's physician, it would be
well for him to render his opinion on
a separate piece of paper, marked
confidential.

It is not desirable to have regular
specialists on a company medical
staff. A better plan is to have a work-
ing agreement with as many as pos-

sible in the city in which the company
operates, to see cases sent to them and
render opinions. The testimony of such
a specialist in open court has consider-

ably more weight than if he was at-

tached to the company's medical de-

partment. The services of the
specialists should be only for the ex-
amination and opinion and should not
include treatment.

X-ray examinations may be made in

the office of the medical department,
if it is provided with proper equipment,
and in cases of personal injury, the
negative should be carefully marked
at the time the plate was taken, so that
there will not be the slightest question
as to identification of the plate if it

has to be presented in court. Should
the personal injury case terminate in

damage suit it is always well to have
the plate studied by one or more inde-
pendent radiologists and their written
opinions submitted to the company's
attorney. The radiologists should be
advised, at su(*h a time, that they may
be required to give testimony in open
court upon their findings.

Periodical Re-examinations
By Ernest W. Miller, M.D.

Chief Surgeon the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company

PERIODIC re-examinations should

be undertaken from the standpoint
of the benefit to the individual, whether
made for the corporation, a benefit

association or by an individual phy-
sician as a purely personal professional
matter, since improvement in the phy-
sical wellbeing of each individual as a
cog in the wheel of industry will mean
added efficiency to any industry.

Physical examination for employ-
ment has become quite universal among
larger industries. The Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Company has
for twelve years, to my personal
knowledge, required physical examina-
tion for employment of all trainmen,
and I am told that such examinations
date back approximately 20 years. A
definite amount of work has been done
on re-examination, but not in any suffi-

cient amount to warrant tabulation of
statistics.

The physical re-examination of em-
ployees may be divided into (1) the
scope of the examination, (2) the
analysis of the findings, and (3) the
disposition of the defective.

"The scope of the medical examination
should not present any possibilities of
argument, yet many so-called thorough

physical examinations are frequently
cursory affairs, and the individual who
has submitted himself to examination
leaves the office of the physician with
a feeling of false security. As chief

surgeon of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Light Company, with an em-
ployed personnel of over 5,000 and a
well - organized Employees' Mutual
Benefit Association, we have possibili-

ties of knowing more about the physi-
cal wellbeing of our employees than
some concerns which have undertaken
systematic periodic re-examinations.
The close personal contact of the medi-
cal department with the employed per-
sonnel has been for some years past
a source of great gratification to me.
We learned very early in the existence
of our benefit association that pre-
ventive medicine could best be prac-
ticed by taking medical care to the
individual rather than permitting the

individual to seek medical care, and by
this means alone the days disability per
member per year were reduced 50 per
cent during the first three years of the
operation of our benefit association.

Our next great step has been the ex-
tension of medical and surgical serv-

ice to the members of families of our

employees. Frequently through this

channel have we been given informa-
tion concerning incipiencies of condi-
tions which might have been most
difficult to determine by physical ex-
amination. This contention is borne
out. by the marked reduction of days
disability per member per year, since
the introduction of preventive medicine
to the members and the medical and
surgical service to families of married
employees. I do not in any way wish
to detract from the advantages of
physical re-examination, but merely
cite the possibilities of the plan of pro-
cedure as we have developed it.

If any corporation is to undertake
physical re-examination, every known
means of diagnosis must be available.
Not many years since a physical ex-
amination could have been called com-
plete which today would be considered
less than cursory. A complete history,
in my opinion, is as essential as a
thorough physical examination. In
suspected cases, the X-ray examination
would be paramount. Obscure gastro-
intestinal cases, as well as chest cases,
must necessarily be fluroscoped and
plated. Many cases would require a
blood Wasserman and some cases both
blood and spinal Wasserman. Routine
urinalysis need not be mentioned
seriously, since no examination would
be complete without both chemical and
miscroscopic urinalysis. Examination
of the teeth must be made in the light

of our knowledge of focal infection, and
in doubtful cases the examination
should be referred to a dentist, who in
turn may demand dental X-ray, dental
transillumination, or any other modern
means of dental diagnosis.

The history in any given case may
lead us to some premature conclusion,
which can be substantiated or disin-

tegrated by the clinical and laboratory
examination. Too often are we misled
by the history of a case and often in-

fluenced in our physical examination, as
well as our conclusions.

My early experience in the industrial
medical world was among foreigners,
with whom I could scarcely converse at
all, and physical examination with all

the means at my command at that time
for diagnosis were necessary. I have
always felt that this early training
made for better final results to the
patient, since it was necessary for me
to make all examinations with an ab-
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solutely open mind and uninfluenced by
any history. However, with the added
advantages of laboratories, X-rays,

etc., I believe it is an easier matter for

the medical man of today to make phy-
sical examinations without prejudice

and without being influenced toward
any one pathological condition which
he may suspect from the history.

The Analysis of the Findings

Subsequent to a complete physical
examination, supplemented by all the
diagnostic adjuncts, we have a second
problem which confronts us, namely,
that of the analysis of the findings of

the examinations. It would be wholly
unfair to the examining pliysician or

to the patient to draw a snapshot con-
clusion as to the findings.

My plan of procedure subsequent to

examination of a group of employees
would be to have each case carefully
analyzed in conference between the ex-
amining physician, the surgeon in

charge of the corporation, and in many
instances, the added knowledge of the
individual in charge of personnel rela-

tions. Needless to say that the chief
surgeon of any corporation of size can-
not make the routine physical ex-
aminations, but his experience should
lend itself in conference to the findings
of the examining physician for a final

determination of the existing condi-
tions. At this time the character of the
work of the individual should be con-
sidered and his home conditions should
be understood, since too often condi-
tions which on the face of them seem
to be purely physical are the results of
home conditions, financial worries or
other matters which no medical history
would necessarily bring forth. The
habits of the man which should be in-

corporated in the history may well be
studied in conference. This is espe-
cially true of our younger employees,
as we are quite thoroughly familiar
with the habits, etc., of our older em-
ployees.

One of the most difficult conditions
to analyze, in my experience, has been
what is so frequently called "man
failure." I have never been able sat-
isfactorily to dissect or analyze this
particular condition. Men who have
gone along for years as trusted em-
ployees in our public utility, whose ac-
cident record has been clear, whose
physical condition has been excellent
and whose home surroundings, we have
every reason to believe, are of the best,
now and then have a bad accident,
which after the most careful analysis
has been attributed to "man failure."

In dealing with public utility em-
ployees a factor which plays a large
part not only in our own physical well-
being but also in the safeguarding of
the patrons of a public utility is the
"human element." This human ele-

ment may be a pathological condition,
and I shall be very much pleased if

some one will assist me in the proper
analysis of the physical findings in any
given case, so that I may be able to
determine the existing human element
in any given individual.

It may be true that in respect to the
problems presented by "man failure"
and "human element" it will be found
of large importance to make use of
the social facts which can be con-

tributed by the personnel relation rep-

resentative, by foremen and by others

who have intelligent knowledge of the

habits and living conditions of those

who present such problems.

The Disposition of the Dbtective

Having carefully analyzed the re-

sults and findings of the physical ex-

aminations, the most serious problem of

all confronts us for solution. Public
utilities must be operated, and, with
all the regulations which surround us,

it is sometimes quite difficult to main-
tain operation. Doubtless there are
many employees who are working daily

with a full knowledge of their condi-
tion and of the fact that their em-
ployment is a serious drawback to their

physical recuperation, yet in many in-

stances their family at home, or other
conditions, make demands which spur
them on to greater activities, in order
to cope with the complexities of our
life of today.

All of us who have had experience
of any length have met this problem,
knowing full well that it is to the best
advantage of the given individual to
cease work entirely, yet he pleads for
an opportunity to maintain his posi-

tion in the industrial and social world.
Change of employment from one field to

another looks simple on the face of it,

yet too much change seriously hampers
the effective and efficient operation of
any public utility. With unlimited
means and unlimited men, there are
many theoretical dispositions of this

problem, but a practical disposition is

one which I am not in a position to
offer for its complete solution. One
individual, or two individuals, can be
easily disposed of, but it is safe to say
that 2 per cent of the employees of al-

most any concern should not be allowed
to work for a given period of time,
subsequent to any thorough re-exam-
ination, and in all probability from 6
per cent to 10 per cent would be ma-
terially benefited by a change in

occupation.
It seems to me clear, however, that

the disposition of defectives will be ma-
terially easier as accurate knowledge
concerning their physical conditions is

developed through periodic health ex-
aminations. Surely, with such increas-
ing knowledge, at least the intelligent

employees concerned can be the more
readily convinced of their own personal
interest to accept suitable changes in
their employment. In other words, the
educational methods to be adopted may
be more clearly indicated by such ex-
tensive and accurate knowledge than
could be the case without the informa-
tion gained by such periodic re-exam-
inations.

I am certain from my own personal
experience that cold-blooded, blunt de-
cision in any given case will result
only in a deleterious effect upon any
well-organized medical department of
an industry, until such time as the
employed personnel has been suffi-

ciently educated to understand the full
meaning of re-examination and to
realize fully the benefits to be derived
therefrom and further education has
been undertaken to dispose satisfac-
torily of conditions which may be dis-
covered through such re-examination.

It is most natural that subsequent to

re-examination of any group, in the
event of change of occupation or re-

quest to cease work even temporarily,
the reflection of the individual in ques-
tion will rest on none other than the
head of the medical department,
whether the individual be advised of
the condition which exists and the
benefits to be derived by cessation of
work or change in occupation by the
head of his immediate department, the
chief executive of the given company
or the head of the medical department
itself. The unthinking and uneducated
individual immediately reflects his con-
dition upon the results of the physical
examination of the medical department.

I am heartily in accord with any
complete physical re-examination which
may be instituted, provided all of the
means of diagnosis are available, pro-
vided sufficient time can be given to the
analysis of the findings and provided
sufficient education is forthcoming to
make voluntary examination and dis-

position of defectives a popular pro-
cedure with the employed personnel of
any industry.

Hospital Associations
By H. M. Baacotn, M.D.

Chief Surgeon Illinois Power & Light

Corporation, Peoria, 111.

ACCIDENTS, industrial diseases, sick
S\. benefits, health insurance and
compensation acts demand that the
managers of all operating companies
pay close attention to the physical con-
ditions of their employees. Examina-
tions of applicants for employment
will save many dollars in claims later.

Re-examinations are necessary in rail-

way work, especially for sight and
hearing.
The organization of hospital associa-

tions helps to keep the management in

touch with the employees, so that loss

of time can be averted. After review-
ing the work of a good many hospital
associations, we are more than satisfied

with the Illinois Power & Light Hospi-
tal Association, organized by the Illinois

Traction System for its several prop-
erties seventeen year ago, and now
operating over all the properties of the
Illinois Power & Light Corporation,
having over 3,800 members, and con-
stantly increasing. The employees con-
tribute each month to the association,
paying 1 per cent of the first $100 of
wages and i per cent of all amounts
above $100, with a maximum of $3.50
a month. All the employees of the
Illinois Power & Light Corporation and
Illinois Traction, Inc., are eligible to
membership in the association, exam-
ination having been made before em-
ployment.

There are two separate features to
membership, namely, medical and sur-
gical benefit, and death benefit and
total disability fund. The former pro-
vides for care in case of sickness or
injuries received while not on duty;
the latter provides $1,000 in case of
death or total disability. The medical
and surgical benefits of the association
include (a) medical treatment with
medicine during sickness, (b) hospital
treatment when deemed necessary by
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a regular hospital association phy-
sician or surgeon, by reason of sick-

ness or of accident not covered by a
compensation act, (c) surgical treat-

ment when necessary by reason of
sickness or accident not covered by a
compensation act. This is in addition
to any amount the employee might re-

ceive from usual compensation for such
disability.

No payment is made for time lost

during sickness, and the local phy-
sician determines the ability of the
employee to return to work.
The results obtained from such

associations are many. The average
employee fears loss of employment,
sickness and poverty of old age. Sta-
tistics show that 95 per cent of work-
men are dependent at 66 years of age.
Membership in the association brings
the employee and employer nearer to-

gether. A satisfied employee is a bet-
ter workman and less liable to acci-

dent than one who worries all the
time. If in case of sickness he knows
he will be provided for and some one
is looking after his health he will be
fewer days off the payroll. The labor
turnover will also be less. The death
benefit and total disability provide a
fair amount to him for the future.
We make contracts with local hospi-

tals instead of operating our own, be-
lieving it is for the benefit of the em-
ployee and any one injured on our
right-of-way to be transferred at once
to the nearest hospital.

Co-operative Industrial

Hospitalization

By Frederick S. Macy, M.D.
Medical Director the Brooklyn-Manhattan Rapid Transit Corporation

\
Pelvic Fractures
By J. A. Watts, M.D.

San Antonio, Tex.

THIS subject is of growing impor-
tance by reason of present traffic

conditions. It divides itself into two
general classifications, i.e., fractures
of one part of the pelvic bone, without
loss of the weight-bearing pelvic ring,
and fractures of bones, with loss of
the pelvic ring support. Both bring
about instant complete disability, pain,
deformity and shock.
The cause of pelvic fractures may

be direct violence from a blow, or
crushing injuries, such as automobile
accidents, train or street ear accidents,
or it may be indirect violence such as
a fall from a height, this violence
transmitting through the thighs. The
treatments recommended are: (1)
Swathe with sling on Bradford frame,
(2) long wooden splint from asilla
to heel, (3) Bradford frame and weight
extension, and (4) wiring, where com-
minuted with great deformity.

The following conclusions may be
added: (1) That we are prone to ex-
pect discouraging results; (2) that
disability periods given in these cases
both total and partial are too long;
(3) the most important point to my
mind is that in an examination of a
patient's terminal X-ray picture. We
are prone to be guided by the amount
of callous formation at the site of the
fracture in gaging the firmness of
union, losing sight of the fact that not
much callous is thrown out in this
region, and union is a great deal firmer
than the picture as taken would in-
dicate.

THE progress of civilization has
been marked more by increased

consideration on the part of the
fortunate for the unfortunate than by
any other one characteristic, and the
tendency is growing to accept as an
article of social faith a belief that those
who have are under a certain obligation
to foster the welfare of those who have
not. Charity is beginning to mean not
mere tolerance and giving, but the con-
servation of human energy, emotional,
material and spiritual, and implies no
shame, for there is no man who is not
an object of it.

Probably the greatest necessity at
present is the strictly industrial hospi-
tal. There are comparatively few
workmen who can afford to pay from
$25 to $100 a week for private service,
or even the modest sum demanded for
a bed in a ward. When the workman
is ill his pay stops, generally, not only
because of the necessity that drives his
employer but because of the fact that
otherwise many men would never be
well enough to work at all. The em-
ployee who first weakens and then
falters drives on until utter incapacity
or constant pain forces him to a
physician. Probably he has waited too
long, but the rent had to be paid and
the children fed and clothed, and he
worked as long as his hands would
answer to his will. In the meantime,
his savings for a home or the education
of his children are drawn upon for the
supply of daily needs in addition to the
cost of illness. Often the end of the
hopelessly ill, is the charity ward, the
public aid societies, the street and the
poorhouse. The general public may
think these are extremely rare cases.
The social service department of every
corporation knows they are not.

This is where the strictly industrial
hospital comes in; not as a complete
solution for all problems, but as a step
toward it. The necessity for it implies
neither incompetence nor uncharitable-
ness on the part of other hospitals and
the medical profession. The industrial
hospital would supplement both, work-
ing with them instead of against them.
It would minimize the drain of free
wards upon the slender purses of
hospitals in general, which are so
seldom self-supporting that when one
is it becomes an object of curiosity.
On the other hand, the workman who
could afford to pay for hospital treat-
ment and preferred to go to some other
than the industrial hospital could still

do so.

Many corporations are already doing
a great deal in this direction. The
company which I have the honor to
represent, as one example, conducts
dispensary service for the care of both
disease and injury. It employs a staff
of physicians to visit and treat em-
ployees ill at home if such care is
desired. It co-operates with family
physicians and hospitals. In spite of

receivership and adverse municipal con-
ditions, it has spent enormous sums
annually in sheer gratuities to em-
ployees, pensioners and families. Yet
the misery and want that still daily
appeal to it are financially beyond the
power of its most generous impulses'
to relieve.

Even very large corporations have
had to abandon hospitals of the con-,

ventional plan and scope after actually
operating them because of the expense.
But those of us who have had experi-
ence in hospital management know that
the greater the number of occupied
beds, if other factors are equal, the
less the proportionate overhead is, and
it is not unlikely that a hospital com-
parable with the best and even pre-
pared to assume at least a portion of
the tremendous burden of civilization
that this proposal contemplates could
be adequately supported by the co-
operation of several companies, for not
only would the cost of maintenance
diminish proportionately as the number
of occupied beds increased, but the
available resources should increase in a
greater ratio than the number of
patients.

Such a co-operative industrial hospi-
tal could supply medical and surgical
service to the employees of the co-
operating concerns and possibly of
their families, could study industrial
diseases and injuries with the aim of re-
ducing compensation losses and increas-
ing the profits of production, could ex-
amine applicants for employment and
re-examine all employees at suitable
intervals and could care for crippled
and pensioned employees possibly at a
colony or camp in the country.

Outside of the contributions from
member corporations for the support
of such an institution, there are the
following possible sources of revenue:
Regular hospital rates to be paid by
members for the care of their com-
pensation cases admitted to hospital or
camp; such fees as could justly be
collected for the care of employees'
dependents, if they preferred this hospi-
tal to others or if necessity forced them
to it; fees for hospital care paid by
benevolent orders in the case of em-
ployees who belonged to them; returns,
if any, from agriculture and other
activities of the vocational camp; dona-
tions, and the profits of "drives," as in
the case of other hospitals.
Nothing a corporation could possibly

do in any other way could gain for it

such a large measure of public con-
fidence and good will, even affection, as
identity with such an enterprise would
bring it. Nothing could so enhance the
standard of loyalty and general excel-
lence of its employees, or bind them as
firmly to it in time of stress. As for
science, such an institution would do
far more toward standardizing indus-
trial medicine as a specialty than any
college or school could ever do. As far
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as the community is concerned, it would
furnish a stronger guarantee against
strike disorders and anarchy than any
other single influence.

Perhaps the ideal could never be

attained. The best that could be done
might be only the subletting of a ward
in a pre-existing hospital. But the

ideal is an admirable objective, whether
it be in matters of relief or in doing.

Medical Survey of Employees
By Alden Coffey, M.D.

Chief Surgeon Northern Texas Traction Company, Fort Worth, Tex.

ALTHOUGH in the past we have
always had a very rigid entrance

physical examination on the Northern
Texas Traction Company, and have
rendered medical and surgical treat-
ment to the employees to the best of
our ability, we have occasionally found
some of them suffering with a disease
that could have been diagnosed earlier

and probably responded to treatment
better. We have also found that quite
a few employees are not prone to
consult any doctor so long as they do
not suffer pain or are not incapac-
itated for work. There are perhaps
other good reasons, but the above were
sufficient to incite us to begin our first

medical survey this year.
The percentage of our finding, as

shown in the accompanying table, may
seem to be rather large, or perhaps we
have not been as thorough in our en-
trance examination as we should have
been, but we believe that our percent-
age is about the average.
To make a proper medical survey

of employees of a street car company
we mean to make an individual study
of every employee regardless of what
position he may occupy. This is im-
portant in order that we may arrive
at an average of each ailment that
affects the men as a whole, or affects
employees of different departments, or
to determine if there is an occupational
disease among them due to their
environments or work. Again, by this
survey we are able to determine the
loss of time of each individual and
what we can do to prevent it.

The classification we have arranged
is as follows:

men without defects or diseases,
defects or diseases of slight im-

defects or diseases which handl-
temporarlly and should be cor-

defects or diseases which handl-
permanently but still able to

defects or diseases which render
for work.

Class A is self-explanatory, and in
this class we find very few, as will be
shown later in the figures of our
survey.

Class B are those with diseases of
slight importance, such as bad teeth,
enlarged tonsils, slight varicocele,
slight defects in hearing and vision,
relaxed inguinal rings, slight varicose
veins. In our survey we find the
largest per cent in this class. This
we believe is due to our strict entrance
examination and follow-up system of
medical attention during the past fif-
teen years, in spite of the fact that our
average age this year is 44 in com-
parison to an average age of 37 or
lese during the past five years.

In Class C we place those men who

Class A,
Class B,

portance.
Class C,

cap them
rected.
Class D,

cap them
work.

Class R,
them unfit

are suffering with acute troubles which
temporarily renders them unfit for

service and which are readily amenable
to correction. This will include acute

tonsillitis, crystatis, acute conjunc-

tivitis, acute food poisoning, boils,

abscesses, bone felons, bad pyorrhea,

acute appendicitis, skin diseases and
venereal troubles. In this class we
will add moderate defects and slight

injuries such as hernias, burns, simple
fractures, lacerations and contusions.

In Class D are found diseases of

more importance, on account of their

being permanent in the individual.

This also includes those diseases of an
insidious nature which gain a foothold
before their presence is apparent to

the individual. Some are as follows:

Bright's disease, diabetes, symptomless
heart disease, hypertension or high
blood pressure, chronic stomach or in-

testinal troubles, tuberculosis and such
defects as bad hernias.
The last class, or Class E, takes in

diseases or defects that render them
unfit for work, and in that we place
those men who are suffering with any
of the above diseases or conditions in
an advanced stage, mental disease such
as insanity, and diseases and condi-
tions incident to old age. In our sur-
vey there occurred only two in this
class, and they of course were relieved
from duty permanently. One was due
to insanity and the other to senility.

Department Heads Examined First

In attempting a medical survey of
this character the first and most im-
portant requisite is co-operation on
the part of the men and officials of the
company. It is a matter of education
particularly on the employees' part,
because there are always a certain few
who are suspicious of any activities

sponsored by the officials of the com-
pany. They will think, perhaps, that
the company is trying to arrive at
their true condition so they may be
replaced by others, but such action was
never contemplated in this survey. In
overcoming this and other objections
which were raised we carried on an
educational campaign before beginning
the actual physical examinations. This
was accomplished by a series of meet-
ings of the heads of the different
departments, at which the plan was
fully outlined by the officials and the
members of the medical department.
It was then carried to the men in open
meetings, the plan fully explained, the
individual personal benefits to be
derived therefrom, and their hearty co-
operation was evidenced in a very
gratifying manner by the number tak-
ing the examinations.
The men were taken by departments,

the heads of departments being exam-

ined first, and an effort was made to

impress them with the thoroughness
and importance of such an examina-
tion, so that they in turn would "sell"

the idea to the men under them. In

the examination, the men were admit-
ted, registered and sent to the labora-

tory, where a complete blood count and
a routine urinalysis were done. Fol-

lowing this the eye, ear, nose and
throat specialist carried out his exam-
ination and on his special form entered
his finding. Finally the general phys-
ical examination, including a complete
family and personal history, was car-

ried out and a record made on con-

venient form, which can always be
referred to for after-treatment.

In the nearly 400 men examined, we
found 1,092 defects or diseases, or 3.08

defects per man, as follows:
Per Cent

Xose and throat 21.3
Digestive system 14.S
Eyes 13.6
Ears 11.6
Miscellaneous hernia 10.2
Mouth 9.3
Cardio vascular 7.3
Genlto urinary 7.1
Skin S.O
Respitory 0.8
Mutilations and deformities.... 0.8
Nervous system 0.2

It is interesting to note that 46.5

per cent of these defects were found
by the eye, ear, nose and throat de-

partment, 3 per cent by the laboratory
and the other 50.5 per cent by the gen-
eral physical examination. Although
only 3 per cent of these were brought
out by the laboratory, this department
should not be underestimated, as the

most serious diseases are usually dis-

covered in the laboratory.
The examination as conducted showed

the men to be in the following classes,

as given below:
Per Cent

Class .\ 2.2
Class B 4B.5
Class C 43.3
Class 8..S

Class E 5

We consider this a very excellent

showing on account of the age of the

men examined, as referred to earlier

in the paper.
The number of deaths during the

past five years has been 14, with the

following causes: Bright's 4; tuber-

culosis, 3; cancer stomach, 2; apoplexy,

2; spinal menengitis, 1; acute indiges-

tion, 1; murder, 1.

It is very readily seen that the first

four diseases, which were responsible

for eleven deaths, might have been pre-

vented, or at least the disease held in

check and life prolonged, had there

been a comprehensive survey 5 or 10

years ago. This point can be shown
by the fact that our examination
showed there were 3.3 per cent with
nephritis in a stage which can be
benefited by treatment and which is

now under treatment, also we found
0.6 per cent with active tuberculosis,

0.6 per cent with suspected turborcn-
losis. Hypertension or high blood

pressure showed 7.8 per cent. In a few
years from now probably the same
number of men would die or be beyond
treatment.

This paper concludes those presentc'

aU the medical and surgical session of

the Claims' convention. Papers pn-
sented at other sessions appear on the

following pages.
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Automobile Hazards*
By Charles B. Hardin

General Claim Agent United Railways Company of St. Louis, St. Louis, Mo.

In St. Louis Street Car Accidents with Automobiles Have More
than Doubled in Five Years—Courts Are Getting Farther

Away from the Doctrine of Imputed Negligence

IN
THE year 1918 my company had

13,730 accidents reported, of which
4,698, or 34.22 per cent, were with

automobiles. In the year of 1923 we
had a total of 25,349 accidents reported,
of which 12,609, or 49.74 per cent, were
with automobiles. You will note an
automobile increase of 12.76 per cent
of our total. Many other claims men
reported a similar condition. Thus you
see it is a very live subject with us.

How to combat this hazard is upper-
most in our minds. Most of our
trouble comes from four sources. First,

the partly or wholly intoxicated driver.

Second, the under age driver. Third,

the Saturday afternoon and Sunday
driver. Fourth, the physically disabled
driver.

The first class mentioned can best be
reached by the enactment of proper
laws and the strict enforcements
thereof. The second class needs proper
educational work among the parents.
We should inform them of the law, for
many of them are ignorant of it, and
hold before them the sureness of punish-
mefit of their offsprings if a violation

is detected. The active co-operation
of the police department, the news-
papers, the safety councils, can be en-
listed in this laudable work.
The third class congest and "infest"

our thoroughfares on the first and last

days of the week, and not being ex-
perienced by daily driving and thus not
capable of proper actions when an
emergency arises, load us up on Mon-
day mornings with an unusual number
of catastrophies involving not only the
chauffeur but his family and very often
his neighbor's family.
The fourth class is likewise very

numerous. Unless there is a statute

regulation requiring a certification of

ability which is based upon a careful
physical examination, we have no relief

from this cause. We should advocate
the enactment of such a statute in our
various states and should watch its

enforcement. The examination should
be a thorough physical and mental one.

I have added "mental" because some
persons who own and operate auto-
mobiles, are not mentally balanced. I

know of one man living in our city

who is subject to epilepsy, yet he drives

an automobile and has had one fatal

accident. We have no legal way of
keeping him off the streets.

Our greatest "hazard" is the cross-

ing accident. Arkansas has recently
enacted a law requiring motorists to

"stop, look and listen," at all railroad
gr&de crossings, and as a result of a
safety conference in Ohio recently a
somewhat similar law will be proposed
at the coming session of that state's

•Abstract of paper before the annual con-
vention of the American Electric Railway
Claims Association, Atlantic City, N. J..

Oct. 6-10. 1924.

Legislature. Another serious hazard
is the "parking hazard." The ideal

remedy is prohibition of all parking in

the congested district and on busy car

line streets between the hours 7 a.m.

to 7 p.m.
With the large increase in the auto-

mobile accidents comes a corresponding
increase in litigation. At present al-

most 37 per cent of our litigation

arises out of automobile accidents. In

the year 1918, 14 per cent of the money
we paid to obtain all classes of releases

went to automobilists, while in 1923,

29 per cent was so expended. The in-

crease in damage litigation has caused
an increase in trial courts to hear the
same, and our Appellate Courts are
crowded, resulting in the appointment
of commissioners or the adoption of

other makeshifts to assist the regular
judges. What is the result? An in-

ferior quality of production, of course,

consisting of inaccurate and ill con-

sidered opinions not in harmony with
the law as expounded in prior decisions

and leaving us in a state of uncertainty

what to do and increasing our ex-
penses enormously.
We seem to be getting farther and

farther away from the doctrine of im-
puted negligence in our jurisdiction.

Our courts have even gone so far as
to hold that the contributory negligence
of the chauffeur cannot be imputed to
the owner of the automobile in a suit

filed on his behalf for recovery of dam-
age to his automobile if the chauffeur
was not acting as the agent of the
owner or was not on the owner's busi-
ness at the time the damage was suf-
fered; that the status of the owner and
chauffeur is that of bailor and bailee,

and in the absence of knowledge of the
ineflficiency of the bailee in his use of
the automobile the bailor can assume
that the bailee will conduct himself
carefully and prudently. See Stoeckle
vs. St. Louis & Hannibal R.R. Co., 258
Southwest, 58.

We must recognize the fact that the
automobile as a pleasure and business
vehicle is here to stay, and that the
saturation point has not been reached,
so we will see our streets and roads
more congested for some time to come.
Therefore, it is our duty to increase
our efforts along the lines of safety,

work with and among our co-employ-
ees, work with the constituted authori-
ties for law enforcement and support
liberally and work with the various
safety councils. While we cannot hope
to eliminate the automobile "hazard"
through these various channels we will

be able to lessen it.

Automobile Hazards Discussed^
By Harrah K. Bennett

Safety Manager United Electric Railways. Providence, R. I.

Automobile Parking in Congested Streets, Careless Operation at

Cross Streets and Incompetent Drivers Are Conspicuous

Hazards, Suggestions to Reduce Danger Offered

THE Rhode Island registration of

automobiles rose from 16,362 in

1915 to 108,160 in 1924. The use of

city streets as garages is one "hazard"
that must be eliminated. In the city

of Providence, on the principal street,

a one-way street, parking is allowed on
both sides while in the center is a car

line. Imagine how fast traffic pro-

ceeds. Add to all this the fact that
through the business section serving

the principal stores, the width of the

street averages 24 ft. and what a pic-

ture of confusion confronts us. With
a 60-minute restriction of parking,

which is openly violated, the picture

does not clear. On June 17, 1924, the

revision of the city ordinance went into

effect and provided, among other regu-

lations, an all-rolling period between
the hours of 4 and 6:30 on the prin-

cipal thoroughfares of that city. Pre-
vious to this, automobiles were entirely

excluded from certain streets. The re-

sult of this has been that there is a
great dimunition of traffic congestion

at several points, one prime feature at-

tained in the all-rolling scheme being
that vehicle and street car traffic

travel, in nearly all instances, in the

same direction, there being few places

where one class of traffic is going
against the other.

One great "hazard" is that vehicles

entering from a right-hand intersection

have the right of way. By no stretch

of the imagination can I conceive a
more dangerous rule. Parking at

corners, parking just around a curve of

a street railway track in another street,

allowing automobiles to pass on the

left of electric cars on streets having
one or two tracks in the center of the

highway, are also dangerous "hazards."

The intoxicated individual who used

to "blow out the gas" but now "steps

on it," unregistered cars, unlicensed

drivers and drivers under age have also

added to the colossal growth of the
automobile menace.
As to the point of saturation in this

industry, statisticians agree that there

are between 24,000,000 and 25,000,000

families in the United States at the

present time, but common sense says

that every family in the United States

tAbstract of formal discussion before the
annual convention of the American Elec-
tric Railway Claims Association, Atlantic
City. N. J.. Oct. 6-10, 1924.
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cannot own a car. Statistics also show,
there are only 225,000 people in the
country who have incomes of $10,000 a
year or better, and few people getting
less than $10,000 a year can afford to

keep two cars. The writer assumes
that the highest estimate of saturation,

therefore, is somewhat under 25,000,-

000, but more conservative persons have
placed it at 16,000,000.

All this leads to the important ques-
tion of how we can best keep a step
ahead in so far as accidents are con-
cerned in order that, although the
motor vehicle may increase materially,
the accidents and fatalities may de-
crease. To my mind, the street rail-

ways must co-operate with every

agency that is working for the preven-
tion of accidents. Each locality should
solve its own problems, generally
speaking, but there should be standard-
ized recommendations looking to this

end. The six traffic suggestions which
are recommended by the traffic plan-
ning and safety committee of the Na-
tional Automobile Chamber of Com-
merce are worthy of serious considera-

tion by every committee. They are:

(1) Deprive the careless motorists of
their automobiles, (2) instructions in

wet weather driving, (3) appoint traffic

administrators, (4) better guardian-
ship of children, (5) adjust headlights
properly and (6) keep records of fatalj

ity causes.

a red light regards it only as an in-

dication that he must turn to the left.

Red should mean but one thing—stop!
The teaching of crossing and highway
safety should be a part of the curricu-
lum of every school.

Railway Crossing Accidents*
By H. A. Rotce

Chairman Committee on Prevention of Highway Crossing Accidents

American Railway Association

In Spite of Their Right-of-Way, Railways Have a Responsi-

bility to Do What They Can to Make Crossings Safe
—^Helpful Suggestions Made

IT
IS my pleasure to be quite at

home among you as my early
experience as a claim man was

obtained on the Brooklyn Heights
Railway. Our street railways had
crossing problems then, but of vastly
different character. Our claim dis-

bursements at that time for crossing
accidents were but a moiety of today's.

Let us start off with an understand-
ing of what we mean by a crossing
accident. It is my conception we are
referring to collisions between vehicles
operated upon rails by a duly fran-
chised carrier for hire, and travelers
either pedestrian or vehicular upon a
public highway intersecting the tracks
of the carrier.

Primarily man by the repetition of
numberless footfalls prepared the
beaten path for his convenience in
going from, place to place. The use
of beasts of burden, the invention of
the wheel, the development of the cart,
wagon and coach, demanded improve-
ments and extensions of his beaten
path, resulting in roads and highways
without number.
The past century gave us probably

the greatest of all useful inventions

—

the steam engine—and man was
obliged for its development and his
personal protection to relinquish some
of the rights coming down to him
through custom from past ages and
permit the iron horse to establish and
maintain its right of way over high-
ways and byways through the length
and breadth of nations. These rights
of ages were not given up entirely,
however.
We have the primary right of the

traveler to the use and enjoyment of
the highway, plus the inherent and
legal right of the carrier for hire to
traverse the highway upon compliance

•Abstract of paper before the annual
meeting of the American Electric Railway
Claims Association, Atlantic City, N. J.,
Oct. 6-10. 1924.

with its fixed obligations to warn of

the approach of its engines and cars.

The American Railway Association,
in its three recent campaigns, has
forcefully stressed the necessity for

unstinted performance of every duty
by the railways and .their employees
as fundamental to crossing safety.

Where legal obligation rest upon the
railroads to protect crossings by man-
ual means, we should employ men for
that purpose of a type commensurate
with the character and extent of the
highway travel. Where mechanical
warning devices are used, they should
be of a uniform, standard character,
properly displayed and perfectly main-
tained. Necessary and desirable pro-
tective features should come in ad-
vance of legal or public demand. Con-
stant surveillance of operating em-
ployees is necessary.

Co-operative relations should exist
between the carriers and police, street
and highway department and the local

judiciary. The removal from the
vicinity of railway crossings of dis-
tracting commercial advertising should
be advocated. We should constantly
urge higher standards of driving abil-

ity, the licensing of all drivers only
after fair examinations as to physical,
mental and technical qualifications.

The driver, owner and insurance
carriep of every car involved in serious
or fatal highway accidents should be
obliged to report to his state depart-
ment, that complete data as to the
cau.ses of such accidents may be ob-
tained, means of prevention ascer-
tained and the incompetent excluded
from the highway. Automobiles ap-
proaching steam and interurban rail-
road crossings should be under such
control that they can be brought to a
complete standstill 25 ft. from the
crossing. The red light upon the rear
of an automobile should be abandoned
and some other color substituted in
its stead. Today a driver observing

H, D. Briggs New? Claims

President

HD. BRIGGS, the new president
• of the American Electric Rail-

way Claims Association, has been active
in the work of the association for more
than fifteen years. During that time
he has served on many committees,
including the subjects and the executive
committees, and while serving in the
capacity of first vice-president of the
association he contributed a series of
articles to Aera. He has also written
for the local New Jersey Section and
has served that body in other ways.
Mr. Briggs' official position is assist-

ant general claim agent of the Public
Service Railway. His activities embrace
all branches of claim work, including
accident prevention. So he enters upon
his duties as president of the Claims
Association with broad experience and
enthusiasm for his work.
Mr. Briggs entered electric railway

work in September, 1902, with the

Rhode Island Company, Providence, in

the claim department. He worked
through the various branches of the
department, but specialized in the
preparation and handling of litigated

cases. Later he became claim agent
of the property. Subsequently, he was
made assistant general traffic manager
in charge of freight and helped to co-

ordinate the freight traffic of that com-
pany with that of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad.

In September, 1907, he joined the

forces of the Public Service Corpora-
tion of New Jersey as assistant gen-
eral claim agent where his experi-

ence has been extended in the gas and
electric claim work, although the bulk
of his time has been put in the railway
organization. Having previously taken
a course in military training at Platts-

burg he volunteered for service in the

great war and was assigned to Fort
Meyer, Va., but he did not get over-

seas, however, owing to the revolution

in Russia and the withdrawal of that

country from the conflict.

Mr. l^riggs was born in 1879 in Hop-
kingrton, R. I. As a youth when not at

school he worked some years as a clerk

and later as a bookkeeper in a general
country store. He next engaged in the

bicycle business. He attended the

Moses Brown school, a Quaker insti-

tution in Providence and was gradu-
ated from Brown University with the

degree of Ph.B. in 1902. While in

college he specialized in law work and
after moving to New Jersey he spent

a year in attending night courses at

the New York University Law School.

In addition to his business activities

Mr. Briggs has found time for frat-

ernal and other work. In 1915 in San
Franci.«;co he was elected national pres-

ident of Zeta Psi Fraternity with juris-

diction over the affairs of its chapters
in the United States and Canada.
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Accountants^ Association Proceedings
Better Classification of Operating Accounts Urged—Recommendations Presented for Closer

Reconciliation Between Stores Records and General Ledger—^Necessity of an Analysis

of Maintenance Costs that Will Permit a Closer Check on Economy

AT THE opening session of the Ac-
countants' Association Conven-

t tion, Oct. 4, the first order of

business was the reading of the presi-

dential address by President E. M.
White. An abstract follows:

President's Address

We are today opening the twenty-
seventh annual convention of the
American Electric Railway Account-
ants' Association. At the last con-
vention of this association the title of
president was confen-ed upon me, an
honor that I certainly appreciate. The
association was organized in Cleve-
land, Ohio, in 1897 as the American
Street & Interurban Railway Account-
ants' Association, and I have been a
fairly regular attendant since the
meeting in Boston, Mass., in 1898.

Possibly you may be interested in

looking at a group picture taken in
September, 1898, of some of the active
members of the Accountants' Associa-
tion. Look them over and see how
many you know. Papers were pre-
sented on "Statistics, Their Use and
Abuse," by E. D. Hibbe, auditor North
Jersey Street Railway, and on "Car
Mileage, How Arrived At and Its Use,"
by A. H. Ford, secretary and treasurer
New Orleans Traction Company. There
was also a report from the committee
on "A Standard System of Street
Railway Accounting." These features
covered four sessions. An exhibit of
blanks and forms was also a feature,
more than 25 companies being repre-
sented. In the discussion on the
classification, there seemed to be quite
a difference of opinion on several
points, one of them being "whether
taxes and interest should be included
in operating expenses or deducted from
net revenue ?

"

The question of depreciation received
no official recognition until the meet-
ing in Columbus, Ohio, in 1906, and
this was a closed meeting. Is 18 years
depreciation has grown to be a very
live topic with accountants, but I
regret to say that in practice it has
not reached anjrwhere near 100 per
cent In other words, many still

neglect to use it as they should.
Speaking of depreciation, we will all

have to recognize it when we get into
operating bus lines, for there we have
an equipment that will not stand up
for 20 years or more, even if properly
maintained. There are several other
points on bus accounting that I hope
will be thoroughly discussed, and if

the members have only thought and
brought along their blanks on bus
accounting we can all get some real
good out of the convention. Here is

where the "stay-at-homes," who think
they can get it all from the report
of the convention, lose out. Members,

£. M. White
Retiring President

you cannot do it, you have got to be
right in the convention hall and talk it

out. Get into the spirit, which you
can't do by just reading a report.
Another thing the "stay-at-homes"

are going to miss this year is the prac-
tical demonstration of labor-saving
devices for the office. Our work can
be made much easier and can be done
more rapidly as well as more accu-
rately by adopting modern office ap-
pliances.

The program this year seems to me
to be one that cannot help but be inter-
esting to all. Members, if you have
any thoughts on the various papers
that are presented, please do not hesi-
tate to get right up and tell us. It
may start something, and that is what
the papers are for.

The report of the executive commit-
tee was read by O. H. Bernd. In the
absence of Executive Secretary J. W.
Welsh, Mr. Bernd also read the report
of the secretary. This report called
attention to the various committee re-
ports. It was pointed out that mem-
bership in the American Association
also carries with it membership in the
affiliated associations, so that all mem-
ber companies can have representation.

W. 1,. Davis
President-Elect

In order to insure that some member
of the accounting staff shall keep in

contact with association headquarters,
and receive all material it was urged
that individual memberships be taken
out.

The proposed code of ethics was not

presented to the committee on policy of

the American Association in time for
action at the convention, so Presi-

dent White announced that it would
have to go over for another year.

The report of the committee repre-
senting the Accountants' Association at

the annual convention of the National
Association of Railway and Utility

Commissioners was read by Chairman
W. L. Davis, auditor Lehigh Valley
Transit Company, Allentown, Pa. An
abstract of the report follows:

Representation at Conventions of

the National Association of

Railway and Utilities Com-
missioners

The chairman of this committee had
made the necessary arrangements to

attend the convention of the Utilities

Commissioners in December, 1923, but
on account of a railroad accident was
unable to go. As no other member of

the committee could make the trip,

R. A. Freeman, of the accounting de-

partment of the Lehigh Valley Transit

Company, was requested to do so and
prepared a report, upon which this

report is based.

In his opening address, President

Lewis referred to the increase in the

use of motor trucks and buses for

freight and passenger service and the

necessity for its regulation through

the state commissions. There are at

present only a few states where there

is such regulation, and it is apparent

that our association should continue its

work in connection with a uniform
classification of accounts for motor
transportation.
The report of the committee on rail-

road service, accommodations and
claims contains an item of interest to

our association in stating that carriers

often seek to credit a branch line with

only the actual amount earned within
its length. The committee suggests

that the branch line should receive

credit for a proportion of main line

earnings, especially for that portion of

the revenue originating at or destined

to points on the branch.
From the report of the committee

on valuation it can be seen that the
National Association is following up
this matter very cksely. It appears
that the steam railroads are now and
will be in the future required to keep
their accounts in such a way that
valuations can be kept current by
means of cost statements from carriers
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subject to supervision from regulatory

bodies. It also appears that methods

used by carriers in defending valua-

tions of their own are being followed

up. The committee has also directed

attention to valuation proceedings in

connection with lines which should not

have been built and which could not,

on any schedule of rates, earn a return

on either original or reproductive

values, stating that in such instances

capital has been lost and valuations

should reflect such conditions.

The suggested uniform law for motor
vehicle regulation as submitted in the

report of the committee on motor ve-

hicle transportation contains provisions

for annual reports, etc., as required.

The report of the committee on pub-

lic utility rates emphasizes the neces-

sity of reviewing in detail the operat-

ing expenses as reported by companies
in determining the actual returns re-

ceived on the property. Among the

various items may be mentioned the

following: Accounting in connection

with depreciation reserves, particularly

to determine whether the amount is

excessive and the purpose for which
the reserve is spent; exclusion from
operating expenses of donations to edu-
cational and charitable institutions and
for political purposes; survey of ex-

penses in connection with advertising,

and determination, from accounts, of

any factor of inefficient operation or
management.
The committee on statistics and ac-

counts of railroad companies brought
up a proposed revision of classification

of accounts for steam railroads, a
study of depreciation reserve charges
and credits, a comparison of Interstate
Commerce Commission requirements
on depreciation and revised require-

ments in connection with intrastate

statistical figures on interstate roads.
The report was signed by C. S.

Mitchell, B. W. Femald and W. L.
Davis, chairman.
The report of this committee pro-

voked a lively discussion. There was
a general feeling that the time elapsed
between the utility commissioners' con-
vention and the A.E.R.A. conven-
tion is so long, being nearly a year,

that much of the value of the informa-
tion obtained by the representative is

lost. Mr. Davis explained that he had
attended the last three conventions of
the utilities commissioners, twice as
chairman of the committee, and once
as special representative. In the meet-
ings he had taken no active part, con-
sidering that, as an honorary member
representing this association, it might
be out of order to do so. He felt that
the situation should be looked into and
clarified. The report, he said, can be
completed soon after the convention
and subjected to such action as may
be determined on by the association or
its executive committee.

F. E. Webster, Massachusetts North-
eastern Street Railway, considered that
to have the report of these meetings
available is a good investment by the
association. He suggested that the re-

port of this committee be put into cir-

cular form and mailed to the members
of the Accountants' Association a.s

soon as it is available. This was put
in the form of a motion, which was
amended to include the circulation of

any reports referred by the executive

committee and the president to Secre-

tary Welsh. The amended motion was
carried.

The report of the committee on

standard classification of accounts was
presented by Mr. Bernd in the ab-

sence of Chairman R. N. Wallis,

treasurer Fitchburg & Leominster
Railway. An abstract of the report

follows

:

Standard Classification of

Accounts

The committee has considered with
the bureau of accounts of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission such re-

quests for rulings as have been sub-

mitted. In January, the division of

depreciation of the bureau of accounts
of the I. C. C. took up vnth the com-
mittee the matter of the brief previ-

ously filed by this committee concern-

ing the determination of depreciation

charges under section 20 of the trans-

portation act of 1920. In the mean-
time the committee on national rela-

tions of the American Association had
been following this matter with regard
to railroads through the hearings at

Washing:ton. To avoid duplication of

effort the work of the two committees
in this matter was merged. With the

approval of President White, W. F.

Ham was appointed to represent this

committee on a sub-committee of the

committee on national relations which
is now handling the interests of the
association and industry with the

I. C. C. with regard to required depre-

ciation charges under the act.

The tentative classification of ac-

counts for motor bus operation sub-

mitted by this committee to the last

convention has now had the test of a
year's use by such companies as are
operating motor buses and are using
this classification. A further discus-

sion of the principles involved will

assist in making changes which will

give it a permanent form that can be
recommended for our accounting to the

Interstate Commerce Commission and
other regulatory bodies.

The report was signed by R. N. Wal-
lis, chairman.

M. W. Glover, West Penn. Railways,
Pittsburgh, Pa., read a written dis-

cussion on the report, in which he
referred to the tentative classification

presented at the last convention, but
stated that so far as he was advised
no action had been taken and no uni-

form classification adopted. The neces-

sity for this step, he felt, is evident to

all systems operating buses. He urged
that something should be done to pro-

vide for the members of the association

a classification that could be used by
electric railways and by independent
bus companies as well, in order to

secure uniform accounting and to make
any statistics of motor bus lines of

some value for comparative purposes.

Mr. Glover brought out that the

classification mentioned in the report as

being adopted last year was instead

referred back to the committee for

further action. The report of the com-
mittee was then received by the associ-

ation.

The report of the committee on

stores accounting, R. A. Weston '

chairman, was then presented.
[

Stores Accounting

Outlines and recommendations for .

closer reconciliation between the stores '

records and the general ledger were
i

presented by the committee. It was <

recommended that all charges against

the stock account of a local store should
|

be permitted so far as possible to origi-
|

nate there and that all material issued '

out of stores on store requisitions ,

should be credited to local stores ac-

count and charged to accounts benefited

as shown on a monthly report from the
local store to the accounting depart-
ment.

1

Such a system would contemplate a

monthly balance sheet being forwarded '

from the local store to the accounting '

department, starting off with the bal- i

ance on hand at the close of the preced-
'

ing month; to this would be added as
]

debits all charges to stock during the ;

month for purchase invoices passed, in- '

voices for material received from other
,

company stores, freight, express and
]

cartage bills, labor charges from pay- i

rolls and materials returned to stores, i

once having been charged out.
|

Each of these g^roups would be shown i

in a detailed list showing the store de-
1

partment number for each separate

charge to the stock account, thus en-

abling ready check by the accounting
|

department. On the credit side of the ,

balance sheet would be shown the *

stores issues for the month, material •

sold to outside parties and represented i

by bills rendered and materials trans-
j

ferred to other company stores. To .

illustrate the system outlined two sets

of forms were shown in the report.

The committee favored the system
j

used by a number of companies which
j

periodically check a certain part of the

stockroom and compare this inventory

with the card or stock sheet record, rec- '

onciling the differences so found by a
;

partial inventory adjustment. It also

reported in favor of a complete annual

inventory, even when monthly partial
]

inventories are made, as it was held

that a complete annual inventory

brings to light many things with regard

to the stock of unapplied material on

hand that are not brought to light in

other ways, and results in a thorough
overhauling of stock and an improve-

ment in the arrangement.
In the subject of rendering store d»-

tribution On charges to construction in

such a way that the work of the fixed

capital records department might be

facilitated, the committee illustrated a

form of summary sheet for material

distribution in its report. Two forms

of this character were shown as used

by two different electric railway com-

panies. There was included in the re-

port a discussion of a detailed method
of keeping store account records for

preparing monthly classified material

reports. Such reports are to show in

cases of construction work deferred or

suspended, the amount of material tied

up, and to enable proper allowance to

be made in con.sidering the amount of

the stock carried for maintenance and
operation. The whole purpose of the

statement is to serve as an aid in the

control of the amount of the investment

in materials and supplies.
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The report was signed by C. L. Bart-
lett, A. E. Hatton, J. S. Pardee and
R. A. Weston, chairman.
In the discussion which followed, Mr.

Davis stated that his company found
it necessary to take an annual inven-
tory, although it is taken by sections

and not all at the same time. The in-

ventory is adjusted to the various
storeroom accounts and the general
ledger accounts through a number of
controlling accounts. On the subject
of adding overhead or stores expense
to the actual costs, it was brought out
by T. B. MacRae, Chicago Rapid
Transit Company, that the Interstate
Commerce Commission accounting re-

quires that this expense be charged
into general accounts. He does not,
however, agree with the I. C. C. and
does not do this, the entire expense
being charged monthly into an account
known as storehouse expense. H. C.
Moore, Jr., Richmond Light & Railroad
Company, New York City, pointed out
that under the telegraph code the
I. C. C. does use supply expense load-
ing and that the practice is thoroughly
legitimate. Mr. Glover stated that
while the I. C. C. does not specifically
authorize the practice it cannot pre-
vent it, there being a statement that
companies are at liberty to distribute
the accounts if they wish.
The minutes of the executive com-

mittee meet:"ng held on Oct. 5 were then
read and approved.

Executive Committee
The Accountants' executive commit-

tee reported that it had held a meeting
on Oct. 5 at the Marlborough-Blen-
heim Hotel, with the following mem-
bers present: E. M. White, L. E. Lip-
pitt, T. B. MacRae, O. H. Bernd, E. H.
Reed and J. W. Welsh.
On motion of Mr. MacRae, it was

decided to eliminate the presentation
of the new accountants' code of ethics
from the program of the sessions of
this year's convention.
A special committee consisting of

M. W. Glover, general auditor West
Penn Railways, chairman; J. M. Joel,
general auditor New York State Rail-
ways; C. R. Mahan, auditor Chicago,
North Shore & Milwaukee Railroad;
N. E. Stubbs, auditor United Railways
& Electric Company, Baltimore; H. G.
Kimball, chief accountant Washington
Railway & Electric Company; P. R.
Jacques, auto and bus accountant the
Connecticut Company, and C. W. Stocks,
editor Bus Transportation, was ap-
pointed to prepare a standard classi-
fication for bus accounting. The activ-
ities of this committee will be distinct
from the work of the standing com-
mittee on standard classification of
railway accounts and will be directed
toward other ends.

0. H. Bernd, secretary Des Moines
City Railway, Des Moines, Iowa, was
appointed convention secretary. Mr.
Bernd was also made chairman of a
new committee on freight accounting,
and will appoint the other members
of the committee.

1. A. May, the Connecticut Company,
moved that with the appointment of
the new committee on bus classifica-

tion the question of bus classification
be withdrawn from the regular classi-

fication committee. The motion was
approved without discussion.

Upon motion by Mr. MacRae the

scope of the bus committee was broad-

ened to include all matters pertaining

to bus accounting that the committee
on the latter subject might take into

consideration. This was deemed desir-

able so that all such matters would be

considered by men thoroughly familiar
with bus operation.
The following convention committees

were appointed:
Nominations: M. W. Glover, chair-

man; E. A. Tuson, A. E. Dickson and
W. T. Brown.

Resolutions: L. E. Lippitt, chairman;
H. C. Moore, Jr., H. C. Kimball.

Tuesday's Session^ Accountants'Association

FOLLOWING the session on joint

engineering-accounting, which was
held in connection with the Engineer-
ing Association (see Electric Rail-
way Journal for Oct. 11, page 638),
the accountants opened their session on
Oct. 7, with a paper by Henry S. Day
on the subject of segrations in cost ac-

counting from the viewpoint of the
manufacturer in reference to main-
tenance accounts. This paper is ab-
stracted elsewhere in this issue. Mr.
Day mentioned that the figures included
in his paper had been taken from books
of operating companies and that he
could vouch for them.

In the discussion which followed I. A.
May had the opinion that local condi-

tions should be taken into account to a
greater extent than was allowed for

by Mr. Day. Mr. Day mentioned that
allowance for differences in weather
should be made in comparisons of
maintenance costs, but did not believe

that this would explain the great
variations in maintenance costs of com-
panies operating in adjacent territory.

He feels that traction companies are
facing a period in which they will have
to change their maintenance methods
materially in order to cut down operat-
ing costs. The I. C. C. classification,

according to Mr. Day, does not lend
itself well to close figuring, and he feels
that the master mechanic or the
electrical superintendent must figure
costs down to details in order to tell

where he is going. Last year, Mr. Day
said, he went over some 50 railroads
and found a wide variation in methods
and an equally wide variation in the
closeness with which the operating men
could figure the true costs of the
equipment.

Cost accounting came into its own in

England during the war, according to
Alfred W. Green, Metropolitan District
Railway, London, England. People
came to realize that cost accounting is

most important, he said. To make com-
parisons it is important that all com-
panies have a uniform cost system, else
it is not possible to tell when one has
efficiency. Mr. Green mentioned in par-
ticular the spirit of co-ordination and
co-operation among American electric
railway men, which, he said, was not
so apparent in England.
The difficulty of keeping accurate

maintenance accounts on a small road
where motors, bodies, wheels and trucks
are interchanged indiscriminately was
described by C. E. Kohlhepp, Wisconsin
Public Service Corporation. Mr. Day
felt that despite difficulties accurate ac-
counts should be kept. As a compari-
son of different maintenance practices,
he referred to figures of $1,780 and
$1,150, the actual costs for maintain-
ing a car a year on two properties
within 300 miles of each other. Local

conditions, such as weather, were
practically the same. But on the prop-
erty where the costs were higher, the
master mechanic did not know what his

real costs were.
I. N. Merritt, city of Detroit, ques-

tioned the value of comparative cost
figures, stating that cond tions vary so
that they are not valuable. Mr. Day
replied that in many cases railway sys-
tems are not keeping accurate figures,
and the comparison should provide the
information to tell the officials what
they are doing. He pointed out that
many companies are doing manufac-
turing on a small scale, and figuring
that they are making a profit, whereas
if the proper overhead expenses were
added, it would be found cheaper to
purchase parts outside. In some cases
where the job is specifically a railway
shop job, such as turning wheels, Mr.
Day felt that a cost analysis would
show up an ' inefficient machine that
was costing so much to run that it

would be economy to throw it out and
purchase a modern machine.
An illustration of this was given by

E. H. Reed, Brooklyn City Railroad.
This company had a new mechanical
man look at armature practices. He
found that to send armatures out to a
winding shop to get them put in shape
would show a saving of 30 per cent
over having the work done in the home
shop, regardless of overhead. As a re-
sult the armatures were put in good
shape and the method of handling work
in the shop was revamped, so that today
more armatures are being handled than
ever before, and at a lower cost.
Homer A. Dunn, Haskins & Sells,

felt that more attention should be paid
to the item of overhead in figuring shop
costs. It is not a question of loading
on everything that an engineer can
think of, but of determining the correct
figure.

President Budd Addresses
Convention

President Budd of the American As-
sociation addressed the meeting briefly,
stating that he regards the accounting
department as one that is almost more
vital than any other, since the ac-
countant is more responsible than any
other for the morale of the organiza-
tion. He should be the warning signal
for slipshod, wasteful, inefficient or un-
businesslike practices. In addition, the
accountant, and more particularly the
engineer-accountant, ties in the execu-
tive with the business operations.
A paper on accounting as related to

administration and proprietorship was
read by Homer A. Dunn. An abstract
of Mr. Dunn's paper appears elsewhere
in this issue.

In the discussion the advantage of
comparing two 12-month periods in ad-
dition to the current month and the
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corresponding month of the previous

year as compared with the more usual

method of computing the year to date

was brought out by Mr. Dunn. He also

called attention to the value of publicity

in connection with the accounts of a
company, not only once a year, but
continuously.

Charles Roser, Public Utilities Bu-
reau, Louisville, did not agree on the

value of newspaper publicity. He out-

lined briefly the work of his bureau, in-

dicating that it had assisted in improv-
ing the local utility situation. As to
the inclusion of overhead in costs, he
pointed out that this is dangerous when
a valuation is in question, and hostile
lawyers have a chance to examine the
figures. He felt that all overhead
should be absorbed in the final cost
figure whenever it is possible for this
to be done.

Thursday's Session,Accountants'Association

THE session opened with the read-

ing of a paper by C. B. Couchman,
C. P. A. of New York City. His paper

is abstracted elsewhere in this issue.

M. W. Glover, chairman committee on

relations with other associations, re-

ported that his committee had no duties

assigned to it and for that reason

had tendered its resignation to the

executive committee. If it was desired

to continue the committee it was sug-

gested that the executive committee
authorize the president to correspond

with chairmen of the corresponding sec-

tions of the National Electric Light

Association and the American Gas
Association, with a view to determining

if there are enough questions affecting

the accountants of the three utilities to

continue this committee.
Agreement with the report was ex-

pressed by F. E. Webster and C. E.

Kohlhepp. T. B. MacRae proposed the

inclusion of the accounting association

of the steam railroads, but after some
discussion the report was approved as

presented by Mr. Glover.

Resolutions

The report of the committee on reso-

lutions was read by Chairman Lippitt.

The work of the officers of the Amer-
ican Association and of the Account-
ants' Association in preparing for the
convention and securing speakers was
commended.
Thanks were extended to the tech-

nical press for the interest taken in

having representatives present at the
meeting and in reporting the proceed-
ings.

The pleasure of the association was
expressed at having Messrs. Budd,
Welsh and Green present at the meet-
ings, and for the remarks made by
them.
Thanks were extended to O. H. Bemd

for his work as secretary during the
convention.
The report was signed by H. C.

Kimball, H. C. Moore, Jr., and L. E.
Lippitt, chairman.'
The report of the committee was ac-

cepted as read.

Chairman M. W. Glover of the nomi-
nations committee presented the report,
after which the following officers were
elected to serve during the ensuing year.

Officers Elected

President, Wallace L. Davis, auditor
Lehigh Valley Transit Company, Allen-
town, Pa.

First vice-president, John J. Duck,
general auditor Chicago Surface Lines.

Second vice-president, L. E. Lippitt,

auditor-treasurer Auburn & Syracuse
Electric Railway, Auburn, N. Y.
Third vice-president, T. B. MacRae,

general auditor Chicago Rapid Transit
Company.

Secretary-treasurer, J. W. Welsh,
executive secretary American Electric
Railway Association, New York City.

Executive committee: O. H. Bemd,
Des Moines, Iowa; E. H. Reed, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.; C. E. Yost, Wilmington,
Pa., and J. E. Heberle, Washington,
D. C.

President-elect Davis and the other
new officers present made a few brief
remarks, after which Mr. Davis pre-
sented the past-president's badge to
Mr. White.

Mr. Sharp, Pittsburgh, proposed for
the ensuing year that attention be paid
to the establishment of committees on
fixed capital records and on budgets.
Mr. Glover suggested that the subject
of cost accounting be added to those
already mentioned.

In response to a query. Mr. Glover
explained the work of the committee
on bus accounting. This committee
was appointed a year and a half ago
but has taken no action during the
past year.
The new committee, however, already

has held a meeting, he said, and is in-

viting every company operating a bus,
whether railway or independent, to
send in any information or data that
will help in getting up a standard
classification that is satisfactory. This
he hopes to have published in tentative
form prior to the next convention.
Leonard Tait, manager London Street

Railway, London, Ont., stated that
similar work in classifying accounts
is being done by the Canadian Asso-
ciation in connection with steam rail-

roads and motor buses. He felt that
by standardizing accounts under heads
such as maintenance of equipment,
transportation, car operation and gen-
eral expense much unnecessary work
will be eliminated.

Cost Accounting

for Electric

Railways*
By Henry S. Day
Manager Transportation Division

Westinghouse Electric fis Manufacturing Company,
Boston, Mass.

Electric Railways Require a

Cost Accounting System
Which Is Flexible and Com-
prehensive Enough to In-

form the Executives of the

Various Departments How
Money Is Being Spent and
the Results of the Expendi-

tures

Henry 8. Day

THIS paper has been written to
bring to the Accountants' Asso-
ciation an operating man's belief

that more cost accounting will help
the electric railways. In any engineer-
ing project, construction program or
operating plan, the engineer, contractor
and operator are, to a large extent,
dependent on the accountant, and no
one of these is more dependent than the
operator. The bigger end of operation
is upkeep, or maintenance. The men
who are responsible for maintenance

'Abstract of a paper before the annual
convention of the American Electric Rail-
way Accountants' Association, Atlantic City.
X. J.. Oct. 6-TO, 1924.

spend their time turning dollars into
material and labor, and the success
with which they do this depends largely
on whether the system of accounting
shows clearly where and how the dol-
lars go.
Few electric railroads have cost sys-

tems which treat maintenance costs as
the manufacturer must treat his pro-
duction costs. A street railway shop
is chiefly concerned with repairs, and
the men in charge of this work should
know what these repairs actually cost
A superintendent of equipment should
know when a motor or truck reaches
the point where upkeep costs are en-
tirely unwarranted. Approximate fiit-

ures only keep him in doubt and un-
certainty.

The same thing applies to bridges,
track or line. Accounting must do
more than this; it must, by exactness
and thoroughness, show where one
method is costly and where another is

not The correct methods cost the least

in the end—and it is the cost in the
end, as well as the day-to-day cost,

that the accountant has to .«how up.
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The engineer and the superintendent,
in keeping pace with development and
design, constantly add new types of

equipment, and to find out whether a
new type is a success, must go to the

accountant for the cost. If new equip-
ment operates well and does not cost

excessively it is a success; if it oper-
ates and does cost excessively it is not
a success, and the accountant's figures
hold the answer.
The electric railway may not need as

comprehensive and elaborate a system
of cost accounting as a strictly manu-
facturing plant, but it must have a
system flexible enough and comprehen-
sive enough to tell the man who is

spending money for maintenance ex-
actly and in detail how he is spending
it. An operating official should be just

as familiar with productive and non-
productive hours, overhead, obsoles-
cence and depreciation as a manufac-
turer, and this information must come
from the accountant. If the operator

believes he can manufacture a part or

make a repair cheaper than he can buy
the part or send the repair work to be
done outside of his own organization,
because his prime cost of labor and
material have been given an overhead
charge of 10 to 35 per cent when it was
actually 75 to 125 per cent, he cannot
conduct his department efficiently, and
this is not infrequently found to be the
case.

It is not likely that the suggestions
and criticisms contained in this paper
will be met with the thought that to go
into the detail of accounting suggested,
the average road would acquire an ad-
ditional expense to its present cost of

accounting that would not be war-
ranted. This is not believed to be so,

and with the help of the many practical
labor-saving devices that are available

to the accountant today, it is the speak-
er's belief that a proper system of cost

accounting would entail little additional

expense, if any at all.

Accounting

as Related to

Publicity and
Administration*
By Homer A. Dunn
Haskins & Sells

Certified Public Accountants

The Accountant Mind, the Eco-

nomic Mind and the Adver-

tising Mind Should All Work
in Harmony to the End that

Political Demagogueryl May
Be Overcome

•

ELECTRIC railways have been
greatly burdened with economic
troubles during recent years and

have been industriously engaged in ef-

forts to meet them. Only a Gilbert
and Sullivan operatic satire or a
Shakespearean tragedy could do justice
to their situation from a political point
of view. Politicians keep themselves in
the limelight by sensationalism. They
find it expedient to play for votes by
picturing utilities, and particularly
electric railways, as seeking to crush
the crowd under a juggernaut of in-

iquitous wealth and conspiracy. What-
ever is sensational naturally appeals to
the public press and so it is led into
aiding and abetting.

There is no way to overcome pub-
licity misinformation, other than by
publicity of the facts. If you accept
the conclusion that there is no other
way, you should accept responsibility
for full co-operation in the work. De-
velopment of ability to look upon the
public as having a composite mind will

* Abstract of a paper before the annual
convention of the American Electric Rail-
way Accountants' Association, Atlantic
City, N. J., Oct. 6-10. 1924.

H. A. Dunn

aid in the formulation of financial and
statistical data that will carry a cor-
rect and comprehensive message. The
composite mind needs to be visualized
as containing the angles of view that
are common to the banker, the inves-
tor, the patron, and the government
commission. In the patron you will
find a large part of the crowd mind.
When these have been covered in finan-
cial data and statistics, little will re-
main for the requirements of the man-
ager beyond refinements for economic
studies.

The formulation of financial and sta-

tistical data for publicity purposes,
however, should not be entered upon in

a haphazard way. It seems to me that
it would be quite worth while for the
electric railways to organize, at com-
mon expense, a permanent advisory
bureau to make researches and to study
the ways and means by which best to
reach the minds of those whom I have
enumerated. In order to be most effec-

tive, publicity must deal with facts in
so simple a way and so directly refute
demagogic misrepresentation as to
carry conviction to the popular mind.
It must be constant and persistent.
The field is one for the play of the
imagination and constructive genius
of the accountant mind, the economic
mindj and the advertising mind, all

working in harmony to a common end.
As illustration of this method of pre-

paring financial data one measurement
might be in the number of dollars each

of the several kinds of property and
assets (some net) per $1 of long-term
debt; another might be in the number
of dollars of property and assets, after
applying long-term debt against the
property immediately securing it, per
$1 of preferred capital stock, if any;
and another might be per $1 of com-
mon capital stock and surplus. By
comparison, growth in any and every
respect could also be brought out.
Measurement of administration in
summary form could be worked out per
$1 of long-term debt, per $1 of pre-
ferred capital stock, and per $1 of com-
mon capital stock and surplus. The
patron mind might be reached by
placarding the public investment, com-
posed of long-term debt and all classes
of capital stock and the surplus, and
the per cent of return thereon, con-
densed operating and income data per
?1 of such public investment, and also
condensed operating and income data
per passenger carried.

An advisory bureau might outline
advance v(rrite-ups, in a manner in
which they would be made by an ex-
perienced and intelligent financial re-
porter, to be given out to the press in
conjunction with annual reports or at
such other times as might be pro-
pitious. The bureau might give con-
sideration to revisionary measures to
be taken up with federal and state
commissions. As one of the revision-
ary measures that need to be consid-
ered, there has been in my mind the
excessive refinement in all commission
classifications; totally unnecessary for
the carrying on of commission func-
tions. You will get my meaning if you
will total the smaller items in each
main division of operating expenses
and divide the totals of such gjroups by
the total operating expenses. If you
have not already done this, you will
be astounded by the small proportions
which these computations will disclose.
You may readily conceive that such a
bureau should be composed of real ex-
perts working co-operatively. Wouldn't
it save a lot of haphazardness of effort
and be well worth the cost ?

It is not possible to force upon any
administrator or manager informa-
tion or data that he thinks he does not
want. Often, however, the desire may
be created through practical demon-
stration. Experienced administrators
understand the value of indices to un-
economic conditions, indices which
point the direction of research for the
discovery of the precise facts and the
means whereby to stop waste or cor-
rect faulty practices. Let me suggest
two such indices, based on some prac-
tical and agreed condensation of the
voluminous detail of operating ex-
penses. One would be a comparison of
the percentage ratios of the several
items to the total operating expenses,
in months and in periods. Another
would be to measure such items against
like items for some period such as 3 or
5 years previous, according to the con-
ditions. This measurement might be
applied to both monthly and periodic
expenses. The process would be to
divide each amount by the amount of
the like item in the basic period. The
result would be to produce the amount
of expenses incurred in the current
period in relation to each dollar of like
expense incurred in the basic period.
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Now about periods. Have you
thought much about, or caused others
to consider, the value of constant
twelve-month comparisons as in con-
trast with comparisons for elapsed
periods of fiscal years? If not, it is

suggested as quite worth while to
make the test with open mind. You
may think that the constant twelve-
month accumulation means a lot of

work, but if you lay it out system-
atically at the beginning of a fiscal

year, that thought will disappear after
one year's operation. It involves only
the subtraction of data for the oldest
month of twelve and the addition of
data for the new twelfth month. In
the first year, the real work involved
lies in the establishment of compar-
ative data. It is obvious that at the
end of the fiscal year the same data
will be accumulated as if proceeding
from the beginning of the fiscal year.

The gfraphic line of monthly rev-
enue is not a tangent; it is afflicted

with curvature or with peaks and val-

leys. You are all familiar with the
established custom of distributively

disposing of a lot of the more or less

fixed or constant expenses for a year
on the basis of time elapsed. A ques-
tion for your serious consideration is

whether or not the custom produces
fair results.

I want to put into your minds the
possibility of giving better service to

the administrator and the proprietor.

This will involve something like

budgeting. Budgeting, as you know,
is largely estimating, but it is always
possible to progressively adjust toward
actuality as the end of a fiscal year
approaches, without serious distortion
of the results for any month. If, at
the beginning of the year, estimates
are made of the more or less fixed

items or constants which are to be
found in maintenance and general ex-
penses, if not elsewhere, and an esti-

mate of the revenue by months also

is made, the yearly estimates of the
former can be brought into percentage
relation to the yearly estimate of the
latter. Obviously, the use of these
percentages for the monthly charging
out of such expenses would be to
follow approximately the gnraphic line

of the revenue.
You are all accountants of sufficient

experience to understand the use of
temporary accounts for actual monthly
Expenditures, and how the estimates
may be revised and adjustments
started or made as soon as compar-
isons may indicate need. You will

appreciate, I feel sure, the advantages
to the administrator and the proprietor
of such a procedure over one involving
the utilization of a permissive equali-
zation account as a factor in operat-
ing expenses. With a proper clean-up
or clearance at the year end it would
seem that objection could not well be
taken by any federal or state authority.

Balance Sheets*

By Charles B. Couchman, C.P.A.

New York

When Nature and Purpose of Balance

Sheet Are Understood, Its Prob-

lems Become Easy—Treatment

Explained of Replacements Made
at Higher Cost

THE importance of the balance
sheet is being recognized more
completely year by year. Its

place in the business world today is

many times more important than it

was 10 years ago. The number of busi-

ness men who look upon financial

statements with indifference or even
with disdain are rapidly becoming
fewer. This change is brought about
by an increasing realization of the fact
that a balance sheet, instead of being
a mere hobby of a group of hobbiests
known as accountants, is in reality a
document worthy of serious considera-
tion by the business man for his own
sake and the sake of his profits and
his stability in business.
Without being too technical, it may

be stated that a balance sheet as pre-

pared in America today, gives a picture

of two things. The right-hand side of
it shows the source of all values that
have come into, and still remain in,

the business picture, and the left-hand

•Abstract of a paper before the annual
convention of the American Electric Rail-
way Aocountnnts' Association, Atlantic City,
N. J., Oct. 6-10, 1924.

C. B. Cou4*hinnn

side shows the disposition that has been
made of these values. The right-hand
or liability side may show that a cer-
,tain amount of value has been received
from various classes of creditors, a
certain amount from stockholders and
a certain amount has been accumulated
from the operation of the business. The
left-hand side shows that certain of
these values are on hand in cash; cer-
tain are represented by collectible
claims from others; certain other
amounts have been paid out for the
acquirement of various classes of prop-
erty both floating and fixed; and still

others for services yet to be rendered
to the organization, .such as prepaid ex-
penses, or for services whose benefit
either directly or indirectly is expected
to apply to the future, such as or-
ganization or development expenses.

It will be noted that the question of
whether these properties may have in-

creased in value since their acquire-
ment by the* organization does not nor-

mally enter into their expression for
balance sheet purposes. If circum-
stances arise justifying the expression
among the assets of this increased
value attaching to property during
present ownership, it must be offset
upon the liability side by some item
such as "Reserve for Appreciation of
fixed properties" so that the liability
side may continue to picture the source
of the asset values as we have indicated
above.

It must not be overlooked that any
increase in net worth of a business, as
shown by a comparison of the balance
sheets as at the beginning and as at
the end of a period, must come from
additional investment by stockholders,
or must be attributed to some sort of
gain or profit arising from the activi-
ties of the period, over and above
amounts distributed to stockholders.
Such gain or profit should be available
either for distribution as dividends or
for acquiring additional facilities for
operation. If we allow the assets to be
stated in the balance sheet at estimated
cost of replacement, and if such esti-

mated value is in excess of their real
cost, we automatically add that amount
to the surplus of the organization and
thereby indicate to the observer of such
balance sheet that the organization has
this additional amount available for
dividends or for expansion. Such treat-
ment would result in a complete mis-
statement.
The mere fact that the purchase

price of fixed assets has increased does
not add one real penny to the amount
available for distribution as dividends,
nor to the amount needed for replace-
ment in case such is a necessity. It is

evident by the rules of common .sense

that the greater the increase in the
price of the assets to be purchased, the
worse off financially is that organiza-
tion which must needs purchase them.
To try to make such an unfavorable
condition appear upon the books as a
favorable one is as reprehensible a
misstatement of facts as an organiza-
tion could well make. If the organiza-
tion is in that happy condition where
it is not necessary to replace it« fixed

assets—all the more reason why a
fluctuation in the market price of some-
thing which does not concern it should
certainly have no place in its balance
sheet.

The value of properties to be used
as the basis for determination of a fair

rate of return is frequently of great
interest, not only to the organization
owning the property, but also to the
public receiving the service. Such
value must be determined by careful
survey of the relative efficiency of the
properties to the purpose which they
are to serve. But this value has no
place in the balance sheet expression.

To give effect to it in a balance sheet
would result in a distortion of surp'us

and a misstatement of the results

properly accrued from past operations.

You will note that we consider all

investment in properties to be used as

being somewhat akin in principle to

investment in service prior to the ac-

tual receipt of such service. In other
words, physical properties for use. such

as the normal fix^d assets of operatinir

companies, are like prepaid exppnsp<»,

save that they are represented by
tangible properties rather than merely

i
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by claims for services. If an insurance
policy for one year costs a premium of

$600 the result of the transaction is the
acquirement of an asset which at that
moment may be placed on the book at
the full value of the prepayment.
Month by month, as the service for
•which this prepayment has been made
is received, a portion of this asset is

transferred to expense. The value of
the asset, therefore, decreased $50 per
month until at the expiration of the
year it is reduced to zero.

Similarly, an investment of $600 in

a machine is little more than a pre-
payment for services. The period of
service, instead of being -exact as in

the case of the insurance policy, is

estimated. There is a further con-
sideration of a possible salvage value
at the expiration of the period of use-

fulness. If it be assumed that the
above machine may be used for 10
years and still have a salvage value of
say $50 then the actual amount of serv-

ice cost or expense prepayment is $550
which must be spread over the years
of use. It is not our purpose here to

discuss the method of such deprecia-
tion or amortization. By the so-called

"straight line" method the $550 would
be spread equally over the years. The
asset of $600 would thereby be reduced
$55 per year. Instead of this reduction
being applied directly to the asset value
on the balance sheet as in the case of
prepaid insurance, practical operation
has shown the advisability of accumu-
lating this depreciation in a separate
account known as "Reserve for De-
preciation" or (as is more commonly
used in public service) "Accrued
Amortization of Capital." This ac-

count should be deducted on the balance
sheet from the asset to which it applies

so that there may be shown the net
amount representing the unamortized
investment in the fixed asset.

The method of spreading deprecia-
tion or even of determining the right

amount for periodic spread is difficult

and uncertain. Two organizations may
buy identical items of equipment to be
used for identical purposes. The one
through diligence may maintain this

item of equipment in efficient condition
for twice as many years as may the
other, if the latter uses scant engi-
neering judgment in its operations and
is negligent of care and of repairs.

Accounting for Betterments

The principle with regard to the bal-
ance sheet valuation of fixed assets
^which we have been trying to enunciate
may perhaps be illu.strated by a prob-
lem of constant recurrence in organiza-
pions of public service character. I

refer to the problem of properly record-
ing the replacement and betterment of
uch assets.

The balance sheet expression of any
ixed asset is the difference between
wo accounts, one of which represents
ts cost and the other represents the
imount of this cost which has been
harged to operations. If the asset
hould be eliminated from use, these
wo amounts must also be eliminated
rom their respective accounts. If the
ifference between them is in excess
f the salvage or recoverable value of
ae asset, this excess must be charged
3 operation in addition to that which
as been accrued in the past.

The question of replacement accom-
panied by betterment adds but little

real difficulty to the problem. The
simplest procedure is to consider such
a transaction as consisting of two
parts; first, the elimination of the old,

and second, the acquirement of the
new. The elimination of the old is

accomplished by clearing the asset ac-
count and the reserve for depreciation
account of such amounts as have been
entered therein because of the asset
removed. This journal entry is com-
pleted by a proper debit because of

salvage value if any, and a balancing
item to the operating accounts. Hav-
ing cleared the old asset from the
books, the new asset is recorded at its

cost.

May we illustrate this by the as-

sumed replacing of a light weight rail

by a rail of say 30 per cent greater
weight or efficiency. Assume that the
replaced rails cost $100,000 and the
new rails because of the higher price of
steel cost $200,000. Certain organiza-
tions migh assume that since the effi-

ciency is increased only 30 per cent the
asset should also be increased by only
that amount and should, therefore, ap-
pear upon the records as $130,000. The
absurdity of such a method is quite

evident at a glance. The amount repre-
senting the cost of the light weight
rails should be eliminated from the
asset accounts just as the assets them-
selves are eliminated from use. The
new assets brought into use should
correspondingly be brought into the
records at cost. This cost becomes
immediately the basis- for future de-
preciation.

Like all other rules of accountancy
those I have touched upon in this paper
must be applied in practice with a due
regard for common sense. Accountancy
on the whole may be briefly summarized
as being nothing more nor less than
common sense used in the recording of
business transactions, plus a knowledge
of the principles which have been found
through experience to be the fairest to

all parties concerned in the preserva-
tion and development of commercial
activities.

These principles are general and apply
to all organizations regardless of their

nature. Each broad class of commercial
organizations has its own peculiar prob-
lems to which these principles must be
applied. It may be broadly laid down
as a fact that if any controlling powers
such as the public service commissions
of the various states or the various
income tax departments dictate a pol-

icy or method of accounting which is

markedly at variance with these prin-

ciples, such arbitrary rules must sooner
or later be amended to conform with
general principles or truths. It is

therefore more advantageous to study
these principles than it is to discuss

the particular requirements of any or
all public service commissions. Such
requirements may be changed at any
time by a vote or a decision of the
controlling body, but the basic prin-

ciples of accountancy are the con-

densed expression of the accumulated
experiences of business, and are not
subject to change save as increased
experience demonstrates the desirabil-

ity of the change for the purpose of

increased accuracy and fairness to the
interests of all parties concerned.

W. L. Davis Heads Account-

ants* Association

WL. DAVIS, the new president
• of the American Electric Rail-

way Accountants' Association, is au-
ditor of the Lehigh Valley Transit
Company, Allentown, the Lehigh Val-
ley Light & Power Company and affil-

iated companies. Mr. Davis has had
a very broad experience in utility ac-

counting. It dates from the time that
he entered the service of the Ohio Elec-
tric Railway in 1906 as statistician with
that company. Before that Mr. Davis
was with Ernst & Ernst, certified pub-
lic accountants in their Cincinnati
office. For obtaining varied experience
in accounting work there is perhaps
no better place for a man to secure it

than the office of the public accountant.
The clients of the public accountant
are drawn from all walks of business
life, and the men who work for him
obtain a broad view of accounting
practices and details.

For six years Mr. Davis did about all

the different accounting jobs that were
to be done on the Ohio Electric Rail-

way. Then the chance came for him to

change to a field which promised
greater opportunities to him and Mr.
Davis became associated with the Texas
Power & Light Company, Dallas, Tex.,

as traveling auditor. Soon thereafter
he was made secretary-treasurer of the
company. From 1914 to 1915 he was
auditor of the Southern Traction Com-
pany and the Texas Traction Company,
both of Dallas.

From this post Mr. Davis went to the
position of traveling auditor of the
American Power & Light Company.
This company is affiliated with the
Electric Bond & Share group. It may
be presumed that the work of Mr.
Davis with this organization was all

that the title of his position implied.

In that event he certainly saw America
first, for the properties are diversi-

fied and far flung. The states in which
they are located are for the most part
on the Pacific Coast with a sprinkling
of them in the East. From that posi-

tion Mr. Davis went to the Lehigh
Valley Transit.

As Mr. Davis sees it the primary
functions of the accounting department
have been the preparation of financial

data such as balance sheets and income
accounts and the compilation of a
financial history of the company. The
accountant himself must be prepared
to furnish all kinds of cost analyses
both for operating and construction
purposes, to compile regular reports
and special data for regulatory com-
missions, and to handle numerous other
requirements unheard of 25 years ago.

To do this adequately Mr. Davis says

the man in charge of accounting work
should have the necessary technical

education both as to accounting and
finance, together with a fund of practi-

cal knowledge that can come only with
experience. In ohe of the most com-
plete articles on accounting practice

which it has been the good fortune of

the Electric Railway Journal to

publish in recent years Mr. Davis set

forth some of his ideas in "Accounting
Practice," included in the series on
modernization in the issue of this paper
for Sept. 27.*
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Association News & Discussions

Tax Association Discusses

Highway Finance

PAYMENT by the highway user of

all maintenance costs and substan-
tial share of the construction costs with
interest was the chief conclusion in the
report on "Problems of Highway
Finance" submitted to the National Tax
Association in its annual meeting held
at Hotel Chase, St. Louis, Mo., on Sept.
18. Jacob Miner, professor of political

economy at the University of Chicago,
read the report.

If this program is carried out, it wa.';

held, all justification for charges that
motor transportation is being sub-
sidized in its competition with other
transportation agencie.s will be removed.
The report called attention to the fact
that while the special taxes on motor
vehicles amounted to only 5 per cent of
the total highway expenditures in 1914,
such taxes promise to be at least 45
per cent of the 1924 costs.

Because of the different stages of
highway development reached by the
various states and the many varying
factors entering into such situations,
the committee found it impossible to
recommend any fixed formula for road
taxation, saying that in all states except
those at the very inception of the road
Improvement program, the taxation on
vehicles should be sufficient to defray
a substantial part of the construction
and interest costs as well as all of the
maintenance costs. The committee
recommended a combination registra-
tion and gasoline tax as a simple and
equitable method of placing the tax
burden on vehicles using the highways.

In discussing this relationship be-
tween the stage of highway develop-
ment and the method of financing con-
struction and maintenance, the report
said in part:

"During the initial period of con-
struction of an extensive system of im-
proved highways in densely populated
and rapidly growing states, and states
where the immediate need for the con-
struction of improved highways is

urgent, it would be unwise to attempt
to finance highway construction wholly
or even in large part from current tax
revenues.

"If current revenues are relied upon
in these circumstances there will result
either an intolerable tax burden upon
the community or else there will be an
unreasonable retardation of highway
improvement, entailing on the com-
munity the loss of many years of the
advantage of improvement of highway
communication.

"States and localities which, however,
have already made considerable prog-
ress in highway construction and have
already passed the peak of new annual
mileage should move gradually toward
the pay-as-you-use plan."
The members of the committee who

prepared the report were: Jacob Miner,
A. J. Brosseau, W. H. Maltbie, Thorn-
ton Alexander, W. G. Query, C. C. Con-
verse and Maurice Groshon.

Safety Depends on
Thinking*

By Isaiah Gordon
Bureau of Safety. Chicago, 111.

SAFETY advocates should avail them-
selves of every opportunity to

address school children. Of course,
admonitions given in such addresses
may be quickly forgotten until the child

is confronted with a hazard similar to

that described in the talk. Then the
admonition will come to mind, and it

will be remembered that some one was
injured or killed by failing to do the
right thing.

I have in mind a case where a little

boy was waiting for a long freight
train to pull by, so that he could cross
the tracks. While waiting another boy
pushed him. He fell under the cars
and his arm was cut off. I have used
this in my talks, and said that it would
be good judgrment always to stand
back one's full length from such danger.
I dare say many will never think of
this admonition until they come to a
railroad track where a train is passing,
but when they do they will remember
and stand back.

Safety is a matter of thinking, think-
ing about everything we do. The
reason why boys in school throw
books, cut seats, walk over clothing
with muddy shoes, instead of picking it

up and hanging it on the hooks in the
cloak-room, is because they have not
been taught that such acts show lack of
thinking. Teachers should appeal to
school children to think and point out
to them that destructiveness is unneces-
sary waste.
A plan which I believe will be benefi-

cial to those who would like to start a
safety organization in the schools calls

for boys and girls to serve on various
committees with a view to getting them
to see the value of system, of thinking
and of planning. For instance, a com-
mittee might be appointed to see that
books and desks are not abused, a com-
mittee to see that coats and hats are
properly taken care of, another to see
that the stairways and corridors have
no physical defects or hazards, one to
see that automobiles and other vehicles
observe the traffic rules in front of the
school, etc. If we can get school chil-

dren to think before they act in their
school work we shall have gone a long
way toward getting them to think
outside of school, on the playground, in
the street, and everywhere.

National Association of Railroad

and Utilities Commissioners

THE annual meeting of the National
Association of Railroad and Util-

ities Commissioners will be held Nov.
11-15 at Phoenix, Ariz. The official

call for the convention is signed by
Harry G. Taylor of Nebraska, presi-

dent; William B. D. Ainey of Penn-
sylvania, a first vice-president, and
James B. Walker of New York, secre-

tary. There are now regulating com-
missions in 47 of the 48 states, Del-

aware being the only state without one.

There are also such commissions in

Hawaii, Porto Rico, Alaska and the

Philippine Islands.

Traffic Association Proposed <

CONNECTING electric railways in

eastern Ohio, western Pennsyl-.

vania and the northern part of West;
Virginia have begun the organization^

of the Tri-State Electric Transportation?

Association. H. 0. Allison, commercial;

manager Beaver Valley Traction Com-'
pany, is the temporary chairman of this'

new organization, whose object is tO'

develop passenger and freight traffic.

American
Association News

•Abstract of a paper presented before the
thirteenth annual safety oongreaa, IjouIs-
vllle, Ky.. Oct. 2.

Special Reports Available

THE following special reports hav

been prepared and are available
"

member companies in good standit

upon request:
Electric Railway Valuations — Ah

stracts of recent valuations of elect

railway properties officially approv

by public utilities commissions or su»*-

tained by the courts. For each ca*,

there is given a summary of the phyi^

ical values found together with a discing

sion of the allowances for overhead

intangibles, development costs, etc.

Anti^itney Regulation— Brief

counts of the principal development
in connection with attempts to secuB

the suppression or regulation of jiw

ney competition with electric railwajf:

in the various cities in which the <iu*4|

tion has ever become an importal^

local issue. 1

Siiggetited Remedies for Traffic Cow]
gestion — Abstracts of the princip"

traffic surveys which have been mt
in American cities with detailed sOB

_^

maries of the recommendations mad*-

In each case a brief description of thf

traffic problem to be solved is given. S

In addition to the above, supplement
to the Fare Bulletin, Wage Bulleti*

and Cost of Living Studies have alM
been prepared, bringing them do«»i

to date.

J
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M.-G. Locomotives for New Haven R.R.
New Type Engine Will Take 11,000-Volt Alternating Current from the Trolley and Convert It to

600-Volt Direct Current for Operating Traction Motors—Five Freight and
Two Switching Locomotives Are Included in the Order

SEVEN single-phase locomotives of a new type have
been ordered by the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad from the General Electric Com-

pany and the American Locomotive Company. Five of
these units are for freight service and will be used on
the main line between the Oak Point yards and New
Haven. The other two are switching locomotives and
will be used in general yard service. Whenever double
heading, these locomotives will function in multiple-
unit with the present single-phase locomotives.
The design of this type of locomotive is somewhat

unusual in that although it is actuated from a single-
phase trolley it does not have alternating-current trac-
tion motors. Each locomotive will contain a traveling
substation and will be equipped with a synchronous
motor-generator set for converting the 11,000-volt,
25-cycle, single-phase supply to direct current. Direct-
current railway motors will be used to drive the axles.
Power will be collected from the overhead contact

line by the usual slider pantograph trolley and delivered
to a main transformer situated in the locomotive cab.
This main transformer will step down the trolley poten-
tial to 2,300 volts. This 2,300-volt alternating current
will drive a single-phase synchronous motor, direct
connected to the main direct-current generator which
delivers current to the traction motors. This generator
is designed with a variable field so that the speed of
the locomotive will be regulated by controlling the gen-
erator field current. The traction motors will be of the
standard series direct-current railway type. They will
be geared to the axle through cushion type gears which
allow a small movement of the gear ring about the gear
hub or center, thus minimizing shocks and stresses in
the gears and pinions.

The freight locomotives will have a one-hour rating
of 1,350 hp. at a speed of 20.4 m.p.h., while the switchers
will have a one-hour rating of 500 hp. at a speed of
8.1 m.p.h.

Between the pantograph trolley and the main trans-
former a time-limit automatic oil circuit breaker is in-

stalled. Between the direct-current generator and the
traction motors there are a high-speed circuit breaker
and line switches. The high-speed circuit breaker will
afford protection to both the motors and the generator
and will ordinarily prevent the opening of the time-limit
switch or of the trolley or feeder sectionalizing switches.
The system of control, in which speed changes are

obtained by varying the field strength of the generator,
will make the locomotive speed characteristic extremely
flexible and adaptable to all operating conditions. It
also has the desirable feature of operating at a power
factor of unity or of drawing leading current under all

ranges of load, the motor-generator being designed
with sufficient capacity not only to take care of the
rated loads but to furnish an appreciable amount of
wattless current, especially at light loads. This tends
to improve the trolley voltage for all conditions of
load and should be of material benefit in the operation
of the entire system.

W. S. Murray Makes Statement

W. S. Murray, consulting engineer of New York, who
was electrical engineer of the New Haven in the pioneer
electrification, has issued a statement with regard to
the purchase of this new type of locomotive. He says
that he is greatly impressed with the wisdom, both on
the part of the New Haven road to purchase, and the
General Electric Company to manufacture, the seven
electric locomotives of the type described. The history
of power distribution shows that wherever power in
bulk has had to be transmitted over considerable dis-
tances high-tension alternating current rather than the
relatively low-pressure direct current has been the pre-
ferred agent, not only because less energy loss was
involved but because a far greater flexibility of use was
provided. It also has become equally well known that
no alternating-current motor with variable speed char-
acteristics can be as efficient or as cheap to purchase
and maintain as the direct-current motor.

These new locomotives will receive high pressure

/a -4'
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Outline of Switching Type liOcomotlTe for New Haven Railroad

11,000-volt alternating current from the trolley wires

which will then be converted by a motor-generator

—

on board the locomotives—to direct current and fed to

motors of that design geared to their driving axles.

According to Mr. Murray we thus will see a marriage
between economic transmission and distribution of elec-

tric power and economic utilization of electric power.

The officiating "parson" in this marriage is the motor-

generator. His fee is in the form of an annual re-

tainer. Incidentally, what he charges will have every-

thing to do with the economic success of this electrical

wedlock. Certainly the General Electric and New Haven
companies are both to be congratulated on their mutual
confidence and acceptance of locomotives of the design

described. In his opinion it will be the harbinger of

a far-reaching result.

Double Folding Steps for High

Platform Cars

A DOUBLE folding step arranged to operate in the

same manner as the ordinary single type of fold-

ing step is being applied to the cars of the Altoona &
Logan Valley Electric Railway. The type of step as

shown in the accompanying illustration is the design of

Carl E. Keefer, master mechanic. It provides for steps

of 13 in. from the rail to the first step, 11 in. from
the first to the second step, and 11 in. from the second

step to the platform. This type has been installed on

eight cars purchased from the Ohio Valley Electric

Railway, which originally had a single step with a

height of 16 in. from the rail and 19 in. from the step

to the platform. The operating mechanism is the same
as that used for single folding-step cars except that a

connecting rod and two levers are added. The usual

type of operating mechanism is attached to the lower

step, and the upper step is operated through two bell-

crank levers from the lower step.

The double step arrangement has a projection of 20
in. from the rail when opened, which is 3 in. greater

than the original single step arrangement. The treads

for the bottom step are 12 in. wide and the top step 10

in. When folded, they present an appearance of a
single step, as the bottom tread is so arranged as to

cover the top one completely.

step Mechanism In Lowered and Raised Position with
Step Treads Removed to Sliow Mechanism

Double Folding Step in Closed and Open Poslttoa

I
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Detroit & Ironton Locomotives to Use

M.-G. Control
The New Type Will Operate on a Single-Phase Trolley at 22,000 Volts

and 25 Cycles—Design Has Been Made to Secure Great Flexibility of

Speed Control in Heavy Freight Service—Complete Locomotive Will

Develop 225,000 Lb. Starting Effort and 3,600 Continuous Horsepower

By Fred Allison* H. L. Maker* and L. J. Hibhard^

AN IMPORTANT development in the electrification

Ok of steam railroads is that recently announced

jL Jk- for Henry Ford's Detroit & Ironton Railroad.

While news of the electrification was published in

Electric Railway Journal for Dec. 8, 1923, details

of the electrification have not been available. As
was to be expected, Mr. Ford has not been restricted

by past practice or tendencies in the choice of electrical

system and of type of motive power units for his road.

The result has been the adoption of an overhead trolley

line fed with alternating current at 22,000 volts, 25

cycles—a trolley voltage twice as high as any previously

used in this country. The type of motive power unit

adopted is not only novel in electrical design, but

embodies many new and important ideas in the mechan-

ical design. The locomotive shows possibility not only

of containing but also of improving on all the desirable

features of the most successful locomotives in use on

present electrifications.

The mechanical parts for the new locomotives aro

being designed and built by the Ford Motor Company,
while the electrical equipment is being designed and

built to this company's specifications by the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Company.

Locomotives Will Weigh 340 Tons and
Develop 5,000 Hp.

The initial order calls for a locomotive comprising

two motive-power units operated in multiple. It will

develop a maximum of 5,000 hp. at 17 m.p.h. and will

exert a maximum starting tractive effort of 225,000 lb.

on the basis of a 42,500-lb. axle loading with 33J per

cent adhesion. The nominal rating of the locomotive

will be 4,200 hp. It will also deliver 3,600 hp. continu-

ously at all speeds between 17 m.p.h. and 25 m.p.h. and
will exert 54,000 lb. tractive effort continuously when
operating at 25 m.p.h. Each motive-power unit will

be arranged for double-end operation so that an oper-

ating locomotive may consist of one, two or more units

as desired. It is estimated that each unit will weigh

170 tons. All weight will be carried on the driving

wheels.

Motor-Generator Control Adopted

The motive-power unit is of the motor-generator

type. The principal reasons which have led to the

adoption of this type can be summarized as follows:

While the use of alternating-current power supply

for the trolley results in economy in distribution,

direct-current traction motors of the most rugged type

•Ford Motor Company.
tWestinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.

could be used. This gave the opportunity to design the

motor for its own best condition, regardless of voltages,

line surges, etc. In other words, the motors have the

most rugged electrical characteristics and maximum
efficiency. There also were possibilities for the sim-

plification of the mechanical parts due to the high space

and weight efficiency obtained in the traction motors.

The direct-current motors permit simplicity and flexi-

bility of control, as well as simplicity of the regenerative

system and ability to regenerate at any speed from the

maximum practically down to standstill.

Voltage control is used, with consequent freedom
from rheostatic losses. This gives low accelerating

peak loads, and ability to operate continuously at any
desired speed. The speed characteristics obtained per-

mit the locomotive to adapt itself to all changes in

the profile, and the constant horsepower characteristic

enables the locomotive to develop its full capacity under
a variety of speed and tractive effort conditions.

The driving wheels have little tendency to start or

continue slipping during accelerating periods, because

the voltage impressed across each traction motor is

low while the maximum starting tractive effort is being

exerted, and does not increase if slipping starts.

There is inherent voltage regulating effect of the

synchronous driving motor of the motor-generator set,

with an attendant favorable effect on the distribution

system. This makes it possible to maintain the a.c.

power drawn by the locomotive at unity power factor

and consequently tends to give low transmission losses.

The flexible control gives the locomotive the ability

to operate at full load in the same train with any other

type of alternating-current locomotive. It is able to

operate as a constant-speed type of locomotive on all

applications where this feature is desirable by sep-

arately exciting the traction motors. With this connec-

tion a large number of constant running speeds are

obtainable when motoring.
^

Locomotive Equipment '
~'

Each motive-power unit will be equipped with a
transformer, a direct-current generator driven by a
single-phase motor, eight axle-hung direct-current,

series-type traction motors, and suitable control and
auxiliary apparatus.

The single-phase alternating-current at 22,000 volts

will be collected by means of a pantograph and con-

ducted through an oil circuit-breaker to the primary
side of the transformer, where it will be stepped down to

a suitable voltage for driving the motor-generator set.

Direct current, which can be regulated from zero to

600 volts, will be delivered by the motor-generator 8et
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to the traction motors. These will be connected per-

manently in parallel. The locomotive is designed for

regenerative braking.

The locomotive transformer will be 2,000-kva., two-
circuit, oil-insulated, air-cooled railway type unit. The
primary winding may be connected to receive either

22,000 or 11,000-volt power, while the secondary will

deliver current at 1,250 volts. This will be accom-
plished by having the high-tension side connected

between the circuit breaker and ground in series with
two single-pole, double-throw knife switches. This
feature has been included so that these locomotives can
be operated over connecting 11,000-volt lines if desired

at some future date.

The motor-generator set will consist of a 2,100-hp.,

25-cycle, four-pole, single-phase motor, driving a 1,500-

kw., 600-volt, 2,500-amp. generator at 750 r.p.m. on the
same shaft. It will be self-contained, will be supported
at three points and will have two bearings. A 75-kw.,

125-volt direct-current main exciter will be mounted
upon a shaft extension at the motor end of the set,

while a 25-kw. direct-current "regenerative exciter"

will be mounted upon a shaft extension at the other end.

The generator will have a series-excited differential

field, an interpole field and a compensating field, as

well as a separately excited main field.

The 75-kw. main exciter will supply excitation to the

motor field, the generator field, the regenerative exciter

field, and will supply power for the control circuits

and for all auxiliary motors.

The 25-kw. regenerative exciter will be used to sep-

arately excite the traction motor fields during regen-

eration and during high-speed motoring periods.

Geared D.C. Traction Motors Employed

The locomotive traction motors will be 225-hp., 600-

volt, direct-current series, axle-hung machines. Each
motor will be flexibly connected to the driving axle by
a gear at each side. A 22-tooth, 3i-in. face, 3-diametral

pitch pinion, suitable for meshing with a correspond-

ing 98-tooth gear, will be mounted on a shaft extension

at each end of the motor. The motors will be of a
special mechanical construction for application to the

mechanical parts being designed and built by Mr. Ford.

Each motive-power unit will be equipped with double-

end control. Forty-five normal running speeds will be

available between standstill and maximum speed during
both the motoring and regenerating periods. When
motoring the traction motors will be connected as series

excited machines from standstill to 17 m.p.h., and as

separately excited motors from 17 m.p.h. to maximum
speed.

The traction motor fields are separately excited

throughout the entire regenerative period. Regenera-

tion may be obtained at any time while the traction

motors are separately excited by regulating the gen-

erator voltage and traction motor field strength so that

the motor voltage overbalances the generator voltage

and causes the armature current to reverse. This will

cause the traction motors to act as generators, driving

the main generator as a motor, which in turn drives the

a.c. motor, causing it to become a generator and return

power to the line.

A closed-circuit type of transition will be utilized

in going from the series excited to the separately

excited connections of the traction motors and vice

versa. Thus the separately-excited connections may be

completed while the traction motors are energized and
working at full load as series motors, without interrupt-

ing or appreciably changing the value of motoring
tractive effort either during the changeover period or

after the separately excited connections have been
completed. This method of transition can be utilized

advantageously when it is desired to increase the speed
of the locomotive or to permit regeneration automati-
cally.

Since the single-phase driving motor of the main
motor-generator set, like the phase-converter of the

single-phase three-phase locomotive, is not self-starting,

the motor-generator set will be started and accelerated

to approximately 50 per cent speed by means of the

main generator and from 50 per cent speed to full

speed by means of the a.c. motor. A 60-cell, 125-volt

storage battery will be provided on each unit for this

purpose. This battery also will be used for energizing

the control circuits and supplying power to the com-
pressor motor whenever the motor-generator set is shut

down.

Typical Cycle of Operation

Starting from rest with a full-tonnage train the trac-

tion motors will be energized as series-excited motors
and the train may be accelerated with continuous full

tractive effort up to a running speed of approximately

17 m.p.h. by manually regulating the main generator
voltage through the external field resistor and a set of

50-amp., 125-volt switches. If load and grade condi-

tions permit the use of a higher running speed than is

obtainable with the series connection, the transition will

be made from series to the separately excited connec-

tion of the traction motors. The speed may then be
increased by weakening the field strength of the trac-

tion motors. This will be accomplished by manually
regulating the regenerative excited voltage through an
external field resistor and a set of 5-amp., 125-volt

switches. Then when the train passes over the crest

of a hill regeneration will take place automatically.

The traction motors will act as generators, and if it

is desired to maintain some constant speed while

descending the grade, this can be done by strengthening
and properly regulating their fields.

When the train is to be stopped heavier regenerative

braking may be utilized if desired and a very low speed

reached before applying the air brake.

The speed may be decreased to approximately 17

m.p.h. by properly regulating the traction motor field

strength, and below 17 m.p.h. by regulating the gen
erator voltage.

Statistics of Electric Interstate Carriers

THE bureau of statistics of the Interstate Commerce
Commission has just published a report based on

the returns of the electric railways reporting to that com-
mission for the year ended Dec. 81, 1923. Altogether
there are 271 companies, of which 186 are in the East-

ern district, 7 in the Southern district and 78 in the

Western district. The summarized statistics follow:

Miles of road operated . .

.

Freight revenue. . .

.

Rastern
District

8,249 34
$14,492,278
128,632,097
101,983,442
29,191,469
4,335,111
8,984,492

Southern
District

344.84
$2,0 1 8,094

Totftl operating revenues.
Total operating expenses.
Operating income
Net income

4,638,520
3,183,868
4,578.851
2,208,826

Dividends declared 4,036

Western
District

5,571.10
$19,822,905
103,159,320
8I.4H.497

21,687,710
7.041.958
7,114.039

Total

14,165.18
$36,783,277
23ft.429.037

I86.60V807
55.258.0)0
1 3,585.895
16.102,567
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The News of the Industry

Service Started Over Dallas-

Denton Line

The Dallas-Denton line of the Texas
Interurban Railway, the electrified line

of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railway
of Texas, has been completed and regu-

lar service was started Oct. 1. Richard
Meriwether, vice-president and general
manager of this line as well as of the

Dallas-Terrell line and of the Dallas
Railway, reports traffic has come up to

expectations and that operation of the

line is in every way satisfactory.

The Dallas-Denton line of the Texas
Interurban Railway is the second unit

of the system of electric lines now
being established in Texas by this com-
pany. The first was the Dallas-Terrell

line. It is admitted by officials of the

company that electrification of other

steam lines radiating out of Dallas is

being considered, and it is learned that
the Missouri-Kansas-Texas line from
Dallas to Greenville is one and the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe from Dallas to

Cleburne is another.
Like the Dallas-Terrell line, which

was the first line in the Southwest to

use automatic electric substations and
one-man cars, the Dallas-Denton line

is operating one-man cars and depends
on automatic substations for power.
The same general plan of construction

has been followed in the Dallas-Denton
line as was followed on the Dallas-

Terrell line, the only material differ-

ence being that a roadbed had to be
constructed to Terrell and steel laid

thereon, whereas from Dallas to Den-
ton a steam line was electrified.

Although the tracks of the M-K-T
were already built from Dallas to Den-
ton, much new construction was neces-
sary to make possible the operation of

electric interurban cars. The electri-

fication was carried out at a cost of

$1,000,000.

Actual construction work on the Den-
ton line was started March 15, 1924,

and the line completed just six months
and fifteen days later. For this con-
struction work, the company organized
to build the Dallas-Terrell line, known
as the Texas Construction Company,
was kept in existence. B. R. Brown
^was chief engineer, Sam R. Fowler, as-

sistant engineer in charge of construc-
tion; M. B. Parsons, superintendent,
and B. F. Cooke, electrical engineer in

charge of electrical installations.

Some additional details of the project
were published in the Electric Raii^-

WAY Journal of Jan. 12 and Jan. 26,

n924.

Plans for Detroit-Port Huron
Bus Service

That hourly bus service will be
started between Detroit and Port
luron, including towns on the river

ilong the way, has been announced by

the Detroit United Railway to begin
late in October. The buses, it is stated,

will be operated by the Wolverine Tran-
sit Company, a subsidiary of the
D. U. R. At first the local buses will

be operated in conjunction with the
local interurban service, but it is be-
lieved that in a short time local elec-

tric service will be discontinued and
entirely supplanted by buses on local

schedules.

The local buses of the company will

operate over Jefferson Avenue or a

parallel street out of Detroit, and will

follow the shore road into Mount
Clemens. From Mount Clemens they
will follow a route including New Balti-

more, Fair Haven, Algonac, Robert.s

Landing, Marine City, St. Clair and
Marvsville, with Port Huron as the
northern terminal of the route.

The interurban tracks will not be
abandoned, but will be kept in repair
so that they can be used on the through
runs and for handling freight and
express.

Mayor Has Subway Measures
Chicago Officials Looking Into Proposals Made by Mr. Insull for Transit

Construction with Private Funds—Surface Lines Say Rapid
Transit Proposals Must Provide for Street Cars

SAMUEL INSULL, head of the ele-

vated railroads, gas and electric

utilities in Chicago, has offered to pro-

vide the city with increased rapid

transit facilities to be financed entirely

with funds raised privately. This is

the first proposal of its kind, all sim-

ilar offers made previously having con-

templated the use to some degree of the

borrowing capacity of the city. His
proposal in this connection, however,

had to do more particularly with the

subway to be constructed through the

down-town district, preferably under
State Street and extending from Eight-

eenth Street on the south to North
Avenue on the north with necessary
connections with the present elevated

lines at either end.

Mr. Insull says that this subway
should have four tracks through the

heart of the business district and
double tracks at each end. His esti-

mate of the cost of construction is

between $25,000,000 and $30,000,000.

Its construction would more than
double the present rapid transit facil-

ities through the loop by affording

capacity for 2,400 cars an hour instead

of 1,100 as at present. Mr. Insull

believes, however, this subway should

be owned by the city, but that it should

be laid out so as to be capable of ex-

tension to the west, northwest and
southwest sides.

Work to Start Immediately

Mr. Insull's proposal was made in a

letter addressed to the Mayor and City

Council on Sept. 27. It provides for

starting work immediately on a com-
prehensive extension and improvement
of rapid transit facilities in the city,

including the subway through the con-

gested downtown section to which ref-

erence has just been made. With the

letter was submitted the draft of an
ordinance outlining in detail the vari-

ous extensions of facilities that are

proposed. Acceptance of this ordinance
would pave the way for an early start
on the actual construction of exten-
sions that have been under discussion
for a number of years, and which
would fit into the several schemes pro-
posed from time to time for the devel-
opment of a comprehensive transpor-
tation plan for the city.

The definite proposal contained in

this letter, and the provisions of the
ordinance which accompanied it, mark
the culmination of the stand taken by
Mr. Insull on the Chicago transpor-
tation situation in his address before
the Cook County Bankers' Association
on Feb. 21 of this year, reported in

detail in the isssue of the Electric
Railway Journal for March 1.

Problem Up to the City

Coming as it does after a request
for authority to make certain imme-
diate improvements of the elevated
structure including the extension of
platforms for the accommodation of
eight-car trains, for which funds are
now available, this comprehensive plan
for extending rapid transit service to

make it available to the people of 45
out of the 50 wards in the city—this,

together with acceptance of the task
of financing such a plan—puts the
responsibility for further delay squarely
up to the Mayor and the City Council.

Up to this time the Mayor has con-
sistently held to the principle that any
action in the extension of transporta-
tion facilities in the city should fit into

a comprehensive plan for the solution

of the entire transportation situation

in the city. He has also held that the
difficulty of financing such a plan under
private ownership made municipal
ownership necessary.

With the submission of Mr. Insull's

ordinance, the subway problem again
became linked up with that of surface
lines and the elevated. Mr. Insull's
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first ofifer to build a subway brought
the statement from the surface lines

officials that whatever plan was adopted
taking into consideration the elevated

lines also must make a provision for the

street cars.

It was said that the purpose of the

many ordinances was to find one that

would fit the financial abilities of the

city or of any private company which
might undertake to build the subways.
One of the suggestions is for an open-
cut subway in the outlying section and
tunnels downtown. Another is for a
system of tubes connecting with sur-

face, elevated and bus lines several

blocks beyond the congested areas to

the north and south. Still another ordi-

nance provides a general system of

short tubes radiating three ways from
the heart of the city.

The engineering phases of subway
construction will be dealt with in a re-

port which the city's transportation
engineer, Major R. F. Kelker, Jr., is

drawing. He declares subway construc-
tion to be feasible and describes the
engineering conditions in some parts
of the city as ideal for the work.

Corporation Counsel Busch holds that
construction outside the commercial dis-

tricts could not legally be financed by
any special assessment based on bene-
fits. Financial experts declare that in

no other way, either as a private or
public undertaking, could funds be got.

Mr. Insull departed for Europe be-
fore Mayor Dover and his associates
had progressed very far in their con-
sideration of the proposals.

field, in view of current rates for wages,
and asserted that the road had faced a
substantial deficit in operation in the
current year.

Wapres Increased Two and a Half

Cents in Boston

An increase of 2i cents an hour was
awarded to the trainmen and miscel-
laneous employees of the Boston Ele-
vated Railway on Oct. 16 by the board
of arbitration which had been con-
sidering counter proposals of em-
ployees and the company.
The award was signed by Judge

John D. McLaughlin of the Superior
Court, chairman and neutral member
of the board, and James H. Vahey,
counsel for the union men. Charles W.
Mulcahy, company representative, dis-

sented, submitting a minority report.
The employees had sought an in-

crease of 25 cents an hour and the
company had asked that the employees
accept a reduction of 5 cents an hour.
In commenting upon the proposal to
decrease wages the majority ruled that
disparity between income and expendi-
ture is not a reason for reducing wages.
The decision of the board is final and

binding to both company and union. It
will continue in force to June 30, 1925,
and is retroactive to July 1, last.

Experts for the company estimate
that the award will add $500,000 yearly
to the payroll, of which $175,000 will
be in back wages.
By the terms of the decision the blue

uniformed men, who comprise a major-
ity of the employees, will receive a
maximum of 72i cents an hour. Oper-
ators of one-man cars and bus drivers
were increased to 80 J cents an hour.
This is the same differential that has
been in effect for the last three years.
The company's representative de-

clared that the increase was not justi-

Indianapolis Freight Terminal

Formally Opened
The new joint freight terminal con-

structed by the Interstate Public Serv-
ice Company, Indianapolis & Cincin-
nati Traction Company, Terre Haute,
Indianapolis & Eastern Traction Com-
pany and the Union Traction Company
of Indiana was formally opened on
Oct. 2. The terminal represents an
investment of approximately $1,000,000.
It was described in detail in the Elec-
tric Railway Journal of Aug. 2, 1924.

The occasion of the opening was
celebrated by a dinner at which 400
guests were present. These included
the traffic managers of practically every
important industrial concern in Indian-
apolis, representatives of steam and
electric railways located in the city

and in the territory served by the four
interested lines, and about 100 city

and state officials. Neat souvenirs in

the form of small scale maps of the
eectric lines in the C.E.R.A. territory,

bound convenient for carrying in the
pocket, were distributed. Frederick A.
Doebler, president of the Traffic Club,
presided. Harry Reid, president of the
Interstate Public Service Company,
was toastmaster. Among the speakers
was John W. Colton, editor of Aera
representing the American Electric
Railway Association.
Another sigrnificant step was taken

in connection with the completion and
opening of this new terminal. Although
the Central Electric Railway Traffic

Association has been unable to agree
on the establishment of a consolidated
joint freight tariff, the four lines en-
tering the new terminal have gone
ahead with the preparation of such a
tariff to apply between all stations on
these lines and such other lines as
may participate with them as issuing
carriers. A committee consisting of
Chairman F. D. Norveil, general freight
and passenger agent of the Union
Traction Company of Indiana; H. R.
Biery, assistant to the president Indian-
apolis & Cincinnati Traction Com-
pany; J. H. Crall, general freight and
passenger agent of the Terre Haute,
Indianapolis & Eastern Traction Com-
pany and Bert Weedon, traffic man-
ager of the Interstate Public Service
Company, is carrying on this work.

All lines in the Central Association
that desire to be shown as issuing
carriers under this new consolidated
tariff have been invited to participate,
but in any event, the compilation of the
tariff will be completed by the present
committee, and rates to points on lines
in the Central Association territory
which do not care to participate, will
be shown as a combination of the rates
now in effect and those being compiled
for the participating lines. In the
preparation of this new consolidated
tariff, it is the plan to use short-line
steam railroad rates, wherever possible.
It is being issued primarily as a "busi-
ness getter," but ie also expected to
eliminate inequalities and discrimina-
tions.

North Shore Acts to Protect Its 1

Operating Rights

A temporary injunction has been'
obtained by the North Shore Line re-'

straining the city of Chicago from*
barring the trains of the Chicago,!
North Shore & Milwaukee Railroad;
from the tracks of the Chicago Rapid
Transit Company (elevated railroads)
within the city limits.

1

The court action was taken in answer (

to an order issued by the local trans-'
portation committee of the Chicago,
City Council, to the chief of police, to!

bar the North Shore Line trains, byj
force if necessary, on Oct. 13.

'

The hearing on the motion to make^
the injunction permanent will be held

;

at a time fixed by the court following
j

the answer to the action by the city.

The city contends that in order to-

operate its trains into the loop district I

the North Shore Line must obtain a
|

franchise, as was outlined in a recent
issue of the Electric Railway Journal.

|

The company contends that as longj

as it pays the Rapid Transit Company]
trackage rental for its trains together]
with a fee to the city for each car"
operated it does not need a franchise..

The drastic action on the part of the ;

transportation committee was taken

'

after a refusal on the part of its mem-
bers to accept an offer of double the

present fee paid by the company for;

each car, a total of $100 license feej

per year. J

The case is an interesting one fromi
the standpoint of the questions in-;

volved. If necessary the company wiUi
carry the matter into a high court in

order to settle the issue for all time, i

Court Rejects Cleveland

Arbitration Award
I

Judge Close in Common Pleas Court,]

late on Oct. 15, rendered a decision de-

;

daring illegal the arbitration proceed-
j

ing of last June under which the Cleve-

;

land Railway platform employees were]
awarded a wage increase of 12 cents '

an hour. The court sustained the

charge of fraud made in connection
^

v/ith the conduct of the arbitration.

In the same decision the court upheld

'

the validity of the closed shop agree-

'

ment that now exists between the rail-

,

way and the local union. It directed

that a new arbitration be held on the
j

men's demand for higher pay. j
The Cleveland Railway withdrew!

from the arbitration proceedings last

June, on the ground that James W.
Holcomb, the fifth and deciding mem-
ber of the arbitration board, was biased

and prejudiced in favor of the men. i

Despite the withdrawal of the two

'

repre.'jentatives of the company from
the arbitration proceeding Mr. Holcomb
and the two arbitrators representing^
the union announced a decision giving-?

the men a wage increase of 12 cents an
'

hour.
The decision of the court denies the

,

increase to the men. It is a victory for

the company.
Unless the union attempts to carry

the case to the higher courts, it is ^
likely that members of a new arbitra-

J

tion board will be picked and hearings^
begun within the next few weeks.
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Appeals Heard
Arguments For and Against Temporary

Increase to P. R. T. Before
Superior Court

Hearings on the appeal of the city

of Philadelphia, Pa., and of other pro-

testers against the recent order of the

Public Service Commission granting a

temporary increase in fares to the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company
were started on Oct. 9 and concluded

Oct 10, in the Superior Court. The
seven judges who heard the case then

took the matter under advisement.
At the opening session City Solicitor

Gaffney said the commission's order

was not justified, proof of which was
that officials of the company had not

adopted any definite plan relative to

the time of buying more cars, and for

building more crosstown lines. He said

that the increase meant the collection

from the car riders of an additional

$300,000 a month. On the company's
argument that a requirement to issue

rebate slips would have caused too

much trouble, and that rebate slips

might fall into the hands of persons

not entitled to collect them, Mr. Gaff-

ney asked about expecting each of the

2,000,000 car riders to file his own com-
plaint and bring his own suit to recover

amounts overpaid as fares.

Frank M. Hunter, counsel for the

Public Service Commission, was the

last attorney to be heard by the court

before adjournment for the day. He
resented the implication that the com-
mission had rendered its decision be-

fore the records of the fare hearings

had been transcribed.
Frederick L. Ballard presented the

arguntent for the Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Company, at the hearing on

Oct. 10, declaring that the old rates

were confiscatory of the company's
property. Under the former rates,

this year there would have been a

deficit of $2,500,000, Mr. Ballard said.

He said that the company might have
asserted a right earlier to charge rates

high enough to prevent such deficit,

but that it "did not like to change rates

unnecessarily and had some reason to

think that in time the old rates might
yield what we are entitled to."

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Com-
pany's report furnished as required by
the order of the Public Service Com-
mission shows for six days Sept. 25 to

Sept. 30, at the new rate of fare $743,-

381 revenue against $740,387 a year

ago, an increase of $2,994. The num-
ber of passengers carried was 13,633,-

349, against 15,477,540, a decrease of

1,844,191.

Milwaukee's Socialist Mayor Sees

Bus as an Auxiliary

Mayor Hoan, Milwaukee, a socialist

and former proponent of the use of

the bus as a panacea for the city's

alleged transportation ills, is convinced

now that buses will never supplant

street cars for mass transportation in

large American cities. In an inter-

view in the Milwaukee Journal for

Oct. 7 the Mayor explained that he was
convinced of this fact after studying

the report of the local public utilities

acquisition committee, to which refer-

ence has been made before in the

Electric Railway Journal. In con-

nection with that report the Mayor
said that he had come to no conclusion

regarding the advisability of the city

entering into the proposed contract with

the Milwaukee Electric Railway &
Light Company. He said he had made
only a cursory study of the commis-
sion's report, and wished to reserve

judgment on it until after he had heard

debates on both sides. On the subject

of buses the Mayor was quoted as

follows

:

I have come definitely to the conclusion
that buses will never replace our traction
lines.

. ,

Prior to the time that the commission
presented its report on the whole problem,
I had leaned toward the belief that buses
might possibly be an important factor in
future transportation problems.
The report goes thoroughly into this mat-

ter, however, and has convinced me that
buses will be only supplementary to trac-
tion lines. Buses cannot be operated
profitably for less than a 10-cent fare. The
public demands a fare of from 5 to 7 cents.
Transportion of this kind can be given,
evidently, only by electric street cars.

Wage Increase in Dallas

The Dallas Railway, Dallas, Tex.,

has increased wages of trainmen in its

employ 4 cents an hour effective from
Oct. 1, 1924. The new wage scale in

cents per hour will be as follows: First

year, 45; second year, 48; third year

and thereafter, 50. Wages of one-man
car operators were increased 4 cents

an hour.
In announcing the wage increase

Richard Meriwether, vice-president and
general manager, made public a reso-

lution adopted by the board of directors.

In part the resolution said:

When wages were reduced on Aug. 1,

1921, the cost of living had materially
declined since the peak of 1920, so that
the management felt that, in view of the
financial condition of the company and the
reduced cost of living, a reduction in wages
was justified. Since that time, however,
there has been a material increase in the
cost of living ; and while the financial
condition of the company is not by any
means satisfactory, we feel that through
effecting the greatest economy in opera-
tion and with the hearty co-operation and
assistance of the trainmen's body, we will

be able to bring about a reduction in

operating costs which will permit of the
increase.

Seeks Permit to Operate Bus
Lines in New York City

The People's Electrobus Corporation,

44 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.,

headed by George W. Loft, wealthy
candy manufacturer, has petitioned the

Board of Estimate of New York City

to operate 22 bus lines on 140 miles of

streets at a 5-cent fare. A hearing

will be held by the Board of Estimate
on Oct. 22.

The offer is the fourth big petition

that the city has received since the

original plan was launched by the

Omnibus Company of America. This

concern, with John Hertz as chairman
of the board, achieved a merger with
the Fifth Avenue Coach Company.

In addition to the proposed Park
Avenue route the company proposes to

run five north and south lines and six-

teen cross-town lines. The application

states that the city would retain the

right at any time upon six months'
written notice after the first five years

of operation to purchase the entire

plant at a price fixed by three arbi-

trators.

Court Prohibits Truck from
Competing with Interurban

The power of the Corporation Com-
mission to regulate motor vehicles and
to prevent them from operating in di-

rect competition with Oklahoma inter-
urbans was upheld Oct. 2 in the District
Court of Pittsburg County. A perma-
nent injunction was granted the Pitts-

burgh County Railway against C. E.
Golden and W. L. Colvert, enjoining
them from operating trucks along the
highway paralleling the interurban line

between McAlester and Hartshome,
Okla. Judge H. L. Melton ruled that
the defendants were operating trucks
contrary to the provisions of the state
motor transportation law. The con-
tention of the railway that the de-
fendants failed to obtain permission to

operate their trucks along the high-
way was upheld by the court. The
State Supreme Court recently upheld
the validity of the motor transportation
act and ruled that the Corporation
Commission had power to deny certifi-

cates of convenience and necessity to
any bus owner, or company, where the
public's interests seem to demand such
action.

Providence Men Seek Wage
Increase

Employees of the United Electric
Railways, Providence, R. I., members
of the Amalgamated Association, re-

cently submitted the draft of a new
wage and working agreement which
calls for a general increase in wages
amounting to 14 cents an hour. The
draft contains 105 sections, most of
them dealing with minor working con-
ditions, many of them the same as
are now in operation. The new wage
demand for motormen and conductors
on two-man cars is 70 cents for the
first three months, 73 cents during the
next nine months and 75 cents after
one full year of service. The present
wage is 56, 59, and 61 cents for the
corresponding terms.

Operators of one-man cars who now
receive 5 cents an hour in excess of the
amount paid on two-man cars ask that
the 5 cents be increased to 15 cents,

or 90 cents an hour for men of more
than a year's service. The same ad-
vance is asked for crews of snow plows
and an additional 5 cents, or 20 cents
an hour extra for the motorman. Bus
drivers are rated as crews of two-man
cars. The rate asked for motormen and
conductors in the trolley freight de-
partment is 2 cents an hour more than
is paid in the passenger service.

"The agreement provides that no run
shall be for less than seven hours nor
more than eight. It provides that the
company shall not prevent or discour-

age any employee from becoming a
member of the union. In the matter of

reducing or increasing the number of
employees, the agreement stipulates

that in case of reduction, the last man
who was hired in the division to be
reduced shall be the first to be laid off,

and in the case of increasing the force,

the last man laid off shall be the first

to be given the chance to return.

The present agreement expires on
Oct 31.
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Bus in Operation on East Side of

Connecticut River

The Hartford & Springfield Street
Railway has started a bus service on
the east side of the Connecticut River
between Hartford and Springfield,
operating two buses regularly, leaving
each city every two hours from 8
o'clock in the morning until 10 o'clock

at night. A terminal has been estab-
lished in Springfield, where a building
is being remodeled for offices and wait-
ing room.
The company has been operating a

bus line on the west side of the river,

between Springfield and Windsor
Locks since last year. Recently it

sought from the Springfield transpor-
tation board a license to run an east
side service, on the ground that a
faster service was necessary to enable
the company to attract business and
operate without loss. Springfield offi-

cials denied the application after in-

formal hearings at which objections to
the service were entered by President
Clark V. Wood and General Manager
H. M. Flanders of the Springfield
Street Railway on the ground that such
service was likely to cut into that
company's receipts.

The interurban decided to start the
service, however, on the ground that
no permit from the Springfield author-
ities was needed as the buses would run
express with no local stops in Massa-
chusetts. In common with independent
bus lines now doing an interstate busi-
ness in that territory, the Hartford &
Springfield Street Railway evidently
rests its right to run on the assumption
that such a service is under the juris-

diction of the federal authorities only.

pany, the holding company, and Mr.
Moore, are large operators of passen-
ger and freight interurban and touring
service.

East St. Louis Company Wants
Bus Line for Connection

'Ihe East St. Louis Railway, East
St. Louis, 111., applied to the St. Louis
Board of Public Service Oct. 7 for a
permit to operate buses over the St.

Louis Municipal Bridge in East St.

Louis and to loop around certain
streets in St. Louis. The Board of
Public Service will set a date for a
public hearing on the application. Re-
cently the Community Motorbus Com-
pany of Belleville, 111., applied for a
similar permit, but failed to appear
when a public hearing was held. "That
permit has not been granted.
The East St. Louis Railway is now

operating buses in conjunction with its

railway in East St. Louis. Connected
up with its present bus line on Twenty-
fifth Street between Missouri Avenue
and Lincoln Avenue, in Lansdowne, the
proposed bus line over the free bridge
would give East St. Louis a short and
direct connection between its outlying
residential districts and downtown St.

Louis and take much traffic from the
congested Collinsville Avenue district

in East St. Louis.

Wages Reduced Under Three-

Year Canadian Agreement
Trainmen in Vancouver and Victoria,

B. C, have signed a new agreement
for three years with the British Co-
lumbia Electric Railway.
No change takes place in the wages

of motormen and conductors. They
now receive 62 cents an hour on two-
man cars in city service and 68 cents
an hour for one-man cars. Wages of
trackmen and car cleaners will be re-
duced 3 cents an hour to 53 cents for
city trackmen, 48J cents for interurban
trackmen and 51 cents for car cleaners.

In Victoria the system is operated
entirely with one-man cars. There the
wages of operators will be reduced 4
cents an hour from 68 cents to 64 cents,
due to the lower rents, reduced cost of
living and the condition of the railway.
The new agreement was made with

the street railway union. It dates from
Sept. 1. Brief mention of the wage
changes was made in the issue of this
paper for Oct. 11, page 667.

Sixty-Day Bus Permit for

New York

Kansas City, Kan., Refuses

Bus Permit

Judge Kimbrough Stone, of the fed-
eral court, under whom the receivers
for the Kansas City Railway, Kansas
City, Mo., are operating the property,
and Col. F. W. Fleming, one of the
receivers, have announced that they
have invited experts to make a survey
of the conditions in Kansas City to
guide the court and the receivers so as
to install bus service in co-ordination
with car service. Announcement to
this effect was made following the
return of officers of the company who
were in attendance at the American
Electric Railway Association conven-
tion in Atlantic City. Judge Stone will
announce his orders in the matter in
November.
Meanwhile the City Commissioners of

Kansas City, Kan., on Oct. 13, refused
a franchise to the H. H. Moore Com-
pany, Cleveland, which had organized
the Kansas Cities Motor Coach Com-
pany, buying the bus line already oper-
ated by P. H. Kennedy. The new com-
pany is operating four or more Fageol
buses in intercity service, and six or
more street car type buses in cross-town
service, one route, within Kansas City,
Kan., 10 cent fai'e, giving transfers.
The routes will be increased; but none
will go over street car streets. The
Moore company recently sold its Cleve-
land-Akron bus line, operating 40
buses, to the Northern Ohio Traction
& Light Company. The Moore com-

Mayor John F. Hylan and other
members of the Board of Estimate of
New York agreed on Oct. 10 to grant
a sixty days' revocable franchise to the
Fifth Avenue Coach Company to oper-
ate buses in the Bronx at 10 cents.

Operation was begun the following
morning on a four-minute headway.
The buses run from 138th Street and
Mott Avenue to the Grand Concourse,
and through the Grand Concourse to
Mosholu Parkway with a spur to the
Hub, which is at 149th Street and Third
Avenue.
Henry Bruckner, Borough President

of the Bronx, forced the issue by call-

ing the attention of the Mayor and
other members of the board to the fact
that conditions on the Grand Concourse
had reached a pass that demanded
immediate relief. Oct. 22 is the date
set for a genera] hearing and di.scus-
sion of the bus question, but Mr.
Bruckner demanded immediate action
for the Bronx.

Frederick C. Wood, president of the
Fifth Avenue Coach Company, said his
company could start its lines operating
in the Bronx at once if he were griven
a temporary sixty days' permit.
The same question was asked Ed-

ward A. Maher, Jr., counsel for the
Third Avenue Railway System, which
has had a Bronx bus application pend-
ing for three years. Mr. Maher said he
could start buses in two weeks, but
would have to acquire them.

It was pointed out, however, that this
grant by the board in no way binds it

or the Mayor in acting upon future ap-
plications for franchises and that the
permit granted is revocable, without
prejudice to the Mayor and his maxi-
mum 5-cent fare principle, at the end
of sixty days.

New Jersey Fare Suit Dismissed

The United States Supreme Court
on Oct. 6 dismissed the suit of the
Board of Public Utility Commissioners
of New Jersey to compel the Public
Service Railway to reduce its fares to
7 cents, with a 2-cent transfer charge.
The court was advised that the parties
to the suit had reached an agreement.

This action by the commission in

bringing suit was one of the moves
made in connection with the rate and
valuation controversies which culmi-
nated in the suspension of service by
the company in the summer of 1923
for a period of more than a month.
Growing out of the negotiations con-
ducted at that time the company put
in for a trial period of four months
beginning Oct. 1 a rate schedule which
provided a 5-cent fare within the limits
of the larger cities, with an additional
5-cent fare in the suburbs, but no
transfers. The rate of 8 cents, with
four tokens for 30 cents, and 1 cent
for a transfer, was continued in all

other parts of the territory. This is

the general arrangement now in effect.

Steam and Electric Properties

Contend Over Business

A hearing was held recently before
Examiner A. C. Wilkins of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission on the
question of cancelling the right of the
Salt Lake & Utah Railroad, Salt Lake
City, Utah, known as the Orem Elec-
tric, to participate as a carrier in west-
bound transcontinental traffic. Thirty
days were granted to each side to file

its brief, the Salt Lake & Utah Rail-
road appearing as complainant against
the cancellation and the Union Pacific
as the respondent.

It was the contention of the electric
line that to cancel its right to this busi-
ness would be discrimination against
it It set forth that it had enjoyed this
tariff for five years and that the tariff

had increased its revenue materially.
The Union Pacific alleged that the
shorter line acted as a "bridge" car-
rier, hindered prompt movement and
was unnecessary.
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Fourteenth Street Subway Plans

Advanced
The Board of Estimate of New York

City on Oct. 10 adopted unanimously
•i:he plan of the Board of Transportation
for the completion of the Fourteenth
.Street-Eastern District subway line by
the use of a 700-ft. elevated structure
connecting the tube with the elevated
lines of the Brooklyn-Manhattan Cor-
poration at East New York. This ap-
iDarently removes the last official ob-
stacle to the completion of a long
delayed part of the city's rapid transit
system.
At the same time the Board of Trans-

portation opened bids for the construc-
cion of that part of the new subway
extending along McKibben Street and
Harrison Place from Boerum Street to
Varick Avenue, Brooklyn, a distance of
3,600 ft. Of the six bids, the lowest
was that of the Marcus Contracting
Company for $2,561,000.
The section of the subway on which

the contractors bid on Oct. 10 is one of
three subdivisions of that section of
the Fourteenth Street-Eastern line.
The construction of the two other sec-
tions will be bid for on Oct. 17.
The completed part of the Fourteenth

Street-Eastern District route, extending
under the river from Sixth Avenue,
New York, to Bushwick Avenue at
McKibben Street, is now in operation
is a shuttle line.

Seven Cents Allowed.— The Public
Service Commission has approved a rate
for the new line of the Syracuse Rail-
way Co-ordinated Bus Line, Inc., known
as Strathmore Bus Line, operated in
the city of Syracuse, N. Y., of 7 cents
per capita, or a valid transfer issued
by the New York State Railways
(Syracuse Lines). Children under six
years of age, when accompanied by
parent or guardian, will be carried free.
Fare for children between the ages of
six and ten years will be 4 cents.

Honor for Railway 0£SciaI — H.
I'Hobart Porter, president of the Amer-
iican Waterworks & Electric Company
land of the Brooklyn City Railroad, has
been elected to the board of trustees
of Columbia University. Mr. Porter is

a member of the firm of Sanderson &
Porter. He has been connected with
the Brooklyn City Railroad since 1919,
when upon the separation of the Brook-
jlyn City lines from the old Brooklyn
|Rapid Transit Company he became
general manager.

i Transfer Restrictions Lifted. — A
jmore liberal use of car transfers was
Irecently announced by the Des Moines
|City Railway, Des Moines, la., in con-
inection with the concession to grant
ithe company an 8-cent fare. Permis-
jsion has now been given for transfer-
iring from one line to another even
Ithough the lines run along parallel
jstreets. In the future transfers will be
iaccepted at other than the transfer
points provided they are used within
;he time limit. Restrictions on various
ines have been lifted.

Chair Car Service Made Permanent.
—EflFective on Oct. 16, the Detroit,
VIonroe & Toledo Short Line Railway,
Oetroit, Mich., began operating a new

and improved limited service between
Toledo and Detroit. Limited trains are
scheduled hourly now and express cars
are canceled. Alternate trains will be
de luxe chair ears. L. M. Swartz, dis-
trict passenger agent, says the plan
will give much faster service for the
through traffic which is rapidly becom-
ing the most important part of the pas-
senger business. Service with the chair
cars proved very popular after a short
trial of them.

New Transfer System in Effect.

—

The Springfield Street Railway, Spring-
field, Mass., has put in force a transfer
system similar to that already in use
in Worcester. The transfers are of
different colors, representing different
lines, and the system hinges on the
principle that the transfers, instead of
being punched to indicate the lines the
passenger can take, are marked in
advance to show the lines he cannot
take. This affords passengers consider-
able leeway as to cars, but it saves time
on the part of conductors and operators.
The time limit for which a transfer is

good has been extended 10 minutes
under the new plan.

Restores Free Transfers.—The Phila-
delphia Rapid Transit Company, Phila-
delphia, Pa., recently announced the
restoration of free transfers at Seven-
teenth, Eighteenth, Nineteenth and
Twentieth Streets, to and from Market
Street. It was explained that the
motive in the abolition of the transfers
at the points where they have been
restored was a desire to try to avoid
congestion in the central delivery dis-
trict by keeping riders from boarding
Market Street cars to go only a block
or so. It has now been decided that the
congestion does not extend west of Six-
teenth Street. In consequence it was
decided to restore the free transfers.

Electric Railway, Trunk Lines and
Tube in Terminal Project.—Plans have
been submitted to Director of Public
Works Raymond at Newark, N. J., for
a combined terminus for the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, the Hudson & Man-
hattan Railroad and lines of the Public
Service Railway on the site of the
present Market Street station. The
new structure will cost $15,000,000 and
will eliminate Manhattan Transfer.
Passengers to and from lower New
York City now change from Hudson &
Manhattan Railroad trains to Pennsyl-
vania trains and vice versa at Man-
hattan Transfer. Upon its completion,
it is said that all except the purely local
cars of the Public Service Railway will
be diverted from the present Public
Service Terminal to the new building.

Argues Against Bus Substitution.—
Abandonment of the suburban line be-
tween Absecon and Somers Point, N. J.,

and the substitution of buses would
mean the scrapping of the Atlantic City
& Suburban Railway, Atlantic City,
N. J. So the superintendent told the
Board of Public Utility Commissioners
at a recent hearing on the application
for increased rates. The suggestion
that buses be substituted was made by
Colonel Philander Betts, chief engineer
of the Public Utility Commission, who
declared the operation of the rival
tracks was neither economical nor use-

ful and that there was no justification
for a fare increase. The hearing will
be continued.

One-Man Cars with Two Men.—The
Key System Transit Company, Oakland,
Cal., has been granted permission by
the Berkeley City Council to operate
one-man cars on the Ashby Avenue and
D'wight Way lines i^ the college city by
using two-man crews. The one-man
cars for these two lines were given a
tryout in the spring. The City
Council at that time expressed the
opinion that, due to the many crossing
over rapid transit lines, one man could
not safely operate the cars and
ordered the cars taken off. The new
cars were replaced by others with two-
man crews, but residents of the district
requested a better type of car. The
company then offered to place the one-
man cars back in service, using two
men on each car. After investigating
the subject, the Council consented to
this offer.

Ordinance to Continue Line Passed.

—

The plan whereby the Toledo, Fostoria
& Findlay Railroad, Fostoria, Ohio, will

operate the Tiffin & Fostoria line is

expected to pass the Council at Fostoria
on third reading set for Oct. 21. The
franchise has been drawn up to settle

difficulties encountered by the Tiffin &
Fostoria line in Fostoria. The city

demanded pavement of streets and
removal of freight sheds. The company
threatened to junk the property. In
the new franchise sale of the property
except to former owners is provided,
tentative paving specifications are
approved by the city, and a clause is

included for removal of freight sheds
by July 1, 1925.

Through Service Re-established. —
Through car service between Spring-
field and Northampton, Mass., has been
reestablished after an interruption of
several years. This action followed a
successful week's experiment during the
Eastern States Exposition. A regular
schedule for the through cars, operated
as a joint service of the Springfield,

Holyoke and Northampton systems, be-
came effective on Sept. 22. This serv-
ice is in addition to the limited service
between Springfield and Holyoke. The
fare from Springfield to Northampton
is 64 cents.

Fare Dodgers Punished.—Members of
the secret service staff of the Inter-
national Railway, Buffalo, have brought
about the arrest of passengers alleged
to be exchanging transfers at line in-

tersections to avoid the payment of
cash fares. Several passengers have
been found guilty and nominal fines of
$5 each imposed.

Belt Line Contract Signed.—Con-
tracts for the operation of the Tacoma
Municipal Street Railway, Tacoma,
Wash., as a tideflat belt line have been
signed by three of the four transcon-
tinental railroads serving Tacoma. It
is expected the city line will begin
operating as a belt line by Nov. 1. The
operation as a belt line will save
Tacoma industries of the tideflats a
switching charge they now pay on non-
competitive line business, and will also
give a lower intraterminal switching
charge.
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Financial and Corporate

Protective Committee

Reports Progress

Letter to Bondholders of the Hamilton
Property Reviews Conditions

Since Receivership

A protective committee recently sent

a letter to the holders of the first con-

solidated mortgage 5 per cent bonds
of the Southern Ohio Traction Com-
pany, Hamilton, Ohio, sketching the

progress which has been made since

George P. Sohngen took possession of

the property as receiver on Nov. 6,

1920. The road then was in very poor
physical condition, struggling to give

service with inadequate facilities.

As a result of the progressive
improvements made at the suggestion
of the committee's experts, the physical

condition of the property has been
materially improved; the deficiency in

tie renewals has been largely made up
and a large amoimt of work has been
done in reconstructing and rehabilitat-

ing track in paved streets. Extensive
repairs were made to ten passenger
cars, two freight cars and four work
cars used in interurban service and two
cars used in the local city service in

Dayton. Despite these repairs, the
present interurban equipment is un-
economical and unsatisfactory in serv-

ice and should be replaced, the state-

ment says, by more modem and attrac-

tive rolling stock.

Bus COMPETTITION OVERCOME

On the matter of bus competition,
the committee reports that beginning
in November, 1920, competition devel-
oped in Hamilton, Ohio, and as a
result traffic on the Hamilton city lines

was reduced more than 30 per cent
within a period of six months. Heavy
operating deficits made imperative
either the abandonment of these lines

or their modernization. Accordingly
receiver's certificates and car trust
certificates were issued to finance the
purchase of 22 one-man safety cars to
be used on the Hamilton city lines.

Introduction of safety cars in April,
1922, coupled with the provision of
more frequent service and the rehabili-

tation of the local city traffic, has
radically changed the financial results
of operation of this section of the
property. The introduction of this

equipment, together with track re-

habilitation, marked the beginning of
the end of bus competition, which
shortly thereafter was stamped out on
all except one line.

In February, 1922, competitive bus
routes paralleling the interurban lines

between Cincinnati and Hamilton were
started. This competition has since
continued and in consequence the
revenues and traffic on this section of
the interurban line have been greatly
reduced. Bus competition developed
along the interurban line between
Hamilton and Dayton in June, 1922, but
before June 11, 1924, all of the bus

competitors were forced to discontinue

service.

The report refers to the value of the

Freeman-Collister act regulating buses,

to the rejection of the application of the

Royal Green Coach Company, and the

value of the decision of the Supreme
Court to the property covered by the

holders' mortgage.
In concluding, the report states that

although it is impossible in advance of

the final accounting of the receiver,

ordered by the Ohio Supreme Court to

determine the net earnings accruing
to the trustees under each of the
several mortgages now in default, yet
it seemed clear from the receiver's

reports that during recent months the
entire net earnings of the property,
over and above operating expenses,
resulted from the operation of the
interurban line between Hamilton and
Dayton and from the operation of the
Hamilton city lines. According to the

current reports of the receiver during
the first five months of 1924, the net
earnings after operating expenses,
maintenance and taxes of the interurban
line between Hamilton and Dayton and
the local city line in Dayton ag-
gregated $69,523. Assuming that the
receiver sets up for those months the
same depreciation accnied by him dur-
ing a like period in 1923, the deprecia-
tion accrual applicable to that section

of the property would aggregate
$25,665, leaving a balance available for
rentals, interest, etc., during the five

months of $43,858.
The committee is confident that the

advantages in a reorganization of the
property as a unified system are so
self-evident that all parties in interest
will work to effect that result. The
committee believes that depositors will

be well advised not to sell their hold-
ing's of Southern Ohio bonds at a great
sacrifice. Further, the committee
points out that while there has been a
marked improvement in the physical
condition of the property, a large
amount of rehabilitation work is

required on the section of the interurban
line between Cincinnati and Hamilton.
In the judgment of the committee's
experts the carrying out of this
work should re.'iult in a substantial
increase in the volume of through
business between Cincinnati and Day-
ton and .should cripple, if not de-
stroy, the existing bus competition.
Further, that substantial expenditures
should also be made upon the interurban
line between Dayton and Hamilton in
order to permit of a speeding up of
schedules, which should result in a
further increase in business. New
passenger equipment should be provided
for the interurban line, while sub-
stantial additions should be made to
the present freight equipment.

All this work, in the opinion of the
committee, makes necessary the pro-
vision of a substantial amount of new
capital, a large part of which must be
provided in connection with the
reorganization of the property.

Middle West Utilities Company
Completes Financing

The Middle West Utilities Company,
Chicago, has deposited with the Illi-!

nois Merchants Trust Company of
Chicago, 111., $6,246,500 to pay oflf at
par and accrued interest all of its;

ten-year 6 per cent bonds maturingi
Jan. 1, 1925. Payment of these bondsj
leaves the company with no maturing;
obligations before Sept. 1, 1935. Series'

"A" notes, of which $2,840,000 were;
issued, mature at that time. Thesei
notes are redeemable at the company's'
option subsequent to Sept. 1, 1925.i
Series "B" notes, of which $2,195,500
were issued, mature Dec. 1, 1940, and
are redeemable subsequent to Dec. 1,;

1925. Series "C" notes, of whichi
$1,309,000 were issued, mature July 1,,

1941, and are redeemable subsequent!
to July 1, 1926. After the payment;
of the ten-year 6 per cent bonds on;
Jan. 1, these notes, totaling $5,844,500,;
will be the only outstanding seniorj
obligations of the company.

|

Following almost immediately uponj
this announcement a syndicate com-i
posed of Pynchon & Company, West
& Company and the Middle West Util-!

ities Corporation offered an issue of'

20,000 shares of Middle West Utilities:

Company 7 per cent prior lien stock]

at $98 and accrued dividend to yield

about 7.14 per cent. The prior lieii|

stock is participating in that it is en-j

titled to an additional 1 per cent divi-i

dend in any calendar year in which the]

total cash dividends paid on the com-'
mon stock exceed $5 a share.
Among the many subsidiaries of,

the company is the Interstate Public!

Service Company, which operates 90

'

miles of electric railway. This is, per-

haps, the most important of the com-

.

pany's railway holdings. !

Columbus Stockholders Who j

Sold Are Paid
j

The control of the Columbus Railway,

'

Power & Light Company, Columbus, I

Ohio, formally passed into the hands

'

of Cyrus S. Eaton, Cleveland, on Oct
'

14 when stockholders residing in Co-
;

lumbus and vicinity received approxi- '

mately $3,000,000 for shares they hadj
turned over to Mr. Eaton. Mr. Eaton
originally offered to buy 46,000 shares,

which he finally obtained. Checks in

payment of the entire transaction \

amounted to more than $5,000,000.

'

Payment was made at the rate of $116
j

per share, plus accumulated dividends i

from Sept. 1, minus 2 cents per share '

for transfer tax. ;

Immediately after gaining control, '

Mr. Eaton announced the merging of
.^

the Columbus Railway, Light & Power .

Company with four other utility organ- I

izations in a super-power company i

under the name of the United-Contin-
ental Gas & Electric Comnany, which
covers territory in the Middle West and

,

Northwest.
J

Work is now to be pushed as fast as J
possible on the new 150.000-kw. station

|
of the Columbus Railway, Power A

I

Light Company located about 10 miles

south of Columbus. The completion
of the plant will make Columbus »

power center in the merger.
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Seven Per Cent Issue Replaced by
Lower Coupon at Minneapolis

Dillon, Read & Company, New York,
announced on Oct. 16 by public adver-
tisement that they had sold an issue
of $5,000,000 of first mortgage col-

lateral 5 J per cent gold notes of the
Minneapolis Street Railway, Minne-
apolis, Minn., dated Nov. 1, 1924, and
due Aug. 15, 1928. The offering price
was 100 and interest. Principal and
interest on the loan are unconditionally
guaranteed by the Twin City Rapid
Transit Company. The transaction is

purely a refunding one, carried out in

accordance with the tendency under
present conditions of easy money to

replace high coupon issues with ones
bearing lower interest wherever the
transaction can be carried out to ad-
vantage. In the present case it is ex-
plained that "as these notes bear 5 J

per cent interest and replace a 7 per
cent issue for a like face amount,
their issue will result in a material
saving of interest to the company.

Stock Rights Accrue to New
Jersey Holders

The Public Service Corporation of
New Jersey is offering to holders of
common and preferred stock of record
Oct. 17, additional common stock in the
ratio of one share of no-par value com-
mon for every ten shares of both com-
mon and preferred. The price is $60
a share, plus accrued dividends. Sub-
scription will be due Dec. 1, and ac-

! crued dividends up to that date will
' amount to 66§ cents a share. Sub-

scribers will have the option of paying
$30 a share cash on Dec. 1, $15 on
Jan. 2, 1925, and $15 additional on
April 1, 1925. It is estimated that the
amount of the new issue will be be-
tween 100,000 and 120,000 shares.

Motion Made to Consolidate

St. Louis Foreclosure Suits

A motion to consolidate the receiver-
ship and foreclosure suits pending in

the United States District Court
against the United Railways, St. Louis,
and some of its subsidiaries, was filed

by counsel for the Mercantile Trust
Company, trustee under the indenture
securing the general mortgage bonds of
the St. Louis Transit Company. The
Transit bondholders have filed fore-
closure proceedings as a step toward
complete reorganization of the com-
pany. A hearing on the new motion
will be held by the court on Oct. 25.

Holders of the bonds of the St. Louis
& Suburban Railway to date have de-
clined to accept the plans for reorgani-
zation in so far as they affect the
Suburban general bonds, but it is be-
lieved in financial circles in St. Louis
that this difficulty will be surmounted
and that the reorganization plans will

be carried through probably unchanged.

Suspension Time Extended. — The
petition of the Virginia Railway &
Power Company for permission to dis-

continue service over the Pinner's Point
line and the Park View and Cemetery
line in Portsmouth, Va., is before the

State Corporation Commission. The
ease was heard on June 19 and the com-
mission entered an order granting sus-

pension of service as of Sept. 15, but
on Sept. 12 another order was entered
extending the suspension indefinitely

so as to permit the taking of further
evidence.

Manhattan Rental Payment Declared.
—The directors of the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company, New York,
have declared a regular quarterly rent
instalment of $1.25 a share on the stock
of the Manhattan Railway, payable on
Nov. 1 to holders of record of Oct. 20.

This is in accordance with the re-

adjusted rental plan which provides
dividends at the rate of 5 per cent per
annum beginning vnth the fiscal year
starting July 1, 1924.

Hearing on Abandonment Deferred.
—At the request of the corporation
counsel of Auburn, N. Y., and attor-

neys for the Auburn & Syracuse Elec-
tric Railroad hearing by the Public
Service Commission in the matter of
the abandonment of the Clark Street
and Aurelius Avenue portion of the
railroad's line in Auburn will be post-
poned to a later date. The hearing
has been advertised for Oct. 17 at
Auburn. The case will be called at that
time and then adjourned to a date to

be fixed later.

Loss for Fiscal Year.—The Sault Ste.

Marie Traction Company, Sault Ste.

Marie, Mich., lost $1,030 in the year
ended June 30, 1924. After deducting
$16 for interest received on bank
account and adding $4,057 for depre-
ciation on buildings and equipment, the
company lost $5,070 which was added
to the debit balance of $28,466 brought
forward from the previous year. This
left a total debit balance carried for-
ward of $33,436.

Will Dismantle Line.—The Menomi-
nee & Marinette Light & Traction
Company, operating in Marinette, Wis.,
and Menominee, Mich., has decided to
dismantle its Quimby Avenue line in
Menominee. The company claimed
that the line cost $11,000 annually to
operate and that the revenue was only
$5,000. Admission was made by the
franchise committee of the Menominee
Council that it was powerless to pre-
vent this action because the company
operates without a franchise.

Time for Deposit Extended.—The re-
organization committee of the New
York Railways, under the plan and
agreement of July 18, 1924, has ex-
tended the time for the deposit of bonds
and stocks listed in prior notices pub-
lished by the committee until the close
of business Oct. 20. Penalties may be
imposed after that date. The plan and
agreement for the reorganization of the
road have been approved, the sale at
foreclosure has been conducted and only
a few minor details now remain to be
arranged. The company operates about
70 miles of surface lines, mostly in the
Borough of Manhattan. Extended
references were made to the terms of
the reorganization proposal in the
Electric Railway Journal for July
12, page 67, and Aug. 2, page 183.

Bonds Called for Redemption.—All of
the outstanding general and refunding

mortgage 7J per cent gold bonds, series

A, of the Puget Sound Power & Light
Company, Seattle, Wash., dated May 2,

1921, and due May 1, 1944, have been
called for redemption Nov. 1 at 105 and
interest. Bondholders may present
their bonds at any time prior to Nov.
1, 1924, and receive for each $1,000

bond $1,087.50, less a discount at the

rate of 3J per cent for the period from
the date of their presentation to

Nov. 1, 1924.

Trains Will Replace Trolleys.—The
Public Utilities Commission has granted
the petition of the Connecticut Com-
pany requesting permission to discon-

tinue operation of trolleys over the

tracks of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad, between East Hart-
ford and Rockville. Public convenience
and necessity do not warrant the fur-

ther continuance of the service, and the
service is now being operated at a loss,

the commission finds. The New Haven
road has offered to increase the fre-
quency of its steam railroad service
between Hartford and Rockville to six

trains each day on the discontinuance
of the electric service over its tracks.
The commission's order and the road's
new service will affect the towns of
East Hartford, Manchester, Vernon and
Rockville.

Hears Petition to Buy Common
Stock.—A hearing on the petition of
the Interstate Public Service Company,
Indianapolis, Ind., for authority to buy
the common stock of the Indiana
Power Company and of the Knox &
Sullivan County Light & Power Com-
pany from the Utilities Power & Light
Company was held before the Indiana
Public Service Commission recently.
The petitions were not contested. The
Interstate Public Service Company is

on Insull operating company and the
Utilities Power & Light Company is an
independent corporation, of which H. L.
Clarke of Chicago is president. It is

owned by Clarke and his associates.
The two subsidiary companies involved
in the transaction serve about thirty
towns and communities in southwest-
ern Indiana.

Short Line Suspended.—The Berwick
& Nescopeck Railway, Berwick, Pa.,

after operating for twelve years, dis-

continued trolley service at midnight,
Oct. 5. The company has replaced the
cars with buses and service is to be
continued on the usual schedule. The
line is 1.6 miles long.

Second Mortgage Issue Sought by
D. U. R.—Attorneys for the Detroit
United Railway appeared before the
State Public Utilities Commission at
Lansing, Mich., on Oct. 14, to request
that the company be authorized to sell

$2,000,000, par value, of second mort-
gage bonds at 75 cents on the dollar.

They said the company wished to im-
prove its electric lines and purchase
several bus lines.

Deficit of Interborough in August
Larger.—The Interborough Rapid Tran-
sit Company, New York, reports for

August a net operating revenue of $1,-

011,110, an increase of $240,098 over the
similar month last year, but a deficit

after revenues and rentals of $519,282,
an increase of $174,283 over that re-

ported a year ago.
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Edwin W. Robertson Leaves

Columbia Utilities

With the idea of curtailing his labors,

Edwin Wales Robertson, formerly
chairman of the board of directors and
treasurer of the Columbia Railway, Gas
& Electric Company, Columbia, S. C,
and the Parr Shoals Power Company
and president of the Columbia Gas
Light Company, has severed his con-
nection with the public utility business
in that community. Having arrived at
the age of 61 years, Mr. Robertson
wants to be relieved of some of his

efforts, and has therefore disposed of

his controlling interest in these several

properties. The sale was satisfac-

torily and amicably carried into effect

with the General Gas & Electric Com-

At the outbreak of the war he took
an active part in the various Liberty
loans, being chairman of the loan com-
mittee for the state of South Carolina
in the first four war loans.

J. W. Spencer, for the past two years
district superintendent of the Anniston
operations of the Alabama Power Com-
pany, has been transferred to the rec-

ords department of the company, with
headquarters in Birmingham. C. J.

Ferryman, ajuperintendent of the Gads-
den operations of the company for
many years, will succeed Mr. Spencer
at Anniston.

C. B. King, manager of the London
Street Railway, London, Ont., since

1905, has resigned. It is stated that
L. Tait, secretary-treasurer, has been
appointed acting manager.

L. F. Pearce has been retained by
W. S. Barstow & Company, the newj

owners of the Columbia Railway, GasI

& Electric Company, Columbia, S. 0.,'

in the office of .secretary and treas-;

urer. Under the former ownership at
Columbia Mr. Pearce was secretary.

T. S. Nicholson, an employee of the
Arkansas Central Power Company, hasi

been made assistant to Harry U.:

Wallace, assistant general manager of
the Knoxville Power & Light Company,;
Knoxville, Tenn.

j

N. D. Wilson, who has been asso-i

ciated with the Toronto Transportationi

Commission as head of the traffic studyi

department, has left Toronto for

'

Mexico City, where he will conduct'

studies and report on routing and:

trafiic for the Mexico Tramways. Hisi

work with the Transportation Commis-i
sion centered about the economic and|

engineering aspects of traffic matters.;

When he returns from Mexico at thai

end of the year Mr. Wilson will resume'

his duties with the Toronto Transporta-!

tion Commission as head of the traffic]

study department.
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Obituary

Edwin W. Robertson

pany, under the leadership of W. S.

Barstow of New York.
It was in 1903 that Mr. Robertson

obtained control of the Columbia Elec-
tric Street Railway, Light & Power
Company, and the name was subse-
quently changed to the Columbia Rail-
way, Gas & Electric Company. In 1905
he purchased the entire assets of the
Columbia Water Power Company and
the Columbia Gas Light Company. In
1912 he financed and arranged to build
the Parr Shoals Power Company hydro-
electric plant.

Mr. Robertson was bom in Columbia
on Sept. 3, 1863. In 1885 he was grad-
uated from Yale University and from
the law department of the University
of South Carolina in 1887. Mr. Robert-
son has been very conspicuous in the
banking field, establishing the Canal
Dime Savings Bank of Columbia, and
in 1897 acquiring control of the Loan &
Exchange Bank of Columbia. Later he
merged the two banks. In 1905 he was
elected director in the Equitable Life
Assurance Society of the United
States. He has been a member of the
Executive Council of the American
Bankers' Association and president of
the State Bankers' Association, and is

a member of the Graduate Advisory
Board of Yale University.

In Memory of John M. Roach'*'

Calmly and unafraid, as ever, John
M. Roach became one with the eternal
on the eighth day of March last. But
in the memory of his countless friends

he will never die, for his were the
qualities upon which true friendships
are builded.

A strong man, he accomplished
greatly; his achievements (like those
of so many of his kind) rebuking and
refuting the oft-uttered weakling asser-
tions that the age of opportunity has
passed. The story of his struggles and
his successes is inspiring. From the
foot of the transportation ladder he
climbed to executive eminence. By
labor intense and probity unquestioned
he became one of the commanding
figures of our industry. For more than
half a century he exemplified that
genius for unremitting toil which is

the basis of our national prosperity.
Twenty-four years ago he was presi-
dent of this association, and as such
contributed to our early growth and
influence. We owe him much.
Combative when combat was his

duty, he was withal a kindly man

—

sympathetic, generous, delighting in

good works. His ears were never
closed to appealing voice or circum-
stance. Mercifully he considered the
poor, the fatherless and the afflicted.

He walked uprightly and spoke the
truth.

The suggestion that life could be
burdensome came to him but little more
than a twelvemonth since and took
him—a veteran of threescore and
eleven—from his Chicago home to the
sunshine and sofe breezes of Florida.
For a while there was hope, but be-
fore spring came north again this year

his undaunted spirit, fearing no evil,i

strode through the valley of thei

shadow to the mysterious realm where
j

the earth-wearied conquerors are for-;

ever re-energized.

To those who are of h:s kin—the near;

and dear ones—our association tenderai

this wholly inadequate expression of;

high regard for its departed leader andj

of its heartfelt sympathy with thosej

who were of his household.

•Prepared by Gen. Oeorge H. Harries,
chairman of a committee appointed for the
purpose, and presented before the American
Klectric Railway Association at Its session
at Atlantic City, N. J., on Frldav, Oct.
10, 1924.

Randall Montgomery, vice-president,

of the Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric Com-'
pany, Youngstown, Ohio, died recently]

at the age of 73 years. It was in 1889]

that he became identified with public'

utility work, becoming general manager]
of the Youngstown Electric Companyj
He later became vice-pre.«!ident and con-j

tinned in this work until the time ofi

his death. Mr. Montgomery was bomj
in Youngstown and he spent his entire;

life there. He was educated in the

local schools and began his career as;

clerk in a grocery store. He was active]

in politics. In 1888 he was elected oni

the Republican ticket as Mayor of the

city and was re-elected two years later.'

In 1897 he was appointed to the city;

commission, serving thereon for thre«»'

years.

Major William A. Garrett, tran.<(por-j

tation manager of the Baldwin Loco-I

motive Works, died recently at his home<
in Moylan, Delaware County, Pa., a^
the age of sixty-three years. Mr.^

Garrett, in 1917, was appointed by,

President Wilson a member of thft

United States Railroad Commission. He!

was a leading railroad executive, and;

was an expert on transportation matters;

in general. He was a member of the:

transportation committee of the Cham'^
ber of Commerce of Philadelphia, and
chairman of the transportation com^
mittee of the Middle States and Atlantiej

Advisory Board.

i
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Manufactures and the Markets
News of and for Manufacturers—Market and Trade Conditions

A Department Open to Railways and Manufacturers

for Discussion of Manufacturing and Sales Matters

Changing Trend in Pole and

Tie Timber

The total number of cross ties pur-

chased by electric and steam railroads

in the United States was considerably
less during 1923 than it was twelve
years ago. Similarly the number of

wood poles bought was less, although
in this case the decrease was not so
marked. From figures published by the
Department of Commerce it appears
that the purchase of ties goes in cycles,

1907, 1911 and 1923 being compara-
tively big years, while 1909 and 1915
were rather lean years.

Important changes have taken place
during this period in the kinds of tim-
ber used for cross ties. Southern pine,
chestnut, cedar, and Western yellow
pine have declined noticeably in popu-
larity. That is to say, their use has
been much curtailed, although in many
cases this is due to difficulty in obtain-
ing this wood rather than preference
for other varieties. The use of maple,
gum and beech has increased to a
marked extent. Oak, always the most
popular wood for ties; Douglas fir,

cypress, larch, hemlock and redwood
were used in approximately the same
quantities in 1923 as in 1907. Approxi-
mate figures showing the purchases of
different varieties are given in an ac-
companying table.

of the different woods used for this

purpose. Detailed figures are given in

accompanying table.the

Large Orders for Steel Wheels

The fundamentally sound condition

of the electric railway industry at this

time is well indicated by the continued
large purchases of steel wheels. The
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia,

reports that in spite of the business

depression prevailing somewhat gen-
erally at the present time orders

received from electric railways since

June 1 for steel wheels have been in

as large volume as for a similar period

last year.

United States Steel Corporation

Purchases Cyclone Properties

The properties of the Cyclone Fence
Company have been purchased by the

United States Steel Corporation. The
transfer includes the Cyclone factorie.s

at Waukegan, Illinois and Cleveland,

Ohio, also plants at Fort Worth,
Texas and Newark, N. J.

No change in policy is contemplated,
the business to continue under the

name of the Cyclone Fence Company,
carrying on, with the exception of its

principal officers, under its present or-

ganization as a subsidiary of the cor-

poration.

Petition in Bankruptcy Against

Standard Equipment & Ma-
chinery Company

An involuntary petition in bank-
ruptcy has been filed in the United
States District Court at St. Louis
against George H. Tontrup, doing
business as the Standard Equipment &
Machinery Company, St. Louis, Mo.
The National Safety Car Company, in

SUMMARY OF WOOD TIE PURCHASES IN FIVE TYPICAL, YEARS
Kind of Wood

Oak
Southern pine
Douglas fir

Cypress
Chestnut
Tamarack or larch . .

.

Cedar
Hemlock
Oum
Maple
Redwood
Beech
Western yellow pine.

.

Lodgepole pine

All other. V '...'.'.'. ...

1923 1915* 1911 1909 1907

62,915,237 49,333,881 59,508.000 57,132,000 61,757,000
22,048,967 14,115,681 24,265,000 21,385.000 34,215,000
15,316,571 6,950,910 11,253,000 9,067,000 14,525,000
5,243,835 4,478,612 5,857,000 4,589,000 6,780,000
4,419,782 4,548,352 7,542,000 6,629,000 7,851,000
4,220,194 3.858.098 4,138,000 3,311,000 4,562,000
3,676,228 5,122.103 8,015,000 6,777,000 8,954,000
3,477,740 859,662 3,686,000 2,642,000 2,367,0u0
3,050,798 485,466 1,293.000 378,000 15,000
3,035,007 1,069,547 1,189,000 158,000
2,492,445 563,685 1,820,000 2,088,000 2,032,666
2,279,221 1,173,490 1,109,000 195,000 52,000
1,340,007 1,402,836 2,696,000 6,797,000 5,019,000
949,451 1,316,819
369,154 465.815

1,141,480 1,361,694 2,682,000 2.603,000 5,574,000

Total 135,976,117 97,106,651 135,053,000 123,751,000 153,703,000

* Based on reports from railroads representing 78 . 46 per cent of total mileage. Estimated total for all
railroads, 123,766,000.

Less change is noticeable in the num-
ber of poles purchased by the electric
and steam railroads and by power, tele-
phone and telegraph companies, all of
whose purchases are lumped together
in the figures announced by the govern-
ment. Moreover, there appears to be
little change in the relative popularity

which Mr. Tontrup is interested, is also

in the bankruptcy court. The petitioning

creditors of the Standard Equipment &
Machinery Company were the Liberty
Foundry Company, with a claim of
$435; Beck & Corbitt Company, $104,
and St. Louis Machinery Supply Com-
pany, $174.

RELATIVE POPULARITY OP THE DIFFERENT WOODS USED FOR POLE TIMBER
Kind of Wood 1923 1915 1911 1909 1907

Cedar 1,702,247 2.521,769 2,100,144 2,439,825 2,109,477
Chestnut and oak 817,259 851,085 893,079 844.908 706,732
Pine 402,393 546,233 161,690 179,586 155,960
Cypress 73,403 67,644 72,995 77,677 100,368
All other 65,492 91,233 190,112 196,744 210,731

Total 3,060,794 4,077,964 3,418,020 3,738,740 3,283,268

G. E. Orders Decrease

Orders received by the General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., for

the three months ended Sept. 30 totaled

$58,389,832 as compared with $65,483,-

549 for the similar quarter in 1923, or

a decrease of 11 per cent. For the first

nine months of the present year order.s

totaled $203,097,719, compared with
$229,747,304 for the similar period in

1923, a decrease of 12 per cent.

Metal, Coal and Material Prices

Metals—New York Oct. 14, 1924

Copper, electrolytic, cent* per lb 13. 125
Copper wire base, cents per lb 15.125'
Lead, cents per lb 8.05
Zinc, cents per lb 6.65
Tin, StraiU, cents per lb 49.875

Bituminous Coal f.o.b. Mines
Smokeless mine run, f.o.b. vessel,

Hampton Roads, gross tons $4 . 30
Soiiierset mine run, Boston, net tons 2.075
Pittsburgh mine run, Pittsburgh, net tons. 1 . 875
Franklin, 111., screenings, Chicago, net tons 1 . 375
Central, 111., screenings, Chicago, net tons 1 . 175

Kansas screenings, Kansas City, net tons

.

2.35

Materials
Rubber-covered wire, N. Y., No. 14, per

1.000 ft $6.25
Weatherproof wire base, N. Y., cents per lb. 1 7 . 75
Cement, Chicago net prices, without bags. 2. 20
Linseed oil (5-lb. lots), N. Y., per gal 1 .08
White lead, in oil (lOO-lb. keg), N. Y.,

cents per lb., carload lots 0.12
Turpentine (bbI.loU),N.Y., per gal 0.87

Rolling Stock

Wisconsin Power & Light Company,
Fond du Lac, Wis., lost two new Mack
buses and a Faegeol bus in a fire which
swept the garage, in Madison, where
the buses were stored.

United Railways, St. Louis, Mo.,

through its subsidiary, the St. Louis

Motorbus Company, has placed orders

for four buses with the White Com-
pany, Cleveland. The buses will seat

29 passengers and cost approximately
$35,000. Delivery will be made about
Nov. 1.

Lake Charles Electric Company,
Lake Charles, La., recently purchased
from the Houston Electric Company
six standard single-truck Birney cars,

which have entirely replaced the two-
man cars formerly operated.

Toronto Transportation Commission,
Toronto, Canada, has ordered 3 White
bus chassis and is building bodies for

them at the Hillcrest shops. The seat-

ing capacity will be 29.

Tampa Electric Company, Tampa,
Fla., recently purchased seven of the

latest type cars from the American Car
Company. The new cars will have a
seating capacity of 52 persons. The
cars will be placed in service on the

Sulphur Springs line.
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Track and Line

Trenton & Mercer County Traction
Company, Trenton, N. J., has decided
to use a 90-lb. rail in the laying of new
rails in Pennington in place of the
75-lb. rail at first decided upon. It is

also said the line to Pennington will

be extended to the far end of the town
instead of ending near the center of
the borough.

Cincinnati Traction Company, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, is laying approximately
2 miles of new rails on Gilbert Avenue
between Sinton Avenue and the Eden
*Park entrance. The work is expected
to be completed by Nov. 15.

Grand Rapids Railway, Grand
Rapids, Mich., has laid 858 ft. of new
track between Madison and Russell
Avenues and 1,413 ft. between Russell
and Eastern Avenues or nearly i mile
of new roadbed and rails.

Pacific Electric Railway, Los Angeles,
CaU has been granted permission by
the Railroad Commission to extend its

Daisy Avenue line from its present
terminus in the city of Long Beach at
grade across several streets in the
county of Los Angeles. The proposed
line will be constructed under the tracks
of the Los Angeles & Salt Lake Rail-
road 100 ft. north of Daisy Avenue.
The cost is apportioned between the two
companies on the basis that the Pacific
Electric Railway shall pay one-half of
the cost of the 22-ft. clearance in ex-
cess of the cost of a standard 14-ft.

clearance.

The Milwaukee Electric Railway &
Light Company, Milwaukee, Wis., plans
to build an electric freight line from its

Lakeside power plant to connect with
the Chicago & Northwestern Railway
system.

New Brunswick Power Company, St.
John, Canada, has completed relaying
about 2,000 ft. of single track in
Fairville. In conjunction with the
permanent paving work of St. John
City, it is proposed to relay with high
T-rails, concrete base and steel ties
about 2,000 ft. of single track on St.

James Street.

Erie Railway, Erie Pa., lately reor-
ganized in conjunction with the General
Electric Company, has plans under way
for moving the tracks in the East
Lake Road from the center of the road
to the side of the street. The work is

estimated to cost $85,000.

Power Houses, Shops and
Buildings

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., has purchased 12
acres of land in the section of Fifth
Street and Olney Avenue, which will
be used as a loop terminal for the ex-
tension of the Fifth Street trolley line,
north from Olney Avenue. Purchase
of the tract was made by the Motor
Real Estate Company, a subsidiary
organization of the Philadelphia Rapid
Transit, from the Hilltop Land Com-
pany for $147,500, subject to mort-
gages of $112,000.

Lake Shore Power Company, Toledo,
Ohio, has asked authority to issue

$271,500 of 7 per cent preferred stock
to finance improvements and purchase
property jointly owned by the Toledo
& Indiana Railroad and itself. The
power company will install a new gen-
erator, coal crusher and conveyor,
stokers, superheaters and other equip-
ment for its power house.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Definite steps are
being taken by a group of capitalists

for the financing and erection of a new
downtown subway terminal and office

building to be built on the site of the
Hill Street station of the Pacific Elec-
tric Railway. The cost will be between
$3,000,000 and $4,000,000.

Baton Rouge Electric Company,
Baton Rouge, La., will complete its new
carhouse this month. The material for
the carhouse has been ordered and the
preliminary work is noV being done.
The building will be located on the site

recently purchased from the State Uni-
versity.

New incorporation

Trade Notes

Roller-Smith Company, New York,
N. Y., announces the appointment of
the Thrall Electric Company, Presi-
dente Zayas No. 27 and Esquina A
Habana, Havana, Cuba, as its exclu-
sive representative for the Island of
Cuba. The Thrall Electric Company is

primarily a sales and engineering or-
ganization carrying complete stocks of
electrical machinery, instruments and
supplies and operates over the entire
island. The company also maintains
the largest electrical installation de-
partment in Cuba. It will carry a com-
prehensive stock of Roller-Smith in-
struments and circuit breakers.

Globe Ticket Company, Philadelphia,
Pa., has received an order from the
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company
for approximately 60,000,000 transfers.
This railway ordinarily prints its own
transfers, but on account of the recent
fare change it was desired to secure an
unusually large number for use on
short notice and this order was given
to the Globe Ticket Company.

Conveyors Corporation of America,
Chicago, 111., has appointed W. P. Mac-
Kenzie Company, Philadelphia, as its
sales representative in southeastern
Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey.
This organization will handle the sale
of American steam jet ash conveyors,
American cast-iron storage tanks,
American airtight doors for ash pits and
boiler settings, and other specialties.

Gibb Instrument Company, Bay City,
Mich., manufacturer of electric weld-
ing machines and electric heating ma-
chines, has broken ground for a new
modern plant.

White Manufacturing Company, Elk-
hart, Ind., maker of case-hardened
brake pins and bushings for railway
trucks, and other railway car parts, has
completed a new factory at Elkhart,
into which it moved on Oct. 1 from it-;

previous location at Goshen, Ind. With
it is associated the Chausse Oil Burner
Company, maker of kerosene torches,
railway switch heaters and asphalt
street repairing machinery.

East St. Louis, Caseyville & Eastern
Railroad, East St. Louis, 111., has been
incorporated at Belleville, 111., with a
capital stock of $5,000. Among the in-

corporators were M. L. Munie, Finis P.
Ernest, Jr., and Mrs. Marie Dacray,
all of East St. Louis. They propose to
establish an interurban line between
East St. Louis and Caseyville via
Washington Park. The line will handle
both passengers and freight.

Netc Advertising Literature

Ajax Metal Company, Philadelphia,
Pa., has issued a new Babbitt booklet
entitled "Babbitt Facts." The booklet
contains interesting information to
users of babbitt and tells how to pick
the best babbitt for every purpose
and why the best babbitt should be
picked.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa,
is distributing insulation guides for
500 to 600-volt railway equipments
These guides are designed to be hung
on the walls of railway repair shops
where they may be referred to when
equipment is being repaired. The dif-

ferent grades and forms of materials
used for insulating various railway
equipments and parts are tabulated in

convenient form. The data card is

known as H. C. 234.

Fageol Motors Company, Oakland,
Cal., has issued a pamphlet, "It's Al-
ways Fare Weather." It is replete
with illustrations of the Fageol Safety
Coach in operation during severe snow-
storms. Some complimentary letters

to the Fageol company on what its

motors are doing through the country
are reproduced.

Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo,
N. Y., has given out some data for the
factory management and small shop
owner regarding the use and advan-
tages of unit heaters in a bulletin de-
scribing Breezo-Fin heaters, manufac-
tured by this Buffalo company. The
text is amply illustrated, including
tables of capacities and dimensions.

J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia,
Pa., has published "Brill Cars," a 60-

page catalog designated as No. 277.
In it are included exterior and interior
illustrations, seating diagrams of vari-
ous types of cars built at the Brill

plants, and records of weights and gen-
eral details. Tipped in the back there
is a tabulation of dimensions and
weights of all the cars illustrated in
the catalog. Special equipment, includ-
ing gasoline and gas-electric cars,
Brill rail-less cars and Kuhlman steel
coach and type "G" bus bodies are also
illustrated.

Champion Switch Company, Buffalo,
N. Y., has issued a 70-page booklet en-
titled "Indoor Bus Supports." The
interchangeability of the Champion line
of bus supports is described with illus-

trations. Besides general information
on the Champion bus supports, the
pamphlet shows the interchangeable
parts, gives insulator detail and in-
cludes a numerical index.
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12 feet
^f brake chain to wind!

Impossible—No!

PEACOCK STAFFLESS BRAKES
have this great chain-winding capacity

That is an abnormal amount, you say ! Yes ! But it's

generally when abnormal conditions exist that acci-

dents occur!

Having this ability to wind up almost unlimited

lengths of chain, gives to Peacock Staffless Brakes that

extra element of safety which insures satisfactory

operation under the most abnormal conditions.

The ordinary capacity isn't enough!

Will the hand brakes on your cars prove effective when

the rigging is slack and the brake shoes worn? The

ordinary capacity isn't enough! You can wind the

average hand brake up until it jams itself with chain,

and still the brakes don't grip. But Peacock Staffless

Brakes in this situation will quickly apply full braking

power because they have ample room to wind up any

amount of chain.

Test it out on your own cars!

National Brake Co., Inc.
890 Ellicott Sq., Buffalo, N: Y.

Canadian Representative

:

Peacock Staffless Brakes Lyman Tube & Supply Company, Limited, Montreal, Canada
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IS«

fori*. Bacon ^Mm
incorporated

lis Broadway. New York
FHBLADKLfHIA CHICAGO SAN FBANCIBCO

Stone & Webster
Incorporated

examinations reports appraisals
ON

INDUSTRIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROPERTIES

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

SANDERSON & PORTER
ENGINEERS

REPORTS, DESIGNS, CONSTRUCTION, MANAGEMEWT
HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENTS

RAILWAY, LIGHT and POWER PROPERTIES
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

ALBERT S. RICHEY
ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
^CPORTS- APPRAISALS • RATES - OPERATION - SERVICK

Byllesby

Engineering & Management
Corporation

New York
208 S. La Salle Street, Chicago

Taewna

STEVENS & WOOD, INC.
Deiign and Construction of Power Stationi

Railroad Electrification, Industrial Plants

REPORTS AND APPRAISALS
Jfana0«m«n( and Financing •/ Vtilitiet ani InduttriaU

Mahoning Bank Bldg. 120 Broadway
Youngstown, O. New York

HEMPHILL & WELLS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

GardMf P. WelU Albert W. Hemphill
APPRAISALS

INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
Aewfuizatioo Management Operation Conatmetioo

43 Cedar Street, New York City

Dwifirht P. Robinson &. Company
Incorporatad

Design and Construction of

EUetrie Railway; Shop; Powtr Slationa

125 East 46th Street, New York
Yeuncstown Atlanta Phlladalphla

Lea Aacelaa Montreal Rio da Janeiro

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation

Elnsrineers—Constructors

Oil Ba&nerlM mad Pipe Ltnet, SUtm aod Water Poir«r PlanU. TramaUtli
Syttems, Hotels. Apsrtmenti, Offlee and iDdnstrlal Butldlacs, Bailrsa^.

43 Exchange Place New York

JOHN A. BEELER
Operating, Traction and Traffic InTestigations

Routing Surrey*—Valuations—Operation

Management

52 Vanderbilt Ave., NEW YORK

ENGELHARDT W. HOLST
Consulting Engineer

Appraisals, Reports, Rates, Serrice Inrestigation,

Studies on Financial and Physical Rehabilitation
Reorganization, Operation, Management

683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WALTER JACKSON
Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses

Originator of unlimited ride, transferable weekly

pass. Campaigns handled to make it a success.

143 Crary Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

DAY & ZIMMERMANN, Inc.
ENGINEERS

Design - Construction - Reports
Valuations - Management

PHILADELPHIANEW YORK CHICAGO

JAMES E. ALLISON & GO.
Consulting Engineers

Specializing in Utility Rate Cases and
Reports to Bankers and Investors

1017 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

.
Human Engineering
Railway Audit and Inspection Company, Inc. ,

Fourth and Che'tnut StM., Philadelphia

Boston New Tork
New Orleans Ptttsburrta !

BKAMCHVB
I

Baltimore
Chleaco

EDWIN WORTHAM, E.E.
CoHiultiuf Enfinttr

Valuations of Electric Railways and
Utilities of All Kinds

Traffic and Operating Studies

Allison Bldg. Richmond, Va.
Eatsbllshed T«b. Iflllf

i
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HASKELITE ROOFS
and Plymetl side panels

Interior and exterior of car built by

the G. C. Kuhlman Car Co., Cleveland,

O. The roof is of Haskelite, single

thickness, no headlining being used

Haskelite roofs can be applied in three to

five sections, at a great saving in labor, and
reducing the weight of the car at least 200
pounds. Haskelite saves weight and adds
great strength when used for sub-flooring,

truss planking, waist linings, bulkheads and
head linings.

Plymetl, the steel surfaced Haskelite, used
for exterior side panels, letter boards and
vestibule linings, saves many pounds in

weight, and makes waist linings unneces-
sary. Better resistance to indentation and
a thousand times the heat insulating value
of steel. Send for Blue Print Booklet

Haskelite Manufacturing Corporation, 133 W. Washington St., Chicago

Make better cars all *round—

'

JOE R. ONG
Consultins: Transportation Engineer

Sp»ciali*ing in TratRe ProblentM and in Method* to
Improve Sorviea and Inermaa*

EKeiency of Operation

PIQUA, OHIO

THE P. EDWARD WISH SERVICE
so Church St. Street Railway Inspection 131 State St

NEW YORK DETECTIVES BOSTON

When wrltlnc the advcrtlMr for intomuktlan
price*, a mentton of the Bleetrle BkUwaj

ioomal w old be apprnlated.

The Most Succeisful Men in the Electric Railway

Induttry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

Every Week

C. B. BtK^BANAN
PtMldMrt

W. H. PRICE. JB.
SM'7-Tnu.

JOHN r UTira
Tl«e-PrMl4Ml

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
BngiHetring and Management, Construction,

Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys
and Equipment Maintenance

BALTmOBB
StS Kqnttable Bids.

Phone:
Hanorer S14X

NBW TORE
49 WallStnat

Transmission Line and Special Crossing

Structures, Catenary Bridges

WRITE FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG

ARCHBOLD-BRADY CO.
Engineers and Contractors SYRACUSE, N. Y.'

A. L. DRUM & COMPANY
Consulting anj Conatrueting Enginmrnre

VALUATION AND FINANCIAL REPORTS
RATE STUDIES FOR PRESENTATION TO PUBLIC SERVICE

COMMISSIONS
CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
230 South Clark Street 215 South Broad Street

Chicago, III. Philadelphia, Pa.

Bureau of Commercial Economics, Inc.

Industrial Tangineers

Organization . Methods • Layout and Facilities

Public and Industrial Relations

72 West Adams Street . CHICAGO
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Latest Type of White Model 50-A Deluxe Bus

White Bus Leadership
is Nation Wide

4

I
Performance has built White Bus prestige. For years White Busses, designed

especially for passenger transportation, have profitably served bus and railway compa-
nies. More are in service in this country than busses of any other high grade make.

At the present, 70 electric railway companies have in service 754 White Busses.
Last year electric lines purchased more White Busses than all other makes combined.
Operating experience alone accounts for this preference.

The following list of elect, Ic railways operating five or
more White Busses is convincing proof of White leadership:

Boston Elevated Railway Co 49
The Capitol Traction Co 5
Central Transportation Co 5
Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee R. R 19
Cia Tramvias de Mexico 7
The Connecticut Co 19
Des Moines Street Railway 7
Eastern Massachuset s S reet Railway Co 7
Eastern Wisconsin Electric Co 8
Greensboro Public Service 5
Interstate Public Service II
Los Angeles Railway C > 5
Louisville Railway Co U
Middlesex & Boston Street Railway U
Milwaultee Electric Railway & Light Co 67
San Francisco Municipal Railways Co II
Northern Ohio Traction & Light Co 48

Northern Transit Co 34
Northern Texas Tractioti Co 7
Pacific Electric Railway Co 78
Pacific Northwest Traction Co 7
Pennsylvania & Ohio Electric Co 35
Public Service Transportation Co. 76
Pugi't Sound International Railway & Pojver Cj.. . 10
Rockford & Interurban Railway 6
Saginaw Transit Co 10
Sioux Falls Traction System 6
Steubenville. E. Liverpool & Beaver Valley

Traction Co. 7
Twin City Motor Bus Co 28
United Electric Railways Co II
Washington Railway & Electric Co II
White Stage Line M
Youngstown Municipal Railway 33

THE WHITE COMPANY, Cleveland

WHITE BUSSES
J
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McGRAW
ELECTRIC RAILWAY DIRECTORY

New
Edition

^.Wg^^

1.*.

\<^»^^SiTS5sr^|

i»°%i^I»
^°!^<»

Leading Features
1—Complete list of every record-

ed electric railway company in
the United States, Canada,
Mexico, and the West Indies.

2—^List and addresses of officials,

superintendents, department
heads and purchasing agents,
corrected to date of issue.

3—Addresses of repair shops.

4—Addresses of power plants and
list of equipment.

5—Lists of sub-station equipment.

6—^Transmission and trolley yoltage.

7—Whether doing a light and power
business.

S—Mileage of track.

9—Number and kinds of cars used.

10—Number and kinds of cars used.

11—Amusement parks owned or
reached.

12—Rates of fare.

lirectoryN^

All the facts—all the figures

—all the names!

IN FACT all the information you need if

you're doing business, or contemplating
business with this billion dollar transportation

industry. A complete survey of the field,

made through direct contact with every elec-

tric railway company in the United States,

Canada, Mexico, and the West Indies.

Out of a tremendous total of $262,000,000

which electric railways will spend this year

for equipment; 42 millions will be expended
for Power Plant. To power equipment sales

organizations — manufacturers — engineers

and supply distributors, the information in

McGraw Electric Railway Directory is in-

valuable.

Published annually

Price $7.50
Order now
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Right all T^welve Months

Six-point'
service—

absorbs impacts at

raU joints

II

water-seals road-bed
and ties

III

allows for contraction

and expansion

IV
resists heaviest traffic

V
is easily removable for

track repairs

VI
practically 100% salv-

age value

VITRIFIED.

PAVEMENTS

kECAUSE a vitrified brick

pavement, asphalt-

filled, is flexible, it has

a give-and-take that

leaves it unimpaired by temper-

ature changes.

Under summer suns it doesn't

swell, soften or "roll."

Winter's freezing of sub-grade

moisture doesn't produce cracks

and crevices through which sur-

face water seeps with increas-

ing damage. Frost doesn't scale

its wearing surface.

Get six-point- service— and six-

point-satisfaction. Pave with
vitrified brick, arphalt-fiUed, the

ideal electric railway pavement.

OUTLAST THE O N D S
NATIONAL PAVING BRICK MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION. ENGINEERS BLDG., CLEVELAND, OHIO s

Alton Brick Company
Alton. 111.

BinKhamton Brick Company
Binghamton, N. Y.

Cleveland Brick & Clay Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Clydesdale Brick & Stone Co.
Pituburgh. Pa.

Coffeyville Vitrified Brick ATile Co.
Coffey ville, Kana.

CoUinwood Shale Brick Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Francis VUric Brick Company
Boynton, Okla.

Gcorsia Vitrified Brick & Clay Co.
Augusta. Ga.

Globe Brick Company
East Liverpool, Ohio

HUylvania Coal Co.
Columbus, Ohio

Hocking Valley Brick Company
Columbus, Ohio

Independence Paving Brick Co.
Independence, Kana.

Metropolis Paving Brick Co.
Pittaburg, Kans.

Metropolitan Paving Brick Co.
Canton. Ohio

Mineral Wells Paving Brick Co.
Mineral Wells. Texas

Moberly Paving Brick Companv
Moberiy, Mo.

Murphysboro Paving Brick Co.
Murphysboro, 111.

Nelson ville Brick Co.
Nelson ville. Ohio

Peebles Paving Brick Company
Portsmouth, Ohio

Purington Paving Brick Company
Galesburg. 111.

Southern Clay MIg. Company
Chattanooga, Trnn.

Springfield Paving Brick Company
Springfield. HI.

Sterling Brick Company
Clean. N. V.

Streator Clay Mfg. Company
Strcator, 111.

Thurbcr Brick Company
Ft. Worth. Texas

Toronto Fire Clay Company
Toronto. Ohio

Trinidad Brick & Tile Company
Trinidad. Colo.

Veederaburg Paver Company
Veedcmburg, Ind.

Western Shale Product* Company
Fort Scott. Kana.

Westport Paving Brick Company
Baltimore, Md

I
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Revolving Wheels
Are Earning Wheels
WHEELS belong under cars, not stacked in the

shop waiting for a chance at the lathe.

Wheel re-turning is often the last straw that strikes an

overloaded repair shop.

With the Davis "One-Wear" Wheel the high mileage

you desire can be had without resorting to a "multiple

wear" wheel.

Heat treatment brings out the tough wear resistance of a

special, high manganese steel. "Slid flats", "shell outs"

and other wheel troubles melt away when the Davis

"One-Wear" Wheel goes under your cars-

AmericanSteel Foundries
JIEWTORK CHICAGO ST.«:,OVIS

STEE HEELS
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"We are using M-R insulating materials

all the transformers of our Deepm
Therapy and other Radiographic Appa-

ratus—every unit of the high tension sys-

tem is thus adequately insulated so that any

external part may be safely touched by the

operator or patient." Waite & Bartlett

Mfg. Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

MITCHELL- RAND

Makers of scientific, technical and com-

mercial electrical devices use M-R insula-

tion because of its uniform dependability

—^whether it be one of the many M-R
compounds or the product of a factory

for whom The Mitchell-Rand Mfg. Co.

acts as distributors.

Every article they handle as dis-

tributors must pass the same
rigorous insuliition tests that they

apply to the products of their

own factory.

MITCHELL-RAND MFG. CO.
15 Vesey St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Orangeburg
FIBRE CONDUIT

From 3 factories
—a dependable supply of the same

reliable duct you've known for 30 years

ANEW Orangeburg plant is operating at
Richmond, Indiana.

This added capacity together with the plants
at Orangeburg, N. Y. and Fulton, N. Y., insures

prompt deliveries and lower freight rates to

fibre conduit users in the central and south-
western states.

j

Rely on Orangeburg for a dependable product,
dependable manufacturing facilities and de- j

pendable deliveries. 1

JOHNS-MANVILLE INC..
292 Madison Ave. at 41st St., N. Y. C.

Branches in 62 Large Cities

For Canada

;

fi\ CANADIAN JOHNS-MANVILLB CO., Ltd.,

lORAHGEBURG)
)

Toronto

Johns-
Manville
pSe'Iinc Alirtil fnr I he lilirr *'«mii1ii il f.t Orincrhlirit. N.TJ
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TRADE

MAPK
The Double Talce-Up prdvents twisting

the guy wire; maximum insulation is

afforded, together with great tensile strength

and perfect adjustment. Wood insulation

5 in.

Turnbuckles are supplied with cylindrical

eye for attachment to bolt and also oval

eye for use with guy wires. Made for 6-in.,

9-in. and 12-in. take-up.

Brooklyn Strains are constructed with Anderson
experience behind them, insulated with the well-

known Aetna. Made with f^-in. eye, take-up

3 in.; %-'m. eye, take-up 4 in.; Ij4-in. eye, take-

up 5 ih.

Latest quotations gladly forwarded.

Albert & J. M. Anderson Manufacturing Co.
289-305 A Street, Boston, Mass.

New York—135 Broadway Philadelphia—429 Real Estate Trust Bldg.
Chicago—105 S. Dearborn St. London, E. C. 2, 12 Moor Lane

Wood Strain Double Take-Up.
One turn of the bronze bushinr doubles the amount of take-up.

Singrle Brooklyn Strain, Aetna Insulation.

wiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir II iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiis

Nuttall Pinions are nearly equal in transverse strength
and longitudinal strength, due to special processes of

forging. This adds immeasurably to their service life

and Is a feature of great economy to you.

Nothing is omitted, regardless of cost, that will make
Nuttall Pinions better— spiecial selection of material,

accurate machining and grinding, scientific heat
treatment, critical inspection. You couldn't get any
better value for ten times their cost.

^lSf&

RDNUHALL COMPANY
PfTTSBURGH^PCNNSYLVm

1924

All WeMtinghou»e Electric and
Mfg. Co, District Offices are
Sales Representatives in the
United States for Nuttall Elec-
tric Railway and Mine Haulage
Products.

In Canada: Lyman Tube A
Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal and
Toronto.

'HniiiutiuiiHwiiiwiiiiiinHiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiii^ iiiiiiiiiiiimmnntimiiimiiinmiinininiiiinA
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Changing red figures to black
Scarcely less important than the development of

the safety car has been the St. Louis Car Co.'s

- service to the industry and public in increasing the

capacity, beauty, safety and easy riding qualities

of these light weight one-man Interurban Cars.

Directly and Indirectly this has resultea tn

changing certain red figures on the monthly state-

ment to black.

Write for details.

<St. Lqvjis C^rCompany
St. Lavjjs, A\a.

7Xa Eirif\plzc& ^tke. S^f^siy C^l^r

Examine this book
for 10 days
FREE

Rickey's

Electric Railway Handbook
798 pages, flexible. 4 at 7, over 600 illustrations, $4.00 net, postpaid.

A pocket encyclopEedia of practical informa- ing or designing engineer. It is a book which
tion on electric railway work. This book may be used by the non-technical manager as

contains the data, formulae and tables that are well as the engineer,

constantly required by the operating, construct- '

Tke first step to bigger pay—
I. Roadbed and Track,
n. Train Movements,
m. Train MovemenU.
IV. Kallway Motors,
y. Controllinc Apparatus.
TI. Cnrrent CollectUir Derlces.

Vn. Tracks.
Tin. Braklns,

IX. BolIInK Stock.

X. Transmission and Distrlbntlon.

XI. BIrnals and Oommnnlcation.

7teeSxomJftawnCaupcn
McGraw-Hill Book Co,, Inc.. 370 8«Tcsith ATcnnv. New York. N. Y,

You may send me on 10 days' approval Klectrle Railway Handbook. $4.<W aei,

I BKree to pay tor the book or return it postpaid within 10 days of receipt.

Rerular subscriber to the Electric Railway Journal \

Member of A. I. E. E. or A. S. R. A.T

Sifoed
Addreu •

OtBclal position
Name of company •*

(Booka sent on approval to retail purchasers In the U. 9. and Canada only.) r.B
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AMELECTRIC PRODUCTS I

BARE COPPER WIRE AND CABLE

TROLLEY WIRE

ELRECO TUBULAR POLES

Bee. U. 8. Pat. Office

Ipcandeecent Iiomp Cord

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
AND CABLE

PAPER INSULATED
UNDERGROUND CABLE

MAGNET WIRE

TMC "vviRe LOCK THE CHAMrCRCO JOINT

I AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS f

I
PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

|
i Boatun, 17t Fedanl; Chleift). Hi W. Adami: I
g Cliwlnnitl. Tnctloa Bldg. ; New York. 100 E. 41nd St. f
^iifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiititiiiitiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiititiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiMiiiiiiip

COMBINE
I

Lowest Cost Lightest Weight I

Least Maintenance Greatest Adaptability |

Catalog complete with engrinecring data sent on request.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

New York City, 30 Church Street

QiiinmiHnniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiii)

.ririitiiiimiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'

I AImco SEND TODAY
for our new Publication

SAFETY

EFFICIENCY
in Electric Railway

Signals and

Crossing Bells

£ ;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiliiiinlliirilliiiiiiiliiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiiiliHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitililiii

I I' J-P Products of interest to Electric Railways
|

NOARK Tusei

1 .A

American Insulating i

Machy. Co., Inc.

521 Huntingdon St., Philadelphia, Pa.

'RMli^ay and CMint
hangcri and imulaton

NOARK TuirClipf
CUTOUT BASES

J-VMoUmi Scrma
IConlrad Burn]

VOKKK SmiceanJ
Vndergwund '&oxes

VULCABESTON
Shcel and 'hopcTaching

I I JOHNS-PRATT CO. HARTFORD, CONN.
3iiiiinMiiiiMiiiHMiiinniiiiMiiiiiiiiuiiMMiiirntifnniiiiNMiiirMiiiitmininniniiHiiiiiniiiiiiMniMMiniiMriMMMiiiijN...iuinniMiiiR

^iiiiiiiiMbniiiiMiiinMiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMM

PEIRCE
Railway Feeder Pins

A stronr Forced Steel Pin designed for heavy datr.
Their low cost permite their use OTer the entire
system.

HUBBARD & COMPANY
PITTSBURGH CHICAGO

3iiiMiiiiiiMiMiiMHiimMinuiimiiniiMiiiriinii[|iriiiiiMinriinniiintiMiiiniiinntiMinriMiniiMiniiriMiiuiiniimiuiiimn

SiiinnniiiiinniiMMiniiniiinnMiiiiijnnMMMnitnunriMiiiiiiniiMiiiiitiiniiiiiniiiiiniiiiiniitiiiMitiiiiiinriniiMMMiHjimiinnn

^iiimiiiniiiniiiiMiiiniiiiiMMinMMi'iinmiiiMiiiiMniiiiMiinnniiiiMNiiiiiMiiiiiMMniMiiiniiMiiiiniiiuiiiiiiOnMiiiiiniiMiimiiiuS

jMiiminmnMtimtMMmmmiiiiMiiiMiimMMmiiiimimmtMiinMinnniiiunMMMiMMMMininmiMiiiiitiMiimiiiniimiiiiMm

,>MSS?r/i>>>>>«W.»W««S^V«^

I Standard Underground Cable Go. |

= Boston Philadbilphia Pittbburoh Dbtboit i

I New York Washington Chicago St. Louis Sam Franchco |

^llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinKMIIIKIIIIIIIIII'IIIKIIIIIimKII'IIIIIOI"""""""" IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHI?

= uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMtiiiiMiiiiiMtiiNiilliiiMiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiiiiniiiMiMtiiiiiiiniMiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiis

ROEBLING ir

i WELDING CABLE I

I
ELECTRICAL WIRES and CABLES I

I John A. Roeblinff's Sons Company, Trenton, N. J. |
^tiiiiinMiitiiiiniMitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiuiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiMiiiinniiiiMitiiiMiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMiiiiifiiniiiiiiiiiiiinS

^Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tiiiiniiiiriiiiniiiiii iiiiiiii iiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiimiiihiiiiimmiiiiimiiimiiiiiii iiinnc tf|,iiiii,,iii„,niiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiiuiiiiiiiliiiiintiiiiihiiiiiiiitiiiiiiuiiHiniiiiinniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiliUHiiiiiiiliiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilHm»-.

1 1^ ANACONDA COPPER iC,^.-rrri\N^ THE AMERICAN
= 11

MINING COMPANY -fe^ BRASS COMPANY
= Bconway. Boildinc Chicapo.JlU^ ^ . j^^_ .Genera! Officee^^ Watcrbury. Conn. J^%
^nriMMniNiiiiiiiiiininiuiiiMiiiiuniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiitinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiuniiiunuiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUHiiii?

/hpp /nsu/atorCo.JncJ^J^;I/Y \ j

;^imnntiiiMMiiiiiMiiiimimininniiiitiniiMMitirnnimiiiiiriMiiiiiMinniiinniiinnnMiniiiiriiniMiniiNMiiiiminiiniiiitiiiNiiiM

^HiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiinutiiiinnMiiinMiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiMniiiiiii^

Shaw Lightning Arresters
Standard In the EJedrie Industries

for 35 years

Henry M. Shaw
ISO Coit St., Irvington, Newark, N. J.

jlllllllllllllllllMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIiriMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinilllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIinii;

•JIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllillilllMlllllinilMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIHIF

Chapman
Automatic Signals
Charles N. Wood Co., Boston

I I
AUTOMATIC SIGNALS

I i Highway Crossing Bells

I I Headway Recorders

I I Flasher Relays

I I NACH0D SIGNAL COMPANY. INC.
= g LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY.

imiiiHiiininmtiiiiuiMiiiiiiniiiiHiniiimiiiiiimrnimnniniiiniiiiiiiiiiiitmitiiiiiintiiiiiiiiimiHiiiiiHiiiiiiiiMiMHiHtinu ^4niiiiiiiiMiiiiuiiiiitMiiniMMiiniitiiiiiMHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiinniitnniiininiiniiiMimiititMiiiiiiniiiiiimniimm
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RITE
TRUCK WITH TOWER IN RUNNING POSITION

TRENTON TOWER
This 3-Section

is not only more convenient, but stronger than the

older type.

The top section is reinforced by the intennediate

section. The 3-section design makes it possible to

raise the platform 16 inches higher and drop it 12

inches lower than can be done with the old-style

2-section tower.

We'll gladly send you details.

J. R. McCARDELL CO.
Trenton, New Jersey, U. S. A.

^iiiiiiiiijiiii I mil iiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiin fiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii Ill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil ^< inniiiiuiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiii iniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii niiiu inniiimniiiHimJI
\
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American
Rail Bonds

CROWN
UNITED STATES
TWIN TERMINAL
SOLDER
TRIPLEX

Arc Weld and Flame Weld

Send for ruw
Rail Bond Book

American Steel &Wire
NiwYORK Company

iiiiiiiiiiiiifiiniiMiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiMi

Motor truck mounted Universals run from job to

job as quickly as any truck and replace 20 to 30 men
on each job. They can be removed from the truck

and mounted on a railroad flat car where necessary.

Why are so ninny street railways installing them?
You should have the facts.

Wirm or writ* for Bulletin 201-C

The Universal Crane Co., Swetland BIdg., Cleveland

IIIIHHIIinilllllllllltlllllltlllllllHIIIIIIMIIIIIItllltltltllltllMIIMItllllllltlMtllllHIIIIIinniMMIIMIIIIMMIIIIIMIinnilMlllllintllimillll
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I THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
|

i 85 Liberty Street, New York |

Builders since 1868 of
Water Tube Boilers
of continuing reliability

BRANCH OFFICES
B08T0N, 49 Federal Street
Philadelphia, Packard Building
Pittsburgh, Farmers Deposit liank Building
Cleveland. Guardian Building
Chicago, Marquette Building
Cincinnati, Traction Building
Atlanta, Candler Building
Phoenix, Ariz., Heard Building
Dallas, Tex., 2001 Magnolia Building
Honolulu, H. T.. Castle & Cooke Building
Portland. Ore., 805 Gasco Building

WORKS
Bayonne, N. J.

Barbertou, Ohio

Makers of Steam Superheaters
since 1898 and of Chain Grate
Stokers since 1893

BRANCH OFFICES
Detroit, Ford Building
New Orleans, 521-5 Baronne Street
Houston, Texas. Southern Pacific Building
Denver, 435 Seventeenth Street
Salt Lake City, 405-6 Kearns Building
San Francisco, Sheldon Building
Los Angeles, 404-6 Central Building
Seattle, L. C. Smith Building
Havana, Cuba, Calle de Aguiar 104
San Juan, Porto Rico, Royal Bank Building

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiriMintiriMMnitiuMiiiMMMiiiiiiniiiiiniiitiirniiiiinnniiiiMrniiMiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiitiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiitiiiiniiii
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BARBOUR-STOCKWELL CO.
205 Broadway, Cambridgeport, MaM.

Established 1858

Manufacturers of

Special Work for Street Railways

Frogs, Crossings, Switches and Mates
Turnouts and Cross Connections

Kerwin Portable Crossovers
Balkwill Articulated Cast Manganese Croasinc*

ESTIMATES PROMPTLY FURNISHED

HIINIIIIMIHIIIHIHIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIItllllllllllliltlllllllllllllMllllllllllllllllillllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIinillllll

^LLIS-C

I A Single Segment or a Complete Conunutator |

1 Is turned out with eausl care in our shops. The orders vs HI S
i dlfier only in macnltade; small orders commaiid oar atmost cars s

I and skill Just as do large orders. CAMERON qaallt; applies to |
I STery ooll or secment that we can make, as well as to ersnr f
s commutator we buUd. That's wh7 so many elecMe railway bud *

I rely absolutely on our nam*.
|

I Cameron Electrical Mfg. Co., Ansonia, Connecticut f

^itiiiniiiiiiiirNiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitniitiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiniiitiiiiiiiiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiS
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RAMAPO AJAX CORPORATION
Ramape Automatic ^ —.,__^ RACOR Tee Rail

(or Paasing _™^^»« Manganeas
Sidincs Conatruction

GENERAL OFFICES i HILLBURN, NEW YORK
Chicago New York Superlur. Wis. Niagara ralla, H. T.

Canadian Kamapo Iron Works, Ltd., Niagara Falls, Ont.
|

uiiiiiiiiiini)Miiiiiiiiiiiiti/MiinjiiiitiiMtiiitiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiii(iiiiii<Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)iiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiril
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NEWand RELAYING RAILS

New York Jersey Citv- Philadelphia- Hamilton, 0.

I
Lorain Special Trackwork

Girder Rsdls
E S
S B

I
Electrically Welded Joints I

I
THE LORAIN STEEL COMPANY I

I Johnstown, Pa. I

I Salet OiRees: g
I AtUata Chicago Cleveland Nsw York 1

I Philadelphia Pittsburgh =

I PaeiAe Coamt Reprttentativi §
S United Statea Steel Products Company |
I

Loa Aagelea Portland San Francisco SaattI* |
§ Export RepreBentatiV9

:

I United States Steel Products Company, Nsw York, N. Y.
!lllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllJllllllinilllllilillilllllllMlllllllllllirillllllllllillMIIIMIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllMMIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllll>l
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J

MILW4VICIB, WIS. U. 9. A.

I
Electrical Machinery, Steam Turbines, Steam Engines, | |

s Condensers, Gas and Oil Engines, Air Compressors, i |

I
Air Brakes

| |

'iiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir, |
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CambriaRoiledSteel

Electric Car Wheels

Best for Longer Service

Other products for the electrical field includes axles, armature

I shafts, rails, spikes, track work, splice bars, bolts, tie plates,

I tie rods, pole line material, sheets, magnet steel and gear |

1 blanks. |
i BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, BETHLEHEM, PA. I

I
BETHLEHEM

|
rillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMllltllllllllllllllllltllllMIIIIUUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIn
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' " GODWIN STEEL ^^ Prov.« by^^^ service to

Special Work. 3 |
PAVING GUARDS economically pre-

vent seepage and
disintegration of

strset railway paving.

Write for Illuitrated
Catalog No. 20.
Race A McComas Sta.,

Baltimore, Md.

'^lUmmuimmiiiiiiiMuiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiniiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiMiiiitin

I I Adapted to all types

I I of rails and
I i paving.

I W. S. GODWIN CO., Inc.

i
TiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu

^•liliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiinniiiiiiiniMiiiMMllliiiiiiiiiiiniMiMMintiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMilllllliiliiillinMtuilillllKiiiiiiniiiiMiMlltllv.

j

mm, ^Rail BoHds ^!^ \

Portable Arc Welding Outfits ^ |

Jhe Electric Railway Improvement Co.!
Cleveland, Ohio-- ' --^am^ i

iiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiHtitiiiMtiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiih'it

= = »r
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imuuniminiiiiiiiHiittiiiiiimimiHi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiitii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiimii^ am iMiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiriniiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiniuuiiiiiiiuiiimiiiiriiiiiuiiiriniiiiiiiiiii iriiiiiiiir.

iANII
Res. U. S. Pat. Off.

ELECTRICAL INSULATION

Micanite armature and com-
mutator insulation, commu-
tator segments and rings,
plate, tubes, etc.. Empire oiled

insulating materials ; Linotape

;

Kablak; Mico; and other
products—for the electrical

insulating requirements of the

railway.

Catalogs will gladly be furnished

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY
Sole Manufacturers of Micanite

Established 1893

68 Church St., New York S42 So. Dearborn St., Chioace
Worksi Schenectmdy. N. Y.

8-F

?iinriiniiiiiiiiMiiiiriiiiiiiiMiiririini[iriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiitniiiiii]iiutiiirirniiitiiiiiiiMtiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiNiiririiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiuS

= B. A. HBOEftlAM, Jr.. Preitdent

i H. A. HBOEMAN. VIce-Prei. and Treas.

siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiriiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHHiiiitiiitiiiniiiiij

C. C. CASTLE, rirat ViM-Preilcicnt f
r. T. SAKQENT, Secnlanr =

= W. C. PITTERS, Maoasw Stlei ind Englnaering. |

I
National Railway Appliance Co. |

I OrwDd Central Terminal, 4S3 Lexlnfton Are., Cor. 4Stli St.. New York |
1 Uuniey Bldr.. WaaUnrton, D. C. 100 BoyUton St.. Boston. JTass. |
i Hegeman-Oastle Corporation. Bailway Exchange Buildlns, Chlcav*. S

1 RAILWAY SUPPLIES
Tool Steel Oeara and Pinions
Bell Locked Fare Box and

Cbanre Maker
The Aluminum Field Colls
Tmck and Car Repair Parts
Cutler-Hammer Electric

Heaters
PiUsborrh Force & Iron Co.'s

Products
Oenesco Paint Oils
B. Z. Car Control Corpora-

tion's Safety De-rices
Oarland Ventilators
nazllnum Insulation
Yellow Coach Mfr. Co.'s

Sinrle and Dontue Deck
Basses

EconomyBlectrioDericMOo.'
Power SaTing and Inspec-
tion Meters

Angrlo-Amerlcan Varnish Co..
Varnishes, Enamels, etc.

Gilmer Multiple Safety Step
Treads

National Hand Holds
Ft. Pitt Sprinr & Mf(. Co..

SpHnrs
Turnstile Car Corporation's

Turnstiles
Anderson Slack Adjusters
Feasible Drop Brake Staffs
Dunham Hopper Door Device

^niiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir iiiiiiiiiriiiiuiiiiiiiiiil

ai iiiuiiiui iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiii iiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiijiiiiiiijiiiiiliiiiiil

100 New Users in the Last Nine Months
KASS SAFETY TREADS

HIGH
in efficiency and lasting qualities

LOW
in wei^t, initial and upkeep coats

Morton Manufacturing Co., Chicago
iiiiiiniiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii iiiiiiiiiiim >

insiiiHiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiirim

"Boyerized" Products Reduce Maintenance
Manganese Brake Heads
Manganese Transom Plates
Mantranese Body Bushings
Bronze Axle Bearlntrs

Bemis Pins are absolutely smooth and true In diameter. We
carry 40 different sizes of case hardened pins in atocA. Samples
famished. Write tor full data.

Bemls Trucks
Case Hardened Brake Fins
Case Hardened BushingB
Case Hardened Nuts and Bolts

Bemis Car Truck Co., Springfield, Mass.

1>HIIUllHIIHIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIinillllllUlllllllllllllllllUIII IIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIUUHIIIIM

DUNDEE "A" AND "B" FRICTION TAPES

are

Okonite

Products

'NufE Said!

r^r%,

= Write for Samplea and Circular.s

I The Okonite Co., Passaic, N. J.
1 Incorporated 1884
= Baiet Offleet: Nme York—Atlanta—PUtthvrgh—San Froneitf
= Aamtt: Central Electrio Co.. Chicago, 111.: Pettlngell-Aadmn
= Co., Boaton. Mais. ; Ttafl F. D. I^wreoo* Electrio Co., Cln-
= cinnall. Ohio; NoreItT Eleetrle Co.. Philadelphia, Pa. r
E Canadian Repretmtativet: Ekislneerlns Material! Limited. MontresL i
^iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiMuiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuHiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiim

HI""" iiiiiHi""""""""iiniii ill "iiiiiiiii"ii"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tiiiiiiii"" inniiiK'

I THE WORLD'S STANDARD I

"IRVINGTON"
I

Black and Yellow |

I
Varnished Silk, Varnished Cambric, Varnished Paper |

I
Irr-O-Slot Insulation Flexible Varnished Tubing |

I Insulating Varnishes and Compounds |

I
I Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co.

I I Irvington, N. J.

I I SaUs Representatwes in the Principal Citiet

'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiuiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuifHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiir

£fniiuiiiiiiiiiiMiitiiiiiitliiliriiiiiiitniiiiilliiiiitiiiiiiiilllllltirillMr)lliiillitnlltiiliilliiMrniiniiiiitiiriliririliiiiiMinillllitiiiiiiMiiiiii|

^(^Mmm^(MSl

Carive^e Steel CP I TTS S OR OM , --^m.

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiniiitiiiii^

giiinntiiMiiiiiMiniiiiiiin.iMiiMHMiiiiiinniriMiiiinMiiMuuiiniiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiintMiiiiiniriiniMiiiniiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiii

I
OXYGEN, ACETYLENE, HYDROGEN

I for cutting, welding, etc.

I Quick shipment and low prices also on cylinders, yalves,

I torches, regulators and supplies.

1 INTERNATIONAL OXYGEN COMPANY
I Main Offices : Newark, N. J.

i Branch Offices

:

New Tork Pittsburgh Toledo
ilMilllliniilMMinniinilifltilllllllltltltlliriMllllllllinilllililiniMtiiiniiiiiitiritiMtiriiiiMMiiiiiiiriinitiiitiiiriiitiiiniiriiiiniKKiMiiii]

UtnilllllllltllllllllllllMrilllllllllllltlUlllllllllllllllllllIllllltltlllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllltllUIIMNIIIMIIIIIIIItllllllilHIIMIIIIIItlllltlllllC

ALUMINO-THERMIC
JOINTS

I New and independent process. No inserts needed.

I Up-to-date and economical.

I Alumino-Thermic Corp., Roselle Park, N. J.

Iiiiiim""U"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiM"niiM"niiiiii""ii"miiiii"iini(i(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiinitiiiimiiii(iiiiiniiMnnirMiiiiiirMiiiiinn
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii mill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiir: aiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiMtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii

Universal I 1JOHNSON ^^^
Adjustable

The best changer on the market. |
Can be adlusted by the conductor to e
throw out a varjint ntiBber ot ;
coins, necessary to meet chances In =

rates of fares. |

Flexible |

£lach barrel a separata unit, permit- |
ting the conductor to Intercbance =
the barrels to suit his personal re- 1
quirements, and to facilitate the ad- i
dition of extra barrels. =

Type R-II
Double Register

International

Registers

Made in single and double
types to meet requirements

of service. For liand or foot,

mechanical or electric opera-
tion. Counters, car fittings,

conductors' punches.

Exclusive selling agents for

Heerbn Enamel Badges.

I JOHNSON FARE BOX COMPANY
I Ravenswood, Chicago, III.

|

fillllllllllllllllilililliillliilillllllllllllilinMiiiHiiniiiMliMiiiiiiniMMiliiiininiiiiiiuiiiiilliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililiillillllllllllllllllllluilliiiic

IMIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIItlllMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIUIItllMllllllllllinilllllMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIirilllllllllllllllHmmillll^

I 7S% of the electric railway*

B-V Punches
S—d far Catalan

I BONNEY>VEHSLAGE TOOL CO„ Nsrvuk. N. J.

€uuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTiiiiiMiiMiiiiiitiiiiiiimiiiitii lull mill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinsHHiiui

.llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll"ll">>'>><<<llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIHIIIIItj

Automatic |

Registration I
By the |

Passengers |

Rooke Automatic |

Register Co. I

Providence, R. I. =
SlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Illl>l"""ll Illlllllllllllllllllll I IIIIIIIIIIIIIII Illlllb^

aMMIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIimillllllllMIIIMIIinilllllinilllMIIIMIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIISBSIIIIIIIK,

1 SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED TROLLEY CORD §

The International Register Co. |

I IS South Throop Street, Chicago, Illinois |

jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniitiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiim

ailllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllC;

I I Let Us Tell You of Our Especially Designed Fare Box for the |

I
ONE MAN CAR *

|

I I THE CLEVELAND FARE BOX COMPANY |

I i Cleveland, Ohio |

I i Canadian Cleveland Fa.'e Box Co., Ltd., Preston, Ontaii* i

^tiiiiiiiHiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiinfiMiiiinnfiiiiMMiiiniiiintiiiifitiriiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiitMitiriiiiiiiiiiiiimiim

uiiiiiiiiumiiMiiiimtiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiMiiUMiiiniiiiMiiiiimiminHiirriiiiiMHiNiniiiiiiMiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiimiiiintiiiii^

Gets Every Fare I

PEREY TURNSTILES I

or PASSIMETERS
f

Dse tbeos la yow Prepayment Areas aa< i
Street Cars i

a

Percy Manufacturing Co., Inc. |

101 Park Avenue, New York City |
'llllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIirilllllllMIIIIIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlf

•II Illllllllll I Illlllllllllllllllllll Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllr

I TUlt BK8T TKUB8 PLANK KLBCTBIC HKATEK BTBB PBODCCED

Tr«d« Mtrk Kef. U. s. Hmi. ua.
|

= Hade of extra quality stodc firmly lyraided and smoothly flnUhed =
= Carefully inspected and ^aranteed free from flaws. E
i Samples and information sladly sent. S

I SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS. |

iflllllllMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllltllllllllllllllllllllllllMMIIinilllMIIIMIIIIIIIMIIMMIIIIIMMMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIirillMIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIinilli

No.

478E
I

GOLD CAR HEATING A LIGHTING CO.. BROOKLYN. N. Y. f
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiilillliiiiiMiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiii;iniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii5

a„,„„„„„i I II I nil Illlllllllllllllllllll Ill iiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiii Ill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiinviiL- £'" •ininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiriiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu i i|

S E

HALE-KILBURN
i CAR SEATS i

i For Every Class of Service |

I General Offices and Work*: Philadelphia |

I Offices I New York, Chlcacc St. Louis, Washincton, San Francisco |

r.llHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Illlllllllllll IllllllUlllllln

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mil iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;^

N_| STOP SIGNAL
^B Simple in Operation, Instal-Simple in Operati

lation and Maintenance
Canadian Repretentative:

Kailway A Power Ens. Corp.,
Toronto, Ontario

The Nichols-Lintem Co. s
7960 Lorain Ave., Cleveland, Ohio p

?IMllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllltlllltlIlllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllHIIIIMIIIIIIItllllllll,ilR

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniini

^ mimmn^ Car Heating and Ventilation | f ^&UW0Od-^ila^eAje&i^ ^^•i = are two of the winter problems that yon most = = "V~^ -^^ ^C7

R5
ISSSi

are two of the winter problems that yon most
settle without delay. We can show yo« how
to take care of both, with one equipment.
Now is the time to ret your cars rsady for
next winter. Write for details.

CAR SEATS
detailed

^description ^

The Peter Smith Heater Company
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIV^ 6209 Hamilton Ave., Detroit, Mick.

^IIIIHIIItllllllllllllMlintllllllllMIIIIIIMItltltlllllllltltlllllllMllinilllllllllltlllllllltlllllMIIIIIIIMIIIlllltltlllllllllllllltllltlllllllllllllltllW

lAifmiinMinnniiiiiniiniiititMiiMiiuiiiiunnininiiiiMMiniiiiinirnniMiiiiinMnntriMMiiniiniMinMtMiiim tnniiiitiiirniiiinm^^

ThIermostats BtlZZER^j''
/#|Pneiimatic Door OreratorjI
cbNfSOL!6ATEC> CXIR-HEATING^
New YORK AL6ANV.N V

s of pressed Steel for all Claasea of Pasaencer trADRlllinFRS
1 Service. Battan for coverlnc seats and for Vt^t^tsstx
5 saow sweepers. \lYCLOProiA

I HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO.
I Factory at Wakefield. Mass.
S OOeas st New Tork. Chlssco, Ian fniulus
4iiM!iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii<"iiiiiuii

.JiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiniiiiiiiiriiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiriiiiiirititiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniriiiiiiiiMiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiniiii^

I pAIUWAl(
I
friUTy f>OMPANX I

J ^^J*.^^^°*I^Ti?- HEATERS i

I ITil ITY REGULATORS |VJ A AJ^A A 1 VENTILATORS I

Uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiinmiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.'

i 141-181 West 2Sd at. WrIUtor
i Cbleaco, lU. Catalomte
.ininiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiniiniiniiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiuiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiic

1388 Broadway 1
New York. N. Y. |
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MiHiHiiiMiiriniiiitinnniinnuiiniiniiitiMiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir''niiiiiinniinniiniiiiiinniiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiriiitii'^ giiiiiiiiitrniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiintinmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiititiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiititiinnilliis '

Tool Steel
as hard here
very surface
of the.
dtffirences

txjol steel

hardening

Face-
as orv. the
(This is one,

ae-twecn
and case-

method?)

I
^ CORRECT IT

I i USE LE CARBONE CARBON BRUSHES I

Toughened Center'

The Tool Steel
Gear & Pinion Co.

CINCINNATI, O.

riiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiK

gi"""'""" nniwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii nun uiunnunnnnn-

Griffin Wheel Company
|

410 North Michigan Ave.

Chicago, III.

GRIFFIN
F. C S.

WHEELS
For Street and Interurban

Railways

-jUi^^f"
i^AA"^^^

COST MORE PER BRUSH
COST LESS PER CAR MILB

W. J. Jeandron
345 Madison Avenue, New York

Pittsburgh Office: 634 Wabash Bld(.

Chicago Office: 16S7 Monadnock Block

San Francisco Office: 525 Market Street

Cmnmdlan IHstrlbntor*; Lyman Tnbe A Snpplj Oo., LM.,
Montreal and Toronto

niuinnnninnnnnnnMninnunnnniiHiiiiuinnnnnninHnnnMnHiiiiniiiHiiiinminniinnHinninnnnnnnnnHniMinRi

gniniinimiiinnniiniMiiiiiiinii niiiiniiiiiiiininiiniiiiiiiiniiruiMMUinunniiiiniiiniiiMiiinMiiiijiiiiiniiniiJinnnnnnnHiU'

i BRAKE SHOES
AERA Standards

Brake Heads

Chicago

Detroit

Denver

FOUNDRIES:

Boston

Kansas City

Council Bluffs

St. Paul

Los Angeles

Tacoma

mnjinith.uninunHunnnnniiniminnnnnni niuunnmiiinnnnnninnnnnnni nnuHmnnnnniinunnnnnnnnnniM

Diamond "S" Steel Back and Lug Shoes
best for all equipment.

Manufactured and sold under U. S.

Patent and Registered Trade Mark.

American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co.

I 30 Church Street, New York

I
332 So. Michigan Ave, Chicago

rliiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiMiiiMiintiiiiMiiiiiiHitiiiiiHnitiiiiimMiiniiiiMiiiiMMitiiiiHMm^^^
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•lllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllll' iLHIIIIIIIIIIIItlllllllllllltlllllllMlinillMllltlllMIIIIIIIIMIItllllirMlllltMMIMItMltlllMIIIIMiritllliliniillllllil

M-J No. 10
I I

Lubricated Type | |

Trolley Wheel | |

Equipped in our No. 6 harp | |
on the bottle-shape principle i |

which prevents fouling or | =

catching overhead lines. I

Detailed information and prices §
on request. | =

Designed for hi^h speed. | I

simplicity and economy | =

More-Jones |
Brass & Metal Co. I |

St. Louis, Mo. I I

iiiiiiiifniiiiit..<iiiiiiiiriiiiiiiirniirii>riiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiili>iiiiiii(iiiii'ir* =

allliniMriMriMrnriiiilrniriMiiiriririiililtlllMMilltitlliilliliiinnlMtinltniMitiriMriiiiiitiMiiinlitiriiHiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiMMiiHiilllllHli^ =

I I
DIFFERENTIAL CARS

i I Standard on Fifty Railways for

I i Track Maintenance Track Construction

I I Ash Disposal Hauling Crossties

I I Placing Ballast Disposal of Waste
I i Coal Hauling Snow Disposal

I I Concrete Materials to the Job

I I Excavated Material to the Dump

I I For Economy
I I THE CLARK CONCRETE BREAKER
1 I THE DIFFERENTIAL BOTTOM DUMP CAR
I I THE DIFFERENTIAL COMBINATION
I I CAR-WHEEL TRUCK and TRACTOR
I I THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR CO.

^iiiniiilliniiiiiiiiiiiiitiuniiiiiniinnuiiMHiiiMMiiiniiiiiiinniiMiiinHniiMiiiiiMiiiniiniiiniiiiiiiiiiNiniiniiuniiiMiiiiiMiiniiiiiiiR
I Findlay, Ohio, U. S. A.
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHII-

:<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHuiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

MultlDle Unit Conlro.. uuub.c
truck car for two-man opera-
Uon.

McGUIRE-CUMMlNGS
Manufacturing Company

General Offices

111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, III.

Street Cars, Trucks

Snow Sweepers
iiiiirMiiuiniiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniinriiiiiiiiinitiiirnniiiiMiniinniiMiiiiiMMinniiuinMnMiiMinnHfitinMiiiiiiiniiiiiinnntitiiititiiniiiiiiinnniiuiniiiiinMn m?

uiiiinitiMtiiiMMMinirttiiinniKvirnit'MTnintiMiMiiiiuiiiiiiiiiinniiiiMMiriinniintiiiriiiMniiiiiinniinMnuiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiti: utitnniMMinrniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiMiHiiniiiMiiriMMiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiitnniiiiiitiMinniiiiiniiiiiiiiiimnHiiiiiii£

ASTOUNDING
|

Service Records |

are Being Made!
Traction companies are ^tting from =
50.000 to 100.000 milCF trom the Thorn- =
ton Trolley Drvir*. The long life of the =
bearings, the perfectly balanced wheel =
and the method of lubncation explain this =
unparalleled service. i

Letters from users ring with praise of the i
Thornton. Reduce your repair bills and =
road delays by using this device. Asls lor i
Bulletin. =

Thornton Trolley Wheel Co. |
Incorporated |

Ashland, Kentucky I

SflililliliiiiitiitiiiiiiiiliililiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiilllillitliiliiiiiliillilliniiritilliilliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllliMtltltllliuillllllllllilllilllllilllllllli: nnMriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiriiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiMititiiiiiiiiiiis

Play for safety

—

plus resiliency—
plus long life

By specifying

FORT PITT SPRINGS
FORT PITT SPRING &

MFG. CO.
PiltuKurgh, Pa.
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FOR SALE

One-Man Double End
Safety Cars

Selections may be made from a lot of two hundred.

Cars are three years old and in first-class condition.

The Department of Street Railways, City of Detroit, Mich., offers for sale any
part of Two Hundred Single-Truck, Double-End Safety Cars, for Standard Gauge
Track, equipped with air-operated Snow Scrapers, air-operated "RIO" Registers, head-
linings, center lighting with opal shades, electric heat. Utility Regulators, Nichols-
Lintern tail lights, and Ohio Brass Trolley stands. Westinghouse 508 and General Elec-
tric 264 Motors. Westinghouse DH-16 and General Electric CP-27 Air Compressors.
26-in. Steel Wheels. Standard Safety Car Devices Co. equipment. Cars are of
Standard Safety Car dimensions, and weigh approximately 17,000 pounds.

Bodies and Trucks were built by the J. G. Brill Car Co., St. Louis Car Co., Osgood-
Bradley Car Co., and McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co., and purchaser may select any
of these type Cars.

Cars may be inspected by calling at the Department of Street Railways, Detroit,

Michigan.

Bids are solicited for any part of the above offering, f.o.b. flat cars, Detroit, Michigan,
and these may be directed to Frank Meyer, Jr., Purchasing Agent, Department of

Street Railways, Administration Building, St. Jean & Shoemaker Aves., Detroit,
Michigan.

Bids will be opened on Monday, December 8th, at 11:00 A. M.,
at which time same will be given consideration.

If interested in the purchase of the above kindly get in touch with the Department of
Street Railways before date that bids are to be opened, for information relative to
submitting formal bid, etc.

i

1

i
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Mi
POSITIONS WANTED

JVS superintendent or superintendent motive
power and equipment; 12 years' experi-
ence in all phases of city, one-man
safety, interurban, and bus service. Uni-
versity graduate. Desires change. Ref-
erences. Free Nov. 15. PW-743, Elec-
tric Railway Journal, Old Colony Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.

ENGINEER, many years of experience in

the construction and operation of power,
refrigeration and industrial plants and
management, of car shops, wishes to

make change for the better. Now em-
ployed as chief engineer of a steam tur-
bine plant in Southwest ; best of refer-
ences. Location, Southwest U. S. Texas
preferred. PW-744 Electric Railway
Journal, 883 Mission St. San Francisco,
Cal.

EQUIPMENT engineer, five years' street
railway experience, desires change in

position. At present employed. PW-745,
Elec. Railway Journal, Leader News
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

EXECUTIVE. Urban and interurban. Wide
successful experience in all departments
of construction and operation. PW-740,
Electric Railway Journal, Leader-News
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

MASTER mechanic wishes position ; over
20 years' experience on large city and
interurban equipments and shop practice.
Have good record on economical i/iain-

tainance. Available any time. Age 40.

PW-741, Electric Railway Journal, 10th
Ave. at 36th St., New York.

SPECIAL SERVICE

Efficient and Systematic Traffic Insneotion,
Trafflc checking, schedule making. Register

inspection a specialty. Rates reasonable.
United Inspectional Service, P. O. Box
565, Newark, N. J.

iSHIIII I

FOR SALE

I New Root Snow Scrapers
j

I 16 Sets Air Operated.
|

I
TRANSIT EQUIPMENT CO

|

I Cars—Motors I

I 601 Fifth Ave.. New York
j

^NIIIHMIIIItllMltmiHIIIIIIIII»"*"*lllllillnimilllllimMIH.ItiltillllltlHIIIHIimtlMINt

•ntiiiiitiiiiMti>iiiiiiiiiMi,iiiiii,i,ii,i(i,i,iii lit tiiiiiitiiiiiMit 11,111 i:

For Sale—Built in 1920
2—Kuhlman Semi-Steel Interurban i

Cars, Passenger, Smoker and
Baggage. I

Length 54-ft. 7% -in.: width 8-tt. e-ln. i

Brill 27 MCB 2 Trucks. 1

4 O. E. 203 motors. Complete. i

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO I

Commonwealth Bldg.,
>iHiiiiiiiiiifniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiliiiiiiiiiii

.IIHIIIIIIIIIIII

WE BUY
DISMANTLED RAILROADS i

and specialize in the selling of |

RAILS, CARS, TRACK MATERIAL, I

STEEL PILING, PIPE, ETC. 1

^LNICKERinST-LOUIS
I

lltlllillttlHIMII

Why Save It?

Equipment you have replaced, or

for which you have no further use

can probably be sold at a good

price now. Later it may not be

worth as much.

Weed out equipment and let a

''Searchlight' Ad
help you sell it promptly

o-g i

In Small Lots

As Well As Large

THERE is a class of rail buyers, occasionally in need of only
small tonnages, who are paying a premium on their pur-

chases elsewhere because they believe that we do not seek
their patronage.

We maintain a large organization to give efficient service on small

orders. Our tremendous volume gives us unequaled buying power and

saves our clients money regardless of the tonnage required.

Immense stocks at strategic distributing points provide complete

assortments near you. This adds a saving in freight to our already

unbeatable prices.

Next time you need rails, let ns know your requirements.

We guarantee the tame prompt, e/ndent service to all.

HYMAN-MICHAELS COMPANY
"The House of Dependable Service*'

122 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Dealers in New and Relaying Rails,

Locomotives and Railway Equipment

District OfKees: New York, Woolworth Bldg.;
St. Louis, Railway Exchange Bldg.; Pittsburgh. First Nat'l Bank Bldg.;

San Francisco, 234 Steuart St.

Yardms St. Louis, East Chicago, Ind., McKee's Rocks, Pa., San Francisco.
Cable Address : "Hymanmikel"

World's Largest Distributors of Rails

iiiiiiiiniiiini MIIIIMIItllMIIII

FOR SALE

Westinghouse Motors General Electric Motors
24—101-B-2S
8—306s
12—3073

30 K-6s
10 K-lls

Controllers

12—200s
8—201-Hs
40—80s
24—74s

24 K-28-Bs
8 K-358

J. W. GERKE, 303 Fifth Avenue, New York City

itiMnitiiiHiMiiiiiii

RAILS
Kcw slai)in^

FROGS
SWITCHES
SPLICE BARS

BOLTS
NUTS
TIE PLATES
RAIL
BRACES

Rails and
Traclt Mate-
rials siiipped
subject to in-

spection and
approval at
esttnation.

L.B.E^S\'C^vCo,
" PITTSBURCHPA

@LBFQ: NEW YORK

FOR SALE

CONTROLLERS
8—G.E. K-35-(3-2, complete.

SAFETY CAR
1—Bimey, fully equipped.

RAILWAY MOTORS
4—G.E.-74.
4—WH-307.
4—WH-306-CA.

10—^WH-506-A2.
10—G.E.-364-A.

Herring Utilities Equipment Co.
7 East 42nd St., New York City

"Opportunity'* Advertising:
Think "SEARCHLIGHT" First!

>IIIUIIIIIIIIIttlllllllltHHIIMI t IHIKIIItllMIIMdMIIIMIItltltMIIIIMIItllllMIIIMIIIIMtllltllMMIMIMtMIIIIIMIIIIMtMi«f.
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry with

Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue

AdTertUine. Street Car
Collier, Inc., Barron G.

Air Receiver* A Attereoolm
Ingvraoll-Band Co.

Ancliorg, Guy
EUec. Service SupDiiea Co.
Oliio Brass Co.
'Weatlnsbouse E. & M. Oo.

Armature 8hop TooU
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Automatic Return Switch
Stands

Ramapo Ajax Corp
Automatio Safety Switcli

Stands
Ramapo Ajax Com.

Bemis Car Truclt Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Brill Co., The J. a.
Johnson & Co., J. R.
St. Louis Car Co.

Axles. Steel
Camefcie Steel Co.
Laclede Steel Co.

Badees and Buttons
Elec. Service Suppllea Oo.
Int. Register Co., The

Bearines and Bearini Metal*
Bemis Car Trucit Co.
General Electric Co.
Gilbert & Sons B. F. Co.. A.

Boshines, Case Hardened and
Manganese

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G,
St. Louis Car Co.

Cables (See Wire* and
Cables)

Cambric Tapes, Yellow and
Black Tarnished

Irvinsrton Varnish & Ins. Co.
Mica Insulator Co.

Carbon Bmslies(See BcKisfties,

Carbon)
Car Panel Safety Switches
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cars, Dump
Differential Steel Car Co.
St. Loiiis Car Co.

Car LiKhtinK Fixtures
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Car Panel Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heat'e Co.
Westingiiouse E. A M. Co.

Cars, Passenxer, Freisht, Kx-
prcss, etc.

Amer. Car Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Kuhlman Car Co., G. C.
McGuire-Cumminirs Mfr. Oo.
National Ry. Appliance Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Wason lite. Co.

More-Jones Brass & Metal Cara. Gas Rail

Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinehouse E. A 11. Co.

Bearinea, Center and Bolltr
Ride

Stuckl Co.. A.

Bells and Gonars
Brill Co.. The J. O.
Elec. Service Suppliea Co.
St. Louis Car Co,

Boilers
Babcock A Wilcox Co.

Bond Testers
Amer. Steel A Wir* Co.
Elec. Service Supplin Ca.

Bondinc Apparatus
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Electric Railway Impt. Oo.
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Bonds, Rail
Electric Railway Impt. Co,
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Pape Steel A Wire Oo.
Railway Track-work Co.
Westlnrhouse E. A M. Oo.

Boxes, Switch
Johns-Pratt Oo.

Brackets and Cross Arms
(See alao Polea, Tie*,
Posts, etc.)
American Bridre Co.
Bates Expanded Steel Tmm
Zo.

Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Ca.
Hubbard A Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Brake Adjusters
Kstlonal Ry. Appliance Oo.
Weatinrhouse Tr. Br. Co.

Brake Shoea
Amer. Br. Shoe & Fdy. Oo.
Barbour Stockwell Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. 6.
9t. Louis Car Co.

Brakes, Brake Systems and
Brake Parts

Allis-Chalmers Mfr. Co.
Bpmis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
General Elnotric Co. ,
Johns-Manville. Inc.
National Brake Co.
St. Loui" Car Jo
Safet.v Car DeviocB Co.

Bmshea. Carbon
<3eneral Ele'-trlc Co.
Jennflron. W J.
Le Carbone Co.
Wn»tinchnuse H. A M. Co.

Bniahea, IVIre. Pnenmatie
Inrersnll-Rand (3o.

Bntkbenda
Haakplllp Mfr. Co.

Bn«e«. Motor
Brill Co.. The J. O.
IniernotlonnI Motor Co.
St T./OUU Cnr Co.
Whlt« Company

Bna Aenfa
Hale-Kllbii'-n Co.
Heywood-Wikefleld <3o.

St. Louis Car Co.

Cars, Seir-Propelled
General Electric Co.

Car Wheels, Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Castinca, Brasa, Composition
or Copper

Anderson Mff. Co.. A. A
J. M.
More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

Caatinc*. Gray Iron and Steel
American Steel Foundries
Bemia Car Truck Co.
St. Louis Car (io.

CastinES, Malleable and Brass
Amer. Br, Shoe A Fdy. <3o.
Bomla Car Truck Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Catchers and 'Retrievers.
Trolley

Earn. C. I.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Wood Co., Chas. N.

Catenary Construction
Archbold-Brady Ck).

Chanse Carriers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

CIrcnit-Breakers
Anderson. A. A J. M..
Hits. Co.

General Electric Co.
Weatinrhouse E. A U. Co.
Clamm and Connector* for

Wires and Cable*
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Klec. Service SuppUe* Co.
General Electric Co,
Hubbard A Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Weatlnjhouae E. A M. (3o.

Cleaners and Scrnpera. Track
(See also 8now.Plowa,
Sweepera and Broom*)

Brill Co., The J. O.
St. Loui* Car Co.

Onsters and Socket*
General Electric <3o.

Coal and Aab Handllnf (See
Convryinic and Hoiatlns
Machinery)

Ooll Bandinc and WlndloK
Machines

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Coils. Armature and Field
General Electric Co.
Westingrhouse E. A M. Co.

Colls, Choke and Klekinc
Elec. Service Suppliea Co.
ieaerai l»iectric Co.
Westlnimonse E. & M. Co.

Coin Oountlne Machine*
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Intern'! Reeiater Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.

Coin Sorting Marhinee
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Coin Wrappera
Cleveland Fare Box Ca.

Cnmmntatnr SIntter*
Elec. Service Supplie* Co.
General Electric Co.
Weatinshouw E A M. (Do.
Commntntnr Trnlnr Device*
(}eneral Electric Co.

Commntatiora or Parta
Cameron Elec'l Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Cp.

Compounds (Insulating A
Spliclne)

Johns-Manvtlle, Inc.

Compressors, Air
General Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co,

Comprcaaora, Air Portable
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.

CompreasorH, Oaa
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Concrete Reinforcing Bars
Laclede Steel Co.

Condenaera
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Condenser Papers
Irvington Varniah A Ina. Co.
Connectors. Solderlcas
Westinghouse E. & M. <3o.

Connectors, Trailer Car
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Ohio Brass Co.

Controllers or Paris
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. (^.

Controller Regniators
Elec. Service Supplies Ca.

Controlling Syhtems
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Converters, Rotary
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
(Seneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Conveyinc and Hoiatioc Ma-
chinery

Columbia M. W. A M. I. Co.
Copper Wire
Anaconda (Topper Mining Co.

Cord, Bell. Trolley. Besiater
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplie* Co.
Intemafl Register Co.. The
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
St. Louis Car Co.
Samaon Cordage Work*
Cord Connectors and Couplers
Elec. Service Supplie* Co.
Samson Cordage Works
Wood Co., Chas. N.

Couplers, Car
American Steel Foundries
Brill C!o., The J. G.
Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Cranes
AlliB-(%almers Mfg. Co.
Universal Crane Co.

Crane*. Ga* or Electric
Universal Crane Co.

Cranes, Locomotive, Motor
Track & Portable

Universal Crane Co.

Croaa Arms (See Bracket*)
CrOBsing Foundationa
International Steel Tie Co

Crossings
Ramapo A]ax C^rp.

Crossing Signals (See Sig-
nals. Crossing)

Croaalng, Frog A Switch
Ramapo AJax Corp.

CroHsing Manganese
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Croaainga, Track (See Track.
Special Work)

Crnaalnes. Trolley
Anderson Mfg. Co., A.AJ. M
Ohio Brass Co

Cartnlna and Curtain Fixtorea
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Morton Mfr. Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Oenler'a Machinery
Elec. Equipment Co.
Hymaii-Michaels Co.
Tranait Eouln. Co.

Derailing Devices (See alao
Track Work)

Wharton, Jr . A Co.. Wm.
Derailing SnKchea, Tee Ball
Ramapo Ajax Corp. .

Defpctlve Service
Wtah-S'rvlce. P Edward

Donra A Door FIxtares
Hale-Kllburn Co.
St. Loui* Car Co.

Door Operating Devices
Brill Co.. The J. G.
General Electric Co.
Nat'l Pneumatic Co.. Ine.
Safely Car Devices Co.

Dours, Folding Vestlbnie
Nat'l Pneumatic (3o., Inc.

Drilla, Rock
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Drills. Track
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Dryers. Sand
EHeo. Service Supplies Co.

Ears'
Anderson Mfg. (^.. A. A
J, M.
Ohio Brass Co.

Elrony Asbestos Wood
Johns-Manville. Inc.

Electrical Wires and Cables
Amer. Electrical Works
Roebling's Sons A Co.. J. A
Electric Grinders
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding A Bonding Co

Electrodes, Carbon
Railway Track-work Co.

Electrodes, Steel
Railway Track-work Co.

Engineers, Consulting, Con-
tracting and Uperatlng

Allison A Co.. J. 9.
Archbold-Brady Co.
Boeler. John A.
Buchanan & Layng Corp.
Bureau of Comm. Econom-
ics. Inc.

Byllesby A Co.. H. M*.
Day A Zimmermann. Inc.
Drum A Co.. A. L.
Ford. Bacon A Davi*
Hemphill A Wells
Hoist. Engelhardt W.
Jaokeon. Walter
Ong. Joe R.
Railway Audit A Inspectloiv
Co.

RIchey. Albert S.
Robinson A Ck).. D. P.
Sanderson & Porter
Stevens A Wood, Inc.
Stone * Webster
White Eng, Ck>rp,. The J. G
Wortham. Edwin

Engines. Gas, Oil or Steam
ADls-CJhalmers Mfg. (To.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse E & M. Co.

Exterior Side Panels
Haskellte Mfg Co.

Fare Boxes
(Cleveland Tare Box Co.
Johnaon Fare Box Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.

Fences, Woven Wire and
Fence Poata

Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Cyclone Fence Co.

Fenders and Wheel Onarda
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Car Fender Co.
Elec. Service Supplie* Co.
St. Louis Car C!o.

Star Brass Works
Fibre and Fibre Tnblng
Johns-Manville. Inc.
Westinghouse E, A M. Co.

Field Colls (See Colls)

Fire Extlngniahera
Johns-Manville, Inc.

Flangewar Guards. Steel
Godwin Co., Inc.. W. S.

Flaxlinnm Inanlatlon
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.

Floodlights
Elec. Service Supplie* (3o.

Flooring Composition
Johns-Manville. Inc.

Frogs A Crossings, Tee Ball
Bethlehem Steel Oo.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Frogs. Track (See Track
Work)

Froga. Trolley
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. A
J. M

Ohio Brass Co.
Fnaes, Cartridge, Non-Reflll-

ahle and High Voltage
Jnhna-Pratt Ca.

Fnnea, Cnrtrtdge, Beflllabia
Johns- Pratt Co.

Foaea and Fnae Boxes
General Ele^'tric Co,
Weatlnvhnuae E. A M. Co.

Fnaes, Reflllahle
(Jeneral Electric Co.

Co,

Ck).

Co.

Gaskets
Johns-Manville. Inc.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Oas-Electric Cars
(Jeneral Electric Co.

Gas Producers
Westinghouse B. A M.

Gates, Car
BriU Co.. The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Gear Blanks
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Gear Caaea
Chillingworth Mfg. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies
Westinghouse E. A M.

Clears and Pinions
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
(Seneral Electric Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Tool Steel Gear A Pinion
Co.

Generating Sets. Gaa-Electrii
(General Electric Co.

Generators
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
(Seneral Electric (^.
Westinghouse E. A M. (k>.

Girder Rails
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel (}o.

Gong (See Bells and Gong*)
Greases (See Lnbricants)
Grinder* and Grind. Snppliea
Railway Track-work Co,

Grinders. Portable
Buda Company
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinders, Portable Electric
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinding Blocks and Wheela
Railway Track-work Co,

Guard Bail Clamp*
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Ooard Kali*. Tee Bail A
Manganese
Bamapo AJax Corp.

Guard*. Trolley
Elec. Service Sop. Co
Ohio Brass Co.
Hammers, Pnenmatie
Ingersoll-Kaud Co.

Harps, Trolley
Blec. Service Supplies Oo.
More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co.

Nuttall Co., B. D. A (>>.
Star Bras* Work*
Th.iniion Trolley Wheel Co.

Headlights
Elec. Service Suppliea Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass (}o.

St. Louis Car Oo.
Headlining
Haskellte Mfg. Co.
Panelyte Co.
Heateia, Car (Kleetrle)
Gold Car Heat. A Light. Oo.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co,
Smith Heater Co.. Peter

Heaters, (^r. Hot Air and
Water

HHec, Service Snp, (3o.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter

Helmet a—Welding
Railway Track-work (3o.

Roiata. Portable
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co
Hydraulic Machinery
AlllaChalmera Mfg. Co.

Indicating Signals
Oakpl Equipment Co.

Induatrlal rinoring
Johna-Manville. Inc.
Instrnmenla. Mmanrlng.

Testing and Recording
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
(?enera! Electric Co.
Westlnghnuae B. A M. Co.

Inanlatlng Cloth, Paper and'
Tape

General Electric Co.
Irvington Varnish A Ina. Oo.
JohnsM'anville. Inc.
Mica Insulator Co.
Mitoholl-Rand Mfg. Co.
Okonlte Cc
Stand. Underground Cable
Co

WeatlnrhoHoe E. A M. Co.
Inanlating Silk
Irvinirton VarnUh A Ina. Oo.
Inanlating VnrnUhea
Irvlnirtnn VDrntsh A Tna (3o.

Inanlatlon (See also Paint*)
Electric Ry. Bquipment Co.
Ellectrtc Serrlee Sup. Co.
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Complete satisfaction

Operating perfectly and requiring

minimum attention for maintenance

and lubrication, Earll Catchers and

Retrievers give genuinely satisfactory

results. Their refinement of design,

and mechanical superiority are sum-

marized in the following five features,

peculiar to Earll construction.

No-wear Check Pawl
Free-Winding Tension Spring

Ratchet Wind
Emergency Release

Perfect Automatic Lubrication

Earll Catchers and Retrievers

C. I. EARLL, York, Pa.

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiin
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The Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels

I Have always been made of en-

i tirely new metal, which accounta
I for their long life WITHOUT
I INJURY TO THE WIRE. Do
I not be misled by statements of

I
large mileage, because a wheel

I that will run too long will dam-
i age the wife. If our catalogue

I does not show the style you
I need, write us—^the LARGEST
I EXCLUSIVE TROLLEY
I WHEEL MAKERS IN THE
I WORLD.

I

THE STAR BRASS WORKS f

KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S. A. I
3 S
'iimiHitiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitir •iifiiiiiiiiiMiiB

HmuiiuiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiinMMiiiMiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir^

We make a specialty of

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
LUBRICATION
We solicit a test of TULC

on your equipment

The Universal Lubricating Co.
Cleveland. Ohio

Tulc. Inc.. Bastem RepresentaUve.
1617 Gotham National Bank Bid?.. New York Oitr

HlllinilinilllllllllllllllMtniiiiiititiilllllliirilllliMlitiiiMiiMititniriMiirrtlliiiiiitllllllllllltlluillllllllHllHuiHiii^

Dependable
Air Power

Sturdy, efficient, modern air

compressors, which are as fool-

proof and trouble-free as human
hands can make them.

One of these smaller com-

pressors will furnish you com-

pressed air at minimum cost. And,

the use of compressed air will save

you time and money.

Prompt shipment from our fac-

tory and branch offices.

Bulletin No. 3430

INGERSOLL-RAND CO.
1 1 Broadway, New York

Offices in all Principal Domestic and
Foreign Cities

^f^^^^*^
* ^mm.

Ingecsoll-Rand
^^ 11 Broadway, New York City
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General Electric Co.
Irvlngton Varnish & Ins. Co.
JohnB-ATanTille. Inc.
Mica Insulator Co.
Mitchell-Rand Jitg. Co.
Okonite Co.
Westingrhouse E. & M. Co.

Inhalation Slot
iTTinrton Varnlsb A Ins. Co.
Insnlat«rs (See also Line

Material)
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Eleo. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Irrington Varnish & Ins. Co.
Ohio Brass Co
Westinerhouse E & M. Co

Inialator Pins
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbcrd & Co.

Inaolators, Hleh Voltace
Lapp Insulator Co.. Inc.

Jacks (See also Cranes,
Hoists and Lifts)

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
folnta, RaU (See KaU Joints)
Journal Boxes
Bemls Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. J. G.
St. Louis Car (3o.

Jnnction Boxes
Std. Underground Cable Co.

Lamps, Gnards and Fixtnres
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse E. & M. Co.

Lamps. Are & Incandescent
(See also Headliehts)

General Electric Co
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
I*mp» Slenal and Marker
Nlcnols-Llntern Co.

Lanterns. Classiflcatlon
Nichols-Lintern Co.

LlghtninB Protection
Elec. Service Sup. Co
General Electric Co
Ohio Brass Co.
Shaw. Henry M.
Westinghouse E. A U. Co.

Line Material (See also
Brackets, Insulators.
Wires, etc.)

Archbold-Brady Co
Columbia M. W. AAT I Co
Electric By Equipment Co!
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Hubbard A Cto.
Johns-M'anville. Inc
iTojc-JonffS Braes & Metal

Ohio Brass Co.
Westlnrhouse E. & M. Co.

locomotives. Electric
General Electric Co.
Mc(Juire-Cummings Mfg. Co
St. Louis Car Co.
westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Locomotives. Oil Enelne.
, Electric Driven
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Lubricating Engineers
» Galena Signal Oil Co.

Universal Lubricating Co.
Lnbrlcants. Oil and Grease
Galena Signal Oil Co
Universal Lubricating (Jo

Machinery. Insulating
Amer. Insulating Mach. CoManganese Steel Guard BaUsKamapo A]ax Corp.

Maneanese Steel Switches.
/'"«!«* Crossings
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp

Manganese Steel, SpecialTmok Work
Bethlehem Steel (3o.

Meters (See Instruments)
Mica
Mica Insulator Co.

Mwlfllne. Metal
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Ck)

Motor Buses (See Buses,
Motor)

Motors. Electric
Westinghouse E. A M Co

Motors and Generator Sets
'

General Electric Co.
Motormen'8 Seats
Allis-Chalmers Mtg. Co
Brill Co., J. G.
Eleo. Service Sup. (!o.
Hale-Kilbum Co.
Heywood-Wnkefleld Co
St. Louis Car Co.
Wood Co., Chas. N

Nuts and Bolts
Barbour-Stookwell Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Bemis Car Truck C!o.
Hubbard A Co.

Oils (See Lnhrlcants)
Omnlhosrs (See Buses.

Motor)
Oiy-Acetylene (See Cutting

Apparatus Ozy-Aeetylene)
Oxygen
International Oxygen Co.

Packing
.lohns-ManvllIe. Inc

Paints and Tarnishes
(Insulating)

Mica Insulator Co
Mitchell-Rand Mfg. Co.
National By. Appliance Co.

Pavement Breakers
Ingersoli-Rand Co.
Sullivan Machinery O}.
Paving Brick. Vltrifled
National Paving Brick
Mfrs. Assn.

Paving Guards, Steel
Godwin Co, Inc.. W. S.

Paving Material
Amer. Br. Shoe A Pdy. Co.

Pickups, Trolley Wire
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Pinion Pullers
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Pinions (See Gears)
Pins, Case Hardened, Wood

and Iron
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Pipe Fittings
Westinghouse Tr. Brake (X).

Planers (See Machine Tools)
Plates for Tee Rail Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Pliers, Rubber Insulated
Elec. Service Sup. Co.

Pneumatic Tools
Ingersoll-Raud Co.

Pole Line Hardware
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Poles, Metal Street
Bates Expanded Steel Truss
Cto.

Elec. Ry. Equipment 0>.
Hubbard A Co.

Pole Belnforcinc
Hubbard A Co.

Poles a Ties Treated
Bell Lumt>er Co.

Poles, Ties, Posts, FUlnc A
Lumber

Bell Lumber Co.

Poles, Trolley
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. A
J. M.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nuttall Co.. B. D.

Poles, Tubular Steel
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Eilec. Service Sup. Co.

Porcelain, Special Hich
Voltage
Lapp Insulator Co.. Inc.

Potheads
Okonite Co.
Power Saving Devices
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Pressure Kegulators
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.
Pumps
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Pumps, Air Lift
Sullivan Machinery Co.
Pumps, Vacuum
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Punches, Ticket
Bonney-Vebslage Tool (5o.
Intem'l Register Co., The
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Ball Braces A Fastenings
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Rail Filler
Carey Co. Phillip

Rail Grinders (See Grinders)
Rail Joints
Carnegie Steel Co.
Rail Joint Co.

Rail Joints—Welded
Lorain Steel Co.

Ralls Relaying
L. B. Foster Co.
Hyman-Michacls Co.

Ralls, Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.
L. B. Poster Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.
Railway Paving Guards, 8t«ei
Godwin Co., Inc.. W. S.

Railway Safety Switches
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Rail Welding
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Welding A Bonding Co.

Rattan
Brill Co., The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hale-Kilbum Co.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co
St. Louis Car Co.

Registers and Fittings
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Intern'l Register Co., The
Rooke Automatic Register
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Reinforcement, Concrete
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.

Bepnlr Shop Appliances (See
also Coil Banding and
Winding Machines)

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Bepair Work (See also Colls)
General Electric (3o.

Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Replacers. Car
Elec. Service Sup. Co.

Resistance, Wire and Tube
(jeneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Betrlevers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley)

Rheostats
General Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Roofing Asbestos (Car)
Johns-Manville, Inc.

Roofs
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Sanders, Track
BrUI Co. The ,X G.
Elec. Service Supplies (^.
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Sash Fixtures, Car
BriU Co, The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Sash, Metal, Car Window
Hale-Kilbum Co.

Scrapers, Track (See Clean-
ers and Scrapers, Track)

Screw Drivers, Rubber
Insulated

Elec. Service Sup. Co.

Seats, Bus
Hale-Kilbum Co.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Seats, Car (See also Battan)
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Hale-Kilbum Co.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Seating Materials
Brill Co.. J. G.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Second Hand Equipment
ETlectric Equipment Co.
Hyraan-Michaels Co.
Transit Equip. Co.

Shades. Vestibule
Brill Co.. The J. Q.

Shovels
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Hubb,Trd A Co.

Side Bearings (See Bearings
Center and Side)

Signals. Car Starting
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Nat'l Pneumatic Co.. Inc.

Signals, Indicating
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Oskel Equipment Co.

tjil^al Systems, Block
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Nachod Signal Co., Inc.
Wood Co., Chas. N.

Signal Systems, Highway
Crossing
Nachod Signal Co., Inc.

Slack Adjusters (See Brake
Adjusters)

Sleet Wheels and Cutters
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. A
J. M.

Eleo. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

Muttall Co.. B. D.
Smokestacks. Car
Nichols-Liniern Co.

Snow Sweepers. Battan
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.

Snow-Plows. Sweepers and
Brooms

Brill Co.. The J. Q.
Consolidated Car Fender Co.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. <3o.

St. Louis Car Co.
Sockets and Receptacles
JohnS'M'anvilie. Ini^.

Soldering and Brazing Ap-
paratus (See Welding
ProreHses and Apparatus)

Special Adhesive Papers
Irvington Varnish A Ins. (^.

Special Trackwork
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Buda Company
Lorain Steel Co.

Spikes
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Splicing Compounds
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Splicing .Sleeves (See Clamps
and Connectors)

Springs, (?ar and Trnrk
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Anit'ricnn Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill 0>., The J, G
Fort Pitt Spring A Mfg. Co,
St. Louis Car Co.

Sprinklers. Track and Road
Brill Co.. The J, O.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Steel and Steel Products
Morton Mfg. Co.

Steps. Oar
Morton Mfr. Co.

Stokers. Mechanical
Babcock A Wilcox Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Stop Signals
O^el Equipment Co.

Storage Batteries (See Bat-
teries. Storage)

Strain, Insulators
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. A
J. M.
Ohio Brass Co.

Strand
Boebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Subway Boxes
Johns-Pratt (30.

Superheaters
Babcock A Wilcox Co.

Sweepers, Snow (See Snow
Plows, Sweepers and
Brooms)

Switchboxes
Johns-Manvllle. Inc.

Switch Stands A Fixtures
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Switches, Safety
Johns-Pratt Co.

Switches, Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Switches, Tee Rail
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Switches. Track (See Track
Special Work)

Switches and Switchboards
Allis-Chalmers Mfg Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Tampers. Tie
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Tapes and Cloths (See Insu-
lating Chith, Paper and
Tape)

Tee Rail Special Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Telephones and Parts
Elec. Service Supplies (^.

Terminals. Cable
Std. Underground Cable O).

Teatins Devleea, Meter
Johns-Pratt Oo.

Testing Instruments (See In-
stmments. Electrical Meas
uring. Testing, etc.)

Thermostats
Gold Car Heating A Light-
ing Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter

Ticket Choppers A Destnoyers
Elec. Service Supplies (te.

Ties. All Metal
Metal Safety R.R. Tie Co.

Ties and Tie Rods. Steel
Barbtiur-Sto^'kwell Co.
Carnegie Steel (^.
International Steel Tie Co,

Ties, Wood Cross (Sec Poles.
Ties. Posts, etc.)

Tool Steel
Bethieliem Steel Co,

Tools. Track A Miscellaneous
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard * Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Torches, Acetylene (See Cut-
ting Apparatus)

Tower Wagons and Auto
Trucks
McCardell A Co.. J. R.

Towers and Transmission
Structures

Archbold-Brady Co.
Batee Expanded Steel Truss
Co.

Westinghouse E. A M. Co.
Track Grinders
Railway Track-work Co.
Rail Wekling A Bonding Ck>

Trackless Trolley Cars
St. Louis Car Co.

Track. Special Work
B.'irbour-Stoi'kweil Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wharton, Jr., A Co..
Inc.. W.

Transfer (See Tickets)
Transformers
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E, A M, Co.

Trends. Safety, Stair. Car
Step

Morton Mfg. (3o,
Trolley Bases
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. J. A
J. M.

Elec. Service Supplies (3o.

General Electric Co.
More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co,

Nuttall Co., R, D,
Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Bases, Retrieving
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. A
J. M.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Ohio Bram Co.

Trolley Buses
Brill Co.. The J. G.
(Jeneral Electric (^.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Trolley Material (Overhead)
Bates Expanded Steel Twlsa
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. A
J. M.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.

Trolley Wheels (See Wheels.
Trolley)

Trolley Wheel Bushings
More-Jones Brass & Metal'.

Co.

Trolley Wheels & Harps
More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co.

Thornton Trolley Wheel Co.-

Trolley Wire
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Min. (3o..

Boebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Trucks, Automobile
The White Co.

Trucks, Car
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg, Co .

St. Louis Car Co.

Tubing. Yellow A Black.
Flexible Varnish

Irvington Varnish A Ins. Co.-

Turbines. Steam
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Ck).

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co,.

Turnstiles
Elec. Serrice Supplies Oo.
Perey Mfg. Co.. Inc.

Valves
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Varnished Papers
Irvington Varnish A Ins. Co^
VarnUhed Silks
Irvington Varnish A Ins. Co.
Varnishes
Beckwlth-Chandler Co.

Ventilators. Car
Brill Co., The J. Q.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance C».
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Railway Utility Co.
St. Louis Car (^.

Vestibule Linings
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Vltrifled Paving Brick
National Paving Briok
Mfrs. Asyli.

Welded Rail Joints
Alumino-Thermic (!k>rp.

Electric Railway Impt. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Welders. Portable Bieotrie
Electric Railway Impt. (k>.

Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work (3o.

Welding A Cutting Tools
Inlern.itional Oxygen Co.

Welding Processes and
Apparatus
Alumino-Thermic Corp.
General Electric Co.
Electric Railway Impt. O.
International Oxygen (To.

Ohio Brass Co,
Railway Track-work (3o.

Westinghouse E. A M. (To.

Welding Steel
Electric Railway Impt. Co.
Railwa.v Track-work Co.

Wheel Guards (See Fandera
and Wheel Guards)

Wheel Presses (See Machine
TooU)

Wheels. Car. Cast Iron
GrlfTln WHicel Co.

Wheels. Car Steel A Steel
Tire
American Steel Foundries
Carnegie Steel Co.

Wheels. Trolley
Bloc. By. Equipment (To,

Gilbert A Sons. B, F. A,
Wheels. Trolley. Wrought

Steel
Elec, Service dupplisB Oo,^
(General Enectric Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.

Whistles. Air
(Jeneral Electric (To.

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse B. A M. (To.

Wire Rone
Amer Steel A Wipe <3o
Roebllnr's Sons (To.. J.A.

Wires and Cnhles
Amor, Electrical Works
Amer Steel A Wire Oo,
Anaconda Copi)cr Min. (To

<9«nera] Electric Co
Kerite Insulated Wire A
Cable Co.

Okontle Co,
Page Steel A Wire Oo.
Boebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Std. Underground Cable Oo.
Westbuhouae B. A U. Oa.
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A paving job that is

vibration proof!
C^AREY Rail Filler is a paving-saver. It absorbs the rail-vibrations

> that shake loose the paving brick. It cushions the traffic-impact

that disintegrates grouting.

It is made to accurately fit the contour of any rail section. It is easy
to handle and is cut to any length with an axe. It is indestructible in

service—as permanent an investment as your rail. Take it up and use
it again when your tracks are relaid.

Carey Rail Filler has amply demonstrated its effectiveness in reducing
paving repair bills in many cities.

Send the coupon for sample and information

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY
53 Wayne Ave., Lockland, Cincinnati, O.

Elastite Rail Filler is easy

to install. A tap of a mallet

sets it in the web of the rail.

Carey Elastite Rail Filler is

a composition of specially-

tempered asphalt and fibre

which is used as a resilient

cushion between the rail

and the pavement, absorb-

ing traffic-impact, rail vi-

bration, and traffic-noise.

It is preformed to fit any
rail-section and is readily

shaped on the job to fit any
track-curve. It is unaffected

by moisture or temperature
changes and is enduring
under all service conditions.

The Philip Carey Co., Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

Please send sample of Carey Elastite Rail Filler and price per 100
ft. for the following sections: (Or send blue print or full size
sketch showing rail cross-section.

J

Weight Name ....

Sec No Address

.

Mfr's. Name
City State

Title.
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Pa«re
A

AUis-Chalmers Mlg:. Co 31
AlUson & Co.. J. E 20
Alumino-Thermic Corp 32
Amer. Brake Shoe & Fdy. Co. . 34
American Car Co 43

29
29
25
30
29
27

American Electrical Works.
American Insulating Mach. Co.
American Steel Foiindries
American Steel & Wire Co. . .

Anaconda Copper Mining Co..
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M.
Arohbold-Brady Co 21

B
Babcoek & Wilcox Co 31
Barbour-Stockwell Co 31
Bates Expanded Steel Truss Co. 10
Beeler. John A 20
Bell Lumber Co 42
Bemis Car Truck Co 32
Bethlehem Steel Co 31
Bonney-Vehslage Tool Co 33
Brill Co.. The J. G 43
Buchanan & Layng: Corporation. 21
Bureau of Com. Economics, Inc. 21
Byllesby Co., H M 20

Cfimeron Electrical Mfg. Co. . . . 31
Carey Co., Philip 41
Carnegie Steel Co 32
Chillingworth Mfg. Co 42
Cleveland Fare Box Co 33
Collier, Inc., Barron G. .Front Cover
Consolidated Car Fender Co. . . . 42
Consolidated Car Heating Co . . . 33
Cyclone Pence Co 8

Day & Zimmermann. Inc 20
Differential Steel Car Co., The.. 35
Driun & Co., A. L 21

E
Page

Earn, C. 1 39
Eicotric Equipment Co 37
Electric Railway Equipment Co. 29
Electric Railway Improvement
Co 31

Electric Service Supplies Co... 11

Ford. Bacon & Davis 20
For Sale" Ads 37

Foster Co.. L. B 31, 37

Galena-Signal Oil Co 17
General Electric Co. .18, Back Cover
Gilbert & Sons. A -35
Godwin Co.. Inc., W. S 31
Gold Car Heating & Ltg. Co... 38
Griffin Wheel Co 34

Hale-Kilburn Co 33
Haskelite Mfg. Co 21
"Help Wanted" Ads. . 37
Hemphill & Wells 20
Hey Wood-Wakefield Co 33
HolBt Englehardt W 20
Hubbard & Co 29
Hyman-Mlchaels Co 37

IngersOU-Band Co 39
Intomatibnal Motor Co 14-15
International Oxygen Co 32
International Register Co., The. 33
IntiTnalional St«!l Tie Co 9
Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co. 32

Jackson. Walter .

Jeandron, W. J. .

Johnson & Co.. J.

20
34
42

Page

.lohnson F.ire Box Co 33
Jtihns Alanville, Inc 26
Johns-Pratt Co 29

Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable
Co 30

Kuhlman Car Co 43

Laclede Steel Co 42
(japp Insulator Co.. Inc 29
Le Carbone Co 34
Lorain Steel Co .... •. 31

MeCardell Co.. J. R.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co.

30
35

Mica Insulator Co , 32
Mitchell-Rand Mfg. Co.
More-Jones Brass & Metal Co . .

Morton Mfg. Co

Nachod Signal Co.. Inc 29
National Brake Co 19
National Paving Brick Mfrs.

Assn 24
National Pneum.itie Co.. Inc... 13
National Railway Appliance Co. 32
Nichols-Lintcrn Co 33
Nuttall Co., R D 27

Ohio Brass Co 7
Okonite Co.. The 32
Ong. Joe R 31
Oskel Equipment Co 42

Fanelyte Co 42
Percy Mfg. Co.. Inc 33
Positions Wanted and Vacant. . 37

K
Page

Railway Audit & Inspection Co. 30
Railway Track-work Co fl

Railway Utility Co ''

Ramapo Ajax Co ':

Riehey. Albert S "'

Robinson Co., Dwight P 20
Roebling's Sons Co.. John A . . 29
Rooke Automatic Register Co. , 33

S

St. Louis Car Co 28
Safely Car Devices Co 12
Samson Cordage Works 33
Sanderson & Porter 20
SeiU-chlight Section 37
Shaw. Henry M 20
Smith Healer Co.. Peter 33
Standard Underground Cable Co. 29
Star Brass Works 39
Stevens & Wood. Inc 20
Stone & Webster 20
Stucki Co.. A 42

Thornton Trolley Whe<!l Co.... 35
Tool Steel Gear & Pinion Co.,
The 34

Transit Squip. Co 37

t'

Universal Crane Co 30
Universal Lubricating Co 39

"Want" Ads
Wason Mfg. Co
Westinghouse Electric

Co.

37
43

& Mfg.

Westinghouse Traction Brake Co. lii

White Co.. The 23
White Engineering Corp.. J. G. 20
Wish Service, The P. Edw .... 21
Wood Co., Chas. N 29
Wortham, Edwin 20

jiiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiruiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiriimriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiniiing aiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiimiiiii!:

PANELYTE

I
HEADLININGS I

I
THE PANELYTE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J. |

SiiiiiiiiiiiiiillliiiiiiMiniiiriiiiiriiii iiiiiiMiiiriiiiiiiiitiiireiiitiriiitiiiiiMiiinniiniriiiiiiiMiiiniiiiiitKiiiriiiiiiiiiitiiiliniillHiiii^
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I For better Axles Specify
|

I "VALSCO" i

I HEAT TREATED CAR AXLES I

I
LACLEDE STEEL CO. |

I Arcade Bldg. St. Louis, Mo. |
3iiiiiiiiMMiiMiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiUMiiniitiHtitiMiniiniMinuiMiMnMiiiniMiMnMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitniriM)itiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiti5

I PROVIDENCE H-B I

I FENDERS LIFEGUARDS |

I Tkft Consolidated Car Fender Co^ ProTidence, IL L i

I Wendell & MacDufiie Co., 1 10 E. 42nd St., New York I

I Oeneral Sale* Asento |

^iiiiMiiiMiiMiiiiuiiiiMtinniiMitiiiiiiiiiMiiiiriiitiiiMiiiiiititiMMriiiMiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiMitriiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiuiimiiiiHiS

tfiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiinnnniMitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiinniiiiniiiinMtitiiiininiiMtiiiMMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiniiMiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiL

STUCKI I

SIDE I

BEARINGS
I

A. STUCKI CO. I
Olivar Bldv. i

Pitt.burch, Pa. |
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Northern CEDAR POLES Western
We guarantee

all grades of polea; alio any butt-treating specificatioiu

BELL LUMBER CpMPANY
Minneapolis, Minn.
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CHILLINGWORTH
One-Piece Gear Case*

Seamlew—Rlvetlraa

—

Utht Welsht
Beat for Service—Durability and

Economy. Writt Ut,

Chillingworth Mfg. Co.

I Jersey City, N. J.
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S "Axle SprrlHll.ta Miner 1866"
S Address all Mail to Poat Offlre Box SIS, Rtehmond, Va.

CAR AXLES
I J. R- JOHNSON AND CO., INC.
I FORCED STEEL AXLES .

i For Locometives, Paaamter, Fr.i(ht and Electric Car.
§ Smooth Forced or RoDih Turned—TartioB or Alloy Med—Plata ir
g Heat Treated, Forced and Turned riatoo Rods, Craak PIna, Laws.
S Stiafla. Riiund Rare. el«.
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"OSKEUTE"
The Stop Light for street cart. Oper-
ates from brake tystem. Details on re-

quest.

I v^^^B^V The Oskel Equipment Co.

I
\^^^^/ 94Q McCormick Bldg., Chicago, III.
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Brill car and Bus Seats
Car Seats

The type illustrated is but one of

many especially developed for rail-

way cars. Brill "Winner" and

non-reversible seats with rattan,

imitation leather or plush uphol-

stered cushion and backs are

specified by most leading electric

Bus Seats

The Brill "Cumfit" bus seat

with deep spring cushion

and comfortable back,

upholstered in imitation

leather meets the exacting

requirements of this par-

ticular service.

"CUMFIT" BUS TVPE

The J. G. Brill Company
PmL-A.DE:i_F»mA.. Pa.. m

American Cap Ca — C.C. Kuhlman Car Co — Wason Mantc Ca5TL.OUIS MO. Ci-EVCl_AisrO.OM)0. SPR if^CFiCUO, MASS.
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754 White Busses ^^"^^l^^/^ -'^^

Serving Electric Railways ^*^ *''**'>

i

More White Busses are in service in this
\

country than busses of any other high-grade '

make. i

Electric railway companies last year bought
\

more White Busses than all other makes
\

combined. At the present 754 White Busses
are profitably serving 70 electric railway

companies. Operating experience alone

accounts for this preference.

The Model 50-A White Bus is designed and
{

built from radiator to tail light to fit the t

exacting requirements of passenger transpor-
j

tation. Full specifications, delivery dates, etc.,

on request. !

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND

WHITE BUSSES
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Passing in Review

Virginiiiii 1

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in all Principal Cities of the

United States and Foreign Countries.

Westinghouse
I
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A LETTER TO THE PUBLISHERS

WesUiitJlKmso Elcclric & ^lanufacliiriiig Compam-
OEN£RAL OFFICES 6. \iVOR«S

EAST PITTSBURGH, PA

IN REPLY PLEASE ADDRESS THE

COMPANY AND BEFER TO THE NAME

AND THE DEPARTMENT APPCARINC IN

THE SIGNATURE

OCTOBER 17, 1924.

Ur. Jamea H, UoOraw, President,
UoOraw-Hlll Corcpany, Inc.,

Tenth Avenue at 36th St.,

New York, N.Y.

Dear Ur. McGraw;

I think It was Ella Wheeler Wiloox who once

eald that If you have anything nice to say about any-

body, say It while he lives. In accordance therewith

I desire to tell you that I think the achievements of

your organization In serving the eleotrle railway in-

dustry are magnificent. The special Convention number

of the "Electric Railway Journal", the regular, dally

issues during the Convention, and the special Issue on

reports of the Convention represent. In my mind, the

highest character of technical and news press per-

formance that we can find anywhere In the world.

There are very few people In our Industry

who have any oonoeptlon whatever of the Ingenuity

and actual requirements necessary to perform In this

manner, and I want to take my hat off to Messrs.

Harry Brown and Henry Blake and their associates.

They bars done, and are doing right along, a remark-

able job.

Tours very truly.

HBLtE HAHAOSR, RAILWAY DEP,

McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., Tenth Ave. at 36th St., New York

Jambs H. McGraw, President
AHTHru J. Baldwin, Vice-President
Malcolm Mi'ik. Vict>-Pr<*si(lent

E. J. Mbhrrn, Vice-President
Mason Bkitton, Vice-President
James H. McGuaw. Jr., Vice-Pres. and Treas.
C. H. Thompson, Secretary

Cable Address: "Machinist, N. Y."
Member Associated Business Papers. Inc.

Member Audit Bureau (rf Circuiatlons

a^^^. Washinoton. Colorado Building
Chicago, Old Colony Buildinjr
Philadelphia, Real Estate Trust Building
('lRvkland. Leader-News Building
St. Ix>ris, Star Building
San Francisco, 883 Mission Street
I^oNDON, 6 Bouverie Street, London, B. C. 4

Publishers of
Engineering News-Record American Machinist
Power Chemical and Metalluglcal Engineering
Coal Age Engineering and Mining Journal-Press

Ingenieria Intemacional
Bus Transportation Electric Railway Journ.il
Electrical World Electrical Merchandising

Journal of Eectriclty
(Publishfd in San Franeifco)

Industrial Ekiglneer Electrical Retailing
{Puhlished in Chicago) {Published in Chicago)

American Machinist—European Edition
(Pubttshfd in London)

Number of copies printed 7,150

1924

The annual subscription rate Is $4 In the United States.

Canada, Mexico. Alaska, Hawaii. Philippines. Porto Rico.

Canal Zone. Honduras, Cuba. Nicaragua, Peru, Colc»nbia.

Bolivia, Dominican Republic. Panama. EI Salvador. Argentina.
Brazil. Spain. Uruguay, Costa Rica, J^juador. Guatemala and
Paraguay. Extra foreign postage to other countries $3 (total

$7 or 2 9 shillings). Sub-scriptJons may be sent to the New
York office or to th*- I^ndon office. Single copies, postage

prepaid to any part ot the world, 20 cents.

1 hange of Address—When change of address la ordered the

new and the old address must be given, notice to be received

at least ten days before the change takes place.

Copyright 1924, by McGraw-Hill Company. Inc.
Published weekly

Entered as sec(md-class matter. June 23, 1908, at the Post

Office at New York, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Printed in l*. S. A.

Advertising Index—Alphabetical, 50; Classified, 46, 48; Searchlight, 44-45
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'pHK terminals of the
* Westinghouse Space
Heater are solidly attached.

The heating element is pro-

tected by heavy steelarmor.
Insulation of the best qual-

ity separates the heating
element from the steel case.

The whole heater is capable
of years of usefulness. Ob-
tainable in three lengths:

12". 24", and 43".

A Lot of Heat
at Little Cost

Spread comfort to the remote comers considered hard to heat—
or left unheated entirely. Do it before snow flies. With Wes-
tinghouse Space Heaters it is possible to increase efficiency,

and add to the health and comfort of your men at little cost.

There is nothing spectacular about the Westinghouse Space
Heater. It is just a sturdy, dependable heating unit for almost
every heating purpose: — for processes where it is desirable

to attach the heater to the tank or other container; for in-

corporation into such machines as ovens or dryers; or for

isolated heating needs.

It is simply made, absolutely safe, and will last formany years.

It will surprise and please you to learn how many places you
have in your own plant where Westinghouse Space Heaters
can be used to advantage. Ask any Westinghouse Office.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &. MANUFACTURING COMPANY
EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.

Sale* Offices in All Principal Cities of the United States and Foreisn Countries

Tune in with KDKA—KYW—WBZ—KFKX

W^^stinghouse
I
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Weighing The Charge
Every charge of virgin metals that go to make O-B

Bronze is accurately weighed before melting. The
Bronze alloy from every pot is uniformly the same.

Careful procedure in every step in the O-B Found-
ries is not simply a thing to talk proudly about. It

is part of a routine established by the Technical De-
partment in close co-operation with the Manufacturing
Department— it accounts for unusual performance
reported in O-B Products.

The Olii
Mansfield,

'TROLLEY MATERIAL - ELECTRIC RAILWAY CAR
EQUIPMENT — RAIL BONDS — HIGH TENSION

PORCELAIN INSULATORS — THIRD RAIL INSULATORS
Dominion Insulator & Mfg. Co., Limited

rass Co.
Ohio,U.S.A.

WEW YORK — PHILADELPHIA — PITTSBURCH
CHICAGO - CHARLESTON. W.VA:

LOS ANGELES — SAN FRANCISCO — PAMS, FRANCS
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada
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For Accurate Work

TheUniversal
Rotary Track Grinder
THE grinding wheel can be tilted at any angle. A simple

adjustment does it. You will appreciate this if you have
had to hand-dress grinding wheels continually to avoid

changing the angle of contour of rail head.

Outboard bearings for the grinding wheel add stability,

prevent chattering and the tendency to grind cups in

the rail.

Other important features are guides in which the grinding

wheel travels, outrigger adjustable to gauge and large, rub-

ber tired derail wheels.

It's an ideal machine for removing surplus welding metal,

grinding cupped or pounded rail ends at joints, frogs, cen-

ters and switches—as well as for groove grinding.

All the details are in the

"Universal" Bulletin.

Get it and a quotation.

3132-48 East Thompson Street, Philadelphia

AGENTS

:

Chegter F. Gallor. 30 Church St., New York
Chad. N. Wood Co.. Boston

• Electrical EiiirinceriiiR & Mftr. Co.. PittHburgh
Atlas Railway Suiiply Co.. Chicafro
J. U. Doerr. Lob Aiiffeles
Equipment & En^neerin? Co.. London

.308
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An Advertisement Pub-
lished by the Portland
Cement Association on
the permanence of Con-
crete.

Use Your Track

and Have It Too
^T^HE renewal of Steel Twin

-*- Tie Track at the end of the

wearing life of the rail is based

on the application of simple and

practical track methods to the

fact brought out in the Portland

Cement Association advertise-

ment shown above— that con-

crete endures.

The permanence of concrete

and steel; the simplicity, con-

venience and strength of arc

seam welding; the simple fact

that there are excellent rails for

Paved Track 6 inches high

make possible new economies

in the cost of paved track which
should be considered in plan-

ning your mid-season construc-

tion.

Write today for complete information

on Steel Twin Ties and the renewal
of Steel Twin Tie Track.

The International Steel Tie Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Steel Twin Tie Track
Economical Permanent Renewable
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with

Smoother
Train Operation

^stii^use*'Tight Locl^*Couplers

Westinghouse Traction Brake Go.
General Offices and Works:

Wilmerding, Pa.

The shocks of train operation will be smoothed out if

you use couplers of the automatic "tight lock" type.

They hold the cars rigidly together, and the train moves
as a solid unit without jar or jerk—insuring comfort
and safety to passengers and protection to car equip-

ment.

Difficulties incident to the operation of train make-up
are also smoothed out. All connections between cars are

made simultaneously and automatically by the mere
impact of one car, against the other.

Because the coupler heads are locked securely together

mechanically, tight air connections and close-fitting

electrical contacts are assured without manual labor,

with its attendant risk and time consumption.

Westinghouse Automatic Car, Air and Electric

Couplers are promoting safety and economy in multiple

unit railway service on a number of properties, and

will do as much for you.

Three sizes of couplers are available—the "H" type
for heavy, high speed trains; the "K-l-A" for light

and medium weight cars ; and the "C-3-A" for light

cars where the electric feature is not desired.

V/ESriNGHOUSETRAaiONBRAKES
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Catalog No. 7

KEYSTONE
Shop Equipment

Segur Coil Winding Tools

Peerless Armature Machines

Electric Baking Ovens

Century Type Testers

Peerless Pinion Pullers

Peerless Floor Cranes

Peerless Pit Jacks

Simplex Jacks

Reading Car Replacers

Electric Drilling Machines

Fountain Window Washers

Keystone Sand Dryers

Contact Rail Material

Cass Connmutator Stones

N-^

Modernized Shops
cut transportation costs

Direct charges for maintenance and repairs are less in

a well-equipped shop. Labor hours are reduced, and

the work done is. more effective.

Indirect gains are probably even greater. Cars properly

maintained keep better schedules. There are fewer

crippled cars on the road ; breakdowns in service are

unusual. Cars are more comfortable and more attrac-

tive to passengers.

Keystone Shop Equipment is designed and built for

efficient and economical work. Scan the list at the

left and check off the items in which you would be

interested.

Our representative 'will be glad to call

and talk over with you the opportunities

for modernizing your shop equipment.

CTRic Service Supplies Co.
PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK CHICAGO

17th and Cambria Sts. 60 Church St. HonadDook Bide.
PITTSBCROH 8CRANTON BOSTON

839 Oliver Buildins 316 N. WashinRton Ave. 88 Uroud St.

Lyman Tube St Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Tanconver
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^ntematwna£
Ties Pay Big Dividends

HAVE you seen the latest records just

published in leading railway journals,

of tie renewals on the Santa Fe System

—

128 per mile! Or of the Lehigh Valley?
More than twenty years of service!—And
these ties, when they do fail, wear out
under the heavy railway traffic. Decay is

not the prime cause of their removal. How
much longer might their life have been under
the lighter traffic of the electric system?

From the inception of the railway, wood has
been the one efficient material for cross ties.

Today, preservative treatment with creo-

sote makes their annual cost proportionally
less than ever before. Creosoted wood ties

are an investment. Their results are known.
They give the lowest annual cost. That's
why a substitute tie, made of other ma-
terials, has never yet passed the experi-

mental stage.

Write to our Galveston office

for full particulars

International Creosoting & Construction Co
General Office—Galveston. Texas

Plants—Texarkana, Texas
Beaumont,'Texas Galveston, Texas
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^ real test on AmericaV
busiest railway system

NATIONAL
PNEUMATIC
EQUIPMENT
DOOR ENGINES

DOOR AND STEP
CONTROL

OPERATING
MECHANISMS

MOTORMAN'S
SIGNAL LIGHTS

THE New York Interborough Subway System

is a real test for any railway device— particu-

larly a door control. Here during the "rush hours"

such a device must perform one hundred per cent to

provide proper protection to passengers.

Electric railways all over the country are finding

that there are suitable National Pneumatic Devices

to insure speed and safety—for small cars as well as

the large ones. Over 80 per cent of all electric rail-

ways in the country are partially or wholly equipped

with National Pneumatic Devices, which proves

their standing in the railway field.

National Pneumatic Door Engines and Control are

not a luxury but a necessity and no car can be con-

sidered modern unless so equipped.

The saving of time, and greater safety, more than

pay for the installation of National Pneumatic

Equipment.

National Pneumatic Co., Inc.
Originators and Manufacturers

Executive Office: 50 Church St., New York
Philadelphia—1010 Colonial Trust Bldg. Chicago—940 McCormick BIdg.

General Works—Rahway, New Jersey

Manufactured in Canada by

Dominion Wheel & Foundries, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
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ThereJs a difference
And that difference is of

I

vital importance to the'

buyer of cedar poles. It:

is of even greater impor-|
tance than the remark-'
able distributing service!

which this Company has|

developed.
j

I

It is the treatment whereby
\

the National Pole Com-
pany has added still more
years to the life of a cedar

''

pole. The processes and]
methods employed are|

exclusively our ow^n—
the result of years of re-i

search on the part of this

Company, in connection-
with the largest pole,

buyers in America.
i

And so perfect is the prod-
uct that every National
Pole is branded with the!

date of the |year of treat-

ment.
I

1

NATIONAL
POLECOMPANY

Escanaba,Michigan
Westettt Etectric Company Distributors

Salts Officts in 47 Principal Cllies
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Maximum passenger carrying capacity

Type 2-L Fifth Avenue Chassis

Adapted for single-deck or double-deck motor buses.

This is our standard Type 2-L chassis. Its reliability, its enduring life, and its easy-

riding qualities are matters of established record. It has been strengthened and

improved to keep abreast of every modern requirement.

A new combination cross-member and body support has been added. This stiffens the

frame, and allows double deck bodies to be lowered several inches.

The manifold system of pre-heating the fuel vapor has been improved by the use of

hot air instead of hot exhaust gases.

Outside adyustment of both service and emergency brakes is another attractive feature.

Adjustable taper bearings are now used for both the rear wheels and the drive shaft.

Any wear on gears can be taken-up by a simple adjustment. This Type 2-L Chassis can

be mounted with a single-deck standard style body, capable of carrying 50 passengers,

(25 seated, 25 standing). For single-deck service, pneumatic tires are provided.

NewYobrTranspobtation Co.
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A Strong Link
in the Chain of
Transportation

Ask for the Book
i

''Bus Operating Practice**"

An engineering, legal and service

reference book that, for the first

time, establishes a complete illus*

trated code of bus operating
|

practice. <

With this reference manual on
hand the answers can readily be
found to the thousand and one
questions that continually arise.

The book is a real treatise, writ-

ten by specialists. Bus owners
maynowhave theirown reference

guide, made available by Mack*

J
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And experience has proved the
strength of this link. Wherever it is

placed in the chain it becomes a
strong connecting unit of service.

Connecting the end of the line with
outlying districts, the bus link extends
the fare box to the growing section.

Linked to run parallel with lines that
have outgro^vn single trackage and to
operate in residential sections that
are closed to rail carriers, the bus has
won a definite place in street railway
operation. It is solving many a ser-

ious financial problem.

The strongest bus links are those
where Mack buses operate.

From bumper to tail'light the Mack
is all bus; planned and built by Mack.
Railways operating Mack buses not
only build a profitable riding clientele

but gain the economies in daily oper-

ation and maintenance costs for
which Mack buses are famous. These
economies, and efficiency of opera-
tion, are assured by the many Mack
features

—

The sturdy long-life Mack engine.

A specially designed low bus chassis.

Wide front axle, assuring safety and
permitting a short turning radius.

The Mack dual reduction drive axle
especially designed to give maximum
road and under-body clearance.

The Mack transmission with ground
gears.

Dual system of brakes on wheels and
drive shaft.

Mack Shock Insulator. (All sprine
ends are embedded in rubber shocfc
insulator cushions, eliminating me>
tallic contact between springs and
frame, absorbing vibrations, affording
yielding support to springs and ban'
ishing shackle wear and lubrication).

Sedan Type Bus for
Interurban Service.

MACK TRUCKS, INC.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR COMPANY
25 Broadway New York City

Builders of City and Sedan Type Buses

EightV'three direct MACK factory branches operate
under the title, of: "MACK MOTOR TRUCK
COMPANY" and "MACK - INTERNATIONALMOTOR TRUCK CORPORATION."

Sixty-seven ()er cent of
Mack Bus deliveries this

year have been to street

railway companies.

/hr/ormance cx)unfs/
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T:he %ew GARFORD
Highway

Coach
K-B SIX CYLINDER

MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Wkeelhase: 180". Overalllenglh 242'. Ex-
treme width 76". Long wheelbase pro-
vides easy riding and prevents excessive
body overhang.

Low'Chassis Frame: 20H* from groond.

Six Cylinder Engine: Specially designed for
coach work S-'-s' x5". High speed, high
powered providing flexible operation.

Special Body: Extra heavy door hinges. Bot-
tom of door extends below floor of coach,
minimizing floor drafts. All seats equipped
with double deck springs and extra deep
cushions; backs tilted to assure comfort.
Long flexible springs—wide spring centers
on rear axles prevent body sway.

Ventilation is adequate. Wind breaks on all

doors.

Heating System: Modern and ample.

Baggage section in rear. Side door with
wind break instead of rear door prevents
suction of dust into baggage.

Fourttfkeelhydraulic brakes; emeriencybr^et
on rear wheels. Thorough accessibility to
all units.

This 6 cylinder 15 passenger coach, is the
latest achievement of Garford engineers.
As the prime object of a motor coach is

profit to the operator, Garford engineers
have given features to this model which
encourage patronage.

Its passenger car lines please the eye and
satisfy the desire for safety. Over-all its

height is only 80 inches— not as high as
most personal sedans.

Deep cushioned spring seats are as com-
fortable as they look.

Vibration has been minimized by the six

cylinder motor specially built for coach
work and ease of handling permits good
progress through traffic.

All together the Garford K. B. Highway
Coach gives comfort for passengers, profit

for operators and pleasant driving for
chauileurs.

Other models to 30 passenger capacity.

The Garford Bus Development Bureau
has available a wealth of information on
coach operationwhich it offers to operators.
Write us on any problem affecting bus
operation.

The GARFORD MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, Lirtia, Ohio

Beginning in 1902, Garford is now qmong the eight companies manufacturing
7S'c of the bona-fide truclis

BUILDING TODAY FOR TOMORROWS REQUIREMENTS i
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Journal Insurance
GALENA ELECTRIC CAR OIL is a product specially developed

and perfected to meet the exacting requirements of car journal

lubrication.

It is a compounded oil of highest basic quality, so balanced in the

essential properties of cohesion, adhesion and capillarity that it

supplies positive and uniform lubrication to the bearing surfaces under

the most severe service conditions.

Stronger than other lubricants, it has greater endurance—yields a

higher mileage return. Its extremely low coefficient of friction reduces

power consumption and saves fuel. Its protective film lengthens the

life of journals and bearings.

The efficient and economical lubrication performance of each and all

of the electric railways using Galena Oils and Service is a practical

and trustworthy reason for their adoption as an important aid in

securing satisfactory operating results.

Galena-Signal Oil Gsmpany^
Newark " Franklin. Pa. • Chicago

•«' and offices in principal cities
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Type AW Arc Welder

—weighs 140 lbs.

—does good work in quick
time at nriinimum cost

—

w

ithstands wear of
weather

—specially designedfor
welding rail bonds, fish

plates, etc.

—operates on 400/650 volts,

and welding current can
be varied by 15 ampere
steps to 60 to 200 amperes.

Ask the G-E sales office nearest you
for complete information on your
electric welding requirements.

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities

Type AW Resistor Arc Welder

*lt recommended itself

on account of its lightness"

—writes a user of the AW Arc Welder. "It is the

lightest machine for doing this type of work that

we know of, and for the use to which we put it

this lightness is a distinct advantage on account of

the number of set-ups per day over a considerable

stretch of track.

"It has been in service about a year and has per-

formed its work very satisfactorily. We use it on
maintenance work where the bonds to be applied

are more or less scattered

—

and with two men put

on 60 to 70 bonds per day."

Just hook the Type AW Arc Welder to a trolley

wire and you get service that satisfies.

Light weight—easily handled

«SB«9

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Correct Bearing Maintenance

May Save the Industry $3,000,000

MAINTAINING car bearings in operating condition,

while one of the most essential jobs on a railway,

is given little thought by any one outside the mechanical

department. There are four or eight journal bearings

on each car, and eight to sixteen motor bearings. With
more than 100,000 electric railway cars this gives a

total of more than 1,500,000 bearings in service. These
are all expected to function perfectly at all times and
under all conditions of load and weather. That they

usually do so is a tribute to the skill of the designers

and the men who maintain the cars.

Of course, bearings wear out in service and their

periodical replacement is one of the routine jobs of car

maintenance. Failures occur occasionally, and when
they do the service is disrupted. Too much importance
cannot be given to the inspection and maintenance of

this humble device, so that repairs can be facilitated

and road failures prevented.

The importance of the subject can be seen from the
recent estimate of an engineer who states that the cost

chargeable to motor bearings alone is annually some
$6,000,000, and that half of this amount can be saved
to the industry by better motor lubrication.

The survey on bearing practice, the first article of

which appeared in the Aug. 16 issue of this paper, and
the second appearing this week, points out some of the
difficulties to be looked for and how they may be over-

come. The present article shows the importance of cor-

rect methods of machining the bearings so as to obtain
proper lubrication and so that they will fit properly.

Both of these are essentials in keeping the car on the
road instead of its being held in the shop.

Careful Fitting of Bearings

Is Needed to Lengthen Their Life

AS SOON as a motor goes into service, wear starts

jtV between the armature shaft and the bearing lining,

of which, incidentally, some 90 per cent is caused by
foreign matter and dirt getting into the bearing. Apart
from this normal wear, which can be determined with
a certain degree of accuracy, the bolts which clamp the
bearing in the motor shell frequently loosen, and wear
then takes place on the outside of the bearing and on the
inside of the frame fit. When loosening starts, it in-

creases rapidly, due to the pounding action when the car
operates over rough track, until the bearings get so
loose that they become dangerous to operate. It is this

looseness that is responsible for the greatest majority
of bearing troubles and the short life obtained.

Trouble of this sort is most pronounced on the old

split-frame motors of which there are still many in

service, because railway managements feel that the
expense of purchasing new ones is not justified.

Although these motors are heavy they will operate

satisfactorily and will stand heavy overloads under

extremely trying conditions of service, provided they

are maintained properly.

The problem of keeping the bearings of such motors
in condition is difficult. A solution for much of the

trouble, as disclosed in the survey of bearing practice,

has been found by some roads where precautions are

taken to insure a tight fit of the bearings in the motor
shells and where careful attention is given to fitting

each bearing to the shaft on which it operates.

Good results have been obtained on some railway

properties by welding these bearing fits and reboring

the motor frames. Where shops are properly equipped

to handle this work, the cost of welding and boring

does not exceed the cost of a new set of bearings. An
additional advantage is obtained where the motors
originally had cast-iron babbitted bearings, as the

bearing fits can be filled in and rebored to a smaller

diameter so that a standard type of bronze bearing
can be used. By this method some roads have obtained

reduction in bearing weights of from 50 to 60 per cent.

This class of work can be carried out on small railway

properties quite as well as on larger systems and will

produce surprisingly good results. The argument
sometimes used that while a practice is all right for

the big roads the little ones cannot follow it does not

apply here. With such possibilities, the practice is

well worth giving a thorough trial.

Car Brakes

Can Be Improved

MUCH thought is being given these days to the

improvement of car equipment for electric rail-

way service. Efforts which at first were directed

almost entirely toward reductions in weight and oper-

ating cost have subsequently included serious consid-

eration of the merchandising aspects of the design. In
the attempt to make electric railway cars more
attractive to the rider, noise reduction, ease of riding,

seat comfort, appearance, smooth starting and stopping,

have all been given increased attention, and progress
has been made in improving cars along these lines.

One important part of the car equipment which
has apparently received little general consideration is

the brake system. There seems to be excellent possi-

bility for improvements in the present type of brakes
that would reduce weight and maintenance cost and
would at the same time improve the design from a
ride merchandising standpoint.

On most cars, at present, the braking force is trans-
mitted from a single brake cylinder to the brakeshoes
through an expensive, noisy and heavy system of levers

and rods. Developments in hydraulic and pneumatic
automotive brakes have pointed the way toward sim-
plification of this design.
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Some simple adaptation of the diaphragm or cylinder

constructions which have been developed for automotive

air brakes might be applied to an axle-mounted drum
on electric railway cars. Such a construction would

substitute air piping direct to the brake diaphragms

for the present cumbersome mechanical transmission

system represented by the foundation brake rigging.

It has even been suggested that the brake diaphragms
might be mounted directly on the motor case and the

drum be carried on an extension of the armature shaft

so as to take advantage of the increased leverage obtain-

able through the motor gearing. For single-end equip-

ment, this would give more uniform wear on both sides

of pinion and gear teeth.

Of course space limitations will be encountered on

some of the larger and heavier types of cars. Again
there will be the necessity for some forrri of flexible

connection at the trucks in the brake piping on double-

truck cars. However, these diflSculties do not appear

insurmountable. Flexible brake pipe connections be-

tween cars are successfully used in train operation.

Limitations of space might make it necessary on certain

cars to apply the brakeshoes to the treads of the wheels

as at present. If there is sufficient advantage in taking

the brakeshoes off the wheel treads to justify it, the

possibilities of specially designed wheel hubs to take

the shoes have by no means been exhausted.

There are many more reasons for considering this

subject of brake improvement than can be given in a
brief discussion. Reduction in noise and rattle, better

equalization of pressure, elimination of weight and
expensive maintenance of levers and pins are only a
few of the advantages to be derived. The advantages
of low car floors from a merchandising and safety

standpoint have been generally accepted. The problem
of getting sufficient clearance for the present type of

brake pull rod presents a serious limitation in reducing
these floor heights. On some center-door cars it has
been necessary to use two brake cylinders to get clear-

ance for pull rods. This difficulty would be all

eliminated by piping the air directly to brake cylinders

or diaphragms mounted at the point of application of
the shoes.

Undoubtedly the advantages to be derived from
elimination of the foundation rigging more than justify

careful study and experiment. This will require co-

operation between the manufacturers and some of the
larger operating companies.

Why Not Give Private Companies
the Same Advantages?

WHEN explaining how the city of New York could

operate rapid transit lines at a profit on a 5-cent

fare, provided it had some of its own to operate. Com-
missioner Delaney, head of the City Transportation
Bureau created as a part of the home rule law passed
at the last session of the State Legislature, is reported
to have said that the city would have a decided ad-
vantage because no income nor franchise taxes would
have to be paid, and money could be borrowed at 4J
per cent instead of 6 per cent. Is this admission a

sign that the municipal authorities have seen a great
light? One would have supposed from the past remarks
of Mayor Hylan and his supporters on the subject of
transit that inefficient management and the desire for
exorbitant profits were the only reasons that the
private companies could not operate satisfactorily on
a 5-cent fare. Now it appears that the city authorities

realize how heavy the tax burden of the railways -j

really is. j

If the Mayor of New York is genuinely anxious to
j

give the people good transportation for a nickel fare,

he might begin by advocating the abolition of the
franchise and other taxes now collected from the private

companies. They would then share with the proposed
municipal system the advantages of which Mr. Delaney
speaks. Of course, there would not be any true econ-

omy in such a scheme. Still more of the present cost

of operation would be shifted from the car rider to the
taxpayer, for it is a well-known fact that the interest

on the city's subway investment is not being earned in

full by the operating companies, but the deficit is being
made up by general taxation. But Mr. Delaney admits
that that is what the city would do if it had its own
lines. Why not do it now without waiting for the
completion of proposed routes whose construction has
not yet been begun?

Boston Wage Award
Forces Fare Increase

FARES on the so-called community lines of the
Boston Elevated Railway, patronized by a million

people last year, will go to from 5 cents to 6 cents
on Nov. 1. This is the first and immediate effect of
the arbitration award under which the men have just
been granted an increase in wages of 2i cents an hour
at a cost to the company estimated at $500,000 for this

year. Moreover, there may be a curtailment in the
number of 6-cent routes. There most certainly will

be more one-man cars.

In the face of the facts it is impossible to agree with
the finding of the majority of the board. Again the
plea is advanced that the wages to be paid to the
employees in Boston should be entirely independent of
the prosperity of the enterprise. In discussing the
influence of public control on the rate of wages. Mr.
Mulcahy, arbitrator for the company, has aptly said
that the public should not be permitted to assert its

j

interest against a particular group to deprive that
group of a minimum fair living wage, but that after
this minimum had been exceeded it was in the interest

of every one concerned, not the least of all the employees
themselves, that the wage award might not cripple the
industry or unduly restrict it in the performance of its

service.

As the Boston Post sees it, "there can be no serious

complaint on the part of the public to the increase,"

but this expression of opinion was rendered before it

had been established as a fact that fares would have <

to be raised. It would seem that the car riders, many
j

of whom are not nearly so well paid as the trainmen, '

would be much more likely to agree with the opinion J

expressed by the Boston Transcript and sympathize j

with the argument of the minority report rather than I

that of the majority, particularly as the men were I

granted a 15 per cent increase only last year. In j

this particular case both the user and the non-user 1

of the system pay, because under the public control *

act the deficits are made up by proportional assess-

ments against the local communities and these advances
are returned only if the earnings of the company }

permit. Fear was expressed in an editorial in the I

Electric Railway Journal for Sept. 13 that this fact f

might again be used to increase the wages of a favored
group of employees. In the present instance this is

just what has been done. *
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Work Train Employees Share in Profits
utility Division of Way and Structures Department of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light

Company Provides a Bonus Each Month for Workmen's Efficiency—Work Done for

All Departments Is Credited at Predetermined Rates, and Cost of

Operation Is Then Deducted to Determine Net Return

Service Trains of the Milwaukee Eiectric Kaiiway & Lieltt Company Do Worl< for th?

Way and Structures Department at Predetermined Rates

AS AN incentive to increase the number of ton-miles

l\ of materials hauled per hour of active duty for

1. \. each piece of equipment and to improve the

efficiency of the workmen the utility division of the way
and structures department of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Light Company has inaugurated a profit-

sharing plan whereby all employees of this division

receive a bonus each month that the division shows a
"profit" on its operation. The bonus to employees rep-

resents 40 per cent of the net return after deducting
the total expenses of the division from the total output
credited at predetermined rates for utility service

rendered to all departments of the railway.

Before a fair bonus plan could be put in operation
it was necessary to place the work of the utility divi-

sion upon a business basis. The first step in this direc-

tion was the classification of work. Utility service is

the transportation of material for the construction,

operation and maintenance work of the entire company.
The operation of sand, salt, sprinkler and money cars,

locomotives and snow-fighting equipment, line cars, etc.,

which is controlled by other departments than the way
and structures, does not enter into the bonus plan.

Work train equipment operated by the way and struc-

tures department under the "Utility Special Account"
consists of motor and derrick cars, Differential side

dump motor cars, Koppel center dump trailers, Differ-

ential side dump trailers, double-truck fiat cars and
single-truck flat cars.

This utility service is available to all the departments
of the railway, but as it was found that the way and
structures department made more use of the service

than did any other department it was deemed advisable

to make the utility division a part of it. Chart 1

shows the distribution of work performed by the utility

division for the various departments.

How THE Plan Works

Orders for the transportation of material are received

at the office of the utility division located in the way
and structures department material yard. They are

then classified and the trains dispatched. Ordinary
shipments require one day's notice, but in special cases

arrangements can be made on shorter notice. After a

motorman receives his orders and leaves for his trip,

he keeps in touch with the utility office, calling in for

orders over the company's telephone system. A utility

service delivery order and freight bill is filled out in

quadruplicate by the motorman operating each train

assigned to this work. It contains spaces for all neces-

sary information relative to the shipment. The motor-

man fills out only the names of the sending and receiv-

ing points, date, weight, description of material and
department for which the work was done. One copy

goes to the foreman on the job and two copies—the

original and a carbon—to the way and structures

department office. The remaining copy is retained in

the motorman's order book.

The two copies sent to the way and structures depart-

ment are forwarded to the accounting department,

where the remaining blank spaces are filled in with the

rates and price of the job. The job order or work
order to which the job is to be charged are also noted

on this form.

In addition to routing the utility trains, the office

of the division also keeps a daily record of the hours
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each piece of utility equipment is in use. The infor-

mation is obtained from the motormen's order books,

in which are the copies of all delivery orders filled

by them each day. This sheet is arranged so that every

detail on the order sheets may be tabulated. As will be

seen in the accompanying illustration the headings
across the top of the sheet are such as to facilitate

the work of the clerk as much as possible. The motor
car numbers are listed vertically and the information
filled in opposite the number of the car which was used
for the particular job. A monthly summary of the

daily reports is compiled by the utility division, show-
ing the complete figures on the motor and trailer

equipment.

For the purpose of simplifying the accounting work

and to determine the rates, materials which are handled!
have been divided into three general classes

:

j

Class "A" Materials. i

All materials (except Class "C" materials) which can be
handled in bulk in dump cars, such as: ]

Cinders (power plant) Rejection gravel
|

Coal Sand (in bulk) 1

Gravel Asphalt
I

Crushed stone Paving blocks
Screenings Etc.

|

Class "B" Materials. i

All materials and shipments not specifically included in|
Class "A" or Class "C" materials. Including ties, tie plates,.
sewer pipe, cement, poles, track tools, cable, car wheels,!
axles, conduit, stone dust and package freight that cannot'
be dumped.

Class "C" Materials (Special). '

Coke.
Ashes from car stations.
Dirt from construction work.

After classifying the material hauled, it was necea-^
sary to determine the proper rates for each classifica-j

tion. This was first accomplished by determining the

'

number of hours the equipment is used per year and
[

the number of ton-miles hauled and dividing the special i

accounts covering the expenses of the utility service

by these figures. i

In this manner two sets of rates were established,

!

one based on a ton-mile haul and the other on an '

hourly basis for equipment with or without crew. The 1

ton-mile rates for the above classification of material
hauled vary from 2i cents to 31J cents, depending upon ;

the character and volume of the material. In the case
|

of ashes hauled from car stations and dirt from con-

struction work, which are carried at a rate of 2i cents
]

per ton-mile, an allowance of only H hours per round
]

trip is included in this rate for loading and unloading.
\

Any additional time required per trip is charged for at i

the regular car-hour rate. '

l''Drnis Used by the Utility Division Show Detail* of U'ork Done by Bach Piece of Eqalpinent
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These car-hour rates have been computed from the

various expenses itemized in the special accounts with

the exception of labor. The latter item has been com-
puted separately so that it is possible to establish rates

for the use of equipment with or without crews. Hav-
ing the total of all charges on a piece of equipment,

a "use factor" is introduced by which it is possible to

figure the hourly rate. This factor represents the

percentage of use per day, for the previous year, using

24 hours as the length of a day. Utility equipment is

charged for on an hourly basis only under the follow-

ing conditions: (1) When it is necessary to make
emergency partial trainload shipments; (2) when equip-

ment is required for diversified use, such as moving
work gangs, moving tools and cleaning up debris;

for taxes and 1 per cent for insurance. Inclusion of

these items discourages securing unnecessary equip-

ment, because such equipment increases the valuation

without producing a corresponding increase in the

revenues. The actual valuation of the utility equipment
is $390,854. The percentage for depreciation has been
made so as to correspond closely to the actual life of-

the equipment. Figures approved by the Wisconsin
Railroad Commission gave the life of the car bodies and
trucks as 25 years and that of motors from 15 to 20
years. Based on these figures the rate of 3.5 per cent

has been adopted.

In ordinary calculations of this nature the fixed

charges do not vary from month to month, except as

the value of the equipment changes. If a flat monthly

I^eft—A 8insle-Track Klectrlc Shovel Is Part of the Utility DUUIon Equipment.
Right—Freight Switching Is Done by Electric Liocomotlvea of This Type

(3) when equipment is used for special purposes such
as switching freight, etc.

The expenses for utility service are divided into two
classes—operating expenses and fixed charges. Under
the first are included superintendence, operating labor,

miscellaneous supplies and expenses, power, light and
heat, maintenance of equipment, maintenance of build-

ings, fixtures and grounds. The second classification

represents the fixed charges, which are divided as fol-

lows: Injuries and damage, insurance, d^reciation
and taxes.

The rates have been fixed on such a basis that ample
return may be obtained from the present operation of

the equipment, and with the existing possibilities of

reducing the expenses an opportunity is presented to

increase the bonus. Certain expenses exist over which
the operating employees of the utility division have no
direct control, such as the unit maintenance cost. These
are corrected periodically to allow for changing costs.

The bonus paid to employees amounts to 40 per cent

of the gross profits earned by the operation of the

utility division. This sum is distributed according to

the participating wages of the various employees. In

this plan, as in other bonus plans of this company,
participating wages are limited to $200 per month.
This limitation, however, applies only to supervisory

employees. The bonus is paid for each month that the

division shows a profit. On the other hand, the em-
ployees' wages are not reduced if there is a loss

resulting from the operation, but they receive no bonus.

Fixed charges are included in the bonus computations

because they are necessary to arrive at the true profit.

These charges are taken as 6.5 per cent of the valuation

and consist of 3.5 per cent for depreciation, 2 per cent

rate were followed in this plan it would create a heavy
expense in the winter, in proportion to the amount of

work done, and would almost prohibit the earning
of a bonus during this season. For this reason, the

annual fixed charges have been so distributed that they
follow the trend of the revenue. Thus they are higher
in the summer than during the winter because a greater

amount of work is done by the division during the

summer. This varying fixed charge aids the employees
in earning a profit in slack seasons. The variable

percentages which are applied to the fixed charges in

order to determine the charge for each month of the

year are calculated in Table I. They are arranged so

as to vary in the same ratio as the revenues.

An example showing the operation of the bonus sys-

tem for a six months period is given in Table II.

From the table it will be seen that during the six months
period the revenues exceeded the expenses for each
month. Therefore each month the employees received

a bonus amounting to 40 per cent of the profit made
the preceding month. In computing the profits for a
month, the bonus which is paid during that month for

the efficient operation in the previous month is included

in the expenses. Every month an analysis is made of

the special accounts showing the amount of expense
chargeable to each item and the amount of output or

credit received. As a part of this report a comparison
is made between the figures for the current month
and those for the same month a year ago. Another
interesting feature of this report is the statement of

profit or loss for the month and also a year ago and
in addition the cumulated profit or loss for the present

year to date compared with a similar period a year ago.

This analysis for June, 1924, is shown in Table HIj^
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TABLE I--DETERMINATION OF VARIOUS PER CENTS FOR THE FIXED CHARGES FOR MILWAUKEE UTILITY SERVICE
Apportionment of Fixed
Charges per Cent

Per Cent Adjusted to

Month 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 Total of Total Actual Smooth Curve

January $5,214 $4,598 $7,154 $5,226 $4,655 $26,947 3.82 0.25 0.33
February 17.912 3,566 4,790 8,048 5,848 40,164 5.69 0.37 0.29
March 4,850 4,484 8,115 7.595 5.58! 30,625 4.34 0.28 0.29
April
May

5,390 6,993 10,561 8.429 5.238 37,611 5.33 0.34 0.37
6,129 13,044 11.000 16.226 14.882 61,281 8.69 0.56 0.52

June 7,112 15,455 9.478 18.236 13,825 64,106 9.09 0.59 0.61
July 7,260 11,991 19.284 21.511 16.691 76,737 10.88 0.71 67
August 12,197 13,261 15.835 13.464 22.089 75.845 10.90 0.71 0.72
September 5,972 15,761 15.092 13.081 24.143 75.049 10.78 0.70 0.74
October 12,570 15,481 19.057 14.863 20.102 82.073 11.64 0.76 0.74

6,350 24,327 15.848 12.221 18.038 76.784 10.89 0.71 0.69
December 5,207

$96,163

19,457

$148,518

12,783 6.301

. $147,201

12.335

$154,427

56.083 7.95 0.52

6.50

0.53

Total $148,997 $705,306 100.00 5.50

(

Note.—All output figures used above have been computed to the same basis of rates.

Possibilities of effecting savings in the total wages
in the miscellaneous supplies and expenses and in the

maintenance expenses are obvious. Means of reducing

the power costs and the fixed charges are as follows:

The power costs, while now obtained through the use

of meters on the motor cars, were formerly determined

from the car mileage. Separate standards of power

consumption per motor car-mile, per double-truck trailer

car-mile and per single-truck trailer car-mile were
establi.shed. These were used in determining the power
consumption. The employees may reduce this consump-

tion per day by increasing loads and eliminating empty
operation. With the installation of meters on motor

cars, further savings can also be made by the econom-

ical use of power.

One item of the fixed charges which offers a chance

for savings is that of injuries and damages. These

include accidents and damages to persons or property.

For the year 1923 these have been taken as 10 per

cent of the revenue in place of the actual expenditures.

This is done in order to avoid excessive fluctuations in

the profits whenever large settlements are made. The
ratio of 10 per cent represents approximately the

amount of these expenses during 1922 and is revised

at the close of each year to represent the amount actu-

ally expended during the year. For the year 1924 the

figure is 8.62 per cent, this being lower than that used

during 1923, mainly because of the greater output of

the division during the past year. It is the object of

every employee to reduce accidents in order to secure

a low rate for each ensuing year.

Because of the utilization of the utility rates for

bonus purposes, careful correction is made for changes

in the actual costs due to conditions not under the

control of the employees. The most important of these

are changes in the wage rates of the direct labor and

in the unit maintenance costs. The percentage in-

crease in utility rates is computed by multiplying the

increase in the wage rate by the percentage the total

wages, exclusive of the bonus, is of the total expenses.

The unit maintenance costs depend largely upon the

wage rates in effect in the rolling stock department and

upon the material costs. As the entire cost of the main-

tenance of equipment is but 13.33 per cent of the total

expenses, it is not advisable to construct a complicated

index for correcting material costs. It is sufficiently

accurate to assume that the material costs vary in the

same ratio as wage rates of that department. The
utility rate correction for changes in the unit main-

tenance costs is computed in the same manner as is the

correction for changes in direct labor wages.

This plan to decrease unit costs, besides exerting a

very strong influence to curb the expenditures, aids the

employee to see operating conditions from the stand-

point of his employer and enables him to grasp the

fundamental law of profit sharing, namely, that profits

can be shared only after they have been earned.

Even with correction of rates and adjustment of

costs the bonus earnings under this plan have continued

to rise. One reason for this is that in the past no

urgent incentive has been offered to increase the output

per hour of active duty for each piece of equipment

or to decrease the time of empty travel. Employees

as a rule are not interested in the number of pieces of

equipment owned or in how many of them stand idle

on the storage tracks. They do not realize that every

hour of labor which does not produce causes the ex-

penses to rise without a corresponding return.

TABLE III—ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL ACCOUNTS. JUNE, 1924, COM-
PARED WITH JUNE, 1923, MILWAUKEE UTILITY SERVICE,

WAY AND STRUCTURES DEPARTMENT

Account^
Superintendence
Operating labor
Miscellaneous supplies and expenses. .

.

Power, light and heat
Maintenance of equipment
Maintenance of buildings, 6zture( and
grounds

Fixed charges*

.— June, 1924—

.

Per Cent
Amount

$431
6,949

16
1.046
1,778

3,287

$13,507

3,286Profit for month of June

Profit for year to end of June $16,793

Credit for Work Performed:
Charged to company $16,774
Charged to outsiders

of Cost

3.19
51.45
0.12
7 74
13.16

24.34

lOoToo

24.33

June. 1923--^
Per Cent
of Cost .

2.94

Amount
$438
7.121

115
933

2,618

3,667

$14,892

1,599

47 (2
77

6 27
17. 5S

24.62

100.00

9.69

19

4.87 $16,491

$16,350
141

3.26

$16,793 $16,491

* Injuries and damages, 10 per cent of output: insurance, I percent: depn- <

eiation, 3.5 per cent: taxes, 2 per cent; total, 6.5 per cent on valuation.

TABLE II—OPERATION OF THE UTILITY DIVISION PROFIT-SHARING PLAN, YEAR 1923

Total wa^ps, exclusive of bonus
Bonus paid during month
Misoellaneous supplies and expenses
Power, light and heat
Maintenance of equinment
Maintenance of buildings, fixtures and grounds. . .

.

Injuries and damages (10 per cent of output)
Fixed charges (6.5 per cent of valuation per year)..

Total expenses
Utility output
Profit
Bonus (40 per cent of profit)

Bonus in per cent of wages

April

$5,754

'

'

74
979

3.171

1,674
1,436

$13,088
15,231
2.143
857
14.90

May June

$6,988
816
102

2,112
3.357

$6,893
666
115

2,224
2,618

1,912
2,018

1,457
2,36S

$17,305
19,120
1,815
726

. 10.39

$16,341
17.452
I. Ill
444
6.44

July

$6,132
412
109

1,974
2,309

1,999
2.601

$15,616
17.113
1.497
599
9.76

August

$6,093
587
105

1,863
1,749

September

$6,154
635
102

1,922
1,400

1,653
2.795

$14,845
16,532
1,687
675
11.07

1,2)5
2,072

$14,328
15.019

691
276
4.49

Total

$38,014
3.115
607

11.074
14.692

9.931
14.090

$91,523
100.467

8,944
5.577

41
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Survey of Armature,, Axle and Journal

Bearing Practice

Second Article

Machining, Cutting Oil Grooves and Finishing Railway Car and Motor Bearings

—Clearances and Methods of Fitting Discussed—Building Up Worn Housings

and Bearing Flanges— Proper Thickness of Babbitt in Finished Bearings—
Recommended Allowances for Pressing and Precautions to Insure Tight Fits

THIS article, the second on the subject of bearing

maintenance, deals with methods employed for

machining the bearings, cutting oil grooves, and
other work necessary to produce a finished bearing,

together with the precautions which are used by electric

railways when reinstalling the bearings in cars to

insure that proper fits are obtained so that adequate

service will result. Information for this analysis was
obtained from a survey of the armature axle and

journal bearing practice, as found by personal visits

by the editors to 20 electric railways.

The first article on this subject,

published in the Aug. 16, 1924, issue

of Electric Railway Journal, con-

tained an analysis of practices used

by the same 20 railways. Informa-

tion was given as to the types of

bearings favored, the methods used

to determine wear, practice in taking

the bearings from the cars, the re-

moval of old babbitt metal from the

bearings, equipment and methods
used in cleaning and tinning the

shells and otherwise preparing them
for rebabbitting, the compositions of

babbitt metal used, and the pre-

cautions that are necessary while

pouring the babbitt and preparing the mandrels for use.

The bearing most commonly used on electric rail-

way rolling stock consists of a shell of bronze or malle-

able iron lined with babbitt. There is, however, a

decided tendency away from the babbitt lining for

armature bearings. Motor manufacturers are now
furnishing a bronze type of bearing with thin tin

lining almost entirely with their new motors.

In the fitting of new bearings, it is necessary to

machine both the outside and the inside, since the

bearing itself must fit into a motor shell or housing,

as well as provide an accurate inside fit with the shaft

or journal. The ideal with regard to the inside fit

is to provide enough clearance to allow a thin film of

oil to form between the stationary and rotating parts

so that the supported part actually will float on it.

Running friction will then be reduced to a minimum,
and while the film exists no wear of the metal surfaces

can take place. In addition to giving the correct

clearance it is necessary to provide oil grooves in order

to keep the film of oil constantly in the bearings

during rotation. Dirt and water must also be kept out

or excessive wear will result.

The average finished thicknesses of babbitt required

in babbitted bearings was found to vary from -h in. up

to J in. on 18 of the roads from which information was
obtained. The thicknesses most frequently used are

given in Table I.

Fitting Bearings to Worn Shafts

Axles and armature shafts wear with use, normal
factors of safety permitting a variation in diameter
of perhaps i in. between the size new and the size

where the part must be scrapped, built up or re-turned

to smaller size. Hence bearings must be provided with

Left—Armature Bearing: Flange Built Up by Means of Oxyacetylene Welding; Adds
Approximately 50 per Cent to Its Ufe. Right—Axle Bearing Built 'yp by Means

of Acetylene Welding on the Thrust Flanges and Other Farts Badly Worn

a variety of bores in order to give proper clearance

for correct lubrication. In some cases this variation

is taken care of with different thicknesses of the bab-

bitt lining, and in others shells of different inside

diameters are used with the babbitt of approximately

uniform thickness. The practice on several roads is

given in the following paragraphs

:

At the Decatur shops of the Illinois Traction System,
shafts scored or worn tapered are turned to true them
up. Standard practice is to provide a layer of babbitt

approximately -h in. thick in bronze shells. Where
measurements show that the bearing previously used

will require a greater thickness of babbitt another

bronze shell is used. This may be either a second-hand

shell of proper size or a new bronze shell bored out,

so as to allow A in. of babbitt in the finished bearing.

Every time a bearing is installed on an armature shaft

a number is stenciled on the flange. When it is used

a second time, the old armature number is removed
and the new one replaces it.

In the design of bearings used by the Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Company, the amount of bab-

bitt to be left in a finished bearing is determined by
the air gaps in the various motors, so that if all the

babbitt were burned out, it would not allow the arma-
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TABLE I—average THICKNESS OF BABBITT, RUNNING CLEAR-
ANCE AND END PLAY IN INCHES ALLOWED WITH BEARINGS

Railway

Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit
Corporation

Chicago Surface Lines
Denver Tramway
Eighth Avenue Railway, New York
Georgia Railway & Power Com-

pany..^
Illinois Traction, Inc..

Long Island Railroad
Memphis Street Railway
Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light
Company

New York Central Railroad
New York & Harlem Railroad. .. .

New York & Queens County
Railroad

New York, Westchester & Boston
Railroad

Niagara, St. Catharines & Toronto
Railway

Omaha & Council Bluffs Street
Railway

Average
Finished
Thickness
of Babbitt

i

Ato A
itoj
itoft

itoi
itoi

Ito}

i

A
Atoi

Running Clearance
in Bearings

Third Avenue Railway, New York.. i to |
Toronto Transportation Commission i
Youn^stown Municipal Railway i to |

Armature

0.012
0.015
0.010
O.OOS

0.015
0.004

0.006 toO. 012
0.015

0.020

6!626

O.OlStoO.018

0.010

0.007

0.001 per
In. of Dia.

0.008 to 0.012
0.005

0.006 to 0.008

Axle

0.012
0.031

0.031

0.012

0.018

0.018

0.015

End
Play

A
A
A
i

A
i Mai.
A
A

A
A
A

A

0.015
A
A

ture to drop upon the pole faces. For a GE-216 motor,

A in. thickness is left; for a GE-80 motor A in., and
for a Westinghouse 508 motor is in. It is seldom found

necessary to turn down an armature shaft. Axle

bearings are finish turned and are then kept in the

storeroom until issued. One of the interesting features

of the machining process is the method used to finish

the joining surfaces of split bearings. This work is

done on a Gardner power-driven horizontal abrasive

grinding stone. Formerly this work was done on a

milling machine or shaper, which took approximately

five times as long as the present process. The grinding

is done after the castings have been cleaned, but before

they are turned in a lathe.

For its axle bearings the Omaha & Council Bluffs

Street Railway uses cast-steel shells lined with babbitt

almost entirely, except where the diameter of the axle

is so close to that of the bearing housing that there is

not room for a babbitt-lined shell. The minimum dif-

ference in diameter between the axle and the bore

of the housing considered sufficient for the babbitt

lining is 1 in., or a thickness on each side of the axle of

i in. The practice is to use -h in. to i in. of babbitt.

Thus the minimum amount of babbitt allows A in.

thickness for the cast-steel shell. If the clearance

between the axle diameter and the bearing housing

bore is less than this the solid bronze bearing is used,

as on some types of motors where it has been necessary

to increase the diameter of the axles. Axle bearings

are babbitted to predetermined standard sizes, and are

not bored when put on the axle. To provide for axle

wear it is necessary to mold bearings to several sizes,

which vary in steps of about -h in. When an axle

wears so as to give excessive clearance it is turned

down to the next size, and the nearest standard over-

size bearing is used thereafter until it is again neces-

sary to repeat the performance.

Armature bearings in Omaha are bored to individual

fit for each particular armature shaft at the time that

they are installed. The practice after babbitting these

bearings is to broach them to certain standard sizes, in

which they are carried in stock. When a call comes

from the armature room for a set of bearings, the

babbitt is then bored out to fit the individual armature

shaft.

Steel shells are favored for armature bearings as

well as for axle bearings. Although no cost figures

were available it is considered that the cast-steel shells

and babbitt lining produce a saving in cost over bronze

shells.

The practice of the Third Avenue Railway, New
York, is to provide an average thickness of babbitt of

from J in. to i in., and in fitting bearings three sizes

are used. For example, for a 44-in. shaft new bearings

are bored out to 4J in. plus clearance. When the bear-

ings are romoved at an overhauling the shaft is gaged.

If the shaft allows a snap gage of 4.44 in. to pass

over it, it is turned down to 4.4 in. diameter, and a

bearing of 4.4 in. plus clearance is used. The next

time the shaft comes in, if a gage of 4.34 in. passes

over it, it is turned down to 4.3 in. diameter, and a

bearing of 4.3 in. plus clearance is used. Whenever a

Arrangement of Oil Oroove* » Caed by Varlon* Ballwajm
I

1. Used In Brooklyn. 2. Used In Youngstown. 8. Used by Third & Boston Railroad and Niagara. St. Catharines A Toronto Railway.
Avenue Railways, New York City. 4. Used by Gfiorgla Railway & 5. Used by Chicago Surface Unes, Denver Tramway and New
Power Company, Memphis Street Railway, New York, Westchester York & Queens County Railroad. 6. Used In Toronto. •
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shaft comes in which allows a gage of 4.24 in. to pass

over it the shaft is scrapped. Standard bearings are

thus 4i in., 4.4 in., and 4.3 in. plus clearance.

Running Clearances Allowed

I
The running clearances allowed for both armature

and axle bearings was found to vary considerably on

different properties. These are shown in Table I. As

a guide to what is considered good practice by motor

manufacturers the following is given:

RECOMMENDED CLEARANCES FOR ARMATURE BEARINGS
USING OIL AND WASTE LUBRICATION

SUes Clearance

2m. up to 3 in 0.006 in. to 0.008 in.

Jin. up to 4 in 0.008 in. to 10 in.

4in. uptoSin O.OIOin. to O.OM in.

5 in. up to 6 in 0.014 in. to 0.016 in.

6in.upto7in 0.01 6 in. to 0.01 8 in.

On the Illinois Traction System babbitted bearings

are bored out 0.004 in. larger than the armature shaft

fitted. Bronze shells are turned approximately 0.002

in. larger than the bore of the motor housing. When

advantage that the machine work can be done

efficiently, so as to obtain an accurate fit. Its disad-

vantage is that where the correct size of bearing is

short or missing there is a tendency on the part of

the carhouse men to use the next larger size, rather

than to withhold the motor from service. One point

brought out in this survey is that the man in the pit

at the inspection shop is the one responsible person

for the character of work done. Master mechanics

and foremen issue instructions as to the methods to be

followed, but pressure of work and the insistence that

cars be returned to service promptly often lead the

workmen to use their own judgment.

Fitting Bearings to Housings

The finishing of the outside of armature and axle

bearings is just as important as boring them out. Wear
is sure to occur on the outside of the bearings and

also in the housing fits or motor frames in case there

is any looseness in the bolts which hold the bearings

in place. Such looseness causes pounding, which not

only shortens the life obtained from the bearing but

Cylindrical Clinck for Holding: Split-Axle Bearings Wliile Bning
Bored and Macliined in tlie Wlieaton Shop o( the

Chicaeo, Aurora & Elgin Railroad

the bearings are pressed in, the interior bore is reduced

in size to approximately 0.0025 in. larger than the shaft

diameter.

The Youngstown Municipal Railway is now using a

special form of nickel-bronze bearing. This was de-

.scribed in the Aug. 16 issue referred to at the beginning
nf this article, and clearances used were given.

Each of the two methods of fitting described above
tias its advantages and disadvantages. Where arma-

' ture bearings are fitted directly to the shaft on which
they are to be installed, the work must be done where

, the cars are inspected, except where a railway shop
' has only one operating carhouse, and this method
requires the fitting of bearings by carhouse men who
ai-e usually not skilled machinists. This method also

^ necessitates proper equipment at each carhouse to do
1 this class of work. Longer service will be obtained if

' the bearings are fitted exactly to the shaft, but this

work ordinarily can be done properly only in a machine

I

shop with the correct tools and expert machinists.

The method of turning armature shafts to standard
sizes and carrying the corresponding bearings in the

storeroom to accommodate these diameters has the

The Connecting: Surfaces of Axle Bearings Are Finished on a

Horizontal Grinder in the Shops of the Milwaukee
Electric Ballwajr & L.ight Company

allows the outer surface to rub against the housing

and causes excessive wear between dowel pins and

dowel holes or keys and keyways.

On most railways, while particular care is taken in

the installation of armature bearings, axle bearings do

not receive equally close attention. There is no air

gap of which to take measurements, and there is no

danger of excessive damage such as would result should

an armature rub the pole faces. The wear on axle

bearings, however, is really greater and the service is

harder than on armature bearings. The hammer blows

to the bearings are more severe since there are no

springs between the axle and the track. These bearings

are allowed to remain in service much longer than

the motor designer would recommend, as information

obtained clearly indicates. Just as much damage is done

from excessive wear on axle bearings as on armature
bearings when the lives of gears, pinions and armature

windings are taken into consideration. Excessive clear-

ance or loose fit in bearings causes the distance between
centers to change so that the gear and pinion do not

mesh properly and excessive tooth pressures result.

A number of different methods are used by various
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companies for machining the outsides of bearings

The precautions taken to insure tightness also vary.

Some practices are given in the following paragraphs:
At the Wheaton shop of the Chicago, Aurora &

Elgin Railroad the thrust flanges of both axle and
armature bearings are built up by means of acetylene

welding, ofttimes as much as i in. being added, after

which the bearings are machined to exact size. The
company states that this practice has been found
satisfactory.

For machining split axle bearings, a sleeve chuck
is used in an 18-in. engine lathe, with an interior bore

that will accommodate the axle bearing. The chuck is

At the Decatur Shops
of the IlUnois Tratrtion

System Bronze Armature
Bearings Are Finished
on the Outside 0.002 In.

Larger Than the Hole In

the llouslDg.

Approximately -ff In.

of babbitt is used on
the inside and this is
finished 0.004 in. larger
than the diameter of the
armature shaft. The
shrinking of the bearing
into its housing con-
tracts the bore to ap-
proximately O.0025 In.

of sufficient length so that the thrust flange will fit

against its end. The bearing is held in position with

eight pointed setscrews. The inside bore is finished

and the thrust flange machined to smooth off the welded

surface at one setting.

Shims Are Not Favored

Several methods are used for obtaining a tight fit of

the bearing in its housing or in the motor frame. The

majority of the railways included in the survey do not

favor shims or liners, although others are using them.

The materials used for shims include canvas, cardboard,

fiber and tin. A practice considered better by several

of the railways is welding and boring out the housing

or bearing fit. Metal is also frequently welded to the

outsides of the bearings themselves. Reasons given

for unsatisfactory results where shims are used are

that the wear on the shells and bearings is uneven, and

it is virtually impossible to shim a bearing so that

the pressure between the two motor shells will be evenly

distributed. With uneven wear on the bearing or its

housing, the shims are always tight or pinching at

the high spots, with a loose fit at low spots. Many
railways do not spin their armatures with power or

rotate them by hand after the motor is assembled, so

that a tight fit on the shaft is not detected and hot

bearings result.

In Denver, shims are not used to hold bearings tight

when the housing bores become worn. Due to a former
practice of using unfinished bearing castings which
were pressed into the housings, some of the housings

have become excessively worn. These are now being

welded and rebored. In the past, when metal shi^".

were used to hold the armature bearings tight in the

end housing, these would work loose and in some cases

shift over the bearing windows and so restrict th" flow

of oil to the bearings. The present practice of welding
and reboring has resulted in longer life of bearings.

In the shops of the Omaha & Council Bluffs Street

Eailway it is the practice to plane off the faces of the

axle caps until the bearing is clamped tightly with the

bolts drawn down. In order to determine the amount
of metal which it is necessary to face off the practice

is to drive a thin wedge under the bearing until it is

light in the housing and then to measure the thick-

ness of wedge inserted. The amount of metal taken

off the axle caps is s^ in. greater than this measurement,

so that the bearing will be tight when the cap is

drawn down.

When the armature bearing housings become worn,

it is the practice to use over-sized castings for the

bearing shells so that they will be tight. Under no

circumstances are shims of any kind permitted.

Results obtained by railways which are welding and
reboring their motor frames indicate that this prac-

tice merits careful consideration. The cost of welding

and reboring runs from $18 to $25 per set of two
armature and two axle bearing fits. Of course, the cost

will vary, depending upon how well shops are equipped

to handle this class of work. Several railways have

motors which were originally designed for babbitt-

lined cast-iron bearings, but in which bronze shells

have been substituted. This requires an excessively

thick bronze shell. With the practice of welding and
reboring the diameter of the opening in the housing

can be reduced so that a bronze bearing of standard

thickness can be used. This reduces the cost for bear-

ings considerably. In some cases the cost of welding

and reboring is nearly compensated for by the decreased

price of a set of bearings. On some railways the

weight of the bearings has been reduced 50 to 60 per

cent by the reduction of the fits in motor housings,

The practice of using heads to hold the bearings in

the frame, as employed in the latest types of motors,

overcomes part of the difficulty experienced with the

split frame without heads. The same degree of care,

however, should be exercised to keep these heads tight

in the motor frames and also to keep the bearings

tight in the heads, or else the same trouble in bearing

fits will result as with the old type split-frame motors.

In welding and boring a split-frame head, it is possible

in many cases to use steel plates and weld these in

place so that the amount of welding metal is reduced.

Two Types of Bearlnc* Used In Denver
.\rmature bearing shells for GE-58 motors are cast solid

at the end and finished with a screw plug to keep dirt and
water from getting Into the bearing. This is necessary
because the narrow gage used subjects the motor to con-
siderable wheel wash.
Cast-Iron armature bearings are ct>red out so as to pro-

vide six lugs. These are bored out ,', In. over the trma-
ture shaft diameter. The thickness of Imbbitt over the
lug Is small enough so that there Is no danger of the
armature getting down on the ixile faces.

A method of welding on steel rings to build up worn
housings which has proved satisfactory consists of

drilling out the worn tap-bolt holes and driving cast- \

iron plugs tightly into them. The worn housings are ^

then turned down and a steel ring about i in. thick is
i

shrunk on and welded. If the housing has a double

flange, one of these must be cut off and a new flange

made on the ring. The ring is then turned to insure
\
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a good tight clamping action of the two halves of

the motor frame when bolted together. New holes are

drilled and tapped in the housing through the shrunk-on

ring into the cast-iron plugs to receive the bolts.

Some precautions recommended by motor manufac-

turers to keep housings on motors of the split-frame

type from wearing are as follows: (1) Keep frame

bolts and housing bolts drawn up tight; (2) see that

lock washers are applied to all bolts; (3) use a good

grade of heat-treated steel bolts; (4) remove all dirt

at the split when assembling motors; (5) keep armature
bearings in good condition; (6) inspect bolts regularly

and systematically and keep them drawn up tight.

To keep the various parts of motors tight and with

good clamping fits, the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company has given the following allowances:

On malleable-iron housings of box-frame motors an
allowance for tight driving fits of 0.001 to 0.003 in.

made on the housing is recommended. The bore of the

surfaces should be given a smooth finish, since a rough
surface provides a poor contact. When keys or dowels

are used they should be held tightly in one of the pieces

and be given the minimum practical clearance in the

other part. In pressing two pieces together it is advis-

able to use a lubricant, such as white lead mixed with

lard oil or machine oil, on the surface of the fit, and
to get a true alignment at the start.

Axles with enlarged wheel and gear seats have fillets

at the changes in diameter. The ends of axle bearings

should be rounded off accordingly. The practice on the

majority of railways is to make the radius of the

rounded portion on the axle bearing larger than the

radius of the fillet on the axle itself. This insures that

the bearing can go into place properly, without danger
of binding on the fillet. Several railways obtain the

same result by cutting a chamfer off the inside edge

at the flange end. This is easier to machine.

Other points which are given attention in the ma-

Split Bearinss Are Clamped Together and Finished as One Unit
on a Seml-Automatic High-Speed loathe In the Shops of

the Mllwanlcee Klectrlc Railway & Ught Company

frame at the fit should be from exact size to 0.002 in.

under size. Keys are not used.

With malleable-iron housings of split-frame motors

an allowance for a clamp fit is provided in the housing

seat on the motor frame. It is recommended that the

housing seat be machined to exact size with single

liners 0.017 in. thick placed at the split of the two halves

of the frame.

For armature bearing shells of malleable iron or

bronze in box and split-frame motors with housings,

an allowance for a press fit is recommended of 0.002

to 0.004 in. made on the bearing shell. The average

pressure for pressing in should be from 3 to 5 tons at

the commutator end and from 5 to 8 tons at the

pinion end.

. Malleable-iron and bronze armature bearings in

split-frame motors without housings should have an
allowance for a clamp fit provided in the bearing seat

on the frame of the motor. As already stated, this

should be provided by the insertion of 0.017-in. liners

while the seat is being machined. This same method
should be followed for axle bearings of malleable iron

or bronze.

In connection with any of the preceding work it

is important to have the surfaces that are fitted to-

gether machined and gaged accurately. The fitted

Convenient Storage of Bearings After They Are Finished .Assists

Materially in Taking Care of Requirements In the Milwaukee
£lectrlc Railway & Light Company's Shops

chining of bearings by a majority of electric railways

consist of chamfering the inside edges of waste

openings or windows and the edges of oil grooves.

Of the 20 railways covered in this survey all but three

were using oil grooves in their bearings. In most
cases these are either machined or are cut with a chisel.

A few, however, are molded into the lining. Six dif-

ferent arrangements of oil grooves were found on the

railway properties visited, as given in the accompany-
ing illustrations. All of these have at least one oil

groove leading to the flanged end of the bearing. This
is the hardest point to keep lubricated, and probably

most hot bearings start from heating there. An im-

portant point in the location of oil grooves is to make
certain that the inside ends of the groove start from
the chamfered portion of the window. With this

arrangement the chamfered portion forms a trough in

which oil accumulates and thus feeds to the groove.

On the railways which do not use oil grooves to the

outer end of the bearing, reasons given for the omis-

sion of grooves at this end are that the window is so

close to the outer end that grooves are unnecessary.

The amount of end-play allowed for armatures when
bearings are fitted was found to vary from A in. to J

in. The practice used by the various railways is given

in Table I.
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A Typical Example of Solid Concrete Tracic Construction with Concrete Paving in Kansas City

Rigid Track Experience in Kansas City
Approximately 46 Miles of Track Has Been Built in Solid Concrete with Various Types

of Paving—Both Wood Ties and Steel Ties Have Been Used

—

Thermit Joints Have Stood Up Well

By A. E. Harvey
Superintendent Way and Structures, Kansas City Railways

DURING the past twelve years there has been

I
constructed in Kansas City 242,230 ft., or approx-

imately 46 miles, of track in solid concrete. This

work has been done with various kinds of paving, and at

the present time the greater part of the track is in first-

class condition. Trouble has been experienced with

certain types of welded joints and some wood block

paving has proved to be unsatisfactory. The track

structure in general, however, has stood up well and
no serious rail corrugation has developed. The experi-

ence of this company indicates that the noise produced

by the passage of cars is due more to the condition of

equipment than to the nature of the track structure.

Disintegration of the pavement along the rail led

the Kansas City Railways some time ago to undertake
rather extensive experiments with various methods of

building track. The independent movement of the

parts of a flexible structure was believed to create

openings into which water entered, so that it destroyed
the track foundation. In an attempt to eliminate this

action track was built on a concrete base in such a

way that the completed structure was practically rigid.

At first the track was built with a solid concrete base

and a cushion of sand under the ties. Although this

design remedied all the defects occurring in the sub-

grade, it was sufl!iciently flexible to permit independent

movement of the rail and pavement. Another design

was tried, therefore, in which the ties and base of the

rail were entirely inclosed in concrete up to the base

of the paving material. This type of track structure

gave good results, but it was necessary to excavate to

a considerable depth under the wood ties in order to

give the concrete slab sufficient strength.

It was thought on this account that there might be

advantages in a type of construction wherein substitute

ties of shallow depth were used. This would permit a
minimum amount of excavation and the ties and the

rails would act as reinforcing bars for the concrete.

It was hoped that this design would largely eliminate

the independent movement of the rail and pavement.

Several kinds of substitute ties have been tried and
in general they have produced good results.

Tampinr Concrete Under tlie Ties as It Takes Its Initial Set Type of Tracit Stmotnre Used in Kansas City wlU) lSnl>stitate Ttes
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Solid concrete construction was first used in 1913,

when about 36,900 ft. of track was built, using white

oak ties, 7-in. T-rail, with thermit joints and granite

block paving. At the present time, this track is in

almost perfect condition and practically no money has

been spent on it for repairs. The following year

4,260 ft. of track was constructed, using 100-lb.

A.S.C.E. rail, Carnegie steel ties, bolted joints and

various types of paving. Today the base, ties and

general track structure are still in good condition, but

Where Concrete Paving Is Used the Concrete Is Poured
In Two Courses

some repairs to the bolted joints have been necessary,

and the wood block paving deteriorated badly in places.

During several following years wood ties were again

used. This construction has stood up as well as the

track built in 1913. In 1918 5,690 ft. of single track

was constructed in solid concrete, with Carnegie steel

ties, concrete paving and 80-lb. A.S.C.E. rail. No
repairs have been made up to the present time on this

track. In 1920 the use of International steel twin ties

was begun, and since that time 35,100 ft. of single

track has been constructed in this way. The results

that have been obtained both in the matter of cost and

in the quality of the work have been satisfactory. In

general, the cost of the material is greater for the

steel tie structure and the cost of labor somewhat less.

This is due to the fact that steel ties are considerably

easier to handle and the track can be brought to gage
with less effort.

Where concrete paving is used the concrete is placed

in two courses. The base course is placed first and

C/amp mac/e of
^ /I'x/'imn

the concrete thor-

oughly tamped under
the rail and ties as it

takes its initial set.

Immediately there-
after a second or finish

course containing a
richer mixture is

placed by a second
gang of workmen and
a second concrete
mixer. This is done
at once, in order that
the concrete may set

in a single mass with-
out a seam. When
T-rail is used flange-

ways are provided by
the use of wood forms. These are of pine or cypress and
are made in 12-ft. lengths. The design is shown above.

Experience with monolithic concrete construction in

Kansas City shows that little damage occurs through
expansion of the rail and very few cracks occur in

the concrete surface. Paving of other types has been
found, in fact, to be more subject to this trouble than
is concrete paving. The absence of trouble from this
source may be due to the fact that the concrete and
steel have very nearly the same coeflicient of expansion.

A Wooden Form of This Shape Is

Used to Make the Flangreways

Keeping Cars Clean in the

Twin Cities

Regular Reports, Systematic Routine and Continual

Vigilance Found to Be the Secret of Obtaining
Uniformly Good Results

THAT clean, well-painted, fresh-looking cars are

an important element in keeping car riders pleased

with the service rendered by the street railway com-
pany has come to be accepted by most progressive

operators. It has also been demonstrated that money
invested in paint and scrub brushes is at most a very

small part of the total cost of maintenance of equip-

ment, but represents one of the most effective methods
of obtaining favorable publicity.

In the Twin Cities, systematic effort and continual

vigilance have been found by the mechanical depart-

ment to be the two most effective factors in keeping

cars in this desirable condition. This kind of work
requires supervision by a comparatively rare type of

man—one who has the ability to organize his work
for efficiency and who, at the same time, has sufficient

imagination to maintain an enthusiastic attitude toward

a type of work which is performed with common labor

and which is sometimes looked on by mechanical men
as being a necessary nuisance. It is needless to say

that it also requires interest, enthusiasm and continual

vigilance on the part of general executives to keep such

a man pitched up to a key of interest that will produce

consistently good results.

Careful analysis of various methods of carrying out

the work of car cleaning and washing have led to the

subdivision of this work, so that each car is kept at

all times in the best possible condition consistent with

reasonable cost. This subdivision of cleaning activity

includes the following operations: Sweeping, dusting,

scrubbing, washing and general car cleaning.

A total of 850 cars are in service on the lines of this

company. During the month of June, 28,806 cars were

swept. This includes sprinkling sweeping compound
over the floor, sweeping this out thoroughly, and spray-

ing the interior of the car with disinfectant. Eighteen

men are engaged in this work, and the average time

per car is approximately 8.66 minutes. It is evident

that the total number of cars gone over per month is

equivalent to sweeping each of the 850 cars practically

34 times per month, or a little more than once per day.

Dusting consists of thoroughly wiping seats, shades,

windows and the other interior parts of the car, to

remove interior dust. Twenty-two men are engaged in

this work, and the average time per car is 31 minutes.

During the month of June, 7,749 cars were gone over

in this way, which is equivalent to dusting each car

on the system nine times during the month, or a little

better than twice per week.

Five men are engaged in the work of scrubbing

floors. Thorough cleanliness is considered the best

form of sanitation, and is superior to the use of large

ruantities of disinfectants. The practice in scrubbing

cars, therefore, is to give the oak floors a thorough

old-fashioned hand and knee scrubbing, as a housewife

would scrub the floors of her home. During the month
of June, 1,073 cars were so scrubbed, in an average

time of 59 minutes per car. This is equivalent to

going over each car about IJ times per month.

When a car is washed, the outside is gone over

thoroughly with lukewarm water and long-handled
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brushes. If the car is unusually dirty, as is sometimes

the case after protracted periods of bad weather, a

weak soap solution is applied first, and is then rinsed

off with clean water. Pails and brushes are used for

car washing in preference to spraying methods, due

first to the flexibility and simplicity of this method

which eliminates an excessive amount of car shifting,

and also to the economy in the use of water. During

the month of June, 8,104 cars were washed by 16 men,

in an average time of 22 J minutes per car. The total

number of cars gone over is equivalent to washing

each car 9i times per month.

When a car is given a general car cleaning, it is

gone over both inside and out. Ceilings, curtains,

windows, floors and exterior are thoroughly washed

and scrubbed when necessary. Oxalic acid is used to

remove tenacious dirt on painted surfaces. The time

spent on a car is 12.07 hours, and when it is completed

all dirt has been removed from corners as well as

from those parts that show more conspicuously. Dur-

ing the month of June, 261 cars were cleaned in this

way. This is equivalent to putting each car through

this process approximately once every three months.

There are thirteen men engaged in this work.

Systematic reports by the man in charge of car

cleaning to the head of the mechanical department

form the basis of following up this work. These reports

are made up in detail, so that the head of the depart-

ment can tell at a glance whether any part of the work
is being allowed to lag, or whether the efficiency of the

men doing the work is being allowed to fall off. It is

only by virtue of continual interest on the part of the

department head that this work can be kept from
lagging either in thoroughness or volume. Total labor

costs for car cleaning in the Twin Cities average

approximately $2.75 per thousand car-miles. It is part

of the price of keeping patrons pleased with the car

service, and reductions in expenditures for this purpose

represent poor economy from the standpoint of the

company's relations with its patrons.

Corrosive Eflfect of Slag
Detroit Investigation Shows 54 per Cent of Base of

Rails Eaten Away in 21 Years

By W. R. Dunham
Executive Engineer Department of Street Railways,

City of Detroit

THE effect of slag on a rail section is brought out

very clearly in the illustration accompanying this

article. Not only is the corrosion shown but some light

is thrown on the difference between wear on the head of

the rail due to traffic and what has actually occurred, or

the apparent wear which would be indicated from an
inspection of the head surface only.

The sketches are from an actual section cut from the

rail after its removal from the track. The rail, an 85-lb.

A.S.C.E., was laid in 1903 and removed early in 1924.

The track area from the top of the ties was back-filled to

the head of the rail with furnace slag.

The accompanying table gives under "New Section"

the areas in square inches and per cent of metal in the

head, web and base and is taken from a steel company
handbook. The areas and percentages given under

"Worn Section" are for the section as shown by dotted

lines, the areas being derived by planimeter. The last

column in the table gives the losses in per cent of the

different rail parts from corrosion. It will be noted that

DISTRIBUTION OF METAL OF RAIL SECTIONS NEW AND AFTER
21 YEARS IN THE TRACK

Worn
Section
Per Cent
Cliange
in Area
7.1—
5.7+
54.0—

Rail Part Square
Inches

Head 3.50
Web 1.75
Base 3.05

Total 8.30

-New Section-
Area in Area in

Per Cent
of Total

42
21

37

100

' Worn Section

—

Area in Area in
Square
Inches

3.25
1.85
1.40

6.50

Per Cent
of Total

50
28
22

100 21.7—

there has been an apparent gain in the web area. This
is due to the increased length of the fishing section on
account of the corrosion on the base.

It is interesting to note that, under traffic, the head
and web on the gage side have bent down and in toward
the center line of the track respectively. Had the wear
of this rail been measured from the surface, it would
have indicated a total wear of A in., or 0.0372 in. wear

per 5-year period. It

will be noticed, how-
ever, that nearly half

of this amount is du,-

to a vertical bending
of the head. The ac-

tual wear, therefore,

is but 0.0260 in. or

69.9 per cent of tlit

surface indication per

5 - year period. It

would be interesting

to know how many of

the rails on which the

wear is measured
from time to time in

connection with the

OriKlnal und Final Section of Rail
L>ald In Slag, Detroit

question of renewal for wear have this same feature, so

that no differentiation has been made between the

actual abrasion and the abrasion plus the bend in the
head and web.

Photomicrographs of the head were also made in order
to determine the reduction in height due to cold rolling.

While the effect of the cold rolling was shown, the
amount of this reduction was negligible in so far as

measuring for loss of head surface due to wear.
The apparent surface wear of a rail head as indicated

by an inspection of the surface only was really made un
of three things: Abrasion, compression of the metal
from the wheel passing over it and the depression of the

head through the bending of the web from the loadings
carried.

As cinders and slag have been recommended for bal-

last, this article is pertinent in showing the effect of

slag on rails in contact therewith.

In an article appearing some time ago in the Electric
Railway Journal, giving an improved method of plac-

ing concrete under steel ties in new track construction
as worked out by the Cleveland Railway, the method
used was described as follows: ".

. . the material used
being as mix of slag screenings and cement." This mix-
ture was tamped under the steel tie plate and in intimate
contact with both the steel tie plate and the steel chan-
nels composing the tie. It is presumed that after the tie

fails from corrosion, this failure will be used as an
argument against substitute ties, while the practice of

using slag ballast against steel rails will be continued.

The rail section from which these sketches wen-
made was of great interest to the writer, and it is

hoped that this article will be of interest to way engi-

neers generally.
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uipment Maintenance Notes

Drop Punch for Thin

Material

THE pantograph shoes used by
the New York, Westchester &

Boston Railway require five holes in

each end. The holes are i in. in

diameter with f-in. countersinks, and

the pantograph shoes are made of

No. 14 gage blue annealed steel.

The four outside holes are used for

Knd of Contact Shoe Showing Holes

as Punched

screwing the shoe in place, and the

center hole, which comes in the

groove of the shoe, is an oil hole.

A shop-made drop punch has been

constructed for punching all five

holes in one operation. The bed of

the punch is a discarded anvil base

the top of which is about 15 in. above

the floor. Into this are fastened the

two upright guides which were 24-in.

steel shafts. The inner sides of these

guides have been planed off to a V
shape and the punch weights, to-

gether with the removable head for

holding the punches, slide up and

down between them. The drop

weight is a piece of an old 8-in.

axle and weighs approximately 125

lb. The weight can drop 18 in.

.from the raised position. A re-

movable die fits into the bedplate.

The drop weight is provided with a

top stud extension so that with the

weight raised this stud passes

through the top support and a. spring

safety catch fits into a groove of the

stud and automatically locks the

weight in position. To release the

weight a lever is pushed inward,

forcing the spring catch out of the

groove in the stud. When the ma-
chine is not in operation a pin is in-

serted back of the safety catch to

lock it permanently.

The method of raising the weight

preparatory to dropping is novel. A
l-in. rope with one end attached to an

Rope and Sheave Arrangement for Raislne;

the Pnnch Weight

overhead support passes downward
and through two 2-in. sheaves

mounted on top of the drop weight,

from where it again passes to a 6-in.

sheave mounted on a short shaft

overhead. The free end is used by
the operator to tighten the rope and
thus lift the weight. An 18-in. pul-

ley on the overhead shaft is driven

from the shop countershaft. By
pulling on the loose end of the rope,

the sheave on the countershaft

raises the weight until it is auto-

matically locked, so that no effort

is required of the operator. In order

to drop the weight for punching the

safety catch is released.

An extension arm made of J-in. x
IJ-in. bar steel holds the pantograph
shoe in position while it is being
punched. With the full drop of 18

in. the holes are punched at one

operation. A drop of half this

height is used to make the counter--

sinks. The base has a double groove
underneath, so that the punchings
are fed out of these grooves and one
punching pushes the one ahead, so

that it is self-cleaning.

Pantograph Shoe In Position After the

Pnnch Weight Has Dropped

Pull-ins Reduced

THE report of the Electric Rail-

way Association of Equipment
Men, Southern Properties, for the

first nine months of 1924 shows an

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF CAR
PULL-INS

Average Total
Car-Miles Average

per Chargeable Car-MUes
Pull-in per PuU-In

New Orleans:
September 158,272 55,051
Year to date 121,919 35,312

Nashville:
September 56,901 25,288
Year to date 34,844 18,044

Memphis:
September 29,924 23,019
Year to date 22,119 17,668

Little Rook:
September 14,183 10,131
Year to date 19,060 14,891

Knoxville:
'

September 25,582 1 3,644
Year to date 18,190 11,888

Birmingham:
September 18,883 15,363
Year to date 1 3,658 1 1 ,006

Atlanta:
September 9,407 7,025
Year to date 1 2,479 9,24

1

Mobile:
September 35.102 29,251
Year to date 10,276 7,220

Dallas:
September J,680 5,422
Year to date 4,767 3,224

Dallas (Texas Electric)
September 7,914 5,845
Year to date

Chattanooga:
September 6,151 3,515
Year to date 2,8 1

7
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average car mileage per chargeable

pull-in of 121,919 at New Orleans as

against 110,653 miles for the first

five months, as mentioned in Elec-
tric Railway Journal for July 19,

page 91. The railways in Nashville,

Memphis, Knoxville, Birmingham,
Atlanta and Dallas all showed sim-

ilar improvement. Nashville was
again second to the leader. New Or-

leans, but Memphis was in third

place at the end of September, Little

Rock having lost that distinction.

Figures of the individual companies
for the month and for nine months
also are given in the accompanying
table.

Die for Making Journal

Box Cover Springs

DUE to the fact that the cost of

the special springs used on
journal box covers by the Twin City
Rapid Transit Company was high,

particularly when they were pur-
chased in comparatively small quanti-
ties, the mechanical department of

Journal Box Cover Springs Are Formea at
the Kate of 100 per Honr by One Man
Using This Ingenious Die that was De-
veloped In the Twin City Rapid Transit
Company's Shop

the company found it desirable to

make these springs in its own shop.

At first these were made by hand
at a cost of approximately 18 cents
each. Later, however, a special die
of the type shown in the accompany-
ing illustration was made up, and
through its use it became possible to

make these springs at a cost which
is about 40 per cent of that of the
hand method.

TTie spring is tapered throughout
its length and is formed into a re-

verse curve of fairly complicated
shape.

At one end these springs are 3 in.

wide, and taper from that to 1 in. at
the narrow end. Stock is purchased
i in. X 4 in. and is cut up into pieces

12i in. long, which is the proper
length for making the spring. This
material is split diagonally and the
hole punched in one end. The entire

forming operation is then carried

out on the die.

A blank for one of the springs is

shown in position in the die, for the
beginning of the forming operation.

At the right is the operating handle.

In the position shown, this handle
has just been pulled down so as to

disengage the latch shown at the top
of the die. This action allows the
roller shown in contact with the
blank to descend into place under the

action of the helical spring fastened
to the lever projecting to the left

from the die. In the position shown
for the operating handle, the jaw in

the die block grips the right end of

the spring blank. Above this posi-

tion of the operating handle
this jaw is released, and when the
handle engages the latch at the top
the roller is also lifted out of posi-

tion against the action of the spring
at the left.

To form the spring the operating
handle is swung through slightly

more than a semicircle, in a clock-

wise direction. When this is done
the roller holds the blank firmly

against the die block which is formed
to the proper shape for the com-
pleted spring, and as the jaw in the
block holds one end of the blank the
latter is formed to the shape of the
block as the latter is revolved with
the handle. As the block nears the
end of its cycle the reverse curve
in the end of the spring is formed
by the die as it presses the blank
against the round plug shown just
under the roller spring lever.

When the spring has been formed
the handle is rotated back until it

engages the roller release latch, at
which time the jaw in the die is

also released. The short lever shown
projecting below the die is then used
to eject the finished spring.

This tool is operated in connec-
tion with an oil heating furnace by
one man. With this equipment he
can heat and form aproximately 100
springs per hour.

slide shows directly in fractions of!
an inch the depth of cut required. i

The slide is mounted in the gagej
so that it comes in contact with the

j

wheel at the proper gage line. When
,

an old pair of wheels is set up in ,

the lathe for turning the gage is-

slipped over the flange, the slide iaj

moved forward until it comes in con-!
tact with the wheel and the amount

Flange Cage for Wheel
Turning

IN THE shops of the Department
of Street Railways, city of Detroit,

the special type of gage shown in the
accompanying illustration was de-
veloped for facilitating the work of
turning flanges of rolled-steel wheels.
This gage was designed and made

in the shop. It enables a workman
to determine the depth of cut re-
quired to bring a flange back to the
proper dimensions. A graduated

&1

-OIBJ' !r-a04T
J

l^ y'0i ^.^^ ID
FIGURES IHDKATl
'tPTH OF CUT IN
OF U* INCH

> "^ I

f

lo

<J'^/.6ZS'!>iA- H'-.-g-- ^

.Adjustable Gage for Wheel Flanges
j

•

of metal to be taken off is read -

directly from the scale. Thus a i

saving is made not only in the time
\

required for the turning operation ^

but also in the amount of metal
^

taken off the wheel. This prolongs \

the total useful life of each wheel.

Cutting Magnet Coil Tops

A TOOL has been designed and
made in the Decatur shops of

the Illinois Traction System for
rapidly cutting magnet coil tops out
of red fiber without an excessive
waste of material. The tool, in ap-
pearance, resembles an expansion
bit without the intervening cutting
blade between the centering point and
the outside cutting edge. It has a
tapered shank and fits into the cus-

tomary i-in. taper

chuck on the drill

press. At its
lower end an ad-

j u s t a b 1 e cross

member, held in

place by a set-

screw, carries two
tool-steel cutting
bits. These bits

are of quarter-
inch round steel

ground to a thin
cutting point. The
cutting end is A
in. wide and % in.

long. The bits are
held in place b>

setscrews in tli.

cross member.
The distance be-

tween the two
Device for Drilling

Out Magnet Colls

Magnet coll top.x p., **;„„• ,^ « i „ ;

.

are drilled from i-ln.
^uil'lff tools 1;;

red fiber Insulation aonroximntplv 1material by moans of
**J^»J' "*'"l"ieiy 1

an adjtiHtable rutting in. It IS not the
tool which fits into a .

'" ""^ ^^^

.small drill presa. practice to cut

i

1
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both the inside circle and the outside

circle at one operation. Two bits are
available in order to expedite the work
of cutting both small and large size

tops. The red fiber insulating ma-
terial, which is usually i in. thick,

is clamped to the drill press table

and after a centering hole has been
drilled the tool is brought down upon
the fiber in the same manner as in

drilling.

Modified M. C. B.

Journal Brass

A MODIFIED form of M.C.B.
journal brass is used on the

high-speed cars of the Chicago,

Aurora & Elgin Railroad with good
results. The standard M.C.B. jour-

nal has beveled corners, and the

journal wedge the necessary exten-

sions to fill the space. This type of

journal is liable to side oscillation.

As a result of the frequent starts

and stops of an electric car, brasses

are worn out quickly.

The changes in design inaugu-

rated by the shop engineers of this

M.C.B. Journal iiriiHs and Wedge Modified
to ProlonK Their lAte

railway include the filling up of the

beveled corners on the brass and the

elimination of the triangular lugs

on the wedge to give a brass with a

flat top and a corr,esponding flat

wedge. The construction does away
with all journal box oscillation, and
gives a longer life to the brass.

The redesigned wedge, which can be
machined entirely with a shaper, is

a flat piece of steel with one surface

tapered is in. in both directions

from the ends to the center. This
taper allows for a longitudinal

oscillation and centering of the brass

upon the axle.

All old journal brasses are built

up at the corners by welding on steel

pieces, as shown in the illustration.

New journal brasses are made ac-

cording to the modified design. The
new type of wedge will operate with
either the old or the new designs of

brasses.

Dick Prescotfs Opportunity
It Finds Him Ready

DICK PRESCOTT felt somewhat
uneasy as he knocked on the d«or
of Thomas Mullaney's office. A

mornint^ summons from the general

foreman was generally considered among
the shop employees of the Consolidated
Railway & Light Company as an inci-

dent boding no good results. Despite
his uneasiness, Dick had himself well

in hand as he opened the heavy door at

the gruff invitation from the interior of

the sanctum. The self-confidence gener-

ated by habitual sincerity of thought and
speech, combined with the consciousness

of having made a whole-hearted en-

deavor to be as useful as possible under
the circumstances in which he found
himself, gave Dick that feeling of hav-

ing "played the game" which caused him
now to face any eventuality with con-

fidence.

As he opened the door, his eyes sought
those of the general foreman in mild
inquiry. He was agreeably surprised

and relieved by what he saw there. A
faint twinkle that he had never noticed
before gave him the feeling of one who,
upon pulling aside a dusty and forbid-

ding curtain, discovers beyond a cheerful
and inviting interior. Dick suddenly
realized that all of Thomas Mullaney's
"hard-boiled" exterior was merely a

cloak which had come about him through
many years of routine adherence to

precedent, and that the man within was
warmly human and likable. He accepted
the gruff invitation to be seated with
mixed feelings of admiration, respect
and sympathy for this crusty old veteran
who had kept things going along with a

fair degree of efficiency through many
changes in conditions and deficiencies in

management.
Mullaney got into his subject quickly

and in his blunt manner outlined the
purpose of the interview. He offered

Dick the opportunity of organizing an
engineering department in the shop and
suggested that if Dick felt able to tackle
the job he would ask the general
manager to send him and one of the
foremen on an extended trip to gather
ideas from other properties. It was
evident that Mullaney had at last recog-
nized in Mr. Milburn, the new general
manager, an executive with vision and

courage, and realized that the new era
which was dawning on the property
called for young blood and new ideas.

After outlining his proposal briefly,

Mullaney shifted the inevitable cigar

stub to the other side of his mouth and
leaned back in his weatherbeaten old
chair with a kindly smile at the eager
boy across the table.

"Well, what d'you think about it?

Believe you could handle that job?"
"I think I could, Mr. Mullaney. I've

spent practically all my spare time for
some years in railway shops, and also
worked for two years when I had to
drop out of school because of lack of

funds. I've been keeping my eyes open
here, and though I'd have to take things
slowly at first, I believe I can see a
real opportunity for co-ordinating an
engineering department with all of the
other shop activities from construction
to handing of materals, so as to make it

a real agency for cutting down lost
motion, improving methods and increas-
ing efficiency.

"Your suggestion for a trip to other
properties is fine. I'm pretty well
acquainted with many of the practices
in other shops, as I have been studying
the files

,
of the Electric Railway

Journal ever since I came here, and in

that way have compared many of our
methods with those of other roads. Such
a trip would give me some definite ideas
as to just how we can get an engineer-
ing department under way, so that each
foreman will understand that first of all

its purpose is to make it easier for the
various shop departments to do better
work."

"All right, my boy, you've got the idea
exactly. You're pretty young, but I

think you can handle this thing if you
keep your feet on the ground. Get
yourself ready to leave next Monday
and I'll talk to you again before the end
of the week. Now go tell Steve White
that I want to see him right away."
As Dick stepped out of the office he

was filled with mingled emotions of joy
and impending responsibility, but the
former took precedence to such an ex-
tent that he literally had difficulty in

keeping his feet on the ground as he
hastened in search of Steve.
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Sand Blast Used for Many
Purposes

IN THE shops of the Kansas City

Railways a sand-blasting equip-

ment has proved useful for many
purposes in connection with car over-

haul and repair work. On most re-

pair and overhaul jobs men will do

better work if the parts are cleaned

By C'leaninir Car and Truck Parts with
This Sand-BIast Outfit Better Workman-
Hlii|> In Obtained at Kansas City

when they are taken off the cars.

Consequently, in addition to its use

for cleaning the sides of steel cars,

the sand-blast outfit illustrated is

used to clean truck frames, parts of

door and step mechanism, miscel-

laneous castings, dash-iron plates,

etc. Cleaning such parts makes
them easier to handle, and at the

same time improves the character of

work that is done during repair or

overhaul. It also has been found
that by thus thoroughly cleaning up
the surface of castings and similar

parts, defects, cracks and blow-holes

are shown up which might otherwise

go undiscovered.

Simple Tag Holders

IN MOVING materials between
carhouses and shops it is usually

necessary to employ some type of

tag for indicating the proper destina-

on the system. This holder consists

of a flat piece of brass with two
edges folded over so as to form clips

for the tag. The two folded edges

are cut back at an angle at the

corners to allow the card to be in-

serted readily. The card is put in

with its face toward the brass clip,

thus preventing the instructions

from becoming obliterated |in the

handling. A piece of flexible wire

through a hole in the holder and the

card holds the latter securely in place

and also serves to fasten the holder

to the box or package in which the

materials are packed. This simple

device is shown in an accompanying
illustration.

Double-Deck Six-Wheel

Buses for Los Angeles

WHAT is said to be the first

double-deck six-wheel bus to be

used either in this country or abroad
was recently placed in service by the

Los Angeles Railway. This vehicle

is built by the Moreland Motor Truck
Company, and it is claimed that the

six-wheel construction permits the

use of pneumatic tires on the rear

wheels. This could not be done with

a four-wheel double-deck bus, be-

cause of the excessive weight on each

wheel.

The construction used is of the

Goodyear type, where each axle is

attached to a strong semi-elliptic

spring hinged in the center. By
using this type of suspension, each

of the four rear wheels may be

raised or lowered to a degree greater

than is possible with the ordinary

four - wheel construction without

raising the body.

With this design the center of the

spring to which the frame is attached

moves up only one-half the amount
which the wheel moves. Braking is

effected on all six-wheels by a com-

bination air-hydraulic system. The
sides of the bus are made of Plymetl,

and the roof is of Haskelite.

Light-Weight Harp

ATROLLEY HARP with increased

strength but of light construc-

tion is being introduced by the R.

D. Nuttall Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The arms of the harp are rounded

on the outside, and their ends havf

a spherical contour. There are no

ribs or other projections, leaving no

sharp edges or corners to catch in

the overhead wires in case the wheel

leaves the wire. All screws and
rivet heads come flush with the out-

side surface, while the axle pins

and cotter pins are kept within the

outside contour. The weight of the

hai-p and wheel is 6 lb.

Contact washers may be used in-

side but the contact spring is ar-

ranged to bear directly on the wheel

hub so that contact washers are not

neces.sary. Contact springs are

readily replaced when worn by a

slight turn on the clamping screw,

which releases the contact spring so

that it can easily be withdrawn.

An improved type of axle pin is

•*RWc»^

Brass Ttxg Holder Used by Department of
Street RaUways, Detroit

tion and other information regarding

the material handled. In the shops

of the Department of Street Rail-

ways, city of Detroit, a very simple

tyiSe of holder has been devised to

t)revent the mutilation of these tags

as they are handled at various points
I'nenmatio Tires Can Be Used on Tills Donble-Dcck Bds, Because the MIx-tVheel

Constroctlon Rednoei the Load on Kach of the Rear WheeU
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A Trolley Hnrp tliut Will Not Ciiti'li in tlir Overhead

also a part of the new device.

Grease is forced through a hole in

the pin which communicates to a

large annular groove on the outside,

bringing the lubricant in direct con-

tact with the base of the wheel.

Inclosed Coil Heater

AGAR heater is being placed on
the market by the Railway

Utility Company of Chicago which
embodies several interesting new
features of design and construction.

The heater unit itself is of the

inclosed type, using a resistor of

nickel-chromium ribbon, corrugated

or reflexed in a refractory insulat-

ing material which it is claimed does

not deteriorate from the action of

sudden high temperatures. This is

said to give a unit which will stand

the extreme voltage variations en-

countered in railway work, including

extreme o v e r-v o 1 1 a g e s for quite

lengthy periods of time.

A novel feature of the case con-

struction is the provision of a ven-

tilating flue in the back where it is

placed against the side of the car

and at the top where it would come
in contact with passengers. In the

panel-type case, which is usually in-

stalled under longitudinal seats, this

feature is for the purpose of pre-

venting radiation of the heat gen-

erated by the unit to the space under

the cushions. In the vestibule and
truss-plank heaters, this flue feature

is said to prevent radiation through

the sides or ends of the car.

It is claimed that the flue action

is so effective that increased tem-

perature of the elements actually

results in decreased temperature of

the top and back of the case. This

flue construction also makes it per-

missible to install these heaters

without placing fire resisting ma-
terial behind them.

The cross-seat heater is manu-
factured with a solid baffle on the

top, so that it is not required to add
sheet metal under the seat cushions

to prevent the heated air pocketing

at that point.

All the cases are designed to

permit access to the interior with-

out disturbing the wiring or conduit.

In the accompanying illustration

showing the mounting of the heat-

ing element, the expansion strap, A,
is welded to the mounting bracket,

B, which is fitted with a clearance

washer to allow free movement of

the heating unit, thereby providing

means to relieve the mounting
bracket B from strain due to expan-

sion and contraction of the unit.

The "Lavarock" terminal insulator,

DetaUed Views of the Terminal Alonntiiiar,

Showing: the Arrangrement for Safety and
Accessibility

C, is designed to seal the outlet, pre-

venting any accumulation of dust or

moisture that might cause leakage

from the sheath to the terminal.

The heater sheath E is further in-

sulated from the mounting bracket

B by heavy "Pyroplax" flanges, F,

which constitute a secondary insula-

tion between the heating unit and
mounting block G.

This mounting block is of heavy
molded "Pyroplax" insulating ma-
terial vdth threaded metal inserts

molded in, for fastening.

.\ VentilathiK Uuct in the Case Keeps Down tlic Temperature of tile Top and Back
and Eliminates the Need for Insulating Material Behind the Case When It Is Mounted
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This Year's Exhibits

a Half-Million Dollar Show
Equipment for Modernization of All Departments Featured the Disjilay

at A. E. R. A. Convention—Space Taken by the 194 Exhibitors

141/2 per Cent Greater than in Any Previous Year

THE exhibits at the Atlantic City
convention of the American Elec-

tric Railway Association this year were
bigger and better than ever before.

There was more new apparatus and
equipment shown than at any previous
convention, indicating that the manu-
facturers are doing their part toward
modernization of the industry and fol-

lowing more progressive lines of

thought in the design of their equip-

ment. Three railways and the asso-

ciation itself contributed to the educa-
tional value of the convention by
instructive exhibits.

More space was taken for exhibition

purposes than in any previous year. A
total floor space of 86,349 sq.ft. was
used by 194 exhibitors, an increase of

10,920 sq.ft. over that occupied at the

1923 convention, which was the largest

up to that time. In per cent the in-

crease amounts to 14i.

In analyzing tTie various equipment
lines displayed the exhibit of buses wa.s

most extensive. Of the entire space
23,743 sq.ft., or 27i per cent of the
total, was occupied by bus displays.

There was a total of 54 complete buses
on exhibition together with 12 stripped
chassis. The buses shown were either
of a de luxe type or of attractive design
intended particularly for display and to

attract attention. Many of the dele-

gates remarked that the very sight of
such magnificent buses made them
want to ride.

The editors of Electric Railway
Journal collected considerable infor-

mation this year as to the cost of ex-
hibits to the various manufacturers.
Based on information from more than
half of those who had displays, it is esti-

mated that about $569,000 was expended
by manufacturers in placing their

products on display at the Pier. This
shows that the manufacturers certainly
did their part as a contribution toward
making this convention a success.

The decorative features and the
scheme of colors used were new and
attractive. I*robably the most striking
feature was the treatment used in the
main ballroom at the entrance. The
motif followed was Chinese. Stands
with Chinese lanterns were placed on the
foyer floor and additional Chinese lan-

terns were carried on supports on the
pillars. The balcony was hung with
Chinese decorations and a big drop pic-

ture at the end of the hall showed a
water scene with a Chinese junk in the
center. Directly opposite the entrance

was a pagoda with Chinese dragons
and lanterns. Special treatment was
also given to each of the other exhibit
halls. Thus the Annex was in green
and white, Machinery Hall and the
meeting rooms were in white and gold.

Railways Exhibit Progress Made

Three railway companies exhibited
practical examples of their work in

booths fitted up in a manner as attrac-
tive as those of the manufacturers.
The Chicago Rapid Transit Company

and the Chicago, North Shore & Mil-
waukee Railroad showed .samples of
the artistic and effective posters that
have been used in connection with their
work. In addition, some of the original
water-color paintings from which the
posters were made served to illustrate

the care which is taken to obtain high-
grade work.
The Public Service Railway displayed

pictures of every phase of its big trans-
portation system—cars, buses, ferries,

terminals, power houses, and substa-
tions. An interesting feature was a

map showing the old pre-war 5-cent
fare area compared with the present
5-cent area. Charts on one-man car
operation, bus time-tables, and window
posters were included.

The Association Exhibited Standards
AND Publicity Material

The association attempted more than
ever before and it has succeeded in

doing more in its exhibit. In short, it

kept in step with the bigger, better and
brighter than ever slogan. Through
the courtesy of various manufacturers
and operating companies, a display of
standard designs of overhead line ma-
terials, track materials and car equip-
ment materials was prepared. In addi-
tion, there was a number of charts
showing track standards and certain
proposed standards.
Another section of the booth was de-

voted to posters, prepared by the asso-
ciation's advertising and publicity
section.

The Association's Bureau of Informa-
tion and Service prepared a number of
charts to show the vital statistics of
the industry. These were so displayed
that he who runs may read. In addi-
tion to these charts the bureau ex-
hibited copies of its various compila-
tions and reports, together with other
association literature.

Among the standard devices shown
were axles, journal boxes, brake shoos.

limit of wear gage, bolted joints for 9-

in. girder grooved rails and for 90 and
100-lb. standard A.R.A. and for 80-lb.

A.S.C.E. rail. There were in addi-
tion standard rail designs and a com-
plete line of standard line material for
overhead trolley, as contained in the
Engineering Manual, Section D, 102-21.

Then there were charts to show the
standard uniform system of track
spirals, turn-outs and cross-overs, car
clearance easements, proper location of

tongue switches and dimensions of

tongue switches, mates and frogs,
bolted rail and manganese steel cross-

ings, together with gages and flange

-

ways.
The committee on city and interur-

ban operation had an exhibit of copie-

of committee reports and handbook of

modern methods and practices. A num-
ber of attractive posters, illustrating

electric railway advertising, were shown
and especial attention was attracted by
the posters of the London Underground
group, of which a large variety was on
display. United Railways & Electric

Company, Baltimore, Md., furnished a
safety display for use in the schools

of Baltimore to teach children the fun-

damental principals of safety.

Many Attractive Buses Shown

In the exhibit of buses and bus
accessories there were many novel de-

signs. The Six Wheel Company and
the International Motor Company dis-

played several models of six-wheel
buses. The Transit Equipment Com-
pany featured an Uppercu coach with
front wheel drive. Advantages claimed
for this arrangement include low floor

height, simplicity of frame constructii"

and short turning radius. As the tra

tive effort is always in the direction o;

travel it is said that a more abrui'i

steering angle can be used. A bus with
220-in. wheelba.se can be turned in a

50-ft. street.

The Yellow Coach Manufacturin
Company showed several double-deck
models with both pneumatic and cushion

tires. This company's new design of

sleeve and poppet valves for bus serN'-

ice was of particular interest The
Continental Motors Corporation showed
four different types of six-cylinder bus

motors. There were various arrange-
ments of power brakes which showed
marked improvement both in design

and construction. These included air,

hydraulic and a combination of the two.

Safety devices have also been applied

to buses which include a complete pneu-
matic .safety control syst-em, with inter-

locked accelerator and "deadman's" fea-

ture. Air brakes of the Westinghou.«e
automotive type included a .3-cu.ft.

high-speed compressor, with capacity

for supplying air for all pneumatic pur-

poses.

A new combination air-hydraulic sy-
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tem of four-wheel brakes was shown by
the Timken-Detroit Axle Company. In
addition to this feature the front axle

had a large drop which allowed for low
floor construction. The exhibit of buses
was noteworthy particularly for its

great variety and included many
double-deckers, new light-duty types,
parlor car arrangements with wide win-
dows, individual seats and smoking
compartments. The bodies also showed
marked improvement in lighting, heat-
ing, and ventilation.

Railway Supply Companies Show
New Developments

The modernization taking place in

the manufacturing end of the railway
industry was shown in many of the
displays of the manufacturers and sup-
ply companies. These covered a wide
range, improvements having been made
for practically all departments.

It was easy to spot the new devices
shown by the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, as each de-
velopment was marked with a large
orange star. A further departure was
the display of apparatus still in the
experimental stage. Among these were
two developments in motor lubrication
practice. The first was an oil sealed
housing. The new design of housing
appears to have many advantages. The
feed of oil is made constant at all times
by pumping it into the chamber. The
separate general supply chamber is

kept filled, so that the amount of oil

that must be added is not left to the
oiler's judgment, and the supply to the
waste chamber is automatic. In the
second development, a new sealed sleeve
bearing, oil is prevented from leaking
into the winding and dirt and grit are
kept out of the oil. It is claimed that
additional oil is required only once or
twice yearly.

Recent developments of renewal parts
were on display, which included a
unique scheme for ventilating old type
motors. This scheme is said to increase
the continuous capacity of the motors
by more than 30 per cent with only 2
per cent additional weight. For con-
venience in rewinding armature coils,

rebanding and repairing commutators,
all insulating materials are now as-

sembled in standard packages by the
Westinghouse company, so that every
item required is ready for the work-
men to use. A new development in

brush holder design included a detach-
able box, which facilitates necessary
replacement at low cost. Another new
type of brush holder shown was pro-
vided with a dust cap to prevent the
entrance of sand or dirt into the brush
holder.

Power men were particularly inter-

ested in the new type of oil immersed
transformer developed to prevent ex-
plosions and increase insulating and
cooling properties. In this construction
the oil level is below the top of the
tank, so as to provide a gas space of
sufficient capacity to permit the rise

and fall of the oil level. The breath-
ing action of the transformer deoxidizes
and dehydrates the inhaled air, thus
maintaining the gas space with dry
inert gas. A diaphragm construction is

provided which ruptures in case an ab-
normal pressure develops.
The General Electric Company had a

large display of its products to show
how that company could help modern-
ize electric railway equipment. The
car equipment man's attention was at-

tracted to the reduced number of stand-
ardized railway motors and to improve-
ments in light-weight multiple-unit

control and improved equipment parts.

A new type of brush holder with re-

newable carbon-way has been designed
to reduce maintenance cost. New de-
signs of overhead line material and sec-

tionalizing equipment showed the com-
pany's effort to reduce the investment
in distribution copper. New types of

welding equipment were shown, which
should make substantial savings in the
reclamation of parts. The general idea
in the entire exhibit was to show appa-
ratus in actual operation and to group
this equipment around a display of

parts and materials which could be
used for maintenance.
A new idea in the merchandising of

line materials was shown by the Ohio
Brass Company. It was called a travel-

ing catalog and consisted of a truck
equipped with special body, arranged
so as to display a full line of O.B. line

material when the truck was open for
inspection. This truck has made an
extended trip of over 100,000 miles and
has visited a great many railway prop-
erties.

Improvements in Car Heaters

All of the various heater companies
showed improvements in electric heat-
ers for cars. The Railway Utility

Company showed a new type of inclosed
coil heater. The heating element con-
sisted of nickel chromium inclosed in a
refractory material. It possesses large
overload capacity without danger of
overheating and damaging parts. A
novel feature of the case construction
included a ventilating flue in the back
at the top of the case. This feature
was intended to prevent radiation
through the sides and ends and so de-
creases the temperature at the top and
back of the case.

Interchangeability of heater parts
was featured by the Gold Car Heating
& Lighting Company. New designs of
electric heaters selected for use by the
New York Central and Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad were shown. The prin-

cipal feature of these was simplicity in

design, so as to reduce the number of
parts. Particular attention was given
to terminal arrangement.
A new design of heater coil construc-

tion was shown by the Consolidated
Car Heating Company, which was in-

tended to take up less space and thus
could be used in replacement of the
inclosed element units. The Consoli-
dated Car Heating Company also
showed its new type of pedal control
for doors. The particular features of
this equipment were the small amount
of space required underneath the plat-
form for operation of the doors and
their control by depressing a pedal.
The National Pneumatic Company

also showed a very large number of
door engines and door control equip-
ment. Full-sized models of cars were
used to demonstrate the best practice in

door engine installation, and the im-
portance of safety in control and opera-
tion was emphasized. A new develop-
ment shown was a four-way selector

and grouping valve, which with a single

control handle actuates any one of four
door engines or couples up any two of

them.
An improved type of step construc-

tion was shown by the Irving Iron

Works. The principal feature was the

open construction used, so that dirt,

snow, ice and the like would fall

through and prevent slippery or wet
conditions either on the steps or inside

the car. The construction also provided
a non-slipping surface under all con-

ditions.

Several new designs of seats for cars

and buses were shown by the various

seat manufacturers. The American Car
& Foundry Company showed a new
type of reversing mechanism with link

construction. The pedestal was made
of pressed steel and was independent
of the seat end. A single automatic
foot rest was operated by the power
arm. All parts subjected to stress were
drop forgings and particular attention

was given to interchangeability of

parts.

A very complete line of new develop-

ments in car seats was also shown by
the Hale-Kilbui-n Company. The dis-

tinctive features were increased com-
fort, attractive appearance, and partic-

ular attention to producing parts which
would lower maintenance costs.

A new contribution to the motor
coach seating line was shown by the

Heywood-Wakefield Company. This
consisted of three types of chairs, which
showed the last word in beauty and
comfort.
A new type of car flooring called

Truss-plate was exhibited by the Wheel-
ing Corrugating Company. This type
of flooring has been used by the Boston
Elevated Railway and the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company with a mastic
covering as the wearing surface. It

weighs but 4 lb. per square foot, and
is of particular advantage in light

weight car construction.
Valuable information as to where

Haskelite and Plymetl could be used
to advantage in reducing car weight
was shown in the exhibit of the Haske-
lite Manufacturing Corporation. This
type of construction is also proving of

advantage in reducing the noise and
drum effect in all-steel car construc-

tion and in providing necessary insula-

tion against cold.

The Railway Improvement Company
had an exhibit arranged to show im-
provements that would reduce railwa,y

motor maintenance. This consisted of

a revamped 101-B motor removed from
service on the Connecticut Company.
New heads and bearings in this motor
were designed particularly to insure
long life and decrease trouble. The
weight of each axle bearing was re-

duced from 10 to 15 lb. and special at-

tention was given to provisions that
will make the bearings stay tight when
installed.

Fare Collection Systems

There were very complete displays
of fare boxes and fare registering
equipment. A new combination elec-

tric coin and token controlled passi-
meter was shown by the Perey Manu-
facturing Company. This equipment is

adapted to any combination of two
coins or tokens. This company also
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showed an interesting fare box and
overhead register combination, which
provided automatic, instantaneous, vis-

ible and audible registration. Improve-
ments in tare collection were also
shown by the Rooke Automatic Reg-
ister Company in the form of its new
automatic register, which takes nickels,

dimes and quarters.
The Cleveland Fare Box Company

showed a new locked box and key of
peculiar design for use with fare boxes.
This was a four-way box with eight
levers and 16 locking surfaces. A new
detail fare recorder was also exhibited
by the Ohmer Fare Register Company,
which had a capacity for recording
fares ranging from 1 cent to $9.99.
A new design of light-weight trolley

harp was shown by the R. D. Nuttall
Company. The shape of the harp was
arranged to eliminate all ribs and
projections and give a smooth outline
with no sharp edges or corners to catch
in overhead construction. All screws
and rivets were made flush with the
outside surface. Other improvements
included an axle pin with special pro-
vision for grease lubrication and new
design contact springs.
The new type of direct-connected

trolley catcher used by the Boston Ele-
vated Railway formed a part of the
exhibit of C. I. Earll. With this con-
struction all brackets are eliminated as
the catcher is bolted directly to the car.
Provision is made for easy removal of
the entire unit or the drum may be
removed separately for inspection and
overhauling.
Improved methods for painting car.s

proved a live subject for discussion and
demonstration at the various paint dis-
plays. The R. F. Johnson Paint Com-
pany demonstrated some late develop-
ments in finishing of cars and buses.
A new two-coat enamel system, requir-
ing only a day and a half for applica-
tion, was one of the late developments
by this company.
Aluminum paint for car decoration

and painting attracted considerable at-
tention at the exhibit of the Aluminum-
Company of America. The use of paint
as an advertising material and as a
preventive of accidents was stressed
by all the various paint salesmen and
yellows and various orange shades
seem to be the colors most in demand.
At the exhibit of the Glidden Company
demonstrations were given of the econ-
omies resulting from the use of Ripolin
railway enamels.

Five Electric Railway Cars
Exhibited

On Arkansas Avenue, just across the
Boardwalk from the Pier, were dis-
played five complete cars. These in-
cluded one of the new Illinois Traction
System's light-weight interurban cars
as built by the St. Louis Car Company.
This car was arranged for one-man and
single-end operation. Light weight was
a big feature and this car completely
equipped weighed but 36,840 lb. and is

taking the place of old equipment in

the same service that weighed 90,000 lb.

Another car shown was a double-
truck safety car, built at the American
Car Company's plant in St. Louis for
the Eastern Texas Electric Company,
at Beaumont, Tex. Double folding doors
were provided at diagonal corners, and
a motorman's door on the opposite

side of each platform. The weight was
28,500 lb. with seating capacity of 48.

A light-weight interurban car for the
York Railways, mounted on Brill 77-E-l
trucks, and a special single-truck safety
car built at the Kuhlman plant for the
Columbus, Newark & Zanesville Rail-

way were also shown. The York car
seats 52 passengers, and the Zanesville
car has a capacity of 28. »

The de luxe idea in cars influenced

the design of another car shown with
the group. This had a low level floor,

and seats for 48 passengers. Particu-
lar attention was given to a pleasing
interior finish.

Track AND Line Material

Way engineers found much of inter-

est in the various track and paving ex-
hibits. An alloy steel crossing built

of 9-in. flange-bearing rails rolled to

fit with A.E.R.E.A. standard 9-in. sec-

tions was shown by the Lorain Steel

Company.
A new design of ground throw switch

in a very compact box was exhibited
by William Wharton, Jr. & Company,
Inc. The operating lever lies on top in

a recess in the cover of the box. This
makes it possible to have a tight fit

which will keep out dirt, water and
other refuse. The mechanism is steel

throughout and will work the same as
an ordinary spring box set to throw
either way or for one-way traflic.

A bituminous material shaped to
fit any rail section was .shown by the
Philip Carey Company. This is being
marketed under the trade name of
Elastite rail filler and provides a re-
silient cushion that takes up vibration
and movement of the rail. The con-
struction also provides a watertight
joint so as to keep out water and frost.

Many new specialties were shown of
interest to the line department. Hub-
bard & Company .showed many new de-
vices for transmission, distribution and
signal work. These included pole
.steps, dead ending devices, wire hold-
ers, pole-top fixtures and spreader
racks. A new pole-hole digger was
.shown by the Buda Company. This
company also showed many specialties
in trackwork.
The accounting department of rail-

ways found much interest in the labor-
saving machines exhibited. A new
typewriter key punch was .shown by
the Powers Accounting Machine Com-
pany. This was a combination of a
standard typewriter and a key punch
so as to eliminate punch operators. The
typist in making out invoices can punch
the tabulating card at the same time
as the other record is made. A new
duplicating machine for making copies
of reports, statements, bulletins and
other forms written with typewriters,
pen or copying pencil was shown by
the Beck Duplicator Company. This is

being marketed under the trade name
of "Speedograph."
A new type of coin assorting and ac-

counting machine, which is in use by
the Conestoga Traction Company, was
exhibited by the Lancaster Automatic
Coin Assorting and Counting Machine
Company. This machine automatically
feeds coins to the sorter and counter
without an attendant. A variety of
new machines for sorting, counting and
wrapping coins or tokens was also
shown by the Sattley Company.

Engineering Executive Committee

THE first meeting of the new ex-

ecutive committee of the Engi-
neering Association was held at At-
lantic City Oct. 9. Those present were
President Charles H. Clark, chairman;
C. R. Harte, Daniel Durie, M. B. Rose-
vear, R. H. Dalgleish, F. H. Miller,

G. C. Hecker and Past-Presidents
H. H. Adams, J. H. Hanna and H. A.
Johnson.
The report of the committee on sub-

jects was read and approved with
minor modifications. This report was
published in the issue of Electric
Railway Journal for Oct. 11, page
650. The principal modifications were
the following:
The committee to consider carhouse

wiring and car wiring rules of the
National Electric Code was instructed
to include in its studies the subject of
wiring of garages used by electric

railways for storage and maintenance
of buses and trucks.
Two new subjects were added to the

assignment of the committee on equip-
ment: (6) Continue the study of heli-

cal and spur gearing; (7) .study meth-
ods for reducing noise in car operation
in co-operation with the committee on
way matters.
An additional subject was assigned

to the committee on heavy electric

traction: (4) Continue the study of
train operation, with particular refer-
ence to articulated trains.

Subject (2) of the a.ssignment of the
committee on power generation and
conversion, as published, was elimi-
nated. This was the study of uniform
methods for reducing failures of power
apparatus and interruptions to service
originating within the gfenerator or
substation.

A new subject was assigned to the
committee on power transmission and
distribution: (8) Co-operate with
A.S.T.M. on the following projects:
(a) Bring into complete conformity
the hard-drawn copper trolley wire
specifications of the two association.s

;

(b) prepare specifications for high-
strength low-conductivity trolley wire
for adoption as recommended standard.
A new assignment to the committee

on way matters is as follows: (8)
Study methods of reducing noise in car
operation in co-operation with the
committee on equipment.
A special committee on recording

power failures was authorized with
the assignment to study of uniform
methods for recording failures of
power apparatus and interruptions to
service. This formerly had been as-
signed to the committee on power
generation and conversion.
A letter from T. K. Murphy of Pratt

& Lambert, Inc., was read, which out-
lined the advantages to the railways
and manufacturers of standardizing
colors for use in finishing electric rail-

way cars. It was stated that there
are more than 100 shades of green,
yellow, orange, red, cream, etc., now
in use and that a heavy overhead ex-
pense is involved in manufacturing all

of these special colors. After a lengthy
discussion it was the opinion of the
committee that standardization of

colors as proposed by Mr. Murphy
would be impractical and it was voted

to drop the matter.
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It was voted to adopt the suggestion

of C. F. Gailor that stickers be fur-

nished railway member companies with
the inscription "We use A.E.R.E.A.
standards." It was also suggested that

manufacturers might indicate in their

catalogs which of the materials listed

were standard.

A letter was read from H. C. Wallace
of the Department of Agriculture in-

viting the association to send repre-

sentatives to the national conference

on utilization of forest products, to be

held in Washington Nov. 19 and 20.

R. H. Dalgleish volunteered to repre-

sent the association and invitations

were also sent to committee chairmen
interested.

A letter was read from A. B. Foote
of the Division of Simplified Practice

inviting the association to be repre-

sented at a conference to prepare a

tentative simplified schedule of gages

and sizes of sheet steel. The secretary

was requested to have a representa-

tive of one of the car builders present

at this conference.

Mr. Miller stated that the equipment
committee had been requested to co-

operate with the Society of Automotive
Engineers committee in assisting the

Public Utility Commission of New
Jersey to arrive at a reasonable set of

specifications for bus design standards

which would be satisfactory both to

operators and designers. After con-

siderable discussion the matter was
referred to the executive committee
of the American Association with the

statement that the Engineering Asso-
ciation stands ready to assist in this

work if authorization is granted.

News of Other Associations

Commission Regulation

Indorsed

Investment Bankers Consider Utility

Problems and Make Recommenda-
tions on Powers of State

Commissions

AT THE annual meeting of the

J\. Investment Bankers' Association of

America, held in Cleveland, Sept. 22-24,

Thomas N. Dysart, of William R.

Compton Company, St. Louis, was
elected president for the ensuing year,

and Henry C. Olcott of the Continental

& Commercial Trust & Savings Bank
of Chicago was appointed chairman of

the public service securities committee
of the association. The report of this

committee was the principal point of

electric railway interest at the Cleve-

land convention. It was presented by
Henry R. Hayes, chairman. An ab-

stract follows:

Report on Securities of Public
Service Companies

In view of the increased popularity

of public utility securities, especially

noticeable this year, it is not today of

prime importance to discuss methods
of improving the acceptability of such
securities. Investors generally recog-

nize the inherent soundness of the

public utility business. Essentially

this condition has been brought about
by the industry itself giving a frank
and open story of its business and, in

part, by its selling securities direct to

the consumer. Besides this, the state

regulatory commission and court de-

cisions have had the effect of assisting

the industry in adjusting itself to

post-war conditions as well as pro-

tecting the business from malicious

attack, too often of political origin.

The committee this year has been

more concerned in studying problems
which are or will soon be of concern
to investment bankers, namely, those
attendant on the great expansion of

the public utility industry, which is

destined to take place in the next
twenty years.
The position of this association with

respect to state regulation is defined

in general terms in the 1923 annual re-

port of this committee, as follows:

The committee recommends, therefore,
that members of this association urge,
wherever laclcing, that the state commis-
sion be vested with authority over the
valuation, rates, services, and capitaliza-
tion of privately-owned plants and that
there be required and published full finan-
cial reports of operation.

This opinion assumes that state-

wide regulation must necessarily be

administered in a broad and judicial

manner in the interests of the public

served, as well as of the investor. This

association has not recognized any
conflicting interest between the public

served and the investor. On the con-

trary, it has pointed out that the

interests of both are identical (see the

1922 annual report). However, it is

far from being unaware that many,
including self-seeking politicians, would
have the public believe otherwise.

In the great expansion of the in-

dustry which is taking place there is

keen competition for investment funds.
Investors, therefore, can and actually

do pick and choose their investments
with discretion, favoring to a marked
degree investments in those properties

which are protected best by scientific

regulation, rather than properties
which are subject to the whims and
fancies of state or local legislative

bodies or executive officials.

We are continually reminded of the
fact that more development takes place
and rates and services are best in those
states where state-wide regulation has
not been subject to attack. There,
we find, too, strong support of state

regulation on the part of the public.

Such results are obtained only when
a legislature appropriates adequate
funds for administration, and com-
missions are of proper caliber for their
tasks.

For the present this committee has
postponed, except in special instances,
studies of the regulatory laws with
respect to privately-owned properties
in the following states and territories:

Alabama, Arizona, California, District
of Columbia, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois,

Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico,

New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Ten-
nessee, Utah, Vermont and Wisconsin.

Those states have been eliminated

from its studies for the present,

largely because there does not appear
to be any immediate need for compre-
hensive changes.
With regard to the regulatory laws

of states other than those above
mentioned, it has recommendations to

make to the district groups for their

consideration. With respect to the

laws of states not now reported upon,
recommendations will be made in

interim reports or direct to district

groups.
The laws of many of the states vary

greatly with respect to the term of

franchises. State laws through con-

stitutional provisions provide for the

issuance of franchises of short dura-

tion—say 20 years. As we know,
where the laws permit bonds are more
often in good markets issued for

longer terms. From the point of view
of providing conditions for the issu-

ance of securities it is distinctly in the

interests of sound banking desirable to

have issued by state commissions the so-

called "indeterminate permits" as dis-

tinguished from franchises perpetual

or limited in term.
This subject was discussed in the

1923 report, which sets forth, among
other things, the states which do not
require of these kinds of properties a

standard system of accounting. The
district groups of this association are

again urged to exert efforts to accom-
plish sound accounting on the part of

municipalities. As purchasers and dis-

tributors of municipal obligations it is

surely a duty to do all that is pos-

sible to require sound accounting and
administration on the part of munic-
ipalities.

The report was signed by Henry
R. Hayes, chairman; Eli T. Watson,
vice-chairman; H. M. Addinsell, Rus-
sell D. Bell, Charles R. Blyth, Chester
Corey, John Esmond, Edgar C. Rust,

C. J. Waddell, James C. Willson.

New England Club Meets Oct. 30

THE October meeting of the New
England Street Railway Club will

be held at the Copley Plaza Hotel,

Boston, Mass., on Oct. 30. The after-

noon meeting, which will be called to

order at 4 p.m., will be devoted to a
series of papers on the following sub-

jects :

"Comparison of Maintenance Costs

of Old and Modern Car Equipment," by
W. C. Bolt, superintendent of rolling

stock and shops Eastern Massachusetts
Street Railway.

"Lubrication of Railway Motors," by
H. N. Ransom, Railway Improvement
Company.
At the evening meeting the topics

will be:
"Education," by Edward Dana, gen-

eral manager Boston Elevated Railway.
"Co-ordination of Motor Vehicle and

Electric Railway Service by Electric

Railway Companies," by A. E. Potter,

president United Electric Railways,
Providence, R. I.

"Observations at the A.E.R.A. Con-
vention," by R. D. Hood, the general
manager Massachusetts Northeastern
Street Railway.
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Protest Against Interstate

Lines

Electric and Steam Railroads in Massa-
chusetts Agitated Over Inroads of

Unregrulated Bus Lines

Electric railways in Massachusetts
are resisting the alleged unfair competi-
tion of buses, particularly those pro-
posed for interstate business. On the
other hand (the Attorney-General is

being appealed to by the bus promoters
to pave the way for such operation. In
consequence the situation in central and
eastern Massachusetts is growing
acute.

The principal question appears to be:
Shall interstate bus lines, which run
from one state into the next, almost
express between terminals, be per-
mitted? If such lines are permitted,
then the question appears to be: To
what extent can the interstate lines be
regulated ?

Several interstate lines are now op-
erating. Some of them have a joint
terminal station in Providence. In
some Massachusetts cities the Mayors
have declined to grant any licenses to
such lines; in others licenses have been
granted, and in some the companies
are operating without licenses on the
contention that they need none. They
claim that no state law can prevent
a transportation line from carrying a
passenger into another state, and in

at least one instance a bus line has
been brought into a local court and
fined $10 for operating without a local
license, and it has appealed the case
in order to test the matter in a higher
court.

Protests Over-ruled

Thus far the railroads have opposed
the granting of licenses to these inter-
state bus lines, but the Massachusetts
Public Utilities Department has over-
ruled the railroads and granted state
licenses on the grround that there is no
law to prevent these companies from
organizing and carrying passengers.
Street railways also have protested,
but it has been pointed out to them
that they have the same right to estab-
lish bus lines as the new bus lines them-
selves. So far as the railroads are
concerned, they have been acting sep-
arately thus far, but it is understood
that they are formulating a general
policy toward the interstate bus lines
to be followed whenever the occasion
arises.

A case under immediate considera-
tion is that of the Interstate Limited
Motor Coach Company, which operates
a bus line between Fall River and
Providence. James M. Swift, former
Attorney-General of Massachusetts, is

an officer in this company and is coun-
sel for an association of such com-

panies, known as the Motor Coach
Association of New England. Mr.
Swift has already argued his case once
before the present Attorney-General,
Jay R. Benton, to prevent the institu-

tion of injunction proceedings against
the interstate bus lines. His associa-
tion represents companies which run
lines from New Bedford to Providence,
from Taunton to Providence and from
Boston to Providence. These lines

have been granted joint station rights
in Providence by the police authorities
of that city.

Mr. Swift argues that the interstate

lines are not law-defying organizations,
but desire to give safe and reliable

service so as to win good will. Hence
they do not need local control as a
police measure, and the opinion is that
the law does not compel them to take

out local licenses. Where they have
asked for local licenses, so that their

legality should not be questioned, the
street railways have opposed them.
Such is the case in Fall River, where
the Eastern Massachusetts Street Rail-

way offered the opposition. The rail-

roads and the street railways contend
that the interstate bus lines take traffic

away from them to such an extent that

the existing companies may be forced

to abandon service.

Mr. Benton has been asked by a

number of city solicitors to proceed in

court "to have the interstate lines en-

joined from operating without license

from the cities and towns traversed.

He has given some semi-public hearings
in his office at the State House and
has more hearings scheduled for the

near future.

Rapid Transit Plans Submitted in Chicago
Entire Situation There Reopened by Proposals Made by Mayor Dever,

Mr. Blair, Mr. Busby and Mr. Insull, Together with Engineering
Report by R. F. Kelker, Jr.

1

THE final determination of the Chi-
cago city administration to push its

own subway plan to a test vote on
municipal ownership, possibly as early
as next February, has been revealed
by Mayor Dever. In a message sub-
mitted to the City Council on Oct. 22
he offered a proposal in competition to

one drawn up by Henry A. Blair, presi-

dent of the Chicago Surface Lines; an-
other by Samuel Insull, representing
the elevated lines, and one by Leonard
Busby, head of the South Side Lines.
These proposals and several alternate
proposals are now before the local

transportation committee of the Coun-
cil and a fifth major proposal for a
$225,000,000 subway system is being
drawn by the reincorporated Chicago
Municipal Subway Company.
Mr. Blair submitted his project as

a private citizen. He came out for a
consolidation of the surface and ele-

vated lines under a unification plan
which ultimately would figure beyond
$350,000,000. Under it the city would
be permitted to purchase the entire
system "upon due notice" or by amor-
tization of a price based on recent
valuations of the lines plus $66,550,000
in surface and elevated lines extensions
purposed to be completed in the next
six years.

Following Mr. Blair's lead, Mayor
Dever expressed hope of accomplishing
virtually the same result through a
different channel. He aims for even-
tual unification, with the city taking
the lead. Mr. Blair would have the
city as a partner throughout, but Mr.
Insull did not provide for such partner-
ship or for participation of the surface
lines in his subway scheme.

t

{

With Mr. Insull in Europe, his at-

torney, Patrick J. Lucey, indorsed Mr.
Blair's declaration that unification is

the only solution of the Chicago trans-

portation problem. Mr. Blair, in his
-

transmittal letter, summarized his aims
as follows:

A single fare and universal tr •

for both rapid transit and surface
service at cost, municipal partner.^! ,

operation and eventually municipal owiu
ship. It should be possible for a Chlca»;
citizen to board the street car In front o:

his home, transfer to a rapid transit train
and enter the loop through a subway all

for one fare.

Mayor Dever said he hoped the sur-

face and elevated lines would come to

terms, but that he could never consent
to take up the $90,000,000 elevated
securities and the $262,000,000 surface
lines securities as suggested by the

,

bankers' committee in the purchase f

negotiations. I

Mayor Dever declared himself vir- H

tually committed to city ownership be- ^

cause the state laws governing utilities |

have been extended until the city has
no control whatever over transporta-
tion or rates of fare.

His subway proposal is said to b« ';

largely the same as that suggested by %
Major R. F. Kelker, Jr., the city trac- |
tion expert, who submitted a detailed

plan for a downtown subway and pro-
jecting elevated lines to the City Coun-
cil committee on local transportation.
The Mayor said:

Unified service should be rendered at the
lowest possible cost and at no profit. In ^
order that a reanonable rale of fare can be 1
maintained. The settlement shbuld bo on
such a basis as to permit the car rlilers
to transfer between the subway, the ele-
vated lines and the surface car linos and
ride from any one part of the city to any
other part of the city. The settlement will
not be satisfactory unless It Involves k

I

i
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restoration to Chicago of home rule over
the local transportation facilities and unless
It avoids increasing the present burdens of
general taxation.

In my opinion, a comprehensive settle-

ment producing these results can now be
brought about only by the acquisition of

the existing surface line and elevated prop-
erties by the city through the use of the
special bonds which I have heretofore de-
scribed and by the immediate building of
subways by the city, to be operated in con-
junction with those properties so acquired
by the city.

If it becomes clear that a settlement
cannot be brought about on that basis
because the persons holding the securities
of the private companies cannot agree with
the city on a fair price, then it seems to

me that the city will obtain the largest
measure of substantial relief in the short-
est time through the immediate building
by the city of a rapid transit system, in-

cluding subways, to supplement the exist-

ing services by the surface and elevated
lines.

This municipal rapid transit system
should be planned, (a) so as not to dupli-
cate the service now rendered by the sur-
face and elevated companies, (b) so as
to make possible co-ordination with the
service furnished by the Chicago City Rail-
way, the Chicago Railways andTthe Chicago
Rapid Transit Company if and when any
or all of them shall have been acquired
by the city and (c) so that the system
can be extended as rapidly as the city's

financial condition will permit if none of

the existing systems is acquired by the city.

Mr. Blair's proposed system would
be capable of carrying 2,000,000,000

revenue passengers a year and, with

the service-at-cost provision, he said

financiers had declared the project to

be a good investment. He revealed that

he has had engineers and other experts

working for two years to perfect the

details. He is ready to go in for full

unification or to enter a partnership

with the city if the elevated lines ob-

ject to consolidation. Special legisla-

tion, he said, would cause some delay,

after which the consolidation would be

ready to go ahead with the construction

outlined in two three-year periods as

shown in the table in the next column.
Mr. Blair called attention to the fact

that the city's $40,000,000 traction fund
was obtained through the 55 per cent

split of surface lines receipts paid en-

tirely by street car patrons and said it

was only fair that this money be used
to construct the underground link con-

necting the systems.
Some of the major paragraphs in his

summary read as follows:

Service at Cost.—The lines to be oper-
ated under a service-at-cost agreement be-
tween the city and the companies which
will, subject to regulatory statutes, pro-
vided rates of fare adequate to produce

, all operating expenses, taxes, maintenance,
renewals and replacements, a fair return
on the capital investment, an amortization
fund for city ownership at a rate to be
agreed upon, fare stabilizing fund and any
other proper and necessary charges arising
out of the operation of the transportation
facilities.
Rates of Fare.—A one-clty-one-fare sys-

tem with free transfers between the several
types of service included ; rates of fare to
be automatically adjustable to the cost of
the service through the operation of a fare-
control fund to be set up and maintained
between certain majcimum and minimum
limits to be agreed upon.

Right of City to Purchase.—Acquisition
by the city of all of the railroad properties
at any time, upon due notice, through direct
purchase or through the gradual amortiza-
tion of capital in favor of the city.

Reorganization.—A reorganization of the
financial structures of the companies which
will bring the total security Issues to par
with tfie established capital value of the
properties from year to year.

Supplemental and Auxiliary Bus Service.—Provision will be made for the develop-
ment of such supplemental and auxiliary
service by motorbuses wherever the de-
mand exists and conditions for its opera-
tion are suitable.

Control.—Until under the provisions of
this plan the operation of the railway prop-
erties is acquired by the city, or the city

FIRST THREE YEARS
City-built subway on State

Street, four tracks $27,000,000
City-built subway on Washing-

ton Street from Grant Park
to Union Park, two tracks.. 8,400,000

Elevated line construction and
equipment 17,600,000

Surface Lines construction and
equipment 15,000,000

Total $68,000,000

SECOND THREE YEARS
City-built subway on Jackson
Boulevard and Franklin Street
from Grant Park to a connec-
nection with the east portal of

the Van Buren Street tunnel. $4,000,000
Elevated lines construction and

equipment 26,950,000
Surface lines construction and
equipment 7,000,000

Total $37,950,000

SUMMARY FOR SIX YEARS
City-built subways $39,400,000
Elevated lines construction and
equipment 44,550,000

Surface lines construction and
equipment 22,000,000

Total for six years $105,950,000

IMPROVED SERVICE RESULTING
FROM ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Present rush-hour service in business

district in cars per hour:
Surface cars ^'JSa
Elevated cars 1,228

Total 2,331

Improved service possible In business
district in cars per hour under proposed
plan

:

Surface cars 1,703
Elevated cars 3,200

Total 4.903

Increase in cars per hour under proposed
subway plan:
Surface cars 600
Elevated cars 1,972

Total 2,572

Increase in cars per hour under
proposed subways and rapid-transit
development 1.10%

Later final arguments on the briefs

will be presented and the commission
will begin to prepare its decision.

The controversy in these cities has

been going on now for practically two
years. The first action was enactment
by the 1923 Legislature of an act which
placed rate-making powers for the rail-

ways in control of the state commis-
sion, instead of the city councils. The
6-cent rates prevailing in the Twin
Cities were undisturbed when hearings

began before the commission in Octo-

ber, 1923. In view of the issue to be

decided these rates are still on a tem-
porary basis.

purchases the properties, the control shall
remain with the companies, the city to be
given its representation on the board of
direction when the plan becomes effective
and the representation of the city on the
board to be increased from time to time in

direct ratio to the equity of the city in the
properties.

Mayor Dever and Alderman U. S.

Schwartz, chairman of the local trans-

portation committee of the Council, re-

vealed that they had had an oral

summary of the Blair plan from Mr.
Blair while the recently dissolved

transit purchase conferences were in

progress. Mr. Schwartz said that he
told Mr. Blair then that the people of

Chicago would never consent to fran-

chises for long periods and that with-

out the long franchises the plan could

not be financed.

Mr. Insull is seeking franchises pro-

viding for $23,000,000 of additional

construction, including an entirely new
north and south line crossing the city

a mile west of the loop and connecting
with the established lines at both ends.

Twin Cities Fare to Be Settled

by January

The Minnesota Railroad & Ware-
house Commission has decided that its

report on fares to be charged in Minne-
apolis and St. Paul by the Minneapolis
and St. Paul street car companies will

be concluded by the end of December
and will be submitted by Jan. 1, accord-
ing to a recent statement of Commis-
sioner Bowen. Briefs are to be filed

by the two municipal corporations and
the railway corporations on Oct. 15.

Receivers at Kansas City Await
Instructions on Buses

The receivers of the Kansas City

Railways are effecting a crystallization

of their ideas regarding bus service,

and it now seems fairly certain that

such service will be installed by the

company. It is reported, however, that

some of the bondholders do not favor
ownership and operation of buses by
railways in a community no larger
than Kansas City. On the other hand
the receivers are said to be considering

various plans of operating buses. One
plan of this kind is said to contemplate

a service with buses in the congested
area with transfers to street cars that

serve outlying districts. This down-
town service would take up the present

overflow. A 10-cent fare would be
charged, it is said, with transfers free

to the street cars. The receivers are

also considering the installation of bus
service into residence districts and the

installation of a deluxe bus for special

trips or sightseeing.

The receivers consider that the offi-

cials of Kansas City, Kan., have not
fulfilled the agreement they made in

July to withhold consent to bus opera-
tion in compensation for additional

railway service into the industrial sec-

tion. The agreement was made in

July. But instead of bus service being
eliminated, a tentative agreement was
made with a new bus company, the
H. H. Moore organization, under which
ten or more buses are now being oper-
ated, some cross-town in Kansas City,

Kan., covering a field in which it was
intended to provide additional railway
service.

The receivers also consider that
the city has not played fair with it

by permitting buses to use the inter-

city viaduct. The railway pays rent
for the use of the tracks on this city-

owned viaduct. The buses, however,
do not follow the routes of street car
lines except on the viaduct. The re-

ceivers expect definite instructions
from the federal court in November
in regard to the extent to which they
may go in the matter of installing
buses.

"Read as You Ride."—The Grand
Rapids Railway, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
in co-operation with the Grand Rapids
Herald, has installed the "Read as You
Ride" boxes in all cars and papers are
furnished early morning patrons
quickly and easily. The service will be
daily except Sunday.
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M^lively Hearing in New York on Buses

Board of Estimate Finally Gets Around to Work of Publicly Considering

Recent Applications—Public Gets First Chance to Air

Its Views—Another Hearing Oct. 29

POLITE figures of speech lack the

virility necessary to characterize

properly recent political history in New
York or to convey an accurate and ade-

quate idea of the present tumult over

transit affairs. Perhaps the nearest ac-

curate picture to the current happen-

ings is contained in Shakespeare's

"Macbeth." If memory does not play

us false there is a scene there in which

the caldron boils and bubbles in a world

of toil and trouble. Well, the transit

situation in New York is something like

that, only more so. In this case the

Mayor of the second greatest city in

the world is sitting on the lid doing his

best to hold it down, but succeeding

only partially.

Apparently everybody wants to run
buses or pretends that he wants to run
them. A semi-official count says that

there are 51 applicants for bus rights,

with new ones coming in every hour.

More than 213 miles of routes are cov-

ered by these proposals. Not a neigh-

borhood or section has been overlooked,

except perhaps Staten Island. Staten

Island is remote to most New Yorkers,

but wall be discovered sooner or later.

Anyway, the long deferred hearing
on the bus applications was begun be-

fore the Board of Estimate and Appor-
tionment on the morning of Oct. 22.

Estimates of the number of persons in

attendance vary, but a conservative

opinion put it at more than 500. Extra
police were on guard. Comptroller
Craig sat silent throughout the whole
proceedings. In fact, he read a book
most of the time. The title of this he
carefully guarded, but it is believed to

have been "The Anatomy of Melan-
choly." Except for this the meeting
was of the usual complexion. As the
writer for the Evening Sun aptly put it

:

"Murray Hulbert, president of the
Board of Aldermen; Borough President
Riegelmann of Brooklyn and the Mayor
vied with each other in coining wit-

ticisms, epigrams and bromides. Some
of the spectators openly growled the
opinion that this was supposed to be a
serious meeting, where wise decisions-

should be made rather than 'wise

cracks.'

"

To help make a long story short it

can be said that the Mayor read a pre-
pared statement. As for the propon-
ents of the bus grants, all that were
heard recommended that temporary
franchises be granted by the city to the
private companies and that the city
abandon, at least for the present, any
idea of municipal ownership and opera-
tion of buses. The Mayor said:

Because of the vicious activities of those
who have been opposed to the administra-
tion'.'} transit policies, and because of the
unnecessary hardships afflicted unon the
traveling public by reason of such activities,
the situation which confronts the people of
the city of New York today is this:

Either the duly elected responsible local
officials of the city of New York must wait
until a legislature will empower them to
proceed with the municipal ownership and
operation of buses, which, however, from
past experience does not appear to be very
likely In the near future, or they must
trrant recapturable bus franchises to ap-
plicants acceptable to the people and the
Board of Estimate and Apportionment upon

terms which will permit of the taking over
of such franchises when the Board of Esti-
mate and Apportionment is legally em-
powered to proceed with the plan of bus
ownership and operation.
The Board of Estimate and Apportion-

ment will not do anything: inimical to the
best interests of the traveling public. It is

desirous of granting the wishes of the peo-
ple in this very vexatious transit situation.
A public expression of sentiment upon the
disposition to be made of the bus problem
will receive immediate and careful con-
sideration of the members of the Board of
Estimate and Apportionment, who are
anxious to provide the immediate surface
transportation service so absolutely essen-
tial to the comfort and convenience of the
traveling public.

Out of this wilderness of words a
public clamoring for more transporta-

tion is apparently supposed to figure

out where it gets off. By liberal in-

terpretation in some quarters this

statement has been taken to mean that
the city is prepared to meet the ideas

advanced by the representatives of the
taxpayers in attendance at the meet-
ing. That was as far as things got.

None of the representatives of the 51
individuals and corporations that have
applied for franchises had an oppor-
tunity to be heard. Presumably they
will have their inning at the session on
Oct. 29, to which date the hearing was
adjourned.

Varied Views on Transit Report

If the Mayor shonld adopt the policy
of granting short-term franchises such
action would be in keeping with the re-
port made to the Board of Estimate by
the Board of Transportation, a body
appointed by the Mayor and authorized
to study the transit situation. That re-
port, abstracted elsewhere in this issue,
is generally regarded as taking an ad-
vanced view of the situation and as
being designed to help matters if its

recommendations are followed. As to
that, however, the Mayor said a few
weeks ago that he did not intend to be
bound by the recommendations of the
report. The B.-M. T. sees that report
as a good thing. G. M. Dahl, chairman
of the board of that company, has in-

dorsed the findings. So has the Citi-
zens' Union. Well, the report .says

among other things that 5-cent bus
fares are not always practicable and
that for the present, at least, municipal
ownership and operation are not fea-
sible.

But that is only part of the story.
The Broadway Merchants' Association
wants the street cars off Broadway and
the Forty-second Street Property Own-
ers' Association wants the street cars
off Forty-.<!econd Street. On the other
hand, property owners along exclusive
Park Avenue can't see the bus for a
moment. They insist they will not
have their thoroughfare ruined by a
bus line operated in front of their
doors. Falling in with some of the
ideas of the Broadway Merchants' As-
sociation, the New York Railways, still

in receivership, announced on Oct. 22
that it was prepared to rip up 46 miles
of line at once and to substitute buses,
with possible abandonment ahead of
more railway lines if events justified

their replacement with buses. In gen-
eral the officers of that company are
in agreement with the terms for opera-
tion set down by the City Transit
Board. That company proposes an in-

terchange of transfers with the cars of

its railway lines, but the Mayor sees

little advantage in this particular phase
of the proposal because he regards the
surface lines as a dead issue. Mean-
while property owners along Third Ave-
nue are urging the demolition of the
elevated line along that street.

As if this were not enough, the
passages at arms are kept up between
the Mayor and the Transit Commission,
a state-created body. On his part the
Mayor says he will petition Governor
Smith for the removal of the commis-
sion under charges of culpable negli-

gence and malfeasance in office. He is

harking back to the Brooklyn accident
some months ago. This may, of course,

be a pre-election gesture, but Mr.
Delaney, appointed to the city Board of
Transportation by the Mayor, has
issued a word of warning. He says
that he has always found that mere
argument and assertion in support of a
case are not satisfactory to any trial

officer.

In reply to this Chairman George
McAneny of the Transit Commission
made public a thinly veiled threat that

he would hold responsible under the
laws against criminal libel such mem-
bers of the Board of Estimate as may
append their signatures to the formu-
lated charges drawn up and presented
by Mayor Hylan.
Mayor Hylan the following day called

the attention of Mr. McAneny to cer-

tain provisions of the Penal Law about
threatening public officials who have a
duty to perform. Mr. McAneny thinks
the Mayor is threatening him and the

Mayor appears convinced that Mr.
McAneny is threatening the city offi-

cials. There the matter rested on

Oct. 22.

Major-General O'Ryan, a member of

the Transit Commission, replied by
radio on Oct. 20 through the city's

sending station to the Mayor's recent

talks about transit from the same sta-

tion. The cure which the commi-ssioner
recommended for the relief of the city's

transit ills was the plan advanced a
year or more ago by the commission
for the unification of all desirable

transit lines under the centralized man-
agement of a board of control, the ex-

isting franchi.ses to be acquired by the

city and the whole unified system,
though not municipally operated, to be-

come the property of the city. This
project contemplates the taking over of

all neces.sary subway, elevated and sur-

face lines with their con.sent and at a

valuation fixed between them and the
proper authorities. The Transit Com-
mission many months ago held pro-

tracted public hearings on this proposal
and its valuations committee made an
exhaustive report upon the value of the
properties concerned, which, in most in-

stances, have been disputed by the cor-
porations as too low.

Hundreds of years ago Plato wrote
about the ideal commonwealth and More
wrote his "Utopia." In the light of
recent events in New York humanity
does not appear to be in any immediate
danger.
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Increased Service

Imperative

Transportation Board Urges Private

Bus Operation for New York City
—Says City Has No Power

to Run Buses

Some of Mayor Hylan's pet transit

theories are knocked into a cocked hat
by a report of the Board of Transpor-
tation, appointed by the Mayor himself.

The commanding features of the re-

port, submitted on Oct. 15 by that body,
are private ownership and operation of

buses in New York City governed by
revocable franchises, granted by the

Board of Estimate and recognition

that it might not be practicable to de-

mand a 5-cent fare for all lines. All

the recommendations were concurred in

by the three members of the Transpor-
tation Board, Chairman John H. De-
laney and Commissioners, Daniel L.

Ryan and William A. DeFord.
The board recommends that the city

should choose one of the larger com-
panies instead of giving grants to a
large group of small operators. The
report says:

Franchises covering comprehensive sys-
tems of routes that serve a broad extent of
territory are preferable to irrants author-
izing disconnected short routes, and so far
as practicable all routes should be designed
with a view to the ultimate unification in a
single comprehensive city-wide system.

On this subject the board further
recommends:

Franchises should be granted to appli-
cants that can demonstrate financial and
operating solidity so that the traveling
public may be adequately served and the
investing public protected from exploita-
tions.

In its proposal for a "reasonable
fare" the board says:

Franchises should stipulate a rate of
fare for a continuous ride, but the condi-
tions attending bus operation are not
identical with surface or rapid transit
operations and therefore a universal 5-cent
fare may not be practicable in regard to
all omnibus lines.

Another saljent feature which deals
with the possibility of eliminating some
of the existing surface lines is the fol-

lowing provision of the report:
Franchises for new routes should be

granted only to corporations organized
specifically for the purpose of operating
omnibus service, and that are subject to

• continued control by the franchise-granting
authority of the city in respect to quality
of service to be rendered. Existing street
railroad franchises should not be enlarged
so as to include the right to operate omni-
bus lines, unless long-term franchises are
surrendered for new grants containing
conditions similar to those to be incorpo-
rated in omnibus line franchises and pro-
viding that the city authorities will have
the power to require a change from street
car to omnibus operation to relieve traffic
congestion.

Limit on Franchise Terms

To insure eventual control of the bus
lines the board declares that all fran-
chises should embody in their terms
provision that no franchise shall ex-
ceed a life of ten years; that the city
reserve the right to purchase the tangi-
ble property upon a basis of valuation
to be defined in the franchise-contract,
when the franchise expires or is other-
wise terminated, and the right of the
city to control capital investments and
regulate the amount and quality of
service.

Other terms include audits of ac-

counts, power to abrogate franchise if

insolvency intervenes, or for failure to

fulfill conditions of grants or for any
change in the agreed fare.

Transfer of ownership or control or
consolidation of routes is prohibited
without the consent of the Board of

Estimate.

Nine corporations are mentioned by
the board as having proposed to estab-
lish "comprehensive systems" for

which a preference is expressed. Eight
of these have submitted definite plans,

while the Interborough Rapid Transit
Company and the New York Railways
have expressed a willingness to under-
take bus operation. The major appli-

cants are:

Fifth Avenue Coach Company, Sur-
face Transportation Company, Man-
hattan Bus Corporation, Service Bus
Corporation, Audubon Transportation
Corporation, People's Electrobus Cor-
poration, Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit
Corporation and Queens Bus Line, Inc.

The reasons for proposing recom-
mendations as to policy are outlined by
the board as follows:

The bus is a more flexible and desirable
surface transit facility than the trolley car
because

:

A smaller capital investment, in propor-

tion to the service rendered is required
for installation.

Street capacity for vehicular traffic will
be increased by the ability of buses to load
and discharge passengers at sidewalks
without requiring other vehicles to halt.

Greater safety to passengers and pedes-
trians will be assured.

Variation of routes is always possible to
avoid temporary obstruction to traflfic, and
better to serve the people.
Rush-hour traffic can be more efficiently

handled by the constant placing of equip-
ment at the times and places where traffic
is heaviest.
Operations will not be slowed down or

stopped if one transportation unit is dis-
abled.

Recreation facilities will be increased.

Of the 51 applications pending, 25
propose to charge a straight 5-cent
fare, nine have a 10-cent fare, two ask
for a combination fare of 5 and 10
cents, one recreational route asks 25
cents, another recreational route 50
cents, and 13 fail to state the fare to
be charged. The applications cover
practically every main thoroughfare in
the city and most of the principal
crosstown streets.

In the opinion of the board the im-
perative need is for the immediate es-
tablishment of increased service,
whether to supplement rapid transit
lines, to render crosstown service or
furnish long-haul service.

Fares to Be Advanced in Boston
Imposition of $500,000 Additional Yearly Expenses Under Wage Award

Just Announced a Serious Burden—Majority and Minority
Wage Findings Reviewed at Length

BECAUSE of the award announced
by the arbitration board giving the

Boston Elevated Railway employees an
increase in wages of 2i cents an hour,

the trustees of the company have de-

cided to cancel all 5-cent fares in the
city on Nov. 1 and install a 6-cent fare

instead, except for school children, who
will continue to travel for 5 cents. Five
tickets will be sold for 30 cents, but
the passenger who does not offer a
ticket will have to pay 10 cents.

The 5-cent fare in Boston was a re-

duced fare, established on short runs
not in real competition with the basic

10-cent fare lines. The 5-cent routes

had, however, become so numerous all

over the system that 1,000,000 people
rode at this reduced rate last year.

The road must earn more than the

extra $500,000 that the wage increase
will cogt, because it has been operating
at a loss for three successive months.
The $1,000,000 reserve fund has been
completely wiped out. The net result

today is that the company has a deficit

of $1,200,000 to meet.
Certain additional economies will be

practiced. More one-man cars will be
placed in operation soon. If it is found
that any of the 6-cent routes compete
with the basic 10-cent fare there may
be curtailment of the 6-cent routes.

The 6-cent fare applies also to the

company's buses.

As noted briefly in the Electric
Railway Journal for Oct. 18, page
710. Chairman John D. McLaughlin of

the board of arbitration and James
H. Vahey for the union decided upon a

wage of 72i cents an hour for two-
man operators, while the differential of

8 cents an hour for bus drivers and one-

man car operators was continued.
From these findings C. W. Muicahy,
arbitrator for the company, dissented.
The opinions expressed by the arbi-
trators are of consiaerable general in-

terest. As Messrs. McLaughlin and
Vahey reviewed the matter the. princi-
pal question was whether the former
maximum wage, fixed by the board of
arbitrators at 70 cents an hour and
effective as of July 1, 1923, should be
reduced to 65 cents, as the company
requests, or increased to 95 cents, as
the employees request, for the year
ending June 30, 1925.

6,500 TO 7,000 Employees Affected

In round numbers the arbitration af-
fects the earnings of from 6,500 to
7,000 employees, of whom half, perhaps,
are motormen and conductors, the other
half being engaged in miscellaneous
work.

It was agreed that the board need
determine only the wages of the motor-
men and conductors of two-men cars
and that the wages of all other em-
ployees, known as miscellaneous em-
ployees, be adjusted by adding to or
deducting from the hourly rates of the
miscellaneous employees the number of
cents per hour by which the hourly rate
of the blue uniform men was increased
or decreased by the arbitration.

The request of the company that the
wages be reduced was suoported by evi-

dence to the effect that the basic wage,
judged by all reasonable standards, was
excessive, and much evidence in the
way of comparative statistics was in-

troduced to support this contention.
More emphasis was placed on the pres-
ent condition of the company's finances;
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on the fact that in its last fiscal year,

from June 30, 1923, to June 30, 1924,

and beginning last December, a marked
diminution has developed in its receipts

from passenger traffic, resulting on

June 30 of this year in what would
have been a deficit of more than $140,-

000 were it not for the receipt of in-

come to about this amount from other

and unexpected sources, and on the

present trend on the part of the public

toward less riding on the cars, as

showm by a decrease of more than

$40,000 in receipts for September,
1924, compared with September, 1923.

The comment of the majority opinion

on this aspect of the case follows:

The principle which applies to the rela-

tion between wag-es and the financial con-
dition of employers, as generally stated by
arbitration boards, by federal Judges in

receivership matters and by such author-
ities as Justice Hlggins of the Arbitration
Court of Australia and Chief Justice Taft
when chairman of the War Labor Board, Is,

in substance, that the employee is not a
partner or joint adventurer, sharing in

profits and losses, and that his remunera-
tion ought not to depend on these con-
tingencies. Slightly paraphrasing a re-

mark of one of these judges, "If the profits

are 100 per cent, the fair and reasonable
remuneration must be paid, and if the prof-
its are nil it must be paid." It may be
said, however, that the board does not
adopt this principle in toto and without
modification, as will appear in the ultimate
decision of the case.

Public Control Act Discussed

After discussing the provisions of

the act to provide for the public opera-

tion of the Boston Elevated Railway,

commonly known as the public control

act and under which the board of

trustees was created, the majority opin-

ion said:

It may be further said that under the
provisions of this act. when, after a deficit

has been borne by the public, receipts
begin to exceed expenses the taxing district

must be reimbursed for moneys advanced.
But there is no provision for reimbursing
employees whose wages have been cut In the
process of reducing expenses, and have
thus indirectly contributed toward bearing
the deficit. It seems to us that so far.

at least, as the facts in this case are
concerned, the disparity between income
and expenditure is not a reason for de-
creasing wages.

With respect to the claim that the

wage itself is excessive, the majority
opinion said that the questions as to

what is a fair, just and reasonable wage
can be answered only by applying "such
standards or definite and accepted prin-

ciples as seem plainly consonant with
justice." The opinion said:

No one would deny, we think, that the
basic wage should be sufficient to enable
the employee to support his family In rea-
sonable comfort, to maintain a normal
American standard of living, according to
his position in life, and as established or
fixed In his own locality or community,
to educate his children and to lay by some-
thing for the future in the event of sick-
ness or death. It Is. however, more difil-

cult to apply the standard than to define It.

The eight-hour day Is expressly recog-
nized, as between the company and Its
employees, as the Just, reasonable and
basic period of labor, and the board Is of
the opinion that in fixing the wage rate
only the amount received for six days'
work a week should be considered. The
present rate of pay as fixed by arbitra-
tion for the period from Julv 1, 1923, to
July 1, 1924, Is 70 cents an hour or $5.60
a day. It is true that the average wage
earned Is $5.94 a day for 6.46 average days
a week. But these earnings evidently
imnly work in excess of the eight-hour
period and six-day week, which. It must
be conceded, are the fair criteria or norm
of the Justice of the wage. At the $5.60
rate for a day of eight hours. If we allow
the employee fifty-two days as the equiv-
alent of the Sundays of the year, and four-
teen days in addition, as the equivalent

of a vacation for that period, without any
deduction for holidays, he will earn about
$1,675 a year, provided nothing interferes
in the way of sickness or other pressing
necessity to require his absence from work.
If, however, he must be absent from his
work for a day he must lose a day's pay,
because he is hired by the day and not by
the year or the month. It Is proper, how-
ever, to say In this connection, lest the
fairness of the company as an employer
be questioned, that employment with it is
practically as piermanent as the employee
may desire

; that the turnover is negligible
in amount ; that employees are not dis-
charged except for cause, and that the
working conditions are unexcelled in any
city of the country, a manifest spirit of
co-operation and mutual interest existing
between the company and the men which
could not but impress a disinterested
observer.
While we think that 75 cents an hour

would under more favorable conditions con-
stitute a just and fair basic wage, in the
present circumstances, giving due consid-
eration to the present trend of the com-
pany's income and to the large total outgo
entailed by an increase of even 1 cent per
hour, we are of opinion that 72i cents an
hour is a reasonable hourly wage, and we
accordingly fix It in that amount.

The other questions submitted to the
board of arbitration concerned "free
transportation," "vacations with pay,"
"men called when off duty," "service
car motormen," "time for reporting and
turning-in," "station receivers," "one-
man cars and bus-service," "pay for
motormen operating trains," "guards
riding between cars," "temporary
changes in employment," "night work,"
"pay for employees not assigned,"
"loaning employees from one division
to another," and "over-time in the de-
partment of maintenance."

Concerning the pay of employees for
operation of one-man cars and bus
service, the board awarded 8 cents an
hour in excess of the 72J cents an
hour awarded to motormen and con-
ductors on two-man surface cars. This
is the same differential which has been
in eflfect for the past three years.
The board denied the specific request

for a vacation, as well as for free
transportation.
The remaining questions affect work-

ing conditions and the opinion of the
majority of the board was that such
questions should so far as possible be
arranged between representatives of
the company and the association.

It was recommended that back pay
from July 1, 1924, until date when the
new rates are actually put in effect be
computed at the rate of 3.55 per cent
of the actual earnings of each man
from July 1 to the date when the new
rates begin. Payment of back pay is

to be made on or before Jan. 16, 1925.

Company Arbitrator's Dissenting
Opinion

In the dissenting opinion of Mr. Mul-
cahy he said that he did not believe
that the question of what is a fair and
just wage should be determined in the
abstract upon the basis of a theoretical
budget as to how much a waee earner
should have to support himself and h's
family according to a certain standard
of living sometimes called the "Ameri-
can Standard," or according to one's
individual ideas on the .subject, without
consideration of the industry involved,
the conditions which it is obliged to
meet, the waees paid in comparable
occupations, the purchasing power of
the wage as affected by changes in the
cost of living, and the effect upon the
other parties in interest. It seems «-o

him that this was particularly true in
the case of an essential public utility
where the proper functioning of the
industry was a matter of public neces-
sity. By this he did not mean that the
public may assert its interest against
a particular group to deprive that group
of a minimum fair living wage, but
after wages have advanced beyond this
minimum level it was in the interest
of every one concerned, not the least
of all of the employees themselves, that
all these factors be considered to the
end that the wage awarded might not
cripple the industry or unduly restrict
it in the performance of its service.

It seems to Mr. Mulcahy very plain
that the imposition of the $500,000 bur-
den which the majority award entailed
was unjustified unless it could definitely
be made to appear that these employees
were not receiving a fair wage. It was
his opinion that the men were not
underpaid but, on the contrary, were
well paid and were receiving on the
average more than other groups en-
gaged in comparable occupations. In
his written opinion Mr. Mulcahy in-

cluded a comparison to show that since
December, 1914, the cost of living in

Boston had advanced approximately 63
per cent, while during the same period
the hourly rate of wages of the blue
uniform men on the Boston system had
advanced from 3H cents to 70 cents an
hour, or 124 per cent. During this pe-
riod the hours of labor were reduced
from nine to eight; a guarantee of a
minimum pay for eight hours a day had
been established; certain allowances in

addition to the basic hourly rate had
been increased, and the period of serv-
ice required to attain the maximum ratt
had been reduced from six years to

one. Mr. Mulcahy said that as a mat-
ter of fact the men actually worked
on the average of 6.46 days a week and
received an average weekly wage of
$38.63 or more than $2,000 a year.
He also said that a comparison of the
rates of wages paid on other railways
led to the conclusion that the men on
the Boston system were well paid and
that their wages compared favorably
with those of men employed in the
crafts.

He said that a year ago the wages
of the Boston men were increased by a
board of arbitration nearly 15 per cent
so as to put them on a "fair and some-
what permanent basis," and in his opin-
ion no chanees had occurred since that
time to justify an increase of the wage
then awarded. In conclusion he said:

Fully appreciating the desirability of
having men well paid. It must be apparent
that there is a limit beyond which a group
of employees in public service cannot have
wages Increased without working an unjust
hardship upon others. The wages of these
men have been advanced step by step by
successive arbitration until, in my Judg-
ment, this limit has been pas.sed.

One-Man Cars Authorized

The City Council of Macon, Ga., has
recently passed an ordinance granting
the Macon Railway & Light Company
the right to put into service one-man
cars on all lines of the city. The per-
mission is granted with the understand-
ing that the city shall have full control
and that if two men are required to
give satisfactory service, such service
will be given.
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Extension of One-Man Cars

Refused

The Public Utilities Commission of

the District of Columbia recently

refused to allow the Washington Rail-

way & Electric Company to add ten

one-man cars to those it has now in

operation. The decision followed a

(Public hearing and an inspection of the

new type of rear-exit one-man cars

which the company has developed. The
commission took no action against the

one-man cars now in use, nor does its

order bar future extension. It refused

the extension because it was believed

that one-man cars were slower than the

two-men type, that the presence of the

!Conductor meant increased protection

for the riding public and greater assist-

ance to individual riders and because

there was no unusual emergency con-

fronting the railway company at this

time.

An intimation that higher fare might
be asked for if one-man cars were ruled

out of use was made by William F.

Ham, president of the Washington
Railway & Electric Company, at a

recent public hearing.

Mr. Ham presented testimony to

show that street car traffic is falling

off rapidly on the lines of both the

Washington Railway & Electric Com-
pany and Capital Traction Company.
iMr. Ham said:

f should prefer not to have to raise the
rate. Whether that is possible or not I

(lout know. The loss of traffic has been
l» yond our expectations, and If it continues
something: is going to happen. If the com-
mission and the public do not sustain us
iv. trying to operate as economically as
possible, I presume an increase in fare will

liave to be asked.

of Trades investigating committee,
brought out figures to show that in

January, 1923, there were 125 jitneys

licensed in Atlanta and that during
that month the railway's earnings had
been $12,000 in excess of the similar

month the previous year. In July,

1924, the number of jitneys operating

in Atlanta had increased to 362 and
the earnings of the company for the

month were $38,000 under the same
period for the year before.

Serious Accident on Buffalo-

Niagara Falls Line

Three passengers were killed, at least

a score mortally injured and almost
100 were seriously injured in a rear-

end collision on the Buffalo-Niagara
Falls , high-speed line division of the
International Railway at Ellicott Creek
crossing at Tonawanda, N. Y., on
Oct. 19.

The three-car trains were running
as the first two of two sections of an
excursion carrying passengers from
Philadelphia and New Jersey points be-

tween Niagara Falls and Buffalo. The
six cars were demolished on a 20-ft.

embankment near the bridge over
Ellicott Creek.

The first section of the series of

consciousness he told company officials

he did not see the stalled first section

until he was too close to bring his

train to a stop. The brakes of the

second section had been set.

Owing to the heavy traffic Sunday on
the Buffalo-Niagara Falls high-speed
line, the International Railway was
using the old type wooden coaches for

the Philadelphia-New Jersey excursion
special. The heavy all-steel cars were
being used for the regular traffic. Al-
though the wreck occurred at 1:10

o'clock in the afternoon the sharp turn
in the high speed right-of-way near
the point of the fatality prevented the
motorman of the second three-car train

from seeing objects any g^reat distance
ahead.

Governor Wants Quick Action on
P. R. T. Valuation Case

The Pennsylvania Public Service
Commission was recently asked in a
letter from Governor Pinchot to speed
its investigation of the Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Company's fare case. In
his communication to W. D. B. Ainey,
chairman of the commission, the Gov-
ernor pointed out that three weeks had
elapsed since the chairman replied to

the Governor's criticism of the com-
mission's "unseemly haste" in handling

Atlanta's Jitneys Scored

The revenue figures of the Georgia
Railway & Power Company, Atlanta,

jGa., for the month of September fell

I off $47,000 compared with revenues for

September, 1923. The report of the

company charged this decrease in rev-

enue to unregulated jitney bus opera-

tion and added that "continued opera-

tion of the street cars is in serious

jeopardy and something must be done
immediately to save the city's trans-

portation system."
Simultaneously with the giving out

of the September report the Atlanta
Federation of Trade Committees issued

a report following a special investiga-

tion declaring that property and rights

y of individuals must receive just protec-
1 tion and that the only position from
1 which to view the subject was that of

^ an adequate transportation system for
I Atlanta ; that the jitneys do not and
cannot furnish adequate transportation,
but that the jitneys are meeting a need
of some of the people. The committee
( oncluded that the railway should be
allowed to make a fair return on its

* investment and that jitney traffic

- should be regulated to meet the needs
"f those people whom the street cars

ate not serving. The committee stated
'hat if the trolley cars were to run
there should be the necessary protec-
tion to enable them to run at a reason-
able profit after adequate maintenance
expenses had been paid.

Chairman Ashley of the Federation

Employees of International Railway Ensaged in Clearing Away Wreckage
Caused by Collision of Cars

three-car trains had come to a stop
because of trouble with the trolley pole.

The second section was rolling along
5 minutes behind the first train with
the other sections following at close

intervals. The collision telescoped the

second and third cars in the first sec-

tion and the first car in the second sec-

tion, but none of the cars plunged down
the 20-ft. embankment near the creek.

It took almost eight hours to clear the

wreckage.
The dying and injured were removed

to Buffalo and Tonawanda hospitals in

more than a score of ambulances and
private automobiles.

Five separate investigations are be-

ing made to determine the cause of the
collision. It was believed by state
police that no flagman had been sent
back from the first section to stop the
onrushing second section. The motor-
man of the second section was seriously
injured, but before he lasped into un-

the rate matter, but that so far the
Attorney-General had not been asked
for an opinion.

The Governor suggests that the Pub-
lic Service Comission will ask the opin-
ion of the Attorney-General right away
on three points: First, whether the
commission is bound in regard to valua-
tion in the P. R. T. case by its decision
of June 21, 1923; second, whether the
commission is not required by the law
and the decisions of the courts to re-
open and consider anew from the begin-
ning the whole question of the P. R. T.
valuation, and, third, whether the com-
mi.=-sion is in any sense bound by the
admissions of the counsel for the city
of Philadelphia, or other complainants,
concerning the valuation of the P. R. T.,

or whether, on the contrary, it is not
required, wh'le giving due weight to all

evidence submitted, to reach its own
conclusions upon the basis of its own
investigations.
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Exclusive Bus Right Sought in

Indianapolis.—A franchise which would
exclude all other bus lines from the

use of 53 principal Indianapolis streets

and boulevards for a period of 25 years

will be sought of the Board of Public

Works and the City Council by the

Indianapolis Motorbus Terminal Realty
Company. This company is said to be

, a holding company for the Indianapolis

Motorbus Terminal Company, an asso-

ciation comprising about 18 bus firms.

An unsigned copy of the proposed fran-

chise was left in the offices of the city

legal department. It was submitted to

the Board of Public Works on Oct. 13

by William Bosson, city attorney, who
asked for instructions as to its disposi-

tion.

Universal Transfers in Wilmington.
—Under traffic arrangements with the

Tidewater Power Company a new type

of transportation service operated by
the Coast City Transportation Com-
pany will be inaugurated in Wilming-
ton, N. C. Free transfers will be

issued from the Coast City Transporta-
tion Company's buses to the street cars

and exchange tickets will be issued

from the street cars to the buses on
payment of 3 cents extra. The buses

have a seating capacity of 16 pas-

sengers. The chassis is built by
Graham Brothers, with a Dodge engine

and bodies by the Straton Bliss Com-
pany. It will require two buses to

maintain a 20-minute schedule. The
third bus will be kept in reserve, and
also will be operated during periods of

heavy traffic. One of the noteworthy
facts concerning the line is that it will

go out of its regular path morning and
evening for two or three trips in order

to take care of the high school children.

Greenville System Expands.— The
Southern Public Utilities Company re-

cently began operating a bus line in

Greenville, S. C., following authoriza-

tion by the City Council. The line will

serve the northern section of the city

not heretofore supplied with transporta-

tion service. The fare on the bus is

10 cents and free transfers will be given

to all lines of the railway system. A
charge of 3 cents will be made for

transfers from the trolleys to the bus.

P. R. T. Wants to Operate Over
Bridge.—At a meeting on Oct. 17 of

the Delaware River Bridge Joint Com-
mission, the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Company and a Camden Bus Company
made franchise proposals to operate

cars or buses across the bridge. The
Continental Coach Company, Camden,
also indicated by letter its interest in

the transportation over the bridge, but
made no definite offer. The P. R. T.

franchise proposal was signed by Ralph
T. Senter, vice-president. It said that

the rapid progress in the construction

of the bridge made it imperative that
arrangements for carrying passengers
over it should be determined upon
promptly. A committee will be ap-
pointed to study the transit needs of

the bridge.

Terminal Plans Announced.—A vast

improvement program to be undertaken
within the next year jointly by the

Pennsylvania Railroad, the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Company and the city of

Philadelphia was announced recently by
Gen. W. W. Atterbury, vice-president

of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The
plans call for the construction of a pas-
senger station west of the Schuylkill,

which will mean the elimination of the

present Broad Street Station, and the
substitution of an underground station

for suburban traffic. The plan calls for
modern construction throughout, with
eighteen terminal tracks for through
trains and eight tracks for suburban
trains. The railroad will electrify the
suburban zones as far south as Wil-
mington and eventually portions of the
New York and Schuylkill Valley divi-

sions. General Atterbury intimated
that electrification to Baltimore and
Washington was also in sight. The
city's share is put at $12,000,000. It

is planned to start the work next year
and to fini.sh it at the end of five years.

Will Renew Wage Agreement.—The
Boston & Worcester Street Railway
carmen's union, which recently took a
poll on the wage question, has voted
to accept the offer of the company and
renew the wage agreement in effect

since Oct. 1, 1923. The demands called
for a wage of 90 cents an hour and an
eight-hour day. The first local voted to
submit the issue to arbitration and
arbiters had been chosen by both sides.

The company primarily wanted to elim-
inate the 7 cents an hour extra paid
one-man car operators. Subsequently,
the company offered to renew the wage
scale and working conditions as of the
period up to Oct. 1 of the present year.
The wage scale accepted provides for
58 cents an hour for motormen and
conductors on two-man cars and 65
cents an hour for men on one-man cars,
on a nine-hour-day basis.

Relieved from Paving. — The Vir-
ginia Corporation Commission recently
handed down a decision allowing the
Newport News & Hampton Railway,
Gas & Electric Company to discontinue
its tracks along Locust Street from
Queen Street to Malloy Avenue in New-
port News. It also suspended the pay-
ment of the paving obligations assessed
against the company for Locust Street
by the City Council until "such time as
the company is operating its lines at
a profit." The company was also al-
lowed to abandon its tracks from
Wood's Comer in Elizabeth City County
to Buckroe Beach, but it is required to
operate the car service from Wood's
Comer through East Hampton into the
city.

Wants Buses Off Car Streets.

—

Arthur Gillion of South Bend, attorney
for the Chicago, South Bend & North-
ern Indiana Railway, has conferred
with Michigan City officiaLs in regard to
enforcing a city ordinance which says
buses shall not run on streets on which
the street cars operate. The Jahns Bus
Company, which operates from Michi-
gan City, Ind., to South Bend, via La-
porte, would be affected by the strict
enforcement of the measure.

Combination Service for East St.
Louis.—G.' W. Welsh of the East St

Louis Railway, East St. Louis, 111.,

which has applied to the St. Louis]
Board of Public Service for a permit <

to operate buses over the St. Louis
i

Municipal Bridge, states that his com-"
pany will furnish a 15-cent combination!
street car and bus service from any'
part of East St. Louis to downtown

i

St. Louis. Permission to operate a bus'

line along Tenth Street in East St.(

Louis from Missouri Avenue to thei

bridge has already been obtained from^
the East St. Louis City Commission^
and the Illinois Commerce Commission.-!

The fare across the bridge will be 10 i

cents with an additional 5-cent charge]

if the rider wants to proceed further]

into East St. Louis. Along Tenth]
Street the charge will be the same a i I

on the East St. Louis car lines, inclui-|

ing transfers.
\

Appropriation for City Survey.—The
St. Louis, Mo., Board of Estimate andj

Apportionment has appropriated $12,-

j

500 for a survey of the city transporta-

tion needs. An additional $12,500 foti

this purpose will be included in next
I

year's municipal budget. C. E. Smith,,

consulting engineer for the city, in'

urging the appropriation pointed outi

that the United Railways will shortly I

ask for a new franchise and the cityi

should be prepared to deal with the'

company.
|

Bus Permit Under Consideration.^,

The Board of Public Utility Commis-;
sioners of New Jersey has reserved!

decision on an application by the Cen-
]

tral Transportation Company, a subsid-'

iary of the Trenton & Mercer County]
Traction Corporation, to operate two^

buses from Trenton, Asbury Park and

'

Bay Head. The Coast Cities Railway,

operating both trolley cars and buses,
\

objected to the approval, claiming that!

the Trenton company .should not be|

allowed to compete with it among the
|

shore resorts. i

Competition to Be Eliminated.—Thei

New Albany, Ind., City Council recently
|

adopted an ordinance eliminating bus;

competition from the railway lines cf\

the Interstate Public Service Company.;
A special committee to which the meas-

:

ure had been referred reported thati

after a thorough investigation the com-j

mittee decided that the city could not]

support a bus service and the railway!

service and that the railway service'

was more essential to the public than,
the service of buses.

Bus Line Planned.—The Williamsportj
Passenger Railway, Williamsport, Ps.,'

is planning to operate a bus line to con-

nect with trolley cars of the South i

Williamsport division, to Duboistown,
to connect with Newberry cars at the
postoflfice, or to connect with Third

:

Street cars. The three plans are pos-'

sible, the company to accede to thei

wishes of patrons on each route. L. W.

!

Heath, general manager of the com-i
pany, announces that application will]

be made at once to the State Public
Service Commission for a certificate of
public convenience. Service is contem-'
plated before the first of the year. The 1

bus route was promi.sed following the'
company's announcement that the
finances were not great enough to build'
a trolley extension on West Third

|

Street over the Newberry-Duboistown
bridge.

;
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Receivership Deferred
Application for Receivers for Oklahoma

Railway Continued Until January
—President Reviews Situation

For the present at least the prospect
of the appointment of receivers for the
Oklahoma Railway no longer impends.
This does not mean that the problems
of the company have been solved, but
rather that a start has been made on
a course which gives promise for the
future. In consequence the application
made on behalf of the Mississippi
Valley Trust Company by its attorneys
for the appointment of receivers for the
railway has been continued by the
court until Jan. 15, 1925. Meanwhile
the company will go along under the
new 8-cent cash fare with two tickets

for 15 cents and the other changes
noted in the Electric Railway Jour-
nal for Oct. 11, page 665. The pre-
vious rate had been 7 cents with four
tickets for 25 cents.

The entire controversy was reviewed
at length by John W. Shartel, president
of the railway, in the issue of the
Oklahoma News for Sept. 29 in an
article written before announcement
had been made of the decision to permit
the fare increase. He would prefer to
run the lines on a 5-cent fare, but
it could not be done successfully. He
said he had no disposition to extort
anything from his patrons and that his
past record bore out this statement.
His remarks show that on Oct. 1, 1923,
the cash investment in the interurban
lines was $3,031,416. The gross revenue
of the interurbans for the first eight
months of the year -was $421,941.
Operating expenses and taxes were
•?320,458. Gross earnings for the eight-
mor.:h period were $101,483. The
Tailing off in their receipts has been
alarming this year.

In regard to the city lines, they are
operating at a distinct loss. City
operations proper for the first eight
months of 1924 show that the gross
revenue was $533,960. Operating ex-
penses and taxes were $447,387. The
tcross income, above operating expenses
and taxes, was $86,573. Fixed charges
were $167,526. The deficit on city
operations for the eight-month period
was $80,963. In other words, the city
lines lacked $80,000 of meeting their
actual expenses, to say nothing of
flepreciation, dividends, or paying for
necessary repairs or forced improve-
ments.

Mr. Shartel said very frankly that in

order to meet this deficit it was found
necessary grossly to overcharge the
interurbans to furnish current funds to
live on day by day.
For 1923, the interurbans paid the

city lines $99,111 for nassenger fares,
for which nothing but power and tracks
were furnished. This amounts to 30
cents per car-mile or more than the
Belle Isle and Capitol Hill street cars
earn.

The interurban also operates at its

own expense the suburban line from
Needham to Britton, and turns over to

the city lines all of the earnings be-

tween Needham and Belle Isle.

The city lines also receive their mile-

age pro rata on all mail, express, bag-
gage and freight. These items alone
amount to $48,637, making a total of

$147,748 which the interurbans contrib-

uted to the city lines in 1923.

This rental is more than 150 per cent

more than the customary rental charged
by city lines for use of tracks to inter-

urbans with which they are not asso-

ciated.

This is the basis of charge by the

city lines, and the same is in effect for

1924, except the proportion is slightly

larger, due to the fact that there is a

greater decrease in volume of business
on the city lines than there has been on
the interurbans.

September Operations Increase

Deficit in Toledo Fund
Operations of the Community Trac-

tion Company, Toledo, Ohio, for Sep-
tember showed a loss of $45,654 despite
operating economies amounting to

nearly $38,000 and some increased
revenue due to recent fare increases.

The total deficit in the stabilizing fund
is now $123,000 plus the orginal $400,-

000 in the fund. Gross revenue for
September was $269,007, as compared
with $301,421 for the same month last

year. Operating expenses were $222,-

519. Actual operating cost, exclusive
of extraordinary maintenance, was
$194,194, as compared with $246,331
for the similar month last year. Cost
of transportation was cut to $95,543,
or 18.036 cents per car-mile, which is

the lowest total cost for any month.
This is largely due to the extended use
of one-man cars and elimination of an
unprofitable line.

During the last month, the report of

acting Commissioner E. L. Graumlich
shows, car riding dropped to its lowest
point since the Milner ordinance has
been in effect. The daily average was
114,383 revenue passengers. Factory
unemployment, bus competition, in-

creased use of private automobiles and
the increased fare are cited as con-
tributing causes.
During the first nine months of the

year $105,000 has been set up as ex-

traordinary maintenance to take care
of renewals on the Cherry and Summit
Street lines. There is a cash credit in

this fund and the regular maintenance
fund of $79,535 ready for the work,
which will probably not go forward
until next spring.
The Community Traction Company

is not now earning the interest on its

$7,178,000 of first mortgage bonds out-

standing and will probably have to bor-

row money to pay the interest coupons
due in January.

So far in October a gain in revenue
has been shown with the first 14 days
about $8,000 ahead of last month.

$50,000,000 Gross for

Canada
Record Earnings, but Net Shows De-

cline Due to Tax Burden, Expendi-
tures for Improvements and

Bus Competition

For the first time the electric rail-
ways of Canada in 1923 had a gross
income of more than $50,000,000.
Despite this fact, however, the roads
were unable to show better dividends
for shareholders, or, in the case of
publicly-owned roads, to return bet-
ter surpluses to the citizens. Factors
that worked against the companies
were the increasing tax burden and
the necessity of spending millions on
new equipment and extensions that in-
creased interest charges without in-
creasing revenues in the same propor-
tion.

Of 64 railways only nine paid divi-
dends. However, 20 Canadian roads
are publicly owned. Of the 64 com-
panies 16 showed operating deficits,
and, after paying all charges, 40
showed corporate deficits.

Use of One-Man Cars Growing
According to the annual report of

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, one-
man cars are coming into quite com-
mon use. In fact, more than one-tenth
of the 5,000 street cars in Canada are
one-man cars.

Comparative figures of income and
deductions of Canadian street railway
systems are given for two years past:

„ . J, 1922 1923
c-arnings and Income:

Gross earn, from operations $49,660,485 $50,191 387
Operating expenses 35,986,871 36,17ll922

Net operating revenue 1 3,673,5 1 3 14,019 464
Miscellaneous income 4,195,536 3,940^663

Total corporate income 1 7,869, 1 49 1 7,960 1 28
Deductions from Income:

TaMs---
• . 1,730,718 1,958.045

Interest—funded debt 6,545,825 6,765 078
Interest—floatingdebt 816,406 I 094 822
Other deductions 1,467,251 1,776',I76

Total deductions 10,560,202 11,594,122

Total net income 7,308,947 6,366,005
Deductions from Net Income:

Reserves, etc 4,664,822 4,589,081
Dividends 2,554,567 2,322,561

Total 7,219,389 6,911,643

Defig't *$89,557 $545,637

* Surplus.

In commenting on these results the
Canadian Financial Post says that in
the operation of suburban lines, par-
ticularly around large urban centers,
the bus has grown to be an important
factor. This is particularly true around
Toronto, where the buses compete with
Hydro Radials. Recently a new tariff
of license fees has been put into force
by the Ontario Works Department. The
contention is that the buses are using
the provincial highways for gain and
should pay adequate fees. The bus
men claim that the tax levied is such
that it will force them out of business.
They say that it is not an equitable tax,
inasmuch as it is not on the same basis
for all bus lines, and contend that the
buses in direct competition with Hydro
Radials are being taxed so high and in
such an arbitrary manner as to pre-
vent them giving adequate service.
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Alabama Traction Deal Approved

Stockholders of the Alabama Trac-

tion, Light & Power Company have
approved the sale of the common stock

and other securities which it owned in

the Alabama Power Company to the

Southeastern Power & Light Company,
the American company recently organ-

ized for the purpose of taking over

those holdings.

In a statement issued by Thomas W.
Martin, president of the Alabama
Power Company, it is explained that

under the plan the common and pre-

ferred stock of the Canadian company
will be converted into the common and
preferred of the American company.
The new company assumes the pay-

ment of all the obligations of the Cana-
dian company, including the interest

on the bonds at maturity. It was said

that about 90 per cent of the common
stock of the traction company is now
owned by American citizens.

Will Foreclose Mortgage Against

Titusville Property

Announcement was recently made
that the holders of the bonds and mort-
gage against the property of the Titus-

ville Traction Company, Titusville, Pa.,

have decided to foreclose. Without
formal court proceedings the property
will be advertised at trustees' sale. No
interest has been paid on first mortgage
bonds since January, 1920, nor on sec-

ond mortgage bonds for the past ten
years. The company, because of the
increasing use of the automobile, has
been unable to keep up the business.
Recently only one car has been oper-
ated and that over the line between
Pleasantville and Hydetown.
The line is 16 miles long. It was

organized 27 years ago by the late

M. B. Dunham. Warren. The first sec-
tion of the line was built between
Titusville and Pleasantville.

as shown by the Illinois Commerce
Commission brought out the source of

the recent big income as a $23,000 con-

tract for power lines along the right-

of-way.
For its entire life of eleven years the

road has been a losing proposition, and
when the farmers took it over recently

for $89,000 they did so to keep it from
being junked. They paid $25,000 cash,

raised by an assessment of $2.50 for

each acre owned by the farmers it

served. It is the only freight outlet

for five co-operative grain elevators
owned by the same farmers, and al-

though the junk value was placed at

$117,000, the former owners took the
farmers' bid as the best of several
submitted.
The power right-of-way was sold to

the Public Service Company of North-
ern Illinois, an Insull corporation. Mr.
Insull agreed to receipt a bill for $8,000
for power, assumed in the purchase,
and to pay $15,000 cash.
The line is 21 miles long yet passes

through no incorporated town or vil-

lage. The 300 owners have agreed to

pay i cent bonus for each bushel of
grain they ship, in the hope that the
line can be extended 9 miles into the
untapped Millington, 111., district, where
a large silica sand bed awaits develop-
ment. The grain bonus will bring in

$10,000 a year.

Illinois Farmers Do the Trick

After six weeks of operation in the
control of 300 farmer-owners, the Fox
& Illinois Union Railway,, in Illinois,

has announced a net profit of $24,000.
The sharp contrast of the $8.40 gross
profit for the first seven months of 1924

Pennsylvania Line to Be Sold

at Auction

The trolley road of the Pennsylvania
& New Jersey Traction Company, run-
ning from Morrisville, Pa., to New
Hope, Pa., and Lambertville, N. J., will

be sold at public auction on Nov. 17, in

Philadelphia, to satisfy a claim for
interest on a mortgage for $200,000.
The mortgage is held by the Northern
Trust Company, Philadelphia. The
traction company is charged with de-
fault in payment of interest on the
mortgage for 90 days. The sale will

also include rolling stock consisting of

five passenger cars, one freight car,

three work cars, two snow plows and
parcels of land in New Hope and New-
town. Cars are still running between
Trenton and Morrisville, Pa., and
Yardley, Pa., and from Trenton to

Princeton, N. J.

Hearing Begun on Suit to Compel
Eastern Massachusetts

Dividend Payments
The case of L. Sherman Adamsj

against the trustees of the Eastern]
Massachusetts Street Railway, Boston,.
Mass., to compel the payment of divi-'

dends on adjustment and common/
shares is on trial before Hon. Frederic,
H. Chase as master. In opening the;

case Boyd B. Jones, attorney for the
plaintiff, outlined the claim of the,

plaintiff and referred to the books kept;
by the defendants and their reports to^

the Public Service Commission in their!

answers to interrogatories filed to them:!

in the case. These, Mr. Jones asserted,;

abundantly supported the plaintiflTs'

contentions.

Caleb S. Jackson, vice-president and{
treasurer of the railway, said that per-]

sonally he did not believe the trustees!

had a legal right to resort to reserve
fund for payment of dividends. He!
was not sure whether the matter of(

applying the reserve to this purpose:
was discussed at the time of making upi
the answer to an interrogatory in'

which the trustees said they had paid*
such dividends as had been earned, non
could he recall whether said trustees in<

January, 1923, when dividends on pre-1

ferred and sinking fund stocks were
decided upon, discussed such applica-l
tion of the reserve fund. The trusteeal
did, however, discuss resorting to the!

reserve fund to pay dividends at various]
t'mes. i

Some time in September, 1922,'

the fund first appeared on the com--
pany's books. Mr. Jackson himself!
created this fund with the approval
of the trustees. Some of the latterj

were decidedly of the opinion that the<

reserve fund was not applicable to tbtti

payment of dividends. It was the g:en-J

eral opinion of the trustees that divi-J

dends on preferred and common stockij

were included in cost of service. Ib]

substance, the trustees knew the fundi
was applicable to meet deficiencies ini

income in order to cover the cost ofi

operation.

Mr. Adams is a Boston dealer in in-,

vestment securities. He has on sev*'

eral occasions recommended the pur>l

chase of Eastern Massachusetts securi-'

ties to investors. ^

Since War

Street Railway
Fares*

1913 - *.'4

Street Railway
Materials*

1913 - 100

Street Railway
Wajres*

1913 - 100

S t e e I—U n f i 1 1 e d
Orders (Million
Tons) 1913 =. 5.91

U.S. Bank Ctearinfts
Outside N. Y. Citv
(Billions)

Business Failures
Number

Liabilities (millions)

Latest

Oct.
1924
715
Sept.
1924
tSl.4

Oct.
1924
220

Sept. 30
1924
S47_
Sept.
1924
15.90

Month
Ago
Sept.
1924
70^1

Aug.
1924
152.C

Sept.
1924
m.4
Aug. 31

1924
3.2»

Aug.
1924
15.25

Sept. Aug.
1924 1924
1.Z76 1.4U
26.95 40.98

Year
Ago
Got.
1923

J.M
Sept.
1923
1SS.2

Oct.
1923
217.5

Sept. 30
1923

JJ)4_
Sept.
1923

14.59^

Sept.
1923
1,279
M.S3

High

May
1921

7^24

S3ept

.

1920
247.5

Sept.
I "20
232

July 31

1920
ILtZ
Mar.
1920
15.54

Jan.
1924
2.231
122.95

Conspectus
of

Indexes
for

October,

1924
Compiled for Publi-
cation in this Paper

by

Albert S. Richey
Eloefrlc Railway

Engineer

]
Worcester, Mass.

Latert

Baft. News-Record
Construction costs

1913 - 100

Oct.
1924
itr.«

U.S. Bur. Lab. Stat.
Wholesale Com-
modities 1913 - 100

Sept.
1924
ia.t

Month
Ago
Sept.
1924
tlLS
Aug.
1924

145.7

Bradstreets
Wholesale Com-
modities 1913-9.21

Cot. I

1924

Dun's Wholesale Get. I

Commodities 1924
1913 - 120.9

i
lM.t

U.S. Bur. Lab. Stat.l Sept.
Retail food 1924
1913 - 100

I

1W.1
TfatTTnd. Conf. Bd. ''Sept"

Cost oflivinn 1924
1914 - 100 U3.7

Sept. I

1924

Sept. 1

1924
Ut.7
Aug.
1924

J44JI
Aug.
1024

152.5

Sept.
1923
US.7
Oct. 1

1923
U.i»
Dot. I

1923
lM.t

Sept.
1923

Sept.
1923
U3.4

•The three index numbers ni.aiked with an asterisk are com- materials (Includinf? fuel) used In street railway operation axA^
puted by Mr. Richey, as follows: Fares Index Is averagre street maintenance, weighted according to average use of such material*,
railway fare in all United States cities with a population of .'iCOOO Wages Index Is relative average maximum hourly w.tbp of motor-
or over except New York City, and weighted nccordInK to men and conductors on 105 street and Inti-mrban lailways In thj
population.

_^
United States, operating more thsn 100 passenger ciir.« each, vol:

."Street Railway Materials Index Is relative average prlco of weighted according to number of cars. .
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Albany Southern Railroad

Changes Name
The rearrangement of the capital

structure of the Albany Southern Rail-

road, Albany, N. Y., and a change of

name to the Eastern New York Utilities

Corporation has been decided upon by

the directors and approved by the stock-

holders. New financing of a compara-

tively small amount is contemplated

by the sale to stockholders of a new

prior preference stock of no par value

which has just been authorized and

issued.
, ,, . J

The new stock has been authorized

in the amount of 25,000 shares, to have

preference over the existing common
and preferred stocks, but only 3,000

I
shares of the issue is to be sold at this

. time. Stockholders of record, Oct. 18,

I will be permitted to subscribe for the

i
new prior preference shares at $95

a share in the ratio of 8.814 per cent

I
of the present holdings. The proceeds

i
of the sale of stock will be used to pay

floating indebtedness incurred for ex-

tensions, additions and betterments and

to pay for further capital improve-

ments.
The company operates 60.9 miles of

third-rail railway and does a general

power and lighting business.

Maumee Valley Line Will

Be Abandoned

The Maumee Valley Railway, Perrys-

burg, Ohio, now in the hands of Re-

ceiver B. A. Webster, has been granted

permission by the State Public Utilities

Commission to abandon its lines. The
west side line to Maumee will be aban-

doned at once and the east side line to

Perrysburg will cease operating as soon

as the new bus equipment of the Mau-
mee Valley Transportation Company
can be put into service. There were

$345,000 of first mortgage bonds out-

standing against the railway property.

The same interests have formed the

new bus company to take the place of

the former belt line railway. The com-

mission has authorized the new bus line

to do business on the east side of the

river, but has withheld a certificate of

convenience and necessity for the line

on the west side because of present

competition between bus lines already

operating there and the Toledo, Bowl-

ing Green & Southern Traction Com-
pany's line.

Abandonment of Routes Approved by

City.— Permission for the Oklahoma
Union Railway, Oklahoma City, to sur-

render franchises for the Forest Park

and Fife Place lines has been given by

the City Council, subject to the ap-

proval of the Corporation Commission.

Personnel of Common Stock Commit-
tee Announced.—Howard Cook, Jeffer-

son City, Mo., vice-president of the

Central Missouri Trust Company, has

been named by the holders of the com-
mon stock of the United Railways, St.

Louis, as a member of a committee to

represent the stockholders in negotia-

tions with New York financial Interests

engaged in managing the present re-

organization. The committee named
consisted of Judge Fred L. English,

Edward C. Singleton, president of the

Missouri State Life Insurance Com-

pany, and Mr. Cook, with the Mercan-

tile Trust Company, St. Louis, as de-

pository. This committee has been

named by virtue of an agreement

among the holders of this stock to or-

ganize and vest all of their privileges

and powers as stockholders in the com-

mittee for the protection of the inter-

ests of the holders. The common stock

consists of 249,130 shares, a large por-

tion of which is owned by the North

American Company.

Approval of Refunding Issue Is

Sought.—The Twin City Rapid Transit

Company, Minneapolis, Minn., was au-

thorized recently by the Railroad &
Warehouse Commission to have its

subsidiary, the Minneapolis Street Rail-

way, issue $5,000,000 of 5J per cent

refunding notes to be dated Nov. 1,

1924, and due Aug. 15, 1928, to redeem

$5,000,000 of extended first mortgage

bonds issued jointly by the Minneapolis

Street Railway and the Minneapolis,

Lyndale & Minnetonka Railroad. As
noted in the Electric Railway Jour-

nal for Oct. 18, page 715, the issue was
recently sold to Dillon, Read & Com-
pany, New York.

Long Island Property Will Be Auc-

tioned.—Property of the New York &
North Shore Traction Company will be

sold at auction Oct. 29 at the com-

pany's carhouse in Flushing, L. I.

Several years ago the company oper-

ated between Flushing and Whitestone,

Bayside and points in Nassau. The
power plant and machinery at Douglas-

ton, the carhouse in Flushing, private

rights-of-way in a plot of ground in

Whitestone will be disposed of.

Purchase Negotiations Considered.

—

A basis to negotiate either for the pur-

chase of the Hamilton Street Railway

System, Hamilton, Ont., or the renewal

of its franchise was reached at a con-

ference recently between officials of the

city and of the company. No proposals

were set forth by either group. All

the city asked for was a definite pro-

posal from the company so that the

question might be submitted to the rate

payers at the forthcoming municipal

elections.

Vote to Take Over Company.—Stock-

holders of the Chicago, North Shore &
Milwaukee Railroad, Chicago, 111., at a

recent meeting voted to take over the

Chicago, North Shore & Northern Rail-

road. The latter company was organ-

ized to construct the extension line be-

tween the right of way of the Chicago

Rapid Transit Company and Niles

Center, a distance of 5J miles. The
capitalization of the Chicago, North

Shore & Northern was nominal.

Allowed to Abandon Passenger Serv-

ice.—The California Railroad Commis-
sion has granted permission to the

Visalia Electric Railroad to discontinue

passenger train service from Visalia,

Woodlake and Elderwood via Exeter

and Lemon Cove, Tulare County. The

company showed an operating loss of

$50,000 a year for several years.

Wants to Abandon an Interurban

Line.—The Olean, Bradford & Sala-

manca Railway has applied to the New
York Public Service Commission for

permission to abandon its interurban

division between Salamanca and Little

Valley, a distance of 8 miles. The

company says the line cannot be oper-

ated at a profit. The commission will

hear the application at Hornell, N. Y.

Sale of Power House Reported.—The

sale of the Holyoke Street Railway

power house on the bank of the Con-

necticut River near the Berkshire

Street grounds at Holyoke, Mass., to the

Turners Falls Power & Electric Com-

pany is said to have been definitely

arranged. The transaction means a

reported saving of about $50,000 to the

railway in operating expenses. It is

also said to mean the purchase of

power for railway purposes from the

Turners Falls Company.

Line Being Dismantled.—The Alam-

ance Street Railway, Burlington, N. C,

has abandoned operation and is now

being dismantled. Early in the present

year J. H. Bridges was appointed

receiver as a result of defaulted pay-

ment of interest on $120,000 in bonds

held by the petitioner. The receivership

order was signed by Federal Judge E.

Yates Webb on petition of the Amer-

ican Trust Company of Richmond, Va.

At that time the receiver was author-

ized to continue the operation of the

line connecting Burlington, Graham and

Haw River. The railway is 8 miles

long.

Properties Purchased.— The Public

Utilities Commission has authorized

the Ohio Public Service Company,

Cleveland, to purchase the properties of

the Sandusky Gas & Electric Company,

the Port Clinton Electric Light & Power

Company, the Northwestern Ohio Rail-

way & Power Company and the Central

Ohio Gas Company for $13,725,000, sub-

ject to present incumbrances. ine

commission also authorized the Ohio

Public Service Company to issue $4,-

800,000 of 7 per cent preferred stock,

$2 525,000 of common, $8,000,000 ot 5

per cent first mortgage bonds and

$1,000,000 of 5 per cent mortgage

bonds.

$200,000 Verdict Against Denver

Tramway.—The United States Court of

Appeals sustained the city of Denver

in its effort to collect approximately

$200,000 from the Denver Tramway,

money owed the city as a franchise tax.

When the city sought to collect the

tramway presented a signed agreement

by the former Mayor of Denver that

the city would allow the tramway

$50,000 for the work it would do on the

new viaduct at Sixteenth Street. It is

understood that the $50,000 deduction

from the taxes owed will cover labor

and material as used by the tramway.

If that be true, then the tramway gets

the right-of-way over the viaduct and

pays nothing toward the construction.

The use of the viaduct by the tramway

is essential to safe and fast operation.

Describes Property's Progress. —
H. M. Byllesby & Company, Chicago,

111., has issued an illustrative pamphlet

describing the extent and growth of the

properties of the Standard Gas & Elec-

tric Company and telling of its advan-

tages as a utility investment. A map
is included showing the territory served

with electric lines, hydro-electric plants,

telephone lines and electric railway

service.
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F. A. Gummings
Vice-President

Former Newspaper Man Appointed to
Executive OflSce with the Eastern

Massachusetts Street Railway

Fred A. Cummings, who left the Bos-
ton newspaper field in 1919, to become
public relations representative for the
Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway,
Boston, Mlass., has been appointed a
vice-president of the company. Since
September last year he has been assist-
ant to the chairman of the public
trustees.

As just indicated, Mr. Cummings was
formerly a newspaper man. In recent
years it seems almost to have become
the fashion for newspaper men to go
into electric railway work just as in the
past they have gone into other call-
ings, particularly banking. Offhand, a
score or more of similar instances are
recalled. Notable among them are the
cases of Fred Buffe, J. V. Sullivan, Ross
Schram, J. W. Colton, John L. O'Toole
and Paul Shoup. As journalists, all of
these men know that you cannot live
on yesterday's reputation. If your star
IS to continue high in the firmament
you must be constantly up and doing.
What is the answer to the success

that usually attends the newspaper man
who enters another calling? Perhaps
more than anything else it is the les-
son of loyalty that he early learns.
Certamly if there is any department of
life in which the proverb "a good name
IS rather to be chosen than great
riches," it is in newspaper work. It
was H. H. Kohlsaat, former publisher
of the Chicago Record-Herald, who died
a few days ago, leaving the impress of
his personality indelibly written on the
pages of the history of American jour-
nalism, who said: "There is no place
in journalism for the man who would
break a confidence." Newspaper men
err, but never guiltily.
Mr. Cummings entered railway work

steeped in the ethics of journalism He
was formerly a special writer on the
Boston Glohe and before that was amember of the staff of the Lynn Item.He knew the state of the public mind
and so when the work of rehabilitating
the road was begun his help and advice
were sought. The Boston Herald once
said that when the new era of railway
management arrived in the Eastern
Massachusetts Street Railway under
public control the men selected to re-
habilitate the property "looked around
for a man who had spent his years
•finding fault with the system and they
naturally turned toward Cummings."
J hat IS only partially true.
Anyway, Fred Cummings entered

upon his work with all the fealty that
IS the newspaper man's. He told the
trustees what he thought and he told
the public what he thought. The public
and the trustees winced in turn. There
IS one thing about it. Fred Cummings

is progressive. And he is militant.
More than one local politician has been
brought dovra impaled upon the winged
words of the man who knows bunk
when he hears it and isn't afraid pub-
licly to call a spade a spade.
Fred Cummings has worked unremit-

tingly to have the railroad serve the
best interests of the people who pay
the fares, and to have the people co-
operate with the trustees. As a result
he has absorbed since 1919 a wide fund
of knowledge of other departments
from the intimate contacts which he
has had to preserve with them, and so
he goes into his new post not techni-
cally trained in the engineering sense,
but with a far richer fund of all-around
experience than it is often possible for
the technically trained man to acquire
in a similar length of time. In addi-
tion he is fortified with a keen recogni-
tion of the broad problems which the
executive is constantly being called
upon to meet.

Frank I. Hardy has resigned as man-
ager of the Chelsea District of the
Ea.stern Massachusetts Street Railway,
Boston, Mass., to accept a position with
the Boston & Maine Railroad. Mr.
Hardy has been connected with the
Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway
since 1919. At that time he succeeded
Timothy A. Donohue in charge of the
Salem division. Mr. Hardy has been in
the electric railway business since 1900.
He has in the past been connected with
the Union Traction Company of In-
diana, the Fort Wayne & Northern
Indiana Traction Company, the Chicago,
South Bend & Northern Indiana Rail-
way and the Southern Michigan Rail-
way. He was also at one time general
superintendent of railways of the
Northern Ohio Traction & Light Com-
pany, Akron, Ohio.

F. J. O'Donoghue, manager of the
Haverhill Division of the Eastern
Massachusetts Street Railway, Boston,
Mass., has been transferred to manage
the Lowell Division. The duties of
Garfield S. Chase, manager of the Law-
rence Division, will be extended to in-
clude jurisdiction over the Haverhill
Division.

Maurice E. McCormick, manager of
tne Lowell Division of the Eastern
Massachusetts Street Railway, Boston,
Mass., has been promoted to the posi-
tion of manager of the Chelsea Divi-
sion, including juri.sdiction over the
Melrose-Woburn Division.

Greorge H. Whitfield has accepted "the
position of director of public utilities
of Richmond, Va., succeeding E. W.
Trafford who has served in that capac-
ity since 1919. Mr. Whitfield is well
known in Richmond, having served as
engineer for the Virginia Railway &
Power Company during the reorganiza-
tion period in 1902. He was serving
as engineer of the New Jersey Depart-
ment of Institutions and Agencies when
he received. the present appointment.

H. F. Fritch Joins Boston & j

Maine Railroad
j

Howard F. Fritch, assistant general!
manager of the Eastern Massachusetts^
Street Railway, Boston, Mass., haa
been appointed assistant to Homer
Loring, chairman of the executive comJ
mittee of the Boston & Maine Railroad.!
It was Mr. Loring who was mainly re-;
sponsible for the successful rehabilita-;
tion of the Eastern Massachusetts'
property and in that work, under him,]
Mr. Fritch took no small part. While!
the Boston & Maine is primarily a^
steam railroad the system does em-]
brace a number of important electric
railway properties and several bus!
lines.

Mr. Fritch has been connected with
the Eastern Massachusetts Street!
Railway and its constituent companies i

since 1910. In June that year he en- 1

tered the employ of the Boston &
Northern Street Railway, one of the
underlying companies that later went
to form the Bay State Street Railway,
the forerunner of the Eastern Massa- '

chusetts Street Railway. His first*
work was in the time-table department, '

then being organized. The scope of

'

this department was later enlarged to '

include traffic studies and the compila-
{tion of statistics in connection with \

labor matters and fare cases.
j

For several years Mr. Fritch was
Jassistant in active charge, of the de-
j

partment, and in 1916 was placed in
j

charge as superintendent of the traffic \

department. With the formation of i

the Eastern Massachusetts Street^
Railway he was made assistant general <

manager in charge of transportation. '

Then was evolved the plan of separat- i

ing the system into units, each to be
self-contained, with a local district i
manager in charge. In the capacity of I
assistant general manager Mr. Fritch \worked in close co-operation with the

\managers of the several self-contained
local units so as to make each of them
successful under the conditions that ob-
tained in its particular locality.
Mr. Fritch was graduated from the

Worcester Polytechnic Institute in elec-
trical engineering, class of 1910. He
was bom on Sept. 24, 1888.

New Head of Canadian Suburban
Electrics

D. E. Galloway has been appointed
assistant vice-president in charge of a
number of suburban electric lines of
the Canadian National Railway.^. Mr.
Galloway is a native of Hamilton, On*
and joined the Grand Trunk Railw
in a clerical capacity in that city ...

1901. He later served in various cleri-
cal positions in Montreal until June 1,

1906, when he became private secre-
tary to the second vice-president and
general manager. In 1911 Mr. Gallo-
way was appointed assistant to the
president and became assistant vice-
president in 1922. When Sir Henry
Thornton assumed his duties as chair-
man and president of the Canadian
National Railways, Mr. Galloway was
appointed chief assistant to the presi-
dent. The companies which will come
under Mr. Galloway's charge serve a
large territory in the neighborhood of
Montreal and Toronto.
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Manufactures and the Markets
News of and for Manufacturers—Market and Trade Conditions

A Department Open to Railways and Manufacturers

for Discussion of Manufacturing and Sales Matters

Improvements Planned
Dgram of Rehabilitation for Madison
to Cost $898,370—Twenty-nine

Cars to Be Purchased

epresentatives of the city of Madi-
, Wis., the Wisconsin Railway Com-
sion and the Madison Street Rail-

lys recently held a joint meeting to

ider the tentative program of street

ving and street railway improvement
Which the Madison Railway is to fulfill

for the next six years.
;' The committee which drafted the pro-
i&ram consisted of: C. M. Larson, chief

; engineer; G. C. Matthews, chief statis-

tician of the Railway Commission;
Dudley Montgomery, vice-president;
Warren Montgomery, treasurer; J. S.

Allen, consulting engineer; E. J. Schu-
jring, attorney for the Madison Street
Railways Company; J. H. Brown, T. J.

Ross and E. E. Parker, city engineer.
For the city of Madison.
The total cost of all of these addi-

tions and improvements is estimated
at $898,370, of which $690,740 is the
Madison Street Railways' share and
'f207,630 is to be borne by the city of
Madison. A committee of the Council
is now working to embody the plan in
ui ordinance. It is the intention to
-umplete the above work by 1930.
The features of the plan as agreed

upon by the committee, listed in the
ruder of importance, are as follows:

1. Rebuild and pave 300 ft. of single
rack at Highland and Regent Street.
2. Resurface and pave 600 ft. of single

track on West Washington Avenue.
3. Rebuild and double track Atwood Ave-

hue, including 5,600 ft. of single track, two
rossings, one turnout.

1. Purchase 17 new cars and scrap 9.
n. Rebuild and pave 2,500 ft. plng'le

lack and resurface and pave 1,000 ft. of
-ini?le track on Williamson Street.

6. Resurface and pave 520 ft. of double
rack on Jenifer Street.

7. Replace '.:rack layout at carhouse and
I'id new trackage and construct new stor-
iu:f' shed,

S. Resurface and pave 785 ft. of double
: rack on North Hamilton Street.

9. Rebuild and pave 1,950 ft. of double
I rack, resurface and pave 400 ft. of single
'rack and rebuild and pave 4,600 ft. of
-ingle crack, overhead, crossings, turnouts,
iirves on Breeze Terrace and Monroe

.'^Ireet.

1 0. Resurface and pave 700 ft. of double
Vrack, resurface and pave 3,000 ft. of single
irack and pave 700 ft. of double track and
.huild and pave 2,100 ft. of single track
an Oregon Road.

11. Rebuild and pave 3,200 ft. single
track, eight turnouts, twelve curves on four
sides of Capitol Park.

12. Build and pave 4,350 ft. of double
track with overhead for same on Univer-
sity Avenue.

13. Purchase 12 new cars and scrap 5.

14. Resurface and pave 3,700 ft. double
track, two curves on Jenifer and Baldwin
Streets.

15. Resurface and pave 1,500 ft. double
track, resurface and pave 3,800 ft. single
track, build and pave 3,800 ft. single track,
four curves and four crossings on Mills
and Emerald Streets.

16. Resurface and pave 2,700 ft. single
track, rebuild and pave 2,700 ft. single
track, two railroad crossings, one crossover
on Winnebago and Atwood Streets.

17. Resurface and pave 2,800 ft. single
track, build and pave 2,200 ft. single track
on Bast Johnson Street.

18. Rebuild and pave 1,500 ft. single
track, resurface and pave 2,400 ft. single
track, build and pave 1,500 ft. single track,
build and pave 2,400 ft. single track on
Winnebago and West Main Streets.

Big Increase in Use of Wood
Preservatives

That the year 1923 was a banner
year in the wood preserving industry
is shown by figures compiled by the
Forest Service, United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture. More treating
plants were in active operation and the
quantities of material treated as well as
preservatives used were larger than
ever before reported for any of the 15

years for which these s.tatistics have
been compiled. During the year 136
treating plants, or seven more than re-

ported in 1922, were in active opera-
tion. They treated a total of 224,375,-

468 cu.ft. of wood, representing an in-

crease of 57,755,121 cu.ft., or 34 per
cent, over the 166,620,347 cu.ft. reported
the year previous.

Increases were registered in 1923
over the quantities reported in 1922 in

each of the seven classes of material
treated, the largest occurring in cross-
ties and poles in the order given. Of
the former there were treated a total

of 160,830,525 cu.ft., or 36,881,103
cu.ft. more than in 1922. In the case
of the latter the total was 26,886,904
cu.ft. and the increase amounted to

9,878,264 cu.ft.

The preservatives used in the treat-
ment of wood in the United States in

1923 consisted of 127,417,305 gal. of
creosote, 1,570,932 gal. of paving oil,

28,830,817 lb. of dry zinc chloride and

CROSS-TIES TREATED IN THE UNITED STATES BY YEARS (CUBIC FEET)

Creosote
1909 29,830,080
1910 44,525,229
I9II 49,532,163
1912 57,461,515
1913 75,998,307
I9I4 67,774,329
1915 51,231,207
1916 62,576,403
1917 48,685,554
918 34,638,147
919 44,938,215
1920 40,114,551
1921 66,139,398
1922 60,625,086
''23 104,167,710

< a) No statbtics.

Zinc Chloride Zinc-Creosote Miscellaneous
All

Preservatives

24,153,162 8,095,794 (a) 62,079,036
27,587,583 6,354,219 (a) 78,467,031
28,337,883 7,312,374 (a) 85,182,420
28,532,874 8,214,303 2,974,317 97,183,009
36,051,816 6,938,838 1,792,287 120,781,248
50,020,755 5,868,834 7,877,043 131,540,961
53,457,852 6,548,136 19,560 111,256,755
43,859,028 5,935,242 37,431 112,408.104
44,529,954 6,482,046 680.856 100,378,410
51,166,146 6,023,334 (a) 91,827,627
58,912,323 8,850,222 3,021 112,703,781
87,398,160 7,414.866 35,019 134,962,596
90,797,841 9,183,702 29,604 166,150.545
52,254,303 11.045,913 24,120 123,949,422
46,138,005 10,507,173 17,637 160,830.525

4,706,968 gal. of miscellaneous pre-

servatives. Zinc chloride was the only
one of the four classes of preservatives

used that did not show in 1923 an in-

crease in the quantity used over that
reported the previous year.

The 127,417,305 gal. of creosote used
by the treating plants in 1923 repre-

sent an increase of 41,095,916 gal., or
48 per cent, over the quantity con-

sumed in 1922. The consumption of
paving oil was greater by 156,250 gal.

and the quantity of miscellaneous pre-

servatives used was more than double
the amount reported in 1922. As men-
tioned above, the zinc chloride consump-
tion was less in 1923 than it was in

1922, the decrease in consumption
amounting to 1,037,822 lb.

Ever since the compilation of these
statistics started in 1909 cross-ties have
constituted the bulk of the material
treated each year, because the wood
preservation industry has been built up
largely upon treated wood for railroad
use, principally ties.

In 1923 out of a total of over 224,-

000,000 cu.ft. of wood that were sub-

jected to preservative treatment more
than 160,000,000 ft., or 71 per cent,

were cross-ties. The actual number of
ties was 53,610,175, or 12,293,701 more
than in 1922. Although both electric

and steam railroads are users o£
treated cross-ties, the latter employ the
bulk of such material. The number of
ties for electric railways that were
treated during the year was 564,968,
and of this number 20,106 were bored,

28,500 were both adzed and bored and
516,362 were neither adzed nor bored.

The cross-ties intended for use on
steam railroads numbered -53,045,207,

consisting of 2,084,841 adzed, 793,776
bored, 3,045,496 that were both adzed
and bored and 47,121.094 that were
neither adzed nor bored.

The relative quantities of ties treated

by difl'erent processes since 1909 afe
shown in an accompanying table.

Interborough Orders 150 New
Steel Cars

The Interborough Rapid Transit Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., notified the
Transit Commission on Oct. 22 that it

had let a contract for 150 new steel

subway ears, the last of the 350 re-

quired under the commission's orders,

to meet increasing traffic demands.
The cars will be made by the American
Car & Foundry Company and will cost

about $4,000,000.

The additional cars were called for
in the commission's orders for May,
1922. The first 100 new cars were
put in service a year ago. Seventy-
two of the second 100 have been de-
livered and the remaining 28 will be
available in November. Deliveries

under the final order, beginning in Feb-
ruary, will be completed by next fall.

The company has financed the pur-
chases largely with car trust certifi-

cates. The new cars, together with
additions to power plants necessitated

by the increased car service, involve a
total expenditure of about $11,000,000.
Completion of the program will give
the Interborough 2,277 cars, an increase
of 19.2 per cent over the number in
operation in 1921. The order for the
electrical equipment of the new cars
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has been awarded to the General Elec-

tric Company.
The original order for the 350 addi-

tional cars was referred to in the

Electric Railway Journal, issue of

May 6, 1922.

Metal, Coal and Material Prices

Metals—New York Oct. 21. 1924

Copper, electrolytic, cents per lb 13.25
Copper wire base, cents per lb 15.125
Lead, cents per lb 8.40
Zinc, cents per lb 6 . 75
Tin, Straits, cents per lb 51. 625

Bituminous Coal f.o.b. Mines
Smolceless mine run, f.o.b. vessel, Hampton

Roads, gross tons $4 . 425
Somerset mine run, Boston, net tons 2.05
Pittsburgh mine run, Pittsbiu-gh, net tons 1 . 875
Franlclin, 111., screenings, Chicago, net tons 1 . 375
Central, III., screenings, Chicago, net tons 1 . 1 75
Kansas screenings, Kansas City, net tons 2. 00

Materials

Rubber-covered wire, N. Y., No. 14, per
1,000ft $6.25

Weatherproof wire base, N. Y., cents per lb. 17.75
Cement, Chicago net prices, without bags 2 20
Linseed oil (5-Ib. lots), N. Y., per gal $1 .08
White lead, in oil (100-lb. keg), N. Y.,

cents per lb, carload lots 0. 12
Turpentine (bbl. lote), N. Y., per gal 0. 85

Rolling Stock

South Carolina Gas & Electric Com-
pany, Spartanburg, S. C, has ordered
nine new buses from the White Com-
pany.

Brooklyn City Railroad, Brooklyn,
N. Y., is sending out specifications for
ears similar to the lot ordered last year,
namely, four-motor, double-end cars
with center exit. The number of cars
to be purchased has not yet been deter-
mined.

Track and Line

Grand Rapids Railway, Grand Rapids,
Mich., is making preparations with
the city of Grand Rapids for the laying
of new track on at least a half mile of
Division Avenue and the paving be-
tween the tracks. The work would be
begun next summer. Division Avenue,
now a main artery, the city hopes soon
to mAke a 100-ft. street. To facilitate
operating conditions in the downtown
section the company this fall will con-
struct a new wye at Michigan Street
and Monroe Avenue, the cost to be
about $15,000 and the work to be com-
pleted in three weeks after starting.

St. Joseph Railway, Light, Heat &
Power Company, St. Joseph, Mo„
started work on the relaying of tracks
on South Eleventh Street from Mitchell
Avenue to Garfield Avenue on Oct. 1.

This is an important reconstruction job
with practically a mile of double track
to relay. In this work 672,000 lb. ol
steel rails will be used. The cost of
the rails alone will be nearly $20,000.
For this work approximately 1,500 steel

ties will be used. They will cost $10,-
650. Altogether about $50,000 will be
spent in St. Joseph for material and
supplies.

Washington Railway & Electric Com-
pany, Washington, D. C, has agreed to

spend $105,000 in laying a new set
of tracks for the Georgetown and
Tennallytown line, in the center of

Wisconsin Avenue. The District has
agreed to allot, out of the $350,000
appropriated by Congress for the pav-
ing, the sum of $64,000 toward the

trackwork.

Grays Harbor Railway & Light Com-
pany, Aberdeen, Wash., has announced
the resumption of through service to

Cosmopolis. The company has ex-

pended $14,500 laying new tracks and
is contemplating considerable work on
the Aberdeen-Cosmopolis line. The
company has applied to the City Coun-
cil for permission to place a single

track across the new Wishkah River
bridge.

Pacific Electric Railway, Los Angeles,
Cal., has completed the extension of its

line from the foot of East Second
Street, Long Beach, to Naples Junc-
tion. The extension is more than li

miles in length. The Belmont Shore
Company donated the right-of-way
through its tracts and contributed

$63,000 toward the cost of the line's

construction.

Boston, Mass. — Construction work
will begin soon on the new rapid transit

line in Boston, from Andrew Square to

Mattapan. The Boston Elevated Rail-

way has signed an agreement with the
city of Boston Transit Department for

the lease and operation of this new line

when it is completed. Bids were asked
Oct. 20 by the Transit Department for

the construction of the first section,

out of Andrew Square. This is a tun-
nel section, and the excavated material
will be used for fills at other points

along the route. A part of the route
will be the Shawmut branch of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road, which was bought for $950,000.

The railroad stations that will be dis-

continued are Field's Comer, Shawmut,
Ashmont, Cedar Grove, Milton, Central
Avenue and Mattapan.

Third Avenue Railway, New York,
N. Y., is reconstructing li miles of
double track on Broadway from 242d
Street to the Yonkers city line. The
new construction is with 7-in., 122-lb.

standard A.E.R.E.A. grooved girder rail

on new creosoted ties with welded
joints. The old construction consisted
of 9-in. grooved girder rail on un-
treated wood ties spaced at 2-ft centers
with bolted joints. It is estimated that
this improvement will cost approxi-
mately $180,000.

Trade Notes

Winona Service Equipment Company,
Indianapolis, Ind., has been incorpo-
rated to deal in rolling stock and equip-
ment for street or interurban railroads.
The directors are Harry Reid, J. F.
Wild and Ira E. Guthrie. It has a
capital of $30,000 common and $60,000
preferred stock.

Hynes & Cox Electric Corporation,
Albany, N. Y., has been formed to en-
large and carry on the electrical heat-
ing business established by Lee P.
Hynes. Mr. Hynes has not severed his
connection with the Consolidated Car
Heating Company and the new firm,
although handling industrial work, will
not deal in any materials which con-
flict with the work of the Consolidated
Car Heating Company.

H. T. Heath has been appointed!
western department manager of the
Hegeman-Castle Corporation of Chi^
cago, owned and controlled by the*

National Railway Appliance Company
of New York. Mr. Heath was at onej

time connected with the Westinghouso
Electric & Manufacturing Companj^
and later with the Economy Electric?

Devices Company.

ESsemann Magneto Corporation, Nei^
York, N. Y., announces that O. Sv<

Stanley has been placed in charge ofj

the middle Western territory, witto

headquarters at 2005 South Michigai^

Avenue, Chicago, vice P. G. Sedley;

resigned. Irving W. Edwards ha»
assumed the duties of district managerJ
with headquarters at 85 Second Streetjj

San Francisco. '

John F. Folkers Engineering Cor^
poration. Mobile, Ala., has been ap«j

pointed agent to handle sales and serv-|

ice for the Triumph Electric Company
in the Mobile territory.

Netv Advertising Literature

Atlas Valve Company, Newark, N. J.,i

has issued edition No. 1 of Bulletin

5-A, which is devoted entirely to its|

line of Victor damper regulators. The:

functions of damper reguJators are;

listed under nine separate headings^

Hydraulic operation as compared with;

other methods of operation is discussed.:

Diagrams show how to apply the regu-

lators to boilers. A technical descrip-i

tion is given with illustrations explain-!

ing in detail the method of operation ofj

the high-pressure damper regulator, i

Engineering Products Company, Chi-,

cago. 111., has issued a new price list andi

descriptive circular covering its line ol3

rail benders, track drills, gages andj

levels. Copies of this new list will b»
furnished on request. !

General Electric Company, Schenec-i

tady, N. Y., has issued Bulletin Nw
48,941A, entitled "CR-9006 Enameled^
Resistor Units," It is an 18-page illus-'

trated booklet describing the uses andi

advantages of these units and giving
standard ratings and dimensions.

Scovill Manufacturing Companyij
Waterbury, Conn., has issued "Brasai

Facts," a 28-page booklet dealing with
the characteristics of copper alloySr

especially brass. The book classifie*

and gives the chemical composition of
the most popular brass mill alloys suchi

as brass, bronze, nickel silver and!

cupro nickel. It tells in detail hoWl
brass and nickel silver are made free,

cutting. Annealing for degrees of soft-

ness of brass is gone into, with numer-;

ous illustrations, showing the micro-
structure of annealed as well as rolle<^

brass. This booklet also contains a de-

tailed description of the method of.

manufacture of cup drawn Admiraltyl
and special Muntz Condenser tubing!

and seamless tubing.

The Universal Coal Spreader Cob*;
pany, Chicago, III., has issued a seven-^

page pamphlet entitled "The Universalj

Coal Spreader." The pamphlet de^
scribes, with illustrations, operationi

with and without the Universal coalj

spreader.

J
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PEACOCK
STAFFLESS
BRAKES

-with the other safety equipment!

Safety cars don't look natural without
'em!

Most anywhere you ride, these days,

you'll find the Peacock Staffless on the job

along with the rest of the standard de-

vices.

On the big safety cars, too! There's plenty

of braking power in the Peacock Staffless

to stop the modern double-truck safety

with its heavy load of rush-hour passen-

gers. Powerful enough to even lock the

wheels, but such perfect control as to

secure full power without locking the

wheels.

Include these

in your safety

car order

19

National

Brake Co., Inc.

890 EUicott Sq., Buffalo, N.Y.

Canadian Representative:
Lyman Tube & Supply Company, Limited

Montreal, Canada
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<3ncorporatcd

115 Broadwu, New York
phuadblphia CHirAoo 8an fkancisco

Stone & Webster
latmrpormtai

EXAMINATIONS REPORTS APPRAISALS
ON

INDUSTRIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROPERTIES

NEWYtmK BOSTON CHICAGO

SANDERSON & POFTTER
ENGINEERS

WEPOWT*. DKWQNS, CONSTRUCTION, MANAOEMBNT
HYDRO-CLCCTRIC DEVELOPMINTS

RAILWAY, LIGHT and POWER PROPERTIES
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

ALBERT S. RICHEY
ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
REPORTS- APPRAISALS - RATES - OPERATION - SBRVICK

STEVENS & WOOD, INC.
Design and Construction of Power Stations
Railroad Electrification, Industrial Plants

REPORTS AND APPRAISALS
Management and Finanring of UUUttea and Industrial

Mahoning Bank Bldg. 120 Broadway
Youngstown, O. New York

HEMPHILL & WELLS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Gardner F. Wells Albert W. Hemphill
APPRAISALS

INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
Reorganization Management Operation Construction

43 Cedar Street, New York City

WALTER JACKSON
Conmltcmt on Fares and Motor Buses

OriKiaator of unlimited ride, transferable weokly
pass. Campaigns handled to nuJce it a snecM*.

143 Crary Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

KELLY, COOKE & COMPANY
Engineers

IM BROADWAY
NEW YORK

424 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation

Engineers—Constructors

Oil Refineries and Pipe Lines. Steam and Water Power Planu. TrsDAMkBioQ
Systems. Hotels, Apartments, Office and Industrial Buildings. Raiiroub.

43 Exchange Place ^ New York

JOHN A. BEELER
Operating, Traction and Traffic Inreitigatioss

Routing Surreys—Valuations—Operation

Management

52 VanderbUt Ave., NEW YORK

ENGELHARDT W. HOLST
ConMoLting Enginmrnr

Appraisals, Reports, Rates, Serrice Inrestigation,
Studies on Financial and Physical Rehabilitatien

Reorganixation, Operation, Management

683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

J. ROWLAND BIBBINS
Enfinter—2301 Connecticut Ave., N. W. Washington, D.C.

TRANSPORTATION SURVEYS
Organized Traffic Relief and Transit DeTelopmsnt
Co-ordinating Motor Transport, Railroad and City
Plans, Serrice, Routing, Valuation, Economic Studies

KUnCRIKMCK IM SO CTTTES

JOE R. ONG
Consulting Transportation Engineer

Spmeialixing in TrafRe Problttn* and in MathmJa (e

Improva Scrvica and lner*aa*
E/Keiancy of Opmration

PIQUA, OHIO

Dwight P. Robinson &. Company
Incorporated

Design and Construction of

Electric Rttilwayi, Shops, Power Stationt

125 East 46th Street, New York
Chicago Youngstown Atlanta Pkiladalphia

Los Angeles Montreal Rio de Janeiro

DAY & ZIMMERMANN, Inc.
ENGINEERS

Design - Construction - Reports
Valuations - Management

PHILADELPHIANEW YORK CHICAGO

The Most Successful Men in the Electric Railway

Industry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

Erery Week
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f AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
EMPIRE BUILDING, 71 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Steel Structures of all classes, particularly

BRIDGES AND BUIT-DINGS

«x

SALES OFFICES:

NEIV YORK, N. Y. . Empire Bldg., 71 Broadioay St.Louis,Mo.,Liberty Central Truit Bldg.,506 Olive St.

Philadelphia. Pa., Denver, Colo., First National Bank Bldg., 820 nth Si.

IVidener Bldg., N. W. Cor. Chestnut and Juniper Sts. SaltLake City, Utah, Walker Bank Bldg., 17S S.Main St.

Boston, Mass 120 Franklin St. Duluth, Minn. . Wolvin Bldg., 229-31 West \st St.

Baltimore, Md., ^ „, .. Minneapolis, Minn. . 629 2nd St., S. E.
Continental Bldg., Cor. Calvert and Baltimore Sts.

PITTSBURGH, PA. . Frick Bldg., 440 Fifth Ave. Pacific Coast Representative:

Cincinnati, Ohio . Union Trust Bldg., 36 East \th St. U. S. Steel Products Co., Pacific Coast Dept.

Cleveland, Ohio,

Rockefeller Bldg., 614 Superior Ave., West SanFrancisco,Cat.,RialtoBldg.,ll6Ne'wMontgomerySt.

Detroit, Mich. . . Beecher Ave. and M. C. R. R. Portland, Ore. Selling Bldg.. 322 Adler St.

CHICAGO, ILL 208 South LaSalle St. Seattle, Wash. Ath Ave., So., Cor. Conn. St.

Export Representative: United States Steel Products Co., 30 Church St.. N. Y.

13 n

The Most Successful Men in the Electric Railway

Industry read the

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
Every Week

C. B. BUCHANAN
President

W. H. PRICE. JR.
Sec'y-Treas.

JOHN T. liAYNG
Vice-President

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
Engineering and Management. Construction,

Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys
and Equipment Maintenance

BALTIMORE
82S Equitable Bldg.

Phone

:

Hanover 2142
NEW YORK
49 Wall Btreet

a/:p InsulatorCoJncJef^jCf
Trade Mark

JAMES E. ALLISON & GO.
Consulting Engineers

Specializing in Utility Rate Cases and
Reports to Bankers and Investors

1017 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Transmission Line and Special Crossing

Structures, Catenary Bridges

WRITE FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG

ARCHBOLD-BRADY CO.
Engineers and Contractors SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Bureau o/ Commercial Economics, Inc.

Industrial Engineers

Organization • Methods . Layout and Facifities

Public and Industrial Relations

72 West Adams Street • CHICAGO

THE P. EDWARD WISH SERVICE
BO Church St. Stmt Railway Inmpaetion 131 Stat* St.

NEW YORK DETECTIVES BOSTON

WhM wrUlac «h« mtrmrU—r (or lafannaH— ar
prlMS, a BcaMaa af th* Bntrta Ballwajr

Jnnraal w aM Iw appreciated.

Human Engineering
Railway Audit and Inspection Company, Inc.

Fourth and Chestnut Sis., Philadelphia

I
BRANCHES iBoston

New Orleans
New York
Pittsburgh

Baltimore
I Chicag^o

Atlanta
St. Louis
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THE SIGNIFICANCE TO YOU OF THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE

Electric Railway Journal

IN THE ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS, INC.

YOU depend upon the Electric Railway Journal for an unbiased and accu-
rate report of all news affecting your business interests.

Probably, too, you give heed to its editorial counsel in many matters of consid-

erable consequence. You have a right, therefore, to know about the policies and
principles back of the important service rendered by Electric Railway
Journal.

The membership of this publication in The Associated Business Papers, Inc.,

means that it has achieved an exceptionally high publishing standard, and has
subscribed unreservedly to these

—

STANDARDS OF PRACTICE

The publisher of a business paper

should dedicate his best efforts to the

cause of Business and Social Service,

and to this end should pledge himself—

f To consider, first, the interests

• of the subscriber.

2.
To subscribe to and work for

truth and honesty in all depart-

ments.

^ To eliminate, in so far as pos-

•-/• sible, his personal opinions from
his news columns, but to be a

leader of thought in his editorial

columns, and to make his criticisms

constructive.

^ To refuse to publish "puffs,"

# • free reading notices or paid

"write-ups" ; to keep his read-

ing columns independent of advertis-

ing considerations, and to measure all

news by this standard: "Is it real

news ?"

5 To decline any advertisement

• which has a tendency to mis-

lead or which does not con-

form to business integrity.

J^ To solicit subscriptions and ad-

t/» vertising solely upon the merits

of the publication.

7 To supply advertisers with full

• information regarding charac-

ter and extent of circulation,

including detailed circulation state-

ments, subject to proper and authen-

tic verification.

To co-operate with all organi-

zations and individuals en-

gaged in creative advertising

To avoid unfair competition.

8.

work.

7 /I To determine what is the

-* (/• highest and largest function

of the field which he serves,

and then to strive in every legitimate

way to promote that function.

If you have read the foregoing standards, there is not much left to be said, except to tell you that these

principles are present-day realities and not merely beautiful ideals for future attainment.

THE ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS, iEl
The International Association of Trade, Technical and Class Publications

220 WEST 42nd STREET NEW YORK CITY
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Better performance and at slower motor speeds

BUSES equipped with Huck Double Reduction Axles can use a higher

gear ratio, resulting in a slower engine speed for a given bus speed,

and saving money every mile the bus runs. The Huck Axle delivers to

the rear wheels practically all the power developed by the motor.

Tests made atArmour Institute ofTechnology,Chicago,

show an efficiency of never less than 95 per cent for

Huck Axles at all speeds and under all loads. With
worm drive axles likewise tested, efficiency varied with

the load and speed and ran as low as 80 per cent.

Slower motor speeds save engine wear and tear. More
mileage can be covered w^ith less oil and gas.

Starting run in first, second and third gears is shortened,

resulting in a larger percentage of direct drive work,

which means a lower operating cost. And these savings

go on for years, for a Huck Axle will outlast any bus.

The driving mech-
anism unit ofthe

Huck Axle

All gears are held in perma-
nent alignment in this coiti'

pact housing, which is in

the center of the axle. Run-
ning in a bath of oil. all

moving parts are silent and
do not wear. There are no
gears in the wheels.

Have you our book-
let"The Foundation
for Better Buses"?
A copy will be sent
on request.

SHELDON AXLE & SPRING CO.
Huck Axle Division s^ so s^ W ilkes-Barre, Pa.

'^^ilii'^^' '^'^^^'^

RUCK DOUBLE
REDUCTION

cMade hy Sheldon

BUS AXLE
under Huck Patents ^

ojao-6
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Fuses
D. 8b W. fuses

have been pro-

tecting equip-

ment for twenty
years. Call on
our nearest Dis-

tributing House
for fuses in all

standard ratings.

Deltabeston
Wire

Deltabeston magnet
wire is insulated with
pure asbestos fibre,

and is indestructible

by any temperature
to which it may be
subjected in com-
mercial service.

More footage in the tape

—less footing of the bills

You will have fewer tape bills to foot

when you standardize on the tape which

gives more feet to the pound and more

feet to the dollar.

Victor Friction Tape guarantees you a

minimum of 144 feet to the pound, more

feet than any other tape in its price class.

This is important to remember, because

although you buy tape by the pound you

use it by the foot. The greater length of

Victor makes this tape cheapest "in the

long run."

Long in feet, Victor is long in service,

too. It sticks on the job rain or shine, and

does not dry with age. Just one of the

many dependable supplies that Western

Electric stands ready to send^on your

order. For everything electrical it will

pay you to look into this service. Ad-

dress our nearest Distributing House or

the Western Electric Company, 100 East

42nd Street, New York City.

Western Electric
OFFICES IN FORTY-NINE PRINCIPAL CITIES
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The
McARTHUR
TURNBUCKLE
with Spring-

equipped Clamp
and

it's BOYERIZED

Your best

insurance policy

BOYERIZE!
That's why hundreds of electric railways have determined
to use only Boyerized McArthur Turnbuckles.

These railways want to leave nothing undone to reduce the

chance of accident.

They know that an article that will serve safely several

hundred thousand miles, whether the brake-rigging man
sees it or not, is not only bound to be more economical from
a purely shop point of view but also from the transportation

and safety engineer's point of view.

What we have said about the McArthur Turnbuckle goes

lOOVc for these other Boyerized long-life specialties, too.

Other Long-Life Specialties are:

Boyerized Brake Lever Pins and Bushings.

Boyerized Wearing Plates between the Pedestal
Straps and the Journal Box.

Boyerized Bearings.

Boyerized Brake Hangers.

Boyerized Wearing Plates between the Bolster and
Bolster Carrier.

Boyerized Brake Levers.

Bemis Car Truck Company
Electric Railway Supplie*

Springfield, Mass.

BrpmratatlTni

:

Economy Electric Devices Co.. Old Colony Bids.. Chlcaco, lU.

P. P. Boiller. 003 Monadnook Blilj.. Son Pranclsco, Cal.

W. P. McKennoy. 64 First Street. Portland. Ore.

J. H. Denton. l.*)28 Broadway. New York Oty, N. Y.
A. W. Arlin. 773 Pacific Bleotrlc Bld«.. Los Ang«les. Cal.
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You know that at every point throughout your plant the

matter of lubrication is of great importance. In many in-

stances it is the deciding factor between efficient and inefficient

operation. Proper lubrication is a positive essential to efficient

operation.

Frequently, to bring about proper lubrication, a careful in-

vestigation by experts is necessary. They study the mechanical

construction and operation of each machine, the speed at which
it operates, pressure maintained, heat encountered and many
other conditions which must be considered in order to secure

proper lubrication.

The technical staff of the Standard Oil Company (Indiana)

have for years worked between our refineries and the varied in-

dustries of the middle west. They have assisted in developing

the full line of lubricants needed in the industrial world, which,

when used in the right place and right manner insure proper

lubrication. This, in turn means greater operating efficiency

and lower operating costs.

Standard Oils and Greases
are of the highest quality and are always uniform. With them, the work
of our lubricating engineers is not a matter of experimentation. They
are working with known quantities and the principles which guide them
form an exact science, the application of which produces results which
may be definitely foretold.

The services of these lubricating engineers are available at all times.

Without cost to you and without placing you under any obligation to

us, they will make a survey of > our plant on which they will base their

recommendations for correct lubrication. This service will, we are con-

fident, save money for you just as like service which we have rendered
many others has saved money for them.

Phone or wire our nearest branch office today. The
sooner you act, the sooner you'll reap the benefits.

Standard Oil Company
Chicago, Illinois

(INDIANA)

910 S. Michigan Avenue
aiiiNois INDIANA

Chicago EvansTille
Indianapolis

loUet South Bend
KANSAS

Quincy Wichita

IOWA
Davenport
Des Moines
Mason City
Sionx City

S. DAKOTA
Huron

MICHIGAN
Detroit

WISCONSIN
La Crosse

Orand Rapida Milwauiiee
Saginaw MINNESOTA

N. DAKOTA Duluth
Fargo Manlcato
Minot Minneapolia

MISSOURI
Kansas City
St. Joseph
St. Louis
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NEW ZEALAND Says:

.5.9. ^^lijQi^tnv^ t^

I

I

{Copy of letter from the General Manager of the largest Electric Railway line in New Zealand)

V/estiJ

Dear Slrr-
?oaI Steel Cioars & PirtlonS^

In reply to your letter of the £8th January
laat^ I have pleasure In informing you that we began
using these at the end of 1913.

The reaults obtained were so aatlBfactory
that of recent years, we have ordered Tool Steel Greare
and Pinions exoluairely as our. heavy Bervico demands
material giving the lotigeat possible life.

Your oomparative figure olaiming 3»6 times th«
life of ordinary pinions is easily borne out by our ex-
perienoe but so far none of our gears have worn out
although they have every appearanc>e of being as auooesafnl
as the pinions,

faithfully.

foa stfA" <?"«v.ty
ll^ 5, 0/T^VSt£,r<j)-V,ty

Tool Steel Gear and Pinion Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Special Bethlehem Layouts
Bethlehem Frogs, Switches, Mates,

Crossings and Special Layouts are

produced in a separate specially

equipped department devoted ex-

clusively to the manufacture of

street and steam trackwork. This

department is backed by all the

steel-producing, metallurgical and
engineering facilities of the

Bethlehem Steel Company, assur-

ing correct design and a constant

and uniform supply of the proper

grades of material

.

Illustration shows a Bethlehem

Special Layout being installed at

the most important traffic point

in Osaka, Japan. Bethlehem Spe-

cial Layouts are assembled com-

plete under cover before shipment,

assuring the minimum of labor in

installation.

A partial list of Bethlehem products for the

electric railway field includes rails, spikes,

trackwork, splice bars, bolts, tie plates, tie

rods, pole line material, sheets, combina-
tion rolled and forged gear blanks, axles

and rolled steel car wheels.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, General Offices: BETHLEHEM, PA.
Sales Offices:

New York Boston Philadelphia Baltimore Washington Atlanta Pittsburgh
Buffalo Cleveland Detroit Cincinnati Chicago St. Louis San Francisco

Bethlehem SteelExport Corporation, ISBroadway, New York,City,SoleExporter ofowr Commercial Products

BETHLEHEM
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DEPENDABILITY
V. K. Oilless Trolley
Wheels and non-
arcing harps

The metal used is exceedingly

tough, yet does not grind away
the metal of the wire. Perfect

lubrication is accomplished
automatically.

More-Jones quality products have for years

effectively demonstrated the skill of manufac-

ture behind them. The dependability of these

products has been a feature all the way thru, thus

making it possible to maintain a higher standard

of service. Where there is dependability, main-

tenance becomes much less of a burden and

economy is effected. You will quickly see the

desirability of specifying More-Jones quality

products as soon as you have investigated their

numerous advantages.

More-Jones Brass & Metal
Company
St.Louis, Mo.

"TIGER BRONZE"
is stroni;, tough, dur-
able and of the lowest

specific gravity. Is

most widely used.

ARMATURE BABBITT

quality guarantees a slow
and even rate of wear and
correct bearing alignment.

M)REJONES
QIMJTY PRODUCTS

J
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LACLEDE Heat-TreatedAXLES
TRADE VALSCO MARK

Forging
Operation

East St. Lows
Works

Heat-treated axles insure economy. In Valsco

axles an interesting story has been built around

competent experts, latest type of equipment

and scientific procedure. Valsco axles mean
profitable investment and afford the desirable

degree of safety.

LACLEDE STEEL CO.
Workt,
Mton, IllinoU

Madison, IllinoU

%mBt St. Lonis, Illinois

General Offices:

ARCADE BLDG., ST. LOUIS

District Offices:

Chicago, Illinois

Kansas City, Mo.
Detroit, Mich.
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NON-ROT SHELTERS

X^lnkr & NON-ROT

^.vTod EUmai" PLATFORMS

built of

^m Title wei

Cym
Me Wafer

n't Wood Etinal"

are a very
valuable
contribu-

tiontoward

Economy
Records.

Economy Records
figured over a period
of years gain more
by the avoidance of
repairsandreplace-
ments than theyean
by any minor shav-
ing of the original
cost. True ''Tide-
water''Cypress,the
only''Wood Eternal,"
is coining into its own as

the ideal light structural

lumber for Railway Uses.
IVerecommendCypress onlyforthe
applications in which it excels.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION

Southern Cypress Mfrs. Ass'n
Iraa Bldf.
ana, La.

1265 Poydraa Bldf.
New Orleans, La.

1265 Graham Bldg.
Jacksonville, Fta,

TtavniHllMUIMOni

identify "Tidmwater" Cvf»rm9»
by thm Arrow Tradm^Mark,

SLEET CUTTING
DEVICES

Nuttall Sleet Wheels re-

placethe standard trolley

wheels and efficiently

clean sleet coated wires.

Nuttall Sleet Scrapera hook

over the trolley wheel—can

be attarhed instantly, and

clean the wire thoroughly.

Don't wait for a sleet atorm

—

order today

RDNUHALL COMRMtY
PnrSBURGH^ PENNSYLVIW

All WeatinvhouM Electric A Mff. Co.
District Offices are Sales RepresentatlTea
in the United States for the Nuttall Elec-
tric Railway and Mine Haulage Products.
In Canada 1 Lyman Tube A Supply Co.,
Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
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TRACK FOUNDATION

Concrete
properly protect-

ed in Track Founda-

tion becomes a source of

good. Unprotected, it leads

to all kinds of Evil. The Dayton
Tie supplies the necessary protection

to concrete, to make it a source of good.

Without the shock absorbing elements, concrete

disintegrates and becomes a source of Evil.

Let as tell you in detail why concrete is the best foundation for track,

and why The Dayton Resilient Shock Absorbing Tie is the only sub-

stitute that will preserve this, the best track foundation.

THE DAYTON MECHANICAL TIE GO
707 Commercial Building, Dayton, Ohio

The Source of Good
or Evil

DAYTON TIE
Baldwin Electric Motor Trucks are as well

Known in Japan as in the United States
/^N a number of the EJec-
^^ trie Railways in Japan,
Baldwin Electric Trucks have
been used for many years with
notable success.

A North Shore Line Steel Passenger Car
Mounted on Baldwin Trucks

Wheel hue 84 in. Wheels, diameter, 36 in. JoumaU,
5 in. X 9 in. Carrying capacity on center plate, 30,250 lb

In the United States of Amer-
ica, similar trucks have given
exceptionally good service.

The illustration shows one of

the cars on the Chicago, North
Shore and Milwaukee Rail-

road, between Chicago and
Milwaukee, equipped with our
trucks.which are designed for

a maximum speed of 70 miles per hour.

Baldwin Trucks are built largely of commer-
cial shapes to facilitate the making of repairs.

Any information desired regarding these

Trucks promptly forwarded.

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE
WORKS

Philadelphia, U. S. A.
Cable Addreaa, "Baldwin. Philaddfihia"
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Chillingworth One Piece Gear Case
Made from deep drawn open hearth steel

40% lighter and more durable than malleable iron cases

Built for Service

Chillingworth Manufacturing Co.
Jersey City, N. J.

Sold in Canada by Railway & Power Engineering
Corp., Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg.

Sold in England by Croyden Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Croyden.

^nmmnmmuiMWMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiitMiiiiuiiiiMiiniiiiiMMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiHMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiiiittiiiiiiimiHi^

THE BUILDERS OF INDUSTRIAL IccciTotive crancs are pioneers in the field

and for over fifty years the name has been a standard. Scores of superiori-

I
ties in design, material and workmanship make industrial locomotive

cranes the choice of executives who buy on a quality basis.

INDUSTRIALS purchascd today will solve your material -handling [problems for

1925 and for many years to come. They will still be piling up huge dividends for

you 15, 20 or 30 years from now. And after that there will be a new industrial
ready to replace it.

Ail typea of INDUSTRIAL tocomotiv* cranea arm fully deacribmd and illuatrated in
our Golden Anniversary catalog. A' copy will be aent to you promptly upon requeat.

INDUSTRIAL WORKS BAY CITY, MICH.

/
/
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Not only more cars

St. Louis Quality Cars
Embody all the most modern

features intended to enhance the

safety, comfort and convenience

of passengers. Let us figure on

your specifications.

but also better cars. That's what

the discriminating American

public now demands of their

electric railway transportation

systems. More frequent service

— yes! But they also look for

new, modern cars. It doesn't do

to temporize with makeshift re-

built cars of obsolete type.

'tKc Birthplace of the Safety Car"

m<^

Users of H-B Life Guards and Others !

!

TRY
The Improved Providence Type H-B Life Guard

with All-Metal Carrier

Reduces maintenance cost— works well on uneven pavements

The metal fingers slice thru snow easily

GIVE IT A TRIAL—MANY ARE ADOPTING IT

Manufactured by

The Consolidated Car Fender Company
Providence, R. I.

Wendell & MacDuffie Co., 110 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

General Sales Agents

" ''
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"The Foundation
of Electrical Practice"
The great STEIMVIETZ LIBRARY

Into theee nine great books Dr. Steinmetz put practically all of
the olpf'trii.'al knowledge that pained for him the name of
'E](«tneaJ Wizard of Schenectady"—the electrical kjiowlcdye thai
t;ikc» you into the background of actual practice and points out
the- reasons for cverythinif. The books arc known all over the
world. They arc accepted as standard (ruiden and authorities.
Any electrical man who wishes to g^'t further in electricity than
the actu U i)racti<?e—any man who wants a thorough understand-
ing: of the «le<rlrical phenomena he sees and uses—should have
Steinmetz. For Steinmtz is the background: the foundation,
tlie :ir-important fundamental explanation of electrical practice
an it is carried on tmlay.

Put this great wet in your library
Have this handsome set with its full treatment of the theory and
special problems of electri<'al engineering at your command. The
handbook and the practiral treatise may (five you the eimple fact
you nec*l—but Steinmetz (rives you the theory and its application—the real solution of th • problem.

NO MONEY DOWN—SMALL MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

Examine it

FREE
Yitii ra-t '•xarMi the
STKINMfrrx KLPTTRl-
I AL F:\f:iNKI-niINO lA-
\n\n\ f..r ten *lay« free.
simply All In anU mall
flif coutMfi t>«)ow. This
\^tl| not obli(!;ite you to
t'urchasc. Vou iner«'/
agree to rrtiirn th^ bo:;ks.
Ifostpaitl, In trn dayi, or
to remit $4.0A in t«-i

days and 14.00 per
m.nth for el**'"! montht.
Take this ofport-nlly to
H'v for yodrs '?f wfat theie
lKM)!is aro atiil Low useful
th y cou d b" It you.
Ucmrrobci- (hat they are
th • Utctt rcv's'oris a, the
Sli'lt'mrtz bodhs In a
hnndsomi' specially bound
library edition at a prtc *

a litt<o Ml than th)
nn 'lar editions of th-* ..

bo.'ks. ^ f

McGrawsHill
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McOrew-RIll Book Co., Inc.. 370 Sevfnth Avoiac, New Tork.

om^^,1,'SSX.'^1'l,'S™.?,"„"'''"""*""' '"• ^^ ''^y' '"Pe pxnmlnatlon, theSTEINMETZ ELECTRICAL ENGINEERINa LinRARY. 1 nffree to
rpturn tlio book». poRtpatd. in 10 dnvn or to remit $4 00 in 10 days
and ^.00 per month tt.r eight montli.t.

I

Name

Address

Official Position

Name o/ Company

Subscriber to Electrical World? Mem. A.I.B.E.f

'<BooHfi..ient yp apprnval to retail purchafern in U. S. and Canada
cnly.i III'lll. E. 10-2.1 'Jl

'•••••••••••••••••I

Saved Eight Men and

Two Weeks* Time
On a pavement cutting and trench-

ing job in a New England City, this

Sullivan "Buster" did in 20.5 hours
work which the selectmen figured
would take 10 laborers 2 to 3 weeks
working by hand.

The "Buster" weighs 65 lbs. and uses
1^-inch steel, with pick point for con-
crete, and chisel for asphalt. It was
driven by a Sullivan Portable Com-
pressor, furnishing air at 100 lbs.

Labor, 2 men; supplies, 60 gal. gaso-
line, 1 gal. oil.

Sullivan

Concrete Breaker

With this outfit,

1500 lin. ft. as-

phalt, 3 inches

thick, 18 inches

wide, and 60 lin.

ft. 6 in. concrete

were removed.

.^sk for these new
Bulletins: 328 1-D
Concrete Breakers.

i2n-N. Portable Com-

pressors.

m^^^nk
MACHINERY COMPANY

ISO S. Michigan Ave, Chicago
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_ /s^^'T;:;::!'^ amelectric products f i

IBARE COPPER WIRE AND CABLE I

TROLLEY WIRE

Re». V. S. Pat. Office

S Ixkcajodescent Lamp Cord

WEATHERPROOF WIRE
AND CABLE

PAPER INSULATED
UNDERGROUND CABLE

MAGNET WIRE

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS I

I
PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

|
i Boitun, 176 Federal; Chlcaio, 112 W. Adamt: i
I ClnelniMtl, Traction Bldg. ; New York. ICt B. 42nd 8t. S
^'lUIMIIUIUUMHIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIirillllllltllHIIIIIIIIIiniinillllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIItlllllllllllllltllllMMMIIIIIrlflllMIII?

ainiiiimniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiintiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiii

ELRECO TUBULAR POLES

-,,.—^'^^

TMf -Wine LOCK / / TMC CNAMrCRCD JOINT

I
COMBINE

I
Lowest Cost Lightest Weight

I Least Maintenance Greatest Adaptability

I Catalog complete with engineering- data sent on request.

I ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.
I

CINCINNATI, OHIO
I New York City. 30 Church Street

^Hfflminiiininiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiriiiiwiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuu iiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiuiiuiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiHuiiiiiiiliilliiiiilillllllllilllillilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiitliiiiiiilllllllllirilllllllllllllllllllllllllilitliirliillllliilll''

PEIRCE
Railway Feeder Pins

A strong Forced Steel Pin designed for heavy duty.
Their low cost permits their use over the entire
7Btem.

HUBBARD & COMPANY
PITTSBURGH CHICAGO

iliMiuiinuiiuiiuiiiiniiiiiiiiiitiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii iiimiiiiiiiiiuiuiriiiiiiiKiiiiiis

iiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiriMiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiitiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiii'.

ROEBLING 1^
WELDING CABLE

ELECTRICAL WIRES and CABLES
John A. RoeblinK't Son* Company, Trenton, N. J.

^illllHHIIIHHHIIIMMIIMIIMItltlMIMIItiriMllltlllllirillllMlllllltlllllllirilliniltlllllllltlllllMlllllllltllllllllllllllllltltlllllllllltltlllMiHlt

Sllll^luulluuullMlHllllllllllllllllllllnlllllllllllmlllMlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

I
Shaw Lightning Arresters |

I Standard in the Eltetrie Indaatriea |

I
for 35 years |

Henry M. Shaw
I /so Coit St., Irvington, Newark, N. J. |

'llllUIIIIIIHIUIUIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllllllllllllllMlllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllllln

s
' iiuiMniiiniinMiMiiitiiniriniiiriiiiiiiiiitiiitiriitirnnilliMlliliriMMiiitntiiiilllinntititniMiririrnilinirinMnnnniriiriririinniiiiinii=

1 ir

.

AN<|CON0A .CO.I?PEH
_• MINING COMPANY

'iiiunintiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiriiiiiiniiii

THE AMERICAN
BRASS COMPANV

Gfneral Office^! WMcrburY. Conn.
iiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiinniiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Drip Points for

Added Efficiency
They prevent creeping moisture and aulckly drillD the petti-
coat in wet weather, keeping the inner area dry.

The Above Insulator—No. 72—Voltages—Test—Dry 64.000.
Wet 31,400. Line 10.000.

Our engineers are always ready to help yuu on your glaM
Insulator problem. Write for catalog.

Hemingray Glass Company
Muncie, Ind.

Est. 1S48—Inc. 1870

TRADE

3

I
mmiiiiiitiirmimitiiuV

iiiiiiiiiiiriiniiiiiniiiitiiiiiitiiJiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiMtitiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiMs

'.iMiii)iiiiiii:niimititiiniitiiiiniiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiMi)iiiiiMMnitiiit«iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinntiiii>iiitimii

^'luuiiiiiiiii

For dependable Line Material that
give you maximum service use

Send for Latest Quotations =

Main Office and Factory, Boston, Mafts. i
= MARK 3
riiiiiiiniiiihiHiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiitiniiiuMMiiiitiiiiitn^

^.MinilllllllMinilllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIHIilllllllllllHIIIIHimnillllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIHIIIIIIIMMIIHIIIIIUIIUIIIIIIHIIIIIII^^^^

j I
Chapman

I I
Automatic Signals

f i Charles N. Wood Co., Boston

T^iiiiitiiiiiimindiiniiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitMiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiitiiiiimniiiiiiu

^•iiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinMtiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitmiiiiiiitit tiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiritinHHmHini:

fi^l!iiSiV9S09^t99WIIVM^l9'Kp^

I Standard Underground Cable Co. |

5 Boston Philadelphia Pittsburoh Detroit §

I New York Washinoton Chicaoo St. Louib San Francibco |

§iiliiiiiinilnilllllltiiiiiiiiliMlinililiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiinllilllilliniMiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiill>l<"iiiilliiiiUlliliiiiiiiiiiii<iuiuuMiHii«illiHi!

iiiiiiiiMimii mill I iniiiiiniiiMiiit iiMiniimiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiHitiiii

j AUTOMATIC SIGNALS
I Highway Crossing Bellt>

I Headway Recorders

I Flasher Relays

I NACH0D SIGNAL COMPANY. INC.

I
LOUISVILLE, KEimjCKV.

r4iminiiiiiiiHiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiituiiiiMiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiininiiiininiiii«iiiniiiiiiimiuimniiin.'iiiniiiiniiiniiiiiii^
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American
Rail Bonds

CROWN
UNITED STATES
TWIN TERMINAL
SOLDER
TRIPLEX

Arc Weld and Flame Weld

Send for lute

Rail Bond Book

American Steel &Wire
CHICAGO /^^.^^.^^.^-T
NEW YORK Company

wiiuiimiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiMiiiiuiiiiuMiiiiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

mniitMiHiMtiiiNiniMiniMiniiiNNiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiimiMriiniiiiiiiiiinnnmiiniiiriiitniiiiiiiiiiinniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiii iiiHiiiimti^

d)I.
d:

ar^GE-ARMco
T IRON STRAND

Page-Armco Strand ia produced Irom
Armco Inpot Iron (99.84% pure) free
from segregationa which would tend to
invite corrosion.
The heavy g:alvanized coatlngr of pure zinc
on Page-Armco Strand combined with the
purity of the wire insures maximum serv-
ice.

EvGE High Carbon
STEEL STRAND

Page Galvanized Steel Strand is made in the
following grades:

Page Commercial Strand
Page Siemens-Martin Strand
Page High Strength Strand
Page Extra High Strength Strand

/( conformt to

A.B.R.A.
eraetino tfeetftcationt

, U.S.L.A. Alt A.
tl rc

Page Steel & Wire Co.
An Associate Company of the
AMERICAN CHAIN CO.. INC.

BRIDGEPORT. CONNECTICUT,
U. S. A.

Dlitrict Siles Offle«:
^ New York PItUburgli Chlcica

Ssn Franelico

iiuiiiiriiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiHiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiniiuuiiliiiiniii

4 i

ACME WIRE II
-PRODUCTS-

Specify Acme Varnished Cambrics

—

they stand up under the most exacting

demands of aU electrical work.
i =

ACME MAGNET WIRE
"Enamelite"—Plain enameled copper wire
"Cottonite"—Cotton-covered "Enamelite"
"Silkenite"—-Silk-covered "Enamelite"
Magnet Wire—Cotton or silk, single or double

ACME COIL WINDINGS
Field Coils, Meter Coils, Ignition Coils, Windings
for Audio and Radio Frequency Transformers.

ACME VARNISHED INSULATIONS
Varnished Cambrics

—

Black and ycUow
Varnished Silks and Tapes

—

For every requirement
Varnished Papers

—

Black and yellow

Varnished Tubing

—

"Spaghetti", all sizes, 5 colors

"Celatsite" Wire-
Tinned, spaghetti-covered wire
for radio sets; 5 colors

Insulating Varnishes
Catalog sent Engineers and Executives

THE ACME WIRE COMPANY
Main Office and Plant, New Haven, Conn.

New York
52 Vanderbllt Ave.

Cleveland
Guardian Uutldlng

Chtoaffo
53 W. Jackson Blvd.

O.-O-.-O-.-O^.O.O.O.OiO.-O-O-i
.iiiiiiiiiiiniiiinniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHiiiiiMiiiMiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiHiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiuiniiiMMiiiiirniiiiiiiiiiniiiiuiiiKiiiiuiit

uuiiiinijiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,,uiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiHiiiHiMiiiiiniMMiiiiiMiiniiiiiniiHiimiiiiMiiiiiniimiiiiiimiiiiiii^

I
We are prepared

I to handle anv high grade proposition where i

I
VARNISHED CAMBRIC

|

I Wires and Cables
|

I are required.
|

I When using quality Wires and Cables use quality Tapes. |

I "MANSON" Tape, "OKOMTE" Tape. "DUNDKE" Tape* i

I THE OKONITE CO., Passaic, N. J. |

*JiN//:

Incorporated 1884

-AtlmttSale* OgictM: .Vcw York—
Pitlsbwph—San Pranciace. r
Asenti: Centnl Slectric Co.. Chlaco. i
IIL PttllnoU-Andrcm Co., Boston. f
Mui. : Tho r. D. L«wrrnc« Electric S
Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio; Norellr Eloc- i
trie Co.. Phllidelphli. Pi. *
Vanadimt /7«»rc««iii«tj*e>.* Enflneerlng i
Miterlilt Limited. Montrell. s

= ". .'UjL s'j:.'^ S

jliitiuiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiintiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiutitiiiiwHiniimHimiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiimiiniinmiitHitiiiHiiinmiiniiiniie

uiiiiiiriiiitiiiiiiititi'iiiiiiMiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiMitiiitifiiiniiiiiiiiiiniriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiinitiiiMiiiiiititiiiiitiniiMiiiiinttniiiiiiiMtniiin*^

I
J-P Products of interest to Electric Railways

|

NOAR.K TuKi

hangen antt irttulafon

NOARKTur Clips
CUTOUT BASES

J-r :MpUintStTvitr

t̂iOKKKSmict mtl
VK^ergnmnd Zantl

VUtCABBSTON

I
JOHNS-PRATT CO. HARTFORD, CONN.

PlIimHUIIIIIiniinHIIIIHIIIIIinilllllllUIHHHIHIIHIIIIIMHIIIHIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIHHIIHIHUnmuniHUiniimiMnilHIHIHIHIIII
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THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
|

85 Liberty Street, New York |

Builders since 1868 of
Water Tube Boilers
of continuing reliability

BRANCH OFFICES
Boston, 49 Federal Street
PHII.ADELPHIA, Packard Building
Pittsburgh, Farmers Deposit ijank Building
Cleveland. Guardian Building
Chicago, Marquette Building
Cincinnati, Traction Building
Atlanta, Candler Building
Phoenix, Ariz., Heard Building
Dallas, Tex., 2001 Magnolia Building
Honolulu, H. T., Castle & Cooke Building
Portland. Ore., 805 Gasco Building

WORKS
Bayonne, N.J.

Barberton. Oliio

Makers of Steam Superheaters

since 1898 and of Chain Grate

Stokers since 1893
BRANCH OFFICES

Detroit, Ford Building
New Orleans, 521-5 Baronne Street
Houston, Texas, Soutiiern Pacific Building
Denver, 435 Seventeenth Street
Salt Lake Citt, 405-6 Kearns Building
San Francisco, Sheldon Building
Los Angeles, 404-6 Central Building
Seattle, L. C. Smith Building
Havana, Cuba, Calle de Aguiar 104
San Juan, Porto Rico, Royal Bank Building

iiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiMiiii iiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiii uiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiinuiiiiitii iiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiniiii

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllilluiiiiiiiilliiiti

e

I
SPECIALISTS

I in the

I Design and Manufacture
I of

Standard—Insulated—and
Compromise Rail Joints

aiiiiiiiriiiiiiiNiiiiiiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiHtiiiiiiniiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiitininiMiiiiiititiMiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiM

I
Lorain Special Trackwork |

Girder Rails |

Electrically Welded Jointt

THE LORAIN STEEL COMPANY
I JoknttoWB, Pa.

§ s AttaBU
Sale* OMeu:

CUcaco Cleveland
Philadelphia Pittsburgh

I PaeUie Co€Ut Reprmmentativ

:

I United States Steel Products Company
I Los Angeles Portland San Francisco

= Export Reprementative;
I United States Steel Products Company, New York, N. Y.
^iiiilliiiMllliliriiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiriiiitiMiliiirnniiiitiHiiiiirniiiiNriiiiinniiiiiiiillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitllllllllllillilMllllltilllllllMli

HiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililiniiiiiiiiiiiiilililliiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ iiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiii iiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiii iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu:

I The Rail Joint Company
I

61 Broadway, New York City

I

^iiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

NewYark 1

Seattle s

THE WORLD'S STANDARD

"IRVINGTON"
Black and Yellow |

Varnished Silk, Varnished Cambric, Varnished Paper |

Irr-O-Slot Insulation Flexible Varnished Tubiug I

Insulating Varnishes and Compounds |

Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co. I

Irvington, N. J. |

Sales Representatives in the Principal Ciliet |

l:gAT?

Carive)fie Steel G^Wm
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiHuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniitiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniMiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiir atiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiHiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiMiiRiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniHinuiiniiiitiiniiiiiiiiimn.^ '

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Proven by
service to
economicallr pre-

vent seepage and
disintegration of

street railway paving.

IFrite for Illustrated

Catalog No. 20.
Race * MeComas Sts.,

Baltimore, Md.

GODWIN STEEL
PAVING GUARDS
Adapted to all type*

of rails and
paTiac.

W. S. GODWIN CO.. Inc.

Tiiuiiiinniiiimitiniiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim niHiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHii mil.; iiin iiiiii

utitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiHiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitMiiii

I A Single Segment or a Complete Commutator
= is turned out witli equal care in our shops. Tlie orders we fill

i differ only in magnitude; small orders command our utmost care
= and sliill just as do laree orders. CAMERON quality applies to
= every coil or segment tliat we can mal?e. as well as to every
i commutator we build. That's why so many electric railway men
i rely absolutely on our name.

I Cameron Electrical Mfg. Co., Ansonia, Connecticut

OltltllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllltlllllllMltllllllUlllltlllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlirilllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllllllllltlllllllllllS

juiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiitiMliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mil mimimmniii iimimimimmimiii imi imim imi tiiiimmimmimiiimiiiimimmimimimmimimmimimmiiMa

ECONOMIZES I^AViNfV^T^I^ superheaters
I

Improre enrlne. tnrbine and i
boiler economy by ensMlny a i
dren amount of steaai to do =
more worli. Over 10.000 in- i
stallations in stationary power =
plants. =

111 Broadway, NEW YORK |

rednee fuel costs by makinc
wn of waste exhaust gatea

to preheat the boiler feed.

PatsBted eonstmetion proren

br SO years of serrlce.

POWER SPECIALTY CO.,
FOSTER

Boston. Fhlla.. Pitts.. Detroit, Kana. CKy, CUeaca.
Baa Fran., Loa Anc^Iee. Bonlder, Dallas, London

iiiiiitiiii'fiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiMiMiiiiniiiiniiiiiniimnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMMtiuMtiiiiitiiiititititiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiHMiu
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Hiiumniiiiiiiiiimniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiilllliiiiiliiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'^^ sjiriiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiniiniiriiiii iiiMriiiiiiriiii iitimiiiiiiiiiiiuiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiniiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiHiiHwuniinuis

We make a specialty of

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
LUBRICATION
We solicit a test of TULC

on your equipment

The Universal Lubricating Co.
Cleveland. Ohio

Tulc. Inc.. Eastern ReprewntatlTe.
ini7 Ootbam National Bank Bldg., New York Cit7

^IIIIIIIIIIinillllllllllllllltMIIIIIIII(IHIIIIIIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIMtlllMllllllllllllltll!ltllltlt!li|lllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll(ltlllllIF

JllllllllllllllllMllllllllltllllllllllllltlllllllllllillllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllllllllHIIIIIIlltlllll

B. A. HEGEMAN, Jr.. President C. C. CAST1.B, First Vice-President
H. A. HBGIIMAN, VIce-Pres. and Treas. F. T. SABOENT, Secretary

W. C. PBTERS, Manager Sales and Engineering

National Railway Appliance Co.
Grand Central Terminal, 153 Lexington Ave., (or. Iflth St., New \ork
Munsey Bldr., Washington. D. C. 100 Boylston St.. Boston. Mass.
Hegeman-Castle Corporation. Railway Exchange BuUdiUK. Ctuca«ro.

Play for safety

—

plus resiliency—
plus long life

By specifying

FORT PITT SPRINGS
FORT PITT SPRING &

MFG. CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

RAILWAY SUPPLIES
Tool Steel Gears and Pinions
Bell Locked Fare Box and

Chanre Maker
The Aluminum Field Coils
Truck and Car Repair Parts
Cutler-Hanuner Electric

Heaters
Pittsburgh Forge & Iron

Co.'s Products
Genesco Paint Oils
E. Z. Car Control Corpora-

tion's Safety Devices
Garland Ventilators
Flaxlinum Insulation
Yellow Coach Mfg. Co.s

Single and Double Deck
Busses

Economy Electric Devices
Co.'s Power Saving and
Inspection Meters

Anglo-American Varnish Co..
Varnishes. Enamels, etc.

Gilmer Multiple Salet.v Steu
Treads

National Hand Holds
Ft. Pitt Spring & Mfg. Co..

Springs
Turnstile Car Corporation's

Turnstiles
Anderson Slack Adjusters
Feasible Drop Brake Staffs

Dunham Hopper Door Device

TlilllllilltitnmimnniiiniiiiiiiiiniitirniiiiiitirniiiiiiMiiiiiiiMimfiiiiiiiiiHiMiMiiiiMmiiiiiiintiutiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiitminiiiinc

aiMillllliiiiiiliiHtniiiiiriMitlliiiririiiiiitiMniMMniiiililiiMtiiintiiiiiniiitinriMiiiiiiiiMitiiitiiiininiiniHtiMtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmmr

RAMAPO AJAX CORPORATION
RACOR Tee Rail

RACORT^::^ SpecialWork

Manganese

Ramapo Automatic
Return Switch

Stands
for Passing
Sidings

rRAOt MAAM

Construction

GENERAL OFFICES: HILBURN, NEW YORK
Chicago Now York Superior. Wis. Niagara Falls. N. Y.

Canadian Ramapo Iron Worlds, Ltd., Niagara Falls. Ont.

llMittilliniiniiiii»"tMiii-viimiMiiMiiH"iMiitiiiiimn«iiiiiiiiui>'"iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiHuuiiiiiimiiHHitiiiiiMim^

^iiiiiiintniiiMiuinniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiwn

I
PAIUWAI{

I
fTIUITy f;OMPANA( \

i CAR COMFORT WITH HEATERS I

IITIIITY REGULATORS I
V/ 1 11^1 1 1 VENTILATORS

S in-Iffl West «8dSC
§ rhIpRcn, m.

Whle for
Catalooue

1328 Broadway i
New York. N. V. |

''jiiiiiiiiiiiiiii riiiMrrMuijiiiiijiiiiiiiiuiiiriiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiriniiinil .imnniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiriiiiimiiituiiiiiiiHiiiiitiiiiii'iiniirinmHiiiiniirn

*•:

LARSrSHWVE Tin ROLLER

HAVILAND CAR ROLLERS are carefully made to fit your specifi-

cations and to stand the hard work they're sure to get.

They've proved themselves in active service on some of the greatest

railway systems.

HAVILAND SHADE ROLLER CO.
380 Lafayette Street Incorporated New York City

miinniiiiniiniiiiiiiiiniiiininiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii

flLUS-CHflLNIi^S
Electrical Machinery, Steam Turbine*, Steam Encinea,
Coadensers, Gaa and Oil Engine*, Air Compreecor*,

Air Brake*
iiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiii

£lintnniiMnliniiitiii(iiiiliiliiiiMiniiiiiilMilinniHiilliniliii(iiiiitl)liitniiiinnniiniiiMiiii iiinit riititiriiii

uiiiiiHMMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiMiitiiMiiiiMiiliilliiniiMliiiiiiiiiiiiillMliHiiiiiintiiiitititintiiiinilllMilHiiitmifmiiiiMimimHniimv

l^^UiS ^ \

i
^ >)

I THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY IMPROVEMENT CO.

I CLEVELAND, OHIO
^maiiniiiiiuiiiniiiiuniiuiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiniiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiuiiniiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiif

'illllllltllllllllltlllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIItimiMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMMIIItllllllinillllllMMIIIMIlllllMIIMIMMnillllllMliMiMO •••!

ulniiuiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiitiHiniiiiiiiiititiiiiiiHiititiniiiiiiiniiitiiiinMiiiiiMiiiiMiiitiiiiiiniiHiiliiiMnMitiiiliitiiiiiiminiiimiiiimiiwl'

ALUMINO-THERMIC
JOINTS

g New and independent procett. No inaertt needed.

I Up-to-date and economical.

I
AIumino-Thermic Corp., Roselle Park, N. J.

-jiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiinninniiiniiininimniiiiiniinii
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^i..riiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiiiimiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiihiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiililllllliliiiiiiliillllillllliiiiiiiiiilliiiiiliiiiiuiiiiiiiininillinnr •< i niiirriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiriiiiiiinmmnininiii iiiiK

TRIBLOC
pi^m..

the Green
loopGuide

The New N-L

Stop Signal

Simple as A-B-C
The new N-L wiring system sets a new
high level in Stop Signal efficiency.

—easy of installation

—maintenance cut to minimum
—certain in operation

—custom-made in appearance

In other words, all specifications just as if

you'd written the ticket yourself.

Just lurite us you're interested and we'll

tell you the whole story hy return mail.

THE NICHOLS-LINTERN CO.
7960 Lorain Ave.,'

CLEVELAND, OHIO
N-L Products Manufactured and Sold in Canada hy

Railway & Power Engineering Corporation, Ltd.,
Toronto, Ontario

,^ ;(iMiiiiMMiHimiimiiMiiiimiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMiiMiniiriiiiiMMiHinMnrnniiiiuiitMmi:iMMMHiiiniiinnnmmnimMrmnimiiiin^

0iiiiMMiiiMiuniiiiMMiiiiiiiMMiiniiiMiiiiiMnuiiiNiniiniiMHinMrMniiiitnniiiMiinnNNMiiirMiiniiniiimiiitiiMmm»«uniiiiiiiib

I SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED TROLLEY CORD I

Trade Mark Keg. U. S. Pat. Off.

i Made of extra quality stock firmly braided and smoothly finished,
i Carelally Inspected and guaranteed Iree Irom flaws.
= Samples and injormation 6rladiy sent.

I SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.
^MiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMtiiMiiiiiiiiiiiutiiniiriMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitinMiiinnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHfniiHittniiiiitfmmiimi

^iMit Ill iiiiiiiMtiMiiK I iiiiir Ml iirii II titiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiit iiiiiitiiiiiiiiimiiiiu^
|MiiiiMiiiii>niiiiiiinniHii iniiiiiiiiiimniiiiiiiiiMiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiHitimtnmimnniiiK^

For the car shop
A quick, easy, but sure method of speeding up
woric in the car shop — a.ia Keeping yojr rolling
stock on the road where it will bring in revenue—is

to provide your men with Triblocs on the many lift:

ing jobs inseparable from car shop work.

Sendfor Crtnfns 6-B

foaD chain block company
2 "i and Di -"i - r ,, •'h-i Imia Pi.

I
CHAINHblSTS

•iiiiimiiumMiiiMMiniiMMniimNmuiiuninniiuMiii.jniinjMiiniMnimJiuiniiiiininiiiuiriiiiiNiuiniiiiniiiiiiiiiMin^^^

.'iiiiMnnimmMiiiimniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiitiiiiiiiniiiMMiiiiiiirirnniM

<*i^

HEADLININGS I

THE PANELYTE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J. |
wiiiiiiiiiMiiiinniiiiniiiniiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirniiiriiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiinii^

I
x\ Ulllllllll u- Car Heating and Ventilation I I

F5
are two of the winter problems that you must = 5
settle without delay. We can show you how = =
to take care of both, with one equipment. i i
Now is the time to get your cars ready for § i
next winter. Write for details. S B

miU3lJ{j|= The Peter Smith Heater Company |

"OSKEUTE"

I 7IIIIIIIIIIIIIV' 6209 Hamilton Ave., Detroit, Mich
^IIHHIIiniltltlllMllltlllllMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllMlltllllllllllllllllllirillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllTlinilUV

j.aiiiiinimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiii niiiiiiiiuii I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimniiiiiiiinniiit:
|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiuiii I niiiiiii iiiniiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii HiiiHiiiiiii«nmi

The Stop Light for street cars. Oper-
ates from brake system. Details on re-

quest.

The Oskel Equipment Co.
940 McCormick BIdg., Chicago, III.

'finiiiiiiinniMMiiiiiiniMiiiiiMiuiiiiiiitiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir'iiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitminiiniiiimimiiiriimiii!I

i g THE HtCtiT TKI>r>8 PI.ANK BLEITKIC HKATKM KMLH fKOUl/CKU

"POSITIONS WANTEET
is the heading under wfiich many excellent
positions have been secured through the

SEARCHLIGHT C;eCT10N"

MEN! Use these columns for good jobs.

EMPLOYERS! Consult these columns for

good men.

No.

478E
I I

AHij (.Ail HfcAIINl. * LIGHTING CO.. BROOKLYN. N. Y
imiltintltlHlllllHllllMiiliiiiiiiinliiiiitiiniliiiiiiniiiiiiiiiruiiitiiiiiiiitllltiimiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitinntmminiTminminn

S piiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiimnim

I 4 cents a word. Minimum 7S cents cm insertion, I

I
0131 I

^ywood-^^lMefieed
CAR SEATS

of pressed Steel for all Classes of Passenger
Service. Rattan for covering seats and for
snow sweepers.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO.
Factory at Wakefield, Mass.

Offices at New York, Chicago, San Francisco

detailed
^description^

— see —
,Car Builders J

iCVCLOPEDlAj

iiumiitiiiiHjuitiiiiuiu
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•iHiiiiiiiiiiinnniiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiinniaiiiiiniiiniiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniitniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
'^ S' ririMiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiilliiniitriij i iKrilllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillliiiillllllll nil lllllliiiii'^

Type R-II
DoubU Recister

International

Reg^isters

Made in single and double
types to meet requirements

of service. For hand or foot,

mechanical or electric opera-
tion. Counters, car fittings,

conductors' punches.

Exclusive selling agents for

Heeren Enamel Badges.

JOHNSON Universal
Changer

The International Register Co.
15 South Throop Street, Chicago, Illinois

Adjustable
The best chang-er on the market, a
Can be adjusted by the conductor to 5

I
throw out a varying number of §
coins, necessary to meet changes In i
rates of fares. =

Flexible
Kach barrel a separate unit, permit-
ting the conductor to interchangre
the barrels to suit his personal re-
quirements, and to facilitate the ad-
dition of extra barrels.

JOHNSON FARE BOX COMPANY
Ravenswood, Chicago. 111.

^iiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiniiiriititiiitiiiiiniiiititiiiiiiitiiiiititiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiitiiiriiiitiiiiitiiitititiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiitiMiitiiiiitiiiiiii^ ^.MnuiMinniiiiiitiiiiiMiiMMiniinniiMMiiiiiniiiiMiiiitiiiHiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiMiitMuiiiuiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiHiuiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiw

lllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIinillllllMIIIIIIIIMilMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllMlltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllU IHIIIIIUIinilllMIIIMUIMnMnillllllllllUlllllltltlllllllllllinilllMllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllHIIIIIIMIIIIIIIininMlitlllllllllllllllL

The Zone System of Fares |

is Successfully Collected |

with the Aid of I

CLEVELAND
FARE BOXES

Let Us Give You Partieulm-M

The Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

Canadian Cleveland Fare Box Co., Ltd..
Preston, Ont.

Gets Every Fare
PEREY TURNSTILES

or PASSIMETERS
Use tliem in yonr Prepayment Arena and

Street Cars

Perey Manufacturing Co., Inc.
101 Park Avenue, New York City

= 'jnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiitiiitiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHUHiiiiiiim

= ^iiiiitiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiii

I I 75% of the electric railways

I §
r s

s §

B-V Punches
Send for Catalog

I Coin Counting and Sorting Machines. Change Carriers |

TilllllllllllllllllllMlllilllllllirilllltltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllirilllllllllilllllllinilliriiiiiiilllliilliiiiiriiiiiiliciiiiilllllilliiii:

I
BONNEY-VEHSLAGE TOOL CO., Newark, N. J

BlUlllllltitlllllllllllllllltllllltlllllllllllllllllltnllllltllMlllllllllllltltllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIKIIIIIIIIIlllllinilllllllllimillllll

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiii»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiira

If there is anything you want
or something you don't want that other readers of this paper can supply—or use—advertise

in the

NOW-

NOW-

Searchlight Section
is the time to offer good second-hand equipment or machinery for sale. The demand is great

for good plant for immediate delivery. That's why you should advertise NOW.
or any other time, use the Searchlight Section for advertising

Agencies Wanted
Agents Wanted
Auction Notices
Buildings For Sale
Business Opportunities
Civil Service Opportunities
Contracts To Re Let

Contracts Wanted
Bducational Courses
Employment Agencies
Exchanges
For Rent It*mB
Fraibchises
Industrial Sites

Miscellaneous Wants
New Industries Wanted
Partners Wanted
Patents For Sale
Patent Attorneys
Plants For Sale
Positions Vacant

Positions Wanted
Property For Sale
Receivers' Sales
Representatives Wanted
Salesmen Wanted
Work W anted
Etc., Et«., Ete. 35

^trariMniiiiiMiiiniiiiMii'iiiiiiiiinHiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiMiiiiinifn^

^innilltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllMllllllinillilllllllllllinntltlllHIIIIIIIllllllItt, illIllllllllllllllllltlHHU ^llllllllllllllllllUIMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIitiimHUIIMMMIIIIIIIIIHIIIMIIIinilllllllinilirillllllMIIHIIMIHHI^

Direct |

Automatic |

Registration
By the |

Passengers |

Rooke Antomafcic I

Regist«r Co. f

ProvldvDce. R. I. £
•llllllirilMlimillMIIIIIMMItMIIMIMIMIIIIIIMIMIinillHHIh-miiiiiiiiiirinHtiniiiiuintiiftiiiiiiMUHniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiititiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuMiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiiii*

iiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiunMnniiniiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimMn

HALE-KILBURN
CAR SEATS

For Every Class of Service

General Offices and Works: Philadelphia
Oiifices: New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Washington, San Francisco i

iiiiiiiiiiiciiiiimHiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiio^

i.iiHiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiimtiiiiitiutiHtiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiriiiii

dmiiitiiiiiHiMiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiitMiiiiiiitiiMitiMtniiiiiMiiiinniMMinniiMiiiiiiiiiiinMiiiHiiiiiinitmHiiMiMHiM^

HASKELITE
Moulded roofs are fiirniph«i in sections Ix^t suited to the car
builder. They Increase the strength, reduce weight and labor cost*
of your cars.

Plymell girder panels armour the sides against blows. They weifh
1688 than 16 gauge steel, reduce vibration and rumbling.

Send for blueprint booklet.

HASKELITE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
I 133 W. Washington Street, Chicago, 111.

^iili iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii 1 iimiiiiMiiimimiiimiiiiimiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiluiiiiinillllllllsiiiiMSMiiiillllK
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I

AJAX
Standard

materials for

I
motor bearings,

especially in

I
electric railway

work

I
The Ajax Metal Company

iMufi^̂J^^"^
CORRECT IT

I USE LE CARBONE CARBON BRUSHES

:?^.'^^

EstabUgbed 1880

PHILADELPHIA
= NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON CLEVELAND =

COST MORE PER BRUSH
COST LESS PER CAR MILE

W. J. Jeandron
345 Madison Avenue, New York

Pittsburgh Office: 634 Wabash Bldt-

Chicago Office: 1657 Monadnock Block

San Francisco Office: 525 Market Street

CMiadJan IHttribaton: Lyman Tube A Supply Co., Ltd.,
Montreal and Toronto

HiriMiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiririiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiriiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiic

>!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"'ii^

I
SCREECH!!**!

I
HOWL!!**

I
GRIND!!

I All eliminated

I
by

I
MEXICAN

I
GRAPHITE CURVE GREASE

I Unaffected by rain, heat or cold.

1 Cars won't scrape it off.

I Adheres to the guard of the rail.

3

I Write today for particulars.

I The United States Graphite Co.
I SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

fllllllllllllllllllllllllinillllHtltllllllltllHlllllimilllllHIIIMIIIIIinillllllNllllllMiUMIIHIIIIfMIIIIIHIIIIIIIIII

i 1
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BRAKE SHOES
AERA Standards

Brake Heads

I Diamond "S" Steel Back and Lug Shoes

I best for all equipment.

I Manufactured and sold under U. S.

I Patent and Registered Trade Mark.

I American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co.

I 30 Church Street, New York |

I 332 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago I

I I
QiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiHiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiHniiiiiiiiiiiniiiS
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Searchlight Section
USED EQUIPMENT CS, NEW—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

UNDISPiAlfED—RATE FEB WORD

:

INFORMATION: DISPLAYTSD—«ATK PER INCH:
l-otitim, Wa„ted. 4 cents » word, mlnimuin Bcx Smnhrri In care of any of our olHces ', ["^ 7 |"S*t 'jij !" {jiSl

75 cents an insertion, payable in .dronce. count 10 wordi additional In undlsplayed ads. , to 14 InchM; .'

!

."

! ; ! ! ! ! ! ! !

."

4:18 an inch
Pitiliont Vitcmtt and all other classifications. Dincomt of 10% i( one payment Is made In Bates for largjit apaces. oryearlyrates. onreuuest.

8 cents a word, minimum charge »S.»»,. advance for four consecutUe ftaertlona of ir. aavettUinD ixek is measm-ed vertically on
PropMatt, 40 cents a line an Inaertion. undisplayed adj (not including proposals). one column, 3 columns—30 Inches—to.«i>age.

K.r J

POSITIONS WANTED

AS superintendent or supei-intendent motive

DOwer and equipment; 12 years' experi-

ll^i in all phases of city, one-man

safety, interurban, and bus service. Uni-

versity graduate. Desires chan|e. Ret-

«rences Free Nov. 15. TW-IM, *;lcc-

tric Railway Journal, Old Colony Bldg..

Chicago, 111.

ENGINEER, many years of experience in

thl construction and operation of power,

refrigeration and industrial Plants aijd

management of car shops, wishes to

make change for the better. Now em-
ployed as chief engineer of a steani tur-

bine plant in Southwest ; best of refer-

ences Location, Southwest U. S. Texas

preferred PW-744 Electric Railway

Journal, 883 Mission St. San Francisco,

Cal.

EQUIPMENT engineer, Ave years street

railway experience, desires change in

position. At present employed. PW-745,
Elec. Railway Journal, Leader News
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

EXECUTIVE. Urban and interurban. Wide
successful experience in all departments

of construction and operation. PW-'*".
Electric Railway Journal, Leader-News
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

EXPERIENCED operating man, now em-
ployed, desires change. Technical grad-

uate, forty-one years of age, sixteen

years' experience covering all branches or

electric railway operation, eight years

in the transportation end, with large

railway company in the east. Best of

references from men high in electric rail-

way field. Desire to connect with com-
pany where ability can be demonstrated
and where there is opportunity for

advancement. PW-747, Electric Railway
Journal, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York.

MASTER mechanic wishes position ; over
20 years' experience on large city and
interurban equipments and shop practice.

Have good record on economical inaln-

tainance. Available any time. Age 40.

PW-741. Electric Railway Journal, 10th
Ave nt Sfith St., New York.

MECHANICAL and electrical engineer,
thoroughly experienced with rolling stock
design, construction and maintenance,
desires connection with some city or
interurban electric railway. Particularly
qualified as superintendent of rolling stock
and equipment on any size property.
PW-746. Electric Railway Journal, 10th
Ave. and 36th St., New York.

•IHOIIMIKMMMIIIttllll KllltMHIIIttttMnilMMMMMIHIKIIttltMltlillMIMIMMtMIIH"!

WANTED

SEVERAL RAILS
Second Hand

Lorain Steel Company's section 90, No. 317.

ROME RAILWAY ft LIGHT COMPANY
Rome. Georgia

i|»H»IMtllllllll)lltlll<HllllllllllltlllH liniMHMIItl tMIIMKM IMMMIIItlll^

£,••••) ItllinllMIIMMIIItllDMIMMII • '•IMI I IMMIItllMllllllllt IHMItl^

' RAILS
i

New or Relayers
We Buy or Sell |

I
2^LNICKER.nST.L0UIS 1

^MtiMIOHItllltllMIMHtKMIIMIMItlllMtMKMMMKMIHMtlltMMIIIIIIIiMllltltllKMMIIIIIMlZ '|

FOR SALE

MOTORS
18—G.E. 264; practically new.

TEANSIT EQUIP.HENT COMPANY
501 Fifth Ave., New York

For Sale—Built in 1920
2—Kuhlman Semi-Steel Interurban

Cart, Passenger, Smoker and
Baggage.

Lenrth .54ft. 7^4 -in.: width 8-lt. d-in.
Brill 27 MCB 2 Trucks.
4 Q. E. 203 motors. Complete.

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO
Bldg.. Philadelphia. Pa.

t,i,„t,iiii,,ti,i,„„„i,,),„„i,,i„ ti„tititi„„i

The Searchlight Advertising

in This Paper
is read by men whose success depends
upon thorough knowledge of means to
an end—whether it be the securing of a
good second-hand piece of apparatus at

a moderate price, or an expert employee.

The Best Proof
of this is the variety of this journal's
Searchlight ads. Without a constant
and appreciable demand for such ma-
chinery or services, by its readers, the
market-place which these advertisements
represent could not exist for any length
of time.

Are YOU using the Searchlight

Section?

IMMIMIIIMIMIMItlHMHIli

\
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FOR SALE

One-Man Double End
Safety Cars

Selections may be made from a lot of two hundred.

Cars are three years old and in first-class condition.

The Department of Street Railways, City of Detroit, Mich., offers for sale any
part of Two Hundred Single-Truck, Double-End Safety Cars, for Standard Gauge
Track, equipped with air-operated Snow Scrapers, air-operated "RIO" Registers, head-
linings, center lighting with opal shades, electric heat. Utility Reeulators, Nichols-
Lintern tail lights, and Ohio Brass TroLey stands. Westinghouse 508 and General Elec-
tric 264 Motors. Westinghouse DH-16 and General Electric CP-27 Air Compressors.
26-in. Steel Wheels. Standard Safety Car Devices Co. equipment. Cars are of
Standard Safety Car dimensions, and weigh approximately 17,000 pounds.

Bodies and Trucks were built by the J. G. Brill Car Co., St. Louis Car Co., Osgood-
Bradley Car Co., and McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co., and purchaser may select any
of these type Cars.

Cars may be inspected by calling at the Department of Street Railways, Detroit,

Michigan.

Bids are solicited for any part of the above offering, f.o.b. flat cars, Detroit, Michigan,
and these may be directed to Frank Meyer, Jr., Purchasing Agent, Department of
Street Railways, Administration Building, St. Jean & Shoemaker Aves., Detroit,
Michigan.

Bids will be opened on Monday, December 8th, nt 11:00 A. M.,
at which time same will be given consideration.

If interested in the purchase of the above kindly get in touch with the Department of
Street Railways before date that bids are to be opened, for information relative to
submitting formal bid, etc.
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry with

Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue

AdvertisiDE, Street Cat
ColUer, Inc., Barron G.
Air Receivers St Aftercoolers
In^rsoU-Rand Co.

ADchors, Gny
Blec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinehouse E. & M. Co.

Armature Shop Tools
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Automatic Return Switch
Stands
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Autnniatic Safety Switch
Stand*
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Azicp

Associated Spicer Cos.
Bomis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Carnegie Steel Co.
Johnson & Co., J. R.
Laclede Steel Co.
Sheldon Axle & Spring Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Axles, Front. Rear, Motor
Truck & Passencer Car

Associated Spicer Cos.
Sheldon Axle & Spring Co.

Axles Trailer Bus
Associated Spicer Cos.
Sheldon Axle & Spring Co.
Babbitt Metal

AJax Metal Company
Badee* and Bnttona
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Register Co..
The

Barges Steel
American Bridge Co.

Bearinss and Bearlnc Metals
Ajax Metal Company
Bemls Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. J. G., The
General Electric Co.
Gilbert & Sons B. F. Co.,
A.

More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Bearings, Center and BoUer
Side

Baldwin Locomotive Wks.
Stucki Co.. A.

Bells and Oon«s
Brill Co., The J. G.
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Elec. Service Suplles Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bearings. Roller
Nonna-Hoffman Bearings
Corp.

BoUers
Babcock & Wilcox v;o.

Bonding Apparatus
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Blec. Ry. Improvement Oo.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co,
Western Electric Co.
Bonds, RaU
Amer. Steel & Wire Co.
Elec. Ry. Improvement Oo.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co,
Page Steel & Wire Co.
Railway Traek-wnrk Co.
Wf.stpi-n Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Book Publishers
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Boxes, Switch
Johns-Pratt Co.

Brackets and Crasa Arms
(Srt also Poles. Ties,
Posts, EtoJ

Eflec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard & Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Western Electric Co.
Bmke Adjusters
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Katlonal Ry. Appliance Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Oo.

Bnkke Shoes
Amer. Br. Shoe & Pdy. Co.
Bemls Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
St. Louis Car •Co.

Brakes. Brake Systems and
Brake Parts

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Bemls Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
General Electric Co.
National Brake Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Bridges, Steel
American Bridre Co.

Brushes, Carbon
General Electric Co.

Jeandron, W. J.
Le Carbone Co.
U. S. Graphite Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Brushes, Oraphite
U. S. Graphite Co.

Brushes, Wire, Pneumatic
Ingersoll-Rand Co,

Buildings, Steel
American Bridge Co.

Buses, Motor
Brill Co., The J. G,
Garford Motor Truck Co.
International Motor Co.
New York Transportation
Co.

St. Louis Car Co,
White Co.

Bushings, Case Hardened and
Manganese

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Cables. (See Wires and
Cables)

Cambric Tapes, Yellow and
Black Varnish

Acme Wire Co.
Irvington Varnish & Ins.
Co.

Carbon Brushes (See
Brushes, Carbon)

Cars, Dump
Brill Co.. J. G., The
Differential Steel Car Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Car Lighting Fixtures
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Car Panel Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cars, Passenger, Freight,
Express, etc.

Amer. Car Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Euhlman Car Co., 6. C.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co
National Ry. Appliance Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Wason Mfg. Co.

Cars, Gas, Rail
Brill Co., J. G., The
St. Louis Car Co.

Cars, Second Hand
Electric Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment Co.

Cars, Self-Propelled
Brill Co.. J. G., The
General Electric Co.

Car Wheels, Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Castings, Brass, Composition
or Copper

AJax Metal Company
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. A
J. M.

More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co.

Castings, Gray Iron and
Steel

Bemls Car Truck Co.
Fort Pitt Steel Caatlnga Oo.
St. Louis Car Co.

Castings, Malleable and
Brass

Amer. Br. Shoe A Pdy. Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Fort P5tt Steel Castings Co.
St. Louis Car Co.
Catchers and RetrieTcrs,

Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Ohio Brass Co.
Wood Co., Chas. N,

Catenary Construction
Archbold-Brady Co.
Western Electric Co.
Ceilings, Plywood, Panels
Haskelite Mfg. Co.
Change Carriers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Circuit-Breakers
Anderson, A, & J, Jt, Mfg.
Co.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Oo.
Clamps and Connectors for

Wires and Cables
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Ry. Improvement Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubbard A Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Cleaners and Srrapers Track
(See also Snow-Plows,
Sweepers and Brooms)

Brill Co.. The J. G.
St. Louis Car C!o.

Clusters and Sockets
General Electric C!o.

Coal and Ash Handling (See
Conveying and Hoisting
Machinery)

Coil Banding and Winding
Machines

Elec. Servloe Supplies Co.

Coils Armature and Field
(ieneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Colls, Choke and Kicking
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Coin Counting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Intern'l Register Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.

Coin Sorting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Coin Wrappers
Cleveland Fare Box km.

Commutator Slotters
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co

Commutator Truing Devices
General Electric Co.

Commutators or Parts
Cameron Elec'l Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.
Compressors, Air
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Compressors, Air Portable
InpersoU-Kand Co.
Suilivan Machinery Co.

Compressors. Oas
Sullivan Machinery Co.
Concrete Reinforcing Bars
Laclede Steel Co.

Condenser Papers
Irvington Varnish A Ins. Co
Condensers
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Connectors, Solderless
Frankel Connector Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Oo.

Connectors, Trailer Car
(Ilonsolidated Car Heat. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Controllers or Parts
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Controller Regulators
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Controlling Systems
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Converters, Rotary
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Conveying Machinery
American Bridge Co.

Copper Wire
Anaconda Copper Mining
Co.

Page Steel A Wire Co.

Cord. Bell, Trolley, Register
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Intemat'l Register Co..
The

Roebling's Sons Co., John
A.

St. Louis Car Co.
Samson Cordage Works
Silver Lake Co.

Cord Connectors and
Couplers

Elec. Service Supplies Ck>.
Samson Cordage Works
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Couplers, Car
Brfil Co., The J. G,
Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car Co,
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Oo.

Cranes
Industrial Works

Cranes, Oas or Electric
Industrial Works

Cranes. Ixicomotlve. Motor
Truck A PoHable

Industrial Wurks
Cross Arms (See Brackets)
Crossing Foundations
International Steel Tie Co.

Crossing. Frog * Switch
R.imapo AJax C^rp.

Crossing, Manganese
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Crossings
Ramapo AJax Corp,

Crossings, Track (See Track,
Special Work)

Croselngs, Trolley
Ohio Brass Co.

Curtains A Cnrtain Fixtures
Brill Co., The J. O.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Morton Mfg. Co.
St. Louis CTar Oo.

Dealer's Machinery
Elec. Equipment Co.
Transit Jiqulpment Co.

Derailing Devices (See also
Track Work)

Derailing Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Destination ^Igns
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Detective Service
Wish-Service. P. Edward
Door Operating Deviccb
Brill Co., The J. G.
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
General Electric Co.
Nat'l Pneumatic Co., Inc.
St. Louis Car Co.

Doors A Door Fixtures
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Car Ueat. Co
(reneral Electric Co.
Morton Mfg. Co.

Doors, Folding Vestibule
Nat'l Pneumatic Co.. Inc
Safety Car Devices Co.
Drills, Rock
Ingersoll-Rand Co
Sullivan Machincrv Co.
Drills. Track
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Ohio Brass (>>.

Dryers, Sand
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.

Ears
Ohio Brass Co.
Economizers
Power Specialty Co.

Electrical Wires and Cables
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons A Co..
J. A.

Electric Grinders
Railway Track-work Co.
Western Electric Co.

Electric Transmission Towers
American Bridge Co.

Electrical Wires &' Cables
Western Elct-tri*' Co.
Electrodes, Carbon
Railway Track-work Co.

Electrodes, Steel
Railway Track-work Co.

Engineers, Consulting, Con-
tracting and Operating

Allison A Co., J. S.
Archbold-Brady Co,
Beeler, John A.
Bibbins, J. Rowland
Buchanan A Layng Corp.
Bureau of Commercial
Economics, liic.

Day A Zimmerman, Inc.
Drum A Co., A. L.
Ford, Bacon A Davis
Hemphill A Wells
Hoist, Engelhardt W.
Jackson. Walter
Kelly-Cooke Co.
Ong, Joe R,
Railway Audit A Inspec-
tion Co,

Richey, Albert S.
Robinson A Co.. Dwight
P.
Sanderson A Porter
Stevens A Wood
Stone A Webster
White Bng. Corp.. The
J. G.

Engineering
Equipment EnKineerlng Co.
Rnslnfs, Oas, All or Steam
AlUs-Chalmers Mfg. (To.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.
Fare Boxes
(Tieveland Pare Box Co.
Johnson Pare Box (3o.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance 0>.

Fare Registers
Ohmer Fare Register Co.

Fences, Woven Wire and
Fence Posts

Acme Win- Co.
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.

Fenders and Wheel Guards
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Consolidated Car Pender Co
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
St. Louts Car Co.

Fibre and Fibre Tubing
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Field CoUs (See Colls)
Flangeway Guards, Steel
Godwin Co.. Inc., W. 9.

Floodlights
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Forglngs
Brill Co., J. G., The

Frogs A Craaslngs, Tee Kail
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo AJax Corp.

Frogs, Track (See Tmck
Work)

Frogs, Trolley
Ohio Brass Co,

Furnaces, Electric Steel
Melting

American Bridge Co.
Fuses and Fuse Boxes
Consolidated Car Ueat. Co.
(5eneral Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co

Fuses, Cartridge, Non-Re-
iliUitle A High Voltace

Johns-Pratt Co,
Fuses, Reflllable
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Johns-Manville. Inc.
Johns-Pratt Oo.

(uskets
Westinghouse Tr. Br. (3o.

Gas Producers
Westinghouse B. A M. (3o.

<ias-Elcctrio Cars
General Elec. Co.
Westinghouse E. * n. Oa.

Gates, Car
Brill Co.. The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

(ear Blanks
Bethlehem Steel (3o.
Brill Co., J. G., The

Gear Cases
ChillingTvorth Mfg. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse B. A M. Oo.

Gears and Pinions
Bemis Car Truck co.
Bethlehem Steel Co,
Elec, Service Supplies Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance (Jo,
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Tool Steel Gear A Pinion
Co

Generating Sets, Gns-Blectrie
General Electric Co.

Generators
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Girder Ralls
Bethlehem Steel (3o,

Lorain Steel Co.
Gong (See Bells and Gongs)
Greases (See Lubricants)
Grinders and Grind Supplies
Indianpolis Switch A Frog
Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Grinders, Poriablr
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinders, Portable Electric
Railway Track-work Co.

Grinding Bricks and Wheels
Railway Track-work Oo.

Ground Wires
Page Steel A Wire Co.
Gnard Kail Clamps
Ramapo Ajax (5orp.

Guard Ralls, Tee Rail A
Manganese
Ramapo Alax Corp.

Gnards, Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Ohio Brass Co.
Hammers, Pneumatle
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Harps. Trolley
Elec Service Supplies Co.
More-Jones Brass Metal Oo.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Star Brass Works

Headlights
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
(Jeneral Eelotric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car 0>.

Headlining
Haskelite Mfg. Oo.
Panel.vte Co.

Heaters. Oar (Electric)
Consolidated Car Heat. Co
Gold Car Heat. A Ltg. (To.

Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter

Heaters, Car, Hot Air and
Water

Blec. Service Supplies 0>.
Smith Heater Co . Peter
Heaters for Special Purpose*
Power Specialty Co.
Helmet*—Welding
Railway Track-work <5o.

Hoisting Machinery
American Bridge (>).

Hoists * IJfts
Ford Chain Block Co
Hoists, Portable
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
SulIiv.Tii Macliincrv Co. '1
Hydrnnllr Machinery
Allis Chalmers Mfg. (>>.

Indicating Signals
OsUel Equipment Co.

Instrnments Mensorlng, Test
Ing and Recording

Elec. Service Suppllea CO.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
JohnsPratt Co.
Western Electric Co
Westinghouse . A X. Os.
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Tie Tampers

Ingersoll-Rand Track
Tools include—
Paving Breakers,

Tie Tampers,
Grinders,

Riveters,

Chippers,

Spike Drivers

The Compressed Air Way
Saves Time and Money
Ingersoll - Rand Portable Air Com-

pressors and Tools finish up many jobs in a

fraction of the time required by hand meth-
ods.

Pneumatic "Paving Breakers" save more
than 50% in time and labor over hand meth-
ods, when breaking out pavement shoulders,

heavy foundations, etc.

Pneumatic Tie Tampers enable four men
to tamp more track and do it better than
twelve to sixteen men using hand methods.

Other air tools are also used to save

money on various jobs, making the portable

compressor outfit a most important factor

in reducing track costs. Ask for complete
information on the savings made with port-

able air-power units.

INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY, 11 Broadway, New York
Offices in Principal Cities the World Over

For Canada refer Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Co., Limited, 260 St. James Street, Montreal, Quebec

Ingesffoll-Raiid
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iDinlatinc Clotb, Paper and
Tape

General Electric Co.
Irrlngrton Varnish ft Ina.

Co.
Okonlte Co.
Stand. Dnderground Cable
Co.

Weetinrbouse E. ft. M. Co.

Inralatlne, Silk S Tarnish
|

Irvinrton Varnisb ft Ins.

Co.

Insolation (See also Paints)
Electric Ky. Eauipment
Co.

Elec. Service Supliea Co.
General Electric Co.
IrrinKton Varnish ft Ina.
Co.

Okonlte Co.
Weatinghouse E. & M. Co.

iBsnlatlon Slots
Irvington Varnish ft Ins.

Co.

Insnlators (See also Line
Materials)

Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Irvinffton Varnish & Ina.
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Insulator Pins
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hubbard ft Co.

Insnlators, High Voltare
Lapp Insulator Co.. Inc.

Jacks (See also Cranes.
Hoists and LKts)

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Jointa, Rail

(See Bail Joints)
Joarnal Boxes
BemiB Car Truck O.
BriU Co.. J. G.
Fort Pitt Steel Castiners Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Junction Boxes
Std. Underground Cable
Co.

Lamps, Gnards and Fixtures
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.
Lamps, Arc ft Incandeseent

(See also Headlig-hts)
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

I.amps, Signal and Marker
Nicnols-Lintern Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

I.Antern8, Classification
Nichols-Lintem Co.

Lightning Protection
Elec. Service Sup. (3o.
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Shaw, Henry M.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Line Material (See also
Brackets, Insnlators,
Wires, etc.)

Archbold-Brady Co.
Electric By. EQulpment
Co.

Blec. Service Sup. (Jo.
General Electric (3o.
Hubbard ft Co.
More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Co.

Ohio Brass CM.
Western EIe<?tric Co
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

LocomotiTee, Kleetrla
Baldwin Locomotive Wks.
General Electric C!o.
McGuire-(3ummlngs Mfg. Oo
St. Louis Car Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Lnbrlcating Englneen
Galena Signal Oil Co.
Stan<iarcl Oil Co. of Ind.
Universal Lubricating C!o.

Lnbrieants. Oil and Grease
Galena Signal Co.
Standard Oil Co. of nd.
Universal Lubricating Oo.
Manganese Parts
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Ihinganpiie .Steel Castings
Wm. Wharton. Jr. ft Co.
Manganese Steel Onards

Ralls
Ramapo Aiax Corp.

Manganese Steel, Special
Track TVnrk
Bethlehem Steel C!o.
Manganese Steel Switches

Frogs ft Crossings
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Aiax Corp.

Meters (See Instmments)
Molding. Metal
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Motor Rose* (See Bnsee,

Motor)
Motnrs, Electrle
Allis-C!halmers Mfg. On.
Westinghouse H. ft M. Oo.

Motors and Oenerntora, Seta
Allis-Chatmers Mfg. Co.
Oenernl Electric <3o.
MMormen's Seats
Brill Co.. J. G.
Blec. Service Sup. Oo.
Reywood-Wakeflefd Oo.
St. IxniU Cor Oo.
Wood Co.. Cbaa. ft.

Nats and Bolts
BemIs Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Hubbard ft Co.

Oils (See Lubricants),
Oil Heaters
Power Specialty Co.
Omnihuses (See Buses,

Motor)
Oxy-Acetylene (See Cnttlnc
Apparatus, Oxy-Acetylene)

Packing
Elec. Service Suplies Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co,

Paints and Varnishes (Insu- i

latlng)
. ^ . ,

Irvington Varnish ft Ins.

Co.
Paints and Varnishes tor
Woodwork

National Ry. Appliance Co
Pavement Breakers
Ingersoll-Rand Co. (A. S
Cameron Steam Pump
Works I

Sullivan Maihinery Co.
Paving Guards, Steel
(Jodwin Co., Inc., W. S.

Paving Material
Amer. Br. Shoe ft Pdy. Co.

Pickup, Trolley Wire
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Pinion Pullers
Klec. Servio' Supplies Co
General Electric (3o.

Wood Co.. Chas, N.
Pinions (See Gears)
Pins, Case Hardened, Wood

and Iron
Bemis Car Truck C!o.

Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake
Co.

Pin.-. Wood ft Iron
Sharp. Edw. P.
Pipe Fittings
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Planers (See Machine Tools)
Plates for Tee Rail Svrttches
Ramapo Aiax Corp.

Pliers, Rubber Insulated
Elec. Service Sup. Co.

Pneumatic Tools
Ingersoll-Rand Co. (A. 8.
Cameron Steam Pump
Works)

Pole Line Hardware
Bethlehem Steel Co
Ohio Brass Co.

Poles, Metal Street

Rattan
Brill Co., The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Heywood-Wakeneld (^.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.

Registers and Fittings
Brill Co., The J. (i.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Intern'l Register Co.. The
Ohmer Fare Register Co.
Rooke Automatic Register
Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Relnfnrcement. Conerrte
Amer. Steel ft Wire (3o.

Repair Shop Appliances (See
also Coil Banding and
Winding Mnehini'S)

Eleo. S'TVice Supplies Co.
Repair Work (Sie also

Coils)
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E ft M. Co.

Replucers, Car
Elec. Service Sup. (3o.

Resistances
Consolidated Car Heat. <k).

Resistance. Wire and Tube
General Electritf' Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Retrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley)

Rheostats
General Electric Co.

I

Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.
' Rollers. Shade
I Haviland Shade Roller Co.
I Koofs

Haskelite Mfg. Co.
Sanders. Track
Brill Co., The J. G.
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Nichols-Lintem (jo.

Ohio Brass Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Sasb Fixtures, Oar
Brill Co.. The J. G.
St. Louis Car Co.

Scrapers, Track (See Clean-
ers and Scrapers, Track)

Screw Drivers, Rnbber
Insulated

Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Seating .Materials
Pantasote Co.

Seats, Bus
Brill Co., J. G., The
Heywood-Walrefleld Co.
St, Louis Car Co.

Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
| s,ats. Car (See also Rattan)

Hubbard ft (M.
Wisti'T-n Electric Co.
Pole Reinforcing
Hubbard ft Co.

Poles ft Ties Treated
Bell Lumber Co.
International Creosotlng ft

Construction Co.
>olc8. Ties, Posts, PlUng ft

Lumber
Bell Lumlier Co.
International Creosotlnr ft i

Construction (M
Scnithcrn Cypress Mfgrs.
Ahsh.

Poles, Trolley
Bell Lumber Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Oo.
Nuttall Co.. B. D.

Poles, Tubular Steel
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elfc Service Sup. (3o.

Porrelain Special High
Voltage

Brill Co. The J. G.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis C.Tr Co.

Seating Materials
Brill Co.. J. G.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
St. Louis Car Co,

Second Hand Equipment
Electric Equipment Co.
Transit Equipment Co.

Shades, Vestibule
Brill Co., The J. G.

I Shovels
Brill Co., The J, 6.

I
Hubbard & Oi.

Side Bearings (See Bearings,
Center and Side)

Signals, Car Starting
Consolidated Car. Hest Co
Elec. Service Sup. Co.
Nat'l Pneumatic Co., Inc.

Signals. Indicating
Nichols-Lintern Co.

I

Onkel EouipmenJ^ Co.
Lapp Insulator 0>.. Ine.

| signal Systems, Highway
Pntheads
Okonlte Co.
Power Houses
American Bridge (3o.

Power Saving Devlees
National Ry. Aopllsnce (3o

Railway Improvement (3o.

Pressure Regulators
General Electric Oo.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.
Pumps
Allis-Cbalmcrs Mfg. Co.
Tnirersoll-Rnnd Co.

Pnnips, .Mr Lift
Suilivim Macliinery (M.
Pumps, VBcnnm
Tngersoll-Rand Co.
Sullivan Mn>'liinery Co.
Punches. Ticket
Bonnev-Vebslnre Tool Oo.
Intern'l Register Oo.. The
Wood C!o.. Chas N.

Rail Braces ft Fastenings
Ramano A)sx Corn.

Rail Grinders (See Grinders)
Rail Joints
Cnrneeie Steel Co.
Rail .Toint Co.

Rail Joints—Welded
Lorain Steel Co.

Rails, Relaying
Foster Co , L. B,

Ralls. Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.
Foster Co., L. B

RallwnT Paving Guards,
Steel

(5odwln Co., Inc.. W. S.
Rnllwav Safety 8wl»ehe«
Consolidated Car Hest, Oo.
Westingbniise B, ft M, Oo.

Rail Welding
Railway Track-work Co,

Crossing
Nschod Signal Co , Ine.
Wood Co.. Chas. N.

Slmal Systems, Block
E?lec. Service Sup. Co.
Nachod Signal Co., Inc.

Slack Adjusters (See Brake
Adjusters)

Sleet Wheels and Cutters
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. ft

J. M.
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co,
Elec. By. Improvement Co,
Elec. Service Supplies Oo,
More-Jones Brass ft Metal
Co.

Nuttall Co.. R, D.
Smokestacks. Car
Ni^^hols-Llnlern Co.

Sockets ft Receptacles
National Metal Molding Co.
Snow Sweepers, Rattan
Heywood-Wakefleld Co
Snow-Plows, Sweepers and
Brooms

Brill Co., The J. G.
Consolidated Car Fender Co
McGulreCummings Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Soldering and Rrnsing Ap

paratiis (See Weldlnc
Processes and Appariitn")

Irvington Varnish * Ins
Co.

Solderless, Connector
Frankel Connector Co.
Special Adhesive Paper*
Irvington Varnish A In*.
Co.

Special Trackwork
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel (}o.

Spikes
Amer. Steel ft Wire Co.

Splicing Compound*
Westmghouse E. ft M. (to.

Splicing Sleeves (See Clamps
and Connectors)

Springs. Car and Truck
Amer. Sleel ft Wire Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Fort Pitt Spring ft Mfg.
Co.
Si. Louis Car Co.

.Sprinklers, Track and Road
Uiill Co,, The J. G,
McC^re-Cummlngs Mfg.
Co.

St. Louis Car Co.
Steel and Steel Products
Carnegie Steel Co.
Steps, Car
Brill Co., J. G., The
Morton Mfg. Co,

Stokers, Mechanical
Babcck & Wilcox Co.
Westinghouse E, ft M, Co,

Stop Signals
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Oskel Eciuipment Co.

Storage Batteries (See Bat-
teries. Storage)

Strain, Insulators
Anderson, A. & J. M. Mfg.
Co,

Ohio Brass Co,
Strand
Roebling's Sons (X)., J, A.

Straps, Car, Sanitary
Railway Improvement Co.

Subway Boxes
Johns-Pratt Co.

Superheaters
Babcock ft Wilcox (to.

Sweepers, Snow (See Snow
Plows, Sweepers and
Brooms)

Switches, Safety
Johns-Pratt Co.
Switches, Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Switchrs, Tee Rail
Ramapo AJax Corp.
Switches. Track (See Track

Special Work)
Switches and Switchboards
Elec. Service Supplies Co,
(Jeneral Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.
Tamper Tie
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Tapes and Cloths (See Insu-
lating Clolh, Paper and
Tape)

Tee Rail Special Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co,
Ramapo Aiax Corp.

Telephones and Parts
Elec. Service Supnlie* Co.
Wistirn Electric- Co.
Terminals, Cable
Std Underground Cable C<i

Testing Instruments (See In-

struments, E'ectrical Meas-
uring, Testing, etc.)

Thermostats
(tonsolidated Car Heat. Co.
Gold Car Heal, ft Ltg, Co.
Railway Utility (to.

Smith Heater Co., Peter
TIrkH Chopper* ft De«-

troyers
Elec, Service Supplies (to

Ties. Ail-Metal
Metal Safety R. R, Tie Oo

Ties. Mechanical
Davton Mechanical Tie Co.

Ties and Tie Rods. Steel
Carnegie Steel Co.
Internstionnl Steel Tie Co

Ties, Wood Cross (See Pole*.
Ties. Posts, etc)

Tool Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co,

Tools. Track ft Miscella-
neous

Amer. Sleel ft Wire Co,
Elec. Service Supplies (to
Hubbard ft Co.
Railway Trackwork Co

Torches, Acetylene (See
Cutting Apparatus)

Towers and Transmission
Strnrtnres

Archbold-Brady Co.
We«iinehnii«e E. ft M. (to.

Track Grinders
Railway Track-work Co.

Trarkirs* Trolley Cars
• Brill Co., J. G., The
St. Lnnis Car Co,

Track, Special Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
nuda Company
Coinmbia Machine Wks A
M. I. Co,
Ramapo Alsx Corp.
Transfer (See Tickets)
Transfer Issuing Machines
Ohmer Fare Register Co

Transfer Tables
American Bridge Co.

Trnnsforniers
AllisChalmer" Mfg. Co
General Electric Co.
Western Elcetric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co

Treads. Safety. Stair. Car
Step

Morton Mfg. 0».
Tmller Bases
Blec. Service SuppUe* Oo
(General Klectrlc (to.

More-Jone* Bra** ft MVisI
Co.

I. Co. ;

lyO. ^^9

i
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Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Ohio Brass (to.

Trolley Bases, Betrlevine
Elec. Service Supplies C< .

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Ohio Brass Co .

Trolley Buses
BriU Co.. The J. G.
General Electric (to.

Westinghouse E. AM. (to

Trolley Material. Overhead
Anderson, A. A J. M.
Mfg. Co.

Elec. Service Supplies (to.

More-Jones Brass & Metal
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.

Trolleys ft Trolley Systems
Ford Chain Block Co.
Trolley Wheel Bushings
• More-Jones Brass A Metal

Co.
Trolley Wheels ft Harps
More-Jones Brass A Metal
Co.

Trolley Wheels (See Wheels,
Trolley)

Trolley Wire
Amer. Electrical Works
Amer. Steel A Wire Co.
Anaconda (topper Min. Oo.

Page Steel A Wire (to.

Roebling's Sons Co.. J A
Western Electric Co

Trucks. Automobile
The White Co.
Trucks, Car
Baldwin Locomotive Wks
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
McQuirc-Cumminga Mfg
Co.

St. Louis Car (to.

Taylor Elec. Truck Co.
Tubing, Yellow ft BUkea

Flexible Varnish
Irvington Varnish A In*

(to.

Turbines. Steam
Allis-C*almers MIk.. v»>.

(General Electric (to.

Westinghouse B. A M. tx.

Turbines. Water
Allis-Chalmers Mig. vxi.

Turnstiles
Elec. Service Supplies
Perey Mfg. Co.. Ino

Tum'shle*
American Bridge (to.

Valves „
Ohio Brass <3o.

Westinghouse Tr. Br Co.

Varnished Paper* ft 8"k»
Acme Wire Co.

, . . ,„
Irvington Varnish ft Ins.

Co ^
Ventilators, Car
Brill Co.. The J, G.

Nat'l Rv. Appliance Co
Nichols Lintem Co.
Railway Utility Oo.
St Louis Car Co.

Welded Rail Joint*
Alumino-Thermic Con)
Elec Rv Imnrovemenl Co
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.

Welders. Portable WertrW
Blec. Ry. Improvement
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work

Welding Processes and
Apparatus

Alumino-Thermic (torp

Elec. Ry ImproTOTJenl
(Jeneral Eleclijc (to.

International Oxygen
Ohio Brsss (to.

Railway Track-work Co
Westingbnuse E A M OO

Welding Wire * Rods
P.i£e Steel A Wire (to

Welding Steel

Elec. Ry. Improvement
Railwav Track-work CO.

Wheel Guards (See Fender.

.nd Wheel Guards)
Wbeel Pr***«» (See Ma»*il»»

Tool*)
Wheels. Car. Oast Inm
Bemis Car Truck Oo
Carnegie Sleel Co

Wheels. Wrought Bleei

Carnegie Steel Co
Wheels. Trolley
Elec Rv. Equipment U
Blec Service Supplies Or
(general Electric Co
More-Jones Brass A Metsi

Co
Knttall (to.. R. D.

Sharp. Edw. P.
Star Brss" Works

Whistles. Air
General Elcetric Co

,
Ohio Br.iss Co^
wr'-«Hnvbo"«e K, A M l-o.

! wire Copper Covered Steel

Page Steel A Wipe Co
wire Rone „ , .
Roebling's Son. Co J A

WIrea and Cables
Amer Electrical WoHw
Amer. Sleel A Wire (to

Anaconda ronner M'-i t^

General TOeclHc C
Okonlte , On.
Pare Steel * Wipe C,

Boeblinr'B Sons On., JL A
Std Underground CaW»
(to.

Western Electric Co
Westinghouse « A M (»>

i
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Waterproofed Trolley Cord
.HiniMiiiiiiiitniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiitMiniiiiiniifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiimiiiiiiiitiiiL

I« the hnest cord that science and ikill can produce.

Its wearing qualities are unsurpassed.

FOR POSITIVE SATISFACTION ORDER
SILVER LAKE

If you are not familiar with the quality you will

Mirprited at it* ENDURANCE and ECONOMY.
Sold by Net Weiahtt and Putt LtngthM

SILVER LAKE COMPANY
Manufacturers of bell, signal and other card*,

NewtonTille, Masiachiuetts

br

f I

I I
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The Kalamazoo Trolley Wheel*
bave always been made of en-

tirely new metal, which accounts

for their long life WITHOUT
INJURY TO THE WIRE. Do
not be misled by statements of

large mileage, because a wheel
that will run too long will dam-
age the wire. If our catalogue
does not show the style you
need, write us—the LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE TROLLEY
WHEEL MAKERS IN THE
WORLD.

THE STAR BRASS WORKS
KALAMAZOO. MICH.. U. S. A.

mmnniHiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiintiriMMiiMitiMMiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiMiiiiiitMiiiMiMiitiMi'

= "Differential Two-Car Train. Trailer dumping load clear of trench." =

DIFFERENTIAL CARS
|

I Standard on Fifty Railways for I

I Track Maintenance Track Construction i

I Ash Disposal Hauling Crossties i
I Placing Ballast Disposal of Waste f

I Coal Hauling Snow Disposal §
I Concrete Materials to the Job

I Excavated Material to the Dump

I
For Economy

I THE CLARK CONCRETE BREAKER
I THE DIFFERENTIAL BOTTOM DUMP CAR f
I THE DIFFERENTIAL COMBINATION I

I CAR-WHEEL TRUCK and TRACTOR I

I
THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR CO.

j
I Findlay, Ohio, U. S. A. I
riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiililllllllllllllliiililliiiiiiiiiMiiiitMillllllimiiiliniilliiiliiiimiliniitiiiiii^
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McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Co.

General Offices

:

111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Street Cars

Trucks

Snow Sweepersr
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The "Ideal" |

Trolley Wheel
|

' For Electric Railway |

and Create Service \

I Our new type, low carbon steel flanges are softer than the

I overhead, thereby conserving it.

I Perfect balance allows the Ideal to follow the wire more

i closely and with less spring tension.

i The contact ring and hub is made of pure new copper with

I a small amount of tin, giving a low electrical resistance.

itnHuuiiuuuiiuiniiMiiiiiiiiiiHHiniMiiiiHiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiHiiitHHHimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiniiiiiiiiiiitiiiuiiniMiHiiiMjiHiiiiiiniiiiiff

I EDWARD P. SHARP
I L. E. HARMON, Prop.

I 308-14 Terrace

I
Buffalo, N. Y.

^lllllllinilllHIIHIIIIIIIItllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIHItlllltUIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIMII

Sciee Repretentativee

:

R. D. NUTTALL CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

NATIONAL BRAKE CO., Inc.
Buffalo, N. Y.
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Robinson Co., Dwight P 20
Roebling's Sons Co., John A... 37

Rooke Automatic Register Co.. 4-

S

St. Louis Car Co 35

Samson Cordage Works 41

Sanderson & Porter 20

Searchlight Section 44-46

Sharp, Edw. P 49

Shaw. Hehry M 37

Sheldon Axle & Spring Co 23

Silver Lake Co 49

Smith Heater Co., Peter, The.. 41

Standard Oil Co 27

Southern Cypress Mfrs. Assn... 33

Standartt Underground Cable Co. 37

Star Brass Works 49

Stevens & Wood, Inc 30

Stone & Webster 20

Stucki & Co., A 50

Sullivan Machinery Co 36

Tool Steel Gear & Pinion Co . . . 28

Transit Equipment Co 44

V

V. S. Graphite Co 43

Universal Lubricating Co 40

W
"Want" Ads 44 i

Wason Mfg. Co
Westinghouse Elec. & Mf». Co.-

Wc8tinghou.se Traction Brake Co. 8

Western Electric Co 26

White Engineering Corp., The
J. G 80

Wish Service, The P. Kdw "1

Wood Co.. Chas. N '

"
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I Northern CEDAR POLES Western 1
S __. s
= We guarantee |

I
all (rade* of poles ; also any butt-treating specifications i

I
BELL LUMBER CpMPANY \

I
Minneapolis, Minn. |
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100 New Users in the Last Nine Months

KASS SAFETY TREADS
HIGH

in efficiency and lasting qualitlM

LOW
in vrei^t, initial and upkeep ooati

Morton Manufacturing Co., Chicago

I

STUCKI
SIDE

BEARINGS
A. STUCKI CO. I i
Oliver Bldf. I '

Pittsburgh. Pa. |

jilliiiiHHHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniiiniiiiiniiiMiiMuiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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i ".^xIp SprrlalUls Since IHflO"
S .Vililrnia «ll MhII In Post Offlre Box 01», Richmond, Va.

CAR AXLES
J. R. JOHNSON AND CO., INC.

FORGED STEEL AXLES
For Locomotives, Passenger, Freight and Electric Csrs

ituMilh Forei'ii or Rough Turneil—t'lirbon or .Vlln.v Steel—I'lilln or

I llii\t Trratrd, Forged nnil Turned IMslon Koda, Crnnk rins. Ijtfge

I Shiifls, Round lt»r<i, rlr.
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Brill Car and Bus Seats

v.-

<^^-''<^^l:v<->i>.
specific,

^"^^'S^'/y'^rf^^--. railway

Car Seats
The type illustrated is but one of

many especially developed for rail-

way cars. Brill "Winner" and

non-reversible seats with rattan,

imitation leather or plush uphol-

stered cushion and backs are

specified by most leading electric

s.

Bus Seats

The Brill "Cumfit" bus seat

with deep spring cushion

and comfortable back,

upholstered in imitation

leather meets the exacting

requirements of this par-

ticular service.

"CUMFIT" BUS TVPE

11 The J. G. Brill Company
Pi-HL.A.DE:i_F»mA.. Pa..

American Car Ca —
ST. i.auis MO. CC. KuHLMAN Car Co. —

Ci-CVCUANO.OHIO,
Wason Manp'o Co.
SPR irMCriEI_0. MASS.

•
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1

Srtf/ trolley bus with
CE-2S8 Motors and
foot-operated M control.

Philadelphia also Believes in Buses

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

Sale* Offices in all Large Cities

9 TROLLEY BUSES of this design, G-E]

equipped, are in regular operation on the
\

Oregon Avenue Line of the Philadelphia Rapid I

Transit Company. i

As an auxiliary to present service, the trolley

bus offers an opportunity. Have you con-

sidered it? !

GENERAL ELECTRIC














